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PRE FAC E

JOHN TAYLOR, in Queen Elizabeth's time, wrote a poem entirely in praise of Needlework ; we, in a

less romantic age, do not publish a poem, but a Dictionary, not in praise, but in pi'actice, of the Art.

It is true that many books deaKng with distinct varieties of both plain and fancy work have

been published from time to time, but there has not been any that has dealt exhaustively with both subjects,

and combined in one volume not only descriptions of ancient and modern Laces, plain and fancy stitches

and work, and the manner of working, but also pai'ticulars of the various stuffs and materials used for the

same.

It has been our object to produce such a comprehensive work—to bring within the compass of a single

volume full instructions in working any and every kind of plain and fancy Needlework, to gii-e information

concerning the various materials and impilements used, to explain the meaning of the terms and technical

phrases which are now so generally employed in describing Needlework operations, and, in short, to nuike

the DiCTlONABY OP Needlework so complete in all respects that any one nvdj be certain of finding in its

pages information on every point connected with Needlework.

To many who are not workers, the Lace portion of the Dictionary will, it is hoped, be especially

interesting, as there will be found full particulars and numerous engravings of the various makes, both ancient

and modera, and in very many instances the most minute instnictions for working them — for even some of

the most prized of old laces can be successfully copied by all who have patience, leisure, and eyesight.

It is not in the scheme of the present book to include other work than that done wholly, or in

part, by the aid of the needle, and the materials used; and mere patterns of fancy work are also necessarily

excluded—except so far as they may be required as examples—as they are already multitudinous, and are

being added to day by day, for they change with the fashion of the hour. Besides, anyone with The

DiCTlONAEY OF NEEDLEWORK at hand can readily master the principles and details of a given work, and

can then at will apply that knowledge to any suitable design which may be possessed, or which may be given

in the pages of the various journals which devote space to such matters. But beyond these two exceptions

we have endeavoured to follow out Lord Brougham's maxim, that a good index can hardly be too prolix,

and have introduced every possible stitch, work, and material; feeling with .lohn Taylor of old, that

All Ihcse are good, aud these we must allow :

And these are everywhere in practice nnw.

London, S. F. A. d,

June, li&2.
It., t. h.



MARKS AND SIGNS.

In Cr<jcbet, Knitting, and Tatting patterns, the same stitches are frequently repeated in the same round of

the work. To save the recapitulation thus necessary the following signs are adopted to indicate where the stitches

already- given are to be repeated or in any way used again :

The Asterisk or *.—Where an asterisk is put twice, with instructions between, they indicate that the

part iif the pattern enclosed between them is to be repeated from where the first asterisk is inserted, thus : 3 Chain.

* 1 Double Crochet, .5 Chain, 2 Douljle Crochet, repeat from * twice. This, if written at full length, would read

as follows: '') Chain, 1 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 2 Doulde Crochet, 1 Double Crochet, o Chain, 2 Double Crochet.

I Doulilf Crochet, .5 Chain, 2 Double Crochet.

The Square Cross or -|- is used in Knitting and Crochet to indicate the place to which a row is woi'ked

and then repeated backwards. For example : 1 Doidjle Crochet, 5 Chain, 3 Treble Crochet, + ; if written at full

length this would be— 1 Douljle Crochet, 5 Chain, 6 Treble Crochet, 5 Chain, 1 Double Crochet. The letters A and

B sometimes take the place of the cross, as follows : A, 1 Double Crochet. 5 Chain, 3 Treble Crochet, B.

The St. Andrew's Cross or X is used in instructions to help a worker in a difficult piattern by enclosing a

particular part of a design within two of these crosses, thus: 4 Chain. 5 Treble, < 12 Chain, 1 Purl, 12 Chain,

". Douljle Crochet, H Treble, x 4 Chain,

The JiOag Cross or Sagger (t) is used in conjunction with the asterisk in instnictions when a repetition

within a repetition has to be made, as for example : 1 Chain, t i Double Crochet, -5 Chain, * 3 Chain, o Treble

Crochet. 1 Purl, repeat from * twice, 4 Chain, 3 Double Crochet, repeat from + ; if written out fully would be

—

1 Chain, 4 Double Crochet, S Chain, .'') Treble Crochet, 1 Purl. 3 Cliain, ") Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 3 Chain,
."> Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 4 Chain, 3 Double Crochet, 4 Double Crochet, 8 Chain, .5 Treble Crochet, 1 Purl,

;! Chain, .. Treble Crochet, 1 Purl, 3 Chain. .5 Trel^le Crochet. 1 Purl. 4 Chain. 3 Double Crochet.

Words in Small Capital Letters.—In the explanations of the manner of working the various

Embroideries we have eudeavoureil to facilitate the references by printing in small capital letters the
designation of any stitch or movement when first mentioned that is of sufficient importance as to require a separate-

heading. The worker will understand from this that she can, if necessary, refer to a fuller explanation of th.-

stitch or movement than is supplied in that particular place. The same stitches being used in totally different

branches of needlework, a descripti.m of them imdei' one heading, once for all, does away with the necessity of

.-..utinual repetitions. When a stitch .>r movement is only required in the particular work where it occurs, it is

mly referred to in the main part of the Dictionary, and is described in a separate paragraph under the heading
'if thi- work it is used in.

ERRATA.
American Patchwork, described on page <>, is more properly known as ' Canadian Patchwork "

(.see Patchwork 1. Fig, 047 is the illustration which should have been given in place of Fig. ti.

Art Embroidery on Needlework should be ''Art Embroidery, or Needlework,"

Brides and Brides Claires.—' See Bar " should Ije see Bars,'

Half Hitch.—The second heading should be '• Half Stitch,"

y^ ~\
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ABACA. — Tlie native name for ihc Manilla bemp,

produced by one of the Banana ti-ibe. Tins fibi'e was iuti'O-

duced into France for tbo manufacture of dress materials,

as well as of tapestry and articles of upholstery. In

India it is made into the finest muslins and linen cloth.

For these delicate stuffs, only the innei- fibre of the leaf-

stalk is employed ; while canvas, as well as cordage, is

produced from the cot.rsei- kind outside. The Abaca

plant is a native of the East Indian islands ; and the

well-known Manilla straw hats are plaited from its

coarser fibres.

Abb.—From the Anglo-Saxon ah-nli. The yarn of whiih

the warp of any textile is C( mposed. of whatever material

it may be. Thus the term ' Abb-wool." as employed by

weavers, signifies the wool of which the warp of any stuff

may be woven.

A Bout.—A phrase denoting one complete round made

in knitting. See Knittinc;.

Abrasion.—A technical term denoting the figuring of

textiles by means of wtaviug down the surface.

Adding Bobbins.—Extra bobbins are often necessary

in various parts of pillow lace while in progress of

making ; they are hung on in piairs to the pin nearest the

nmners or workers, and the ends of the knot that joins

them together are cut close and wound out of the way

to prevent these ends getting entangled with the bobbin

threads. The new thread is passed under two iimners. and

the work continued as usual.

Adrianople Twill.—The French name synonymous with

Turkey Bed Twill, which see.

Afic6t.—A French name for an instiv.ment for polish-

ing lace, and removing small hard scraps of cotton or

thread.

Agrafe.—The word is dciivcd from the carh' Norman
term Aggvcqies. and is the modern Frcucli fur a cla.sp or

hook. It is also applied to gimp fastcuiugs. The ancient

Aggrapes included both the hook aud eye which fastened

mediffival armour.

Aigrette.—A French teim, employed iu millinery, de-

noting an upright tuft of filaments, grapes, or feathers as

a decoration to the headdress, hat, or bonnet.

Aiguille.—The French for needle.

Aiguillette.—A trimming of cords teiminatiug in tags

of gimp. silk, gold, silver, or black metal.

Albatross Clotb..—A soft fine bunting ; it is known

also as Satin Moss," "Llama Croisc," " Vienna " (the

stoutest make). " Snowflake " iwhich is tteckedi. " Antique

Cloth," Ac, 25 inches in width.

Albert Crape.—A variety of crape ci'Uiposed of a

union of silk and cotton ; that calli-d Victoria Crape

being of cotton ouly. The widths of all descriptions of

crape run from 32 inches tn 1 yard. iS'cc Crape.

Alen^on Bar.—A needlepoint bar. chiefiy used for

filling up irregular spaces in modern point lace. It is

made with a twisted thread, passeil backwards and for-

FiG. 1. Alenson B.\r.

wards over the space to be covered as a herringbone.

This thread is either ciuxled or buttonholed, as shown in

illustration iFig. 1.)
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Alenpou Grounds. — These s'i'"i"i'is wevo first made
with the bride iiud tlieu with the reseau. Those of

Argentan resemljled them, except that Aleueim excelled in

the extreme fineness and regularity of its resean grounds,

while Argentan was justly considered superior in its grande

Ijride. The bride was the plain bride, and the bride picotee

or bride omees (which see). The grande bride was formed of

a six-sided mesh covered with Tiuttonhole. The reseau

was worked after the pattern, and served to join it. It was

worked all one way with a kind of knotted stitch, the

worker commencing always on the same side, and placing

her needle between each stitch of the row just formed. Some-

times the plain groimd was formed with a thread thrown

across, and others intersecting it. The Aleneou grormds

are of the same hezagonal shaped mesh as the Brussels,

but the Argentan are coarser. The ecaillo de poisson

ground is found in both laces. It is a reseau ground

very much resembling the overlapping scales (if a. fish.

edict he established a small school of 200 workmen for

the purpose of producing point de Venice in France, and

thus directing into French hands the money that was spent

in foreign countries. The old point coupe workers at first

rebelled against the monopoly of Colbei-t, but the lace was

ordered to be worn at court, and soon became fashionable,

as much on account of its intrinsic beauty as for royal

favour. Enormous quantities were sold, and it was sent

to Russia, Poland, an(.l Enghmd, and even to Venice.

At this period Aleuyon was but a copy of Venetian and

Spanish point, the patterns were the same, and the stitch

omfined to the buttonhole ; the grounds were the bride and

the bride ornee, the flowers in relief, and trimmed with

picots and flt-urs vidantes. In 1G78 a slight change

appeared in the lace, the ground was dispensed with, and

the patterns so formed that they connected themselves

together with long stems and small branching sprays, but

still ill high relief, and chiefly made with buttonhole

Fin. ALEN(;'ON POINT—EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

Aleil(;on Point.—This beautiful French lace is one of

the glories of that nation. It is, with the exception of

Argentan, which is allied to it, the only needle point

executed in France. It was known in England as point a

I'aiguille for many generations, while from the date of its

manufacture in France, 1665 to 1720, it was there called

point de France. The chief seat of its manufacture at the

present time is at Bayeux, but in iilden times the making
fjf the lace did not extend l>eyond a few miles round

Alenfon, and yet gave employment to from 8000 to 9000

hands, chiefly women and children, but old men also worked.

The town of Alent/on, before the time of Colbert, made the

lace called point coupe, and when that energetic minister

conceived the idea of establishing a Venetian school of

lace in France, he fixed upon his chateau of Lonray, close to

Alencon, as its seat. The enormous sums spent by the

nation in the purchase of Venetian and Spanish points

induced Coll:>ert to taki:' this step, and olitaiuing a royal

stitch. During the reign of Louis XIV. Alencj-on was
made of these two descriptions, but after his death and
that of Colbert's a great change was introduced. The
gr(5und was made with a mesh called reseau, and the

pattern filled up with numerous open stitches, called jours

or modes. In the first part of the eighteenth century this

reseau was made of various sizes and thicknesses, and the

pattern flowing and undulating, latterly the lace patterns

partook of the bizarre rage, and were stiff and formal, and

they then again changed to the reseau, being sewn with

small dots or sprays, and the pattern worked as a solid

lii.irder (see Fig. 2). During the Revolution the manufactory

at Alencon became almost extinct, but Napoleon I. assembled

the old workers that remained, and gave a new impetus with

magnificent orders, amongst them the layette for the- King
of Rome and the bed hangings of Marie Louise. With the

abdication of Napoleon the trade again almost disapp,.^i,.ed,

but was revived by Napoleon III., and still exists, althou.i-h

/^ ~\
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the greater part of its glory has departed. The vrai

researi ground, for whieh Ak^ncj-on was so justly famous, is

BOW rarely worked, and only for sueh orders as royal

marriages, and the work eonfiued to the pattern formed

with needle and applique upon bobbin net. The use of

Alemjon during the reigns of Louis XIV, and XV. was
imiversal, and it was then at the height of its fame. The
prices given were enormous, and yet every article of attire

was trimmed with it, and such large furniture as bed-

wheuee its name, vilain, Tiy the workwonii_'U, a corruption of

vellum. Only minute parts of iine pjatteru were placed

\ip(m (jne sheet of parchment, wliich was nundjci'cd, so that

no error in the j'
. >

^ m,
should occur.„._. .,.._.. .„ _.^

J., „ These pieces of

parchment were pricked with little holes along the (jutlines

of the design, and the outline followed with a d<ju)jled threail,

called fil de trace, caught down t(j the parchment at regular

intervals, as shown in Pig, 3, The groundwork was then

made—the bride, as described; also the reseau or AleN(,'ON

Fiu. FIL DE TK ACE-WUEKING LACE.

hangings and vallances to cover baths composed of it.

The lace hangings of the bed at the baptism of the Duke

of York, 1763, cost £3783, and a single toilette 6801 livres.

When we consider the time that Aleni;on took to make, and

the number of hands it passed through, these prices are

not siu'prising ; and we must also take into -account that

the fine Lille thread of which it was composed cost 1800

livi-es the lb. The lace was made as follows : The patterns

were drawn upon copper, and printed off on to parchment

—

Geound (which sec), and the modes added. In the oldest

specimens of this lace these uKjdes were all buttonholed,

in the more modern they were remarkalilc for their light-

ness and beauty, the Alen(;on workwomen excelling all

(jther lace makers in these fancy stitches. The CLirdonnet,

or outer edge, of the lace was always thick, and had horse-

hair introduced into it. This rendered the lace firm and

durable, but had a heavy look, and gave the idea of consi-

dering AlenCj'on as a winter lace. It also caused the cor-

B 2
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Fio. 4, ALOE THKEAD EMBKOIDEKl

donnet to shrink tvlieii cleaned. The footing and pioota

were added after the piece of pattern was joined to the

whole design. When the pattern was so far completed it

was unpicked from the parchment, and joined by the

cleverest workwomen. The lines of the joins were made
t<j follow the pattern as far as possible, and formed part

of it. The finish to the lace was given by polishing all the

parts in relief with the aficot, and adding the picots and

fo(jting. Each workwoman took a separate portion of

these protracted processes, and were called by the following

names : Picqueuse, or prickers ; traceuse, or outliners ; rcs-

eleuse and fondeuse, ground makers ; remplisseuse, the flat

pattern workers ; brodeuse, raised pattern makers ; modeuse,

the ones who worked the fillings; assembleusc, the joiners;

mignonneuse, those who added the footings
;

picoteuse,

the picots ; while the toucheuse, bridense, boucleuse,

gazevise helj^ed the joiners. The Alen90u lace now made is

not passed through so many hands, but is executed by one

person, and the pieces joined together or applique on to

machine net. Two flounces made at Mons. Lefcbure, at

Bayeux, and exhibited in 1867, are one of the finest ex-

amples of modern work. They cost £3i00, and engaged
forty women for seven years in their making. The ground
is the vrai reseau, hence the time spent over them. The
price of the Alenfon, upon machine net ground, now is

about 6s. 6d. the yard, width 2in. to SMn. In the report of

the coumiissioners at the Great Exhibition, Alen9on is

classed fifth, Brussels, Mechlin, Valenciennes, and Lille

being ranked above it. At the same exhibition a new kind
of Aleufon was exhiliited, which was made and patented
by a Madame Hubert. It consisted of flowers and fruit

made with the needle, and so much in relief as to approach
in form and outline to the natural ones ; in fact, perfect

imitations of Nature without the colour.

Algerian Lace.—A gimp lace made of gold and silver

threads. See Geeek Laces.

Algerian Stripe.—A mixed cream-colom-ed material, so
called because made in imitation of the pecuHar Moorish
cloth, manufactured in alternate stripes of rough knotted
cotton web, and one of a delicate gauze-like character,
composed of silk. It is employed for the making of
women's burnouses, in imitation of those worn by the
Arabs. It used to lie produced in scarlet and cream-white,
as well as in the latter only. The price varies from 6s. 6d.
to lOs. 6d.

; the width, 52 inches.

Algerian Work.—See Arabian Embeoideey.
Allah Haik.—The original Moorish striped material, a

mixture of gauze and cotton, unbleached, and of a cream-
white, made in stripes of silk gauze and cotton in equal
widths, the former plain, the latter rough, with a knotted
nap on the right side. It is employed for turbans, and
measures al>out a yard wide. An imitation is made in
England and elsewhere, of not quite so rough a make, which
is much employed in making burnouses. The threads
running the long way of the material are the knotted ones
and are much coarser than those running across them
which are but sufHciently strong to keep them together

Alloa Wheeling.—A Scotch yam, made in the town
of that name. It is to be had in black, dj-ab, o'i-,.y .,^ i

/~
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white, as well as iu heather shades, and is employed for

knitting men's thiek riding gloves. The price iu England
varies from os. to 4s. per lb., but the fluctuati(.)ns iu the

market must be alkiwed for in the p>urehase of these goods.

Aloe Thread Embroidery.—The peasants of Ablns-

sola and the nuus of Oldivales were aeeustouied to make
lace from the fdires of the ah.ie, and recently an em-

broidery with aloe threads, instead of silk, has been intm-

duced into England. The colour of the thread is a pale

straw, but apiart from the novelty of the material has little

to recommend it. although it is believed to retain its coh)ur

better than silk. The work can be executed in satin

called alpacas, fancy alpacas, lustres, silk warp, alpaca

lustres, twilled alpaca mixtures, alpaca and mohair

linings, and uml:irella and parasol cloth. What are nujstly

sold as alpacas now are really a fiuemakeof Orleans cloth,

which is a mixture of wool and cotton, dyed in all colours,

and varying from '24 to 35 inches iu width ; but the first

(juality of real alpaca runs fr(_im 30 to 35 and up t(j 54

inches. jSTearly all the woid is worked up at Bradford, and

the several varieties are most commonly to be had in black,

white, and grey. In its natural state it is black, white or

Ijrown. 3'et from these an almost endless variety is pro-

duced. The pure vigi )gue measures 48 inches in width.

Fig. 5. ALPHABET IN EMBKOIDEEY,

stitch, and the thread is generally laid over a padding of

wool to raise it from the foundation of silk or serge

material, as shown in Fig. 4.

Alpaca Cloth.—This name is derived from the original

Spanish, denoting a species of llama or Peinivian goat,

the Yicnna or Vigonia. producing the most expensive

quality of hair. These animals are of the tribe Cameliiiu.

and are the camels of South America. The hair is fine,

woolly, and longer and finer than that of the Cashmere

goat. The manufacture of it into textiles was introduced

into England by Sir Titus Salt. The wool is mixed with

silk or cotton, producing a thin and durable cloth of

various degrees of fineness, suitable for wearing appiarel

for men and women, as well as for other pui'poses. The

chief amongst the varieties of cloth made of the wool are

Alpaca Yarn.—A very valualjle description of yam.

and much superior t(.i the ordinary qualities i.>f sheep's

wool. In its nat^u'al state it is black, white, or brown, but

a great variety of shades are produced from the three

colours. It is sp)un so finely that the thread may be used

either alone or in combination with silk or cashmere in the

manufacture of faljrics of the lightest description. The

seat of the English trade is at Bradford.

Alpha'bet.—The word alp>hal>et is derived from Alpha

and Beta, the first and second letters in the Greek language.

The embroidery of letters entered largely into the in-

stnictiou given in needlework in ancient days, no girl

lieing considered a proficient in the art until she could

work in cross stitch all the letters of the alphabet upon

a sampler. In modern times this proficiency is not so
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much refjuired. as linen niarkinj,' is done witli ink, liut

ornamental alphaliets are still nsed for initials on poeket

handkerchiefs, the centres of silk cushions, and the comers

of saddle cloths and coloured taljle cloths. The desig-ns

for these letters are taken from well known characters,

such as Gothic, Roman, Renaissance or Cuneiform, the

preference being given to th(jse that are clear in form,

however much omamented. The patterns are either

traced upon stiff paper and laid under such materials

as allow of the lines showing through, or are ironed off,

or traced upon thick stuff's. The letters look lietter

placed across the material than straight. They are em-

broidered with lace thread, embroidery cotton, all the

various silks, flosses, gold and silver thread, or with

human hair. The stitches employed are satin, feather,

overcast, and rope for solid thick materials, while such

as point de pois, point Russe, point d"or, are added to

the first mentioned, for cambrics, Japanese silks, and

other light foundations. The illustrations (Fig. 5) show

both capitals and small letters of an aljohabet chiefly used

for embroidery, and are worked in satin stitch, point de

p(.)is and herringbone. The dark lines of the illustrations

are either cut out and Ijtittonholed, or indicate the parts

of the letters that are padded and raised above the rest

and aftenvards heiTingboned (jver. The Irish peasantry

are celelirated for their skill in embroidering letters upon

handkerchief corners, and French ladies display mtich

taste in working with silk upon silk table cloths and

cushions. English ladies use alphabets more for initials

upon saddle cloths, rags, and cambric.

American Cloth.—A st(juter material than the French

ToUk cirri:. It is an enamelled (jil-cloth much emploj^ed in

needlework for travelling and toilet " necessaries," " hiiuse-

wives," and numerous other useful articles. It possesses

much elasticity, and is sold in black, sky-bltie, white,

and green, silver and gold, by the yard. It is a yard and

a half in width, and is enamelled on one side only.

American Patclnvork.—A work well known in Canada
under the name of " Loghouse Quilting," but only lately

introduced into England. It is a variety of patchwork

into which strips of coloured ribbon are introduced. The
pieces forming the design are not separately sewn to each

other as in ordinary patchwork, but a five-inch foundation

square of calico is provided, in the centre of which a small

one, an inch and a quarter square, of piece silk or satin,

is tacked, Roimd this narrow ribbon is run, four rows

being required to fill up the foundation square. This

narr(_iw ribbon is selected of difl'er(_'nt shades and odours,

and is S(j aiTanged that on two sides (.if the centre sciua.re

it is of a light shade, on the (jtlier two dark (managed by
only taking each shade of rilil.ion half round the centre

square). Several of these large five-inch squares are formed,

and they are then sewn together like (Ordinary patchwork
pieces and made up. so that the light side of <in(.' square is

next th..' light side of the next Sfjuare, and the dark next

the dark, giving the look of alternate squares of light and
dark cijlour. The effect of this work depends upon the

judicious selection of the narrow rilibon as to its shades

of colour and their contrasts with each other. The centre

squares of piece silk should always be of a dark shade, but

not Ij'ack.

Flu. 0. AMERICAN rATUHWOKK.

Audalusian Wool.—This is also called Victoria Wool,

and is a fine soft wann make of woollen thread or yam,

employed for knitting a superior description of stockings

and socks. It is the same wool as the Shetland, btit is

thicker, Iieing spitn with four threads instead of two. It

is to be had in all colours as well as white and black, and

also ingrain ; the price in Great Britain varies from

6s. 6d. to 8s. 6d. the lb.

Angleterre Bars.—These are used in modern point

lace. Fill in the space between the braids with crossed

threads, and at every jtmction make a round, as shown in

illustration (Fig. 7). To form these rounds, run the thread

along one of the horizontal lines until it comes to one

of the tipright cross lines, twist the thread over and

under the two lines alternately until a sufficiently hand-

Fio. 7. Akgleterub Bars.

some r(.)und is formed, then ca.ri-y it along the horizontal

line until another upright cross line is gained, and repeat.

Angleterre Edge.—A needle point edging to ),raid or

eordonnet, and made with one line of point de Brussels

loops. To secure these loops, give each a back stitch as

made. Identical with Point d'Angleterbe Edging.
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Anglo-Saxon Embroidery. — The earliest English

embroidery known, consisting of patterns in outline,

worked either with gold thread, silk, or beads, and used for

lx)rders to gamients. The outlines were generally laid

upon the sui'face of the material, and caught down as m

F.G. 8. AXGLO-SAXON EMBEOIDEEY.

couching, while any filling3 were of an open description,

as shown in illusti'ation (Fig. 8), which is a modera imita-

tion. This embroidery must not be confounded with the

celebrated Opus Anglicanum of a later date, or with the

embroidery upon muslin with imtwisted thread.

Angola Cashmere, or Angora Cloth.—Names em-
ployed in the trade to denote a certain cloth made in

imitation of the camels' hair cloth ; said to be made of the
long white hair of the Angora goat of Asiatic Turkey, which
rivals that of Cashmere. This cloth is of a light quality,

and the widths i-un to 27, 48, and .54. inches.

Angola Cloth.—A pretty diaper-woven cotton cloth,

with a fine rough face, somewhat resembling the character

of shagreen. It is of a cream colour, is 51 inches in width,

and is employed for embroidery.

Angola Mendings.—So called from a semblance in

quality to that of the wool of the Angora goat. This

yam is composed of a mixture of wool and cotton, and may
be had in many shades and tints of colour. They are sold

on cards and reels, and also in skeins, and are designed

for da.i'ning merino and woollen stockings.

Angora Cat Fur.—This fur is remarkable for its length

and beauty, and is of a very light shade of grey, or white.

The hair of the tail measures about five inches ia length.

A large trade is carried on in these skins.

Angora Goat Tur.— Otherwise called Angona and

Aixjola. This fur conies from Asiatic Turkey, ami the goat

is called after a city of that name in the neighbourhood of

which it aVjounds. The size of the skiu measures 27 inches

Viy 36 inches, and is valued at from 18s. to 35s. It is

employed for jackets, hats, and trimmmgs.

Angora Wool.—This wool is supplied by the goat after

which it is named, grows long, is silky in appearance, and

is employed in the making of shawls, braids, lace, and

for other decorative purposes, besides dress materials of

various makes. The Angora wool is also called mohair,

and is now being extensively produced in California, as well

as in the east.

Antwerp Edge.—A needle point edging to braid or

cordonnet, and made with a line of open buttonhole. The
variety of this edging consists of a knot being formed in

Fig. 9. Antwerp Edge.

the lower part of the stitch by passmg the thread over,

mider, and through the Imttonhole Ljop as illustrated.

It is identical with Point de Bruxelles edge.

Antwerp Iiace. — A manufactory was founded at

Antwerp for the making of pillow lace in the seventeenth

century, and the lace made was, with that of Mechlin,

indiiferently known as Flanders lace. Savary mentions

that lace was made there of two kinds, one without ground

and the other with patterns attached with brides ; but

the rescau ground was also made, and Antwerp lace had

the efi'ect of embroidery given to it, as that of Mechlin, by
the plait thread that outlined the design. The Antwerp

lace was larger as to design, and was chiefly expoi-ted into

Spain ; and, when the market for it ceased there, it would
have quite decayed had it not been for the lace shown in

Fig. 10, which was used so much by the jieasants as to buoy
up the production for some time. This pattern is called

Potten Kant, and is the sole remnant of a design once

worked in lace, representing the Annunciation. The angel,

the Yirgin Mary, and the lilies were gradually omitted,

imtil nothing but the vase for holding the flowers was
worked. Antwerp at present produces Brussels lace. [See

illustration on following page").

Antwerp Lace.—A needle point edging identical with

EscALiEB Lace, which see.

Appliqu^.—A French term, signifying the sewing of one

textile over another. This work was anciently known as

02^us Consutmn or cttt work. Passementerie and Di Com-
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messo. Of these names the first is the most ancient, hut as

it is also used to denote some of the eai'ly laces it has heen

succeeded by Applique, which is derived fr(im the Latin

(ippl.icare. to join or attach, and the French (ippJiqiiev.

to put on. The Di Commesso is a name given to the woik

\>j Vasari, who claims the invention of it foi' Sandi-o

Botticelli, a Florentine, hut as some applique is still in

existence that dates back before Botticelli's birth, this is

incorrect, and the origin of it is lost in antiquity. It was.

however, most practised from the thirteenth to the seven-

teenth centuries, and numerovis specimens of the early times

are still extant. The work was known in India and Persia,,

and probably invented there; the Italians. Germans, and
French used it largely for household decorations, the

English more for altar cloths and vestments. The word

appilique has a wide meaning, and many varieties of needle-

work come under its designation. Being onyiuallv

are the best known old examples. It is not unusual to find

amongst mediseval woven materials space left open when
weaving into which figures of saints and other devices were

inserted by the method known as inlaid applique and

finished with fine needle stitching either in Opus Pluma-

rium or feather stitch, or Opus Anglioanum. English stitch.

At other times the fine linen or canvas inserted for the

faces and hands only of figures would be simply painted.

Applique is divided into Inlaid and Onlaid, and from these

heads spring many adaptations of the work, the best known

being gold embroidery, used in ecclesiastical work, apphque

proper used for all ordinar)' purposes, brodeiie perse or

applique with cretonne and applique upon muslin and net.

Inlaid applique has more the effect of woven brocade of

vaiious colours, than of needlework unless used as described

above ior letting in needlework into loom-made materials.

It is made by carefully designing the pattern upon a

ANTWEJtP LACE-POTTEN KANT.

introduced as an imitation of the earlier and mi:)re lalionous

raised embroidery, it embraces every description of work
that is cut or stamped out or embroidered, and then laid

upon another material. It is therefore possible to applique

in almost every known material, as in feathers, skins of

animals, gold and silver, mother o' pearl, and other foreign

substances, the motive being t(3 produce effect with varied

and bold materials and without the labour of close em-
broidery. The best English modem example of the materials

that may be artistically applique together was exhibited iu

the Paris Exhibition rathe Prince of Wales's Pavilion, and
consisted of a series of Chinese fowling scenes, in which the

human figures were clothed in silk and velvet, the animals

in their own furs, and the birds in their own feathers. The
Baldachino of Orsanmiehele, worked in the fourteenth

century, the Banner of Strasburg, worked in the fourteenth

century, destroyed in 1870. and the Blazonuient of Cleves

foundation material and cutting away from that the various

flowers or motifs that make up the pattern. These

pieces are replaced by others of different colour and

textures, accurately cut so as to fit into the places left

vacant Iiy the removal of the solid material, and laid iu

without any margin or selvedge overlapping either front or

back. They are then stitched into position, and the threads

and joints concealed by being overlaid with a line of gold

cord, narrow ribbon, or floss silk. Great nicety is required

in the cutting out and fitting into place of the various

pieces and sewing them down. The materials used in

inlaid applique should match as to substance, or a thinner

one be backed with linen when used with a thicker, other-

wise the finished work will strain and wrinkle. Inlaid

applique was much used in Italy during the eleventh

century, and specimens of it can be seen at South Ken-
sington ; it is also used in Indian embroideries and Casli-
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mere shawls, but it is not muoli worked by iiioJeni ladies.

Onlaid applique is the true applique, and is divided

into two descriptions of needlework—one where the solid

pieces of stuff are laid down upon the material and

secured with a cord stitched round thtui. and the other

where materials of various kinds are laid dnwn and en-

riched with many stitches and with gold embroideries.

Tme appUquc is formed by la^-ing up<in a rich foimdation

small pieces of materials, varied in shaile. lol. )ur. and tex-

tvu'e, and so an-anged that a blended and coloured design is

formed without the intervention of complicated needle

stitches. The stufis most suitable for the foundation are,

velvets, cloths, plush, cloth of gold and silver, for applying

satin, silk, plush, cloth of gold and silver, satin sheeting

and velvet. Velvet and plush only make good fouudatii.ms

when gold embroidery is laid upon them, as they are too

thick for lighter weights, liut they are admirable for

applying gold and silver cloth upon, and are handsome

for either, but the cost precludes their being used with free-

match the foimdation colour ; they should nev<_'r contrast

with the work, or be rendered cdjtiaisive by their colouiing,

liut they should enrich by their beauty and depth of tone.

Much of the beauty of applique depends upon its design,

but combination of coloui' is au important item in its

success. Badly designed patteiiis are generally coloured

with the aim of attracting attention l:iy the Ijrilliancy pro-

duced Vij' contrasts betwemi material and applied work,

but such is not true art, and is never used by good

designers, except when Viold eitects are to be produced, and

large spaces covered: the lirillianey of the colouring is

then lost in its Ijreadth and i-ichuess. Smaller sized work

should be restful in tone and harmonious in colour, while

all violent contrasts shi^uld lie avoided. Shades of the

same colour, lait oi ditfercnt mateiaals, have a pleasing

effect, and ancient work presents many examples of this

variety of material and sameness of colour, and the result

is always handsome : but ancient work consisted chiefly

in the amalgamation of two ocdoui's, and derived its

Fi.;- 11. APPLIQUR UPON S.\TIN.

doni. Velvet, plush, satin and silk are therefore the materials

chieHy employed for applying, the aim of this work being

to lay one handsome material upon another as though it

were a i-aised portion of the same. It is necessary that they

should lay on each other without a wrinkle, therefore, the

materials to be appKed tothe foundation must be first backed

I see Backing). The pieces being ready, their backgi-ound or

foundation is stretched in a frame, and the outline of the

pattern ti'aced upon it by means of the tracing and blue

carbonised papers. The various applied pieces are laid in

position one at a time, and secui-ed by being sewn down

round their edges. These sewn edges are concealed by a

handsome gold or silk cord being laid over them, and

caught down tight by a stitch brought from the back of

the material and returaed to the back. These fastening

stitches are often made of a silk of a different colour to

the cord they catch down and should be put down with

great regularity and neatness. The cords also are laid on

single or double ; if double, their coloui's are of the two

most prominent shades of the work, if single, they generally

effect from the difference of material used fiir ground-

ing, and the applied. Numerous shades of colour and

various tints are more the result of the revived applique

than strictly old work, but as loug as these an-angement-s

in colour are formed of soft harmonious tones they are an

advancement of the work. In our illustration. Fig, 11, we

give some applique one-third its original size. The piat-

tern represents a scroll, the centre of which is filled by a

flower showing its back and front alternately, a deep

peacock blue plush or satin for background, or dark

red-brown, pale blue for the tumed-over flower, and

citron coloured petals, with orange centre, for the fully

opened one. Tendrils and stem being too delicate for

applied work, should be done in crewel stitch in brown

shades, leaves applique in green, and the veiniug of the

flowers and leaves in satin stitch, A less elaborate ap-

plique is made with fine eciii linen laid upon satin sheet-

ing or silk grounds. This kind is generally continuous as

to design, and the ecru linen can be cut out and applied to

the ground as one piece. The linen is strong enough to

c
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need no backing, and the gi-Dimdwork only requires to l>e

stretched in a frame while the two materials are stitched to

each other. The ecrn linen is not pasted, but stitched to

the foundation, and the stitches concealed by feathers or

buttonhole-wide apart stitches worked over them. Of this

kind is illustration Fig. 12. The ecru oranges are worked

rovmd with a sober orange-tinted filoselle, the flowers in

cream colour, and the leaves in pale green, the stalk in

brown, while the veinings are d(ine in satin stitch with pale

green. Deep brown-red is the best foundatinn colour. In

the same. In true applique plain self-coloured stuffs are

amalgamated, and the effect obtained by the variety and

beauty of these tints ; in broderie perse the applied pieces

are shaded and coloured pieces of chintz or cretonne, repre-

senting flowers, foliage, birds, and animals in their natural

colours. These require no backing, and are simply pasted

upon a coloured foundation and caught down with a

feather or open buttonhole stitch. Broderie perse was

practised 200 years ago, and then fell into disuse. It is

capable I'f much improvement from the patterns ordinarily

Pill. 12. KOKU APPLIQUfi.

illustration, Pig. 13, we have anoth(.'r design suitaldc f<.)r

velvet application. The animals and scrolls are cut out in

brown velvet and laid upon golden-coloured satin or sheet-

ing, and their edges secured either with feather stitch or a

plain gold cord of purse silk ; the same design can be cut

out of ecru linen and laid upon an art blue background.

The feather stitching must then be in the same tinted blue

silk. When the applique materials are laid down of various

shades and enriched with silk floss and guld threads, the

stitches used are chiefly feather, long, liasket, cushion, tent.

S'.dd, and thougli, by reason of its attempting to imitate

round objects in natiu-e, it can never attain an art value,

still, it could be made a more harmonious decoration than

it is at pjresent. The faults of ordinary cretonne and

chmtn work are too great a contrast between background

and design as to colour's, and too lavish a use of brilhant

flowers or birds in the pattern. The worker should bear in

mind that the setting of one or two brilliant colours among

several subdued ones will produce a much better effect than

the crowding together of a number of equally bright

Fl.!. 13. VELVET APrLIQUK.

and all the various couchmgs. Being worked as embmi-
ileries of gold and silver, and chiefly used for church

pui-poses, the description of the latter will apply to this

kind of applique in the manner of design, colouring, and
execution. See Embeoidery.
Applique, Broderie Perse.—A modern work, founded

upon ancient and tnie appli(jue, but differing from it in

the nature of the materials used and the labour bestowed
;

but the word applique is common to both, as the essentials

of the work, that of laying uue material upim another, are

shades. Much will depend upon the selection of flowers,

Ac. The l)est come from old pieces cf chintz manufactured
liefore the days of aniline dyes ; their shades mix together

without offence, and their outlines are generally clear and

decided. When not procurable, select bold single modem
chintz or cretonne flowers of quiet tone and conventional

design. Avoid liright colours, and choose citron, lemon,

red, red-browns, lavenders, and cream-whites. Sunflowers

tulips, hollyhocks, crown impeiials, foxgloves, chrysanthe-

mums, peonies, sweet peas, anemones, thistles, are all o-ood
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flowers. Palm leaves ur Virginia creeper leaves make
good designs alone, but should not lie amalgamati-d, and
ferns should not be used at all. Onl}' one to three ditt'eri'ut

kinds of flowers should be grouped t<.)gether. Backgrounds
for broderie perse can be of any material but velvet, ami
should match the darker tints of the tlowers applied to

them. Black and white should never be used, being too

crude and too great a contrast. If dark backgrounds are

wished, invisible green, deep pieac(.ick blue, garnet lirowu.

will give all the depth of black without its harshness ; and
if light, lemon and cream-whites will tone better than
pm-e white. Sunflowers should be applied upion biowu-red,

red hollyhocks upon deep red, peonies upon deep niarcion.

Before commencing to work cut out the flowers and leaves

that make the design, and group them upon a sheet of white

paper, rim a pencil round their outlines, and disturb them

Fig. 14. APPLIQUE, BRODEEIE PERSE.

only when they are required. Stretch your backgroimd

upon a frame or clothes horse, and paste the chintz flowers

into position upon it. The outline of the design could be

transfeiTed to the material with the aid of a carbonised

tracing paper, if required. When the pasting is finished

and dry take the work out of the frame and buttonhole

loosely all round the leaves and flowers. Make this button-

holing as little visible as possible, and let the colours used

for the filoselle or cotton match the medium tint of the

flower or leaf you are secui-ing. Feather stitch can be used

instead of buttonhole. The veinings of the leaves and

flowers can be enriched with satin stitch, and sometimes

this enrichment is worked so as to cover the larger part of

the chintz, but the character of the work is much altered

by so doing, and the filoselle enrichments make brighter

what is already sufficiently prominent. The illustration

(Fig. 14) is a design for broderie perse of storks and water

plants. The storks ar(j cut out from cretonne materials

and lightly liuttnulmleil round, and the bulrushes and

flags arc treated in tlu' same luaniier. Crewel stitch and

long stifch are used to form grasses iind other portions of

the design that are too minute to bi' applique, and the

chief high lights and greatest depths in the plumage of

the birds are enriched with filoselle.

Appliqu6, Broderie Suisse.—This is a modern variety

i)f applique, and consists of white cambric or muslin laid

ujKin satin or silk backgrounds Muslin or cambric is first

embroidered with chain stitch in a pattern, and is then

cut out and laid upcm a c di lured 1 )ackgri >und, to which it is

affixed with an rqieu buttonhole or feather stitch worked

in coL.iui-ed filoselles. The veinings of the sprigs in the

white embroidery, and any prominent parts in that work,

are filled and omamented with fancy embroidery stitches,

such as hen-ingbone, satin, tete de bceuf, at the worker's

discretion. These fancy stitches are woi'ked in coloured

filoselles.

Appliqu6 Lace.—Much of real lace now being made is in

two parts, the sprigs separate from the grtiund, it is there-

fore necessary to learn the method of joining them together.

In joining no diilerence is made between f(jundation fomied

on the pillow or by machinery. The sprigs of lace being

ready, a rough outline of the design is drawn upon paper,

whose size should lie the width and breadth of the lace

when finished. Upon this outline the sprigs are loosely

tacked, right sirle downwards. The tacking should only

be strong enough io prevent the sprigs tui-ning up their

edges before the net is laid on them. The net, cut length-

ways of the material, is laid over the sprigs and tacked

down to the piajier, being evenly laid, and not allowed in

any part to drag or pucker. Sew the sprigs to this net

with fine thread firmly and thoroughly, overcasting, and not

running. Cut away the net from imder solid parts of the

lace, overcasting all the raw edges so made. AH light

fancy stitches in the lace require the net cut from under

them, while outer edges or borders require a double over-

casting, as at those places there is more likelihood of the

net tearing than in the body of the work. The lace nuist

be unpicked from the paper with care, the net foundation

being neither cut nor dragged. It is then ironed on the

wrong side, a piece of tissue paper Ijeing pilaced between it

and the iron. After ironing, any raised part of the sprigs,

such as tieurs volantes, should be pulled up with the small

ivory hook used for that purpose in lace makLng.

Applique upon Net.—The manner of joining together

two thin materials diit'ers somewhat from that emjjloyed

upon solid foundations, and forms a separate branch of

fancy work. To applique with net. muslin, or cambric was a

favourite work in England during the latter part of the last

century and the first years of the present, and the work so

made was largely used in the place of lace, the foreign laces

of that period being subject to a duty so heavy as to render

them only within the reach of the wealthy. The em-

broidery is partly an imitation of Indian work and partly

of lace ; it is durable, gives scope for individual taste, has

a soft and pleasing efl^ect, and is again finding favour

c 2
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amiing fancy workers. The materials used are Ijook or

mull muslin or eambiic, best Brussels net, and white em-

broidery cotton. In olden times the foundation was gene-

rally muslin, and the net applied or let in, but the reverse

plan, though ni.>t &> diu-able, has a more lacey appearance.

The pattern, when muslin is the foundation, is traced upon

the mushn ; when net, upon oiled paper. Both require to

be strengthened with a brown paper back. The net is

tacked to the muslin, or vice versa, and both materials are

ran together wherever the design indicates. This nmning
must be carefully done, and the threads passed well through

the materials. The net is then cut away wherever it is

not run to the muslin, and in any centres of flowers that

as foundation, as that must only be cut in a few places.

These stitches are darned into the net, and various ten-

drils and sprays made by ninning lines about the net and

overcasting them. Detached dots worked on the net

increase its value. The edge should be a narrow sti'aight

buttonhole, with a bought lace edging as a finish. Another

variety of cambric on net is, after the cambric is sewn

down, to put a line of chain stitch in coloured silks round

it. instead of buttonhole, and to work with the coloured

silk instead of the embroidery cotton. The illustration

(Fig. 15) is of fine cambric applied upon net. The cambric

is suiTounded with the very finest buttonhole, or with

chain stitch, and both net and cambric are cut away in
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Fk!. 15. APPLIQUK UPON NET.

arc to ))c filled with wheels, the wheels made. Then the

whole design is buttonholed, and the edge scalloped

and buttonholed, with picots added to enrich it. The
pattern is finally untaeked from the brown paper,

and the muslin foundation cut away from under the net

wherever the net has been left, and both materials cut

away from under the wheels. When the net is the founda-
tion and the cambric applied a lace thread should be

ran aU around the cambric outlines and caught down
with a finer thread firmly sewn, so that the cambric may
not fray when cut away. The buttonholing should be
of the lightest, but close, and lace stitches introduced

in many parts of the design, but with the net always

two places, the one filled in with a wheel, and forming the

centre of the flower, and the other left entirely open. The
thick filled in part next the wheel is made of satin stitch

and gives solidity to the work.

Apprdt.—A French term, used to signify the stiffening

or duping employed in the finish of calicoes and other

textiles. It is equally used to describe any finish to a

head-dress.

Arabesque Designs.—Patterns in the style of the

Arabian flat wall decorations, which originated in Egypt,
where the hieroglyphics were made a decoration for their

monuments and other buildings. Subsequently the idea

was carried out by the Saracens, Moors, and Arab.s, by whom
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it was introduced into Spain; and duiingthe wars iu Spain
in Louis XIV, "s time it was adopted by the Frencli. who
j,'-avc the style the name Arabesque. AppHque laee work is

often executed in desii,Tis of this character.

Arabian Embroidery.—A work executed from time

immemorial br the Arab women, and after the concpiest nf

Algeria by the French known as Ouvroir Miixsuhmin. It

was bi-ought prominently to European notice some fi:>rty

years ago. when, for the purp.:ise of relieving the destitute

Algerian needlewomen. Madame Lucie, of Algiers, founded

a school in that place, and repirodueed there. fr(_im good

Ai-abian patterns, this embroidery. The designs, like all

Mussulman ones, are purely- geometrical, are very elaborate.

and are done with tinss silk upon muslin i
a- cloth. Thev

are worked in a frame, and when the emlirnidery is ujkiu

with goJd and silver thread and Hoss silk upon velvet, satin,

cashmere, or muslin, which has the peculiarity of pre-

senting no wrong siile. the pattern being c^jually g(_«jd upon

cither. Like all oriental emlirnidery the wurk is dis-

tinguished for brilliancy of c(jloui'ing. quaintness of design,

and elaborate workmanship. Arabian embroidery and

Algerian are of the same description.

Areophane, or Arophaue.—A descriptiim of crape,

I ait considerablj' thinner than the ordinary kind. It has

l)een much used feu- Ijonuets, trimmings, and quillings, and
also for ball dresses. It is made in most colour's, and is

cut, like crape, on the liias. width 27 inches. See Ceape.

Argeutan Point.—Although the date of the com-

mencement (if lace-making in Argentau is unknown, as

its manufactory i,s mentioned iu the Ccdliert Coitc-

Fl... l;. ARGENTAX POINT.

muslin, only satin stitch is used ; when executed upon

cloth the design is traced upon the material, and all centres

and fillings laid down with floss silk in a long satin stitch

across the whole space, while over this foundation, wide

apart, satin stitches in floss are taken at right angles to

those first embroidered. These upper satin stitches are

stitched or couched do'mi to the mateiial Ijy securing

threads that are taken right through the material, and this

couching has to be executed with great precision and neat-

ness. "When the centres and thick parts are filled they

are suirounded with chain-stitch outlines, and all stalks,

tendinis, kc, are also done in chain stitch. The Ai'abian

embroideiy brought to England consists chiefly of the orna-

mental towels worn by Ai'ab women on their heads when

going to the baths, and these towels make excellent chaii'-

backs. Besides this work there is another kind embroidered

spondence. we maj' conclude it was established about the

same time as that of Alen(;on. and probably by some

workers from that town. No royal edict protected it until

1708. but the lace obtained a good market, and rivalled, in

some ways, that produced at Alen^on. The two laces are

often confounded together, and frequently sold as of the

same manufacture, but thej' differ in many points, though

both are needlepoints, and the only needlepoints produced

in France. The patterns of the Argentan lace (Fig. 16)

are bolder than those of Alen^on. and are in higher relief,

the fillings are less fanciful and much thicker, retaining

much of the close buttonhole of Venice point ; but the

great diiference between the laces lies in their grounds,

that called grand bride being almost essentially Argentan.

It was made by first forming a six-sided mesh with the

needle, and then covering it on all sides with buttonhole.
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the effect of whicli was extremely bold, and wliicli rendered

the lace almost imperishable. This ground was also called

bride epingle, and was marked out upon the parchment

pattern, and pins put in upon every side to form the

meshes exactly the same size throughout. Besides this

grand bride, the biide picotee and the plain bride were

made at Argentan, and from old patterns recently dis-

covered at the same period. The art of making these

brides grounds died out when the reseavi, or net-patterned

gi'ound, took their place ; but the lace flourished during the

reigns of the Louis, and was only extinguished at the

revolution, since which period eflorts have been made to

re-establish it, but without success, the peasantry having

turned their attention to embroidery. In the old bills of

lace Ai-gentan is mentioned with Bnissels and Aleni;on,

and Madame du Barry, in 1772, gave .5740 francs for a set

of it. At present it only exists as specimens, so much of

it having been destroyed, and as it is no longer manu-

factured, its price is large, and only limited by the collector's

eagerness. Tor grounds see ALENgoN Grounds.

Argentella Foint.—A needle-made lace, of which

but few specimens remain, and at one time considered to be

of Genoese origin, but lately found to be a variety of

Alen90n. The beauty of this lace consists in a reseau

groimd resembling the Mayflower, the pattern worked like

Alen^on.

Armazine, or Armozeeu.—The name is derived from

the French Armosin. It is a strong make of thick plain

black corded silk, a kind of taffeta, employed for scholastic

gowns, and for hatbands and scarves at funerals. It is

24 inches in width. From the time of Queen Elizabeth to

that of George III. it was used for women's dresses and

men's waistcoats.

Armorial Bearings.—See Heealdic Devices.

Armnre.—This is a silk textile
;
plain, striped, ribbed.

or with a small design. Sometimes it is made of wool and

silk. There is also Satin Ai-mure and Armure Bosphore.

this latter being a reversible material. The width run from

22 to 24 inches. Armure is a French term applied to either

silk or wool, signifying a small pattern.

Armure Victoria.—A new and exceedmgly delicate

textile, semi-transparent, and made of pure wool, designed

for summer or evening dresses. It is manufactured in

Paris, on special steam piower looms, and has delicate

patterns woven in the cloth, which is black, and without
lustre, whence it has been given the name Armure by
its French manufacturers. The width of this beautiful

material is 44 inches, and the price varies from 5s. to

6s. 6d. a yard. It is especially suited for mourning.

Arras.—In the capital of Artois, in the French Nether-
lands, one of the first looms was set up for weaving
tapestries, and hence the word Arras became a common
term for tapestry, and was applied to needle-made and
loom-made tapestries indiscriminately. It is mentioned in

Shakespeare's Hamlet.

Arras.—A lace made at Arras of the same description

as that made at Lille and Mirecourt, but generally known
as Lille lace. The factory was established in the latter

part of the seventeenth century, and flourished until 1804.

At pr-esent the lace made at Arras, though white and

of good texture, cannot compete with that of Lille and

Mirecourt, as the lace makers introduce no new designs,

and are content with the simplest patterns. For illustra-

tion and description, see Lille Lace.

Arrasene.—A kind of woollen, and likewise of silk

chenille, employed for the purpose of embroidery. The

wool is coarse, and the needle used has a large eye.

Arrasene of both kinds is sold by the ounce. The centre

cord of the arrasene is visible through the wool or silk

covering.

Arrasene Em-broidery. — A variation of Chenille

embroidery and of recent invention. Materials : arrasene,

either of wool or silk, large eyed needles, canvas, velvet,

silk and serge ; suitable for curtain borders, mantle

borders, parasol covers, and other places where the pile of

the arrasene is not injui-ed by friction. When worked

upon velvet or silk, the material requires stretching in a

frame and the arrasene applied as in canvas work in tent

stitch. The large eyed pointed needle is required to draw

the arrasene backwards and foi-wards through the material

without its twisting. The chief part- of the design is done

with the wool arrasene, the silk being used to indicate the

bright lights. Some workers prefer to treat the an-asene

as chenille, and lay it along the surface, catching it down

as in couching, but the few shades that can be employed in

this manner of working detract from its beauty. Arrasene

can be worked upon serge and canvas without a frame ; the

material is held in the hand, a large eyed needle used, and

the work executed in stem or crewel stitch. When so

done great care is required in passing the arrasene through

the material so that it lies with its pile uppermost, and

does not show the woven centre line from which the soft

edges proceed. Broad and velvety effects are obtainable

from arrasene embroidery, and it is capable of good art

work, as it gives scope for individual taste, but it is not

lasting, as the arrasene both rubs and easily attracts dust.

Arrasene is never used as a background ; these are either of

solid material, or made in tent stitch, ndth silk when of

canvas. In Fig. 17 is a group of forget-me-nots, which

should be worked upon a deep russet red ground of cloth.

Forget-me-nots, two shades of pale blue silk an-asene, with

maize centres ; leaves and stalks, three shades of subdued

greens in wool arrasene, and the ornamental border sur-

rounding flowers worked in two shades of msset red, lighter

than the ground, and of wool arrasene. See illustration

on the opposite page.

Arrow Stitch.—So called from the slanting position

given to the threads forming it. Identical with Stem
Stitch, which see.

Art Em.broidery on Ifeedlework.—A name recently

introduced as a general term for all descriptions of needle-

work that spring from the application of a knowledge of

design and coloming, with skill in fitting and executing.

It is either executed by the worker from his or her design,

or the patteras are drawn by a skilled artist, and much
individual scope in execution and colouring is required

from the embroiderer. The temi is chiefly used to denote
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inlaid and onlaid applique, embroidery m silk and crewels

for ordinary domestic purposes, and embroidery with gold,

silver, and silk, for church work. Init there is no limit to

its application.

Astrakhan Fur.—This fur is the wool of the sheep of

the Russian province of Astrakhan. It is of a greyish

brown, and is dyed black. It is erroneously supposed to

be of two descriptions, one of the sheep and the other of

the dog; but no furrier sells dog fur. It is also eonfiiimdcd

and braiding. Ac. These names vary with different

makers, as well as the method of their empliiynient. Every

one purchasing a sewing machine should take the trouble

to become thoroughly acquainted with the attachments

;

the most simple in their application will be found the best.

They are as follow ;—the tuck marker, spindle, cradle, or

boat-shaped shuttle, which holds the bobbins (or spools),

the bobbins, braider, hemmer, quilter, needles, and needle

wreneher. screwdriver, spanner, and oilcan.

Fir;. 17, AKKASENE EMBKOIDEKY,

with the curly wool of the Persian lamb, which is of a

much softer and finer quality, and far more costly. The'

skins measure from about 12 by 14 inches, and are valued

in London at from Is. to 5s. Imitations of this fur are

also made for trimmings, and are generally sold at from

3s. to 4s. a yard.

Attachments.—The adjuncts of the sewing machine,

intended to serve various purposes, such as quilting,

hemming, tucking, gauging, felling, buttonholing, binding.

Attalea Cloth.—A washing material, much employed

for the trimming of sailors' suits. It is twenty-seven

inches in width.

Au Fuseau. — A term given to reseau grounds when

used in pillow lace making. See Reseau and Pillow

Grounds.

Au Passe.—A fiat satin stitch, w.jrked across the

material, with no raised foundation. This stitch is also

called point passe, long stitch, and satin stitch. It
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is used in all kinds of embroidery upon linen, silk, satin,

and velvet, and is muoli employed in church work. Any-

thing that can be threaded through a needle will embroider

in an -passe. In Kg. 18 is given an illustration of embroi-

dery upon silk, in which au passe forms the chief stitch.

page, represents a group of flowers embroidered in an

'passS, with coloured silks upon satin; it should be worked

in a frame, and the satin backed with muslin. The materials

are—a silk or satin foundation, and embroidery executed

in silks ;
colours—shades of olive green, art blues, and

Fi^; IS. AU PASSE STITCH ON SILK

sun'ounded in some places )jy a border (jf steui nr crcwcl

stitch ; in others it forms its own outline, but in all cases

it follows the cuiwes and lines of the arabesque fruit and

foliage it delineates ; point de riz is the other stitch used

in this patteni. The illustration I Fig. 19), on opposite

yellow pinks, with gcild thread. The stitch is formed by
bringing the needle from back of frame up in the centre
of leaf or inner part of petal, putting it back again at the
outer side. These long stitches must follow the cuiwes
of the leaf or flower.
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Auriplirygium.—The earliest term applied to the gold

fringes that bordered the garments of the ancients, and
that are supposed to have given the idea of laee. The
Phrygian embroiderers in gold and silver were world-famed,

and hence the word, though the work was not necessarily

executed by them. Canon Brock derives the more modern
• Orphrey" from Aiirifrisia and Auriphryijia, and considers

that these borders to cope or all) were the combined work
of goldsmith and embroiderer.

i'lG. 19. AU PASSE.

Ave Maria Lace.—A narrow kind of Valenciennes

ace, made at Dieppe, and so designated by the peasants.

Fig. 20. Ave Mari.\ Lace.

The ground is a plaited ground, and the border a cloth

stitch, with the threads running all the way. The waved

line beyond the plaited groimd is made with threads.

Fig. 21. Ave Maria Pattern. (Pricked Pattern for Fig. 20.)

which are cut where not required (Fig. 20). The pricked

pattern, as shown in Kg. 21, will indicate the manner of

working. For stitches, see Yalenciennes,

B.

Baby Lace.—An English pillow lace, f(.>ruierly made in

Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire, and called English

Lille, from its patterns being the same as those of Lille

(which see). The name Baby Lace was given, as, on account

of the narrow width of the lace, it was chiefly used for

trimming babies" caps.

Babylonian Embroidery.—The art of embroidery is

believed to have been first known to the Phrygians, and

from them impoi-ted into Egypt and India. Even before

the time of Moses, embroidery was known to the Medes and

Persians and to the Egj'ptians, and the work executed at

Babylon was celebrated throughout the then known world.

This Babylonian work maintained its pre-eminence until

the end of the first century after Christ, when it gave way

before that of other countries. Josephus mentions that the

veils of the Temple were of Babylonian work. Pliny cele-

brated the Aes3Tian embroideries, and Metellus Scipio

reproached Csesar for his luxury in having furniture covered

with it, although a kind of embroidery had been known in

Eome in the time of Aristotle, 325 B.C. It was the thick-

ness and richness of the embroidery, not the materials

used, that made the work prized. This embroidery by hand

must not be confounded with the cloths of divers colours

that the Babylonians excelled in weaving.

Backing.—A method of strengthening applique and

other embroideries when the materials applied ai'e not of

the same texture and strength as the foundations they

are to be laid upon. Backing is necessary for cloth of gold

and silver, satin, silk, brocatiues, and other slight materials,

when they are to be laid upon heavy backgrounds. "When

velvet has to be richly embroidered it should be backed like

other materials ; when only laid upon groundwork, it will

be sufficient to back it with very fine linen or even tissue

paper. Unbleached linen and fine hoUand are the usual

backing materials; they are stretched in an embroidery

frame, and firmly and evenly strained. Outlines of all the

various pieces required for applying are then traced out

upon the wi'ong side of the framed hoUand, by tracing

the raised parts of the design on to tracing paper, and

transferring these outlines to the holland. These pieces

of the pattern need not be arranged with any symmetry,

but all should go the same way of the stuff they are

to be cut from, and sufficient space left between them
to allow of a good margin. When cloth, serge, and plush

are being backed with holland, they are made to adhere by

paste made as follows : Take three tablespoonfuls of flour,

and as much powdered resin as will lie on a shilling. Mix
them smoothly with half-a-pint of water, pour into an iron

saucepan, and stir till it boils. Let it boil five minutes,

and use cold. The cold paste is evenly laid over the

holland on the right side, and the material laid upon it

back downwards, and smoothed and pressed with a soft

cloth to the holland. It should be allowed to dry gradually,

and no haste used in commencing to cut out. To cut out,

follow the lines traced at the back of the holland, and use

a very sharp pair of scissors. Never go beyond the traced

lines on the inside, rather keep a little on the outer side of
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them. Foundations are backed as alxive without the cut-

ting out.

Back Stitch..—Knitting term, identical with Pearl.

Rib, Seam, and Tubn. Bee Pearl.

Back Stitch.— In

making a running, a

stitch is takeu back into

the material heyond

where the thread was

last drawn through, after

the manner of stitch-

ing ; but this method of

strengthening a run-

ning is only adopteil

from every second stitch

to greater intervals, as

may be deemed expe-

dient in plain sewing.

Back Stitch.—It is

identical with Hem
Stitch, and is used for

embroidery and Berlin

wool work. Illustrated

(Pig. 22). See Hem
Stitch.

Back Stitch Em-
broidery.—One of the

simplest kinds of work.

The design is traceil iipon

fine leather, silk, satin,

cloth, or linen materials,

and is then followed

with back stitch round

every line ; no filling in

of pattern is necessary,

as the work is done in

outline. Illustrations

I Figs. 22, 23) show i\v-

liack stitching upon lea-

ther and upon silk, and

are good samples of this

kind of embroidery. This

work is now often done

with the Sewing machine,

and can be brought by

this means to great pei'-

fectiou.

Bagging. — The
fabrics employed for the

]jurpose of bag making

comprise baize (green.

blue, and black), black

and \inbleached linen

(or hoUand), American

cloth, guttapercha, oiled

silk, black alpaca, calico

prints, twine, plaited

nishes, leather, canvas,

and coarse sacking. Fki, 11. B.ick Stitch Ejibrou'Ert,

Baize—Possibly derived from hase, of little value. A
coarse, open-made woollen stuff, or flannel, having a long

nap, and faced like a Lancashire flannel. First introduced

into England by the Flemings. It is gener-ally dyed green,

blue, or red, but it can be obtained in other colours. It is

used for linings, cuttings, floorcloths, bags, &c., and is

made in various widths, from one yard to two. A superior

quality has latterly been made which is employed for table-

cloths.

Balayeuse, or Sweeper.—A French term to signify the

frilling of material or lace which lines the extreme edge of

a dress skirt to keep the train clean as it sweeps along the

floor. The balayeuse is allowed to project beyond the edge

of the dress, so as to form a decorative as well as a useful

trimming.

Baleine.—The French word for whalebone, employed in

the stiffening of stays and dresses. It is sold in strips of

l^yds. in length, and is also to be had cut into short

lengths ready for the dressmakers' use. It is sold by the

gross sets. That designed for staymakers is cut into suit-

able lengths, which varies between 3-I6ths and 14 inches.

It is sold by the po\uid,

Fi«. 2-5. BACK STITCH EMBROIDERY.

Baleriuo.—This is otherwise called a Balayeuse, or

sweeper (which .5ee). It is a frilling of material, muslin,

or lace, either in white or black, sewn xmder the edge of

a dress skirt to preserve it from wearing out, and from

being soiled from sweeping the floor.

Ball Cottons.—These include the 2 drachm balls for

tacking, and the Joz. balls for sewing, together with smaller

ones for marking either red or blue. Some crochet cotton

and Maltese thread are also wo^md in balls, occasionally

taking the shape of eggs.

Balls.—Useful for using \ip skeins of wool left fi-om

single Berlin work, and made either with knitting or upon

card. In knitting—Pins 14, colours 3, 6, or 9, as 18

sections make up the ball, and the colours are repeated.

Cast on 39 stitches, and work in the brioche stitch, knit 1

row, and for the 2nd row knit all but 3 stitches, leaving

these on the needle, and putting in a white thread where

left as a marker. Tunj the work and knit back until the
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end stitches on that row are reached, leave these unknit.

and mark as in 2nd row ; continue to knit, leaving each

row with 3 stitches unknit on the needle, and canying the

marking thread along nntil the two threads come within o

stitches of each other in the centre, and 7 distinct ridges

appear on each pin. Turn and knit all the stitches up.

putting in new c<iluur for last stitch; continue until the

18 sections are made, then cast oft', draw up one end of

the ball, and sew up side, stuft' with shreds of wool, and

sew up the last end. Larger balls may lie made l>y in-

creasing the numlier of stitches cast on, taking care that

they divide by three ; or smaller ones by decreasing. When
made of skeins of wool, cut 2 circles of cardboard ^\ith a

hole in the centre. Tor a ball 4 inches in diameter the

cardboard should be 6 inches round, and centre hole \\

inches ; for a 3-inch ball the cardboard should be o inches

round, and the hole in the centre \\ inches. Place the

two cardboards together, and wind your wool tightly i-ounil

them until the centre hole is filled up ; then cut the wc>ol

at the outer edge with sharp and large scissors, and pass a

piece of fine, but strong, twine between the two cardboards,

knotting it strongly; then c\it the cardboard away and

snip the wool with scissors \mtil it is flufty and the Ijall

quite circular in shape.

Ball Silks.—Pi-incipally jjrepared for knitting purposes,

and include the French, Swiss, Chinese, and Imperial, etc.

Ball Wools.—These are prepared either for crochet or

knitting, and are well known under the names of Babbit,

Orkney, Bonne Mere, French Pompadour, Counaught, and

Burmah, kc. Besides these there are the crewels and the

eis wool, in plain and parti-colours, tinselled, coral. &c.

Balzorine or Balzariue.—A French name for a light

mixed material, composed of cotton and worsted ; manu-

factured for women's dresses. It was succeeded by barege,

which superseded it likewise in public favour. It measures

40 inches in width.

'

Bandana Handkerchiefs.—Indian washing silk hand-

kerchiefs, having white or coloured spots or diamonds on a

red, yellow, blue, or dark ground. They were a yard square,

and were both plain and twilled, and kept their colours to

the last. Other patterns have long been introduced into

their manufacture, and they are extensively imported plain

and printed to this countiy, being solely manufactured for

export to the United Kingdom. Imitation bandanas are

largely made in England and elsewhere, but are mostly

composed of cotton. They can now be purchased bj' the

yard, and are made into dresses, aprons, and caps.

Bande.—A French term for the English name. baud.

Employed by dressmakers, and applied to any kind of

material. See Bands.

Bandeaux.—French. A term to denote arrangements

of flowers or other materials in bands as a sort of diadem

headdress. It is a term employed by milliners.

Bandouliere.—A French tenn to signify a scarf worn

over one shoulder and under the other.

Bands.—(French Bandes). A term employed to denote

a strip, more or less naiTow, of any material used in the

making of any g;u'inent or other article, whether necessary

to its comjiletion or merely decorative, and whether of the

same material or of another. Thus there are waist, neck,

and ^\'i'ist liumls, and bands cjf insertion embroidery let

into underclothing, and infants' dresses. In making linen

bands the stuff should )je cut by the thread, having pre-

viously drawn out a single strand. Bamls may be made

of either bias or straight material: if of the latter, they

should be cut do\ra the selvedge, as lieing the strongest

way of the stuff. Bias Ijands are sometimes used for the

necks of dresses, liut are more especially in \'ogue for

trimmings, lieing se^^'n ou both sides with the sewing

machine. Great care is reijuisite in cutting them at an

exact angle of 4-5 degri?es. The waist bands of dress skirts

are sometimes of Petersham, a strongly-made ribbon

(which nee). Bauds sometimes require to be stiffened, in

which case buckram, or stift' muslin, is used to back them.

Band 'Work.—A term used in needle-made laces to

denote the open and fancy stitches that fill in the centres

of lace. The word is identical in its meaning with fillings,

jours, modes. The different stitches filhng in these spaces

are named after various laces, and described under their

own headings. The illustrations are of two handwork

stitches, and are worked as follows : Fig. 24.—Work

three rows of thirty-three close buttonhole, as a founda-

tion ; first row—work 1-5 buttonhole, miss 3, work 15 close

;

second row—12 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work

12 ; third row—9 buttimhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work

3, miss 3. wcirk !:* ; friurth row—6 but-

tonhole, miss 3, w(.)ik 3, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 6 ; fifth

row — 9 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3,

work 9. miss 3. work 9 ; sixth row—

6

buttonhole, miss 3, work 15, miss 3,

work 6 ; wijrk two rows of close button-

hole, and repeat the pattern from first

luFio commence first pattern

with thi-ee plain rows ; first row—work

6 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3,

work 9, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 6

;

second row—9 buttonhole, miss 3, work

9. miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 9 ; third

row—6 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss

3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3. work 3, miss 3, work 6 ;

fourth row—15 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3. work 3 >

miss 3. work 9 ; fifth row—6 buttonhole, miss 3. work 3, miss

3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 12 ; sixth row—9 but-

tonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 15 :

seventh i-ow—6 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3. work 3.

miss 3, work 18, eighth row—15 buttonhole, miss 3, work 6-

miss 3, work 12 ; ninth row—6 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 9 ; tenth row

—

9 buttonhole, miss 3, work 12, miss 3, work 12 ; eleventb

row—6 buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 24 ; work

one row all buttonhole, and repeat, The seomd pattern (Fig.

25) is worked thus : First row—24 buttonhole, miss 3, work

15; second row—miss 3, 3 buttonhole, miss 3, work 12, miss 3,

work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3 ; third row

—

3 buttonhole, miss 3, work 12, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work

9. miss 3. work 3 ; fourth row—miss 3. buttonhole 3. miss

d2
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3, work 6, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 9, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3 ; fifth row—12 buttoniole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3,

work 21 ; sixth row—miss 3, 3 buttonhole, miss 3, work 6,

miss 3, work 15, miss 3, work 3, miss 3 ; seventh row—

3

buttonhole, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 21, miss 3, work 3;

eighth row—miss 3, 3 buttonhole, miss 3, work 18, miss 3,

Fig. ',25. Band Work.

work 3, miss 3, work 3, miss 3 ; repeat the pattern from

iirst row. In the illu.stration the open spaces are white,

and the buttonhole stitches black, as they are easier for

the worker when so engraved.

Bar.—Portions of the pattern of macrame. Made of

one to three threads, according as single, double, or treble

bar is requii'ed, and consisting of a succession of macrame
knots worked alternately over right and left hand threads.

The number of knots depends upon the length of bar

required, nine being the usual.

Bar.—Derived from, the old English word barre, the

Welsh bar, French barre. A term in plain work to signify

the sewing made, in buttonhole stitch, across a buttonhole

to prevent its being torn. See Buttonhole Stitch.

Barathea.—A mixture of silk and worsted, with a

diaper-like appearance. It is about 42in. wide, and is

used for niouming. This is one of the new designations

under which bombazine is now known. There is a variety

called barathea cloth, a soft, durable, woollen textile,

having a small diaper pattern. It is 24in. in width. There

is also a fancy barathea, having a crape ground and
brocaded spots, and a diagonal barathea, which is woven
with fancy stripes. The woollen kinds measure 42in. in

width.

Barcelona Eercliiefs.—So called from the Spanish
province from which they originated. At present they are

all made in England, and are of four kinds—in black,

plain colours, checks, and fancy. The black measure
from 26 inches square to seven

quarters. Turban checks used

originally to be made for head-

dresses. They measure about

20in. square.

Barcelona Lace. — This

stitch is used in ancient needle

point and in modem point.
^•"- ^^- B^k^^o^a Lace.

First row—work 4 buttonhole stitches close together, then

miss the space that would take 4 more, and make 4 others,

leaving a loop between the close stitches ; continue until

the end of the row, Second row—work 3 buttonholes into

the loops left in last row, and make loops under the close

XKI

work of that row. These two rows, worked alternately,

form the lace. See Fig. 26.

Bardge.—A name derived from the valley of that name
in the Pyrenees, where the textile so called was first manu-

factured in the village of Arosons. It is now chiefly made

at Bagneres di Bigorre. It is a kind of gauze, composed

of silk and wool, or else of wool only, in warp and woof
;

and at first made in all colours. It has been called by

many names as the manufacture has improved—such as

woollen gauze, woollen grenadine, &c. The width of the

material is 26in. The bareges made in Paris have a warp

of silk. Cheap sorts are made with a cotton warp.

Bardge Tarn.—A hand-spun yarn employed in manu-

facture of a very fine gauze cloth, and chiefly for men's

veils. The seat of industry is at Rheims, in France.

Bamsley Crash, or Linen.—A name indiscriminately

used to denote the naiTOw crash employed for round towels.

For the latter it is made in four diilerent widths, viz., from

16 inches up to 25 inches. See Crash.

Barnsley Linens.—A description of linen especially

made for the purpose of embroidery. It is to be had both

bleached and unbleached, and in different degrees of fine-

ness and of width, from naiTOw, to a double width of

80 inches. One kind of Bamsley linen is designated

Brand — a brown textile, 38 inches wide, and likewise

made for crewel work decoration. These linens are com-

monly, but improperly, called " crash," arising from the

fact that the first examples of crewel embroidei'y were

worked on crash.

Barracan.—(Latin Barracaniis, French Bouracan.) A
coarse, thick, strong stuff, somewhat resembling camlet,

used for external clothing. A garment made of camels'

hair is called in the East " barak," " barik " being a camel.

It was foi-merly employed for cloaks. Barracan is now
made with wool, silk, and goats' hair ; the warp being of

silk and wool twisted, and the woof the hair of the Angora
goat, when purely oriental.

Barragon, or Moleskin.— A description of fustian

(which see) of a coarse quality, strong and twilled, and
shorn of the nap before dyed. It is a cotton textile, and is

employed for the clothing of the labouring classes of men.

The width of this material i-uns to 27 inches. See Fcs- *

TIAN.

Barratee.—A silk stuff, being a variety of barathea, of

24 inches in width.

Bars.—In Honiton and pillow laces, these are either

made by rolling the top bobbins round and round, drawing
one up through the pinhole, passing a bobbin through the
loop lower end first, and di-awing up the loop, or else by
workmg cloth stitch, when no pins are required, except pin
work is added.

Bars.—The connecting threads thrown across spaces in
all needle-point laces, whether imitation or real, and known
as brides, bride claires, coxcombs, pearls, legs, and ties.

These threads are arranged so that they connect the various
solid parts of the lace together, and are made by passing
two or three sti-ands across, and either cording or coverino'

them closely with buttonhole. Bars can be made of any

y^
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fonn, the ones shown in Pig. 27 being intended to fill in a

large space, and to form a kind of wheel. It is started

from G, taken to H. corded back to I, and so taken to

J, L, N, (fcc, and half way back again until B is reached,

when the centre is corded all round, and the thread

fastened off at G.

Fig. 27. Babs.

Basket Stitcli.—One of the handsomest stitches in

embroidery, and much used in ancient and modem church

needlework. It is a variety of couching, and its particular

beauty arises from the raised appearance given to the

threads composing it by rows of whipcord or cotton cord

laid down upon the foundation liefore the work is commenced,

These rows of cord are either laid across the material or

from top to bottom, and, when arranged, covered with gold

thi'ead or iioss silk. These threads are laid together in

numbers, varying from two to four, according to taste, the

same niunber of threads being kept to throughout the

work, om- illustration (Fig, 28") being of four lines. The

Fia. 2S. Basket Stitch.

gold, or floss silk, threads are first stitched at the edge of

the space, and then passed evenly over two strands of cord,

and caught down with pnrse silk of the same colour, which

is brought up through the foundation and returned to the

back. The threads are then passed again over two strands

of cord, and again secured with the purse silk stitching,

and this is repeated until the last of the cords are covered.

In returning, the four threads are only passed over one

strand of cord before they are stitched down, after which

they are taken over two, as before, until the last cord is

reached, which will of necessity be a single one. The third

line of couching will be the same as the first, the fourth

like the second, thus securing the variety in the stitch, and

the resemblance to raised basket-work, after which it is

named. Bequii-es to be worked in a frame.

Basqaes.—A French teiTu, designating that part of the

dress bodice below the waist. They may be cut m one

piece with the bodice, or added to it, all in one piece, or

divided,

Basquiue.—The French term to denote a bodice of a

dress having a basque finish to it depeudiug frcun the

waist.

Basse Llsse.—The French for low warp ; a tcnn used

in tapestry work.

Basting, othenvise called Tacking,—Derived fmni

the old German bostan. to sew, or hesten, to bind. This

term is chiefly employed liy tailors, while tacking is used

by women. This term is used to signify the light ninnings

made by taking up a stitch at long distances successively,

to keep the separate portions of a gai-ment or other article

in position, preparatory to theii' being sewn together. A
lining is said to be basted on the material for which it is

designed. Knots may be used in basting threads, as they

are not for permanent use. See Tacking.

Bath Coating, or Dnffl.—A light cloth or liaize, with

a Lmg nap, which is generally made in wide -sridths, both
coloured and white, and is used for thick flannel petticoats,

and blankets for babies' cots. Bath blankets are also

made of it, embroidered at the edges. It is also used for

men's greatcoats. It varies in width from 48 and 60, to 72

inches. See Flannel.

Batiste.—A description of cotton muslin, having a
good deal of dress in it, to be had in all colours, as well as

in white and black. Its chief use is for summer dresses,

and is also employed for linings and trimmings. The
price varies with the quality, and it measures about a yard
in width.

Batiste.—The French name for cambric. A fine linen

muslin made in France, in various colours, and used as

dresses, dress linings, and trimmings ; so called from its

inventor Baptista, at Cambraj', who was a linen weaver in

Flanders in the thirteenth centur-y ; or because this fine linen

was used to wipe the heads of young infants who had just

received baptism. The width runs from ISin. to 36in.

Batswing.—A thick, rough description of cloth of a
grey colour-, woven into the shape of a petticoat without a
seam, and ha-\-ing only the band or the yoke, for the waist,

and the binding to lie handsewn. This material is a
description of felt i^which see).

Battlemeuted.—A manner of embroidery upon white
materials or ticking so as to form an indented line in imi-

tation of the battlements that crowned ancient fortresses.

Fig, 29, Battlemented.

This line can be formed with overcast, as shown in Fig. 29,

or with point de Kusse,
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Battlemented.—The ornamentation of any border of

a garment or other article, either by means of a trimming

laid upon it, or by cutting out the material, iu the pattern

known iu architecture by that term, and forming the

parapet of a castle or church; the open portions being

called embrasures.

Batnz Work.—A manner <.if oi'namentiug embroidery

being pm-e, speedily turned black. A specimen of this

work was seen when the tomb of Edward I. was opened in

1774. in the quarter-foils on his robe. The lions on the

Glastonbury cope are in hammered-up silver.

Banm Skin Fur, or Pine Marten {Mastela aUetvtii].

—A description of sable, imported under this name from

the forests of Genuany. of which the >>auui is a native, and

WAlMM^m
Fifi. 3(1. HAEOLD'S RETURN TO EDWARD THE CONFESSOR.

now obsolete, but much used Vjy the earliest workers with

the needle. It was technically known as " silk beaten with

gold and silver," and was .sometimes called " hammered-up

gold." Batuz work was very prevalent in medieval times,

and often mentioned in ecclesiastical inventories and royal

wills from the eleventh to the fifteenth centuries. It con-

sisted of sewing upon silk, as a part of the pattern em-

is distinguished from the stone marten by the yellow colour

of the throat, while the rest of the skin is brown. When

dyed the fur rivals in appearance that of the best sable.

It is the wo(_)d marten of British America, and is used for

muffs, tippets, and trimmings. See Pine Marten.

Bayeux Tapestry.—This celebrated piece of needle-

work is believed to have been executed by Matilda, queen of

- - • •
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Tin. 3 ft. BUKIAL OF EDWAUD AT WESTMINSTER.

broidered, very thiu plates of gold, silvei', or silver gilt.

These plates were frequently hammered into low relief, and

were formed either to represent animals, flowers, or heraldic

devices. Batuz work was largely used in England, but was

also known on the Continent, the banner of Strasbourg

being so ornamented. At one time in Italy these costly

gold and silver plates were imitated with metal ones, which

were glued, not sewn, to the material; but the metal not

William the Conqueror, and her ladies, after the conquest

of England, 1066, There is, however, no authentic record

of the fact, and some maintain that it was worked by three

Bayeux men in London during the reign of William, and

sent by them as an offering to their native cathedral. This

claim rests on the poorness of the materials used. Other

authorities believe it to be the product of the twelfth, and

not of the eleventh century. Whatever its exact origin, it is
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u-udoubtedly of f,'reat antiquity, and is out- of tho earliest

specimens of needlework extant in a good state of preser-

vation, and is highly prized for the illustrations which it

gives of the dress and customs of the times and the labour
it must have entailed. It is 214 feet long and 20 inches
wide, inchiding a border top and bottom, and contains 530
figures. The material is fine linen, which has turned lir.jwn

at Bayeux. A coloured photograph of the wh.jle is to be
seen in the South Kensington Museum. The work is

divided into compartments, the subjects of which are ex-
plained by an embroidered Latin inscription, and com-
mence with Harold swearing fealty to "William of Nor-
mandy (jver the relics (if saints, which is foll(wed by
Harold returning to England, the death and burial of

C\ '^
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i'lu. 30t. BATTLE OF H.VSTINGS.

with age, and the stitches are chain and long. It is not
rightly tapestry, but rather embroidery with crewels, as
the material is left exposed in many parts, and the design
indicated with chain stitch. Thus the faces of the figures

are left bare, and the features rudely indicated with chain-
stitch. The embroidery is in two-strand worsteds or
crewels, and the colours of the wool limited to eight, two

Edward the Coufesssor in Westminster Abbey, the as-

sumption of the crowTi by Harold, the landing of William,

the battle of Hastings, and death of Harold. The border
is chiefly occupied with grotesque animals, grifiins, dragons,

Tiirds. except in the compartments devoted to the battle of

Hastings, where the bodies of the slain are worked instead.

Par-t of this tapestry is shown in Figs. .30. 30tr, 306. and 30c.

Fig. 3 f BATTLE OF HASTINGS.

blue, two green, a buff, pink, red, and yellow. The em-
broiderers have not attempted to give the natural colouring
to animals, &c., frequently working a yellow or blue horse
with legs of a widely different colour, and from the limited
number of colours used there is a little variety in the
shading. The original, after being for many years hung in

Bayeux cathedral, was removed to Paris in the time of the

Srst Napoleon, and is now preserved in the public library

Beaded or Jetted Stuffs.—These textiles are divided

into two kinds, those hand-embroidered and those having

the beads woven into the texture. The latter is an ait

newly discovered in France, and is accomplished by an

ingenious adaptation of certain machinery. Beading was
first applied to elastic cloths, but aftenvards to silk grena-

dines, having stripes of brocaded velvet. These fabrics are

exceedingly costly.
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Beading, or Bead Bdge.—A simple heading for pil-

low lace, and also known as beading. To make it, hang on

seven pairs of bobbins and a gimp, tbe latter mns along

the plain edge side, and make cloth stitch. At the end of

each bead-head twist the gimp twice round all the bobbins

but the two pairs lying at the plain edge. Eee illustration

(Fig. 31).

Fio. 31. Bead Edoe,

Bead Mosaic Work.—Popular in England in 18.55,

and consists in uniting together beads without any founda-

tion. The beads used are large, long transparent ones,

variously coloured, which are formed into hauginf baskets,

lamp shades, and dinner rings, by this process. The beads
are threaded upon linen cotton in order as to colour and
pattern for the first row ; in the next, and in all other
rows, each bead is threaded singly, and the cotton is passed
through the bead above and beyond it in the precedin»
row. No bead can be placed under this threaded one, so
that only half the number of beads are used in each row
after the first one, and the work presents a battlemented
appearance while in progress. The work is always com-
menced in the centre of the pattern, whether the desio'n is

round or square; one side being finished, return to the
middle and work the other. The pattern is sometimes
varied by h(jles or open spaces being left in the close lines ;

these are managed by the needle and cotton being passed
through the same bead in a given place for several rows,
and no beads attached there. Fringes to these pieces of
beadwork are made of long loops of beads attached to the
outside row of beads. The designs are all geometrical.
Unless lined with velvet or other soft foundation, this
work is not suitable for mats placed upon woodwork, as
the beads scratch the varnish.

Beads.—These may be had for the purposes of decora-
tive needlework in all varieties of colour ; sold by the dozen
bunches; and also in varieties of chalk, crystal, and
alabaster, sold by the ounce.

Bead Watch Chains.—To form these chains, small
shiny black beads are required, and l;)lack purse silk. A
whole skein of silk is taken, and on to this a number of
beads are threaded. A four chain crochet is then worked and
united, and rounds of double crochet are made until the
required length is attained, dropping a bead into ..very
stitch as it is formed.

Bead Work.—(From the Anglo-Sax.m he„,^v. a prayer.)
—The small globules or balls now called beads, either made
of iron, pearl, garnet, amber, or crystal, were used as
ornaments in pre-historic times, while glass beads were
made almost as soon as the art of making glass was dis-
covered. The Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans made use
of them as ornaments, and the Diiiids, before the conquest
of Britain, used annulets, or large perforated balls of
glass, in their religious lites. The English name of bead
came from the practice of using these strung balls for

telling oft' the number of prayers recited, but this custom

is not exclusively a Roman Catholic one, as Mahommedaus
and some heathen tribes do the same. The greater number
of beads used in bead work are made at Mui'ano, near

Venice, but there are also manufactories in Gennany and

England. Large quantities of coarse beads are sold to the

natives of America and Africa, for embroidering their

gai-ments, Ac, and the taste these savages display over

their work puts to shame that of more civilised nations.

For a long time the beads used for work purposes were

made with but a few varieties of colour, and could only

be employed for groundings or simple i^attems, as seen on

the work of the time of Chaides II., but during the last

fifty years many additional colours and sizes have been

manufactured, and a great scope for ingenuity in their

arrangement given, and thirty years ago the ai-t on the

continent was cai'ried to great perfection, the beads were

beautifully coloured, most minute, and worked as flower

patterns of great delicacy. These fine beads are difiicult

to procure in England. The beads are generally sewn upon

canvas (.see Fig. 32), but cloth, fine leather, and velvet are

Fig. :32. Bead Work.

also used as foundations. The Ijoads are attached singly to

all materials with fine waxed sewing silk in long straight

lines; a half-cross stitch across, and two threads of the
canvas on the slant each way is used for canvas, and a tent
stitch for the others. The patterns used are the Berlin
ones, and generally consist of large or small white flowers
worked with opal and opaque beads for high lights, and
shading from black to grey for the darker portions. The
same in golden and amber beads, shading to brown, is pos-
sible. The loaves are either worked in beads like the flowers,
or in woolwork cross stitch; and the grounding is done
with beads of one shade, or with fine Berlin wool. The diifl-

culty of all large pieces of beadwork is in procuring beads of
an miform size, as all irregularities show upon a smooth
surface of glass. A great improvement in an art point of
view would be gained if the patterns used in this work
were geometrical instead of impossible florid ones, and the
articles embroidered were of a kind suitable to the applica-
tion of glass. The work is of a lasting kind, neither heat
nor damp affect it, and the colours never fade, and it is

easily cleaned with a damp sponge ; therefore, with different
execution, it could be raised from its present low position.
Groundings in beadwork are not always attached bead by
bead to the foundation canvas, though they are far stronger
when so treated ; but six or eight beads are strimg upon a
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thread, which is laid along a line of the canvas and caught
down at regular distances by a thread coming from the
back of the material and returning to it ; in fact, a species

of couching. The work so done is more raised and quicker

of execution ; but is not so lasting, and, unless well done,

the rows of laid beads are not flat. Bead work, when used

a£CTsp^iWr^^g?^>-v??S^-rvg

Fig. 33. Bead Trimming fob Dkesses, ic.

as a trimming, and formed as shown in Pig. 33, is made of

fine round black beads selected all of the same size. The
only foundation required is a naiTow strip of braid upon
each side. Five beads are threaded together, and a needle

passed through the centre bead of the stitch above it in pre-

ceding row. Twenty-two beads are sti-ung together for

the first row, and the pattern commenced by putting a

needle and thread, on which five beads have been strung,

through every sixth bead.

Bead Work on Net.—This work is largely used for

trimmings, and looks well executed in white or black

bugles, as well as with fine beads of any colour. A bold

and well-defined arabesque pattera is the best to ornament.

The design is marked out upon a strip of pink calico,

which is stiffened with a paper lining, and net, the colour

of the beads, tacked firmly over it. The beads are

threaded singly upon fine sewing silk, and sewn upon
the net so as to fill in the pattern under the net. When
finished, the net is taken off the pattern, and is laid under

a fresh piece.

Bead Work on Velvet.—For this work fine and well-

shaped beads are required, and good velvet. The velvet is

either stamped out with a stamping machine in scroll

or ivy leaf patterns, or the same designs marked out

with transfer patterns on to the material, and then cut

out, and the fine beads thickly sewn over every part.

The work is only used for trimmings, and is very

laborious.

Bearskin Cloth.—A coarse thick woollen cloth, with a

shaggy nap, manufactui-ed for the making of overcoats,

and very dm'able. A variety of this material is commonly
called Dreadnought.

Bearskin Fnr.— (
Ursus.) The several furs of the black,

brown, white, and grey bears are all employed for either

clothing, trimmings, or rugs, &c. That of the brown, or

Isabella bear, has often come much into fashion in this

country for women's dress ; that of the black bear is made

into military caps and accoutrements, hammer cloths

wrappers, and rugs; that of the grey bear is used fcr

trimmings and coat linings, and so is the skin of the

cub black bear, which, in Russia, is always very much
esteemed.

Beaver Cloth.—A stout make of woollen cloth, milled,

and compact, with only one face shorn, A kind of fustian,

having a smooth surface, and resembling a west of England
cloth, such as are manufactured in Glouceaterahire [see

Fustian). It is of double width.

Beaver Fur.—{Castor Ainericanus.) This animal is a

native of British America, as well as other parts of that

continent. The fur is of a chesnut brown until plucked,

when it is of a grey colour. It is beautifully fine, soft, and
glossy. The long hairs are plucked from it and the surface

cut smoothly, and it is much employed for hats, bonnets,

muff's, tipjjets, cuffs, and trimmings, and also as linings,

being warm and durable. The white fur underneath the

body is largely exported to France, where it is employed
for making bonnets. A medium-sized skin measures 18 by
22 inches. They are imported to this country by the

Hudson's Bay Company.

Beaverteen.—One of the varieties of fustian. It is a

ci^arse twilled cotton, manufactured with a napj. and it is

first dyed and then shorn. The chief seats of this manu-

facture are Bolton and Manchester. It was originally a

mixture of cotton and linen, but is now made entirely of

the former. Like all fustians it is both strong and durable.

This material may be had in three different widths—27,

48, and 54 inches. See Ftjstian.

Bedford Cloth.—A description of ribbed cloth, drab

coloured, and of great strength ; made as a dress material,

It is a kind of Bussel cord, all wool, and is a variety of

French woollen poplin.

Bedford Cord.—A strong thick cloth, made for men's

riding breeches. It is to be had in three sizes, the large,

medium, and fine cord. The width is 27 inches.

Bedfordshire Lace.— Queen Catherine, of Arragon,

IS believed by some people to have introduced pillow

lace making into England, and particularly into Bedford-

shire, Buckinghamshire, and Northamptonshire ; but,

as pins were not known in England until 1543, and

she died in 1536, it is more probable that the lace making

she fostered was a needle-made lace, or a coarse lace made
with fish bones instead of pins. It seems to be pretty

well decided that pillow lace was brought to England

in Elizabeth's reign by the Flemish refugees from the

persecutions of Alva (1568), as the patterns of the old

laces are of Flemish origin, and the lace was often

known as English Lille. Many pieces of it were pre-

sented to Queen Elizabeth, who encouraged its manufac-

ture, and, in 1660, it obtained so large a sale that a

mark was placed upon it when exported to foreign

countries, to distinguish it from the true Lille. The

ground was a reseau, and the pattern a wavy desciiption

differing but little from Lille lace. The manufactory

floiu-ished during the whole of the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth century, and the character of the lace up to the

earlier part of the present century did not materially alter.

The regency point is a specimen of a more complicated
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kind of Bedfordsliii'e lace with a cloth edge (see illustra-

tion. Fig. 34), and was much made in the first part of the

nineteenth century, but was succeeded by lace of plaited

instead of I'eseau grounds. Avith raised patterns more

resembling the old Maltese laces than the Lille, and this

last lace has destroyed the hands of the workers for the

more delicate kinds. The demand for white lace having

failed of late years, black lace is now taking its place ; b\it

the lace makers are so wi'etchedly paid for their work, that

few are now learning the art, although sjjecimens (if the

lace have been sent to both the English cxhiliitions. and

received praise from the .iudges, it, however, being remai-ked

by them that English lace failed in elegance and beauty

when compareil to those of foreign maniifact(jries, and

seemed rathei' to arrest by the apparent amount of labour

bestowed upon it, than 113^ the just Hues nf ornament and

delicacy of design.

distance. The illustration (Kg. 35) shows a finished leaf

with its leaves th\is plaited.

Beige, or Bege.—A French term to denote wool in its

natural state. Beige is made of undyed wool, is an ex-

tremely soft textile, graceful in draping, and employed for

morning and out-door wear. This material measm-es from
25 to 28 inches in width. There is a description of this

textile, called snowflake beige, of a neutral ground, hairy

in texture, to be had in grey-brown, light green, and drab

;

the wool being interwoven with threads of silk of a brightly

contrasting colour.

Belgian Laces.—These include Brussels lace, Mechlin,

Antwerp, and Valenciennes, and all the varieties executed

in the neighbouring towns. The mauufactm-e of lace in

Belgium dates back to the fifteenth century, and by some

is considered to have been made there before the ItaKan

laces. The uraking of lace in Belgium still continues, and

Fifi. :U. BEDFORD UEGENCY TOINT.

Bed Iiace.—A description of Ijindiug, of white cotton,

twilled or figured, and employed lor binding dimities. It

is likewise made in chintz colours, and in a diamond pattern
for furniture prints, and striped wit'i blue for bed ticking

and palliasses. It is sold by the lios, in two pieces of 72

yards each.

Beggars' Lace.—A name gi\ en to a braid laec, a species

of Torchon, made at Guese. It

was made in the sixteenth cen-

tury, and was so called as it

was cheap and easily executed.

It is now obsolete.

Beginner's Stem. — While

learning Honiton and other pil-

low laces, this stem is foiined by

plaiting together the threads

that have been used to form

detached leaves and flowers, but

it is not made when the worker

becomes more proficient. The
number of bobbins that have been employed are divided

into three, and are then plaited together tor a short

Beginner's Stem.

is a flourishing trade. The chief employment is pillow

lace making, with the exception of the modern needle

Brussels point gaze, and at present the grounds are

made of machine net, and the patterns on the pillow. See

Antwerp. Brussels, Mechlin, and Valenciennes
Laces.

Belgian Tapestry.—A very stout handsome new cloth,

to be had in every colour. It is made of jute, or with a

mixture of linen, at the Glasgow jute manufactories,

although given a foreign name. It has designs in colours,

and is 52 inches in width. It is employed for covering

furniture, and for hangings of all kinds.

Belgian Ticking.—These cloths are composed of linen

and cotton, are stout, have a satin face, and are 64 inches

in width. They are manirfactured in various colours and
patterns for purposes of upholstery, and especially for

bedding.

Belgravian Embroidery.—This is a modern name
given to braid and Inigle work. Patterns of leaves, &c.,

are traced upon braid, and are filled in with solid masses
of bugles fastened to the braid with filoselle. The braid

may be cut to represent leaves, with edges overcast or
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turned down, and then bugled. For trimmiugs this is

handsomer than when the braid is left as a straight edge.

Bell Pattern.-^This is a design for a sleeve trimming,

and is made of Damascene lace. This lace is a modem
adaptation of Honiton pillow lace. The pattern is drawn
upon pink calico ; the sprigs (which are bought ready made)
are then tacked into position, and the braid, which is either

made on the pillow or by machine, run on. Wherever the

braid touches another piece of braid iu its various eunes
the two are overcast together, and the whole outside edge

is overcast. Nothing now remains to be done but io tack

on a lace edging as a finish, and to connect the spirigs t(.i

the braid. This is done by means of corded liars and
wheels of various shapes, as sliown in Fig. 36. For full

description, see Damascene Lace.

Belt.—(Anglo-Saxon Belt.) Derived from the Latin
huUeus, a gii-dle. The belt may be made of leather, ritilion,

silk, satin, or velvet, or of the material of the dress with

which it is worn, and is fastened bv either a land, r.wrttc.

Bengal Stripes.—A kiud of cotton clotli or gingham,

woven with coloured stripes. It was so called after the

cottuns formerly imported fr(.iui Bengal, the name I'eferring

only to the pattern. It is also to be had in a mixture of

linen and cotton. It resend.iles the French Percale and

MiLLERAYES (which neij). but is softer, and is made of

English cotton, or cotton and w(.)ol. The cotton stripe

measures 34 inches in width, and linen stripe about 2-t

inches.

Berlin Canvas.—Every tw(5 strands in this textile are

drawn together, this forming squares, and leaving open

spaces for the wijol, with ^\'hich it may be embi'i.iider(_'d.

It is mrjre easily (;:iunted and worked than the ordinary

sorts, and is a great ii]ipri>\'emeut upon the old penelope

canvas, the threads nf \vlii(di were woven in equal distances

thrtiughout, taking, nf course, much more time to count

and sepai'ate them. It may be procured in almost all

widths and all degrees of iineness, and is usually made of

cotton.

F I c. BELL PATTERN DAMASCENE LACE.

or buckle. If made to match the dress, it must be made
with buckram or stiff linen. Cricketing belts are wcjrn I>y

gentlemen, and form a favourite present. There are sevei'al

ways of making them, but the most general is embroidery
applied to webbing, leather, cloth, or flannel. They may
be also knitted or crocheted. The word belt is frequently

used where band should be employed.

Bengal.—A thin stuff, made of silk and hair, originally

brought from the Indian province of that name (according

to Webster)
; also an imitation of striped muslin (according

to Simmonds),

Bengaline.—A corded silk of Indian make, and possibly

origin, slight in texture, manufactured in all colours, con-

sidered most appropriate for young ladies' wear in France.

Bengaline.—A French made silk textile, exceedingly

soft, and made of silk and wool. It bears some re-

semblance to poplin, but has a much larger cord, and more
silk in its composition. Different qualities are sold, rising

in price according to the quality, and they all measure

34 inches in width.

Berlin Wool, otherwise called German Wool and

Zephyr Merino.— Mauufactureil for the purpose of

knitting and embroidery. It is to be had in two sizes, the

single and the douljle. Keighley. in Ytirkshire. is the chief

seat of the manufacture, and it is si.>ld either in skeins or

Ijy weight. A quantity <jf real German wool is brought

into Great Britain in a raw state, and is combed, spun, and

dyed, chiefly in Scotland, tint that dyed here is less perfect

and durable than that imported ready for use, excepting

those dyed black, which are cleaner in working. The

English-grown embroidery lambswool, though harsher, is

in some respects superior, and the scarlet dye quite equal,

if not surpassing, the German ; as also several shades of all

the other colours and neutral tints. It is best suited for

use on coarse canvas. Berlin or Gennau wool is the finest

of all descriptions of wool, and is produced from the fleece

<.if the Merino lireed of Saxony sheep, and of neighbouring

German states. The principal seat of its manufacture into

thread for needlework is Gotha. whence it is sent to Berlin

anil elsewhere to 1"_' dyed. AVool of the same breeil of

B 2
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the Merino is largely exported from Australia and Van

Dieman's Land. Berlin wool for embroidery may be

had in all colours, also shaded and partridge coloured, and

ingrain at different prices, both by the skein and by weight.

Berlin Work.—A modern name given to the Oims

Pulviaarium of the ancients, and also known as cushion

style and point de marque. Opus pulvinarium was well

know to the Phrygians and Egyptians, and its principal

stitch (cross stitch) was used in the curtains of the Taber-

nacle. The work was prevalent during the thirteenth and

following centuries, but then chiefly used for kneehng mats

and cushions in churches, as it was more durable than

emliroidery. From this application it owed its name of

cushion style ; but that it was not only confined to the

baser uses is apparent in the fine example of a church vest-

ment still left us, the Sion cope, date 1225, the border of

which is worked in cross stitch upon canvas, exactly as the

present Berlin work is done. During the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries tent stitch was more used than cross

stitch for this work, and it was called canvas work until

the present century, when the production of Berlin coloured

paper patterns, in 1804, procured it the title of Berlin work,

though this last name was not finally adopted until 1820,

the date of the introduction of Berlin wools, and which

took the place of the crewels, lambswools, and silks, that

had been used up to that period. The patterns worked

until the Berlin ones were printed were drawn directly on

to the canvas, and the places to be coloured were painted

in their various shades, so that but little variety could Vje

marked out, and more was left to individual taste. The

first coloui-ed patterns upon paper were inferior in design

and shading to the present ones, but in 1810 a printseller at

Berlin, named Wittich, produced a series of these patterns,

which were copies from celebrated pictures. These were

drawn upon "point paper" by good artists, and cost £10

for the original. These picture patterns were first copied in

tent and tapestry stitches and in silks, then in beads, and

finally with Berlin wool. The Berlin wool was superior in

texture and in the varieties of its dyes to the English

wool, but with it was introduced large sized canvas

and cross stitch, innovations that rendered the figui-ed

designs coarse and inartistic. These were gradually dis-

placed by the impossible parrots, animals, and groups of

flowers known in the present day as Berlin patterns, which

have done so much to debase the public taste as far as

fancy work is concerned. The work in itself is capable of

good results, and it is strong and lasting, but when it

degenerates into the mere copying of patterns conceived

in defiance of all ti-ue art principles, it helps to degrade

and not elevate the mind. Happily during the last

few years the public have been taught to distinguish

and appreciate good from false designs, and as long as this

is so, there is no reason why Berlin work should not take

its ancient position among needlework. The stitches

formerly used were cross, cushion, satin, tapestry, and

tent, but these have been considerably added to in the

last few years, and now include back, damask, Gennan,

herringbone, Irish, plush, leviathan, single, double and

treble, raised and rep, and varieties of these known by the

general name of fancy Berlin stitches. The size of the

canvas used for BerHu wool work must depend upon

whether single or double wool is to be used, the space to be

covered, and whether the stitch is to be taken over one or

two threads. The patterns state the number of stitches

they cover, therefore there is no difl&culty in fitting them.

The canvas should be tightly stretched in a frame, so that

the selvedges come on the braced sides. The pattern, when

a floral one, is commenced from the centre stitch ; so that

should any eiTors in counting or working occur, the whole

design will not be thrown out. In figures and landscapes,

an accustomed worker would commence at the bottom and

work upwards, so that the sky and lighter parts of the

design are worked last and kept unsoiled. The gi-ounding

should be as carefully done as the design, as an uneven and

pulled ground will destroy the good work of the rest. It

should be begun at the bottom of the canvas, on the left,

and worked in rows, short needlesful of wool taken, and

the ends run in, not knotted. Care should be taken before

commencing to ground that sufficient wool is ready to finish

the whole, as nothing looks so bad as two shades in the

grounding, and the exact tint is rarely dyed twice. The
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Fin. 37. Berlin Work.

selection of shades of wool for the design that harmonise

is essential to the success of Berlin work, and the placing

in juxtaposition of several brilliant and contrasting colours

is especially to be avoided. Large double flowers, figure,

and animal patterns should be discarded, also coarse canvas.

Single flowers worked in tent stitch upon fine canvas, or with

cross stitch over one thread, look well, also intricate geome-

trical patterns. Berlin patterns can be worked upon cloth or

silk by these materials being stretched in the frame under

the canvas, and when the pattern is worked, the canvas

either drawn out thread by thread, or cut short oil close to

the work. No grounding is required when the threads are

drawn away, and only the few stitches left in the interstices

between the work when they are cut away. Silk canvas is

often used for Berlin work—it is a substitute for grounding

;

when used, the back of the work must be neatly finished ofi

and no loops of wool carried from one shade to another

across open spaces, as they will be visible in the front.

Silk canvas should be backed with satiu of its own
colour, when the work is completed. Before the ordi-

nary filled Berlin work is taken from its frame, it should
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have a coat of embroidery paste or thin starch passeil

over it at the back, this will keep the wool well

stretched and in position. In the illustration (Fig. 37)

of Berlin wool work the different shades used are marked
with various shaped crosses and stars, so that the worker

will have no difficulty in placing them in their right order-

The pattern is a suitable one for a cushion, is grounded

all in one shade, worked in cross stitch ; the ground colour

is grey, the bands across alternately crimson and violet,

laid upon a light grey band of two shades.

Back Stitch.—This stitch is made like the back

stitch used in plain needlework (which see). See als(.)

Baclc, Safin and Saised (Fig 52), and Slanting Gobelin.

BacTc and Satin (Fig. 57).

Cross StUch.—The principal stitch now used for Berlin

wool work, and known as point de marque, gros point,

and kreuzstich, as well as cross stitch. It is used not

only for working upon canvas with wools, but for em-

broidering with any material that will thread upon cloth,

silk, satin, and velvet. It was much used in the Phrygian,

Egyptian, and Hebrew embroideries, and is occasionally to

be met with in the work done between the first and six-

teenth centui-ies (the Sion cope being partly worked in

cross stitch). In the middle of the nineteenth centurj', a

few years after the printing of the Berlin patterns, they

began to be solely executed with cross stitch, and that work

is often called after the name of the stitch. Cross stitch

can be worked either in a frame or upon the hand, the

work in the frame generally turning out the best. The

stitch is a double one, taken over two threads of canvas in

height and width, or more than two threads, the object

being always to form a perfect square. (See Fig. 38.) The

Fig. 38. Cros.s Stitch.

wool is taken in a slanting direction across this square,

from left to right, the needle being brought up on the lower

left hand corner, put in at the upper right hand corner,

brought up at the lower right hand comer, and crossed

back to the upper left hand comer. When grounding in

cross stitch, work the first part of the stitch in rows along

the canvas, and cross it when returning. When working

a pattern finish each stitch at once, and commence from

the bottom on the left hand side.

Cross (Long) Stitch.—This is a variation of cross stitch,

the two stitches forming it not making a perfect square,

as in ordinary cross stitch, but a long stitch crossed. This

is managed by taking the wool over a greater number of

threads in height than in width—four threads in height

to two in width being the coiTect proportion, as shown

in Fig. 39, This stitch was more used in Berlin w(Jol

work thirty years ago than at the present time ; it is

suitable for geometrical patterns, and can be varied, as

shown, by silk cross stitches taken over two long cross

ones.

f||i|»,«iil

mmi^

Fig. .39. Long Cross Stitch.

Cross (Persian) Stitch.—A variety of cross stitch, and
known also by the name of rep. The first half of the

stitch is a long stitch taken over six horizontal threads in

Fig. iO. Persian Cross Stitch.

a slanting direction, and two in height; the second is

the last half of cross stitch, taken over the two centre

threads of the long stitch from right to left, as shown

in Fig. 40.

Cross (Slanting) Stitch.—This is a variety of cross

stitch, and is but little used in work. The first part

of the stitch is the same as cross, but the return is a

straight Gobelin. It can only be worked upon fine canvas,

as the stitch, not being carried over the whole of the found-

ation, requires that foimdation to be of the finest.

Cushion Stitch.—One of the ancient names for cross

stitch. Must not be confounded with the cushion stitch

used in embroidery.

Damaslc Stitch.—This is a variety of long stitch. It is

taken over four horizontal threads of canvas, or two stitches

in a slanting direction and over two upright threads. The

variety is that all the remaining second lines of^ damask

stitch are taken over the two lower threads of the upper

line, and two new threads instead of all the threads being

new.
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Double Stitch.—This stitcli is also known by the name of

" star stitch," and is in reality but a variety of tent stitch.

To form it, a square of four threads is necessary, which is

crossed in the middle in a slanting direction with a tent

stitch, while two smaller tent stitches are worked on each

side of the longer one, and thus fill in the square. In

large canvas these stitches are crossed in the same order,

but this is not necessary upon fine. This stitch is only used

with others in fancy patterns, and is illustrated in Star,

Cross, and Leviathan (Fig. 55).

German Stitch.—This is a stitch formed from a tapestry

and tent stitch being worked alternately in a diagonal line

across the canvas. The tapestry passes over four threads,

the tent over two. In the succeeding line the tent is placed

Fig. 41. G-i:kivian Stitch,

under the tapestry, and the tapestry under the tent, Ijut so

that the canvas shows, only useful where the foundation

material, like silk or gold canvas, can be left exposed, and
rarely employed for patterns. Is also employed when work-

ing in chenille upon silver and gold cardboard. See Fig. 41.

Gobelin Stitch.—A stitch that has derived its name
from its use in ancient tapestries, being known also under
the title of tapestry stitch. It is used in embroidery as well

as in Berhn work. As shown in Fig. 42, the stitch is raised

- ., ^,.-,.. - -,, ia>>i^;^.^.^,

Fig. 42. Gobelin Stitch.

from the canvas by means of a padding of l>raid ; this

padding is a great improvement to Gobelin, as otherwise

it is quite a flat stitch, not being crossed. It is worked
over two horizontal threads, and into every space left

between the upright ones.

Herringbone Stitch.—See Plaited Stitcli.

Irish Stitch.— This is used for groundings, or for

pattem^formed with shades of colour in Vandykes crossing.

Irish stitch is a long stitch, taken over five or more threads

of canvas, in an upright direction, and it requires to be

worked on fine canvas. Its cinly peculiarity ciinsists in

its being alternately started from the last row of canvas

and from the third. This allows the stitches to end in one

line where the centre of the next line comes, and gives a

pleasing variety to ordinary groundings.

Leviathan Stitch.—A modem Berlin stitch, sometimes

called railway stitch, because it is considered to cover the

canvas quickly. It requires large sized or leviathan canvas,

and is shown in Fig. 43. To execute, four squares must

Fig. 43. Leviathan Stitch.

be taken for one stitch, and a cross stitch made mto the

four corners of this square ; the wool is then carried across

the centre of the stitch from top to bottom, and then from

left to right, so that it passes through all the outside holes

of the square forming the stitch. It is worked all togethei',

and each stitch is made as to crossings exactly the same,

or an even appearance to the whole will not be given. A
gi'eater quantity of wool is used in this stitch than in other

grounding ones, but it is considered quicker in execution.

Varieties of leviathan are fomied by working over six

or eight threads in height, and as many in width ; these

require a double crossing at top and side for the six-thread,

and a double crossing and a straight stitch top and side

for the eight. They are called Double Leviathan and
Treble Leviathan Stitch, which see.

Leviathan {Double) Stitch.—A variety of leviathan

worked over eight square threads or four square stitches.

Make a cross stitch into the four corners of the square,

then a long cross stitch to fill in the holes on each side of

Fig. 44. Double Leviathan Stitch.

the cross stitch, and lastly an upright cross into the
middle stitches in length and width of square. Fill in all

the squares in the same order, or the uniformity of the
pattern will be destroyed, and put a single long stitch
between each square, to fill up the part of the canvas that
is left bare, See illustration (Fig. 44). When coinmeneinf
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a new line of stitches on the canvas, make a half stitch to

begin, so that the centre of the second line of stitches does

not come under the centre of the first line. Commence
with a half stitch at each alternate row. Douhle leviathan

should be worked upon leviathan canvas ; it consumes

more wool than plain Berlin stitches, but gives a raised

appeai'ance to the design. It can only lie iised for geome-

trical designs, and is not suitable for groundings.

Leviathan (Treble) Stitch.—This stitch can only be

worked upon leviathan canvas, and used for covering

large surfaces with a raised and showy pattern, but not

suitable for groundings. A square of eight threads of four

stitches is required. The work starts from the centre,

and is taken to one of the comers, passing over four up-

right threads and four lengthway ones in a slanting direc-

tion. The next two stitches are placed one on each

side of the first, crossing over four lengthway threads and
two upright ones, and vice versa, and all finishing in centre

hole. The four corners are thus worked (.lee Fig. 45), and
the stitch is completed with a cross stitch over the centre

hole, and one in the centre of each side of the square (see

Fig. 46). When repeating the stitch these outside crosses

Fig, 4.5. Treble Leviath.\n
Stitch.

Fid. ifi. Tkeblk Leviathan
Stitch.

are only worked in every alternate square of eight, as there

is no room for them to every stitch. They should be

worked with silk, oi' with a contrasting shade of wool.

Long Stitch.—See Satin Stitch.

Plaited Stitch.—This stitch is an imitation of the

ordinary herringbone, and is frequently called by that

Fig, 47. Plai'^ed Stitch.'

name. The manner of making the plait is shown in Fig.

47, where the wool is taken over six threads of canvas or

three stitches in height, and two threads, or one stitch, in

width ; but the number of threads gone over can be en-

larged or decreased without detriment to the stitch, as long

as the relative height and width is maintained.

Plush Stitch.—This stitch is chiefly used in raised

wool work, but is also required to form borders or fringes

to plain Berlin work. To commence, fasten the wool

at back of canvas, bring it to the front and put the

needle in again two threads above where it came out, and

bring it back to the front in the same hole it started from

(Fig. 48). Draw the wool up, but only so that it forms

Fig. 48. Berlin Plush Stitch.—Detail 1.

a loiip of the length required, which is usually an inch

(Fig. 49). Hold this loop in the left hand, and make a

49. Berlin Plush Stitch.—Detail 2.

tent stitch. This completes the stitch. Work several

rows in this manner (Fig. 50), commencing from the bottom

FiGe 5). Berlin Plush Stitch.—Detail Z.

of the canvas and working upward. Every loop should be

of the same length, and can be passed over a mesh for this

purpose if necessary. The stitch can be cut and combed
out, and is so done in raised wool work, but it is generally

left in loops for borders to mats, &c. Raised and tassel

stitches^are but slight varieties of plush.
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Railway Stitch.—See Leviathan Stitch.

Raised Stitch.— This is sometimes called "velvet,"

and is but a variety of plush stitch. It is suitable for

raised wool work, and can be worked to any height by

using various sized meshes, and then cut and combed

until the wool attains the softness of velvet pile. Any

sized bone knitting-needles or wooden meshes are used,

but a No. 4 knitting-needle is the most suitable. The

first stitch is a tent stitch, the needle is then brought

up where the stitch commenced, the knitting-needle pushed

over the tent stitch and a Gobelin stitch made over

it, the wool needle being put in two threads above the

place it came out from. It is brought out at the

bottom of the next stitch to he made, and a tent stitch

worked, and the process described above repeated. The

work is commenced from the bottom, and the knitting-

needle left in the lowest row until the row above it is

completed, to prevent any dragging of wool. Out and

comb out the loops when all the work is completed. The
stitch is sometimes worked with the Gobelin over the

knitting-needle, and without the securing tent stitch ; but

when this is done the knitting-needles should be left in the

rows, and a strong piece of ticking pasted at the back of

the work before they are withdrawn and the stitches cut

and combed.

Rep Stitch.—See Cross (Per.'^ian) Stitch.

Satin Stitch.—This stitch is used in embroidery as

well as in wool work, and under the latter is equally

called long and slanting. It is a stitch taken in a

diagonal direction across the canvas, the length being

varied according to the design ; the width, whatever

number of threads of canvas, is covered with the wool.

Shown in Slantiay Gobelin, Bach and Satin (Fig. 57).

Slanting Gobelin Stitch.—A name sometimes given

to long or satin stitch.

Star Stitch.—Sec Duiible Stitch.

Tapestry Stitch.—See Gobelin Stitch.

Tassel Stitch. — This stitch is used in Berlin wool

work for making fringes, and is but a variety of plush.

Worked with a mesh, and with the wool doubled. The
stitch requires six threads in length and four in height-

Two loops formed of four strands of wool are passed over

the mesh, and put into the centre of four threads of canvas
in height and along six in width, and secured with a

cross stitch that is passed over them and into the outer

holes of the stitch, binding the loops firmly down together.

The back of the canvas should be pasted before these loops

are cut, as they are not as secure as those made with
real plush stitch.

Tent Stitch.—This stitch is also known as "petit

point" and "perlenstitch," and in all ancient needle-

work it was more used than cross stitch. At present it

takes the second place, as work done with tent stitch re-

quires much finer canvas than that executed in cross, the
wool being only laid on the canvas once instead of twice,

necessitating a fine background, and therefore more labour.

It is shown in Fig. 51, and is the first half of cross stitch.

Fifi. .51. Tent Stitch.

the wool crossing over (sne or two threads of canvas in a

diagonal direction.

Vario^is Fancy Stitches (1).—In the fancy pattern given

in Fig. 52 the stitches are back, satin, and raised. The work

covers a square of eight stitches, or sixteen threads, and

when complete has the appearance of lines radiating from

a centre rosette of raised work, the outer part of the

design being surrounded with a line of back stitch. To

work, leave a centre square of eight threads, bring the

wool up from the back, and pass it over three stitches, or

six threads, in a straight upright direction, so that it

finishes on the line that forms the outer square. This

satin stitch is repeated all round the four centre stitches

that are left bare, the wool being placed once into every

outer stitch of the square, and twice into every inner. The

Fig, 52. Back, Satin anii Raised Stitch.

four centre stitches are filled with raised stitches. The
wool is wound several times round a bone crochet hook,

and then, secured by a needle, run through the loops

while still on the hook, and then passed through the

uuworked canvas
; these loops are made until the centre is

well filled with them ; they are cut or not, according to

fancy. The lines of back stitch in the pattern should be

worked in filoselle
; two shades of crimson, or two of blue,

with amber filoselle, are the best colours to work this

pattern in.

(2).—In the arrangement shown in Fig. 53, p. 33,

cross stitch is used to catch down upon the canvas hori-

zontal lines of wool. The cross stitches form diagonal

lines, crossing each other at equal distances, while they

catch down the wool in some rows at every other stitch, at

others missing two stitches. The pattern is a very effective

one and easily worked, as so much of it is only laid upon
the surface. The cross stitches should all be worked in
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one shade of colour, but the horizontal lines can be varied,

three lines of each colour being sufficient. A pattern
useful for any Berlin work that is not subject to hard wear.

'-.m- »K*s.Ji^:«!ft;tt^
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Fig, 53. CKOS.S Stitch.

and upon which short lengths i.f wool can be turned to

account.

(3).—A fancy pattern, showing how cross and long-

cross and leviathan stitches can be formed into a design.

The cross stitches form the groundwork of the pattern,

and are all worked in one shade ; the long cross are

worked over eight threads of canvas in height and two
in width, and are formed with five shades of one cohmr.
Each pattern or arrangement of long cross can be worked
in distinct colours, the five shades i>f each being always

necessary. The leviathan forms the dividing lines Ix-tweeu

Fig. 54, Cl:<:>ss, Long Cr.oss, anl> Leviathan S-iiich.

the designs, and should be of black wool, with the two last

crossings of bright filoselle, as shown in Fig. 54.

(4).^The design given in Fig. 55 is of a pattern

formed by grouping together double (:>r star stitch and

cross, and by taking over four of the double stitches

a leviathan stitch made with purse silk. The plain

cross stitches are made of four diii'erent shades of one

colour, but any number of colours can be used about

them, as long as four shades of each are worked. The

double stitches not crossed with the leviathan are all one

colour throughout the pattern, the four crossed with the

leviathan are dark in C(jlour, and r.f the same colour

throughout th(.' pattern, as is also thr purse silk. The
p:ittcrn is a good one for using up short leugtlis of wool.

Fig, 5.3. Star, Cross, and Leviathan Stitch.

and can be worked cither upon a leviathan or plain

canvas.

(5).—This is a pattern showing the plaited and
cross stitch together. The plaited stitch is t<iO heavy

to work alone upon canvas, so is always arranged with

some other stitch to lighten it. The illustration (Fig. 56)

is on Berlin canvas, and the plaits ai'e there sepjarated

with rows of cross stitch, the three centre ones of which

ai'e, when workeil, cijvercd with ;i light herringboning in

silk, the hcriinglione being taken in eveiy altei'nate stitch

Fig, PiAiiEB, Herringbone, and Cross Stitch.

of the two outer lines. Ihe first end fifth rows cf cross

stitch are worked in a dark colour wool, the three centre

ones in a lighter shade of the sfiine colour. The plaits are

sometimes divided with one row of cross stitch, sometimes

with three, and scmetimes with five. The plaits are

arranged as four of one colour, and one of a lighter shade

of the same colour: they should haimcnise in shade with

those used for the cross stitch.

V
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((:iV—In the pattern given in Fig. 57, the manner

of grouping three Berlin stitches together, so as to

form a design, is shown. The stitches are slanting Gobelin,

satin, and backstitch. The pattern is divided into strips

of unequal breadth, the narrowest taking up six threads in

width, or three stitches ; the widest, twelve threads, or six

stitches. The latter strips arc filled with three rows of

slanting Gobelin, each stitch taken over four threads.

2iniri^rirL|^L[LiQi"iInti:i[4.iU-Ll 4.]. i'lT^i'-Li -li

wmvm^^mmmmmm^
Fri. 57. Slaktisc, Gobelin, Back and Satin Stitch.

When the wool work is complete, these are backstitched

over with a bright filoselle. The narrower strip is formed

of satin stitch arranged as rays of seven stitches to a ray,

each ray is commenced from its centre, and covers sis

threads of canvas ; they are, when finished, outlined with

back stitch, formed with a ccmtrasting colour. This de-

sig-n can be worked upon leviathan or ordinary canvas, and

is suitaljle for most Berlin work.

(7).— A pattern illustrating an arrangement of

s,atin, so as to form squares upon the canvas. (See

Fig. 58.) The scjuares are made over si.^ threads, or three

stitcher in length and lireadth, and filled Ijy unequal

mmMMMm

Fifl. .58. Satin Stitch in Sqoares.

length satin stitches. The direction of the stitches are

altered in each alternate square. It makes a gcj<jd design

for cushions and footstools, and can be worked with many
shades of colour, or only one, according to the worker's

fancy. Recpiires Berlin canvas,

(3),—A pattern illustrating slanting Gobelin, or

Ion" stitch and back stitch. Can only be used upon

fine canvas, the wool not being crossed. The stitch, as

shown in Fig. 59, can be varied in length, the longest

Fiii. 59. Slanting Gobelin and Back Stitch.

slanting Gobelin being carried over six threads of canvas,

the shortest over two ; the width never varies. Should be

worked in lines of colour that harmonise, and completed

with a back stitch in filoselle.

(9).—A pattern illustrating an arrangement of satin

and cross stitch. It is worked with Berlin, single or

double, or with fleecy wool, and upon Berlin canvas,

and is suitable for footstools, and curtain and table borders.

The dark lines in the illustration are in satin stitch,

and are worked over six threads of canvas, rising two

threads a time and falling in the same manner, so as to

Fia. 60. Satin and Cross Stitch.

form the wavy line across the work. The light lines are

divided in the middle, and pass over four threads each of

canvas ; except the two long middle ones, these pass over

six threads. When completed, the centre light lines are

crossed with a line of filoselle purse silk or gold cord, but

the outside line on each side is left free, and a cross stitch

worked beyond it over the junction of the dark wavy line.

(See Fig. 60.)

Fe'i'e^ Stitch.—See Raised Stitch,
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Betweens.—A deseription of needle sliorter than those

called gi-ound-downs, and longer than hlunts. They aix»

strong, and thicker made than the ordinary sewing needles

known as sharps.

Bias.^A term derived from the French hud a, used to

denote a line taken, either in folding oi- cutting a material,

diagonally across the web. To fold or cut a square hand-

kerchief on the hias, would mcau fn.im i.me corner to that

opposite it. when folded shawlwise. S(_i as to make three

corners. To cut any stuff on the liias is vulgarly called

(Hampshire and Kent ) "on the cater." but this is only a

provinciaKsm in use amL>ngst the lower (irders. It appears

in Webster's I American I Dictionary, and may be in more

general use in the United States.

Binche Lace.—At Binche. a town iu Hainault.Bi-ussels

lace has been made since the seventeenth century, and

even in Savai-y's time obtained a high reputation. For

some years Binche lace was considered superior to that

made at Bi-ussels. and it is continually mentioned in the

inventories of the eighteenth century, and called " Guipure

de Binche." Another lace also made at Binche partook

more of the heavy pattern of old Dutch lace, while its

ground, instead of being confined to the mesh pattern, was

varied with the spider and rosettes, gi-ounds seen in old

Valenciennes, and illustrated under Valenciennes Lace.

but never the plait gi-ound. The making of Binche lace

has now degenerated into sprigs of pillow lace, which are

afterwards applique on to machine net.

Binding.—(Derived from the Anglo-Saxon hindan.) A
term used in plain sewing to denote the encasing of the

edge of any material, garment, or article if made of a

textile, in the folded band of tape, braid, riblion, or of any

other stuff cut on the bias, so as to hide a raw edge, or to

strengthen or decorate the border of a dress, coat, or other

article. It may be backstitched through on both sides at

once; run one side, and turned back nver the edge on the

inside and hemmed ; or laid flat, and sewn on the inside of

a skirt.

Binding.—This term is used in knitting to denote the

joining together of two separate knitted pieces (jf one piece

of work, and especially indicates the process of joining the

heel of a stocking to the foot. To bind, lay the two needles

together that have the stitches on, and with a third pin knit

a stitch first off one pin and then off the other ;
slip the

second knit stitch over the first, slipping it off the pin as in

fastening off. Continue knitting first from one needle and

then from the other, and slipping the second over the first

until all the stitches are abisorbed, and the pieces joined

together.

Bindings.—These consist of some fourteen different

descriptions of braid, and ribbons of various materials

respectively. The chief amongst them are as follow :

—

Bag Strapping, a binding employed by upholsterers, to

preserve selvedges, and resembling very liroad stay-tape.

The widths are known as Nos. 1, 2, and super. The measure

given is usually short ; and there are twenty-four pieces, (if

9 or 12 yards, to the gross. Bed Lace is a twilled or figured

white cotton binding, used for dimities. It is made in

chintz colours for furniture, also in a diamond pattern, and

in blue stripes fur Ix-d tick and palliassi'S. The piece runs

to 72 yards, two pierrs furmiug a un.ss. Caipx't Bindings
are made in plain and \;nafgatcd r,, lours to match with

carpets. The best qualitie« arc all of worsted; the cheaper

are a mixture of cotton and -^vorstcd. The pieces measure

36 yards, four forming a gross. Cocoa Bindings are manu-
factured in two widths, 2.; and im-ln'S. They are used to

bind cocoa-nut matting. The pieces contain from 18 to 24

yards. Cotton FeiTCts arc like unsized tape. Grey and

black are principally used. They were originally intended

to be stouter than tapes, but have sadly decreased in value.

Italian FeiTcts are made entirely of silk, and are used to

bind flannels and dressing gowns. They ai'c made in white,

lilack, scarlet, blue, crimscm, kr.. ci one width onl}', 36

yards going to the piece. Gallo(.ins were formerly used for

h'jiA bindings and shoe strings. They are now out of date

for the former purpose. They are a mixture of cotton and

silk, and are now chiefly in use for binding oilcloths, &c

Statute Galloons are naiTow ribbons emplijyed for binding

flannel, composed of cotton and silk. The piece consists of

36 j'ards. There are five widths, respectively called two-

penny, fonrpenny, sixpenny, eightpenny, and tcnpenny.

These old-fashioned names do not i-efer to the price of the

galloon, but to the fact of the old penny piece having been

taken as a gauge. This ancient plan is also still in use by

ribbon manufacturers. Pads is the technical name for

watered galloons, used for watch and e3'e-glass ribbons.

Petershams are belt riblions, used C(jnimonly for dresses.

Prussian Bindings have a silk face and a cotton back.

They are twilled diagonallj', and are used for l^inding water-

proofs, mantles, and S(imetimes for flannels, instead of

the more suitable Italian ferret and statute galloon. The

piece contains 36 yards, sold ]}y the gross in four pieces.

Stay Bindings are used for binding women's stays, and can

be procured in black, grey, white, and drali. They are of

widths, running from -J,
-,. and t; of an iuch ; or from No.

10 to 30. They are sold by the gross in lengths of 12—12,

8—IS, or 6—24. Venetians are used foi' several purposes

iu upholsterj-. Their chief use, however, is at present for

Venetian Ijlinds ; they varj- iu width from .1 to 1 inch, and

frc:>m 1\ to li inches. The cidours are dyed ingrain, and

are green, blue, yellow, and white ; they are now sijuietimes

used for embroidery. "SVc^rsted Bimlings ai'c employed liy

saddlers aud uphcdsterers. and the}' have also come inti:i use

for emlirc>idery. and can be had in many widths, aud in

nearlj' every ccdour. They are called liy many people

webbing, and as such are frequentl}- named iu descriptions

of work. Binders and landings used iu needlework may
be either on the bias or the straight way (jf the material

when they are placed round the necks and cuff's ijf gar-

ments or round the waists. They are usually sewn on,

and then turned over and hemmed down on the wrong

side. The gathered part should be held next to the

worker. Binders should be cut the selvedge way of the

material as being the strongest. Bias bindings are best

sewn on with the machine when used to trim dresses and

skirts.

Birds'-eye Diaper.—A cloth made lioth in linen and

in cotton, named after the small design woven in its

texture, gee Diapee,
V 2
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Birds' Nest Mats.—These mats are made of combed-

out work and knitting. Cast on si.rfficient stitclies to make

a width of five or six inehes of knitting, and cut a number

of pieces of soft wool into S-iuch lengths. First row—plain

knitting ; second row—knit first stitch, * take one or two of

the out lengths, according to size of wool, and put them

once round left hand needle, holding so that their ends are

equal, knit these with the next stitch, and bring their ends

well to the fr(ait, knit one, and repeat from *
; third row

—

plain; fourth row—same as seeimd, except commencing

with two plain stitches rather than one. to allow of the

inserted pieces mixing fiatly with tli(_>se on the second row
;

continue second and tliird rows until the length required is

obtained, changing only the first stitches of the second row

as shown. Cast off and join, and comb out the inserted

pieces until they cover the whdle of tlie knittiug with a soft

and thick layer (jf wotd, and sew this on to a round card-

board foundation by one (:>f its edges, allowing the other to

stand erect. Turn this edge inside, and catch it down to

the back side of the knitting at a depth of two inches.

Shaded greens are the best colours for these mats. Wool

—

single or douljle Berlin, or fleecy.

Bisette Iiace.—An ancient pillow lace, made in the

villages roimd Paris during the whole of the seventeenth

century. It was coarse and narrow, but it obtained a

ready sale among the poorer classes. Some better kinds

are mentioned in old inventories ; these seem to have been

made of gold and silver thread, or to have been orna-

mented with thin plates of these metals.

Black Mohair Cords.—These were formerly used for

binding coat edges, liut are now employed f(.)r looping up

dress skirts. They are to he had of various sizes, Ijut the

most useful are numbered 2, 1, ;ind 7. Th(_>y are sold by

the gross of four pieces of 36 yards each, but short lengths

can be obtained. Sec CoKDS.

Black Silk Cords.—Fine round cords, employed for

binding coat edges, making liuttou li_iops, aud for watch-

guards and eyeglasses. There are many numliers, but the

most useful sizes are 3. •">, and 7. Tlicy arc made up iu knots

of 3() yards, and siild by the gross, but short lengths may

be purchased. iS'cc CoKDS.

Black Silk Stuffs.—These are to lie had iu many

varieties of )iiake and of richness for dresses. The quality

of the plain kinds may lie judged of Ijy holding them up

to the light and looking through them, when the evenness

of the threads may be seen, and superior quality of the

materia.1 shown )iy a certain green shade in the lilack dye.

The widths vary from 22 to 26 inches.

Blanketing.—This name is derived from that (jf the

first manufacturer of this desei'iption of woollen textile,

Thomas Blanket, who produced tlicui at Bristol, temp.

Edward III. Yorkshire lilankets, foi- seiwants, aud t(j put

under sheets, measure from 2 l>y 1.^ yards to 3.^ by 3 yards,

so do the Witney. Austrian blankets have gay coloured

stiipes, and are much used as poriieres ; their size runs

from 2 by !{ yards to 3 by 21 yards. Scarlet blankets

have the' same pnqiortions, as well as the grey and Imjwn
charity lilaukets. Crilj Ijlankets average from I liy t yards

to If by It yards, and the very best bath make are not sold

narrower than 2^ yards. The same name is applied to a

kind of towelling in white cotton ; the cloths measure 48

by 80 inches to 72 by 96 inches. Brown linen bath blankets

are manufactured only in the latter dimensions.

Blanket Stitch.—Used in crewel work and other em-

broideries for edging woollen, linen, and silk materials, and

for forming ornamental lines. It is a variety of button-

hole worked wide aptart iu long loops. The stitch is

diversified liy 1 icing made either in a slanting direction or

f(nir of an equal size, with a longer or short, one in the

centre, or with thi'cc stitches ci.immencing wide apjart, and

converging to ime couimon centre. Any or all of these

varieties may Ijc used together, or the stitch altered to suit

the fancy of the worker, no other essential to blanket stitch

beiug required but its being in sulistance a buttonhole.

Bley.—A term especially used in Ireland to denote

unbleached calico. See Calico.

Blind Chintz.—These are printed cotton cloths, plain

made, aud calendered, produced in various colours and
patterns, chiefly in stripes and designs resembling Vene-
tian blinds. Their narrowest width is 36 inches, mnning
upwards, by 2 inches, to 80 or lOO inches.

Blind Cords and Tassels.—These .are made of hnen
or cotton thread, and of flax covered with worsted. They
are sold in lengths of 72 yards, two pieces to the gross, and
may be had in amber, blue, crimson, green, and scarlet.

The tassels are made of unbleached thread, to match the

several colours of the cords.

Blind Ticking.—This is a stout twilled material, made
of a combination of linen and cotton in all colours and
stripes, froui 36 to 60 inches iu width.

Block-printed Linen.—The art of printing linen owes
its origin to Flanders, and dates back to the fourteenth

century. Ancient specimens are rare ; the earliest sample
can be found in the Chapter Library, Durham, and a sample
of lil.ick printing (in a fine sheet wrapped round the body of

a bishop in the cathedral was discovered in 1827. The
Indian method of Ijlock printing has recently been revived

in England, the Ijlocks licing lent fi.ir the purpose by the

authorities of the India Museum to a firm in London, aud
used for printing on silk.

Blonde de Caen.—See Blonde Net Lace.

Blonde de Fil.—A name sometimes applied to Migno-
nette Lace, which see.

Blonde Net Lace.—A general term for black and
white pillow laces uuide with a network ground. The best

is nuide at Caen, Chantilly, Barcelona, and Catalonia. The
patterns of lilonde laces are generally heavy—thick flowers

joined together with a wide meshed ground. The Blondes

de Caen were eelelirated for their delicate and soft appear-

ance. See Chantilly Lace.

Blond Quillings.— These resemble bobbin quillings,

but are made of silk and highly sized and finished.

Mechlins are also of silk, but are both unfinished and soft.

Eai'h of these quillings is made in various widths, and are

used for frills and ruffles.
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Blue Bafts.—A doscription of coarse muslin, manu-

factured at Manchester, designed for wearing apparel, and

for export to Africa.

Blunts.—A description of needle, short, thick, and
strong, employed by staymakers as being the most suitable

fpr stitching jean or coutille, when doubled especially, and
used likewise by glovers and tailors.

Bobbin.—(French, Bobine). A cotton cord empliiyed by

needlewomen for making a ribbed edge to any garment, or

other article, by enclosing it in a strip of the material cut

on the bias. Bobbin is likewise called cotton cord. It is

to be had in white and black, varying in size, and done up

in half bundles of 51b., mixed sizes or otherwise, also in

single pounds ready skeined. Bobbin is. a term likewise

emploj'ed to denote the small reel on which thread iswoimd
in some sewing machines, and also a circular pin of wood,

with a wide cutting roimd it, to receive linen, silk, or cotton

thread for weaving.

Bobbin Lace.—Used ti:i designate pillow lace, and to

distinguish it irom needle-made lace during the sixteenth

century. It was a lietter kind than bone lace, and sup-

posed to be of gold or silver plaited threads.

Bobbin Net.—A kind of net made by machinery, the
stocking frame being adapted to that purpose. The cotton

of which it is made is chiefly spun in Lancashire, and the

superior kinds are known by the elongaticm of the meshes
near the selvedges. The first attempt to make net liy

machinery was in 1770, when a stocking frame was
employed, and success attained in 1810. The width of this

net i-uns from 30 to 72 inches. Quillings are made of it.

Bobbin Quillings.—Plain cotton net, made in various

widths, and used for frills. Brussels quillings are superior

in quality, having an extra twist round the mesh.

Bobbins.—The thread that is used in pillow lace is

woimd upon a number of short ivory sticks, called bobbins,

and the making of the lace mainly consists in the proper

interlacing of these threads. The bobbins are always

treated in pairs, with the exception of the gimp bobbins,

and are divided into working and passive. The number
required for the commencement of a pattern are hung
upon a lace pin into the top pinhole of the pattern, and

the thread is unwound four inches. The passive bobbins,

or hangers, are spread out in a fan shajje and fall down the

pillow ; the workers, or runners, work across these from
side to side, alteraately. Place no mark upon the bobbins

to distinguish them, as they change too often to allow of

it, but number them in the mind from one to eight, &c., as

used. Never look at the bobbins when working, but watch

the pattern fonning and use both hands at the same time.

Wind the thread upon the bobbins by holding them in the

left hand and wind with the right, keep the thread smooth,

and never fill the bobljin. When finished winding secure

the thread by holding the bobbin in the left hand turned

upwards, the thread in the right, place the middle finger of

the left hand upon the thread, and turn the wrist to bring

the thread round the finger, transfer the loop thus fomied

to the bobbin by pulling with the right hand while putting

the loop over the head of the )j(jbbin witli the h.'ft finger.

This keeps the bobliin from running down, and is called a

rolling or half hitch. Threads may be lengthened by
tightening, at the same time gently turning tlie bobbin

round towards the left, (jr shijrtened by lifting the loop

with the needle pin and winding the liol>l:iin up. When
wound, the bobbins must lie tied in pairs )iy fastening the

ends of the two threads together, the ends of the knot

cut oil as closely as possible and wound a little way up

one bolibin, the other being unwound in the same degree
;

this puts the knots out of the way for the commencement.

Winding by a machine is jjreferable to hand winding when

the thread is very white, as the hand is apt to diseolimr it.

Bobbin Tape. — Made in cotton and in linen, both

ri.uud and flat ; the numbers being .5, 7, 9, 11, VS. l."i, 17, 19,

aud 21. See Tapes.

Bobs.—These are useil in pillow anil needle laces to

ornauient the ct>nnectiug Ijars between the lai.'c jjatterns,

and are identical with crescents, crowns, spines, and

thorns, A bob is made Ijy twisting the thread rijund the

needle and drawing it up tight to the bar (jr bride omee.

Bocasine.—lOld French, Boecasia.) A kind of fine

Ijuckram or calamanco, made L'f wool.

Booking.—A ciiarsc wnoUen material, resemliling baize

or drugget, called after the town where it was manu-

factured.

Bodkin.—(Anglo-Saxiju for a dagger ; also designated

tape needle.) A small metal instrument, combining in

appearance a needle and a pin, having a knob at one end to

prevent its piercing the hem through which it is passed to

convey the ribbon, c(.>rd, or tape, and two eyes at the other

end—one long, and one near the extremity small and oval

shape. They arc si.>ld l>y the gross or singly.

Body Iiinings.—These may be had in linen, union, and

calico ; in white, grey, black on one side and grey the other

;

plain and figured materials. They usually measure about

31 inches in width ; some plain made, and others with a

satin face.

Bolting.—A kind of canvas, so called lieeause made
(irigiually for the bolting or sifting of meal and flour. It

is a very fine kind of woollen canvas, chiefly made in

England, and employed for samplers. There is also an

inferior description, of a yellow colour, known as sampler

canvas. Bolting is woven after the manner of gauze of

finely-spun yarn. It may be had also in silk, linen, and
hair.

Bolton Sheeting.—Othei-n-ise Worlchouse sheeting, or

twill. A thick coarse twilled cotton, of the colour techni-

cally called grey—really yellow, being imbleached ; much
employed for crewel embroidery, and washing better each

time it is cleaned. A suitable material for ladies' and
children's dresses and aprons, as well as for curtains and
other room hangings. It is to be had in various widths,

from 27 to 36 and 72 inches. There are two makes of this

material, the plain and the snowflake. It is much employed

for pui-pioses of embroidery, and often in combination with

Turkey-red twill.
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Bombazet.—This is one of tlie family of textiles de-

nominated Stuffs, or those worsted materials introduced

into England hy the Dutch settlers in the reign of

Henry 1. It is a plain, twilled, thin worsted fabric, with

a warp of a single thread, pressed and finished without a

glaze. The width varies from 21 to 22 inches.

Bom'baziiie.—(Latin. Bomhaciniiim. French Bombasin.)

A combination of silk and worsted, the warp being of the

former, and the weft of the latter ; formerly made at

Norwich and Spitalfields, &c., in various colours, but now
chiefly black. A manufacture introduced by the Flemings

in 1575, which has no glaze, and is manufactured b(_>th plain

and twilled, of about 18 inches in width. Nearly the same

fabric is now sold in different widths, and under variijus

names. It has a twilled appearance, as the worsted weft is

thrown on the right side, is easily torn, and ravels out

quickly. In the time of Queen Elizabeth it was also made
of silk and cotton. Bombazine had its origin at Milan,

and was then a twilled textile, so named from homhyx,

the Latin for silkworm. It was first made of a mixture

of cotton and wool at Noi-wich in 1575.

Bom'b^ (French).—A term signifying puffed or rounded,

and employed in dressmaking as well as in embroidery.

Bone-casing.—The covering made for strips of whale-

bone, designed for the stiffening of dresses and stays.

Bone Point.—The first pillow laces made in England

in the sixteenth century were all called bone, by reason of

the bobbins being formed from the bones of animals, and

sometimes the pins made of fish bones. The word point

is, however, an incorrect term to use for pillow laces.

Boning.—A term used by staymakers and dressmakers

to signify the insertion of strips of whalebone into stays,

or into casings in the bodices of dresses.

Bonnet Cotton.—A coarse kind of thread, consisting

of eight to sixteen strands twisted together. Calico

bonnets are made with it, and it is employed in upholstery.

See Sevfing Cottons.

Bonnet Wire, or Wire Piping.—A small, pliant wire,

covered with silk—black, white, Leghorn or straw colour.

&c. ; or with white cotton. The numbers are 2, 3, 4.

Boot Blastics.—This material may be had in silk,

thread, cotton, or mohair, small cords of indiarubber being

enclosed and woven into the fabric. They are made from

3 to 5 inches in width, and are sold in lengths to suit the

purchaser. See Elastic Webbing.

Book Muslin, more correctly written buke muslin, is

a plain, clear description of muslin. It is either '• lawn
buke," stiffened to imitate the French clear lawn ; or

hard, bluish, and much dressed ; or else it is soft, in

imitation of the Indian buke. It is woven for working in

the tambour. See Swiss Muslin.

Bord6 (French).—Edged with any description of trim-

ming, and Borde a Cheval, a binding of equal depth on
both sides of the material.

Borders.—Any description of muslm, net, or lace

frillings, whether embroidered or plain, employed for

women's caps and bonnets, and the bodice of rmter or

inner garments, and usually attached to the neck and
sleeves.

Borders.—That part of the pattern in lace that forms

the rim or outer edge. In needlepoints this edge is button-

holed, and, when raised, called the cordonnet, and profusely

trimmed with picots and couronnes. In pillow laces it

forms part of the pattern, and in the working is ornamented

with pinholes.

Botany Wool Cloth.—A fine woollen textile, having a

small woven design on the surface like heiTingbone in ap-

liearance. It measures 25 inches in width, and is a new

description of material for women's dresses.

Botany Yarn.—A description of worsted yarn em-

pLjyed f<jr the knitting of coarse stockings.

Bourre (French).— Stuffed or wadded. A term fre-

quently applied to quilted articles
; also used in embroidery.

Bourre de Sole, Filoselle.—A French tei-m to denote

that portion of the ravelled silk thrown on one side in the

filature of silk cocoons, and aftenvards carded and spun,

like cotton or wool. It forms the spun silk of commerce.

Bourette.—(Othei'wise known as " Snowflake" and
"Knickerbocker.") A French term employed to signify a

method of weaving by which the small loops are thrown up
t(j the face of the cloth. It measures 2i inches in width.

Bowline Knot.—Useful for fringes, also for netting

and knitting, crochet, and for any work where threads

require joining together securely without raising a rib. It

is foi-med by making a loop of one thread, and holding it

in the left hand, picking up the other thread in the right
hand, passing one end of it through the loop, then rmder
both the ends held in the left hand, then over them and
under its own thread after it comes out of the loop, and
before it goes under the threads held in the left hand.
Right and left hand threads should then be pulled tight
at the same time. For fringes the right hand threads can
be arranged to fall down for knots or joins, the ends wiU
work in flat.

Bows.—Ornamental loopings of ribbon, or other silk,
satin, and other material. These are made in several forms,
such as the "Alsatian," two large upright ones worn by
the peasants as a head-dress ; the " Marquise," so called
after Mme. de Pompadour, made with three loops and two
ends, seen on the dresses of that period

; the " Butterfly
bow," made in imitation of that insect's wings ; the well-
known " Tme-lover's knot," " Noiuds tlots," a succession of
loops so placed as to fall one over the other, like waves,
Ijeing one of the present modes of trimming dresses. For
an ordinary );iow, two loops and two ends, three quarters of

a yard ui two-inch ribbon will be found sufiioient.

Box Cloths.—These are thick coarse Melton cloths,

dyed in all colours, although usually in buff. They are

designed for riding habiliments, measure H yards in width,

and vary in price.

Box-plait, or Pleat.—Two plaits made side by side,

reversewise, so that the edges of the respective folds should
meet, leaving a broad space of the double thickness between
each such conjunction of the plaits (or pleats). The name
is taken from the box-iron employed for pressing them.
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Brabau^ou Lace.—A name given to Brussels laoe, and
so called because Brussels is the chief town of South
Biubant.

Brabant Edge.— Used in ancient needle point and
modern point. A combination of Brussels and Venetian
edge worked alternately.

Braiding.— (From the Saxon

bredon, to braid or plait together

Braiding has for many centuries

been a form of ornamental needle-

work, gold plaits haying been found

in British barrows, and ornaments of

braidwork are seen upon the pictured

dresses of the ancient Danes. In the

sixteenth century, in Italy, lace was

formed of braids made upon pillows,

and the Asiatics, Greeks, Turks, and
Indians have always used it largely

for decorations. Modern braiding

finished. Figs, fil, 62, and 63 are the ordinary braiding
patterns used in England. The first is worked with a fancy
coloured braid on white mareella, or other washing ground,
and is suitable for children's dress, nightgown cases, comb
bags, &c. Pig. 62 is a black plain braid upon cloth, and
is suitable for ladies' dresses and jackets. Fig. 63 is a gold

Fig. 62. Plaik Beaid cpon Cloth.

in England is confined to ornamenting dress materials,

the simpler kind of antimaccassars and mats with mohair

and silk braids ; but the natives of India still embroider

magnificently with gold and silver and silk braids. Braids,

of whatever kind, can be laid upon velvet, leather, cloth,

silk, or fancy materials, and are backstitched to these

materials with strong silk or thread. The pattern is traced

upon the material or drawn upon tissue paper, which is

pulled away when the design has been worked. The beauty

of the work depends upon stitching the braid even and keep-

ing the stitching to its centre, turning all corners sharp

;

either twisting the braid or carefully settling it ; and in

making the braid lie flat on the material without a pucker.

To prevent the latter fault, fasten one edge of the material

to a weight cushion while working. Both ends of the

braid should be taken through to the back and fastened off

there, as no joins or frayed edges are allowable to the front.

Pamp the material and iron at the back when the work is

Fig. 63, Gold Braid on Cloth.

braid upon cloth, useful for mats, tea cosies, and other small

articles. Fig. 64 is an illustration of Indian braiding, and
is a much more elaborate and beautiful design than is

attempted in England. It is entirely executed with gold

and silver braid, and is worked upon cloth. This cloth is of

different colours, joined as in applique. The outside border
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is black, also the dark centre line ; the rest of the ground

is scarlet, except in the centres of the pine-shaped orna-

ments, which are pale buii' and soft green alternately.

Braids.—(Derived from the old English hreAe, and the

Anglo-Saxon hredan, to braid, bend, weave.) There are

twelve or more varieties of braid. The alpaca, mohair, and

worsted braids, for trimming dresses, may be had in many

colours, as well as in black. These are sold in pieces of 30

yards each. Vjut also in small knots by the gross, and by the

yard. Their numbers run 53, 57, 61, 65, 73, 77, 81, 89, 93,

97, and lOl. The Idack glace braids, made of cotton,

though pretty when new, are not durable. The nundjers

are 41, 53, 61, 65, 73, 81, 93, and 101; and there are four

pieces of 36 yards each to the gross. Crochet braids, also

called Cordon, are very fully waved, and are used for work-

ing edges with crochet cotton ; they are a heavy article.

Fancy cotton braids are made in ditferent c^^lours and

of 24. Skirt braids of alpaca and mohair are sold in

lengths sirfflcient for the edge of the dress, and are tied in

knots. In the "super" and " extra heavy " the numbers

are 29, 41, and 53. The lengths vary from 4 to 5 yards,

and are sold by the gross pieces. All black braids should

be shrunk before put on the dress, by pouring boiling water

on them, and hanging them up. so as to allow the water to

drop from them until dry. Hercules braid is a corded

worsted lu'aid, made for trimming mantles and dresses,

the cords running the lengthway, not across. Grecian

liraid is a closely woven article, resembling a plait of eleven

or thirteen. There are also waved white cotton braids, used

for trimming ehildrens' dress, which are sold by the gross,

cut into lengths. The numbers are 11, 17, 21, 29, and 33.

There are also waved worsted braids for children's use,

which are sold in knots of 4 or 5 yards each, and sold by

the gross pieces. The numbers are 13, 17, and 21. White

Fifi, 64. INDIAN BRAIDING IN GOLD

patterns, and a chintz braid in many colours is included

amongst them, suitable for cuifs, collars, and children's

dresses. There are also thin narrow ones, which are em-

ployed in hand made lace. French cotton braids, made

more especially for infants' clothing, are loosely woven,

plain, and fine. The numbers in most request are 13, 15,

17. 19, 21, and 39 ; but they run from 5 to 77. They are

cut into shoi't pieces, and sold by the gross. The mohair,

Russia, or worsted braid is to be had in black and in

colours, and consists of two cords woven together. The

numbers run from to 8; they are cut into short lengths,

and sijld by the gross. The wide makes are in lengths of

36 yards each, four pieces to the gross. The Russian silk

braids are of similar make, and are employed for endjroi-

dering smoking caps, their colours being particularly Ijright.

They are sold in skeins, six making the gross, the former

being rarely more than 16 or 18 yards in length, instead

cotton liraids, employed for trimming print dresses, run in

the same numbers as the worsted braids. Gold and silver

braids, employed for uniforms and court and fancy dresses

and liveries, &c., form a distinct variety, and are called

lace. Every season produces new varieties, either de-

signated liy some fashionable name of the current time, or

some distinct term connected with their make, such as

basket, or mat liraid. Church lace, composed of silk, and

sometimes with gold and silver thread, is another make of

braid. The real cordon braid is made without any wave,

and is edged with picots. Most of the coloured cotton

braids will wash, excepting the pink, but they shrink.

The broad are sold cheaper by the dozen yards, or piece of

36 yards ; the narrow are sold by the knot. The star

braid is coloured, which see. To every sewing machine a

braiding foot is attached, by which narrow braid can be

put on in a pattern, When wide ones are employed they
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need very careful tacking, t(.> keep them flat during the

process of sewing on. Since the introduction of machine

sewing, wide braids have been more extensively used than

ever before.

Braid Work. —The variety of ]irai<ls used in tape

guipures are great, and the manner of forming them is the

first step ti> pillow lace making. They fonn the engrclures

and edgings, and are really the chief stitches in the lace,

which are easier understood when learnt as a braid, where
all the various interiiiptions necessary to form patterns

are laid aside, than in the regular patterns, until the stitch

has been thoroughly nu\stered in straight ro-svs.

Cloth or Whole Braid.— Some of the old guipures

are entirely worked with this braid, the stitch of which
resembles weaving. Rule two parallel lines on the passe-

ment a quarter of an inch apart, and ivith a fine needle

pierce an even row of holes on each line about as wide

apart as the width of a coarse needle (the pricking is

gmded by the coarseness of the thread used): the holes

should be opposite each other, and quite even. Take twelve

pairs of bobbins, tie in a knot, put a pin through it, and
pin it to the pillow, putting pin in up to its head. Six of

the bobbins should have a distinguishing mai'k upon them,

and are called iiinners ; they iim from side to side, and
answer to the woof of the cloth ; the eighteen remaining

bobbins are called hangers, and hang di.^wn xipjon the p)illo^\-

without moving, and answer to the well. Run a pin iutt> 1st

hole of pattern of left hand side t>f pillow, and wind npi all

the bobbins to a distance of four inches from the pin to head

of bobbin. Take two pairs of the ninncrs, twist each pair

three times outside the left hand pin, working with the left

hand, and twisting towards the left ; leave one piair i>i

runners hanging behind the pin (and name the others

1st and 2nd, the 1st being on left hand),* take up 'Jnd,

and pass it with the left hand over the 1st hanging bobl:iin

towards the right hand ; then take up the 1st hanging

bobbin in the left hand between the thumb and first finger,

and the 2nd hanging bobbia in the right hand between

the thumb and first finger, and lift tlicm ti.i the left.

so that each passes over one of the niiiniiig I'obbins ;

then take the 1st running bobbin ami lift it t" the right

over the 2nd hanging bobbin; the two hangers will

now be together; leave them resting I13' the left hand piin,

and take up the 2nd lamner. ami pass it t() the

right over the 3rd hanger; take up the 3rd and 1th

hangers, and jjass them with Ijiith hands Ijackwards

to the left, each over one of the twc.i runners ; take the

1st mnner and lift it over the 4th hanger to the right,

bringing the hangers and runners together again ; leaie

the 3rd and 4th hangers by the side (if the 1st and 2nd

hangers; take 2nd i-unuer and pass it ovei' the 5th hanger

to the right ; take the 1st and 2nd hangers in both hands,

and pass them backwards, as before, to the left, over the 1st

and 2nd ninners ; take the 1st i-unner and pass it over the

6th hanger to the right ; leave the 5th and tith hangers next

to the 3rd and 4th on the left ; take the 2nd lamner and

pass it over the 7th hanger to the right ; take up the 5th

and 6th hangers and pass them back to the left over the

two ninners ; take the 1st iiinner and pass over the Sth

hanger to the right, and leave the 7th and Sth hangers by

the 5th and 6th on the left hand; take 2ud nmner and

pass over 9th hanger to the right; take !lth and 10th

hiingers and pass Ijackward to the left hand nvcr the two

runners; take Lst runner and pass nvcr lotli hange'r to the

right ; take 2nd runner and pass over 11th hanger to the

right; take 11th and 12th hangers and pass l)ackwards to

the left, (.iver the twii runners; take 1st nmner and pass

over 12th hanger to the right, leave the 11th and 12th

hanger by the side of the 9th and 10th ; take 2ud iim.ner

and pass over 13th hanger to the right ; take 13th and 14th

hangers and pass backwards to the left, over the two runners

;

take 1st i-unncr and pass over the 14th hanger to the right,

leave 13th and 14th hangers by side ...f 11th and 12th, on

the left side : take 2nd runner and pass over 15th hanger;

take 15th and 16th hangers and pass backwards to the left,

over the two iimncrs ; take 1st i-unner ami pass over 16th

hanger to the right, then leave the 15th and 16th hangers

on the left, by the si.le of the 1.3th and 14th; take 2nd

nmner and pass over 17th hanger ; take the 17th and 18th

hangers and pass liackwards to the left ; take 1st runner

and pass ijver ISth hanger tei tlie right. Having now come

to the end of the line, and worked in all the hangers, take

the two runners in right hand qiute across the pillow, put in

a pin opposite to the one which was placed in pattern on

left hand side, twist the two ninners three times to the right.

The 3rd pair of marked runners will now be hanging

behind the pin which has .just Ijcen placed in the iiattem,

tivist these three times towards the left ; then take the

2nd runner eif the pair just Ijrought acri.iss, and j.iass it to

the light over the 1st runner of the pair found liehiud the

right hand pin ; take these two limners and pass them back

tei the left over those runners used in working across;

take the 1st runner of th(.ise Ijrought across, and pass it

over the 1st limner of the new pair. The pair which has

lieen brought across is now left behind the right hand pin,

and those found must be twisted three times to the left and

worked back the reverse way by taking the 1st hanger and

passing it to the right over the 2nd runner ; take the two

hangers and pass over the 1st and 2ud hangers to the left

;

take the 2nd hanger ami pass over 1st nmner ; leave 1st

and 2nd hangers on the right, and take 4th hanger and
pass over 2nd runner to the right ; take the two rimners

and pass over 3rd and 4th hangers to the left ; take 4th

hanger ami pass ei\-er 1st runner te> the right ; leave 3rd

and 4th runners on the right, and take 5th hanger and pass

over to the 2nd nmiier to tin/ right : tat.' botli the nmners
and pass over 5th and Cth hangers tu the i.'l't

; take 6th

hanger and pass over 1st runner to the right : Ir-dVQ 5th and
6th hangers by the side of 3rd and 4th on the' right ; take

7th hanger and pass over 2nd nmner to the right, and
take both the nmners and pass over 7th and yth ninners

to the left ; take Sth hanger and pass over 1st nmner to the

right ; leave 7th and Sth on right l>y 5th and 6th; take 9th

hanger and pass over 2nd runner to left, and take Ijeith the

runners and piass over 9th and 10th hangers te> the left,

and take 10th nmner and pass over 1st runner to the right;

leave 9th and 10th hangers on the right by 7th and 8th;

take 13th hanger and pass over 2ud nmner to the right
;

take both runners and pass (.iver 13th and 14th hangers to
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the left ; take 14tb hanger and pass over 1st runner to the

right ; leave 13th and 14th on the right ))y 11th and l'2th

;

take 15th hanger and pass over 2nd runner to the right

;

take both runners and pass over 15th and ItJth hangers to

the left ; take Itjth hanger and pass over 1st runner to the

right ; leave the 15th and 16th hangers on the right beside

13th and 14th hangers ; take 17th hanger and pass over

2nd runner to the right ; take both runners and pass over

17th and bSth hangers to the left ; take 18th hanger and

pass over Ist runner to the right ; leave 17th and 18th on

the right by the IHth and 17th; take the ruuUL'rs across

the pillow, and put up pin in the pLitteru, twist three times,

and make the same stiteh with the pair of runners which

are waiting Ijchind thi_' left hand pin ; leave the pair just

used in w(_>rking across, and work liack with the pair that

has been waiting, commencing from *.

Cucumber Braid.—Fig. 65, passenient ruled to a quaiter

of an inch between two parallel lines, as before, and

pricked twelve pinholes to the inch. Put up six pairs of

bobbins, work two rows of cloth stitch, putting iip pins

on right and left ; divide the bobbins into fours, and
begin with the four middle ones ; nuike a cloth stitch, and
pass the bobbin nearest the right hand over the next bobinn

towards the left hand. Take up the right hand pair of

centre bobbins and make a whole cloth stitch, pass the left

hand runner over towards the right hand runner, make a

whole stitch, put in th(_' pin, and twist each pair once, make

Fig. (J5, Cucumber Braid.

a whole stitch, and leave the right side. Take up the left

hand pair of the four middle' l.iobbins, uuike a whole

cloth stitch with the next pair towards left hand, pass the

right hand runner over the left hand runner, make a whole
stitch, set up the pin, make a whole stitch, and pass the

right bind liobbin over the left hand Ijobbin. Now return

to the middle four-, and make a whole cloth stitch, pass the
first right hand Ijgbbin over the second towards the left

hand side
;
then pass the 3rd from the right iiaud over the

4th towards the left; work the riglit hand pair back to

right pin, as before, and the left hand pair tu {]\r left hand
pin ; continue to do this until perfect.

Cucumber Braid as an Edijiuy ipith an Inner Pearl

Edge.—Rung on the 1jol:>l)ins in two sets, five pairs and
a gimp for the plain edge side, four and a gimp for the

Fin. GiJ. CucuMRLK Braid,

pearled. Begin at tiie plain edge, work into the middle

wdth cloth stitch, pass the gimp, and make the inside

pearl by twisting the nmners six times; stick a pin into

inside' hole, and work back (see Fig. 66). Return to the

uuddle, twist the runners twice, and work the other side the

same, but adding the pearl edge. Fill the centre with a

cucumber plaiting, then twist 1st and 2nd runners twice

;

stick a pin in pillow to hold these threads, twist 3rd and 4th

runners, and work to the edge with them ; then return, and

take 1st and 2nd runners to other edge. Make inside pearl

as before, and repeat.

Diamond Hole Braid.—Make a hole in centre of braid,

then work two cloth stitch rows, make a hole upon each

side, and plait the four bobbins under the upper hole with

cloth stitch ; work two cloth stitch rows, and make a

hole in the centre under the four bobbins which make

the cloth stitch. Holes that go straight across the braid

begin from the left ; having put up a pin in the left

hand, bring one pair of bobbins towards the right hand,

making a cloth stitch with the first pair, leave all four

hanging, take the next four bobbins and make a cloth

stitch, leave these four hanging, and take the next four

and repeat, this brings the work up to the right hand

pin
;
put up a pin, and work back to the left hand with

cloth stitch, having thus formed three small holes across

the braid.

Half, or Shadow, or Lace Braid.—The passenient ia

pricked, as in cloth braid, and twelve pairs of bobbins

put on. The runners in this are not brought in pairs

across the braid. One goes straight across and the

other slanting down the work. Put up six pair of bob-

Isius ; work one row in cloth stitch across from left to

right and back again ; make a whole stitch, place the

pair on one side, and give the ranning bobbins one

twist to the left ; take the next pair, which is already

twisted, pass the centre left hand boljbin over the centre

right hand bobbin ; twist lioth pairs once to the left ; bring

forward the next; pair, centre left hand over centre right,

FuJ, 67. Half, ok Shadow, oh Lace Braid.

one twist with both pairs, and continue this to the last

pair, when a whole stitch is made without twisting ; twist

three times, and put up pin for the plain edge ; return in

the same way, uuikiug one twist after the whole stitch, as

unless the worker does this, and is very careful to bring

only one runner across, the work will go wrong. This

stitch is not drawn tightly, but a firm pull at the heads of

all the bobbins must be occasionally given to keep the

threads straight and even, and present a perfect open
braid, as shown in Fig. 67.

Hole Braid or Flemish Stitch.— Vassement pricked
as in cloth, and twelve pairs of bobbins put on. The
holes arc always made in the same way, although their

arrangement and the number of bobbins used can be
varied. Work across from left to right in cloth stitch

six times, putting up tLe pins each side in holes pricked
for them

; then divide the bobbins equally, and put a piu
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in the centre, having six pairs on each siile. Take up

left hand bobbins and work with six pairs in cloth

stitch, which brings the work to the pin in the centre;

then work back to the left, without twisting or putting up

a pin, with the same six pairs, twist and put up a pin and

leave the bobbins. Take up those <jn the right hand, and

work up to the pin in cl')th stitch, a-il back without twist

Fii;, GS. Hi.a.K BrjAiD or Flemish Si'inu.

or pm ;
put up a pin and wijrk across the \\'ht.de tweh'e

bobbins to the left hand, and sn euclosu the centre pjin,

which thus makes the hole the braiil is called after. A
badly shaped hole will disfigure the lace, liut a well made

one requires pi-actiee and care. To avoid making it too

large, do not draw the bobbins tight after dividing them,

and keep the hanging bobbin drawn towards the centre

pin. See illustration (Fig. 68).

Ladder Braid.—Hang on twelve pairs of bobbins,

divide the hangers in half, lea%'iug two pairs of runners

on left hand side of pillow, and one pair of runners on

right hand side. Begin from left hand side, work in pin,

and work on with cloth stitch up to the middle of the

hangers ; twist the pair of iimners twice, and work clotli

Fig. 09. Ladder Braid.

stitch up to right hand hangers ; work in the pin on the

right, and return to the middle of the hangers ; twist the

pair of runners twice, and work cloth stitch to the left

;

repeat from side to side until the stitch is perfect, as shown

in Fig. 69,

Lattice Braid.—Twelve pairs of bolibins on pillow.

Work in the pin on the right hand side, and give one

twist to each piair of bobbins ; take the pair of iimners

and make a cloth stitch with the first pair of hangers;

then take the bobbin nearest the right hand pin, and pass

it over the bobbin towards the left hand pin ; then pass

the 3rd bobbin over the 4th towards the left hand ; nu^ke

a cloth stitch with the next pair of hangers, and pass

Fig. 70. Lattice Braid.

the right hand bobbin over the one next to it towards

the left hand pin ; then the 3rd over the 4th to the

left hand, and contintie until the left hand of braid is

reached. The same pair must work right across, and

should be distinguished with a mark (.see Fig, 70). In this

stitch the Imbliins are worked in a slantin;^' dir.'i/tion across,

instead of beiug taken straight. Fig. 71 will show their

direct irm. One side must have its piin

jiut in thi'ee pins in advance of the other,

111 Fig. 71, the dots down the side are the

pinhides, thi.' square ones lietween ai'e the

finished stitches, the falling lines show

the directiim of the work. The hangers

must be kept tight down while the pair

i>f i-uuuei's ai-c working across, which is

managed \>y continually pulling the

li;ing(.i's, and pressing down their heads

to k(.'cp them even, and to pj-c-i-ent the

threads rising up when a pin is put iu. This stitch is

uiuch used for the inside c>r centre i.f fi(-jw(.>rs.

Open Braid.—Twelve pairs of lidljbins. One row of

stem is made on each side, the working bobbins being at

the inner edge; twist each pair twice, make a stitch, stick

a pin iu centre li<de. twist twice, and make' the stitch about

Fn;. 71. Lattice
Braid.

Fir! 72. Open Braid.

the pin, then twist three times, and once more work stem
on each side for the space of two holes, and repeat centre
stitch, as shown in Fig. 72.

Open Cross Braid. — Fig. 73 may be worked with
different numbers of bobljins, but the illustratii.m only re-

quires eight pairs, and the usual size prickings on passe-

ment. Stick in pin right and left
; diviih^ the eight pair into

three sets, that is, leave two pairs in centr.', two pairs to

the right and the L-ft, and one pair behiml the left hand
pin, and another pair liehind the right hand jiin. Make a

Fic. 7;I Opex Cross Braid.

cloth stitch with the two centre pairs, cross the right hand
bobbin nearest the pin over the next bobbin towards the

left hand, and cross the 3rd bobbin iroui the light over the

4th towards the left hand. A cloth stitch is now made with

the left hand pair of the centre four; cross them as before
;

make a cloth stitch, crossing the piair only with which the

cloth stitch is to be made ; set up pin, cross each once,

and make another cross stitch, crossing the runner once.

Take the four middle bobbins, make a cloth stitch, and
ci'oss the bobbins as before, once ; take up the pair on the

right hand side, and make a cloth stitch with the next pair,

but crossing the one pair only that is required to set up the

pins ; having set up the pin, cross both pairs and make a

cloth stitch ; leave them, return to the middle bobbins and
make a cloth stitch, cross, and return to the left, and so

continue, always woi'king from the centre alternately from

left to right,
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Phnn i'/-a!(7.—Mude with eight pairs nf bobbins in

Fig. 7-t. Plain Braid.

clotli stitoli and a plain edge, as sbowu in Fig. 74.

Slanting Hole Bread.—Begin from where the hoh\^ are

to commence, immaterial which side ; put in a pin. make

a cloth stitch and a half; with the first t«'0 pairs (.f

liobljina work back to the pin and leave them ; now take up

th(.' liol)bins from the place worked on the opposite side

of l.iraid, put up a j.iin and work right across, tighten the

bol))iin witli a twitch, and upon reaching the hole return

with a cloth stitch right across, leave these and begin from

opposite side ; now work to the second set of four bobi!.)ins,

make half stitch and return ; take up the bolibins as before

and work to the opposite side, and return right across

and back again ; this must be repeated \mtil the braid is

worked right across, taking four more bobbins from the siile

worked from each side, so that the holes are each time one

stitch nearer the opposite side. A dice pattern, as shown in

Fig. 75, can be formed by working from both sides of the

braid to form the hole; it requires twelve pairs of bobl:>ins,

and when not formed as a Tii'aid is either used as open work

to other stitches, or for the half of a stem when the other

h:ilf is in cloth stitch ; t;ike the four bobbins on the

right hand, and work in the pin, leave hanging, take the

two 1st pair after the pin, twist these twice and leave ;

take the 2uil pair, twist thrice and leave, and continue

in the same way up to the last pair on the left hand side;

E ]
Fia, 7.5, Slanting Hgle BEAirt, Dice Pattkun.

now return to the right han 1 four liehind thj pin, work
them over to the left side, give the runners a twist twice

between each stitch until the pin is worked in, twist the pair

in front of the pin twice ami leave
; twist each pair twice,

then take up the left hand boljbin behin-l the pin, woi'k in

the pin, and, twisting the runners twice between each
pair of bobbins, work back to the right hand. Fig. 7.5

illustrates this stitch as ;i scpiare with cloth stitch. The
square is begun from a pair in the middle of braid, and
increased each time until it reaches each side, then decreased

until it becomes a single p;iir ; the rest of the b ib'imi are

uSL-d for ch.ith stitch. In working this br.iid ea,ch pair of

boljbins must be twisted the same numljer of times, s,j as ti>

make the open woi'k look in small squares. Sometimes
the hangers are twisted four or six times, and the runners
only twice. This makes a long stitch, and is chiefly used
for the stalks of flowers.

Branching Tibres.—In H(jniton ami pillow laces,

where sprigs are formed separately from the ground, the

sprigs are often di\'ersified by adding to the chief stems

Pig. 76. Leaf witti

Branching Fibre.s in

Close Work.

in the leaves some indication of the filires that run to right

and left. Fig. 76 gives an ex-

ample of these branching fibres

on a close woi'ked leaf. In working

from this illustration use No. 9

thread. Hang on six pairs of

bobbins, and commence with the

stem and work to first fibre, then

leave two pairs and work the

filjre with four pairs, coming

back with return rope ; continue

the main stem, picking up the

bobbins that were left, make
;inother filjre with four pairs, coming back with return

rope, do the opposite fibre in the same manner, and con-

tinue up the main stem, picking \ip the left bobbins.

Work these double fibres three times, and the stem to

the end c.>f the leaf. Close work fills in the leaf, the tips

of the fibres being connected to it as they touch ; extra

boblnns will be required for this part of the work. See

Close Stitch.

Brandenbourgs. — Synonymous with " Frogs." A
button formed sonriwhat in the shape of a long and

narrow barrel, smaller at the ends than the middle, and

made of silk on a wooden foundation ; also, according to

Fairholt, " the ornamental facings to the breast of an

officer's coat." So termed from the place where the fashion

originated.

Brazil Lace.—Consists of two kinds, both probably

remnants of the early Italian and Spanish laces. The
lace formed with drawn threads is good, bnt that made on

the pillow has no pretensi(3n to beauty, and is only in use

among the natives.

Breadth..—(Angli-Saxon Braed. or broad
; Old English

Bredth. or Bredetke.) A term employed in drapery and
dressm;xkiug to denote an entire piece of textile of any
description, measuring from one selvedge to the other.

Thus a skirt or an under garment said to contain so many
breadths, means lengths of material running the width
w;iy that it was nranufaetured in the Lioni.

Bretelles.—A French term to signify an ornamental
sh'")ulder-str;ip.

Breton Lace, Imitation.—The design is drawn out

upon pink calico, an I upon this a good open meshed net is

tiiekel. The outlines of design are then worked in satin

Fig. 77. Breton Lace.

stitch or run, while the thicker parts are filled in with stem
stitch and point feston. To edge this lace, lay a cord alonu
it and overcast it, ornamenting the cords with picots or
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finisliiug it witk tlie edging sold fur modem point laee.

This edging must not be at all heavy, or it will detract

from the light appearance of the lace ; it is frequently only

'ffli

""I'll fim
"^
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Fm. 78. BEETON WORK-FLOWER PATTERN,

run With a double line of thread and the net cut straight

beyond the mnning, as shown in illustration, Fig. 77, which

is only Breton lace run with silk without lace stitches.

Breton lace can be worked iu coloui'ed silks or floss,

and the founLlati(jn made of coloured net, or it may be

fabricated of good Brussels net and cream coloured lace

thread.

Breton Work.—An ancient embroideiy, long practised

ill Brittany, and still to be found on the best garments of

the peasants. Like most ancient work chain stitch fomis

the chief motif, but satin stitch, point lance, point

Russe, &c., can also be intro.luced. The foundation

material is either of clnth or silk, the embroidery in

cijloured silks and gold and silver thread. The work is

iilluiillili'viiiirt'
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Fia. 79. BEETON" WORK-GEOMETRICAL PATTERN.

usually made for borders to garments, and the two illustra-

tions given are for that purpose. The flower one (Fig. 78) is

entirely worked in chain stitch and point lance, with bright

coloured silks; the geometrical (Fig. 79) in satin stitch,

point de pois, point Russe, and stem stitch, with gold and

silver thread and coloured silks. Besides these border

designs, Breton work is also used for ornamenting necktie

ends, book markers, &c., and then the patterns represent

Breton peasants. These are drawn to size upon paper, and

transferred to silk rilil^ou. The faces of the figures are

cut out of cream silk or sticking plaister, and the featm-ee
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inked in or worked in satin stitch, as are likewise the hands

and legs; the drapery is all worked in chain stitch. The

costume of Breton women varies as to colour, but con-

sists of a dark skirt or petticoat, with bright overskirt,

white or black apron, embroidered with colour, dark body,

with yellow, green, or scarlet handkerchief pinned across

it, wide, but not high cap, with flapping sides, heavy gold

earrings, chain and cross, sabots large and heavy, either

of pale brown or black. Breton man—wide flapping black

hat. short black jacket and Ijreeches. ornamented with gold

buttons and braid, bright waistcoat, white shirt, grey

stockings, black sabots, and blue umbrella. The work is

also known as Brittany embroidery.

Brick Stitch.—Used in emliroidery, but chiefly for

ecclesiastical work ; a variety of couching, and made with

floss silk. Dacca silk, purse silk, or gold or silver thread.

The silk is laid down on to the material two threads at a

time, and these two threads are caught down with a stitch

over both of them at regular distances along their line as

v^
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to be counted. Any fancy stitclies can be embroidered, the

square threads of the material being counted and used to

keep the designs apart and even in siz e. Lines are rim in

squares over the canvas, and these squares filled in with

crosses or devices as shown. Fig. 81 is a design with

darned lines only. Tig. 85, a diamond m-.i'le with back-

stitching and filled in with dots. Fig. 8 J, another diamond

pattern, outside dots, and filled with satiu stitch. Borders

are formed with drawn threads and fringes made of the

material, all the threads are drawn out one way, and those

left knotted together or buttonholed to prevent the work

fraying.

Brilliautines,—Dress fabrics composed of mohair or

goats' wool. They are to Ije had in all colours, and are

called by various names, according to the fancy of the

several firms producing or selling them. They are very

silky looking, and are equally durable and light.

Brilliants.—Muslins with glazed face, and figm-ed,

lined, or crossbarred designs.

Brioche Stitch.—See Knitting.

British Point Lace.—A thread lace, formerly made
in and near London. Black lace is the only variety now

made, and that in very small quantities.

British Raised Work.—This is also knowni by the

name of Cut Canvas Work, and is worked upon leviathan

canvas with four-thread fleecy wool, and the wool cut and

combed, giving it the appearance of velvet pile. The

pattern is traced with black wool in cross stitch. A
skein of wool is then taken, folded three times, and cut,

each thread is again folded three times and again cut,

then in the centre tied once with fintj string, whose

ends are passed through the canvas and firmly secured

there. When these tufts are thus made fast to the

canvas they are comlied out. The success of the work

consists in completely filling up the canvas with tufts

and in arranging them in pretty coloured patterns. Bri-

tish raised work differs Init little from le^'iathan raised

work.

Brittany Embroidery.—See Breton Work.

Broadcloths.—So called because exceeding '29 inches

in width. The stoutest and best descriptions of woollen

cloths, These, of course, vary in qirality, and are tenned

superfine, second, and inferior. Broad cloth is seven

quarters in width. Narrow Cloths being of half the

width named. All our superfine cloths are made of either

Saxon or Spanish wool, an inferior kind of supei'fine

being manufactured from English wool, as well as the

seconds, of which liveries are made, and all the coarser

kinds of various quality and price. The texture should

not only be judged of by the fineness of the threads,

but by the evenness in the felting, so that when the

hand is passed over the surface against the lie of the

nap there should be a silkiness of feeling, uninten-upted

by any roughness in any part. To judge of the quality a

considerable portion should be taken into the two hands,

a fold pressed strongly between the thumb and forefinger

of one hand, and a sudden pull given with the other, and

according to the peculiar cleanaess and sharpness of the

soimd, produced by the c.-jcape of the fold, the goodness

of the cloth may lie judged. There should not be a

very SLitin-like gloss upon it, or it would l^e spotted by

rain. Broadcloths, single milled, run from .52 to 63 inches,

in wool-dyed woaded colours (blue, black, medleys, Oxford,

and other mixtures). In wool-dyed common colour and

unwoaded there are black, medleys, Oxford, and other

colours. Piece-dyed woaded C(jlours are in black, blue, and

fancy colours
; and the piece-dyed unwoaded are in black,

scarlet, gentian, and fancy colours. There is also drab.

Broadcloths include the following : Medleys, blue, black,

scarlet, gentian, and other colours, double milled, which

run from 52 to 57 inches ; medium cloths, from 54 to 63

inches; ladies' cloths, 5t to 63 inches (otherwise called

habit cloths) which arc of a light and thin make ; Venetians,

54 to 58 inches; army cloth, 52 to 54 inches; beavers,

pilots, mohair, 54 to 58 inches ; cloakings, 54 to 58 inches ;

weeds (single, double, and treble milled), China striped

cloths, piece-dyed, &c., 60 inches wide; India cloths,

piece-dyed, 72 to 81 inches
; elastic glove cloth, 54 to 70

inches; union cloths, cotton warps, piece-dyed, 52 to 54
inches wide; double colours, piece-dyed, 54 to 63 inches.

See Narrow Cloths.

Broad Couching.—A variety of couching. Floss silk,

Dacca silk, sewing silk, purse silk, gold and silver cord,
used for the laid lines, and purse silk of different shades of

colour for the securing. The stitch is the same as couching,
but is carried over two laid lines at once (see Fig. 87),

and these lines slightly drawn together by it, as in brick

Fig, 87. Broad ConcHisa.

stitch. These fastening threads are put in at set distances,

and between, not under, each in the rows. Broad couchinc

can be diversified by the number of laid lines passed over

at once, and by the position of the fastening stitches,

much used as backgrounds in ancient eml^roidery. See

Couching.

Brocade.—(Derived from the Latin Brocare, and French
Brocher, to figure, prick, emboss, and stitch textiles.) In
the present day all silk or stuff materials woven with a
device are said to be brocaded ; but in olden times this

term was applied to a costly silken fabric of stout make,
having an embossed design woven in it in gold or silver

threads, and sometimes enriched with gems and otherwise.

It is named in the inventory of the wardrobe of Charles
II., where the price is given of different examples

; the
' white and gold brocade at two pounds three and sixpence

per yard, and Cohtre dii Prince at two pounds three

shillings per yard. Chinese and Indian brocade have

been famous from very remote times. The richest

varieties have been made in Italy, and there was a con-

siderable manufactory of them at Lxicca in the thirteenth

century.
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Brocade Embroidery. — Modorn work, consisting

in covering over or outlining the Tanous flowei' or geo-

metrical designs woven into brocaded materials. These

patterns are outlined in stem or crewel stitch, or a doul:de

piece of wool or silk cord is couched along the chief edges

of the design, as sliown in illustration. Fig. 88. Greater

effect may. however, be obtained liy covering over the whole

of the l:irocaded design, and leaving only the foundation

material visible; when so treated long or satin stitch is

used, as in satin stitch embroidery ; and where the design

is good and the colours judiciously blended, the work is

mediaeval in appearance. The brocades are of silk or

stuff ; the embroidery in crewel wools or floss silk.

Broder and Broderie.— French terms to signify

embroidery.

Broderie Auglaise.—An open embroidery upon white

linen or cambric, diifering from Madeira work in being

easier to execute, Imt of the same kind. True broderie

Anglaise patterns are outlines of various sized holes,

arranged so as to make floral or geometrical devices.

Embroidery cotton is iim round these outlines, they are

then pierced with a stiletto, or cut with scissors, and their

edges turned under and sewn over with embroidery cotton.

The art in the work consists in cutting and making all the

holes that should be the same size to match, and in taking

the sewing over stitches closely and regularly, as shown in

Fiu BEOCADE EMBEOIDEKY

Brocat.—A variety of brocade of rich ijuality, compo-scd
of silk interwoven with threads of gold and silver.

Brocatelle.—A French term for linsey-woolsey. A silk

material used for drapery, the linings of cari-iugcs, ite. It

is also made of silk and cotton mixed, or of cotton only,

aftci' the manner of brocade.

Erocatine.—A term employed to signify )u-oche, that

is, a method of weaving by which a raised pattern is pro-

duced. Thus, there ai'c silk lirocatines and W(_iollcn broca-

tincs, or textiles having a raised design thrown up in the

weaving.

Eroch^.—A French term denoting a velvet or silk

textile, with a satin figure thrown up on the face.

Fig. no, on opposite page. When used as an edging, a

I

Fig. 89. Beodeeie Anglaise, Scalluped Edge.

scalloped or vandyked border is -worked in Luttonhole
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stitch, as shown in Pig. 89, opposite, the outer lines of the

border being run in tlie same manner as the holes, and the

centre frequently padded with strands of embroidery cotton.

The waste linen outside the buttonhole should not be cut

away until the work has been once washed, as it will then
wear longer, and there is less fear of cutting the embroidery

cotton in the process. When broderie Anglaise is used

for an insertion it requires no edging. The work is

adapted for trimming washing dresses or underlinen.

Broderie de Malines.—A name given in olden times to

Mechlin lace, originating in the look of embroidery given

the braid is drawn at the edges as in modern point lace.

For thick portions of the work the stitches should be in

escalier or close buttonhole, while lighter parts require point

de Bruxelles or point de Venice, Bars should connect the

braids together as in real lace when there is no filled

pattern to be worked, while a twisted stitch, like point

d'Alenfon, should fill up narrow spaces where greater

lightness than that given by bars is required.

Broderie Perse.—See Applique.

Broderie Suisse.— /S'ec Applique.

Broken Bobbins.—In pillow laces when the ranners

Fill. 90. BEODEEIE ANGLAISE.

to the lace by the peculiar thread that was worked in it,

and that surrounded all the outside of the pattern.

Broderie de Nancy.—Identical with Dkawn Woek
and PuNTO Tieato. &ee Deawn Work.

Broderie en ^acet.—An embroidery upon satin with

silk braid and point lace stitches, useful for mantelpiece

and table borders, &c. The pattern is drawn upon the

satin, and the braid stitched on the lines, a thread of silk

drawn from the braid being the best to use for sewing it

down, as it matches exactly. Wherever the braid ends or

commences di-aw the ends to the back of the satin, so that

no joins show in front of the work. The rounds and centres

made by the braid are filled in with point lace stitches, and

or workers are broken and I'equire replacing, the new
bobbins are tied in close behind the pin nearest the

runners, and worked into the lace before the knot joining

them is cut close. Broken hangers or passive bobbins

are twisted up behind the pin and there tied.

Brown Holland.—A kind of linen, so called because

it is only half or altogether unbleached, and also

because the manufacture was at one time peculiar to

Holland. The half-bleached kinds are sized and glazed.

There are also Hollands in black and in slate colour, and

there is a light make of the unbleached brown called

Sussex lawn, much used for women's dress. The glazed are

employed for lining trunks and covering furniture. All

H
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linen textiles were anciently called Holland in England, as

we learned the manufacture from that eountiy, which was

in advance of our people in the art. See Linen.

Bruges Lace. — The lace made at Bruges is of two

kinds, one similar to Valenciennes, and the other called

guipure de Bruges. The former was not considered of

much value, the rcseau ground being a round mesh, the

bobbins of which were only twisted twice. The guipure

de Bruges is a species of Honiton lace, with the sprig

united with bride's ornces. It is held in high esteem.

Brussels Dot Lace.—See Brussels Lace.

Brussels Bdge.—This stitch is used to ornament the

headings or footings of needle laces, and also in modern

|i»«!iSPl!i^!^*)5^
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Fio. 0!. BuussEl.s EluiK.

pwiint lace. It is made of a series of loose ljuttonh(des,

sci-ureil with a point de Bruxelles stitch, as shown in

Fig. 91.

Brussels Grounds.— In modern Brussels lace the

net ground is made by machinery, but in olden times

this was worked by the hand, either for the pillow or

needle lace. The needle lace grounds were of tw(^ kinds

—the bride and the rcseau ; the bride was formed of the

connecting threads already described in Ijars ; the reseau

was a series of honeycomlied shaped hexagonals formed
with the needle, or upon the pillow, with the pattern of the

lace, the manner of working of which is shown in Fig. 92,

and which is used for most of the net grounds of old needle

lace. The reason these needle made grounds rendered the

Fig. 92. Brusi^els Grocnd Reseau.

lace so costly was the fine flax used in making them,

which often cost £24(J per lb. It required to be spun in a

dark underground cellar, as air and light caused it to split,

and the s inner was obliged to feel, not see, the threads in

the course of making. This fine flax is not used in

machine net, a Scotch cotton thread being substituted,

which renders the lace much cheaper, but not so durable.

The needle made ground is more expensive than the pillow,

as it takes four times longer to execute. The pillow reseau,

introduced early in the eighteenth century, is called an

fuscau, and is made in narrow strips upon the parch-

ment pattern, and united together by an invisible stitch.

known as Raocroc. This stitch requires a magnifying glass

to detect it. The au fuseau most used is a Mechlin ground,

and is made upon a parchment pattern, being a six-sided

mesh, with pins inserted into the pattern at set dis-

tances to form even meshes, round these pins the worker

turns and twists the threads, over and round each other

until the desired mesh is formed, two sides of which are

plaited and four twisted. The threads for Brussels grounds

are four in number, and the worker carries the line of

mesh from side to side in a perpendicular line. Rosette

and star grounds were also made like those used in

Valenciennes and Normandy laces ; and. indeed, for variety

of pattern and l:ieauty of execution in ground work,

Brussels lace has no rival. See Reseatj. The Brussels

wire ground is formed with silk, and is a partly arched,

partly straight mesh ; the pattern is worked with the

needle separately.

Brussels ITet.—Of this textile there are two kinds

—

Brussels Ground and Brussels Wire. The former is

made of the finest flax, having a hexagonal mesh, four

threads being twisted and plaited to a perpendicular line

of mesh, the latter of silk, the meshed partly straight and

partly arched. It is sold by the yard for women's evening

dresses and other articles of wear, being double width, and

the best description of ui't that is made.

Brussels Point, Imitation.—A lace formed with

braid laid on net and ornamented with lace and darning

stitches. The work is much easier of execution than most

imitation laces, cleans well, looks dressy, and the worker

has ample scope for taste from the number and variety

of stitches with which the net can be adorned. The

materials are best cream coloured net of a clear honey-

comb, cream coloured braids of various kinds, the usual

lace thread, also cream colour lac-e edge. The different

Fio. 9:5. Fig. 91. Fio. 9j

braids are shown in Figs. 93, 91., 95, and 98. Fig. 90 being

foundation braid, and the one most used ; Fig. 94 a

variety of the same, generally put as the engrelure;

Fig. 93 for small flowers, Fig. 95 for larger. A variety

of Fig. 95 is shown as forming the flowers in illustra-

tion. The manner of working is as follows : The pattern

of the lace is either bought traced on pink calico or

designed by the worker, when it is better upon tracing

linen ; l>oth should l)e backed with brown paper. Taking
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Fig. 97 as pattern (which is intended for a Honnce, and
reduced to half size), a straight piece of well opened net

is tacked on to pattern, the top braid iim on, and the
braid forming the scallops, which is kept naiTow where so

required by turning it under itself. The braid that forms
the heading is then tacked on. None of these braids should
be more than tacked to their places, and their ends should
not be cut, but rolled up, so that th<' flounce can be finished

without joins. The fancy Ijraiil (Fig. <l.5) is U(.)w cut where
it narrows, and the pieces singly tacked on to form the
flowers. Now secure these braids, the single sprays first,

and overcast their edges on to the net. Where cut at the
pi_iints they are buttonholed down, but only enough to pre-

vent them from unravelling and to give a pointed finish.

A Kttle turn (if the thread roimd one honeycomb of the
net is generally given beyond their outer points to make
them lo(.ik light. After they are secure the thread is

darned in and out of the net to form stalks and tendrils,

pearled edge is overcast on the scallops when the n.'st ..f the
work is finished

;
it is neater to sew it (.m after tlie lace has

been unpicked from the pattern, liut more difficult than
when the lace is still in position.

Bmssels Point Lace.—This name is given as a general
term, with that of Biabant Lace, Point tl'Angleterre, and
Point de Flandre, to the laces made at Brussels, classing

together the needle and the pillow made laces. BrusH(,-ls

is equally celebrated for her uee<lle and pillow points, and
for centuries has maintained witljout rivalry the higliest

position in lace making. Her needle points are known as

point d'aiguille, point d'Angleterrc, and point gaz<\ and
her pillows as point jilat. The manufacture of botJi these

kinds of lace is carried tm to the presi.'nt time. The
making of Brussels lace seems to have commenced in tlie

fifteenth century, when laees in imitation of Spanisli and
Venetian point were made, as well as Genoese guiimrcs,

and to hav(i been upheld in the country through all its

Fig. 97. BEUSSELS IMITATION LACE.

and the dots that finish are foi-nied by buttonholing round
one honeycomb for the larger ones, and by thickly over-

casting for the smaller ones. All the remaining braids are

then overcast, the stitches being taken in their outer edges.

The interior of the scallops are filled with fancy darning

stitches, buttonholed spots, and lace wheels. The darned

stitches are easily made by taking advantage of the honey-

comb of the net. and present a giMjd field for the display

of individual taste. Thus the thread may be run across

the net with an occasional loop round a honeycomb, or

down it as a herringbone, or transverse, ending as a

spot, or a combination of lines, herringlxme, and spots

made. The lace stitches should be simple point de

Bruxelles, point d'Alen^on, and point d'Angleterre, and

should be worked adhering to the net. The little spots

over the surface of the net are simply worked over and

over until a sufliciently thick knob is made. They are a

great help to the lace, and should never be omitted. The

wars and persecutions during the following three centurii>s.

The pillow laces were manufactured under the supenision
of the nuns, and were largely used as bone laces on the
Continent by those lace wearers who could not afford to

purchase the more expensive needle lace. The needle lace,

or point d'aiguille, made in Biiissels during the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, was so much imported into

England, that in 166.5 the native laces were pn.itected by
an Act of Parliament, and from that date Brussels lace

was known as p<)int d'Angleterre, being smuggled to Eng-
land and sold under that name, by which it was called

in a few years' time all over the drntinent. T)ic earliest

point a raiguille patterns were taken frnm the aniient

point de Venice, and were, like the earliest Alencon and
Argentan laces, with raised work and tliick cnrdnnnet,

except their grounds, which were simple open button-

holes, known as point de Bruxelles, neither with lirides

or net patterned meshes. The flowers of the patterns

H 2
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were fine, and the fillings open, without many picots,

all that were used being made on the cordonnet. The

net patterned reseau ground succeeded the earlier lace,

and the patterns, like those of Alen(;on, followed the

fashion of the age, changing from renaissance to rococo,

and from that to dotted ; in fact, they degenerated from

their old beauty, although the workmanship was as

excellent as ever. The illustration (Fig. 98 1 is of a Brussels

needle point of the earliest part of the present century,

and is taken from a piece formerly in possession of Queen

Charlotte. The patterns of the lace have much improved of

late years, and the kind that is worked with the vrai reseau

ground is the most valuable lace that can be obtained.

ground together, as in Fig. 99, then the grounds were

made in narrow stripes upon the pillow, joined together

with the invisible raccroc stitch, and finally the sprigs

attached to it, but at the present day the ground is

machine made net, and the sprigs only of real lace. Many

specimens of Brussels lace display flowers made with the

needle and flowers made on the pillow mingled together,

and these patterns are remarkably good. The making of

Brussels lace, like that of Alen^on, is not confined to a

single worker, but many hands are engaged in forming

one piece, a plan originally adopted to hasten the execu-

tion of the numerous orders for the work. With the

pattern the real workers have no concern, their pieces

Flu. 98, BRUSSELS NEI^DLE POINT LACE.

The flowers were first made and the ground worked from

one to the other, as in illustration. Fig. 3, page 3. The

best lace is made at Binche and Brussels, although other

towns also manufacture it, and one reason of its great

cost is the fine flax thread, which is grown in Brabant, and

spun by hand. The use of this thread for the groimds of

Brussels lace is now confined to orders for royal weddings.

kc, and the ordinary Biiissels lace is made of sprigs which

are laid upon machine net made of Scotch thread. The

Brussels pillow lace, though not so good as that made with

the needle, was more used on the continent, and a greater

article of commerce than the needle lace. The pillow lace

of the ancient lace was made in one piece, flowers and

are distinct, and are put together by the head of the

establishment, thus the platteuse makes the pillow flowers,

the pointeuse the needle made ones, the drocheleuse the

vrai reseau ground, the formeuse the open stitches, the

dentelicre the footings, the attacheuse unite the portions

of lace together, and the striqueuse attach the sprigs to

the machine net. These machine nets have made a vast

difl:erencc in the trade at Brussels, and with the exception

of the modem point gaze, the lace makers now limit their

work to the making of the needle or pillow flowers. Real

Brussels lace, with the vrai reseau, costs in England

42s. the yard, 25 inches wide ; the same with machine

ground, 2s. 6d. the yard. Point gaze, the modern Brussels
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lace, 80 called from its needle ground or fond gaze, which

is an open gauze-like mesh, is made in small pieces

like the other Brussels laces, with groimd and flowers at

one time, and the joins carefidly arranged so as to be

hidden by the patt<;ni. The cordonnet is not a button-

as Bedfordshire lace, and shared with it the name
of English Lille during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. The lace produced in Buckinghamshire was
considered superior to that of Bedford, and was more
mentioned by old writers. It received the first prize for

Fiu. 99. BRUSSELS PILLOW LACE.

holed edging, but is a thread caught round by others.

The stitches are varied and raised in some parts. It

requires three people to make it, one to make the flowers

and gi'oimd, another the fancy stitches, and the third the

cordonnet. The habit of whitening the Brussels lace

bone laces m 1752. The baby lace before mentioned was

chiefly made in Buckinghamshire, though it was not

unknown in Bedfordshire. The groimds were the reseau,

net patterned and wire, the design shown in Fig. 100,

being called Buckinghamshire Trolly, from the outUne

Fio. 100. BUCKINGHAM TROLLY.

sprigs after they are made with a preparation of white

lead is most injurious, causing the lace to turn black when

put away near flannel or woollen materials, and producing

a disease amongst the striqueuse.

Buckinghamshire Laco. — This is of the same date

of the pattern being accented with a thick thread

known as trolly by the workers. The finer reseau

grounds have been now displaced by plaited Maltese

patterns in black lace. They are the flat Maltese pat-

terns, and are not raised like the black lace produced
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in Bedfordshire, the stitches being similar to those used

in Honiton lace.

Buckle Braid.—See Braids.

Buckle Stitch.—This stitch is used in Honiton and

other pillow laces as an open braid, for open fibres down

the leaves of sprays, or for stems. It requires eight pair

of bobbins—four workers or runners, and four passive or

hangers, but the number of the latter can be increased

according to the width required. First row work from

left to right into the middle across the two pair of hangers,

twist the runners i.mce, and also the next pair (which will

now become the fourth working pair) ; make one stitch,

twist both pairs once, continue across to other side

with tlie first workers, make the edge stitch, and bring

and is used for the making of bonnet shapes. A variety

of it is placed by tailors between the cloth and the

lining of a garment in which some degree of stiilness

is required. It is made both in white and black, and

sold in lengths of 10 or 12 yards. Buckram, with a

highly-sized paper face, is employed for making laliels for

luggage, and is called ticket-buckram. It was originally

as costly as the richest silks, and in Louis XV. 's time

was used for stays.

Buckskin.—A kerseymere cloth of very fine texture,

embroidered with silk by children. It is romarkaljy

beautiful, is designed for waistcoatiugs. and is manu-

factured at Bradford, Yorkshire. See Keeseymeke.

Buckskin Cloth.—A species of closely-woven woollen

Fin. 101. BUCKLE STITCH, CONVOLVULUS SPRAY.

them back into the middle, twist once, and leave them.

Take up fourth runners, work to the left edge, back into

the middle, twist once. Two pair of nmners will now be

in the middle and both twisted; make a stitch with these

pairs, twist once, then work with each of these to the

edges, and back into the middle. In the illustration of the
convolvulus spray (Fig. 101), buckle stitch is shown as a
braid to the flower, as stems to the leaves, and as open
fibre down the centre of the leaves.

Buckram.— (Latin Btichiranus, French Bouracan or
Btirriican.) This textile was originally manufactured at

Bokkara, in the Middle Ages, and was also called Pamis
TartaricuK, and afterwards Bokercnn. It was then a fine

and costly stuff, and much esteemed. The material now
known as buckram is a coarse linen or cotton cloth,

stiffened with glue. It is strong, though Ljosely woven,

cloth, designed to supply the place of the leather of that
name, and (_.f a creaui-white colour. It is preferred to

corded cloth ior riding, being fine, smooth, thick, and firm
m its texture, and measures 27 inches in width.

Buckskin Leather.—This leather is dressed with oil,

after the method of chamois leather, and is employed for
the use of cavalry soldiers. It was substituted fcir wotdlen
cloth by the selection of tlie Duke of Wellington, with the

exception of the two regiments of Life Guards. The
greater part of the deerskins employed are imported from
the United States of America.

Budge.— (Old EngHsh). Lamliskin, with the wool
dressed outwards. Formerly used as an edging and
decoration, more especially for sclmlastie habits. It is

still emphjyed as a trimming on the City liveries. Budge-
row was so named after this fur, as the dressers (jf it used
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It is mentioned by Chaucer and also byto reside there,

Milton

—

" Oh, fooUahneas of men, that lend their oarg

To thoso huige doutors of the Stoic fur !

"

Buff Leather.—This is a preparation of the skin of

the buifalo, so named from its colour. It is duralde and
strong, and is employed for military accoutrements and
uniforms. In earlier times it was used to supply the place

of armour, Imitations are made of the skins of oxen.

Bugles.—(Latin, Sugtdus.) An oniament worn by
women, consisting of an elongated glass bead, sold in

various colours, but chiefly in black, and much used for

trimnungs of bonnets, mantles, and dresses,

Buke SSuslin.—See Book Muslin,

Bulgare Pleat.—A double box pleat, employed at the
back of a dress skirt at the waistband, to produce an extra
fulness,

Bulgarian Needlework,—A description of oriental
embroidery, peculiar to the Bulgarian peasants, and used
by them to ornament their shirts, scarves, and clothes. It

may lie recognised from other oriental embroidery by the
compact and solid appearance of the finished work, which
then l(j.jks more like liands of woven silk brocade than
oml>roiilery in silks upon material. The stitch which is

used has no English name, but resembles close buttonhole,
with the ridge worked over and concealed. Bright coloured

silks and gold and silver thread form the embroidery, and
the sale vahie of the work in Bulgaria depends more upon
the amount of precious metals used than upon the beauty of,

or time spent in, execution. The work is done upon muslin

as fine as tulle, upon coarse linen, and upon wooUen stuffs.

The designs are of no particular art value, being chiefly

Ijad floral imitations, though a geometrical one may be

met with. Most of the so-called " Turkish work " sent to

England comes from Bulgaria.

Bullion Embroidery.—As ancient as embroidery with

gold thread, and dates back to the time of the Phrygians.

By early wi-iters it is called embroidery with gold wire, and

as such mentioned as being used about Aaron's garments.

It was known to the Egyptians, Hebrews, and Romans in

very early times, and by them embroidery, when wrought

in solid gold wire or gold thread, was distinguished by the

name of " auriphrygium," even as embroidery with silk was

called Phrygio or Phrygian work, from the first workers.

Prom auriphrygium the old English word " orphrey " is

derived. Much of the celebrated Opus Anglicanum of the

eleventh and following century was ornamented with bullion

work. It is now used but sparingly in ecclesiastical embroi-

dery for monogiums and work m relief, and is chiefly used for

ornamenting uniforms, or for heraldic devices. The work is

difficult of execution, the twisted gold wire being so formed

that it will pull out to any length, and has therefore to be

laid on with the greatest exactitude so as to fit the place it

has to fill without being unduly drawn out or pressed

together. The patterns are the same as used in ordinary

ecclesiastical embroidery, and the bullion is laid on for

stems, works in relief, and letters. For raised work and

letters a cardboard foundation is required cut to the design

and laid over the holland backing ; upon this a stuffing of

yellow carpet threads are sewn down, and the bullion laid

over all. The work is done in a fi-ame and applied. The
lengths of bullion are first cut to their various sizes with a
sharp pair of nail scissors, put upon an extra piece of cloth,

and laid on the frame for the worker to select from, so that

when required they can be picked up with the needle with-
out touching them with the hand. Walker's needle No. 9,

and strong yellow sewing silk, waxed and doubled, are
used for working with. The sewing thread is brought
through from the Ijack of the linen foundation, the buUicm
picked up and rim down it like a bugle, and the needle then
passed through the linen on the opposite side to when' it

came out, and the bulli(jn left up(jn the raised surface.

The hand, while working, keeps a strong and even hold of

the silk, firmly drawing it through and laying down each
twist of bullion side by side, regulating its position with
the flat end of the piercer, but never touching it. The
bullion is always Ix'tter cut a little longer than required, so

as to lay down without dragging over the raised surface

and so that it may completely cover the sides. The three

sorts of bullion, rcnigh, checked, and smooth, are often

worked in together, and make a species of diaper pattern

with judicious intermixture. The cheek is all glitter, and
should therefore be used with greater caution than the

others, one hue of check to three of rough being the right

proportions. BuUiun embroidery, when used for letters

and large pieces, is applied to the material, as in applique

;

but when worked upon a piece of .silk embroidery that

has already to be applied, it can lie worked in the frame
with it.

Bullion Knot.—Useful in crewel and silk embroideries,

and largely employed in ancient embroideries for the

foliage of trees and shrubs, and the hair of figures. It is

made of a number of rings of silk or crewel, obtained by
being rolled round the working needle, and this roll laid

flat along the surface of the work, instead of being raised

up and knotted together, as in French knot. The needle

is put on the material where one end of the bullion knot

is to come, and the point brought out at the other end,

and round this point the wool is wound ten or twelve

times (according to the space to be covered) and the

needle carefully drawn through, while the knots or rolls

are kept sti-aight by being held down with the left

thumb. Still holding down the rolls, the needle is in-

serted into the other end of the space where it was first

put through, and the thread gently pulled until the knots

lie all along the intervening space as a long roll. A
quantity of these long rolls laid together and of various

lengths form a variety in the trees in ancient landscape

embroideries with French knots.

Bullion Lace.—A lace made of gold and silver thread,

and of great antiquity, the earliest laces being made of

gold threads. The patterns are simple, and like Greek

and Maltese laces. It is much used in the East for orna-

menting robes of state, and is found in Italian and French

churches upon the priests' vestments and saints' robes. In

England, owing to the climate, it is rarely seen. An
inferior bullion lace is used for footmen's clothes, although.
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such was the extravagance of the ancient nobility, that in

the time of Queen Anne the most expensive kind was

employed for this purpose.

Bullion Iiace or Braid.—(Latin BulUo, a mass of

gold or silver ; old English, BuUyon.) Officers' epaulettes

are made of a large gold wire, which is called " bullion,"

a smaller kind is called " frisure," a flat gold ribbon is

called " cliquant," and all are classed under the name iif

" oannetille.''

Bundle, or Bomal, Handkerchiefs. — These are

made in dark blue plaids in Ijoth cotton and linen. The

former measure 31 inches by 39 ; the latter 37 inches

by 41.

Banting.—(German Bunt, i.e.. variegated, streaked, or

of different colours.) A thin open-made kind of worsted

stuff, employed for flags, and, of late years, for women's

dresses. The width iims from 18 to 36 inches.

Burauo Iiace.—In this island a considerable quantity

of lace was manufactured during the eighteenth century.

but the art has now entirely disappeared, although it

lingered in the nunneries until 1845. The patterns were

of two kinds, one resembling Alencon and the other

Brussels point, and they were in much request, not imly

for beauty of design, but on account of the extreme

delicacy and purity of tlie thread used.

Fio. 102. Buttonhole, Ornamental.

Burden Stitch.—A variety of cushion stitch and plain

couching, called " Burden," as it was used by a lady of

that name, at the South Kensington Needlework School,

for working flesh, but dating from the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, when German, riemish, and Italian

schools used it for grounding, and for working flesh in

embroidery. The beauty id the stitch consists in every

thread being laid evenly down and caught or secured in

exact lengths. The floss silk forming the ground is laid

straight across the foundation, and a small fastening stitch

brouglit through from the back, returned, and there

secured. These fastening stitches are kepjt at even dis-

tances from each other, but are not begun at the same place

for each row, but at every other row, as in plain couching.

Burlop.—An arrangement at the top of a drees im-

prover, so termed in certain shops,

Busks.—Broad flat steels employed by staymakers to

stiffen the fronts of stays. These are often covered with

chamois leather before they are inserted in theii' outer

casing. In former times these busks were made of wood.

Buttonhole, Ornamental.— In the illustration (Fig.

102), of an oraamental buttonhole, the spray of leaves is

worked in raised satin stitch, the stem and battlemented

outline surrounding the buttonhole in overcast, and the

dots in point de pois.

Buttonhole Stitch.—One of the chief stitches m all

needle made laces, and equally known as close stitch and

point none. It is used for the thickest parts of all

patterns, and called cordonnet when outlining or raised.

Worked like buttonhole stitch ; but as a number of rows

are required instead of the ordinary s'ngle buttonhnle, the

Fio. 103. Buttonhole in Lace Work.

loops of each preceding row are used for the foundation of

the next, and the needle is passed through every one of

them. The effect of this is that no raised ridge is left on

the surface of the stitch, but it has the appearance of a

solid mass of upright close lines. Worked as follows :

A foundaticjn thread is thi-own across the space to )>e filled

FiQ. 104. Buttonhole Stitch foiimino Thick Part of Lace.

from right to left and firmly secured, the needle is then

put into the cordonnet or other already made part of the

lace, and then downwards behind the foundation thread,

while the working thread is passed to the right under the

needle so as to form a loop upon the foundation thread

when drawn up tight, as shown in Pig. 103, These loops
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are continued to the end of tlie space, and should be all

pulled up to the same tightness and worked close, liut not

ovei-crowded. At the end of the line the thread is secured,

then thrown back again to the left to form a foundation

line, and the work repeated, the raised edge of the l)utt(in-

hole being used this time t(i pass the needle through

instead of the cordonnet or already formed lace. Fig. 104

indicates the important part in lace that buttonhole stitch

plays, all the solid part of the pattern lieing formed by it.

Buttouh.oles.— In linen or calico cut the hcde -n-ith the

thread of the material, using the proper scissors, exactly

the diameter of the button, insert the needle four or five

threads from the edge on the wrong side, and bring out

on the right, holding the material so as to let the

buttonhole lie along the forefinger (Pig. 105). "When the

thread is drawn through ready f(jr use, hold it down with

the left thumb, so as to make a loop at each stitch ; and in

passing the needle through the material, bring it likewise

through the loop, leaving a sort of chain stitch along the

edge. A bar of buttonhole stitching should be made across

each end of the hole. This work must be done from left to

Fig. 105. Buttlinhi:ii.k Stitch.

right. One or two loose strands of thread should be kept

along the edge, over which sew, and when the buttonhole

stitching is finished, thread the loose strand on the needle

and pull it slightly, and thus draw the hole even, then

fasten off, darning in the ends of thread vmderneath. In

working on thick cloth, cut the hole like an elongated V,

the wide part at the edge. The silk employed is tailors'

twist. The bar at each end of the buttonhole is called by

some a " bridge." The needle should be brought through

the loop of thread, which the engraver has failed to do

in the illustration. The bar at the end has not Ijeen

given.

Buttonliole Twist. — This is employed to bind and
strengthen buttonholes in cloth stuff's. It is sold Ijy loz.

and 2oz. reels, and also by the yard wound in twelve

strands.

Buttons.—(French Bouton, Welsh Botwm.) These sub-

stitutes for hooks are made in every variety of stuff',

depending on the material of the gannent or article of

furniture requiring them. Linen ones, and those of silk

and cotton, can be bought machine-made, but they can be

hand-made by covering a wooden mould designed for the

purpose, or a round flat bone foundation. The strongest

fourfold linen buttons are sold by the dozen or the gross,

and are measured by lines, from 6 to 36. Some kinds are

covered in hand crochet, netting, and gimp. Other varieties

can be had in ivory, bone, jet, mother-o'-pearl, leather.

glass, and metals of all kinds—those of polished metal

covered with a thin coating of gold or silver being the

most durable. They are made with and without shanks,

those of bone, hoi-n, and mother-o'-pearl being drilled with

holes necessary for their sewing on, when there is no

shank, and when uncovered by any textile, The most

ancient form of button was a short cylinder, which was

sewn at the middle upon the garment.

Byzautiue Embroidery.—A modem work dating from

1878. It is a combination of oulaid applique, couching

outlines, and fancy stitches, and useful for ornamenting

leather, cloth, and such materials as are too thick for

the needle to be easily taken tlirough them. Geometi-ical

and arabesque outlines are traced upon cloth or fine

leather, and strands of filoselle, double crewels, or worsted

laid down upon these lines, and secured by a fastening

thread coming from the back of the material, and return-

ing to it as in applicfue and ecclesiastical embroidery. The
beauty of the work consists in selecting suitable colours

for these strands of filoselle. Sec, upim their raised appear-

ance, and upon the catching down threads being put in at

regular distances. Their ends must be brought from the

back, as in braiding. Byzantine embroidery can be en-

riched by applying to the design pieces of cloth, silk, or

satin of varied colours. Tliese are suiTounded with a thick

strand of filoselle or cord, as in applique. Fancy stitches,

such as fern stitch, satin stitch, feather stitch, wheels, and
French knots, can be worked over such applied pieces or

on to the leather or cloth in vacant spaces,

Cable Knitting.—See Knitting.

Caddis.—A variety of worsted lace or ril.ibon.

Cadis.—A kind of coarse serge.

Cadiz Lace.—A stitch used in old needle point and
modem point laces. It takes two lines to make, and is

one of the numerous varieties of Brussels. It is worked

as follows : First row— Bi-ussels close together, * miss

the space that 2 would take up, work 2 Bmseels,

miss the space of 2 and work 6, repeat from * to end of

row ; second row—work 2 Brussels into every loop left in

first row, missing all the thick stitches of whatever

number; third row—work like the first, commencing with

the 6 close Brassels stitches ; fourth row as second.

Repeat to end of space,

Caen and Bayeux Lace.—In the department of Cal-

vados Bayeux and Caen are justly celebrated for their black

silk blonde laces, which are identical with those made at

Chantilly. Before 1745 the laceniakers at Caen made a

white thread lace of Venetian design, the needle point

flowers being suiTounded with a heavy thread called " fil de

crin," instead of the ordinary thick cordonnet of Venice

points. The Blondes de Caen were first made in 1745 from

a silk of an ecm colour brought from Nankin, which after-

wards gave place to a beautiful white silk brought from

Cevennes, and which established the reputation of the lace.

Blonde de Caen was made of two descriptions of silk, one

used for the pattern, and the other for the ground. The

manufacture of this beautiful white blonde was destroyed

by the machine blondes made at Nottingham and Calais.

The Blonde Matte, which resembles Chantilly lace, is
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described under that heading. At the present time, Caen,
with Chantilly and Bayeux, produces black silk laces, and
this city is considered to excel in the making of piece goods,

such as veils, scarves, and dresses. \Bee Fig. 106.) These
large pieces ijf lace are joined with the celebrated raocroc

stitch, and so beautifully as to be almost imperceptible.

The workers earn about 60 sous a day, and more than
25,000 are engaged in the trade.

Calamanco, or CaUimanco. — (Spanish, Calamaco, a
kLad of worsted stuff

; French Calmande.) This material

the art of printing upon cotton textiles. In 1712 the

printing of these goods in England, exported plain from
India (on accomit of a prohibitory Act passed at one time

against the importation of printed cottons and chintzes),

was introduced, and England now carries on the largest

trade in the world. America produces the next in quantity,

France and Switzerland follow, but produce goods far

superior in quality to the American. The introduction of

the manufacture of cotton into Europe was effected by the

Arabs or Moors of Spain, who brought the cotton plant to

Fig. IOC. BLACK LACE OF CAEN AND BAYEUX.

resembles Tammies and Durants. It is highly glazed, and
can be had plain or twilled, raised in stripes or brocaded,
the width ranging from 27 to 36 inches. It is employed f,..r

women's jietticoats.

CalfskLn. — Calfskins, which are imported from the
Baltic, are taken from younger animals than those killed
in this country, and are employed in the manufacture of
gloves and la.lies' shoes, as well as for booklnnding.
CaUco.—The name of this textile is derived from^Calicut,

a seaport town on the coast of Malabar, the birthplace of

that country, from the fleecy wool of which the yarn for
cahco is spun. It is made into hanks containing 840 yards
each. It was brought to England in the year 1631, but not
manufactured here until 1772. The various makes of
calico are known respectively under the following names :

Cotton Cloth, Croydons, Berries, Bouble Warp, Bacca
Twist, Longcloth, Loom Sheeting, Madapolams, Power-
loom Sheetings, Swansdown Unions, and Wigans. There
are also printed calicoes. The widths rarely measure above
33 inches, and those numbered 33 or 36 inches seldom reach
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that standard. '• Pents " are ends of calicoes of different

descriptions. Calico should have an even selvedge, fine

and close in the woof and warp, without knots and flaws.

Cheap sorts are dressed with a coating of lime and china

clay, to detect which a comer should be rubbed together in

the hands, when it will fall oif in powder. Unbleached

calico of a coarse description gcies by the name oi " bley
"

in Ireland. (See each make \inder its own heading.) The

cotton plant is grown in Egypt, the United States, and

Brazil, as well as in the East Indies.

Calico Prints.— Sec Cotton Feints.

Calico Shirting.—Othei-wise known as Twine Cloth.

A very evenly made cotton material, supplying a godil

imitation of linen, and employed for shirt making. It runs

from 32 inches to 36 inches in width, and is made lioth in

single and double warp.

Californian Embroidery.—The natives of California,

before that land was discovered, in the sixteenth centuiy,

by the Spaniards, were unacquainted with silk and other

ordinary embroidery materials ; but they managed to twist

into fine cords the entrails of whales, and covered their

garments with needlework made with these threads. Their

needles were shaped fishbones.

Cambric.—(German Kammerich ; Dutch Kammcraclc
;

French ToUe de Camhrai and Batiste.) The name of this

textile is derived from Cambrai, a town in the department

du Nord, Trance, whence the manufacture was originated

by Baptista. It is a beautiful and delicate linen textile, of

which there are several kinds. Its introduction into this

country dates from the reign of Queen Elizabeth, That

made in Lancashire is, perhaps, on a par with that made in

Ireland and France. The Scotch are mere imitations in

cotton. See French Cambeic.

" Come, I would your camhrick were sensible as your fiDger,

That you might leave pricking it for pitie."

—Coriolanus, Act i., sc. 3.

Cambric Muslin.—This is an imitation of cambric,

being made of cotton instead of flax. It may be had in

most colours, as well as in black and white. These varieties

are figured, striped, corded, and twilled, and sometimes

have a glaze. Cambric muslin is much employed for

linings. They rxm from 34 inches to a yard wide, at

various prices,

Camelina.—A woollen material with very small basket

pattern and loose upstanding hairs. It measures 25 inches

in width, and is a species of the material called Vicuna.

Camelote.—A coarse kind of fustian of inferior quality,

employed for the dress of labouring men. It is 27 inches

in width. See Fustian.

Camels' Hair. — This is long and silky hair spun

into textiles, tents, ropes, shawls, carpets, fine stockings,

&o. The hair clipped from the animal ful-nishes three

qualities, distinguished by the colour. Black is the

dearest, red the next, whilst grey fetches but half the

value of the red.

Camels' Hair Cloth, or Pnttoo.—Sometimes known

as Oashgar cloth. This material is thick, warm, light,

full of electricity, and has a fine gloss. It is unshaved,

and the long hairs are of a paler colour than the close

suljstance of the cloth. The price varies according to its

quality, and the widths are respiectively from 42 to 48

inches. It is French made, and is employed for costumes,

niiiutles, and other arti(d(.'R of dress. This material is

gi:'nerally considered to ]>l' manufactui-ed from the inferior

rjualities rif shawl wool in India, where the material is

known as PutttJO.

Camlet.—The name of this textile was due to its manu-

fai-ture of camels' hair, Ijeing of Eastern origin. By a

strange coincidence, the subsequent manufacture of a

similar kind of stuil had its rise in Montgomeryshire,

and was named after the river Camlet in that locality.

Sulisequently to the employment in the East of camels'

hair, that of the white gh.issy hair, growing in spiral

ringlets, of the Angora goat of Asia Minor, has been sul)-

stituted. In certain districts of that country the whole

of the population is engaged in the manufactui-e and

commerce of camlets. The best European article is made
at Brussels, where woollen thread is mixed with the hair.

The imitations are made of closely twisted worsted yarn

or worsted and silk, hair lieing sometimes added. Camlet

is thick and warm, and admirable for winter wear. It

turns off rain better than any other unprepared article, and

measures 25 inches in width. It is sold at various prices.

Campane Lace.—A narrow pillow lace made in France

in the sixteenth century, which was used as an edging to

wider laces. The feston was ornamented with grelots and

sonnettes, whence its name is derived.

Canada Lynx Fur.—(Felix Canadensis.) This fur is

chiefly employed in British America and the States, but

is prepared, as all furs are. in this country. The animal

much resembles the cat, but has longer ears, and a short

thick tail. The fm' is long, soft, and of a greyish colour,

and is sometimes covered with bi'own spots. Under the

body it is white, silky, and at times spotted with black. It

is dyed, and exported largely to America, and, being very

soft and light, it is well suited for cloaks, facings, and

linings.

Canadian Embroidery.—The natives of Canada were

at one time celebrated for their skill in embroidery with

porcupine quills, and with the skins of reptiles and animals.

Their skin work was particularly ingenious, as they cut the

skins into minute pieces and formed from them designs

representing trees, plants, and animals, using their own

hair for thread. The porcupine quill work was of two

kinds—a coarse kind executed upon bark or leather, with

split quills arranged in devices according to length and

size, and sewn together ; and a much more elaborate

work, shown in Fig. 107, kept to ornament their dresses,

tobacco pouches, &c. In these the quills were spht so fine

that they became flexible, and could be threaded through

a coarse needle. They were dyed various colours, and

worked upon scarlet and other bright toned cloths in the

same way as satin stitch embroidery. The quills were

dyed such pm-e colours as yellow, green, scarlet, blue, and

amber, and great ingenuity was exercised in bending so

as to shape them into flowers and leaves. The lUustra"

I 2
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tion is upon scarlet ground, the flowers are amber and

white, the white being in the centre; the leaves, stems,

and tendrils are of shaded greens, terminating in bright

yellow. The design is part of a tobacco pouch, the whole

of which is hand made, the scarlet cloth being sewn to a

bark foundation, and the stitches concealed by a row of

white quills couched do-\vn. At the present time Canadian

embroidery is no longer worked by the natives, but is exclu-

sively executed in the French nunneries, and the true spirit

of the old designs arc dying out, the nuns having intro-

duced into the work many fancy stitches and dyes unknown

Fig. 107. Canadian Embroidery.

to the real native patterns. The work made by the nuns

can be recognised by the elaborate French knots that form
the chief part of the devices, by these devices being bad
imitations of natural flowers, and not so conventional as

the old ones, and also by the quills being dyed magenta,

pink, mauve, and other aniline dyes. Bundles of these

split quills can be procured, and the work is easy of execu-

tion, therefore English ladies could embroider in Canadian
work without much trouble, and it would form a pleasing

variety to other fancy needlework.

Canton Crape.—One of the many varieties of crape-

woven falirics. It is a dress material, measures 27 inches in

width, and made in various plain colours.

Cautoon.—A kind of fustian, having a fine cord visilsle

on one side, and a satiny surface of yarns, running at right

angles to the cords, upon the other. This satiny side is

sometimes made smooth by means of singeing. It is a

strong stufi:, has a good appearance, measuring 27 inches

in "nddth, and is employed for the dress of labouring

men.

Canvas.—There are four distinct kinds of canvas—the

silk, thread of flax or hemp, cotton, and woollen. They

are to be distinguished by numbers corresponding to

their several sizes. The finest canvas, whether of silk,

thread, or cotton, is denominated Mosaic. Amongst
those in use for embroidery are the Berlin or Penelope

Canvas (Fig. 108), Check Canvas (Fig. 109), Flattened

French and Flax Canvas (Fig, 110), the Java and Japanese

(Fig. Ill), Painters' Canvas, and coarse descriptions such

as Scrim, made of hemp, for tent curtains and sails,

upholstery, papering, and sieves. The seat of the home
manufacture is at Dundee. (See Beblin", Bolting, Cotton,

Flattened, Silk, Thread, and Woollen Cantas.)
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Fia. 111. Java Canvas.

With the exception of silk canvas, four sizes only are

generally manufactured, which number about twenty-one,
twenty-nine, thirty-four, and forty threads to the incli

respectively.
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Canvas Work. — Before the introduction of Berlin

patterns, in 1835, all wool work upon canvas was called

by this name, which lias now, however, become almost

obsolete. Besides the canvas work descrilied under

Berlin wool work, there are fovir other kinds. One,

where the pattera is painted upon the canvas, and the

worker has no stitches to count, liut simply matches the

shades of colour upon the canvas and works them in

cross or tent stitch, commencing mth the darkest shade

and ending with the lightest. A second, where the ground

is of cloth or satin, and the pattern upon canvas, the

threads of which are pulled away when the design is

finished. A third, where gold or silver braid is sewTi upon

canvas in outline patterns, and the grounding filled in

with cross or tent stitch ; and the fourth, the Raised

Canvas Work (which see). Ancient canvas work was

done upon very fine canvas in tent stitch, and >vas really

Tapestkt Work (which see). The works of Miss Linwood,

dm-ing the latter part of the last centui"y and the beginning

of the present, are the most remarkable examples of

modem canvas work. They are large copies of celebrated

pictures, sixty-four in number, and were dra"wn upon

closely woven canvas, or tammy, by that lady's own hand,

and embroidered by herself in coloui-ed worsteds, or what
are now called crewels, dyed expressly for the purpose.

These pictures were exhibited to the public, and one is

now in the South Kensington collection. All the stitches

enumerated in Berlin wool work are suitable for canvas

work.

Raised Canvas Work.—This is a work that is executed

from Berlin flowerdesigns upon silk canvas with plush stitch,

and which when completed is raised above the foundation,

and has the appearance of velvet pile. The plush stitches

forming the pattern are made in single Berlin wool, and

taken over a mesh. The work is begun from the l:>ott(.)m,

and each line completed before the next is commenced,

and the mesh holding the first line of stitches kept in

position until the second line is worked, when it is with-

drawn, and ready for using in the third line. From this

manner of working a number of shades of wool are

required at one time. To prevent delay, have them
ready threaded and aiTanged before commencing the

work. When the pattern is completed, cut the loops

made on the surface by the "ndthdrawal of the meshes,

and be careful that they are cut quite evenly, and then

turn the work and paste a piece of tissue paper at the

back of the phish stitches to prevent any of the cut

threads coming out. Raised canvas work is only suitable

for mantel boards and fire screens.

Cap.—See Millinery.

Capitonu^.—This is a French term, signifying cb'awn

in at intervals, as a stuffed sofa, chair, or pincushion,

which is buttoned down at each attachment of the double

material, at the front and back.

Cap Spidngs.—These applianees are made of steel, and

in either round or flat form. They are sold by the gross.

Carbonised Linen and Paper.—These are required

for tracing patterns upon thick materials, and used in

braiding, crewel work, silk, liaen, and cloth embroideries.

The best is the linen which is sold in two colours,

white and blue. It is dui-aljle and clean. The paper

is sold in black, blue, white, and red ; but the black

rul_>s oil' upon the mat(jrial, aud is not good. A new

piece of linen or paper .slioidd be either rubbed with

bread or tissue paper laid between it and the work, as the

carbon, when quite fresh, is liable to come off. The white

is used when tracing on dark materials, the blue for light.

To trace, lay the material upon a sheet of plate glass, then

place the carbonised linen, and then the pattern. See

that the pattern is over the part it is to be traced upon,

and then pin all three together. Take a blimt bone crochet

hook or steel knitting needle, and carefully go over every

hue of the pattern with a firm, even pressure upon the

needle. Look under the earljonised Unen now and then to

see if the marks are light, and continue until the whole

design is thus transfeiTcd. Carbonised linen can be

warmed with a moderately-heated iron, when, after much
using, the marks are becoming faint ; or it can be entirely

renewed.

Carmelite.—A woollen textile, almost identical with

beige. So called because adopted as the dress of the order

of Carmelites. It is 2.5 inches in width.

Carnival Lace.—A Reticella lace, used in Italy, Spain,

and France dm-ing the sixteenth centui-y, and differing

only in its pattern from the ordinary Reticella. This

particular lace was ornamented with badges of the families

who possessed it, and was given as part of the trousseau to

the bride, aud worn biy her during the wedding ceremonies

and upon state occasions, such as carnivals, during her

life. See Bridal Lace.

Carpet Bindings.—These are manufactured in different

qualities, the best being made entirely of worsted, and the

inferior kinds of a mixture of worsted and cotton thread.

They are to be had in plain colours and also in chintz

designs, so as to match carpets of every colour. They are

sold by the gross, foui- pieces of 36 yards each. They may
also be purchased by the yard from a few pence upwards,

according to the width and quality.

Carpet Thread. — A heavy-made three-cord sewing

thread. It may be had in black, drab, green, brown,

yellow, and red, as well as unbleached, and is made with a

soft and satin-like finish. It is sold by the ounce and the

pound.

Carpet Worsted.—A verj' coarse kind of sewing thread

of worsted yarn, made in various liright coLjurs, and done

up in balls. It is sold in paper bags containing 31b. or

61b. each, and is employed for the darning and renewing

of carpets.

Carrickmacross Point.—A lace made in Ireland since

the establishment of schools of lace making in 1846, after

the famine years. It is a needle point, and an imitation of

flat Valenciennes. The grounds are Bride and wheel

shaped Reseau, more resembling fillings than grounds.

(See Grounds and Laces.)

Casbans.—Cotton textiles of similar make to jaconets,

only of a stouter quality, some being twilled and having a

finished surface, resembling sateen. They are chiefly used

for linings, the widths running from 30 to 36 inches.
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Cascade.—The method of laying down a trimming of

lace folded in a zig-zag form, iirst one way and then back

again, taking a broken diagonal descent do^vn the front of

a dress.

Caseing.—A term used to denote a cover of material,

of whatever description, through which a ribbon is to be

passed, laid on the article separately from the foimdation

stufl.

Casliinere des Indes, or Goat Cloth.—A variety of

casimir, made of the soft wool of the Thibet goat, mixed

with Australian wool. It is exceedingly fine in textui-e

and twilled, measuring 42 inches in width. Thi; seat of the

manufacture is at Rheims, and those French made are much
superior to our own. Many imitations and varieties of

this cloth are made iu England. One description is pro-

diiced at Bradford, the weft of which is spun from the fur

of the Angola rabl^it, which is an exceedingly soft material

and much resembles cashmere. There is also a variety

made at Huddersfield, called the Tigrc cashmere ; a varie-

gated cloth, having a cotton warp, figured, and shot with

goats' hair. Ordinary French cashmere is sent to England

unwashed and vmdy(?d, is of a delicate ecru or cream

colour, and is made entirely of wool, either of the finest

Saxon or the Australian.

Casimer, or Cassimere, or Kerseymere.—A twilled

woollen cloth, remarkable for its pliability, so that when

pressed it does not become creased. One third of the

warp is always above and two-thirds below each shoot of

the weft. It is either single or double milled, and is

usually woven of the width of 31 or 36 inches, and reduced

by milling to 27 inches. Cassimerette is another variety

of this stuff.

Cassinette.—A cloth made of cotton warp, and the

woof of very fine wool, or wool and silk. It differs from

toiliuotte and Valcntia in having its twill thrown diagonally,

and measures 27 inches in width.

Cast off.—A knitting term, used to descriljc the

finishing of the woi-k in any pai-t. See Knitting.

Cast on.—A knitting term, used to describe the first

putting of the wo(jl upon the needle to form stitches. See

Knitting.

Castor.—A heavy broadcloth, used for overcoats.

Cast over.—A knitting term, used when the cotton is

brought over the needle and quite round it. Identical

with " Round the Needle." See Knitting.

Caterpillar Point.—A needle made lace, resembling

flat Venetian point, made in Italy during the seventeenth

century, and distinguished by this name from other

varieties of Venetian lace. The reason it was so called

was the resemblance of the nan-ow, curling, and inter-

lacing sprig that formed its pattern to the bodies of cater-

pillars when in motion. These sprigs are surrounded with

a fine cordonnet closely buttonholed, and are filled with a

variety of thick stitches, such as Escalier and Brabai^on.

They are connected together with fine brides, trimmed with

cockscombs and picots, and the effect of the whole design

is peculiarly rich and delicate. A different kind of cater-

pillar lace has lately been made at Munich by a gentleman

of that place, who has trained a large hairy species of

caterpillar to unconsciously become lace makers. The
process is as follows : A paste is made of the food the

caterpillars most like, which is thinly spread upon a

smooth flat stone. A lace design is then traced upon this

with oil, and the caterpillars arranged at the bottom of

the stone, which is placed in an inclined position. The

caterpillars eat their way from the bottom to the top of the

stone, avoiding any parts touched with oil, and spinning

a strong web as they go, which serves to connect the

imeaten parts together. This lace finds a sale because of

the peculiarity of its make, and it is distinguished from

real lace Jjy its extreme lightness, a square yard of it only

weighing 4J grains, while the same quantity of net would

weigh 262 grains.

Catherine Wheel.-—This wheel is also known by the

name of Sjiider Wheel or Spider Stitch, and is chiefly em-

ployed to fill up round holes in embroidery on muslin. It

is made as follows : The roimd to be filled by the wheel is

outlined with embroidery cotton, and then closely button-

Fio. 112. Cathekine ok Spider Wheel.—Detail A.

holed; a row of loose butt(jnhole is then worked under it,

and from this the cords that form the centre of the wheel

proceed («ee Fig. 112, Detail A). These are taken across

the space in the order shown by the figures, I to 2 being the

first line ; 2 is corded back to the centre, and the needle ia

Fig. 11.3. Catherine or Spider Wheel.—Detail B.

then put m at 3, which is corded back to centre, and so on
until all the lines are completed. The boss is then formed
by passing the thread under and over the threads until a

roimd is made of the size indicated in Fig. 113, Detail B,

and the thread corded up No. I to finish. A line of over.
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Fr<^.114. Centre Fibre.

cast taken round the second line of buttonhole when the

hranohing lines are formed, tends to strengthen and to

stiffen the work. The under musliu is cut away from the

first buttonhole line, when the wheel is complete.

Catskin Fur {Felis catas).—The fur of the wild cat of

Hungary is of a bro>\Tiisli grey, mottled, and spotted with

black. It is soft and durable, and is employed f(jr cloak

linings and wrappers for carriages. The domestic cat of

Holland is bred for its fur, fed on fish, and carefully

tended until the coat has arrived at its full perfection.

Caul Work.—The ancient name for Netting, which see.

Centre Fibre.—This centre fibre is required in Honiton

lace making and other piUow laces, when a raised appear-

ance is to be given to the centre of the leaves. This is

shown in Kg. 114, and worked as follows :—Hang on five

pairs of bobbins at the stem of the leaf, work up the

middle of the first leaf, and when last pin is stuck work to

the turning stitch and back ; then with the pair lying at the

pins, make a rope sewing, and this, which is termed a

return rope, is made not upon the

stem, but at the back of it. Work
the next two fibres in the same

manner, the middle one last, and

when each is finished run a piece S'?";-~?iii-f^Sf^
to its head in the end hole, and take ^g^jj^'^^'ui-Siiiir

out the rest. Now cany the raised

work to the tip of the middle leaf,

hang on two pairs, work back in

whole stitch, and when the fibre is reached take out the

pin, stick it thi-ee or four holes lower down, insert the

hook into the top hole, and make a sewing with the centre

stitch of the work to the cross strand, this will secui-e the

fibre, and it can now bo worked over. The other leaves

are done in the same manner.

Ceylon Pillow Lace.—A lace of Maltese design, made
in Ceylon by the native women and probably imported

there by early European settlers. It is of no commercial

value, and only remarkable because of its resemblance to

that of European manufactm-ers.

Chain Boulee.—A short rough cord made in macrame

lace with two threads, Hold one in each hand, and keep

the left tight while looping the right hand thread over it,

and running it to the top of left hand thread. The right

hand thread is then held tight, while the left hand thread

is looped over it. In this manner a I'ough cord of any

length can be made. See Mackame.

Chain Fork.—This instrument is usually made ijf

ivory, bone, or boxwood. It is shaped something like an

ancient lyre, but flat, and the braid is fastened round the

two horns, and when made into a chain is passed through

the round hole in the middle of that portion of the fork

which resembles the sounding-board.

Chain Stitch.—A stitch u.sed in embroidery, tambour

work and crochet. The manner of working it for em-

broidery (shown in Fig. 115) is as follows :—Bring the

needle, threaded, from back of material, and f<3rm a loop

on the right side, and keep this loop steady with the

left thumb, returning the needle close to where it came

out; bring the needle up again in centre of loop, and
pull the thread evenly up ; then form another loop and
return needle as before, and so on

for the whole of the pattern. Gold

thread, silk, and cijtton are all used

for chain stitch.

Chain Stilch Crochet. See

Crochet.

Chain Stitch in Tambour Work
(of which it is the only stitch) is

formed with a crochet hook, and

can only he worked upon fine linen,

cambric, or muslin, that will allcjw

of the work piassing through it with

ease. The material Ijeing stretched

in an open frame, the thread is

drawn through from the back to

the front by the hook in a succes-

sion of loops, the second loop formed

catching or securing the first, and

so on for the remainder.

Fia. 11,5. Chain Stitch
(Embeoidekt).

Chain Stitch Embroidery.—One of the most ancient

of eudjrijideries, and first brought from the East, where it

is still practised by the Persians, Indians, and Chinese.

It was known to the workers in Europe of the Middle Ages,

and much of the celebrated Opus Anghcanum was simply

chain stitch. When worked with a hook, and not with a

needle, it was known in later times as Tambour work.

The imitation of chain stitch embroidery by machinery has

caused it to fall into discredit: but although machinery

may do much in reproducing the appearance of hand work,

it can never give such an amount of varied shades and
minute curves and embellishments that hand work can in

this emljroidery. The emljroidery can be worked upon any
material, and with anything that can be threaded ; it is

chiefly worked in filoselle or gold thread upon cloth or silk,

or in bright coloured washing silks and cottons upon white

materials, for ornamenting washing dresses and household

linen. Fig. 116, p. 64, is an example of this kind of em-

broidery, and is done with red iugraiu C(5tton upon flax or

Kerriemuir twill, and used for a tea table cover. The
same pattern would lo<jk well as a border to a Japanese

silk tablecloth. The pattern is traced with the aid of

carbonised paper and ti'acing linen, or ironed off. Chain

stitch embroidery is now m(.>re used for embellishing Church

linen than for anything else, the corporal, chalice veil

and cliith, used at commmiion, should all be <_'mbroidered

with designs in chaui stitch, either in white oi- crrloured

washing silks. These designs must necessarily be eccle-

siastical, and placed above the pilain inch wide hem that

finishes the linen. The communion cloth is generally of a

fine damask woven expressly for the purpose, and should be

made so as to fall over the table to the depth of embroidery,

should there be no sviper-frontal. The chalice veil is of

fine cambric or silk, from nine to eighteen inches square
;

the corporal of fine lawn. The only colours allowed in this

embroidery are red, blue, lilac, and green ; but the two

first are the ones chiefly used. The Chain Stitch (which

.see), though forming the chief part of the design, can be
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varied with satin stitch fillings, or with enrichments

of dots and bosses worked in dotting cotton ; but the

character of the work should be that of an outline, or it

will be too heavy foi' the pm'pose.

Chain Work Cloth.—A peculiar style of textile, em-

ployed for tambouring and hosiery.

Challis, or Chalis.—A thin textile, made of silk and

wool, and having a good lustre ; employed for women's

dresses. It is twilled and printed in coloured flowers on a

white ground, which ho,s the effect of velvet painting.

Chautilly Blonde Lace.—No other country can surpass

France in its black and white silk blonde laces. They were

first made at Chantilly about the year 1740, and, though

produced at Caen and Bayeux, the mother town was con-

sidered to manufacture finer patterns and textured laces,

though it did not produce such large pieces. The old

white and black pillow blondes were made of floss silk,

with flowers of large size, and with a fine open gi-ound.

These cost twenty guineas a yard, and were much used in

the court of Marie Antoinette. Fig. 117 is an illustration

f 10. 1113. CHAIN STITCH EMBBOIDEEY.

This material was introduced into this country about the

year 1832. It is made on a similar principle to the

Norwich crape, but is thinner and softer, and without a

gloss. The width measures about thirty inches.

Chamois Leather.—The skin of the Alpine goat of

that name, which has been " efflowered " or deprived of the

epidermis. It is dressed without tan, salt, or alum, and is

brought to a state of pelt by liming and washing. That
dyed buft' colour is dipped in tan ooze. The skin is

strong, soft, elastic, and warm in wear, is used for tight

of one of them, copied from one of the old order books of

that date ; but is much reduced in size, in order to take

in its design. The flowers and ground of this lace are

worked in the same silk, and not in two kinds as they often

were, and the pattern has more open stitches about it

than some of the laces. The manufactory at Chantilly

was broken up during the French Revolution, and most of

the lace makers were guillotined, as the popular fury could

not distinguish between the wearers and makers of a costly

faliric, and classed them both as royalists. It was, how-

Fio, 117, CHANTILLY .BLONDE LACE.

riding breeches for both sexes, as it does not wrinkle,

and is othei^wise suitable for that purpose, as well as for

under vests, linings (jf jjetticoats, and other garments,

which are perforated to make them more wholesome wear.

Chamois leather is used by jewellers in cleaning trinkets

and plate, and is also empjloyed for cleaning carriages.

It is sold by the skin. Much leather, impi-operly called

chamois, and rightly named wash-leather, is the skin of

deer, sheep, and ordinary goats prepared with oil.

Champ.—A lace term for the ground, whether reseau or

bride. Identical with fond and trielle. Bee Fond,

ever, restored in 1805, when the white blondes were eagerly

bought, and the trade flt)urished more than at any other

period of its history. The large patterned blondes mattes

were then made. The machine laces spoilt the trade in

white blondes, and black are now chiefly made. The flowers

of the modern laces are not so heavy and so distinct as

those of the old blondes
; they are slighter in form, and

thoroughly dispersed over the lace, and cannot be trans-

ferred from the ground like the ancient ones. Another
variety has been brought to great beauty. It is a close

pattern with deep borders of irregular outline, flowered
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in most patterns, and contrasts with the fine filmy reseau

grouml upon which it is worked. It is too expensive to

be an article of commerce, and the Ohautilly laces now

in the market are nearly certain to he productions of

either Caen or Bayeus. See Caen.

Check-Mohair.— Dress material, so called from the

pattern woven in it. and measuring 24 inches in width. It

ia much employed for children's ch-esses ; the cross-bars

being of small ilimeusious. like the shepherd's plaid and

the " Louisine silks." The price varies according to the

quality. It may be had in pink, Ijlue, liro^vn, red, and

black " shepherd's plaid " checks ; all on a white ground.

It is plain made, i.e., not produced in any fancy style of

weaving.

Cheese Cloth.—An open-make of fine canvas, employed

for di'a^Ti wcirk embroidery. It is 42 iuches in wddth, and

is inexpensive, but varies in price in different shops.

Chemise.—A loose under shirt of linen, longcloth. or

calico, worn next to the vest ; scmietimcs called Shift. See

Cutting Out and Dressmaking.

Chemisette.— A plain or ornamental under Ijodice,

with fronts and liacks im.conuected at the sides. See

Cutting Out and Dressmaking.

Chenille.—The French for Caterpillar. A beautiful

description of cord employed fi ir embroidery and decora-

tive purposes. The name denotes the appearance of the

material, which somewhat resembles that of a hairy cater-

pillar. It is usually made of silk, is sometimes a com-

bination of silk and wool, and has been produced in wocd

only. There are two sizes, the coarse is called Chenille

Ordinaire, the smaU Chenille a Broder. There is a new
kind of chenille called Pomponet. having a very long pile,

boa-shaped, and employed for neckties. Tor the purposes

of miUinery it is mounted on fine wire.' ; the fine soft silk

chenille is that used for embroidery, and is sold in art

colours.

Chenille Cloth. —Also knomi as Moss Bege. This

material is made with a fringed silken thread used as weft

in pile-weaving, in combination with silk, wool, or cotton.

When woven, the fringed threads protrude through the

interstices of the material, and pjroduce a fur-like sur-

face. Many varieties are made, since the recent great

demand for the cloth, both in millinery, dress, and

flower making. It was appropriately named by the

French chenille (caterpillar), from its great resem-

blance to the insect's velvety coat of fur. It is 27 iuches

in width.

Chenille Embroidery.—A work originating in France,

and deriving its name from the resemblance its round fluffy

threads have to the bodies of caterpillars. Diu-ing the

eighteenth century, cheniUe embroidery was the fashion

at the French Court, and many specimens of it executed

by Marie Antoinette and her ladies are still preserved.

Prom France it passed over to England, and was popular

for years, and never entirely disappeared in this country.

The taste for the work has now revived ; and when well

executed, it has all the softness and beauty of painting

upon velvet, and well repays the time and money spent

upon it. It shoidd only Ijc uai/d about artich'S that are

not liable to be i;rushi'd, und hjoks particularly liandsome

when made up as curtain lioi'di'i-s, in which form it has
Ijcen lately employed ut the South Kensington Scho^d of

Art Necdhework.

Chenille is of two kinds ; the fine, or ChcnilL' a Brodi-r,

wduch is soft and not on wire, is the om- useil in old W(.)idc

and in the I)etter sorts of ni'ideru
; and Chenille Ordinaire,

a ('oarse chenille, only adapted for being either Couched
ujjou the surface of the matei'ial, or passed through large

holed silk canvas, or gold and silver perforati-d cardboard.

The fiui- idienilli' crisis aliout 3d. the yard, and the greater

the uuiidier of shades reipiired in the ilesign the greater

the expense, and therefore simple satin eudjroidcry

patterns are the best to work from.

The design sli'iuM be outlined upon tlic material before

it is fi'amed, and a ccdoui'erl patti.'rn usi'd to -work from.

The needles used shi.mld be those with wide eyes and

sharp points, and the idieuille threaded in short lengths,

as every passing backwards and forwards deteriorati-s its

pile. If the work is done upon canvas it should lie

stretched in a frame, and only the design worked in

idienille, the gr'")uudiug being done in cross or ti'nt stitch

with filoselle or wool. The stitch used is Tent Stitch, and

many needlefuls <>{ various ccdiiured chenille rerjuire to be

threaded Ijcfore the work is commenced, as eacli shade of

colour is put in following the line preceding it, not the whole

Fig. 118. CHENILLE E M B E Q I D E K Y^Detaii. A.

of one shade worked before another is commenced. Pig. 118

( Detail A) is of fine chenille worked upon thin silk. The silk

is framed after the outline of the design has been traced,

and the needles, filled with chenille, are brought up from

the back of the frame, and pushed down again as in

ordinary woolwork. The chenille of eacdi thread can alsc)

be laid on the surface in lines, and secured with silk of

the same colour, and. at the commencement and end, a hole

made through the material with a stiletto, and the chenille
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pulled tlxrovigh to the wrong side, and there secured ; but,

unless the foundation is thick and heavy, the first manner

of working is lietter.

Chenille Ordinaire can lie worked as shown in Fig. 119

(Detail B I, \ipon large open-meshed canvas, and passed luick-

wards and forwards through the canvas. The shades

employed are few, the stitches used for the rosebud are

Satin, for leaves and points of bud Tete de B<eup. for

the stem Ceewel. Upon a closei' material this chenille

Fig. 119. Chemlle EMcrtolHEny upon lakge Canvas—Detail B.

would Ijc laid in lines clo^e t(jgether for the leaves of a

pattern, while loops of chenille, mounted upon fine wire

and sewn to the material with purse silk, would make the

flower petals, the centres to flowers being made l:>y loops

sewn flat, and the stems formed of plainly couched chenille.

Fig. 120 (Detail Ol is an illustration of Chenille Ordinaire

used upon perfoi'ated gold and silver cardboard, and very

pretty devices and patterns can lie worked by simple

arrangements of tlie stitches, so as to form ei'osses. stars,

and wheels. The work is usi'ful as an ornamentation for

sachets, Ijlotting cases, dinner ilugs. and other fancy

9- V<9 «9 «-1S O 9 «'» ]

Fig. 120. Chenille ^:i!^)'& <Jold Caki^uoard— Detail C.

articles suitulile for bazaars. The cardl)oard shoidd be

backed with linen, to prevent its breaking away in the

process of working, and the chenille tlireaded into large-

eyed needles, which are passed backwards and forwards

through the cardbfiard, as if it were canvas. Two or

three distinct contrasting I'oloui's arc the best to use for

this kind of chenille embroidery.

Chenille lace.— A peculiar kiml id' lace uiaile during

the eighteentli century, in France. The ground of this

lace was made of silk in honcyc<:imb Rcseau, the patterns

were poor, and chiefly geometrical, filled with thick stitches,

and outlined witli fine white chenille ; hence the name.

Chenille Needles.—These needles resemble in form
the ordinary wool needle, but are sharp at their points.

and -to avoid rubbing the chenille they are very wide in

the eye.

Chenille Bolio.—A twisted silk cheniUe cord stiffened

by wire ; used, according to its width, either to surround

glass shades for clocks, boxes, &o., or to be twisted into

fl(>wers. It is sold by the yard and by the piece. When
passed through an iron tube the chenille becomes the

silky compact roll appropriately nicknamed " rats' tails,"

employed in rich mantle fringes.

Chenille Travailleuse.—The French name to designate

the fluffy silk thread empiloyed in embroidery, fringes, and

gimp ornaments.

Chequer Stitch. — This stitch is used for working

berries in Honiton lace designs, and is illustrated in the

Pop2yy and Briony design. [See Honiton Lace.) Hang
on six paii's of bobbins, and begin at the base of the lower

berry, work the stem all round, leave the three outer piairs

of bobbins to carry on the stem afterwards, hang on six

more pairs. There being stem on both sides, there wiU he

one pair of workers to pass backwards and fonvards across

eight pairs ; work one, twist the workers thrice; work two,

twist thricf. work two. twist thrice ;
work one, and sew to

the stem. Repeat this row three times, then sew the

work(.'rs to the next pin hole, twist all the passive pairs

three times, and repeat the three rows; then sew to two

pin holes in succession, and twist the passive pairs. Be

careful to draw each stitch well up. This stitch can be

used for fillings to flowers as well as lierries.

Chequete.—A Frenidi term employed in dressmaking,

to denote "pinked out," or cut by means of scissors, or

a stamping instrument having teeth, which produces a

YUi. 121. CHEt^UETi:.

decorative bordering in notched scallops, or diamond
points, to a. silk ribbon, flounce, or other trimming.

See Fig. 121.

Chessboard Canvas.—A handsome thick white cotton

canvas, designed as a fcnmdation for embroidery. Each
chequer is upwards of an inch square, and made in alter-

nate honeycomb pattern, and simple Egyptian cloth mat.

The width is 2Hi inches. Sfc illustration (Fig. 122) on
page 67.

Cheveril.—Soft leather, made of kid-skin.

Cheviot Cloth.—A rough description of cloth, made
both for men and women's dress, twilled, and coarser than
what is known as homespun. This cloth is 27 inches in

width. The Cheviot homespun measures 25 inches in

width, and Cheviot tweed 27.

Chiffon 'Work.—A modern variety of patchwork, which
consists of laying on to a foundation straight lines of

black velvet alternately with stripes made of pieces of silk

and satin. The advantage of chiffon work is that it uses
up pieces of silk too small for ordinary patchwork, and
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pieces that arc c\it upou the cross. To work : Cut out and

arrange bits of silk as in patchw(_>rk, but upon the cross
;

lay dowTi a line of velvet, and then tack a piece of silk

to it, so that it will turn uver on the riglit side. Con-

tinue to tack pieces of silk together cut into the forms

of crosses, wedges, rounds, and other devices, l>ut keeji

them within the margin of a liroad straight liand. Add
more velvet and more coloiu'ed stripes until the founda-

tion material is quite covered, then stuff the vehet with

wadding to give it a raised appearance, and ornament the

scraps of silk with Coeal, Feathek, Hekeingbone.
and other fancy stitches in filoselle, after the rest of the

work is finished. The foimdation should lie of ticking or

coarse canvas.

Fio. 122. CHESSBOARD CANVAS.

China Crape.—A l.ieautiful variety lA crape, Ijut thicker

in textui'e than the iirdinary kind, remarkably fine, but

weighty in substance. It is generally sold at Indian ware-

houses, being made in white and various colours, exqiu-

sitely dj'ed, and is employed for women's dress. It is made

of raw silk, gummed, and tivisted (in the mill, aud woven

without crossing. The width is 24 inches.

China Grass Cloth.^A lieautiful and delicate, as well

as a very coarse description of cloth, having its origin in

China. It is produced from the fibres of a sp)ecies of

nettle [Vriico iilvca). wdiich the natives split into lengths

and unite together at the smaller ends. Exquisite hand-

kerchiefs and fine linens are also made from China grass.

and of late years it has been united with silk and cotton

for colonred textiles, ha\Tng a brilliant appearance. It

is employed in Canton, and has been utilised at Leeds

with much success. Very beautiful textiles are produced

in China grass with a silk warp. One of the chief

seats of the manufacture as a yarn is to be found at

Leeds.

China Ribbon.—A very narrow ribl>on, of alji.iut oni>

eighth of an inch in wiilth, woven with a plain edge, and

to be had in one colour, or shaded gradually from a dark

to a light lint of any colour. This description of riljlion

was much in fashion about forty years ago, but the best

qualities are now only to In- hail at first-elass emliroidery

shops in town, and s<jmetimi'S in i-ounti'y places. In-

ferior kinds are procin-alile elsi/where. China ribbon

is often tised for liook niarki'rs in the 1iest lioimd books

(especially jiraj-er books), lieiug attaclied in the process of

Viindiug.

China Ribbon Embroidery.—Tliis work was largely

employed for decorative purposes d\iring the earlier part of

the present century, and has lately reajipi.^ared tinder the

title i.if Roeoi'o eiidiroidery. Aucient designs were all

fioral aud of the Renaissance style, and differed but little

from those used at that perioil for silk emliroidery upon

dresses, waistcoats. Ac. Tin.' materials required are China

rilibon of various colours, shaded ami self-odotired ;

silk, satin, or velvet fotmdati'.'ns. and emljroidery silk.

Shaded China ribbons. Ijeing now otit of date, are sold

I >uly at some ' >f the first class eml.iroidery shops ; but

the jdain can still be met with at linendrajjers.

The woi'k, which is very durable, is done in a frame ; the

liackgroimd being generally selected of a dark colour, as

the ribbons look best uji<_)n dark foundations. When it

has been stretched in a frame the design is traced upon it,

and the ribbon applied to it as fijUows—For all spraj's

intended for leaves or grasses, sliLnleil green China ribbon

is threaded upion a large crewel needle and worked in

Satin Stitch. The needle is brought up from the back of

the material at the .inter line of the spray, the ribbon held

in the left hand to i.irevent its twisting, and the needle put

into the material in the cimtr.; of the spray >m- leaf rather

in a slanting direction. All one side of tlie leaf is

thus formed, aud then thi/ .ither side worke-d iu the same

manner, always liriuginu' the ribbon from the <;iuter edge

and finishing in the centre. By this means the appear-

ance of a centre veiu is given to the leaves au<l spraj's.

The flowers are variously worked : small ones with

tmshaded riblion in Satin Stitch worked to their

centres, and a knot of different coloured rilibon put over

the satin stitch as a finish ; while large ones are more

raised, liy the ribljon being run Lit one edge and gathered

closely together, and then sewn to the backgrotmd in

enlarging circles so that the unrtm edge of the ribbon

stands up from the material iu thick round masses. The

centres of these rounds are made of shaded rild>ons, and of

a different colour to the shaded ribliou tised in the first

part of the rounds. The l.nuls are made of satin stitch,

with rildious of two coLuirs. but not shaded; or all of the

same tint, and finished with stitches of emljroidery silk,

and stems and other light parts i<i the work are worked

j with the same silk iu Chain, Crewel, or Long stitch.

The liest patterns are those that introduce flowers of the

forget-me-not size, small roses and Idueliells, as. although

this work does in no way attempt to be nattu-al, it should

never offend by being executed iu Lirge designs : when

worked iu small patterns, it has a i|uaint old-fashioned

look it (aninit i-etain when enlarged.

K 2
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Fig. 123 is au illustration taken from a piece of work

fifty years oLl, and intended for a saeket or hand-ljag.

The feiundatii.m is of Ijlack satin, and the colours used

arc as follows :—Couiniencing from the top left hand

conier, the spray there is formed of pink and white ribbon

intermixed, the large flower of amber-ci>li;iured shaded

ribbon, with buds of a deeper tone, and the small bunch of

flowers beneath it (jf blue with yellow centres. On the

right hand, the small flowers at the top are yellow, the

rose cif gathered rilibcm of a. pilain crimson shade, and the

bimch of small flowers above it of white witli piiuk centres.

The rose in centre is formed Ijy the rilil:iou being closely

are run instead of crochet cotton. It is suitable for any

linen or cotton materials, coarse enough to allow of their

threads being drawn out easily, and is useful for table-

cloths and chair backs, and very simple in execution.

The material is cut to size, and then lines wider than

the ribbon drawn out in it at equal distances from each

other. Into these drawn lines ribbon is run, which has

previously been threaded into a rug needle. The ribbon is

darned down the space left by the drawn threads, going

over six and under six of the threads still remaining.

An inch and a half space is generally sufficient to

leave between the lines, and this should be ornamented

Fig. 1;;3. CHINA EIBBON EMBEOIDEKY.

gathered as liefore dcscribcil, the ci^lour of a variegated

deep) red, the little t«'o-petal flowers over it ai'c rose colour,

and at its left side arc jfcllow and white, the f(nn--petal

flowers underneath rose pink with white centres. Leaves

throughout of shaded yellow greens. All stems, rose

thcirns, and other fine parts of the pattern are formed of

green purse silk, and worked in Stem or Oeewel stitch.

The above are the shades used upon this old piece of work,

and as none of them are produced from aniline dyes they

amalgamate extremely well.

China Kibbon Work.—A modern name given to a

kind of drawn work, into which coloured China ribbons

with a pattern in Holbein or Cross Stitch. Various

coloured ribbons can be used in one piece of work ; their

ends being allowed to form the fringe with the drawn
threads of the material. Check and other drawn patterns

may be adapted to China ribbon work, the riljbons being

crossed in the open spaces. The ribbons when forming
check pattern should be sewn on the wrong side of the

material to keep them from moving, and care must be

taken that they are run in flat and are not twisted. Letters

forming the initials of the worker can bo made by darning
the ribbon into the background, so as to form their out-

lines. These initials are placed in a corner.
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Chinas.— Ribbon composed of a comniou kiuil of satin,

designed for rosettes, bocjk markers, ..^e., and dyed in

white, black, and all colours. They are made in narn.iw

widths, and are trifling in price.

China Sewing Silk.—This silk is of a pure wVxiv

colour. One cpiality is much used Viy glove makers, and a

coarse two or three cord liy staymakers. The l:>est sewing

silk is sold on reels, containing ime i.iunce.

China Stripe Cloth.—A description of Bkoadcloth
(which see).

tinus, which display an amount of labour and delicacy

of execution almost unsurpassed, savij by the Japanese

emljr(jideries. But little of ancient Chinese needlework

now remains, the dampness of the climate being injurious

to the preservation of materials, and the long civil wars

pr(j\-ing destructive to much that had escaped the climate
;

Ijut the ancient designs are (jimtinually repiroduccd with

extreme fidelity, the Chinese mind being averse to novelty

and change, and prefeiTing what is already pronounced

good to any innovations. Toochow was the ancient seat

Fig. ]2i. CHINESE E M B E I D E E Y.

Chinchilla Pur. — (Chinchilla lanigcyd.) Of this

animal there are two varieties, both of South America.

That producing the best fur is a native of Buen(js Ayres

and Arica, and is of a silver grey, the darkest an.l

best in colour coming from the latter place. Those

from Lima arc short in the fur, and inferior in quality.

It is extremely soft and delicate, and lies as readily

in one direction as another. The skins measure 6 Ijy

9 inches.

Chinese Embroidery.—The Chinese appear to have

learnt the art of embroidery from Persia at a very

early date, and became celebrated for their produc-

of emljroidery, but at Canton and Ning-po a great deal is

now worked, particularly large screens, fan cases, and

robes, which are the principal articles in request. Men
embroider as well as women, and the patience with which

they entirely cover a state robe, curtain, or screen with

elaborate needlework, is remarkable. Under the late

dynasty, robes embroidered with floss silk and with gold

and silver thread were worn much more universally than

they are at the present time, as it is now considered

sufficient to indicate a mandarin's rank hj a small square

of emljroidery containing his device, instead of repeating

the same, combined with dragons, rililions. and flowers, all
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over the dress, as was universal during- tlie Ming dynasty.

Ciiinese ladies are also content with embroidery in silk

instead of tloss about their dresses, and the costly tloss

and gold embroideries are found more upon screens and

actors' costumes than upon ordinary wearing apparel. The

Chinese embroider in several ways. Sometimes lioth sides

of the work are the same ; this is done l;iy painting the

pattern upon transparent material, stretching it. and

working in Satin Stitch Ijackwards and f(.a'wards, so

that there is no wTong side.

Another kind is crepe W(jrk. as 1j(jrders to ci'epe shawls.

In this, large showy flowers are W(.>rked in Long and

Feathee Stitch, or in Chain Stitch. The beauty of

the last named consists in the dexterity of its execution,

the lights and shades of the pattern lieing shown, not by

varjang the shades of coLjur. Ijut 1))' W(.irking the Chain
Stitch open and vidde apart for liglit. and close and thick

for dark parts, the eifect lieing fvirther enhancetl by the

soft tones of the Oriental c(-)lours. Feather work, in which

real feathers are introduced, is another kind of emliroidery

they execute ; the designs in the parts where the feathers

are to lie laid are stauiped upon metal, to which the

feathers are glued, and the rest of the pattern finished in

silk work. But their most fam(.)us embroidery is with floss

silk and gold and silver threads. The piatterns for these,

though numerous, exhibit but little variety, the sacred

dragons, various monsters, figures, jars, ribbons, asters,

and cherry blossom, mixed with liirds and butterflies, being

repeated and accurately copied as to colours in most of

the designs. Pattern books for these are sold in China

for a penny.

Fig. 124 is an example of this kind of embroidery. It

is taken from the border of a mandarin's robe, which is

covered from top to bottom with emliroidery in floss silk,

gold and silver thread, and crochet silk, representing

dragons, quaint animals, flowers, ribbons, and jars. The
foundation material is of dark l)lue silk, and the dragons

are constantly repeated all over it. They are formed of

gold thread, laid upon the surface and couched down with

coloured silks. Where the animal has scales these threads

are arranged as half curves, liut upon the head, feet, claws,

and tail the lines are made to fcdhjw the undulations (jf the

parts they represent. The eyes are padded, and very

prominent, and worked with coloured floss silk, while the

mouths are decorated with long white moustaches, which

trail and curl over the backgroinid. The flower sIkjwu in

Fig. 124 is taken from the border of the robe; it has

every petal surrounded with a fine white silk cord, and
filled with Feench Knots in crochet twist; colnur, deep

crimson, shading to pale punk in centres ; the half opened

flowers, same colour's, worked in Satin Stitch ; leaves,

deep green, the large centre one finished with veins of

gold thread ; ribbons, dark blue, turned under light blue,

or green turned mrder yellow ; knot of i-il:ibon, outlined

with white cord, and filled with crimson Fkench Knots.
The animal at the side is worked iu red and white, without

any intermediate shades. None of the colours lileud imper-

ceptildy into each other ; all are sharply defined, and three

distinct shades used when any shading is employed, l)ut

the greater part of the design is in Satin Stitch worked

in one colour. The eflcect is in no way bright and vulgar,

as the tints are all subdued and blend together.

Chinese Silks.—Although there are several varieties

of silk, satin, and brocaded textiles, the silk stuff most

known, and having a large sale in this country, is the

Pongee. It is manufactured from the silkworm feeding

on the leaves of the Ailanthus oak, and made in the

mountain ranges of the province of Shantung, bordering

on the Yellow Sea. See Shantung Pongee Silk.

Chinese Tape, India or Star.—This tape is of

superi(U- strength, and is made lx.>th soft and sized. It is

sold in any lengths desired, or on Idooks. The numbers

run from 00 to 12.

Chine Silk.—So called Iiecause the patterns upon them

have the appearance of having run from damp. The

name is derived from the origin of the st3de in china. The

threads are coloiu-ed in such a manner before being woven,

that when worked up into the silk textile, the peculiar

appearance of the shading is produced. They measure

36 inches iu width.

Chintz.—This word is the Persian for spotted, stained,

or variegated. It is a term employed in this country to

denote^ a fast-printed calico, in which several, and gene-

rally five, difl'crent colours are applied to small designs,

and printed on a white or yellow ground, highly glazed.

Originally of Indian manufacture, and known by the

names of Kheetec and Oalum-koaree, or firm colour-; it

is now made in this coimtry, and is of great beauty.

Chintzes measure from 30 inches to a yard in width.

Chintz Braid.—A cotton galloon resembling dimity

binding, Imt luiving a minute chintz pattci-n, and printed

in all kinds of colours to suit the cb-esses for which

they are designed. They are much employed in the

making of collars and cuffs. Chintz braid is sold in

pieces, or by the yard ; and the price varies according to

the width.

Chip.—Wo(Xl split into thin filaments, for bonnets. See

Millinery.

Chromo Embroidery.—This is a modeiTi work invented

by Mrs. Mee, and consists of c<.doured paper patterns of

flowers (_>r gc^ometrical designs laid upon silk, satin, or

coloured cloth foundations, and then worked over in Satin

Stitch with filoselles or fine crewels, so that the colours

on the pattern are reproduced upon the work. The paper

pattei-n is entirely covered with the satin stitch, and need

not lie rcmcjved. Chromo emlirc.ddery is especially useful

to workers wh(.i are diffident al)0ut their powers of shading

leaves and flowers naturally, as the design, being so close

to the eye, they cannot fail to match the colours painted

upon it, and Iiy f(_>llowing it out line I>y line need be under

no appirehensiou about the result.

Church Embroidery.^Some of the finest specimens of

needlework ever produced are those that were consecrated

to the use of the Church during- the centuries between

the tenth and the sixteenth. In them are displayed

both elaborate workmanship and good design, and we are

the more impu-essed at their production when contrasting

their excellence and refinement with our knowledge of the
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rude manners and customs of tlie times they were fabri-

cated in. Tlie work is, vei'ily, picture paiutiny, the colouring

and the symbolical meaning attaching t(_> the ornaments

depicted matching with the famous illuminations of the

time. Many reasons combined to produce this perfection.

Thus artists were employed to sketch out the patterns

(some of them lay claim to being those of St. Dunstan's),

and an embroiderer was content to labour for a lifetime over

one piece of work, which frequently was too ela))orate to be

finished even then, and was handed reverently down from

one generation to another until completed. Such labour

was looked upon as a service particularly pleasing to the

Creator, nor was there any feai- of its not Ijeing used when
completed. In the gorgeous ritual prevailing l;iefore the

Reformation, every altar required a diiferent frontal and

appendages for each festival or fast; and curtains, known
as Tetravela, were placed at the sides of the altar and

di'awn in front of it, while priests and choristers had

as many various vestments, and all required rich and

elaborate embroidery. The Anglo-Saxons were not behind

other nations in this particular, and mention is made of

gifts of needlework to the Church as far back as T08;

while Pope Innocent and Pope Adrian collected fi'om

England, for St. Peter's, much of the celebrated Opus

Anglicanum; and a good deal of the old needlework now

preserved on the Continent is undoubtedly of English make.

William I. enriched Normandy with it, and it is constantly

mentioned in the "Roman de Rose" and "De Garin," and

in 1345 the Bishop of Marseilles made a special bequest

of his English alb to his chm-eh. The early AngLj-Saxon

embroidery was distinguished by its lightness and freedom

from overloaded ornaments. The designs were chief!}' in

outline, and worked as borders to garments, ,tc. ; they

were all symbolical, and conceived and executed under ti-ue

art principles. These outlines were altered later, when

more elaborate work was achieved. The work executed in

Em-ope from the tenth to the tweUth century was of Eastern

origin, and possesses many of the features of the early

Phrygian and Babylonian embroideries; but the workers

of Europe developed its sac-erdotal character, and clnthed

each individual ornament with symbolical meanings,

while they executed the designs with the minuteness and

untiring patience that now only survives in Japanese

and other Oriental works. The magnificent emliroidery

then produced was a mass of gijd and silver threads,

pearls, spangles, precious stones, and silks. A few

specimens still remain, luit at the time of the Reforma-

tion much was burnt for the sake of the gold, while copes

and frontals were made into carpets and put to other

like uses. The Sion cope. 12.50, the cope of St. Cuthbert,

in Durham Cathedral, the maniple of St. Stephen and

St. Blaise, the palls of the Vintners and Fishmongers'

Companies are still in good preservation, and are the

best known specimens extant. In the earlier Anglo-Saxon

works, which were chiefly in outline, the symbol of the

Gammodian was frequently used, but it is not found iften

in later examples. It had the appearance of the Greek

letter Gamma, and four of these letters were either en-

twined together so as to form a square cross, or two of

them arranged so as to make the figure S, were used with

church nises and leaves as outline embroidery. This

Gammodian was of Indian origin, and was known to the

worshippers of Buddha, H(lO B.C.; it was brought Ijy the

Orientals to Rome, and adopted liy the early Christians

as an emblem of Christ cruciiied. The celebrated Opus
Anglicanum of the twelfth and thirteenth C(.'nturies was
not an outlini' embroidery, l^ut mnsisted of the most

elaborate tilled-in figure designs, the stitch used for the

faces and garments being considered to be an invention

of the English, and therefore its name. It is an

exceedingly fine sp)lit stitch, which has the appearance

of chain stitch, and it is so worked that it follows the

ciirves and lines of the fare and drapery, ami gives the

appearance of relief to a flat surf'ac'_' without any

great change of coloui'ing. This relief was further

heightened by those parts that were intended for hollows

in drapery or flesh being depresseil by a heated knob,

thus throwing what places were 'arranged to be in the

light into boldci' relief. Some fragments of this work

can l:ie seen at South Kensingt(jn. so carefully executed,

Yi'\. Vl'j. Ai/jAi; Cloth ruoM Stlkple Asti.>.\, Oxon.

and with such exactness, that we can understand the

admiration it gained fr'im the whole world. The Opus

Anglicanum was not confined only to this stitch; the

Opjus Plumai'ium, oi' feather stitch, was largely used; also

crewel stitch, longstitcli, and many varieties of couching.

Of the raised woi-k formed with diiferent kinds of couch-

ing an example is shown in Fig. 125, taken fi'om an altar

cloth at Steeple Aston, Oxon, time Edward III, The
grotesque animal (an emblem of power) would not be in-

troduced in the present age upon such a covering, but

figures of this description were not then considered irre-

verent ; witness the representation of the Deity (Fig. 126)

taken from the same cloth. The chief parts of Fig. 125 are

f(]ruied of gold threads couched (iver various thicknesses

(if whipcord, and raised by this means above the level of

the flat embroidery ; the direction of the gold threads are

shown in the design. In Fig. 126 the face is of flesh-

coloured silk, with the features rudely indicated and sur-
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rounded with a thick gold cord. The leaves above and

below the face are in iloss embroidery, surrounded by a

dark cord, and the vein,s in the leaves clearly defined.

Raised work was not always in good taste when applied to

faces of the Holy personages, as the embroiderer frequently

imparted a grotesque expression to the figures instead of

the agonised suifering intended to be conveyed by the con-

torted features ; but nothing could exceed the beauty pro-

duced by the backgrounds formed with these raised couch-

ings or the flat floss embroideries of the figures and

powderings. In Pig. 127, taken from a pulpit cdoth at

Forest Hill, is shown one of the favourite devices of early

embroiderers. It is the winged and crowned angel resting

upon a wheel, and is a syniljol of eternity, power, aud

swiftness. This device is frequently scattered ijver altar

frontals, aud is found worked in every variety of colour ;

in this the wings are of shaded blues and crimsons in

floss silk, couchcil round with a thick C(.ird ; the uimbus of

_ 1/ vs^
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Fig. 126. Altar Cloth fkom .Steeple A.9ton, Ox

silver or gold, surrounded with a gold cord
; the wheel,

of silk, surrounded with gold cord ; the face of the angel
anil hair in floss silk. In the rays proceeding from the
wheel and at the side of the device are shown spangles.

which were always largely used aljout emljroidery, Imt
never laid upon it

;
they are either found forming separate

rays or small devices, as in this design, or ar(_> \i,s(}(l upon
each side of rays, as shown in Pig. 131. They are always
caught down to the foundation material and never appli-

que, aud are fastened to it with Ijright coloured silks.

The devices used in ancient work from the thirteenth

to the sixteenth centuries are noticeable for their con-

stant repetition, and considering the very large amount of

embroidery that was then executed, and the ingenuity and
care expended upon it, this fact indicates that variety in

those days was not looked upon as essi.'ntial, the aim
of the worker being excellence in execution, Thus,

although the figure scenes were varied, and ranged through

incidents in both Old and New Testament, and through

the lives of numerous saints aud martyrs, the symbols
that surrounded the suliject emliroidered as a centre, or

that were scattered separately over the foundation (and

called powderings in that position), were almost limited to

the following : Angels, with or without wheels, the Star of

Betlilehcm (the rays of which are waved like flames), fleur-

de-lys, wingled eagles, leopards, lions, white harts with
crowns and gold chains, griffins, dragons, swans, peacocks,

moons, crowns, lilypots, thistles, roses, and black trefoils.

Secular sulijects were also not wholly excluded, and the coats

of arms of the donor of the frontal may occasionally be met
with worked upon some piart of it. Towards the close of the

fifteenth century Church emliroidery became overloaded

fl-ith ornaments, and more mixed with secular subjects.

Fju. 127. PL'LriT Clotu FROfir Fore.st Hill.

The work may lie said to have died out in England in

the reign of Henry VIII. ; aud althcnigh it continued for
another century on the Continent, it gradually Ijccame
Confined to the nunneries, and was no longer the universal
labour of the ladies of the land ; whilst even among the
nuns the embroidery produced was much inferior to that of

earlier times. The taste for it has during the last twenty
years revived, old specimens are eagerly sought for and
the stitches carefully copied, and the productions of the
present age can vie in minuteness and beauty with the
most elaborate old work, fcjr, -ivith the exception of a few
alteratK.ins, it is identically the same. In modern work,
eveu the sprays and minor parts are applique, and laid

upon the material when worked ; while in olden em-
broideries, although the chief parts were worked upon
doubled flax linen that had been boiled to take out its

stiffness, the lighter were frequently embroidered directly
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on to tlie foundation, and tlie lines laid over to conceal the

junction were stitched on after the two were togethei'.

Now these cords are worked on the applique, and a small

second cord laid to conceal the edges, as by this means

the larger cord is more likely to be evenly stretched and

laid down. The linen foundations are no longer doubled,

it being evident that a double foundation is more trouble-

some to work through than a single, and the linens now
used, being expressly woven for the work, are of the

right thickness. In old work gold lace was often cut

into the shape required for a small filling and inserted

instead of needlework, but this practice has not been

revived. Requiring great attention and much labour to

bring to perfection, church embroidery should not be

attempted by any one who cannot devote a large portion

of her time to it, but its difficulties are soon overcome

by an earnest worker.

The materials necessary ai-e embroidery frames of

various sizes and shapes
; good strong unbleached linen,

boiled to take out stillness and used single (bleached

and cotton materials are injurious to the gold work,

and have a nap on them, so should be avoided); best

English made Genoa velvet, 13s. the yard ; rep silk, 22s.

the yard, or broad cloth, 21s., for foundations, which

must always be of the best
;
piercer, fcir helping ti> lay

on floss or pick up gold bullion ; stiletti?, fiir puncturing

holes ; two thimbles, one for each hand ; nail scissors
;

round-eyed needles of many sizes ; carpet needles, Xr)s. 2,

9, 10, for gold and silk cord
;

packing needles to pull

twist with ; the various floss silks, Dacca, sewings, purse,

Mitorse, gold and silver threads, pearl purl, coli^ured

cords, spangles, bullion, ic. Floss is the most used of

all ; it can be split and subdivided into many pieces, and
is laid on or worked in Long Stitch over all the various

powderings and chief parts of the embroidery. Dacca silk

is used in the same parts of the work
; sewings for tacking

edges down
;
purse silk for all parts re^iuii-ing strength, and

frequently for couchings ; Mitorse for leaves when floss is

not employed; twist, purse silk, gold and silver thread,

for couchings and for ornamental sprays ; spangles for

ornaments, and bullion of three kinds for raised work.

Cloth of gold and silver are often inserted intij the devices

instead of the embroidery, and sometimes brocades, the
" bawdkin " of the ancient chroniclers. All materials

must be of the best, and bought at the best shops, it being

worse than folly to execute such laborious work with

materials that quickly deteriorate, cheap gold and silver

thread or inferior floss quickly betraying themselves.

The hands of the worker must also be smooth, and

should be nibbed daily with pumice stone. Plain needle-

work, or anything that causes the flesh to grate or peel,

should be put on one side for the time, as the fl<jss silk

catches in everything and soon spoils. The hands also

should be dry
;
people who have moist hands cannot work

with silk and gold, as they quickly tarnish ; and the left

hand must be as ready and expert as the right, as it is

constantly employed under the frame where the needle,

without the help of eyesight, has to be put accurately up

to the front in perfect lines of stitchery.

Before commencing the embroidery, draw a full-size

design of it upon paper, and tint it as the colours are to

come. The design when repjresenting a large piece of

needlework, such as an altar cloth, curtain, or piall, would

be too large and too heavy to be wcjrked in one frame;

portions of it must therefore be selected and worked

separately, and afterwards united, and appliqued upon

the velvet or silk background ; but the full-size design

gives a just idea of the whole, and enables the worker

to fit the various pieces correctly together. Stretch the

linen foundation in a frame, with the outline of the

part to Ije worked pcjunced upon it with charcoal, and gone

over with Indian ink ; while a di'awing of the particular

part, full size, with all the various colours indicated,

must be at hand as a reference. Carefully tack in any

pieces of enrichments, such

as gold tissue or brocade,

and commence the work

with raised CorcHiNGS or

with the laying down of gold

threads. These hues of gold

thread are generally worked

so as to follow the wave

of the part they are or-

namenting. Thus, the flower

f~^ shown in Tig. 128 would be

\( entirely executed with lines

of gold or silver, placed as

the shading of the pattern

indicates. Pig. 128 is much reduced from natural size; an

ornament sti small as it is represented rarely has threads

laid d(jwn. Wavy lines of gold are more used than straight

ones, and these are shown in working detail in Fig. 129,

Fir!, 1:^9. C'trrRCH EjrBROiPFr;T-
"WuKKl.NU I»i:t.viL-

Fio. 129. Ciruncu Embroideiit—Working Detail,

and are managed thus : Through a hole made by the

stiletto in the foundation linen, liring to the front of the

work from the back two pieces of gold twist of equal

size and thickness, and make a liend or cur^'c in them

by ctn-Kng them once round the stiletto, and then lay
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them on the foundation with the curve still in them,

and catch them down with the holding tliread thrown

across both at once. Lay the gold twist so curved

between each securing stitch (see Fig. 129 c) on the space

it is to cover in an upright direction, then turn and

bring it down, turn again and bring it up, and so on

until the space is quite filled. These lines need not be

laid close together, but with a space between them equal

to one line in width, and this space may be filled in with a

line laid aftei-wards, the gold twist lying flatter on the

surface when so arranged than when laid down in con-

secutive lines. Turn the twist wherever possible, but in

many places this cannot be done, and it must be ciit and

fastened at the back, and again commenced. When angles

and curves are being laid, it is a task of desterity and

patience to lay the lines and turn them so as to fill the

spaces with the fewest breaks. The fastening threads

must be bright coloured purse silk.

In Fig. 129 these fastening threads are shown worked in

two ways. In the space marked c they are ai-ranged so as

to form open diamonds, while in the long narrow space

marked d every other fastening thread forms pai-t of a

straight line arranged across the woi'k. An illustration

of the two ways of using floss silk is also given in this

working detail. In a it is laid in flat lines across the

surface of the foundation and caught down with lines

of purse silk of a contrasting colour to the floss and

laid in a contrary direction. These are fastened above the

floss silk by catching stitches of silk brought from the

back of the work and returned there. The lines of purse

silk are laid over the floss silk at nearly equal distances

from each other, and are intended to imitate the veinings

of a leaf, the threads that catch them down being of a

silk matching them in colour or a contrasting shade. The

space marked h shows the manner of working the floss

silk when it is passed through the foundation and not

laid upon the surface. It is a long stitch, but worked so

that each stitch is placed in a slanting direction, and does

not follow the preceding one with the regularity of a

Fio. 130. Chdrch EMBitoiDEEY—Stitcu in FLO.sa Silk.

straight line. The long stitch is more fully illustrated in

Fig. 130, whore it is considerably enlarged.

The small space e is filled with black silk lines, which

are caught by the three lines, two of gold tamlxjur and

one silk. The border to the detail is two linos of thick

silk cord of harmonising colours, both caught down with

the same stitch. The single cord that surrounds the

piece of work between e and h is a silk cord, round

which a fine gold thread has been twisted, and which i§

couched down with a silk thread. This working detail

will be an extremely useful piece for a beginner to try

her hand upon, as it com-

bines several of the stitches

that must be known.

The powdering, from an

ancient chasuble, given in

Fig. 131, is another suitable

working detail, and should

be cari'ied out as follows :

—

Lay gold tambour in waved

lines, as at a a A a, and

catch these down with even

rows of purse silk. Lay
down the head of the seed

pod with gold tambom-, as

at A, but the lines must

here be straight. Fill the

stalk B B B with green

floss silk of three distinct

shades, work in long stitch

;

the leaves are of the same,

except the veins E e, which

are of yellow floss silk ; d d,

I'cpresenting the soft hairs

on stalk, is in green floss silk; k, the centre of seed

pod, work with two shades of pinky red floss in upright

Fig. 131. Church Embroidery—
WoRKiNQ Detail.

Fie. 132. Chdrch Embroidbey—Powdering from Hardwickk Hall.

lines, and sun-ound with a silk cord ; H h, work with

silver thread twisted round it and caught down with pale
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blue silk ; in the inside of the cord place a narrow black

cord, and catch it down T\'ith black thread. The two

succeeding oval cords laid upon the gold tambour are of

yellow silk, one thick, l, and one thin, M, but lx)th with a

silver twist round them. The outside cord, g, is also of

yellow, but thicker than either of the others, and caught

down with black. Fig. 132, p. 74, is a powdering, taken from

some ancient work at Hardwicke Hall. Fill the centre

with lines of gold thread laid horizontally, catch them
down with stitches arranged as broad diagonal bands,

and surround with a line of black crochet twist. Lay
gold thread down, to form the calyx, in pei-pendicular lines,

and catch it with stitches arranged in a reverse direction

to those worked in the centre part of the powdering. Make
the leaves surrounding the centre in long stitch, of floss

silk, in three distinct shades of green, and edge them

with crimson cord. Fill the pine shaped head, as to its

Fio, 1.3.3. Chdech Embeoideet—Curtain oe Fbontal.

centre, with dark crimson floss silk, and secure this with

lines of silver twist, forming diamonds; as to the half

leaves on each side in their upper parts work long stitch

in pink, shading to crimson floss, and their lower with light

blue floss, shading to dark, also in long stitch; divide

the crimson stitches from the light blue ones with a line

of black crochet twist ; outline the whole powdering with

a gold cord caiight down with crimson silk. The sprays

proceeding from the powdering work with gold thread, the

upper ones ornament on each side with spangles caught

down with crimson silk.

The next illustrations are for more advanced work, and

therefore are shown in smaller sizes, so as to give some

idea of a whole design. Fig. 133 is border and powderings

suitable either for altar frentals or for altar curtains.

Work the large flcur-dc-lys in long stitch with green floss

of three distinct shades, and edge with lilue purse silk.

Fill the band in tbe centre of thi,' fleur-de-lya with

crimson floss laid in pci-pcmliculai' lines and secure them
either with gold p^issing or with g(jld taniliour, and edge

with Ijlack crochet silk. Tin- various tendrils or sprays

springing from the tt(.'ur-de-Iys make of g(jld thread laid

in lines and caught down with crimsiin silk. These lines

of gold thread should have a line of floss silk laid close

to them, and following their outline ; this is not shown

in the illustration, but is always worked when gold thread

is laid as an unornamcnted spray. Work the smaller

powderings in Long Stitch with floss silk; their colours

are alternately crimson and green, the crimson shading

to pink, the green from dark to light. Surround them

with black crochet silk, and with Ijranching fibres of gold

thread and floss silk. The refunds are spangles, four to

each round, caught down with red or green silk. Work
the Ixirder upon a band of silk of a darker shade of

colour to that used for the large surface ; the wheels or

stars upon it work in gold thread or yellow purse silk,

caught down with black, the leaves work in shades of

blue in Long Stitch with stems and tendrils of gold

cord, add small spangles where shown. The three shades

of blvie, green, and rose colour used should be perfectly

distinct from each other, not chosen as in ordinary

innJlTLnjTaruirui/uxnjuxnjxajinjui/ijmxu-Lru

(^IM^^

Fia. 134. Chuech Emuroidert—Boeder for Super Frontal.

embroidery so that one shade blends impcrceptilily into

the other ; but, although harmonising, every one must be

distinct from the shade above and below it. Fig. 13i is

another border for altar frontal or super altar. This is

worked upon the same coloured velvet as the rest of the

embroidery. The chief stem form with several lines

of gold tambour caught at intervals across with coloured

purse silks. The flowers work with shaded silks, and

further enrich them with lines of gold bulli(_>n laid over

them, and tiny spangles; while the little buds make of

yellow purse silk, suiTOunded with black cords and

ornamented with sprays of red cC'rd, and crossed with

the same. Straight and Isattlemented lines of various

coloured cords finish the work. These work on the

material, the set centre only being iipplirjuc. The

colouring of the flowers in this pattern will depend

upon the colour of the foundation, which sh(juld always

be introduced to a certain extent in the embroidery,

but not forming the prevailing tint. The flowers work

alternately in colours that harmonise and introduce

the shade of the foundation, and in those that contrast

with it,

L 2
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The centre cross for altar frontal, Fig. 135, is more

elaborate tlian any previously shown, and requires very

good workmanship. The difference in this design to those

previously given is that some of the parts forming it are

worked directly on to silk, and others applique on to velvet,

of a different colour to either the foundation or to those

used in other parts of the same design. The stitches

on the cross work upon white silk, the round enclosing

the four arms upon deep crimson silk, on to which

the floriated ornaments are applique, and the boss form-

ing the centre of the cross, and containing the centre

jewel, first woi'k on to a linen foundation and then ap-

lines arrange in Beick Couching in yellow silk or gold

thread. The ends of the cross that appear beyond the

round only partially cover with embroidery, the founda-

tion of blue velvet of the same colour as used round

the centre boss leave visible ; the crowns finishing these

ends make of gold thread, laid upon the velvet, also the

thick line from which they proceed. The leaves work iu

crimson silk, shading to pink. The round enclosing the

cross is of crimson silk, on to which the floriated orna-

ments that proceed from the cross are applique after

having been worked upon a linen foundation ; the out-

side leaves of these ornaments work in Long Stitch in

Tig. l;3o. CHURCH E M BEO I DE R Y-OENT R E FOR ALTAR FRONTAL.

plique on to deep blue velvet, which lay over the white

silk foundation. The cross is shown as it would be worked

in the embroidery frame. When removed and applied to

the foundation, rays of gold thread or yellow silk should

surround its oiitside circle, and branching fibres proceed

from the four limbs, with spangles carried up each side of

them. The five bosses are made of jewels ; surround each

with gold thread and with rays of green floss silk, shading

to light green. Foiin the body of the cross with white

silk, which ornament with lines of gold thread laid in

diamond patterns caught down with spangles and red

silk, and with straight lines in floss silk ; the outside

three shades of green floss, the space they enclose fill

in the lower part with crimson silk, worked in Long

Stitch, and ornament with Bobs or knots formed of gold

coloured silk ; above this lay lines of gold thread, and

catch them down with crimson silk ; the points which

finish the ornament work in Long Stitch with pale blue

silk. Carry pale blue cords round the edges of the orna-

ments to hide the stitches connecting them to the silk

foundation. The scrolls that fill in the rounds form of

lines of gold threads, terminating with spangles, and

catch them down with blue silk.

The designs given illustrate all the various ways of
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using floss silk in flat church embroidery. Thus, it is

either laid down in even lines of one shade of colour

and kept in position with gold or silk cords placed in

devices over it, or it is worked in Long Stitch with

three shades of colour. These shades are distinct from

each other, and are worked with the lightest upper-

most ; they never blend together, but they match in

tint. If contrasts are used, such as pink and blue upon

the same leaf, they are divided either by a line of black

crochet twist or gold thread. In church embroidery

no regard is paid to copying any device in its natual

colours ; the designs are never intended as realistic,

hut as con^"entional ornaments, and blue, lilac, (jrimson,

and yellow are used about leaves and other fl(jral oma.

ments as well as greens : though, in examining old

work it will be seen that green and gold are more used

about the powderings and borderings than brighter hues,

which are found in all their glory in the pietvire centres.

The faces of figures are now worked almost entirely in

Satin Stitch, in one or two shades of flesh colour ; the

shade and contours of the features are managed by the

direction given to the stitches, which follow the lines

that would indicate them in an engraving. There is

no doubt that Split Stitch and Chain Stitch will

soon be used for the faces in modern, as they were in

ancient work. The manner of embroidering the various

raised and flat Cotjchings are described under that

heading. The raised are as diversified as the flat, and

were particularly popular as backgroimds during the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries; the cords that raise

them are laid under floss silk or Dacca silk, as well as

under gold and silver threads, with binding threads worked

in almost endless varieties. A very rich and favourite

raised couching for backgrounds is the spider or wheel

pattern. In this fine whipcord is laid upon the foimda.

tion in rays like the spokes of a wheel, only cun'ed (each

wheel being about an inch in size), the gold floss silk is laid

over them, and the catching threads put in on each side of

every cord, so that when finished the appearance is like

raised spiders' webs. Upon rich materials open couchings

are frequently laid for borders. These are made of diagonal

lines of gold caught down with crosses of coloured silk,

and the centre of the diamonds formed by lines filled in

with spangles, beads, or Feench Knots ; in fact the variety

that can be made by lajdng down one colour and attaching

it to the material with stitches of a diii'erent shade is

almost endless.

Having worked the various parts of the design upon

frames and on linen foundations, it now remains to attach

them to their proper backgi-ounds. This, when the article

is an altar frontal or curtain, and large and heavy, is

better done for the lady worker at a shop where they

possess the necessary large sized frames to stretch the

foundation in when applying the embroidery, as unless

that is perfectly tight no work can be properly laid upon

it. First stretch the background, and then transfer the

various outlines of the work to it by dusting pouncing

powder through pricked holes. Upon these lines lay

the various detached pieces after they have been care-

fully cut out from their frames with very sharp scissors.

leaving a small edging of about the sixt(?enth of an inch of

linen round them. These pieces stretch and h(jld down

in their proper positions with a number of fine pins, and

then secure them all round with fine stitching of waxed silk

or sewings. The large cord that always finishes these

detached pieces is sewn to them before they are cut out,

it will nearly cover these stitches, and should be caught

down over them, l.mt a fine outline cord is now iim round

them which entirely conceals any joins. Spangles and

other ornaments sew (jn the foundation after the applique

work is arranged, also sprays made of lines of gold thread.

These gold thread sprays require the finish of a line of floss

silk following their outline, when not otherwise enriched
;

lay the floss silk as a line close to the gold thread, but not

ti:iuching it. and catch it di.>wn with a silk matching it in

colour. A fi-inge is generally added to an altar cloth ; it

is made of silk, with the colours that are used in the

embroidery represented as well as the background colour.

It is always knotted together in a cross pattern at the

top, and should l>e exceedingly rich and g(jod.

A less lalxirious kind of church needlework, useful for

pede mats, altar cushions, and other inferior church uses,

is made upon cau^'as, and the threads either drawn away

and the embroideiy left upon velvet or cloth founda-

tions, or the whole filled in with needlework. Brown
canvas is generally used. The work is done in a fi-ame,

partly in Berlin wool and paitly in coloured filoselles
;

the designs are geometrical, but are made with ecclesias-

tical symbols. Tapbstey Stitch is used more than

Ceoss Stitch, as the latter makes the embroidery coarse

unless worked entirely with silks. Damask and diaper

patterns are suitable, while the church rose, lily, and

passion flower, treated conventionally, are good. No de-

sign should be attempted that does not fit easily and with

a good margin into the space intended for it, nothing

looking so bad as work that is evidently too big for its

sm-roundings. Church carpets, &c., should be worked in

squares, so as to fit into the embroidery fi-ames, and after-

wards joined with a pattern edge placed round them. This

work being similar to Beelin Woek, requires no further

explanation. Ceevtel Woek is also used for church

embroidery, and adapts itself admirably for many purposes,

but it can never vie with the true church work of gold

threads and floss silks.

Church Worl; over Cardboard.—This is a kind of

church needlework which was not known in olden times,

and has only been introduced since the revival of interest

in church decoration. All ancient needlework was in flat

embroidery, and was raised when necessary from the

gi-ound by means of twine and cord ; but the cardboard

foundations forming this variety are used for sacred

monograms and emblems, and found invaluable when

clear, distinct, and slightly raised work is required. This

work over cardboard is only employed in church fm-nitme

for such minor details as the emblems on stoles, bm-ses,

alms bags, mats, book markers, sermon cases, &c., it being

considered too severe in outline and too mechanical of

execution for altar frontals and the vestments of the

church. Being worked with silk of one shade of colour

throughout, and over rigid outlines, it requires no artistic
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taste in execution, but it must be arranged with precision,

and the stitches laid down with great neatness, or it will

entirely fail of effect ; therefore patience and knowledge

should be bestowed upon it. The designs selected shovild

be simple, clear in outline, and really correct as to eccle-

siastical forms, many that are worked nut being so.

The usual ones are the Latin cross, the initials of oui'

Saviour and patron saints, triangles, circles, and other

unfloriated de\'ices. Some of these are shown in Figs.

136, 137, 138, and 139, in their plain cardboard founda-

tion. Fig. 136, the double triangle, is an emblem of the

Trinity, as is also Fig. 137, the circle. Fig. 138, the Latin

cross, combined with anchor and circle, an emblem of

atonement and patience ; and Fig. 139, the Greek cross,

surrounded by triangle and trefoil combined, a symbol of

the Godhead. The manner of working is as follows :—
Select the design, and trace it out upon paper

;
prick this

outline thoroughly, and transfer it to thin Bristol board

by pouncing charcoal through it. Colour the design

yellow, and cut it out carefully, leaving little supports,

and the manner of working is shown in Fig. 140. Bring

the needle up from the back of the frame on the

left hand side, and pass the thread over the card-

Iward, the point of the piercer being used to lay it flat,

and insert the needle on the right side in a line parallel

to where it came up. This operation, though seemingly

an easy one, requires great nicety ; the thread or purse

silk must be kept evenly twisted, and each line laid down
with great regularity, as the whole work is spoilt with

one irregular stitch. When the cardboard is covered,

outline the letters or emblems with a couched line of gold,

blue or red cord, or gold thread, as shown in Fig. 140.

This couched line will take away any unevenness of outline

that may have been made in the working. The material

is then cut away from the frame, and the holland from

round the edge of the embroidery at the back. Fig.

141 is an illustration of a single letter worked in this

manner. The exact shape and size required is cut out

in cardboard, and the cardboard laid on foundation and

carefully sewn to it, the anu of the "r" requiring very

Fio. 1.36. Chduch Work ovee
Cardboard—Double Triangle,

Fio. 137. Church Work over
Cardboard—Circle.

Fio, 133. Church Work over
Cardboard—Latin Cross,
Anchor, and Circle.

Fig. 1.39. Church Work over
Cardboard—Greek Cross,
Triangle, andTrei-oil.

that are called stays, to any part of the letter or emblem
that is too fine to support itself before it is caught

down in its position. The stays in the designs given

would only be required to keep the extremities of the

Greek cross (Fig. 139) in position. A piece of grey

holland, sold expressly for the purpose, is then tightly

framed, and the material to be embroidered secured

to it. If velvet, or a large piece of plush, paste it

down ; if silk, sew on with great care, and sew round

the centre when the emblem is arranged. The pricked

outline of paper is then laid on to the velvet or silk, and

pounced through with pipeclay ; this mil show where the

cardboard is to come, which is put on and then carefully

tacked down into position, and as soon as every part

is secured, the stays cut away. A strand of yellow

twine or carpet thread is then fixed down the middle

of all straight lines or the middle of r(junds of card-

board, to give the work the appearance of relief ; this

adds to the effect, l)ut is not absolutely necessary. The
embroidery is now commenced. It is either done with

yellow purse silk or with gold twist of short lengths,

delicate adjustment. Then lay a line of carpet thread down
the centre of the letter and fasten it, and cover all the card-

Fio. 140. Cardboard Embroidery. Pio. lil. Cardboard
Embroidery.

)x)ard over with lines of yellow purse silk. Fig. 140 shows

the manner of working interlaced letters and adding the
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couclied line round them. They are cut out in one piece,

laid on the foundation, and covered with lines of yellow
purse silk

; no centre cord of carpet thread is put on to

raise them, their forms being too intricate, and no stays

required, as the cardboard foundation is not disjointed.

Fig. 142. Cardboard Embkoidery,

The couched line is added, and the work completed. A
variation in colom'ing devices is allowable, but there is no

shading necessary. Thus in Fig. 142 " I.H.C." placed upon

a cross, and which can be used for a sermon case, book-

marker, or alms bag, is worked as follows :—The cross is

FiQ- 143. Cardboard Embeoidert.

worked in gold purse silk or gold thread, and couched

round with a line of black sUk, the " I.H.C." is worked in

crimson sUk, and couched round with pale blue silk, and

the device placed upon gi-een or blue velvet. The large

" I.H.S." of Fig. 143 is arranged for a banner. The " I
"

should be in gold silk, the " S " in blue, and the " H " in

red, while all the letters should 1)C outlined in black, the

foundation being of white silk ; the wreath is w<jrked in

satin stitch and in flat emljroidcry.

The chief use of this embroidery Ijeing for such fmTii-

ture as ladies can make without the assistance of shops,

the lengths and widths of these various iji'naments will be

welcome. For book markers a very thick ribbed ribbon

is required, from one to three inches in width, according to

the size of the boijk, and a yard and a quarter in length

if a double marker, which should then have an ivory

baiTel dividing it in the middle to keep the ends even.

These barrels cost 3s. 9d. to 4s. 6d., according to their

make, some being covered with a network of silk, others

with gijld twist. The ribbon to be embroidered is tacked

down to the framed holland, and the device put on at its

lowest part sis inches from its end, so as to allow of five

inches or more turning up at the back to hide the lining.

The length of the book marker is regulated by the size of

the book (IJ yards being the longest required). The

opposite sides of the ribbon should l>e embroidered, or the

work will not fall properly when used. The fringe, which

should be very handsome, either gold or knotted silk,

should be double the width of the marker and an inch

over, so as to turn in. One side should be sewn on and

the work tm-ned, and the other then fixed so that both

may be neat, and the ends of the ribbon turned up

should be hemmed and tacked down with frays from the

ribbon to render the stitches invisible. For alms bags

there are two shapes : one, a regular bag hung upon a

ring or hoop of brass, and made of a straight piece of

velvet eleven inches wide and nine deep, joined, gathered,

and sewn into a circular velvet bottom, stiffened with

cardboard ; and the other, the ordinary handbag, nine

inches in length, six in width, with a front flap of six

inches long upon which the motto or emblem is em-

broidered. The bag is lined with white silk, but any part

that shows is covered with coloured velvet surrounded

with an ornamental cord of gold and silk. The upper

part of the alms bag is shaped, and is either cui-ved or

pointed. Alms mats are made to fit the plate, and the

monogram ornamenting them worked so as to be con-

tained in a square. The ornament upon a stole consists

of Greek crosses in gold silk. The length of the stole

is to the knees of the wearer, and it is a naiTow piece

of silk that slightly widens at the ends where the cross

is placed, and is finished with a handsome fringe or

lace. A small cross is worked at the back of the stole

in the centre. Sermon cases are made of velvet and lined

with silk ; they are strengthened with a cardboard foun-

dation. The burse is used to keep the corporal and smaller

eucharistic linen in. It is a kind of pocket made of silk,

strengthened with cardboard and ornamented with needle-

work, and is in the shape of a portemonnaie without the

flap, being a square of from ten to eleven inches. The

colour's of these ornaments vary with thi>se used upon the

altar, which are as follows ;—White for festivals of our

Lord, the Virgin, and saints (not martyrs), and for Easter
;

red for martyi's. Ash Wednesday, and last three days of

Holy Week and Whitsuntide ; blue for week days after
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Trinity, and indifferently used with green on ordinary

Sundays
;
yellow for feasts of confessors ; violet, brown,

and grey for Advent, Lent, and vigils ; black for Good

Triday.

Chnrch Lace.— An Italian needle lace made in the

seventeenth century expressly for trimmings to altar

cloths and px'iests' vestments. It was a thick coarse lace,

the ground of which was first made and the pattern added

afterwards, and worked entirely of thick Buttonhole
stitches. The patterns were chiefly figui-e subjects illus-

trating passages in the Old and New Testaments, or the

chief events in the liistory of the Church.

Cinq Trous, ou Mariage.—A lace made at Puy and in

other parts of Fi'ance, with five-sided mesh, similar to the

reseau grounds of some of the old Dieppe laco.

Circles.—When working pillow lace it is often necessary

to form circles and curves with the threads for the proper

delineation of the design. In the inner part of a circle there

will be fewer pin holes than on the outer, so that it is neces-

sary to work back in this part without setting up a pin.

Upon reaching the end of the pins, make a stitch and a

half with the runners that will be waiting
;
give a twist to

the outside pair, and return to the pins on the outside. If

pins are put up on both sides the worker will have to miss

every other on the inside, and if that does not give room

enough two stitches must be worked into the same pin on

the inner side. This is called making a false pin hole. Take

the runners across to the inside, twist three times, put up a

pin, do not take up the pair that will bo waiting behind the

pin, but retui-n with the same pair, and put up the pin on
the outer edge, finish the stitch, and retuni with the pair

behind the pin. When they arrive at the uiner pin take
it out and stick it in again, so that it holds the row just

worked, putting it in the same hole as before; work the
plain edge with the pair left behind. By this plan there
are two outer pins to one inner. In a very sharp curve it

is better to only twist twice, as otherwise it would give the
lace a heavy and puckered appearance. To keep the lace
firm while it is Ijcing curved, occasionally drive a pin down
to its head.

Clavi.—These are bands of embroidery that were worn
by Roman senators, and at a later period by knights on
their robes of state. These bands were embroidered with
thick silk or gold, and frequently ornamented with Batuz
work. The orphrey of the priests' robes were similar in
make.

Cleaning Woolwork.—If the woolwork is not much
soiled, stretch it in a frame and wash it over with a
quart of water into which a tablespoonful of ox gall has
been dropped. If much soiled wash with gin and soft
soap, in the proportions of a quarter of a pound of soap
to half a pint of gin. When carefully washed stretch the
work out to dry, and iron on the wrong side while it is

still damp. If the woolwork is only faded, and not dirty,
stretch it in a frame, and sponge with a pint of warm
water into which soap the size oi a walnut has been
dropped and a tablespoonful of ox gall. Wash out the
mixture by sponging the work over with plain warm water,
and leave in the frame until it is perfectly dry.

Clear Point.—A lace made at Puy, in Haut Loire,

after Valenciennes pattern. The lace is of durable make,

but coarse, and of low pi'ioe.

Clew.—(Anglo Saxon Cleoiv.) A ball of thread.

Clocks.—These are ornamental embroidered finishes to

the leg and instep of knitted stockings and socks, and are

worked with filoselle or washing silk of a colour that

either matches or contrasts with the stocking they adorn,

or with two shades of one colour. They are embroidered

before the foot is knitted and after the heel is finished.

The nam3 given to this decoration is considered to have

originated in the resemblance to the pendulum of a clock.

No tracing is required, but a guiding line is run up the

foot from the point where the heel joins the foot ; the

height of this line for a stocking is seven inches, for

a gentleman's sock three inches. The clock consists of a

plain line and an ornamental finish. The plain line is

worked as follows : Overcast the two stitches in the

stocking that run uj) the leg from the point where the heel

joins the foot to a height of four inches, then overcast two

more inches, but only over one stitch of the stocking.

The plain line thus made will be six inches in height.

The ornamental finish to this can be varied to suit the

worker's taste, the simplest beiag the fleur-de-lys and

the arrow-liead. The fleur-de-lys finish is made by
thickly overcasting the three

leaves that form the well-known

conventionalised copy of that

flower ; the arrowhead by taking

the plain line already formed up
another inch of the stocking

and adding to it on each side six

diagonal lines graduating in

length, those nearest the end of

the line or the tip of the arrow

being the shortest, and the

last, half-an-inch in length, the

longest.

Fig. 14.4 is an illustration of

a much more elaborate final to

a clock than the two described

above ; it is worked in two
shades of one colour, the darker
forming the centre and the

diauKjnds on each side. These
diamonds are made of raised

dots formed with overcasting; the rest of the design
IS not raised, but is simply overcast. A line is overcast
along the side of the f(jot of the stocking or sock three
inches in length, after the foot is nearly knitted and
before commencing to narrow.

Close Cord.—The thick lines in macrame are called

Close Cords. See Maceame.

Close Knitting.—See Knitting.

Close Leaf.—In Honiton laco the close leaves of the
sprigs are worked in cloth stitch, which is illustrated in
Figs. 145 and 146, as a leaf with a plain edge half finished
and completed. Commence by first rimning the lace pin
down to its head to hold firm the twelve pairs of bobbins
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145, C'LCtSE Leaf—Half
Finished.

required to make the leaf ; twist the outside pair on eacli

side 3 times to the left, put the left hand piair aside, and

take the two next pairs, numliering them 1 and 2, and 3

and 4. 1 and 2 are the active pair, and will work aeross,

taking the other bobbins as they come. First stitcli

—

put 2 over 3 with the left

hand, then with both hands

put 4 over 2, and 3 over 1,

1 over 4 with left hand, push

away 3 and 4 with left hand,

and bring forward 5 and

6 with the right ; Second

stitch — 2 over 5 with the

left hand. 6 over 2 with the

right, 5 over 1 with the left.

1 over 6 with the left, push

away 5 and 6 with the left

hand, bring forward 7 and 8

with the right ; Third stitch

—2 over 7 with left hand, S

over 2 with right, 7 over 1

with left, 1 over 8 with left,

push away 7 and 8 with left

hand, biing forward 9 and 10

with right; Fourth stitch

—

i

over 9, 10 over 2, 9 over 1,

1 over 10; Fifth stitch—

2

over 11, 12 over 2, 11 over 1,

1 over 12 ; Sixth stitch — 2

over 13, 14 over 2. 13 over 1,

1 over 14 ; Seventh stitch

—

2 over 15, 16 over 2, lo over

1, 1 over 16; Eighth stitch

—2 over 17, 18 over 2, 17

over 1, 1 over 18 ; Ninth

stitch—2 over 19, 20 over 2,

19 over 1, 1 over 20. Having

now worked across the leaf

to within one pair of liob-

bins, do the plain edge.

Twist 1 and 2 three tmies to the L-ft with the left hand, while

the right is taking a lace pin from cushion ; then, holding

both bobbins in the left hand, stick the pin in front of the

twisted thread into the first pin hole on the right hand, give

a small pull to draw the twist up ; this had better l>e done

after the twist. Two pairs are now outside the pin. The

right hand pair will be found twisted as it was done in

commencement. Make the stitch about the pin 2 over 21,

22 over 2, 21 over 1, 1 over 22. Twist both pairs three

times to the left, using both hands at once, pull the twist

up gently. The first pair have now worked across, and are

put away, the last pair becoming 1 and 2 in their turn. In

the first row the lx)bbins were taken as they came, in

arranging them so as to make the knots belong to the

passive bobbins they were, of necessity, twisted over each

other. This is immaterial at the commencement, but each

bobbin must now have its own place, and every twist will

be a defect. In putting down a pillow the bobbins nin

together and become twisted, and half a beginner's time is

taken up in disentangling them, It is a tiresome process.

Fig: 146. Close Leaf—
FlNISHEI>,

but it has its uses, as it gives facility in handling, and
accust(mi8 the eye to ch-tect wrongful twists. In the

2 rciw the bobbins must be numbered from right to

left, 4 and 3, 2 and 1, the latter being the active pair. The
stitch is apparently reversed, but the theory is the same.

There are two pair.s of bobbins used. aright and a left hand
pair ; the middle left hand bobbin is always put over the

middle right hand one, each of the latter pair is put over

the one nearest to it, and the middle left hand again <jver

the middle right one. In w(5rking from left to right the

active Ixibbins begin and end the stitch, in returning the

passive begin and end it. First stitch—3 over 2 left hand,

2 over 4 left hand, 1 i^ver 3 right hand, 4 over 1 left hand,

put away 3 and 4 with the right hand, bring foi-ward 5 and
6 with the left ; Second stitch—5 over 2, 2 over 6. 1 over 5,

6 oyt'Y 1 ; Third stitch— 7 over 2, 2 over 8, 1 over 7, 8 over

1 ; Fourth stitch—9 nver 2, 2 over 10, 1 over 9, 10 over 1

;

Fifth stitch—11 .,vcr 2. 2 over 12, 1 over 11. 12 over 1;

Sixth stitch—13 over 2. 2 over 14, 1 over 13, 14 over 1

;

Seventh stitch—lo c.iver 2, 2 over 16, 1 over 15, 16 over 1
;

Eighth stitch—17 t>vcr 2, 2 over 18, 1 over 17, 18 over 1
;

Ninth stitch—19 over 2, 2 over 20, 1 over 19, 20 over 1.

Having now reached the edge where the pair of bobbins

were put aside at couimeucement of row, twist 1 and 2

thrice to the left, stick a pin in the first left hand pin hole

in front of the twist : make the stitch about the pin 21 over

2, 2 over 22, 1 over 21, 22 over 1, twist both pair thrice, and

pull twist up. Repeat these two rows until three rows near

the end are reached, then cut off a passive pair in each row

close up to the work, and when the three rows are finished

plait the threads into a beginner's stem. See Finished

Leaf, Fig. 146.

Close Stitch.—In needle point lace the Close Stitch is

a simple buttonhole worked without any openings. 8ee

Buttonhole.

Close Trefoil.—A Honiton lace sprig shown in Fig. 147,

Fio. Ur. Close Tbefoil.

the leaf being worked in Lace Stitch, and the petals in

Cloth Stitch. Commence at the end of stem, and hang

on six pairs of bobbins ; work straight up the stem and

round the inner cii'cle of flower, making a Sewing when
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the circle is crossed. In the petals, which are next

worked, there are more pin holes round the outside edge

than there are on the inside, therefore false pin holes

will here be required ; and as the petals require a greater

number of bobbins to form them than the inner circle

and stem, they will have to be added. Work the first

two rows of petal in Cloth Stitch -ndth the six pair,

and, before putting in the second pin on the outside,

hang on a new pair of bobbins, winding the knot well

out of the way
;
pass the new thread well underneath the

two workers, and run it close up to the passive bobljins

;

stick a pin, and complete a plain edge. The pair just

added will count as the seventh pair, and will hang on to

the threads which come across ; work two rows in Cloth
Stitch, and hang on an eighth pair in the same manner.

When the eighth pair is added it will be necessary to

make a false pin hole, in order to keep the outer and inner

edges level with each other. This is done as follows : Work
across to the inside in Cloth Stitch, twist the bobbins

thi-ice, and stick a pin in ; but instead of completing the

edge, come back with the same pair, and again to the outer

edge ; then return to the inside edge, take out the pin,

re-stick it in the same hole, and finish the plain edge with

the idle pair left. Two plus, by this arrangement, are

stuck in the outer edge to one in the inner, and a curve

is thus smoothly made. When the pins are put up close

together, twist the bobbins twice instead of thrice at the

edges, to prevent any puckering. The false pin holes

must be repeated imtil the petal is rounded and the

thinner part an-ived at, when a single pair of Ijobbins

is cut away. When turning the corner of the first

petal and commencing the second, sew twice to the circle,

and hang on two pairs of Ijobbins in two following rows,

and cut them oif wheia the petal is roimded and the

thinner part of it reached ; the middle petal being wider

than the others requires an extra pair of bobbins ; the last

petal will only require one additional pair of bobliins,hung

on where it widens, the first and third petals require

eight pairs of bobbins to work them, and the middle nine.

When working, turn the pillow as the work turns, so as to

keep the passive bobbins hanging straight in the front,

and when the third petal is finished sew at each side, tie all

the threads up inside one of the working pairs, tie these

working pairs separately, and cut quite close. The leaf

requires eight pairs of bobbins, and two gimp bobbins ; the

latter will take the place of the Stbbak Stitch, the gimp

being passed through the working pair on each side, but

in all other respects the leaf is worked in Lacb Stitch.

When the leaf is nearly finished tie up two pairs of bobbins

in successive rows, and cut oft', sew to the stem on each

side, cut the gimp close, tie the remaining bobbins inside

the working pair, tie these separately, and cut off.

Cloth.—(Derived from the Saxon Clath, signifying any

woven textile, whether of silk, wool, flax, hemp, cotton,

arras, or hair.) A woollen material of several descriptions,

as also a generic term applied equally to linen and cotton.

Broadcloths are the best and stoutest, and are seven

quarters wide. They vary in fineness ; there is the super-

fine, second, and inferior. Narrow Olotha are half the

width of the last, or three-quarters, or seven-eighths.

Habit cloths are a thinner and lighter description of

material, generally seven quarters wide. Royal cashmere

is used for summer coating, being a fine naiTOw cloth,

made of Saxon wool, in worsted weft. The best superfine

is made of Saxon or Spanish wool ; the inferior superfine

of the English, as also the seconds, which is used for

liveries, besides coarser sorts. On the quality of the wool,

the durability of the dye, and the degree of perfection in

which the processes of the manufacture are earned out, the

goodness of the cloth depends. In judging the quality of

broadcloth, the fineness of fibre and closeness of texture

have to be obseiwed ; and the hand should be passed along

the surface against the lie of the nap, when the fineness

of the wool will be made evident by the silkiness of the

feeling. A portion being taken up loosely in both hands,

a fold pressed strongly between the fingers of one hand,

and a sudden sharp pull given by the other, the peculiar

vibrating clearness of the sound produced by the sudden

escape of the fold indicates, to the experienced ear, the

goodness of the cloth. The gloss on cloth should not look

very satiny.

Fig. 143. CLOTH EMBROIDERY.

Cloth Appliq,u4.—A modern imitation of the cloth

cmbroideiy so largely worked by Eastern nations. It

consists of cutting out and arranging upon a coloured

cloth foundation varicjusly coloured and shaped pieces of

the same material, and securing these by fancy stitches

worked in silk or wool.

To work : Select a dark coloured cloth as a foundation

trace upon it a gecjmetrical design, and then stitch it in an
embroidery frame. Prepare pieces of cartridge paper by
cutting them in to the shapes that fit the various parts of

this design, and lay these upon the coloured cloths selected

to form the pattern. Out out these shapes accurately in

the coloured cloths, and pin them on to the cloth founda-

tion in their right positions, and secure them by working
round their edges either with Herringbone or Point
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Lance stitcheg. Fine Pyreneiin wool or filoselle is used
for these fancy stitches, and the work is further enriched
by others, such as French Knots, Tkte de Bceuf,
and Satin Stitch, worked over the pieces of coloured
cloth or made to form tendrils, bosses, and other orna-
ments to the pattern.

Clotli Embroidery.—A kind of needlework exten-

sively practised by the natives of India and Persia, and
other Asiatic nations, who excel in joining together many

stitches worked over the sewing. The emljr(_)idery upon the

light cloth is of wheels and point lances, and the outside

edge is cut and turned down so as t<i form Vandykes,
and ornamented with a coloured silk tassel in every
hollow. The beauty of the work depends up(ju the
judicious colouring of the floss silk fancy stitches, which
should be bright and distinct, like all Eastei-n coloui-ing,

but not of hues that become gaudy by reason of their

violent contrasts.

Fig. U9. CLOTH EMBE.OIDEEY.

coloured pieces of cloth into handsome desigTis, and then

cover them with various fancy stitches made in floss

silk or gold and silver thread. The work is a species of

Inlaid Applique, the pieces of cloth not being laid on

any foundation, but sewed together continuously.

Fig. 148 is a mat fonned in this way. The centre is

of crimson or deep blue cloth, and the outside edge of

cream white, pale blue, or grey. The joining together of

these two pieces is hidden with a row of Point Lance

Fig. 149 is of another kind of cloth embroidery, worked

upon a dark coloured cloth, such as maro(^n, a peacock

blue, or invisible green, and is useful for valances, table

cloth borders, and other purposes. Ti-ace the outline of

the design upon cloth with white carbonised paper, and

go over the hnes so made with water colour to render

them permanent. Then work the whole pattern in Satin

Stitch, with the exception of the centres to the flowers,

which either fill in with Fkench Knots or with Levia-

m2
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THAN Stitch. Work the large flower in three distinct

shades of one colour, using the lightest as the outside

colour and for the innermost circle, and fill the centre of

the flower with French Knots made of the medium

shade of colour. Work the small flowers in two shades of

colom-, placing the darkest shade inside, and finish their

in the light shade, and the stitches that fill in the

centres, and that are worked so as partly to cover the

first made ones, in the dark. A handsome design is pro-

duced when the whole pattern is worked with a red brown

filoselle as the darkest cjlour, and orange gold as the

lightest colour, upon a cloth of a medium brown shade.
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Fifl. 150. CLUNY GUIPUKE LACE.

centres with a Leviathan Stitch made in the lightest

shade used. Work the buds and leaves in two shades

of colour, also the small forget-me-not shaped flowers

;

but in these last keep each individual flower to one

shade of the two colours employed. In the small pattern

that forms the border of this design, use two shades of

one colour, and work all the mider stitches (see Fig. 149)

Shades of blue upon peacock blue foundation, and cinna-

mon upon russet red, are good, as the embroidery worked

out in shades of one colom- is more artistic than when

many bright colours are used about it. The border in the

illustration is of chenille gimp, but a soft ball fringe of

the colours used in the work would look equally well.

Cloth of Crold Emliroidery.—A modern work, formed
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with gold braid and filoselle silks, and useful for covering

cushions and footstools. Materials required : a frame,

skeins of various coloured filoselles, No. 2 gold braid, and
Berlin canvas. Stretch the canvas in a frame, and stitch

the gold down upon it, line by line, until the canvas is

completely covered. Select an easy geometrical pattern of

those prmted for Berlia wool work, and work out the

design in Gobelin Stitch over the gold braid with
coloured filoselle, take each thread over one strand of the

gold braid foundation, and count it as one stitch. No
shading need be attempted, and two colours, such as red

and grey, are sufficient to work the whole design, the

foundation of braid being already bright enough for effect.

Cloth Patchwork.—This is patchwork of the ordinary

kind, but made with pieces of bright cloth instead of scraps

of silk. See Patohwoek.

Cloth Stitch.—The close stitch used in most pillow

laces, and consisting of simply weaving the threads like

those of a piece of cloth. It is fully described in Bbaid-
woKK (Cloth or Whole Braid] and in Close Leap (which

see).

Cluny Gnipnre Lace.—One of the darned net laces

whose origin is lost in antiquity, and which were known
as " Opus Filatorium" in early times, "Opus Arauum," or

spider work, in the Middle Ages, and '' Filet Brode," or

Guipure d'Art, in more modem times. Numerous patterns

of these laces are to be seen in the pattern books of Vin-

ciola, sixteenth century, and much mention is made of

them in the inventories of lace from the fourteenth to the

seventeenth century. The groundwork was plain netting,

commenced with one stitch, and increased and decreased

hke ordinary netting, and upon this was worked the

pattern with counted stitches, darned in and out hke

the modem guipure. The name " Point Conte " given

generally to guipure is derived from this counting of

stitches. Cluny was only a variety of this darned netting,

but into it were introduced raised stitches, wheels, circles,

and triangles, which distinguished it from the plain darned

guipure. A shiny glazed thread was also introduced about

parts of the lace as a contrast to the imglazed thread

forming the rest of the pattern.

The Fig. 150 is a reproduction of a piece of Cluny

guipure formerly ornamenting a bed quilt belonging to

Louis XIIL, and is a good example of the quaint kind

of patterns that were anciently worked, and that lately

have been revived in French and Irish lace manufac-

tories. In this the glazed thread forms the raised

feathers of the bird, the stars and the circles, and also

surrounds what is intended for a tree in the design. In

many designs the glazed thread is worked as an outline

round every part of the pattern, and Buttonhole Stitch

used ; but here Point Passe, Point de Toilb, and

Point Feston are employed, and there is no buttonhole.

This lace requires its foundation to be stretched in a fi-ame

while the pattern is worked upon it. Its stitches and

manner of working them are similar to those used in

Guipure d'Aet (which see).

Coatings.—Black or blue cloths, in checks, stripes, or

diagonals, manufactured for men's wear. The widths

comprise both the narrow and wide, and their several prices

vary according to quality and width.

Cobble.—(Dani.sh Cobbler, to m?nd coarsely; the Welsh

Cob being a round stone, making a rough street pavement
;

descriptive of the puckering of work ; old French cobler,

to knit or join together.) A term employed in needlework

to denote coarse and unevenly drawn work or mending.

Coburgs.—These stuffs are composed of wool and cotton,

and in their make resemble a twilled Orleans or French

merino. Some of the varieties have a silk warp and woollen

weft. They can be had in all colours, and measure from

30 to 36 inches in width, varying in price according to

their quality and width. They are chiefly used for coat

linings and for dresses by the lower orders, who always

employ them for mouming.

Cockscombs.—A name given by laceworkers to the

uniting threads in needle laces that are known as Bars and

Brides. See Baks.

Cocoa Bindings.—These are to be had of 21 and 3 inches

width, and are sold by the gross. The lengths mn from

18 to 24 yards. They are employed for sewing round cocoa

nut^mattings as bindings.

Coins.—A French term signifying the clocks of a stock-

ing ; that is to say, the decorative embroidery, consisting

of a mere line made with floss silk, with a finish more or

less ornamental, running from the foot to about half way
up the leg of the stocking, on both sides of the ankle and
calf. These are sometimes of a uniform colour with the

stocking and sometimes contrast with it. See Clocks.

Coive.—A French term to designate the lining of a

bonnet, of whatever material it may be made.

Colberteen Lace.—A lace made in France in the

seventeenth century, and named after Colbert, the King's

Minister, the founder of the French lace manufactories.

There is no accurate record of its make, but it is considered

to have been a coarse network lace of an open square mesh,

and to have been used for ordinary occasions. It is fre-

quently mentioned by English and French authors and

poets of the seventeenth centm-y, as a common and gaudy

lace.

Coloured Twill.—A stout cotton material, made in all

the principal coloiu's, and employed for linings of cm'tains

and embroidery ; it will not bear washing. It is If yards

in width.

Combed Out "Work.—This is of two kinds : The first

consists of inserting loops of wool an inch and a half in

length into alternate rows of plain knitting dui-ing the pro-

cess of making, and. after sufficient length has been knitted,

cutting these loops and combing them out -with, first a

large toothed comb and then a small one. until the wool

assumes the texture of hair, and entirely conceals the

knitted foundation, fully explained in BiKD Nest Mats
;

and the other, in which detached flowers are formed, of

combed out wool and bits of velvet. This latter kind is

illustrated in Fig. 1,51, which shows two difl:ereut coloured

and shaped pansies, and the manner of finishing them at

the back.

The materials necessary for this Combed Out Work are
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different shades of single Berlin wool, pieces of good

velvet, fine green wire, and gum. Eacli petal is made

separately, tlms : Wind single wool of a liglit colour six

times round two fingers of tlie left hand, then take the

wool oft' the fingers without disturbing it, and rmi a piece

of fine wire through the loops at one end and fasten the

wire firmly by twisting it so that it secures all the wool at

that end. Cut the loops at the end where they are not

secured with the wire, and proceed to comb out the wool

;

use a coarse comb to commence with, and then change

to a smaller sized one until the wool is as fine as floss silk,

then snip the edges of the wool to the shape of a pansy petal.

A little pure gum judiciously dropped in and about the wool

forming the petal will keep the combings from getting out

of place, and gum is also used to fix on to the petal the

light fibres of different coloured wool that form the mark-

ings in Details A and B. Comb these out befm-e they are

laid on the petal, and fix them to their places with the

points of scissors, not with the hands. Make the eye of

Detail C.

Fig. 151, Cumded Out Wool Work,

the pansy and the dark outside lines of Detail A with pieces

of velvet cut to shape and caught down with long stitches

of coloured silk, but gum the edges of the velvet into

position. As each petal is made, crook the end of the wire

supporting it, and hang it up by this crook to dry ; when

all are finished combine the separate wires, and cover them

with green wool, finishing oft' the back of the flower quite

neatly, so as to present the appjearance of Detail C. The

colours of Detail A are a foundation of white wool with

dai'k mby velvet forming centre spots and edges, and light

bits of combed out i-uby wool put on the petals, to shade

the velvet into the white in the centre of flower and at

the edge. The silks used are yellow purse silk. Detail B
has an amber ground, with violet markings, with a deeper

violet velvet used for the eye of flower, and violet purse

silk used for the lines. Pansy leaves are generally formed

like those used in Wool Work Tlowees (which s«e), or

they can be made of various shades of green wool combed

out and fastened as the pansy petals.

Commence a Loop.—A term used in Tatting (which

.see).

Common Heel.—See Stocking Knitting.

Cone.—A term sometimes used in Guipure d'Art for

Point Pyramid (which see).

Confection.—A French term applied to any kind of

ready-made article of dress.

Continuous Inner Pearl.—Used in Honiton and othir

braid laces as an ornament to the inner side of any leaf

that is not filled in with stitches. It is shown in the left-

hand leaf of Fig. 15:?. To work: Hang on ten pairs (f

Fio. 1.52. CoNriNUOus Inner Pearl.

bobbins and two gimps at the tip of the hollow leaf, and

do Cloth Stitch to the place where the opening begins

;

work to the centre, stick a piu in the top hole, hang on a

pair of gimps round it, twist the two pair of working bob-

bins twice, make a stitch about the pin and work first down

one side of the opening and then down the other. The

stitch at the inside edge is the Inner pearl, made thus :

Work to the inner gimp, pass it through the pair, twist

the workers six times, stick a pin, pass the gimp through

the pair, and work back, twist the workers six times, stick

a pin, pass the gimp through again and work back. When

both sides are finished all but the lowest hole the two

working pairs of Vjobbins will meet in the middle ;
make a

stitch, stick a pin, tie the gimps and cut them off, and let

one of the working pairs merge into the passive bobbins
;

finish the leaf, cut (.)ft' all but six pair of bobbins, work the

circle and then work the other leaf in Lack Stitch

(which »ee\.

Contract an Edge.—A term used in Ceochet (which

see).

CocLnes.—A French term to denote bows of ribbon

arranged in loops as a decorative trimming.

Corah. Silk.-—A light Indian washing textile, of a

cream white, lighter in shade than any of the other rm-

dyed silks, either Indian or Chinese. It is much used by

young ladies for evening dress, and is very economical in

wear. Sold in pieces of seven or ten yards each, and run-

ning from thirty to thirty-four inches in width. Corah

silk is one of the class called " cultivated," in contradis-

tinction t(j the Tussore, or " wild silk," produced in India.

Coral Stitch.— This is a fancy embroidery stitch

much used in all kinds of cloth, silk, and ticking work,

also to ornament linen, and so called from its fancied

reseud.ilance to the branches of coral. Coral stitch is a
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straight centre line, with lung stitches branching from it

exactly opposite to each other on both sides. Fig. 153

represents single coral stitch closely worked, and gives the

manner of making the stitch ; but the more popular mode

of working coral stitch is to considerably increase the dis-

tances between the branches and the length of the main

line.

To work ; Bring the needle up in the line and hold

the thread down under the left thumb, about a quarter of

Fig. 15:3. H.^LF of Coe.vl Stitch.

an inch from where it came up
;

put the needle in dia-

gonally on the right side (see Fig. 153t. and bring it out in

the main line over the thread that is l>eing held down,

and draw the stitch up. This completes the stitch for a

single coral : but for a double the same long diagonal stitch

is taken on the left hand side and returned into the main

line. The beauty of coral stitch consists in the straight-

ness of the main line and the regularity of the branches.

Cord.— In needle-made laces the fancy and thick

stitches that foiTn the centres of the flowers and spraj's

are surrounded with a raised rim closely buttonholed, and

called either a cord or cordonnet. This rim varies as to

thickness and size in almost all the laces, a peculiarity

particularly noticeable in the old Spanish and Venetian Rose

points. It never, however, varies as to being finished with

close lines of Buttonhole, the difference in its shape and

size being attained by the larger or smaller amoimt of

padding (made of coarse thread) that is rim in under

the Buttonhole. For manner of working, see Crescents.

Cord.—Part of Macrame (which see).

Cord, and Fancy Check Mnslins.—These are cam-

brio muslins, with stripes and cords placed across each

other, in plaid fashion ; thick threads being introduced into

the warp and weft. They are a yard wide, and are em-

ployed for children's dresses and servants' aprons.

Corded Mnslin.—This muslin is also knoT\'n as " Hair-

cords," having a thick hair cord running one way only.

It is made a yard wide, and is employed for infants'

dresses, and othei-wise.

Cording.—See Cord Stitch.

Cordonette.—The French tei-m to signify an edging, or

small cord or piping to form an edging. It is also the

name given to French netting silk, which is finer than

our crochet or purse silk, and is sold wound on reels.

Cordonnet.—The raised rim in needle laces, identical

with Coed (which see).

Cordova Lace.—This is the name of a stitch or tilling

used in ancient needle point lace and in Modern Point.

There are two ways of working it, one like the Point de

Refri.se of Guifure d'Art I which .see), and the <.ither as

follows : Comment-c l>y throwing three threads across

the space to be fiUed in a horizontal direction, putting them

in as near together as they can be worked. Twist the

needle and thread round the thinl (^r under thread twice,

so as to carry the thread along the third line foi' a sh<.irt

distance from the commencement of the stitch, and darn

a flat spot over the three lines by working up and dowTi

them twice. Twist the thread again round the third line

twice and dam another spot, and continue in the same

manner to the end of the row. For the next row leave an

interval the width of three threads between it and the

first, and work like the first. Continue to work the second

row to the end of the space, and then throw three threads

perpemlicularly across the space to form a square with

the horizontal threads, passing them one over and one

under the hiirizontal threads and between the spots already

worked. Darn spots on these as upon the others, and

continue the perpendicular lines to the end of the space

requiring to lie filled.

Cords.—These are of various kinds. Black silk cords,

employed fi.'r watch guards, and for button loops and coat

edging, sold in knots of o-S yards and by the gross. The
numbers i-un from 2 to 10 ; 3, 5, and 7 l:>eing the most

useful. Black mohair cords, formerly employed for coat

edgings, are now much used for looping up dresses ; the

numbers run up to 8; •!, 4, and 7 being the most useful.

They are sold hy the gross—four pieces, 36 yards in each.

Blind cords are of cotton thread, linen thread, and flax

covered with worsted, and can be had in various colours

—

scarlet, crimson, amber, blue, green, ic.—sold in lengths

iif 7- 3'ards, two pieces to the gross. Cotton cords, in black

and white, are extensively used by dressmakers for pipings,

and in upholstery; they are sold in bundles of -Dlb., mixed

sizes or othenvise, and in single skeins. Picture cords, a

heavj'-made article, are sold in lengths of 36 j'ards, and

may be had in scarlet, crimson, green, amber, and other

colours, so as to coiTespoud with the walls. There are

besides silk mantle cords, also heavy-made, and much in

use, havmg four pieces of 36 yards to the gross ; the

numbers rim from 1, Is, 2, i\. 3 and 4; Xos. 1, 2, and 3

being most employed in black or colours.

Cords, Cloth.—A fancy woollen material, ribbed after

the manner of a rep. only in vertical lines instead of hori-

zontal ones. It measures 28 inches in width.

Cord Stitch.—A decorative needle stitch, sometimes

called Cording, fonned by interlacing two lines of silk or

Fig. 154. Cord Stitch.

thread in the manner shown in Fig. 154. Cord stitch is

also used in working Bars in modern point lace and Dama-

scene lace, when the Bars are not finished with Buttonholes.

To work : Throw a line of thread across the space to be

filled, and secure it tightly to the braid. Return the
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thread to the spot it started from by winding it round and

round the tight line made as described.

Corduasoy.—A thick silk, woven over a foundation of

coarse thread.

Corduroy.—(From the French, Cord du Boi). A de-

scription of fustian. It is made of cotton, having a pile,

but has a cut, ribbed, or corded sui-fac*. The best kinds

are twilled, and they may be had in grey or slate colour,

and in drabs. There is likewise a very siiperior make of

corduroy, especially made for ladies' jackets, and for the

trimmings of warm cloth dresses, which has a very broad

rib and high pile, is soft and pliable, and has no smell.

It is three-quarters of a yard in width.

(ford Work.—This is made with a needle, and is a

kind of coarse needle lace executed with black or coloured

purse silks, fine bobbin cord, or strong linen thread. It

loses its character unless worked with thick materials,

but it is immaterial whether silk or linen threads are

used. It is made in the form of rosettes (see Fig. 155),

Tin. 1.55. CosD Worn,

or in squares, and the patterns are taken from crochet

designs. The patterns should be marked out upon tracing

linen and backed with Toile Cire. The only stitch used

is the ordinary Buttonhole, the varieties in the patterns

being attained by either working these Buttonholes close

together in compact masses, or separating them by carry-

ing the working thread plainly along the pattern over a

certain fixed space.

The rosette shown in the illustration is worked as

follows : First row— work into a small loop eighteen

Buttonholes ; Second row—work a Buttonhole, miss the

space of one and work another, continue to end of row,

making nine Buttonholes and nine spaces ; Third row

:

—work two Buttonholes, one on each side of the one in the

previous row and carry the thread plainly along in the

spaces ; Third row—as second, but working three instead

of two Buttonholes ; Fourth row—as third, but working five

Buttonholes instead of throe ; Fifth row—make nine loops,

commencing each loop from the final Bxittonhole of the

pattern and fastening it to the first Buttonhole on the next

pattern, so that the loop is situated over the spaces in the

rosette, and not over the Buttonholes, run the thread across

the thick parts of the rosette between the loops ; Sixth row

•^work nine Buttonlioles into each loop, and two over

the thick part of the pattern. Rosettes, of whatever

design, are commenced from the centre with a circle made

of cord, and Buttonholed round. They are increased by

two to four extra stitches being worked in every round

of Buttonhole. In working squares, commence at the top

with a line of close Buttonhole worked upon a cord

foundation, and from this work either a plain square

Crochet pattern or a simple Modem point stitch, such as

Cadiz or Escalibr; if the latter, see that it is enclosed

on every side with a line of close Buttonhole.

Another Variety of work with the same name is

formed over bodkins, and is suitable for quilts and couvre-

pieds, but not for flat articles, as when finished it has

the appearance of raised stars or wheels formed into round

or diamond-shaped patterns. It can be worked with

worsted, single Berlin or fleecy wool, or coarse, but soft,

knitting cotton, and each wheel is made separately and

joined together.

Commence by taking three equal sized large steel bod-

kins, and tie them firmly together in the middle with the

wool, opening them out so as to form a six-pointed wheel

with equal distances between each spoke, and with their

eyes following each other, as shown in Fig. 156. Pick up

the wool that tied the bodkins together and loop it round

the nearest bodkin, pass in on to the next, and loop it

round that, and so on round all six spokes, as shown in

Fig. 156. Coed Work—Detail A.

Fig. 156, detail A. Work twelve rows in this way; the

space between the spokes will be wider in each row, and

the wool will have to be kept at even lengths, and

untwisted ; fasten oft' by running the wool into the wheel.

Thread the bodkins with a long double piece of wool,

and pull them through and out of the wheel, filling in

their places with the doiibled wool. Work other wheels

in the same way and thread them together. It will

require some practice to place these wheels together into

designs of diamonds and squares, so as to secure them

fii-mly, but the principle of all will be the same. Pass

a diagonal thread in one wheel horizontally through

the next wheel, and vice versa, and when no spoke of

the next wheel touches a thread, ran it underneath
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the woi-k until it can be drawn tlirough another wheel

The manner of doing this is shown in the illustration, in

which the doubled thread is drawn through the top wheel,

and then taken under the part of the work where the

side wheels join. The manner <.>f conuecting these wheels

Fig. 1.!>7. Coed Work—Del^il B,

together is sho-n-n in Fig. 157, detail B. When all are

firmly di-awn together into a solid body, work a row of

double Crochet round their outer edge, and draw into and

work into this line all ends of threads so as to secure them

without knots.

Corfa Lace.—A coarse Greek lace or Retieella, still

made by the natives of that place, but of no commercial

value.

Cornet.—A French term used in dressmaking to signify

the open, trumpet shape of a sleeve at the wrist.

Coromandels.—A description of Manchester made

cotton stuffs, chiefly made for the African export trade.

Corsage.—A French term to signify a bodice.

Corset.—The French term to signify a pair of stays.

Corset Cord.—This cord is made both of linen and

of cotton. It is sold either by the dozen yar^ls or by

the pound.

Costume.—A French term to signify a complete dress.

Coteline, or Cotelaines.—A kind of white hair cord

muslin, printed in all kinds of patterns and colours. It is

of French manufacture, and designed for a dress material.

The width measures 31 inches. The printing and shading

of these goods are considered remarkably good.

Cotton.—(Latin Coctona, Welsh Cottwn, Fi'enoh Coton.)

The soft white downy pods of the Gossypium. or cotton

plant, which is spjun and woven into a great variety of tex-

tiles, and also employed for sewing thread, This plant is a

native of India and America, &c., and grows best near the

sea.

Cottonade.—A description of cotton cloth, in black and

white, of very inferior quality for wear, made for women's

skirts and suits for boys. It is 27 inches in width,

Cotton-backed Satin.—This material is comparatively

a new manufactiire in England, but is inferior in one

respect to those Indian-made, under the name of Mashroo,

as the latter, in every variety of coarse and fine, wash well,

while our home-made examples and the French do not.

Our cotton-backed satins vary in width from half a yard to

three-quarters.

Cotton Bullion Tringes.—These are heaidly made, the

widths running from 3 inches to 12. The lengths run from

21 to 36 yards.

Cotton Canvas.—This textile is both home-made, and

also manufactured in France and Germany; the French, or

patent, being theljest in its firmness, regularity, and clear.

ness of each thread, the meshes being remarkably square.

German cntton canvas is inferior, but may be had both

limp and stiffened. The French and German are made
in all sizes and widths ; the latter will not bear much
tension. That made in imitation of silk soon soils. They
have produced a kind especially for tapestry-stitch. The
German cotton canvas is generally made with eveiy tenth

thread dyed yellow, for the assistance of the embroiderer in

counting. It is made both limp and stiffened.

Cotton Cords.—These are made in white and black, and
are extensively used in dressmaking, as well as in up.

holstery. They are made up in half bundles of 51b., in

mixed sizes, or otherwise ; they may also be had in skeins,

in single pounds. The numbers run from 1 to 0,00,000,

0.000, and 00,000.

Cotton Crape Cloth.—An imitation of the woollen

Crape Cloth, and employed for children's wear.

Cotton Damasks.—Made in imitation of the linen
;

cheaper, less durable, requiring frequent bleaching, and not

much in request. Cotton damasks having a linen face have

been, and are, in use for table linen ; these being decoi-ated

with coloured borders in ingrain red and blue designs.

Table clcjths may be fibtained in a variety of lengths.

Cotton damask is also the name given to a beautiful

material woven in different colours for curtains, and the

other purpcjses of upjholstery. It is 54 inches in width, and

varies in price : is most durable, and bears almost endless

cleaning. It has, however, been much superstkled by

Ceetonne.

Cotton Terrets.—A description of binding resembling

unsized tape. They are chiefly employed in black and drab

colours, and are made up in rolls of nine pieces, containing

16 yards ;
numbers 8-18, or 6-24.

Cotton Prints, or Calico Prints. — Calico cloths

printed in various colours and patterns to serve for dresses.

Specimens of cotton fabrics sent out of the country, from

Manchester alone, have shown upwards of 1,500 different

kinds, varying in strength and pattern, from coarse cloths

to the finest muslins, and from the richest chintz to the

plain white.

Cotton Quilting.^A material made for waistcoat

pieces, resembling diaper, strong and thick in quality.

Cotton Keps.—Handsome cloths dyed in all colours,

35 inches wide, and at lid. a yard. They are chictly em-

ployed for the linings of cretonne cm-tains.

N
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Cottons for Sewing.—These are of several kinds—the

white hall, distinguished liy letters or numbers ; and balls

in every colour. Reel cotton is superior in make, and to free

it from the projecting fibres, it is passed rapidly through

the flames of coal gas. Darning cotton, used for repairing

stockings, is composed of two threads but little twisted,

and can be had in black, white, and colours. Embroidery

cotton, a loose soft make, which can be bought in skeins,

by the pound or gross ; the numbers run from 4 to 100. It

is used for decorating all kinds of white cotton or muslin,

wearing apparel, and for handkerchiefs. Trafalgar, or

Moravian cotton, is quite soft, and is employed for working

nets, muslins, and cambrics. Knitting cotton is twisted

less hard than sewing cotton, and is used for gloves,

mittens. &c. Bimnet cotton, a coarse thread, consisting of

eight or sixteen strands twisted together, employed for the

making of seaside, and countrywomen's calico bonnets, and

also in ujjholstery. Crape cotton is unsized, of cjuite a

dull black, and only made in five numbers ; it is used for

sewing crape. Crochet cottons may be had in reels, skeins,

or balls, the numbers running from 8 to 50. Marking

cotton is dyed before being twisted, and is sold both in

balls and on reels. Lace thread is made expressly for re-

pairing lace or bobbinette. Gimp thread is soft in quality

and make, and is used for embroidery on muslin ; and

glazed cotton, othei'wisc called (jlacv thread.

Cotton Sheetings.—The best make in cotton sheetings

varies fnmi two yards upwards to three in width. There
are also intermediate widths, and prices vary accordingly.

They can be had twilled, doulde warped, and plain made.

Cotton Ticking.—This material is made in stripes of

white and blue, ingrain colours, both in twill and plain

made. It is employed lioth for bedding and other pur-

poses of uj^holstcry, and also for embroidery. The price

varies, and the ticking measures from 30 to 36 inches.

See Belgian Ticking.

Cotton Velvet.—A material made in exact imitation of

silk velvet, both in plain colours, and printed in patterns.

It was employed for a dress material, but has been for

some years almost entirely superseded by a better de-

scription of fabric, composed of silk and cotton, called

Velveteen. Ribbon is also made of cotton velvet, an
article inferior in quality, being cut in strips from piece

velvets, and thus having raw edges. The fraying of the
edges is to some extent prevented by sizing. They may
be had in various colours, and in rather short lengths of

12 yards each. The numbers rxxa. from 1 to 40, and
the widths from 1 and 1 1 to 10 inclusive, consecutively,
and every even number to 24, inclusive; then passing
over those intervening, to numbers 30 and 40. There arc
also fancy velvet ribbons partially of plain silk, as well
as of velvet. pr(jduced in various colom-s and patterns,
and very cijmmonly in plaid designs.

Cotton Wool.—The raw cotton, after having been
passed through the " willow," • blowing," and - scutching

"

machines, is spread out into broad, soft, fleece-like wadding,
when it is wound on a roUer. It is employed for lining
garments, quilts, ic, being placed between the material

and its lining, and then sewn and kept in position by dia-

gonal runnings at even distances, called " quilting." We
obtain cotton wool from Cyprus.

Couching.—A term signifying the various ways in

Church work that materials too thick to pass through the

linen foundations as stitches are formed into patterns.

All ancient Church needlework was profusely decorated

with Oouchings, which although of endless variety of

names and designs, are of two descriptions only, the Flat

and the Raised. They are formed with gold or silver

thread, passing, gold braid, pearl purl, tambour, purse silk,

three corded silk, crochet twist, floss silk, mitorse, and
Berlin silk. Gold twist and gold thread are costly, as is

also passing {which is i^artly silk and partly gold), there-

fore gold silk frequently takes their place when expense is

an object of consideration. The silk is also less likely to

suffer from damp and gas than the gold threads, which are

not now manufactured as pure as in the olden times, and
are therefore liable to many changes, some kinds of silks

acting deleteriously upon them, while the vapour of incense

and the touch of a warm hand aft'ect them, flat Couchings

are formed of threads of silk or gold laid smoothly down
upon the linen foundation, and caught to it with small

stitches brought up from the back of the work, and
returned to it. Raised Couchings are the same threads

laid upon the linen, but over whipcord that has been pre-

viously arranged upon it in a set design, the laid lines of

thread being secured in the Raised in the same manner
as in Flat. The names given to Couchings are taken from
the direction of these secui-ing stitches ; they are called

Basket, Battlemented, Brick, Broad, Diagonal, Diamond,
Diaper, Plain, Shell, Spider, Vandyke, Wavy, Wheel. The
manner of working them all only differs in the patterns

formed by the securing threads, and the direction of the

whipcord in the raised designs.

To work the plain Flat Couchings : Take threads of

floss, mitorse, or purse silk, and lay them smoothly down
from side to side in the space to be filled, either in hori-

zontal, diagonal, or perpendicular lines ; then thread an
embroidery needle with fine purse silk or sewings, and
catch the laid threads down ; liring the needle up from
the back of frame, put the silk in it over two or more laid

lines, and the needle again through the foundation to the

back ; work over the laid lines until all are secured, and
form the stitches into a pattern by altering the distances

between them.

There are two ways to work more elaborate Flat
Couchings. The first : Lay the floss silk do\vn as before

mentioned, then lay over it, one at a time, lines of purse
silk or gold thread, and catch these down upon the floss

witli a stitch brought from the back of the work, and
returned to it as before described. Each line of purse silk

must be laid with reference to the pattern that it is helping
to form over the floss foundation. The second manner
of aiTanging the stitches is as follows : Lay two or more
threads of floss or gold upon the foimdation linen, and
at once secure them with a stitch. Bring this stitch

from the back of the work, and work it at equal distances
down the two laid threads ; then lay two more threads and
secure in the game manner.
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Work Raised Couchmgs as follows : Sew securely down
to the linen foundation a number of strands of wliipeord

as straight or waved lines, or form them into a set pattern
;

over these lay floss silk or gold thread, and secure this with

a stitch brought from the back and returaed there as

already descril_>ed. On each side (A the raised part formed
by the whipcord that is underneath the floss work a con-

tinuous line of these securing stitches so as to distinctly

outline the whipcord ; in the inten-als l>etween these raised

parts work the securing stitches up and down as in Flat

Couchiugs, and make them into any pattern that may be

required without reference to the raised design. When
Couching in various devices, hold the laid threads in one

hand and regulate them with that or with the piercer,

and bring up the securing threads with the other, and
do not change the position of the hands until the work

is finished. Outline the Couching with a cord of silk or

gold, and sometimes with more than one, according to

the design. Use the Raised Couchings for backgrounds,

the Plat for the centres of the various devices used as

Powderings {see Church Embeoideeti and for the

centres of altar frontals and embroidered vestments,

BasTiet Stitch.—iFig. 1581, This is a Raised Couching,

Lay down perpendicular lines of whipcord upon the foun-

dation, and sew them firmly into position. Take four

threads of purse silk, gold thread, or floss silk, and

stitch them down with purse silk of the same colour

brought through from the back of the material and

Fig. 1,58 Basket E.^ised CorCHiKG.

retxuned to it. Place these seeming stitches between

every second strand of the cord. Form the next line with

four threads laid over the whipcord and stitched down

;

but, in order to prevent the lines <;>f stitches all coming

directly beneath each other, tlie first line must secure the

Fig. 159. Basket Eaised Couching.

floss silk over one cord only, the rest over two cords as

before. Repeat these two hnes until the space is filled in.

Pig, 159, also of Basket Couching is worked as

follows : The whipcord and the floss silk lay down as

before described, but over them lay short lines of fine

gold thread or purse sUk, Biing these from the back by

making a hole with the stiletto for them to pass through,

and return them in the same wa}-.

Fig. 160 is a Flat Couching with securing threads,

arranged as Battle Die ided lines. Lay the floss silk in

Fig. 160. Church E3ibroii>eet—Battlemented Flat Couching.

diagonal lines across the foundation, and then work the

securing stitches so as to form the design,

Brii:h Stitch, illustrated in Figs, 161 and 162, is

worked in two ways. For the design shown in Fig, 161 :

Lay down lines of floss silk in a diagonal direction, and

secure them with stitches from the back, pass each stitch

over two lines of floss, and wijrk it in at an even dis-

tance from the stitch pireceding it to the end of the

pattern. Work tlie next line of securing stitches over

Fig. I'jl. Brice Flat Couching.

two laid lines of floss, not directly under the stitches in

the preceding row, but between them. It wiU be seen on

reference to the illustration that these seeming stitches

are not taken over the whole of the foundation, but are

arranged so as to form vaiidvkes. Fit;'. 162 is Brick

Fig. 1C2. Bricx Flat Cuuching.

stitch differently worked : Lay down two threads of purse

silk, and catch these down with a stitch from the back

also of purse silk, and placed at regular distances along

the hne ; work the second line as the first, but place the

fastening stitches in it between those of the previous row.

Broad Couching, Fig. 163, is worked like the Brick

Couching last described, but the securing stitches slightly

Fig, 163. Broad Flat Couching,

draw the foundation floss togethtr where they stitch it

down,
N 2
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Diagonal Couching is a Flat Couching, eitlier made

with, lines of securing stitches worked through the material

in a diagonal direction, or by laying threads over the

floss silk in the same direction.

Biamond Couching.—A Flat Couching (shewn in Fig.

164) worked as follows : Lay down lines of floss silk, and

above them lay lines of purse silk or gold thread singly,

but in a diagonal direction, and at equal distances apart.

Fig. 164. Diamond Flat Couching.

Secure each single line with a stitch brought from the

back. Lay all the lines in one direction first and secure

them, then lay the lines that cross them, and wherever the

two meet and fomi one of the points of a diamond, work

a pearl or a spangle in at the junction.

Diaper Couching is the same as Plain Couching, the

securing stitches in it being worked so as to form zigzag

lines, diamonds, and crosses.

Plain Flat Couching.—Lay down floss silk evenly

over foundation, and secure it with stitches brought from

the back. Take these over two threads of silk and return

to the back again. Arrange these securing stitches so as

Fi«. 165. Plain Flat Couching.

to form straight or curved lines or diamonds across the

space covered. The couched lines (shown in Fig. 16.5) are

Fig. 166. Flain Flat Couching.

not placed close together, but allow the material upon

which they are laid to show between them when so

arranged ; the foundation must be of silk, not linen.

Fig. 1<;6 is a variety of plain Couching. It is worked

thus : Lay down pci'pendicular lines of floss silk close

together, then hoiizontal and wide apart single lines of

purse silk or gold thread, and secure these at even dis-

tances by a stitch from the back ; wherever the stitch

from the back is made, work in a spangle or a bead.

Shell Couching. — A Flat Couching, in which the

securing stitches are arranged in half curves, and bear

some resemblance to the shape of a scallop shell.

Spider Couching.—A Raised Couching. Upon a linen

foundation fasten down short pieces of whipcord. Cut

these of equal length, and arrange them like the spokes of

a wheel or the chief threads of a spider's web. Fill in the

whole of the foundation with threads so arranged, placing

the wheels they make as near together as they can be.

Then lay lines of floss silk over the whipcord and secure

it by stitches from the back of the work. Work these

stitches in lines on each side of every raised cord, so that

the shape of each wheel or spider's web is clearly indicated.

Vandylce Couching.—A Raised Couching formed with

lines of whipcord laid on the linen foundation in the shape

of Vandykes, floss silk laid over them and secured, and the

whipcord outlined with securing stitches from the back.

Wavy Couching. —This is a Raised Couching, and is

illustrated in Fig. 167. To work : Arrange upon the linen

foundation cui-ved lines of whipcord; lay a medium

d purse silk over them, two strands at a time, and

it as in Broad Couching, omitting the stitches

size

secure

Fig. 167. VVavt Kaisel Couching.

wherever the raised part f<.irmed liy the cord underneath

is approached. When the Broad Couching is finished, lay

a thread of gold or silk cord on each side of the waved line,

and catch it down with securing stitches from the back,

or work the line on each side of the raised part with a

continuous line of stitches brought from the back.

Wheel Couching.—Similar to Spider.

Coudre.—The French term signifying to sew.

Coulant Natt6e.—Sec Mackame Lace.

Coulisse.—(French.) A small slip-stitched pleating,

sewn upon a dress by means of slip stitches.

Coulisse.—A French term denoting the gathering, by

fine nmninga and drawing, so as to pucker up any mate-

rial, and to form irregular wrinkles, yet so as to pre-

serve a general uniformity of hollows and puffiugs. See

Shierfd.

Counter-Hemming.—To execute this description of

plain sewing, place two edges of material together, one

overlying the other, so as to form a flat joining. The

wrong side of one piece should overlap the right side of

the other to t'ue depth oi an ordinary seam. If the pieces

so united have selvedges, nothing should be turned in ;

but if either piece have a raw edge, it must be once folded.
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The flat seam should then be tacked down throughout its

entire length, and aftenvards felled (or hemmed), and as

soon as one side has been finished, the second, or " counter-

hem," is made in the same waj'. This is an untidy method

of working, inferior to the ordinary plan of simply

" running and fellinsj."

Couronnes.—An ornament to the Cordonnet, used in

needle point laces, and identical with crowns. T<:. make :

Work tiny loops of thread along outer edge of cordonnet,

and buttonhole these over with a close line of buttonholes,

and finish with small Bobs placed at equal distances along

the outer edge of loops. They are either worked as a

decoration to the cordonnet that forms the edge of the

lace, or round any raised cordonnets in the body of the

pattern ; when in the latter position they, with Spines and

Thorns, are known as Fleurs Volants.

Contille.—A French word to denote a description of

jean used for stays. It has a small kind of armiire pat-

tern all over it, woven in the material, like a succession of

small chevrons or zigzags. It is of a lighter make than

English jean, is usually employed without a lining, and
measures 27 inches in width.

Contrai Lace.—In Belgium, at a town of this name.

Valenciennes is made. It is known as Coutrai Lace, and
commands a ready sale in England, being worked in

wider widths than the Valenciennes produced in other

Belgian cities. See VALENCIE^fNE^.

Cover Cloths.—All pillows used for the purpose of lace

making require three cover cloths. The largest, known as

the under cloth, is made the size of the pillow, of washing
silk or fine linen, and is used to cover over the piUow
entirely. It is placed on the pillow before tlie passement

pattern is adjusted, and cannot be removed imtil that is

detached, but as the lace is worked upon it it must be

taken ofl: and washed whenever it looks at all soiled. The
other cloths are detached from the pillow and altered at

will as to their positions. They are made of silk or linen,

in size 18 inches by 12 inches. One is pinned over the

top of the pillow to protect the finished lace, which is there

rolled up out of the way, and the other pinned down over

the lower part of the passement and under the bobbins,

to prevent the lace threads becoming entangled with the

pricked holes in the design. When the lace is not being

made this cloth should be thrown over the piUow to keep

it clean.

Cradle, or Shuttle.—An appliance (othei-n-ise called an

attachment) belonging to a Sewing Machine (which see.)

Crankey.—A bend or turn, significant of the description

of ticking employed for beds, composed of linen and cotton,

the patterns on which are iiTCgular or zigzag. It measures

54 inches in width.

Crape.—A delicate transparent crimped gauze, made

of raw silk, sized with gum, twisted in the mill, and woven

without dressing. It may also be had both crisped and

smooth, with or without a twill, the former being of

double width, and generally ranging from 23 inches to 42

inches in width. White crape is manufactured for a dress

material, and for trimmings. The production of coloured

varieties originated at Bologna, thence introduced at

Lyons, where those of Areophane and Crepe Lisse are

largely made. Our own manufactures at Norwich and

Yarmouth are likewise of superior make. The bests sorts

are entirely of silk, but a new kind, called Albert Crape,

is composed of silk and cotton, and another, called Victoria

Crape, is made of cotton onlj'. There is an improved variety

of recent manufacture, having a small indented pattern,

which resists the influence of rain and a damp atmosphere.

The dyeing and dressing of crape are performed after

it has been woven. See China Ceape and Yokohama
Ckape.

Crape Cloth.—A woollen material, woven in imitation

of crape, dyed black, and employed for mourning in the

place of real crape. It is made of double width ;
in dif-

ferent qualities, and varies in price accordingly. It bears

washing, and wears well, and is known in the various shops

by several different names.

Crape Cotton.—An unsized cotton of a dull black,

employed for sewing crape, and made only in five

numbers.

Crash.—Called also Russia crash, and round towelling,

the width running from 16 to 22 inches. This material

was utilised in the early days of crewel work for embroi-

dery, on which account that species of work was called

crash work. In process of time various makes of un-

bleached linen, copied from ancient examples of crewel

work textiles, have been misnamed crash. These are to be

had in various degrees of fineness, width, and make. See

Baknsley Linens. A description of linen misnamed crash

is a closely woven cloth, even in grain, rather fine, and

unbleached, which is employed as canvas for the purposes

of embroidery. It is 37 inches in width. Another de-

scription of crash, also used in embroidery, is known as

Buckingham's hand-made crash, having a chessboard pat-

tern, and made after the style of Huckaback. It is of

double width. The real crashes are only two in number,

Russian and Bamsley. Russia crash, which is not used

for embroidery, is unbleached and unpressed, and varies

from 16 to 18 inches in width ; Bamsley crash may be

had at 16, 18, 20, and 22 inches in width, and it is this

material that is employed for embroidery. It is beautifully

bleached and pressed.

Cream-twilled Iiineu.—A description of linen cloth

employed for purposes of embroidery, of 2 yards in width.

Cr^uele. — (French.) Battlemented, or cut in square

scallops, producing that effect, as a tordering of a dress.

Crdpe.—The French for Crape (which see).

Cr6p6.—A French term to signify crimped, after the

style of crape.

Cr6pe de Lahor.—A washing material designed for

women's dresses, and made in various colours. Its width

is much narrower than that of Crepe Lisse, measuring only

26 inches.

Cr^peline.—Crepon, or Crape Cloth. A dress material,

having a silken surface, much resembling crape, but con-

siderably thicker. It is 24 inches in width
;
and is to be

had in wool and in silk unmixed with wool. Th<ise of
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mixed materials have tlie warp twisted much harder

than the weft. Crepon, made at Naples, is of silk only.

It is chiefly mamifactured in black, but is also to be

had in colours. Norwich is the chief seat of the manufac-
ture in England, and Zurich and Naples abroad.

Crdpe Lisse.—A thin description of crape, like gauze,

chiefly employed for making frills and ruffles. It may be

had in white, cream, and other colours, and is 36 inches

in width.

Cr6pe Work.—This work consists of forming imitation

flowers or leaves of crepe, and either sewing them to the

silk or satin backgrounds, or making, them up upon wire

foundations as detached sprays. When attached to wire

they are used for wreaths and dress or bonnet trimmings
;

when sewn to backgrounds, for ornamenting sachet cases

and necktie ends. They are foraied for the last-menti(ined

as follows : Select crepe of a colour matching the satia

background, cut out the size of the flower petal to be

made upon paper, and cut to it a piece of doubled

crepe ; turn in the raw edges, and draw the crepe together

at one end to form the narrow part of the petal ; then sew

this end to the foundation, and allow the other to stand

Fio. 168. Ohepe Wokk.

up. To form the flcjwer, five petals are made as described,

and sewn down as a round, their raw edges being well

tacked down and concealed by French knots made either

of gold and silver thread or floss silk. The shape of the

flowers made of crepe cannot be much varied ; their centres

may, however, be filled up with three or four small i>etals

made like the outside ones instead of French knots ; the

number of flowers will depend upcm the space available.

Make the leaves of pieces of doubled crepe cut and notched

to the shape of leaves, applique these to the backgrounds,

and surround them with wide apart Btjttonhole stitches

of filoselle that match the crepe in colour.

The detached crepe flowers can lie made of fine muslin in-

stead of crepe, and this latter material being the stifEest

they last in shape better when formed of it. The materials

required for them are muslin or crepe, green wire, beads

or spangles, and embroidery silk. Fig. 168 is of this kin 1

of Crepe Work, the flowers in it are foinned of gold coloured

muslin or crepe. To work : Cut the petals out to shape

upon a flat but doubled piece of crepe, and then Button-
hole them round with a line of wide apart stitches (this

may be done before cutting out). When all are shaped

sew them round a gold coloured pad, which should be

wadded and attached to the top of a piece of wire ready

to receive them. Form the stamen lines of yellow purse

silk and lay them over the petals after the latter are

attached to the pad, and finish them with a bead. Make the

back of the flower neat by winding green purse silk round

the wire so as to conceal the ends of the crepe. Form 'the

leaves like the petals, with veins marked out in Satin

stitch. When a large bunch of flowers is being formed, and

not a single spray, so much care need not be taken over each

individual part ; the flower petals not reqiuring Button-

holed edges, but being made (jf doulile crepe turned in at

the sides, and the leaves of a straight piece of material

2 inches wide, and a quarter of j^ard long, with edges cut

to Vandykes. This piece of crepe is box pleated, and
doubled, so that both edges turn tei the front, and is then

sewn close to single flowers and in and about groups,

forming bouquets. These leaves should be darker in tint

than the flowers, l)ut of the same coloiii'.

Crescents.—These crescents are raised Coedonnets
that enclose the flat stitches of needle point laces or

join the separate pieces of work together. Their use adds

immensely t(j the effect of the lace, and gives it strength

and beauty at the same time. They are of various shapes,

lengths, and thickness, according to the pattern of the

lace, but are all worked alike.

To work
: Prick the shape of the crescent out upon a

leather foundation, being careful to prick two holes close

together, and to make the same number of holes on the

inside as upon the outer edge (.see Fig. 169). With a

Fio. 1C9. Crescent—Pricked.

needle threaded with No. 12 Mecklenlmrg thread, outline
the crescent liy bringing up the needle from the back
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of the leather thmugb tlie first of the two hnles close

together and putting it back througli the second, thus

making a short stitch upon the surface and a long

one xmdemeath. Continue in this wa_y all rt.nmd the

crescent, then fasten ofl liy tying the two ends of the

thread together at the back of the pattern. Pill the

needle with No. 7 Mecklenburg thread and commence to

work by making a foimdation for the padding that raises

the cordonnet. Bring the needle up from the back and
slip the thread under the small stitch already made
between the two holes, then take the thread across the

Fig. 170. Ceescest—Mankee of Working.

orescent and slip it under the two holes opposite, and

continue to pass it backwards and foi-wards under the

holes opposite each other, never pulling the thread up

fully until it has been rim through all the stitches. Upon
these crossed threads darn in soft Moravian thread until

a handsome raised foundation is formed (see Fig. 170), the

centre of which is thicker and higher than the pine shaped

end. Now work an even close line of Buttonhole
stitches over the padding.

Fig. 171 is a piece of Spanish rose point that illustrates

the use of a raised crescent. The stitch in the centre

of the crescent is worked before the outline, and is a close

Buttonhole, with open spaces left systematically unworked

Fio. 171. CRE3CE^"T, WITH FLErES Volants,

to give the appearance of veins or tracery. These open

stitches are made by missing three Buttonholes wherever

they occur. The pieces of lace shaped like wings are

worked sepai'ately and tacked on to the leather foundation

and the outer edge of the crescent in such a manner that

they are joined together in the process of buttonhoKng

the padding over. The trimming to tlie outer edge of the

crescent is worked last : it is made of Coueonnes edged
with thorns or spines, which, when arranged round the

edge of a Cordonnet, are called I'leurs Volants. Unpick
the work from the leather foundation by cutting the

outline thread that was tieil at the back, and join the

piece of lace on in its place in the jjattem.

Crete Lace.—An ancient pillow lace of the Torchon

description made in the island of Crete. The groimds

were either formed of cijloured silks or flax, and the dis-

tinctive feature of the manufacture consisted in embroi-

dery being worked upon the lace after it was made. This

embroidery was executed with coloured filoselle in Chain
stitch, which was made to outline the pattern, like Fil de
trace. The designs of Crete laces were chiefly geometrical,

and the colours used in ornamenting them so varied and
bright as to give an Oriental appearance to the handiwork.

A modern imitation of the ancient Crete laces, with

their coloured silk embroideries, and made by working a

pattern in coloured filoselles over thick lace is easily

produced. It is a kind of embroidery that most ladies

will find easy and effective, and is especially adapted for

furniture lace, looking well, when in wide widths, for

chimney-board covers, and in narrow for small round tea

tables. The lace on which the stitches are worked should

be either black or white Yak or Torchon machine lace, or a

crochet imitation of these. The design of the lace should

be a distinct and rather open one, and when selecting,

especial attention should be given to the ground as a hght

open ground is more effective than a close, thick one.

To work : Commence by cutting a strip of coloirred cloth

or serge to the exact width of the lace, and lay it under that

as a backgroimd. Tack the two together, and proceed to

work ornamental embroidery stitches on the lace, taking

them through the cloth background. These stitches are

worked in two or more coloured filoselles, and consist of

Satin, Feathee, or Chain. Work them upon the thick

parts of the lace, leaving the i>pen parts bare, so that the

coloured cloth background is seen through. The folh>wing

arrangement of the stitches produces a good pattern : Make

a number of festoons, either of Feathek or Satin stitch,

along the whole length of the lace, commencing a festoon

at the top of the lace, and carrying it down to the edge, each

festoon taking up the width of 4 inches ; then fill in the

spaces left by the curves with stars, rosettes, or rounds,

worked in variously coloured filoselles, and in Satin

stitch. Any shades of colour can be used in one pattern,

provided they are not violent contrasts ; the ancient Crete

laces, of which this work is the imitation, being em-

broidered with many colours. The colour of the Ijack-

ground cloth should be rich and dark, such as deep plum.

Indigo blue, sap green, or maroon
; the filoselles amber,

sky blue, sea green, and crimson.

Cretonne.—A French name for a cotton fabric which

has latterly superseded, to a considerable extent, the use of

chintz for upholstery work. It is to be had m every colour.
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both of ground and floral design ; is twilled, but unglazed
(or calendered), and is made from 30 inches to a yard wide.

It is manufactured in England as well as in France. The
original material, called Cretonne, or Cretonne chintz, was
originated by the Normans two centuries ago, and was made
at Lisieux, being woven with flax and hemp, and in dif-

ferent qualities, for the purpose of body linen.

Cretonne Applique. — Hee Applique, Beodebie
Peese.

Creva Brawn Work.—This is a lace made in Brazil

by the negroes. It is a drawn lace, and evidently copied

from the Italian drawn work. Some of it was exhibited in

England at the late Exhibition.

Crewel.—In early times known as Caddis, Caddas. or

Crule. Derived from the Anglo-Saxon Chow, aftei-wards

changed to Clew (a ballot thread), and subsequently called

Cruell, or Kreioel. old German Kleiiel. Worsted yarn
loosely twisted, employed in the sixteenth centuiy for

embroidery on linen textiles, curtains, and household fur-

niture, and also for decoi-ating the dresses of the lower
orders

; but now extensively for embroidery. It is to be
had in every colour, and is made in three sizes, and
known as tapestry crewel, very soft and even, sold in

cuts of about Is. -td. the oz., or by the hank ; medium crewel,

sold in upwards of 300 art shades ; and the fine crewel,

by the cut, or the hank.

Crewel Stitch.—One of the old embroidery stitches,

and well known in earlier times as Stem stitch ; but since the
revival of Crewel work, of which it is the most important
stitch, its original name has become superseded by that of
the embroidery now associated with it.

To work : Put the needle into the material in a slanting
direction, as shown in Pig. 172, and keep the crewel upon

Fig. 172. Crewel Stitch.

the right hand side of the needle. Work to the end of

the line, every stitch being made in the same manner;

then turn the material and place a line of stitches close to

the one already made, keeping the wool always to the right

of the needle. If the crewel is allowed to sliji to the left of

the needle the stitch is not projjerly made, although it

appears to be to the inexperienced. When using this stitch,

except for stems and outlines, the regularity of each suc-

ceeding stitch is not kept so perfectly as shown in the illus-

tration, but is more carelessly done, although the stitch is

not otheiTvise altered. This is particularly the case when
forming the edges of serrated leaves ; the in-egular Crewel

Stitch will give them the notched appearance of the natural

leaf, while the regular one makes the edges straight and

formal. Leaves and flowers of various kinds are worked

in Crewel Stitch with regard to their broad natural out-

lines. A small narrow leaf, such as that of a carnation or

jasmine, requires no veining, and is worked up and down.

Put the needle in at the base of the leaf, take a line of

stitches up the right hand side to the point, then turn the

work, and take the same line down the left side (now the

right) to the base of the leaf. Then work the centre up

and fill in the two sides afterwards in the same manner,

turning the work at every line. To save this constant

turning of material, good woi'kers put their needle back-

wards down the line, but this is not so easy for a beginner

to accomphsh. With a large leaf, such as an orange, or a

smaller leaf with deeply indented veins, a diflierent plan

is necessary. In such a case take the stitches, instead of

upwards and downwards, in a slanting direction down-

wards from the outside to the centre of the leaf, all the

stitches tending from both sides to the middle. By this

means a deeper indented line is given to the centre vein

;

afteiTvards work up the centre as a finish, and work the

side veins over the other Crewel Stitches, but in a different

shade of colour, and in the direction the natural veins

would follow. A rose leaf requires another modification

:

Work from side to centre like the last-named, but with a

long stitch and a short one alternately at the outside

edge, so that the deeply indented sides may be properly

rendered. Work rounded flower petals as shown in Fig.

173, the stitches following each other, but decreasing in

Fill. 173. Crewel Stitch—Petal.

length as they approach the end of the petal, while in pointed

petals, like the jasmine, simply take the stitch up and
down, or cross the whole length with a Satin Stitch.

Work in Satin stitch any flower petal that is small enough

B

Figs. 174 and 175. Cuewel Stitches — Improperly wale stems.

to allow of a Satin stitch carried across it ; large ones

require Crewel Stitch, Use Feench Knots or Bullion
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Knots for the centres of flowers, as they add to their
beauty. When the centre of a flower is as large as that
seen in a sunflower, either work the whole with French
Knots, or lay down a piece of velvet of the right shade and
work sparingly over it French Knots or lines of Crewel
Stitch. A Marguerite daisy is sometimes so treated, but
after that size French Knots alone are worked, and no
velvet foundation added.

Always work stems in Crewel Stitch and in upright

lines; Figs. 174, 175 illustrate two ways of making stems

that should be avoided, but which are constantly seen in

badly worked embroidery. The rounded appearance given

to them by the direction of the stitches serves to raise

them from their backgrounds, and gives, instead of the

decorative flat design that is desired, one in relief. Stems
should be simply worked up and dovni in Crewel Stitch in

the manner shown in Fig. 172.

Crewel Work.—This is work that claims to be raised

from the level of ordinary fancy to an art work. The
name is but a modern one for embroidery with worsteds or
" Krewels " upon plain materials. Ancient Crewel Work
was indifferently classed with embroideries of silk and gold

or work upon canvas, as " wrought needlework " in old

chronicles, therefore it is difficult to separate one particular

kind by hard and fast lines of demarcation from other

embroideries. The proper definition of Crewel Work is

embroidery upon linen, twilled cotton or stufl:'s, the founda-
tion material being in most cases left as an unworked back-

ground, or, when covered, only partially concealed with open
Diaper or Diagonal Fillings. The employment of crewels

in needlework was the first form of embroidery known, and
worsteds mingled with thin plates of gold, or the latter

pulled into fine wire, ornamented all the fine needlework of

the earlier times before silk was used. The art came from
the East, thence spread into Egypt, acquired there by the

Hebrews, Greeks, and Romans, and taken by the latter

wherever they can-ied theu- conquests, and though by their

time embroidery with silk had become prevalent and super-

seded the plamer worsteds, still working -nith crewels in

various forms never entirely died out until the present

century, when the introduction of the new Berlin wools, in

1835, with theii' softer texture and more varied dyes, sup-

planted it for a time ; but in 1875 it was reinstated by artists

who found it was the best vehicle for the expression, through

embroidery, of design and colour. Amongst the earliest

examples of this needlework are the curtains of the Taber-

nacle, the coloured sails of the Egj^ptian galleys, and the

embroidered robes of Aaron and his priests. These were

worked with gold and worsted, and though the stitch used

on them is believed to have been Cross stitch, yet from the

foundation material being fine linen, and the workmen
forming their own designs, they undoubtedly rank among
art as Crewel Work. In latter times the Bayeux tapestry

and the productions of Amy Robsai-t and Mary Stuart are

witnesses to the industry of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, while most of the hand made tapestry of that

time consisted simply of crewel stitches entirely covering-

coarse linen backgrounds. In the eighteenth century large

quantities of Crewel Work were done, much of which is

still extant, and gives evidence of the individual energy

and taste of that period. The great merit of the work
and the reason of its revival lies in the capability it has of

expressing the thought of the worker, and its power of

breaking through the trammels of that mechanical copying
and counting that lowers most embroidery to mere fancy
work. Lifted by this power into a higher grade, it can, and
will, i-ank with laces and ancient gold and silver embroi-
deries that are in themselves works of art, and which
were done in times when the best part of a life was spent
in the efi:ort to give to the world one new type of Ijeauty.

Crewel Work has also the inestimable advantage of being

adapted to homely decoration, the cheapness of its material,

the ease with which it is cleaned, and its strength to resist

rough usage, justly making it the chosen vehicle in the de-

coration of all common home objects of beauty. Partaking,

as Crewel Work does, of the general nature of ancient em-
broideries, it will be sufiicient under this heading to point

out its characteristics and manner of working. In it good
work is known by the design and colouring being treated

as a decorative, and not as a realistic, copy of nature. It

is well ascertained that the materials capable of producing

embroideries are not of a kind that can imitate natui-e in

her glories of form and colour, and that any copy will

be a failure ; therefore all work claiming to be good must
be conventionally treated, the design being represented flat

upon a flat background, and no attempt made, by means of

shadows and minute shadings, to raise and round it from its

surface as in painting, and in con-ect CrewelWork this rule

is followed. Many unthinking persons object to this, proud
of the idea of only copying from nature ; but let the

effect be tried of flowers worked as they see them, and the

same treated decoratively, and a short experience will soon

convince them that one grc^up can be looked upon for ever

with rest and repose, while the other oifeuds by the

badness of its copy and the harshness of its colouring.

Crewel Work is a difiicult embroidery, because it depends

for its success not upon the exact putting in of stitches,

and their regularity, or upon the time and labour bestowed

upon reproducing a pattern, but upon the absolute neces-

sity there is for the mind of the worker being something

more than a copying machine, possessing the power of

grasping and working out an idea of its own, and of

being able to distinguish between a good or bad design or

system of colouring. The technical difficulties of the

work are so few and so simple that when described they

seem to be trifles, for after the broad mles of what
to do and avoid are stated, a written instruction is of

little help, as it cannot give the subtleties of form and
colour upon which the work depends for its perfection,

nor can it convey to an inartistic mind the power of

right selection between conflicting colouring. What can

be learnt from instruction is the manner of forming the

various stitches used in the work, wliUe practice will give

a free use of the needle, and the power of setting the

stitches so that each is put in with regard to its place

in the whole design, and is neither worked too close

to its neighbour nor too far from it, but liy its direc-

tion expresses the contour of a line or the form of a

leaf. Just as in painting no master can inspire his pupil

with his own gift of colouring unless the power of seeing
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and delineating is already possessed and only requires to

be brought out and strengthened by instruction, so in

Crewel Work the learner must have an innate taste for

what is true in form and colour to profit by the rules that

are exemplified in the beat examples of needlework.

One of the great advantages of this work over other

descriptions of eml^roidery is its usefulness for everyday

needs, as, from the nature of its materials, it can be

adapted to almost all kinds of household decoration, and

is not out of keeping with either homely or handsome fur-

nitui'e, provided the stuffs it is woi-ked upon are selected

with regard to the ornaments and pm-poses of the room.

The selection of such suitable materials must be particu-

larly borne in mind when the work is employed to decorate

such permanent articles as wall hangings, friezes, portieres,

and window curtains. In a handsomely furnished sitting

room for winter use these should be either of plush,

Utrecht velvet, velveteen, waste silk, velvet cloth, diagonal

cloth, or serge, according to the richness or simplicity of

the accompanying furniture, and the ground colour in all

cases should be dark and rich, with the embroidery U23<in

it in lighter shades of the same, or in a light shade of a

colour that harmonises with the background. Plush is

the handsomest of all these materials, as it dyes in such

beautiful tones of colour ; its disadvantages lie in its

expense, and that the pattern traced upon it is not perma-

nent, and, unless worked over, at once wears off ; it also

requires a lining, and is therefore more used to work upon
as a bordering to curtains of velvet cloth or diagonal cloth

than as whole curtains, but if the above defects are not

objected to, there is no doubt about the softness and
beauty of a portiere or chimney curtain worked in plush.

Utrecht velvet is harder to work through than plush, and
is more used for curtain dados than for a whole curtain

or curtain borders. Velveteen of the best quality works
well, but is more suitable for screens and chimney curtains

than large hangings ; it looks best when embroidered with

coarse filoselles. Velvet cloth is a soft, handsome material,

warm looking, and falling in easy folds ; it is a good tex-

tuj'C to work upon, and takes the tracing lines perfectly.

Diagonal cloths and serges are both soft materials, easy

to work upon, and artistic in colouring, their only defects

being that they do not take the tracing lines well, and
require to be worked at once or the pattern lines run with

tine white cotton as soon as marked out.

Summer curtains, Ac, for sitting rooms, are either made
of waste silks, silk sheeting, China silk, Kirriemeer Twill,

real Russian Crash, and the superior makes of Bolton
Sheeting. The cheap sheetings and crash are not recom-
mended for large surfaces of embroidery; they are too

harsh in texture and too coarse altogether to be used
when so much time and labour is expended over their

decoration. Waste silks and Cldna silks are either

worked with filoselles or crewels, but the crashes and
twills being washing materials should only )>e worked
with crewels.

In such articles as chair tidies, bed valances, toilet covers,

aprons, &c., cleanliness has to be the first object, and for

these the washing materials known as Tlax, Smock Linen,

Oatcake and Oatmeal Linens, Kirriemeer Twill, Crash, and

Bolton Sheetings are used, while the work upon them is

limited to one or two shades of colour.

The embroidery upon all large objects should be worked
upon the material, and not applied to it, it being always

better, in an art point of view, to distribute the work in

such cases over the whole surface than to confine it to

certain limited spaces, such as a line of bordering or a strip

placed across the background. The material is cumber-

some to hold, but the heaviness is much mitigated when
curtains, &c., are made with dados of a different colour,

but of the same material, the embroidery being done before

the two are sewn together. Embroidered hangings of any
kind are never made either long or full ; and wall panels

and friezes are laid flat against the wall. Portieres and

curtains are allowed sufficient stuff in them to admit of a

little fulness when drawn across, and they should not do

more than just touch the floor to exclude draughts. All

large pieces of needlework require patterns that convey

the feeling of breadth without the work being too fine

to be appreciated upon such objects. The best designs for

these articles are either large flowers in outline, with long

upright stems and leaves starting from the bottom of the

hanging, and branching stiifly over the surface of the

material, (jr decorative or geometrical designs, such as are

familiar in Italian wall paintings or outline figure subjects.

The colours chosen for the embroidery when upon dark

handsome backgrounds are lighter in shade than the back-

gi-ounds, and of little variety ; but when the embroidery

is upon light backgrounds, greater variety of tint and
contrasts of colour are allowable in the decoration.

The patterns known as Outlines will be found sufficient

for most decorative work, but where the designs are to be

filled in, select flowers that are large and bold in outline

and that are single, and discard small and double ones.

Employ but few shades of colour to work together, and
do not include more than two primary colours in one

piece, filling in the rest of the design with those that

harmonise with the primaries, and with half tints of the

two chief colours. Avoid those that contrast with each

other, and choose harmonies,—it is one of the chief faults

of Berlin work that violent contrasts composed of the

bright primary colours are introduced together—be care-

ful that the same fault does not creep into crewels.

Avoid all aniline dyes, firstly, because they never blend with

other colours, and always make the object they are attached

to harsh and garish, and, secondly, because they fade sooner

than the other hues, and, instead of fading with the quiet

tones of softer dyes, look utterly dead and worn out.

The question of the colour of backgrounds to work upon
is most important. Avoid pure white or black, as both
are crude

; white cream or lemon white are good, but not

white of a blue tinge. Most colours will look well upon
a cream white background, but the brightest shade of

any colour should not be worked upon white. Reds and
crimsons of a yellow tinge will harmonise together better

than blue shades of red
; yellow and sage greens agree

with other oi:ilours better than vivid blue greens
;
yellow

blues better than sky blues ; citrous and lemon yellows

better than orange coloiu-ed yellows. In working upon
coloured backgrounds the same attention to harmonious
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colouring must be exercised. It will be generally correct

that the background colom- should lie repeated for the

work if lighter and deeper tones of the colour are selected

for the chief parts of the needlework than for the back-

ground, with a few needlefuls of the exact tint of the

background used in the emliroidery. Thus, upon a blue

green ground a pale pure blue shade of crewels is worked
;

yellow green backgrounds allow of yellow crewels, and

brown, gold colours ; while maroon backgrounds will allow

of scarlet crewels. The great thing to remember is that

the eye to be pleased must be contented by harmonious

colouring ; therefore the tints selected, although they can

be bright, must never te vivid, and must assimilate with

their surroundings, and not op)pose them.

The materials, as ah-eady said, upon which crewels are

worked are plush, velvet, satin, silk cloth, serge, unbleached

linens, cheese cloths, crash, oatmeal cloths, and the

numerous varieties of these ; in fact, there is hardly any

limit to the stuffs that are capable of being so ornamented.

Upon the crewels \Tsed much of the durability of the work

depends. Those known as " Appelton's," and used at the

School of Ai-t, are smooth and fine, without much twist,

and work in without roughness ; they are dyed in fast

colours, and of correct shades. Unfortunately these crewels

are not generally used, their place being taken Ijy those

that are fluffy in texture, harsh to the feel, tightly twisted,

and dyed in brilliant aniline shades, and it is owing to

the use of these and printed designs that the Crewel Work
generally seen does not come up to the true standard of art

needlework, the patterns being defective hi dramng, and

the colouring too bright. There are three kinds of crewels

made—the coarse, used for large pieces of embroidery; the

medium, the one generally reqmred; and the very fine, used

for the faces and hair of figures and for fine outlines upon

d'oyleys and other small work. This fine crewel is giving

place to undressed silks, but it is still used. Silk embroidery

in Crewel Stitch is so similar to other flat silk embroideries

that it is described luider that heading.

None of the stitches used in Crewel Work are exclusively

crewel work stitches; they are all used in emln-oidery or

church needlework. They comprise Crewel Stitch, which

is really Stem Stitch; Feather Stitch, the Oinis

Fhnnarium of the ancients; Satin or Long Stitch,

Chain Stitch, Bullion and French Knot, besides

fancy embroidery stitches used to ornament parts of the

work, where the foundaticm is left exposed, and for borders,

which, being only accessories, are not counted as belonging

to Crewel Work proper. Stem Stitch is the chief crewel

stitch, although the others are all used, and Satru Stitch

employed when the design is executed with silks. The

manner of working these stitches is given under their own

headings. Crewel stitch is used for leaves and stems ;

Feather and Satin mainly for the petals of flowers ; French

and Bullion knots for centres to flowers and to imitate

shi-ubs and trees in landscape designs. Flowers worked in

silk are done in Satin stitch. Chain stitch in silk is used

equally with Satin stitch to fill in the faces, &c., of figiu-e

designs, while draperies are executed with crewels in Crewel

stitch. Faces are worked like those already described in

Church embroideries, the lines of stitches being made to

foUcjw the contour of the features, and an appearance of

shade thus imparted to a flat sui'face. Ancient Crewel

Work was either done in this manner, or in the style of the

Celebrated Ojiua AiujUcanitm. Chain Stitch was more used

in oiitline embroideri(_-s in olden days than it is ncjw, the

introduction of it into machine work having led to its

being discarded liy hand workers. During the last century

nearly all Crewel Work was done upon light linen or cotton

surfaces, and was used for much larger kinds of ornament

than the shortness of time enables ladies of the present

day to accomplish. The hangings foi' four-post bedsteads,

with heavy curtains, valances, and other appendages, are

some of the most frequent specimens of old -work met

with, also portieres, room hangings, and bed quilts. These

large embroideries are n(jt spread over all the foundation

material, much being left plain ; and their designs are

necessarily Ijolder than arc those in use now. Vine trees

with large stems, with each leaf separately formed, birds,

animals, rocks, water, flowers and fniit, are the finest

specimens. These large patterns are worked in double or

coarse crewels, with rather long stitches, and the colours

used are of little variety and of subdued tint. The main

parts are filled with close Crewel Stitch, but a gi'eat variety

of fancy stitches, such as Heeeingbone, Feather, and

Point Lance, are allowed in the minor details. Birds are

always worked iu Feather Stitch, so an-anged that a few

individual feathers are completely defined. Leaves have

ime side in Crewel Stitch, the other filled with French

knots or with open fancy stitches. Bushes and other

groundwork are entirely of Bullion knots.

Crewel Work consists, l:iesides, of working a fllled-in

pattern upon an imomamented Ijackground, while there ia

another variety which is made by filling in the background

with a fancy stitch, and only outlining the real design and

its principal parts. The effect of this depends upon the

stitch which fills in the gi'ound, it being so chosen as to

give an appearance of relief to the outlined pattern.

The simplest background is the plain darned lines,

formed with silk or worsted, darned in and out as in

ordinary darning in peii^endicular lines about the six-

teenth of an inch apart over the whole background,

missing, of com'se, any part of the design. Again, these

darned lines are taken diagonally or horizontally, or are

made so as to form diamonds.

Another background stitch is given in Fig. 176, and
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Pig. 176. Crewel Wore—B.^ckground

is worked thus : Fig. 176—Trace the backgroulid design

2
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upon the material, being careful not to mark it out upon

any part of the pattern ; take fine crewels or raw silk of one

colour and dam the long lines of the crosses, but work the

]\.
• A

A A
Fig. 177. Crewel Work—Background.

small lines in Satin Stitch. In Fig. 177, darn the long

lines forming the broad arrow part of design, and work

the short lines in Satin Stitch. In Fig. 178—Trace the

^ y^^
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other shades, and mix green with the russet yellow of the

seed pod. Work loosely, and do not draw up the material

more than can be helped ; a little does not matter, as it will

como straight when the work is damped and ironed. Make
each stitch with regard to its proper place in the formation

of the design, and hold the work over the fingers rather

tightly, so that the stitches are looser than the ground.

Work with a needle with a large eye, and use short pieces

any parts drawn up liy the stitches. Crewel Work upon
satin, silk, velvet, or plush is smoothed out as follows:

Make ready a basin of cold clean water, a soft linen rag,

and a hot iron. Have the iron firmly held so that its flat

part is uppermost, then take the linen rag, dip it in the

water, and lay it simiothly over the flat surface of the
iron. While the steam is rising, quickly di-aw the em-
broidery, right side uppermost, over the iron, and, as

Fig. 181. CREWEL WOEK—SWEET TEAS-WORKINO DETAIL.

of crewel, as the wool becomes thin if frayed by the eye of

the needle, or ptilled frequently through the material.

When a crewel work pattern is finished, slightly damp
it at the back, and pin it, fully stretched out, upon a flat

board, or iron it on the wrong side with a warm, but not

hot, iron. All Crewel Work upon washing materials

that is not worked in a fi-ame requires this damping and

straightening to restore the fresh look to the material lost

in the process of embroidery, and also for flattening out

soon as the steam ceases, take the work away, wet the rag

again, and draw the work again over the iron ; use both

hands to hold the work, and be careful that no lines or

wrinkles are made.

Crewels upon satin or silk backgrounds are finished with

a wide hem of the material, or with a ball fringe made
of the same colours that are used in the embroidery

;

crewels worked upon linen textures have the threads,

one way of the material, drawn out to a depth of from
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two to tlirco inches, and where the di-a-mi threads finish

a line, wide apai-t, of buttonhole stitches made with crewels.

The threads are also drawn out above this line, so as to

form open squares and other fancy patterns. These are

described in Deawn Work (which .?ee).

Washing Crewel Worh. — Crewel work done upon

cotton and linen materials, and in constant use, requires

to be occasionally washed or sent to a cleaner's. The

process is one that requires care, as if the work is sent

in the ordinary way to the laundress, or done hastily

at home, the colours will run and the work be spoilt
;

while if extra care is given the embroidery can be

washed over and over again without losing its colour.

The great matters to avoid are hard boiling water, rub-

bing with soap, exposure to the sun while wet, and a

hot iron. To wash : Buy a pennyworth of bran, sew it

up in a muslin Ijag, and put it into a saucepan with a

gallon of soft rain water ; boil, and pour out into an

earthenware pan ; take the bran out, and leave until the

water is tepid. Put the Crewel Work in and iiib with

the hands, using as little friction as is consistent with

cleaning the backgroiuid, and rubbing the Crewel Work

itself very little. Rinse out twice in clean cold rain water,

and expel the water, not with hard wringing and

twisting, but by passing the hands down the material

;

then roll the work up in a towel so that it does not

touch itself, and leave in a warm room until nearly

dry. When ready, pin it out upon a board, or iron it

on the wrong side with a warm (not hot) iron. The

pinning out is the safest plan, as the heat of the iron will

sometimes cause the colours to run. Should they do so,

rinse out in clean rain water several times. The bran is

only required at the first washing to set the colours of

the crewels ; warm rain water is sufficient afterwards.

If the article is very dirty, a little toilet soap is re-

quired. It should be a soap that C(jntains the smallest

cjuantity of soda, and should be used with great caution.

Cricketiugs.—A superior cpiality of flannel, twilled,

and resembling cloth. It is of the same colour as the

Yorkshire flannels, and is empl(.>yed for cricketing and

boating costumes. The widths nm from 32 to 36 inches.

See Flannel.

Crimp.—To make very fine plaitlngs with a knife, or

machine designed for the purpose, called a crimping

machine, in the borders of a cap, (.ir frill, or in ruffles. The
machine for that purpose consists of two fluted rollers.

Crimped Plaitings.—See Plaitings.

Crinoline.—A plainly woven textile, composed of hair-

cloth, and employed for expanding certain pc.irtions of

women's dress, as well as for other purposes. It is made
in two widths, one of 18 inches, and the other of 22.

Crinoline Steels.—Flat narrow bands of steel covered

with a web woven upon them. They are manufactured

in widths ranging between Nos. 1 and 16, and are made
up in lengths of 36 yards, and sold by the gross.

Crochet.—The word crochet is derived from the French

croches, or croc, and old Danish hroohe, a hook. This art

was known upon the Continent in the sixteenth century,

but was then chiefly practised in nunneries, and was in-

differently classed as Nuns' work with lace and embroidery.

It was brought into Ireland at an early date, and there,

under the name of Irish Point, attained to great perfec-

tion, the patterns from which it was worked being evidently

taken fi-om those of needle lace. It was known in England

and Scotland, but never attracted much attention until

about 1838, when it became fashionable, and numerous

patterns were printed and cottons manufactured. Since

that date it has taken a prominent position among fancy

works, which it is likely to sustain. Simple crochet is well

adapted to the wants of everyday life, as it requires little

skill in execution, will resist wear and tear, and costs a

comparative trifle for materials. The finer kinds, known

as Irish Point, Raised Rose crochet, and Honiton crochet,

though costing little for material, require greater skill and

patience, and are chiefly made for trade pui-poses by the

peasantry of England and Ireland.

Crochet can be done with almost any thread materials.

Thus, all kinds of fleecy and Berlin wool, worsteds, netting -

silks, and cottons can Ije used ; also gold and silver cords,

chenilles, and ornamental fine braids. According to the

requirements of the article so is the material selected.

WaiTa heavy couvrepieds require double Berlin wool or

thick worsted ; light shawls, Shetland and Pyrenean wool

;

comforters, &c., fleecy or single Berhn ; antimacassars,

purses, and other fine work, netting silks ; washing

trimmings, &c., Arden's crochet cotton or Faudall and

Phillips,' or Brooks' Goat's head.

The chief stitches in crochet are Chain, Slip, Single,

Double, Treble, Cross Treble, Hollow and Open

Spots, and Picot, with fancy stitches founded upon these

plain ones, and made by passing the thi'ead rovmd the

hook several times, crossing it, and manipulating it in

various ways. The method of working these various

stitches will bo found under theii' respective names.

The foundation of all crochet work is the Chain, or

Tambour stitch, and the various combinations that

form crochet are simply caused by either taking cotton

over the hook before making the loop of the Chain

stitch, or inserting the hook into the foundation by draw-

ing the made loop of the Chain stitch through two or

more chains, or leaving it on the hook unworked, or by

missing a certain number of chains ; therefore, there is

nothing in tlie work that cannot easily be understood from

written instructions.

The work, being a aeries of small stitches worked over

and over again, requires the names of the stitches to be

ablu-eviated, and certain marks made to show where the

lines and stitches can be repeated, or the explanations

of the patterns would be both long and tedious. The

principal mark used in crochet is the asterisk (*), two of

which are placed in the explanation of the pattern at par-

ticular parts ; this means that the stitches placed between

the two are to be repeated from where they end at the

second asterisk, by commencing them again from the first

asterisk and working them to the second as many times as

are directed. The following is an example—work 5 treble,

3 chain, * miss 3 on foundation, work 3 double, and repeat

* three times, would, if not abbreviated, be written thus :

work 5 treble, 3 chain, miss 3 on foundation, work 3 double
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miss 3 ou foundation, work throe double, miss three on
foundation, -n-ork 3 double, miss 3 ou foundation, work 3
double. Occasionally letters arc used, as, for instance,

when a row is worked to a certain stitch and is then

repeated baokwai'ds. The letter B is then put at the

commencement of the row, and A where the stitches are

to commence being worked backwards. Repetitious will

sometimes occur within each other, and when this is so,

the piece of work to be repeated within the other part

is marked off between two asterisks, and the second repe-

tition placed within plain crosses.

Before commencing, be careful to select a hook suitable

in size to the cotton or wool, and one that is firmly

made and smooth. Hooks that have been used are much
preferable to new ones, and only those fitted to their

handles should be employed. Wool crochet is done with

bone hooks, and cotton and silk crochet with steel hooks.

Make a certain number of Chain stitches for the founda-

tion, holding the work in the left hand between finger

. and thun\b, with the thread over the first and second

fingers of that hand. Take the hook up) between thumb
and first finger of the right hand, throw the thread round

it with a jerk of the wrist of the left hand, and commence
to make the stitch required. Good crochet is known Ijy

the work being loose and yet firm, while every stitch ci^r-

responds in size, and takes its projier space in the pattern.

From one end of the foundation chain to another is called

o row, and the work is done backwards and forwards, so

as to form no right side, unless it is especially intimated

that the crochet must all commence from one end. For

shawls and other large pieces of square work commence in

the centre, work all roimd, and increase at the corners

;

this is done in order that they should have a right and a

wrong side ; but work ordinary crochet in lines backwards

and foiTvards.

To add fresh cotton during the progress of the work,

make a knot, and work in one end of the two on one side

of the knot, and the other on the other, so that there is

no thick part in one place. When different colours are

used on the same line of crochet, work in the threads not

in use along the line, as in joining cottons, the old colour

commencing a stitch, and the new finishing it.

Leaves, stars, and points are often required to be joined

to the main work in Honiton and other fancy crochet

patterns. They are managed thus : Slip the hook with the

loop last made on it through the extreme point of the

piece of work to be joined to the one in progress, and

make the next stitch without considering this extra loop.

Passing from one point to another in Rose and Honiton

ci'ochet is often advisable, without breaking the thread or

leaving off the work ; therefore, when one part of the pat-

tern is complete, make a chain corresponding to the stitch

that commences the next point, draw this up by putting

the needle into the first chain, and it will form the first

stitch of the new pattern. Make a chain at the back of

the work with Slip Stitch to where the second point com-

mences, should it not be opposite the point of the finished

piece.

Contract edges in crochet work by working two stitches

as one, thus : Put the cotton round the hook, insert it into

the foundation work, and draw it through one loop
;
put the

cotton round again and the hook through the next founda-

tion stitch, draw through, and W(jrk up all the loops on the

hook ; continue until the part is sufficiently contracted.

Increase crochet by working two stitches into (me hole,

or liy working two or four stitches on the regular founda-

tion line, with Chain stitches between them.

When working from the centre of a pjiece of crochet and

forming a number of close rounds, it is often difficult

to trace where the last round ends and the next begins,

and the ernjrs caused by this uncertainty will throw the

work out. To prevent this, tie a needleful of a bright

and different coloured thread in the last stitch of second

row made, and draw it through every row into the stitch

above it while working, until it arrives as a perfect line at

the end of the work.

When using beads in crochet work thread them before

the work is commenced and run them singly down at each

stitch. The bead will fall on the revei'se side of the work,

so that when crochet with beads is being done, take the

reverse side as the right side.

As examples of crochet work wo give details of a few

good patterns :

—

Baby's Boot.—Worked in single Berlin wool of two

shades, either blue and white or pink and white. Make
foundation chain {see Chain Stitch) of coloured wool

of 3j stitches, and work Ijactwards and forwards in

Ribbed Stitch for ten rows, increasing a stitch every

row at one end, and keeping the other edge straight.

Cast off 20 stitches, commencing from the straight

end, and work backwards and forwards with the 16

stitches left for seven rows ; at the end of the last row

make a chain of 20 stitches and work all stitches for

ten rows, decreasing at the same end that was increased

before, and keeping the other straight, and cast oft'. This

forms the foot of the boot. Take white wool and tie it in

the centre where the rows are short, and pick up nine

stitches which rib backwards and forwards for four rows,

increasing once on each side ; then carry the white wool

along the coloured to the back and round again, and rib

backwards and forwards until a sufficient length is made

to form the leg of the boot, decreasing twice on each side

for the instep. Make a heading of an Open Chain, 1 Single

and 3 Chain into every other stitch, fasten off', and sew

up the coloured or foot part of the boot.

Ball Pattern.—Work with double Berlin wool and a

good sized bone crochet hook. Make a chain (see Chain

Stitch) the length required, wool over the hook, and

insert the hook in the fifth Chain from the hook, draw

the wool through and raise a loop, wool over the hook,

and raise another loop in the same stitch, wool over

the hook and raise another loop, wool over the hook

and draw it through all the loops which thus form a

kind of ball, as sho-\vn in the illustration. Fig. 182, in

which the hook is about to bo drawn thrtiugh the loops,

then draw the wo'jl through the two stitches on the

hook ; * 1 Chain, wool over the hook, miss one Chain,

and raise another ball in the next stitch. Repeat from *

to the end of the row ; fasten off at the end. Second

row—beginning again at the right hand side, wool over
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the liook, and raise a ball as described above under the

Chain at the commencement of the preceding row, 1

Chain, then a ball into the space formed by the 1 Chain

of last row. Continue working in the same way all along,

to keep the work straight. This row will end with 1

Treble after the Chain stitch, the Treble to be worked

over the ball of last row, fasten off. Third row—com-

mence with a Single Ceochet over the ball at the

beginning of the last row, then 4 Chain, and make a ball

Fig. 182. Crochet—Ball Patteen.

under the first space in the preceding row, * 1 Chain,

1 ball in the next space, repeat ixovci *. Repeat the second

and third rows alternately, taking care to keep the same

number of balls in every row.

Bordei-.—Useful for trimming shawls and hoods, and

looks well when worked in wool if formed with two shades

of one colour. First row—make a foundation Chain (see

Chain Stitch) the length required for trimming, and

Cr(.(.Hi r I I lER.

on that work one long Treble Crochet and one Chain
into every alternate stitch. Second row—take up the

second colour and work 1 long Ti-eble and 1 Chain into

every Chain of preceding row; five of these rows make
width of border, three of one shade and two of the other.

To form the ornamental edging hold the work side upper-

most (see rig. 183), join the wool into first loop, make a

Chain, and work a long Treble into same place, * 6 chain,

1 long treble, put into the first chain of the 6 and worked

up to where 2 loops are left on the hook, then put the

hook into the same space, and work another long Ti'eble

with all the stitches on the hook worked into it {see

Pig. 183). Put the hook into the next space, repeat from
* to cud of border ; work the other side the same.

Cable Pattern.—To be worked in double Berlin wool

in sti'ipes of contrasting colours, four shades of each.

Commence with the darkest wool with 16 Chain, in

which work 15 Double Ceochet. Fasten ofp at the

end of this, at every row, beginning again at the right

hand side. Second row—Double Crochet. Third row—
3 Double Crochet, * wool over the hook and insert the

hook in the fourth Double Crochet of the first row,

bringing it out in the next stitch (the fifth stitch of the

first row), draw the wool through very loosely, wool over

the hook, and raise another loop in the same place, wool

over the hook again and raise another loop, draw through

all the loops together, then through the two stitches that

are on the hook, miss 1 Double Crochet of last row, and
work 3 Double Crochet in the thi-ee next consecutive

stitches. Repeat from *. Fourth row—Double Crochet

with the next lightest shade of wool. Fifth row—3 Double

Crochet, * wool over the hook and insert the hook under

the bunch of raised loops that were formed in the third

row, raise 3 loops in the same manner as there directed,

miss 1 Double Crochet of last row, and work 3 Double

Crochet in the three next consecutive stitches ; repeat

from *. Sixth row—Double Crochet with the next

lightest shade of wool. Seventh row—the same as the

fifth row. Eighth row—Double Crochet with the lightest

shade of wool. Ninth row—3 Double Crochet *, wool over

the hook and insert the hook under the bunch of raised

loops that were formed in the seventh row, raise 3 loops

and draw through all the loops together, wool over the

hook, i-aise another bunch of 3 loops in the same place,

draw the wool through them, and then through the 3

stitches that are on the hook, miss 1 Double Crochet of

last row, and work 3 Double Crochet in the three next con-

secutive stitches; repeat from *. Tenth row—-with the

same shade of wool, 3 Double Crochet * wool over the

hook, and insert the hook so as to take up the first bunch
of loops formed in the last row, and also the thread of

wool that lies across between the two bunches, raise 3 loops

and draw through all the loops together, wool over the

hook and insert the book iinder the second bunch of loops

formed in the last row, raise 3 loops here, and draw the

wool through all the loops together, and then draw

through the 3 stitches that are on the needle, miss 1

Double Crochet of last row, and work 3 Double Crochet

in the three next consecutive stitches ; repeat from *.

Eleventh row—plain Double Crochet, the same shade as the

sixth row. Twelfth row—the same as the fifth row, only

inserting the hook imder the double bunch of the cable.

Thirteenth row— plain Double Crochet with the next

darkest shade of wool. Fourteenth row — the same as

the fifth row. Fifteenth row—plain Double Crochet with
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tlie darkest shade of wool. Sixteenth row— the same
as the fourteenth row. Seventeenth row—the same as

the fifteenth row. Repeat from the third row for the

length required.

Couvi-epled (1).—This design, which is wmked in

Teicot Ecossais and in Tricot, the eentre strip iu

Ti'icot, and the sides iu Ecossais, is shown iu Fig. 184.

Wool required, 8 ply Berlin, with No. 7 Tricot hook.

Colours according to taste. Work the centre of the strip

in the lightest colour, the Vandykes next to it in a middle

shade, the outside in the darkest, and the little crosses and

stars in filoselle after the crochet is finished. The couvre-

pied looks well made iu three shades of crimson woid with

this style, the only alteration Vx'ing in making a Vandyke

with the light wool by increasing it a stitch at a time ioY

five rows, and decreasing it iu the same way for four

rows. Work the grcim filoselle iu Cros.s Stitch over

the junction of the coloui'S, and form the stars with

8 Chain Stitches for each loop, catch them together

iu the eentre with a wool needle, and also at each of

the eight points. The outside strips are in Teicot

Ecossais, and require a foundation of 11 stitches. The

centre and outside strips are j(.)ined together with rows

of Slip crochet ; five rows on each side are worked

up the selvedgi.'S, iu alternate rows of l.ilack and sea

H'recu wiiol.

Fig. 184. CROCHET COUVEEPIED.

green filoselle for the crosses and stars. To work : Make

a foundation Chain of 22 stitches with medium shade.

First row—miss the first stitch and work 7 stitches in

Tricot, then tie the lightest shade on and leave the medium

at the back of the work, and raise 8 stitches, put on

another ball of medium wool, leave the lightest at the

back, and work the remaining stitches. W(n-k back with

medium shade of wool first through the first stitch, and

then through 10 loops, which will leave 2 loops of its

colour unworked ; take up the light colour, pass it through

them and through 16 loops, then drop it, pick up the

medium colour that was left at the back at the com-

Hiencement, and finish with it. Work the whole strip in

Co'uvrepied (2).—The couvrepied shown iu Fig. 185 is

worked in wide and narrow strips of Ceoss Teicot,

and consists of eight broad and nine narrow strips, which

are joined by being crocheted together with Slip Stitch,

the outer corresponding stitches in each strip being thus

drawn together. The wool used is of three shades—crimson,

green, and grey, and is either Berlin Tricot or 4 thread

lieecy ; hook No. 13. For the broad stripes make a chain

of 12 stitches in grey wool, and work a row of common

Teicot and a row of Cross Tricot (.see Fig. 185).

Third row—work with the crimson wool in Cross Tricot

reverse the crossed stitches by working and crossing the

loops that are separated, and not those close together. In

P
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this row pass over the first pei'penilicular stitch, or the

crosses will not fall vii;-ht. Fourth row as secoud, continue

working second ami third r..^Y to the end of eight rows,

chain of 4 stitches, the two outside being left unworked

at commencement of rows ; in this strip there will he only

one Cross Tricot, which always cross in the same way, as

Pi.i. 185. CROCHET PATTERN FOR COUVKEPIED.

counting from the commencement of the crimson ; then
work two rows in grey wool, then eight in green, then two
in grey, and theii return to the eight crimson rows, and
so on until the pattern and strip is complete. Always

Fifi. ISn. Cn'CHEi Daesiso.

finish with the two grey lines, and be careful to keep twelve

stitch (.'s on the hook, and neither to inci'casii or decrease in

working. The narrow strips are in grey w(jo1 : Make a

shown in the illusti'atiou. A knotted fringe of the three

colours should complete the couvrepied.

D'lniliig.—An imitation of Netting and Darning. The
designs used are those j)rinted for cross stitch Berlin work
or for plain square crochet. The f(nmdation is of square

Crochet formed with two Chain and a Double. Work the

double of the second row over the double of the first ro\Y,

and so on throughout the work. The edge is formed thus
:

First row—work G Chain, and lo(.ip into the middle stitch

of the ( luter line or every second line on foundation. Second
ri.iw—work 8 Slip Stitches over the 6 Chains of the last

row. Third row—work 8 Chain and a Double into the

middle of th(^ loops of the last row. Fourth row—

2

Doul>le, 8 Trel>le, ;> D.iulde, into every 8 Chain of last row-

When the foundation and edging are complete, form the

pattern on the work by darning soft knitting cotton in

and out the squares so as to make a design. Fig. 186 illus-

trates Crochet Darning when used as a furniture lace.

TSdijiiuj (1).—This pattern is useful for trimmings to

pinafores and underlinen. Work with a fine hook and
Evans's cr.ichet cotton No. 30. Commence with a 7 Chain,
wtirk 1 Treble into 4 Chain from the hook, 5 Chain and loop
mto the last stitch on the foundation row, turn the work, 2

Chain, 3 Treble, and 5 Double into the f» Chain of the last

row, 3 Chain and loop into the last stitch of the last row *,

turn the work, 1 Treble into the last stitch, 3 Chain looped

into the last Double on preceding row, 5 Chain looped into

the Treble of the preceding row next the Doubles, turn

work, 2 Chain, 3 Treble, and 5 Douljle into the 5 Chain
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loop, 3 Chain and loop into last stitch of precodiuj,' row.
Repeat from * imtil the edgin^j is complete as to length,
then turn the plain side uppermost, and work 1 Trelilc and
1 Chain into every other side stitch of the edging, so as to

Fui. 187. Ckochet Edging.

create a straight foumhitiou. Fig. 187 illusti'ates the
edging when finished, and will assist workers in fulluwin"

the instructions.

Edging (2).—A useful pattern for trimmings. The
work is commenced from the centre, the Foundation Chain
forming the waved line. To work : Make a Foundation
Chain a third longer than the required length. First row

—

miss first Chain, and work IS D(jul;de Crochet alono- chain,

then make 6 Chain, and, turning this back to the right, join

it with a Single to the eleventh stitch of the IS Doidde
Crochet on this chain, work 4 single crochet, repeat the IS

Double Cochet to the end and fasten (jif. Second row

—

commence at the fourth stitch of the Double Crochet du
last row, work 2 Double *,thcn 3 Chain and 1 Treble mthc
centre of the 4 Single cjf last row, 2 Chain and 1 Treldc

in the same stitch as last Treble, 3 Chain and 2 Single in

the centre of the 10 Double' Crochet e>f last reiw, repeat

from * to the end. Third row—*, work 5 Doulde Crochet
into 5 consecutive stitches of last row, make 3 Chain, and
form a PicOT or loop upon the fifth Double Crochet, and
repeat from * to end of row. Fourth row—*. work .5 Chain,

looping the fifth into the third to form a Picot, and then

3 Chain, miss 5 stitches of last row, counting the e>ue M"ith

the loop upon it as the centre stitch, and fasten the chain

to work with a Single, and repeat from *. T(_i f(.)rni the

edge: First row—turn the work so as to Crochet un the

Foundation Chain made at the beginning of the pattern,

and commence at the first of the 9 stitches, which feirm a

half circle, and on it work 1 Chain and 1 Treble alternately

9 times, then 1 Chain, and missing 9 stitches Ijetween the

half circles, repeat the Chain and Treljle stitches. Second

^^&^if^j^j^j¥/^/^/^/^fim

Fig. 188. Crochkt Edging.

row—commence on the third Treble stitch of the last row,

* make 5 Chain and loop back to third to form a Picot,

then 2 Chain, then miss 1 Chain on the foundation row. and

work 1 Treble on the next Treble stitch of last row, repeat

from * until 5 Treble stitches are made; then miss between

the scallops and work 1 Treble on the third Treble of next

scallop ; repeat until the edging is completed. The effect

of this edging is shown in Fig. 188,

i'Vni;/r.—Work a chain the length revpiired, take up
the first stitch, * draw the ei.ttou thr..,ugh to .louble the
distance the width the friuge is t., lie, keep the eottem on
the hook, and twist the cotton round (.sec Fig. ISOj ; when

CkOCKKT FlIINGE.

twisted give a turn upwards in the middle of its length,
take up the stitch im the hook again, and work a Doulde
Cr.ichet, working in the end of the cotton on the hook;
repeat from * to end of Foundation Chain.

Hairpin Crociict.— fii, called as the work is made
between the la-ongs of an ordinary large hairpin, though

Fig. 190. H.MEriN CliOCHET.
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makes pretty mats, gimp headiugs, and lacey looking

ti'immings ; wlien worked with wliitc crochet cotton, capital

washing edgings, as it is strong. To commence: Hold the

hairpin in the left hand, the round part upwards, twist the

cotton round the left prong, pass it over the right prong

to the back of the hairpin, and lay it over the left forefinger.

Take up a crocliet hook and draw this back thread to the

front under tlic first crossed one, and make a Chain by

taking up fresh c;jtton and pulling it through. Take the

hook out and turn the hairpin; * the cotton will now be in

front; put it i.ver the right haud pin to the back, honk inti)

loop, and make a chain by dra^ving the ct>tton through, then

put the ho.jk thr(.iugh the twist (ju the left hand prong,

and make a Chain having two stitches on the hook, make a

stitch drawing cottou thr>_mgh these two loops, so that only

one loop is left. Take out the hijok, turn the work, and
repeat from *. Wh(?n tli(? hairpin is filled with work slip

it off ; to stc;iily the prong ends put them through some
of the last Ljops, and cijntinue to work as before (see

Fig. 190, on preceding page).

* 1 Treble between the two Double Crochet stitches

of last row, 3 Chain, another Treble in the same stitch

as the last, 1 Chain, repeat from *, 1 Chain, 1 Treble

at the end of row. Fourth row—1 Double Crochet, 5

Treble, 1 Double Crochet, under every loop of 3 Chain

of last row ; at the end of the row work 1 extra Double

Crochet in the corner loop. Fifth r(jw—6 Chain, 1 Treble

lietween the 2 Double crochet at the corner of last row,

* 1 Chain, 1 Treble between the next two D(.>uble Crochet

stitches of last row, 3 Chain, anotlier Treble in the same

place as the last, repeat from *. Repeat from the second

row according to the size required for the shawl.

Honiton or Point Crochet.—An imitation of Guipure

Lace, in the making of which the Irish peasantry excel.

It should only be attempted by skilled workwomen, as it is

difiicult and troublesome. It requires Brooks' Goatshead,

No. IS, crochet cotton, and a fine crochet hook. To simjjlify

the directions for working Fig. I!JI, the various spiigs (which

are all made separately and joined together] ai-e named aa

follows : The sprig in top left hand corner of pattern is

Fig. Ifll. CEOCHET HONITON OR POINT,

Work that is well done has all the large open loops at the

sides of a uniform length. The example shown is an
edging. To iorm rosettes fasten off after sixteen or

eighteen loops on each side are made, tying one side of them
together to form a centre, and when several are thus prepared

make a crochet Foundation with two rows of Di^ulile Square
Crochet, and catch four cjr six of the I^iops in each rosette

to it, When the first set of rosettes are thug secured,

another set beyond them is adiled liy sewing the loops

together where they totich, or form Vandykes liy sewing
rosettes above and Ijetween every second one of the first set.

Scalloped and Vandyked braid is often used for foundations

to these ornamental trimmings instead of Square crocket.

Honinjcomh Crochet. — White single Berlin wool
;

medium size Ijone crochet hook. Make a Chain (see

Chain Stitch) the length required for the shawl, First

row—1 Treble in the sixth Chain from the needle, * I

Chain, miss 3, 1 Treble, 3 Chain, 1 Trelile in the same loop

as the other Treble, repeat from *, turn. Second row—

I

Double Crochet, .5 treble, I Double Crochet under every

loop of 3 Chain of last njw, tura. Third rc'w— 1 Chain,

called a Rose, the one beneath it a Feather, the one by its

suie a Curve, the five sprigs with five loops Daisies, the
two of the same make, but with 3 loops. Trefoils, and the
one with a trefoil centre a Bud.

For the Daisies, work three with steins, and join

them to the fourth, which is without a stem ; work I with
a stem ready to be worked into position ; work one Trefoil

with a atem, and two without ; work the Feather without
a stem, and the Rose with a stem, joining it to the Feather
in w(jrkiug. The illustrati(m shows how the Curves and
Trefoils are j(.)iued.

Daisy.—Take a coarse knitting needle. No. I, and
wind the crochet cotton thickly round it ten times, slip it

off and crochet 40 Single (this forms the raised centres of
most of the sprigs). First row—10 Chain, miss 6 single,

and slip into seventh, repeat four times, then make 15
Chain and a Single into every Chain, for the stem turn the
work and work a Single into the other side of the 15 Chain
until the end is reached, when fasten off or join to another
spvig. Second row—return to the centre round and work
18 Single into the 10 Chain; repeat four times. Thia
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completes tlie daisy ; for the ones without the stem leave

out the 15 Chain.

Trefoil.—Make a centre round over the knitting

needle as before, and work 40 Single. First row—* 10

Chain, miss 7 Single and slij) into eighth stitch, slip 5

Single, and repeat twice. Second row—crochet 1.5 Single

into every 10 Chain, Slip Stitch the 5 single on first

row. Third row—crochet 15 Single over the Singles in

last row, and work Singles over the Slip stitches of last

row. This completes the trefoil with a round centre ; the

others are made with 3 loops of 8 Chain each, covered with

20 Singles for fii-st row, and with 'ici Singles for last row.

CuiTe. — First row— 8 Chain, join and work 24

Single, but do not close up the round when 24 Single are

made, work 8 Chain for the stem from curve and 8 Single

upon it, connect it to the centre round and work back upon

its other side with 8 Single, and fasten the stem into a.

trefoil and fasten oft'. Second row—return to centre round

and commence on one side of stem 1 Chain, 1 Double into

2 stitch on foundation, * 1 Chain and 1 Treble into fourth,

repeat from * twelve times, then 1 Chain, 1 Double into

stitch close to stem. Third row—work a chain underneath

stem and 3 Single into every space in last row, orna-

menting every third Single with a Picot made of 3 Chain.

Upon reference to the pattern it will be seen that one cur^e

has a thick stem and one an open'; for the last the 8 Chain

forming it is covered with 8 Single, and the open work in 2

row continued down it, also the thick work and Picots of

third row.

Bud.—Make 3 loops of 8 Chain each, and cover these

with 20 Single, make a chain of 15 to form the stem, and

cover on each side with Singles and fasten oft'. Second

row—commence on the point of first loop, work 8 Chain

and slip into the centre of next point, 8 Chain and slip

into the centre of 3 point, then work Singles all along the

side of last loop. Third row—turn the work, and work a

Single into eveiy stitch. Fourth row—turn the work, work

a Single into every stitch, and occasionally 2 Single into

the same stitch, and make a Pieot with 3 Chain into every

fourth stitch, and also upon the outer edge of stem.

Feather.—Make the centre i-ound over the knit-

ting needle, as before described, and work 40 Single into

it. First row—* 10 Chain and a Single into every Chain,

connect the last with the centre round and repeat from *

twice. Cover 8 stitches on the round with these three

points ; Slip stitch 4 and repeat ; Slip stitch 4 and again

repeat ; Slip stitch 10, and commence—Second row—work

Singles up the first point of 8 stitches, and work down

from the point to the centre round with a Chain caught in

at the back of the work ;
* ji>in the point finished to the

one next it by slipping the hook first into a stitch upon

the edge of the finished point, and then into the edge of

the next point, and make a loop by drawing both together;

work in this way up three-quarters of the length, and then

Slip stitch round the point of the unfinished feather, and

work Singles down it to the centre round ; repeat from *

for the third feather. Commence the next three feathers

from *, and work two sets.

Rose.—Make the centre round over the knitting

needle, and work 40 Single into it ; make each petal at

once. First row—*, 8 Chain, 2 Chain, 1 Double into last

Chain but one; 1 Treble, 1 Chain int(.) every otlier Chain

i)f the hist row three times; turn the work, and work 1

Chain, 1 Treble three times, ami 1 Chain, 1 Double once

upon the other side of 8 Chain. Second row, work Singles

into every stitch. This completes a pettil—repeat from *

four times, each petal takes up the sp^acc of seven stitches

ou the centre round, the five remaining fomi the founda-

tion for the stem. To W(U'k the stem: Slip stitch along tlie

fiiundation 2 stitches, make a chain (jf 24, join this to the

feather sprig in the middle of the place left to receive it,

work 24 Singles back to the Rose, fasten into the Rose

and work back upon other side of Chain 24 Single, and

fasten into the feather.

Join each sprig to the others where shown in the

illustration with l^ars made with Chain Stitch, work back

in Slip stitch where necessary with occasional Picots,

made by working 3 Chain and joining them by slipping

the hook back into the first of the three Chain, and

drawing the Chain stitch that continues the bar through

that. Ornament the square straight crochet lines enclosing

and joining the flowers at top and Isottom of lace with

the same description of Picots, making the last line on

both sides in DOUBLE Crochet. The point edging is not

crochet work, but is made with an ordinary needle and

crochet cotton in thick Buttonhole. Form loops of

cotton. Buttonhole them over, and ornament them with

Picots. Make the three loops connected together in the

pattei'n at one time, the two on the line first, and add the

third on the top of the others when they are completed.

Insertion.—This pattern is worked with Boar's head

cotton No. 18, and hook No. 4. It commences in the

centre, and half the circle, half the diamond, and one oval

is formed first, and the work is then turned and the other

halves and the headings added. The first side : First circle

—make 13 Chain, turn, miss the last 8 Chain, and work 1

Single in the ninth stitch, so as to form a round loop, and

leave 4 Chain, turn, and in the round loop work 8 Single,

which should cover half of it. To work the oval at the

side and half the centre diamond, make 10 Chain, miss the

last 4 Chain, and work 1 Slip stitch in the fifth stitch,

leaving 5 Chain ; this forms the first PicoT ; and for the

second Pieot make 5 Chain and work 1 Slip stitch in the

first stitch of these 5 Chain. Then, for the third Picot,

make 5 Chain and 1 Slip stitch in the first stitch ; and

for the fourth Picot, 5 Chain and 1 Slip stitch in the

first stitch. To join the Picots, work 1 Single in the

last stitch of the 5 Chain left before the first Picot;

repeat the circle and oval until the length required is

made, ending with the 8 Single in the circle (see Fig.

192). The second side : To finish the circle—work 8 Single

in the half left plain, then on the next stitch of the 4 Chain

left between the circle and Picots work Slip stitch ; and

for the first picot make 9 Chain, and missing the last 4

Chain, work 1 Single, leaving 4 Chain ; and for the second,

third, and fourth Picots make 5 Chain, and work a single

stitch in the first stitch of the 5 Chain three times. To

join the Picots—work 1 Single on the last stitch of the 4

Chain left before the first Picot ; make 3 Chain and work

1 Single on the first Chain stitch before the next circle

;
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repeat from the commencement of the second side. The

heading : First row—commence on the centre of the 8

Single of the first circle, and work 1 Long Treble, then 5

Chain and 1 Single between the second and third Picots,

Fio. 102. Ckjciiet Ix3e:itijx,

5 Chain and 1 Long Trelile 'jn the centre of the next circle'

repeat to the end, fasten (jff. Second r(.>w—e(jmnience on

the first stitch of the last row, make 2 Chain, miss 2, and

1 Treble, repeat to the end ; work the heading on the

other side to correspond.

Knitting.—By working strips of knitting and joining

them together with bands of crochet, a greater variety

is given to large pieces of work, such as counterpanes

and couvrepieds, than when the whole is made of one

description of fancy work. The knitted strips can Ijc

in any raised fancy knitting stitches, the crochet strips in

open square crochet or in trelJe crochet. The knitting

should be twice as wide as crochet.

Lace Crochet (1).—This is a light and graceful trim-

ming, fomied of a combination of Crochet and Point lace

stitches, and makes a pleasing variety to ordinary crochet.

Fig. Vy^. Crochet Lace.

In Pig. 193 the edging is given when completed. It is

commenced as follows ; Make a foundation Chain of

the length required (say a yard), and work an open

row of one Treble into every other Chain on founda-

tion row, and one Chain between (.sec Pig. 104. Detail

Fig. Wi. Crochet Lace—Detail A,

A) ; thread a sewing needle with the crochet cotton,

fasten, and make a loose twisted stitch into every open

space of last row. Arrange these stitches as scallops,

sis to a scallop, the centre loop Ijeing the longest.

Commence from same place as last row, and work close

Buttonholes into the spaces between the loops (.«ce Pig.

195, Detail B). The next two rows are a repetition of the

looped and the Buttonhole row, but the loops arc shorter

Fig. 195. Crochet Lace—Detail B.

than on the scallops, and worked between every third

Buttonhole (see Pig. 196, Detail C). The next row after

Fig. lOG. Crochet Lace—Detail C.

the Buttonhole is formed of three twisted loops close

together, the space that three more would have filled being

missed, and another three then worked, and so on to end

of row. The last row consists of Buttonholes, with Van-

dykes made at ecpial distances, tlius—work fom' Button-

holes, return thread to first one, and work four more, the

first four being the foundation ; return the thread and

work three Buttonholes al.iove the four, and lastly work

one as a point, run the thread down through the Vandyke,

and continue the Buttonhole row until another Vandyke

has to be formed [sec Pig. 197, Detail D). These Vandykes

Fig. 197. Crochet Lace—Detail D.

arc placed aliove the open spaces in last row, and not

aliove tlie stitches. The cotton used is Brooks" Goat's

head No. 48, hook No. 5.

Lace Crochet (2).—Make a P(jundation Chain of length

recjuired, into which work 1 Chain and 1 Double Crochet
into every 2 stitch. Second row—5 Chain and 2 Treble,

missing 3 Chain on foimdation for the whole row. Thu-d

row—1 Chain, 1 Double into every other stitch, and fasten

off. Make half stars separately, work a 14 Chain, form a

round, and surroimd it with Slip Stitch ; into the upper

half of round work 7 loops, putting them into the stitches

one after the other. The first loop requires 24 Chain,

second and third 16 each, middle loop 24, repeat the first

three loops, reversing their order ; imite the plain part of

the roimd to the border, crocheting them together, and

fasten the stars in at a distance of 48 stitches from each
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other, fom-th imw—commence at 22 stiteli from centre of

star, * work 3 Chain, and jsick w^ first loop 6 Chain, pick

up second loop 6 Chain, pick up third loop 8 Chain, pick
up middle loop, repeat backwards for three loops, and
fasten into twenty-second stitch from the middle of the

star, slip cotton along four stitches, aud repeat from *.

Fifth row — work a Double into every Chain except

the one in the centre loop ; in this one the increase is

managed, and requires 1 DouUe, 2 Chain, 1 Doulile. For
the open lattice part {see Fig. 19T), work 4 Chain, catch it

into 3 row, and then 4 Chain. Repeat fifth row eleven

times, always increasing at the piointed stitch ; and for

the lattice part work a plain 8 Chain alternately with 4

crochet ecitton through these loops. Miguardise is used

almost entirely to furm narrow edgings fur uudcrlinen and

children's dresses.

Simple edging.—Take the braid, hold it in the left

ho^nd and work an outside edge to it thus—join the braid to

the cotton with a Double Crochet through the first loop

* six Chain, putting the himk into the second Chain, aud

making a Pieot of the rest, 1 Chain, and a Double Cr(jehet;

repeat five times fr<uu *, 3 Chain, and missing one loop on

braid, gather together the four next loops, aud work a

Single Crochet, 3 Chain and miss a loop, and work a

Double Crochet. This forms a pattei'u which is to be

repeated until the length required is worked. Second row

Fig, 193. CROCHET LACE.

Chain caught into third stitch of previous row and 4 Chain.

Work the border without the straight lines which are put

in by mistake in the pattern close to the thick Vandykes,

and make it of a number of Picot Chains interlaced, as

shown in the illustration, which is easier to follow than

complicated written directions.

Migiiai-dise.—This is a variety of crochet, formed by

inserting a narrow fine braid into the design as the heavy

part of the pattern, that would otherwise have been

formed by continuous stitches of Treble or Double Crochet.

The braid is woven less than the eighth of an inch in

width, and with an edging of tine loops, and the crochet

stitches are connected to it by passing the hook and the

—the edge being finished, turn the other

uppermost, and fasten the ciittfm into

centre aliove the fiiur loops fastened tijge

work 1 Chain and a Single into next L

Chain, miss the loop on the opposite side

in first row, and pick up the seven loops

the five ornamented with Picots, make
each loop, and di'aw them all together

cii'cle, and connect them to the last twel

Chain, and draw that through the sev,

to form two lines iit»:ive the circle ; w
miss the loop opposite the one missed

work a Single, 1 Chain, 1 Single, rep

side of the braid

the braid in the

ther in last row *
;

lop, and then 12

of the loop missed

that are ojjposite

a Chain l.ietween

so as to form a

ve Chain; work 3

euth Chain so as

ork 6 Chain, and

upon last row
;

.it from third row
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1 Treble and one Chain into every other stitch upon

last row.

Scalloped edging.—Formed of two rows of Mignar-

dise braid. Each scallop requires eleven loops of braid upon

the inside, and twelve upon the outer. Pick up the braid,

and hold it in the left hand, and commence by making the

crochet upon the inside of the scallop ; this consists of four

Vandykes radiating from a half circle, the points of the

Vandykes being the loops upon the braid. First row—

1

Single Crochet into first loop of braid, * 10 Chain, miss

one loop, work Single into next loop, turn the work, and

make the Vandyke, work 2 Single into the first, 2

Chains, then 2 Double, and 1 Treble into the next three

Chains, making 5 stitches, then 5 Chain and 1 Single in

the third, loop on braid, missing one loop ; turn the

work, 2 Single, 2 Double and 1 Treble upon the 5 Chain, 5

Chaiu 1 Single intii the second loop from one last worked

(missing one); turn work, "2 Single, 2 Double, and 1

Treljle on the 5 Chain, 5 Chaiu 1 Single iut(.> the second

loop on braid from last worked loop ; tui-n work, 2 Single,

2 Double, 1 Treble on the 5 Chain ; turn the work, 5 Chain

1 Single on the second loop from the one last worked, 4

Chain 1 Single into next loop. Repeat from * to length

required and fasten off. Second row—1 Single upon first

Single of last row *; upon the .5 Chain, 2 Single, 2 Double,

1 Treble, 9 Chain, miss out all the 4 Vandykes, and work

1 Treble 2 Double and 3 Single upon the chains in last

row. Repeat from * and fasten off. In the next row the

second piece of braid (which is worked as a straight line)

is inserted. Third row—1 Double Crochet upon last stitch

of last row *, 2 Chaiu, insert the hook into loop of braid

and make a stitch, 2 chain, miss 2 stitches on foundation

and work 1 Douljle Crochet, repeat from * to end of I'ow

and fasten off. I'ourth row—Turn the work, and form

the edge to the scallop upon the unfastened side of liraid

* 2 Chain, 1 Single into first loop, repeat from * and fasten

off. Fifth row—commence by drawing the 3 loops together

that are over the 4 Chain of fii'st row, and work a Doxible

Crochet, then 3 Chain and 1 Doulile Crochet in the loop

following, repeat to end of row. Sixth row—over every 3

Chaiu of last row work 1 Double Crochet, 5 Treble, and 1

Double.

On Net.—This woi-k is an imitation of Honiton and
Brussels lace. It is made with Raised Rose crochet

sprays or simple crochet edging, fastened down upon net.

There are two ways of working on the net: in one over-

cast detached sprigs of raised Rose cr(.)chet down upon
Brussels net, which forms their foundation, and C(.>nnect

them together with Bars or Brides, ornament the net

in any places where it at all shows with overcast dots.

In the second work a simple fluwer pattern eilging without

any piart i-aised, and connect this to the net with Chaiu
stitch worked so as to form tendrils and sprays. As these

chains are worked take up portions of the net on the

crochet hook so that they are incorporated into it. The
crochet edging should be enrii/hed with loops such as are

made in tatting.

Over Brass Rings.—-The rings used for this kind of

crochet work are the small-sized curtain rings, three-

quarters of an inch in circumference ; they are covered

either with silk or single Berlin wool, and are used for

mats or small hand bags. The manner of covering the

rings with crochet for both articles is similar, the only

difference being in the making up and the number of

lings required.

For a Mat.—Thirty-seven curtain rings, and four

shades of one colour, either of wool or silk, are necessary.

Commence by covering one ring for the centre of mat with

the lightest shade of wool, work fifty Double Crochet
over the ring, making the edges of the stitches on the outer

edge of the ring. Cover six rings in the same way with the

next shade, then twelve with the third shade, and eighteen

with the last. Place the lightest ring in the centre, an-ange

the six rings of the next shade round it and sew them to the

centre ring, where they touch it, and to each other at their

junctions. Arrange the twelve rings round the six, and

sew as before, and the eighteen round the twelve. The
side of the mat where the rings are sewn together will be

the wrong side
;
keep it still upon that side, and finish the

rings with working an eight-pointed star in filoselle in the

centre of each. Make a fringe round the mat by cutting

filoselle in lengths of four inches, and looping these lengths

into the outer edges of the outside circle of rings. The
rings can be ornamented with a cross of white beads in

their centres and a fringe of white beads an inch long round

the outside.

To form a Bag.—One hundred and one rings are re-

qiured, covered with Double Crochet in eoloiu's according

to taste. Sew the rings together in the shape of a cup. First

ri-iw or centre—1 ring ; second row—G rings ; third row—
12 ; fourth row—16; fifth row—20; sixth row—22; seventh

row, 24. Above the last row of rings work a row of

Crochet. 3 Trebles into the top of a ring, 5 Chain and 3

Trebles into next ring; repeat 5 Chain and 3 Trebles to the

end of the row. Second row—1 Treble and 2 Chain into

every third stitch on foundation. Repeat second row eleven

times. Fourteenth row—2 Long Trebles and 3 Chain,

missing 3 foundation stitches for the 3 Chain. Line the

bag with soft silk, run a ribbon in and out of the last

crochet row to draw it up, and finish the lower part with

a silk tassel.

Point de ChantiUy.—To be worked with double Berlin

wool and rather large lione Tricot hook. Commence with

16 Chain, insert the hook in the second Chain from the

hook, raise a loop, and work a Chain stitch in it, then

raise another loop and work a Chain stitch in that, and so

on to the end of the row, keeping all the chaiu stitches on
the hook, work back as in ordinary Tricot. Second row
—1 Chaiu, insert the hook in the first perpendicular loop

and also through the Chain stitch belonging to it, raise a

loop, and work a Chain stitch in it, * insert the hook ia

the next perpendicular loop and through the Chain
belonging to it, raise a loop and work a Chain stitch in

that, repeat from *, keeping all the Chain stitches on the

hook, and work back as in ordinary Tricot. Every suc-

ceeding r(3w is the same as the second row.

liaised MarceUa Cherries and White Narcissus Flower.

—Materials required : Single Berlin wool, red, grey, green,

yellow, black, and white; fine bone crochet hook. For
the red strip work 23 Chain, 1 Double Crochet in
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the third from the hook, and Double Crcjchet all along,

21 Double Crochet in all ; two more rows of plain Double
Crochet, y\x., 1 Chain to turn and 21 Double Crochet along,

take up both front and back loops. Fourth row—1 Double
Crochet, insert the hook through at the bottom of the

third Double Crochet in last row, draw the wool through

and raise five loops, draw the wool through the five

loops, and then through the 2 stitches on the needle, *

3 Double Crochet on the three succeeding Double Crochet

of last row, then insert the hook at the distance of four

stitches from the place where the preceding cherry was

raised, draw the wool through, and raise five more loops to

form another cherry, repeat from *, and end the row with

three Double Crochet. Fifth row—plain Double Crochet.

Sixth row—3 Double Crochet, insert the hook through at

the bottom of the fifth Double Crochet of last row; and

raise a cherry as dii-ected above, 3 Double Crochet,

another cherry at the distance of four stitches, 3 Double

Crochet, a cherry, 3 Double Crochet, a cherry, 5 Double

Crochet at the end of the row. Seventh row—plain Double

Crochet. Repeat from the fourth to the seventh rows twice

more, then leave a space where the narcissus flower is

to be placed, omit the middle cherry in the sixteenth row,

the two middle chei'ries in the eighteenth row, and three in

the twentieth row, working instead plain Double Crochet
;

in the twenty-second, twenty-fourth, and twenty-sixth rows

bnng these chemes gradually back again, and then repeat

from the fourth row for the length required for the antima-

cassar. For the naivissus flower, white wool, work 7 Chain,

1 Double Crochet in the first from the needle, 4 Treble along,

6 Ti'eble in the top stitch, 4 Treble and a Double Crochet

along the other side, and a Single Crochet to fasten off

;

secure the ends firmly. Work sis of these white leaves,

then a dot of yellow for the centre of the flower, 4 Chain,

join round, work 2 Double Crochet in each chain, and a

Double Crochet on each of these, tack the six leaves together

in the shape of a flower, the wrong side of the crochet

uppermost, and place the yellow dot in the centre, then

aiTange it by means of a few stitches in the middle of the

flat space that is left among the chen-ies. For the grey

stripe, work 15 Chain, 1 Double Crochet in the third from

the needle, and Double Crochet all along. 13 Double Crochet

in all. Two more rows of plain Double Crochet, viz., 1 chain

to turn, and 13 Double Crochet along. Fourth row—

1

Double Crochet, a cheny, 3 Double Crijchet, a ehen-y,

3 Double Crochet, a cherry, 3 Double Crochet. Fifth row

—plain Double Crochet. Sixth row—3 Double Crochet,

a cheny, 3 Double Crochet, a cheriy, Double Crochet.

Seventh row — plain Double Crochet. Eighth row — 1

Double Crochet, a cheny, 3 Double Crochet ; a green

cherry, 3 Double Crochet, a cherry, 3 Dotible Crochet ; the

green cheny is to be composed of 5 loops of gi-een wool

worked in without breaking off the grey wool, and the

grey wool is to be drawn through the two stitches (1 green

and one grey) on the needle, leaving the green wool at

the back. Ninth row—plain Double Crochet. Tenth row

—the same as the sixth row, both the chernes to be

gi-een ones. Eleventh row — plain Double Crochet.

Twelfth row— the same as the eighth row. Thirteenth

row—plain Double Crochet. Fourteenth row—the same

as the sixth rtiw. and the same f-oljur. Fifteenth row

—plain Double Crochet. Sixteenth row—same as the

fourth row. Seventeenth row — plain Double Crochet.

Eighteenth row^the same as the sixth row. Xineteenth

row — plain Douljle Crochet. Repeat fnmi the fourth

row until the stripe is the same length as the red one,

work a double Cross Stitch with yellow w-ool in the

centre of every gi-oup of four green cherries; it will

take three of the red and two of the grey stripes to

make a good sized antimacassar. With black wool, work
a row of Double Crochet round all the stripes, and join

them together with a row of white Double Crochet.

For the border : First row—white wool, 1 Double Crochet,

6 Chain, miss 4, repeat the whole way round, but not miss

any between the Double Crochet at the corners. Second

row—black, 1 Double Crochet over the Double Crochet

of last row, 6 Chain, repeat. Third row—black, 1 Double

Crochet, 4 Chain, 2 Double Crochet, 4 Chain, 2 Double

Crochet, 4 Chain, 1 Double Crochet, under every scallop of

six chain.

Eaised Eose in CrocJiet Cotton.—For the mat shown in

Fig. 18, and consisting of a large Raised centre rose, sur-

rounded by eight smaller Raised roses, use Evans' crochet

cotton Xo. lU. For the large centre rose— Commence
with S C'HAix, join round, and work 16 Double
Crochet in the circle. Second round—1 Double Crochet,

3 Chain, miss 1. repeat (there should be eight loops of

three Chain*. Third round—1 Double Crochet. 4 Treble, 1

Double Ci'ochet under evei-y loop of three Chain. Fourth

round— 1 Double Crochet at the back above the Double

Crochet in the second round. 4 Chain. Fifth round—

1

Double Crochet, 5 Treble. 1 Double Ci'oehet, under every

loop of four Chain. Sixth round—1 Double Crochet at the

back above the Double Crochet in the fom-th roimd, 5 Chain.

Seventh round—1 Double Crochet, 7 Treble, 1 Double

Crochet under every loop of five Chain. Eighth round

—

1 Double Crochet at the back above the Double Crochet in

the sixth roimd. 6 Chain. Ninth round—1 Double Crochet,

9 Treble. 1 Double Crochet under every loop of six Chain.

Tenth round—1 Double Crochet at the back, above the

Double Crochet in the eighth rotmd, 7 Chain. Eleventh

round—1 Double Crochet, 11 Treble, 1 Double Crochet

under every loop of seven Chain. Twelfth round—

1

Double Crochet between the two Double Crochet of last

round, * 7 Chain, 1 Double Crochet upon the sixth Treble,

7 Chain, 1 Double Crochet between the next two Double

Crochet of last rotmd, repeat from * ; fasten off at the end

of the rotmd. This completes the large rose.

For the small roses—Begin with 6 Chain, join rotmd,

and work 12 Double Crochet in the circle. Second round

—1 Double Crochet, 3 Chain, miss 1, repeat i there should be

six liiops of three Chain). Third round—1 Double Crochet,

4 Treble, 1 Double Crochet, under every loop of three

Chain. Fourth rottnd—1 Diimble Crochet at the back above

the Dotible Crochet in the second ri.umd. 4 Chain. Fifth

rijiuid—1 Double Crochet, 5 Treble, 1 Double Crochet, under

every loop of iowr Chain. Sixth roimd—1 Double Crochet

at the back above the Double Crochet in the fourth rotmd,

5 Chain. Seventh round—1 Double Crochet, 7 Treble, 1

Doitble Crochet, under every loop of five Chain. Eighth

Q
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round—1 Double Crochet between the two Double Crochet

stitches of last round, * 3 Chain. 1 D(.mble Crochet on the

second Treble, 3 Chain, 1 DouUe Cr(.)rhet on the f(.)urth

Treble, 3 Chain, 1 Double Crochet on the sixth Trel:>le, 3

Chain, 1 Double Crochet between the two next Double

Crochet stitches, repeat from *
; fasten off at the end of

the round.

It requires eight small roses to complete the circle,

and they are to be joined to the large rose Ijy a single crochet

taken from the first stitch of the second group of Chain of

the fourth leaf, into the third Chain from the centre of one

of the leaves of the large rose, and again liy a single

crochet taken from the first stitch i if the nest group of

Chain into the corresponding third Chain on the other side

of the same leaf of the large rose, and also they are to l:>e

joined to each other by a single croch(.'t on each side, as

shown in the illustration (Fig. liUM.

For the outside edge—1 Douljle Crochet over the

Single Crochet between the roses, * 8 Chain, 1 Single in

Fic. 199. CnocHET— Eaised Eose in Cotton,

the fourth from the hook, 8 Chain, 1 Single again in the

fourth from the hook, 3 Chain, 1 Double Crochet above the

Double Crochet in the middle of the next leaf, 12 Chain, 1

Double Crochet above the Double Crochet in the middle of

the next leaf, 8 Chain, 1 Single in the fourth from the hook.

8 Chain, 1 Single in the fourth from the hook, 3 Chain, 1

Double Crochet above the Single Crochet at the joining of

the roses ; repeat from *, and fasten <jff at the end of the

round. Last round—1 Double Crocliet between the two
PicoTS, * 4 Chain, 1 Double Crochet in th(_> next Picot, V

Chain, 4 Douljle Crochet under the 12 Chain of last round,

7 Chain, 1 single into the last of the four Double Crochet,

and 4 more Double Crochet under the 12 Chain, 7 Chain, 1

DouVjle Crochet in the next Picot, 4 Chain, 1 DouVile Crochet

between the two Picots, 7 Chain, 1 Douljle Crochet between

the two Picots in the nest rose, repeat from *, and fasten

off at the end of the round.

liaised Rose in Wools.—These raised rosea are much
used for wool antimacassars. They are made separately.

and joined together. For a wool rose use single Berlin

wool, work a 6 Chain, and form into a round. First

row—8 Cluiin, * 1 Treble under nearest stitch of round,

5 Chain. Repeat from * three times, then 5 Chain, and loop

on the third of the first 8 Chain. Second row—* 1 Double,

8 Treble, 1 Double, under all the succeeding 5 Chain

scallops. Third row—* 6 Chain, 1 Double, putting hook

in between the two next leaves ;
the stitches of the next 6

Chain must be placed behind next leaf in the same way,

and so must all the rest in following rows. Repeat from

* 4 times, P(jurth row—1 Double, 10 Ti-eble, under next

6 Chain, repeat four times. Fifth row—7 Chain, 1 Double

behind leaves of preceding row. Repeat four times. Sixth

row—1 Double, 12 Treble, and 1 Double in the next 7

Chain. Repeat four times. Seventh r<jw—8 Chain, 1 Double,

worked in from behind between two next leaves. Repeat

four times. Eighth row—1 Double, 14 Treble, and 1 Double

in the next 8 Chain. Repeat four times. Ninth row—

9

Fig. 2ChX Crochet—Raised Rose in Wool.

Chain, 1 Doulile, hook from behind as before, repeat four

times. Tenth row—1 Double, 16 Treble, and 1 Double in

the next 9 Chain. Repeat four times. Eleventh row—10

Chain, 1 Double, hook from behind. Repeat four times.

Twelfth row— 1 DouVjle, 18 Treble, and 1 Double in the next

10 Chain. Ri-peat four times. Thirteenth row—Double

stitches over Doubles and Trebles of preceding row. Four-

teenth row—commence at fourth Treble of leaf work 2

double Trebles and 7 Chain all roimd, making three of

these stitches into every rose leaf (see Fig. 200). Fifteenth

row—work a Double into every Chain of preceding row.

Sixteenth row (not shown in illustration) is 1 Double, 1

Chain, int) every other stitch of last row. Seventeenth

row—1 Treble and 2 Double into every alternate stitch.

Eighteenth, and last row, is a looped chain ornamented

with Picots to form an edge, 2 Chain, 12 Chain divided

into 3 Picots, and 2 Chain, into every other space between

Trebles of last row. For an antimacassar make the roses
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separately, and join when all are fiuisbeil, as then tliey will

be fresh and elean.

Seqvin Lace.—A modern name gi^-eu tii a work
foi-med witli colonred braid and coknived crochet cotton,

formed into various easy patterns, and worked like ordi-

nary waved braid and crochet. It is suitable for furniture

lace and dress trimmings.

Shawl.—There are two ways of coumiencing t(_i work

a large crochet shawl. One, to commence from the centre,

and work round and round until the right size is attained
;

the other, to make a Foundatiiiu Chain of the full length

of the completed shawl, and to work biackwards and for-

wards, as in a large quilt, imtil the width is the same as

the length. This last plan is cumliersome, and does not

form a right and wrong side to the work. Fig. 201 repre-

sents the commencement of a sha^^'l liegunfrom the centre,

the first part oi which is the (jnly difficulty, and with

that explained the rest is easily aecouiplished. Square

shawls should Ije made of fine Shetland or Pyi-enean wool,

which are both extremely light in texture and yet warm.

The needle should Ije of Ijone. medium size. Make a

FOTTNDATION CHAIN of nine stitches, join it up, and work

fcir first row 3 Treble and 3 Chain four times. Second

row—into the space of everj' 3 Chain work 3 Treble, 3

Chain, and 3 Treble. This second row turns the round

stitch, * 3 Chain and 3 Trel>le into every space until the

next ct)rner is reached, repeat *, and work in this manner

until the shawl is a yard and a qiuirier square. Different

coloured woi.ils can be used near the end as border, and

mL^m^m,

Fl - )1 SlIVTTL IN Sl^nVIE ( I HBT

a closer shawl uuide liy working 2 Chain and 2 Double,

instead of the 3 Chain and 3 Treble, into every space.

Sqvare for Quilt.—Use for this pattern Strutt's knit-

Fi.i. 202. CROCHET SQTTAEE.

loop of that foundation into a small square, and com-

mences the increasing at the four corners of the square,

which continues throughout the work. Third row—work

3 Treble, 3 Chain, and 3 Treble into the first comer

ting cotton. No. C. Commence with 43 Chain, 1 Double
Crochet in the third from the work, and work Double

Crochet all along, making 40 Double Crochet in all ; turn,

1 Chain, miss the first Double Crochet of prex'ding row,

Q 2
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and work 40 Double Crochet along, working upon the back

of the stitches so as to form a lidge. Third row—1 Chain

to turn, 3 Double Crochet, pass the cotton twice round the

hook, insert the hook so as to take up the fourth Double

Crochet of the first row, and work a Double Treble, but

leave the stitch belonging to the Double Crochet stitch on

the needle, work 2 more Double Treble in the same place,

and having finished them, draw the cotton through the last

and through the Double Crochet stitch ;
this forms a ball

;

3 Double Crochet, and another ball, 3 Double Crochet, a

ball, 3 Double Crochet, a ball, then 9 Double Crochet, a

ball, 3 Double Crochet, a ball, 3 Double Crochet, a ball, 3

Double Crochet, a ball, 3 Double Crochet ; 1 chain to turn,

and work back in plain Double crochet, having 40 Double

Crochet in the row. Fifth row—1 chain to turn, 5

Double Crochet, 3 balls with 3 Double Crochet between

each, plain Double Crochet across the centre, and corres-

ponding balls at the other side, ending with 5 Double

Crochet ; 1 Chain to tmni, and work back in plain Double

Crochet. The centre diamond begins in the ninth row,

and the 3 Double Treble are to be w-orked into the twenty-

first stitch of the seventh row ; increase the diamond until

there are 11 balls along the side, then decrease, gradually

bringing it again to 1 ball. The comers begin in the

row where there are four balls in the centre diamond.

Having completed the square, work a row of 1 Treble, 1

Chain all round it, putting 3 Chain at each corner ; then

a round of plain Double Crochet. (See Fig. 202.)

Stitches.—The various Stitches used in Crochet are

described at length, in their Alphabetical order, at the end

of the Patterns.

Tatting Crochet.—This is a variety of crochet used to

ornament ordinary crochet with rosettes, and worked with

any materials suitable for crochet. The stitch has the

appearance of tatting, and ia a double loop connected

together at the base with a cross thread, and is made by

forming two different loops or knots on the hook. The

chief art in making these loops is the manipulation of

the left hand, the thread being held firmly between the

thumb and second finger while the twists to it are being

given. To commence : Work 2 or 3 Chain, then make a

loop roimd the left hand forefinger as shown in Detail A
(Fig. 203), insert the hook over the front thread and under

the back, and draw up the thread on to the hook as a

knot, change the arrangement of the loop with a twist of

the left hand, and insert the hook this time imder the first

thread and over second and draw up the loop on to the

hook (see Detail B, Fig. 204) as another knot ; this com-

pletes the stitch. Work 9 Double Knots and then thread

round the hook, and draw it right through every loop

on the hook, casting them off in this manner (see Detail C,

Fig. 205). Thread again round the hook, and draw it

through the loop left (sec Detail D, Fig. 206), thus com-
pleting the rosette shown in Detail E, Fig. 207, which

represents three of these tatted rosettes connected by 3

Chain. These rosettes can be formed into a pretty

border, like Detail F (Fig. 208), by working the rows

alternately in different colours. Work the first row
as already shoTSTi, and reverse the rosettes in the second

;

begin this row with a Long Treble, as shown, which

takes through the middle of first rosette ; work for rosette

4 Double Knots *, and the first half of the fifth, and with

the second half join the rosette to first stitch in the 3

FiG. 305. Cbochet Tiiiise—Detail C.

Fie. 2013. Cbocuei Tattinh—Detail D.

Chain, placing the hook as shovra by arrow in Detail F

(Fig. 208) ; caiTy the thread down in front of the hook,

pass it back under the hook, and then through the stitch
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just taken upon the hook ; this

of fifth Double Knot. Pass o\i

forms the seeond half

I- 1 Chain and repeat *,

Fig. -07. Crochet Tatting—Det.ml E.

working into the third, instead of 1 stitch of Chain,

4 Double Knots, draw up loop, 3 Chain, repeat to the end

of the row. All the rows are made like second row, except

that the Long Treble commencement is only made in every

alternate one.

cottou No, ;2U is used instead of crochet cotton. Com-
mence with a Chain of 4, join and work 2 Double Crochet

into each stitch. Second row—3 Double Cnjchet in first

stitch, 1 Double Crochet, 3 D(jul5lc Crochet in third

stitch, 1 Double Crochet in fourth, 3 Double Crochet
in fifth stitch, 1 Double Crochet in sixth, 3 Double
Crochet in seventh, 1 Double Crochet in eighth stitch,

1 more Double Crochet ; the last side of the square
will always have an extra stitch on the side, which mark,
as all the rows commence from it. Third row—3 Double
Crochet in comer stitch *, 3 Double Crochet on side,

3 Double Crochet in comer, repeat from *. Fourth row

Fig. 200. CKOCHET TATTING —(JOUNTEEPAN E.

Fig. 209 is a square of crochet, being part of a counter-

pane ornamented with Crochet Tatting as tiny rosettes.

Fig. 210, detail A, gives the commencement of the square

Fig. Crochet Tatting—Detail F.

and manner of working the rosettes into the plain crochet.

The foundation is in Double Crochet, and knitting

—3 Double Crochet into every corner, and o Double
Crochet on every side. Fifth row—3 Double Crochet in

corner stitch *, 3 Double Crochet on side, and work
rosette, making 4 Double Knots, and then secure the

loop by passing the hook and thread through the loop in

Fig. 210. Ceochet Tattikg—Detail A of C'OUNTERPANE.

the second row, finish and draw up the rosette ; 1 Double
Crochet in next stitch, working the stitch on the hook
from the rosette as a Double Crochet, 3 Double Crochet
on the side, 3 Double Crochet in the comer, repeat. Sixth

row—plain Double Crochet, work 3 into each comer, and
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miss the stitch made l>y the rosettes. Seventh and eighth

rows—3 Double Crochet in every corner, an increase of 2

on each side m each row. Ninth row—* 1 Double Crochet

in the corner, then a rosette m the same corner, and 1

Double Crochet, 15 Double Crochet at the side, repeat

from *. Tenth row—plain Doulile Crochet 3 in each corner

stitch.

Having commenced the comers and shown plainly

how the increase at comers is managed and the rosettes

are secured, the worker can follow the rest of the square

from the illustration, being careful always in work 3

Double Crochet in every corner, with a rosette in

every alternate row, and to oomit and work that stitch as a

Double Crochet nest time, while the rosettes that orna-

ment the other part of the design are to be treated like

those on the fifth row and the stitch they make passed over

in the plain line that follows them. The sijuare is com-

pleted in thirty-four rows.

Tatting and Crochet Edging.—This edging is composed

of tatting and crochet, and is used on ribbon, as shown iu

Fig. 211. It must be worked with cotton. No. 20, a fine

steel crochet hook, and a tatting shuttle. The little

diamonds in the centre are worked first ; these are tatted.

Fig. 211. Chochet asd Tattinh Edginu.

First diamond: First oval—6 Double Ceochet, 1 Publ
3 Double 1 Piu-1, 3 Douljle, 1 Purl, 6 Double, draw close

;

repeat this oval 3 more times, then join the two ends of the
cotton neatly together. Work as many diamonds as are
required for the length, join them to one another by the
centre Purl in the last oval of the first diamond and the
centre Purl in the first oval of the second diamond.
When all are worked join the thread to the centre Purl of

the first oval at the side ; work in it 1 Double Cr(.)chet *,

6 Chain, 1 Single Crochet in the next Purl of the
same oval, 3 Chain, 1 Single in the Purl connecting the
two diamonds together, 3 Chain, 1 Single in the first

Purl of the next oval, 8 Chain, 1 Single iu the fourth
Chain of the first six Chain worked, 3 Chain, 1 Single
on the 7 Chain of eight Chain just worked, 1 Single
on the sixth Chain, 3 Chain, 1 Single on the fifth Chain,
1 single on the f.jurth Chain, 3 Chain, 1 single on the
third Chain, 1 Single on the second Chain, 3 Chain, 1

Double Crochet in the next Purl, repeat from *
; work

each side in the .same manner, then sew over a coloured
ribbon the width of the work.

Waich Guard in Crochet.—Thh is nuidc with the
finest purse .silk and a small steel crochet hook. Work a
round of 6 Chain, and work round and round in Single
or Double Ribbed crochet until the right length is

formed. It may be ornamented, if wished, with a Ijead

dropped into every stitch. These beads must be threaded
on the skein of purse silk before the work is commenced.

Waved Braid Crochet.—A variety of crochet in which

waved tape braid is used instead of Mignardise braid to

take the place of the thick stitches in crochet to make
the solid parts of a pattern. The use of this braid saves

much time, and it can be introduced into either crochet

edgings or into rosettes for antimacassars. The Ijraid

is woven in various widths, but the medium size, with

Evans's crochet cotton, No. 14, is the best to use. To

work an edging for linen or children's frocks : First row

—

work 1 Treble into the first point of braid, 3 Chain, and

a Treble into the next point of braid, repeat until of suffi-

cient length and fasten off; this forms the plain edge

which is sewn to the material. Second row—turn the work

and commence upon the other side of braid, 2 row, * work

1 Single into first point, 1 Chain 1 Treble into next point,

3 Chain 1 Treble into the same, 1 Chain, and repeat from *

to end of row and fasten oif. Third row

—

Slip Stitch

into the one Single on last row, * cotton over the hook,

4 Treble into the 3 Chain between the 2 Trebles of the

last row, 6 Chain slip the hook through the second, so as to

make a PicOT with the 5 Chain, 1 Chain, 4 Treble into

same, loop Slip stitch into next Single, and repeat from *

to end of row and fasten off.

To form a Rosette.—8 Chain, join and work 16

Double into it. First row—4 Chain, * miss 1 stitch on

foTindation and work 1 Treble into the next stitch, 2

Chain, repeat from * to end of row. Second row —4 Chain,*

1 Trel.de, 2 Chain, 1 Trelde first loop on last row, 2 Chain,

repeat from * to end of the row. Third row—5 Chain, then

take the waved braid in the left hand and pass the hook

through a, point while making the next Chain, then 1

Chain, 1 Treble into the loop of the last row, * 2 Chain,

pick up the next point of braid, 1 Chain, 1 Treble into the

next loop on the foimdation, repeat from * to the end of

the row, when finished sew the ends of braid together

neatly, so as not to interfere with the round. Fourth
row—3 Chain up to point of braid and fasten into it, 6

Chain 1 Treble into the same point, * 2 Chain 1 Treble

into the same, repeat from * end of the row. Fifth row
—take up the braid again, work 4 Chain, put the hook
through the point of the braid, 1 Chain, and make a Double

into the first loop, * 2 Chain, ho(;ik through the next point,

2 Chain, 1 Double into the next loop, repeat from * to

the end of the row, sew the points of braid together as

before. Sixth row^same as the fourth. Seventh row—
* 1 Treble into Chain between the 2 Trebles on the last

row, 6 Chain, put the hook into the second Chain to form a

Pieot, 1 Chain, 1 Treble into the same loop, 3 Chain, and

repeat from * to end of row, and fasten off.

Wool Aster in Croc/ie<.—Materials required : yellow,

black, and three shades of crimson double Berlin wool,

and medium sized bone crochet needle. Commence with

the yellow wool, with 5 Chain, join round, and work 12

Double Crochet in the ring. Second round—yellow,
1 Double Crochet, 1 Chain, twelve times. Third round-
darkest shade of red, 1 Double Crochet, 2 Chain, 1

Treble, a Picot (viz., 4 Chain, 1 Double Crochet in the

first of the chain), 1 Trel.)le Chain, 1 Double Crochet,

all in the front loop of every Chain stitch of the last

round, thus making twelve petals. Fourth round—next
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lightest shade of rod, 1 Double Crochet in the back lo(.ip

of every Double Crochet stitch of the second round, and
1 Chain between each Double Crochet. Fifth round

—

same colour, 1 Double Crochet, 2 Chain, 1 Doulile Treljle,

Picot, 1 Double Treble, 2 Chain, 1 Double Crochet, all in

the front loop of every Chain stitch of last round, again

making twelve petals. Sixth round—lightest shade of red

—1 Double Crochet in the back loop of every Double

Crochet stitch of the fourth round, twenty-four Douljle

Crochet in all. Seventh round—same colour, 1 Double

Crochet, '2 Chain, miss 1, repeat. There should be twelve

loops of 2 Chain. Eighth round—same colour, * 1 Double

Crochet on the Double Crochet of last round, 2 Chain,

1 Double Treble, Picot, 1 Double Treble, 2 Chain, all

\mder the 2 Chain of last round ; repeat from *
. This

wiU again make twelve petals. Ninth I'ouiid—black, 1

Double Crochet in any Picot, 2 Chain, 1 Double Treble <in

the Double Crochet stitch of last rovmd, 2 Chain, repeat.

There should be lU Double Crochet stitches and 10 Picots

iu the round. Third round—next lightest shade of red,

1 Double Crochet over the DouliL.' Crochet of last round,

insert the hook in the n(.'xt Chain stitch, draw the W(j(j1

through and work 5 Chain, draw the wciol through the

chain and through the stitch on the h(.M.)k ; i-epeat, in-

creasing 1 Double Crochet and 1 Picot in the course of

the round. Fourth round—lightest shade of red, the same

as the third rouud, making 12 Double Crochet and 12

Picots. Fifth round—the same colour, and to be worked
the same as the fourth round. Sixth round—brown, 1

Double Crochet, -i Chain, miss 2, repeat. There should

be eight loops of 4 chain. Seventh I'ound—work 5 Douljle

Crochet under every 4 Chain. Eiglith round—brown,

1 Double Crochet on the first of the .5 Double Crochet of

last round, 1 Treble on the next, 1 double Treble on the

next, four Chain, 1 Double Crochet in the first of the Chain,

1 Douljle Treble <m the same Double Crochet as the other

Fig. 212. CROCHET-YAK LACE.

Tenth round—same colour as the fifth round, 1 Double

Crochet on the Double Crochet stitch of last round, 3

successive Picots, repeat. Twelve of these asters will

make a good sized antimacassar, and to fill up the spaces

between each aster, work the two rounds as directed for

the yellow wool, and a third roimd in black of 1 Double

Crochet, 3 Chain.

Wool Dahlia in Crochet.—Materials required: double

Berlin wool, brown, black, and three shades of crimson,

and medium sized bone crochet hook. Commence with

the brown wool, with 3 Chain, join round, and work 10

Treble in the ring. Throughout the dahlia take up both

the top loops of preceding row. Second romid—darkest

shade of red, 1 Double Ceochet, insert the hook in the

same stitch as the Double Crochet is already worked iu,

draw the wool through, and do 5 Chain, draw the wool

through the last of the Chain and through the stitch on

the hook to form a Picot, 1 Double Crochet on the

next Treble, and another Picot, as just described ; repeat.

Double Treble, 1 Treble on the next Double Crochet, and 1

Double Crochet on the last of the five Double Crochet of

last round ; repeat. Thei'c should be eight leaves in the

round. Ninth round—black, 1 Double Crochet under the

four Chain, 3 Chain, 1 Double Treljle in between the 2

Double Crochet of last rovmd, 3 Chain, repeat. Tenth round
•—darkest shade <jf red, 1 Double Crochet on the Double

Crochet of last round, 1 Treble, 1 Double Treble, 4 Chain,

1 Double Crochet in the first of the Chain, 1 Double

Treble, 1 Treble, all under the next three Chain of last

round ; repeat. There should be sixteen leaves in this last

round.

YaJ; Lace, Crochet.—This is a description of crochet

that is a copy of real Yak and Maltese lace, and is worked

in either fawn coloured or black Maltese thread with a

medium sized hook. It is illustrated in Fig. 212. Make a

Chain the length required. First row—work 1 Long
Stitch, make 1 Chain, miss 1 loop, work 1 Long Stitch,

make 3 Chain, work a stitch of Single Crochet into the
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first of 3 Chain, miss 1 loop. Second row— work 3 extra

Long Stitches into tlie first Chain *, make 6 Chain, work

1 stitch of Single Crochet into the third fi'om hook, repeat

from * once, make 2 Chain, miss 4 loops of first row, work

1 stitch of Double Ckochet into the next Chain, make

10 Chain, work a stitch of Single Crochet into the third

from the hook, making the loop of Chain, tui-n under

the third Chain, work 1 stitch of Single Crochet into the

first, making the loop of 3 Chain over the 3 Chain, work a

stitch of Double Crochet in Chain after the next 4 Long

of first row, make 6 Chain, work a stitch of Single Crochet

into the third from hook, make 3 Chain, work 1 stitch

of Single into first, make 7 Chain, work 1 Single stitch

into the third from the hook, make 3 Chain, work a stitch

of Single into first, make 3 Chain, work a stitch of Double

Crochet into same loop as last, make 6 Chain, work a stitch

of Single Crochet into third loop, the loop of three Chain

over, make 3 Chain, miss 4 loops of first row and I'epeat

third row, make 1 Chain, work a stitch of extra Long
Crochet into first Chain, after three extra Long stitches

make 8 Chain, work a stitch of Single into the third, the

loop of 3 to be under, make 3 Chain, take up the third, and

fasten the loop of three Chain over, make 3 Chain, work

a stitch of Single Crochet in the third Cliain under. 1

stitch of Double Crochet into foui-th Inup of ten Chain in

last row, make 7 Chain, turn, miss the first from the hcjok,

work 1 Double Crochet into each, make 1 Chain, work 1

Double Crochet into each loop on the other side of G Chain,

1 single at point, make 2 Chain, work 2 Double Crochet

into central loops of four Chain Ijctwccn the loops of three

Chain in first row. This forms the centre of festoon; work
the remainder to coiTcspond. Fiiurth i-ow—work 5 stitches

Double Crochet into successive loops, beginning on the first

Chain in last row, make 9 Chain, work 2 Double Crochet,

beginning on the Single at the point of leaf, make 4 Chain,

continue the row to correspond. Fifth I'ow—work 1 Double

Crochet over the first in the last row, make 1 Chain, miss

1 loop, work 10 of Double Crochet into the next, make 1

Chain, miss 1 loop, work 1 Double Crochet, make 3 Chain,

miss 3 loops, work 1 Double Crochet, make 3 Chain, miss 3

loops, work 1 Double Crochet, make 4 Chain, miss 4 loops,

2 stitches of Double Crochet, and continue the row to

correspond. Sixth row—work 5 stitches of Double Crochet

into successive loops, beginning on the first loop of the

last row, make 13 Chain, work a leaf the same as in third

row, work 2 stitches of Double Crochet, beginning on the

second (A 4 Chain, make 6 Chain, work a stitch of Single

Crochet into the third fnim the hook, make 3 Chain,

work 1 stitch of Single Crochet into the first, make 12

Chain, work a stitch of Single Crochet into third from the

hook, make 3 Chain, work a stitch of Single Crochet

into first, make 1 Chain, work a stitch of Douljle Crochet

into second loop of 6 Chain, make 1 Chain, continue the

row to correspond. Seventh row—work a stitch of Single

Crochet over the Double in the last row, work 5 stitches of

Single, beginning on the first of 13 Chain, 1 stitch of

Single Crochet in the point of the leaf, make 12 Chain,

work a Double Crochet into fifth loop of 9 left lietwocu

the loops of 3 Chain in last row. Eighth row—work 3

stitches of Single Crochet, beginning on the first of last

row, miss 3 loops, *, work 1 Long stitch into the nest

loop, make 1 Chain, miss 1 loop, repeat from * five times,

* work 1 Long stitch into the next loop, make 1 Chain,

repeat from * eight times, continue the row to correspond.

Ninth row—make 4 Chain, work an extra Long stitch

single, miss 1 loop, work 1 Long stitch, miss 3 loops, work

1 Long stitch, make 3 Chain, work 1 Long stitch into

the same loop as last, * make 3 Chain, miss 3 loops, work

1 Long stitch, make 1 Chain, miss 1 loop, work 1 Long

stitch, repeat from * once, make 5 Chain, continue the

row to correspond. Tenth row—work 4 extra Long stitches

in the fourth Chain at the beginning of the last row,

miss 4 loops, work 3 stitches of Single Crochet, * make 4

Chain, work a stitch of Single Crochet iato the third

from the hook, repeat from * twice, make 1 Chain, miss

3 loops, work 3 stitches of Single Crochet, work another

loop of 3 loops of Chain, join crochet, miss 3 loops,

work 3 stitches of Single Crochet, work a loop of 5 loops

for the centre, each made of 3 loops as before.

We now give, in alphabetical order, for easy reference,

full working directions for all the stitches used in Crochet,

and which have been referred to in the foregoing patterns.

C\icdn Stitch.—AW the stitches of crochet are formed

of varieties of Chain Stitch. It is a loop drawn through

an already formed loop, a single loop counting as one

Chain. The croc'het hook is held in the right hand, the

Fig. 21:1. Crochet—Chain Stitch,

work in the left, with the cotton thrown over the fore-

finger lit that hand. Hitch the cotton round the hook

)iy a movement of the right hand and drawn it through

the loop already upon the hook (.see Fig. 213.) A given

Flu. 2U. Ckochet—Ciioss Stitch.

number of these chains form the foundation of crochet

patterns, and open spaces in the work are always passed

over with a given numl>er of these loops. The abbreviation

is " chn" m crochet instruction. See Foundation Chain,
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Gfoss Stitch.—Commence witli a Dofble Fouxda-
TioN. anil tlien work as in Slantinii Stitch, oxoopt that

tlie hook is put thvongh both loups of the Fouuihition.

To work : Put the hook throuo-l, hnth tli.^ h>nps on tlie

line heneath and round the eotton, as sho-s\'n hy the arrow

in Pig. 214, draw the cotton thvoug-h aa a loop, put cotttin

round the hook, and draw it through the two loops.

Crosii Stitch. Open.—A useful stitch for light shawls or

petticoats. Make a Poundatiox Chain of width required.

Put the woc)l twioc rcmnd ;it the l:>ack of the hcxik, exai'tly

contrary to the usual manner I'f putting it round, and pass

the hook downwards through the next stitch (as shown

Trehle put into the Liwest part of the first stitch in

tirst row. * 1 Tr.dd.- into tic- f.iUrtli stitch in first row, ]Mit

inaath.' first Tr.ld.^, 3 Do, ,1,1,. Crochot, 1 Tr.l.l.. work.'d

into tlie stitrh on tlie fli'st row noxt to tin' last made

\ Trelile, repeat from*. Tliird row— all stitches in Doul.le

('rochet. Fourth row—commence with Tivhlf. put one

into tlu' top part of iho Trchli.'S in second row. o Doulile

Clrochet, * a Treble taken hack to the last ..ne. and

looped into the saine stitch, then a Trel.l.- into the top

part of the Ti-elde in the seccmd row (as shown in Fig.

216). 3 Double Crochet, repeat fr.nn *. Fifth row like

the third. Sixth rc)w like the s.'cond row, and so on to

the cud of the pattci'u. Tlu' Trebles shouLl Ije worked

l00S(\

Crosa Trcl./c—See Treide Cmchct.

Crog^ Tricnf Sf/fc/;.—See Tricnf Stitch, ^,•o.s^^^

D.nihle Cror/icf.—Twist th.- cr.ttcm round the hook and

draw it through the Foundation, take the cotton on hook

Fig. 21.5. Crochet—Oten C'rijss Stitih,

in Pig. 21o by the left-hand arrow) at thc> back. Bring

the wool in front, take it up with the hook, and draw it

through the three loops that are already on the hook.

This stitch is sho-\\Ti by the right hand arrow. Continue to

the end of the row, and in the return row work in the same

way.

C/-0.S.5 Stiich, Eaised.—This stitch is used for courre-

pieds and other large pieces of crochet. The wool used is

four thread fleecy (jr dcmble Berlin, and the work is f irnied

in stripes of raricms co'ours. The ground is in Double

Fig. 21C. Cbochei—Raised Cross Stitch.

Ceochet, the crosses in Tkeble Crochet. Make a

Foundation Chain with any number of stitches that

wiU divide into five, and w.jrk Ijaek to the right hand

comer of strip. Second row—2 Double Crochet and 1

Fl'l. 217. Oi;erHET—DePBI.E .'^TITGIT.

again, and draw it through these two loops as shown in

Fig. 217. Abbreviation in crochet instr-uctions • D. C."

Dniihl,- Crnchrt. Xo,i;;.—A varii.'ty of Double Crochet

stitch. Take the cotton round the hook, and insert the

hook into Foundation, draw the cotton through this as

21s, C'KeCHET— LijNG D:a"ELE StITCII,

a loop, which will mak.> three loops upon the hook (see

Fig. 218), take the cottim round the hook again and, draw

it through tin' tlirei' loops on the hook at once.

Fig. 21(1. Crochet—Raised Docbie Stitch.

Doiihle Crochet, Siiisrd.—A variety of Doulde Crochet.

R
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Work the first row witli Double Crochet, and for the

rest of the pattern work Double Crochet, Imt instead of

putting the hook through the top part of the loop of the

preceding row, as in oi'dinaiy Crochet, put it over the

whole of the loop and into the middle part of the stitch

under it in the preceding row, as shown in Fig. 219.

Double Knot. — Used when imitating Tatting with

Crochet. Work 3 Chain, then make a loop of cotton round

the left hand fiirefinger, insert the hook over the front

thread and under the back, and draw up the thread on

to the hook as a knot, change the arrangement of the loop

with a twist of the left hand, insert the hook under the

first thread of the loop and over the second, and draw up

the loop on the hook as another knot.

Eihje Stitch.—Thr first stitch of a r..w. Work as the

other stitches in the pattern, unless attention is especially

drawn to the Edge stitch 1)y a direction to work it plain.

To work plain : Retain the loop) of the last stitch of the

previous row on the hook ; do not woi-k it, but count that

loop as the first stitch on the new row.

except the last one, which only requires 1 Double Crochet

into it ; work back as follows : Work the first stitch,

shown in pattern as a and b, draw the wool through

the three stitches on preceding row, and then through

the loop that has run through them. This is illustrated

in Fig. 220. The stitch thus made, draw through the

next three loops on preceding row, make as before, and

so on to end of row. Long loop>s will be formed with

the wool, and these must be loosely worked and p ashed to

front of work. The next row consists in workmg 3 Double

Crochet into the three stitches drawn through. Work
these behind the loops that are shown liy the figures 1, 2, 3

in design. The made stitch in last row is not worked,

only the ones the work was drawn through. These last

tw(j rows form the patteni, and are worked alternately

to end of strip. Be careful in working this pattern to

c(junt the stitches every second row, so that none are

left unworked.

(2).—A suitable stitch for couvrepieds when made

in thick fleecy wool and with a large No. 8 bone hook, but

y>C?ES:-^A"r?tAp:ff

Fig. 221. CROCHET-FANCY STITCH.

Fancy Stitch. (1).—A pretty stitch used for making the
strips of couvrepieds or antimacassars when worki-d with
fine fleecy or single Berlin wool, and with a small Ijone

Ceochet—Fancy Stitch.

hook. Make a Foundation Chain of an uneven number
of stitches. Work 2 Double Crochet mto second stitch

(>i Chain, and continue working 2 Double into every Chain

which does not loijk well worked with fine cotton. Make a

Foundation Chain of an even number of stitches, work

a row of Tricot, and work back. Second row: Work
the fii-st stitch plain, and then put wool round hook, bring

it out at front, push the hook through the next two

long loops, still keeping the wool before the work, put

wool round hook, as shown in Fig. 221, and draw it through

the two loops. Put wool again round hook, thus making
a stitch for the one lost in the work, and continue

to end of row; wi)rk last stitch plain. Draw the wool

back through the Edge stitch, and then through two

stitches, as in Tricot. The second row is repeated

throughout.

Fuor.<i Orochc't.Sne Tricot Stitch.

Foundation Chain.—There are three ways of making
a Foundation to Crochet, all of which are varieties of

Chain. The simplest and most used is the plain Chain

Foundation illustrated in Chain Stitch ; the others

are Double and Pud Foundations. The Double Founda-
tion is made with two Chain stitches instead of one, and
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is illustrated in Fig. 222. It is worked thus: Make 2
Chain, put the hook into first Chain, draw the cotton
through it, take up more cotton, and draw it through hoth
loops on hook, put the hook into left loop of the work,
draw cotton through so as to lm\'e two btitchcs on tlie

hook, then draw the cotton through l.>oth so as to have
but one, put the hook through the left loop of the woik.

Fig. 222, Crochet—Double
Foundation.

Fig 223. Crochet—Purl
Foundation.

and continue until the length of Foundation is made.

TvA-l Foundation (Fig. 223); Commence with making a -A

Chain, make a Treble into the first of the 4 Chain,

make another 4 Chain, and another Treble into its first

Chain, and repeat to end of length required. The line

just worked in any part of Crochet is known as Founda-

tion, and into it place the stitches of nest row.

Half Stitch.—When two stitches are worked as one

in contracting an edge they are called Half stitch. Put

the hook with cotton round through Foundation and

draw througb as a loop, and then put the cotton round

the hook again, insert into next stitch on Foundation row,

and this time the stitch is completed by all the loops that

are upon the hook being worked up.

Holloio Spot Stitch.—See Sjiot Stitch, Hollow.

Idiot Stitch.—See Tricot Stitch.

Josephine Tricot Stitch.—See Tricot Stitch. Josephine.

Long Bauble Stitch.—See Double Crochet, Loikj.

Long Treble Stitch.—See Treble Crochet, Long.

Loops Stitch, Raised.-—See Raised Loop Stitch.

Open Crochet Stitch.— The name given to either

Double or Treble Crochet, or their varieties when

worked in squares with spaces missed to correspond with

M wio'ked. TiiuK, to form

:i Hcpuiri' of ()p,'u Crochet,

the height and nuuibii- of Htitol

two D..>id.>le Croelh't rttitcli.;s iiit

follow them by 2 Chain, wliicli pass over 2 stitches on

Foundation Chain, or if three or four Treble Crochets

are to lie made as a. square, woik four or five Chain, and

pass four or five Foundation stitches over.

O^xti Cross Sfitrh.—See Cros.^ Stitch. Open.

Open Stitches 'Tricot.—See Tricot Stitelics. Open.

Picot.-—This is a Crochet stitch similar in appearance

to the Picot formed in needle-made laces. In fine Crochet,

such as Irish and Honiton, it is used to finish the Bars

that connect the detached sprigs t(jgether, as well as to

omameut the edge of the sprigs and design. In coarse

or (.)rdinary Crochet it is used to give an appearance of

a lace finish to the edg..' of the design. To make: Form a

Chain of (I or 4 stitches according to the thickness of the

cotton, and put thr liook liack and through the first Chain,

and draw the cotton through that and through the loop

upontlie hook at once, so that i\u' stitches between them are

foruKMl into a round or knob. It is sometimes called Purl.

Pnlid ,]r Trirut .SV/f,'/, .—See Tricot Stitch. Point de.

Tniiit Xcn/e S/ifch.—An extremely eii'ective stitch,

suitable for cliildn.'u's jackets or petticoats, also for

cou\'repie(ls and quilts. When worked in a round the

thread can remain unbroken, but fVir straight work it must
be fastened ofl: at tlio end of each row and commenced
from the' starting point. To start with : Calcidate that the

first stitch will takc> five of the Foundation Chain
to make, and the rest only two, so make Foundation Chain

accordingly. First row—Make a Foundation Chain the

length reijuired. put the hook into the Chain next the last

one, and draw the w.nd through, then into the next three

Foundation Chain in succession, draw the wool through

each and leave all on the hook; five loops will be now
on the hook; draw the woi.d through them all at once and
maki' 2 Chain; this completes the first stitch. Second

stitch—* put the hook through the first of the last two

Chains just made, and draw the wool through, then push

the hook through the loop on the last stitch on to which

the five Icjops were cast oil', and draw the wool through it,

and then return to Foundation, and draw the wocd suc-

cessively through the two next Chain on it, so as to again

have five loops on the hook, make 2 Chain, and repeat

from * to the end of the row, work the last stitch plain,

fasten off, and return to the other end. When the last

mentioned row is finished, each stitch will have a point

rising up above the line of work. Second row—Fasten the

wool into the side of the work, make 3 Chain, draw the

loops through the second and first of these singly, then

through the stitch that makes the point mentioned above,

and lastly through the first or farthest away loop of the

five cast off together in the last row. The five necessary

loops being now on the hook, cast them off together by

drawing the wool through them, and then make 2 Chain.

Second stitch—put the hook through the 1 Chain, take up

the loop at the back upon which the five last hjops have

been cast ofi^, then the loop that forms the point in the

previous row, and the stitch farthest away of the five

loops in the last row, and draw these five loops through as

one ; continue this last stitch to the end of the row, and

K 2
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make all the previous lines as tlie second. (See Kg. 224.)

When nsiu^i- Point Neige as an edging, make a. Ijorder of

Fia. 221. Ckochet—Point Nei<;e Stitch.

a Single Crochet on each siile Ijeforc conimenciug the

regular stiteli.

Furl Stitch.—A useful stiteli for edgings to Crocliet,

and worked in three waj's. Tlie first, and the one that

most imitates Tatting or laee edgings, is shown in Pig. 225,

and is formed thus :
* Work a Double CeocHeT, and

pull up the loop, as shown, take out tlie hook, and put it

Fill. 22j. Ckl'Chet—PuKL Stitch.

through that part of tlu; Dou))le Crochet through which

the loop comes out, take tlie eottc^u round the hook and

make a loop, work one Doulde. and rc'peat from *. The

second Purl eilgiug, which is shown in Pig. 22(.), "work

as follows: One Treble.* T Chain, passing the hook

dowuwar<ls into the sei;ond stiteli id' 7 Chain, put the

cotton pint round it in that position and draw it through.

Fig. Ckochet—PuP.L Stitck.

60 that the Purl thus formed with the '» Chain is

tm-ned upwards and forms an c-dgiug; work 1 Chain, and

make a TkkbLB into the fourth stitch on the FOUNDATION

from the last stitch, and eoiitinue from *. The other

variety of Purl is to turn lliis loop downwards, so

that a straight, and not ;i Purled, edge is formed, It is

worked like Pig. 22G ; but when the 7 Chain is made

the hook is taken out entirely and put mto the top part

of the second Chain, and the loop of the seventh Chain

and the fresh cotton drawn through upwards. This

1:>rings the purl l;ielow, and not aljove, the row that is

being made. Also .see PicoT.

Builii:oij Stitch. — Another name for Tricot Stiicli

(which .sec).

Baised Cro.s.s S^ffe/i.—See Cro.s.s Stitch.

Raised Doubtc Stitch.^Sec DouMe Crochet.

Raised Loop Stitch.—A pretty stitch for making

Crochet borders and edgings that are executed with

wool. It should be done separately from the main work,

and SL'wn to it when finished. To form the design shown

in Pig. 227, make a FOUNDATION Chain of eight, and

work two Tricot rows ; the third row will lie a return

row, and ujiou this the loops are formed. Make a five

Chain at every alternate stitch, and lo(jp it in to the next

plain stitch. Leave the Edge Stitch plain. The next

row is Tricot; pick up the loops as usual, taking care to

take up those cLjse behind the loops, keep the latter to

the front, and count the stitches before working back ; in

this return row the loops will he taken alternately to those

of the third row. In the design shown in Fig. 227 two

Fic 227. Ckociiet- Raiseij Loop Stitch.

colours are used in (he border, and the loops are arranged

so as to form a diamond shaped pattern. The colours are

red and white. The Foundati(jn is all in red, and when

any white loops are to )je made, Indng the white wool

from the Ijack of the work, instead of the red thrcjugh

the stitch precedhig it. Make the -5 Chaiu with it, and

draw it through tbe next loop, but draw the red through

with it; then drop the white until again recpiired. A
reference to the pattern will show where it is insei'ted.

The scalloped edging is added when the border is finished.

First nm—Double Crochet with red wool. Second

row—a white and red Double Crochet alternately, finish

each stitch with the colour to be used in the next one.

Third row—like first. Fourth row — with red wool, 1

DouIjIo Crochet * .5 Chain, 1 Long Treble in the first of

5 Chain, and fasten with 1 Doulde Crochet, put into the

fourth stitch of Foundation row; repeat from *.

Raised Open Tricot Stitch.—Sce Tricot Stitch, Open

Raised,
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Raised Spot Stitch.—Svc Spot Stifcli. Haisvd.
Bibbed Stitch.—This stitcli is also callod Russian

stitch. It is much used for babies' socks and luuftatccs,

and is also a s<'>-'d stit..'li for crochet C(juiitcrpaues when
n'orked in various coloured wools. It is ordinary Double
Crochet, to which the appearauce of ribbing is yiven by
the hook being put into the back part of the Foundation
every time a stitch is worked instead of into the frc>nt part.

Provided the rows arc worked backwards and fonvards,

Fw. '22S. Crochet— EiBBED S-riTt'ir.

by always leaving the fi-ont loop and taking up the back

one, a ril.i is formed ; Ijut if they are worked as a con-

tinULius round, a loop line only is the result. To work :

Put the ci.itton round the hook, put the hook through the

back loop of the Foundation Chain as sho\\ai. in Fig. 228,

put the cotton round the hook and draw it through the

two loops, continue to the end of the vo\y, tarn the work,

and repeat.

liiis.siiiii Stitch. — Another name for Ribbed Stitch

(which sec).

Sinijle Croc^iet.—A stitch used in close Crochet. To
work: Push the hook through the Foundation Chain,
draw the cotton through as a loop.pdace cijtton round hook

and through both lc>op)S upon the hook. Aljbre\-iation in

crochet instructions '' S. C."

Shmtimj StiteJi.—A variety of Double Crochet. Com-
mence by putting the hook into the Foundation as

shown by the arrow in Fig. 229 ; do not take any cotton

upon it, Iiut jiass it over the cotton after it is thi-ough the

Fig. 229. Crochet—Slanting Stitch,

Foundation, and then draw the cotton through the Founda-

tion as a loop ; then put the cotton round and draw the

two Foundation loops through into one. By this airange-

ment a slanting appearance is given to the stitch.

Slip Stitch.—A stitch much used in Raised Crochet,

both in joining together detached sprays, and in passing

from one part of a pattern to another at the back of the

work. Put the hook through the Foundation at the back

part, and draw the cotton back with it through the loop

alrcaily on the hook, as sh(jwn on Fig. 230, wIku'c the

Foundation is slightly turned up t<.> show wliei'c the hook

Fig, 2^0. Crochet— Slii- Stitch,

should go through, the arrow nia,rking the directi(jn.

Abbreviation in crochet instructions "S."

Spot Sfifeh, lliiljow.—A stitch made with a Founda-
tion (.)f Doul.)le Ccr(.>h<'t with spots up(jn it in Treble

Crochet. A useful stitch for counterjianes, couvrepieds,

and antima,ca,ssars, and worked wdth tleecy or double Berlin

wool. Commence with a Foundation Chain of length

required, upon which work a straight row of Double
Crochet. First row—w<jrk five Doulile Crochet stitches,

insert the hook into the bottom front part of the stitch

of the preceding row, and work four Trebles without

touching the loop on the hook left from the Douljle Crochet,

Fig. 2:]1, Crochet—Hollow Slot Stitch,

always putting the hook into the same stitch_in preceding

I'ow. For the fifth Treble put it into the same stitch as

preceding four, then take up the C(jtton and work oif the

three loops on hook, as in Treble Crochet. {See Fig. 231,

wdiich illustrates this last stage of the Hollow Spot.) Work
five Doubles, missing the stitch of preceding row under

the spot. The second row will have the spots worked as

aliove in it, liut they will be placed so as to come alter-

nately with the ones first worked. Must be worked all on
right side, each row l.ieiug fastened oft', the next com-

menced at the opjK.isite end.

Spot Stitch, Raised.—This stitch is useful f(.)r largo

pieces of work, such as counterpanes, couvrepieds, Ac, and
is generally worked in strips of vari(jus colours, and sewn
tcigether when finished, as the return Double Crochet row

allows of this. Berlin or fleecy wool required. It is formed

with a Foundation of Double Crochet, upon which

dots made with Treble Crochet are worked, and so

raised. Work two rows of Doulile Crochet, and for third

row commence with 2 Double Crochet, * put the cotton

round the ho(jk and insert into the third stitch of the first

row, passing over the second row
; take up the cotton aucl
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T\-c;irk

wcirk

lengt

take

four

a Trolilc lip to wlK/re two loops arc left on the book,

2 more Trelili/ into the same stjteh np to the same

h \itcc Fiy;. 'J32, whieli showy the stiteh at this stage);

the eottou on to the hook, and draw it thronyh the

loops, leave the stiteh of the preeeiliug row uniler

Fio. CROfHET — E.MSED Si'OT StITi'H.

the spot imworke<l, ^^olk tive Doulde C'l'oehet ; and repeat

from *. Fourth row—a row of Doul:>le C'r(5chet. Fifth

row—work se\'en Double Croehet, and then commence the

Raised Sjiot so that it may not C(jnie under that last

worked.

Sunorij StUcli.—This is made either C/o«c or Ojiflt.

A Close Sijuare eemtains 2 Double Croehet and 2 Chain,

or 3 Douljle Crochet and 3 Chain; an Open Kipuire requires

2 Chain and 1 Doulde Creu/het, or ;! Chain au.l 1 Treble,

missing the same number of stitches on the Foundation

Chain as the Chains worked. Exampde : To form a C?o.se

Square in Double Crochet, * work 2 Double Ckochet
into the 2 following Chains on Foundation, 2 Chain,

miss 2 stitches on Foundation, and rc'peat from *. To form

a Close Scjuare with Treble Crochet, work as in Double

Crochet, but work three Trebles into the three following-

stitches on Foundation, 3 Chain, and miss 3 Foundation

stitches. To form an Open Square in Double Crochet, *

work 1 Douljle Crochet, 2 Chain, and miss 2 stitches on

Foundation; repeat from*. To form an Open Square in

Treble Crochet, * work 1 Treljle, 3 Chain, and miss 3

Foimdatiou stitches ; repeat from *. In Close Squares the

Doubles (jr Trebles forming them are worked iu the sec(md

row, upon the Chain stitches, and not above the Doubles or

Trebles of first row; in Open Squares they are worked

aljove those made in preceding row.

Tamhour Stitcli.—For straight Crochet this stitch

requires the wool to hu fasteneil off at the end of each

row, Ijut for round articles it will work ccirrcctly without

the wool being fastened oif. In Fig. 233 two shades of

licecy wool, one for Fc>undation iind (jne for Tamboui-, are

used. To work; * Make 1 Double Ckochet,! Chain,

miss one stitch on Foundation row, ;ind repeat from *

to end ot roi\'. In the return row work Doulde Cr(jchet

put into each Double Crochet of the pi'(_'ceding row, shown

by aiTow in Fig. 233. When a sufficient length of Founda-

tion has been worked, fasten off and commence the Tamboui'

with another coloured wool. To make the Tambour stitch

over the F(jundation, join the new wool with 1 Chain on to

the first Chain in the last row of Foundation, keep the wool

at the Ijack of the work, and turn the work s<j that the

first part made is the upperuKjst; put the liook into the

first hole formed with the Chain stitches, draw the wool

through and make a Chain stitch as an outer rib, continue

up the line of holes left with the Chain stitches, draw the

wool thi'ough every hole, and make the Chain or Tamboiu'

Fki. l::»:'. Crochet—Tambour Stitch.

above each one at the end of the line, and work Slip stitch

to the next hole; turn, and woi'k upj, and continue these

lines of Tamb(jur (three of which are shown in Fig. 233),

until the entire set of holes are ornamented with the raised

Chain, The work can be diversified by using several colours

instead of one in the Tambour lines, but the Foundation

should be all of one shade of wool.

Fig. 234 is a variety of the same stitch. In this the

Foundation is all worked iu Double Crochet, and the raised

lines worked at the same time as the Foundation. The

design of this pattern is to imitate square tiles. To work:

Commence with a row of Double Crochet in dark wool.

Fig. 2;j4, Crochet— Tambode Stitch.

then work 7 rows of light wool and commence the eighth

with the dark, work 5 Doulde Crochet and then *, mn the

hook downwards through the loops on the sixth stitch of

the seven preceding rows (see Fig. 2311; put the wool round

the hook, draw it through the last loop on the hook and

make a Chain, put the wool round the hook and draw
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through the next loop and make a Chain, and continue
until all the loops are worked off and a raised Chain is

made, then continue the row of Douhle Crochet with the

dark wool, W(.>rk T Doul.le Cri.ehet, ;iud repeat from *,

work 7 plain light rows of D(juUe Crochet and repeat

the eighth row, l>ut in this mate the lines of Chain stitch

not above the pre-\'ious ones, Ijut in tin.' centre stitch of

the 7 of last line.

Trehle Croc/ief.—Put the cotton once round the hook,

which insert into Foundation, put cotton again round,

and di'aw it thrijugh, lining now thi-ec loops on hook

Fig. 235. Crochet—Treble Stitch.

{see rig. 23-5), place cotton again r(nind hook and pull

it through two of the loops, leaving two on hook, place

cotton again round and pass it through the two left on

the hook. Abbreviation in crochet instructions "T. C."

Trehle Stitch, Cross.—Take the cotton twice round

hook, and put it into the rotrNDATlON next to stitch

last worked, take cotton once round hook and draw it

through as a loop, take on nxorc cotton and draw it through

two loops on the hook, which will leave three still there,

wind cotton once round the hook and put the hook into

Fig. 23G. Crochet—Cross Treble Stitcu.

Foundation, 2 stitches from last insertion (see Fig. 23i'l)

and draw it through forming a loop, thus having five

loops on hook ; take up cotton and work off two loops at a

time until only one remains, make 2 Chain and make

1 Treble into the upper cross part of stitch, and

repeat for the next cross Treble.

Trehle Stitch, Douhle Lnng.—A variety of Treble

Crochet, but where the cotton in Treble the first time

is wound once round the hook, in Double Long Treble

it is wound three times, and cast off with the worked

stitches one by one. It is but little used in Crochet,

as the stitch formed by so many castings off is too long

for anything but coarse work. Aljbreviation in Crochet

insti-uetions " d. 1. t,'

Trehle Stitch, Long.—A variety of Treble, in which

the cottou is wound twice roun<l hciok, and cast off with the

tlius making a longer stitch

rk : Wind cotton twice i-ound

Foundation Ckochet, draw

)iice round, and ilraw through

once round and draw through

oue(_' i-ound and draw through

once I'ound and dra\v thnmgh

last two loi>ps. Abbreviation in Cn.ichet instructions,

L. T." See Trehle.

Trehle Stitch. Rui.^eil.— Work three rows of Ribbed

Stitch. Fourth row—woi'k 2 Ribbed Stitches, and make

a Treble for next, putting the hook into the stitch under-

neath it of the first row, wijrk 2 Trebles in this way, then 2

worked stitiihes one by o

tlian ordinary Tr.'bl... T.,

hook and insert into

through, wind cotton

two loops, wind cotton

two loops, wind cotton

two looi.s, wind cotton

Fig Crochet—Raised Treble Stitch.

Ribbed Stitches, then 2 Treliles. and continue to the end of

the r(5W. Fifth row—tmai thi; work and work a row of

Riijbed Stitcli. Sixth row—C(jniinence with the 2 Trebles,

— a

Fig, 238. Croclei- Kaised Treble Stitch,

putting them into the third row beneath the stitch, and

continue to work 2 Ribbed and 2 Trebles to end of row, as

shown in Fig. 237. Seventh row—like fifth. Eighth—like

sixth, and sc) on to end of pattern. By working the
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ElBBED bet-sveen tlie Treble row tbe raised part of tbe

work is always kept on the riglit side.

A variation of tliis stitck is shown in Fig-. 238, in

which one Raised Trelde is taken up the work in diagonal

lines. As this arrangement d(:)es not allow of the work

being turned, commence each row on the right hand side,

or work the whole round. Commence with Foundation

Chain and two rows of Double Crochet. Third row

—

work Treble Ceochet between every third Double Crochet

;

take it over the lines already made, as described in the

first pattern, and put it in, as shown in Fig. 238, by the

arrow; in the next row work as before, only putting the

first Treble in the stitch l.)eyond the one worked in the

pre'sdous row. Always work 3 Double Crochet between

each Raised Treble.

Tricot Stitch. — Also known as Tunisian Crochet.

Bailwny, FooVa, and Idiot stitch. The easiest of Crochet

stitches, but only suitable for straight work ; it is usually

worked with Berlin or fleecy wool, and a wooden hook.

No. 4, and is suitable for couvrepieds, counterpanes, muffa-

tees, mufflers, and other warm articles. The hook must lie

sufficiently long to take the length of the work upon it

at one time, and when large pieces are required work them

in strips and sew together so as to render them less cumber-

some while in progress. To work: Make a Foundation

Chain of the required length with 1 Chain over f(ir second

row, put the hook through the second Foimdation Chain,

and make a stitch, leave it on tlio hook, pick up the third

Foundation Chain, make a stitch, and leave on the hook,

continue until all the Foundation stitches are picked up.

Fict. 239. Crochet—Tricot Stitch.

made, and on the hook. Third row—wool (iver the hook,

which draw through 2 loops, wool ovei' and draw thrcJUgh

the next 2, and so on to the end of the row. F(Uirth row

—

upon the work will now be visiljlc a number of long upright

loops, put the hook thniugh the first of these and make a

stitch, leave it on the hook, and continue^ to pick up loops,

make them and keep them on the hook to the end of the

row. The rest of the work is third and fourth row alter-

nately. Be careful to count the number of stitches on

the hook from time to time, as the end loops are frequently

overlooked. The work can be increased in any plae(_' by a

stitch made at the end and uari'owed l)y two stitches being

looped together. The stit(;h is shown in Fig. 239, which

is a Tricot of 14 Chain as Foundation, and worked with

shaded wools.

Tricot Stitch. Cross.—This stitch, worked with a fine

bono hook and in single wool, is a close, useful one for

comf(jrters and muffatees, and with a large hook and fleecy

wool makes good couvrepieifs or crossover shawls. It is a

variation of ordinary Tricot, in which the second stitch

is crossed under the first and worked before it. Make a

Foundation Chain of width required, and work a row
of Tbicot which take back in the usual manner.

Seeimd row—work the Edge Stitch plain, then take

out hook and draw the second loop through the first

as shown in Fig. 240, by the direction of the arrow and

Fill. 240. Crochet—Cross Tricoie Stitch.

the figures 2 and 1, work the loop numljer 2, and retain

it on hook and then the loop number 1, which also retain

(see illustration) ; continue to the end of the row,

working the last stitch like the Edge stitch plain, return

Ijack as in Tricot. In the next row the Cross stitches

will not come under the ones below them, but will be

altered in position. Work the first loop on the row

without crossing it, and turning the loop next to it over

the first loop of the second ci'oss, thus working together

the two stitches away from each other instead of the two

close together ; these two lines constitute the whole of

the work.

Tricot Stitch. Ecossais.— Commence l>y making a

Foundation Chain of eleven stitches, keep the loop on the

hook, the wool being at the l>ack of it, bi'ing the wool over

the hocdc to the front, and leave it at the Iiack, put the hook

into the last Chain Stitch but one, and bring the wool

through in a loop. Thei'C will now lie three loops on the

hook, put the hook into the next Chain Stitch, bring the

wool through in a loop, put the hook into the next Chain,

and bring tlie word through. There will now be five loops

on the liook. Hold of the second of these five Iciops

with the finger and thumb of the left hand, turn it

over the other three loops at the liack, and raise three

loops from the thi-<^e upright stitches of those which

appear tied together. These three stitches are marked in

Fig. 239 by an arrow and the figures 1 and 2. Then turn

the loop made on the hook over these three loops, repeat

from the commencement of the row twice more, and at
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the end put tlie hook into the last stitch and raise one
loop

;
work back as in the first row. Repeat the second

row until the length is made.

Fig. 2il. C'kochet—Ecoss.us Stitch.

Tricot Stitch, Fancij (1).—An arrangement of Tricot

by which perpendicular loops are formed. It is worked
with the usual Tricot wooden hook and with fleecy or

Berlin wool, and is useful for comf(jrters and petticoats,

as it makes a warm, close stitch. Make a Foundation
Chain of the width recjuired and work a line of Tkicot,

which take back, first stitch through one loop and all the

Fis. 242. Chochet—F-tNCY Teicot Stitch (No. 1).

rest thi-ough two. Second row—instead of picking up the

loops, as in Tricot, push the hook thi-ough the stitch below

the horizontal line and out at the back, as showm by the

arrow in Tig. 242 ; take up the wool, di-aw it through

to the front, and leave it on the hook. Repeat to the end

of the row, and work back as described before.

(2).—This is a pretty stitch for handkerchiefs,

shawls, &c., or as a stripe for a blanket. Cast on a

rouNDATioN Chain the length required. First row—raise

all the loops as in Tkicot, and work back very loosely.

Second, or pattern row—keep the wool to the front of

the work, take up the little stitch at the top of the long

loop without drawing the wool through, put the hook from

the back of the work between the next two loojjs, draw

the wool through to the back across the long loop, pass

the stitch thus formed iuti> the one abo\-e the long loop

without taking the wo(d on the hook again, take up the

next small stitch above a long loop (the wool should be

still in front), insert the ho<jk from the back betwe(;n the

next two long loops, draw the wool to the back, and pass

FiQ. 2W. C'nocHET-F.ixcT Teicot Stitch (No. 2).

this stitch into the last raised, continue to the end,

work back in the usual way very loosely, and repeat

the Second row. The arrow in Fig. 243 shows how the

wool should cross the loop, not where the hook is to be

inserted.

(3). — This stitch is useful for petticoats and
muilatees, as it is thick and close. It requires a bone

hook and single Berlin or fleecy wool. [See Fig. 244.)

Make a Foundation Chain eight inches long, take up all

the loops as in Tricot, and work back. Second row—take

up the Chain between the first ami second perpendicular

loops, di'aw the wool through, put the hook thnjugh the

second long loiq^ (shown by the arrow in Fig, 244) into the

Fig. 21-4. Crochet—Fancy Tricot Stitch (No. 3).

third loop (shown by dot), and draw the third loop through

the second which crosses them; then draw the wool through

the third loop, which is now on the hook, * take up the

next Chain after the third loop ; then cross the two next

long loops, and draw the wool through the last ; repeat to

the end of the row ; work back in Tricot. Third row

—

Tricot, Fourth—like the second. Continue these two

rows to the end of the work.

(4),—A variety of Tricot, and worked thus: Make
a Foundation Chain the width required and take up all

the stitches, and work them oS one by one for first row, as

in Tricot. Second row—* thread round hook, pick up two

stitches together, repeat to end of row from * until the last

stitch, which pick up singly; this is the row shown in
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Fig. 245 ; work ])ack, making a separate stitcli of eacli one

in last row. Third row—thread roimd hook, do not work

the first loop of last row, so as to keep the edge of the

work smooth, * pick up next two long loops, thread round

Fia, 245. Crochet—Fasct Stitch.

hook, and repeat from *, work the last loop hy itself, and

making a loop Isefore it, return back as before, The work

when seen on the wrong side hioks like Treljle Crochet.

Tricot Stitch, Josepliiiie.—This stitch, which is shown

in Fig. 24'0, is used f<jr shawls or antimacassars. Commence

by making a Chain of the full length as a foundation.

First row—insert the hook in the fourth Chain stitch, draw

a loop through it, draw another loop through the newly

formed stitch, which loop must bo retained on tlie hook,

repeat this once more in the same stitch, insert the hook

again in the same stitch, and draw a loop through. There

will now be three lnops on the hook as well as the loop.

Fifi. 216. C'nocHET—Josephine Thicot Stitch.

which was there at the beginning. Draw a loop through

the three loops, and let that loop remain on tlie hook ; repeat

in every stitch of the row. Second row—work off as in

ordinary Tbicot. Third row—make 2 Chain stitches, work

in the same way as for tlie first row, with the exception of

working under instead of into the stitches. Work oif as

the second row, continue to repeat tlie third row and

second row until the work is the length requii-ed. Only

work the two Chain stitclies at the commencement (jf the

rows to make them even.

Tricot Stitch, Open.—A fancy arrangement of Tricot

so that an open stitch is formed. Work with fine Shetland

wool and with a wooden Tricot hook as large as can be

used with the wool. First row—make a Foundation

Chain, and work the second and third rows as in Teicot.

Fourth row—put the hook in between the two perpendi-

cular threads that look like a plain knitting stitch, and

push it through to the back of the work under the

straight Chain {see Fig. 217 and arrow), draw the wool

Fig, 247. Ckochet—TmcoT Open Stitch.

through and make a loop, which keep on the hook, and

repeat to the end of the row. Fifth row—like the return

row of Tricot. Sixth row—as the fourth. The work should

h)iik, as shown in the illustration, like a number of open

loops with a liorizontal chain as a Foundation. If the wool

used is very fine, stretch the work out when finished on a

board, wet it, and press it with a warm iron, protecting it

from the iron with a handkerchief. This will draw the

wiirk into its right position.

Tricot Stitch, Open Raised. — A handsome raised

stitch used for crossovers, petticoats, and comforters. It

should be worked in double Berlin or four thread fleecy

wool. Make a Foundation Chain of the width required,

and work a row of Tbicot, and back. Second row

—

Work the first stitch plain, then bring the wool in front of

the work and put the hook into the hollow between the first

Fio, 249, CnocHET—Opes Raised Thicot Stitch,

and second loop, allow this to catch hold of the wool at

the back, the wool passing from the front to the back

over the work, l>ring the hook back again to the front with

the wool on it, put it into the hole between the second and

third loops, and let it catch the wool, returning with it on

the hook, where there will now be three loops for the one

stitch, draw the last made loop through the other two {see

Fig. 218), and retain it on the hook. For the next stitch
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put the wool forward, and the hook into the same space
as before, between the second and third hjops, and repeat

from *. Work the hist stitch as the first stitch, and work
back in Tricot.

Tricoi Stttcli. Point dc.~A pretty stitch, suitable for

children's quilts and couvrepieds, worked with double or

single Berlin wool, according to taste and the size of the

article to be made. It should l.e worked in strips for large

couTi'epieds of various colours, or in shaded wools in one

piece for children's quilts. Make a Foundation Chain
of the width required. First row—Wool round the hook,

pass the hook through the third Chain and draw the wool

through, leave it on the hook, wool round the ho(..k and
again into the same third Chain, draw the woul through,

wool round the hook and pass through the first two loops tm

the hook, then round and through three loops on the hook ;

there will now be two loops left on the hook ;
* wool

round the hook and pass it through the second Chain from
last on the Foimdatiou, draw the wool through, and leave it

on the hook, wool round, and again pass the hook through

the second Chain and di'aw the wool through, W(jol rouml

and through the two first loops ou the hook, wool round

Fig. 2i9. Ceochet— Point de Teicot Stitch.

and through the next three, leave three loops ou the liook

;

repeat from * to the end of the row, always increasing the

stitches left on the hook ; work the last stitch by putting

the wool through and drawing it up to the length of the

rest. Second row—Work liack, wool through the first

loop, * 1 Chain, wool round and through the loop of Chain

and one on the hook ; repeat from * to end of the row.

Third row—1 Chain, * wool round the hook, put the hook

through the long loop and through a horizontal thread

that will be seen between the stitches of the last row

beneath the line made in working back, draw the wool at

once through these two loops, wool round the hook, and

this time put into the horizontal thread, only putting the

hook under and through it, not over it, draw the wool

through, then wool round the hook and through the two

first loops on the hook, wool round the hook and through the

next three loops, and leave two on the hook ; repeat from

* to the end of the row, always leaving after eacli stitch a

fresh loop on th(j Iwok. Repeat second and third i-fjws

throughout the work. Fig. 2i'J shows the stitch fully

worked.

TtniUian Cr.-c/u'/.—See Trlcut Stitch.

Crochet Braid, or Cordon Braid.—A description of

cotton Ijraid, very fully waved. They ai'e heavy-made, and

are employed both for braiding and as a foundation for

crochet work, hence its name.

Crochet Cottons.—So called because manufactured

expressly for croehet (X'Ork. Thej' can be had ou reels, in

Ijalls, or in skeins. The numliers run from S to .j<.).

Crochet Needle, or Hook.—A name derived from the

French Crucliet, a small hook. It consists of a long

roimd bone, or gutta percha needle, having a hook at one

end, or a steel one' fixed into a handle.

Crochet Silk.—{Suic ili-scrn'). This silk is .so called

liy the French because only half tightened in the twisting.

It is a coarse description of Cordonnet, varying only from

it in the nii>de of twisting, but nifjrc brilliant and flexiljle

than the usual purse and netting silks, and thus dis-

tingaiished from them by the name of the work for which

it is intended. A finer twist in Ijlack for Russian stitch is

to lie had. There is also the ombi'e crochet or purse silk.

Crochet Twist.—Otherwise called Netting Silk and

PUESE TwLST. A more tightly twisted cord than that

called Soie 3Ii-scrri'. It is sold in large skeins of eight to

the ounce, or Ijy the single skeiu, or Iiy the dozen.

Cross Bar, Open.—A stitch userl in pillow laces for

Braids, or to form an open side to a leaf where the thick

side has been made in cloth stitch. The manner of work-

ing is described in Beaid Work. (See O2JC11 Ci-os.? Braid.)

Cross-Barred, or Checked Muslin.—Also called

Scotch Checks. These muslins are all white and semi-

clear, having strijies of thicker ti;xtui'e awl coi'ds to fi.irm

the pattern, either in checks or stripes. The widths run

from .32 inches to a yard, and the prices vary much. They
are employed for curtains and cijvers of furniture, as well

as for dresses, aprons, and pinafores. There are also

Hair Cord and Fancy Muslins of the same description of

material.

Crossing.—See Knitting.

Cross Stitch.—The manner of making Cross Stitch
in Berlin Work and Crochet is described under those head-

ings, but the gtitch is also largely used in various fancy

.« sc ^ ;^ K ?«

Fig. -50, Cross Stitch.

embroideries upon silk, cloth, and linen materials, and is

formed with all kinds of purse and other embroidery

silks, and coloured linen threads. The stitch is made as

shown in Fig. 250. Its beauty consists of its points being

s 2
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enclosed in a perfect S(]uare. Take the first part of tlie

stitch from the left-haml bottom side of the square across

to the right-hand top side, and the second from the right-

hand bottom side to the left-hand top side, crossing over

the first stitch.

Cross Tracing.—This cross tracing is used in Honiton
Pillow Lace as a variati(jn to Vandyke tracery and Cloth
and Shadow Stitches for leaves. It rcc|uires to be ese-

Guted with extreme attention and care, as it is not marked
out with pins, and as two arms of the cross are in pro-

gress together, two twists have to Ix' attended to. The
two amis are commenced at diiferent sides, l;)rought down
to meet in the middle, and carried again to the sides. In

making a Cross Tracing it is advisable to put a pin into

the middle hole, so as to mark it. The directions given are

for working a Cross Tracing over ten pairs of Bobbins,
and in a small space ; in a large space the twist can be

thrice instead of twice, and the work taken over a greater

number of Boljliins. The workers are twisted twice as

they pass to and fro, and the passive Bobbins on each of

the strands thus formed only once ; the pattem is made liy

varying the place of the twist. First row—work 1, twist,

work 8, twist, work 1. Second row—work 2, twist, work
6, twist, work 2. Third row—work 3, twist, work 4, twist,

work 3. Tourth row—work 4, twist, work 2, twist, work 4.

Fifth row—work 5, twist, stick a pin, work .5. Sixth row
—work 4, twist, work 2, twist, work 4, Seventh row

—

work 3, twist, work 4, twist, work 3. Eighth row—work
2, twist, work 6, twist, work 2. Ninth row—work 1, twist,

work 8, twist, work 1.

Crowns. — These are used in Needle Point laces to

ornament tho Bbides and Cobdonnet, and arc identical

with CouBONNES (which see.)

Croydons.—A description of cotton sheeting, from two
to three yards wide ; also a make of calico varying from

27 to 36 inches in width. They arc stout, and have a

slightly glazed finish.

Crumb Cloths.—A heavy Damask, made in grey and
elate colour, of all sizes, in squares and widths, the latter

varying from 14 to 36 inches. The desigois on these

cloths are adopted for the purposes of embroidery, being

worked over in outline with coloured wools, silks, and
crewels. For stair coverings they can be had in grey and

slate Colour, and also with borders, varying from 18

inches to two yards in width.

Cubica.—A very fine kind c'f Shalloon, used for lining

coats and dresses. It is made of worsted, and varies in

width from 32 to 36 inches. 6'ce Shalloon.

Cucumber Braid.— iSec Beaids.

Cucumber Plaitings.—Sec Plaitings.

Cuir.—The French word to signify Leathek (which

eee.)

Curragh Point.—Sec Ieish Laoe.

Curtain Serge.—This is a new material, produced in

several " art colovrrs." It is a stout all-wool stuff, employed

for portieres and other hangings. It is 54 inches in width,

and is a handsome looking fabric.

Curves.—These are made in pillow laces, with the false

pinholes, in the same manner as Ciecles (which see).

Cushion.—A term sometimes given to the pillow upon

which pillow laces are made. See Pillow.

Cushion Stitch.—Cross stitch has become confounded

with Cushion Stitch in consequence of its having been so

called when used in ancient Church embroidery to

ornament kneeling mats and cushions, but the real Cushion

stitch is of almost as ancient an origin, and is a flat

Embroidery stitch largely empl(.)yed to fill in l)ackgrounds

in old needlewoi'k. It was sometimes worked very minutely

to fill in faces and hands of figures before the introduc-

tion of the peculiar chain stitch in Opus Anglicanum

work. As a Ijackgrcmud stitch it is well known, and

is to be found in many pieces of needlework executed in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. After Church em-

broidery fell iut<j disuse Cushion stitch was formed with

worsteds upon canvas that was slightly open, but woven

with the same distance between each thread; it then

formed both pattern and background. It is now worked in

a frame upon an evenly woven close coarse canvas, the

threads of which serve as guiding lines. It is a variety of

Satin Stitch ; its peculiarities are its forming regular

Vandykes, curves, and half circles one above the other on

the background, instead of being taken from end to end of

the space withoxit variation. To work : Keep the em-

broidery silk entirely on the surface of material, bring the

needle up from the back at one end of Vandyke or curve,

and put it down at the other in a straight line from where

it came out. Bring it up close to where it went down, a

thread of the material being sufficient to hold it, pass it

back across the space to the side it first camc'from, and

put it through the material so as to form another straight

line. Continue until the space is covered, and lay the

lines of stitches with the evenness and precision of weaving.

Cut Canvas Work.—This is similar to British

Raised Woek (which .see).

Cut Cloth riower Embroidery.—A fancy embroidery

that is now out of date. It consists of producing upon a

flat surface garlands and groups of raised flowers in their

natural colours. Cut out of fine cloth that matches them

in tint the petals of the flowers and the various leaves. To

work : Lay these upon the foundation, and either fasten them

to it with Buttonhole Stitch in filoselles, as in Beodebie
Pebse, or with long Satin Stitches. Fill in the centres

of the flowers with Feench Knots and various fancy em-

broidery stitches, and ornament the leaves and form

tendrils and sprays that ai'e too fine to be cut from the

coloured cloth with CoBAL and Feathee Stitch worked

upon the background.

Cutting off Bobbins.—Lift the pair to be tied and cut

in the left hand, and place the scissors closed under the

threads, which bring roimd over them ; then turn the scis-

sors, tlie points facijig the pillow, open the blades wide, and

draw the upper threads in between them as high as the

hinge, close the scissors gently, and the threads will not

be cut. Now draw the scissors down out of the encircling

threads, and a loop will conic through on one point of the
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scissors
;
snip this, and the bobliins will be cut off and yut

tied together for future use.

Cutting Out.— Cutting-out is the art of dividing a

piece of material into such forms, and agreeably to such

measurements, as that, when sewn together according to a

due an-angement of the several pieces, they shall foiiii the

garment or other article desired. To do this correctly and
without waste of the material, lay the patterns ujoon it, in

various positions, so as to utilise every spare comer, taking

care to lay each piece the right way of the grain, and to

leave the " tuniiugs-in " sufficiently deep not only to allow

for the stitching, but also for enlarging the article if fovmd

to need alteration. The various pieces of the pattern

having been fitted to the stuff, tack them down and
then cut out. If the material 1ie carefully doubled, the

two sides may be cut out simultaneously ; but take care

to make no mistake as to the right and wrong sides, if

there be any difference, or both may be found cut for

the same side. The following are a few general and essen-

tial iixles appUcable to the cutting out of every article of

wear or use, more or less.

All linings should be cut out first. If aliout to

prepare a Bodice, for example, lay the rolled lining on the

table in front of you, the cut end towards you, having first

pinned a smooth cloth tightly across the table, on which

to fasten the work when necessary. Along the selvedge of

the Unrng on the left side place the right front of the

bodice pattern (the side with the buttonholes or eyes"), and

pin along the edge of the pattern parallel with the selvedge,

allowing an inch and a half for turning in. The whole

pattern must be smoothed out well, and pinned down.

Then place the left hand side (where the buttons are

placed) on the front, on the opposite side of the lining,

and pin it down likewise at the selvedge, i-unning or

tacking down the whole model upon the lining, following

the outline throughout. Then the two backs should be

laid upon the lining, the centres being laid parallel with

the selvedges, one inch being allowed from them
;
pin them

down and tack the outlines. Then follow the sleeves,

which must be so turned that the upper part in front is

placed straight with the material, which will throw the

under portion a little on the bias. This done, cut out each

outlined piece half an inch beyond the outline, to allow

for turning in ; but the fronts must be left uncut to

preserve the selvedge edges. Tou should then chalk, or

iTin in cotton, the letters "R." and " L." on the right and

left sides of the Ixidice, and also on the two sleeves,

adding a " T."' to distinguish the top of each of the latter.

After cutting out the lining, the material itself is to be

tacked to it, and cut out likewise, having previously been

laid smoothly on the table and pinned dowoa. Supposing

the article to be a bodice, as soon as prepared, and the

material and lining are tacked together, try it on inside

out, tightening it in at the " darts " by means of pins run

in successively along them.

In cutting out side-gores, side-pieces, and back-pieces

of a polonaise or bodice, be careful to lay the grain of the

material in an exact line parallel with the line of the waist.

The bodice will be drawn aside if the cutting out be at all

on the bias. Out the fronts the long way of the stuff. If

the material l:ie striped, or a plaid, the matching of the

several parts of the patteni should be car(;fully attended

to. There should be a perfect stripe down both the front

and back of the bodice.

Silk materials are sometimes too narrow for a large

sleeve to be procured from a breadth of it. In this case

the joining of two selvedges would be advisal-de, making

the union underneath the sleeve. A little of the latter

should be sloped out in front at the top, to make it less

deep there than at the back, where ru<jm is required,

remembering always that the sleeve must tie cut on

the straight in front, the crosswise part of the same

falling behind. Make no mistake as to cutting them in

pairs. The length of the sleeve on the upper part of the

arm should be aljout 2 inches longer than that of the

xuidemeath portion, where it has been cut out. In shaping

out the shoulder-pieces and arm pieces, which stand in lieu

of sleeves on mantles such as dolmans, remember to cut

them with the bias down the middle. When cutting any

piece of stuff" on the bias, such as trimmings, flouncings,

&e., it should be correctly and completely so done, other-

wise the work will be ch'awn awry.

In cutting ovit a Skirt, the front sides of the gores

must always be straight, and the bias sides towards the

back. The same rule applies to overskirts and trains.

Seams in the middle of either the front or back of a

skirt should be a^"oided. Figured materials and those

having a nap or piile need careful attention, so that the

several portions of the cloth should be out to lie in the

same direction, the flowered designs limning upwards, the

ordinary nap of the cloth running downwards, and the pile

of velvet or plush whichever way may be prefeiTed,

provided that uniformity be observed ; but as sealskin

—

which supplied the original idea of plush— is always laid

with the fur lying upwards, so it is usually thought that

velvet looks more rich when laid thus, than downwards.

No incision in the material .should be made until every

portion of the pattern has been laid in its proper pjlace.

The method of cutting out a Bodice has been given,

because a more complicated undertaking than that of a

skirt, while the general iiiles of tacking on the patteni, and

then cutting out the lining, and then the material, applies

equally to all parts of a garment. It is usual, however, to

cut out the skirt first, then the polonaise or bodice and

overskirt if there be one. The sleeves might be made up

underneath by means of joinings, were there a scarcity of

material, and the trimmings should be left to the last,

as scraps might be utilised for them. When there is any

deficiency in stuff it may lie economised by facing the

fronts, or adding a false hem, instead of turning down the

hems, also by adding small pieces imder the arms, as well

as piecing the sleeves, and often both fronts of a bodice

may thus be obtained out of one breadth.

When cutting from a pattern, take the right side of

the l;iodice, and when you have cut another right side from
it, turn it on the other side, the reverse side now being

uppermost.

Should there be a floral design on the material, take

care not to cut it double, without first taking note of the
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position of sucli design, that the flowers, pines, or other

such pattern may not be turned upside down on one of the

two pieces.

Frilh, to be sirfficicntly full, should l^e cut twice the

length of the piece of stuff (cap front or collar) on which

they are to be sewn when whipped, and

Linings of hats, bonnet fronts, tippets, and other roimd

fonns should be cut on the cross, and so should strips for

pipings and linings for broad hems.

To cut cloth of any kind on the cross or bias, that is,

diagonally with the grain, fold the end of the stuff comer

over, like a half handkerchief, so as to lay the raw edge

along the selvedge. Then cut oft' the half square, and from

this obliquely cut piece take the strips for piping if

required. To take off a yard crosswise, measure a yard

along each of the selvedges, after the half square has been

removed, crease the material carefully across oUiquely,

let someone hold it in place, and cut it in the fold.

Satins, velvets, and silks may be purchased cut either

on the bias or straight. In order to save the trouble

of measuring each bias length to be taken off, it is a bad

habit of some workers to place the first-cut piece on the

material, and cut by it. This causes the bias to be vmtrue

throughout, and the flounces to hang badly. Experienced

workers begin liy cutting the edge of the material very

straight, and then folding it cornerwise, so as to lie on the

selvedge. A perfect bias line is thus formed. The required

widths of the fabric should be marked at each side of the

selvedge with chalk when measured; they can then be kept

to the Ijias line. It must be remembered that a flounce t>f

4 inches wide must he measured on the selvedge 6 inches

and so on. In cutting twilled fabrics and crape, the right

side of both materials nmst be laid down on the talile, and

the leftdiand corner turned over. This brings the twilled

lines to the perpendicular, keeping the right side always

uppermost.

So various are the patterns of imderclothing, and so

different the sizes required, that it would be impossible to

supply hard and fast directions for the cutting (uit of

special articles for infants, children, and adults. Thus a

few general mles respecting them alone can be given, but

these will be found sufficient to gxiide the needlewoman,

and enable her to avail herself of the paper patterns in

every style, and of any dimensions which she can procure.

All linens and calicoes should be washed prior to being-

cut out. All linens, including lawn, cambric, and Holland,

should be cut by the thread, one or two strands being

dra-mi to guide the scissors. All calicoes, muslins, and

flannels may be torn, but to do so the material should be

rolled over on each side at each tear that is given. All the

several portions of underclothing which are liable to be

stretched in wearing, such as skirts, sleeves, wristbands,

shoulder straps, collars, and waistlxmds, should lie cut

with the selvedge, or straight way of the stuff'. Frills and
pieces gathered or fulled between liands and flounces

should be cut across the material, from selvedge to

selvedge.

Fur the cutting out of ordinary Ihidcrlincn for adults

the following are the average quantities that will be

required. For a Chemise of longcloth, from 2i yards to

3j yards, and from 24 to 3J- yards of embroidery edging.

For a Comhinaiion Oarment about 3 yards of longcloth,

2J of embroidery for the neck and arms, and 1 yard 4 or

6 inches of ditto for the legs. For Drawers 24 yards of

longcloth and -h yards of trillings. For flannel Knicker-

bockers 2^ yards. For a square-cut Petticoat Bodice, cut

the same behind as in front, 1} yard of longcloth, and

2j yards of trimming for the neck and armholes. For a

Hifjh Petticoat Bodice cut down Y shape in front, 1:} yards

of longcloth, and IJ yards of trimming.

To cvit out a Nightdress of ordinary length and propor-

tions i yards of longcloth will be required, and the

quantity of trimming depends on the pattern and the

fancy of the wearer. Those intended to be made with a

,

yoke at front and back, should be cut 5 inches shorter ; or

if with a yoke at the back only, the back alone should be

cut shorter, because the yoke drops it off the shoulders at

that part.. The yoke must always be cut double, and on

the straight way of the stuff, to allow the gatherings of

the skirt depending from it to be inserted between the

sides of the double yoke, and to be stitched do^vvn.

A White Petticoat of longcloth, of walking length,

will require alx)ut 44 yards, supposiug that the front

breadth be slightly gored, one gore on each side, and one

plain breadth at the back.

Having given the quantities required for several under

garments, the order of cutting out the same follows ; but

the rules in reference to certain amongst them will be

given in extenso, such as—for adults, a shirt, chemise,

nightdress, and draicers ; and an infant's harrow, shirt,

stays, petticoat, and nightgown.

Shirt.—To cut out an ordinary medium sized shirt,

like the annexed pattern at Fig. 2.51, allow 37 inches in

length for the liack and 36 in front, cutting from a

piece of linen or calico 33 or 34 inches in width. About

three yards of this width would suffice for one shirt.

Were half a dozen required, an economical and experienced

cutter could procure them out of 17 yards of material.

Front. Back.

Fii:, 251. Di.iGDAM OF Medicm-Sized Man's Shikt.

So place the back and front pieces of the body together as

to leave the difference in their length or " tail" at the

lower end. Mark off at the side, from the top, the 9 inches

in depth for the armhole, and divide the remainder below

it into two equal parts. At the upper half the back and

front pieces must be sewn together ; the lower must be
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left open and the front corner rounded. Next slope out

the armhole. Mark oft' 2 inches at the top, and cut down
to within 2 inches of the bottom, which is to be curved out

to a point. From the armhole, along the shoulder, nuirk

6 inches, taking off a slope of 1 inch in depth, cutting from
the armhole, gradually decreasing in depth towards the 6

inch mark, finishing in a point, and preserving a straight

line.

The neck piece is measured and cut as follows : Draw
the line A Oj inches long, and dot at Si inches from the

bottom. Draw with a square the lines C, D, and B. Mark
2 inches on B, 4i on D, and 2i on C, and draw line E, as

indicated in the diagram, then, with a piece of chalk in

the right hand, draw a half circle, or small arc from D to

4'»

3', A

Fig, 252. Neck Piece of Shirt.

B to give the proper cuiwe for the neck. The pattern for

half of the neck piece being completed, it should be

aiTanged on the material so that the neck piece may be cut

on the bias, from shoulder to shoulder, the seam uniting

the two halves being in the centre of the back. The neck

pieces must always be double. (See Pig. 252.)

The breast of the shirt has now to be made. Mark
the centre of the front at the top of the body, and cut

out of it a piece 6 inches on each side of the point

marked to the extent of I45 inches. The piece to re-

place this should be cut 15 inches long, that when

inserted it may be 8 inches in width. If it be desired

to make the breast quite plain on each side of the

centre plait, the linen must be doubled ; otherwise, the

fulness allowed for the plaiting must depend on the

current fashion or individual fancy. The neck band must

be 17 inches long and \\ inches in depth at the centre

of the back, gradually sloping to J of an inch in front,

and should likewise be of double linen. For the sleeves

take 224 inches of the material, cut it on the bias, 14

inches, broad at the wrist, and 20 inches broad at the

shoulder. One width of 34 inch linen or calico will be suffi-

cient. But should the material be narrower, a small gore

placed at the top of the sleeve on the straight side will

give the necessary width. The wrist should be 85 inches

in length, and may be 2>\ inches or more in depth, accord-

ing to the fashion of the time or personal fancy. If

intended to turn over, and lie back on the wrist, a

single lining will be sufficient, as the thickness should be

reduced.

For a man's night shirts a greater length must be

allowed than for day shirts, and the collars and wristbands

wider. Strong calico should be employed instead of linen

or calico shirting. Otherwise there is little difference

between the two garments. To make half a dozen of full

size about 21 yards of yard wide linen or calico will be
required. Lay aside 15 yards f<jr the liodies of the sliirts,

dividing the piece into six. Each will then be 2i yards

long. Then (jut from the remainder of the piece 3g yards

for the sleeves, which sul>divide again into six parts.

Each will then be about 20 inches long, which, when cut

lengthwise into two parts each, will make a pair of sleeves.

For the collars cut off 1 yard and 4 inches from the

original piece of calico, subdividing the width of the

collar piece into three parts, and each piece into two in

the length. This division of the 1 yard and 4 inches will

give six collars of 20 inches in length; 20 inches more
will be wanted for wristbands, subdividing it so as to

allow 10 inches in length for each. The sleeve gussets

will require 12 inches of the calico, the shoulder straps

lOj inches, and the neck and side gussets 9 inches.

For cutting out an ordinary Chemise in the old

fashioned, and but slightly gored style, suitable for poor

persons, the following are the leading rules : Take 2J yards

of calico of ordinary width, and cut rjft' a striji 7 inches in

depth for the sleeves. Double the remaining length. On
the centre ci'ease, or fcjld, measure oft' from the selvedge

82 inches for the width of the side gores, and from this

point measure 4 inches for the length of the shoulder,

marking at the corresponding points for the opposite

selvedge. Cut each gore down, sloping gi'adually from the

point, 3-i inches from the selvedge, to a point at half the

length of the chemise. The straight side or selvedge of

each gore is to be joined to that of the chemise, the

selvedges being sewn on the right side. Ovei'sew and

fell the sides, leaving 11 inches open for each of the arm-

holes. Cut out a piece 4 inches in depth for the neck at

back and front, and from the point marking the length of

shoulder, to the corresponding point on the opposite

shoulder, rounding out the corners. The half of this

piece which has been cut out will serve to make the neck

band, which latter may lie about 36 inches in length and

2 in depth. Into this band the neck of the chemise must

be gathered, stroked, and stitched. Cut the sleeves

14 inches in width, and each gusset 4 inches square.

These latter can be obtained from the remainder of the

piece out out of the neck jjart of the material. Unite the

gussets to the sleeves, run or stitch and fell the latter,

stitch the ends of the sleeves, stitch and fell them into

the armholes, stitch or hem the skirt, and trim the neck,

sleeves, and skirt according to taste.

The rules for cutting out a Nujlit Dress resemble in

many respects those for a shirt. The alterations requisite

will be too obvious to the needlewoman to require any

notice here, and the same diagram supplied for the neck

piece of the shirt will suffice for a night gown or night

shirt. See Goked Underlinen.
To cut out women's ordinary Draicen the following

are good general rules, always remembering that differ-

ences in size, l)oth width and.length, and certain variations

in cut, may be made from this pattern to suit individual

convenience. From a piece of calico 2J yards in length

cutoff one-eighth for a waistband. Then fold over half

of the remaining length from the centre of the width, so

that the two selvedges shall be even, one lying exactly over
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the other. At the lower end mark a point 12 inches from

the centre crease, and on the selvedge another at 21 inches

from the lower end of the leg, or ankle. At the top make

a mark on the crease at a point 2t inches from the waist,

and on the selvedge likewise one at the same distance from

the waist. Below this point mark one at 54 inches from

the selvedge, and on the waist at 3 inches from the

latter. Cut from point 12 inches at the extremity of the

leg to point 21 inches on the selvedge, forming a well

curved line, and from thence to h\ on the waist line.

Then turn back the upper fold, and cut the single mate-

Fia, 253, Women's Drawers.

rial from point 21 to that at 3 inches at the waist, and

proceed to cut along the under fold from this point, 3

inches, on the waist, to the point on the crease marked

2i inches in a straight line, crossing the material ob-

liquely. From this point cut straight along the upper fold

to the point marked at 5:i inches, and thence on to the

24 inch point, making a cutting parallel with that of

the waist. This completes the half of the drawers. If

many tucks be desired, the length given must be

augmented, and insertion, or edgings of white embroidery

may be added at pleasure. (See Fig. 2-53.)

The making of infants' clothing is usually learnt at

an early age, and is almost too simple to need description,

but two or three garments may Ise made an exception, and

general rules given.

To make an infant's Barrow a yard of flannel will be

required. Make three box plaits in the centre, down the

length-way of the stuff, tack or pin them securely, and

then herringbone them down on each side to a depth of

about 6 inches. The pleats should be so regulated in

width as to make the hen'ingboned back cjf the same

width, as each of the fronts, which are to fold across each

other, so dividing the bodice portion of the bari'ow

into three equal widths, the armhcjles being slcqjed out

so as to bring the centre of each to the outer

line of herringboning. The whole baiTow should be

bound round with flannel binding, and four strings

attached on either side, placed on the edge on one side,

and further inwards on the other, so as to make the

fronts overlap. There should be a crcissbar of double

stitching where the box plaiting opens free from the

herringboning. (See Fig. 254.)

Fig. 251. Infant's Bakeow.

To cut out an Infant's Shirt, about 224 inches of cambric

or lawn will be required. Fold it so as to overlap across

the chest, and then fold it back again straight down the

centre of the piece at the back. Allow for the width of

the shoulder-strap, and cut through the four folds of the

cambric to a suitable depth—say, 2:^ inches—for the front

and back flaps, which are to be turned over the stays.

Then cut down from the top of the shoulder on each side

to a depth of from 2J to 3 inches for the armhole. The

deptJi of the shirt, cut down the selvedge, should be

Hi inches. If sleeves be not worn, frills round the arm-

holes supply their place.

For an Infant's Stays, about a quarter of a yard of a

corded cotton material will be required ; or, if not made

of this, stitchings should be worked at even distances, in

doul^led pique from the top downwards. A band of linen.

Fifi. 255. Infant'.s Stays.

doubled should be stitched down at each side for the

buttons and buttonholes, and a cutting made for the arms

(.see Fig. 255), the shoulder-straps to which may be of

white or pink elastic. The stays should measure about

18 inches in width, and be bound round.

For an Infant's Petticoat, two yards of fine flannel

and a quarter of a yard of long cloth will be required.

The latter will be needed round the body ; it should be

doubled, and left about 20 inches in length at the waist.

The flannel should be cut in two and joined, so as to

leave two breadths in width for the petticoat. It should

then he gathered into the deep bodice band, and bound all

round. The fcjrmer should be stitched and bound, and

tapes sewn to it, two on each side, but one pair within

the edge, that it may lap slightly over the other side,
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Cut Work.—The name given by English writers to one

of the earliest known laces that shared with Drawn
Work and Darned Netting in the general term of Laces

by which all laces was designated by ancient writers

:

but known individually as Point Coupe, Opus Seissum,

and Punto Tagliato.

The first mention of the lace occurs in chronicles dating

fi-om the twelfth century. The manufacture was then

confined to the nunneries, and kept a secret from the

general public. The work was used to adoi'n pi'iests'

sacramental robes and the grave clothes of saints. Prom
the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries it was univer-

sally made, and formed the chief occupation of high-boni

ladies, who ornamented all their fine linen with it, and

made costly gifts of palls and altar cloths ornamented

with the lace to the Church, while in the pictures of those

centuries it is often represented as borders and trimmings

to dresses. The pattern books of those times, particularly

those of Vinciola. puljlished in 1587, are full of numerous

the frame close together, in others leave open spaces

between them, and cross and interlace them where neces-

sary. Aftei' these threads are aiTanged take a piece of fine

la'ivn (that used in olden time was called Quintain, from

the town in Brittany where it was made), gum it on at

the back of the fastened threads, and tack them to it.

Whei'ever the pattern is to lie left thick, shape the fine

lawn so as to form the design, and Buttonhole round the

edge of that part, and where the pattern is left open inter-

lace and draw the threads together, and, when the work is

finished, cut away the fine lawn from underneath these

parts. Form an edge to the lace -ndth Buttonhole, and

ornament the Buttonhole with PicOTS and Coueonnes.
Ornament the parts of this lace where lai'ge portions of

lawn are left with embroidery in coloured silks and gold

and silver thi'eads.

The lighter kind of Cut Work is made thus : Fasten

into the frame a number of unbleached threads and tack

underneath them a pari-hment pattern. Where the pattern

Fig. ioij. CUT WORK.

geometrical designs for this work. Two kinds of Cut

Work were made—the most ancient, a thick kind in which

the threads were backed with linen ; and a light sort,

where the threads were embroidered without a foundation.

This was the commencement of needle made lace, and

was elaborated in Venice into the celebrated Venetian

Point, while in other parts of Italy it gradually merged

into Reticella, and in the Ionian isles into Greek Lace.

The making of Cut Work has gradually been superseded

by the finer and more complicated lace making, but in

Sweden it is still to be met with, and in England and along

the coast of France dui-ing the last century it was occa-

sionally worked. The stamped open work decorations

used inside coffins, and known in the trade as ' pinking,''

owe their origin to the trimming of grave clothes in olden

times with this lace.

The thick Cut Work is made as follows: Fasten a

number of fine and unbleached threads in a frame, and

arrange them so as to form a geometrical pattern by their

crossing and interlacing. Fasten them in some parts of

is to be thick Buttonhole these threads together so as to

form a device. Buttonhole together a larger or smaller

number of threads, according to the width of the part to

be made solid. Ornament the edge of the lace with fine

Buttonhole and with Picots and Com-onnes. Fig. 256 is

one of Vinciola's patterns, and is intended to be worked

in both kinds. The cross forming the centre of the right

hand scallop is backed with lawn, and its edges Button-

holed round ; while the star sui-rounded with a circle, in

the left hand scallop, is made entirely of threads Button-

holed together. The light edgings are of Buttonholed

threads ornamented with Picots.

Cjrprus Embroidery.—In the twelfth and thirteenth

centm-ies the Island of Cyprus was celebrated for its

embroideries with gold and silver thread, an art the

natives had probably acquired from the Phrygians and

Egyptians. The work was of Oriental design, but has

long ceased to be manufactured in the place.

Cyprus Iiace,—The lace kno^vn under this name was

1
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identical ^Yitll some kinds of Cut Wor'k, and was of very

ancient mannfacture. It formed a great article of com-

merce during tlie twelftli and thirteenth centnries, and is

mentioned botli Ijy English and French writers as having

been used in their countries. It was made c)f gold and

silver threads. A i^oai'se lace is still made by the peasants,

but it is not valualile.

Cyprus, or Cyprus Lawn, or Cyprus Crape Cloth.

—A thin, transparent, elastic stuff, somewhat resemljling

crape, and exclusively designed for uKiurning attire. It is

known Ijy the three names given aljove. It is 2G inches in

width, and was formerly manufactured in both white and

black, the latter Ijeing the most common :^

Lawn as white as driven snow,

Cyprixs black as any crow.

— m/ifci''.-! Tale.

Cyprus used to be worn wound round the liat as a hat-

band in the time of EKzabeth and James I. In " Gull's

Hornbook " (lfiO!<) Dekker speaks )f " him that wears a

trebled Cyprus aliout his hat."

D.

Dacca Muslin.—In Sanscrit the word Baccn appears

as Daall-a, signifying the "hidden goddess," the town in

Bengal lieing so named Ijecause a statue of Durga was

found there. Dacca mushn is an exceedingly filmy and

fragile textile, manufactured at Dacca, in Bengal, and

much used liy w(.imen for dresses and by men f<jr necker-

chiefs in England about 100 ye.irs ag<j. The Dacca Muslin

now employed resembles the modern Madras Muslin,

and is used for curtains. The figur(.M.l is made 2 yards in

width, and the plain 1.', yards.

Dacca Silk.—Dacca silk is called by the French soic

ovale. It is emphiyi'd for embroidery, ami is sold in

knotted skeins. That wliich is now in ordinary use is not

Indian made, althougli it is so-called fr(.mi having had its

origin at Dacca.

Dacca Twist.—A desc'riptiiin of calico cloth, produced

at the so-called " Dacca Tavist Mills " in Manchester'. It

is made both twilled and plain, but woven after a peculiar

method, liy which the thi'cads ot the wai'p ai'e " drawn " or

" twisted " in—that is to say, threaded through the

" hoalds "—or, where it is possible, twisted on to the rem-

nants of the old threads. As many as a hundred varieties

of calicoes are produced at these Mills, and amongst them
the finer qualities of sheeting, twills, and shirtings, and

much of the work is so fine that a square yard of calico

will require 6000 yards of yarn. Dacca Twist Calico

is suita'jle for underlinen, and measures 36 inches in

width.

Daisy Mat.—A wool mat, made in a wooden frame,

and called Daisy from the likeness the round, fiuiiy balls

of which it is composed are supposed to bear to the finds

of daisies. The frames used are of vaiious sizes, ranging

from a square of 8in. to 6in., and are grooved at intervals

on their outer edges. The nvimber of skeins of wool

required tf> make the mat is regulated by the numl.ier of

grooves in the frames. Thus, for a frame with ten grooves

upon each side twenty skeins of wool are required, and for

one with twelve grooves twenty -foui' skeins. Choose single

Berlin wool, either of two shades of one colour, or of five or

six ; the most effective colours are deep shades of crimson,

blue, or green. When more than two shades are selected,

four skeins of each shade will be required, except for the

lightest, when only two skeins will be necessary. Provide

also purse silk, matching the wool in colour, and a netting

mesh. Commence with the darkest shade of wool, and wind

each skein of it on the frame into the four outside grooves,

then pick up the next shade of colour and wind that upon

the grooves, next the outside ones, and continue until all

the grooves on the frame are filled. Each skein must

keep to its own groove, and cross with the others in the

centre of the frame. Wind the purse silk upon the netting

mesh, and commence to secure the wool, wherever it crosses

in the centre of the frame, by cross loops or knots, made

thus : Fasten the silk on to the wool in the centre of the

mat, put the mesh through the frame at the place where

two skeins cross at the left-hand side at the bottom, bring

it up in a diagonal direction on the right-hand side, loop

it through the silk in the front, put it again down on

the left-hand side this time at the top, bring it out on the

right-hand lower side at the bottom, loop it through the

silk, and thus make a knot which f( n-ms a cross at the back of

the frame. Pull these knots very tight, and never make a

straight stitch, always a cross one. Enclose the whole of

the two skeins of wool that cross each other at that par-

ticular place, but not a strand of any other. Work from

the centre stitch in squares, carrying the silk from one

knot to the next ahjng the wool. When all the wool is

secured, turn the frame l.iack to front, and cut the wool in

the spaces left between the knots, but not entirely through,

only that part wound upon the upper side of the frame, the

wool wound upon the other being left as a foundation.

In cutting the wool be careful never to cut the knots or

cross threads of silks, as these are the chief supports of

the fluffy Ijalls, while on the outside row of balls only cut

the two sides, or the fringe will be destroyed. As each

space is cut round the knots, little square fluffy-looking

balls or Daisies will rise up. Hold the mat over steam, when
the wool will rise round the knots and conceal them, then

fluff the iialls so made with scissors, and cut them round,

should they not form good shapes. The last operation is to

take the mat out of the frame by cutting the wool in the

grooves ; it sh<iuld be cut quite straight, as it forms the

fringe.

Dalecarlian Lace.—A lace still made by the peasants

of Dalecarlia (a province of Sweden) for their own use, and

not as an article of commerce. It is a kind of coarse

GuiPUEE lace, and is made of unbleached thread. Its

peculiarity lies in its patterns, which have remained

unchanged for two centuries. A specimen of the lace can

lie seen at South Kensington.

D'Alen<;ou Bar.—Identical with Alen^on Bae, and

used as a connecting Bar in Modern Point lace. It is

shown in Fig. 257. To work : Pass a thread as a Her-

EiNGBONE backwards and forwards across the space to be

covered, and either strengthen the thread by covering it
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with Buttonhole Stitches or hy Cording it. The
thread is covered with Buttonholes in the iUustratiou.

Fu;. 257. D'Aleni,'Ok Bae.

Bamascene Lace. — An imitation of Houiton laee,

and made with hice braid and lace sprigs joined tof,'ether

with Corded bars. [See Cord Stitch). The difference

between it and Modern Point laee (which it closely

resembles) consists in the introduction into Damascene
of real Honiton sprigs, and the absence of any ueedle-

worked rillings. The worker can make real Honiton
Lace braid and sprigs upon the pillow, and is referred to

the instructions on Honiton Lace for them, or can pur-
chase the sprigs and the braid at good embroidery shops.
The cotton used is a fine Mecklenburgh thread (No. 7).

The method of uniting together the sprigs and the braid
is extremely simple. Trace the design upon pink calico,

tack the braid and tlien the sprigs into position, keeping
the tacking threads well in the centre of the braid and in

the middle of the sprigs. Overcast all the edges of the
braid, and wherever it crosses or in any way touches an(.ither

piece, or is tm-ned under, firmly stitch the parts down and
together. No fancy stitches or Fillings being required, it

only remains to join the braid to the sprigs by a variety
of Corded Bars (See CoRD Stitch), Hexagons, and
variously shaped Wheels. Commence a Bar l:>y joining
the lace thread with a loop instead of a knot, as in

Fig
Damascene Lace.

Fig. 258, as the edge of the braid is too open to hold a

knot. Form the connecting bars with a treble thickness

of thread, as illustrated in Fig. 259, thus : Commence the

bar at A, fasten it to B, retm-n the thread to A, and back

again to B, fasten the Bar firmly in position with a

Buttonhole Stitch, shown in Fig. 260, and then Cord
it back to where it commenced. The Bai's need not all be

straight, but they can be Corded part of the way and then

divided into two lines, as shown in Fig. 261. Throw a

loose thread across, as shown by the dotted line in Fig.

261, from D to C, and tie with a Buttonhole Stitch, Cord
to X, tighten the thread and draw it up, and Ijegin the

arm by throwing a third thread fi'om X to E, tie, and

draw the Bar up to its proper position at F; Cord up from

E to F, and throw the thread across to D ; Cord Ijack

again to tlie centre and ri_'turu to D, or Cord every line

again should they look thin.

Pli;. 2(Ji:i.

i Damascene Lace.

Hexaijons are composed of a numlier c>f Bars arranged

as in Fig. 262, and worked as follows : Commence with a

loose thread thrown from G to H, tic the cord to T, and
throw the thread across to J, and Cord iip to K ; throw the

thread to L, tie, and Cord to M ; thread to N, tic, and Cord
to ; thread to P, tie, and Cord to Q ; thread to R, and
Cord over all the Bars. The Bar X is not part of the

hexagon, being added afterwards.

DAiIASCE^E Lace.

Wheeig are made iu various ways, and can be worked
with any numljcr of Ijars. To work Fig. 263 : Throw thread.s

across the space to he covered, tie them to the braid, and
Cord back to the centre, taking care that all meet there

;

vmite them in the centre with a backward Buttonhole

Stitch, and i-un the needle roxmd under one thread and
over the other until the Wheel is of the desired size. To

Damascene Lace.

\V(.)rk Fig. 2(j4 : Throw five threads aci'oss the space, tie, and
Cord Ijack to the centre as bef<:>re ; run three threads

l(H>sely round the centre, and Buttouh(jle these tightly

over, taking care that the circle thus foimed is an open
I me, and that the centre of the Wheel is not closed up.

To work Fig. 265 : Throw four lines a.-ross the space, tie

T 2
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and Cord back to the centre, secure witli a backward

Buttonbole Stitcli, then Cord a little way down one of the

bars, make a Buttonhole Stitch, and throw the thread

across the space to the nest Bar at the same distance from

the centre as the first Bar, make a Buttonhole Stitch, and

repeat until a transparent Wheel is formed.

Having secured all the sprigs to the braids with the

various Bars and Wheels, untack the lace from the pattern,

by cutting the tacking threads at the back of the pattern

and unpicking, and then slightly damp and stretch the lace

if at aU drawn in any part.

To work design for necktie end, shown in Fig. 266 : Tack
on the lace and braid, and make the Hexagons, Wheels,

and divided Bars as indicated. Work the sis Bars con-

century it flourished in the City of Abbeville. The designs

were Oriental in character, and usually represented birds,

quadrupeds, and trees. Royal and noble personages

much affected the material. Its introduction into England

was due to the French weavers, who took refuge here in

the time of Queen Elizabeth. Damask is now made of

silk, intermingled with flax, wool, or cotton, the warp being

of the first named. These mixed Damasks are chiefly

employed for furniture. Some of the patterns require

upwards of 1200 changes of the draw-looms for their com-

pletion. There is also a species of Damask solely made of

worsted, employed in upholstery. Damask Linen is a fine

twilled fabric, manufactured for table-linen, which is

chiefly made at Belfast and Lisburne, and also at Dun-

riG. 266. DAMASCENE LACE.

nected together with a centre line upon the right hand
side of the pattern, thus : Always Cord back the Bars to

the centre, there make firm with a Buttonhole and a few

turns of the thread to form a spot, and take the thread

straight down the centre for a little distance between
every divided line.

Damask.—A twilled stuffl', decorated with ornamental
devices in relief, woven in the loom, and derivinn- its

name from Damascus, where the manufacture had its

origin. The ancient textile so manufactured was of rich

silk, the threads being coarse, and the figui-e designs
executed in various colours. The Normans foimd this

industry already established at Palermo in the twelfth

century, and carried it on there, while in the following

fermline. It is made both single and double. The cotton

damasks, made in crimson and maroon, for curtains,

measure from 30 inches to 54 inches in width ; the Union
Damasks for the same purpose 54 inches, and the Worsted,
in all wool, in blue, crimson, and green, the same width.

Damask Stitch.—A name given to Satin Stitch
when worked upon a linen foundation. To work : Bring
the thread from the back of the material, and pass it in a

slanting direction over the space to be covered; put the

needle in, in this slanting direction, and bring it out close

to where the thread was brought up from the back. Con-
tinue these slanting stitches, keeping them all in the same
direction.

lit Berlin Wool Worh.—'^o make ; Take the wool over
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four horizontal threads of canvas in a shmting direction,

and over two upright threads. See Berlin Work.

Damass^.—A French term applied to all cloths manu-
factured after the manner of damask, in every kind of
material.

Dame Joan Ground.—This is a Pilling used in

Needlepoint lace, and also in Pillow lace, where sprigs and
patterns are made upon the Pillow and connected together
n-ith a ground worked by hand. It is of hexagonal shape,
with a double thread everywhere, and must be begun in a

corner of the design, otherwise the pattern will work out
in straight lines, and nut in honeycombs. To work

:

Fasten No. 9 lace thread to the side of the lace in a
corner, and make a loose stitch nearly a quarter of an inch
off. Examine Fig. 267 carefully, and two threads wUl be
seen in it, one that nms up and one that comes down ; the

thread that is working is the latter. Insert the needle
between these threads, and make a tight Point de
Brussels stitch on the first, that is, on the thread

Fi«i. 267. Dame Joan Grjdkd.

belonging to the loop just made ; this makes the double
thread on one side of the stitch. Fasten the thread fii-mly,

and work back for this row. Continue the loops and the
Point de Brussels stitch imtil the space is filled in suc-

ceeding rows. For the retm-n row ; Make a Double
Point de BurssELS stitch into the centre of each loop,

and also over the tight stitches in the centre of each loop.

Dame Joan Ground requires to be worked with great care

and exactitude, every loop in it must be of the same
length, and the Filling, when finished, lie ilat upon the

pattern, as the effect is spoilt if perfect uniformity is not

maintained throughout.

Danish Embroidery.—This is an embroidery upon
cambric, muslin, or batiste, and is suitable for handker-
chief borders, necktie ends, and cap lappets. Trace the

design upon the material, then tack it to a brown
paper foundation, and commence the stitches. These are

partly Lace and partly Embroidery stitches. Work all

ihe parts of the design that appear solid in Fig. 268

n. thick Satin Stitch, with a very fine line of Button-
HOLE round their edges, and thick Overcast lines to

mark their various division,?, and make the Wheels,
Stars, and Bars that fill open parts of the work as in

Modern Point Lace (which see). Surround the embroi-

dery with a fine lace edging, and connect it with Bars.

Fl-;. 268. DA^"ISH EilBROIDEET.

Another Kind.—A variety of the work only useful

for filKng in spaces left in Crochet, Tatting, and Em-
broidery. It consists of a variety of Lace stitches,

worked upon Crochet or Tatting foundations, and is made

Detail A. Detail B.

Fig. 263. Daxish Embkoidert.

as follows: Make a roimd of Tatting or of Double
Crochet size of space to he filled, and ornament its edge
with PicoTS, tack this roimd upon Toile ciree, and fill it

in with various luce stitches. These arc shown in Fig. 269.
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To work Fig. 269, Detail A : Fill a round of Tatting

with seven long loops, wticli draw together at their

base, to form an inner circle. Take the thread through

them in the manner shown. Then nm the thread up to

where one of the loops commences, and dam it back-

wards and forwards, as in Point de Repbise, to fill in

the loop in the form of the Vandyke, shown in Detail B.

Detail B. Detail C.

Fk;. 270. Danish Embeoidert.

Fill in all the loops, and then work seven slioit loops

in the centre of the circle, and draw them together with

a line looped in and out at their base, as shown in Fig. 260.

For Fig. 270, Detail A : Fill a Tatted round with thirty-

two small interlaced loops, and draw together with a

thread run through them at their base. Work sixteen

Detail B,

Danikh Emdroiijery.

interlaced loops into this thread (.sec Detail B), and draw

the lower part of the sixteen loops together with a thread

through their base. Finish the round by working a line

of thick Buttonhole stitches into the last thread (.sec

Detail C).

To work Fig. 271, Detail A: Into a Tatted round

make a Wheel ; form it of seven long loops interlaced as

worked, thus : Fasten the thread into the Tatted round,

and cai'ry it as a loose thread to the seventh part of

the round. Fasten it into the Tatting and retuni down

it, twist the cotton round the straight thread for thrce-

.^uarters of the distance down. Then carry the thread to

the next division of the round, and repeat until the Wheel

is formed, twisting the thread round the first stitch

made as a finish (.see Detail A). To finish ; Make an oval

of each arm of the Wheel, and work it over with Button-

hole stitch. Form the foundation of the oval with a

thread, which pass through the top and bottom part of

twisted thread (see Detail B), and work in the twisted

thread as one side of the oval.

Darn.—A term generally used to signify the method

employed for the reparation of any textile, whether of loom

or hand manufacture, by substituting a web liy means of a

needle. This reparation is effected in various ways, viz.,

by the common Welj darning, by Fine drawing. Cashmere

twill. Damask darning. Grafting, Ladder filling, and Swiss

daniing. For the repairing of all linen textiles "Flourish-

ing thread" should be used.

In the ordinary Weh darmng every alternate thread is

taken up by the needle, and these runnings, when made in

a sufficient number, crossed at right angles by similar

runnings, thus producing a plain web or network. By

this method a hole in the material may be refilled. The

thread should not be drawn closely at any of the turnings,

when running backwards and foivi'ards, because it may

shrink in the washing. The darn should be commenced

and finished at all four sides at some distance from the

beginning of the hole, a little beyond the worn or thin

portion recpiiring to be strengthened. The toes and heels

of socks and stockings, if not of extra thickness, should

be darned one way, but not across the grain, when new

;

and the knees of children's stockings strengthened in the

same way.

Cashmere Darning.—The method of replacing the web

of any twilled material, such as Cashmere, is to employ the
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Fig. 272. Cashmeke Darn.

raveilings of the cloth itself ; and having tacked the latter

closely to the hole, on a piece of Toilc ciree, begin as ia
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ordinary darning, by running threads across the hoLj to

form a warp. Then tate up two tlu-eads and miss two

;

and in every succeeding mw raise two tt.getlier, one of the

thr-eads being taken up iu the preceding row, and the other

missed. This will produce the diagonal lines of the twill.

The foundation must now lie crossed on the same principle

as the border darning, working from right to left. Our
illustration. Fig, 2T'2. is taken , like numy i )thers, from worked
specimens produced in the Irish schi >ols of needlework.

Corner-tear Darn.—-The darning of a corner-shaped or

triangular tear in any textile must be effected as illustrated,

thus ; Draw the edges together, having tacked the material

all round the torn square to a piece of Toile ciree. Then
darn backwards and forwards, the runnings oxtendin"

double the length and width of the rent ; and afterwards

turn the work and repeat the process, until, as represented

fourth row—leave 3, take 3, leave 5, take 1 three times,

leave 5, take 3, leave 3. Fifth row—leave 4, take 3, leave

3, take 1 three times, leave 3, take 3, leave 4. Sixth row

—

leave 5, take 3, leave 1. take 1, leave 5, take 1 twice, leave

5, take 3, leave 5. Seventh row—take 1, leave 5, take 3,

leave 5, take 1 twice, leave 5, take 3, leave 5, take 1.

Eighth row—leave 1, take 1, leave 5, take 3, leave 3, take 1,

leave 5, take 1, leave 5, take 3, leave 5, take 1, leave 1.

Ninth row — leave 2, take 1, leavc^ 5, take 3, leave 5,

take 1 twice, leave 1, take 3, leave 5, take 1, leave 2.

Tenth row—leave 3, take 1, leave 5, take 3, leave 5, take

1, leave 5, take 3, leave 5, take 1, leave 3. Eleventh row

—

leave 4, take 1, leave 5, take 3, leave 5, take 1, leave 3,

take 3, leave 5, take 1, leave 4. Twelfth row—take 1, leave

5 twice, take 3, leave 1, take 5, leave 3, take 1, leave 5

twice. Thirteenth row—take 1, leave 5 twice, take 3, leave

, _- _ „ „ - u^B" '••'' *3 "^ f^
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Fig, 273. Cobnee.teak Dark. Fig, 271. Damask Dahn.

in the wood-cut (Fig. 273), taken from a worked specimen,

the former opening shall form two sides of a square of

crossed darning.

Bamash Darning needs close examination of the

woven design to be restored by means of the needle and
" Flourishing tkread," and to supply directions for the re-

production of one design will be sufficient as a guide to the

aeedlewoman to enable her to copy others, after the same

method of darning. The pattern (Fig. 274), showing a

St. Andrew's Cross, of which we have given an illus-

tration, taken from a specimen of the work, may be repro-

duced in the following way ; For the first row take 3,

leave 5, take 1 four times successively, leave 5, take 3.

Second row—leave 1, take 3, leave 3, take 1, leave 5 four

;imes, take 3, leave 1. Third row—leave 2, take 3, leave

5, take 1 four times, leave 1, take 3, leave 2. For the

5, take 3, leave 5, take 1 twice. Fourteenth row—leave ]

,

take 1, leave 5, take 1, leave 5, take 3, leave 3, take 3,

leave 5, take 1 twice, leave 1. Fifteenth row—leave 2,

take 1, leave 5, take 1, leave 5, take 2, leave 1,

take 1, leave 1, take 1, leave 1, take 2, leave 5, take 1 twice,

leave 2. Sixteenth row—leave 3, take 1, leave 5, take 1

twice, leave 3, take 1, leave 5 twice, leave 3. Seven-

teenth row—leave 4, take 1, leave 5, take 1 twice, leave 1,

take 1, leave 5, take 1 twice, leave 4. Eighteenth row

—

leave 5, take 1 five times, leave 6. The nineteenth row is

a repetition of the seventeenth, and the twentieth of the

sixteenth.

Filling a " Ladder," formed by a stitch being dropped

in the stocking-web, should l)e effected thus : Insert in

the stocking the Daening Ball employed in darning,

pass the eye of the needle from yiju upwards through the
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loop, which has slipped from its'place, and vim up ;
thus

leaving a •ladder" or line of bars, as in Fig. 275. Insert

Fia. 27.5. Ladder in Stockisg-web.

the needle between the first and second bars of the ladder,

bringing it out thi-ough the loop, and under the first bar.

The needle will thus have brought the first bar through

authorities in plain needlework direct that the loops made

at each turn of the thread, at the ends of the runnings,

should be cut ; but it might be more secure to draw the

needle out at the back, and to pass it through to the front

again, for every fresh running, leaving the loops out of

sight at the back. This style of darning is called in French

a Rei^rise perdue. In former times the art of fine drawing

was niuoh cultivated, and brought to such extraordinary

perfection in this country, that extensive frauds were

practised on the Government, by sewing thus a heading of

English cloth on a piece of foreign importation, and vice

versa, in such a dexterous manner that the union of the

two edges and the threads that united them were not to be

discerned. Thus the whole piece was nefariously passed

off as being either home made, or foreign, so as to escape

paying the duties imposed or the penalties due for in-

fringement of the law. All fine drawings are supposed to

Fig. 277. Grafting Knitting.

the loop, which is to be pulled sufficiently far through it to

f(jrm a new one, through which the second bar is to l^e drawn

after the same method. Be careful to avoid splitting any of

the threads, and when you have filled the ladder, fasten oii

the end of the thread, as in grafting. A crochet needle or

hook may prove a more convenient appliance than an

ordinary needle for the purpose of filling a "ladder."

Fine Drawing is a method of darning cloth or stuff

materials of a tliick substance. A lung fine needle, per-

haps a straw needle, will be required, and the ravellings of

the stuff employed when available. In the event of there

being none, as in the case of cloth or baize, very fine

sewing silk may be used to repair the latter, and the

ravellings of Mohair braid for the former, the exact colour

of the material being carefully matched. The runnings

should not be taken quite through tlie cloth, but the needle

should be nin straight through the nap, so as to )je quite

concealed from view in the thickness of the stuff'. Some

Fig Graft Completed.

be indicated by the manufacturer by a piece of packthread

tied to the selvedge, that the draper may allow for that

blemish when he sells to the tailor.

Crca/h'u^.^This term signifies the insertion of a sound

piece of stocking-wcb into a space from which an unsound

piece has been cut out, and is illustrated in Figs. 276 and

277. Cut the unsound portion exactly with the thread,

on either side, the long way of the web ; and rip, by

drawing the thread, which will at once run out, at top

and bottom of the square to be filled. The piece for inser-

tion should be prepared in a similar way. The square

formed should correspcjnd with the dimensions of the hole

cut, only rather wider across, to allow for turning in the

sides (Fig. 276). Hold the two parts to be joined in juxta-

position very firmly between the left hand thumb and fore-

finger, so that the rows of loops left in unravelling may

stand out clearly, ranning from right to left, the thi-ead

having been secured on the wrong side, at the right hand
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comer. Bring the needle through, and pass it through the
first loop of the stoeking, pointing the needle to the left,

then through the first and seeond loops of the pateh of

weh, drawing the thread gently so as not to disarrange
the two rows of loops, then insert the needle again
through the first lo.:>p of the stoeking, only taking with it

the seeond loop also, draw the thread gently again, then
pass the needle through the seeond loop of the patch last

taken up, take with it the loop next to it, and thus

continue, so that, by this proeess, the separate pieces may
be completely joined, as in Fig, 278.

Machine Darning must also be name-1, as a perfectly

new idea, carried out by means of a " mending attach-

ment," employed on sewing machine. Rips, tears and
holes in table linen, underclothing, or silk and cotton
goods, men's clothing, and every description of article may
be effectually repaired, the rents, kc at the same time
being scarcely discernible, by an an-angement attached to

the middle of the machine, while no skill is required in

the needlewoman for its attachment or use. The repairs

thus executed are not patchings, but bona fide dams.
Swiss Darning is the method of reproducing "stock-

ing-web " by means of a darning needle and thread of yarn

worked double. The warp must first be made with a single

thread, as in plain darning, and when formed, place a

darning ball inside the stocking, and begin with the double

thread at the left hand side, securing it in the unbroken
part of the stocking, at about f<:iur stitche, from the hole

Fig. 279. Swiss Daeni^'g.

to be filled. Run the needle through these stitches, as ni

plain darning, until the first thread of the warp is reached.

Then insert it between the first and second threads of

the warp, bringing it out under the first thread, then

pass it between the second and third threads, bringing it

out under the second, that is, between the first and second,

and proceed to insert it between the third and fourth,

bringing it out nnder the third, Continue thus imtil the

last thread of the warp is ci'osaed, always pointing the

needle towards the left hand. As sonn as tlu' last thread

is crossed, plain darn a few stitclies intn f hi- storking-, thi/u

turn the needle, and darn liack again tn tlic hole, the

threads being kept as closely t^g.-thrr as possiljle, and a

loop left at each turning, to alhiw for cnutractiuu in wasli-

ing. Cross the tlircads of the warp fmm right to left in

the same way as at first. See Fig. 279.

Darned Crochet.—Mak(? the foundation of this work

of Square Crochet, upon whicli work a pattern in soft

netting cotton. Darn the netting cotton in and out of

the' Crochet so as to form a design. The patterns arc the

same as are used for Crochet. See Crochet Darning.

Darned Embroidery.—An art needlework, practised

during the sixteenth and two following centuries in

Europe, but originally of Oi-iental oiigin, ijnd still worked
in India, the natives of that cinmtry executing, without a

patteni, ujion almost any material, elaborate designs

formed of Darned lines. The Darned Embroiilery most

practised in Europe has bei'U chiefly woi'ked upon cotton,

linen, and other washing materials, and is well fitted

for the wear and tear such articles are exposed to. The
patterns used in the carlici' centuries ai'c diaper arrange-

ments as backgroimds to moi'C important work, and

these diaper patterns arc much the same as the designs

found in the missal painting of the same period, but in the

seventeenth century Darned Emljroidery received a greater

impetus from the East, and was made in intricate designs

and eaiTied over the whole material. Some elaborate

specimens of English and Indo-Portuguese work of this

date are still extant, and should be objects of study to

anyone seeking to bring the work again to perfection. In

one, upon a curtain of white linen, a pattern of yellow silk

is executed in Damed lines, representing in compartments

a fleet in full sail, while upon another, on a red cotton

ground, darned with red silk, are hunting groups, in which

elephants, lions, and various wihl animals arc chased liy

Indian officers who are mounted upon horses and elephants.

The Darned lines in tliese designs partially filling in the

figures are run so as to take the direction of the limbs and
clothes of the object, and are so beautifully curved and

arranged as to give all the appearance of shading. Small

portions of the design, such as saddlecloths, are enriched

with very minute diaper patterns, while the manes of lions

are arranged as curls, made with a number of Knots, and

the bodies of leopards and stags speitted -n-ith the same.

During the reign of Queen Anne, Darned Embroidery

returned to its earlier patterns, and it is this kind that is

now attracting attention. The eighteenth century patterns

are all of large conventional flowers, worked in outlines,

with their backgrounds run with horizontal lines, as shown

in Fig. 280, p. 146. The effect of this partially filled in

ground-work is most artistic, softening as it does the em-

Iiroidery into the material, and thi-owing up the pattern with

a boldness hardly conceivable from such simple means. The
Damed lines are generally I'uu parallel to each other in

one given direction, but this rule is not absolute, and much
variety is gained liy altering the direction of lines and

introducing fancy stitches. To imitate Indian work the

U
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lines are curved, either making complete circles or flowing

along in rising and falling waves.

It will be understood tliat a clearly woven background

is a great assistance to Darned Embroidery, but other

materials can be made to conform to the design. The

colours for this Embroidery arc few and haruKjnious. They

are selected so as to contrast without l_ieing in violent

are better used by themselves than with other colours.

Yellows when used alone should shade into chestnut.

The materials now used for Darned Embroidery are

unbleached cottons and linens, Huckaback towellings, Java

canvas, and twilled and diaper linens. The old work was

done upon Indian cloth, but as long as the matei'ial chosen

is woven with distinct and straight threads any kind is

Fk; ». DAKNED EMBEOIDEEY.

opposition, that is to say, that if Yellow and Blue are

chosen for the same embroidery, the tint of the Yellow

should be what is called a Blue Yellow, and the tint of the

Blue, a Yellow Blue. Pink, if selected, choose of a Yellow

shade, and not a Blue Pink, and when using Crimson or

Green, the Crimson should shade to Yellow, not to Blue,

and the Green to Yellow, not to Blue. The best combina-

tions are dull Yellow with dull Pink and Green, Blues

suitable. The work is executed with Vegetable and Raw
silks and fine Crewels, Vegetable silk is the best for small

pieces of work, but large curtain borders, &c.,require Crewels,

the time and labour spent over a pattern being doubled

when silk is used instead of worsted. To work ; Trace the

design upon the material with tracing paper and tracing

cloth, and then Darn the background lines in. Work

up and down the pattern in lines as if Darning, take up
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only a small portion of the material m the needle, and miss
double the length before inserting the needle again, so

that the length of the stitch upon the right side i>f work is

twice the length of the back. When the groimd is finished,

work the outlines of the pattern in Orewel Stitch, and
work two rows of Crewel Stitch if the pattern is a bold one,

and requires to lie outlined iiith a broad line.

The pattern of Darned Embroidery shomi in Fig. :2so is

worked thus ; Trace out the design, Darn in the background

lines with yellow pink sUk, and work the outline of the

flowers with a double line of Crewel Stitch, with a dull

parallel Vandykes across the material, and wni-k seven

lines of one shade I )f cniiiur, and scviai of another, alter-

nately. Another ground : Fonn circles upon the back-

ground all of an equal size, and fill these either with

lines arranged as lessening circles, oi- with cui'ved lines

radiating from the centre like the spokes (jf a wheel.

Darned Laces.—The Darned Lacc'S are amongst the

oldest lyi all lacework, and the term is a general one to

denote Euilauidery upon a Netted ground. The various

laces so made are described under FiLET Bbode, GuipURE
d'Art, and Spiderwork.

".:.

% 1*
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Fig. 2S1, DARNED MUSLIN.

crimson silk. Fill the centres of the flowers with Satin

Stitch, worked in a medium shade of crimson. The

same patteni can be used with a different ground, thus :

Daen Knes at even distances in a parallel direction, and

intersect them with similar lines that cross them, and so

form open diamonds. Fill the centre of each diamond

with a French Knot. Another ground : Make similar

lines upon the foundation, and wherever they cross each

other, work thick pointed stars. Another ground : Run a

diagonal but straight line, then a line of French Knots

only, and repeat these lines alternately over the whole of

the background. Another ground ; Work a series of

Darned Muslin.—An easy and effective kind of fancy

work, used for ornamenting children's white muslin dresses

or aprons, or for antimacassars. It consists of working

fine darning cotton in floral patterns upon good, clear white

muslin, and is ilhrstrated in Fig. '2sl. To work tliat

design : Draw out the pattern upcjn pink or white calico,

back with brown paper to stift'en it, and tack the muslin on

to it. Commence with the stems, liranching sprays, and

tendrils. Work them iip and down as in < a-dinary Darning
until of sufficient thickness, then work the leaves. Begin

each leaf close to the stem, and work a series of Herring-

bone, take up but little of the muslin, and increase and

U -2
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decrease the length of the stitches according to pattern.

The point of the leaf being reached, Hem Stitch back to

the stem, work up the centre of leaf, and secure the loops

made with the Hen-ingbone. Work the berries in Satin
Stitch, and Darn the little points and connecting lines.

The work should be very neat, some people turning it when

finished in order that the Herringbone stitches may show

through the muslin ; but this is entirely a matter of taste.

When soiled have the work cleaned, not washed.

IDarned ITet.—A very eifective and fashionable imitation

of hice, and used for all kinds of dress trimmings and for

table and cushion borders. It can be worked with fine lace

thread, with coloured purse silks, or with floss and filoselles,

either upon white, coloured, or black nets. Darned net

is carried to great perfection in the lace that is kno^\'n as

Imitation Brussels Lace, and a very great variety of

stitches can be formed if Guifuke d'Akt and Modern
Point Lace Stitches are taken as guides. When
used as trimmings to ball dresses black net is usually

selected for the foundation, and the embroidery worked
in bright-coloured floss or filoselle. The designs for Darn-

FiG. 282. Daeked Net.

ing upon net are extremely varied, those that are suitable

for embroidery m Satin Stitch being the best; but simple
geometrical desigms, such as a scries of Vandykes, crosses,

diamonds, or spots, are also used. The einliroidery is done
in Satin stitch or in plain Darning. To work Fi". 282 :

Trace the design upon pink calico, tack the net down with
the honeycom).>s in straight lines, with its wrong side the
uppermost upon the calico, and thread a long lace needle
with the Embroidery cotton or silk. KU in all the centres

of the leaves or flowers liy Darning the silk in and (Jut of the
honeycombs in the various directions shown in illustration,

and woik the spots ovcr-thc net. Thread the needle with

another coloured silk, and double it, and Darn this doubled

silk as an outline all round the outer edge of the leaves and

flowers, and form the stems and sprays with it. The double

thread is run in and out of the net as in plain Darning.

Join and fasten oif the silk on the upper side of the net, the

right side of the work being underneath. Unpick and turn

the work, and finish the edge of the lace with a series of

scallops made in Buttonhole Stitch.

Fig. 283 is intended for a liorder. The net is laid upon

a background, but a traced pattern is not necessary. Work

the design with six slanting upward and downward Satin

Stitches, the commencement and end of the stitches

forming straight lines up the net. Pass each stitch over

Fig. 283. Border in Darned Net.

three honeycombs, and put the silk into the first and fifth

honeycomb. Commence the next line of stitches ia the

honeycombs the first line finished in, and work this line

either upward or downward, bub in a contrary direction to

the last.

Fig. 284 is formed with a series of Diamond-shaped Satin

stitches. To form a diamond ; Loop the silk through two

honeycombs for the first stitch, over three, five, and seven

honeycombs for the three next, and then decrease by

Fiu. 284. BoKliEE IN Darned Net.

reversing the stitches thus, five, three, and two. Continue
to work in this way down the net for its length, and then
commence another row. Work the centre stiteh over seven

honeycomljs of these Diamonds beneath the first stitch of

the previ(jus row. Work to the end of the net, and work a

third row of Diamonds like the first.

Figs. 285 and 28() arc fillings for the centre of any designs
that are not worked in Satin or Darning stitch. Fig. 285
is given in its natural size, and upon net the size it should
be placed upon. In Fig. 286 the stiteh and net are enlarged
to more plainly show the manner of working. Rim a

fine lace thread in om-ves over three lines of honeycomb,
pass entirely over the centre line, and loop the curves at

even distances into the first and third lines. In the second
line run the thread through the same honeycomb as the top

curve of the first line, and continue running these ouiwed
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lines backward and fonvai-a, until the space is filled. Tke
little loop upon the right side of the line is intended as a

finish, and is only worked at either end.

Fig. 2So. Fillings in Darned Net.

Flu. 2.^t>. Fillings i^" Daknld Net.

Pig. 287 is a pattern designed for emliroidering coarse

nets in imitation of Darned Netting or Filet BrrMle. Daen
the thick lines up unl down in Point de Repkise or

Fig. 2S7. Pattekn in Darned Net.

plain Darning stitch, and leave every alternate honey-

comb plain : work in Overcast Stitch and run the thread

into the thick line to carry it down, without showing to

the next honeycomb that is to be Overcast.

Fig. 288 is another pattern to be worked upon coarse net.

The Embroidery for this design is worked with purse silks

of different shades of colour. Leave the centre honeycomb

line unworked ; upon each side of it work in Overcast one

honeycomb, miss two honeycombs, pass the silk over these,

and work the third in Overcast, continue to the end of the

row, pass the silk alternately over the upper and lower part

of tlie honeycomb line. (Sec Fig. 287.) The lines upon
each sides of tlies;.' two centre lines work as Darned lines,

and catch the silk alternately over and through every

honeycomb upon the line.

Fig. 2SS. Darked Net,

Darned Netting.—This work is an imitation of the
ancient Point Contc, Spider Work, or Darned Laces,
and consists of a plain netted foundation, upon which a
pattern is worked in a stitch known as Point de Bepeise
in Guipure u'Aet, but which is simply plain Darning.
It is much used for making summer curtains, window
l)Knds, and other washing articles, as it is very durable,

and, when a auitalile pattern is selected, extremely hand-
some. To work : Commence the Netted foundation with
one loop or mesh, and increase eaie stitch in every row
until the desired width is olitaincd. To form a sipiare

article, decrease a stitch every row until one loop only is

left, liut for a pattern that is longer than its width, such
as are required for curtains or mndow blinds, Net a
certain number of plain rows and then decrease. Slightly

starch the Netted foundation, and pull it out to its proper
shape, pinning it upon a board until dry. Upon this

foimdation work the pattern. Take this either from a
Cross stitch Berlin Work pattern or a square and open
Crochet design. Thread a coarse darning needle with
soft knitting cotton, and fiU in the meshes, counting each
mesh as a square in the Crochet or a stitch in the Berlin

l.iattern. Work from left to right, and Darn in and out

of the meshes, each holding four threads of cotton, two
going one way and two the other. Work the stitches as

continuous lines where possilde, pass the cotton up and
down until the meshes are filled, and then commence the
next line. Always commence on the line that contains the

smallest number of stitches, and work the lines with the

greatest niuuber of stitches second, as, unless this rule is

attended to, the cotton passing from one line to another

will be visible. Work detached stitches by themselves,

fasten oft', and commence them in the stitch. Make a

Weaver's Knot, and Dam the ends in when fresh cotton

is required, fasten off, and commence Ijy nmniug the cotton

at Ijack of work, and not with a knot.

Darners.—Long needles, -nith eonsideraldy elongated

eyes, somewhat like the long ej'e in a bodkiu, intended to

received the coarse, loosely-twisted sti'ands tif darning

yarn, either of wool or cotton. They are to be had in

various sizes. They are sold, like all other needles, Ijy the
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papers, containing a quarter, half, i>r a hundred needles.

They may also be purchased separately.

Darning Balls.—Egg-shaped balls, made of hard wood,

ivory, eocoaunt shells, and glass, and employed as a suljsti-

tute for the hand in the darning of stockings. Instead of

inserting the hand into the foot of the stocking, and draw-

ing the latter up the arm, one of these balls is dropped int(j

the foot, and the worn part of the wel;> is drawn closely

over it; and l>eing firm, smooth, aaid rounded, it foi'uis a

better foundation than the hand to work upon. Sometimes

these balls are hollow, and can lie unscrewed in the middle,

the darning cotton being kept inside.

Dart.—A term employed in uecdlewoi-k, denoting the

two short scams made on each side of the front of a

bodice, whence small gores have l>een cut, making the

slope requisite to cause the dress to sit in closely under

the bust. These should be firmly stitched on the inside,

sufiicient edge being left to allow for letting out the

waist part of the bodice if required. If the liodice be

turned inside out, during the fitting upon the figure, the

darts will be the better adjusted.

D6.—The French word for a thimble.

Decorative Darning.—A general term, including

Darned Crochet, Dabned Embeoideky, Darned Net,

and Darned Netting. See various headings.

Decorative Needlework.—This name includes, under

one head, all needlework that is intended as an orna-

ment, and is not a necessity upon the article that is l>eing

made.

Decrease.—A word used in Crochet, Knitting, Netting,

Tatting, and Pillow Lace to intimate where parts of the

pattern are to be diminished. T(.i decrease in Crochet:

Work two stitches as one, or pass over one foundation

stitch without counting it. To decrease Knitting : Knit

two stitches together as one. To decrease Netting : Net

two stitches together as one. To decrease Tatting ; Work
a fewer number of stitches. T<j decrease Lace : Plait the

threads closer together for naiTow parts, but where a

marked difference in the widths ai-e required tie the

Bobliins together in pairs and cut them oif. See Cutting
OFF Bobbins.

De Laine.—A common alilireviation for Mousseline de

Laine, a thin wociUeu faliric ; but sometimes of a mixed

material. Sec Mousseline de Laine.

Delhi Work.—An Indian Endjroidery, s(j named
from the work being done chiefly in the neighbourhood of

Delhi. It is an embroidery in Chain and Satin Stitch,

worked in silks and gold and silver threads upon satin

and other materials. The patterns are extremely ricli, the

ground being in many places entirely c(jncealed with

various coloured silks, while gold and silver thread are

profusely worked into the material. See Indian Em-
broidery.

Demyostage.—A descripticni of Tauiiny, or woollen

cloth, formerly used in Sc(.>tland, liut now supersed(_'d, or

known under a different name. (See Taminy.) The name
Demyostage appears to indicate that the textile was only

partially stiffened with dressing.

Denmark Satin.—A kind of worsted stuff employed

for the making of women's shoes, measuring 27 inches in

width.

Dentel^.—The French term denoting that a border is

scalloped.

Dentelle.'— The French word for lace. Laces were

known by this name in the latter part of the sixteenth

century ; liefore that time they were known as Passe-

MENT.

Dentelle a la Keine.—The name given to a Needle-

point lace manufactured for a short period in Amsterdam,

l.>y French refugees, after the revocation of the Edict of

Nantes, lfi8.5. The lace was not peculiar to this particular

Ijand of workers, having been made in France before that

time, 1mt it gained a certain popularity during the short

time it was made in Holland.

Dentelle a la Vierge.—A double grounded Normandy

lace, made at Dieppe, and so named by the peasants. See

Dieppe Point.

Dentelle au fusean.—One of the ancient names for

Pillow lace.

Dentelle de fil.—A name by which simple patterned

Thread laces are known.

Dentelle de Moresse.—A coarse, geometrical pattern

lace, made in the sixteenth century in Morocco, the making

of which was accpiired either from the Spaniards or the

Maltese. It is no longer manufactured, l>ut it may stiU be

liought at Tetiian.

Dentelle des Indes.—A name sometimes applied to

Drawn Work. A machine-nuide Yak lace, made in the

Jacquard looms at Lyons ; is also called Dentelle des

Indes.

Dentelle Irlandaise.— The name by wdiich Modem
Point lace is known in France. See Modern Point

Lace.

Dentelle Nette.—A coarse net having a lace pattem,

employed for window blinds, and for walls at the back

of washstands. It may -bo had both in ecru or coffee

Colour, as well as in white ; both descriptions are made

from \\ yards to 2 yards in width.

Dentelle Volants.—A term for lace in relief, whether

made upon the Pillow or by hand.

Dents.—A French term employed to denote either

pointed or square scallops, cut as a decorative bordering to

a flounce or friU of a dress.

Derries.—A description of coloured woven cotton

cloths, manufactured in blue and brown, and employed for

women's dresses. It measures 3t inches in width.

Design.—Since the revival of taste in the matter of

Emljroidery, great attimtion has been paid to the pattern

or Design of the work, and various I'ules laid down as to

what constitutes a good Design, of which the following

are the most important : Patterns of needlework should

be drawn with reference to the articles they will orna-

ment, and neither in fonn nor colour attract attention

fr<jm the main hai'mony of the I'oom they help to decorate.

Simplicity of pattern, fireadth of tone, and harmonious

colouring arc all essentials to a good pattem, while great
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contrasts between light and shade, loudness of colour, and
marked peculiarity are to be deprecated. Natural objects,

when imitated, are not shaded so as to throw those ol.jects

up in relief from their ground, as in picture painting, l>ut

are conventionalised and depicted as lying flat upon a flat

ground, as in wall painting.

Devonia Ground.—A ground entirely used in Duchesse
lace, and as a variety when making Honiton lace. It is

worked as follows : Hang on four pair of Bobbins at

Fig. 389. Devoslv Grofsd.

th; place where a line is to be commenced (See Fig. 289),

and, to avoid pulling the lace while working, stick a

pin on each side of the hole to be se-rni to, and several in

place it under the thread, give a twist to Ijring the thread

round the pin, stick it, lay down the bobliiu, and pass

the other one round the pin from the lower oi' nearest side,

twist once, and make a Cloth stitch. Third row—work

tu the Turn stitch, left side. Fourth row—make a Turn

stitch to the right. Fifth row—make a Purl tu thi,' left

which differs from the right Purl, thus : In the right

Purl the loop is formed by placing the pin under the

thread, and can-ying the other thread round the pin after

it is stuck from the lower side, moving the thread first

to the right. In the left Purl, jjlace the pin upon the

thread, and bring the Ijuljliin over it with the left hand,

then stick the pin, and bring the other bubbiu round the

pin from the lower side, moving first to the left. Sixth row

—Turn stitch to the right. Seventh row—Turn stitch to

the left. Eighth row—purl to the right. A Purl is made
every third row on alternate sides. The more iiTegularly

the lines are arranged the better, and when a fresh one is

made to start from some part of the line being woi'ked,

hang on four pair of Boljbins at that place before doing

the Purl stitch, and leave them there until the original line

is finished. Thi'ec or four sets of Bobbins may be left

behind in this manner, and afterwards carried on in

different directions. Where a line is crossed make a

Sewing, and commence, where possible, with a RoPB
Sewing. Fasten rjff with n'reat cai'C.

Fir:. 290. DEVONSHIRE LACE.

the lace already formed. First row—work Stem Stitch

thus : Give three twists to the outside pair of boliliins,

and put them aside, and with the next pair work across

until the last pair are reached, then make a stitch and a

half, or Then Stitch, on the left side, thus : Work a

Cloth or Whole Stitch, give each pair of bobbins one

twist to the left, put the middle left hand bobbin over the

middle right bobbin, lift the two pairs with each hand,

and give a pull to make the inner edge firm, and put aside

the inner pair of bobbins. Second row—work back with

the other, making a PuaL on the right side, thus: Twist

the worker bobbins seven times to the left, Hft one of

them in the left hand, take a pin in the right hand and

Devonsliire Iiace.—At one time the whole female

population of Devonshire were engaged in lace making,

and many were the varieties 'produced in that county

which, without the exception of the celebrated Honiton

were copies of Belgium, French, and Spanish laces. A
coarse kind of Bone lace was made prior to 1567, in

which year fine flax thread and Flemish patterns were

introduced, and the lace made from these during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was so beautiful as

to rival the far-famed Brussels' laje. Fig. 29<.) is a speci-

men of this work, the pattern being decidedly Flemish,

although the lace is Devonshire make. Besides this

description, Yen:>ti;ra and Spanish Needlepoint, Maltese,
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Greek, and Genoese laces have been successfully imitated

by tlie workers. For tbe last liundred years the lace

makers have turned their attention to the making of

Honiton lace, and the manufacture of other kinds has

entirely died away. See Honiton Lace.

Diagonal Cloth.—A soft, woollen, twilled material,

made in various colours, without any pattern. It measures

62 inches in Avidth, and is much employed for purposes of

decorative embroidery.

Diagonal Couching. — A flat Couching, and one of

the numerous varieties of that stitch. It is chiefly cm-

ployed in Church Work. To make : Lay lines of floss

silk flat upon the foundation and close together, and to

secure them in positiim bring up a thread of purse silk

through the f<randati(m, pass it over one or two strands of

floss silk, and return it to the back oi the foundation mate-

rial. Arrange the directi(m of these securing stitches

so that they form diagonal lines across the floss silk. A
variety of Diagonal Couching is formed thus : Over the floss

silk foundation lay a line of purse silk or gold twist in a

diagonal direction, and catch this down with the securing

stitch brovTght from the l:>aek of the material as liefore de-

scribed ; continue to lay down diagonal lines of purse silk,

keeping them at an even distance from each other until

the floss silk is covered. See Cotjohing.

Diamond Couching.—One of the Plat Couchings used

in Church Work, illustrated in Fig. 291, and worked

as follows : Lay down lines of floss silk upon .a flat founda-

tion, and aljove them single threads of purse silk or gold

twist at equal distanci s apait and m a diagonal direction.

Lay each lin< singly and scenic it with a thread brought

Fig. 201. Diamond Couchino.

from the back of the material and returned there. The lines

running in one dii-ection first lay and secure, then cross

them with lines laid in an opposite directi(")n, so as to form,

with the ones already secured, a number of diamonds

;

catch these down to the material in the manner already

described, and omanient the pioints of the diamonds with

a bead, pearl, or spangle. See Couching.

Diamond Holes.— The Fillings in the centre of

Honiton lace sprigs are made in various fa,ncy stitches,

the various airangcmente of open squares or holes

which form Diamond Holes, Straight Bows, Chequer

stitch, licing some of the most useil. To form Diamond

Holes : Hang on twelve pairs of Bobljins, and work

across fruni left to right in Cloth Stitch six times, put-

ting up the pins on each side in holes picked for them, then

divide the bobbins into two equal numbers and put a pin

in the centre. Take up left haml l.«.>bbins and work Cloth

stitch with six pairs up to pin in the centre, work back to

the left without twisting or putting up pin with the same
sis pairs, twist and put up a pin and leave bobbins hang-

ing, take up those on right hand ; put up a pin and work

right across the whole twelve bobbins to the left hand, and

so enclose the centre pin. Work a couple of Cloth stitch

rows, and then make a hole upon each side, dividing the

bobliins into fours, and working the two sides as mentioned

above. Plait the four bobbins under the upper hole in

Cloth stitch, work two Cloth stitch rows with the twelve

bobbins, and make a hole in the centre under the one first

made.

Diamond Lace.—A stitch either worked as open or

close Diamonds, and used in Modern Point and in Ancient

Needlepoints. In the fii'st row, for making the open

diamond, work 6 thick Buttonhole stitches, leave the

space of two open, work 14 Buttonhole, leave the space of

two open, work 6 Buttonhole. Second row— work 4

Buttonhole, leave the space of two open, work 2 Button-

hole, leave the space of two open, work 10 Buttonhole,

leave the space of two open, work 2 Buttonhole, leave the

space of two open, and work 4 Buttonhole. Third row^
work 2 Butt(5nhole, leave the space of two open, work

2 Buttonhole, leave the space of two open, work 2

Buttonhole, leave the space of two open, work 8 Buttcmholc,

leave the space of two open, work 2 Butt(mh()le, leave the

space of two open, work 2 Buttonhole. Fourth row

—

work 4 Buttonhole, leave the space of two open, work 2

Buttonhole, leave the space of two open, work 10 Button-

hole, leave the space of two open, work 2 Buttonhole,

leave the space of two open, work 4 Buttonhole. Fifth

row—work 6 Buttonhole, leave the space of two open,

work 14 Buttonhiile, leave the space of two open, and

work 6 Buttonhole. Sixth row—work 19 Buttonhole,

leave the space of two open, and work 19 Buttonhole.

Seventh row—work 17 Buttonhole, leave the space of

two open, work 2 Butt<mlu jIc, leave the space of two

open, and work 17 Buttonhole. Eighth row—work

15 Buttonhole, leave the space of two open, work 2

Buttonhoh^ leave the space of two open, work 2 Button-

hole, leave the space of two open, and work 15 Buttonhole.

Ninth row—work 17 Buttonhole, leave the space of two

open, work 2 Buttonhole, leave the space of two open, and

work 17 Buttonh(.)le. Tenth row—work 19 Buttonhole,

leave the space of twi> open, and work 19 Buttonhole.

Repeat from *, ami work the ten rows in the same order

to end of space.

Diamond Linen.—This is also known as Diaper, and

tlie name includes several varieties of the latter, such as

Bird's-eye, Fish-eye, and Russian Diaper. See Diapee.

Diamond Netting.—Sec Netting.

Diamonds.—A stitch used in Macrame lace to vary

the design. It consists of Maceame Knots made over

slanted threads, that are called Leadees. There are three

ways of making Diamonds: The Single, which is composed
of a singh," Leader from right and left hand, slanting out-

wards to a certain distance, and then retui-ning to the

centre so as to form a Diamond. The Double, made with

a greater number of threads, and with two Leaders on
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each side; and tlie Tvehlc, with more threads, and with
three Leaders on each side. To Worh a Single Dlmnond :

Take twelve tlireads and divide them, make the seventh
thread into a Leader, and slant it down from left to right
in an angle

;
make a Macrame Knot upon it with the

eighth thread, then with the ninth, and si5 on to the twelfth.
Pin it down to the Pillow, and pick up the si.xth thread.
Turn this over the first tlireads from left to right in a
reverse direction to the other Leader, and make Macramc
Knots upon it; commence with the fifth thread and work
all up. Pin it to the Pillow, and slant it back in a diamond
shape to the centre. Use the same thread as Leader, and
work Macrame Knots upon it with the others in their

order ; then take the Leader left at the riglit hand, slant

it to the centre, and work it over with Macrame Knots

;

when the two Leaders meet tie them together. To Worl- a

Dojible Diamond : Double the amount of threads, so that

there are twelve upon each side, and make two Leaders on
each side. With twelve threads on each side, the two
right hand Leaders will be the first and second threads

of the second set of twelve ; commence by knotting the

threads round the second thread first, and then knot them
round the first. The two threads for Leaders on the left

hand are the eleventh and twelfth of the first twelve

threads, counting from left to right. Work the eleventh

as a Leader first, and knot upon it ;ill the other threads,

then knot them all upon the twelfth. To Work a Trehle

Diamond: Sixteen threads and three Leaders upon each

side are necessaiy. The Leaders are the first three on the

right hand and the last three on the left hand, and the

work is similar to that in the other Diamonds.

Diaper.—Originally denoting a rich material decorated

with raised embroidery. The term is now generally em-

ployed to denote figured linen cloth, the design )_ieing very

small, and generally diamond-shaped. It is also used to

signify a towel

:

Let one attend him with a silver basin,

Another bear the ewer, the third a diaper.
—Shakespeare.

Diaper is a damask linen, manufactured in Ireland and Scot-

land ; but there is a kind called Union, composed of linen

and cotton, and there are cotton ones likewise, including

Russian Diaper. The finest linen Diapers, with the smallest

Diamond, Pish, or Bird's-eye patterns, are chiefly used for

infants' pinafores, and other articles of their dress. The

name of this material is derived from that of the city in

Flanders where the manufactm-e originated, being f(n-merly

called d'yji-e—or, of Tpres. The Bu-ds'-eye may be had in

either linen or cotton, the former measuring from 34 inches

to U inches in width, the latter 34 inches ;
Pheasant-eye

or Fish-eye measures from 36 inches to 44 inches in width,

Russia linen Diaper may be had in four varieties—the

cream-coloured, at 21 inches, the half-bleached Irish at 24

inches, the Basket-pattern (Barnsley) at 20 inches, and the

Fancy Bamsley (which is an extra heavy cloth) at 32

inches in width.

Diaper Couching.—A variety of Couching used in

Church work, and made as follows : Lay down upon a flat

foundation, even and close together, lines of floss silk.

Secure these by bringing a thread of purse silk from the

back of the material, pass it oyer two, three, or four strand^

of floss silk, so as to form a aucooasioii of Crosses,

Diamonds, or other Diaper patterns, and return to Ijack o{

material, (SVt> Couching,

Diapliane.—A woven silk stuff, having transparent

coloured figures, and for some years past out of use, and

scarcely to lie procured,

Dice Holes.—This is a .stiteh. shown in Fig. 292, used

in Honiton and

E
Fin. 292. Dice Hole,?.

I
other Pillow,

made lace, as a

Filling or a

straight Beaid.

The manner of

working it is fully explained in Braids, as it is easier to

learn to make it as a Braid than a Filling. See Braids.

Fio. 293. DIEPPE POINT—Destelle a i,a Vieege.

Dieppe Point.—The two centres of the Normandy lace

trade are Dieppe and Havre, and the manufacture in both

towns is very ancient, dating back to before the introduc-

tion into France of Alencon. Normandy laces are among

those enumerated in the "Revolt des Passenicns," a pro-

test made to Colbert liy the original lace workers against

the manufacture of Alencon. Brussels, Mechlin, Point

de Paris, and Yalencieuues were all made duiiug the

X
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seventeenth and eigliteeuth centuries in Normandy, but

the true Dieppe Point was a kind of Valenciennes made

with three instead of four threads, which received many

local names, the narrow make being known as Ave Maria

and Poussin, the wider and double grounded as Dentelle Ti

la Yierge, of which Fig. 293, p. 153, is a specimen. The laces

of Havre were considered superior to those of Dieppe, but

the manufacture of both was nearly destroyed at the time

of the Revolution, and though the Dieppe lace manu-

facturies were restored in 1820, and were afterwards

encouraged by Napoleon III., the trade has almost dis-

appeared, owing to the cheap machine laces.

Dimity.—A cotton fabric, originally imported from

Damietta, the Dimyat of the Arabs. It is made both

striped and cross-barred, plain and twilled, and is stout in

texture, being made of double thread, with the pattern

raised. The designs are various, and some are not only

embossed, but printed. They are employed both for Ijed-

room hangings and fui-niture, and for othei' articles, and

were in old times utilised for women's petticoats. Dimity

is made in two widths, 27 inches and 32 inches.

Dimity Binding.—This is also called Bed Lace, and is

a kind of Galloon, having plain edges, and a pattern raised

in the weaving down the centre of the braid. It may also

be had twilled and in diamond patterns. It is sold by the

gross, in two pieces, of 72 yards each.

Distaff.—An implement formerly employed in spinning-

flax, tow, or wool. It consisted of a staff, round which

the yarn was wound, and in early times held under the

arm of the spinster and subsequently placed upright in a

stand before her. The distaff was introduced into England,

by the Italians, in the fifteenth century.

Doeskin Cloth.—This cloth is distinguished by having

a smooth dressiag on the upper surface. It is made of

different qualities, in thickness and colour, and employed for

clerical garments, and riding trousers. The single-milled

doeskins measure from 27 inches to 29 inches in width.

Doeskin Leather.—This leather, being softer and
more pliant than buckskin, is employed fcjr riding and
driving gloves. It is thick, durable, and, being dressed in

a particular manner, washes well. The seat <>i the manu-
factory of doeskin gloves is at Woodstock, Oxon.

Doeskins.—These woollen stuffs are classed among
Nabrow Cloths, and so distinguished from Broad
Cloths (which see). The single-milled Doeskins measure
from 27 inches to 29 inches in width.

Domett.—A plain cloth, of open make, of which the

warp is of cotton and the weft of wool. It is a description

of Baize, and resembles a kind of white flannel made in

Germany. It is manufactured both in white and black,

the former of 28 inches in width, the latter of 36 inches,

and there are 46 yards in the piece. Both kinds are used
as lining materials in articles of dress, and in America to

line coffin caskets likewise.

Dornick.—This is also written Darnex and Dornek. A
stout Damask linen, made at Tournai, in Belgium, for

hangings, as well as for table linen.

Dornock.—A stout description of linen cloth, figured

and designed for a common style of table cloths. It affords

the most simple example of all the varieties of Diaper or

Damask, and takes its name from the town where it is made

in Sutherlandshire, on the Firth of Domock.

Dorrock.—A coarse linen fabric made for household

purposes, and chiefly for table cloths. It closely resembles

Diaper, being decorated with squares or checkers in the

weaving. The manufacture originated at the town of

Dorrock, in Scotland, whence its name.

Dorsetshire Lace.—From the time of Charles II. to

the middle of the eighteenth century Dorsetshire was

celebrated both for its Bone and Point laces, which were

considered the best productions of the English market,

and were not inferior to the laces of Flanders. Blandford,

Sherborne, and Lyme Regis were the towns that produced

the best kinds. No specimens of the lace seem to have

been preseiwed, but it is believed to have been a kind

of Point d'Argentan. After the trade dechned no lace

seems to have been made in Dorsetshire, but at the present

time along the coast, and at Lyme Regis, Honiton lace

sprigs are manufactured.

Dorsour.—A species of cloth, made in Scotland, ex-

pressly for the wall-hangings of halls or chapels, to supply

the place of Tapestry. The name is probably a corruption

of Dorsal, pertaining to the back, derived from the Latin

Dorsum, the back. These hangings wei'e probably placed

behind the altar or the seats, or employed for the purposes

of portieres, to preserve the people from draughts behind

them at the entrance doors.

Dot. — An Embroidery stitch used in all kinds of

fancy work, and known as Point de Pois and Point d'Or.

To make : Ootline a small round, and Overcast it.

Work in the stitches all one way, and fill up the round

space with them.

Dotted Stitch.—Dot is the right temi.

Double Bar.—A stitch used in the making of Macrame

lace. To work : Work with three or four strands of

thread, according to the thickness of the Bae required, and

tie these together with a succession of Maceame Knots.

See Maceame.

Double Coral Stitch.—An Embroidery stitch much
used in Ticking Work and for ornamenting linen. It is

composed of a straight centre line, with long Buttonhole
stitches branching from it on each side in a slanting

direction and at even distances. To work : Bring the

thread up in the line, hold it down in a straight line and

at a short distance from where it came up, put the needle

in on the right side of this line in a slanting direction,

bring it out in the straight line and over the thread

held down, and draw up thread ; repeat the stitch on the

left side, then on the right, and continue working stitches

on the left and right of the centre line. See CoRAL
Stitch.

Double Crochet.—A stitch used in Double Crochet,

and made as follows : Put the cotton round the hook, and

di-aw it through the foundation ; cotton again round hook,

and draw it through the two loops. See Crochet, p. 121,
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Double Cross Stitch.—An Embix.idery stitch used
to ornament cloth, linen, and silk materials, and worked
with line No. 100 Embroidery Cotton or Purse silk. To

Sonble Feather.—A variety of Feather Stitch, and

worked thus: Hold the material in the left hand, bring up

the cotton, and hold it under the left thumb; put the needle

Fig, 2.94. DOUBLE CEOSS STITCH—Detail A.

work : Make a series of evenly placed Heeeingbone
stitches across the space to be filled and as wide apart as

shown in Fig. 294, Detail A. To finish the stitch as a

plain Double Cross, make a return line of Herringbone in

between the points of the Herringbone already worked.

To finish the stitch as a Double Cross stitch oniamented
with Knots, as shown in Fig. 294, Detail A, which is the

stitch usually made, return the thread at the side of

the line already made so as to make a do\ible line, and
cross it twice with ornamental Knots. Hold the fixed

and working threads together, and cross them with a

foimdation of Buttonhole stitches, over which work
Overcast Stitch until a Knot is formed. Secm-e the

second line close to the first with a Herringbone \See Fig.

295, Detail Bl, and continue the double line to end of space.

Then make a single line of Hemngbone between the

points as in plain Double Cross (Fig. 29.5, Detail Bl, and

ornament the plain line with a double thread and Knots.

into the material on the

figures 1 and 2

DocDLE Feather
Stitch.

Fig.

eft side, on a level with the place

where the cotton was brought

up, but one-eighth of an inch

away from it ; make a stitch,

slightly slant the needle in do-

ing so from left to right (see

Fig. 296), and draw the cotton

up, keeping the thumb upon it

and the needle over it. Again
insert the needle to the left on

a level with the lower part of the

last stitch, but one-eighth of an

inch from it, and in a slightly

slanting direction. Draw up
as before. To return: Put the

needle in to the right of the

last stitch, as sho-n-n by the

96, hold the cotton with the

Fig. 293. DOUBLE CROSS STITCH-Deiail B.

Double Diamonds.—A stitch in Macramc lace, made
with a slanting thread covered with Maceame Knots,

worked like Single Diamonds, but with twelve threads

upon eaoh side and two Leaders. See Diamonds.

thumb and draw it up as before, and repeat the stitch to

the right. Continue to work two stitches to the right

and two to the left until the space is filled. The l:>eauty

of Double Feather consists in the perfect Vandyke line
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it niiikes iluwn the imitcrinl wlion worked with regular

and even stitches.

Double Knitting.—A stitch iu Knitting, which, pro-

ducing ;i doiitile instead of a single well, is espeeially

useful when light and yet warm articles are to l)c knitted.

The double web is formed Ijy every other stitch of a

row being a Slip Stitch and the intermediate one a.

Plain stitch : the Slip stitch is worked in the next row,

while the Plain stitch, wm-ked in the fir.st I'ow, is slipped

in the seei.ind. To knit : Cast (jn an even number of

stitches, miss the first stitch, knit one, wool forward,

slip the nest stitch, pass the wool back, knit the next

stitch, and continue slipjiiug and knitting for the whole id'

the rc.iw ; work last stitch plain. Second row—knit the

slip stitch and slip the knitted. To make Iodsc Double

Knitting put the wool twice rcamd the needle instead of

once when knitting. See Knitting.

DouWe Knots.—A knot used iu Tatted Crochet, and

made' as follows : Commence with 3 Chain, make a loop

with th(_' cotton round the left hand fiji'efinger, and hold it

down with the' thuiuli. (Sec Pig. 2!J7.) Insert the hook

ovei' the front thread and under Ijack, and draw up the

Fill. 207. Double Khot.

Tic. Li'JS. Double Knot—Detail A.

thread on to the hoi.ik. Now change tlie arrangement cif

the loop on the left hand with a twist of that hand (,;fc

Fig. 29S, Detail A), and insert the hocjk this time under the
first thread and over the second, then draw the loop on to
the hook. See Ceochet, p. llfi.

Double Long Treble.—A .stitch used in Cnjchet as a
variety to Treble Crochet. To work : Wind the cotton

three times round the hook, put the hook through the

Foundation, and draw the cotton through as a loop, *

take cotton on the hook and draw through 2 loops, and
repeat from * 3 times. The stitch is a long one, and one

not often required. See Crochet, p. 127.

Double Overcast Stitch.—This is Buttonhole stitch

worked in a straight line. To work : Trace the outline and

run along it a straight line of Embroidery cotton. Over

this work an even and continuous series of Buttonholes,
using the run line as a guide to keep the Buttonholes per-

fectly even. See Buttonhole.

Double Point de Brussels.—A stitch used in Needle-

point laces as a Filling. To work: Make a Buttonhole
stitch at a distance of one-eighth of an inch from the com-

mencement of the space to be filled, then a second close

to it ; miss one-eighth of an inch, carry the thread along

it as a loop, and work 2 Buttonholes, and continue to

miss a space and work 2 Buttonholes to the end of the

row. To work back ; In the loops made in the last row
work 2 Buttonholes, and make loops under the Button-

holes of the first row. Repeat the second row to the end

of the space, and work loosely.

Doubles.—Thick, narrow, black ribbons, made for shoe-

strings. They are supposed to be entirely of silk, but are

mixed with cotton, and are done up in rolls of 36 yards

each, four to the gross. The widths are known as two-

penny, threepenny, sixpenny, and eightpenny. Watered

Doubles are called Pads. Sec Bindings.

Double Satin Stitch.—A Satin Stitch worked over a

prepared foundation, and similar to Raised Satin Stitch

(which see).

Double Square.—An Embroidery stitch, also known
as Queen stitch. It is formed of LoNo or Satin
Stitches, arranged as squares, one within the other. To
work

;
Make the outside square first, with four Satin

stitches, then work a smaller square inside it, with four

shorter Satin stitches.

Double Stitch. — Used iu Berlin Work and in

Tatting. In Berlin work it is a variety of Tent stitch,

and made thus : Cross a Sfjuare of four threads of canvas
in the centre with a Tent Stitch, and fill up the square
with a small Tent stitch placed on each side of the first

made and long Tent stitch. See Berlin Work.
In Tatting, pass the thread to the back of the hand,

push the shuttle; upwards between first and second finger,

and draw up, then work the usual Tattinq Stitch. See

Tatting.

Double Warp.—A cotton cloth in which the warp and
weft are of a uniform size. This kind of calico, being
stout and heavy, is in much request for sheetings. The
width varies from 2 to 3 yards.

Doublures.—A French term to signify Linings.

Dowlas.—A strong, coarse, half unbleached, linen cloth,

made for sheeting, chiefly manufactured in Yorkshire,
Dundee, and Foi-farshire. It is now much superseded by
calico. It is also made and used by the peasantry in

Brittany fi^r common shirts, aprons, and towels. It
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measures 35 inches in width, and is

Sec Linen.
L)f various qualities.

Mistress Quioklt.—I bought you a dozen of shirts.

Falstaff.—Dowlas, filthy dowlas ; I have given them
away, &e.

—Merrij Wives of Windsor.

Dowlas Towelling.—A half-ljleached eluth, the threads

of which are round, like Russian Crash. The width varies

from 25 inches to 35 inches. It is made and used by the

poorer classes in Brittany.

Down.—The soft and almost stemless feathers of birds,

such as of swans, geese, eider ducks, &c., employed in

needlework for ijuilting into skirts, quilts, tea cosies,

di'essing-gowus, Ac. Before using, the feathers under-

go a process of washing and purification, so as not only to

cleanse, but to free them from any implcasant odour. Down
is sold by the pound, the white being regarded as superior to

the gi'ey. That of the eider duck is the best to be pro-

cured for ruifs for the neck, muils, linings of hoods, and
trimmings for infants' cloaks. Opera cloaks are also made
of the white swans' down.

Drabbet.—A description of coarse linen material or

duck, made at Barnsley. It is heavy in quality and

twilled, and is made both undycd and in colours, and may
likewise be had in widths of 27 inches and 30 inches

respectively.

Drab Cloth,.—A dun-eoloured woollen cloth, woven
thick, and double-milled ; it is employed for overcoats, and
is manufactured in Yorkshire.

Drafting.—This is sometimes known as drawing or

delineating a pattern or diagram, and is a technical term

employed in reference to the execution of outline plans for

needlework, and the cutting out of materials employed

for the same.

Drap.—The French term signifying Cloth.

Drape.—A term employed in dressmaking and up-

holstery, signifying the decorative arrangement of folds.

Drap Sanglier.—A loosely made, all-wool French stuff,

44 inches in width. It is of rather a coarse grain, plainly

woven, and has a good deal of nap or roughness on the

face. It is more especially designed for the purposes of

mourning, and will be found lighter in wear, as a spring or

simimer travelling dress material, than its appearance

promises.

Drawbays.—A description of Lasting, being a double

warp worsted material, employed for making shcjcs and

boots, chiefly for women. It is 18 inches in width. Sec

Lasting.

Drawing.—A term employed in reference to the making

3f Gathers, by means of Running or Whipping, when the

thread used for the purijose must, of course, be drawn

through the material, in and out of the stitches taken,

leaving a number of small folds or gathers com^jressed

together. This thread is called a Drawing Thread. Rib-

ijons and tapes employed within casings, for the same pur-

pose, are called Drawing Strings.

Drawn Work.—One of the earliest and most ancient

"oi'ms of open work Embroidery, and the foundation of

Lace. It was known in the twelfth century as Opus

Tiratum and Puntj Tirato, and later as Hamburg
Point, Indian Work, Broderie de Nancy, Dresilcn

Point, Tonder Lace, and Drawn Work, and seems at

one time to have been known and worked all over Europ(_',

being used largely f<jr ecclesiastical purposes and for the

ornamentation of shrouds. The ancient specimens of

Drawn Work still to be seen are (^f^ such fine material as to

require a nuignifyiug glass. They were fw-med of fine

linen, the threads being retained in the parts where the

pattern was th'ck, and where it was open, cut, or drawn
away, no that only a sufficient numlier of warjj and wo(jf

threads were left to keep the work together, and these were
Buttonholed together (three to each stitch) so as to form
a groundwork of squares like Netting. The edges of the

pattern were also Buttonholed over. Fig. 2W is of a later

description of Drawn Work, and would Ijc known as Indian
Work, as its fouudati(_)u is muslin. It is two hundred

Pig. 299. DEAVfN WORK.

years old, and, as it ia unfinished, shows how the threads

were dra"\vn away and those retained for the thick parts of

the pattern and Buttonholed round. The gi'oimd of Fig.

2'J9 is not worked in Buttonhole squares, but is nuide in

the Honeycomb Reseau ground of lace. The leaves

and sprays forming the pattern are outlined round with

a thread and then Buttonholed before any threads are

drawn away. The threads going one way of the stuff are

then carefully cut for a short distance and pulled away,

and the Honeycomb ground, made with the threads that

are left. Overcast together in that shape. This kind of

Drawn Work is now quite obsolete, as is likewise the geo-

metrical, which succeeded these grounded flower patterns.

In the geometrical the threads that were retained were

Overcast together, and formed patterns without grounds.
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In Fig. 300 is given a pattern of Drawn Wtn'k in the

Retieella style wliicli has been revived. It is -n-orked as

follows : Take a piece of coarse linen, and draw wai-p and

woof threads away, so as to form a succession of squares

(this process has to be very carefully done or the squares

will not be perfect). Lea^'e si.^ threads each way between

the squares to form a supiport, and commence the work by

covering these threads. Divide the six threads in the

centre, and work Point de Reprise thickly over them,

first throw the thread over the three to the right and Ijring

it back to the centre, and then over the three to the left

and bring it back to the centre, as shown in illustration.

Work until the threads are quite covered. Pill the open

squares with Buttonhole stitches. Throw a thread

across the space as a loop, and cover it thickly with

Buttonholes ; leave it as one line, or continue to throw

adaptation of this kind, and is made thus : Draw the squares

out as in the last pattern, leaving sixteen to twenty threads

between each. Buttonhole round the outer edge of the

drawn part of the work with coloured silk, and then work

the Lace stitch. Thread the needle with coloured silk,

fasten it fii-nily to the edge, and loop it twice into the side

of one square, and when it conies to where the threads are

left, di^ade them in half, and loop it through one half of

them. Cross the thread over the thick undrawn parts, and

continue to loop it twice in every side of the square until

all the squares are worked round and all the left threads

secured. Then work the ornamental Wheel in the centres

of the open squares upon the loops. Make the Wheels of

three Buttonholes close together with a space left between

the ones made and the next to be worked. Three Button-

holes are worked in every loop, eight forming a Wheel.

Fig. SIX). DRAWN WO E K- RE TI C E LL A .

threads and Buttonhole them over and down to the first

line until the pattern is formed. Where this is done is

amply shown in the illustration, in many parts of which
the Buttonholed lines are given half finished, in others

completed and ornamented with PicoTS, while dotted lines

indicate where other fillings, formed of Buttonholed lines,

are to come. For the bordering, draw out threads, leave

an undrawn space Isetween, and work Hem Stitch first on
one drawn out line, and then upon the other. Take up
four threads in every Hem Stitch.

Drawn Work was frequently enriched with Embroidery
and Lace stitches made with culoured silks. Broderie de
Nancy, Dresden Point, and Hamburg Point were of this

description of Drawn Work. Fig, 301 (p, l.JO) is a modem

When Drawn Work is done upon fine linen, muslin, or

cambric foundations, it is tedious pulling out the threads

before any design is commenced; but upon such materials

as Cheese Cloth and open Linen canvas the whole of the

material can be drawn without trouble and embroidered.

The illustration (Fig. 302) is intended to be worked upon
coarse linen, and is made as follows : Draw out a succes-

sion of squares, leaving sixteen threads between each open

square. Take coarse knitting cotton or coloured silk,

and work down each square, twisting the left threads

thus ; Pick up the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth threads

upon the needle, and twist them over the first four threads,

draw the needle and silk through them, and pick up the

thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and aisteenth threads
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and di'aw tliem over the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and
thii-teenth threads; work in this way all down the left

threads, then turn the work, and work from the side in

squares on the material, leaving eight threads between

each square. Make Long Cross stitches as in Berlin
Work, with various coloured Chenilles or wools, so as to

\&4i

FiQ. 301. DRAWN WORK.

the same manner, knotting the silk together where it

meets as shown in illustration.

Fig. 303. Deawn Woek.

Fig. 303 is a pattern intended to be worked upon

loarse Cheese Cloth. It is ornamented with fine Chenille

ir wool instead of silk, and is worked thus : Praw out

secure the threads that are left. Work the under or dark

line of stitches first, fasten the dark coloured Chenille into'

one of the oj^eu squares, miss the open square upon the

next row, and loop into the square on the right in the third

row, making the first half of a Cross Stitch. Bring the

Fig. 303. Dkawn Woek.

needle out to the left through the open space on that side,

and finish the Cross stitch by returning it Ijack to the first

row into the space on the right hand to where it first

began. Continue to make this Cross stitch until all the

spaces are filled or covered over. Then take light Chenille,
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and work witli it over the dark Chenille in the same stitch,

looping it into the squares that were only covered in the

first row.

The Borders that can be made with Drawn Work arc

very numerous, and are mxich used as ornamental finishes

to Embroideries upon linen and other washing materials,

not finly in needleworks coming fi'om India, Tui'key, and

Arabia., liut l>y English ladies for Ecclesiastical linen and

for Crewel Work. The first of the stitches used is Hem
Stitch, to secure the threads, liut after that Eancy

stitches arc worked to emliellish them. Fig. 304 shows

Fifi. 3f>i. De.iwn 'Wobk.

two stitches much employed for l^orders. To woi-k the one

on the left hand : Draw out the threads one way of the stuff

to the width of three-quarters of an inch, and commence
the work on the wrong side of the material, and hold it so

that the left threads are in a horizontal position, and W(U'k

in a straight line d<"i^vn them and close to the undra-n-n

matci-ial Secure the tln'cad, and make the Hem stitch

thus : Take up eight threads on the needle, and loop them
with the thread, as if making a Buttonhole Stitch :

Draw up tight, and make a short stitch into the material

to secure the thread and make another Hem stitch, then

take up eight more threads on the needle and repeat.

W(U-k down one side and then down the other, at the top

and liottom of the drawn out space. lusei't a centre lin(.'

made of crochet cotton, twist the threads round it ; take

four threads from the first Hem stitch, and four from the

next Hem stitch for each twist, sfi as to give the plaited

look to the threads shown in the illustration. For the

stitch upon the right hand side of Fig. 3()1. : Draw out

threads to the width required, and work at the Ijack of

the matei'ial, holding it as before-mentioned. Hem stitch

as before at the top and bottom of the space, biut

enclose four threads instead of eight in every Hem stitch.

Cover with a line of Buttonhole the threads compf)sing

every seventh Hem stitch, and make a narrow slantiuf

line running across the six Hem stitches between the ones
Butt<.inholed, with four Buttonholes worked across every
two stitches.

Fig. 305 is worked thus ; Draw out the threads length-

ways of the material. First draw out 0, then leave 3,

draw out another 6, lea-\'e 3, dra-\v out 12, leave 3, draw-

out 12, leave 3, draw out 6, leave 3, draw out 6, and
leave 3. Then Buttonhole the top and the Ijottom edo-e

of the drawn space (use fine Lace cotton for so doino),

and secure the left threads together in loops at the same
time, making six threads into one loop. Make a loop
by twisting the cotton twice round the six threads and
drawing it up. Turn the work and hold it as btdore
mentioned. Work the second line in Hem Stitch as
before described, and for the third line make a Chain
Stitch line with cotton down the centre, drawing up

twelve threads in every Chain stitch,

and Hem stitch lines for the remaining

Repeat the Chain

spaces.

Fig . 305, Drawn Work.

To work Fig. 306 : Draw out threads of the material

one-eighth of an inch deep, leave three threads, draw out

threads f<ir a space of half an inch, then leave three

threads and draw out for one-eighth of an inch. Work at

the back of the material from left to right. Take up six

threads on the needle, and make them into a loop by
twisting the thread twice round them, rim the needle
slantwise through the three threads left undrawn, then
take three of the threads just secured, and three in front

[" Ax BKffiillflltW

Fig. "XA. Dcawn Work.

of them, and make a loop of them upon the side of the
three undrawn threads nearest the centre of the work.
Continue to work these two loops one upon each side of

the left three threads until the line is finished. Work the

line similar to this, and opposite it before the centre line.

For the centre line : Take one cluster of six threads and
three threads from the cluster upon each side, and OvEE-
cast them together, keeping the knot thus made m the
centre of the line. Finish each knot off, and do not carry
the cotton from one to the other.

T.) work Fig. 307 : Draw out an inch of lengthways
threads on the material, and leave three threads three
times. Work at liack of the material, and Hem Stitch
top and bottom of the space, and also three times in the
centre

;
the threads that are left use as a groundwork for

the three centre lines of Hem stitch. Secure six threads
with every Hem stitch, take three from one stitch and
three from the next in the second line. Work the original
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six together for tlie third line, and repeat the second and

third line for the fourth and fifth. The Hem stitching

being finished, ornament it by Overcasting two stitches

Fig. 307. Dii..vwn Wouk.

together with coloured silk, and work these Overcast

stitches in a Vandyke line over the whole of the inch of

Drawn threads, as shown in Pig. 307.

To work Fig. 308 : Draw out six threads of the material.

and leave three threads, then draw out threads to an inch

in depth of the material, then leave three threads, and
draw out six threads. Work lines of Buttonhole down
the upright threads upon the right side of mateiial, and

take in four threads into each line. When all the threads

Fig. .308. Drawn Wobk.

are Buttonholed over, take a narrow jiiece of riljbon, and

run it through the lines thus : Take up the third line and
twist it over the first, put the ribbon over it and pass

the ribbon through the second line, twist the first line over

the second and third, and pass the ribbon over it. Treat

all the Buttonholed lines in this way.

Dresden Point.—The exact date of the introduction

of lace making into Germany is still a matter of dispute,

but there is no doubt that the movement owed much of its

success to the labours of Barbara Uttmann (boni 1514,

died 1575), who, with the hope of lessening the poverty of

her countrywomen, founded a lace school at Annaljerg,

and, with assistance from Flanders, taught Pillow lace-

making to 30,000 persons. To her labours may be added

the help given to the manufactory by the constant passing

over into Germany of French and Spanish refugees, many
of whom brought with them the secrets of their various

trades. For some time the laces of Germany were simply

copies of the common peasant laces made in France and

Spaia, and were only known to and bought by the non-

wealthy classes, but gradually copies of better kinds of

laces were attempted, and Silk Blondes, Plaited Gold

and Silver Laces, Point d'Espagne, Bi-ussels, and Mech-
lin laces were produced. Dresden became celebrated

eueueueiitTCrreitteerieTifaieiierfeuefieife^ftueireneteneyeueentury and

for the whole of the cightei-nth not for a Pillow lace, Ijut

ion a Drawn lace, an iraitati<jn of the Italian Punto

Tiratii, in which a piece of linen was ci;inverti;(l intu lace

by some of its threads lieing drawn away, souk,' retained to

form a pattern, and othci's worked togetlier to form si:juai'e

meshes. This Dresden Point was likewise embroidered

with fine stitchery, and was largely bought by the wealthy

during the time of its excellence. At present its manu-

facture has died out, and Dresden only pjroduces either

coai'se Pillow lace or imitations of old Brussels.

Dressed Pillow.—A term used Ijy lace makers to

intimate that all the accessories necessary for the ait are

in their proper positions. These are : A Pillow (for

Honiton lace this is flat, for Brussels round) (see Pillow),

three covers for the same \see Cover Cloths), a hank

of lace thread, a hank of shiny thread, known as a

Gimp, fi>ur dozen pairs of boljbins. lace pins and common
pins, a small soft piucushiiiu, a needle pin or darning

Fm. ;!09. DEESSED PILLOW, iviTU Lace in Peoces.s of llAKiNr..

needle with a sealing wax head, a fine crochet hook, a

l;)ol3liin Ijag, a pair of sharp scissors in sheath, and a pas-

senient pattern. The bobbin liag is made not so long as

the l)ol)b>ins, and stitched up in compartments, so that

each division hrilds twelve pairs of boljbins ;
it is finished

with a little t(jngue by which to pin it to the Pillow, as are

also the pincushion and the scissor sheath. The fine

crochet hook is required to make the Sewings, and is

stuck into the pincushion, with the pins and the darning

needle, the latter Ijeing required to prick patterns and wind

up thread.

The Pillow is dressed as follows : Lay the under Cover

Cloth on the Pillow before the passement is adjusted, then

the passement, over whose lower end pin a second cover

cloth so that it is under the bobbins and protects them

from getting entangled in the pricked pattern. The pin-

cushion, the scissor sheath, and biobljin bag pin on to

the right hand side of the pillow, tti be out of the way of

the work, and the Pillow is then ready to receive the

bobbins and commence the lace. Fig. 300 illustrates a

Y
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Di-essed Pillow, with a piece of Lace Braid in making upon

it. The first Cover Cloth is tied on with ril:.b<:.ns
;
the

second at the lower end of the Pillow is shown white. The

passement is covered with the lace already made, which is

secured to it by the pins pushed through its pricked holes

in the process of workmg. The tuft of threads at the top

of the Pillow show where the bohbia threads are tied

together and pinned on to the pattern, the Passive Bobbins

are laid down over the second Cover Cloth, while the

Dressing Frame—A frame shaped like the trunk of

a human body to the waist, and thence extending outwards

like the skirt of a dress. It is made of steel wires, and

upon it dresses and skirts are placed for the purpose of

draping, and otherwise arranging the costume in making it.

Dressmaking.—The first step to be taken in Dress-

making is to cut out the material. For all rules of general

application, as well as for certain notes having especial

reference to Dressmaking, see Cutting-out.

Fig. 310. DIAGEAMS FOE TAKING MEASUREMENTS WITH A TAPE.

Workers are pinned up on each side of the passement, so

as not to become entangled.

Dressing.—The stiffening, or glaze, applied to silk,

linen, or cotton fabrics, to give an artificial suljstance and

firmness. It is made of cliina clay, starch, or gum. In

the selection of Calico and Longcloth for underlinen, it is

expedient to rub the end of the piece to remove the Dress-

ing, so as the better to ascertain the real quality and
substance of the cloth, which is sometimes much disguised

by it, and thi s given a fictitious excellence.

The above diagrams (Pig. 310) will indicate to the dress-

maker the exact method of taking measurements by means

of a measuring-tape, thus oliviating the necessity for

supplying further directions. The tape marks show the

manner in which the measurements are to be taken from

point to point.

Commencing with the s\ii\-t, the following may be

regarded as the order in which the work is to be carried

out : Always run the semm down from top to bottom,

so that if any uncvenness should occur it may be pared oS
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from the latter edge, but if cut out accurately there will be

nothlBg to spare. When a gored edge is put next a

selvedge, take great care that it be not stretclied, nor

too loosely fixed ti:i the other piicce. Begin by uniting

the gores on either side neai-est the front width, then the

next gores to those right and left, and so on to the back.

The stitching should be \ inch from the edges, the placket

hole opening left unjoined in the seam of the back •« iilth

on the left hand side, which is the usual place for it, if the

skirt or tunic be separate from the bodice. If the dress be

unHned, sew over each edge of the seams separately, using

fine cotton, and neither work toi.i closely, niir jiull the

thread tightly. When all are over-sewn, press open the

joins with an iron, l:iy laying a wooden roller longwise up

the joins underneath them, on the right side of the dress,

and ironing up the centre of the separated edges on the

wi'ong side. Very stout or springing materials need a

damp cloth laid over the seam to be pressed, A broom
handle is the best roller, and it is well worth while for

one to be kept for the purpose, covered with two or

three layers of iri.ining cloth sewn round it. By using

a roUer the heater only presses on the actual stitching

of the seam, and not on the turnings, the marks of

which always show through on the right side, if the

seams be pressed open on a tal;de. With silk it is better

to lay a dry cloth over the seam to be ironed on, instead

of nibbing the heater immediately upon the silk. The very

delicately tinted, such as French .grey, dove, and lavender,

must not have a veiy hot iron applied ; and it is better

not to rest the seam on a roller, l^ut to get two persons

to hold the seams, at the top and bottom, pulling firmly,

while a third shall pass the iron up and down the parted

elges of the join. Cotton aul other washing skirts do not

need the turnings quite so wide as \ inch, and the two edges

are sewn over together insteatl of Ijeing opened. Gauze,

thin barege, or any yielding, flimsy material, is usually

joined by a Mais'tua Maker's Hem, and, whenever possible,

the selvedge of it is used for the turning which is hemmed
down, thus saving an extra fold of the stuff.

If the dress be gored, but not lined, and a shaped facing

used, tack it smoothly round the bottom after the seams

have been pressed, and then Hem the cover and lining

up to the li inches allowed in the length when it was cut.

of course only putting the needle into the hem and the

lining, not taking it through to the face. The top edge

must be hemmed with small stitches taken very far apart,

and with fine silk or cotton.

With jjciiiconis, or round shirts that are little gored, it

is quicker not to stitch up the hem after the facing is

tacked in, but to place the right side of the facing against

the right side of the skirt, and projecting beyond it as

much as the hem of stuff which has been accounted for

;

then run the dress stufl: against the facing, i inch within the

edge, and aftersvards turn the facing over on to the inside

of the skirt, and hem down the upper edge. Pull the lining

up a little higher than the actual depth of the hem, so as

to make the extreme edge of the dress of double material.

Whatever trimming, in the way of flounces, &ic., has

been prepared, is now put on the skirt. Begin with the

„boi.toTO, r/iw in„boTi7.ojita.l.,ti:in)uiinp'-„and, fi,x I't by having

the hem, and not the waist, of the skirt over the left arm

while the running is executed ; the trimming being first

fixed in its place with pins. Work diagonal and longi-

tudinal pufl:'s, quillings, or ruclies from the waist to the

feet, and lie careful that the fulness of puiis decrease

towards the top. These trimmings, however, mostly apply

to ball dresses, and in making transparent skirts, it is

more convenient to leave a join (one of those next the

train) open, until after the trimmings have all been put

on, and join it up subsequently; for if they be of net,

tarlatan, grenadine, tulle, or gauze, the running on of such

flounces or pufl:s should be done from the inside of the

skirt, as the drawing threads and pins are as plainly visible

from that as the right side, and there being then nothing

in which the sewing cotton can be caught, the work is more

rapid, and becomes less tumbled. Always use a long straw

needle. No. -5 or 6, and avoid coarse cotton.

After the trimming, make the 'plachet hole, which needs

a facing on the right-hand side, and a false hem on the

left, when the placket fastens behind. Cut the facing and

false hem on the bias or the straight, according to the

lireadth to which they are attached, and the false hem
ought to be quite Ih inches wide.

Next sew on the iraisthnnd, and let it be as much
longer than the waist, as the placket hole's False Hem is

wide. Turn down the waist edge for the i inch allowed in

the cutting, and sew the top of the False Hem for its width

to the left end of the band, and stitch two eyes on in a

line mth the sewing of the false hem. Pin the band with

its right side to that of the skirt, and hold it with the

band towards you, while sewing the two together strongly.

The fulness, which is either pleated, or gathered at the

back (jf the waist, must also lie kept from you while being

i?ewn to the belt. The size of the gathers depends on the

quantity of the skirt to be gathered into a certain space,

but the stitches are usually made an inch long on the

wrong side, and very small on the right, so that when the

gathering thread is drawn up, the inch is folded in half,

and makes Gathers -, inch deep. Sew these to the band at

their threaded edge, and then sew them over at the oppo-

site one, so as to keep all the comers regular, and make

the Gathers set in uniform folds. Sew the hooks a little

way in from the right hand end of the band, and a third

one, with eye corresponding, to keep up the lapped piece

which holds the false hem. Sixes are the best sized hooks

for waistbands.

Make the 2^ocket from the same stuff as the body

lining, the sides sloped off' to a point at the top. Face the

opening for the hand with dress material, and put a

strip of the same on the inside of the pocket opposite

the opening, so as not to show the white lining when the

pocket-hole bulges. Dot the edge of the pocket either with

a Mantua Maker's Hem, or stitch it on the inside close

to the edges, turn it inside out, and stitch it round again,

so as to inclose the raw turnings. The top of the pocket

should be about 9 inches from the waist.

Put the braid on last of all, and it looks and wears

better if f.dded in half, width way, and s.j used double.

Hem it on, and slightly ease it if ccdoured. as it shrinks

from damp. Black, and some dark shades will bear

Y 2
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shrinking prior to use, and whenever the shade will stand

the process, it is better to plimge the braid in boiling

water, that the scalding and subsequent drying may
prevent the necessity of easing it in hemming.

In making the bodice, Tack the lining, which has been

cut and fitted on, to the covering material near the edge

all round, including both sides of the darts, but the hem

tacking shoirld be further in than the others. Whe'u every

part of the lining is Basted to the material, and cut out by

it (leaving no margin beyond the lining, unless it l)c of a

stuif that frays greatly), turn do-mi tlie fronts, and Run
them near the folded edge, to keep them in shape until

the buttons and buttonholes be added, which will then fix

the front Hems, the turnings of which are not actually

hemmed down. After Tacking down the fronts, stitch the

seams, doing so closely, and being cautious to hold both

edges with equal firmness. Join down the centre of the

back nest, then attach the side pieces to it, by stitching

the edges together on the inside, if there be two or more

side pieces ; but when there is only one on each side, they

are sometimes stitched on from the outside, the edge of the

aide piece being tacked down and Basted in place on the

back, and then stitched very near the folded edge ; but this

is not an unalterable rule, and depends on whether the

taste of the day be to make seams conspicuous, or as little

observable as possible. The under arm seams follow, after

the side pieces are done, and then the shoulders. Always

begin the stitching of joins and darts at the top, and so

work downwards. Shave off any ravellings, and then

oversew the cover and lining together, on either side of

each seam, and press them open. The seam from neck

to arm is not opened, but the four layers are oversewn

together, and the piece turned towards the back, when
the sleeve and neckliand are added, which then confines

the ends of this shoulder seam. "With a clear bodice, such

as Swiss, book, or organdie muslin, join the shoulders

by a Mantua Maker's Hem, if both fronts and back be

plain ; but if the fronts be full and the back plain, tack

a piping cord, laid in a erossway casing, on the back

parts, and stitch the fronts to it. When a very thick

cord is laid up all the bodice seams, to act as a trimming,

cut away the ends of the cord, when it reaches the

seam into which it has to be stitched, like a pencil point,

until only enough of its centre remains to be held securely

in the stitching. If this thick cording be used for the

backs of bodices in which there are side pieces, which
run into the shoulder seam, that seam is then turned

forwards, instead of backwards, when the collar and sleeves

are put in.

Now make the buttonholes on the right front hem,
and mark their relative positions, each being sewn over

with fine cotton befoi'e it is worked with the twist.

Buttonholes with " bar " ends are nicest for silk,

washing, and thin stuff dresses ; but real cloth ought to

have proper tailors' buttonholes. If silk, velvet, or other

buttons without shanks be used, in sewing them on take

up so much of their base through the dress at the back

that the buttonhole, when extended over it, will not spread,

causing a looseness between each buttonhole. Thus, in

ordei- to leave room for the shank of the buttim, a little of

the hole should be cut away. A buttonhole, thus wider one

end than the other, must be worked round both ends

radiatingly, instead of with bai's. " Medium " twist (there

arc three sizes) is best for most dress materials, but

" coarse " is best for extra thick serge or cloth.

If there should be any trimming over the shoulder, or

down the fronts, ending at the basque edge, waistband, or

throat, it must now be put on, so that the ends may be

enclosed. When those parts are finished off', put on the

bodice, and button it up, and place a tacking thread where

the trimming is to go, as it is almost impossible to

obtain a correct square, or equidistant Brctelles, &c., by

sight alone, when the bodice is in the hand. It is quite

easy for the worker to do this for herself by standing

before a miiTor, placing pins where the trimming is to be,

and winding a cotton from one to another of those pins.

The back, being a flat surface, can be marked for the

trimming when the bodice is taken oft'. While it is on, see

that the neck is of a right height, pai-ticularly where the

shoulder seams end, and quite at the back, for if at all too

high there it will drag into creases. Put the neck band

on next. If a straight one of even height, cut it from

the straight of the material, and used it double, stitch one

edge on at the right side, and Fell the other down on

the wrong, but if very stout or rough, it must be of one

thickness for the outside, and a stiip of silk ran to

its top edge, and Felled down for the inside, over the

stitching made by the exterior of the band. Should the

neck band be one of those that stand out from the throat,

and are deeper at the back than the front, cut it of that

shape in book muslin, and cut the muslin (used as a

stift'enerl, the material, and its inner lining, with the direct

cross of the stuff' at the centre. In sewing on neck bands

or collars, do not draw them in the least degree.

Cord the ai-iiiholes now, if desired. Lay the cord in

the centre of a ^ inch bias casing and tack it there, so as

to use the cording ready made round the armhole, instead

of embedding the cord at the same time as tacking it on

the dress. Commence it immediately under the arm, not

at the seam, and cross the beginning and ending of the

cord.

The lower edge of the bodice has next to be seen to.

If one with a waistband, first run the tapes for whalebones
down the opened and pressed seams, at the darts and
under the arms, leaving the tops of the tapes (which
should not reach the armhole by 2i inches) open for the in-

sertion of the bones, when everything else has been done,

for when stitching in the sleeves it is easier to handle if

it be limp. Cut the bodice the right length, and i inch
additional in the first place, and then tack up the i inch, and
put a wide (1 inch) twilled tape on the inside, stitching it

from the outside close to the edge, and afterwards
hemming up the top of the tape.

A basque should be corded or faced on the inside, but
must never be itself hemmed up. Cut the facing on the
cross, U inches wide, and run it with its right side on that
of the basque about J inch from the edge, and aftenvards
turn it over to the inside and hem it up. Before running
on the facing, pull its edge so as to stretch it, to make it

take a better curve for the first running ; by doing so the
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inner edge can be hemmed up flatly, withnut baxing to

make any pleats, nnless the basque describes a point, or be

deeper in the middle than the sides, or vice vcr.<'i.

The sleeves are put m last. If of a plain coat shape.

lay the right sides of the linings together, and place

this on the top of the exterior stuff, -vvhich is also put face

to face ; then stitch all four through together, the hand

inserted between the tTvo linings, so as to draw the sleeve

through, and thus turn the top layer of lining ox'er to the

under side of the stuff, when the sleeve, though inside out,

will be completely lined, and the raw edges hidden by

bciug under the lining. If the coat sleeve be so tight as

to require pleats at the elbow, to give the arm play, the

joining ought not to be done in the foregoing way, but the

linings should be tacked to the stuff, and the halves

stitched together and Oveksewn. With sleeves so fitting

the arm as to need pleats, care must be taken not to leave

the lining in the least degree loose, or the strain then put

on its cover will make it ravel out at the seams. The
margin beyond the joining should not be more than 5 inch.

Ti'ansparent materials, such as gauze or grenadine, are

sometimes lined, and then the stuff' and lining should be

all closed together in the way first mentioned. While the

sleeve is inside out. iiin a band 2 inches vride on the edge

of the sleeve, by putting the band against its right side,

and so farthest from you. Begin it at the inner seam
of the aiTU, and on reaching the outer one, ease in the

band a little, and when again arrived at the inner seam,

fasten off, and then tui"n the -m-ist facing down on the

sleeve lining, and Fell it there, before closing the opening

at the seam with blind or Slip stitches. These are

made by inserting the needle under the fold of the hem,

and i-unning it in and out between the two inner sides,

out of sight, so as to form an invisilile connection be-

tween them. When a sleeve is to be trimmed by straight

rows of braid at the cuff', leave the inner seam undone
till the last, so as to lay the sleeve out flat for the

trimming, and when the seam is closed, stitch in the

ends of the braid. The cuff should be made up sepa-

rately, and applied to the sleeve by Slip-stitching the

two at the wi-ist, letting the cuff project the smallest

possible degi-ee beyond the edge. All cuffs should be made
on book muslin, whether deep and plain, ornamental, or

only a band dividing two frills. Sleeves that are in puff's

downwards, take the same extra length as do puffs that go

round—viz., about half as much again for opaque materials,

but net or tulle requires rather more, and these filmy

tissues are made on a foundation of the same, to keep the

puffs in place. Begin the i-unnings at the shoulder end,

commencing at the middle first (that where the elbow

seam is), and bring the rest nearer together towards
the wi-ist, so that the puffs may not be as large there

as at the top, then secui-e all with pins to regulate the

fidness, and mn down with fine cotton. For puff's that

go rotmd the arm ran a cord at the reqmred distances,

for a thi-ead alone does not give sufficient support. The
same rule applies to muslin, gauze, or gi-enadine, when
puffed longitudinally without a foundation. To prevent

their falling to the wrist when the sleeves are gathered

jtgtgr^f^f^i^'^^gf^t'^t^r^-t'^'^tg'fpgtgt'^t^'t^lrgt^t^gth of the

arm. from rimning to running, at the seam, and put a

second cord in more immediately under the arm. With
net or tulle, whether the puff's go up or round makes no

ditt'erence to the la}' of the material ; they must be laid in

the direction of the selvedge from shoulder tii hand. For
short sleeves for ball dresses cut the deepest part directly

on the cross of the lining, and when covered by a little

puff', make this by a bias strip, and pleat full}- as long again

as the lining. Single puff it rather than gather, doing the

top edge first in small single pleats all turned i:aie way,

and then the lower edge. l:>ut turn the pleats there in

the opiposite direction to those at the top. The m.nuh of

the sleeve may be faced with a narrow ribljon. or corded.

For long hanging sleeves cut the longest part ^ju the

straight way of the material. Transparent l:".>dices with

low linings, have long transparent sleeves over short thick

ones, the edge is piped, and short and long sleeves are

tacked together, that they may be attached to the ai-m-

hole by one stitching. The stitching must be very firm,

and with stout thread, and the raw edges should be sewn
o-i'cr. When no Ci:>rding is put roimd the armholes, take

care not to pull it on the sleeve, and in addition to firm

stitching. Hem a silk ribbon over the turnings, the ribbon

being of the precise width to allow of hemming each

edge on the line of stitches made by putting in the

sleeve.

Low bodices may be finished at the neck in two ways.

Sometimes the edge is tmned down, and a ', inch wide

sarsenet ribljon hemmed over it on the inside, the ribbon
being used as a runner for a string (silk lace) to di-aw the

top to the figure ; the other plan is to cord the edge with

a fine piping cord, as the neck can be drawn in a little

when this is being done. If a low body lie fastened behind

and have a seam up the front, place a bone up the join,

from its extreme end to within 2 inches of the top, and put

a bone in every gore seam, but do not can-y it high, for

if so the tops of the bones will press outwards and push

through. In most cases the seams of low bodices are

so shallow, that they do not need opening, but will in

themselves act as bone cases. If the lower edge of a low

body be peaked or basqued, cord it either single or double,

and take great care to turn the peak point well, by taking

two or three secure stitches, when the centre is reached,

after going down one side, before tuiTiing the piping to

go up the other, and do not allow any easiness in the

piping at the bend, or it will not be a shai'p tum.

For double cording, lay a cord under each edge of a

crossway strip, then fold it so as to inclose the raw edges

in the middle of the casing, allowing one cord to lie Ijelow

the other, and run them together close to the lower. Then

place this face downwards on the edge to be piped, and fix

it to that part with an occasional Back Stitch, using

the last row of iTmning as a guide to sew by. The folded

edge of the piping is then ready to be hemmed to the

lining without makmg a turning. This is a quick method,

and answers for straight lines, but it will not do for curves,

as the outer cord would have to describe a wider circle

than the inner one, and so would be strained. For proper

double or treble cording, tack each into its own casing,

and run on sepai'ately by first putting on the one nearest
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to the dress, then lam the second cord over the first, so as

to project beyond it, and the third beyond the second, in

the same way, finally laying a crossway piece over the

last cording, and turning it over to be Felled up on the

mside, and so hiding the numerous raw edges.

Square necTcs should be piped, and .sharp turning at the

comers is essential ; but while in turning a peak there will

be a piece to fold over there, when felling up in the corners

of a hollow square it will be reversed, and the casing of

the piping must be snipped in a precise line with the

corner, quite up to the cord itself, that the angle may be
acute.

Polonaises, dressing gowns, mantles, and such like long
garments are frequently made to meet, but not lap at the
front, and, when so, use hooks and eyes to connect them,
placing a hook and an eye alternately on either side,

so as to prevent their coming undone. After they arc

sewn on, lay a sarsenet ribbon over the shanks, leaving

only the ends of the hooks, and two-thirds of the eyes

exposed.

In reference t(3 the many varieties of form, and of trim-

ming, which the fashi(m of each season may prescribe, the

dressmaker must be guided by the illustrations provided in

the periodicals of the current time, and by the paper

patterns of the same. The method of making various

descriptions of trimmings, and the signification of the

terms employed in the construction of dresses, such

as Box Pleating, Flouncing, Fringing, Gathering,
Gauging, Honeycombing, Pleating, Pupping, Quil-
ling, Quilting, Reeving, Bucking, Slashing, &c.,

will be found described under their i espective headings.

Drills.—A very stout linen twilled cloth, having a treble

cord; it may be had unbleached, white, and in colours, and
is used for summer trousers. It is less thick and heavy
than Duck, and somewhat resembles thick twilled Holland,

and is suitable for men's wear in India and other h(.it

countries. It is much used in the navy and army, and is

also useful for Ijoys.

Droguet.—A French term for a worsted Rep-made dress

material, not much known at present, or else under a

different name.

Dropped Stitch.—In Knitting, a stitch is frequently

slipped off the needle without the knitter lieing aware of

the mistake, and speedily runs down through the rows,

and, tmless picked up, destroys the whole work. This is

called a Dropped stitch, and is detected l;iy the loop head-
ing the line which a stitch forms in the Knitting becoming
disconnected from the rest of the work. The number of

stitches should be constantly counted during the progress

of Knitting, and when a stitch is found short, the work if

fine and complicated, unpicked until the loop is reached,

or if in plain Knitting the stitch picked up thus : Take a
medium sized Crochet hook, put it through the Dropped
loop, stretch the Knitting out straight and Chain Stitch
the loop up the line of threads above it imtil the last row
of Knitting is reached, when slide it on to the Knittijif

needle in its proper place in the work.

Drugget.—A coarse cloth made of Felt, and printed in

various patterns and colours, not only employed as a cai-pet

and to underlie carpets—t(_i preserve them from being cut

and worn, and to render them softer to the tread—but also

employed as linings for rugs made of skins. They should

measure 1+ yards in width, but are rarely found to exceed

Ij yards.

Duchesse Lace.—A Ix'autiful Pillow lace, a variety of

Point de Flandre or Brussels lace made in Belgium, and
similar in workmanship and design to Honiton Guipure

Lace, the patterns of which originally came fi'om abroad.

Duchesse Lace is worked with a finer and different thread

to that of Honiton, and the leaves, flowers, and sprays

formed are larger and of bolder design, the Primrose
flower and leaf of Bi-ussels Lace being the design chiefly

worked. It contains a greater amount of the Raised or

Relief work, that distinguishes the best Honiton, but the

stitches and manner of working in both are the same, and

Fig. oil. Bdchesse Lace.

a reference to the instructions for Honiton Lace will teach
the worker how to iovm the sprays of Duchesse Lace.
When working Duchesse Lace unite the large sprigs

together with the ground described as Devonia Ground,
and fill in other open places with the same ground. Work
nearly all the leaves and Flowers in Cloth Stitch (See
Braid Work, Close or Whole Braid and Close Leaf),
and make Rope Sewings for veins and stems when they
are in Relief, and Cross Tracings and Cucumber
Plaitings when they are ..pen work. Work a few leaves
and sprays in Halp or Lace Stitch, but generally use
this stitch for the foundati,.m to Relief work, working
leaves, tendrils, and stems in Cloth stitch in Relief over
the parts in the body of Lace filled with Half or Laoe
stitch. Make a Plain Edge round the sprays with a
Gimp, except on the outside edge of the design, when
make a Pearl Edge with a Gimp.
The illnstration of Duchesse Lace given in Fig. 311 has

no complicated Raised work in it. It is of a flower and leaf
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frequently met with in Duchesse patterns, and shows a

peculiar manner of working a Rope Sewing, and one often

met with in the Laee. Fig. 312, Detail A, illustrates the

leaf part of the design, and is worked as follows : Hang on

six pairs of hobbhis at a, and work in Cloth Stitch with

PlainEdge on both sides andwithout a Gimp to h ; here make

a Pearl Edge on the outer side, but continue Plain Edge on

Fio. 312, Duchesse Lace—Detail A.

the inner. At c collect the bobbins together, and with the

exception of the two used for the edge, and shown detached

at e, return all the bobbins to A over the Plain Edge on

the inner side of the leaf, making a Rope Sewing over

them with the two threads and two Pearls close to c. From

d work down to e in Cloth Stitch with a Plain Edge on the

inner side; make a Pearl Edge nn the other, hanging on the

Fig. 313, Duchesse Lace—Detail B.

bobbins where the leaf parts. Work back to /, as before

described, and continue until all the divisions of the leaf are

filled. The flower in Fig. 313, Detail B, is an enlargement

of the pattern to show Devonia Ground and the working of

the flower. The stitch used is similar to the one described

in 'Plain Braid (see Beaid Work.) Work in Cloth Stitch

with a Gimp and Plain Edge on the outer side, and a Plain

ai'ai'ai'ai'ai'ai'ai'ai'arai'ai'ai'ai'arai'ai'ai'ai'ai'ai'aVai'ai'ai'a'aid. For

the flower, work a plain Braid with Plain Edge on Ijoth

sides from a to h, then continue the Plain Edge, and

Cloth Stitch round the (juter circle of the flower, but

detach the threads fi.irming the inner edge and carry them

from h to c, fasten them there into the Lace, and then

carry them to the next curve, and so on until the outer

part of the flower is made. Then finish the centre with

Cloth Stitch.

Duchesse Satin.—A thick, plain satin, exceedingly

durable, and made of extra width. It is to be had in all

colours, the white and cream being much used for wedding

dresses.

Suck.—A white fabric made of flax, finer and lighter

than canvas, and, used for trousering, and small sails. Irish

Ducks are made in white, or unljleached, and in black,

brown, blue, grey, ami olive colours. They are used for

labourers' blouses. The cloth is strong, plain, and very

thick, having a glazed surface. It varies in width from

27 inches to 3t.> inches.

Duffels, or Duffields. — A species of stoiit, coarse,

woollen cloth, having a thick nap or frieze, resembling

small knots, on the face. It is 52 inches in width, and is in

much use for the cloaks of poor persons and children, and

employed fi3r charitalde purposes. Reference is made to

" Good Duft'el gray, and flannel fine," by Wordsworth.

Dunkirk Lace.—In the districts round Dunkirk during

the seventeenth century a Pillow lace with a flat thread

was manufactured, which, with the laces produced at

Bni'^.es and Ypres, was indifferently classed as Mechlin

Lace.

Dunster. — The old name for Kerseymere, for the

manufacture of which the ancient town of Dunster, in

Somersetshire, was once famous. The industry, with

which the wooden market -house is associated, is mentioned

in an Act of James I., where the stuif is called " Dunsters "

(see Casimik).

Durants, or Durance. — A stout, worsted cloth,

formerly made to imitate bufl: leather, and employed for

dress. It is now made in variijus colours, and in three

widths, 27 inches, 36 inches, and 40 inches, and is employed

for covering coloured stays, and also for window blinds.

This stufi: is a description of Tammy, or Everlasting.

Is not a buff jerkin a most aweet robe of Durance ?

Duratee, or Durety.— This cloth is more generally

known under the name Durants (which see).

Dusters.—These are made in scjuares, each bordered

;

in various sizes, checked or twilled, and are made of linen

and cotton ciimliiued. They can be bought l:>y the yard,

the material l.)eing 2 yard in width. Those sold separately

measure '20 inches by 21 inches ; 24- inches liy 24 inches

;

24 inches by 27 inches, or 27 inches by 36 inches square.

Dutch.—A kind of tape made of fine linen, the numbers

rimning as in the Imperial, from II to I.5I. See Tape.

Dutch Corn Knitting. See Knittixg.

Dutch Heel. See Knitting.
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Dutch. Lace.—Althougli for many years the finest and

best flax thread for lace making was supplied to France

and England from Holland, being grown in Brabant and

steeped in the rivers near Haarlem, the inhabitants of

the country have never become celebrated for their lace

manufactories. At various epochs lace schools have been

established in Holland, particularly one about 1685, by

French refugees, for making a Needlepoint known as

Dentelle a la Reine, and another for plaited Point

d'Espagne, while the native manufactories were pro-

tected by the Government and foreign laces forbidden to

be imported in the eighteenth century, still the industry

has never really flourished. Home manufactured lace was
largely worn at the Dutch Court, and was also used to

trim house linen, Ac, but it was not of a fine description

or make. Fig. .'Jl-i is an example of real Dutch lace. It is

a kind of coarse Valenciennes, made with a thick ground.

throughout the world. Climate has much influence on the

success of certain dyes, and the scarlet produced on cloth

in this country is considered the finest in the world. Wool
has generally the strongest affinity to colour. Next to

wool, silk and other animal substances receive it best

;

cotton is the third, and hemp and flax follow successively.

As a rule, pigments and dye-stuft's do not produce perma-

nent colours, and some substance is required to produce

an affinity between the cloth and the colouring matter.

The substances that are employed to act as this bond of

rmion are called "Mordants," the principle being known to

the Egyptians and other nations of remote antiquity. The
use of aniline dyes is one of recent date, and a great

variety of colours have been introduced into the " dry

goods " trade. More recently still the Oriental shades of

colour have superseded them in favour, and are known by

the name of " Art Colour.s."

Fig. Olt. DUTCH PILLOW LACE,

and of a heavy design, and though substantial and good,
it is not equal to the laces of France^ and Belgium.

Dyeing.—Anglo-Saxon Deagan and Beagian, to dye,
tinge, or stain. The art of dyeing is one of great antiquity.

Moses speaks of stuffs dyed blue, purple, and scarlet, and
of sheepskins dyed red

; and the Israelites derived their

acquaintance with it from the Egyptians, but doubtless
the art was of much earher date. The Greeks preferred
their woollen stufls to remain in their natural C(jlour, but
the extei-nal dresses of the wealthy were dyed, scarlet

being in great favour, and Tyrian purple the colour
i-eserved for princes, which dye was procured from a shell-

fish (a species of the Murex) found on the shores of the
Mediten-anean, and very costly, owing to its scarcity.

Amongst the Romans, also, purple was restricted to the
use of persons of the highest rank. A great advance
has latterly been made in the art, both in England and

E.

Ecaille.—A French term, which, as applied to needle-
work, signifies pieces of flattened quill cut into the form
of fish scales. This is effected Ijy means of a punch, whilst
the quill is in a soft condition, and which, at the same
time, pierces little holes, through which it is sewn to the
material to be thus decorated.

Ecaille Work.—This is an imitation of Nacre, or
mother-of-pearl work, and consists of sewing quills upon a
velvet or silk foundation and forming with them patterns
in relief. To work

; Take small pieces of soft and flattened
quills, and with a punch or pair of scissors cut these so
that they fit into and make some device. When the usual
pimch is used to cut the quills into shape, it will at the
same time pierce a small hole large enough for a needle to
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pass through. This hole must be made with the point of the

scissors when they only are used. When the pieces of quill

are ready, arrange them upon the foundation, and sew them

down to it, passing the needle through the pierced holes.

Having fixed the quills, take gold thread or cord and out-

line them with it ; lay the cord upon the surface of the

work, and Couch it down witli a securing stitch, brought

from the back of the work, as in Couching.

Ecclesiastioal Embroidery.—A term used for needle-

work dedicated to the service of the Church, better known

as Church "Work.

Echevau.—A French term, denoting a Skein (which

iee).

Ecru.—A French term, denoting the colour of raw silk

or unbleached linen and cotton, liuch lace is sold of this

colour, a hue which may be more fully described as Cafe

au lait.

Fig 31.5. ECEU LACE.

Ecru Lace.—A modem lace, made -n-ith two kinds of

braid, connected together with various Wheels and Bars.

To work Fig. 31.5 : Procm-e a plain braid coarsely plaited,

and of ecru colour ; also a ci'inkled or Honiton braid of

the same colom'. Trace the design upon pink calico, back

it with brown paper, and tack the braid to the calico. The
crinkled braid will not require to be cut in the upper part

of the pattern, and where it forms the medallions, the

nan-ow connecting lines between the centre parts are

made by turning the braid over itself and sewing it firmly

together, with one of the outside edges uppermost. Cord
the Bars that connect the upper Braids together. Button-
hole the ones between the medallions, ornament these

with PicoTS, and work the pyi-amid shape Bars in Point
DE Reprise. Fill the centres of the medallions with an
open Wheel, and finish off the scalloped edge of the lace

with a narrow bought edging.

Edge.—There are two edges to lace : the outer rim,
which is either scalloped or plain, and is ornamented with
Picot.s, and called the Cordonnet in needle-made laces,

and the Engrelure or Footing, which is used to sew the

lace to the material. See Coedonnet and Engrelure.

Edge Stitch.—In Crochet, Knitting, and Netting
the first stitch upon a row is sometimes called by this

name. Treat it as the rest of the pattern unless special

notice is drawn to it, when either do not work it all, or work
it according to the instructions set forth. When it is not

worked, keep the loop of the last stitch in the last row upon
the needle, and, without working it, count it as the first

stitch in the new row (this is known as Slipping a Stitch

in Knitting or Netting). By not working this first stitch

when making straight lines of Crochet, Knitting, and
Netting, a uniform edge is attained, and the strip kept

more even than it is when the first stitch is worked.

Edgings.—Narrow lace or embroidery, used to trim

cambric and muslin frills, or to sew as a finish on net in-

sertions. Those oi real lace are made chiefly in Bucking-
hamshire, those of imitation Valenciennes at Nottingham.
Coventry is famous for its machine-made and cheap em-
broidery edging. Edgings are sold l>y the yard and by
the piece.

Effile.—A French term signifying Fringed, usually with
reference to a nai'row width of fringe.

Egyptian Cloth.—A basket-woven cotton cloth, em-
ployed for crewel embroidery. It is otherwise called
" Momie Cloth," being made in imitation of those in which
Egj'ptian mummies are found enwrapped. It is from
32 inches to 31 inches in width.

Eiderdown.—The fine down taken from the nests of

the Eider ducks of Iceland and Greenland, which nests

are so lined by the female bird from her own breast. The
down is light, warm, and soft, and is sold by the pound
weight, and likewise by the skein. The do-n-n plucked from
the living bird possesses much elasticity, but taken from it

when dead is deprived of this characteristic to a consider-

able extent. It is much emplo3-ed as wadding for quilts

and petticoats, being both lighter and warmer than any

other material so used. The eider is twice the size of the

ordinary duck, and frequents the shores of solitary islands.

Eider, or Eyder Yarn.—This yarn is made of the

wool of Merino sheep, and is employed for knitting shawls

and other articles of wear. It may be had in black and

white, in scarlet, blue, and violet, and other colours, and is

sold by the pound, ounce, and half ounce.

Eis Wool (sometimes written ' Ice Wool").—A very fine

glossy description of worsted wool, made of two-thread

thickness, and employed double for making shawls. It

may be had in all colours, and also shaded, and is sold by

the one ounce ball.

Elastic Belting.—This material is stout and firm in

texture, made as the Elastic Webbing (which see). It

has a plain edge, and is to be had in black, drab, white,

and fancy coloured stripes of half an inch, three-quarters

of an inch, one inch, and upwards in width, and is sold in

Z
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pieces of 12 yards and 16 yards. It is employed for chest

expanders, belts, garters, &c.

Elastic Flannels. — This description of flannel is

woven in the stocking loom, and has a pile on one face, on

which account it is styled Yeleurs de Laine, and by other

names, according to the fancy of the several manufacturers

;

but the chief seat of the industry is in Wales. These

flannels measure from 32 inches to 36 inches in width,

and are principally employed for women's dressing

g.:>-mis and jackets. They are usually made either in

coloured stripes on a white ground, or else in plain rose

or blue colour.

Elastic Textiles.—These consist of bands, garters,

braces, elastic stockings, kneecaps, ribbons employed for

articles of women's dress, surgical bandages, &c. The

warp of this material is made of indiarubber, and the woof

of silk, cotton, mohair, or worsted thread. It was first

made at Vienna, having been discovered by a major in the

Austrian service, who aftenvards removed to Paris, and

erected a large factory at St. Denis. It is now manu-

factured in this country. Boot elasiics are made from

three inches to five inches wide, and may be had in silk,

mohair, and thread. Methods of weaving are adapted to

produce the quality of elasticity, as in the various kinds

of Laine Elastique (which see), as also in knitting, a rib

being made in stockings and vests, enabling them to cling

closely, anl yet to expand in proportion to the size to be

fitted.

Elastic Weljbing.—This material consists of india-

rubber covered with cotton, mohair, or silk. The india-

rubber is spread out into very thin, flat sheets, and cut

with a knife, by means of machinery, into square threads

no thicker than a fine pin, if so desired. The width is

decided by the number of these cords—1 to 16, or upwards.

These narrow and single cords are turned out in two

lengths of 72 yards to the gross ; and the wider, in four

pieces, of 36 yards each.

Elephant Towelling.—Although primarily designed

for towelling this cloth has latterly been much used for

crewel embroidery. It is a variety of the Huckaback
and Honeycomb (which see).

Elephant Towelling Emhroidery.—This is a com-

bination of Dkawn Work and Embeoideey, and takes its

name from the material upon which it is executed. It is

suitable for making antimacassars and mats. To work :

Take a piece of Elephant Towelling the size required,

allowing f(jr a fringe all round. Trace out in its centre a

sixteen pointed star, or a Vandyke, or Cross, and work

over this in flat Satin Stitch with coloured Pyrenean wool.

Make a wide b(jrder round this centre oi-nament thus -. Three

inches from the edge of the material draw out inch squares

of threads, leaving a plain square between each drawn

out square. Buttonhole round the drawn out squares

and fill them with Wheels, and fill in the plain squares

with an eight-pointed star, worked with fine Pyrenean wool

of the same colour, Ijut of a different shade to the wool

used in the centre star. To make the Fringe : Draw out

the threads njund the edge of the material for the depth

of li inches, and ornament with a line of wide apart

Buttonhole in Pyrenean wool of the same shade as that

used in the centre star.

Eliottine Silk.—A description of knitting silk, which

is the especial manufacture of a particular firm, and so

called after a popular writer on the subject of Needle-

work. This knitting material is a composition of silk and

wool.

Ell. — A standard measure of length, employed for

textiles. It measures 45 inches, or 3 feet 9 inches, or U
yards. It was fixed at 45 inches by Henry I., a.d. 1101.

A French ell is li yards, or 54 inches; a Flemish ell is

only equal to 27 inches. The English ell to the Flemish

is in proportion as 5 to 3. The Scotch ell comprises 37i%

Eno-lish inches. The term is one which also is used pro-

verbially to denote an indefinitely long measure.

Elysee 'Work.—An arrangement of two coloured cotton

materials after the manner of Applique, and an easy

and inexpensive kind of Embroidery. The designs are

floral, and are cut out of light coloured sateen cloth, laid

upon dark sateen cloth, and ornamented with Embroidery

Stitches in coloured filoselles. To work : Select a con-

tinuous running pattern, chiefly composed of sprays of

leaves and tendrils. Trace this upon pale green sateen

cloth, and cut it out with a sharp pair of scissors. Frame

a piece of olive green or ruby coloured sateen cloth in an

Embkoidery Frame, paste the sea green leaves, &c., on

to it, and leave it to dry. Then unite the leaves together

with steins of Chain Stitch, made of various shades

of green filoselles. Vein the leaves with green and ruby

coloured filoselles in Stem Stitch, work the centres of

flowers with French Knots, and fill in any open or

bare spaces with tendrils in Stem Stitch made with ruby

filoselles.

Emboss.—A term employed in Embroidery to signify

the execution of a design in relief, either by stufiing -nath

layers of thread or succession of stitches underneath the

Embroidery, or else by working over a pad made with

thick materials. •

The formation of ornamental figures in reUef entered

largely into all ancient Embroideries, and was then

considered as a distingviishing mark of good workman-

ship. The taste for it has not been encouraged with the

revival of needlework, it not now being considered true

art to detach from the surface of a material a repre-

sentation of natural objects which should, when copied in

needlework, never be treated save in a flat and conven-

tional manner. Figures were slightly raised from their

grounds and padded out in the earlier centuries, but it was

during the seventeenth century that this padding attained

its greatest relief, and became known as Embroidery in

the Stamp as well as Emboss, as the latter term includes

all raised parts, whether made by Paddings or Raised

Couchings, or by sewing to various parts of the design

hammered up plates of gold and silver, or bullion, tinsel,

spangles, paillons, mother-of-pearl, beads, precious stones,

and other materials. To Emboss : Pad out the surface

of the material with wool or hair, and confine this padding
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to its riglit place by sewing white or eoloured silk tightly

down upon it. Lay the bullion ovei' it, as described in

Bullion Embkoideby, or fasten the other materials to

the work by sewing them on through holes expressly

drilled in them for that purpose.

Em'bossed Velvet Work.—A very handsome appear-

ance is produced by this work, although it is of an ex-

tremely simple kind. To work : Select a piece of embossed

velvet of a Holbein green or chesnut brown shade. Then
take gold cord, gold thread, or piurse silk, and oiitlinc with

these all the emlx)ssed pattern on the velvet. When using

gold thread or cord, lay it on the material and secure it,

as in Couching, with a stitch brought from the liack and

returned there. When using purse silk, work it in Crewel
Stitch or in long Satin Stitch.

Embroidery.—An art which consists of enriching a

flat foundation, by working into it with a needle

coloui'ed silks, gold or silver thread, and other extraneous

materials, in floral, geometrical, or figure designs. The
origin of Embroidery is lost in antiquity, but it is knoT\-n

to have existed before painting, and to have been the

first medium of reproducing natural oljjects in their

natural colours. The work came from the East, and
was first called Phrygium or Phrygian work, while an

embroiderer was called Phrygio, and designs worked
entirely in gold or silver thread, Auriphrygium, and
these names seem to indicate that it was first brought

to excellence by the Babylonians, although Sir J. G.

Wilkinson has discovered upon Egyptian monuments
painted in the eighteenth dynasty before the time of

Babylon designs in arabesque Embroidery upon the

garments and furniture of the Egyptians. There is no
doubt that both the Assyrians and the Egyptians were

particularly lavish in their needlework decorations, not

only in their temples, houses, and garments, but even for

the sails of their boats ; and it was from them that the

Jews learnt the art, and considered it worthy of express

mention in Exodus as part of the adornment of the

Tabernacle and of the sacred robes of their priests. From
the Egyptians and the Hebrews, and also from Eastern
nations, the Romans and the Gi'eeks became acquainted

with its higher branches, and the latter appropriated the

honom- of its invention to their goddess Minerva, while

Homer introduced into his writings descriptions of the

Embroidery executed by Helen, Andromache, and Penelope.

The Romans, after their conquests, became possessed of

much spoil in the way of Embroidery, and the needlework
of Babylon, which retained its reputation until the first

century of the Christian era, was highly prized by them.

The veils given by Herod to the Temple came from Babylon,
and Cicero describes the magnificence of the embroidered
robes of Babylonian work worn by Tarquin the elder.

Gradually the Romans learnt to Embroider, and after the

introduction of Christianity into Europe and the founding
of religious houses the art became of great importance and
almost a science, the designs being contributed by artists,

and a lavish expenditure of time and money bestowed to

biing the work to a high state of perfection. At one time
only the borders of garments were worked, and as the name

of Phrygium gradually died out, the Latm W(jrds Vnistiis,

Bnidatus, Aiirohnis, were substituted to denote needle-

work, and from these the French BroJerle and the English

Embroidery are derived. From the first to the end of

the sixteenth century, Italy was loe)ked upon as the centre

of Embrtiidery work, the Popes of R(jme collecting froui all

countries the most beautiful specimens, and ordering that

costly presents of needlework should be made by the

faithful to the churches and religious Ikjusss. As the

knowledge of needlework increased, its varieties were no

longer classed under one name, but were each distinguished

with sepai-ate titles ; Thus Opus Consutum meant two

materials applied to each other, like our modem Appiliquc
;

and also Cut Work, Opus Plumarium, Embroidery in Satin

or Long stitch, in which the stitches are laid over each

other, like the plumage of a bird
; Opus Puh'inaiium, or

work upon canvas in Cross, Cushion, or Tent Stitch, like

our modern Woolwork ; and Opus Anglicum, a name given

to an English needlework that attained great celebrity

both at home and abroad, from the thirteenth to the

sixteenth century, from the peculiarity of a stitch used

iu its manufacture. Up to the time of the Wars of

the Roses English Embroidery was justly famous, but

it then languished, and when the taste for it revived, it

was never again executed with the same amount of

gorgeous simplicity, the patterns becoming too over-

loaded with ornament for true taste. On the Continent

during this period the work floui-ished with increased

vigour, and in Paris the Embroiderers formed themselves

into a guild, and were in high esteem, grants of land being

frequently given for their handiwork. The Refoimation

may be said to have given the death blow to Church Work,

and through it to the finer sorts of Emljroidery. Churches

were no longer allowed to be decorated with altar cloths,

priests' robes were almost abolished, and the convents (the

great schools of the ai't) were destroyed. During the

reigns of James I. and Charles I., besides work with

crewels, very fine Embroidery was done upon silk and

satin foundations for secular purposes, but this never

attained the dignity and costliness of the Church work.

The chief patterns wei'C heraldic devices, portraits, and

flower scenes. During the wars between Charles I. and

his Parliament, Royalist ladies were fond of emljroider-

ing miniatures of the King, and working into them the

real hair of that monarch ; and mention is made in old

chronicles of the grantiug of hair for that purpose. After

the King's execution these miniatures were treasured as

sacred relics, and many of them can still be seen in a gi.iod

state of preseiTation. A peculiar kind of Raised Emliroi-

dery, known as Embroidery on the Stamp was much in

vogue at this period, and for a century aftei'nards. Dui-ing

the reign of Queen Anne the patterns for Embroidery

were extremely good and well considered, and the work,

chiefly iu flat Satin Stitch upon flat grounds, was essen-

tially artistic, both in design and in colouring. This fine.

Embroidery flourished during the reign of that queen and

that of the Georges, the patterns becoming gradually more

refined, and consisting of light garlands of flowers, or

delicate spraj's, and groups or figures in the Watteau style,

all shaded and worked in imitation of the most minute
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of paintings. In the earlier part of the present century

fine Embroidery was succeeded by a coarser kind, into

wliicli large figures were introduced, whose hands and
faces were not worked, but painted, while their dresses and
surroundings were either worked in silks or crewels.

Etching Embroidery, or Print work, was then also much
the fashion. To this period the works of Miss Linwood
belong, which are full size copies from Guido, Carlo Dolci,

Opie, and Gainsborough, Embroidery then sank to its

lowest ebb. Church work had entirely disappeared, the
fine silk work became out of date, and the only work that
at all flourished was the mechanical copying of Berlin
patterns, first in Tent, and finally in Cross stitch ; but the
revival of the taste for design fostered liy the Exhibition

of 1851 produced a favourable change in needlework, and
from that date old work has been hunted up and copied,

and artists have emvilated each other in pointing out the

differences between bad and good designing, and in fresh

patterns
; and at present both Church work and Embroi-

dery fi:ir home uses are carried to as great a perfection as, if

not actually surpassing, the needlework of the Middle Ages.

During all these changes in the history of European
needlework the art of Embroidery in the East may be said

to have remained in its original state. True to their

Oriental character, the Eastern nations have continued
steadily to reproduce the ancient patterns without in-

venting new ones ; and, as they possess in a high degree
the most magnificent conceptions of colouring, they execute

needlework of the most gorgeous tints, yet of such har-

monies as to be in perfect good taste. The Chinese,
Persians, Indians, and Japanese are all remarkable for

their skill, and the modem Egyptians, Turks, and Algerians
are not far behind them, embroidering head veils and
towels with gold and coloured silks, and frequently
enriching these with precious stones, and executing the
whole with great taste ; in fact, vmtil the introduction into

the East during the last few years of our meretricious

aniline dyes, and the inharmonious colouring produced by
them, Eastern needlework continued to be as beautiful as

it was in the time of Moses.

Em))roidery is divided into two chief heads : that worked
upon white with washing materials, and that worked witli

coloured materials upon a coloured foundation. The latter

of these is the original Embroidery, and embraces most of

the finest kinds of work, and it is again subdivided under
three heads—G(U)?i^ecl Emhroidenj, Embroidery on the

Stamp, and Low, or Plain Emiroidery.

Guimped Embroidery consists iu cutting out shapes
in vellum and laying them upon the surface of the material,

or raising the groundwork with cords and then covcrin<i-

those parts with gold or silk threads. It also includes the
hammering out of very thin plates of metal and attaching
these to the surface of the material. It survives in our
modern Church work.

Embroidery on the Stamp is formed by raising in

high relief from the groundwork figures, animals, and
other objects. It is done by outlining the figure upon
the gi'oundwork, and then padding it up with horsehair

and wool to a great height, and covering this with thick
white or coloured silk and satin, Above and upon this

most elaborate Embroidery stitches are worked ; some-

times the figures are entirely clothed with the most

delicate of needle-made laces, at others with the finest

of Embroidery, and with real jewels, such as pearls and

garnets, interwoven into the pattern. This work has no

counterpart in modern times.

Low, or Plain Embroidery includes all the Embroi-

dery in Satin and other stitches upon a plain found-

ation, whether worked alike upon both sides or slightly

raised from the surface by nm lines (not by padding), or

worked as the usual Embroidery with coloured silks upon

satin, velvet, cloth, or linen foundations.

White Embroider}/, so called from its being worked

upon white or other light materials with cotton or ingrain

silks, was imported from the East, particularly from

India, whose natives still excel in it, as do the Chinese in

Tambour work, one <.>f its varieties. It gave the first idea

of lace, and may be looked upon as the mother of all Lace

work. For a very long period in Europe it was only worked

in nunneries, and used for sacerdotal purposes, but it at

length liecame more universally practised, and the natives

of Saxony were the first who were particularly expert in

making it. It does not seem to have been introduced

into France until the middle of the eighteenth centuiy,

into Scotland and Ii'eland at the end of that time, and

into Switzerland at the beginning of the present century.

Wherever it Ijccomes established, it adds consideraljly to

the comfort of the pioorer classes, as it forms the staple

occupation of the women and children in those districts.

It is of two descriptions, the OjJcn and the Close. In the

Open, the pattern is produced by the disposition of the

holes cut and Overcast, and includes Broderie Anglaise,

Madeira, and Irish work, besides other kinds dift'ei'ing but

little from these ; in the Close, the stitches are worked
upon the cambric or muslin foundation in the same
manner as iu flat Embroidery, and the stitches are

described alphabetically under the heading of Stitches,
which will be found after the Embroideries.

UmBHon^-EUiES.—Embroidery alike ^^pon both sides of
material.—This Embrcudcry recjuires to be worked in a
frame. The patterns are the same as are used for flat

Embroideries, and the work is executed in Satin Stitch,

with filoselles on floss silk. To work : Trace a design con-
sisting of small flowers and leaves upon a material, and
place in a frame. Bring the needle up upon one side of a
traced flower or leaf, and put it down again on the opposite
side, and in a slightly slanting direction ; return it along
the back of the material to the place it first came up at, and
bring it out there close to the last stitch and on the right
hand side. Put it down close to where it went in in the
last stitch and on the right hand side, and continue this
manner of working for the whole design. Shade by work-
ing leaves or petals in different colours, not by blending
colours in one leaf, and fasten off, and commence threads
by running them in, so as to show neither at back nor
front of work.

Embroidery, «m Passe.—See Embeoideey in Satin
Stitch.

Embroidery, Beau Ideal-'TUs is a machine-made
imitation of Broderie Anglaise, and consists of strong
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and well made strips for trimmings, varying in «idth from

three-quarters of an incli to lA inches. It is an extremelj'

clever imitation of hand made Embroider_y, the edges being

finished with plain and scalloped luies of Double Over-

cast, and the holes forming the design worked over in

Overcast. A thread is nin in readiness i<> draw the

trimming up into gathers, so that it can be sewn on to

a foundation with little trouble.

Eiiibroidcnj in Satin Stitch. — This work was

anciently termed Low or Plain Embroidery, to distinguish

it from the Guiuiped Emljroider_y or Embr<.iidery on the

Stamp, and it is n.jw S'lmetimes called Emlji'oider}' au

Passe. The work, though named after one particular

stitch, includes all Hat Embroideries done with coloured

silks, filoselles, or wools upon C'doured satin, silk, velvet,

or I'nen foimdations. and these materials may either be

worked into the foundation as shaded embroideries or as !

needlework executed in one colour. Satin Stitch Em-
broidery, when the designs are shaded, is capable of pro-

ducing the most beautiful results, and is equal in effect to

painting. It was this branch of the art that was brought

to such perfection in the time of Queen Anne and the

Georges, when sprays and garlands of flowers were worked

upon Kght silk or satin grounds in tints that matched

theii' natural colom's to the minutest detail. The Satin

Stitch Embroidery in one colour is much easier and more

quickly executed than the shaded, and is adapted for

many purposes that the shaded is too good for, such as

mats, table-borders, bags, sachets, slippers, and other

articles of daily use. To work a shaded pattern: Draw
upon light silk or satin a delicate pattern consisting of

flower spi'ays. and tint this design in natural shades with

water-colours. Then frame it in an Embkoideey Eeame
and commence to work. Let the right hand be always

above the frame, ready to receive the needle when pushed

through, and the left beneath the frame ; lu-iug the needle

out to the right hand and put it in to the left. Do not

handle the silk at all, and make the stitches rather long

and of unequal lengths, as in Eeathek Stitch, and be

careful that the outlines of all the fiUed-in design shall be

clear and distinct, and blend the various shades of one

colour into each other liy nmning the stitches one into the

other. An-ange that the lightest shades of silk shall be

worked in so as to show where the light falls most promi-

nently, and see that these lights all fall from one side of

the work to the other. I'se eight shades of silk in a

medium sized flower, and work flowers of the same kind in

the same shades, but make some darker and some lighter

than the others, by leaving out the lightest or the darkest

shades in these, and so altering their appearance, and

make the stitches of diiferent lengths in the petal of a

flower, as in Feather Stitch. Fill in the centres with

Fee>'"ch Knots, and also work these as finishes to the

stamens. Work the leaves in eight or ten shades of green.

using greens shading to yellow and brown, and green

shading to blue, upon different leaves. Make the edges

of the leaves lighter than the centres, but preserve the

fall of light ; shade one side of the leaf differently to

the other, and vein with light or dark veins, accord-

ing to the position of the leaf. AVork the veins in Split

Stitch ; work the stems and tendrils of the design

in Rope Stitch.

Embiroidery in Satin Stitch in one shade need not be

worked in a frame. The design is traced upon the founda-

tion, and then worked in various Embroidery Stitches.

Several distinct tints of colour can be used wpon the same

patterns, but there must be no shading (jr blending of

shades of one tint into the other. The appearance of the

work is dependent upon the judicious selection of primary

colours and the amount and pirecision of the Embroidery

Fig. 316. Embrludert ix S.itis Stitch,

stitches. Fig. 316 is intended for a border of this kind of

Embroidery, and is worked as follows : Trace the design

upon olive gi'een satin or silk, work the petals of the

flowers in SaTIX StitcH in orange gold silk, and fill in their

centres with Fkench Knots of a deeper shade of orange

n^wfflniii,iii''.;iii("i';iiiirriBt

.i^Mii^'''''^^^'^"^"-OMUi,

Fig. 317. Kmbkoimkt ix Sixix Stitch.

silk. Work one side of the leaves in Satin Stitch of an

olive green shade of filoselle. Overcast roimd the outer

edge of the other side of the leaves, and fill in with Point

DE PoiS worked in a light olive green shade : work the

small leaves ia the same shade, and the stems in a brown

filoselle and in C'eewel Stitch.

To work Fig. 317 : Select a light-coloured silk foundation,

and work the Embroidery in three contrasting tints ; outline
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the battledores in Double Overcast, and raise tliem

with a padding of run lines ; work their centres in Point
RussE, and surround with a line of Chain Stitch. Work
the shuttlecocks in two shades, and in Satin Stitch,

their feathers in Point Russe. Work the rose with Satin

Stitch, petals and centre in French Knots, the leaves

in Point de Plitme and Satin Stitch, the grapes in

Point de Pois, the i-ibbon outlines with Chain Stitch in

a light colour, and fill in with Satin Stitch in a dark

colour.

Embroidery o>l Canvas. — The chief ancient Em-
broidery upon coarsely woven canvas or unlileached

materials is known as Tapestry, and when this became
out of date it was superseded by Crewel Work, and then

the last named it has almost entirely fallen into disuse.

See Berlin Work, Canvas Work, and Tapestry.

Embroidery on CMp. — The material upon which

this work is executed is manufactured abroad, and is made

either of fine plaited chips or wood shavings. Rushes dried

and plaited together would form the same kind of founda-

tion, and would have the same appearance of coarse Java

canvas, and are as suitable as the chips to form the mats

and other ai-ticles for keeping heat and wet from furni-

ture for which this work is used. The Embroideiy is

executed in bright coloured silks, and the designs and

stitches are extremely simple. The design given of this

work in Fig. 318 is a mat with its four corners filled in with

sprays of flowers, and the centre ornamented with a star.

Fiu. 318. EMBEOIDERY ON CHIP

by patterns drawn and painted by hand upon an open-

meshed yet fine canvas, and executed in Tent Stitch with

English worsted or crewels. This fine canvas allowed of

every stitch being worked of the same size and length, but

as it was a tedious operation to fill in large pieces of work
with such fine stitches, a coarse canvas with wide apart

meshes was introduced, and Berlin patterns executed upon
it, first in Tent and then in Cross Stitch. The old-

fashioned Canvas Work allowed of some display of the

worker's taste and ingenuity in drawing the design and
shading it, and pattei-ns so drawn could }xi shaded without

the tedious attention to counting stitches necessary when
executing Berlin patterns, but since the introduction of

To work: Make the centre a star of twenty-four points
and of three shades of a bright-coloured silk, and where the
points meet in the centre of the star, work one Cross
Stitch in the medium shade of silk. Work the cornflower
spray in blue and green silks, the cornflowers in PicoT.the
leaves in Satin, and the stems in Crewel Stitch. Work
the rosebuds in rose colour and green silk, the buds in
Picot and Satin Stitch, the leaves in Satin, and the stems
in Crewel stitch. Work the pansies in shades of purple
silk with amber centres, leaves and flowers in Satin Stitch.
Work the ragged robin in white and green silks, the
flowers in Picots of white silk with a French Knot as
centre, the principal leaves in Picot. the stems in Crewel
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Stitch. Edge the mat with a double Vandyke line iu

Point Russe worked with the darkest shade of eolour

used in the centre star.

Embroidery on Leather. — The patterns for this

Embroidery are the same that are used for Embroidery in

Satin Stitch, and the foundation is either of kid or very

fine leather. To work : Trace the design upon thin leather

and prick holes for the needle to pass through, or b\iy a

thread of Embroidery cotton, Work the stems in Rope
Stitch, the leaves, with the veins left unworked, in Point
DB Plume, the rest in flat Satin Stitch, the flower by
itself in Satin Stitch, with a centre of French Knots,
the two flowers together in French Knot centres, sur-

rounded by Satin Stitch, with outer leaves made with
Point de Pois, and finished with Overca.st, and work
the large balls as raised Dots.

Flo. 319, EMBEOIDEEY ON MUSLIN

pattern already traced and pricked. Work the design in

Satin Stitch, with various coloured filoselles, and when
the work is finished, paste the leather upon sume thm
linen to keep it from splitting.

Embroidery on Muslin.—This is a fine kind of close

white Embroidery, and is also known as Irish, Saxony, or

Madeira work, from the skill exhibited iu its manufacture

EmbroiJenj on Net.—This work is a combination

of Lace stitches, Embroidery stitches, and Braid, and ia

suitable either for Insertion or Edgings in Dress Trim-

mings. To work as an Insertion, and as shown in Fig. 320

:

Draw out the design upon pink calico, and tack fine black

or white net upon it. Take the black or white lace braid

that is made in loops, cut it, and tack each loop separately

Fio. .320. EMBEOIDEEY ON NET.

by the peasants of those countries. The work is illustrated

m Fig. 319, and is done upon fine cambric or muslin with

Embroidery cotton, Walter and Evans' No. 40. Trace the

design upon thin cartridge paper, prick it round with a

number of pin pricks, lay this pattern on the muslin, and
rub powdered blue through the holes, and then back the

muslin with brown paper. Outline the pattern with a ran

in its place on to the pattern. Where the design shows

large stitches in the centre of these loops, Back Stitch

them to the net with coloured filoselles, and where they are

left plain. Overcast their edges on to the net with the

same coloured filoselles. Fill the centres of the flower with

Wheels, and work the stems by darning coloured filoselles

in and out.
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To work the Edging shoisai in Fig. 321 : Trace the design

upon pink calico, and lay the net over it; then tack the

Braid into position and make the Babs. Buttonhole
round the edo'es of the net where it is to be left as

Fio. 321. Embroidery on Net.

an edging, and Overcast the braid to the net where it

is to be cut away in the inside part of the pattern.

Work the flowers and sprays in Satin Stitch upon the

net, then untack the pattern, run the net on the wrong
side to the braid, close to where it is to be cut away, and
cut it away from underneath the Bars.

Embroidery on Netting.—A name sometimes given

to Daened Netting (which see).

Eiiihroidery on SiU:.—This Embroidery is executed

in any of the usual Embroidery stitches, but Satin,

Feather, Crewel, and French Knots are the ones most
frequently selected. To work Pig. 322 : Trace the design
upon olive green or deep maroon silk, and frame it in an
Embroidery Frame. Back Stitch gold braid upon the

pattern whore indicated, and work the Embroidery with
Pearsall's silks. Work the cornflowers and poppies in

their natural shades, and entirely in Satin Stitch, except
the centres of the poppies, which work in French Knot,
and the diamond crossings over the calyx of the corn-

flowers. Work the leaves in various shades of olive green
and in Satin Stitch, the tendrils in Feather Stitch, the
stems in Ceewel Stitch in greens, and the barle

Satin Stitch and in pale green colours.

Embroidery on the Stmnp. — Also called Raised
Embroidery. The figures in this work were raised in high
relief from their backgrounds by means of pads formed
of wool or hair l:>eing placed under the needlework, as

already described in the genei-al introduction to this

article (see p. 172).

Embroidery on Velvet. — There are two descrip-

tions of this work. The first, or true Embroidery upon
Velvet, is an imitation of the celebrated Benares work, and
is made as follows : Frame the velvet and back it with a
thin holland foundation (.see Embeoideey Frame) and
then with white chalk trace the desig-n upon it. Work this

ey m

over with Satin Stitch, French Knots, and other

Embeoideey Stitches, using bright coloured floss silk,

and

Fia. 322. EMBROIDEKr

large quantity of gold and

ON SILK.

silver thr( 'ad. Should
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the velvet foundation be of light gold colour, work the

pattern with dark and brilliant shades of tloss silk only

;

but should it be cream or white, work with gold and silver
j

thread only; should it be of rich and dark \'elvet, use both

gold and silver thread and bi'ight tioss silks. Use the
[

primary colours, and carefully avoid all colours obtained
|

by aniline dyes.

The second description of Emliroidery upon velvet is an

AppLIQTJE. To work ; Cut the pattern (jut upon velvet,

which must be previously framed and backed with holland,

and paste it upon a silk foundation. Lay two lines of gold
1

thread or purse silk round the velvet outlines, and secure

them as in Couching, and work the stems and tendrils

of the design with gold bullion, ornament the centres of

the flowers with Fbemch Knots made with embroidery

silk or filoselle, and mark out the veins of leaves and

other parts of design with long Satin Stitch in filoselle

or floss silk.

ornament the centres of the leaves with laid rows of these

spangles. Make the networked pattern, the small spray

shaped leaves, the stamens, and the stems with gold purse

silk. Work the two lines of the border with gold thread

raised over vellum or laid fiat and Couched, and fill in

the border with spangles and long shaped beads crossed

with coloured silks.

Stitches.—The numerous stitches used in Embroid-

eries are distinguished Ijy individual names, selected as

far as possible, so that they indicate their apjpearancG

when worked. They are as follows :

Arrow Stitch.—A name sometimes given to Stem
Stitch, because of its slanting direction. See Stem

Stitch.

All P((.s.9t' Stitch.—Also known as Point Passe, Passe,

and Long. It is a name given to Satin Stitch when

worked across the material and without any padding. See

Sett in Stitch.

Fio. 32J. EMBEOIDEEY WITH GOLD AND SILVEE

Emhroidery with Gold and Silver.
— 'When gold

and silver thi-eads are used for Embroidery they are

generally associated with coloui-ed silks and filoselles, and

when used with these materials for Ecclesiastical purposes

the work is called Church Work. The same kind of

work is, however, notwithstanding its expense, occa-

sionally used for secular purposes, such as table borders,

cushions, and chimney vallances. To work : Stretch the

material in a frame and draw the design, cut out little

pieces of parchment to fill in any raised parts, such as the

flowers and leaves, shown in Fig. 323, and tack these down

into their- position. Make small holes through the

material with a stiletto, run the gold or silver thread into a

large eyed needle, and biing it up from the back of the

material, cross it over the parchment, and return it to

the back through one of the holes. Fill in the centres of

the flowers, the lower part of the buds, and the points of

the stamens with spangles crossed with coloured silks, and

Bach Stitch—A stitch also known as Hem Stitch,

and used in fancy Embroideries and also in plain needle-

work. To work : Bring the needle up upon a traced line,

and insert it into the material, a little behind where it

came up, and liring it out a little beyond, both putting it

in and bringing it out upon the straight line. Put the

needle down again in the same hole made when it first

came up, and bring it out again on the line a few threads

forward. Continue to make small even stitches in this

way along the line. The beauty of the work consists in

every stitch being made of the same size and kept in an

even line.

Barred Witch Stitch.—See Herringbone Stitch.

Baslet Stitch.—A Raised Couching Stitch chiefly

used in Chui-ch Work, but occasionally in silk Embroideries.

To work : Lay down perpendicular lines of fine whip-

cord upon the material at even distances apart, and secure

them with tacking threads. L^pon this foundation lay

AA
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down three or four strands of purse silk or gold cord.

Pass these threads over two lines of whipcord in a hori-

zontal direction, and secure them with a stitch brought

from the back, pass it over them and return it to the back,

and repeat this stitch until the four strands of silk or

gold cord are stitched down between every two pieces of

whipcord. For second row—Lay down the four threads

of silk or gold over the whipcord, and close to those first

laid, and secure them with stitches brought from the

back of the material, and returned there. Make the first

securing stitch over one strand of whipcord so as to

prevent the securing thi'cads forming a line down the

work, then secui'e the threads over two strands of whip-

cord as before. Repeat these two rows to the end of

the space.

Battlemenied Stitch.—An arrangement of Overcast

and Point de Russe to imitate in Embroidery the in-

dented line of battlements upon castles, &e. The stitch

is used in Ticking and other ornamental Embroidery, and
is shown in the centre line of Pig, 324. To work in Over-

east : Trace a battlemented line on the material. Bring the

needle uj) from the back and cover the line with fine and
even Overcast stitches, working from left to right. To
work in Point de Russe : Trace a battlemented line. Bring

the needle up from the back of the material at one end of

the short line forming the top of one Battlement, put the

./\/\/\x\/s

xxxxxxxxx
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Fi :. :i24. B.vTrr.EjiENlEn SriTCH.

needle back at the end of this line, only take up a few
threads of material, and bring the needle out, at the top of

the short upright line, put it down at the cud of the line,

take up a few threads of material, and biing it up ready to

make the next line in the same manner. Work from riwht

to left and continue to the end of the traced line. The three
diverging lines at the top and bottom of each battlement
(See Pig. 324) work in Long Stitch, as also the diamond
border above and below the Battlemented

; they are inserted
as an ornamental finish to the work, and have no con-
nection with the stitch.

Blanket Stitch.—Thin stitch is employed to form an
ornamental finish to cloth, serge, and other thick materials
when they are used as the fotmdation for embroidered
counterpanes, tablecloths, &c., whose substance is too

thick to allow of their edges being turned in and hemmed
over. The stitch derives its name from its having ori-

ginally been used as an edging to blankets, but its foun-
dation is Buttonhole worked in various patterns, all of
which can be used upon one edging if desired, the only

essential to Blanket Stitch being that it is formed of

wide-apart Buttonhole, and is worked with coarse crewels

or filoselles. To work : Make a Buttonhole upon the

edge of the material, take up a c|uarter of an inch of the

material in the length of the stitch, and slant it from right

to left, make another Buttonhole of the same length, but

an upright stitch and close to the first one, then a third,

slant this from left to right ; miss the space of half an

inch, carrying the filoselle along the edge of the work, and

repeat the three stitches.

Another kind: Make an upright Buttonhole one-eighth

of an inch long, miss the space of one-eighth of an inch,

and make a Buttonhole a quarter of an inch long, miss

the same space and make a Buttonhole half an inch long,

miss the same space, and make a Buttonhole a quarter

of an inch long, miss the same space, and make a Button-

hole one-eighth of an inch long, miss the space of half an

inch, and repeat these five stitches.

Another kind ; Make a Buttonhole a quarter of an inch

long, then four half an inch long, and one a quarter of an

inch long, miss one-eighth of an inch between each Button-

hole, and half an inch between every group of six stitches.

Brick Stitch.—A Plat Couching, and used in silk

Embroideries. To work : Lay down two strands of floss

silk or filoselle uj)on the material, and to secure these

bring a stitch upi from the back of the material, pass it

over them, and return it again to the back. Secure the

whole length of the strands with these stitches at even

distances apart ; then lay down two more strands and
secure them in the same manner, but aiTange that the

stitch that secures them shall come exactly between two
in the last row, and not opposite to them. Pill in all the

space with second row.

Broad Couching St itch .~-A Fh\t Couching, and made
as follows ; Lay down three or four strands of filoselle

or floss silk on to the material, and secure them with a
fastening stitch brought up from the back, pass it over

them and return it to the back. Make these stitches at

set intervals down the laid threads, then lay down more
threads and secure them, also at set intervals, but so

that they come between, not opposite, the ones already
made.

Bidlioii Knot Stitch.—'Usei in silk Embroideries,
Crewel Work, and Church Work, and forms a raised roll

Fio. 325. Bullion Kkot.

laid along the surface of the work. To make : Secure the
thread at the back of the work and bi-ing it throuo-h to
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the front. Put the needle into the material, and bring it

oirt so that the point is close to the thread, and take up

from half to a quarter of an inch of material on the needle,

according to the length desired for the Knot. Wind the

thread ronnd the point of the needle from ten to twelve

times {see Kg. 325) ; hold the needle down with the left

thumb and wind with the right hand. Still holding the

needle down, pull it through the material, pull up the

thread to where the needle was inserted, anct let the Kn(.its

lie evenlj' along the surface ; then put the thread through

to the back at this place, and repeat for a sec(jnd Bullion

Knot. In the illustration two Bullion Knots are arranged

as an oval, but they can be laid down upion the material

as single Knots, or in any other device.

Burden Stitch.—A Plat Couching, and used in silk

Embroideries. To work : Lay down a line of Hoss silk

or filoselle, and to secure it, bring up a thread from the

back of the material on one side of the filoselle, and

put it back again on the other. Arrange these securing

stitches at even distances along the line of filoselle.

Buttonhole Stitch.—In Broderie Anglaise and other

ornamental Embroideries this stitch is chiefly used to

form an edging to the work, and it is then known as

Feston, or Double Overcast. When used in Point Lace

work, of which it is the chief stitch, or as a filling to the

various parts of fancy Emliroidery, it is called Close Stitch,

Point de Brussels, or Point None. To work as a Feston

or Double Overcast: Run a straight or scalloped line at

the edge of the material, and commence to work from left ti 1

right. Bring the needle up from the back of the material,

put it down into the material over the run line, and bring

it up under that line and draw up with the needle over the

working thread, so that a loop is formed on the material.

Continue to make these loops along the line, put the needle

Fli.i, 32u. BCTTOSHOLE SlIICH.

down above the run line and close to the stitch last made,

bring it up under the rim line, and take up the same

amount of material at each stitch. To w-ork as Point

None, &c., and without a foundation (see Fig. 326) ; Throw
a thread across the space to be filled from right to left, and

secure it firmly upon each side. Commence to work from

left to right, put the needle into the piece of lace or

material above the thread thrown across, and then down-

wards behind the foundation thread. Bring it up on the

other side of the foundation thread and over the working

thread, so that it forms a loop. Continue to make these

loops to the end of the row. Then throw another foundation

thread across, and cover this with Buttonhole
;
put the

needle into the first line of Buttonhole instead of into

the material. Continue to throw threads across and cover
them with Buttonhides until the space is filled.

Chain Stitcli.—This stitch is also called Point de
Chainette and Tambour Stitch. It is largely used in

all Fancy Embroideries, particularly in Indian and other
Oriental work. Upon fine cambric or muslin Chain or

Tambour Stitch is W(.)rked with a Crochet hook thus

:

Thread in the front of the work, put the hook through
the material and bring it out to the front, thread round
the needle, and draw up as a loop through the piece <jf

material on the hook *
: hook through the material,

thread round the hook and draw through the ma-

Yi'i. 0-7- Chain Stitch.

terial and loop upon the hook ; repeat from * to make
e^•ery Chain. To work Chain Stitch with a Needle:
Bring the needle from the back of the material up in the

line to be embroidered, put the needle down close to the

place it came out, but on the right side *
; hold the thread

down with the left thuml), and bring the needle out upon
the line one-eighth of an inch below where it was inserted

and over the thread held down. Draw up, and the stitch

will be formed. Put the needle down on the right side

close to where it came up, and in the Chain already made
[sec Fig. 327), and repeat from * for the whole of the

pattern.

Close Stitch.~S<:Q Buttonhole Stitch.

Fig. 32s. C'OEAL Stitch,

Cored Stitch.—A stitch used in Ticking work, and to

ornament children's dresses and nnderlinen. It is worked

either as a Single or Doiihle Coral. To Work Sing"'e

AA 2
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Coral ; Trace a straiglit line down the material, bring

the needle np in this line, and hold the thread down under

the left thumb on the line, but a quarter of an inch below

where it came oiit. Put the needle in in a slanting direc-

tion on the right side, and bring it out in the traced line,

over the thread that is held down, as shown in Fig. 328.

Draw np and commence another stitch, keeping all the

slanting lines on the right side of traced line.

To "Work Double Coral (the variety of the stitch most in

use) : Bring the needle up in the traced line as before,

make the slanting stitch described on the right side, and

then make a similar stitch on the left-hand side into the

same spot on the traced line, or hold the thread down on

the traced line for a quarter of an inch, and then make a

slanting stitch to the left. Again hold the thread down

and make a slanting stitch to the right, hold the thread

down and make a slanting stitch to the left, and con-

tiQue to form stitches on each side of the line to the end

of the work.

Cord Stitch.—A stitch used in Embroidery to cover

straight threads thrown across spaces, and not run intt) the

material ; also known as Twist Stitch. To work : Throw

a line of thread across a space and fasten it firmly.

Return the thread to where it first started from by

twisting it over and over the straight and tight line

first made.

Couchiiuj Stitch

.

—The stitches that are classed under

the head of Couching are more used in Church work than

in other kinds of Embroidery. They rank amongst the

best and most difficult of Embroidery stitches, and

require to be worked in frames. Couchings are used to

embroider with materials that are too thick to thread upon

needles and pass backwards and foiTvards as stitches, or

that are of a texture that such constant friction would fray

and destroy. They are divided into two kinds, Flat

and Raised. The chief varieties of Flat Couching are

Brick, Broad, Bui'den, Diagonal, and Diamond; of Raised,

Basket, Vandyke, and Wavy. The Flat Couchings

are laid straight down upon the foundation material

;

the Raised have paddings of various cords put between

them, and the foundations are laid over these raised sur-

faces. The principle of all Couching stitches is as follows :

Lay down two or more threads of floss silk or gold cord

upon the foundation as horizontal or perpendicular lines,

and close together, and to secure these bring up a needle

threaded with silk from the back of the material on one side

of the laid threads, pass it over them to the other, and return

it to the back from there. Make a scries of these securing

stitches at even distances along the laid threads, and then

lay down more threads and secure them in the same
manner. The varieties in Couching are formed by the

designs made by these securing stitches Ijcing arranged in

patterns, the Raised as well as the Flat.

Crewel Stitch (also known as Rope and Stem Stitch).

— It is much used in Crewel Work, being the chief

stitch in that Embroidery, and is also used in Broderie

Anglaise and other kinds of Em)jr(jidery tcj form thick

stems to flowers, tendrils, and branching sprays. To
Work : Bring the needle up from the Imck of the material,

and insert it above where it came out in a straight line,

Init slightly slanting from right to left. (See Fig. 329),

Keep the thread upon the right side of the needle and draw

up. Insert the needle in the same way above the last made

stitch in an upright, but slightly slanting, direction, and

Fig. 329. Crewel Stitch.

s(j work until the line is finished. Work in this manner

liackwards and forwards for a thick stem, always turning

the material at the end of a line. In curved sprays and

tendrils follow their traced outlines and make the same

stitch. See Cbewbl Stitch for Ceewel Woek.
Cross Stitch.—This stitch is also kno-noi as Point de

Marque, and is used for fancy Emliroideries, and parti-

cvilarly in work known as Kreuzstickeri, and for marking.

Its beauty consists of the two lines of which it is formed

crossing each other so that their points form a perfect

square. To work : Take the first part of the stitch from

the left hand bottom side of the square across to the

right hand top side, and the second half of the stitch from

the right hand bottom side to the left hand top side, crossing

over the first half, as shown in Fig. 330.

- 5?. ^ X
« K ;< K 3< «

Fkj. 3o0. Cross Stitch.

Cushion Stitch.—The name given to Satin Stitch

when that stitch is arranged in a series of geometrical

Vandykes or half circles across a material as a background.
The stitch is more used in Berlin Work and Chiu-ch Em-
broidery than in fancy Emliroidery, but is occasionally

required in the latter. To work : Trace out on the material

two parallel Vandyke or curved lines an inch apart from
each other. Bring the needle from the back of the work
up in the lower line, and put it down in the upper line

exactly above where it came out. Bring it out on the
upper line with but a thread of the material separating it

from the first stitch, and put it down in the lower line.
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Coutinue to work the stitch with the precision and evenness

of weaving until the lines are filled in. To work Cushion

stitch alike on both sides : When the needle is piit down to

the back of the work, bring it up again close to where it

was first brought out, instead of close to where it was put

down. This will fill the back of the flower or leaf with

the same straight stitches that it fills the front part

with.

Damask Stitch.—A name given to Satin stitch when

worked upon linen for household purposes. To work :

Bring the needle from the back of the material to the front,

and make a slanting stitch over the part to be emliroidered.

Bring out the needle close to where it first came out, but

on the right side, put it down close to where it was put

back, and ccmtinue to make these slanting stitches across

the material vmtil the space is filled in.

Diagonal Stitch.—A Flat Couching. To work : Lay

down two threads of floss silk or gold cord upon a lineu

foundation. To secure these into position liring a stitch

from the back of the material, piass it over the threads,

and return it to the back. Lay down repeated lines of silk

and secm-e them, and arrange the securing stitches so that

they form diagonal lines upon the work.

Diamond Stitch.—A Plat Couching. To work; Lay

down lines of floss silk over the whole of the foundation

to be covered, and, to secure these, take a single thread of

purse silk and gold cord, lay it in a diagonal direction

over the floss silk, and secure it with a stitch from the

back at set intervals. Continue to lay down diagonal

lines over the silk at equal distances apart, and all in one

direction, and to secure them imtil the space is filled.

Then cross these lines with other diagonal ones, so as to

form a diamond-shaped pattern upon the surface of the

floss silk. Secure these last lines at the points of the

diamonds, and ornament the stitch by introducing a pearl

or bead at the junction.

Fia. asi. DOT STITCH.

Dot Stitch.—A stitch also called Point de Pois, Point

d'Or, Point de Poste, and Dotted, and used in all kinds

of Embroidery either to fill in the centres of leaves

and flowers, or to trace out a pattern with a number of

single lines made with a series of small Dots. To work :

Bring the needle up from the back of the work, outline

a tiny rovmd, and work Overcast over it until a small

raised knob is formed. Pig. 331 is an illustratiijn of a piece

of Embroidery intended for the corner of a handkerchief,

in which the name is worked in the centre of a leaf. The

name, the outline oi the leaf, the filjrcs. and the stem are

worked in Satin Stitch, the tendrils in Os-ereast, and the

body of the leaf filled with Dots. These Dots are too

small to outline with a run thread, and are made of two

Overcast stitches.

Dotted Stitch.—Sec Dot Stitch.

DouJjlc Cross Stitch.—A fancy stitch used in Ticking

Work and other Embroideries upon materials where the

Fig. 332. DOT'ELE CEOSS STITCH—Detail A.

Fig. 333. DOUBLE CEOSS STITCH—Detail B.

foundati(in is allowed to show. To wiirk a plain Double

Cross : Fill the space to be worked with a line of -wide

apart Herringbone stitches (.see Fig. 332), and make a

return line of Hen'ingbone between the wide apart first

line.

To work an ornamented Double Cross : Make a line of

wide apart Heeeingbone, return the thread close to the

stitches just made so as to make a douMe line, and cross

this while in progress with ornamental knots. Hold the

fixed and working thread together, and cross them where

a knot is to be made with a Buttonhole to secure them
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together. Tlieu make ii knot or knob witli Overcast.

Work two knots npou every Heningbone, and continue

to make tlie double line to tlie end of space. Then
make a single line of Herriuglione lietween tlie stitches,

as in plain Double Cross, and as shown in Fig. 333

(Detail B I on p. 181.

Dotible Overcast Stitch.—See Buttouliolc Stitch.

Double Square Stitch.—See Q;iieen Stitch.

En Coachure Stitch.—The Trench name for Couch-

in<j (which .see).

En Ronde Bos.^e Stitch.—A term occasitmally met
with in descriptions of old needlework, and intended to

denote that the Emliroidery Stitches are raised from the

foundation, either in low or high relief.

Eyelethole.—This is used in Broderie Anglaise, and in

all kinds of Embroidery where tlie material is cut away
and the edges of those places sewn over. Eyeletholes

are generally of a round shape, Init they are also formed

as ovals and Vandykes, their shape depending upon the

pattern they are to make. T(j work : Trace the design

upon cambric or other thin material, and tack this to

Toile Cire. Outline each hole by rimniug a thread of em-
broidery cotton round it, and then if it is an oval, cut it

with a sharp pair of small scissors down the centre, or if

a round, push a stiletto thr(jugh it ; turn the material

under imtil the outliue thread is reached, and then work
round the hole in Ovekcast from left to right. Put the
needle in on the hole side of the running, and brmg it out
on the other, so that the Overcast Stitch is worked over

the run line. Work close, and make each stitch of the
same size. E3'eletholes are snmetimes worked with
Buttonhole instead of Overcast. To work : Trace a
double line r(jund the hole, and fill in Ijctween the two lines

with runnings of embroidery cotton. Cut out the centre,

turn under the material until the inner traced line is

reached, and then work a succession of evenly-made
Buttonholes round the Eyelethole.

Fancy StitcJi.—These stitches are used inEmbroidery
to fill in and enrich p;u-ts of the design. T(j wijrk Fig. 33-1 :

Fig. .jIjL F.\Ktv Stitcji. 'i'j5. Faxcv Stitch.

First make a line of DoT,S formed of two loops at equal dis-

tances apart, and then make a second line (.>f Dots in a
similar manner a quarter of an inch from first line. Loop
through a D(}t upon each line -ivith a thread carried three
times through, and when all the Dots have Ix'en filled

work a third line of Dots and loop these through, taking

the threads through the second line of Dots to form part

of the stitch. When all the space is thus filled in, work

Dots upon each side of the stitches to correspond with the

ones already made.

To work Fig. 33.!) : Arrange lines in Diamonds across the

space, and catch these down at the jjoints of the Diamonds.

Then make flat loop)s over them with three coils of thread,

and when all are filled in, finish by catching these flat

loops in four places.

Fancy Hem Stitch.—The varieties of Fancy Hem
Stitch are used in Open Work Emliroideries of aU kinds,

but more particularly in Drawn Work, where they are

employed either to catch together and secure the threads

left in the material after the others are drawn away, or to

fill up spaces that the drawn away threads have left quite

bare. To work Fancy Hem to secure threads : Having

drawn out the threads necessary, turn the work to the

wrong side, hold the material so that the threads are

horizontal, and work in a straight line down them and

close to the solid material. Take up six or eight threads

I'm the needle, and hold the working thread down, so that

the point of the needle is over it. Then draw up, making

a Buttonhole Stitch. Pull up tightly, so that the six or

eight threads are well together, and then secure them by

taking a short stitch underneath them into the material.

Repeat until all the threads are drawn together.

To fill in (jpen spaces : Make a series of loops upon each

side of the space, opiposite to each other (.sec Fig. 336), and
join them together thus: Fasten the thread to the first

bottom loop, and run it into the middle
;
put the needle

into the loop opposite on the top line, and back again

Fic. :;:J6. F.VNCT Hem Stitch.

into the bottom loop, and make a Buttonhole of this
stitch. Then pass the thread liackwards and forwards
between the two loops several times, but do not make any
more Buttonholes. Pass on to the next two loops, and
nialve the first stitch a Buttonhole, and fill in the rest with
the plain backwards and forwards thread. Work all the
loops together in this manner.
To work Fig. 337 ; Conmience by making a Back StitcH

in the upper part of the space, taking up only sufficient
material to hold the stitch, Cross the"thread to the other
side of the space, and make another small Back Stitch
there. Coed up the thread for a short distance, and make
a Back Stitch into the upper part of the space

; Cord this
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up a short distance, and make a Back Stitcli into the lower

part of the space, and coutinne to the end, Ijoing careful

to make every stitch the same distance apart.

'^^

Fig. 3:>8. Fe.vthee Stitch,

the material and put it down again in a slanting direction,

make a stitch a quai'ter of an inch long, bring it out again

close to the first stitch, and put it down to the back in a

slanting direction, making the stitch one-eighth of an inch

long. Make this long and short stitch alternately for the

first row ; for the nest, fill in the spaces with the same kind

of stitches, work them long and short where the design will

allow, but arrange so that they follow the line of the out-

line. To work on the hand : Make the same irregular

Satin Stitch, but bring the needle up in the commence-
ment of the second stitch when put down at the end of

the fijst stitch,

Fio. .3:37. Faxct Hem Stitch.

Feather Stitch (1).—The Opus Plumarium of the

ancients, and so called from the likeness this stitch has to

the feathers of a bird when arranged as long irregular

stitches, radiating from a centre or from a straight line.

It is largelj' used in Ancient Emliroideries and in Crewel

"Work, and is either worked iu a frame or iu the hand.

The stitch consists of a number of Satin Stitches of

irregular length and size, worked in between each other in

rows, some long and some short, but so arranged as to fit

into each other without showing any foundation, and so

that the outline and contours of the design are followi'd.

To work in a frame ; Bring the needle up from the l.>ack oi

(2).—A stitch also knijwn as Point D'Epine and
Point Auglaisc. and worked either as a Double or

Single Feather. It is much used in Ticking and othi.-r

fancy Embroideries, anil also to dec-oi-atc plain linen. To
work Single Feath<>r: Bring tlu' nei'dl,/ up in the centre

line. hoLI th(.' thread down with the left thumb iiue-eighth

of an inch ln/neath where the needl._' r;ame out. Insert the

needle (ni left side of the line {see Pig. o3>i| even to where it

eainc up but a. short distance away, and liring it out in a

slanting direction, so that it conies up in the centre line

and over the held down thread. Draw up and repeat this

stitch to the right of the line and work on the left and
right of the line until the space is covered.

FUi. ?jo9. D.JUBLE FE.VTHEli StITLH.

To woi-k Douldi- F.-ather: The beauty of Double Feather

consists in the pierfect Vandyke line it makes down the

material when properly worked. The stitch is the same

as Feather. Ijut is worked twice to the left and twice to

the right, instead of once, as in Fig. 338, where the needle

is inserted in the second left hand stitch, and the numbers

1 and 2 indic'ate where the needle is put through for the

stitch on the right hand.

Fe4n„ ,S'f,7r7i.—See Bitttoiiliole Stiteli.

FreiirJi Kiint StltcJi.—A stitch much used in Em-
broideiy of all kinds for filling in with raised Knots the

centi'es of Flowers, Stars, or Cii'cles. French Knot

i'ec|uires to tie worked with a thick and not a thin thread,

purse silk and filoselle on crewel Ijeing the mateiials with

which it is usually made. To work : Bring the needle up

from the back of the material, hold the thread between

the left thumb and forefinger, twist it once round the

needle, turn the needle roimd, and put it back into the

material a little behind wdiere it came out.

French Plinrieiis Stitch.—A name given to Raised

Satin Stitch. See Sot In Stitch.

Gotielin ,S7(7c/(.—A short upright stitch, also called

Tapestry. It was largely used in ancient Tapestry work,

from whicdi it derived its nnxlern name, and it is now
employed only for vei'y fine Eml:'ri:>idei'ies executed with

silks, or iu Berlin Work upon canvas. It requires to be

worked in a frame, as its beauty consists in every stitch

being made of the same length and height. To work

:

Bring up the thread from the back of the woik, and put it

down again at a short distance from where it came out, and
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quite upriglit. The length of the stitch should be twice its

width. Bring the needle up again close to where it was

first brought out, and put it down again close to where it was

put down, and continue to make even I'ows of these stitches,

one row above the other, until the space is filled. Begin to

work from the left hand side at the bottom of the material.

Fig. 310. Gobelin Stitch,

Gobelin stitch is sometimes worked as a raised stitch in

Ticking and other ornamental Embroideries ; it is then

padded with braid [see Fig. 340), and the upright stitches

taken over every line of braid, either entirely concealing

the padding or allowing it to sh(jw in places, and forming a

geometrical pattern upon it.

Hevi Stitch.—The ordinary Hem Stitch is identical

with Back Stitch (which see), but the Hem Stitch used in

Drawn Work, and for other fancy purposes, is made as

shown in Fancy Hem Stitch.

Herrini/hone Stitch.—A stitch used in plain needle-

w<;u-k to jiiin flannel stuffs together, and also as an orna-

mental stitch in Emljriiidery. It is sometimes called

Witch Stitch. The beauty of Herringbone depends

entirely upon the execution. Every stitch requires to be

put in at an exact distance from the last made, and the

amount of material taken up upon the needle should

Fio. 341, HEratiKGDONE Stitch.

always be the same; without this vmiformity of execution

the work is spoilt. To woi'k : If the worker's eye is not

straight enough to judge the distances without a guide,

make two parallel lines a quarter of an inch apart ujjon the

material with a succession of dots, hold the material in the

left hand, with the part to be worked along the first finger,

bring the needle up from the wrong side in the top line,

put it into the bottom hne in a slanting dii'ection, take up
only a small quantity of material, and put the needle in

with the pi;)int to the left hand [see Fig 341). Draw up the

cotton, and put the needle in the top line in a slautinc

direction, the point of the needle towards the left. Draw
up, and the cotton of the last stitch will cross over the

cotton of the first. Continue to cross the cotton in this

manner until the lines are filled.

Herringbone (Fancy) Stitch.—A Fancy Herringbone

stitch, also known as Baeeeb Witch stitch. To work:

Commence with a line of Herringbone, and work the

Herringbone more upright and less slanting than in

ordinary Herringbone. Then take a new thread, bring it

Fig. 342. Herringbone Fancy Stitch.

from the back, and twist it over the cross of the Herring-

bone, run it down under the slanting line to the next cross,

twist it over that, and continue running the thread up and

down the slanting lines and over the crosses until a barred

appearance is given to each cross. See Fig. 342.

Holbein Stitch.—This stitch is also called Italian,

and derives its name of Holbein from being the stitch

employed in that work. It is either a Satin Stitch or

i
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tlie fifth and fourth gatlaors together, and continue work-

ing in this way, first in one line and then in the other,

catching a new gathei' and an old gather together with a

Back Stitch every time, until all be secured. Work the

third line as the first (commencing at the right hand side

of work) and the fom-tli as the second line, catching the

gathers together in these lines in the same ordei' as the

ones already worked. The illustration (Fig. 344) shows

Honeycomb Stitch commenced, with the run thread, two

lines of Honeycomb finished, and two lints in progress,

Fig. 344. Honeycomb Stitch.

with the gathers stroked, ready to fasten together.

A variety of Honeycomlj is formed by treating each

gather as a laid thread, and forming a pattei'n over it, as

in CoTJCHiNO, with a thread brought from the back of the

material. The material is gathered very evenly, jjut into

an Embeoideey Feame, and stroked down. Each gather

is then caught down singly with a Back Stitch, and these

securing stitches are arranged in parallel diagonal lines,

or as open diamonds. When forming open diamonds the

number of gathers must be counted and a tiny pencil

line di'awn over the work, so that each diamond is made
of the same size.

Tiidots Stitch.—This is similar to Dot stitch. Outline

a small circle and Ovbecast it, working the stitches all

one way.

Italian Stitch.—See Holbein Stitch.

Jacob's Ladder Stitch.—See Ladder Stitch.

Japanese Stitch.—Used in Crewel work and in Em-
broideries upon silk to represent water, and made with long

Satin Stitches. To work : Bring the needle from the back

of the material, carry the thread along in a straight line

the distance of two inches, and then return it to the back.

Bring it up again underneath where it first started, one-

eighth of an inch to the right, and make a long two-inch

stitch, and continue to make these long stitches in parallel

lines one-eighth of an inch shorter on the left hand, and

one-eighth of an inch longer on the right until the spjace is

filled in.

Knot Stitch.—This stitch is also called Knotted,

and is used in ornamental Embroideries to form lines

decorated at set distances with Knots, and in Drawn

Work to tie threads together in variously arranged

patterns. Lines ornamented with Knots are made in

several ways, of which th(,' simjilest is worked as follows :

Wiirk along the line to he covered and at even dis-

tances a succession of raised dots. {See Fig. 345.) Make

Fio. ;Vt5. Knot Stitch.

each dot by working two Back Stitches over each other,

and I'un the working thread at the back of the material

between each Knut.

To W(jrk Pig. ;ii:C): Bring the needle from the back

of the material into the spot where the stitch is to Ije

formed, put it down to the back and bring it out

again, imly taking up a few threads of the material.

Fio, 31C. Knot Stitch.

Wind the cotton twice round the point of the needle and
keep the cotton tight. Draw out the needle, and then

put it back into the material at the spot where it

was first inserted, drawing the two threads wound
round the working thread up tight, s<:i that they stand

up upon the work. Bring the needle up where the next

Knot is to 1)6 made, and repeat.

Fig. 317 is made as follows: Carry the thread along

the surface of the work for a short distance, and hold it

down with the left thumb, then twist it once roimd the

needle, insert the needle into the material, and bring it

up again. Twist the cotton twice round the point of the

needle, and draw up until the thread is quite over the

Fr;. 3t7. Knot Stitch.

first twist, put the needle down into the material at this

place, and bring it out again at the other side of the Knot.

Then take a long stitch, commence to twist the thread

round the needle, and make another Knot.

BB
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To make a Knot upon the surface nf the work. I.e.. the

Knot that is called a FrencJt Knot : Bring the needle up from

the back of the material, hold the thread Ijetween the left

thumb and finger, twist the thread once round the needle,

and put it liack into the material a little behind where

it came out. Work this Knot with a coarse thread cjr

silk.

To make a Knot with drawn threads : Hem Stitch a

dozen drawn threads together for the first row. For the

second, take 6 threads from one Hem .stitch, and 6 frc>m the

next, and Overcast them together at the distance of an
eighth of an inch from the first row. [See Fig. 318.) Fasten

off, and commence another Knot, take C> threads from one

stitch and (3 frijin the nther, and work until all the stitches

Fio. olS. Knot Stit<;h with Drawn Threap.

are divided and knotted. Fcr the third row, divide the
first stitch and make a Knot with 6 of its threads. Then
make a Knot with the 6 threads left from the first stitch

and 6 taken from the second stitch and take G stitches

from one stitch, and 6 from the other, and Overcast them
together for all the row. Work the fourth row like

second, and the fifth row like the third.

Knotted Stitch.—Sw Knot Stiteh.

Ladder Stitch.—There are two kinds of this stitch,

the open, called Ladder Point, or Point d'Echelle, in which
the bars forming the stitch are taken across an open
space, and the closed, known as Jacob, and Ship Ladder,
in which the liars are workeil nn to the material
its(df.

To Work Fig. 319, an open Ladder: Trace out upon the
material two parallel lines an inch apart. Take a thi-ead

and ran it down the top line for a cjuarter of an inch, then
carry it acnjss to the bottom line as a liar {xee h). loop

Fie. ?A'J. Open Ladder Stitch.

it into the material and i-un it along the Ixittom lino

a Cjuarter of an inch, loop it in at c, and carry it across a<

a l.iai- to top line to d, Ljop it in, carry it across to 1, run it

along to 2, cross it to 3, and run it along to 4. When the
bars are thus made, run a plain line over each parallel

tracing, and work over in Double Oveecast, turning the

edges of the stitches to the inside. Cut away the material

between those two Overcast lines, and leave the bars

crossing it.

To woik Fig. 350, an open Ladder : Trace out two
parallel lines, with an inch and a half space between them,

HereinctBONE from one to the other with a wide apart

line. Then retui'n a line of Herriuglione in between the

one first made. Run a line of thread down each parallel

line and work over in Double Overcast, turning the edges

of the stitches to the inside, and cut away the material

\///'^ /
^^'

' m

Fib j>. Open Ladder Stitch.

between these lines. Then take a thread down the centre

of the space and Knot the two lines of Hen'ingbone

together with it in the centre thus : Put the thread

under the two lines where they cross and bring it

out, make a loop with it, put the needle in under the

two lines, and bring it out over the loop and draw up,

then pass on to where the two nest lines cross, and
Knot together in the same way.

Fifi. 351. Ladder Stitch and Ovf.RCA.sT.

Fig. 3.51 is an open Ladder stitch, surrounded with

Fia. 'i!>2. Open Lauder Stitch.

padded lines of Overcast. To work: Trace the outline
and run the bars of the ladder as shown in Fig. 351, tbea
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pad the outside and inside eirole, and work them thiekly

over in Oveecast. Work the eentre star in flat Satin
Stitch.

To work Fig. 352 (pagv ISti), an open Ladder: Make a

number of stiletto holes as a curved line aeross the space.

AVork over the material left between the hides with Over-
cast. The stiletto holes will form the open part of the

stitch, the Overcast the bars of the Ladder.

To work Jacob, or Ship Ladder : For this close Laddei'.

trace a straight line down the ceuti-e of the material, take

a stitch down it a quarter of an inch in lenyth, put the

needle in and bring it out on the I'ight hand side, a little

Fig. :j53. Ship L.\Di>Elt Stitch.

above where it went in, and a quarter (.if an inch off. Then
make a slant stitch from left to right, turning the needle

so that the point comes out on the traced line (see Fig. 3o3K
draw up thread and put the needle in where marked
1 on illustration, bring it out at 2, put it in at 3, and bring

it out at 1 ; repeat to the end of the traced line.

Lfxno: Stitcli.—Identical with Poiiif Lancr Stitcli

(which see).

Lattice Stitch.—A stitch used in Ticking work and
other oraamental Embroideries for borders, and formed of

straight interlaced lines. To work : Trace along the edge of

the border two straight lines half an inch apart, and in

between these liaes work the Lattice Stitch. Carry five

straight but slanting lines of silk across the space and

"M'^^ "^^'K^ ^>^«^ V:^'^/' 'W'^'^-
/A-k-^-\ /Ai^::\ yfX^^\ /A';S^ /A^>s

Fn: :;-i>4. L-\TTiCE Stitch.

close togethei'. Cross these in a contrary directi<.)n with five

other lines, interlacing these with the first laid by passing

each thread over one line and under one line as they cross

(see Fig. 354). Miss the one-eighth of an inch, and com-

mence to throw the five lines again across the space, and

interlace these as before mentioned.

Long Stitch.—Also known as Point Passe, Passe,

and Au Passe. It is a name given to Satin Stitch when

worked across the material without any padding. See

Satin Stitch.

Loop Stitch.—See Picot.

Opus Plvmariiim Stitch.—See Feather Stitch.

Outline Stitch.—This stitch can be made of Overcast,

Crewel, or Point Russe, it merely consisting of covering

the traced outline (.if a design with a line of single and
nai'row stitches.

Overcast Stitch.—A stitch used in Broderie Auglaise
and in all kinds of Embroidery. It is used to work round
parts (.if the material that have been cut awiiy to form an
open pattern, as in Byelethole, or to form outlines to

stems, flowers, or leaves worked in Satin and other stitches

when they are to be raised from the surface of the
Eml)roidery, or to wi.irk the entire design in. There are

several varieties of Overcast. The Plain, which is W(.irked

over a nm line and called Overcast; Slautlmj Overcast,

similar t(.i Rope and Stem Stitch ;
Raised Overcast, better

known as Point de Tigre ; and Doiihle Overca.'it, which is

a plain Buttonhole Stitch.

To work Plain Overcast: Rim a foundation line along
the part to be embroidered from right to left. Bring the

needle out in the work just lieyi.md the end of the line, put

Fig. :i55. Ovei;c,\.st Stitch.

the needle into the material over this line, bring it out

under it and in an upright position, and keep the working
thread away from the stitch {see Fig. 3551. Cover the

Fig. E.\isED Overcast, op, PC'Ixt de Tigee.

foundation thread with a series of small clo?e-together

stitches so made, and put the needle in each time at

the same distance from the stitch last made and (quite

straight do"mi.

BB 2
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To work Slanting Overcast ; Trace a line on tlie material,

but do not run a foundation thread. C jver this traced line

with small evenly made slanting stitches. Put the needle

in over the traced line and bring it out under the "line,

letting the needle slant from left to right, so as to give a

slanting direction to the stitch.

To work Point de Tigre or Raised Overcast : Over the

traced outline of the design tack a fine cord. Work
a series of close Overcast stitches over this cord

(.3ee Pig. 356), which is a design entirely worked in Point

de Tigre, or Raised Overcast.

To work in Overcast for Stems : Trace the design and

run one or two lines of embroidery cotton over it, accord-

ing to the thickness of the design. Fasten the thread

to the back of the work, bring it out beneath and put

it down over the lines, so that it takes up the material

covered by them and no more. Work stitches close

together until the whole outline is filled in.

To make Eyelethole in Overcast. See Eyelethole.

To work Double Overcast. See Buttonlwle.

Passe Stitch.—See Satin Stitcii.

Persian Cross Stitch.—A stitch used in Ticking and

other fancy Embroideries, and largely employed in Persian

and other Oriental embroideries ; it is also called Vienna

Cross. It consists of a long slanting stitch, crossed with

one half its size, and used irregularly about the work to

fill in spaces, and not formed into rows. It can, however,

be worked in rows, and then forms a line resembling

Herringbone, with one of the vandyked lines longer than

the other.

To work as a separate stitch : Take a slanting stitch

across the material, a cjuarter of an inch long, and cross

it in the centre with a stitch one-eighth of an inch long.

To work in rows : Take a long stitch across four per-

pendicular threads, and cross it with a stitch taken over

the two last of these threads. Commence the next stitch

thus : Cross over the two last threads of the fir.st stitch

and over two new ones, and cross back over the last tw(j

threads. Work this last made stitch until the line is

filled in.

Petit Point Stitrh.—Tlie French name for Tent

Stitch.

Picot Stitch.—Also known as Loop stitch, and used

in Ticking work and other fancy Emljroideries, and to

ornament plain linen. It is formed (if a loop made like a

Chain, and secured with a short stitch holding down the

Fig. 357. Ficot Stitch.

loop at its broad end. To work : Bring up the thread fr(_im

the back of the material, hold it down with the left thmnb,

put the needle in to the right and close to where it came

up, and bring it out one-eighth of an inch below, in a

straight line over the held down thread (see Fig. 357).

Draw the thread up, and put the needle down through

the material a short distance below the chain. Fig. 357

illustrates a cross formed with four Picot Stitches. The

Chains form the arms of the cross, and the short stitches

the body.

Fin-. 358 is an arrangement of Picot Stitch in a

Fiti. 358. Picot Stitch.

pattern. The straight centre line of Picot is worked

first, and the branching Picots on each side after-

wards.

Fig. 359 is composed of a centre line of Feather

Fk;. 359. Picot and Feather Stitches.

Stitch, broken at set intervals with stars formed with

six Picot Stitches.

Point a la Minute Stitch.—An Emljroldery stitch

worked like Bullion Kn(3t, and usei.l to fill in small stars,

Fr;. 300. PuiNT A la Minute.

leaves, and other devices. To work Fig. 360 : Trace an.

outline of the star, put the needle in at 2, where one of

Fig. 361. Toint a la Minute Stitch.

the ai'ms is commenced, bring it out at 1, the end of that
arm, wmd the cotton several times round the point of the
needle, and hold that down with the left thumb

; draw up
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the thread and put the needle down at 2 again, where it

first came out. Cover the other side of the arm with a

similar stitch, and work all the arms of the cross in the

same way. Fig. 3lil gives an arrangement of Point ii la

,

'', M

Fu;. o6'l. Point a la Minute Stitch.

Minute as an eight-pointed star, with the centre left

unworked ; and Fig. 362 is a pattern composed of a star

surrounded by triangles, all made in this stitch.

Point Anglaise Stitch.—One of the French terms for

Feather Stitch.

Point Chemin de Fer Stitch.—See Eaihvaij Stitch.

Point Croisc Stitch.—A variety of Back Stitch that

forms an interlaced pattern at the back of the material and

two straight rows of Back Stitches at tlie front. To work:

Trace two straight lines on the right s de of the work, and

Fig. SG'i. Point Croise Stitch.

at even distances from each other. Insert the needle as

if to make an ordinary Back Stitch in the top line, and
put do-mi into the bottom line in a slanting direction

(see Fig. 3S3). Turn the needle and make a Back Stitch,

and hiing the needle out upon the top line a short distance

from where it first appeared (.see Fig. 363). Put it down
again to the bottom line and repeat. The interlaced

!M\\'!!>'-\^f'P^MMmX&i ^

fciii*

riG5. .3W and 36.5. Point Croise Stitch, back and feont.

threads at the back of the work are shown in Fig. 3(U,

while Fig. 365 gives the appearance of the stitch in the

front, when the back threads are seen through muslin,

and Fig. 363 wIk/u the material is thick, and only the

lines w.irked in the front are visilde.

Fig. 3'I6 is an illustratiim of this same stitch, formed with

two threads. Tlie only diii'ereuce is: Work a row of Back
Stitch from one line to the otlier, as before, but leave the

Fig. 3C6. Point Ohoise Stitches.

space thiit one stitch would take Ijetween each stitch.

Then work another row of Back Stitch with a difirerently

.
coloured thread to fill in the spaces left in the first row.

Point eVAmies Stitch.—A stitch also known as Point
de Sable, and used in Embroidery upon muslin or fine

Cambric to fill the centres of leaves and flowers, and to

make a variety witli Satin Stitch. It has all the

appearance of Back Stitch, l)ut it is worked difl^erently,

and forms a series of interlaced lines at the back, which
show through to the front of the work in transparent
materials. To work : Run roimd the outline of the desio-n

upon the back of the material and fasten the thread at

the back. Commence by taking a short slanting stitch

through tc> the front of the work and out again at the

back, and then cross over the iiiece of work with a slantino'

Fig. :36r. Point d'Armes Stitch, Shoiting Kight Side.

thread, taking two small stitches through to the front in

each line [see Fig. 367), then cross these lines in a
crmtrary direction with the same kind of stitches, and
interlace the threads in the working. The appearance of

Fig. 068. Point d'Aemes Siitch, Showing Wrong Side.

this stitch at the Iiack and manner of working are shown
in Fig. 368, while in Fig. 367 it is illustrated as it looks

upon the right side of the material.

Point d'Attache Stitch.—A term given to the stitch

that secures fancy materials, such as braid or cord, to the
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main work. Point d'Attache can be worked as Back
Stitch, or as plain Running, or as in Couching thus

:

Bring the needle up from the back of the foundation,

pass it over tlie material to be secured, and put down again

to the back of the foundation stuff.

Point de Biais Stitch.—A fancy Embroidery stitch,

used in Ticking work, and consisting in filling in a square

piece of material with five slanting Satin Stitches of

unequal length. To work : Trace out a square, and, to

commence, make a long Satin Stitch from the left hand

bottom corner of square to the right hand top comer.

Make a shorter stitch on each side of this to fill in the

sides of the square, and then two short stitches, oue on

each side of the two last made, to cover over the left hand

top point and the right hand bottom point of squai'e.

Point de Cable Stitch.—See Rope Stitch.

Point de Chainette Stitch.—See Chain Stitch.

Point d'EcheUe Stitch.—The French temi iov Ladder

stitch (which see).

Point de Cote Stitch.—See Rope StUch.

Point de Croix Stitch.—See Cross Stitch.

Point de Diahh Stitch.—This is a stitch that is

formed with eight lines meeting in the centre of a square.

To work : Make a St. Andrew's Cross from comer to

corner of the square, and overlay these lines with a Greek

or even armed cross, the arms coming from the centre of

each side of the square.

Point de Jovrs Stitch.—The French name by which

those parts of Embroidery are indicated where the

material is cut away, the sides Buttonhole or Over-
cast, and the centres filled in with Wheel, Star,

Ladder, or Point de Reprise stitch.

Point de Marqtte Stitch.—See Cross Stitch.

Point d'Epine Stitch.—One of the French terms for

Feather Stitch.

Point de Plume Stitch.—A variety of Raised Satin

stitch, in which the veins of leaves and fl(jwers arc left

unworked, and the rest of the leaves padded. See Satin

Stitch.

Point de Pois Stitch.—See Dot Stitch.

Point de Paste Stitch.—See Dot Stitch.

Point de Repri.-^e Stitch.—A .stitch resembling the

one bearing the same name used in Guipure d'Art.

It is employed in Embniideries upon linen to ornament
open spaces in the work from which the threads have been

drawn or cut away. Fig. 369 shows Point de Reprise

arranged as bars ; Fig. 370, the same stitch formed into

Pyramids.

To work Fig. 3(i9
: Work a row of thick Button-

hole round the open space, and then a scct)nd rcjw of

open Buttonhole. Throw a hcjrizontal thread across

the space to be filled a quarter of an inch from the

top, and secure it into the open Buttonhole line. CoRD
this thread back for a short distance, then take the cotton
in an upright direction, secure it into the material, and
bring it back to the horizontal thread with a distance of

an eighth of an inch between the lines. Secure it to the
horizontal thread with a knot, and throw it up again to

the top of the two lines. Work it do-mi to the horizontal

thread with an interlaced stitch, working in the last

thrown up thread as one line with the knotted one

{see Fig. 368). To Interlace : Put the needle over one

thread and bring it out between the two and draw up. then

put it over the opiposite thread, hiring it out between the

Fig, 360. P.. int de Reprise Stitch.

two, and work in this way until both lines are covered

Cord the horizontal line for a short distance, and then

commence another bar made of Point de Reprise.

To work Fig. 3T0 : Loop a thread from side to side of

the open space and then fasten oft'. Take a fresh thread

and commence at the first loop. Work the new thread

in and out of the Ljop, first from the right thread into

centre, then over the left thread into the centre. Allow

the interlacings to widen at each twist, and when the

Fw. :;7U, PoisT HE Reprise SrirCH.

centre of the open space is reached pass the thread on
to the loop opposite the oue just worked over, and work
over this m the same way, liut commence with the widest
stitch, and narrow to a point a,3 a finish. Work over all

the loops in this manner.

Point de Biz Stitch.—This stitch should be worked
so as to resemlile grains of rice loosely scattered over a Hat
surface. To work : Bring the thread from the back of the
material, and put the nee<lle d(jwn again, so that it makes
a stitch one-eighth of an inch long in a slanting direction

upon the surface of the work. Continue to make these
short slanting stitches until the space is covered, and
arrange them so as to be carelessly thr<jwn over the work
and not in any design. Fig. 371 is a flower with its centre
filled with Point de Riz, surrounded liy Point de Cable
or Stem Stitch. The thick parts of the flower are worked
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in Au Passe, and the sprays form part of the A\i Passe

design, shown in Pig. 371.

Fkt. 371. Point I'E Eiz Stitch.

Poini de Sj^e Stitch.—A variety of Peston or

Buttonhole, and used to fill in the petals of flowers,

particularly of I'oses, hence its name. The difference

between this stitch and ordinary Peston C(jnsists in the

stitches being worked over a padded surface and lacing

broader. To work for ordinary edgings : Commence Ijy

rmining a plain curved line to mark the inside of a wide

scallop edging, then run another line at the distance of an

eighth of an inch from the first. Make this line of a

number of small curves, allowing four or five of these curves

in the space of the one wide scallop. Pad the space

between the two lines with lines of embroidery cotton,

and Buttonhole over them, scalloi^ing the outer edge

of the line of Buttonholes to suit the curves made in the

second line. When usint; Point dc Rose for flower petals,

commence by tracing the outlines of the ))etals with a

double Une, and fill in the spaces between these traced

lines with a pad of embroidery cotton run or darned in

between them. Then for the petals that fill in the centre

of the flower, Buttonhole over the pad and work the outer

edge of the line of Buttonhole stitches towards the centre

of the flower, and not towards its edge. Work the outer

petals with the Buttonhole edge to the outside as in

ordinary Peston.

Point de Sable Stiteh. — A name given to Point

D'Armes Stitch (which see].

Point d'Escalier Stitch.—See Ladder Stitcli.

Point de Tigre Stitcli.—A name given to Overcast

Stitch (which see).

Point d'Or Stitch.—The French term for Dot Stitch

(which see).

Point Lance Stitch.—A simple stitch, also kno'mi as

Lance, much used in Ticking and other fancy Embroidery

work. It consists of short straight lines arranged in

various designs upon the surface of a material, and can

be made with purse silk, coloured filoselle, and white or

ingrain cotton. To make : Trace an outline of the pattern

to be worked upon the material, bring the needle, threaded

with silk, up from the back at one of the points of the

design (see Pig. 372), and insert it again into the material

at the finish of the line at whose point it came out

Fiii. .37-. Point L.ince Stitch.

then bring it out again at the point of a fresh line, and

draw the thread up. Continue to cover the drawn lines

with lilies of silk thus made until all are worked over.

Point Mei:ico Stitch.—A name given to Buttonhole

Stiteh when used as an outline stitch in Mexican Em-
broidery. To work : Trace an outline of the design, and

then with fine black or coloured silk work over this outline

with an even row of Buttonhole placed one-eighth of au

inch apart.

Point Nattr Stitch.—A Satin Stitch arranged so as to

form branching lines. To work : Trace the lines upon cloth

materials, or if for linen materials, draw out a centre and

two outside threads for guiding lines. Bring the needle up
from the liack of the material on the right hand side line,

insert it in a downward slanting direction in the centre

line [see Pig. 373), and bring it out in a straight line to

where it was put in, but upon the left hand side line.

Return it to the centre line at the spot marked 1, and bring

Fig. 373. Poist Natte Stitch.

it out on the right hand outside line at the spot marked 2.

Work in this manner down the centre line, make the

stitches one-eighth of an inch apart, and let their points

Ije always exactly opposite each other.

Point None Stitch.—See Buttonhole Stitch.

Point Noil,' Stitch.—See French Knot Stitch.

Point Passe Stitch.—See Satin Stitch.

Point Perl} Stitch.— One of the names given to

Satin Stitch.

Point Phimetis Stitch.— A name given to Raised

Satin Stitch. See Satin Stitch.

Point Russe Stitch.—This stitch is much used in

all kinds of fancy Embroideries xipon linen, cloth, or

silk materials, It is very cjuickly worked, and is easy of
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execution, consisting of covering a traced outline with lines

of long straiglit stitches. The patterns intended to be

worked in Point Russe should be arranged with reference

to the manner of working the stitch, and should contain no

lines of any great length, but short straight lines, Vandykes,

angles, sprays, diamonds, and crosses, and not rounds and

curves. To work : Trace the design upon the material,

bring the needle up from the back of the work at the end of

one of the traced lines, and put it through to the back of

the work at the other, covering the straight line with the

cotton or silk. Bring the needle up again at the end of next

line, return it to the same spot that the first stitch ended

at, and put it through to the back of the material there.

Fifi. .')74. POIXT KOSSE STriTH.

Continue to work lines in this way until all the outline is

worked over, taking care that no part of it is left uncovered.

Should a traced line be too long to look well covered with

only one stitch, divide it into two or three equal parts, and
make that number of stitches upon it. To work Fig. 374 :

Trace the outline of the Vandykes and crosses, and com-

mence in the centre of the cross. Work one bar of the

cross, and put the needle down into the Vandyke at the

spot marked 1 and bring it out at 2. Draw it up and

put it down into 1, then bring it out again at 2, and

make another stitch in the vandyke, and then one in the

cross. Continue to the end of the pattern.

Foiid Tui-c Stitch.—Sn' Ladder Stitch.

Queen Stitcli.—Also known as Double Square. To
work : Trace upon the material two squares, one within

the other ; work over the outside squai'c first with four

Satin Stitches. Commence and finish them at the points

of the square ; then work the inside square with four

smaller Satin Stitches arranged in the same way.

Bfiilway Stitch.—Also known as Point Chemin de

Per, and given these names because of the rapidity with

which Euibroidei'y patterns can be executed when worked

with it. The designs for the Embroidery should always be

of small flowers and leaves, such as foi-get-me-nots, and
arranged in detached sprays dotted aliout the surface

of the material, and the stitch executed in coarse white

embroidery cotton, Pyrcnean wool, or filoselle. Towurk:
Trace a small spray of forget-me-not flowers and leaves,

but do not outline the design with a run thread. C<:im-

mence to work from the centre of the flower, and make
each petal with one stitch. Bring the needle up from the

back, hold the thread down with the left thimib, put the

needle in close to where it came out, and bring it out at the

point of the jietal and over the thi-cad heM down by the

left thumb. Draw up, making a kind of long loop, held

down in the centre with the drawn up thread. Put the

needle down again just outside the loop, making a very

small stitch at the end of the petal, run the needle out

again in the middle of the flower, and commence to work

another petal. Finish off the centre of the flower with

French Knots, or Buttonhole it round, or pierce it

with a stiletto, and Overcast round the hole so made.

Each leaf will only require one Railway stitch to fill it.

Overcast the stems of the sprays.

Bice Stitch.—See Point de Biz stitch.

Bope Stitch.—This stitch is similar to Crewel and

Stem Stitch in appearance, and only differs from those

stitches in being worked from the top of the material

downwards, instead of from the bottom ujowards. It is

also known as Point de Cable and Point de Cote. To

work : Trace an outline of the line to be covered, bring

the m.-edle from the back of material at the top of the line

/

Fig. 375. EopE Stitch.

on the left side, put it in slightly slanting on the right

hand side, and bring it out on the left hand side a little

below the last stitch made (.sec Fig. o75) ; slightly slant it

to the right, and continue to cover the traced line with

these slanting stitches. Rope Stitch is worked as a

perfectly even and regular line of slanting stitches, and
closer together than Crewel Stitch.

Satin Stitch.—The needlework executed with Satin

Stitch, in comliination with other stitches, ranks amongst
the most beautiful and the UKJst diflicult of Embroideries,

and its execution upon white materials has attained the

greatest proficiency in Ireland, Madeira, and Saxony, while

upon dark silk or cloth foundations the work is almost
universal. It is executed upon silk, satin, fine cambric,

and muslin, ami is largely used to emiiroider handkerchiefs
or to work designs upon satin -svith fine embroidery silks.

It should lie worked in a frame, and requires great know-
ledge of the art as well as patience. Satin Stitch is of two
kinds, the Flat and the Bai.-<ed. The Flat Satin stitch is

also called Damuih, Long, An Pause, Point Pcrie, Point
Passr. and Passe, and is an easy stitch, worked without
any padding straight upon the material. To work : Trace
the design upon the nuiterial, and arrange so that none of

the petals of flowers or parts of the work are of any size.

Bring the needle up from the back of the material on one
side of the traced petal, and put it down exactly opposite
where it came out upon the other side, leaving the thread
lying flat across the intermediate space. Work a number
of stitches in this way perfectly flat and even, until the
traced petal is filled in. The stitches may be slanted
instead of straight, but must always follow each other in
the same direction and with perfect regularity. Flat Satin
is used by itself, (jr to fill in parts of Raised Satin designs,
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and it is sometimes varied in the manner illustrated in

Fig. 376, where it fills in with interlaced stitches one side

of the leaf, of which the other is worked in Back Stitch,

the outline in Overcast, and the centre vein in a series

of Eyeletholes. To work : Work a row of Satin Stitch,

and miss the space one stitch would fill l)etwecu every

Tic. Flat S.\ti>', Overcast, Eyelet, and Back Stitches.

stitch. For the next row, fill in these spaces with a Satin

Stitch, and cany each stitch Ijcyond the ones made in the

first row. Fill hi the spaces left in the second row with a

third row of stitches carried beyond as l.)ef(ire, and wcjrk

in this manner until the leaf is filled in.

Raised Satin Stitcli, also known as Point Plumetis and
French Plumetis, is more diificult of execution than fiat

Satiu Stitch. It is worked over a padded foundatiim thus :

Trace the outline of the design, run it round with a thread,

and fill in the parts to be raised with a padding < if run

threads. Bun these so that they are thick and solid in the

centre of the Embroidery, and graduate them down on lnjth

sides, or mn them so that they are raised on one side and

graduated down upon the other, according to the design,

and work in these lines in an opposite direction to the

Fig. Eaised Satin Stitch.

stitch that is to cover them. Fig. .377 shows a Raised Satin

petal with the padding raised on one side and sloped dc)wn

to the other, and with horizontal runniugs worked over

Fig. 378. Eaised Satis Stitch.

with a slanting stitch taken from left to right, while Fig.

378 illustrates a padded petal raised in the centre and

graduated to the sides, the runnings put in horizontally,

and the covering stitches in an upright direction. Raised

Satin Stitch is i-arely nsed to fill in the whole of a

design, but is combined with other Embroidery stitches.

Fig. 379 gives a leaf executed iu three stitches, Back,

Overcast, and Raised Satin. To work: Outlini^ tlie leaf

in Overcast, run a cord as a pad under the v. Ins of the

leaf and Overcast this cord, then work the right hand side

Fig. .37?. Eaiseo Satin, Back, and Overcast Stitcbes

of the leaf in rows of large Back Stitches, and pad the

left hand with perpendicular rnuuings, giving the gi'eatest

height near the (X'utre veins. Work horizontal lines of

Satin Stitch over this padding.

The handsomest manner of using Raised Satin Stitch

is in Relief Embroidery executed with it in combination

with other Embroidery Stitches. This consists in Em-
broidering detacheil pieces of material, and attaching

these to the main part of the work so that they stand

out and above the flat Embroidery. Pig. 380 is a design

of a Bluebell so worked when fi.nished, and the Details

A and B (Pigs. 381, 382) show the manner of execution,

which consists of embroidering the material and sewing

over that an extra piece of work. To work : Trace the

Fig. .380. Eaised Satin Stitch
—Blcelell,

Fig. 3fil. E.MSED Satin Stitch
—Bluebell—Detail A.

outline of Detail A upon the main work, and Oveecast the

petals and their points, as shown in that illustrati( m. Trace

upon a detached piece of material the outline of Detail B,

and Buttonhole all the outline in very fine stitches;

work the petals and the two horizontal lines in Eaised

Satin, and pad them so that they are most raised in the

centre. In the detail one petal is left unfinished to show

the lines of padding, the rest are covered with Overcast.

C C
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Mil in tlie body of the Bluebell with large Back Stitches

worked in even rows. Cut out the pieee of Embroidery

and stitch it on to the main part of work where the dotted

lines arc sho\vn in Detail A. The piece of detached

Fia. 332, Kai^ed Satin Stitch—Bluebell—Detail B.

Embroidery is larger than the flat part of the flower, and

will stand up from the rest of the work where not attached

to the main body of the work.

A variety of Raised Satin is known as Point de Plume.

It is used in combination with Satin and other stitches,

and consists of leaving unworked upon the petals of

flowers and leaves the parts intended to indicate the

veins ; it is illustrated in Fig. 383. To work : Trace the

design, but leave out the markings of the veins. Fill in

the petals with i-un lines, leave the veins quite clear, and
run the padding in sn that the parts nearest the veins

and centre of flower are the most raised. Work straight

lines of Satin Stitch over this padding, and vary their

Fig. 383. Point de Plume Stitch.

direction so as to follow the contour of the petals.

Fig. 383 represents a flower worked in Point de Plume,
with the veins mai'ked with a black line ; the centre of the

flower is filled with three Eyeletholes f(.)r stamens, and
the calyx is enclosed with fine Overcast and filled in

with Back Stitch.

Ship Ladder Stiich.—See Ladder Stitch-.

Sjianish Stitch.—This stitch is simply a Cross Stitch

arranged so that a succession of crosses are worked as a line

in the front of the material, f(.>rming at the Ixick squares.

It is only worked when both sides of the material are

required to be neat. To work : Make an ordinary Cross
Stitch, making the back stitches the top and bottom liues

C)f a square. Re-eross the first stitch, and luing the needle

out in front ready to begia the next stitch ; throe lines of

the square at the back are made with each Cross, but they

fit into each other so as to form squares as the work

proceeds.

Split Stitch.—A stitch much used in ancient Church

Euibroidery and in silk Emliroideries, to work the faces

and hands of figures. It has the appearance of Chain

Stitch, but lies flatter on the surface, and is more capable of

forming the small half curves, rounds, or lines that foUow

the contours of the figure and give the appearance of

shading to Bmliroidery only executed in one colour. It

requires to be worked in a Frame, and is made as follows :

Bring the silk up from the back of the frame and make a

short stitch (in the surface, and return the needle to the back.

Then bring it up again to the surface through the middle of

the first stitch, dividing or splitting the strands of silk

of which it is formed by the passage of the needle. Put

the needle down again to the back of the work a short dis-

tance above where it came out, and Ijring it out again to

the front in the centre of the second stitch, splitting the

strands as liefore.

St. Andrew's Stitch.—An Embroidery Stitch made of

four Satin Stitches arranged in the form of a St. Andrew's

cross. To work : Mark out a square of the material, and

commence the first stitch from the top left hand corner of

the square and finish it in the centre of the square ; work

the next stitch from the top right hand corner of the square

into the centre, and take the two remaining stitches from

the two bottom comers of the square into the centre in the

same manner.

Stem Stitch.—See Crcwet Stitch.

Tapcstnj Stitch.—See Gohcliii Stitch.

Tassel Stitch.—A stitch used to make a looped fringe

as an edging to Embroideries. To work : Double the

thread and bring the needle up from the back, hold the

thi'ead down with the left thumb to the length of an inch,

make a horizontal stitch from left to right, bring it out

on tlae right side where it first came up, and draw up, keep-

ing the left thumb on the thread, so as not to draw it up

beyond the inch held down. Insert the needle to the right

and make a short stitch, biinging it out at the same spot at

which it was put in ; hold the thread down with the left

thuml) and again make the stitch descriljed and over the

same spot, so that two loops are formed in one stitch.

When the edge is covered with a line of loops cut their

ends.

Tent Stitch.—Also known as Petit Point, and used
in Berlin Work, and in Embroidery upon solid materials,

such as silk and cloth. It is a succession of small Satin
Stitches worked in even lines, and in a slanting direction
from left to right. To work : Trace a horizontal line upon
the material, bring the needle up from the back upon this

line, and put it down again to the back, slightly above the
line, and in a slant from left to right. Continue to make
these small slanting stitches close together, and all of the
same height, until the line is filled; then draw a line
underneath the first one a short distance from it, and
fill this line in the same way ; work the top of the new
line of stitches on the bottom of the first line, and in
bi'tween the first made,
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Trtr dc Bo'iif Stiich.—The name of this stitch is

derived from its shape, the two upper stitches having the

appearance of horns, ami the lower ones of an animal's

head. It is a useful stitch in Ticking and other Orna-

mental work. To nuike ; Draw a line that can be iiildied

out down the centre of the space. Commence hy making

two slanting stitches apart at the topi and meeting in the

line at the bottom. Bring tlie thread i.iut in the line a

httle above the bottom of the slanting stitches, insert tlie

needle close to it, and luing it out a quarter of an inch

Fig. ;584. Tkte I'E Bceuf Stitch.

below and upon the line, making a Loop or Buttonhole.
Draw the thread up, and put the needle through the

material to the back on the line and a little below the l(5op.

Fig. 384 shows the working of Tete de Bceuf. In this

illustration the two slanting stitches are already formed,

and the loop is in progress. When cb-awn up. after the

loop is made, the needle is inserted into the hole marked

I for the last stitch, while 2, 3, 4, and 5 mark the places

where the needle is inserted and brought out for the two

slanting stitches that commence the nest Tete de Bceuf.

Tii-ist Stitch.—Identical with Co yd Stitch.

Vandijl-e Stitch.—A raised Couching. To work: Lay

down whipcord upion a linen foundation in the shapie of

Vandykes, and tack this firmly down. Over this lay down

hues of floss silk or gold cord, and to secure, liring a stitch

from the back of the material, pass it over the threads, and

return it to the back, and with a numl>er of these stitches

mark out the vandyked outline of the cords upon each

side.

Vienna Cross Stitch.—See Persian Cross Stitch.

Warp Stitch. — Axi Embroidery Stitch used when

threads are drawn away from the material to form the

pattern. Warp stitch consists of drawing away the

threads that fonn the weft, or crciss the material, and

leaving the warp, or lengthways threads. These are

secured together with omamental Hem Stitch.

Wavy Stitch.— A raised Couching. To work: Lay

down upon a linen foundation lines of whipcoi'd arranged

in curves, and tack these into piosition. Over these lay

down floss or purse silk, or gold cord, and to fasten them

down, bring a stitch from the back of the material, pass

it over two strands of silk, return it to the back and

outline the curved and raised lines ou I'oth sides ivith these

securing stitches.

Tr/(f(-(/c, ir Stitch.— This stitch Is a comljination of

Point Nattc and Chain Stitch It is used in Ticking

and other fancy Embroid. rics. and also instead of Coral

and Feather stitch for ciruamcnting children's dresses

and undcrlinen. It can be wurked in iwiy ways:—First

way: iVIake a. series of Point Natte down the space to

lie covt'red, and then woilc o\"cr their centres a line of

Chain Stitches, taking care tliat tlie loop of each Chain

Stitch licgius at the spot where the Point Nattc met in

the centre of the work. The second way is to complete

Fi.. "SVHEATE.vr. Stitch.

the stitch in one line (.sec Fig. 3S5i. thus : Mjike a Chain

Stitch down the centre, and then a slanting stitch to the

right and a slanting stitch to the left, both finishing in

the Chain Stitch.

Wheel Stitrli.—A stitch rcsembUng a spider's web,

and worked into the material, and not over an open space,

like English wheel aud other lace Wheels. To work :

Trace out a perfect circle uprni the material, and divide it

into four quarters. Make three long stitches in each

quarter, at equal distances aiiart. and all ending m the

centre of the circle. Bring a tliread up from the back of

the material in the centre of the circles, and interlace

it, work it under aud over each thread in succession

{see Fig. oSiii. Run tliis thread in circh'S nearly to the

Fii;. ->SG. "Wheel Stitch.

t(-.p of the long stitches, but not quite, and then fasten

it off. Fig. 380 is a pattern formed with Wheels and

diamonds ; the centre (.'f the dianumds are crossed with

diagonal lines, forming a Lattice Stitch.

Whipcord Coiicliiiiij.—See Concliin'j Slitch.

Witch Stitch.—The name given t(} Herringlioue when

used in Fancy Embroidery. See Herringbone Stiteii.

Embroidery Frame.—All the best kinds of Em-

In'oidery, such as Cliurch Emlu\iidery. Crew-el Work,

Embroidery with silk. Tambour Work, and Berlin Work,

require that their foundations shall be stretched in frames,

c c -2
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as tlae stitclies are apt to draw the material together

when the work is embroidered in the hand, whereas the

frame keeps the foimdation evenly and tightly stretched

in every part, and renders it almost impossil.)le to pucker

it unless the Embroiderer is very unskilful. Frames are

of two makes ; the best are those upon stands, as their use

prevents haJjits of stooping being acquired by the worker,

leaves her hands free, and gives imimpeded access to the

back part of the work, without the artificial aid of slant-

ing the frame from the corner of some piece of furniture

to her hands, i_)r the holding that is necessary with the

other kind. But as these stand Frames are cumber-

some and expensive, the second kind is most used

;

these are Fi'ames made of four equal sized pieces of wood

[sen Fig, 387) (jr with the tw(j Lorizimtal pieces longer

than the two upright, lield tugether with nuts or pegs.

They vary in size from 4 inches to 3 yards in length.

Embroidery Frame,

The ol>long frames are used for long and narrow

pieces, and the square for large pieces nf work, and the

same Frame is used indifferently for Church, Satin, and
Crewel Embroideries, and for Berlin Work. The frame
for Taiubour Work differs from the others ; it is made
(if two circular wooden hoops, one suialler than the either.

Both the hoopis are covered with veh'et cut on the cross,

and exactly fit one into the other. The material to lie

embroidered is fastened to the smaller hoop, and kept

tight liy the large hoop being pa,8sed over it. The
ordinary fi'anies are made of four piieces of wood, the two

upright pieces of which are called Bars, and to which

are nailed stout pieces of narrow webbing to which to

attach the material, and two horizontal pieces, called

Stretchers ; these are bored through with holes placed at

equal distances, and through which metal or wooden pegs

are run to fasten tlie pieces of wood together. In the

stand frames these holes and pegs are not used, the

wooden supports being lengthened or shortened by the

aid of screws.

The fastening of the material into the frame is called

" dressing a frame," and requires to be done with great

nicety, as if it is rucked or unevenly pulled in any part

the advantage of the stretching is entirely destroyed.

Slight variations in the manner of framing are necessary,

according to the materials worked upon; they are as

follows :

For Canvas and Cloth and Serge Materials.—Select a

frame long enough to take in the work in one direction, turn

down the canvas or cloth about half an inch all round, and

sew it down. If the length of the material will not allow

of all of it beiug placed in the frame at once, roll it round

one of the bars of the frame, with silver paper put between

each roll to prevent it from getting lined. Sew the sides

of the canvas to the webbing with a strong linen thread,

and put the frame together, stretching the material to its

fullest, and fastening the pieces of wood together through

the holes with the pegs. Then take a piece of twine,

thread it through a packing needle, and brace the material

with it to the stretchers. At each stitch pass it over the

stretcher and into the material, and make the stitches

close together. Brace both sides of the material, and

then draw the twine up upon each side evenly and quite

tight. Commence the Embroidery from the bottom of the

material for canvas, and count the stitches and regulate

the position of the pattern liy them ; and for cloth see

that the design is laid evenly upon it before tracing.

To Stretch Canvas and Cloth Together.—This is required

when a Berlin pattern is to be worked with cloth for

the gromid. If the cloth foundation does not requii-e

to be biigger than the frame, cut it half an inch

smaller every way than the canvas, as it stretches

more. Turn the cloth down and tack it to the canvas,

right side uppermost, then tack them both together

and liem them where the raw edges of canvas ai-e. If

the cloth has to be rolled over the frame, put soft paper

in between the r(_ills of cloth, and as the edges of the cloth

are turned under, and are therefore thicker than the centre

parts, lay more silver paper in the centre of the rolls than
at the outside, or a line will appear upon the cloth on each

side of the frame. Having sewn the two pieces of material

together, attach them to the frame in the ordinary manner,
and put them in with the canvas uppermost. When the
pattern is eudjroidered cut the canvas from the cloth, and
draw the threads away before the cloth is taken out of

the frame.

To Stretch Velvet.—When the size of the velvet to bo
embroidered does not exceed that of the frame, and the
work is not for Church Emliroidery, hem it round, and seW
it to the weliljing of the liars by its selvedge. When it

is larger than the frame, stretch hoUand, as in c;mvas
framing, and tack to this hollaud with tacking threads
just the parts of velvet that are to be embroidered.
Work the Emljroidery through the Holland, and when
finished, cut the refuse holland away from the back of the
material, only leaving that part that is covered by the
stitches. Velvet that is used as a background in Church
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Bmljroidery requires to be entirely Ijacke.l with hoUand
in order to sustain the weight of the Euiliroidery hiid upon

it. Frame the laoihmd (it shouhl he of a fine description!

as in canvas framing, and then paste it all over its surface

with Embkoideky Paste ; over this, by the aid of three

persons, lay the velvet. Take the velvet up fully stretched

out and held by two people, and lay it down without a

wrinkle upon the hollaud. keep it fully stretched out and
hold it firmly. Then let the third person, with hands

underneath the frame, piress the holland up to the velvet.

30 that the two materials may adhere together without the

velvet pile being injured.

I0 Stretch Satin oi- Sill-.—Stretch a piece of fine

holland in the frame and paste the silk down to it with

Embroidery Paste, but only tack the satin to it.

To Stretch Leather or Kid.—Stretch a piece of un-

bleached cotton in the frame, and paste the leather to it

with Embroidery Paste, or tack the leather firmly down
at the parts it is to be worked ; cut the calico fr(.)m

underneath when the Embroidery is finished. Do not

stretch the leather or kid in the frame ; merely sec that

it lies flat and without wrinkles.

To Stretch Cripe.—Sew it to Book muslin, and frame

that in the usual way.

Embroidery Needles.—Of Needles for Embroidery
there are two or three descriptions. For canvas work they

are short, thick, and blunt, and the eye is wide and long.

For Chenille embroidery they are wider still in the eye,

and sharp at the point. For use on cambric and muslin,

as in the Ii-ish close and cut-work, and that called

" Madeira " embroidery, a " between '"
is employed. For

Art work on close materials, such as cloth, the needle has

a long eye and sharp point, and resembles a darning

needle, but is neither as long nor as thin. For Tambour
and Crochet work they are thick, and have a hook at the

end instead of an eye.

Embroidery Paste.—Embroidery paste is used for

two pm-poses in needlework : one to make two materials

adhere together, the other to strengthen and stiffen

Embroidery at the back.

For pasting material.^ together : Take loz. of the best

gum, loz. cjf sugar candy, and a small piiece of alum

;

reduce to fine powder, lay the powder in a shallow vessel,

just cover it with cold water, and leave it to dissolve for

four hours. Then take loz of flour and mix it smoothly

in water. Put the mixed flour into an earthen vessel,

add the mixture above mentioned, place the earthen

vessel in a saucepan, and sun-ound it with water. Put

the saucepan on the fire and let the mixture simmer

(not boil) ; stir it to prevent its getting lumpy, and keep

it on the fire until it is as thick as cream, then take

it off the fire, but continue to stir until it is cold. Put

the paste in a bottle, as it will keep for some time.

Should it thicken after keeping, add a little ctdd water

to it. Another recipe : Take three tablespoonfuls of

flom' and as much powdered resin as will lie on a shilling,

mix them smoothly into half a pint of water, and boil it

for five minutes, stir it until it boils and afterwards, and

use when cold. To this a teaspoonful of essence of cloves

can be added, as a preservative, while the paste is boiling,

but it is not necessary.

¥or streiigtheniruj Eiiitiniiilerij : Use size instead of the

gum 01' resin of the aljo-\'e I'ei'ipes.

Emery.—This substance is a variety of Curiindmn, and

is the hardest known, with the cxcei>tion i>f the diamond.

It is produced in the island of Naxos, in the Archi-

pelago. It is imported in lumps, and has to be reduced

to powder for use, l)y means of stamping mills, and then

sifted into dift'erent degrees of fineness, when it is

rendered available for grinding down surfaces, by moisten-

ing it with oil or water. It is als<j made to adhere

by the use of size as a coating on paper or thin calico,

and thus rendered available for polishing steel. For the

purpose of needlework it is introduced into very small

clciscly compressed cushions, into which needles are

inserted rapidly in and (jut several times, for the removal

of damp and rust. For children learning plain sewing

these emer}' cushions are very essential, especially if the

material be thick and stiff'.

En bias. — The French term for "On the bias," that

is to say, folded or cut diagonally across the web of any

textile in a slanting manner.

En Chale.—A French term to denote trimmings laid

upon dresses and formed with a corner point at the back,

an angle Iieing made at the junction of two sides of a

scpiare. Small capes, so shaped at the back, and just reach-

ing to the waist, lint with Ljng ends in front worn crossing

each other, have been much in vogue at different times,

and usually at pL'riods when belts have been in fashion.

En Coeur.—The French term to denote heart or

"V-shaped," employed by dressmakers to describe the style

of the opening in front of a bodice, which is otherwise

" square-cut."

Encolure.—A Fnnicli term to signify the opening at

the neck of a dress, and that at the arm-hole, to receive the

top of the sleeve.

En Coq.uille.—The French term to denote " shell-

shaped." The riblaon or lace is laid like a succession of

scallop-shells, one above or over the other, in groups of

threes, having been previously lined and plaited, and

then drawn closely together at the top of each scallop,

leaving the lower portion of the " coquille " to spread out

in a half circle. When employed as a trimming for crape

or gauze, the strips of material of which they are to be made

should be cut double the width of what is required, and

folded over on each side, so that the edges may overlap

where it is tacked down the middle, wdiile the double

material is being pleated. The space between the edge of

the top pleat of one group and the lower one of the group

succeeding it, must never exceed the width of the strip

which is worked upon.

En Couchure.—Sec Embeoideey Stitches.

En Echelle.—See Embeoideky Stitches. It is a

French term to signify in ladder form ; and is also a

word applied to trimmings, consisting of a succession

of narrow plaitings laid on hi.irizontally between two

upi^ight side f'dds or I'auds, forming, as it were, a kind
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of insertion of ladder-like appearance. Folds of tliis

description were, at one time, extended all across the

front of a liodice, wide at the slioulder, and gradually

reduced in width towards the waist.

En Evantail.—A French term to signify " designed

after the form of a fan," and employed to describe methods

of trimming in dressmaking and millinery. Flounces at

the end of a skirt are sometimes thus made ;
openings

being cut at regularly recun-ing distances, and a piece of

material of a diiferent shade of colour, or of material,

inserted into each opening, which is plaited, and closely

confined together at the top, and allowed to flare open

like a fan at the bottom, giving much freedom, as well as

a more ornamental character to the flounce.

English. Embroidery. — A simple kind (->f white

Embroidery, also known as Broderie Anglaise. The

patterns are generally worked open ; that is to say, com-

posed of holes from which the interior has been cut, and

the holes lam round and Oveecast, but the finest and

best sorts of English Embroidery are ornamented with

Embroidery Stitches as well as with open work. See

Broderie Anglaise.

English Laces.—For three centuries the making of

Pillow Lace was carried on in England to a very con-

siderable extent, and until the manufacture of macliine-

made lace was looked upon as one of the great industries

of the poor in the Midland and Western counties. At

present, with the exception of Honiton lace, made in

Devonshire, and Maltese Guipures, made in Bedfordshire

and round London, the art is no longer practised to any-

thing like its former extent, the work being extremely

laborious and the remuneration most inadequate.

A coarse descripti(jn of Bone Lace was made in England

before the sixteenth century, but it never attained any

celebrity ; and it was n(_>t until the arrival of Flemish

refugees, and the interest taken in its mannfactm-c by

Katherine of Aragon, that English lace became of any

value. By that Queen's exertions, and by the new im-

pulses given to its manufacture by religious refugees from

Holland and France, English lace began to l)e of good

make and design, and mention is made of presents of it

to Queen Elizabeth by her courtiers. It continued to im-

prove, and was until very recently protected from foreign

competition by Acts of Parliament, the result of which

being that vast quantities of Belgian lace were smuggled

into England and sold as Point d'Angleterre. The

laces made in England are all copies of foreign laces,

and some are considered to equal in beauty of design

and wijrkmanship the originals : Old Devonshire rivalling

BiT-issels lace, Honiton, and P(jint Duchesse, and the Valen-

ciennes made at Northampton that produced in Belgium

and the Low Countries. Although a particular kind of

lace-making, with the exception of H(miton, has not l)een

confined to a particular locality, consequent upon the

various settlements of foreign workers, Bedfordshire,

Buckinghamshire, and Northampton are considered the

centres for the production of Run Laces, English Lille,

Valenciennes, Regency Point, Plaited Laces, Old Brussels,

Maltese Guipures, and Black laces
; and round Loudon,

black and white Blonde laces. Wiltshire and Dorsetshire

were at one time celebrated for a lace made at Blandford

and Lyme Regis, but the manufacture became extinct ia

the eighteenth century. The laces made in Devonshire

and on the borders of Coniwall were formerly of consider-

able variety, but at present only Honiton application and

Honiton Guipure are made. The manufactm-e of these

are, however, in a flom-ishing condition, new patterns

and stitches are constantly worked, and that exhibited at

the Exhibition of 1862 was so good as to obtain very high

commendation from the judges. For a description of the

Laces, see their various headings.

English Lace Stitch.—This stitch is used in Needle

Point and in modern Point Lace. It requires to be worked

with the finest thread. To work : Cross the space in one

direction with a numlier of closely twisted Bars, a little

way apart, but equal in distance *. Then, under these Bars

pass a thread in the opposite direction, and secure it to the

braid, twist it to the first place where the threads cross,

and work the needle round it until a fair sized spot is

made, thus ; Can-y the needle over one thread and under

the other alternately. Twist to the next place where

Fig. 3S8. English Lace.

threads cross, work in the same manner, and repeat from*,

as shown in Fig. 388. Another way of working this

stitch is : Place the lines diagonally across the space, and

radiate them, liy making them farther from each other at

ime side than the other; work the spots over the lines

large to commence with, and at the end very small. For

a second variation, known as Open English Lace :
Make

four lines of thread cross each other diagonally, horizon-

tally, and perpendicularly, and work a spot on the last

line.

English Lille.—This name is given to some of the

Pillow laces manufaetui-ed in Bedfordshire and Bucking-

hamshire during the eighteenth century, because the

patterns originally came from the districts axoiuid Lille

and Arras.

English Netting.—See Netting.

English Point.—The English Point made during the

last century seems to have been entirely the production of

the wealthier classes, and never to have been universal. It

was Spanish Point or Rose Point, and was taught to the

daughters of people wealthy enough to send their children
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abroad to be educated in foreign convents, and though

worked as an aiticle of commerce, and mentioned in

various official reports, its manufacture never became so

popular as that of Boue or Pillow Lace. The lace worked

in England at the present time, and known as Modern

Point lace, is a lace foi'med with braids of various sizes

arranged as patterns, and filled in with most of the

original stitches used in ancient needle points. S'ee

Modern Point Lace.

English. Wheel.—Used in Modem Point Lace, and also

called Point a 1'Aiguille. To work, as shown in Fig. 389 :

SV®>'-"'

Detail A. Detail B.

Fig. 389. Esolish Wheel.

Fill up the space with thirteen Baes made as follows :

Pass the thread from 1 to 2, and Cokd the thread back to

the centre of the space round 2, then pass the thread to 3

and Cord back to the centre, and continue to pass the thread

into the points marked with the figures and Cord them

back to the centre until all are made and Corded with the

exception of the first Bar, which leave uncorded. To

make the spot in the centre : Insert the needle over and

under each Bar, and work round them in this manner

until a handsome spot is formed, then cord the thread

Fig. 390. Esglish Wheel.

up Bar 1, and fasten off (see Fig. 389, Details A and B).

Fig. 390 is an illustration of an English Wheel made with

six Bars. Three of these Wheels are required to fill in

the design. They are worked as already described.

Engr^lure.—A lace term used to distinguish the upper

part of a lace edging, and the one that is fastened to the

di-ess, from the lower and scalloped edging. It is also called

Footing. The Engrclure is sometimes made with the rest

of the lace, and at others separately as a narrow piece, and

afteiTvards sewn on to the main part.

En Bonde Bosse.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

En Tablier.—The French term to signify "in the style

of an apron," in reference to the form or trimming of the

front of a skirt, which is made to appear as if an apron

covered it.

Entoilage.—The French term for the ground of lace

on to which the Toile or flower part of design is worked.

Entre deux.—The French term for Insertion, Em-
broideiy, or Lace—literally translated, " between two,"

that is to say, sewn between two other pieces of material

as a decorative trimming
; a style which oljtains exten-

sively in the making of infants' rob(.'S and other clothing,

in white cambric, lawn, or muslin.

Euvers.—A French word, signifying the wrong side of

any textile or garment. If a garment be put on inside

out, it would be said that it was '' iius a Fenvers."

Epaise.—The French term to express thick in sub-

stance, and applied frequently to describe textiles.

Epaulette.—A word borrowed from the French, Epaid,

meaning the shouldei', and the diminutive which follows

comljined with it, forms the word int(j a term meaning an

ornament for the shoulder, both in dressmaking, and in

reference to uniforms and liveries.

Epiugles.—The French for pins.

Ermine (Mustela Eniilnea). — This animal is of the

Weasel tribe, in common with the Fitch or Polecat, and the

Kolinski. The skins are imported from Russia, Siljeria,

Norway, and Sweden, at which countries it is a native. It

measures aljout 10 inches in length, and nearly resembles

the Marten in form, but the common weasel of this country

in haliits and feeding. During the winter the fur becomes

snow-white, but, throughout the summer it is a dingy

brownish hue. The tail is jet black at the end, while

the other half, towards the body, is yellow. This fur

was so highly esteemed in the reign of Edward III. that

its use was restricted to the Royal family. But while free

to all nijw, it continues to be employed for the linings and

trimmings of the State robes of England, Russia, Spain,

Germany, ic. On these robes the black spots which

decorate the white fur in every square inch, are composed

of the feet <jf the black Astraclian Lamlj ; whereas the

tails of the Ermine are used on the cloaks, tippets, muffs,

boas, and other articles of women's dress. The skins

measure about 4 inches by 9 inches, and their small size

alone adds necessarily to the costliness of the articles made
from them.

Escalier Iiace.—A stitch used in Modern Point Lace,

and also called Cadiz Lace. It is shown

in Fig. 391. To work ; Make Point de

Beuxelles stitches close together in

straight rows, and only miss the space

that two Point de Bruxelles stitches

would fill where the open diamond is

Fig. 39L e.,caliee foi-Q^ed in the illustration.
Lace.

Estaitiene.—A French made all-wool cloth, somewhat

like a serge, twilled, but having a rough face. Being made

in dift'erent qualities, it varies in price, but uniformly

measures 2.5 inches in width. It is employed for women's

dresses. In weather suitable for the wearing of Serge,

Estameiie might be a fitting substitute, but at the same

time as a superior kind of dress material to the former.

Etching Embroidery.—This variety of needlework

was originally called Print Work, and was much done
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during the first part of tlie present century, many
specimens of it being still to be met with as framed

pictures. It was intended to reproduce, by the aid of

Embroidery coupled with Painting, fac-similes of line

those of the engraving. Thread a needle with fine black

silk and commence to cover the painting. Leave unworked

all light i^arts, such as the sky, work the medium tint with

run lines of black silk a short distance apart, and work
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Fio. 393. ETCHING EMBEOIDEEY.

engravings, and it was worked with fine black silk over

a sepia tinted ground. To woi-k : Stretch in an Em-
BEOIDEEY Feame some good white or cream coloured silk,

and pencil upon this the chief outlines of a landscape

&4|^..3

Fig. .^03. Etching Emdroidery.

engraving with prominent objects or figures. Take a saljle

brush and form the sky Ijy washing in sepia for the

darker parts, and leaving the surface of the silk vmtouched

for the white clouds, and tlien colour the rest of the

pjicture with washes of sepia in shades corresponding to

the darkest shades in flat Satin Stitch close together.

Graduate between the medium and the deepest tints with

separate Satin Stitches ; commence them close together

and end them more apart..

Fio. 'Xi. Etching Eiiibi!Oideey.

Etching Embroidery is at present worked more in
outline than in filled in Embroidery, and is used for
d'oyleys and small pictures. Pig. 392 is an illustration
of a pattern intended for a picture, and is worked as
follows

: Draw the ilesign in pencil upon jean and tint it
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witli washes of sepia, then outline all the chief parts

with fine black silk run lines. Fill iu the boat, the

oars, and part of the frogs and loljster with run lines

close together, and mark out the lily flowers and the veins

of the leaves in the same way. If the work is intended

to wash, leave out the sepia, and only work in the l.ilaek

silk lines.

The two medallions (Figs. 393 and 301) are intendeil to

be framed, and are entirely worked with black silk without

any painting. To work : Trace the outlines upon cream

coloured silk, and work them over in Crewel Stitch
with fine black silk, filling iu those parts of the picture

that are represented black. Work the whole of the Ijaek-

ground with a number of French Knots.

Eteruelle Lace.—Another name for Saxony Lace
(which see\.

Etoiles.—These are required in Guipure d'Art, and are

made with Shp stitch. Point de Toile, Point de Veuise.

or Point de Reprise, arranged so as to fill in the meshes

of the netted Foundation with star patterns. Fig.

395 is an Etoile worked in Slip Stitch and Point de

Reprise, and is made as foUijws : Commence with Slip
Stitch, take a square of four meshes and wind the

thread four times round th(.' right hand top corner and
the left hand bottom cornier, thi.ui reverse the winding.

Detail A. Det.^u, B.

Fig. r!Ll5. Etoile in Slip Stitch and Point I'l: Repri.se.

and wind the threads I'ound the other corners [see Fig.

395, Detail A). Bring the thread out in the middh." of

the square and wind it ro\ind and rouml the centre,

passing it over and under the Slip Stitches in that place.

Complete the Etoile by working Point de Reprise as

four points, in the manner shown in Detail B. Make a

Yandyke with two threads on each side of the centre

mesh, and then interlace the thread in and out (jf these

Vandyke lines and the mesh fouudatinn, first over the

right hand thread, under the middle thread, and over the

left hand, and then over the middle thread and under the

right hand.

Fig. .5f6, Etoile in Slip Stitch and Point de Toile.

Fig. 396 is an Etoile worked in Slip Stitch and Point
DE Toile thus : Take a square of nine meshes and work

Slip stitch in each outside corner, Then cross the centre^

square with four straight threads laid in one direction,

and darn these togi-ther with four thivads in a contrary

direction, working the ci'uedike finishes to the centre

square in the same way.

Everlasting.—A d(.'seripti<m of woollen .Jean, employed

for the tops of boots. It is another name for Prunella
(which see\.

Eyelethole.—The word eye is deiived from the French

o.'(7 ;
' et " is merely a diminutive, suitably applied in

reference to the small opening made in any material, which

the compound word is usi-d to designate. Eyeletholes
are made ti> receive a lace, cord, or ribbon in an article of

dress or furniture, and is either finished with Button-
hole Stitch, or with a metal lunding afiired by means of

machinery.

Fabric.—A term derived from the Latin Fiihrlea,

rfuderrd iu Frimch Fnhriijiie, and employed to signify not

only the structure or frami.' of any building, but of

genei'al application to manufactures of the loom—other-

wise, and more correctly designated Textiles. Thus it

is very usual to speak of fabricating tissues of silk and
wnol. to avoid a repetition of the word manufacture.

Facing.—A term enijdoyed Ijy dressmakers and tailors

ti> signify the lining applied to the extreme edge of a

dress or other garment, and in reference to uniforms and
livi-rii'S, till' Fa<'ings denote the dift'erently coloured

breast, culfs. and crdlars, the colours being selected so as

to accord with those of the regiment, guild, city, or family

I'l.'pi'csented )>y the uniform ov livery.

Fa^on.—A French term, signifying the make or external

form iif an3fthinu', the shape, style, aj^^ipearance, or pattern.

Fag.—The idea attached to the term is that of imperfec-

tion, inferiority, and consequent rejection or destruction.

Thus Fag is em^jloyed to signify a knot or blemish in the

web of cloth, an imperfect or coarse part of it.

Fag-end.—The rtnigh, unfinished end of a web (jf any

textile, where it is secured to the loom. It is usually

imperfectly or wholly undyed, and is disfigured with holes.

Sometimes it is of a puorer cir coarser quality than the rest

of the cloth, and purchasers are allowed to exclude it from

the calculaticm of the length for which they pay.

Faille.—This is a French term, denoting the ribbed or

corded make in the weaving of ribbon or of piece silk ; but

there is likewise a silk stuft' especially knowm by the name

of Faille, employed for evening dresses and trimmings of

hats and lionnets. It is soft in quality, and has more

substance than a Foulard, has but little gloss, and is

expensive. Faille looks better in light than in dark colours.

Fall.—A term much employed in dressmaking and

milHnery, in reference to trimmiiigs of lace, when applied

after the fashion of a fringe, depending from an edge or

border. For example, a trimming of deep lace, depending

from the neck part, and round the shoulders of a low bodice,

would be called a Fall of lace. In millinery, lace sewn to

the brim of a bonnet, to serve as a veil, is called a Fall.

D D
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False Buttonholes.—These are sometimes adopted as

decorations for dresses and jackets. Tliey are made by

sewing a cord, or small roll of the material cut crosswise,

of the same size and shape as a buttonhole, the button

being sewn on the two ends of the roll or cord at their

junction. The deception can be made more complete Ijy

cutting an opening in the stuff, and running a narrow

binding r(iuud it on the right si'le, ami turning the other

edge through the hole and hemming it on the wrong side.

Fig. ?,Ti. Fal.se Bottonholes.

They may also lie simulated thus : Insert the needle at one

end of the supposed length of the opening at the top, then

twist the silk round the end of the needle on its appear-

ance up through the material, at the opposite end of the

opening, until the length of twisting shall equal that of

the hole. Then place the thumlj of the left hand on
the roll so made, to keep it in place, while the needle and
silk are drawn through it. (See Pig. 397).

False Hem.—This is applied to a fold-over at the

extreme edge of any portion of dress or other article,

made of whatever kind of textile. whi(.'h has the appearance
of a hem, and serves its purpose, but is not one in reality.

Making a False Hem is a method of lengthening a skirt

or sleeves, or widening a bodice or jacket. It is eft'ected

thus: Open out the material of the dross or jacket to its

extreme proportions, run a piece of lining on to the edge
of the material, and turn in the strip of lining em-
ployed to form the False Hem, hemming it down on the

inside. Thus, instead of turning in a comparatively wide
strip of an inch in dcptli, a very narrow edge only is

turned in with the lining, and the whole of thi_' material

is made availal>le to enlarge the dress.

False Pin Holes.—These are required in Pill. >w Lace
making in the inner part of curves or circles, so as to keep
the outer and inner edges level with one anoth(_'r, and are

also called False Stitches. As the outer edg(.' of the curve

or circle is necessarily larger than the inner, a greater

numlier of pinholes are required at that edge than at the

other, and as the working threads must pass backwards

and forwards across the passive threads as usual, the only

way of arranging them so as to lie flat is to stick om.' inner

pin to two outer, and to work twice over the inner pinhole

instead of only once, the usual way. To Work : Take the

working Bobbins across to the inside, twist three times,

put up a p)in, and instead of completing the edge return

with the same pair, and put up the pin on the outer edge

;

finish the stitch and return with the pair from behind

that pin. Woi'k with these to the inner pin, take it out,

and stick it in again, so that it holds the row just worked,

putting it in the .same hole as l:)efi;)re ; work the edge

with the pair of Bobliins waiting at the inner edge.

Repeat until the circle or curve is rounded. By this

process two outer pins are stuck to one inner, and the

curves rounded without puckering. Occasionally drive a

pin down to its head to keep the lace firm, and should

the curve required be a small sharp one, only twist the

threads twice instead of three times.

False Stitches.—Used in Pillow Lace for rounding the

inner edges of curves and circles, and identical with False
Pinholes (which .see).

Fancy Cotton Ribbon.—This Ribbon is made like a

species of Tape, and employed for strings of nightdresses

and cap>s, and for use on articles made of white cotton.

One variety is ornamented witlx open work, after the style

of lace, and is about an inch in width. Some Fancy
Cotton Ribbons are made with a velvet pile, cut in strips

fr<jm the piece, and having a raw edge, which is sized to

prevent a fraying out. See Cotton Ribbon Velvets.

Fancy Silk Sheeting.—This material has a small

diaper pattern thrown up in the weaving. It is to be had

in all colours, and is employed for emljroidery. It is

22 inches in width.

Fancy Tambour.—See Tambour Woek.

Fancy Tricot.—Tliese are various arrangements of

Tricot, and are descrilicd in Crochet, page 128.

Fancy Work.—A term applied to Needlework that is

intended fcjr decorative, and not for useful purposes.

Fan Lace.—Used in Ancient Needle Lace and in

Modern Point. Work six close Point de Beuxelles
Stitches, leave the space of six; repeat to end of the line.

Second r(jw—work six Point de Bruxelles Stitches into the

six in first row, carry the thread to the next six Point de
Bruxelles, and work over those ; repeat t(j end of the row.
Third row—w<irk six Point dc Bruxelles Stitches into each
of the loops of the last row, and make loops between.
Fourth r(jw—work six Point de Bruxelles Stitches into

ev(?ry six of thc^ last row, and six into each loop. Fifth
row—work six Point de Bruxelles Stitches into the six in

the Liop, and leave the space between them. Repeat from
the thu'd row.

Fast Pile Velveteen.—This is a velveteen made after

a n(?w and superior method, ensuring the fixity and firm
adhesion of the pile, which used to wear out of the web
when manufactured according to the original plan. The
names given to it vary according to fancy of the several
manufacturers who produce it, and amongst them it is

known as "Imperial," "Louis," " Mancunium," "Bruns-
wick Finish," the "Peacock Velveteen," &c., by whicli
names it may be inquired for.
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Feather Cloth.—A mixtm-c tA cloth and foatliers

wuven togi'tlicr, the clutli bciug- umlycil, unci pnjduecJ in

drabs and greys. This curious material measures \\ 3'ards

in width. It has a very unfinished appearance, as the

feather ends protrude from the face here and there

throughout, yet woven into the wel) sufficiently well to

preclude their falling out. The cLjth is natm-ally a, warm
one, comparatively light, and proljably waterproof , ^^'ithout

being rendered so by artificial means. It is a speciality of

a lai'ge firm.

Feather or Fringed Biuche.—This description of

Ruche is made liy cutting a j iecc of silk parallel with the

selvedges, at distances of about 2 inches apart through(jut

the whole width of the material, and then drawing out

the threads of the warp. Being cut on the straight, this

Ruche needs to be fuller than those made crosswise, and
three times its own length will be necessary in calculating

the amount required for the space to be trimmed.

Feathers.—AlnK.ist every description of bird supjilies

plumage that is employed for dress decoratiim, from the

small humming liii'd, to the ostrich; and not only so, but
for actual clothing. Feathers are W(_im Ijoth in their

natui'al hues and dyed.

Feather Stitch.—The two varieties of this stitch are

the Opus Plumarium of ancient writers, used at that period

and at the present time for filling in Embroideries worked
in silk and crewels upon silk, cloth, and serge materials,

and Feather and Double Feather Stitch, useil U) make the

ornamental lines that decorate underlinen and children's

dresses. Set; Embeoideey Stitches.

Feather Work.—This consists of covering buckram or

other stiff foundations with birds' feathers arranged in

designs, and sewn entii-cly <:)ver the foundation. The work
is very handsome, and is used for vallances, brackets, fire

screens, muffs, and for dress trimmings. Large articles

arc covered with Aylesbury duck or white poultry feathers

dyed in various colours, and small with Peacock, Pheasant,

Parrot, Ostrich, Marabout, Pigeon, Guinea Fowl, and

Blackcock feathers used in their natural shades.

The feathers are prepared as follows : If white, and

obtained from domestic poultry, gently wash the bird in

Soapsuds and lukewarm water to which a little whisky has

been added, and let it dry in a clean, warm place ; after it

has been killed pick off the feathers, enclose them in a strong

bag, and bake them in a moderate oven. Shake each feather

separately, and cut off the fluff and the little hard piece

at the top of the quill, and keep them for use where they

are not crushed. To dye : Pour into two quarts of Ijoilmg

water a table or teaspoonful of Judson's dye. according to

the depth of shade required, and steep the feathers in this

for five minutes ; take them out one );>y one with a pair of

pincers so as not to touch them, then add more dye to the

water and thoroughly stir the mixture, throw the feathers

in, and stir all up together, and take out the feathers

separately, without touching them, when they are suffi-

ciently coloured. Crawshaw's dyes may also be used.

To TForfc for Dress Trimmings.—A large quantity of

these dyed feathers and strips of webbing or pettl-sham

are required: Fasten the fouudati'iu of webbing to a

weight cushion, and sew the feathers one' by one on in

lines across the width, slope their (rnds inwards and to the

centre, and conceal the edge of the foundation by making

tlie feathers overlap, and lay the second line of feathers

over the first, s(j as thorougldy to hide tlic securing

stitches. Stitch each featlier with a waxed thi-ead four

times. Put these stitches close to the end of the quill,

two upim each siih.' of it, and crossing each other.

To WorJc VdUiiiiccs and BracheU.—Cut a l>uckram

foundation the size of the articles, rubj it ovei' with a little

carbolic acid, and arrange well-marked natui'al feathers in

straight lines along the foundation, taking care that they

thoroughly overlap each other. Begin at the lower end of

the material, graduate the colours, put in all one colour

l-iirds' feathers in a line, and follow by a contrasting line
;

se'w each feather ( m with a "waxed thread st'parately.

To Make a Screen

.

—These are usually made with

Peacocks" feathers. Out out an oval or round shape, and sew

on as the first round the largest eyed Peacocks' feathers

;

for the second round, the smaller size ; for the third

r(jund, the dark Ijlue neck feathers ; for the fourth, the

breast feathers ; and finish with the head feathers and

crest. Should the screen be a large one, sew on two lines

of each kind of feathers, but keep to the same order.

Fm. 398. Screes is Featuer Work,

To w(.)rk Fig. 308.—Cut out the shape on bucki-am, and

sew round it, so that the edge is th(jroughly ccmcealed,

the fine filaments of peacocks' feathers, make the nest

round with paiTots or pheasants' feathers, then fill in the

centre with white poultry feathers, and over them an-ange

a large tuft of peacocks' filaments as a finish. Conceal the

Ijack of the buckram with a cardboard foundation covered

with fluted silk, which gum on to the buckram, or simply

cover the buckram with Idack paper,

t) D 2
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To work Fig. 399.—This Biittortty is intended as an

ornament to be worn in the Isonuet or in the hair, and

is made as follows : Cut out the shape in buckram,

allow for each wing li inches in depth, and IJ- inches in

width, and for the body \\ inches in length, and a quarter

of an inch in width. Shape the wings like the pattern,

and round the lower extremity of the body. To cover the

two upper wings, sew on large and strong Pheasant

feathers, shape them by cutting them with scissors, so

that they sLipc to meet the undcnvings, and notch their

edges. Make the under wings of the neck feathers of the

Fig. o90. Butterfly in Feather Work.

Peacock, and let these slightly overlap the upper wings,

and notch their edges. Paint the edge of all the wings
with lamp black in oil colour, and make the white spots

with Chinese white. Upon the upper end of the body sew
down two fine Peacocks' filaments, Y^ inches in length, to

form the antennge, and then cover over the fijuudation

with black velvet, shape the head and make the eyes

with two black beads, bar the velvet body across with gold

thread and finish it off with a line of gold thread, where
it joins the wings. Cover the back of the buckram with

black velvet, and sew a loop of wire into the velvet,

through which to pass a hairpin.

Felling.—A term used in 3ei\-ing. Two pieces of ma-
terial being first Run together, turn the raw edges over and
Hem them double, placing them Hat down upon the stuif.

The turn-over edge should be deeper than that under-

neath, so that the Hem may lie less bulky, and that the

needle employed for Hemming may pass through two
folds only, instead of four. This difference in the depth
of the two edges of material should lie made before they

are Run together. A Pell has a second signification, and
means the end of a web (textile).

Felt.—Matted wo(jl, hair, raljljita' fur, or other sub-

stances, first carded, then fulled, rolled, and pressed, and
then converted into a stout nap by a process that inter-

laces the several fibres. It is employed for hats, and
heavy cloths used as carpets. It does not wear well, and

the dye is liable to be ruljl.ied off the surface. Pi'ench-

made Felt, being softer and more pliable, is considered

superior to our own, and preferred for hats. It is stiffened

and made waterproof by the application of shellac, on both

sides, with a lirush. Felt is of ancient and Eastern origin.

The Tartars employ it for their tents aiid clothing. Hats

made of Felt were used in this country in the Middle Ages,

and were superseded by beaver ones, as well as by those of

velvet in the reign of Elizabeth. The article is much used

still for other purposes ; the waste wool from weaving

mills, and the hair of rabbits' fur, when cleaned, damped,

rolled, beaten, and pressed together, being much employed

for druggets.

Feudu.—A French term to denote cut open or slashed,

after the manner of dress decoration in the time of

Henry VIII. , Elizabeth, and for some time subsequently.

The style was derived from the Swiss. See Slashing.

Fents.—A technical term denoting the ends of calicoes,

of various descriptions, tacked together. The name is

likewise given to ends of imperfectly printed cambrics,

which are sold Ijy weight, and used for patchwork quilts.

Ferret.—A kind eif tape, narrower than ordinary bind-

iugs, and made of silk, cotton, or worsted- The Cotton

Feeeets have the appearance of unsized tape. Those in

drab colour and lilack are mostly employed. They are

made up in rolls of nine pjieces, containing 16 yards,

Numliers 8-18, or else 6-21. The manufacture has

lately deteriorated. Cotton Ferrets should be stouter

than tapes, but are now usually of a flimsy quality.

Italian Ferrets are made of silk only, and all of one width,

although of various colours, besides black and white.

There are four pieces of 36 yards each in the gross.

Festou.—The French term for Buttonhole, or Double

Overcast, when used as a scalloped oi- plain edging to

Broderie Anglaise and other Embroideries. Sec Em-
BEoiDEEY Stitches.

Fibre.—There are three descriptions of Fibee employed

in the manufacture of textiles : The animal, which is

represented iu alpaca, mohair, silk, wool, and catgut ; the

vegetable, represented by cotton, flax, grass, hemp, leaf

filjres, bai'k, and jute ; and the mineral, which is only

represented by asbestos, gold and silver thi-ead, and glass.

Some 360 species of plants produce fibre capable of utili-

sation for cloth or cordage, but the frialiility of most of

them renders their use of eompai-atively small value, and
only five amongst them are in general request.

Fibre Stitch.—A stitch used in Honiton and other
Pillow Laces to make open leaves, with a filn-e rimning
down their centres, as sho-svn in the leaves with holes in

them in the Honiton spray, illustrating Flemish Stitch
(Fig. 40f). To work : Hang on eight pair of Bobbins and
a Gimp upon each side of the Bobbins. Work the leaf in

Whole or Cloth Stitch, with a fibre rrmning down the
centre

;
make the fibre liy twisting the workers both

Ijefore and after the centre stitch is made. For the first

four rows twist the workers at this place once, then twist
them twice in all the rows until the widest part of the
leaf is reached

;
when for two rows, twist them three times.

Then return to twisting them twice until the narrow part
of the leaf is reached, when twist only once. In the last

three rows cut off a pair of Bobbins in the first and
second rows, and two pair in the third row, Tie up the
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Gimps and cut them uii'. Take the foui' pair of B(_)liliins

remaining, stick the end jjin in, make a stitch about it,

and twist the outside pair, but not the second ; in this

pair tie up all tlie others verj' neatly. Take out all the

pins except three vipon each side (running these down to

their heads), tni-n the Pillow r(jund, first slanting the

two end plus outwards (lie surt^ to do this"), tiring the

threads in between these end pins and lay them down over

the leaf. Lift the pair in which they are tied up, and pass

it romid the other thi'eads ; take out one of the end pins,

but not the one put in last ; make a Sewing, re-stick the

pin, pass the same pair i-ound, make another Sewing in

next pinhole, tie up, and cut the Bolibins off. The leaf is

thus finished on the wrong side, and the light side made
tidy.

Fichu.—A French term signifying a half-squa,re of any

material cut diagonally, or from coiaier to corner. This

name also denotes a small covering of silk, muslin, lace, or

tulle for the neck or shoulders.

Figured Muslin.—This name is usually applied to

clear Book Mtjslins decorated at regular intervals by a

small raised spot, or trefoil leaf. The width of such

muslins ranges from 32 inches to 36 inches.

Figure of Eight Knot.—Take a pi(_'ce vi thread, make
a loop with it turning to the right hand, and cross the

upper thread of this loop over the under thread, preventing

the loop from slipping by holding it in the left hand.

Pick up the under end of the thread in the right hand,

and make a loop to the left Avith it, putting it o\-er the end

of the upper piece of thread and into the right hand l<j( ip
;

then draw up the two ends of the thread, and a knot

resembling the numeral eight will be made.

Fil.—The Frenc-h fi_)r thread of any description.

Til de Trace.—The name by which the outlines of

Needle-made laces are distinguished. The various ijieces

forming the design are made separately, and when com-

pleted sewn into their proper position in the main pai-t of

the work. They, thcri.'fore, retpiirf' a separate thread or

Fig. 400. FiL de Teace.

foundation before they can be commenced, which is made
as follows : Take a piece of parchment and tack it on to

paper, and with a needle prick the outline of the lace to

be worked through the parchment
;
prick two holes close

together, leave a space, then prick two more, and so on,

until the pattern is outlined. Rub into the holes a little

-white paint to render tliem clear to the sight. Then with
a coarse needle and No. 12 Mecklenburgh tlir('ad proceed
to fill in this pricked (jutline. Begin with tlie thread at

thi' Ixick, and liring it up t(.i the fr(mt through the first <jf

the two holes close togc^ther, and put it ilown in the second.

Bring it up again in Uu: next group of two holes in the

first, and put it down in the second h(de, so that a long stitch

is made at the liack and a short stitch at the front of the

work. Fasten off l>y tying the ends of tlie thread ti>gether

at the ba(;k of the w.jrk. Tli(m take another thread, No. 7

Mecklenburgh, and liegin at the back of the pattern, pass the

needle up through the first hole, and slip the thread under
the small stitch lietween the two holes, and so on all r<umd
the pattern, as shown in Fig. iW, where the two lines of

stitches are given ; sl) that a tlircad caught with small

stitches (lUtlines the pie(.;;; of lace to lie worked and forms
its ioundati(m. When that piece of lace is finished, the

small stitches of the first line are cut at the liack of the

parchment, and the outline thread, with the lace attached

to it, will then come away from the pattern, without the

lace lieing pulled or dragged.

Fil de Truce is also the name of the thread of a dif-

ferent texture to that forming the design, with which the

outline of the pattern in laces is s<_)nictiiiies traced, as in

Cluny Guipure and BL.mde Laces.

Filet Erode.—Also known as Darned Laces, Guipure

d'Art, and Spiderwork. Sue GuiPUKE u'Aet.

Filet Guipure.—Sec Guituee d'Akt.

Filiere.—The French term signifying a Gauge for the

measurement (jf knitting needles. Some are round, and

others spade-shaped. They are made of steel. Sec Gauc;e.

Filigree Point.—This wiu'k is an imitation of the old

gold laces, and is made with lines ol gold thread arranged

in patterns, and held together with Butt<jnhole Stitches of

coloured silks. To work : Select a simple star or Vandyke

pattern, and trace this upon linen, which back with stiffl

paper. Tack along the traced lines three to four rows of

gcdd thr<.>ad, ciinnect these gold threads together with wide

apart Buttonhole, made with white silk, only putting in

sufficient stitches to keep the thread in position. Make
loops of gold thread as an edging to the outside of the work.

Make each loop separately, and secure it with an Ovee-
CAST Stitch to the work, then make another loop close to

the first, and secure that with an Overcast Stitch. Fill in

the ground (_>f the pattern with Baes, ornamented with

PicoTS, and work Wheels, Staes, or Lace Stitches as

Fillings to the pattern. When finished, untack the lace

from the linen foundation.

Fill Bobbins.— iSVe Bobbins.

Filletings.—An unbleached and very heavy description

of Holland Tape, cut into various lengths, and numbered

3i to 10. There is a narrow striped variety called stay tape

,

employed by tailors to protect selvedges and buttonholes.

Fillings.—These are the various stitches in Needle made

and Pillow Laces that (jccupy the C(.'ntres (.if the- sprays and

other devices that form the T(jile or design of the lace.

In Needle made laces these stitches are always surrounded

by a raised or flat Cordonnet, which serves as their
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foumlaticm, and wliieli is made of a. series of Buttonliole.

With the cxceptiiin (if the Wheels, the Fillings in Needle

laces are formed either of cLjso Biittonhole, varied with open
spaces, (_>r with varieties of Knots and Corded lines orna-

mented with circles. The varieties of Buttonhole Stitches

used as Fillings are ones taken from old Spanish and
Venetian Points, with other stitches taken from Darned

laces or Filet Brodc. Most i.f the Fillings in Needle laces

are now workeil in modem Point, and have received names,

under which headings they are described, with the ex-

ception of Figs. 401, 402, 403, which are given as examples.

The illustrations gives the Buttonhole as dark lines, the

(.)pen spaces as white squares.

To work Fig. 401: First ruw—work 1-5 Buttonhole,
* miss the space of 3, work 21, repeat from * to the end
of the row, hut finish with 15 Buttijnhole. Second row

—

work the wdiole row in Buttonhole, carefully counting the

stitches. Third row—* miss the space of 3 Buttonhole,

FlLl, -lul. Fillings,

work 3, miss 3, work 15, repeat from *. Fourth row

—

work 3 Buttonhole, * miss the space of 3, work 21,

repeat from *. Fifth I'ow—like the third. Sixth I'ow

—

like the second. Seventh row—like the first, and repeat

all the r(_>ws from the first row.

T<j work Fig. 402 : First row—work 9 Buttonholes,

* miss the space of 3, work 15, repeat fi'om *. Second row

—work (! Buttonholes, * miss the space of 3, work 3, miss

the space of 3, w(jrk Buttonholes, I'cjii.'at fi-om *. Third

row—* wi.jrk 3 Buttonholes, miss the space of 3, work 0,

miss 3, rep"at from *. Fourth row—* miss the space of 3

»»
Figs. 4u2 and 4()'!. Fillings.

Buttonhole, work 15 Buttonhole, repeat from *. Fifth

row—* woi'k 3 Buttonliole, miss the space of 3, work 0,

miss the space of 3, repeat from *. Sixtli row—work like

the second row. Seventh row—work like the first row and
repeat from the fii'st row.

To work Fig. 403 : Begin with two plain rows. First

I'OW—* miss the spjace of 3, wcnk 3, miss the space of 3.

work 3, miss tin; space' (jf 3, work 0, repeat from *.

Second ri.iw—work 3 Buttonhole', * miss the space of 3,

weirk 3, miss 3, work 15, repeat from *. Third row

—

* wiu-k 6 Buttonhole, miss the space of 3, repeat from
*. Foui'th I'OW—* work 15 Buttonhole, miss the space

of 3, work 3, miss 3, repeat from *. Fifth row—work

12 Buttonhole, *, miss the space of 3, work 3, miss 3,

work 3, miss 3, work 9 Buttonhole, repeat from *. Sixtli

row—work like fourth row. Seventh row—work like the

third row. Eighth row—work like the second row. Ninth

row—work like the first row and repeat all the rows from

the fii'st row.

The Fillings in Pillow Laces are composed of Plaitiiigs,

Stitches, and Braid, and are all described under their own
headings.

nioselle iFreueh, Bourre de Soie).—A silk thread used

in emJiroidery, e(jmposed of the refuse of silk, covering the

exterior of the cocoon, and other kinds of infeiior quality.

It has lieen introduced for decorative needlework within

the last fifty years, and has greatly superseded floss silk

for general purposes, being less expensive and more easily

kept smooth in the working ; but it lacks the great gloss

of the latter, which is spun from the finest portion of the

silk. Filoselle is that portion of the ravelled silk thrown

(jn one side in the filature of the cocoons, which is then

carded, and spun like cotton or wool, and formed into spun

silk. This silk is not only used as thread, but is formed

into a textile for dresses, scarves, and shawls.

Fil Tire.—The French term for Deawn Work
(which sec).

Fine Drawing.—The method of Daenhstg adopted lay

tailors to mend broad cloth and such like stuffs. Pare

the edges perfectly even, and hold the severed parts

lengthwise on the finger of the left hand. Then pass

the needle (directed from you) through the edge of one

piece, and liack again (pointed towards you) through the

edge of the other. Let in the needle at half the thick-

ness of the cloth, and draw the stitclii.'S closely together,

so that the edges may meet, yet neither overlap the other,

and carefully avoid ravelling out the threads of the stuff.

When the work is finished, press it with a hot iron on the

wrong side. See Dakn.

Finger.—A measure of length, employed for every

description of textile for wearing apparel or upholstery,

A;c. It comprises 4:. inches, and is much in use by

iieedle'women.

Fingering.—Worsted employed for stiickings, sent out

by the manufactiu'crs in half pounds, consisting of eight

skeins, each weighing an onn(.'e, the weight, however, is

usually short. Various descriptions are to be had—the

Scotch in three or four cj[ualities and many colours, in-

cluding the ingrain shades. There is also German Finger-
ing in many colours, including that known as Heather ;

Welsh Yard Fingering, Peacock Fingering, and
other kinds, the names varying according to the fancy of the

Several manufacturers or shopkeepers. Fleecy wools nuiy

be had in many colours ; they are supplied in 31b., 61b., and
121b. bundles. The Scotch Fingering is a loosely spun
weu'sted yam, and is sold Ijy the spindle of Olb., and also

by the pound and the ounce. The price varies with the

quality, of which there are the Middle, Super, Ex. Super,
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and Ex. Ex. Super qualities. Each skein of the original

Scotch Fingering contains sixty rounds, or 12(f yarJs. It

may be had in verj' bright colours for artirles of children's

wear.

Finger Shield.—A silver appliance made t(.) fit the

first finger of the left hand, nn which materials are laid

and held there by the thumb, in Plain Sewing. It resembles

a ring, one side being an inch wide, and the other quite

as narrow as an ordinary finger-ring. It is employed to

protect the finger from the needle when mueh hard

sewing has to be done, <;ir the finger has been acci'leutally

hurt.

Fiuislling.—This word, S(.i far as Plain Sewing is con-

cerned, refers to the securing of the thread emploj'cd. As
in beginning the work — whether HE^riiiNG or Over-
sewing— S(3 in finishing, no knot should lie made, Init take

two stitches in the same place, one over the other, and

then finish by running the needle backwards through the

material, so as to be invisiljle for aljout half an inch nr

more. lu the same way joinings should be accomplished,

so as to avoid the bad habit of making knots. In flannel

work make the back runnings of still greater length, im

account of the looseness of the material. Daen in the

last thread very carefully, and take a Back Stitch where

the last Heeeingbone Stitch ended, before recom-

mencing the work with the new thread. In Finishing

the runnings in darning, leave the thread in loops at each

end of every running.

The term, as apjplied to materials, might ilcnfite the

tmTiing-in, and sewing, or hemming, or buttonhdling of

all raw edges, or the fringing out of rililion, linen, or

silk, by drawing out the ravelling threails (running across

the web) and lightly sewing in the last few strands over

and over through the fringing, three or four strands in

depth.

In reference to dress making and Mantua maker's work.

Finishing denotes the binding of raw-edged seams with

naiTow sarcenet ribbon, and the removal of tacking threads.

In fact, all the last work (not essential to the sewing

together of any garment or other article, so as to com-

plete its form, and I'ender it capable of wear and usel, but

designed only to render it neat and to prevent I'avelling,

may properly be designated Finishing.

Fisher Fur.—The Fisher is of the genus Weasel, and

is a native of America, whence upwards of 11,(.)(J0 of then-

skins are annually impiorted to this country. They are

larger than those of the Sable, and the fur is deeper and
fuller, and very beautiful. The tail is long, round, and
gi-adually tapering to a point, and is emplo3'ed for hats, as

well as to form a decoration in the national cap worn by
the Polish Jews. One skin of the Fishee will suffice to

make a muff, for which three Maeten skins would be

required. The ground of the fur is dun-coloured, those of

the darkest shade are the best; but the darkness of the

colour and the depth of the fur depend on the season when
the animals are trapped.

Fisherman's Knot.—Used in Square Netting. See

Netting.

Fish Scale Embroidery.— This kind of work is

estremidy eif<'Ctive as an ornament wdiereit is not lialde to

friction, and is a variety from ordinary Embroideries. It

is worked upon silk, satin, or velvet foundations, from

flowi.'r patterns, such as are used in Crowd Work or Silk

Emliroidery. The principal parts of the d'-sigu, such as

flower, leaves, butti'rtties, birds, are cnvi-red iwrr with

brightly tinted Fish sc;iles sewn to tin.- foundatinii with

coloured silks, tlie stems, veins, tondi'ils, and otln'r fine

traceries are w^irki'd in Satin Stitcii with fine chenille,

gold thread, nr filn.s.-llc, and the centres t.. flowers, Ac,

filled in with Feench Knots, beads, pearls, or spangles.

The Fish scales have te> lie preparcl liefore the}- are used.

Select the iridescent scah's of the carp, perch, or giddfish,

and while ijuite fresh detach from the fish by scrapiug with

a knife fnsm the tail to the head ; steep them in cold water

until they are soft, then lay them upon a cushion and

puncture each with two holes, close together, near their

base. Make these holes with a needle. Sh(juld the scales

be all of ime tint, colour them in places Ijy mixing Damar
varnish with powdei'<'d colours of various tints. Draw out

a design upon cartridge paper, containing a spray of not

very large flowers, and a bird or a butterfly, and pri(jk out

the outlines with a needle. Frame a piece of good velvet,

satin, or silk, lay the pattern upon it, and pounce French

chalk through thi? holes, and go over the dots thus made

with lines of white paint. Then commence to work the

flowers: For yellow daisies and other flowers formed with

large open centres, commence the work fi-om their outside

edge. Draw a circle and sew the Fish sciiL-s round this

circle ; leave 1 n't ween each sc'iile a little less space than

one scale will cover, si-w tlie scale to the foundation with

C'doured silk, bring the nci.'ille up from the back through

one of the punctured holes, and put it down through the

other. Sew on a second circle of Fish scales, so that they

lay over the first line, and fill in the spaces there left.

Fill in the centre of the daisy with Feench Knots, made

of maroon silk or with fine chenille. Small sunflowers are

worked in the same manner as daisies, but have four to six

circles of scales sewn round them before their centres are

begun. Chrysanthemums and half opened flowers with a

calyx of green chenille are effective to work ; they are made

with the largest Fish scales. Arrange the Fish scales so

that they open out from the calyx all in om? direction, and

form an irregular half circle ; let the scales forming the

petals overlap each other in the midille of the half circle,

and so as to conceal the stitches that sew the first laid

scales to the foundation ; lay new scales over them, and

conceal their uniting stitches with stitches of chenille.

Hoses are formed as moss rosebuds with the moss imitated

in chenille, or as full flowers, with the centre petals of

Fish scales turning inwards, and the others turning out-

wards. Rose petals are rounded and shaped by placing

large Fish scales in the midiUe of the petal, and small

ones on each side.

Leaves f'U- the Emliroidery are formed in two ways. To

make the large ones : Arrange Fish scales so that they

radiate on each side from a centre vein, with their seijuring

stitches upon the centre vein. Conceal these with a

line of gold thread or chenille, laid aliove them, and
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secured from tlie back as in Couching. Small leaves are

made witli a Fish scale cut and shaped and cauglit down

with lines of silk passing over them, and into the two

holes at their base. Arrange these lin(>s as side and centre

veins over the whole leaf. Butterflies have the wings made

of overlapping Fish scales secured with goLl thread.

Arrange the scales so that they radiate from the body of

the butterfly. Work the Ixnly in gold thread and coloured

floss silks, over a pad of silk, and sew in two beads for

eyes. For Birds : Work the lireast. head, and body with

coloured silks, and glue in glass eyes, then make the wings

and the tail feathers with the Fish scales.

Pitch, Fitcliet, or Polecat Pur {Mndehi putorins).

—The FlTCHET is a native of Europe, including Great

Britain. The fur is s.)ft and black, having a rich yellow

ground; but the odour from it is unpleasant. It can,

however, be much overcome, and the fur made available

for use.

Plags.—There are three descriptions of Flags, the ones

used at sea, on the river, and at school feasts. The sea

flags comprise the national, the yachting, and the ship

flags, and their colours are given in the yachting and

ship lists. These flags are nuide of various coloured

buntings, joined together with Mantaa Makers' hems, and

upon this foundation such distinguishing nuirks as coats

of arms, crowns, &c., after having been painted in their

proper shades upon white materials, ai'c attached. River

flags, not being exposed to salt water, are nuide of silk,

sei'ge, or flannel, the diiferent colours forming the flag

being sewn together, and the distinguishing small marks

embroidered in silk upon the coloured foundation. School

and festival flags are made of coloured calicoes with

m<;>ttoes or emblems cut out of gilt paper and guumied on.

All flags are made with a wide hem to admit the pole or

cu'd that keeps them in position. This hem is made at

the side for large flags, at the top for long narrow flags,

and on both sides for school flags.

It being impossible to allow the space necessary for thi'

description of all flags, the Union Jack is selected as an

example, and is made as follows ; It consists of the crosses

of St. George, St. Patrick, and St. Andrew united. The

ground is blue, with an upright and diag<inal red cross

surrounded Iiy white lines. The usual size is 3 yards

long and I yard and 2o inches wide. Cut a strip of

red bunting 3 yards long and It) inches wide, and lay it

down as a centre. Join on to it so as to f(jrm an ujjright

cross two strips of red limiting 10 inehes wide and 2-5

inches long, and then .join four diagfinal strips of red

bunting 3 inches wide into the spaces left ab(.>ve and

Tielow the arms of the upright cross. Surround Ijotli the

crosses in the inside of the flag with an edging of white

bunting 4 inches wide, but do not carry this white edging

along the outer edges of the flag Fill iu tlie spaces

between the diagonal and straight cross with wedge

shaped pieces of blue bunting. Run togftlier the edges

of these various strips of buuting with coarse worsted,

and Fell them d'.>wn. Hem round the outside of the

flag, anil add the wide hem or rings <.)f rope on th(; siile

where it is tu l:ie attaehi.'d to th(.' pole or ropr.

Flanders Lace.—Flanders claims to be one of the first

countries in Europe where Needle and Pillow Laces

attained celebrity and became articles of commerce. She

disputes with Italy the invention ai Pillow Lace, and old

Flemish writers assert that Flanders Lace was used even

in the fourteenth certury, ami certainly in the first part

of the fifteenth century. However reiiKjte the commence-

ment of lace making in that country, no other can show

such a continuous and successful manufacture, not confined

to the making of one lace, but embracing many beautiful

kinds that flourish in the lu-esent day, after having

supported their -^vorki.'rs during the disastrous wars of the

sixteenth century, and. through religiijus and political re-

fugees, having introduced the art into many neighbouring

States. The principal laces of Flanders are as follows :

Old Flemish Lace, known as TroUe Kant, an early Pillow

Lace distinguished by its grounds, and after which the

En'dish Trolly Laces have Iieen named, though they are of

much inferior make; Brassels, or Point de Flandre, or

Point d'Angleterre, both of Needle and Pillow, made in

the villages round Brussels, first made in the fifteenth

century, and still in existence in a flourishing condition;

Mechlin, or Point de Malines, made at Antwerp ; Lierre,

Turnhout ; Lille, made in French Flanders ; Valenciennes,

nude at Ypres, Menin, Alost, Courtrai, and Bruges

;

and Black Blonde Lace, made at Grammont. For the

descriptiims of these laces see their own headings.

Plannel.—A woollen stuff, loosely woven. To be had in

various makes—bc)th heavy and light, twilled and plain,

white and coloured. Lancashire Flannels have a plain sel-

vedge, a blue tint, and the surface on one side slightly

raised. Welsh Flannels have also a bluish shade, and a broad

grey selvedge on both sides, and run from 30 inches to 36

indies in width. A similar article is made in Lancashire,

equal in quality, and superior in finish. Yorkshire Flannels

have a plain selvedge, and are superior to the Lancashire

manufactures. Both sides are alike, and they are in the

natural colour of the wool, and improve in appearance

when washed, without being in other respects deteriorated.

Patent Welsh and Saxony Flannels are of a very tine and

superior texture, but are not dui'alile. They are said not

to shrink in A\-ashing. These are principally used for

infants' clothing, and have a long pile on one side only.

Bath C(jatiug is thick-made, with a long nap. The widths

run from 4-4, 7-4, to 8-4. Gauze Flannel is of a very

lo(5se, porous texture, and Zephye very fine and delicate,

Ijcing a uui(jn of wool and silk. There are likewise

striped Flannels in vailous colours, of a cloth-like texture.

Cricketing Flanncd is of the nature of cloth, and of the

natural colour oi the wool. It has a plain surface, alike

on both sides. Blanketing can be had of every variety

of quality and size. Some Flannels are milled, some are

coloureil or checked. Upwards of fifty-fonr million yards

are annually made in this country. In Ireland, a coarse

descrip)tion of flannel is manufactured, called Galway, and

worn by the Irish peasant women f(.)r cloaks, &c., which

is probably identical with the stuff called Faldynge, of

aneicmt Saxon manufacture, resembling Frieze. Faldjmge

was designed for external wear, and was employed in
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the Middle Ages for bed-oovering and elotLs for side-

boards. Chaucer makes two allusions to this material.

His " Ship-manne " is said to have beeu clad

All in a gown of Palding to tho knee— {CiMi/frtai'i/ Tales)

and in his " Miller's Tale " the clerk is said to have

His prease ioovered with a Faldjng red.

In France and Belgium a superior make vi fine twilled

Flannel is made, much patronised in thi>; country.

and are made, according t(j the length required, with eight
or nine Mackame Knots, worked by knotting alter-

nately the two threads forming the Bar to the right or

left. See Macrame.

riat Point.—A general tci-m distingui.sliing laces made
witliDui ;iMy Raised wni-k <.>r work in relief h-nm Rjiised

PolUt.S.

riattensJ Canvas.—Thi^i textile can be had both of

Fig. 40i, HONITON SPEAY, ILLUSTKATING -FLEMISH AND FIBEE STITCH. (S« :rt )'n,jf,)

Flaunellette.—A description of a very soft warm
Flannel, measuring 28 inches in width.

Flap.—In reference to needlework this term signifies a

portion of any material afifixed to the dress, or other article

at one side, and left to hang loosely from it at the other.

It may be employed either for a useful or a decorative

pm-pose. Sometimes a Flap is sewn on a garment to

conceal hooks or buttons.

. Flat Bar.—These are parts of the pattern of Macrame,

thi'ead and cotton, and is much used in France. It differs

from other descriptions of canvas in having l:ieen passed

through the cylinders of a flattening machine, foi' the pur-

pose of rendering it the more suitable for tlie drawing

of designs up(m it. These devices are aftenvards traced

with fine silk or cotton, the colours in which they should

afterwards be worked being employed.

Flax.—This is composed of the filaments of the bark,

or fibrous covering of the stem of a plant of the Linma

E E
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genus, or Linum usitatissiitmm, an annual, and native of

Em-ope. From these filaments, linen thread is spun. The

thread is prepared hy a course of treatment us follows :

The flax is "Ripph'd," then "Retted," ''Scutched," and

" Hackled." The coarse entangled filires. when separated

by the Hackle, are called tow, and the hackled Flax called

Line ; which latter, when sorted, acc<irdin^' to its degrees

of fineness, is ready to he spim, and made into cloths

called linen, cambric, lawn, and thread. For lace making.

Flax is cultivated in most European countries, but the

Flemish is the best.

Flax Canvas.—This descripticm of canvas may be

procured in various degrees of fineness and make, one of

them being <;)f very fine thread. That known as Flattened

Canvas is of flax cimibined with cotton. All descriptions

of Canvas are distinguished by numliers, denoting their

several degrees of fineness, the finest being generally

known as Mosaic, irrespective of its being woven of silk,

flax, or cotton, the woollen and hemp-made kinds not

included.

Fleece.—The curly hail-, or wocdlen coat cjf a sheep,

before it is dressed for manufacture into yarn and cloth.

Fleecy.—Sheep's W0(]1 prepared in louse threads, for

Darning and Knitting. Being loosely twisted it has the

advantage of not becoming hard and stiff when washed.

Its thickness is counted liy the thi-eads. The two-thi-ead

fleec3' is the finest, and is of the same size as the "double

Bei-lin wool." The other numbers are respectively the

four, six, eight, and twelve threa-l fleecy. It is less ex-

pensive than Berlin wocd, and, being rough in quality,

it is rendered unsuitable for embroidei-y work. It may be

had in black, white, partridge, various self or uni-colours,

and ingrain coloui-s.

Flemish Diamonds.—These are used as Fillings to

Honiton Lace, and consist of the holes made in Flemish

Stitch being arranged as diamonds of four instead of lieing

scattered about the pattern. Sep Flemish Stitch.

Flemisli Point. — A Guipure Lace, also known as

Point de Brabant, and described under Guipure Laces
(which see).

Flemish Stitch. — One of the Fillings in Honiton

Lace, and illustrated in Fig. 401 (p. 2()H), in the leaves

dotted with holes. T(j W(U-k : Wcirk the open fibre down
t<j the tip of the leaf (.sec Fibre Stitch) -sv'ith six pair of

Bobbins, then hang on four more pairs, and aild two

extra paii- where the leaf widens. Work each side of the

leaf separately in Whole or Cloth Stitch (see Cloth.

Braid in Braids), and when a luile is reached, twist the

worker Bobbins twice, stick a. pin lielow them, work to

the end, and when the hole is reached in the return row,

twist the passive Bobbins on each side of it at once, and

twist the working Bobbins twice as they pass Ijclow the

pin. Make the holes close together, or at a distance from

each other, according to the pattern. To W(.)rk the rest of

Fig. 401: Work the large stems in Buckle Stitch, the

open flower in Half or Shadow Stitch, and the half

open flowers as follows: F(U- the fl<iwer covered with

tendrils work in Half Stitch, and work the tendril first

that touches the leaf, and then the one running uji to the

stem. In the next sized half flower, work down the stem

and round the circle in Plain Bbaid {see Braids), then

do Rope Sewing to the flowers, carry them down one side,

making a double Turn Stitch occasionally as the pin-

holes are on the inner curve. At the end of the stem hang

on foul- more ]jair of Boljbins, and work Whole Stitch

across the flower ; turn and work a few rows of Half Stitch,

sewing one side to the Whole Stitch ; then, with five pair

of Bobbins, work Stem Stitch round the triangle, then

finish the flower with Half Stitch. To work the smallest

half fl<jwer : Work the stem as in last flower, hang on three

pair of Bobbins, w(jrk four rows of Half Stitch, leave those

Bobbins ; hang on five pair at the further end of triangle,

work round it, then continue Half Stitch, taking up all

the Bobbins, and finish the flower with it. Work the

tendril in Plain Braid or Stem Stitch, with one edge only

Pearled. The leaves -worked with BRANCHING Fibres

[see Branching Fibres) and in Whole Stitoh have two

holes made in each side with Innek Peabi. These leaves

require ten pair of Bobbins.

Plourette Stitoh.—See Point de Vknise,

Fleurs de Tulle Nette. — This is a French descriptive

phrase applied to figured Tulle or Net.

Fleurs Volants.—The general term given t<3 the Pin-

work that ornaments the raised Cordonnet in Rose,

Spanish, and other Needle-point laees, and which is one of

the peculiar beauties of the work. The Fleurs Volants are

distinguished by the names of Couronnes, Loops, and

Cro^vns, for one description ; and Spines, Thorns, Picots,

and Knots for the other. Their varieties are shown in

Fig. 405, and they are worked as follows : The round in

Fill. 40.5. Lace illdstratino Flecks -Volants.

the centre of design is trimmed with Couronnes orna-

mented with Spines. To work : Fill the needle with fine

lace thread, fasten it on at the left side of round, and make
a small loop into the Cordonnet, run the needle back
underneath to the place from which the thread starts, and
Buttonhole about one-third of the loop. Take a pin and
put it in at a short distance from the thread, the length the

Spine is to be, pass the thread round the pin, and make
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three Buttonholes into the main loop, repeat this PiN-

WOEK twice, so as ti> make the three Sjiines seen on the

Couronnes, then Buttonhole OA-er the rest nf the loop.

The single Spines that trim the three eentn/ scallops

are worked before the pattern is joined together. Work
them either with a single Lxip of thread fastened into

the Cordonnet, and the working thread put l>aek into the

loop and drawn up, or wind the cotton several times

round the needle, push the needle thr(jugh the Cordonnet,

and draw up tightlj'. The Couronnes trimming the

outer edge of the design are largei' than those oma-

menting the roxmd, and are made thus ; Maki; the loop

into the Cordonnet as before, Ijut pass it over a. small

knitting pin, and run the thread back rouml the knitting

pin instead of underneath the work, so that the foundation

for the Couronne is rather thicker, then Buttonhole the

loop, and oraament it with three Spines. For the Tleurs

Volants or the rest of the work : Make Couronnes nnor-

uamented with Spines, but with two Spines between each

Couronne. In all these stitches the Buttinihole must be

both tight and even, as, unless this is done, the stitches

become loose the first time the lace is cleaned, and the

appearance of the work is thus destroyed.

Flock.—The word is the same radically as Flake, and

is appHed to hair, the " f
"' being dropped, and the tuft or

curl termed a " lock." Hence a bed stuifed with pieces

or tufts of wool is designated a Flock bed.

Florence.—This dress stuff is also known as Fhjrentine,

which is a description of Corded Barege or Grenadine. It

is to be had both in black and colours, and is 26 inches in

width. There is also a thin description of Taffeta fabri-

cated at Lyons, Avignon, and Zurich, which had its origin

at Florence, and thence derived its name.

Florentine.—A material made for gentlemen's waist-

coats, but when in plain colours, it is sometimes fashion-

able for ladies' dresses. It is to tie had for the former

purpose both figured and striped, as well as plain. It is a

twilled silk, thicker than Florence, which latter is, how-

ever, sometimes called by the same name.

Florentine Lace.—The manufacture of Raised Needle

Points in Florence flourished during the earlier part of

the sixteenth century, mention being made of Florentine

lace having been brought into France by the sister of

Francis I. ; and of Henry YIII. granting privileges of

importation into England to two Flijrentine merchants ;

but since these early chronicles Florentine lace has become

merged into Italian lace, and no particular account taken

of it.

Floret.—A French term, s3Tionynious with the descrip-

tive word Broche, when applied to silk and satin stuffs,

and signifying flowered. The original term denoted the

small blossoms clustered together in compound fl(jwers

and grasses, such as those that compose the laurestina and

heliotrope blooms.

Floss Embroidery.—The most beautiful description of

this work is made in India, the natives of that country

being celebrated for their skill in Emliroidery, with

white or colom-ed floss upon richly tinted cloths and silks.

In England, because of the delicacy of floss silk, it is

chiefly used in large quantities in Chiindi Emlu-oidcry, and

there laid upon a flat foundation and fastened down with

seoiring stitches of silk brought from the back of the

material, passed ovt.'r the floss, and returned to the back.

Floss silk is also used for the high lights m Crewel and Silk

Emliroideries, but its place is frequently taken by Filoselle

or ravelled silk, which is stronger in filu'c than floss. T(j

work : Select fcir a. pattern a floi-al de-sign of Satin

Stitch Embroidery, trace this upon a thin silk or thin

merino or net foundation, and frauKi the material in an

Embeoidery Feame. Carefully wind small portions of

Floss silk upon separate cards, take a shoit length of one

of these, smooth it down with the fingers, thread it

through a large eyed nceille. and fill in the pattern with

flat Satin Stitch. Bring the stitch up at one side of an

outline leaf or petal, and put it di.>wn at the other, so as

to cover the gromid with as few stitches as possiVjle.

Make holes with a large needle to bring the Floss through

should it at all fray in its backward and f(jrward movement,

and use very short strands of floss. Emliroidery with Floss

upon net and thin materials can be woi-ked over the hand,

but it has a much better cff'ect when worked in a frame.

Floss laid with. Passing.—A ti.-rm useil in Church

Embroidery to denote that floss silk is laid down upon

Some part of the design, and kept into place with a gold

cord or Passing Couched down upon it. See CoUCHING.

Floss Silk.—An.'iently called Sleine, or Sleided silk.

It is the soft external covering of the silkworms' cocoon.

ravelled and downy in quality, and is carded, spun, and

made into hanks. The English is superior to the French,

This silk is made of the finest part of the cocoon, and does

not undergo the process of twisting, and must not be con-

founded with Filoselle. To Floss silk allusion is made Ijy

Shakespeare :

Thou idle, immaterial skein of sleided silk.— TToilits and Crei^sUJd,

Flots.—A French term, used to signify successive loops

of ribbon or lace arranged to lie

OA'er-lapping one another in rows,

so as to resemble the flow of small

waves, following closely on the

decadence of their pi'cdecessors.

What is called a Flot-bow is

made after the same style. A good

idea may be gathered from our

illustration (Fig. 40fi).

Flounce. — A term used to

signify a strip, more or less wide,

of any kind of material sufli-

cieutly slight t(j Ije gathered

or plaited ahjng one side, and left loose on the other. It

should lie attached t(_) the dress, ov other article which it is

designed to deceu-ate, (JU the gathered side, and may be

cut either on the straight, or the bias way of the stuff.

In the fourteenth century it was called a Frounce, and

in the reigns of "William and Mary a puckered flounce

or plaited border of a dress usetl to lie called a Furbelow.

This .term was a corniptiou of Fiilh<ih-i. the Spanish for

Flounce.

E E 2

Fig. 4(h3. Plots.
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FlouiisMng Thread.—A flat, silky, liueu thread

specially adapted for mending- Damask, Linen, and most

tlax-made textures. It is sold l^y the skein and the ounce,

in (juaJities varying from No. 1 t(j lIU, hut the most useful

sizes are 4, 5, and (i. One guldeu hrnwu variety, known

as Luxembourg Thread, is employed in Netted (.luipure ;

others, in different coLjurs, are -i'cry effective in em-

liroidery, imparting almost the sheen of silk when used in

combination with wools. It is also called Flax Thread.

riowers (Artificial).—Tliese are manufactured of

ribbon, velvet, feathers, wax. paper, the jiith id plants,

dyed grasses, satin, mother-o'-iiearl, wings of beetles, and

other insects, glass, hair, muslin, beads, porcelain, shells.

&c. Most of these materials are (.'Uiploj-ed in the flowers

manufactured for %vear in millineiy and dress, dyes of ail

kinds being utilised to supplement the natural colours.

The Chinese, Romans, and South American Indians have

excelled in the art from very ruiK^te times ; the French

have been for some years the fii'st in modern pre-eminence,

but our own manufacturers can iii.>w produce very superior

descriptions, as likewise can those of Austria, Portugal,

Sweden, Mexico, and other parts.

Plutod Buche.—Otherwise called liy the French name
of Uuchc I'l la VieUe. It is composed of single Box-pleat8
stitched to a certain depth inwards so as to leave the edges

of the pleats loose. About half-an-iuch is the usual width

of each pleat, if the material lie muslin or tarlatan, and

such thin fabrics, and from half-an-iuch to one inch for

silk. In the first-named materials the raw edges may be

snipped into small points to resendde " Pinking "'
liy

tacking several strips together, and cutting through all

simultaneously. In reference to silk, it is necessary to put
in a book-muslin lining of the same width as the Ruche
when finished (including the headings), and the silk must
be folded over the edges of the nuislin to the depth of the

width of the fluting.

shap( d

Fig. m. Tlhti-scs.

Flutings. — Piping or frill ornaments
flute, applied to dress, the latter being

gathered at both ends with great

evenness and regularity, A collec-

tion of Flutings resemble the pipes

of an organ, as will he seen on reference

to our illustration (Fig. 407).

Fly.—'The term used to denote a

etriiJ of material which is sewn under

the edge of a dress, or coat, at the

button side of the opening, extending sufficiently far Ijcyond
it as to underlie the buttonholes at their extreme ends.
^hc Fly thus serves the purpose of concealing the dress
underneath the coat or bodice. It is called a Fly because,
like a Flag or Pennon, it is attached on one side

is allowed to fiy loose on the other.

Fly Fringe.—A kind of fringe composed of tufts of
floss silk attached to a c(jrd of gimp, which passes alon"-

the centre of the edging. It was a fashi(jnable trimming
fijr ladies' dresses in the reign of George III.

only, and

Folds. — The draping produced

Gathering at the waist of a skirt;

1-iy Pl.EA.TING or

>] the flat plaits <jn

any part of a skirt, bodice, or sleeve, secured at each end

to the dress to keep them in place; or the doubling of

any eh.ith so that <jne part shall lie over another.

Fond.—Identical with Champ, Entoilage, and Treille,

terms li}' which the groundwork of lace, whether of Needle

ov Pillow, is distingirishcd from the Toile, or pattern, which
I it surrounds and supports. These grounds are divided

I

into Fonds Claire, Brides Claire, and Brides Ornces. The

B\iiuh claire include the Reseau or net patterned grounds

and varieties of the same, such as Dame Joan, Honeycomb,

and Star grounds ; the Brides claire are the simple

Buttonhole Bars that connect the various parts of a

detached pattern together ; and the Brides Ornies, the

same Bars, profusely ornamented with Pieots and Spines,

and shown in Devonia Ground.

Fond Clair.—See Fond.

Fondeuse.—The term by which lace makers dis-

tinguish the workers who attach the Toile or pattern

to the Fond or Ground.

Fool's Crochet.—A name sometimes given to Tricot.

See Crochet, page 12S.

Foot.—See Stocking Knitting.

Footing.—A term employed in the Knitting of stock-

ings, when the feet of the latter, having been worn out,

have to be replaced liy others knitted on to the original

legs. The word is also known as Engrelui'e, and is used

by lace workers to distinguish the edge of the Lace that is

sewn to the dress from the scalloped and unattached edge.

The Footing is sometimes worked with the rest of the

design, and at others as a separate narrow lace, being then

sewn on to the main part.

Forfars.—A coarse, heavy description of lineu cloth,

ma le cif unbleached flax, and varying in width from 32

inches to T5 inches.

Foulard.—A washing silk, originally made in India, of

"which there is a fair imitation manufactured at Lyons and
Avignon. It is a very light material, and is printed in

Colours on black and white grounds. Although the Indian
is the superior article in make and consistency, the French
designs and colours are the most elegant, a combination of

yellow and red being the favourite Indian colours. The
widths vary from 27 inches to 30 inches.

FoTilardine.—An imitation of Foulard produced in

cotton, of a very soft make, for women's dresses. Foular-
diue is now little to be seen, and is almost out of date,

Sateen (which see) having superseded it.

To-aU Cashmere or Cloth.—An all-wool twill textile

of a coarse description, called Cashmere, but only an
inntatiun. It measures from 24 inches to 26 inches in

width, and is used as a dress material. It is softer than
the FouLB Sebgb (which see).

Foule Serge.—This material is sometimes called
Estamine. It is of a heavier and much rougher make of
all-woid twdll thau the Foule Cashmere, and is from
2.5j inches to 27 inches in width. It is used as a dress
material.
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Foundation Chain. — Ustd

commencenient to all patterns. St

iu Crochet as the

: Crochet, page 122.

Foundation Muslin.—A very etiarse descriptiou of

muslin, of very open make, and stiffened with gum. It is

employed for stift'ening dresses, and may be had in Ijlaek

and white.

Foundation Net.—A coarse quality of Net, made in

large meshes, gummed and employed for stiff foimdations

iu Millinery and Dressmaking. It is to he had in lilack

and white, and measures from 27 inches to 3U inches in

width.

Foundation Stitch..—Used in ancient Needle Lace

and Modern Point. First row—work a number of Point

DE Beuxelles stitches close together, *. Second row

—

take the thread back from right to left to form a Bar and

fasten. Third row—work close Point de Bruxelles stitches

over the thread, and put the needle in l>etween each of the

stitches in the first row. Repeat from * until the space is

fiUed in.

Pox Fur.—Besides the common animal preserved for

for sport, there are several varieties valuable for their skins.

The most costly are produced by the Arctic, or silver,

and the black fox (C Lagopus and C. Arr/entntus). The

"crossed" fox (C. decussatu)!) and the red fox [C. Fiilvitu)

supply linings for cloaks and collars ; and the silver and

blue fox furs are employed fc;ir women's dress, as well as for

rugs and robes for sleighs. The red fox skins measure

14 inches by 28 inches, and all the varieties will )je found

of much the same size.

Frame Knitting.—A description of Frame Work
\vhich, when finished, has the appearance of Knitting.

It is made upon a frame of the shape shown in Fig. 408.

The length of the frame regulates the width of the work,

and fi'ames of various sizes can be procured. The one that

Fig. 408. Knitting Feamk.

is the most useful is made of two long pieces of wood, 14

inches long, by 4 inches high, and 1 inch thick, and two

short pieces, 4 inches long, 4 inches wide, and I inch thick.

These pieces are spliced together at their corners, so that

a hollow space is left inside the frame, and pegs are

fastened upon three sides round the upper part of the

frame. Twenty-four pegs, each 2 inches in height, are

required for each long side, and one or two for one short

side, the other short side (not visible in the illustration)

being left without any pegs.

The work has the appearance of very loose stocking

knitting, and the hollow space in the centre of the frame

receives it as it is formed, and thus keeps it imt (_>f the

way of the new rows. To work : Wind up into balls several

large skeins of white or coloured fleecy wool, and tie its end

round the first peg on the l(jft hand side oi the long side of

the frame, with the short side (jf the frame without a peg

behind it. Take the wool and twist it once round the

next peg, pass the wool on the inside of the frame to the

third peg, and twist it once round that. Twist the wool

once roujid all the pegs on the three sides, always passing

it from peg to peg on the inside. For the n(/xt row—

•

twist the vrool once round the last peg worked, then with the

thumb and first finger pick up the loop on that peg made
in the first row, and draw it over the loop just made and

off the peg, leaving the last loop on the peg, and the first

hanging down inside the frame. Work the second and all

foll(jwing rows in this way until the length of scarf or

petticoat is made. For the last row make the loop on the

peg and draw the loop on it over the new loop as before

for the first peg; for the second, make the lo(jp on the

peg and draw the loop already there over it as before, and
then put the loop from the first peg on to the second (thus

leaving the first empty ) and draw the loop on that peg over

it. Work this second stitch until all the stitches are

secured, and then make a knot in the wool and Ckochet
the end into the work. Work loosely, and be careful to

have a long piece of wool for the last row. A ilb. of thick

fleecy wool or Alb. of thin fleecy makes a scarf, leaving

sufficient wool for a tassel at each end.

Frame Tape.—This is a stout half Jileaehed linen tape

;

but there is one called by the same name, which consists

of a union of linen and cott(^n, which is much in request.

The distinguishing prefix " Frame" refers to the loom on

which it is woven. See Tape.

Frame Work.— This work, also called Travail au,

Metier, is formed with wools and silk upon a flat, solid

wooden Frame cut to the size required. Mats and their

borders can be made without joins upon it, but larger

articles require to be worked in squares and sewn together

when finished. The materials necessary are, the wooden

frame, brass headed small nails or stout pins. Saxony or

Shetland wool in half ounce skeins, filoselles, and a rug

needle. To work : Draw upon a sheet of thin paper the

size of the frame a number of horizontal lines a quarter of

an inch apart, and cross these with upright lines the same

distance apart, and so an-anged that the middle line will

come in the exact centre of the frame. Paste this paper

round its edges on to the frame, and knock the brass nails

in so that they head every line. Take two of the half ounce

skeins of wool and wind the two ends together as a double

thread upon one ball, and be careful that the skeins are

free from joins. Tie the end of this doubled wool roimd

the top nail at the left hand comer, then pass it with<jut

twisting to the nail below it on the left hand side of the

frame (.see Fig. 409, p. 214) ;
then cross the frame with it to

the peg at the top of the frame next to the one it was tied

to, rvm it along to the third peg, then cross the frame with

it to the third peg on the side, run it along to the fourth,

and cross the frame again mth it to the fovuih peg on the

top line. Continue in this way, guided by the illustration,
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until the first set uf diagonal lines are made and are

crossed by the second. When finished, do not out off the

wool, but make the edge shown in Fig. 410 with it. Twist

the wool over the front part of one nail and then muiid the

back of the next nail, and so carry it along the edge of the

frame and back again, putting it inside in the second I'ow

Pig. 409. Fbame Work.

where it was outside in the first row. To secure these

lines, and also the ones across the frame, thread the wool
into the rug needle, and make a loose Buttonhole at

every peg, taking all the wool at that place into the stitch.

Then return to the centre and make the diamond pattern.

Fig. 410. Frame Work.

Thread a rug needle with a contrasting shade of wool to

the one already used, and secure the horizontal and up-

right lines where they cross on the paper pattern with a

Ckoss Stitch, thus fonniug the diamond pattern showTi

in Fig. 410. The effect of the work depends upon the

regularity of these dianumds, bo the Cross Stitches must

be placed exactly over the junction of the traced lines.

Cany the wool from one stitch to the other, and cover the

w(.)ol Cross Stitch with one made of filoselle when all the

diamonds are secured.

Fig. 411 is another pattern made in the same frame.

The squares are traced as before on jiaper, and fastened

Fig. 411. Frame Work.

into the frame, and the wool is doubled ; but two colours,

one light and one dark, are used in the groundwork : the

light colour to form the stars, the dark the diamonds and

squares. The light wool is put diagonally round the pegs,

and fills in the centre outside squares, the dark wool fiUs

in the middle square, and the fom' corner outside squares
;

the straight lines of dark woi.il are arranged last. Make
the edge as Ijiefore, and secure the diamonds and the

straight lines with a Cross Stitch, as in the first pattena
;

leave the squares holding the light wool untouched, then

draw all the wool in one of these S(]uares up into its centre,

and luake a Cross Stitch there, thus forming a Star.

Work all the stars in the same way. The border of

fringe for both these mats is the same, and is shown in

Fig. 412. It requires to be made upon a long narrow
frame, but a straight strip of wood will answer all

the requirements. Draw the squares upon the paper,

make the lines half an inch and not a quarter of an inch
apart

; paste the paper on, and fasten the nails in at the
end of these lines nmnd the bottom and two sides of the
frame, and then round the top \\ inches from the edge.

Fasten a second row of nails a quarter of an inch apart at

the edge of the frame, and two nails the same distance
apart upon each side. Take four skeins of thick wool, or
eight of thin, and wind them together, and then lay them
over the frame in diagonal lines as before round the inner
line of pegs at the top and round the other three edges at
the sides. Be careful that the wool woimd round the edge
at the bottom of the frame and that will form the end of
the fringe, is put round a peg and run up into the next
diagonal line at once, and not carried on from peg to peg
and let the wool on the right hand side of the frame, where,
the fringe will be continued, not be eutpfl, but wound up out
of the way. Secure the diagonal lines where they cross in
diamonds with a Cross Stitch made with fine twine, and
commence the upper edge. Lay three horizontal lines of
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filoselle, fasten tliem into tlie side pegs, and take tbe fine

wool and twist it round tlie upper and lower row of the

pegs, putting in extra pegs in the lower row to match those

in the upper. Secure these and tbe horizontal lines with a

f IG. 412. FllAME WOKK FkinGE.

Cross Stitch of filoselle. Make the fluffy balls shown in

Fig. 412. by cutting the wool round the crosses made of

twine, cut the upper four threads, and leave the under

four as a support to the balls.

Frame Worh.—This second kind of Frame Work is

known as Frame Knitting, and is described undi-r that

heading.

Frange Grill^e.—The latter word. Grillee. is descriptive

of the fringe, being the French for broiled or baked, and
thus may be applied to a crimped Silk Fringe, probably so

waved by means of heat as well as of pressure. The widths

in which it is made are various, and likewise the degrees of

fineness. It is worn in mourning as well as out of it,

because the crimping has somewhat of the appearance

of crape ; but it may also be had in colours, and is like-

wise known as Cnmping Fringe. There is another

description of fringe, so called from having an open
heading like network, Grill signifying a grating, made
Hke a lattice.

Pray.—To ravel out a piece of stufl', so as to produce a

kind of fringe, by di'awing out thi'eads of the warp from
the weft. Also, to rub or scrape the face or border of any

textile, so as to injure it by removing the nap.

French Cambric.—A very superior make of cambi'ic,

fine in quality and very silky in appearance. It is im-

ported in boxes of twenty-five pieces, each containing 7J

yards, in widths of i inch or i inch. It is a comparatively

costly material. French cambric handkerchiefs may lie

had in three different widths, and may be bought by the

yard, from the piece of 24 inches in width.

French Canvas.—The material so named is a descrip-

tion of Grenadine, of a stout wiry character, varying in

pattern, and measuring from 24 inches to 26 inches in

width. It is a dress material, and of excellent wearing
quality.

French Chalk.—A variety of indurated Talc, in masses
composed of small scales, of a pearly -sphitc or grey colour.

It much resemliles Soapstcme and Jade, and is employed
for removing spots of grease from clotli of all kinds
and light coloured silks. It should be scraped, and the

fine powder ruljbed into the spot with the finger, left

there for some hours, and then shaken or brushed
off'. "When applied to silk it should be iiiljbed on the
wrong side.

French Chalk is als(j employed for pouncing through the

holes made in pricked Embroidery patterns for the purpose

of transferring their outlines to velvet, (doth, and sei'ge

materials. To use : Select white French chalk, grind it to

a fine powder, and enclose in a coarse muslin bag. Firmly
press it through the holes in the pattern, and remove the

pattern, when a number of fine dots will be left upon
the material. Take a sable brush, filled with Chinese

white mixed with size, and make lines of paint over these

dots, so as to connect them together, and so mark the
outlines of the pattern.

French Fa9on Flannel.—A very fine make of Basket-

woven twilled Flannel, to be had in various colours. It is

31 inches in width, and is designed for children's dress,

such as pelisses and hoods.

French Heel.—See Stocking Knitting.

French Hem.—A description of Hem employed for the

finishing of Flounces, in lieu of employing a silk binding,

and is especially suitable for such materials as Mohair and
Alpaca. It is made thus : Hold the right side of the

flounce towards you, and turn the top edge down also

towards you, so that its inside shows. The piece so

turned down must measure J inch for silk, and 1 inch for

stuffs that fray. Then make a close Running, using an
inapprecial)le quantity of the turned down doubled edge

that is over the left hand, and when the whole has been

Run, turn the flounce wrong side towards you, and fell

down the False Hem on the line of Running just made.

The raw edge of the Hem must be turned in nearly half

way, so that it may make the Hem of double stuff', so as

not to lose the appearance of a hi.illow roll.

To make a double French Hem : Cut the Flounce as wide

as it is to be when finished, with the addition of 1 inch for

tuniings used in the Hem, and also the depth that the

Hem is to be. Then cut oft' this Hem and its 1 inch for

turnings ; line it with leno, and run the piping or silk fold

upside down on the right side of the Hem, so that all four

raw edges may be laid together, then Run the other edge of

the hem to the edge of the fiounce, placing the right side

of the former to the wrong side of the latter, so that the

joining is enclosed inside the Hem, when it is turned over

on the face of the flounce, pinned in place, and sewn to it

h>y Running along on the ridge made by the cording.

This is done on the inside of the flounce, by feeling the

ridge. The Hem must not be pulled up to its whole

extent, as the actual edge of it must be of double material,

and betray no signs of the join, wdiich is k inch up on

the inside. It is this i inch, and i inch used for joining

the silk to it, and i inch for the join of the Hem to the

flounce, which uses the 1 inch extra wdiich was allotted to
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the Hem, in detacliing it from the flounce. The Hem now

really projecting i inch beyond the depth which the flounce

was given, will be accounted for liy \ inch of it having

been used at the join below, and the other \ inch for the

turning at the top.

French. Knot.—A stitch largely used in all kinds of

Embroidery to fill in the centres of flowers, and in old

Crewel Work to represent the foliage of trees. See

Embeoideey Stitches.

Frencli Lace.—France, like Flanders, has for centvn-ies

directed much attention to Lace making, and the manu-

factui'e has been the support of many thousands of its

inhabitants. Before Colbert, in 1665, established his

celebrated Alenfon or Point de France, at Alenfon, there

existed a large and flourishing community of lace workers

in various districts who made Bisette, Gueuse. Mignonette,

Point Coupe, and Point de Paris laces, besides imitating the

Italian and Spanish Needlepoints. These workers rebelled

against the power granted to the royal manufacturers of

appropriating the best lace makers of any district, and

obtained as a compromise that, after 200 workers were

selected, the others might keep to their own trades. From
the time of Colbert the laces made in France are as follows :

Alen(;ou, the chief of all, a Needlepoint considered to rival

the Needlepoints of Brussels, Avhich has flourished from
the time of its establishment until the present day, being

still made at Bayeux, but no longer at Alen(;on ; Argentan,

coeval with Alen^on, a different lace, but one often con-

founded with the latter, and of very great beauty ; no
longer manufactured, the art having died out during the

Revolution ; black and white Blonde silk laces formerly

made during the eighteenth century at Bayeux, Caen, and
Chantilly, the former of which are still made at Bayeux,
but the making of white Blondes ceased about thirty years
ago

;
Lille lace, made in French Flanders in the sixteenth

century, and a variety of Lille made at Arras and Mire-
court, in which latter city it still flourishes

; a Guipure
resembling Brussels and Honiton Guipures; Point de
Paris and Point d'Espagne, made round Paris in the
eighteenth century ; while in Normandy, fr(jm Arras to

St. Malo, laces in imitation of Point de Paris, Mechlin,
Brussels, and Valenciennes, were largely made from the

beginning of the sixteenth century until some thirty years

ago, when the demand for them failed, with the exception
of Valenciennes, which is still manufactured. Dieppe
and Havre are known for their narrow Petit Poussin,
Ave Maria, and Point de Dieppe laces, also for the Den-
telle a la Vierge, or old Normandy lace, Ijut none of

these are now made in sufficient quantities to form a
manufacture, and the art is giudually becoming ex-

tinct. For a description of these laces see their various

headings.

Trencli Merino.—This cloth is manufactured of very
superior wool from the Merino sheep, and has the same
appearance on both sides. The twill is exceedingly fine, it

is to be had in all colours, and of double width. Some
years ago French Merinos greatly excelled our own manu-
factures, but at the present time we produce thcan of eijual

quality, and many are Sent to France, re.sliipped to this

country, to be sold to the public as French. Those

of the best quality may easily be mistaken for genuine

cashmeres.

French Plumetis.—The French tenn for Raised Satin

Stitch. See Satin Stitch.

French Point.—A name by which Alencon lace is

sometimes called. See ALENgosr.

French Quilting.—A variety of Quilting (which see).

It is also a variety of Pique of a fine and superior descrip-

tion, measuring 28 inches in width. It may be had in

diii'erent patterns, the price varying according to the

quality, and is employed for children's dress, pelisses, &c.

It is also known as Marcella. See PiQUE.

French Stitch.—See Tatting.

French Twill.—Although called French this is an

English-made dress material—a variety of French Merino,

to be had in various qualities and in all colours. It is of

double width, and is suitable for servants' dresses.

Frieze.^A napped coating, of which the right side is

covered with little tufts or buiTS, produced by a machine.

A kind of woollen cloth or baize, which we find mentioned

by writers of the sixteenth century. It is much employed

for men's clothing, especially in Ireland. In allusion to

his marriage with the sister of Henry VIII. (Queen

dowager of France) Charles Brand(ju applied it to the

well-known verse

:

Cloth of gold do not despise

To match thyself with cloth of frize
;

Cloth of frize be not too bold

That thou art matched to cloth of gold.

Frieze was originally a woollen cloth or stuff, introduced

from Friesland.

Frilled Flastics.—These ai-ticles are made of India-

rubber encased in cotton, from half an inch and three-

quarters of an inch to 1 inch in width, and have a small

frilled edge on one or both sides. They may be had

in tilack and coloured silks, and are employed, amongst

other uses, for garters or suspenders for stockings. They

may be had in lengths containing 12 yards or 24 yards.

Frills and Frilling.—Ornamental borderings, formed

like very snuill flounces, which nury be made of the same

Fin. 413. A WuiPPED Frili.inc.

material as the dress to be trimmed, or the fumituro
covering. They may also be made of a different material.

Those sold ready-nuxde are of cambric, muslin, lace, and
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ribbon, and are usually of machine manufacturo. Formerly

shirt fronts and sleeves were ornamented with cambrie and

deep lace ruffles or frills, and the underclothing of women

likewise. Frills of great depth, and three or four f<dd,

edged with narrow lace, were worn round the throat both

by men and women ; separately from the shirt or chemise,

as frequently represented in the Dutch and Flemish

pictures. It is also sold for the latter purpose, as well as

for collars and cuils, with an emliroidery pattern and edge,

machine or hand-made. In making a frilling for any

under garment, it should be Whipped, as in the illustra-

tion (Fig. 413), The amount of fulness to be allowed is half

as much again as the space on which it is to be sewn

;

that is, for example, \\ yards of matenal to be Gathered
up as Frilling for 1 yard of space to be supplied with it.

A metaphorical signiiioance was once given to Fi-illing by

Sydney Smith, who used it as implying a florid style of

speech :
" Mr. has good sense, but I never knew

a man so entirely without frill."

Fringe.—Fringe is a decorative bordering, consisting

of loose or twisted threads, single or many, and com-

posed of silk, cotton, wool, gold or silver twist, fastened

on one side into a braid or heading, by which it is

attached to di'ess or furniture. Those descriptions which

are in general use for the latter vary from SJ inches

deep to 4 inches, and are of three kinds, viz., plain

head, plain head and bullion, and gimp head ; those for

dresses are called fancy fringes, and are made of silk or

worsted, from 5 inch to 2 inches or 3 inches in width.

Common fringes are classified by the trade as follows :

Cotton bullion fringes, which are of a heavy make, in

widths from 3 inches to 12 inches, and are chiefly used for

bedroom furniture ; the lengths run to 24 yards or 36 yards.

German fringe, of white cotton, made in various fancy

patterns, their widths run fi'om \\ inches to 3 inches, and

they are sold in lengths rif 30 yards ; they are used for

blinds and bed furniture. Toilet fringes are likewise of

white cotton, their widths being from \ inch to 2 inches,

and are sold in pieces of 36 yards : they consist of various

kinds — bullion, loop, star, plain, and open. Fkange
Gkillee is another description (which see").

Detached borders are added to most pieces of Fancy work

when the main part is completed. Ancient fi-inges were

formed by unravelling the material, and drawing away the

threads one way of the stuft', and knotting the left threads

into various patterns. These fringed ends to garments were

the earhest description of knotted lace, and are fi-equently

mentioned by old chroniclers, and as civilisation advanced,

gold and coloured silk threads were introduced into the

threads of the material, and these were most elaborately tied

together and enriched with fancy stitches. At the present

time, the material, where it will allow of it, is still dra^^oi

away, and the threads that are left secured with a line of

Buttonhole or Fancy Hem for a simple fringe, or Knotted

as described below for an elaborate border. Where the

material will not allow the threads to be drawn away.

Ball Fringes, Tassel Fringes, and Knotted Fringes are

made upon it as an edging, or Fringes are Crocheted,

Knitted, or Netted and sewn round the work. Knitting

and Netting fringes are !50 rarely disconnected from their

o^vn work, that they are descriljcd under their own headings

;

the other descriptions are used indifferently in Embroidery,

Crochet, and Woolwork, and are as fcdlows :

—

HtM Fringe.—Take a skein of single Berlin wool or

filoselle, double it, and cut it in half, fasten it with a knot t )

one end of a lung thread of g(.ild cord, purse silk, or coloured

wotd, which bring it down three-quarters of an inch along

the skein, loop it over the skein, aud kudt it into the loop,

then carry the thread down three-quarters of an inch, and

loijp it again over the skein and knot the loop; make these

loops at even distances apart until the skein is used up.

Take a sharp pair of scissors and cut the wool between the

loops, cutting all the skein of wool, and only leaving the

looped single thread ; fluff these cut pieces over the loop

into little njund balls. Sew the fringe to th« material,

allowing it to hang down to the length of three or four

balls.

Crochet Fringe.—This is made with two large bone

Tricot needles, aud with coarse wool. Make a six or

twelve Foundation Chain, according to the depth of

Fringe required. First row—put the wocd round the hook

to make a stitch, ami then work the next two stitches,

when finished, cross the last worked stitch over the first,

and let the first duwu, retaining only the last worked

stitch on the hook, wool round the hook, work the two next

stitches, cross them over each other, and drop one as

bef(jre, and so on until the row is finished. Secijud row—
turn the work, hcdd it in the left hand, and pick up the

second hook. Work back with the second hook, making

the same stitches, but using the made stitch of last row

as <jne of the crossed stitches of this iviw. Third row

like the first, using the first hook to work with. Fourth

row like the second row, using the second hook, woi'k until

the proper length lA fringt' is made, then uur.avel half the

stitches to form a series uf loops at one sidi/.

Fringe made over a )ui'sji.—Take a large widi> mesh or

a strip of wiiod according to the size required, aud single

Berlin wodI or Crochet cotton. With a crochet hook make

a Chain, then pass the wool round the mesh and draw it

through the loop of the Chain on the hook, pass it again

round the mesh and draw it through the Chain on the hook,

make 1 Chain and pass the hook through the first Chain

made. Kepeat the stitch from the commencement. The

single Chains are necessary to prevent the long loops

formed on the mesh becoming irregular when the mesh is

withdrawn. A variety of this fringe is made liy having

the loops twice the length, and knotting them together as

n Knotted fringe.

Knotted Fringe.—Fix along the edge of material at even

distances apart, four to six doubled strands of filoselle or

purse silk. Make a hole in the material with a stiletto, and

knot them into this hole or knot them on as in the last

Fringe. Fasten the material to a lead cushion and take

half the threads from one knot and half from the next,

and with a needle threaded with the same silk fasten them

together as a knot with Overcast Stitch, run the needle

up and down the threads to the place where the next knot

is to be formed and repeat. The knots can be tied instead

of Overcast. In the second row of Knots, knot the threads

F F
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together that are together at the edge of the material
;

f«.>r

the third row, repeat first row.

Knotted Fringe like Pig. 414.—Wind over a thin flat

book or piece of wood a good quantity

of wool or thread, cut it at one place,

and lay it straight. Pick up three

threads, place them evenly together

and fold them in half. Push a

crochet hook through the foundation

material and take up the Ijent end of

the threads and draw them through

the material for a short distance, then

put the crochet hook round the end of

the threads and draw them all bodily

through the loop and well tighten the

knot thus made. Continue to fasten

these strands of thread into the mate-

rial imtil a thick fringe is made.

Tassel Fringe.—Thifi can be made

with wool, crewels, cotton, or silk.

Cut a numljer of even threads, take

up enough to form a good bunch, and

fold them in half, wind thread or silk

round them near their upper end, push

a crochet hook through the knot thus

formed, and draw the end of the wound thread up with it,

making a loop ; make another loop over the top of the

tassel thus formed, and knot it into the edge of the

material.

Fringfing Machine.—Pringing machines may be pro-

cured for making what is required at home. The small

appliance so called is incorrectly described as a machine.

It consists of a flat piece of wood, divided into a broad and

a very narrow mesh, upon which the fringe is made by

means of a crochet needle or hook. {See Pig. 41.5.) The

Fig. 411. FaiNGE.

Fici. 41.5. Feincino Machine.

method of working is as follows : Wind the eis or

other wool in four fir six strands, and tie the ends in a

knot. Then fasten the ends of the wo(j1 to the small mesh,

hook the wool up in the centre between the tw(j meshes,

and make a Chain Stitch, enclosing the small mesh in

the Chain. Make another chain, withdraw the hook from

the loop, turn the small mesh to the left side, and the last

Chain Stitch will now be in the space between the two

meshes, while the wool will be in front *. Insert the

hook, and bring the wool round the back of the mesh to

the apace, and draw it with the hook through the loop

which is already on it, and make a Double Crochet in the

loop which is round the opposite or left mesh, then with-

draw the hook from the loop, turn the mesh on the reverse

side, and repeat from the *. Observe that the mesh must

be always turned over from the right side to the left. Two

Double Crochet Stitches, instead of one, give a variety to the

pattern, but will not prove suitable when the wool is thick.

The wide portion of the patteni must be cut to form the

fringe, but if made in crochet cotton may be left uncut.

Trivolite. — The Prench term for Tatting. See

Tatting.

Fronces.—A Prench word derived from Froncer, the

verl> to gather, now in use for Gathers. There is an old

English word exactly similar, Prounce, to gather the edge

of cloth into plaits, to wrinkle any textile, or to curl or

frizzle the hair.

Nor tricked ani frounced as she was wont.—Milton.

Purs.—The skins of animals coated with Pur suitable for

purposes of clothing, trimmings, and wraps, are for the

most part included in the following list, and information

may be found relating to them under their several head-

ings : The Angora Goat, Astraohan, Bear, Beaver, Chin-

chilla, Ermine, Pitoh, Fox, Hamster, Jennet, Kolinski,

Lamb skin. Marten, Mink, Musquash, Russian Musquash,

Opossum, Perewiaska, Polecat, Squirrel, Sable, Sealskin,

Babbit skins, and Persian Lamb. In addition to these

skins of animals, we have those of birds, supplying the

place of Purs, viz., Eiderdown, Grebe, Penguin, Pheasant,

Ptarmigan, and Swanskin or Down.

coarse, stout, twilled cotton fabric,

varieties — corduroy, jean, barragon,

velveteen, thickset, and thickset cord,

called " pillow ;
" the strong twilled,

cropped before dyeing, is called ''moleskin;'" and when
cropped after dyeing. " beaverteeu." Prom their strength

and cheapness they are much employed for the dress of

labouring men. They had their origin at Barcelona, the

name Ijeing derived from faste, the Spanish word for

strong ; but they were imported here fi'om Flanders, used

for jackets and doublets in the fifteenth century, and were

first manufactured in this country at Norwich in the time
ijf Edward VI. It was then a mixed material, composed
of linen and cotton ; but since Arkwright furnished water-

twist for the warp, it has been made entirely of cotton.

The common plain, or pillow fustian, is very narrow,

seldom exceeding 17 inches or 18 inches in width. Cut
from the loom in half pieces, or " ends," of about 35 yards

long, it is then dyed, di-essed, and folded, ready for the

market. Cantoon has a fine cord on one side, and a satiny

surface of yarns, running at right angles to the cords, on
the other. The satiny side is sometimes smoothed by
singeing. It is a strong and handsome stuff. Corduroy
is ribbed, the projecting part having a pile ; it is strong in

wear, and the best kinds are twilled. Velveteen, velvet,

and thickset are imitations of silk velvet in cotton, and are

cheap, and to he had in various colours. Camelote ig

another and coarse variety of fustian,

Fustian. — A
including many
cantoon, velveret.

Plain fustian is
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G.

Gadroou. — A term employed iu tli-essmaking and

millinery, borrowed from arehiteeture, denoting a kind of

inverted fluting or beading. Plaits of a similar form are

made on caps and cuffs, as composing a decorative style of

trimming.

Gala.—A Seotcli cotton fabric, employed for servants'

dresses. Gala is said to lie only a local name.

Galatea.—A cotton material striped in blue on a white

ground. It is made for women's dresses, and washes well.

It measures 27 inches in width.

Galloon.—There are two descriptions of this article.

One is a strong, thick gold lace, with an even selvedge

at each side. It is woven with a pattern in threads of

gold or silver, on silk or worsted, both plain and watered,

and is employed in uniforms and on servants' livery

hats. The other is of wool, silk, or cotton combined with

silk or worsted, and is used for trimming and binding

articles of dress, hats, shoes, and furniture. This sort

is only a narrow ribbon, done up in rolls of 36 yards

each, four to the gross. The widths are called " two-

penny," "four-penny," "six-penny," and "eight-penny."

Galloon is employed for the bands and bindings of men's

hats, for the trimmings of women's dresses, and for

curtains. The finest qualities of Galloon are produced at

A-miens and Lyons, where it is chiefly made of wool. Swift

mentions " a hat edged with silver Galloon " in lii,s

" Memoirs of P. P., Clerk of the Parish," and in Durfey's

" Wit and Mirth" (<e))i^. Queen Anne), a country girl is

said to wear " a jacket edged with blue Galloon."

Galway Flannel.—A closely woven cloth, of a coarse

quality, suitable for cloaks, and dyed scarlet, and worn

by the Irish peasantry.

Gambroon.—A kind of twilled Unen cloth, made for

linings.

Gammadion.^Au ornament frequently met with iu

ancient Church Embroidei-ies, and given the name by which

it is known as it can be formed with the Greek letter

Gamma drawn four times so as to make the shape of a

cross. It was employed by the early church workers as

an emblem of Christ's crucifixion, but it was borrowed

by them from the East, having been used in India and

China before the time of Buddha to express the Deity.

Gants, or Ganda.—The French name for Gloves

(which gee).

Garniture.—A French term signifying any description

of decorative trimming and ornamentation, whether

employed on dress or any other article.

Ganiihii'es of Art.

—

Addison.

Gathering.—A term used in plain sewing. To effect it,

fold a piece of stuff' in half, and then into quarters, placing

pins at the measurements so made ; do the same with the

piece of stuff on which the gathered portion of material is

to be sewn, and place them together, pin to pin. Begin

with the gathering thread at about twelve or fourteen

threads from the top ; take up three threads of the needle

and miss four, more or less according to the fulness

desired. When a. quartm- is coiupleted, draw the gatherings

rather closely, securing the thread 1)y twisting it round the

pin. Stroke down each gather with a larg(_' ncedh-, to

make them lie evenly t( igether. Then release the drawing

Fig. 417. Sewing in Gathers.

Fig. 416. Gathering.

thread from the pin, and loosen the gathers so as to make

the length of space they occupy to correspond with that

on the plain piece of material upon which they arc to be

sewn. Fasten the thread again securely to the pin, and

sew <_)n the gathers, sloping

the needle to maki? the thread

slant and slip between the

gathers. When gathering

flounces, the character of the

dress material should be con-

sidered. If one intended for

washing, they should be cut

the straight way of the stuff

;

otherwise it should be on the

bias. In either case, whether

cut straight with the threads

of the web or diagonally.'gather

half as much again of the floimce as the space on the skirt

to be occupied, if the material be thick in substance.

Care should be taken to conceal the gathering thread.

Gauge for Knitting Needles.—These are usually

circular in form, and made of steel, the outer edge having

graduated circular cuts through

to the extreme rim, so as to

f(.)nn what look like the cogs

of a wheel. Each hole has a

number, to distinguish it from

its fellows, and there is a still

larger circular hole in the

middle of the instrument.

S(.mie gauges have all the holes

within the outer rim, and oc-

cupying the central portion

likewise. But as there are

upwards of two dozen varieties,

one only, and that in very

general use, is liere illustrated. These appliances are

employed by wii'e-drawers, and are essential to the Knitter

as well as to the seller of Knitting Needles. They can be

obtained at cutlers, and at \Vhole!3ale ostaUishment.s where

F F -

Fig. 418. Gauge foi: Knitting

Needles.
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other materials and articles necessary f(jr the work table

are to be procured.

Gauging and Gathering Machine—This Machine

is said to produce Gauging at one-twentieth the cost

demanded when produced by hand unassisted. The speed

is estimated at 2.5(:)0 stitches a minute, and as two needles

can be employed simultaneously, double that number can

as easily be produced, so accomplishing as much work, m a

Fig. us. Gaugisg.

given time, as could be performed by twenty persons. It

is an Amei-ican invention, is smaller than an ordinary

sewin"' machine, and is available for purposes (.)f dress-

making, millinery, and the plain sewing of underlinen. It

is kno-n-n as the " Heberling Running- stitch Gauging

Machine."

The annexed illustration shows a specimen of Gauging

executed by a hand machine, a portion being left undrawn

to show the runnings.

Gauging or Gaging.—A term applied to a series of

close parallel runnings, which are all drawn up sii as to

make the material between them set full Ijy gatherings,

but the runnings are not brought together on a nari'ower

space than they are themselves apart, as would be the

plan if the same directions were f(jll(jwed and "puffings"

desired. Gauging, which, following an ol:)jecti(.)nable

Americanism, is als^) known as " shirring," is pulled nearly

tight from row to row of the runnings, but not so much

as to make the line of the gathering threads take an

uncertain course, the beauty of this trinmiing depending

on the lines l:>eing of extreme accuracy. Gauging may be

made in groups at even distances ; the runnings, separated

by wider spaces, either longitudinally or latitudinally, to

trim the Ijodice or sleeves of a dress, the head of a flounce,

or for a bonnet, those of young children especially. A
guide for ranniug the lines correctly distant must lie made
as in C|niltii:g, by hcjldinga paper strip under the thumb of

the left hand, the further edge of the strip placed against

the running last made, and the nearer one to serve as a

guide to the needle for the next running.

Gauze.—A delicate, transparent textile, of a gossamer-

like appearance, woven of silk, or silk and thread, as well as

in other varieties, deriving its name from Gaza, in Palestine

where the tissue was first manufactm-ed. The threads of

silk and hemp arc woven either singly or together, and the

several kinds are plain made, brocaded or spotted, the

designs being composed of silk, or else they are striped

with satin or velvet. There is an inferior description of

Gauze, on which the designs are of " Maquesia," merely

gummed upon the Gauze. Those fabrics imported from

China or India are sometimes decorated with flowers in

gold. Gossamer is a variety of Gauze (which see), so is

Crepe Lisse, which is crimped. China Crape, Mousseline

de Sole Crepe, and Indian Net—a strong variety, made of

silk and worsted, and employed for women's gowns—are all

of the same description of textile. The best kinds are made

in France. The Italian is another variety, and bears a

resemblance to Taffetas. Gauze was highly prized by the

Romans, and was introduced into Ireland in 1698, and

woven at Paisley, in Scotland, ever since 1759.

Brocades and damasks, and tabbies anl gauzes, have been

lately brought over (to Ireland). —Dean Swift.

Gauze Broche (otherwise known as Empress Gauze

and Lace-pattemed Grenadine).—This stuff, although

bearing a resemblance to grenadine, is not always a wholly

silk, nor wholly linen textile, but may be a mixture of both,

or of one or other exclusively. It has a foundation woven

transparently, as Gauze, but is decorated with a floral

design of satin make. The width varies from 30 inches to

32 inches.

Gauze Tlannel.—This stuff is otherwise known as

Zephyr Shirting, a very fine description of flannel, having

a silk warp, striped with black or pink, on a grey ground.

It is 32 inches in width, and is employed for a superior kind

of shirting made for men's use in hot climates.

Gauze Ribbons.—These ribbons are a description of

silk muslin, produced in fancy patterns and plain, and in

all colours. They are employed for old ladies' caps, but

are no longer fashionable. See Ribbon.

Gaze au Fuseau.—See Grille.

Gaze Point.—See Point Gaze.

Genet Fur.—The Genet is a species of the Polecat, and

is a native of Africa, Asia, and the South of Europe. Its

fur is of a grey colour, spotted with either black or brown,

the long tail being ringed with black and white. The skin

is comparatively inexpensive, and is employed for muffs,

collarettes, and cuifs.

Geneva Embroidery.—This is a modern work re-

sembling Ticking Work. The foundation material is chess-

board canvas, or Java canvas, and ujjon this broad lines of

velvet are laid and attached with Herringbone and other

stitches worked in coloured silks. To work ; Upon the

chessboard canvas lay down velvet bands an inch in width

and two inches apart. Cross these, so as to form squares
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with similar bands of velvet, and Herringbone tliem at

their sides to the eauvas. Fill in the squares of eanvas

with Rosettes or Stars made with a liright-eoLuired

chenille.

Genoa Lace.—The mauufaeture of laee in thi' eity of

Genoa and the surrounding country flourished during the

seventeenth centur3^ and both the Pillow aud the Needle

Laces produced there were then held in high estimation.

The earliest Needle Laces were made of gold and silver

thread or of gold wire, and the method practised of drawing

out the wire was similar to that used in the time of the

early Greeks. The Genoese Laces include a Pillow Lace

resembling in pattern the Greek Points, Tape Guipures,

Lace made from the fibre of the aloe, and Knotted laces,

known in modern times as Macrauie. No vestiges of the

three first are now produced, but the making of Macrame
has been revived, and now flourishes in Genoa and along

the sea coast.

Genoa Lice.—A Modem Point Lace Stitch similar to

Sorrento Stitch (which see).

Genoese Embroidery.—This is a modem Embroidery

Untack the work from the brown paper, and cut away

tke linen from bjtwcen thi; Buttouh(jle lines of cord.

Genoese Velvet.—The velvets manufactured at Genoa

are considi_'red of very superior, and, perhaps, the best

quality produced. The pile is thick, close, ami of fine silk,

and the well on which the pile is placed is likewise of silk

' aud clo.sely wiiven. At th;? time of the C(.)ronation of

Charles I. the red and purple robes for such occasions were

made of Genoese velvet ; but, according to De Quincey,
" by some oversight, all the store in London was insufficient

ti) furnish the purple velvet necessary for the robes of the

king, and for the furniture of the throne. It was to.) late

to send to Genoa for a supply, and through this accideatal

deficiency it happened that the king was attired in white

velvet at the solemnity of his coronation, and not in red nor

purple robes, as consistent with the proper usage." De
Quincey further obsen'cs that the forebodings of the mis-

fortunes of this " white King," according to the prophecy

of Merlin, were supposed to have had their fulfilment in

his case, white being the ancient colour for a victim, a

curious coincidence being noticeable in the fact that his

Fia. ii). GENOESE EMBEOIDEET.

named after the celebrated Genoese Lace, but to which it

bears but little resemblance. It is worked upon fine linen

or muslin, and the designs surrounded with narrow cord

closely Buttonholed over. The work is suitable for dress

and underlinen trimmings. To work as shown in Pig. 420 :

If the muslin or linen is clear, trace the design upon calico

and tack the material to that ; if thick, trace the design

directly on to it with the aid of the tracing paper and

cloth, and tack that to brown paper. Outline the whole

of the pattern with the fine cord, and make the loops

with the cord at the same time. Cover the cord with a

close and fine line of Buttonhole, and work plain Bars

to connect the various parts of the design together ;
fill

in the centre pattern with a plain Wheel, and the open

parts bi-anching from the Wheel with Ladder Stitch.

pall was white with snow, which fell on it as a sheet, when

he was carried to the grave.

German Fingering.—A fine soft yarn, said t(j be of a

more durable character than any other wocd of an equally

fine quality. It may be had in white, black, drabs, aud

greys, in ingrain colours, mixtures, and navy Ijluc ; and is

sold by the pound and ounce.

German Fleecy.—This description of woollen yam is

likewise known as Berlin Fleecy ; but there is much

deception as to the sheep from which the wool is taken,

as bales of the liest description are now imported from

Australia. See Fleecy.

German Fringes.—These are made of white cotton in

various fancy patterns. The width is from li inches to
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3 iuebes, and the fringe is nsed for bed fumiture and

blinds and curtains. It is sold in lengths of 36 yards.

German Heel.—See Knitting.

German Hemming.—A term used in descriliing plain

needlework—a kind oi substitute for what is called Sewing

—a method employed when desirable that the seam made

should lie very flat. It looks lietter than Felling, and is as

strong. The raw edges of two pieces of cloth are turned

down once^the fold turned towards the sempstress—so

that the smooth top of the lower one should not touch the

edge of the upper, but is just below it. The lower one is

then felled (or hemmed) to the cloth against which it is

laid—like hemming it upside down. When completed, the

material—sleeve or other article—being opened, the upper

fold should be laid over the lower edge, and felled down.

German Lace.—Germany owes its best manufactory

of Lace to the exertions of Barbara Uttmann, who estab-

lished in Saxony, in 1561, the making of a Pillow Lace

resembling Brussels Lace, while in 168.5, owing to the

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, religious refugees from

France settled themselves in Germany, and manufactured

so much and such good lace that they were enabled to

export it, not only into Russia and Italy, but into Prance.

Dresden, Nurenburg, and Saxony were the places most

celebrated for their laces during the eighteenth century,

and large quantities of the lace known as Torchon is still

made in Saxony, but of a make and pattern inferior to

that formerly manufactured there.

German Stitch..—See Berlin Work.

German Wool (termed in French Ze2'ihyr Meno!r).—
This is another name for Berlin Wool (which see). It is

very evenly twisted, smooth and soft, excelling Fleecy in

these respects, and all other kinds of wool in its capability

of receiving the most brilliant dyes. The wool so-called

was oljtained from German sheep, although chiefly spun at

Keighley, in Yorkshire ; but much of our best wool has

latterly been imported from our own colonies in Australia,

There are two sizes sold, the double and the single.

Ghent.—Valenciennes Lace of good quality is made in

this town, and is sold in Holland, France, and England.

The school in Ghent for lace making was fi.iunded by the

Beguins about the year 1756, and the lace was then termed

Fausse Valenciennes. It is less solid than true Valen-

ciennes, and is made in narrow and medium widths only.

The network ground is mfire quickly made than the true

Valenciennes, not so many tiu-ns in the Boliljins being

given when forming the Honeyeomljs, and for this reason

the lace is cheaper.

Gilet.—A French term signifying a waistciiat. It. is

employed by dressmakers. Gilets are sometimes made
separately from the bodice, but are as often merely simu-

lated, the central portion of the frtmt of the bodice l^eiug

80 bordered as to appear like a separate article of dress.

Gimp.—This is the shiny, or coarse glazed thread used

in Honiton and other Pillow Laces, to] mark out, and

slightly raise certain edges of the design, as a substitute

for Raised Work. It is also used in Needle-made Darned

laces, as a run edging to emphasise the chief parts of a

pattern.

To work for Honiton Lace, as shown m Fig. 421 : FiU

two Bobbins with Gimp, and make the Half Hitch to

keep the thread tight to the bobbins ; tie them together

and wind away the Knot. Hang eleven pair of bobbins

and the gimps to the point of the leaf, which arrange so

that the gimps fall outside the other bobbins on each side.

Work the leaf in Cloth Stitch with Plain Edge, but

pass the gimjj through the Runners each row thus : In the

Fui. -t^l. Leaf Wohked with Gimp.

first row working from left to I'ight, pass the gimp over

No. 2 and under No. 1 to begin, and under No. 2 and over

No. 1 to end the row. In returning from right to left

pass the gimp under N(_). 2 and over No. 1 at the be-

ginning, and over No. 2 and rmder No. 1 at the end.

Work domi the leaf in Cloth Stitch and Plain Edge,

working in the gimp as described, and when the leaf

is finished, tie up and cut off the gimps, and then

make Beginners' Plait with the other bobbins for

the Stem.

Gimp or Gymp.—An open work trimming, uaed on

both dress and furniture, and in coach lace making. It is

made of silk, worsted, or cotton twist, having a cord, or a

wire running through it. The strands are plaited or

twisted, so as to form a pattern. The French word

Passementerie has much superseded that of Gimp, in

reference to the finer sorts used for dress.

Gingham.—A thin chequered cloth, made of linen, the

threads being dyed in the yarn, and measuring 32 inches

in width. It was imported from India, and is extensively

manufactured in England, and employed for dresses.

There arc several varieties, known respectively as Earlston

Ginghams, Power Loom, Seer-suckers, Coloured Diapers,

Muslin Grounds (stripes and checks), Umbrella Ginghams,

Crossover Stripes, .lean Stripes, Derries, plain common light

and ditto dark grounds ; besides Gingham handkerchiefs,

which are made of linen or cotton, much used in the north

of England as market handkerchiefs, for tying bundles,

and carried on the end of a stick over the shoulder. When
recently re-introduced as a fashionable dress material

Gingham was given a new designation, and is now known
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by the unsuitable name of Zephyr. A superioi' kind is

made of linen only, the other sort is of cotton.

Olac^ Silk.—A slight and peculiarly luatrou.i quality of

silk, of plain make

—

i.e., without rib or twill, or brocaded

desio'n. Glace silk is to be had in single colours, and also

in fine stripes, shot, or chine, and is comparatively in-

expensive. It is peculiarly well adapted for summer

dresses.

Glass Clotb..—This is a beautiful material, which has

appeared in various exhibitions, and manufactories for the

production of ecclesiastical decorative fabrics composed of

glass fibre are in operation in Austria, France, and Italy,

and it is now made likewise at Pittsburgh, in Pennsylvania.

When toughened it will be rendered more satisfactory as

trimmings for articles of dress and upholstery. With
reference to the method pursued in its manufacture, the

thread is drawn out of a moulten bar of glass by means of

a rapidly revolving wheel, at the rate of 2(J0 yards a

minute ; the weaving is done by looms, as with silk. The

colouring is applied with minerals while the glass is in a

state of fusion, before spinning, and the most beautiful

shades are easily produced. A tablecloth of glass recently

made is said to shine with a satiny opalescent lustre by

day, and under gaslight to show remarkable beauty.

Imitation plumes in opal, ruby, pale green, and other hues

are also described as wonderfully pretty. The chief diffi-

culty in the manvrfacture seems to lie in the " manipulation

of these threads, which are so fine, that a bunch containing

250 is not so thick as an average knitting needle." The

introducers of this new industry declare that " garments of

pure glass, glistening and imperishaljle, are among the

possibilities of the near future."

Glass ClotllS.—These cloths are made of linen, and have

a large Cross-bar check of red or blue thread. They have

been diverted fnim their primary use, and much adopted

for the purpose of emljroidery, as well as fcjr aprons and

chair covers, small designs being worked within the several

squares with crewels or ingrain cotton. They vary in price

from 6d. to Is. a yard in England, and measure from about

27 inches, to 30 inches in width.

Glazed Calico.—A thin calico of a loose texture, having

a high glaze on one side, produced by a process of damping

and extreme pressure, known as " calendering." It is made
for linings only, and can be procm-ed in every colour.

Gloves.—A covering for the hand, or hand and wrist,

having a separate sheath for each finger ; but the earliest

kinds woi-n in England had no divisions for the fingers, but

were supplied with a separate sheath for the thumb only.

They are mentioned in the records of dress in the most

remote times—Homer alluding to them in the Twenty-

fourth Book of the Odyssey, where Laertes is described

as wearing them, when found by Ulysses tending his

garden—viz. :

His buskins old, in former service torn,

Bab well repaired ; and Gloves, against the thorn.

Xenophon speaks of their use by the ancient Persians,

and Pliny of the two descriptions, with fingers, and with a

thumb only divided, made of either wool or felt. In Eng-

land the ceremonies connected with gloves are curious.

Two bishops were put in possession of their Sees a.b, 1002

by each receiving a ghive. In the time of Edward II.

deprivation of gloves was a cei-emony of degradation. The
Glovers' Company of Lond(m was incorporated in 1-556.

The impoi'tation of f(jreign manufactures of the article

was not permitted in England until th(' year 1825. At
our cn-onations the Champion of England (a hereditary

office ami distinction belonging to the Dymoke family)

rides up to Westminster Hall to challenge any on.' who
disputes the right of succession, on the day appointed for

the ceremony. The ofiice was established by William the

Conqueror to Marmion and his male descendants, and

thence came in the female line to De Ludlow, and from

his family, again in the female line, to Sir John Dymoke,
in the reign of Richard II. It was and still is a part of

the ceremony to throw down a glove as the token of a

challenge, and to wait for a time to see whether any

opposer of the succession to the monarchy will take

it up :

These Lincoln lands the Conqueror gave,

That England's glove they might convey
To Knight renowneil amongst the brave- -

The Baron bold of Pontenoy.—Ati'jlo-Norman Ballad.

Another old custom in reference to gloves, which is still

observed in England, is the practice obtaining at a maiden

assize, when the sherifl presents a pair of white gloves to

the judge ; also the fashion of presenting white ones to

wedding guests, and black to those at funerals. In our

northern C(3unties, amongst other customs connected with

gloves, white paper ones are h\mg up, with ehaplets, in

churches, in memory of persons deceased, as being em-

blematic of their purity, and having " clean hands." This

obtains in Yorkshii-e and Lancashire. It is not etiquette

to wear glijves in the presence of Royalty, a rule

having its origin in the emblematic use of gloves in

giving a challenge ; which inferiority in rank, as well

as the loyalty due to them, would preclude. On the

same grounds the habit obtains of removing one or both

gloves in church, being a mark of respect which, if due to

an earthly potentate, is thought more incumbent still on

those engaged in the acts of Divine worship. Following

out the same idea of showing respect by removing the

gloves, until quite recently the custom obtained amongst

men to take olf , not only the hat, but the right glove, when

offering the hand to a lady, and on entering a room as a

visitor.

Gloves were much worn in the fourteenth century in

this country, with long tops extending up the arm from

the wrist. Some were jewelled on the back, and were worn

with regal robes, forming part of the costxrme ; and others

were mailed, like the defensive armour they were intended

to match, or had one or more metal plates on their backs,

while inside the glove was soft and tiexiljle. Embroidered

ones were introduced in England in 1580. There is nmch
historical interest attached to gloves. Knights of the

Middle Ages used to wear their lady-loves' gloves as badges

in their helmets, and they threw down their own as a

challenge to private combat. In the last century chicken

skin gloves were much in vogue, for the especial preserva-

tion of ladies' hands, as was imagined; and rat skin gloves
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have been, and still are to be had. Those now in ordinary

use are of various descriptions. The kid gloves of home

manufacture are principally made at Worcester, Yeovil,

Ludlow, Leominster, Leicester, Nottingham, and London.

Buckskins, strong, close-grained, stiff, and durable, will

bear cleaning better than those of any other kind of

leather. Doeskins are very durable and thick, but soft

and flexible. Woodstock is a superior kind of beaver glove,

well shaped and sewn, and warm for winter wear. Those

of Woodstock and Worcester are of ancient celebrity.

According to an old proverb, it required three kingdoms

to contribute towards the making of a glove, for it to be

good : Spain to dress the leather, Prance to cut it, and

England to sew it. Now times arc changed ; for French

kid gloves arc superior to all others, at least of that

description.

Besides the leather gloves before named, there are

woven ones of thread, silk, cotton, and wool. Berlin gloves,

so called Ijecause originally made there, are composed of

cotton, made to resemble kid. They are agreeable to wear,

and are much in request in the summer. The Berlin silk

gloves are superior to others of that material, and are

made in all colours. Aberdeens are made of worsted

or of cotton yams. They are machine - knitted, and

wear well. Worsted gloves aud those of lambs' wool are

much used in agricultural districts. Mittens of silk, wool,

kid, with and without thumb or fingers, are also to Ije had

woven, knitted, aud netted, some reaching to the elbow.

Gants de Suede are made of thin skins, turned inside <jut.

Thick white cotton gloves are used in servants" liveries, or

plain dress, for waiting, or driving, aud out-duor attend-

ance. Thick white " wash leather" gloves, with gauntlets,

are worn by the Life Guards.

Goats' Hair Cloth.—See Cashmeee.

Gobelin Stitch.—See Berlin Work and Embroidery

Stitches.

Gobelin Tapestry.—This is a revival, on a small scale,

of ancient Tapestry work, and is named after the cele-

brated Gobelin manufactory in Paris. Like the true

Gobelin the work is cxecvited from the back, and can be

made either of purse silk, filoselle, or single Bei'liu wool.

Silk work in Goljelin is very beautiful, tlie vai-iety of shades

aud the number of stitches used contriljutiug to give it a

soft and pleasing appearance ; it is useful f(.)r hand-

screens, bags, pincushions, and for squares in chair backs

alternately with heavy lace, Ijut the wocd Gobelin, with

bold patterns, should be selected by all liegiimers until the

ininiitiw of the work is understood, as it will f(irm a

change to Cross Stitcli wool work, will be as durable, aud,

as it is executed fi-oni counted patterns, it is within tlie

compass of everyone. It will form excellent cushions,

fender-stools, mantel and table borders. A strong wooden
embroidery frame, with wcbliing up the sides, is necessary

for the wool work, while small ones, also with webbino- at

the sides, are sufficient for the silk. The frames used for

Guipure d'Art, and covered with silk, are large enough ior

many pieces of Tapestry. The frame lieing i-eady, cords

are carried backwards and foi'wards from one' piece of

webbing to the other. These ci^irds are made of fine

whipcord, and are laced closely together and perfectly

parallel. They take the place of canvas, and bear the

stitches, therefore it is of vital importance to the work

that they should be arranged at even distances, and be

close together and tightly stretched. Their number must

be the same as the number of lines required in the pattern,

therefore they are counted. Whipcord is used for the

wool ; very fine twine for the silk tapestry. The pattema

chosen are the same as are used for Cross Stitch on linen

or Berlin wool work, detached flower sprays or landscape

patterns, the fii'st-named being the easiest.

In C( jpying patterns with a good deal of ground, one shade

of colour is carried straight up the work, but designs of

various colours have to he more carefully treated. It is

then necessary to thread a number of needles with the

shades of colour, to secure them, and work them in in their

places, cari'ying the wool along the work where not required,

putting it in and making a stitch, and then carrying it on

again until the top of the frame is reached. It will be easily

understood that each shade of colour will increase the diffi-

culty of the work and, therefore it is advisable to com-

mence with but few. When silk Gobelin is worked, the

silk need not be threaded, but sufficient for one line should

be wound upon a thin fine card, and that passed through

the cords and the loop so made, as the silk on the card will

keep fresher than when threaded.

To work ; Set up the frame and lace the cords across it,

counting them and putting them in at even distances

apart. Commence to work from the bottom of the frame at

the left hand side. Thread a wool needle with a shade of

grounding colour, and tie it on to the first cord, and bring-

ing the wool up over the cord, put the needle in over and

under the second ccu'd, and bring it out, forming a loop on

that cord with the wool, and so that the returning wool

crosses over the wool coming from the bottom cord ; then

make another stitch on the right of the one just formed,

and on tlie same cord. These two loops count as one stitch;

they must be always drawn up evenly and close together.

The next stitch is made on the third line in the same way,

and so on until every line of cord lias a stitch upon it, and

the top of the frame is reached. The wool is then fastened

off, and another line commenced from the bottom, and

close to the one first made. The appearance on the right

side (the W(U-k being executed on the wrong) is like the

tight loops seen in carpets. The work is executed for silk

Gobelin as for wool, the difference being in the fineness of

the pattern produced.

Another Variety. — Another manner of imitating

Gobelin tapestry with silk is only practicable for small

articles, such as necktie ends, bags, and hand screens. It

is done on the right side, and the stitches are taken over

fine knitting needles. The needles should not be large,

as they are withdrawn, and, if big, leave loops too long

for beauty. The patterns are the same as before described,

the pins taking the place of cords. A silk or satin

foundation stretched on a frame is necessary, and the

pins are attached to this close together with strono- tacking
threads. To work : Bring the embroidery silk from the

back of the material, pass it over the knittino- needle and
return it to the l>ack, and pass it over the needle again
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close to thi3 first place to complete tlie stitch. Work two

or three stitches of the same colour if close together on

the same line at once, hut the temhmey of tlit^ work should

be always upward from the hottom line to the top, and

hut little deviation from this rule allowed. The material

being the ground, only the pattern is worked. When tlie

pattern is finished, paste over the back with Embroidery
Paste, and leave the needles in positi<.)n until this is

thoroughly dry, then pull them out. If the design is an

arabesque, the work can be enriched with a line of gold

thread Couched round every portion of the outline. If

both sides are shown, as in a necktie, a piece of silk

should be laid over the back part, but this is not otherwisi'

necessary.

Gold and Silver Lace-—Tlie twisting of g(dd and

silver or gold wire into vari(jus patterns was the first

method of making lace, and, though its origin is lost in

obscurity, the authentic records still remaining of its use

carry the making of Gt-dd Lace back to the tiwv; of the

Egyptians and Romans. The origin of all lace came from

the desire to ornament the edges of garments, and at first,

in order to do this, the material itself was ravelled out

and fringed, then into these ravellings coloured silk and

gold threads were introduced and worked up together,

and, finally, the ornament was detached from the garment

and worked separately, and elaborate needle-made stitches

introduced.

Cyprus produced Gold and Silver Lace in 1390, while

Venetian and Italian laces claim to be the originals of all

the Gold and Silver Laces, and the rest to be but copies.

Point d'Espagne at one time signified Gold and Silver

Lace into which coloured silks were introduced, and this

description of lace making floui-ished in Spain during the

fom'teenth century, declining in beauty after the expul-

sion of the Jews from that counti'y, they being the best

workers. In Sweden Gold Lace was made in the fifteenth

century ; in Russia it was the first description of lace

which was manufactured. In Prance. Gold Lace was

made before the time of Colbert at Aurrillac, while at

Ar-ras it flourished up to the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Gold Lace is now made by niachinei'y, and is only

used for uniforms, theatrical pui'poses, and for servants'

liveries. The gold which was used in its manufacture

was of considerable value, and a work called Parfilage or

Ravellings, which consisted of unpicking the lace to

obtain the gold, was at one time very fashionable.

The Gold and Silver Laces of the present day consist of

warp threads of silk, or silk and cotton combined ; the weft

being of silk thread covered with silver or silver gilt. The
metal is dr-awn into a wire, and then flattened between

steel rollers. Although the gfdd alone be visible, nine-

tenths of the lace is of silk. Several strands of the

flattened gold wire pass round the silk simultaneously by

means of a complex machine, having a wheel and iron

Bobbins. Though called Lace the manufacture would be

more correctly described as Braid. It varies in width, and

is employed for uniforms, ecclesiastical, court, and civic

di-ess, liveries, furniture, and church decorations. Gold

Fringes and Gold Passing, employed for Embroidery work,

are made in the same way.

Gold Beateu Out.—Also known as Batuz Woi'k and
Hammered \\]) Gidd. Much used in tlie Embroideric,'?

executed Ijetween th(> eleventh and sixteenth centurii's. It

consists of fine gold or silver gilt, beaten out with hammers
into (.'xtremely thin plates, whii'h are shaped su as to fit

into certain parts of the work. These' plates ari_' attached

with silk to the matm'ial oi' glu(.'d to it. Bcf Batuz
Work.

Gold Bullion Embroidery.—8r<: Bullion Em-
broidery.

Gold Embroidery.— iS'ec Embroidery with Gold.

Gold Fringe.—See Gold and Silver Laoe.

Gold Passing.—A silk thread encased in flattened gold

wire, employed in embroidery work, ijee GoLD and
Silver Lace.

Gold Twist or Thread.—Sec Gold Passing and
Gold and Silver Laoe.

Gold Wrought Work. — Used largely during the

eleventh to the sixteentli i.-enturies as ornaments to ladies'

embroidered dresses, and for the crests and other insignia

upon embroidered banners, or as adornments to coronation

and funeral garments, and consisting of thin plates of

gold, beaten out flat, and then worked up into patterns

in relief.

Gore.—A term used in Xeedlework to signify a piece of

any material, cut somewhat wedge-shaped, wider at one

end than the other, wdiich, being let into a skirt, or any
part of a garment, increases the width at one end, while it

lessens it at the other. As a rule, the sloping side t)t the

Gore is always joined to the straight side of the next

breadth in a skirt ; and wlien luand-made, the sloping side

is held next to the sewer. In a machine the straight side

should be uppermost. One breadth of material will make
two Gores, it being first measured, and then cut obliquely.

These dress-skirt Gores are not cut to a point at the

small ends, as in the Gore for under-garment sleeves. In

the skirts of underclothing the Selvedges are Seamed
!

together.

Gorget.—This term denotes an artiide of dress, copied

from the throat poiti(jn of a military uniform, and worn

by women in the sixteenth century, which is now creeping

into fashion again. As the term applies to any wide

and stiff covering for the throat or gorge, it signifies not

whether made of silk, satin, or velvet, decorated with lace

or fringe, and worn plain, beaded, or emljroidered.

And gorgets brave, with drawn work wrought,

A tempting weir they are, &(:.

—riea.iant Qiujjpes for Gt^iitlpwomen, 159G.

Gossamer. — A rich silk gauze, so-called from its

resemblance to the finely woven silken thread spun Ijy

spiders, and which seems to derive its name from the

fact of its being chiefly foimd in the (iorse or (joss, this

film being anciently called Samyt. According to an

ancient legend Gossamers were said to lie the I'avelliugs

of the Blessed Virgin Mary's shroud on her Assumptiim

which fell from her. The term Gonsamer was formerly

applied to cotton threads, or the fine filaments on the

seeds of certain plants, such as the dandelion and thistle,

O G
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being derived frum Gossyjnvm. The textile now called

" Gossamer " is strong in quality, and is made in Ijlaok

and colours. It is much cmjiloycd for veils, and worn

liy Iwitli sexes, heiug four tiuies as thick and strong as

ordinary gauze, although nearly as open in texture. It

may Ix' procured either at a yard or a yard and a quarter

in width.

G-OTVii.—The outer garment worn liy women, comliining

a Ijodico and skirt, and, till recently, for many years

dcsignati'd liy the less distinctive term "Dress." (iS'ee

Dkessjiaking.) In the Middle Ages men wore what were

called ^ Goflns '"

—

The lord shall shift his rjov.ne by night,

— The Bolce of Courtdsije (Fourteenth Cent.)

Later on W(? find that Shakespeare speaks of lie'ing

Dressed in the goivn of humility,

and, in the " Taming of the Shr(.^w " the tailor says

Imprimis, a loose-bodied ;/0".'/i,

With a small capo,

and
With a trunk sleeve

The sleeves curiously cut.

Tennyson likewise alludes to the garment thus :

Oowned in pure white that fitted to the shape.

Ecclesiastical, collegiate, civic, and legal so-called

" govnifi" are worn by men, cut and made up in different

styles and of diiierent materials ; but all ehai'acterised by

the ruiion nf a skirt, with a covering of the body to the

throat. A very early name employed to signify a gown is

' Gite," as may lie seen in several old works, such as

Chaucer's, " Wife of Bath," viz. :

Gay scarlet Gilfs.

Grafting.—A term emphiyed in Darning, to signify

ihe insri-tion of a sound piece of stocking well into a

space from which an unsound piece has been cut out.

The original English word ''grail' " f<ir " graft," is employed

in the Aiithoriscd Version of the New Testament, P(.ipe

also alludes tn it thus :

And ,qr('.ft my love immortal on thy fame.

An illustration is givim undei' Darning (which .see).

Grammont.—A cheap kind of white thread Pillow lace

was first made in the town of Grammi^nt, but lately a

Iilack silk lace, resembling tlio Chautilly Blondes, has

bi.'cn manufactured. The (irammont laecs are niiule in

large pieces fur Hmmees and shawls, and a,re used nmre in

America than in Europe, The' grdund of the lace is

coarser, and the pattenis not so clear as the true Chan-

tilly, als'-i the lihick silk is not so pure in eolnur; but

the quality of the lace is good, and it is cheaper than

the French lace.

Grandrills.—A dark grey material, made of cotton,

usually of abiut 27 inches wide, and empdoyed for the

making of stays; a description of coarse Jean.

Grass Cloth, or Lawn.—A fine, light quality of cloth,

rcsi.inliling linen, made from the Urtica itlvea and other

lilants. As impoi-ted from the East for the home retail

market, it is sold in pieces of 10 yards, of 16 inches in

width.

Grass Embroidery. — This Embroidery consists in

using grass instead of silk or wool to form ornamental

needlework patterns. It is practised by the 'West Indian

tribes, who adorn their mocassins, head ornaments, and

belts with this material. The designs are woi'ked in flat

Satin Stitch, and the grass is dyed in various shades

of colour.

Grebe {Podiciptwp iristatufi).'— The bird so called is

a waterfowl, a native of England, inhaluting the fens

<if Shropshire, Cheshire, and Lincolnshire, where it is

called a " Gaunt." It is, however, t(j be found all over the

old and new world. It is remarkable for the thickness

and beauty of its plumage, and the breast is employed for

making articles of dress—such as hats, pelerines, cuffs,

and muffs, as a sulistitute for fur. There are five different

species known in the British Islands, viz., the common

Daljchick, the Eared Grebe, Horned Grebe. Red-necked

Grclje, and the gre:it Tippet Grebe. The skm measures

8 inches by 9 inches. The bird is peculiar in appearance,

possessing no tail, short wings, and a long conical beak.

One species of Grebe has a orest, and thence the deriva-

tion of the Welsh name Griebe, or crest, by which it is

known m Wales.

Grebe Cloth.—A cotton cloth, made very much in the

style of Sii:(t)isliiii.

Grecian Netting.

—

See Netting.

Greek Embroidery.—This is a modern w(3rk, and is

used for small mats, banner screens, and other fancy

articles. It is a description of Applique, and c: insists in

arranging upon a flat foundation pieces of coloured cloth

Fn; Gkej:k Emcroidert.

or silk, in arabasque designs, and attaching these to the

material with Chain, Herringbone, and other Embroidery
stitches, and tliese stitches are also repeated upon the plain

foundation. To work as shown in Fig. 422, which is a

section of a round mat : Draw out the design upon dark
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Turkey red eloth. cut out the (.liainnini-sluiped piece of the

pattern and the design in the centre of the o\-al from a

dark art lilue shade of cL>th, and the oval from a Idue

cloth, paler, but of the same shade as that used for the

diamond. Lay these upon the Tin-key red foundation, and

to attach them to the material lay a silk cord round their

edges, of their o\vn shade, and catch this d'.iwu with red

Guipure. This needle made laci/ is one (d thi/ earliest

made, being worked in the leinian Isles and at Venice

during the fifteenth century, but its greatest cidelirity was

obtained during the sixteenth century, as, though manu-

factured in the seventeenth, its character \\'as then altei'ed,

and it was superseded in popularity Ijy the Renaissance

Points. The Lace worked in the Ionian Isles is the real

^
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Fig. t23 GEEEK POINT

silk, as in CotTCHiNG. Work the star in the centre of the

diamond in Tete de Bceup Stitch with red silk, and

Heebingbone over the oval with blue silk. Finish the

pattern by working Chain Stitch round the oval in old

gold .silk, and make the Feathers, Dots, and Lines with

the same old gold coloured silk.

Greek Foiut.—Also kno^Ti as Roman Lace. Italian

Reticella, Reticella, and erroneously called Venetian

Greek Point; that worked in Italy, although of the same

kind, is of a finer make, and is known more frefiucntly as

Reticella and Italian Reticella. The principal places

of manufacture of Greek P(jint were the Ionian Isles,

Zante, Corfu, Venice. Naples, Remie, Fl._.rence. and Milan.

In Spain. France, England, and Gennany. Greek Point

was made, but it was not original, being copied fn.m

the Italian laces, many patterns of which were published

GC4 2
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in Vinciola's collection in 1587. The designs of the early

laces are all geometrical, and the oldest are the simple out-

lines, worked over laid and arranged cords, or over threads

left after others have been withdrawn. These geometrical

outlines were succeeded by laces made with the same style

of pattern, but with the plain outline filled in with half

circles, triangles, and wheels, and this description finally

merged into open work with thick stitches, made like other

needle laces. The stitches used in old Greek Points are

the on(?s now worked either in Guipure d'Art or in Modern

Point Lace. The materials were silk of various colours,

gold and silver thread, or linen thread. The modern Greek

Point is (jnly made with linen thread.

To work Fig. 4-23, p. 227, an illustration of the manner of

To work Fig. 424 ; This pattern is partially worked with

cords, but most of the lines are formed with Genoa Two-

Thread Stitch. The cord used is Calt's linen cord of two

widths. Trace the pattern upon parchment or Toile cire,

and tack down on to it the outside straight lines, using

the wider cord for the outside line, the finer for the inner

line. Then make the horizontal lines. Throw a thread

across from the inner outside line to the inner line on the

opposite side, secure it, and return it to where it came

from, leaving a small space between. Work over the two

lines by darning in and out in Genoa Stitch. Work all

the straight lines of the lace in this way, and then Button-

hole over the outside cords. Work the ovals and stars in

Buttonhole, ornament them with PicoTS, and work the

Flcl, +24. GREEK POINT.

Working with drawn threads : Take a piece of fine cambric

and draw the threads out so as to leave a number of open

squares surrounded with fine lines, and tack this up(jn a

piece of parchment upon which the design of the lace

has l)een traced. Comuienoe ti.> work by Overcasting I

all the fine lines with fine Mecklcnljurgh thread, and then

fill in the open squares with the pattern ; throw a thread

across a space and Buttonhole it over, and Buttonhole

backwards and forwards until the width of that piece of

the pattern is oljtained ; ornament its edge with PicOTS.

Finish the edge of the lace with a line of Buttonhole,

and work a fancy stitch beyond on the cambric with a

line of slanting Satin Stitches, outlined with Back
Stitches.

cones in Point de Fsston. To form the edge, tack an

ornamental braid in scallops, and secure it to the Button-

hole cord with Bars made of Buttonhole, or simply

ornament the Buttonhole line with Picots.

To work Pig. 42.5 ; This design is of a similar make to

the last, but it is intended as the border to a fine linen

tablecli->th, and is worked on to the edge of the linen, which

is cut away from underneath when the work is finished, the

lace being thus made part of the cloth. To work : Trace

the pattern on the linen with blue carbonised paper and

tracing cloth, and back with brown paper, run a cord to

f(jrm the outer lines of the pattern, and cover with Button-
hole. Work the thick parts of the lace as shown in Detail

A (Fig. 426) thus ; The thick lines make with two-thread
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Genoa Stitch, the cones in Point de Feston, au<l the

looped edge in Buttonhole finished with PicoTS. When

eiKEKK PulXT.

the lace is completed, cut away the linen from Ijeneath it,

when it will appear as in Fig. 425,

ways
:
Either trace the pattern, and outline every part

Fir;. \'yi. Grkek Point — Detail A.

with a fine cord, and fill in all thick parts with Button-

Pio. 12;. GREEK POINT OK EETICELLA.

To work Fig. 427 : This pattern which is a epecinicn of

the latest kind of Greek Point, and is a copy of a piece of

lace found in a convent at Milan, can be worked in two

HOLE Stitch, and open parts with Ladder Stitch : or,

Trace the design upon fine eaniliric, and tack that to

parchment: work over all the lines of the outline in finij
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Biittonliole. connect tliese togotlier with corded Baes, and

finish by cutting away the superfluous cambric outside the

Buttonhole.

Greek Point can be imitated with the aid of braids, as

shown in the design behjw (Fig. 428). To work : Trace the

design upon pink calico, and tack a Ijraid with an open edge

round the outlines of the pattern. Overcast the edge of

the braid, and secure it in its place with Buttonhole
Baes ornamented with PicoTS. carried acoss the open

parts of the lace, and then sew on a fine cord into the

centre of the braid, and fill in the spaces with Sorrento
Stitch or Point de Bruxelles, where the lace is to be

thick, and where open with ornamental Wheels and

Stars. Sew a lace edging to the scalloped edge of the work.

Grenadine.—An open silk, or silk and wool textile,

much resembling a huii-ge, made both plain and figured.

Grille.—A lace term used with Gaze au Fuseau and
Toile to distinguish the ornamental flower or pattern of

lace from the ground suiTounding it. Grille, Grillage, or

Gaze au Fuseau, are terms especially applied to ornaments
that have open spaces ban-ed or grated across them, while

Toile is used to describe those ornaments that are worked
quite thick and without open spaces.

Gris, or Grey.—The Fur thus named as having been

so much worn in the Middle Ages, although mentioned
by Chaucer as denoting any description of valuable fur,

has likewise been affirmed l:iy others to have been that

of the grey sciuirrel, and was more probably that of the

Marten (which see).

Grogram.— A mixed material, composed of silk and
mohair or stuif, manufactured in Scotland. The texture

Fi.j. 428. greek POIN T-I M T T A T I N .

There are a great many varieties of this descripti.jn of

dress material, empLjyed for summer or evening wear.

The widths vary, nmning generally from three-quarters

of a yard tn 1 yard.

Grenadine Cr^pon.—A new description of black dress

material, suital.de foi- summer or evening wear. It is

made entirely of wool, and has a transparent check pattern
composed of rows of coarse cords, each stripe of the same
width as the thin squares enclosed by their crossiuo-s. It

is 2-1 inches in width.

Grey Calicoes.—Those classed as Domestic run from
20 to 3:i inches in width; the Mexican (fine double work)
Victoria, and Wigan, 33 inches

; and the Wigan Twills
(lieavy extra) and Bolton are all of the same width.

IS loose, and the surface rough, Ix-ing woven with a larce
woof and rough pile ; and the name is a corruption of the
French gros grain. It is a kind of coarse Taifety, stiff-

ened with gum, and is an inferior article to the more
modern and fashionable material, which it somewhat
resembles, known as Gros Grain (which fee). The
threads of the warp in Iwth the above-named materials
pass over two of the shoots at once, taking up one only, a
method often adopted in finishing the edge of a ribloon.

'Twas madam in hei ffroffram gown.

-Swift.

And scorned the charmful village maid
With innocence and ffrograni blest.

— Thomson.
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Gros de Messine.—A vai-ioty oi Gi-os de Naples,

having a raisoil navrnw piu-rib. It is 18 inches in width.

Gros de Naples.—The term " Gros " being the French

for thick, the name signifies a tliick Naples Silk. It is a

material somewhat similar to lutestring, but less stout, and

made both plain and figured, in various qualities, and

etilourcd. It is much used for dresses, and is manufac-

tured in this country as well as in France, whence it was

formerly impoi'ted. The chief seat of the manufacture in

England is at Spitalfields.

Gros de Naples Ribbou.—This is a handsome make
of ribbon, sufficiently descritied liy its name, l)eiug called

after a kind of Rep-made Italian silk, much in vogue.

Gros des Indes.—A French name for a silk ti'xtile,

produced by the use of different shuttles with threads of

various substances for the weft, liy which means a stripe is

formed transvci'sely across the web.

Gros de Suez.—A description of silk stuff employed

by milliners for lining bonnets. It is slight in substance,

of narrow width, has a very small rilj. and is known als(j as
' Turquoise Silk."

Gros Grain.—A stout black silk, having a fine cord

like that of Rep. The colour is dull, and therefi.ire very

sxiitable for mourning. It woai's well, and the width varii-s

according to the price. See Geogram.

Gros Point.—The French name for Cross Stitch
(which see).

Gross.—A term employed in commerce in reference to

certain materials or appliances used in Needlework. It

signifies twelve dozen.

Ground Downs.—A description of sewing Needle, so

. designated because they are cut shorter than the ordinary

sewing needles called " Sharps," and formerly ground
shorter, instead of being cut to the desired length.

Grounding—The background, or supposed foundation

of any decorative design in tapestry, wool work, or other

descripti(m of embi'oidery. In Berlin or German wool

work, English wool is preferable to any other for ground-

ing, as it is less quickly soiled, less deteriorated by
brushing, and altogether nnjre durable. The colour of a

background or the " grounding " of a piece of embroidery

should be selected with a view to showing off the colours

of the design.

Like bright metal on a sullen grov.iiA.

Grounds.—The grounds of Laces are divided into two
kinds—one being called the Bride and the other the

Reseau. The Bride grounds are formed with pilain or

ornamented Bars, taken across the open spjaces left in

the design in such a manner as to connect the ornaments

forming the pattern together ; they are worked by the

needle in Needle Laces, and on the Pillow in Pillow Laces.

To work Bride Grounds with the needle : Throw several

threads across the space left between two parts of a desig'u,

and cover these with a thick line of Buttonhole
Stitches

; ornament the Bar thus made with Picots
while working, or leave it plain according to the pattern.

To work Pillow Bride Ground : Hang on four pairs of

Bobbins to a Pin hole by drawing up a loop of one pair
thr(Utgh the edge and passing the other Bobbins thi'ough
it, and work in Cloth Stitch or in Beginners' Stem
to another edge in the pattern, to which attach the Bar
by drawing up a pair of Bobbins as a loop tljrougli the
edge, and passing tlie other pairs through it tail fore-

most; draw this loop tightly, twist the B(jbbins, and
carry them on to the next Bar required. To work a

Bride Ground ornauunited with a Pearled Edge upon
DUe side; Hang on the Bobbins as before, work across

and back in Cloth Stitch, twist six times, take the last

Bobbin on the right Iiaud in the left hand, raise it, take

a pin in the right hand, twist it once under the thread,

si> as to make a loop round the pin, put it in the Pinhole,

take up the Bobbin next ti> it, and twist it once round
the pin; work back in Cloth Stitch to the left hand,

and return again to the right, and repeat. When the

required length is obtained, attach the Bar to the pattern

as before described. To w(jik a numlier of Bai's so as to

form a compliciited Bride Ground .see Devonia Geound
and HoNiTON Ground.
The Reseau Grounds in Needle and Pillow Laces are

much more difficult to make than the Bride Grounds, and
from the time they take to execute, and the cost of the

flax threads required for working them, they double the

worth of the lace upim which they are executed. The
foundation of all Reseau Grounds is a net pattern, and
in Needle and Pillow Lace Ground is usually worked in

the Brussels Net Ground, shown in Fig. 43U foi- the Needle

made, and in Fig. 42;» for the Pillow made. To work

Fiu. 429. Ground Pillow Reseatt.

Fig. 430 : Begin the groimd at a corner, as the holes will

not otherwise pull into shape ; fasten the thread to the lace

or FiL DE Trace, insert the needle at about the distance

of one-sixteenth of an inch, bring it out as for a Button-
hole, but twist the thread once mund it, so as to make
a twisted strand ; work to end of space, and at the end of

each row fasten the thread to the lace with a strong stitch,

and sew over and over the threads back to the commence-

ment, putting two twists into each loop ; Overcast down

the edge of the lace for I-IG of an inch, and recommence

making the row, putting the stitches this time into the

loops made liy the first row. Tiie varieties of Needle made

grounds, Dame Joan, Star, and Strand, are described

umler their own headings. The Pillow Reseau Honeycimib

ground (illustrated in Fig. 4'2i)) is w(jrked but little at the

present time, it having given place to the Pillow made

Bride and the machine made net grounds. It is worked

thus : Put up ten pairs of Bobbins, make a whole Cloth

Stitch behind the pin on the right hand side, take up the
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pair nearest the left hand, and make a Half Stitch with

the pair next to it ; twist each pair twice, and put up a

pin between them; take the pair on the left hand side of

the pin, and make a Half Stitidi with the pair next to the

left hand; twist each pair twice, and put up a pin be-

tween them ; continue this with each pair to the end of the

row; make a whole Cloth Stitch l:)ehind the left hand pin,

and work back to the right -nith the same stitch. The

varieties of Reseau grounds are Italian and Mechlin.

Guinipe.—The French word for Gimp (which see), while

it also stands foi- a wimple.

Guimped Embroidery.—A description of Raised Eni-

liroidery largely used in ancient church embroideries. To
work : Cut out from parchment the portions of the work

to be guimped. and tack these pieces on to the foundation

material. To cover this padding over: Bring gold, silver,

01' silk thread up from the back of the material and pass

it over the parc^'uient and put it down again to the back,

t!", ijKouni) needle heseau.

Point de Paris, Torchon, Trolly, and Valenciennes,
and they are mentioned undei' their own headings.

Guense Lace.—This lace w.is m mufacturcd in Prance
before the time of Colljert. and also during the seventeenth
century, and is better kn Avn as Beggars' Lace. Guense
lace is a thread lace made upon the Pillow, the ground
is Reseau, and the Toilc worked with a thicker threa'^l tlian

the ground. The lace that is now njailr rescuilding it is

called Torchon, and is not so go id,

I "pposite to where it came up. Work in this manner until

the padding is quite concealed.

Guipure.—A lace term which has gradually become so

widely diifused as no longer to liear a definite designation.

The word comes from Guipe. a thick cord or thread,

round which gold, silver, or silk threads were twisted, and
became a lace term, when it was applied to the cord
introduced into lace that was covered over with thread,
and iised to raise into relief the chief parts of a design.
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Guipure gradually came to be applied to all laees of large

patterns that were eonneeted with the Bride Ground or

requii-ed no groundings, but as lately the word has also

been applied to large flowing pattern laces worked with

eoai'se net grounds, it is impossible to lay down any hard

and fast rides about it, Ijut no fine patterned laces or

delicately groimded laces aie e^'cr known as Guipures.

See Guipure Lace.

Guipure a Bride.—A term applied to Guipure laces

whose grounds are made with Brides, to distinguish them
from Guipures having no spaces left between the patterns.

Guipure Bar.—For the manner of working needle-

made Guipure Bar see Guipure d'Art. To work a Pillow

Guipure Bar : Throw out, while the pattern of the lace is

in progress, four pair of Bobbins, and work in Cloth
Stitch to the opposite side, and work the Bobbins into

Conte, but the patterns were also cut out of fine linen, and
Applique to the grotind. The work was tlicn kn(a^-n as

Laeis, although we find that term often used Ijy old writers

for the darned as well as the applique patteni. Th(? Cluny
Guipures of modern times aie another revival of Opus Fila-

torium, and ehisely resemble Guipure dArt. In ancient

times the netted foundation and the pattern eudjroidered

upon it were executed with gold and silver threads, or with

coloured silk or flax, Ijut the lace is now worked ^^'itll the

finest of linen thread when used for dress trimmings, and
with a coarse thread if for furniture, A glazed thread or

gimp can be run into the design as in Cluny Guipure.

The materials necessary for the work are wire frames

of various sizes, with their wire foundation covered with

flannel or ribbon, a wooden netting mesh, an ivory nettiuc

needle, lon^ embroidery needles without points and with
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FlG. i31. GUIPTEE D' AE T- .4 NCIENTLY KNOWN AS OPUS FILATOEIUM.

the lace at that point. Work the Bars alternately from
side to side of the different parts of the patterns, so that

the Bobbins taken away to form one Bar are returned by
another if they are required.

Guipure d'Art.—In this lace, also knoT\aias Filet Brode
and Filet Guipure, we have the modem revival of the Opus
Filatorium, or Darned Netting, or Spidei-work, so much
used in the fourteenth century. During the Middle Ages
this Network was called Opus Araneum, Ouvrages Masehes,
Punto a Maglia, Lacis, and Point Conte, and its patterns

are found in Vinciola's book, published in 1588. The net-

work ground at that time was called Bezel and Reseau, and
is identical with Netting. When this ground was damed
with a counted patteni the lace was known as Point

large eyes, and fine and coarse linen threads. To commence,

the foundation has tij be netted. The stitch used is

the same as plain Netting. For a square of lace, com
mence from one Netting Stitch, and increase a stitcl

every row, until the width is formed. Then decrease a

stitch every row. until only one stitch i-emains. Fijr a

long piece of lace, commence with one stitch, increase a

stitch each row until the width is obtained, then net

without increasing or decreasing until the length of the

strip is worked, and then decrease every row until only

one stitch remains. To make a circle foundation, net it as

a squai'e, and when in the frame mark out the circle with

a thick row of Buttonhole Stitches, and cut away

the fcnindatiou beyond the Buttonhole circle when the

H H
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lace is completed. After the foundation is netted, attach

it, 1;>y lasbiuo- each outer stitcli separately to the frame.

The fijuudatiou must fit exactly into the frame, and each

mesh must he square and clra\vn e>ut to its fullest extent.

If this is u(jt properly done, the stitches worked upon the

squares will be irregular, and the lace spoilt.

The stitches arc now commenced. In ancient designs

only one stitch. Point de Toile or the plain darning stitch,

was used for the Guipure, not raised from the surface,

and this description of lace is illustrated in Fig. 431, p. 233,

where the darned meshes form a conventional rose and leaf

pattern connected together with diagonal lines. In the

Guipure en Relief, or raised patterns of the same period,

two or three stitches were introduced. These ai-e illustrated

in Fi>", 43-2, where the netted foundation is covered over

Fin. Vil. GriPDRE d'Akt—Gcipuke en Belief.

with Point d'Bspi'it, the thick parts of the pattern in

Point de Toile, and the relief parts in Point dc Reprise.

The varieties of stitches that are now used in Guipure

d'Ai-t are of modern origin : they are, however, chiefly

copied frjm old Needle Point laces, and their use serves t(j

increase the value of the work and to enhance its beauty
;

but not more than from four to six varieties should lie

worked in one design, or its imiformity and solidity will

be desti'oyed. The different stitches are described under
their various names. They arc all worked (jn to the

netted foundation as follows : Be careful that the netted

foiuidation squares are perfectly true befi:)re commencing
the stitches

;
begin in one comer of a square by attaching

the thread firmly to the knot, and work from side to side

mitil that square is finished ; then run the thread over the

line of the netted foundathm to the next square, and work
in tliat, Should the next stitch to lie worked not commence

in the square immediately joining the last worked, Coed
the thread over the lines of the intermediate squares so as

to conceal it until the place is reached. Solitary squares

must be begun and fastened off in the square, but do not

fasten off' the thread unnecessarily, and take great care

that the commencement and fastening off is perfectly secure.

Fig. 433 is a working detail showing an rmfinished square

of lace, so as to give tlie manner of working. The centre

is a Point Ceoise Wheel, surrounded with Point de

Feston in cone shape, and finished with long ovals,

taken over one or two meshes, according to the size.

These are sun-ounded with a line of Point de Toile,

worked so as to form a diamond and enclose the other

stitches. The dots on the pattern indicate where the

Point de Toile is to be worked to complete the diamond.

The letters a a a a mark where Point Venise is worked

Fig, 433. Gcipcee d'Akt—Wohkinq Detail.

on the four corners of the square. For manner of working
the various stitches see their headings. When the netted

foundation has been sufficiently covered, unpick it from
the frame, and cither surround it with an edging formed

of Buttonholes, or tack a narrow lace to it as a finish,

or make it up in alternate squares with coloured silk

or satin. In some Guipure d'Art designs the netted

foundation is cut away, so as to leave quite open squares

between the thick pattern parts. When this is done four

or sixteen meshes are cut away, and the edges firmly

Buttonholed round, Picots being formed over the knot

of the netted foundation wherever it appears, thus securing

the cut edges more firmly, and ornamenting the sides of

the open space.

Cone.—This stitch is also known as Point Pyramide
;

and is made of Point de Toile worked in a cone shape over

the centre of four squares. To work : Take four meshes
arranged as a square, aud from the centre line at the top
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carry four threads down tn the bottom Hue, fastening two

at the outer knots on each side, and the other two at an

even distance between these kn(.its and the centre. These

lines all meeting at the top in the centre and diverging

over the whole space at the bottom, form the Cone or

Pyi-aniid. Interlace them with Point de Toile, darning

over and under each line, and take in the middle line of

the mesh in the working. Fill in from tlie point to the

bottom of the Cone, and keep the lines in their pyramid

form and without dragging the stitch. Cone can be made
with only three lines if required. It is then worked (iver

three meshes upon one line, and a centre mesh above,

instead of over a perfect square. Add the two outm- lines

and one as a centre, and form the two side lines of the

Pyramid by the two sides of the middle mesh of the

three on one line.

Corf? Stitch.— This is a thick stitch worked roimd

three sides of a square with a numlier of corded threads,

and taking up six square meshes. To work ; Carry a thread

across the outer right hand square (see Fig. 431), and OoBD

Fic. 4.34. GniPCEE u'Aet— CoitD Stitch—Detail A,

it back by twisting round it ; then Cord it along the

centre mesh and carry it across the left hand outer mesh,

and Cord that back ; Cord down the left side of the centre

mesh, and pass the thread round three sides of it (as

shown in Fig, 435), and return l:iack by twisting the cotton

Fio. 435. GoiPDEE d'Abt—Cord Stitch.

round the thread
;
pass another thread round the three

sides of the centre mesh, and Cord that back ; work four

lines until the stitch is finished, as shown in Fig. 435.

Etoile Stiteh.—Also known as Star, and made to fill in

nine or sixteen squares of a netted foundation, with com-

binations of SHp Stitch, Point de Toile, Point de Venise,

or Point de Reprise, arranged so as to form stars. To

nuike an Etoile over sixteen squares (as shown in Fig. 137)

:

Make Slip Stitch over the four corners of tlie .s<|uare

of four meshes, crossing iu the centre, as whowm in Detail

A (Fig. 43(i). Bring the thread out iu the (•(_>]itre of the

S(|uare, and wind it i-ound and round, <jver and under the

Slip Stitch, so as to form a close Wheel. Work Point

Fn;. 4';6. ETolr.i:

—

Det.^il A. Fi(^. 137. Etoile.

DE Reprise as a Cone, so as to form the f^air pnints

that ciunplete the Etoile. To make an Etoile o\-.'r four

S'juari's : Make a plain cross, and then a St. Andrew's

Cross over the four squan.'S. and form a Wheel centre liy

dai'iiiug over and under the thi'eads forming the crosses.

To make an Etoilr over nine sipiares (as sIkjwu in

Fig. 43S) : Work SlU' Stitch in each out-

side eol-uer, and Point HE ToiLE to fill

in the centre sijuare, and the Coiios that

till iu the oth(.'r squai'es and lV>rm the

star. To make an Etoile (jver sixteen

squares ; Mak(.' a cross fi'(jiii the fi.>ur

corners of the outer squares, and knot

tlie cr'.>ss to the netted foundation in

the centrt.'. Then Slip Stitch round e^'ery outer knot of

the square, and take the stitch to the centre each time.

Treat the er(jss just made as a knot, and Slip Stitch

round it, so that sixteen rays are formed. Each ray is

fcirmed with three threads passed round the knot and

into the centre. Complete the Star with a chise "Wheel

centre. Fancy Etoiles can l:>e made so as to entirely fill in

a whole square of lace with a star-shape pattern like

Fig. 43!1 and 440, or so as to fill in the four eoiiiers of

a square, like Fig. 441 (page 236).

To work Fig. 430 : Work a Point CkoISE as a

Tk
Fiii. 439. GciPCRE d'Art—Etoile,

FORMED OF MALTESE POINT.
Fig. 440. Guipure i.'Akt—Etoile,

FORMED OF PoiNT DE TOILE.

centre, and fill in the four Sfjuares round it with Maltese

Point. Leave the four squares V.ieyond the Maltese Point

ones plain, and fill the ones at the side with Wheels,

and work Point de Toile over the rest of the netted

foundation.

H H 2
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To work Fig. 440: Make au eight-armed Wheel
over tlie four centre squares, with a Buttonhole square

as a finish. Work Point de Toile in p3Tamid shape in

the four squares on each side surrounding the Wheel,

and outline the lace with a Buttonhole edge. Fig. 441

,i;«5«*i!=if:«;;»^j-;f|vv-|j»s5>ji:;r:ij5*;»,;!»
tf«.V;!;::lif*?%'i*"?liirff!?'*^:i::i:'#:rfiW,

Fiij. 41:1. GfiPURE i^'Akt—ExoiLEy, formed with Point de Venise,

illustrates Etoiles used at the foui' corners of a square.

The Etoiles make with Point de Venise, the thick

part of the design with Point de Toilc, and the open part

with Point d'Espbit and Wheels.

Genoa Stitch.—-Used in the making of Greek Lace as

Well as in Guipure d'Art, and reseudoling the Point de

Reprise used in Guipure en Belief. Genoa Stitch is

worked over two or three foundation threads, according to

the thickness of the Bar it is to form. To work over

two foundation threads, as shown in Fig. 442 ; Pass

two threads aci'oss the space to he filled, secure them

Fig. 442. GuipaitE d'Art—Genov Stitch.

tightly, and leave one-eighth of an inch between them,
then dam over and under the tw(j threads until a solid

compact line is nuide, with a plait in the centre. To work
over three f(nindalion threads : Cross the space to be
filled with thrci.' threads, putting them not quite an eighth
of an inch apart, and darn in and out of them as before

;

the third thread will make the thick close line wider than
the one formed with only two fovmdation threads.

Giiqmro Bar.—Only occasionally used in Guipure en
Ri'licf as part of the design. To work : Either throw a

thread across a square mesh and cover it with a thick line

of Buttonhole, or use the netted foundation for the Bar,

and work over that a close, thick row of Buttonhole.

Gviimre en Relief.—The most effective ornament to

Giiipure is the Raised Work that is made as part of the

design, and that is worked over the Hat stitches that fill

in the netted foundation. This Raised Work is principally

formed of Genoa Stitch or in Point de Reprise, arranged as

sprays of leaves and flowers, cquite separate from the work

Ijeneath; but large raised crosses and stars and long lines

Guipure en Kelief—Flower Spray.

can lie f(.irmed with it. The foundation bieneath the raised

work is sometimes left plain, l>ut is generally filled in with

either Point de Toile or Point d'Esfrit. To work

Guipure en Relief : Fasten the thread across two or more
squares, according to the length of the leaf, and make an

oval with it, then darn the thread thickly in and out of

this oval.

To work the spray shown in Fig. 443 : For the petals

of the flower, throw the thread across two squares and form
an oval, and then bring a thread up the centre of the oval,

darn in and out Iietween these three threads, the a.dditional

thread giving the veined look to the petals. Work all the

Guipure en Relief—Corner.

petals in this manner, and fill tlie centre of the flower with
a Wheel. Work the leaves in the same way and form
the stems with a thread thickly Ovebcast. Connect the

stems to the netted foundation by occasionally including
that in the Overcast.

To work the corner shown in Fig. 4tt; Commence
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the netted foundation with one stitch, work ton roivs, and

increase a stitch each row. Fill in the outside line of

stitches with Point d"Esp»it and the whole of the interior

with Point db Toile. Over the last work the Guipure en

Relief; the leaves in Genoa Stitch, as shown in Fig. 442,

the stems in Overcast, and the buds as close Wheels.
To work the lappet shown in Fig. 445 : Net the

fovmdation and Buttonhole round the edge. Work the

stars in Point de Toile, the loops proceeding from them

as Ovals, and the twelve-armed star in Genoa Stitch,

with three foundation threads, distinct from foundation,

Fig. 4i5. Guipuke en Eelief—Lappet.

as shown in Fig. 446, and the leaves in the same stitch;

for the stem and the circle Buttonhole a thread laid over

the foundation, and oi-nament it with loops as PicOTS.

Cut away those parts of the fonndaticjn that are not

required when the work is finished.

To work the corner shown in Fig. 446 : Net the

foundation as before mentioned, fill in the outside line of

stitches with Point de Toile and the rest of the netting

with Point Oroise. Work the sprays of leaves in Genoa
Stitch, as shown in Fig. 442, and the stems in Ovebcast.

for the seed vessel, work the centre in Point de Toile,

and fill in four squares of the foundaticjn with that stitch.

Dam over the outside of these sipiares in the oval shape
shown in the illustration, so as to raise that part above
the centre. Work three small Genoa Stitch leaves at

Eiu, 44(j. Guipure en Kelief—Cuknee.

the point of the seed vessel, and four large and three

small leaves at the base. Make the Ijuds of close

Wheels, and with Point de Toile and Slip Stitch,

Jours.—These are the open stitches in Guipure, and
are so called to distinguish them fi-om the thick stitches.

The temi includes Point d'Esprit, Point Croise, Ovales,

Point de Gerbe, and Wheels formed with Point d'Esprit.

Maltese Point. — A variety of Cone or Pyramid,
and deriving its name from its stitches being anunged
so that four of them forai a Maltese Cross. To work:
Twist the thread for a short distance round the lower

line of a square mesh, then loop it round the upper line

and return it to the lower, so that the two lines foiTu a

pyi-amid ; twist the thread up one of these to the top,

and interlace these two threads together with Point de

Fii;. U7. Guipure d'Art—Maltese Point.

Venise for half the length of the square (see Fig. 447)

;

then carry the thread so as to take in the netted outer

lines of square, and work in Point de Venise down to the

bottom of the square, passing the thread over and under

the four lines each time.

Ovals.—These are long loops of an oval shape worked

in the centre of a square mesh, or i the centre of four

meshes. To work ; Twist the thread roimd the netted

foundation until it reaches the centre of a square, then

carry it down from the top to the bottom line of the mesh,

loop it through and bring it back to where it started from

;
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loop it tlirougk at that place, and form the Oval with three

loops, then twist the thread round the netted fovmdation

Fiu. U8, GuiruEE d'Art—Ovals and Point d'Esphit Stitch.

to the next sqviare. Pig. 448 is an illustration of a piece of

PJco^.—These ornaments to the edj^e of Wheels, Bars,

and the outer edge of Guipure, are made in various ways.

To finish a Bar or an Edge with a fringe of loops : Work a

Buttonhole upon the Bar, and insert the needle into the

lower part of it, so as to make a loop at its edge, then

continue the row of Buttonholes, and work a loop into

every third Buttonhide.

To ornament a Wheel or a Bar with a thick Picot

:

Make a Buttonhole into the edge of the foundation,

leave the working thread plain for the eighth of an

inch, then make a tight Buttonhole upon it, two upon

the space left plain, and one into the foundation close to

the first made Buttonhole. Picots are also made round a

knot of the netted foimdation in the shape of a cross or

star ; they then form part of the design of the lace in the

manner illustrated in Fig. 449.

«9. GUI PURE D'AET-Showing Star, Picots, Gcipure en Eelief, aki, Point de Toile.

Guipure where four Ovals form an open croaa, with coruera

and centre filled in with Point d'Ebpkit,

Ooercaat.—Used to form the fine stems to the leaves in

Guipure en Relief. To make ; Either coVer a line of the

netted foundation with close Overcast Stitches, or throw
a thread across the lace, secm'e it with a knot, and Overcast

over that.

T<5 work as a cro.sa ; Fasten the thread securely and
push the needle half through the knot, so that the point
comes out in one of the angles of the mesh ; wind the
thread round the needle from right to left ten times, place
the left thumh upon it to keep it steady, and pull the
needle through, leaving the wound threads forming a thick
loop between the meshes. Secure this with an Overcast
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and push tlie needle again lialf througli the knot and

bring it out in another angle and repeat. Fill in the

four angles surrovmding the knot so as to make a eross in

this manner.

To make the eight pointed star in Fig. \Vd (page

238) : Work a Point Crltise over a square of four meshes,

knot it to the foundation in the eentre, then fill iu eaeh

angle as described in the Star. The remainder of the

design work as follows: The centre work in Point de

ToiLE, Buttonhole round its edge, and ornament it

with Guipure en Relief in a Star pattern. Surround

this centre with a diamond in Point de Toile, and form

the thick outer edge with the same stitch, whei'e orna-

ment it with Herkingbone worked over it ; run lines

of thick Glace thread upon each side (if the thick edge's,

and connect the last to the Buttonhfde surrounding the

inner square with a line of Herringbone.

Point Croisr.—This stitch is either used for ground-

ing a design in the same manner as Point d'Esprit, or

to fill in single meshes, and it is varied l:>y fieing made

with either a plain or twisted thread. The stitch consists

of two lines of Point Serre, forming a eross iu a mesh,

which is finished with a single Buttonh(.ile on a rosette iu

the centre, where the four threads

meet. To work simple Point Croise :

Work a line of Point Serre across

a certain number of square meshes,

from left to right of the lace, and

return back over the same meshes

with another line of Point Serre, Ijut F

where the second line crosses the

first in the centre of the square, make a single Button-
hole with it over the diagonal line there, then take it

down to the lower left knot of the mesh, twist it round,

and pass it into the nest mesh. Battimhole it over the

diagonal line there, and take it up to the top left hand

knot of that mesh, and repeat until all are filled with the

cross.

To work a twisted Point Croise : Make a loose loop

from the left hand top knot to the right hand top knot of

a mesh, and twist the thread Iiack tii the centre, then loop

G. 450. GnrcnE l.'Art
TwiSTEl) PiJIXT CKUISE.

Fifl. 451. GripUHE r/Art—Point Ceoisk.

it into the right hand lower knot, and twist it back to

the centre, then into the left hand lower knot, and twist

back into the centre, unite the threads with a Button-

Jiole or form a close Wheel (a,s shown_in Fig. 450J, and

finally twist the thread up tln' first loop to the place it

started from.

To work Pig. 4.')1. which is a combination of the
twisted and simple Point Croise, over four meshes : Take
a diagonal line across two meshes from left to right, and
twist this up to the centre ; take the thread down to

the left hand lower knot, twist it up to the centre ; here

make a close Wheel round the three threads, and then
pass the thread, without twisting it, up to the top right

hand knot, and commence another stitch over the next

four meshes.

Point de Bruxdles, also called Point de Feston

(which sec).

Point d'E.'<firit.—This is a light open stitch, most

used in Guipure, as it fills in the netted squares with

many varieties of design, the f(jundation of all being

a simple loop. It can be worked as a single loop in each

square, as shown in Fig. 4.j2, or as four loops in a square,

alsii shi>wu iu Fig. 4.52, or as an interlaced thread, as

Fi(i. 452. Point d'Esprit. Fig. 453. Point t/Esprit.

shown in Fig. 4.j3, or as filling in the entire ground of

the netting, except where a thick pattern is worked in

Guipure en Relief (.-.ee Fig. 432), or as a Wheel or Star;

in fact, the combinations that can be made with it are

numerous. To work for a single line : Fasten the thi'ead

close to a knot in the S'[uare, put the needle under the

next knot, and draw up loijsely so as to make a loose

Buttonhole (.sec Fig. 4.j2i, and wc:>rk a row of these

lijose Buttonholes one into every square. To fill iu a

square; Work a loose Buttonhole over every knot of the

netted foundation. To interlace : Work a loose Button-

hole into every mesh, not round the knot, but in the

centre, and return by a similar row of Buttonholes on the

line beneath those just made, interlacing the second loops

with the first made ones over the side lines of each mesh

[see Fig. 4.53).

To make Diamonds with Point d'Esprit : Fastim the

thread at the right hand top knot of the square, put it

under the bottom line of the' square without looping it,

and then over the left hand top knot without looping it;

work the whole line so, and then return back with the

same stitch, only varied, by taking m the idd thread with

the new. Where they meet in the ceutre of a square, a

diamond is formed by the points of vhe stitches in the two

rows

,
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For interlaced Point d'Esprit with an open round in

the centre : This requires four square meshes, two each

way ; work a single Buttonhole line round the outside

of all the squares, and then run the thread into the loose

part of every loop, and dr;i,w it up as a circle, and finish

by Overcasting this circle. For Wheels in Point

d'Esprit see Wheels.
Point de Feston.—This consists of a Buttonhole Stitch

worked from side to side of the mesh, either as a single

line to form a liorder to a pattern, or as a number of lines

to fill m a mesh with a pyramid-sliaped design. To work

as a Border : Fasten the working thread to a knot, and

Overcast round each side of the various meshes that are

to form the border to the lace, or to that piece of the

pattern. Work close rows of Buttonhole over this Over-

cast, and ornament the thick line thus foi'med with

PicoTS, or leave it quite plain.

To work to fill in successive meshes, and as shown

in Fig. 454 : Begin at the left side of a mesh and work six

loose Buttonholes to the opposite end, making each

stitch loose enough to allow of a needle being put into it.

Work back from right to left, and make fom- loose Button-

holes, fastening them into the four centre Buttonholes of

the last row. Work again fmrn left to right with three

Fia. ^5^. GoiPuRE ii'Art—Point Fio. 4-5.';. GiiirnEi; ij'Art—Point
DE FE.STON. DE FesTON.

Buttonholes fastened into the centre stitcdies of the last

row ; return with two stitches, and finish with only one

Buttonhole quite in the centre, and forming a point.

Pull this stitch down to the sijuare lieneath, and fasten

it there in the centre of the line, then Overcast to the

left of that mesh, and commence another stitch.

To work Fig. 455 : Pill in a square mesh as de-

scribed above, but with eight Buttonholes, and when the

last stitch is reached, instead of Overcasting along the

square beneath it to the left and filling that mesh, com-
mence at once to work Buttonholes to the right, and work
four Buttonholes upon half that mesh, and four upon the
mesh on the right hand next to it; work the stitch as

before, but upon each side of two meshes, and not in the
centre of one. Point de Feston is sometimes used instead
of Point de Toile or Point de Reprise to fill in
a m3.3h

;
it is then made with straight rows of eight

Buttonholes worked backwards and forwards without
diminution imtil the entire square is filled in.

Point de Gerhe.—So called from the resemblance the
stitch bears when completed to a sheaf of corn. It is a
variety of Point Faisceau. To work : Loop the thread

over the top line of the mesh, and secure it after looping

with a Buttonhole, then simply loop it over the lower

line of mesh without securing it ; repeat the stitch in the

same square five times, and then draw the threads together

in the centre by enclosing them all in a Buttonhole.

Point de Bepasse.—See Point de Toile.

Point de Reprise.—This is a thick stitch, and will be

found in nearly all patterns, either filling in one separate

netted square or a number together with thick lines of

thread. To work for one square : Pass the needle under

the top lino of the square and over the bottom, and

work upwards and downwards until the square is filled

(see Fig. 456).

Fio. 4.5(3. Guipure d'Art—Point df Repri.^^e.

To work several squares together : Pass the needle

over and under each thread of a mesh until the last is

reached, then return with a similar line back, only

reversing the over and under so that the threads interlace.

To work large netted meshes quite thick : Make a

foundation of four diagonal lines to fill in the square, and

then dam these in and out and liackwards and forwards,

including the outer lines of foundation in the darning,

and forming the ribbed appearance shown in Fig. 457.

Fio. 457. Goipoee d'Art—Point de Eepbise.

Point de Toile.—Also known as Point de Repasso,
and one of the stitches most used in Guipure, as either it

or Point de Reprise are worked to form the thick parts of

most designs. It is a simple darn, worked with great

care and exactitude in and out the meshes, and so filling in

the'ir centres. Each mesh can be separately darned over,

or a whole row darned over at once, the important part of

the stitch )>eing that the same number of threads are used
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in every square, any departure from this rule entailing a

loss of regularity in the work. To work Point de Toile as

one square: Fasten the thread firmly in one corner of the

mesh to be filled, then pass the needle round the thread

of the mesh nearest it, cross to the opposite side, pass it

over that thread, bring it back to where it started from,

and repeat, so that four or six threads, according to the

size of the mesh, are laid across the square ; then slip the

thread round the corner, and darn in and out of these

threads, by taking and leaving each alternate thread.

Darn in four or six threads corresponding with the nunilx-r

laid across.

To work Point de Toile as shown in Fig. 4.58. and over

several squares -. Take the longest liue of squares, and pass

the four or six threads from end to

end of them, over and ander each mesh

as they reach it ; then slip the threail

round the last cornei', and darn as

before if the stitch is to cover one

long single line of meshes ; but when

it is required to form several thick

squares in different directions, place

the threads across in position both for Fig. 15S. GuiprcE li'AKx

their length and width before they
~""

are darned together, and dam straight down their width

at once without reference to the number of squares to be

filled in.

Point de Venise.—A stitch largely used in Guipun^ to

fill in the angles of meshes, and also in Guipure en Relief

to form raised masses. Different designs can be made by

the various arrangements of Point de Venise in angles.

but the stitch is the same in all of them. To work single

Point de Venise : This consists of filling in only one angle

of a square, and is shown in Pig. 450. Cai'ry a thread

diagonally across a mesh, twist it round the upper knot,

and loop it backwards and foi-wards over the two siiles c^f

the mesh, so as to interlace the diagonal thread each time.

fiftif'

Tig. 459. Guipure d'Art—
SiNQiE Point de Tesise,

Fig. 460. Guipure d'Art—Double
Foist de Venise.

and cover over the three threads and foiin a triangle. Work
imtil the mesh is half filled ; then Cord up the diagonal

thread, and commence in another square.

To work Double Point de Venise, as shown in .Fig.

460 ; Work as before, but before the centre of the me.sh is

quite reached Cord up the diagonal line, and make another

Point de Venise into the corner opposite the one first filled.

Single Point de Venise is frequently worked as shown
in Fig, 401, in the corner angles of nine meshes, the

other meshes being filled in with Wheels made with

Point Ceoise, and with a centre of Point de Toile.

Fig. 461. Gl'Ipuhe i.'Art—Point
i>E Venise, Point Croirk,
Point pe Toile, & Wheel.

10. 162 Gl'IPT'RE p'Art—Border
vi' PiGNT i>E Venise, Puint
ii'Espkit, .a.ni> Point de T<aLE.

A good liorder pattern is made as shown in Fig. 4(12,

with Point de Toile, Point d'Esprit. and Single Point

de Venise.

Point Ev^'iituil—X variety of Point de Venise,

and a stitch farmed by filling up with a three-quarter

Wheel three of the centre corners of fmr meshes. Pomt
Eventail is made in tw.) ways; the simplest, illustrated in

Fio-, 4ti3. is worked as fallows : Fasten the working thread

Fig. )C5. GuirrLE d'Art-Point Etlstail.

diagonally across a mesh and wind it round the lower

knot, and then over and under as in darning the four

threads of the meshes and the one thread across the mesh

just added. Do not dam the thread as a continuous

Fig. 464. Guipure d' Art-Point Event.iil.

round, but loop it back each time it reaches the two

outer threads of the mesh, so that it forms a three-quarter

Wheel and leaves one side of the knot unenclosed.

When a large enough Wheel is formed, run the thread
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close up t") the knot and pass it diagonally aeross the

mesh on that aide at the part not filled in and commence

another stitch.

To work Kg. 464 : Before commencing the stitch,

carry a separate thread in a diagonal direction across

three or fom' meshes ; then fasten the working thread in a

contrary diagonal direction across a mesh, so as to meet

the first thread at a knot, and darn in and out the six

lines that there meet in the same way as already de-

scribed, leading one side of the knot free.

Point Faisceau.—A stitch not much used in Guipure,

but forming a variety of Point de Toile and Point de

Feston for filling in thick parts of the lace. When worked

it presents the appearance of a number of Herringbone

Stitches united together with a loop in the centre. Tr,

work : Fasten the thread securely to the left hand top

knot of a square meah, take it down to the bottom, and

loop it there round the bottom thread and secui-e it with

two turns round that thread, take it up to the ti.ip, loop

round, and secure it as before ; take it down again to the

bottom, cross it over the last thread in so doing, and

secure it. Continue to pass up and down the mesh in

this way until it is filled with ten threads, then fill in

the next square with the same stitch and any others in the

pattern. Finish by fastening a fresh thread whei'e the

first was fastened, carry this down to the centre of first

square, and make" a Buttonhole, taking in all the ten

threads in it ; run the thread up to the right hand top

knot of the mesh and fasten there, and then down
into the middle of the second mesh, where repeat the

Buttonhole, and continue to repeat the Buttonhole in

every square.

Point Lnche.—A stitch woi'ked diagonally across a

mesh so as to form a filled-in triangle. To work ; Fasten

the thread to the top left hand knot of the mesh, secure

it with a Buttonhole round the top line, then pass the

thread to the left hand line of the mesh, and there

secure it with a Buttonhole, and continue to pass the

thread between the two lines, and Buttonhole it to

them until it fills in the mesh t'.i th'.' centre with a

number of diagonal lines.

Point Pyramide.—See Cone.

Point Sern'\—A variety of Point de Feston worked

as a single line or as a filled-iu diamond in the centi'e of

four square meshes. It consists of a Point de Feston
drawn tight at each stitch instead of being left as a loop.

To work as a single line : Loop
the thread round the bottom left

hand knot of a square and then

round the top right hand knot,

draw it up tight, and continue to

the end of space. (This is shown
in the top line of Fig. 465.') For
the rest of the design work a

close diamond as a centre, surrounded by Slip Stitch.

To work as a diamond ; Loop the thread round the

centre knot of four squares and then round every thread
of the foundation that holds that knot in succession.

Work round the knot seven times with these loops.

Flu. iijj. Guipure d'Ai;t—
Point yERRi';.

until the close diamond, shown in Fig. 466, is made. To

finish Fig. 466, work three more of the close diamonds,

and surround them with interlaced Point d'Esprit and

a line of Buttonhole scallops.

Fig. 400. GniPUEE d'Aht—Point Seriie.

Point TieJlaije.—An open stitch formed of crossed

threads, and woi'ked as follows : Carry the thread dia-

gonally across a mesh, and twist it round the knot so

that it comes out at the back of the next mesh. Run
up the netted foundation across the squares with this

Fio, 407. Guipure d'Art—Point Tiellage.

stitch (see Fig. 467), and to return make the same stitch

back, but reverse the direction of the diagonal line, so

that it crosses the first one in the centre of every square.

Rayleigli Bur.—Worked like Guipure Bar, but instead

of straight Bars along a design, work irregularly shaped

Bars. Se<> (inipni-e Bar.

Rone.—Also called Wheel and Spider Stitch, and made
either with Point Cnjise and Point de Toile, or of Point

d'Esprit. To work as shown in Fig. 468,

with Point Ceoise: Pass the thread

across into the four corners of the square

and into the centre of the four sides,

and twist it up each thread in returning

to the centre. Then pass it over and

under each thread as in Point de
Toile until a large rosette is formed

in the centre. The outer edge of this

rosette can be ornamented with Picots. The size of the

Rones made in this manner are varied by the number of

the squares of the netted foundation they are worked over,

one square being the smallest, sixteen the largest, and four

squares the usual size. Rones of Point d'Esprit are made

I'iG. 438. Guipure
d'Art-Kone.
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thus ; Woi-k ujion a square made of four meshes, and fill in

with an open Rone made in two ways. Yov one. work a

Point d'Espeit in every square, and connect the loops

together with a thread run into them so as to draw them

ISMSivm
v. ms!su» ^'i^' IK:-'' ''-:^ '^fsc'r-

mmmm§mm m

Fig, i60. Gcipure d'Aet -AuaANUEMENTS of Rones.

together, and make au open round ; for the other, make a

Point Cboise from the four corners of the square and

half way between the centre kncjt and the Point d'Esprit

edging.

Fig. 4(;9 illustrates vaiious arrangements of Bones.

The thick parts of the pattern are made of Genoa Stitch

as worked iu Guipure en Relief, the Rones filling in

one square of Point Ckoise, while the Spider web Rones

are made as follows : Take a foundatii,)U thread across the

square from corner to corner, and Cord it back up to

the centre, run the thread from this to the knot and

Cord it back to the foundation thread and along to where

it first commenced. Then fill in the angle with lines of

thread at even distances apjart, and loijp each line round

the thread taken to the knot when they come to it. To

make a perfect Bone fill in the angles of four squares with

this stitch, but in the illustration, with the exception of

the centre, only three angles are thus filled, and the fourth

is filled with a Point Croise Wheel.

sup Stitch.—Worked as Point Lache so as to fill in

half a mesh with a thick tnangle, but as a series of loops

from corner to comer without the securing Buttonhole.

(See Point Ldche.)

Spider.—See Rone.

Wlieel.—See Rone.

Guipure de Flandre.—The name given generally to

old Flemish Laces made on the pillow, t(j distinguish them
from the Fleuush Laces made i^dth the needle.

Guipure en Relief.—See Guipure d'Aet.

Fig. 470. GUIPURE LACE.

knot it together in the centre, work a loose Point d'Esprit

in every square, counting the threads as a square so that

eight Point d'Esprit are made. Draw these loops together

with a thread nm round them, so as to form an open circle

Guipure Laces.^The making both of Braid and Tape

Guipures and the more elaborate kinds, such as Flemish

Point or Point de Brabant, differs l:iut slightly from that used

in Honiton Lace, which is a Guipure worked -nith very
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fine thread, a variety of stitclies, and with Raised Work,

while the ordinary Braid Guipures are worked with coarse

thread and with Cloth Stitch, joined Ijy Bars, and with

plain patterns ; and the Flemish Points without Work in

Relief. The method of dressing the Pillow, pricking the

patterns, winding the Bobbins, and making the stitches are

the same in all, and are described under their own headings
;

therefore it will not be necessary to recapitulate them foi'

these coarser laces. To work the pattern. Fig. -iTO. which is

entirely formed with Braid and Bars, and is a cop)y of a lace

made in the seveuteeuth century ; Pi'ick the pattern upon

parchment, and mount it upon the Pillow, with the straight

tape edge to the right. Dress the Pillow, and hang on

seven pairs of Bobbins, filled with fine thread, and a jiair

Plain Edge until the first curve is reached ;
round the

curve with False Pinholes on the inside until the place

where the braid crosses is reached ; make a Sewing by

drawing up a thread with the crochet hook and passing

the next Bobbin through the loop tail foremost ; make this

Sewing upon each side of the Braid, working over the

Braid to prevent it from moving when taken off the Pillow;

drive the pins in at the places where the Sewings are

made, so that they do not catch in the lace, and as the

work proceeds remove these pins, leaving only a sufficient

number to keep the lace in its place. Work with Cloth

Stitch and Plain Edge all the rest of the pattern, making

the cuives with False Pinholes in the inside, and attaching

the pattern wherever it touches either the curves or the

filled with Gimp. Tie the pairs together, wind the knots
out of the way, and then knot them all together and pin
them to the pillow where the letter A is shown in pattern,

pushing in the pin to its head. Arrange the Bobljiua as

three working pairs or Rimners, four Hangers or Passive
pairs, and the Gimps to strengthen the edge, and work the
straight piece of Braid that borders the work for the length
of the pattern in Cloth Stitch and Plain Edge ; leave

the Boljliins hanging so as to continue this edge when the
pattern is shifted, and tic up eight new pairs, filled with
fine thread, into the pinhole marked B in the illustration.

Divide these new Bulj bans into three pairs of Rimners and
five pairs of Hangers, and commence to work the looped
part of the In-aid with them. AVork in Cloth Stitch with

straight braid edge with Sewings. Ha^-ing finished the

pattern, work the Bars with PuEL Edge that connect it

ti.igether thus : Take eight pair of Bobbins, wind the knots

out of the way, attach them to the Plain Edge at a Bar by

drawing up a loop of one pair through the edge, and passing

the others through it. draw up tight, and work Cloth Stitch

across, and without setting up a pin, work back, twist

six times, take the last Bobbin on the right hand in the

left hand, raise it, take a pin in the right hand, twist it

once under the thread in a loop round the pin, put it

in the PinhoL.\, take up the Boblnn next it, twist it

once round the pin, work back in Cloth Stitch to the

left hand, return again to the right without putting

up a pin on the right, put up a Purl pin, and work
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in this manner xmtil the Bar is cJUipLjted and the plaee it

is to be joined to is reached, then draw up a loop with the

hook, and pass two of the Bobbins through it tail fi.ire-

most; draw the loop tightly up, cut oil: two pairs of

Bobbins, being careful that the}' are not the ones used in

making the loop or those that passed through it ; twist the

remaining four very tightly, and carry them on t(j the next

Bar if close to the last made, if not, cut off and plait up

all the Bobl-iins, and hang them on where required. The

Bai's can be made like the Brides in Needle laees with

Buttonhole, and omamented with Picots instead of

being made on the Pillow. When the pattern is completed

as far as shown in illustration, aud it is wished to con-

tinue it, take up all the pins, leaving those at the last

open work lietween the Ic'aves, liy eitlier working with

the wh(de forty-four Biiljl)ins fnim side to side, making

one Ladder Stitch and steadying it with a jjin, or by

twisting a pair of Bobbins first from A into B and then

from B inti3 A until the end of the leaf is reached. "Work

the Bars in this pattern, when the tracing of them is

reached, with four pairs of Bobbins thrown out upon each

side, and make them alternately from side to side, so as

not to decrease the number of Bobbins, make them either

by rolling the top B(j1iljins njuud and round, drawing

(jne up through the Pinhtde, passing a Bobbin through

the loop tail foremost, and drawing up the- loop; or by

working them in Cloth Stitch, and adding Purl Pin Work.

The working the Bars at the same time as the lace makes it

Fig. ir2. GUIPURE LACES

part of the work still in the lace ; roll up the lace

finished in a small bag, and re-arrange its end over the

commencement of the pattern, take up the Bobbins laid

aside with the straight edge, and work that part first, and
then pick up those that formed the curved braid aud
continue as before.

To work the Flemish Point Guipure, as shown in Figs.

471 and 472 : Prick off the pattern, and trace the outlines of

the Bars with a fine pen. Dress the Pillow, and put the

pattern on to it with the Purl pins on the left hand side
;

put up twenty pairs of Bobbins at A, and twenty-four pairs

at B, and work down with both sets in Cloth Stitch as

far as the division, making the small holes in the curved

piece, as shown in Hole Stitch and Braid and the

necessary to put up all the Bobbins at the same time, and

is a little confusing, but the Bobbins not in immediate use

cm )je rolled up out of the wa}', and where the pattern nar-

rows they can be tied off gradually and again added at the

side pins wliei'c it widens. Put up for the Purl Edge and

for the Footing when commencing the lace, six pairs of

Bobbins for the Purl, and four pairs for the Footing. The

small wheel in leaf A, work in Wheel Stitch. Work
leaf C in Cloth Stitch with Wheels, form the centre with

two rows of Pinholes, and the knots between them make

with a Cloth Stitch with a pair of Bobbins taken from each

side, put in the pin. give the Bobbins three twists both

before and after making the stitch. To work leaf D : Put up

Bobbins at D. and work round the curve with False
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Pinholes, work in Cloth Stitcli and Ladder Stitch.

To work leaf E: Work in Cloth Stitch on its left

side, and in Hole Stitch on its right. The leaf F work

with Cloth Stitch, Hole Stitch, and a Wheel, Work leaf

G in Cloth Stitch and in Slanting Hole Stitch thus:

Work with twelve Bobbins, take the four on the right

hand and work to the pin, leave them hanging, and take

the two first pairs after the pin, twist them twice and

leave them hanging ; take the second pair, twist them

twice, and leave them hanging, and continue this up to

the last pair on the left hand side ; return to the right

hand four behind the pin, work them over to the left side,

give the Runners a twist twice between each stitch until

the work is carried across and the pin worked in, then

twist the pair in front of the pin twice, and leave them

hanging ; twist each pair twice, and take up the left hand

Bobbin behind the pin ; work in the pui and twist the

Runners twice between each pair of Bobbins, work back

to the right hand. The curved leaves near G work in

Cloth Stitch, with Hole Stitch and Wheel where drawn.

The leaf H work in Cloth Stitch down the outer side.

Ladder in the centre, and Wheel on the left side. Where
the Bars form a triangle at the point of H unite the two

sets of Bobbins that work the two Bars, and make with

them the third Bar. To work the Cone marked I set ujo

three sets of Bobbins at the three points of the cone.

work the centre point in Cloth Stitch, with Knots between

each Pinhole, as described for leaf C. In the right hand

point make a hole decorated with Fuel Pin, and all the

lower leaves with one or two holes decorated m the same

manner. Work the stem in Cloth Stitch, and make the

open work between the leaves by twisting the B(jbbins and

putting in a pin. Work leaves J, K, L in Cloth Stitch with

Hole Stitch on the under side and Ladder Stitch to divide

the)!!. Commence the flower, M, in the centre with a

Wheel, and bring the Bobbins down iox the under part and

stem. Work the right hand part of the leaf underneath

the letter M in Lattice Stitch, the left hand part of the

same leaf in Cloth Stitch, with the divisions made by
twisting the Bolibins and putting up pins, and be careful

to add Bobbins for any wider part. Commence the leaf N
at the under part of the curve, work in Cloth Stitch with

Holes, adding Bobbins at and P, and decorate this leaf

with Purl Pin. Commence leaf Q at the curved point,

work in Cloth Stitch and Open Ceoss Stitch. Work the

under part in Cloth Stitch, with additional Bobbins put up
at the points, and work down and tie oft', and when R is

reached leave enough threads to work up round R, S, T,

and U, and then tie them off. Work round all these leaves

with Purl Pin. Having worked the pattern, remove the

lace from the pillow and roll it up in a piece of clean

linen, pin it flatly again on the pillow at the upper part

of the patteiTi, and recommence the work. The illus-

tration. Fig. 472, is the same pattern as Fig. 471, but

without the letters.

Figs. 473 and 474 illustrate an insertion and edgin>T

made of coarse lace thread (No. 40), or with black silk or

ecru coloured mohair. The pricked pattern and the lace

ai-e both given to show the manner of working, which is

extremely ea,'<y. To work Fig. 473 prick the pattern, put

up twenty-four Bobbins for the edging, ten Bobbins for

each boi'der, and four for the lozenges in the centre. Work
in Cloth Stitch, detach two of the centre Bobbins and

Fig. 47:3. GriPcEE Insertion.

twist to f(jrm the Bars, and make the loops in the centre

with PuEL Pin. Work the edging. Fig. 474, in Cloth

Stitch, twist the threads fijr the Bars, plait them together

Fig. i74. Guipure Edging.

to form the plaited edge, and ornament the scallops with

Pui'l Pin in the same way.

Guipure Renaissance.—An embroidery worked in

imitation of the Tape Guipui'e Laces, and made with

coarse cheese cloth, ecru coloured cords of various sizes,

and ecru sewing silk. The work is used for mats, antima-

cassars, and furniture lace. To woi'k as shown in Fig. 475:

Select the kind of cheese cloth that is used to strain cream

through, three sizes of ordinary cord, and a fine cord made

of ecru silk. Commence by making the largest centre round

of the largest sized ci>rd. then fold pieces of the cheese

cloth into eight wedge - shaped pieces, and secure their

tumed-in edges at the back ; stitch these on to the round

of cord, make a smaller round with the second sized

cord, and stitch the points of the wedges to this. Sew

inside the second coi'd a round made with the third sized

cord, and to that sew the fine ecru silk cord, twisting it in

the manner shown in the pattern. Form the smallest

circle with the largest sized cord, secure that to the points

of the twisted ecru cord, and fill in the centre with

a Wheel made of ecru silk, with a well padded centre

covered with Buttonhole in ecrxi silk. Return to the

larger circle, and shape the cheese cloth so as to form the

half circles and the straight lines that proceed from them.

Connect the straight pieces together with a half circle

made of the largest sized cord sewn to the large circle, and

finish that with a twisted half circle of ecru cord. Bend

the large cord round the outside of the lace, in the shape

shown in the pattern. Finish the lace by covering all the

cords, except the ecru silk one, with close Buttonhole
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made with ocrii silk, and Ovebcast the edges nf the half

circle and straight pieces of cheese cloth with tlu> same
silk ; also work the Wheels between the wedges in the same
material.

Guipure Richelieu.—See Richelieu Guipure.

Gunny, or Gunnies;—A coarse description of sacking,

made from the fibres of two plants of the genus Corchorus,

a native of ludiu, The fibre is emplijyed to make cord-

end of a sleeve, l:>y which it is connected with the body of
the garment under the arm, foi' the purpose of giving more
play to the latter. Small (mes are also inserted at the
openings above the wristbands of a shirt, to prevent the
tearing of the seam. Gussets should be cut the straight
way of the material, and a selvedge procured for one side,
if poisilde. Half gussets arc sometimes employed for the
§houldcr.s of nightshirts, t<.)wurds the nock. They should

Fie. 47.5. GUIPUEE RENAISSANCE,

age, and also a kind of coarse linen, called Tat. The
manufacture of Gunny or Bagging Cloth is one of the

principal occupations of the lower orders in Bengal,

Bombay, and Madras ; and, owing to its great strength
and cheapness, it is in extensive demand in all countries.

In Europe, China, Australia, and America this cloth is

employed in the packing of their several products. Eice,

spices, and cotton are packed in it.

Gusset.—A square piece of material let into the upper

be folded over on the bias, one corner laid against that

opposite ; two sides should be sewn into the body of the

garment under the arm, and the other two sides into the

sleeve underneath the arm. Thus, when the shirt or

chemise is laid flat on the table, with the sleeves spread

out horizontally, the gusset presents a triangular form in

its half section. It should be sewn into the sleeve before

it is attached to the body.

Gussei.—See Knitting.
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' Gutta Percha.—So called from Pain Percha, the island

(vhence was first obtained the gum. which is produced hy a

forest tree^the Isniunirh-fi Gutfa—which grows in the great

woods of the Malayan Peninsula, Borneo, and other islands

of the Indian Archipelago. The material produced is sent

to this country in large blocks of 31b. or 41b. in weight,

and it then goes through a process of purification, and is

cut into long strips for purposes of wear or otherwise,

such as in the mating of boots and shoes. It is a rival

to indiarul.iber in its uses for all articles demanding elas-

ticity or to be rendered waterproof. See Indiarubbee.

Gymp-head.—A description of narrow open-worked

braid, made as a binding or finish fiir the purposes of

upholstery work. It is applied to chairs, sofas. &c., and

nailed on to conceal the turnings-in of the cloth or velvet,

and sewn over the seams round cushions. It vai-ies in

width, and may be had in every colour and of mixed

colours.

H.

Haberdashery. — In the Danish, Tnischer, and in

Gennan, Tauseher, means a seller of trifling wares, such

as Tapes, Buttons, Needles, Ribbons, Hoots and Eyes, ic,

to which articles—all employed in Needlework—the term

Haberdashery applies in English. The fraternity in

ancient times was calli'd ' Hurrers." and also "' Milliners."

They were incorpoi'ated Ijy Letters Patent in the reign

of Henry VI., 1407, by the style of the " Eraternity of

St. Catherine the Yirgin. of the Haberdashers of the City

of Londim."' Their modern and present denomination is

" The Master and ftmr "Wardens of the Eratcrnity of the

Art, or Mystery, of Halierdashers, in the C!ity of London."

A walkinpf haberdashery

Of feathers, lace, and fur.

— TliP Jl.-nTa] nfT.'krmain.

Habit Cloths.—These cloths are of a thin, light mate,

usually <.>f seven quarters in width, and snitaljh} for

women's wear.

Hainault.—In Binche, a town of Hainault, Brussels

Lace was made during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries ; also a heavy patterned Dutch Law.'. Sec BiNCHE
Lace.

Hair-cloth, or Hair-seating. — Woven fabrics of

various descriptions made fronr the hair of animals. That

of the camel, being long and as fine as silk, forms a

beaut ifrd material for the weaving of dress and mantle

stuffs, of which there ai'e three kinds employed—the I'ed,

white, and grey ; that of the Angora goat, from which

a light and expensive ch.ith is made of the description

of plush called angola cLjth, wliieh, from its I'epidling

heat, is emphiyed for paL'tots, overcoats, ic. ; and that

from the Cashmere goat, from which is manufactured fine

and costly shawls, and of which material ther(> arc three

kinds, the Rizargee being of the finest texture. A very

rough, coarse description (jf hair cloth is W(jven in liands,

and for gloves used for the purpose of friction, and by the

monastic orders for shirts, worn as au act of penance. Tliii

kind of cloth is made of horse-hair. There is likewise a

cloth made of hoi'se-hair which is dyed, the white receiving

permanent colours—crimson, claret, green, and scarlet

;

the warp of the cloth being either of worsted or cotton,

and used in Upholstery, especially for steam ships, railway

carriages, &c. It is largely manufactured at Sheffield and

Worcester, and is partially hand-made in a loom, owing

to there being no eontintious thread of hair to render

machinery availaljle. The hair is chiefly procured from

Russia and South America for our home manufacture.

The cloth is likewise made in Paris.

Hair-cord Muslin.—A very fine kind of cotton cloth,

the threads running the long way, and presenting the

appearance of fine cords. It is 38 inches in width, and is

employed for infants' robes and frocks. See Muslin.

Hairpin Crochet.—See Crochet, page 107.

Hair 'Work.—Also called Point Tresse. In the time

of Cliarles I. it was mtich the custom of embroiderers to

work miniatures, and to form the hair with the real hair of

the person represented. To this fashion we owe several

likenesses of that monarch containing portions of his hair,

as ladies loyal to the Royalist cause generally obiained

from the King hair for this purpose ; btrt the true Point

Tresse is of much older date than this tind of Embroidery.

It is mentioned in old writings that the Countess of

Lennox worked it during her captivity in the Tower and

presented it to Queen Elizabeth, and there are notices of it

in the Middle Ages. The true Point Tresse resembles

extremely fine Knitting, in which the human hair twisted

rounil fine silver thread or j:)lain linen thread is knitted and

so worked in. The pectiliarity of the work is, that it will

not burn, but only smoulders, when sub,ject to the action of

fire. The Indians plait or weave the tail hair of elephants

in a similar manner, and the Americans are accustomed to

plait up hair into detached flowers, leaves, and sprays.

The (-)uly I'emnant remaining in England of this Hair

Wort eijusists in the almost olisolete brooches formed with

bows of plaited or knitted hair, the true Point Tresse being

no longer made.

Half Hitch.—A term used by Pillow Lace makers

to denote the looji given to tighten the thread after it

has Viecn wound upon the Boblsins. To make : After the

thi'ead has been wound upon it, hold the Bobbin in the

left hand, with the palm upwards, take the end of the

thread in the right hand, and pull it tight; place the

middle finger of the left hand upon it, and give a turn of

the wrist, so as to liring the thread round that finger; then

put the loo]p over the head of the Bobbin with the middle

finger, gently pulling the thi'ead all the time with the

right hand. This loop, sometimes called Rolling as well aa

Half Hitch, keeps the thread from coming off the Bobbin,

and the amount of thread left free can be lengthened by

tightening this loop, or shortened by lifting up the loop

with the needle pin and winding the Bol)l>in up.

Another Kind.—Also called Lace and Shadow Stitch,

and is used in Pillow Lace making to form the shadow of a

pattern, to fill in the inside of ciu-ves, flowers, and circles,

and to make lighter leaves and parts of a design than
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those formed with Cloth or Whole Stit(-h. The pi-iuciple of

the stiteh is, that only one Bol>biu woi'ks aeross the leaf

each time. The Bohliins are treated as ]iairs, but as the

working pair is eontinnally elian<;iug, one thread i-uns

straight across, and the others slant crosswise down the

work. Half Stitch, when worked as a Braid, is illustrated

and described in Braid Work. To work the leaf shown

in Fig. 476 : Stick a pin at the tip of the leaf and hang on

eleven pairs of Bobbins, run the pin down to its head,

and work a row of Cloth Stitch to bind all the threads

together. The three working pairs having lieen twisted

three times, give the rest of the Bobbins a twist to the

left, except the two pairs immediately inside the pins upon

each side of the leaf. These two pairs are never twisted,

but a Whole or Cloth Stitch is made as the working

Bobbins pass them at the beginning and end of each row.

The effect of this is to form the streak upon each side of

the leaf in Pig. -ITB, which gives the appearance of a Gimp.

Second row—make the Cloth Stiteh, put the pair of

Fig. 476. Leaf ix Half Stitch.

Bobbins that made it on one side, .and give the Working
Bobbins a twist to the left ; tiring forward the next pair,

which is already twisted, put the middle left hand Bobliin

over the middle light, twist both jjairs once to the left

;

bring the next pjair forward, and put the middle left hand

Bobbin over the middle right hand, and twist both pairs

once; continue to bring forward a pair of Boliliins, and put

the centre ones over each other, and twist Ijoth pairs once,

until the end pair is again reached ; make a Cloth Stitch

without twisting, then twist thrice and work a Plain
Edge. Return in the same mannei', not forgetting the

twist after the Cloth Stitch. When within a few rows of

the end, tie up and cut off' a pair of Boljbins, wi:>rk another

row, tie up and cut off another pair, and finish the leaf by
plaiting the rest for the stem. This stiteh does not require

to be drawn together tightly, but a firm pull at the Hanging
Bobbins is given from time to time to keep it straight, as

unless the threads are kept even, the lace will be thick in

some places and open in others. The threads must not be

broken, as knots cannot be made while the stitch is in

progress except at the edge in the Cloth Stitch.

To work Pig. 477 : Work tlie body and head fir.it. Com-
mence at the tail and hang on seven pairs of Bobbins and
two Gimps, work in Cloth Stitch t.i the place where the
patteni narrows, then cross the Gimps underneath the
Bobbins, and continue the upper part of th.- body. When
the head is reached, cut off' two pairs of Bijbluns. and tie up
and cut oft the Gimps. AVork Stem round tlie hca.d, and
sew and tie up tr. finisli. Make a Rope Skwino to where
the right liand wing begins, and hang on auotlier pair of

Bolibins. Work Steui along the upper ]iart of the wing,

an<l for the Pearl Edge twist twic..' brfoi-c the last stitch

and after the first in the n.'turu row. Continue Stem
round the circle at the cud of the wing, changing to Plain
Edge where it turns inside : make a Sewing where it

joins, and tie and cut oft' all )iut two pairs; make a stitch

with these, twist twice, and sti( k a pin between them in the

nearest single hole. Pill the circle with Plaitings.
Return to the body of the Buttertly, and to work the Half
Stitch hang on five pairs of Bobbins and two Gimps.

Fig. 477. Butterfly tn Half Stitch a>.'d Flaitinos.

Sew each outsidi- pair to tin.' liody. and increase the width of

the lace by hanging on a pair of Bobbins at the slanting

side fiu- sis rows. When the point of junction with the

lower wing is passed, commence the Pi^'arl Edge, which

will be Left Pearl. When the Half Stitch is nearly

finished, cut off a pair of Bobliius in each of the two rows

before the last one, and three pairs in the last row
;
join

one side to the circle biy Sewing where they touch when

working the Half Stitch. Make a final Sewing at the end,

and tie and cut oft the Bolddns. Por the lower wing,

commence at the body, hang on six pairs of Bobbins, and

wi>rk the liand in Cloth Stitch roum.l the wing ; begin with

making a Plain Edge, and turn to Pearl Edge below the

tail. Prom the place where the wings join, sew each row to

the upjper wing, not working the Edge on that side. The

left side of the Butterfly is w.;.rki.d similar tij the right

side, and the Plaitings are filled in last. Pill the lower

wings with Long Plaitings, with six pairs of Bobbins;

the upper with Cucumber Plaitings ; and to finish the

Butterfly, make the antennEe with five pairs of Bobbins in

Cloth Stitch, commencing at the head,

K K
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Hamburg Point. — A laee made at Hauibui-g Ijy

Protestant French refugees, after the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes. The lace is now olisolete, but was a

description of Drawn Work, lilf e that described in Deesden

Point.

Hamburg Wool. — This is one of the varieties (jf

German wool, prepared for the purposes of end:)roidery

;

and is composed of from four to twelve strands of the

yarn. It is glossy and brilliant in colour, and is suitable

for working on coarse canvas. An imitation is made of

inferior quality, called Hamburg Worsted.

Hammered-up Gold.—Gold hammered out into very

thin plates and sewn upon Embroidery. The gold plates

were either formed into plain heraldic shields ami other

devices, or a pattern raised in I'elief upion them. The work

decorated in this mauuer is generally called Batuz Work,
which see.

Hamster {Ci-icetus Vnh/iiris).—A native of Germany,

where upwards of 100,OU(J skins are annually cijUected.

The fur, being poor, coarse, and rough, is exclusively

employed for cloak linings, more especially by the Greeks.

The back is of a reddish br(jwu, and the rest Idaek, with a

few light spots. The size of the skin measures 5 inches

by 12 inches.

Handkerchiefs. — A. handkerchief was the square of

fine linen formerly employed Ijy women to cover the

head, but more recently usel in the hand, and not as a

covering only. The term Handkerchief is not met with
earlier than in the fifteenth century, when in the ' Ward-
robe accounts of Edward IV.," we find •'V. dozen hand-
couverchiefEes " are named as having been made and
washed by one Alice Shapster, to whom a payment had
been made. Modern handkerchiefs are tei lie had of

different dimensions, those for women being smaller

than those for men. They are produced in silk, Ijoth

Chinese and Indian, as well as English ; of cambric,
cotton, and muslin; some designed for the pocket, and
others for the neck. Some of the Indian silk ones are in

self colours, others have patterns upon them, and are
necessarily in two colours. These are known as Bandana
Handkerchiefs (which see). Cambric, muslin, cotton
and gingham handkerchiefs are to be had, with hem
stitched or ribbon borders, and some are nioi'C or less

embroidered; others have black or coloured borders in

various designs. Bales <jf coloured cotton Handkerchiefs
are manufactured in this country in Oriental colours and
designs, so prepared to suit the native taste, for the Indian
export trade. Trimmings of lace applied to Handkerchiefs
came first into fashion in the reign of Queen Elizabeth.

Handkerchiefs were wrought

With names and truedove knots.

— Friar Bacon's Prnpln'sie, a.d. 1C04.

Have you not sometimes .seen a handkerchief

Spotted with strawberries in your wife's hand ?

— Ollu-llo.

Hangers.—This tei'm, with that of Passive Bobbins, is

used by Pillow lace makers to distinguish those Bobbins
that lie straight down the cushion from the Worker

Bobbins, that pass liackwards and forwai'ds. from side to

side, and interlace together the Hangers.

Hangings.—Tapestry, or snchdike woollen fabrics, used

as ornamental or useful drapery of the household.

No purple hangings clothe the palace walls,

— Dryd^ii.

Hank.'—The term denotes a certain measure of yarn,

coil, skein, or head of silk, thread, or cotton, prepared for

sale. When not required for weaving in a factory, the

yam is reeled, and wound off in lengths of 840 yards each,

twisted together and secured. For worsted, the hanks

are longer than for cotton. However fine the yarn may be,

the same length is given ; and the quality or fineness of

the material is indicated by the number of hanks which

make a pound weight. Water twist means a coarse yam
of twenty hanks to the pound, and is used for the warp, or

the longitudinal threads, of the cLith. Mule twist is used

for the weft, or cross threads. In some places the words

hank and skein have different meanings—the former

including two or more skeins, and consists of two or more

threads twisted oi' tied together.

Hank, Worsted.—A description of jurn for knitting

hose, which is done up in half-pjound skeins, and is sold by

the single, dozen, oi' half-dozen pounds. It may be had in

various colours,—plain white, speckled, grey, scarlet,

Spanish l)rowTi, black, Ltc.

Hard and Soft Silk.— The former is that in which the

natural gum is left, the latter in which it has been removed
liy scouring.

Harden.—This cloth is otherwise known as Hurden.

It is made from Tow (which .see), or of the coarsest de-

scription of flax or hemp. Under-garments, tablecloths,

sheets, and towels, wei'c made of Harden in the olden

times. In the will of Johan Wiclif. dated 1562, ten pair

of Harden sheets are named, valued at 20s.; nine table-

cloths of Harden at 10s.; and hand-towels made of the

same cloth. Six years later, Walter Strykland made a

bequest of forty yards of Harden clcdh, the whole piece

being valued at 13s. 4d. (.Sec Flax and Hemp.)

Hare-skin Fur.—This is an inferior and cheap descrip-

tion of Fur, Imt is thick and soft. If taken fr(mi the

animal in the winter, when the coat is thick, it will bear

a close resemblance to sealskin when well dyed and dressed.

It is in much request.

Harrateen.—A kind of cloth made of combiirg wool.

Havenese Embroidery. — A modern Embroidery
formed of Buttonhole Stitch, worked with coloured silks

or crewels upon crash, cloth, or any thick material.

The patterns used for this work are the conventional

flower-shaped designs, or the geometrical designs used in

high art Crewel Work ; and where the design would be too

heavy if entirely covered < .ver with Buttonhole, the open
dai'ning stitches used in Crewel work backgrounds (see

page i)9) are inserted into the centres to lighten the effect.

To work
: Trace out a design upon oatmeal cloth or crash,

and should it contain large leaves, cover them entirely with

Buttonhole. Graduate the length of the Buttonhole
from the stem to the point of the leaf, and fill in one side
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of the leaf with ;i ixiw tif Buttonholes, tuniing the raised

edge to the eentre of tlie leaf to form the middle \'eiu.

Work all the stems in Crewel Stitch, the flowers work

in single distinet petals; till eaeh petal with Buttonholes,

and turn the edge to the eentre of flower. C^iver detaehed

parts of the design and leaves too small to require a eentre

vein with rows of Buttonhole, and tu]u the edge of the

Buttonhole to the interior of the design.

Fig. 478. H.iVESE.sE Esibkuii'Eky,

To work a geometrieal design, as shown in Fig. -178 :

TV'O shades of gold are required for this pattern. Work
all the sprays and thick parts with lines of Buttonhole
in the darkest shade, and turn the edge to the inside.

Make the Cones in the lightest shade, with an open

Lattice Stitch, and till in with this stitch the other

open parts of the design ; work the seed vessels in the

corner with Satin Stitch.

Head-dress. — This is a comprehensive term, under
which a very large numlier of coverings and adornments
for the head may be classified : hut for those Head-dresses

which belong to women's costumes of the present day.

and to the Art of Needlework, inchiding Hats and Bon-
nets, kc, see Millinery.

Heading.—A term used, sometimes instead of Fi^oting.

to distinguish the edge of the lace that is upon the side of

the lace sewn to the dress from the edge that is left free.

Headings are either made of Braids worked separate from

the pattern, and attached to it, or they are worked so as to

form part of the design.

Heather Wool.—This name does not denote any

special kind of wool or yarn, but has refei'ence only to

the mixed and speckled colour which produces a hue like

Heather in yam of any description. There is much
German wool manufactured for the knitting of stockings,

each strand of which is parti-coloured.

Heel.—See Stocking Knitting.

Hemmer.—The name of an " attachment " employed to

execute the stitch called Hemming Ijy means of its use in

a sewing machine.

Hemming.—This is a term used in plain sewing, and
the stitch and method of its application is to produce a

firm neat border to any article of clothing, upholstery, or

of himsehold use, instead of leaving a raw edge, which

Ti'ould rav(.-l out. T(.i nuike a Hemming, turn in the raw
edge of the stuff with a doulile fold over, insert the needle,

and secure the thread under the edge of the fold, and,

directing the needle iu a slanting position leftwards, take

up a couple or three strands of the stuif of single portion,

beliiwthc fold, briugiug the needle through the edge of

the fold likewise. Make a continuous succession of tine

Fig. 479. Hemming.

regular stitches thus, resembding teeth, which will confine

the fold closely to the rest of the material (Kg. 479).

All the skirt about

Was hemmed with golden fringe.

—

Hpen^er.

There are various other styles of hemming, Ijesides the

ordinary hem described above, such as Counter Hemming,
German Hemming, and Mantua Makers" Hemming. The
latter is empjloyed where the lidge formed will be of no

consequence, while spieed in finishing is an object. Lay
two pieces of stuif together, the raw edge of the nearest

to you a little below that of the other piece. Turn the

upper edge over the lower, and then fold both together

o\'er as iu ordinary Heuiming ; and Fell through the

doubde stuff, so as to lea^'e a projecting hem. forming a

ridge, instead of a flat one, such as would be suitable for

a border. In the seams of sleeves, pockets, bags, or skirts

it may be suitably used.

Oeriiiait Hemininij is a substitute for top-sewing.

Turn down the raw edges of both pieces of cloth to be

united once, and lay them one Ijelow the other, so that the

smooth top of tlie lower should not touch the edge of

the upper one, but lie just beneath it. Then Hem and

Fell the lower one to tlie cloth against which it is laid,

like hemming upside down.

The Counter Hem, although adopted iu the teaching

of very young children, is not a stjde to he recommended,

while it cannot be omitted in the list. The working of

this method is as follows : Mark one side of the materi-al

A, the other side B ; turn one edge down on side A,

turn the opposite edge down on side B, lay the fold

B under the fold A, Hem the edge A, then turn the work

over and Hem the side B, and liy this means never have

K K 2
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a wrong or right side. If the edge A were neatly Back

Stitched, instead of Hemmed, there could be no olijection

to the Counter Hem. The needle should be inserted in a

sloping direction—not straight upwards.

Hemp.—This plant is supposed to have beeu originally

a native of Persia. The inner filjrous Imrk is detached

from the wood by immersi'ju in pools of water, and made

into coarse cloths, cordage, and canvas. It is naturalised

in Europe and in England, as well as elsewhere. That

grown in this country supplies material for Towelling

—such as Huckaback, Buckram, Canvas, and cordage;

Russian and Polish hemp is converted into sails and

cordage, aud tlic Manilla into roiies. The hemp plants

gr.jw t<_> a height <jf about three to four feet, the stems

branching with alternate leaves on long foot stalks, the

flowers growing in clusters. Hemp is of the Nettle tribe.

Herodotus writes of it thus ;

" Hemp grows in the country

of the Scythians, which, except in the thickness and height

of the stalk, very much resembles Flax ; in the equalities

mentioned, however, the Hemp is much superior. The

Thracians make clothing of it very like Linen ; nor could

any person, without being vciy well acquainted with the

substance, say whether this clothing Ix- made of Hemp or

Flax."

Hem-Stitch.—A teim in needlework, designating the

hlode of producing a delicate kind of open-work, by drawing

together certain threads in the materia] of the stuff, to Ije

sewn in small successive clusters. Draw out a few parallel

threads in the cloth—whether linen, cambric, or muslin

—

at the head of a hem, and fasten up the upper and last

cross-thread to the folded hem aljove it, so as to prevent

its ravelling downwards ; thus leaving small open spaces

bietween each of the clusters of strands.

Hem Stitcli, Fojirij.^Scf EMBROIDERY Stitches.

Henrietta Cloth.—^A material employed for mourning,

the warp composed of spun silk, and the weft of fine

Saxony wool. It is stoutei' than Parramatta in the warp,

measures 40 inches in width, and varies in price.

Heariquez Lace.—Used iu Ancient Needle Lace and
in Modern Point. The finest thread is required to work

this stitch. To work : Take a twisted thread across a

space from one finished piece of \vork tij auothei'. and

a single one back very near to it. Twist a thread twice

round the second line, and Dakn a spot on l^oth ; twist

again on the single thread five or six times, and repeat

the spot. Do this to the end of line.* Then take the

two single threads across at a small distance from the

others, and keep the two apart by working a twisted stitch

between. Repeat the twisted threads and Darned spots as

before, and make the spots fall underneath the others.

Continue from * until the sjiacc is filled. Then work the

two single lines iu exactly the opposite direction, aud
make them go under and over in retuming. The Darned
spots must be worked in the spaces between where the four

lines meet.

Hercules Braid.—A thick corded worsted braid, which

is employed for trimmings. It varies in width from half

an inch to about 4 inches.

Herringbone-Stitch..—A stitch used in plain sewing,

and also in Emljroidery, lieiug a kind of Cross Stitch, worked

backwards, from left to right. It is chiefly used in the

making of seams in flannel, when a running having been

made, the two raw edges are turned back the one fi-om the

other, and the two either separately Herringboned, or else

the stitches are taken across the running into the material

beyond the raw edges, exactly parallel with them, and so

confining the loose strands of the flannel. Direct the point

of the needle to the left hand, and take up two vertical

strands, leaving four strands between the top row of

stitches and the lower one ; then re-insert the needle at

the fourth thread from the spot when it entered the

previous time on that row, so working backwards, from

left to right, that the threads successively drawn through,

aliove, and below, may cross each other diagonally, and

form a series, resembling the letter X, iu regular order.

The material should be held across the first two fingers

of the left hand. The stitch is employed in embroidery,

and with coloured silk, cotton, or wool.

Herringbone Stitch, Fancy. — See EmbeoiDEBY

Stitches.

Herringbone Twill.—A name liy which a soft slight

dress material is known. It is one of the varieties in the

Rampoor Chudda all-wool textiles, woven so as to resemble

Herringbone Masonry, and measuring 42 inches in width.

Hessians.—A strong coarse cloth, made of a mixture

of Hemp and Jute, which ia employed for the packing of

bales.

Hibernian Embroidery.—An Emliroidery with Satin

and Buttonhole Stitches upon velvet, silk, or net founda-

ticms, with coloured silks or filoselles. It is used for

lianner screens, cushions, and dress trimmings, and is but

little distinguishable from Satin Embroidery. To work

:

Trace the design upon the material, aud select a flower

Satin Stitch pattern. Fill in the stems of the flowers with

Satin Stitch, and work the leaves in Satin Stitch,

shading them with various colours. Work small flowers,

such as Forget-me-nots, "with Satin Stitch petals, and

finish them with French Knot centres. Work larger

flowers in Buttonhole laid over a padded sm-face, and fill

in their centres with beads, or work them in Raised Satin

Stitch. Form fern sprays with a number of Point
Lance Stitches, and wheat and barley with irregular

Satin Stitches worked over a padded foundation.

Hodden G-rey.—The word Hodden is evidently deiived

from Hoideii, or rustic and clownish, and thus descriptive

of a material worn by the peasantry. Hodden grey is a

cloth peculiar to Scotland, and made from the natural

undyed fleece. A black lamb is usually kept for it in

farming districts, as its wool is vci'y suitable for the

manufacture of this cloth.

Holbein Stitch.—Also known as Italian Stitch, and

used in Holbein Embroidery to cover the outline pattei'ns

that fcn'ni that work. The entire beauty of the stitch

depends upon its exact regularity. The idea of the stitch

is that both sides are alike, therefore every stitch must be

cither perfectly upright or horizontal, and accord iu length
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witli its complement. To work: Follow the exact outlines

of tie Embroidery with single Runnings wiirked with

great precision, and return back along the same line to

complete it upon both sides thus ; To work a straight line,

thread a coarse wool needle and Run the line with a series

of stitches exactly the same upon both sides, this produces

vipon the right side of the work a series of short stitches

with gaps of the same length lietween them ; return along

the line with another Running so that these gaps are filled

in, and a straight line upon both sides of the stuff is made.

To make a Vandyke line : Make with a Satin Stitch

every left hand line of the Vandyke upon the right side

of the work, the under side will have the right hand lines

of the Vandyke fonned with the under thread. In return-

ing along the pattern, make all the right hand lines of

the Vandyke with a Satin Stitch upon the right side of

the material, the underside will thus be completed with the

under thread forming the left hand Vandyke lines. To
work a Battlemented line : On the right side, work in

Satru Stitch all the upright lines, forming on the under

side with the under thread all the horizontal lines. Return

and finish the pattern by making all the horizontal lines

on the right side, the under threads of which will form the

upright lines of the Battlement upon the wrong side of

the material.

Holbein Work.—This is a modern revival of work that

was executed in the time of Holbein, and frerjuently to

be seen in his paintings. It consists of an outline Em-
broidery executed with great care and exactitude, so that

the right and wrong side of the work are alike. The
designs must all be carefully drawn to scale, and each

stitch worked so that it fills its exact place, and the one

next it so arranged as to be capable of meeting it. The

work, which is dm'able and quickly done, is chiefly executed

in flax aud linen materials, and used to ornament talde

cloths, towels, and other washing articles, aud it is then

worked with ingrain silks and cottons ;
Ijut it can also lie

Fig. tSO. Boruek in Holbein Wuhk.

used upon cloth or silk foundations, aud worked with

filoselles and fine crewels, and it then makes tea cosies,

mats, and cushions. To work, as shown in Fig. 480, a

design intended for a border to a table cloth, and con-

siderably reduced from its right size ; it is worked upon

course ecru colotu'ed linen with crimson ingrain silk.

Trace the pattern on to the linen with tracing cloth and

blue tracing paper. Work the short stitches with Satin
Stitch, and so arrange them that they cover the outline

at the back of the material equally with the front. Work
the Battlemented lines thus : First all the upright lines,

and then return back and form the horizontal, Run the

long hues and fill in the gaps by returning. Work all the

squai'es by Rtmnings, returning back until they are filled,

Work the single stitches with a douljle Satin Stitch.

Be careful to give the p<.)inted square look to each stitch,

as that is the characteristic of this work.

Hole Stitch.—A stitch used in Pillow Lace niakin;^ to

form holes or small round sp(jts in the centre of the thick

parts of a pattern. Numerous designs can be made by
the different arraugemeuts of these holes, of which one is

called Flemish Stitch, while a single hole is described

in Beaid.s, but whatever the pattern, the hole is always

made in the same way, although the number of the Bobbins
can be increased (jr decreased. To work : Hang on twelve

pairs of Bobbins, and work across from left to right in

Whole or Cloth Stitch six times; put up the pins each
side into their pricked holes, then divide the Bobbins into

two equal numbers, and put a pin in the centre. Take up
the left hand Bobbin, aud work Cloth Stitch with six

pairs up to the centre piu ; work back to the left with the

same six pairs without twisting or ptittiug up a pin at

the edge, tmst, and put up a pin, and leave the Bobbins

hanging. Take up the right hand Bobbins, and work with

them to the centre pin in Cloth Stitch, and return with

them without twist or pin to the right hand
;
put up a

pin, and work right across the whole twelve Bobbins to

the left hand, and enclose the centre pin, which makes
the hole. Keep the Hanging Boljbins while the stitch is in

progress drawn towards the centre pin, and when dividing

the Bobbins do not draw them away too much from the

centre, or a stretch}-, wide hole will be the result.

Holland.—A kind uf liuen. originally imported from
the Low Countries (whence its name), but now British

made, and chiefly iu Scotland. It is unbleached, and is

made in two descriptions—the glazed and unglazed. The

former is empjloyed for carriage or chair covers and trunk

linings ; the latter for articles of dress—men's blouses,

women's and children's dresses, and many other purposes,

Hollands may lie had fr(jni 3U inches to 36 inches in width,

including the rough, dressed, and undressed descriptions,

l.irown lawns, and Diills for boys' suits. A description of

Holland is employed for windi.iw roller Idinds. made in

cotton as well as linen. They ai'e highly glazed and

sized, so as ti.i lie less influenced liy dust, and are made

in white, blue, bulf, green, and in stripes of difi'erent

colours. The widths fiegin at 28 inches, and increase by

I inches up to 100.

Hollie Point.—A needle lace much worked in the

Middle Ages. The word is a corruption of Holy Point,

and was used to denote Church Laces whether formed of

Drawn or Cut Work, or with Darned Netting or Needle

Point when the pattern of the lace was a scriptural subject

or contained saci'ed emblems. Italy, Spain, Flanders, and

England all produced Hollie Points, the designs of which

were either figures illustrating the fall of Adam and Eve,

and other Old Testament events, i->r the Tree of Know-

ledge, the Holy Dove, and the Annunciation Lily, with or

without its flower pot. It was not until the beginning

of the seventeenth century that Hollie Point was used

for anything else but church pui-poses, aud the fashion

of wearing it -was first adopted by the Puritans in the

reign of James I. The designs shown in I'igs. 181 and 482
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are of great antiquity, and are executed in Needle Point,

and have l:>een used to adorn a child during its christening,

the round pattern to form the centre of the haliy's cap, and

the long, to ornament the " bearing" cloth or long garment

of fine linen that in ancient days was used when carrying

the child to the font, and which was always handsomely

decorated with lace. The stitch f(.>r this description of

HoUie Point is described in Hollie Stitch; it is a Button-

hole with an extra twist. To work the Border shown in

Fig. 481 : Take a piece of green linen or greeu leather cloth,

and tack it on something stiff, then lay upon it thi-ee

threads the length of the piece of insei'tion ; fasten them

firmly frtim the tmderneath, leave the three threads on the

green surface, then thread a needle with fine thread and

bring it up from underneath with a very small stitch, so as

to hold the three threads firndy together. Begin at the left

hand corner. First row—work 78 Hollie Stitches with

space enough between each for two stitches to come on the

next row under ; take the thread back to the left hand, and

in every row take up this thread with the lower part of the

stitch of the row above. Second row—work 4 and miss 2,

work 6, miss 2, work 6 and miss 2 alternately to the end of

the I'ow ; take the thread back to the left hand. Third

i'lG. 481. Edginc in Hollie Poixr,

row—work 2 and miss 2 to the end of the row. Fourth
row—miss 2 and work 6 alternately to the end of the r(.>w.

Fifth row—work 4, miss 2, and work 2 alternately to the
end of the row

; the four worked at the beginning must
not be repeated. Sixth row—work 6 and miss 2 alternately
to the end of the row. Seventh row—work 8, miss
work

2, miss

'-. miss work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work
rk 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2-

work 21, miss 2, work 14, miss 2, work 12, miss 2, work
2, miss 1, work 1, miss 1. work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2,

work 22, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work
1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 3U, miss 2,

work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work
2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2,

work 1(1. Eighth row—work 10, miss 2, work 0, miss

2, work 6, miss 2, work (!, miss 2, work l.j, miss 2, work 1,

miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 10, miss 2, work 1, miss 2,

work 1, miss 2, work 10. miss 2, work 4, miss 2, work
2, nuss 2, work 4, miss 2, work 20, miss 2, work 16, miss 2,

work 28, miss 2, work (i, miss 2. work (i, miss 2, work ti,

miss 2, work 12. Nintli row—woik 12, mis.s 2, work 2

miss 2, woik 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work

2, miss 2, work IT, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2,

work lO, miss 2. work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 10,

miss 2, work 4, miss 2, work 6, miss 2, work 4, miss 2, work

22, miss 2, work 20, miss 2, work 29, miss 2, work 2, miss 2,

work 2, miss 2, work 2. miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss

2, work 14. Tenth Y'>\\—woi'k 1 1, miss 2, W(jrk 6, miss 2,

Pit'. tS-'. C:r.cLE IK Hollie PoIsi.

woi-k 0, miss 2, work 1(>, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 10,

miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 10, miss 2,

work 4. miss 2, work 8, miss 2, woi-k 4, miss 2, work 18,

miss 2, work 21, miss 2, work 30, miss 2, work 6, miss

2, work H, miss 2, work lt>. Eleventh iv.)w—work 16,

miss 2, work 2. miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work

16, miys 2, work 14, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 12, miss

Fig. 4h:5. Ciucle i.n Hollie Point (Enlaeged).

'' work 4, miss 2, work 16,
- - • o

2, work 4, miss 2. work S, miss

miss 2, work 10, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss
work 10, miss 2, work 12, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1,

miss 2, work 14, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss
2, work 2, miss 2, ivork 18. Twelfth row—work 18, miss 2,

work 6, miss 2, work Iti, miss 2, work 14, miss 2, work 1,

miss 2, work 16, miss 2, work 4, miss 2, work 8, misa
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2, work 4, miss i. work 14. miss 2, work Id, luiss 2. -woik tl,

miss 2. work 8, miss 2. wm-k To. miss 2, work 7. miss 2,

work 14, miss 2, work (!, miss 2, work 2(1, Tliirtfcutli row

—

work 20, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work ("!, mis.s 2. woi-k 8,

miss 2. work 14, miss 2, work 22. miss 2, wrirk 4, miss 2,

work 6. miss 2, work 4, miss 2, work 14, miss 2, work

10, miss 2. wiirk G. miss 2, work S, miss 2. work Ik miss 2,

work 2, mis5 2. work 22. Fourteeuth row—work 22. miss

2, work 0. miss 2. work 10. miss 2, work 1. miss 2. work 1.

miss 2. work 1. miss 2. work 1. mis? 2. work 1, mis? 2. work

1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, mis? 2, work 1, mis? 2,

work 1, miss 2, work 1, mis? 2, work 12, miss 2, work 4,

miss 2, work 2, mis? 2, work 4. miss 2, work 14, miss 2,

work 12, miss 2, work 4, miss 2, work 0, miss 2, wrirk 1, miss

2, work 1. miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1,

miss 2, work -5, miss 2, work 4, miss 2, work 14, miss 2, w.jrk

24. Fifteenth row—work 20. miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 6,

miss 2, work (5. miss 2, work 33, miss 2, work 12, miss 2,

work 4, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work -5. miss 2. work 14.

miss 2, work 12. miss 2, work 11, miss 2, work 1. miss 2,

work 1. miss 2, work 1. miss 2, work 1. miss 2. work 1, miss

2. work 1, miss 2, work 10. miss 2. work 14, miss 2, work 2,

miss 2, work 22, Sixteenth row—woi'k 22. miss 2, work 10.

miss 2, wort 2. miss 2. work 1. miss 2. work 1. miss 2. work

1. miss 2, wort 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, wm-k 1, miss 2,

work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, wurk 1, miss 2, wurk

11, miss 2. work 10, miss 2, WLirk 14, miss 2, w.,rt 2.

miss 2, work IS, miss 2, work 7, miss 2. work 1. miss 2,

work 1. miss 2, wort 1, miss 2. wiirk 1, miss 2. wi irk 1, miss

2, work 1, miss 2, work 10. miss 2, work 10. miss 2. work 24.

Seventeenth row—work 2(1. miss 2. work 2, miss 2, work

10. miss 2. work 27. miss 2. wnrk 2. miss 2. wnrk 0. miss 2.

work 10. miss 2. work 10. miss 2. work 2. miss 2. work 19.

miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work l,miss 2, work 1. miss 2. work

1, miss 2, work 1. miss 2. W(a-k 1. miss 2, wiirk 1. miss 2,

wort 1, miss 2. wort 1. miss 2. wort 1. miss 2, work 1. miss

2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 18, miss 2, work 2,

miss 2. work 22. Eighteenth rr.w—win-k 18. miss 2. work

6, miss 2, work 38. miss 2. work 10. miss 2. work 10, miss 2.

work lu, miss 4, work 2o, miss 2, work 7, miss 2, work 1

miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work

1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2. wi.irk 1, miss 2.

woi'k 7, miss 2, work 1-5. mis? 2. work 0, miss 2. ivork 20.

Nineteenth row—work \u. miss 2. work 2. miss 2. work 2,

miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, work 34, miss 4, work 2. miss 2,

work 2, miss 4, work 2, miss 2, wort 1, miss 1, work 1, miss 1,

work 1, miss 1, work 1, miss 1, work 1, miss 1, work 1, miss

1, wort 1, miss 1, wort 1, miss 1. wort 1. miss 1. work 1,

miss 1, work 1, miss 1. w^.rk ] . miss 1. wort 22, miss 2. wort

10, miss 2, wort 1, miss 2. wort 1, miss 2, wort 1. miss 2,

wort 1, miss 2, wort 1, miss 2, wort 1, miss2,w.)it lo, miss

2, wort 11, miss 2. work 2, miss 2, wijrk 2, miss 2, work 2,

miss 2, wort 18. Twentieth row—wort 14, miss 2, wort

6, miss 2, wort 6, miss 2, wort 30, miss 2, wort 4, miss 2,

wort 2, miss 2, wort 4, miss 2, wort 4, miss 2, wort 14,

miss 2, wort 30, miss 2, wort 4, miss 2, work 6, miss 2,

work 1, miss 2. work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 2, wort 1, miss

2, work 1, miss 2, wort 6, miss 2, wort 4, miss 2, wort 8, miss

2, wort 6, miss 2, work 6, miss 2, wort 16. Twenty-first row

—wort 12, miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, wort 2,

miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, wort 28, miss 2, wort
4, miss 3, Wort 7, uiiss 3, work 4, miss 2, work 4, miss 2,

wort 14, miss 2, wort 28. miss 2, wort 10, miss 2. wort 8,

miss 2, wort 0, miss 2, wort 9, miss 2, wort 7, miss 2, wort
2, miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, wort 2, mis? 2. wort 2, miss 2,

wort 2, miss 2, wort 14. Twenty-second row—wort 10.

miss 2, wort 0. miss 2, wort 0, miss 2, wort 0, miss 2, wort

20, miss 2, work 4. miss 2. work 11. miss 2. work 4, miss 2,

work 3. miss 2. work 1. miss 1. work 1, miss 1, work 10,

miss 2, work 1, miss 2, work 1, miss 1, work 24, miss 2,

workO,mis32, work 10, miss 2, work 8, miss 2, work 7, miss2,

wort 5, miss 2, wort 0, miss 2, wort G, miss 2, woi-k 6,

miss 2, work 12. Twenty-third row—work 8, miss 2, wort
2. miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, wort 2, miss 2, wort 2, miss 2,

wort 2. miss 2, work 2. miss 2, work 2, miss 2, wort 24,

miss 2, wort 4. miss 2. wort 11, miss 2, wort 4, miss 2,

wort G, miss 2. wort 1. miss 1, wort 1, miss 1, wort 9,

miss 2, wort 1, miss 1, wort 1, miss 1, wort 24, miss 2,

wort 1, miss 2, W(irt 0. miss 2. wrirk 4, miss 2, work 4,

miss 2, work 1, miss 1, work 1, wiirk 4, miss 2, work 2,

miss 2, work 2. miss 2, work 2, miss 2 work 2, miss 2,

wiji't 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, wfnt 2, miss 2, work 10.

Twenty-fourtli row—wcjrk G, miss 2, work G, miss 2, work

G. miss 2. work G, miss 2, work 0, miss 2, work 21, miss 2,

wort 4, miss 2. work 11. miss 2. work 4, miss 2, work 8,

miss 2, Work 1, miss 1, wmt 1, mis? 1, work lO, miss 2,

work 1. miss 1, work 1. miss 1. wort 20, mis? 2, wort 10,

miss 2, wort lO, miss 2, wrirt 8, miss 2, wort 0. miss 2,

wort 0. miss 2, wort G, miss 2, work G, miss 2. work 8.

Twenty-fifth row—work 4. miss 2. work 2, miss 2. work 2,

miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2,

work 2, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, wrut 2, miss 2, work 2,

miss 2, work 18, miss 2, work 0, miss 2, work 7, miss 2,

work 4, miss 2, work 12, miss 2, wort 1, miss 1, wort 1,

miss 1, w-.".rt 10, miss 2. work 1, miss 1, work 1, miss 1,

work 26, miss 2, work 6, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, work 6,

miss 2, work 6, miss 2, work 2 to the end of the line.

Twenty-sixth imw—work 2. miss 2, work 6. miss 2. work

6. miss 2. work 6, miss 2. work 6, miss 2, work 6, miss 2,

wijrk 14, miss 2, wrjrk 0, miss 2, work 2, miss 2, wort

4, miss 2, wort 20, miss 2, wort 14, miss 2, wort 26, miss 2,

weirt 1, miss 2, wort 1, miss 2, wort 6, miss 2. work 1. miss

2, work 1. miss 2,w-.;>rk 8, miss 2. work 0. to the end of the line.

Twenty-seventh row—wrirk 2. miss 2. wtut 6, miss 2. work

6, miss 2, w.jrk G, miss 2, wort 0, miss 2, work 6, miss 2,

work 0, miss 2. ^^ork 14, miss 2, work 3, miss 2, work 2, miss

2, work 3, miss 4, work 25, miss 2, work 14, miss 2, wort 48,

miss 2, and wort 2 to the end of the line. Twenty-eighth

row—w.jrt (j and miss 2 the -whcde reiw. Twenty-ninth

row—wort 2 and miss 2 to the end of the line. Thirtieth

row—wort 6 and miss 2 to the end of the line. Thirty-

first row—work 2 and miss 2 the whole line. Thirty-

seeond row—miss 2 and wort 6 the whole line. Thirty-

third row—miss 2 and work 1 the wlitde line.

The cirele shown in Fig. 482. and given in an enlarged

scale in Fig. 483. is worked in the same manner as the

edging with regard to the fcirmation of the stitches, and

as they can be counted from the illustration, it is needless

to enumerate every line. Work the centre round of the pat-

tern first, and commence with thirty-six HoLLiE Stitches.
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which inci-ease in every line xmtil the centre of the circU^

is reached, and then decrease the stitches in the same

proportion. After the centre is finished, work a row of

open HoUie Stitches quite round it, and increase to widen

this circle by working two stitches into one in the centre

of every thick point. The line of thread is put round every

line as before. Should there not be sufficient increase by

working two stitches into one at every thick part, also

increase at every open space in the same manner, but

as this depends upon the thickness of the Honiton thread

used, it can only V.)e regulated by the worker.

Hollie Stitch.— The Stit(di used in making H<dlie

Point is a description of Buttonhole, and is worked as

follows: Fasten a thread across from right to left of the

work, and place the needle in and draw up as if com-

mencing a Buttonhole; put the left hand thumb firmly

on the thread, and twist it round, then thread, pass the

needle into the loop on the right of the thumb, and draw up.

Commence each line of stitches from the left hand side of

the lace and work to the right, then throw the thread

back to the left and commence another line there, working

each stitch int<.) the lower part of the stitch above it in the

first line, and enclosing the thrown thread. The stitch, as

Fia. l-^t. HfjT.LiE SiiTiir.

shown in Fig. 48J-, is worked wide apart, and f(.)ruis a line

of open work Ijctween the thic'k pattern in -the lace, but the

thick and the open parts of Hollie Point are worked iu

the same stitch ; iu the thick these are placed close

together, in the open, the space of two or more stitches

are missed.

Hollow Spots.—Sec Crochet, page 12.5.

Homespun. — A coarse and ratlKu- loosely woven

woollen material, employed for men's and women's dresses.

The origin of the name is derived from the circumstance

that, in former times, women used to spin the wool at

home, and semi it to country manufacturers to be woven
into cloth. It has latterly been brouglit into fashion by
some members of the Scottish noliility, who probably pro-

cured it from their own tenants f<jr counti'y wear ; and it

has been successfully imitated liy the manufacturers, in

both fine and coarse qualities.

Honeycombing.—A term used to describe a pattern

formed in silk, or any material equally thin. There are

two methods of producing the effect of a Honeycomb : that

in Plain Sewing is as follows : Make Runnings diagonally

across the material, the distances between each depending

on the proportions of the piece of textile to be covered.

Then cross all these Runnings again diagonally from

comer to corner, and draw up each thread so as to pro-

duce diamond-shaped cells of locjse and partially puffed

appearance. For the second method, see Embeoideey

Stitches.

Th.' ett'e("t of Honeycombing is produced in C(?rtain

kind of canvas, used for embroidery, and in towelling.

Honeycomb Knitting.—Sec Knitting.

Honeycomb Stitcb.—Sec Embeoideky Stitches.

Honiton Application.—This form of Honiton Lace

was at one time popular, and the lace thus made and

applied to a hand-made ground is most valuable. At

the present date the Honiton Guipure is more worked

than the Honiton, Application. This latter is formed by

working the lace sprays on the Pillow, and then adding

to them a Brussels net ground formed either with the

needle or on the Pillow. The lace so finished is very

valuable, but from the length of time the ground takes to

form, and from the fineness and consequent dearness of

the Antwerp thread used, hand-made net grounds are

rarely worked except for royal trousseaus. The principal

Honiton Application now made consists of working the

Honiton Sprays on the Pillow, and laying them upon

machine-made net, and sewing them down to it in the

following manner : Cut out upon blue paper the exact

size of the lace to be made, whether it is a flounce or

only a small piece. Tack down upc)n this in their right

positions the various Honiton sprays, lay them right side

downwards upon the paper, and secm-e them just suffi-

ciently to prevent them curling over, but not tightly.

Over them lay the net cut the wrong way of material.

The net selected should be made of delicate thread, of a

cream and not blue white, and should be slightly stiff,

and with holes sexagou in shape. Pin down this net to

the paper without stretching it, ami then sew it to the

sprigs. Use Lund's No. 12 needles, and 175 lace thread,

and sew doTv-n the sprig to the net by passing the needle

through every other outer pinhole of the sprigs. Cut away

the net fnun under the sprigs where there are open parts in

the lace that have been (u-namentcd with open Fillings

and Oveecast round the edges of the net at these places

to prevent the net fraying, and turn in and sew Srmly

down the net at the outer edge of the lace. When the

net has tieen joined to the lace, cut the tacking threads

at the Ijack of the blue paper, and pull them carefully out,

take off the lace and slightly iron the net side over. To

work the ground, .see Net Geound.

Honiton Crochet.—See Crochet, page lOS.

Honiton Ground.—This is used in Honiton Lace, and

consists of filling in with a number of Bars, that cross each

other and form diamonds, the groundwork of the lace. To

work : Rule blue paper into a number of diamond lines,

a quarter of an inch apart. Tack the sprays of Ince face
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downwiirds to tliis piiper, pin the jiapei' <in to the pillc_>w,

iind work alony the liucs. Work all tbe lines first that go

in one direction. Hang on to a line four pairs of BoMiins,

and work in Stem Stitch with a Pearl Edge down to

the end of that line, and for the others going in the same
direction. Then work the cross lines in the same manner.

l:>ut make a Sewing as each line is ci'ossed by drawing

the loop nndenieath the line to lie sewn to, and passing

the other through it. When the lace is reached in any

part make a Rope Sewing or pLiit Beginnees" Stem to

the next line, if at all possilde ; otherwise tie up and cnt

off the Bobbins, after having fastened them with two

Sewings to the lace.

Honiton Guipure.—The form of Honiton Lace now
worked and described under Honiton Laoe.

Honiton Lace.—The first laces made in England were

the Cutworks and Darned Laces, and to these succeeded

the Bone Laces, a manufacture brought from the continent

by early emigi-ants. The record of the first making of

Bone Laee in Devonshire is obscure, but Honiton was
the centre of the trade in the time of Queen Elizabeth,

and it is believed that Bone Lace was made there in

the very early part of her reign. The laces then made
were a coarse thread lace, and plaited laces of gold and
silver thread, after the Italian and Greek Reticellas.

The making of English Lace was from an early date

protected by Royal enactments, which forbade the import-

ation of foreign laces, and particularly excluding Elemish

laces. The Honiton Lace workers attempted to imitate

Brussels Lace. The lace they made was largely woiTi

at the Court of Charles II., but it was very inferior

to the true Brussels Lace, the delicate Fillings and

open work stitches so profusely .scattered over that lace

being omitted, and heavy Guipure Bars substituted: the

patterns also were not true copies of the originals, but

rendered unmeaning by the coarseness of the thread used,

and by the alterations njade in them. Queen Anne
repealed the lace edicts, but Georges II. and III. reinstated

them, and as by this time the Guipure Bar Ground in

Honiton Lace had been succeeded by the working of the true

Bi-usaels Ground or Vrai Rcseau, and the patterns formed

of detached flower sprays, English lace improved, and

gradually became almost unrivalled. The workers executed

the Vrai Rcseau with the finest of Antwerp thread, and

with gi-eat delicacy, and as the sprays used could be made
over and over again by the same worker, great precision

and beauty were attained in the manufacture; and during

the forty years preceding 1820, the Honiton Lace produced

stands unrivalled by its contemporaries. After that date,

when machine made net was first introduced, the trade fell

into obscurity, the patterns being designed by the workers

themselves, and debased in composition, and although

attempts were made by the R(.iyal family to raise the

manufactiu-e, the lace produced was re.jeeted by the foreign

markets, and it was not till the International Exhil:>itions

opened the eyes of the traders to the importance of good

designs that they were again sought out or designed, and

the lace reinstated into its old position. The present manu-

facture of Honiton Lace is almost exclusively confined to

the Honiton Guipure, in which detached sprigs, after being
worked, are attached to each other with fine Buttouhcile

Bars, or else joined with stitches; Himitou Application or

the detached sprigs sewn to ujachine net is also made, Ijut

not so frequently as the Honiton Guipure. Nearly all

Honiton lace is made of white thread, but when black

Honiton is required it is made (.if fine ingrain black silk,

the only material that takes a sufficiently rich Idack colour.

White thread will not dye l.dack, liut a rusty birown, s<j

lace worked with it should never be alter(,'d to black lace.

Working with silk is more ti'oublesome than wcjrking with
thread, as the silk loosens after the stitches are made
unless carefully manipulated. In thc^ present stage of

Honiton Lace making there is ev(.'ry reason for the lace

C(mtinuing to form a. valuable article of ccmimerce;

the woi-k produced is extremely white and delicate, is

Fig. i8.5. Hokitun Lace Sprig.

executed with great care and from good designs, and is

remarkable for its Raised Work, or Work in Relief, of the

finest description. The making (jf it can lie acquired by

all who possess a g(jud sight and touch and a certain

amount of patience.

The materials for making Honiton Lace are as follows ;

The pattern, traced as a whole, and portions of it separately

pricked, known as Passenients, and upon which the lace is

worked; a Pillow with Covering cloths. Lace and common
Pins, Pincushion, fine Crochet Hook, Needlepin, six dozen

Bobbins, Honiton Laee Thread (Nos. 196 and IToi, and the

shiny lace thread called Gimp.

The chief stitches used in the Lace are described undei'

their own headings, as they are used in other Pillow Laces.

The two most important are Whole or Cloth Stitch, an

imitation of close weaving, and used for all the thick
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outlines of flowers or thick leaves, &e., and Half, or Lace

Stitch, used for lighter parts of the outlines, or lighter

leaves. After these come the Fillings, or open stitches,

used to lighten the centres of the patterns. These include :

Diamond Holes, Chequer, Dame Joan, Flemish, Fibre, Lace,

Net, Open Dots, Star, Vandyke and Cross Tracing ;
Wheel,

Cucumber, Long, Crinkle and Square Plaitings ;
Devonia,

Houitiin. Italian, and Net Grounds ; Plain, Pearl, and

Inner Edges; False Pinholes; Buckle, Beginners", and

Ordinary Stems ; Branching and Centre Fibres ; Head-

ings ; Footings ; Twists ; Tracings ; Vandyke Tracings
;

Gimps ; Knots ; Rope and Return Rope ; Carves ; Circles
;

Turns.

Besides these recognised stitches, there are certain

and when it is used in the lace and more is required, unwind

from the Bobbin by lifting the Half Hitch. Divide the

Bobbins into two sets ; one set, consisting of three pairs or

nrore, are called the Workers, or Runners, and really form

the lace as they work backwards and forwards, from side to

side, over the Hangers, or Passive Bobliins, which simply

hang down the pillow, and should be spread out in a

fan shape there, and not allowed to lie together in a

heap. The increasing and decreasing the width of the

lace is managed by adding or cutting off Bolibins in

pairs at the pinholes, or by spreading out the threads

over a wider surface, or drawing them closer together;

the latter plan can only be pursued at small increases

or decreases, or when rounding curves. The Bobbins

Fui. 4>ti. HONITON LACE-PorPY AND BKJONY DESIGN. (Piest Part.)

other implements

is properly made

;

manipulations with the Bobbins and
that have to be learnt before tlie lace

they are as follows
: When holding the Pillow on the knee

let it rest against something that will resist it, and
arrange it so that the wcjrker does not stoop. Always treat
the Bobbins as pairs, with the exception of the Gimps, which
hang on with the other Bobbins so as to lie on each side
immediately inside the pin. Hang the number of Boljbins
required for a leaf or other part of a pattern at the tip or
base of the part as directed, tie them up first in pairs, with
the knot that secures them placed on the passive Bobbin,
and then knot all the ends together in one big knot, through
which stick a pin, and put it into the pinhole. The leng'th
of the thread from the Bobbin to the knot is four inches

and change their positions so continually that it is useless

to put a distinguishing mark upon them, but an expert

lace maker understands the order they should be used
in, and mentally numbers them. The threads twist

and tangle themselves together as they lie, and when
the pillow is put down—this roughens the thread and
renders it brittle, and it is one of the chief difficulties

that a beginner has to encounter, as every twist must be

patiently undone, an extra one causing a hole in the work.

Knots and rough brittle places in the thread require to be
wound out of the way and the thread cut off, and a fresh
Bobbin put in, or the lace is rendered coarse and uneven.
The Bobbins, when working, should not he looked at, the
pins should be stuck in rather slanting and only far
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enough to hold the kce, ami the hands used together

simultaneouslj' to pass the Bobbins over and under each
other mechanieally. and without folLwing them with
the eye, which should be fixed on the lace ready to detect

an error in the making. Take out any false stitch and
rough or untidy Lx>kiug holes, hy patiently untwisting

the Bobbins until that part is reached. The lace is

executed upon the wrong side, so that all irregularities and
Knots should be upon the upper surface. Ornamental
FilKngs are worked upon the wrong side, unless directions

to turn the work are given. Good lace will present a

firm and compact surface, the pinholes in it will be close

together, the open stitches an<l holes of uniform shape

and size, and the edge firmlv twisted : while liad lac-

down the stem of the front leaf; at the tip hang on
four pairs of Bnbbins, which fasten down on the pillow
and leave. Turn th.- pillow and work down the side

of the leaf where the Cloth Stitch is sliowu with the

six pair worked with before, hungiug on another pair

near tlie end, and when the flo\\er is reached Sew two
pair to each Pinhole, Tie and cut off. Return to the

tip, pick up the four pairs of Bobbins left there, and work
down in Half Stitch, adding a pair at the widest part

of the leaf, make a R(3PE Sewing to next leaf, work half

of this in Cloth Stitch, as far as the reverse fold, there

turn and work the other half, finishing in the tinwer as

before. To complete the leaf hang on seven pairs of

Bnb'iins at the tip, and w.)rk the rever.se fold. Commence

Fig, 1S7, HONITON LACE-POPPi' AXD BEIONY DESIGN. (Secoxd P.ietJ

will fail in all these particulars, and present an untidy,

dragged appearance. Before commencing any Lace

pattern, leam the stitches hy working them as braids.

See Beaids.

To work the Honiton Sprig shown in Fig. 485 (page 257)

:

Prick out the pattern upon parchment, Deess the Pillow,

and commence with the middle round of the flower, where

the HaK Stitch is drawn. Hang on six pairs of Bobbins

and a Gimp, work round the inside petal in Half
Stitch, then hang on another pair of Bobbins, and

work round again. Sewing to one edge, then work round

the last time half the way in Half Stitch, and the

remainder in Cloth or Whole Stitch, cut off the

Gimp and two pairs of Bobbins, and work Fibbe Stitch

the third leaf at the flower, Sewing to each pinhole two

pairs of Bobbins for four holes, work the leaf in halves in

Cloth Stitch with an open Fibre. The centre of the flower

is now filled in with Square Plaitings, which have to be

carefully worked, as there is no securing stitch between

them; twist the threads twice instead of four times, and to

keep the Bobbin worked the second from pulling, lay it with

its pair, back on the pillow, so that the threads are slack,

while the next Square Plaiting is made with pairs three

and four, and the pairs nearest them. The flower being

finished, the stalk is next worked. Commence at the tip of

the tiny leaf near the bottom, hang on eight pairs of

Bobbins at the tip, and work in Cloth Stitch ; cut off a

pair of Bobbins as the corner is turned, and work up to the

LL 2
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reversed leaf; her,' bang on five pair, and leave six behind

with whieh to wnrt the stalt, and work Stem alouff the

upper part of the right hand side of the leaf and the lower

of the reverse fold, return with eight pair (adding a pair)

and work first in Half Stitch, then in Cloth Stitch, and cut

off the Bobbins at the end. Pick up the Bobbins left on the

atalk and work with them to the top bud as before, work

Stem roimd one side and across the top of the calyx ; add a

pair of Bobbins, and work the bud in halves, connecting the

first row to the middle row of stem. Cut off the Bobbins

when the calyx is finished, and hang on at the main stalk

for thi> other bud. Work according to pattern, but at the

turn (if the stem, where the bud springs from thi' calyx,

make a piuhdle at the Inside Edge instead of a Turning
Stitch, whii'h will ln'ing the inner edge into a peak. Work
the three small leaves, two in Cloth Stitch and one in Half

Stitch, with six pairs of Bobbins. For the largest half-

opened flower : Begin at the liottom of the h.iwest petal,

and work the three middle ones in Raised Work and Half

Stitch with eight pairs each. Hang on eight pairs of Bolj-

bins at the tip of each back petal, and work them in Cloth

Stitch. For the calyx : Begin at the tip of the lowest leaf

with six pairs, work that and the middle one, then up the

outside petal of the flower in Cloth Stitch, and do the open
)>ack petals

;
pass the thread across the one closed petal in

a Plait. Finally work the third calyx leaf with nine

pairs of Bobbins, as it is worked over the middle leaf, and

Sew to the Raised W(jrk strands. Cut off three 2:>airs, and
work Stem to the main stalk; c;'oss this and work the

hoUdw leaf. Comuience the (jther flower at the tip of the

middle calyx leaf, witli six pairs of Bobbins in Cloth Stit<'h,

then work the two middle petals in Half Stitch; work one
o\'(ir thi' calyx leaf, which connect at the tip as it crosses,

then the ealyx in Half Stitch and Stem to the uuiin

stalk. Return to the flower : Work the upper calyx leaf

and up the side petal in Half Stitch, then the open back
petals, and d(jwn the lower side petal in Cloth Stitch, and
finish with the lower side calyx leaf in Cloth Stitch. Work
the stalk of the flower and the two leaves on the main stalk

in Branching Fibre. Cloth ,and Half Stitch.

The Poppy and Briony pattern given in Figs. 48ti and 487

(pp. 258 and 2-59) is a Honiton Lace pattern, into which
Raised Work is introduced, and should be worked by good
lace makers. The specialities of the pattern arc the inner
petals of the flower, the butterflies' wings, and all parts that

stand up in the bold relief which is the most difficult and
effective part of Himiton Lace. The long leaves which form
the framework of the pattern arc done first, then the inner
leaves, flowers, and buds. The border is then formed, the
ground filled in, and the lace rmpicked, and the same
pattern worked over the Passement until a flounce length
is completed. When the length is made, the lace is

tiiken off the Pillow, and the Relief Work an-anged with
a needle. Commence with the long leaf that has Van-
dyke Plaitings as a centi-e. Work with eight pairs of
Bobbins from the base of it, and carry Stem along the
inner side to the tip of leaf, turn, and work back. The first

two jags are made by spreading the Bobbins, adding more
if required

;
and following the course of the pinholes, as

the indentures become deeper, leave the three inside pairs

of Bobbins and carry Stem to the tip with the others, hang

on a fi'esh pair at each Pinhole and leave it liehind, when

the tip is reached, tui-n and work straight ))ack across

these new pairs. Pursue this pilan always when indenta-

tions stand out clear and square from a leaf; the number
of Bobbins left behind vary according to circumstances

;

the Raised Work usually requires five pairs, but four are

enough for a small indentation. When, however, the

points of the jags iim upwards, treat the indentations as

small leaves, and add extra Bobbins at the tip and woi'k

back down the point, making Sewings on one side to

prevent the hole showing where the stem first turns

upwards, and adil an extra pair there to be left behind

and worked in at the base. Work Fibre up the centi'e

stem, the open dots with Inner Pearl, the small dots as

Flemish Stitch, the zig-zag device on some of the leaves

in Vandyke Tracing and Cross Tracing.

The lace in relief has now to be worked. Begin with the

flower shown in Fig 488, detail A. This is worked flat upon

the Pillow, the centre petals first. Work round the inner

ring with five pairs, j(.nn the circle, add another pair and

work up fine side of petal, add three more pairs, then work

Cloth Stitch. Setting fir.st to the stem and then to the

Fio. 19^. HONTTON L.YOE -E.MSED Floweh. Demil a.

inner circle, add )iy degrees four pairs, and Sew twice
into each pinhole of the centre ring, to bring the Bobbins
round; as each petal finishes, gradually cut off the Bobbins
down to six pairs, then work the next petal. These petals

are not joined where they touch, Imt when the last is

finished and the Bobbins are cut off to six pairs, the back
petals in Half Stitch are worked over them. Each of

these take sixteen pairs of Bolibins; add them gradually

as the stem is worked. Work this stem one third of the

way round; work over the part already done without
minding it, take the pieces out, and leave it to be held

down with the covering petal. The difficult part of the

work is in the Sewings, which are attached to the inner

circle like the first made ones. To make these: Sew
the small petals to the outer strands of the circle, and
the large ones to the cross strands. Make three Sewings
in the same place when doing the final leaves, and when
these are finished put a Square Plaiting in the centre
of the flower, and cut off' the Bobbins. Finish the flower
l>y working leaf, stem, and seed pod in Half and Cloth
Stitch and Open Braid. The flower opposite the one
just worked is done in the same manner, the difference
in the effect being produced when the lace is taken off
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1

the Pillow hy the ikx'JIp. ono flowoi' beiut;' iiimle to fiild

up its petals, the otlici- to upi'U tliciii out. ('llINKLK

Plaitinos are worked iu tlie eeutre of this last flower ou

the right side, after the laco is taken off the Pillow.

The centre flower, shown iu Fig 489, Detail B, is next

made. It consists of three tiers of petals. Work the two

inside tiers in Cloth Stitch, the outside tier in Half
Stitch, and these last finish with Pearl where they form

Fig. 4S^. Honitos Lace—Centre Flower. Detail B,

the edge of the scallop. Work these petals iu the same

manner as those described for the first flower, the Sewings

being the most difficult part, which are made in the same

place three times over.

Next work the centre leaves and seed pods. Begin with

the stem of the dixiopiug one, and carry it round the curve

until it reaches the seed pod ; here upon the pattern are

two sets of pinholes iu the form of ovals—one inside the

other. Work the large oval first, and ca.i-ry Steri all

roimd it at the ba.se; hang ou eight more paii's of

Bobbins, and work Oloth Stitch to the tip, then cut

off the middle Bolil)ins, and h'ave five pairs on each side,

with which make the two points, and carry Stem tcj tlieii-

tips, and return to the oval, where Sew securely ; tie up

the Bobbins and cut them off. Thus, having finished the

upper part of the seed pod, take the pins out, and turn

the pod back on the Pillow, with a pin to fasten it;

hang on six pairs of Bobbins at the base of the inside

oval. Sew to the stem of the upiper one ; work Stem to

the tip, hang on seven more pair and a Gimp, and work

back in Cloth Stitch ; this being the foundation (jval

the work requires to be close and fii'ui; fasten onci.'

more to the upper stem, tie up and cut oif the Bobbins.

Take out the pins, bring the first oval down into its

place, and pin the small one over it ; when the Ground
is put in it must be sewn to the small oval. Fasten six

pairs of Bobbins to the stem where it intersects the

drooping leaf, work Stem to the large poppy, return with

eight pairs of Bobbins, and add gradually four more pairs

where the leaf widens, fasten to the flower where leaf and

flower touch, and work the second half of the leaf in the

same way, then tie up and cut ofl' the Bobl>ins. Work
the other leaf and then the stem of the upright seed pod.

This is made like the first one, except the finish, which

is Stem worked roimd the small scallops, and fastened

off and filled in afterwards with Crinkle or Plain

Plaitings.

Work the raised butterfly as follows : Commence with

the body, and work it with seven pairs of Boljbins, then

witl] fivi' pairs work the tracery inside the foundation

wings and carry Stem all r(.innd thi- foremost wing; do the

outside edge first, and ;is it is worked hung on a pair of

Bobbins at each pinhole, except at the three corners, to

which hang on two pairs ; leave these extra Bobbins behind

for filling in the wing iu Half Stitch, which commence
when the base is reached, and fasten the tracery with

a Sewing as it is passed. Pearl the wing of Butterfly

wdiere it forms the outer edge. In working the first

foimdation wing, leave oif at the further corner ; cut ofi

five pairs of Bobbins and work StL'Ui round the other wing

to tlie base, hang on two extra pairs at the three corner

holes and one at the remaining holes, leave these and
work with them the inside of the wing in Half Stitch,

then tie up the Bobbins and cut oft'. Now turn the wing
completely back, fold a piece of thin paper and pin it

down over it. Hang i.in five pairs of Bobhiins to the body

of the Butterfly, and work the wings iis before, but fasten

them to the framework leaves on each side. These wings

cannot be worked (jver the founilation wings on account

of the tracery.

The half open Biiony leaf needs a description, but the

Briony leaf and bud in Half Stitch, the tendrils, the

i

half opened flower, and the drooping bud can be worked
fi-om the illustraticm. For the Briony leaf : Begin at the

end of the tendril, follow it to the leaf, then continue the

Stem up the liaik. Hang on two pairs at the tip, and
work back iu Cloth Stitch. Sew t(j the outside strands

of the stem. When the fii'st division of the leaf is

rciiched. c;irry Raised Work to the tip. hang on two

e.Ktr;i piiirs i>f Bob) ins at th(.' first liolp ami one at each

succeeding hole, work straight back from tlie tip to the

Centre filiri'. Sew twice oi' thrice into each hole as there

are more outside than inside hfdes. Spread out the

Bobliins to form the next point of the leaf iind follow

thi' course of the outside holes; wlien that tip is reached,

aud the work is l.>eiug carried down the last edge, gathc r

the five pairs m.'xt to the pins in a cluster, which pass

Ijctween the working Bobbins in one I'ow and under them

iu the next like a Gimp. Ai-range the Sewings so as to

finish this side of the leaf neatly at the base. Turn the

pillow without cutting ott' any of the Bobbins, and work

back the revei'se way over the same ground in Half Stitch.

The Sewings to the stem must lie made to the cross strands,

and two or three in om.' hi>le ;
the; outside edge work in the

same holes as before, but not in Raised Work, for fear

of joining the two sides together in drawing the Sewings ;

compress or expand the work according to the holes, and

leave one unworked wherever the holes are close together,

so as to keep the outside and inside level. Bring a cluster

of five pairs of Bolsbins dowTi the side of the last point, cut

oif eight pairs, work to the tip, tie up the Bobbins, and leave

them there to work the ground with, which, when sewn to

this in any part, must be attached ti) the lace worked last,

and not to the lace below it. Fill in all the flower part of

the design with Devonia Ground, and then commence the

border and the ITALIAN GROUND.

The border is worked in Wheel Stitch and with

Diamond Holes. The latter is worked first, and re-

sembles Chequer Stitch worked slantwise ; Hang on
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eleven pairs of Bobbins at the tip of one of the border

leaves, thus— three Working pairs, and one Passive or

Hanging pair on each side next the pins, and six other

pairs in sets of three. Work from the outside across the

Hangers next the pins (called the side pair), twist the

Workers thrice, work three stitches, the last a Ttjening

Stitch, return to the edge, and twist the Workers before

doing the side pair. In the third row, work the side pair,

twist, work two, the last a Turning Stitch, and return to

the edge. Fifth row—work the side pair, twist, make a

Turning Stitch, and return, then work the side pair only

and back again ; this will luring the Workers down another

hole, and is the same as doing two SBWlNas together.

Twist all the Hangers, except the two side ones, four or five

times, and the preliminary diamond is made, and the work

slanted. For the rest of the Diamonds, work 1, twist,

work 3, twist, work 3, twist, work 1 ; repeat this row three

times, then, whichever side the row is finished, work over

the side pair and back again, twist the six middle pairs,

and work three rows, again twisting after the 1st, 4th, and

7th stitches ; one side will finish before the other, because

of the slant in the stitch ; wind up as commenced, working

across four pairs and back, then across three, and finally

across two pairs. When the Diamond leaf is finished, cut

oft' six pairs of Bolibins, and work the circle and the com-

panion leaf—the circle in Raised Work, the leaf in Half
Stitch, and the wheel as given in Wheel Stitch ;

this com-

pletes the border.

The grounding to this part of the lace is composed of

Italian Ground (which .s-eei.

The completion of this design is given in Fig. 486 : it is

almost similar to the first portion, the difference being, that

the Briony buds are worked in Che^jtjer Stitch, and the

butterfly with expanded wings in Half Stitch ; work it

separately, and sew on after the Italian Groimd is made.

The lace being finished and taken off the pillow, work

the Ceinkle Plaiting centres to the poppies, and then

adjust the Relief Work, Lay the laee on tissue paper,

and thread the finest pos.sible needle with lace thread,

and with them adjust the petals, sewing them to their

proper places. Make a little knot on the thread to begin

with, and to fasten oft' make a stitch, pass the needle once

through the loop, and draw it up and cut the thread off

close. For the first poppy, which folds ovei' towards the

middle, run a thread along the edge of the inner petals,

and draw them close or leave them partially open. The

opposite poppy, that curves its leaves back, arrange by

attaching the curved petals to the back petals, run the

thread at the back of the lace, and give two stitches to one

petal and one to another, but do not sew them I'egularly

down, but vary their ett'ect. The midille poppy requires

the inner petals to stand up ami the outer ti> lie down

;

treat them as described ab^ve. For the one side long-

flower, sew both sides together; the other flower, which is

mjre open, sew only partially, and catch the middle jx'tal

to the side ones. For the seed pods, sew the large oval to

the small one on both sides, but not at the tip, as this

should stand up. Fasten down the calyx of the opening

flower with a stitch at the tip, and sew on the loose

butterflies.

To stifl:en the lace : Boil a quarter of an ounce of rice in

a pint of water, strain when cold, and brush this over the

inside of the parts that are in Relief ; but only damp, not

thoroughly wet them. Brush over the ordinary Relief parts

with a camels' hair brush, but where a bold curve or round

is to be given to a petal, mould that piece over an ivory

knitting needle that has been dipped into the rice water.

The knitting needle is more effective than the brush for

stiffening the inside of buds or seed pods, and in fact,

wherever a rounded appearance to the lace in Relief is

required it will be found useful.

Houitan Trolly.—This is Honiton Lace with a Trolly

Ground, an:l was worked before Honiton lace became

celebrated.

Hood.—One of the various descriptions of head-dress,

equally adopted by the two sexes. In some countries ladies

employ them instead of Hats and Bonnets, made of cloth

of a light scarlet colour, and braided. They are also

attached to burnouses, and opera cloaks, jackets, and

ulsters. When employed for evening wear, they used to

\>i called Caleches. They form part of the Bedouin's

national dress, and the costume of the monastic orders.

They are also worn attached to thick coats or ulsters, by

sailors, on Arctic expeditions, and by soldiers engaged in

(•ampaigning and sentry work.

Hooh.00.—A check cotton stuff employed exclusively for

the African trade.

Hooks.—An appliance made of white metal wire bent

in the centre and pressed closely together, then bent

across so as to form a tongue, which may be passed

through an eye of the same metal wire, so as to make

a movable connection between them. The remaining

portions of the wire are each curled outwards—below

the end of the tongue formed,— and rounded into a

pair of small rings, by means of which the hook is sewn

to any material. They may be had both in black

and white, and of vai'ious sizes and thickness to suit

the textile and the dress of either men or women. They

are sold on cards, and also loose in bags of \ cwt., by the

lb., or the oz. ; likewise in papers of from 31b. to 61b. The

numbers run from four to eight inclusive.

Hoops.—A graduated collection of steel bands, either

enclosed in casings in a petticoat, or fastened together with

a succession of tapes, at regular distances, preserving the

form of a hooped-petticoat ; common kinds are composed of

whalebones, canes, or even of coarse hemp cords. This form

of dress extender has been fitly described as a " pyi-amidal

bell-hoop." There were also " circular bell-hoops "
; and

"pocket-hoops," besides other even more extravagant and
grotestjue varieties, which for more than 200 years were

successively in fashion, and since the time of Queen
Elizabeth, have had fitful extinction and revivals down to

the present day. Hoops extending only half way round

have also been in vogue, and small extenders of the

petticoats, called "bustles," worn just at the back from

the waist, reaching half way down the skirt, made of

crinoline, as well as whole petticoats of the latter material,

frequently supersede the use of the most ungraceful and

inconvenient Hoop. See Crinoline,
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Hopsacklng.—Thoce ai-e very cuLiv3e clutlis, miido of ii

combinatioii of Hemp and Jute. Sec Sacking.

Horrocks' Calico.—A snpoiinr muke of e;ili('o, s(i

called from tlie name of the manufacturer. These are

sold " A 1 " and " B 1," both 3i inches in width, and are

suitable for underlinen.

Hosiery.—In olden times the term—now altogether

restricted to stockings—used to denote men's breeches.

His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide

For his shrunk shaaks.
— Hhiil-especre.

Hosiery signifies every description of stockings and

socks. Amongst the former there are white cottun,

unbleached, stripeil, white merino, coloured merino, ribbed

merino, lambs' wool, cashmere, black worsted, both plain

and knitted. Each has its sizes, which are numbered from

No. 1 to No. 9 in stocks and stockings. The size is known

by a correspijnding number of small holes to be fijund

manufactured in the feet. Hosa and half hose, for men,

youths, and boys, are of the following description : Men's

lambs' wool, merino, worsted (bi.ith plain and knitted),

fancy stripes, and brown cotton (plain and knitted).

Women's stockings are also to be had in Lisle thi-cad,

silk (both plain and ribbed) with clocks only or open work,

and in various colours, as well as in black. The best

cotton stockings are the fine imbleached Balbriggan. The

several sizes of women's stockings are known as full size,

medium, slenders, and small women's. Under the same

term. Hosiery, other articles besides stockings and socks

are included, viz., all descriptions of underclothing worn

by men, and their ties, handkerchiefs, belts, and braces.

Hosiery-fleecy.—A textile of the common stocking

make, woven of fine fleeces of wool, the webs, when woven,

being cut up into waistcoats and other articles of dress.

Huccatoons.—A description of cotton cloth, manu-

factured in Manchester expressly for the African export

trade.

Huckaback.—A coarse kind of linen cloth, manufac-

tured in small knots at close and regular intervals, making
a rough face. It is employed for towels, and is very

durable. Huckabacks may also be had in cotton, and like-

wise of a mixture of both. The towels may be purchased

ready made in towel lengths, or cut from pieces.

Huguenot Lace.—An imitation lace worked some fifty

years ago, but now obsolete. It is made of a net foun-

dation, on to which aster or rosette shaped flowers of

mulled muslin are sewn. To work : Draw out upon pink

calico a simple pattern formed with rosette-shaped flowers,

with buds and single leaves connected together by a

flowing and entwined stalk. Back this pattern with

brown paper and tack the net to it. Prepare several strips

of muU muslin an inch in width, six inches in length,

double the muslin, and place the edges so that they

Meet in the centre at the back of the strip ; then fold it

mto points, thus : tura the corner of the strip down to

the back where the first broken line is shown in Fig. 490,

and make the second line, by folding the strip over the

first, turn also to the back, make the third line by folding

the closed strip over to the front, and the fourth by

folding the closed strip over to the back, the number of

points or folds required will depend upon the size of a

flower, every alternate point forming a petal. Thread a

needle with fine lace thread, ami run it along the muslin,

so that it follows the lines made by the folds, and as

shown in Fig. 490. Join the muslin together, and draw the

run thread tightly up so as to form a rosette composed of

points like the rosettes formed with Tape in Tape Work.
Sew this rosette to the net, attach every point or fold

securely to the net, and, carrying the thread quite round

the petal, make another rosette of muslin with a smaller

number of points, which sew inside the first so that the

two form a raised flower. Leave in the ccnti'e flower

Fig. 490. Hcijckn^it Lack. Detail .sh'iwing thl manner of
Making the i'LOU'EKS.

en^JUgh of the net foundation visible so as to have an eight-

armed Wheel wm-kcd over it. Buds are formed with nine

points of muslin. Prepare the muslin as before, but do

n(jt connect it together ; draw it up as a half circle, and

sew it in this shape to the net fjundation. Form leaves

like buds, but with only foui' or three points, and make
stalks and tendrils by Darning in tliree threads of lace in

the lines over the pattern. A glazy thread, such as is used

for Gimp, is the best for these lines. Edge the lace with a

number of leaves tacked close together with their pjoints

turning outwards. Numerous varieties of patterns can be

formed by altering the number of petals tn a flower, work-

ing Wheels surrounded by Overcast holes, and by using

fancy Darning Stitches about the net ; but the manner of

making the muslin petals does not vaiy.

I.

Idiot Stitch.—One of the names given to Tricot Stitch

(.see Crochet, page 128).

Illusion..—A French term, denoting a description of

silk tulle, made in widths of 54 inches and 72 inches.

Imitation Lace.—Machine made lace, made both of

flax and cotton thread, woven to resemble dift'erent kinds of

lace and small edgings. It may be had in many varieties

of width and finish, and is comparatively inexpensive.

It is chiefly made at Nottingham, and in the years 1817-19

English workmen established themselves at Calais, taking

with them a machine on the " straight bolt " principle,

and the manufactory there established has prospered and

kept pace with all the English improvements. There are

four varieties of superior quality made at Calais, and

St. Pierre-les-Calais, the Malines and Valenciennes imita-

tions amongst them. At Caen, Lille, St. Quintin, Cam-

bray, Chantilly, and Lyons, the machine made imitations

of lace, both in black and white, are very beautiful, and

scarcely to be detocted as imitations.
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Since the manufacture l>y machinery uf ornamental

Fig. 491. Ijiitatiun Hokiion Lace.

braids made of fine linen thread, numerous laces have

thick Needle made Buttonhole linCK. These can be S(.i

easily imitated liy the machine braids formed into patterns

and joined together with needle made Bars and Fillings

that hai'dly any kind of braid or tape lace has escaped

this copying. One of the simplest arrangements of these

machine braids is shown in Fig. 491, which is an imitation

of Honiton lace, carried out with the assistance of three

kinds of liraid. These consist of the open straight braid

used for the straight lines, the thick braid resembling Cloth

Stitch, and the open braid resembling Half or Lace Stitch.

The two last named are manufactui'ed in a series of ovals,

and not as straight pieces. To work : Trace the design upon

pink calico and tack down the plain straight lines of braid

t" it. Take the Half Stitch Braid, and, without cutting it

arrange it in a succession of Vandykes ahjng the upper part

of the pattei'n. so as to fill in where sh(jwn, and arrange the

Cloth Stitch Braid in a similar manner. After the Cloth

Stitch Braid is arranged, sew the alternate ovals composing

it thickly over so as to form the stem of the leaf, and then

tack on the Half Stitch Braid at the bottom of the pattern

in two Vandyke lines. Having thus tacked all the braids

in position, secure them together. Take fine lace cotton

and OvEKCAST all the edges of the ovals to the straight

I'lU. i'.i2. IMITATION VENETIAN LAUE.

been imitated with the help of these braids, particularly

those laces formed with thick Pillow made braids, or with

brai.l wherever (hey touch each other, and Overcast all the

edges of the three descriptions of braid and make CoRDED
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Bars and plain Wheels while Ovorcastnii,' ; and, as a

final finish, sew an oi-namental laee edgiuy tn the lower

edge of the pattern.

Fig. 492 is an imitation of hand made Venetian Lace,

and is worked with a thick Iji'aid, with a cord sewn

round its edge to imitate the raised Cordonnct of the

old Spanish and Yenetian Point. To work: Trace the

design upion pink calico and tack down to it a plain thick

linen Ijraid half an inch in width, and tack down and

neatly turn in this braid wherever the patterns ):iy its

sharp cur^'es and twists requires the Ijraid to be doubled
;

round all the edges of this broad Ijraid run a fine cord.

Fill in the open parts of the pattern with Wheels,
EscAHEK, and Point d'Espagne, and connect the various

untouched, and make- the Buttonholed Bars, which oma-
mcnt with PifOTS. Fill in the centres of the pattern with

various fancy lace stitches, and finally stitch down in the

centre of the braid a fine line cord, which forms the raised

CoRDONNET. The outer edge of the lace, ornament with

a bought lace edging.

Fig. 49.5 (p. 266) is a lace worked in imitation of the

Tape Laces of Italy and Greece. To work ; Trace the

piattern, outline it entirely with a plain thick linen braid,

and connect the various parts together with BUTTON-

HOLE Bars, ornamented with PicOTS. Fill in all the

spaces left between the outline braids with a single

Point de Bruxelles.
Imitation Breton Laces and Imitation Brussels LaceS

r^iT«'r>T._v£;
^tT»T.TtT.T.r.'y.y.T--T.r.T.T.T.T.TiT.T-.T,-»-;T.T.-r»TtT.r.Tty.Ti'y)T.TirATf» .T.^,"? .T^.Ti

;:Ii't*l>i>lT^V,^.y.Yt>^VlTiTiTiT»Tl'»i>riViTiViy.TlVty.-^.y,y_^,^^YYi7i,TlTtTtT.TiTty^T.T

Fig, 493. imitation GREEK LACE.

parts together with BUTTONHOLE Bars ornamented with

PiCOTS. As a finish, go over the cord forming the Cobdon-

NET. Leave this uncovered where plain in the design, but

Btitch it down to the braid, and work it over v.-ith fine

cotton and with close Buttonholes in some parts and m
others with thick cotton and in Rope Stitch to form the

difference in the edging. Where the Cordonnet is onia-

inented, work Point de Venisb as an edging.

Fig. 493 is an imitation lace resembling some of the Greek

Laces. It is worked with a braid made with an open edge

upon each aide, and thick in the centre. To work -. Tack the

braid upon the pattern, Overcast round all it.s edges,

taking care to keep the open lace-like look of the edging

being already described, can be referred tii. These differ

from the Imitation Braid Laces, as they are worked upon

net, to which a braid is sewn, and the fancy stitches orna-

menting them are formed with the needle, the net being

used as their foundation. Haythome's linen braid and

Mecklcnburgh linen thread are the best to use for all

Imitation Laces.

Another imitation lace is a modern Embroidery, in-

tended as an imitation of Spanish Lace. It is worked upon

fine linen or cambric, with Mecklcnburgh lace thread and

fine cord. To work as shown in Fig. 494 (page 266) : Trace

the design upon cambric and tack it to a piece of Toile

Circ. outline all thick parts of the design with a fine cord,

JM Jl
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which stitch down secxirely, and Buttonhole round the

outer edge of lace. Work the ground as follows ; Arrange

upright and horizontal lines of fine cord across the sjsaees

p#
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are Evening Dew, Running Watei', and Woven Air. One

piece of muslin, 4 yards long and 1 yard in width, weiglied

566 grains ; and another, 12 yards in length, and of the

same width as the former piece, weighed 1565 grains

The loom-figured muslins, called Jamdanee, are exqui-

sitely delicate ; the designs arc complicated, and, l:>eing

regarded as a chef d'o'iivre of Indian weaving, are the

most costly of the Dacca productions. The cijmmon un-

bleached calicoes bear names vai'ying with the localities

where they are made. Some of the Indian cotton cloths

are woven with coloured thread in imitation of English

designs, such as ''shepherds''' tartans. Indian cotton sail-

cloth is remarkable for its lightness and sti-ength. Chintz

and other printed falirics are pr(.>duced in many 2jlaci?s

here and tliere over the country, the former Iieing chiefly

manufactui'cd at Musulipatam, Arnee. and Sydaput, in

the Madras Presidency, where the cloth is known as

Kheetee. Those of Musulipatam show great variety, both

in quahty and in style. These manufactures are dis-

tinguished Ijy the native name of Galum Koui-ee. Besides,

some of the chintzes made for wnuien's clr.)thing show a

dazzling variety of colour, crimson, puce, pink, and green

all blended together. The common bleached cotton for

turbans is chiefly produced in the handlooms of Bhaiipore.

and those of the finest texture from Cashmere. Those made
in Sinde are rich and various in quality, ami the dyed

cottons produced for the same pui-jjose are some of them

very fine, and of great richness of C(jlour, which latter is in

some cases laid on with a stamp. Gold stripes decorate

certain examples, and others have an admixture of silk

and are fringed with gold thread, or have deep g( jld liorders.

Besides these cotton textiles, the woollen and hair fabrics

present many beautiful varieties, such as the Cashmere

Cloths, and those of camels' hair. The Puttoo is composed

of the rufeiior kinds of wool used for their shawls, which

latter are made of a sul:>stance like swans' down, growing

nearest to the skin underneath the thick hair of the Tibetian

goat, and which is called Pushum. The Indian Kersemeres

are unlike the Puttoos, being of rather a hard quality like

our own. Striped wooUen cloths are made in Nepaul,

Thibet, and Sikkim, the Cumblee being employed in cold

weather as a covering for the head and shoulders. Felts

are also made for cloaks, leggings, blankets, cushions, A:c.

The Cashmere Cloths manufactured into shawls forms the

most important loom industry of the Punjaub, which

about thii-ty or forty years ago was almost entirely confined

to Cashmere ; but, while the best kinds produced in the

Punjaub are those of Umritsur, none of them can compete

with the original manufactui'es of cashmei'e. One of the

best specimens of a Cashmere woven shawl, and weighing-

Tib., will cost as much as £300 in the country. Of cloths

for carpets and rugs there are five descriptions. One is

entirely of cotton, close and stiff in texture, and having a

smooth surface, They are known by the name of Sut-

tringee, are made all over the country, and are in almost

universal use, being very durable. Another cloth made for

the same purpose is of a mixed material, as the woof is of

wool. A third kind, made of cotton only, has a short

thick-set pile of cotton worked into it, while a fourth has a

pile of wool. Piece goods of cotton cloth are extensively

made in India for home usi-. and liki'wisi' for export,

including pocket handker.-hiefs.d'oylcys, and tabic mqikins,

largi> quantities lieing produced in imitation of European-
made exaiiipli'S. Calico clotlis, made in scarf patterns, are

some of them very liright in cijlour. They are woven in

half widths, and have a bordm' on one side, an<l two ijf

these scarves being sewn together, an entire scarf, bordered

on both sides, is intended to ))e produced. These have silk

lionlers and ends, and show an endless variety of both
colours and quality. They are also made with a union of

silk, and likewise of silk only. Cr.itton rep is a coarse cloth

used as a dri.-ss material and covering for horses by the

natives. Ci.itton Palempore for Ijcd covering is produced

in Bengal.

Silk textiles not being classed under the name of

' Cloths." do not enter into the present li.st of Indian

manufactures (for which see Indian Silks, and Indian
Muslin !. India was tlie cradle of cotton manufactures

and of cotton piinting: and she supplied Great Britain

with yarn and cotton textiles long previously to furnishing

the raw material. Dorcas. Jaconets, and Mulmul-i all

originated there ; and for hundreds of years Araliia. Persia,

and the eastei-n parts of Afi-ica were mainly supplied

thence with their cotton cl.jths, muslins, and chintzes.

India MusKn.—An exquisitely fine description of

Muslin, the uiost beautiful and delicate kinds of which

are produced at Dacca, in Bengal, especially the loom-

figured ones, called Jamdanee. The weavers woi-k under

sheds l)y the Itanks of the Ganges, and sizi.' the warp with

rice starch. Some of these muslins are chequered, and

three pei'srjns are then emjjhiyed in the manufacture—one

pulls the thread to form the design, another twists it,

and the third weaves it. Spinning and weaving are occu-

pations which may be followed without loss of caste.

Indian Muslins were first introduced into this country

about the year ISTO. Simple and primitive, as they still

continue to be, in the method of their weaving, they are

supei-ior to our own productions in their durability, and

the retention of their whiteness. There are different

varieties of Indian Muslin made ; some are figm-ed in

C'dours, others spotted with gold or silver, or else are plain

white cloths. Amongst them is the Mulmul, or a descrtp-

tion of Jaconet, which name is a corruption of Jagher-

nijut, only slighter in quality than ours ; others resemble

a soft, undressed, plain Buke. See Indian Cloths.

Indian Dhurrie.—A coarse description of thick cotton

cloth, imported tr_) this country from India. It is made for

hangings, curtains, and (jther articles of furniture. It has

a pattern consisting of very bi'oail stripes of eqtial width,

in lilue and red, or two shades 'jf blue, i-unning across

the cloth, and has a deep striped border. It somewhat

resembles a Rep in its style of manufacture, and measures

about a yard and a half in width.

Indian Embroidery.—Eastern Embniideries have for

many centuries excited the admiration of the world for the

nuignificence displayed both in their material and work-

manship. Four centuries Ijefore tlie Ijirth of Christ, when

the art in Europe was hardly commenced, the necdlewoik

that was displayed upon state occasions l.iy Indian princes

M M '2
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•was as gorgeous and as well worked as it is at the present

day, and full details of it were dilated upon by the

Europeans who travelled in those times. No Western

nation has ever attained to the profoiuid knowledge and

management of colour that the Indian workmen displayed

before their taste was corrupted by the introduction of

European dyes, and in no articles is this knowledge lictter

shown than in the numerous state counterpanes and

hangings that are still in existence, and which must be

seen before any conception of the untiring patience and

skill required in the working out of the elaborate designs

in stitches arranged in every conceivable form and colour

can be appreciated. Under the title of Inflian Embroidery

are included many varieties of needlework, of which the

principal are Cashmere work. Embroidery in Chain Stitch,

in Braiding, Embroidery upon CL)th, Muslin, or Net,

vary from £o(,> to £300, according to the needlework upon

them, and their value is generally decided by the height of

their borders, an inferior shawl being only worked to a

certain depth, and a rich shawl having a border nearly

filling up its centre. Cashmere work is generally done

upon silk or woollen fabrics, the colours of which ar3

red, black, green, and white, all of which are frequently

used in one piece of needlework. They are joined to-

gether, us in Inlaid Applique, so as to appear one piece,

and form in themselves masses of coloiu-, but they are

covered either with Satin Stitch Embroidery in shaded

floss silks, or with a number of stitches, such as Ceoss

Stitch, Point Lance, Hbehingbone, Back Stitch,

Point de Riz, and Knots, worked with twisted purse

silks. These stitches are not worked in the European

fashion in straight lines, or all in one direction ; on the

Fig. 496. CLOTH EMBKOIDEEY.

Embroidery in Floss Silk, and Quilting. Thi^se various

kinds of work are done in many parts of India, but take

their name from the districts in which they are especially

worked. All Indian work, with the exception of Floss Silk

upon Net and Muslin Work, is better for study than for

imitation, as it is impossible to give the time necessary

for an exact copy, and a partial one frequently perpetuates

all the faults and none of the beauty of the originals
;

but an European worker will do well t(3 study the

piolychrome effects produced, and the elaborate and y<'t

pure designs.

Cashmere Work is one of the principal Indian Em-
broideries, and the shawls imported to England of this

Embroidery are highly prized; in them the needlework

almost covers the material, and the work is can-ieil out in

every conceivalile shade. The prices these shawls command

contrary, an Indian worker rai-cly fills in two spaces of

the pattern alike, using continually the same stitch, but

altering the direction to suit the flow of the pattern, and

arranging it over the place indiscriminately, and filling

in with any other stitch or variety of the same that may
strike his fancy. The effect of the pattern is much increased

by this manner of Emliroidery, but it renders it almost

impiossible of imitation.

Cloth Embroiilenj is worked much in the same manner
as Cashmere Work, liut upon various coloured cloths, such

as black, red, and green. These are joined together as in

Inlaid Applique, and are either braiiled with gold braid or

worked with gold thread and gold silk in Chain Stitch,
or covered with conventional flowers, worked in flat Satin
Stitch, with brightly shaded floss silks. Much of the

C'loth Work in gold and silver, upon black and red grounds
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comes from Delhi, and is known as Delhi Wobk, but

Embroidery with coloured floss upon cloth is also (-ailed

by that name. Embroidery upon Cloth with gold or

silver thread is move easily copied than Cashmere work,

as it contains no elaborate stitches, and much of it is

simple Braiding, either with fine gvdd braid, Back-

stitched to the material, or with gold thread Couched

do^Tn upon the sm-face. Of this description is Eig. ISMi,

which is the half of an Indian cloth. To work : Join to-

gether, as in Inlaid Applique, different coloured cloths
;

make the outside rim of black cloth; also the centre

scalloped line ; the rest make of scarlet cloth, except the

centres of the pine-shaped ornaments ; make these alter-

nately of green and blue cloth. Form the fine curled

lines round the chief parts of the design with Japanese

o-old thread seT\-n to the outside of the material, making

the thicker lines with fine silver braid. Back Stitches

down, and work the round liosses and other ornaments in

Overcast and with blue and green floss silk.

Indian Chain Stitch.—This Embroidery is one of the

most ancient of all needleworks ; for a long time it was

known as Tamboui' Work, and then as Indian Work upon

muslin. It is executed in many forms, either upon Turkey

red twill, with white cotton, or upon muslin and net for

dress materials, or upon coloured cloth embroidered in

silk for articles that do not require washing. The stitches

used are Chain Stitch and a simple Knot ; most of the

patterns consist of outlines worked over with Chain Stitch

lines, and such places as the veins of leaves, the stamens

of flowers, ic, indicated by short Chain Stitch lines, or l;iy

a succession of Dots. The work when executed upon net

is not always in Chain Stitch, but is formed with a shiuy

thread Run along all the outlines and in and out the net.

Indian Work upon fine muslin or cambric is the same as

the fine Embroidery executed in Ireland upon the same

materials, except that it is almost entirely worked with flat

Satin Stitch and without open stitches.

Indian Floss Silk Work is of two kinds, one where it

is worked upon colotu-ed cloth or cashmere in elaborate

patterns of many shades of floss silk, and the other where

it is Embroidered upon plain net. The first named is the

handsomest, and large quantities of it are exported to

England. The patterns are generally geometrii^al designs

or conventionalised flowers and leaves, and the Embroidery

is executed so as to entirely conceal the material. The

stitch used is flat Satin Stitch for all the chief pai-ts,

and Rope or Stem Stitch for the dividing lines of a

pattern and the stems of flowers. Chain Stitch is also

introduced, but not to any extent. Some of the hand-

somest Floss Embroideries are those woi'ked with

white floss upon scarlet gromids, and used as scarfs or

sashes.

Indian Quilting Worh was carried to great perfectii.m

during the Middle Ages, and many specimens executed in

those early times are still preserved. The art in India is

still carried on, and though nothing is now produced there

equalling the old elaborate designs, still the least skilled

Indian worker will quilt up anything given him to wad, in

radiating circles and geometiioal designs, without any

pattern and with perfect accuracy. Much of the cdd

Quilting is done upon silk foundations, Ijut some is exe-

cuted upon cotton tissue, and so arranged that in places

the material is pufl'e(l up, and in others left plain, and these

last parts embi'oidei'ed with designs in many colours, or

the pattern is entirely f(5rmed with cpiilted lines arranged

as figures, animals, or fi diage. These shapes are not simply

indicated in outline, but are filled in with lines that follow

the right contours of the (jbject they delineate, and the

smallest spot upon a leopard, or the curl of a horse's mane,

is as faithfully rendered as the more important parts of

the work. Indian Quilting Work was brought to Europie

by the Portuguese, and from that country it spread

over all the continent, and it became a favourite needle-

work during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. See

Quilting.

Indian Floss Silk Embroidery.—This work is exe-

cuted upon black or white net with white or coloured floss

silks, and is an imitation of the floss Silk Embroidery made
by the natives of India. From the nature of the materials

used, the Emljroidery should not be subject to much wear
and tear, but it is not difficult of execution, is extremely

Oriental in appearance, and is suitaljle for brackets and
mautell)oards and evening di-ess trimmings. To work :

Trace out upon pink calico an Oriental design, composed
of conventional leaves and flowers, and work out the

design as in ordinary Satin Stitch Embroidery. Tack
down to the calico black or white net, and cover the

pattern over with a series of long Satin Stitches worked in

ttoss silk. Insert the needle in the lower part of a leaf,

and carry the stitch up to the top of the leaf, here twist

the' nei'dle round one mesh of the net just to hold the silk,

and cany the silk back to the lower part of the leaf on the

upper side of the net, so that none of the silk is wasted

at the back of the work. Work long Satin Stitches in

this manner over all the pattern, slanting them outwards

when forming the petals of flowers, and curving and sloping

them, when by so doing the lines of the designs are more
fully indicated. Work large leaves not from the top to the

bottom, as before mentioned, but with two lines of stitches

radiating from the centre vein, and stems with a number
of short slanting stitches. Designs in cream white floss

silk an.' more Oriental in appearance than those into which

colours are introduced.

Indian Hemp, or Sunn.—The fibre of the Crotalaria

jiincea, a totally different plant from the Canabis Sativa,

from which Hemp is obtained. See Sitnn.

Indian Iiace.—There is little trace of the art of lace

making to be found m any part of India, which is remark-

able in a nation endowed with such wonderful patience and

skill over the sister art of Embroidery. All the famous

Indian collections of gorgeous textihis and needlework

supply only a few specimens of a native lace, consisting of

a simple open meshed gauze, embroidered with gold and

silver of the poorest design and execution. The only other

work that at all resembles Needle made lace is a descrip-

tion of Knot Work made with a continuous series of thick

Buttonholes, every three stitches of which are drawn

together with a loop passed across them. These rows of

Buttonholes are only varied with lines of Chain Stitch,
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and the wliole forms a compact massive fabric, not

partaking in any way of tlie liglituoss and elegance of

lace.

Indian Point Lace.—One of the terms for Drawn
Work, -wliicli see.

Indian Silks.—Amongst tLe many varieties manu-

factured in India, five may be more especially indicated as

entering extensively into tlie English home-market.

Indian silks are classified as the " Cultivated" and the

" Wild." Amongst the former we import the Corah,

Mysore, Nagpore, and Rumchunder ; and from the latter

category, or Wild Silks, the Tusore, otherwise called

Tusah, and Tusar. There is also that called the Moonga,

a superior description of silk of the same class, but em-

ployed in the trade with Arabia. The Kincobs are Satin

textiles, decorated with designs in gold flowei's, and are

employed for ladies' skirts ; the Mushroos have a sm-face

of silk, but a cotton back, and are decorated with lo(jm-

embroidered flowers ; the silk brocades are very beautiful,

and are chiefly manufactured at Trichinopoly. Those

brocades with white silk flowers are from the Deccan,

though to be p)urchased in Madras. The most costly ex-

amples of brocaded silks are massively embroidered with

gold, and with silk stripes ; the costliest of all, produced at

Hyderabad, arc very striking in appearance, having wavy

stripes of rich yellow, pink, and white, combined with

gold. Silk stufl:", manufactured for trous(U-uig, is pro-

duced of the very slighest texture, 9 yards (jf which would

scarcely weigh as many ounces.

India Hubber.—Otherwise known by the French term

Caoutchouc, a gum obtained from a species of fig tree, or

Picas elastica, a native of the East Indies. Besides other

uses to which it is applied, Indiarubber is introduced into

articles of wear, which are thereliy made waterproof, and

into surgical bandages. When elastic materials are manu-
factured, such as bands, garters, and braces, and cloth

from which " spring-sides " of boots are made, the warp
only is composed of Indiarubber. See Elastic Textiles
and Webbing.

India Tape.—This variety of tape was formerly known
as Chinese tape. It is sold in large quantities, and is of

superior strength, and is made both sized and soft. The
numbers run from 00 to 12, and it may he had cut in any
length desired.

Indots.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Ingrain.—A term used in connection with textiles

dyed before being woven. The advantage of employing
them is that they can be washed without thei'cby dis-

charging their cohiui-s. The cotton cloth called Turkey
red, and the red marking cotton are what is called

Ingrain. There are also double and treble-ply Ingrain
caipets.

Inkle.—A kind of linen tape or braid, employed in the

sixteenth century as a trimming, ami worn on soldiers'

uniforms. It was made in diiferent colours—plain yelLjw,

plain white, or striped in blue and pink, or Idue and red.

It was much worn by the peasantry as a trimming for

di-esses and kats. The term Inkle had likewise another

signification in early times—viz., a particular kind of

crewel or worsted with which flowers and other designs

wei'c embroidered.

With her neeld (needle) composes

Nature's own shape, of bud, bird, branch of berry,

That even her art-sisters, the natural roses,

Her inkle, silk, turn with the ruby cherry
;

That pupils lacks she none of noble race

Who pour their bounty on her.

Pericles, Act V.

Inkle used formerly to appear in the list of Customs

duties described as ' wrought " and " unwrought inkle,"

or the plain and embroidered varieties.

Inlaid Applique.—The description of Applique, which .

consists in cutting out various pieces of material so that

they fit into each other, and joining them together without

their overlaying. See Applique.

Inner Pearl.—The Pearls are the ornamental loops

used in Honiton and other Pillow laces as a finish to the

edge of the design ; and the Inner Pearls are the same loops

woi-ked round an opening in the centre of the lace. There

are two ways of making these ; one with a Gimp, and one

without a Gimp. To work with a Gimp, as shown in the

Hollow Leaf in Pig. 497 : Hang on ten paii-s of Bobbins and

two Gimps at the tip of leaf, and work in Cloth Stitch

to the place where the opening begins. Work to the centre

of the row, stick a pin in the top hole, hang on a pair of

Gimps round it, twist the two pairs of Runners twice.

Fiu. !:' iNNEn IHADL WITH A GiMP.

make a stitch about the pin, and work first down one side

of the opening and then down the other. The inside

stitch is the Inner Pearl, and is made thus : Work to the

inner Gimp, pass it through the pair, twist the Rvmners
six times, stick a pin. pass the Gimp through again, and

work back ; when both sides are finished all but the lowest

hole, the two Runner jxiirs v/ill meet in the middle, make
a stitch, stick a pin, tie the Gimps, cut them off, and let

one of the Runner pair of Bobbins merge into the Hangers
iir Passive Bobbins, and finish the leaf in Cloth Stitch.

The remainder ot the pattern is worked with the circle in

Raised Work, with six pairs of Bobliins, and the closed

leaf in Half Stitch.

To work the Inner Pearl without a Gimp, as shown in

Fig. 498 (page 271), iu the Butterfly's Wing: Work the body,

beginning at the tail, with five pairs of Bobbins and two

Gimps. Cut off the Gimps at the head of the butterfly,

hang on three more pairs of BoTibins, and work the antennae

with four pairs each, which tie up and cut oft'. Hang on six

pairs of Bobbins at the body, work up the upper wing,
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there hang on four pairs, come baek mtb Cloth Stitch,

and work the Inner Pearl as directed iu the previous

pattern. At the bottom cut oil' all luit six pairs of

Bobbins, work Stem from the lowest part of the otlicr

wing for seven hi.>les, then hang on a pair of Boliliins at

Fig. 49S. Ix^'EE Pearl without .v Gmr.

each hole for four holes, whicli are not worked in, Ijut lie

back by the pins. When the point of junction with the

other leaf is reached make a Sewing, work straight across

in Cloth Stitch, bringing in the added pairs left at the

pins ; twist each of these twelve times.

Insertion.—In reference to textiles, the term is em-

ployed to denote strips of lace, or embroidered muslin, or

cambric, having the edges on each side alike, and a plam

portion of the material outside the work, by which it can

he sewn to a garment, collar, or cuff on one side, and to the

plain pai^t of the lace, or muslin edging, or border on the

other. It is also much employed for infants" bodices and

robes, being inserted in pai'allel stripes between piortions

of the dress material, whence the name is derived. It is

always worked on the straight way of the stuff, and is

called in French Entre-deiix. Insertions are likewise made

in Crochet Work and tatting, as also by means of Tape and

Braid, and worked in silk and cotton, as an openwork

decorative connection between two pieces of material.

Irish Cambric. — A linen cloth as fine as French

Cambric, It is sold by the yard, and handkerchiefs of this

material can be had with grass-pattern laorders, broad tape

hems, or hem stitched,

Irish Ducks.—A hnen textile of stiuit make, in white,

unbleached, and black, blue, brown, olive, and grey. It is

used for labonrers' blouses,

Irish Guipure.—See Irish Lace,

Irish Lace.—Lace making in Ireland has only within

the last fifty years become the industry of the people, and

the laces produced are none of them national, but are all

copies of those worked in other countries. Until the time

of Charles I, the Irish clung to their national costume,

in spite of the laws forbidding its adoption, and a.g this

consisted of a large three-oomered cloak, thickly-plaited

vest, knitted trousers, and plain skull cap for the men, and

women's dresses of the same simple p&tteni, lace trim-

mings of any description were not required, and would have

obtained no sale had they been produced. When Charles I,

repealed the dress enactments, English fashions, with their

profuse lace decorations, were assumed, and the want of a

cheap native lace was felt by all to whom expensive

foreign laces were unattainable, but no effort to establish a

manufact<jry was made until 1731, when the Duljliu Society

founded a scliool, which was, however, dissolv(_'d when that

Society ceased in 1774. In 18:29, a school was opened at

Limerick iu which was produced the wcll-knoTNTi Limerick

Lace ;
Imt it was not until tlie great famine years, 1846

to 1848, that any real attempt to make lace a g-eneral

production was cimmenced. In those j'ears, by the exer-

tions of ladies and by the Government, lace schools were

opened in various parts of the couutrj', and the fine Irish

Point, an imitation of Brussels Applique, was commenced
at the Curragh schools. Limerick Lace, Ii-ish Point, and
the fine Crocliet inutations of old Points, are the laces that

have attained the greatest celebrity as Irish productions
;

Ijut. besides these, numerous imitations of other laces are

worked, especially Irish Guipure or Carrickmacross Point,

Black and white Maltese, silver, black, and white Blondes,

and wire ground Valenciennes, all of which command a

certain price, although they do not come up to the

originals,

Limerich Lace is an imitation of the Indian Tambour
Work, and can hardly be classed among laces, as it con-

sists of embroidering in fine Chain Stitch upon Notting-

ham net. The work was established by an Englishman at

Limerick, and the designs executed in the early years of

the present century there are particularly good, both as to

pattern and execution ; but since the lace machine has

been aide to produce almost exact copies of the work, the

demand for it has decreased. To make : Trace the design

upon paper. Stretch some fine net in a small Tambour

frame, and fasten the paper design underneath the net.

Follow the outlines of the pattern with lines of Chain
Stitch, work the Chain Stitch either with a needle or with

a crochet hook, and use fine lace thread. Form a leaf with

a Chain Stitch line up and down it ; a petal of a flower in

the same way, stalks and stems with one line, and any

thick part of the design by filling it in with a number of

tines either worked in a circle or as lines going with the

design. For an open centre to a flower cut away the net.

Overcast round the edges, and fill in the opening with an

Open Lace Stitch, Border the net with an ornamental

edge, formed with lines of Chain Stitch, broken l:>y the

introduction of cuiwes and small leaf sprays, and ornament

the extreme edge with PicoTS,

Irish Poiuf,—This lace is sometimes called CuiTagh

Lace, from the place where it was first manirfactured. It

consists of working with the needle detached flower sprays,

joining these sprays together with Corded Bars, attaching

them to Brussels net, and cutting away that foundation

where it is not required. To work ; Trace out the design

as a whole upon a piece of blue paper, and each leaf or

spray separately upon patent cloth or parchment. Prick

these small patterns round their outlines with two holes

close together, a slight space left, and two more holes close

t(_>gether with great regularity, and commence to work with

2.3O eightfold lace thread. Over the outline of a fl.jwer or

leaf lay several strands of fine thread or a thin cord, and

attach this to the pattern by Couching it down. Bring

up the needle through the first pinhole on the outside of

the flower, pass it over the threads, and put it down in the

second pinhole. Catch the whole of the outline do-n-n to
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the pattern, and then commence to fill in the stitches.

The stitches employed are the same needle stitches used

in old needle made laces and in Modern Point lace.

Work the light fillings with Point be Bruxelles and

its varieties, and with Barcelona Lace and Point de

Venise ; and the thicker with Point None. Having

worked the fillings, go over the outline with fine even rows

of Buttonhole, and ornament this Coedonnet with

Loops and Picots, and work over all stalks, veins, and

tendrils with fine Buttonhole lines. These Buttonhole

lines require great care ; the thread, while making them,

must not take up any of the tacking threads or the

parchment, and the stitches must be worked with a

uniform regularity. When the detached pieces are made,

This real ground is added after the separate sprays are

worked and tacked together.

Carrickiiiaci'oas, or Irish Oiiipure.—Another kind of

Irish Point is made at Cariickmacross, and is either called

after the place it is made at, or Irish Guipure. It is

illustrated in Pig. 499. This is really a description of

Embroidery, and is worked as follows : Taka the very

finest mulled muslin or fine lawn, trace the design upon

it, and lay it upon Toile Cire. Bim a thread round all

the outlines, and Ovebcast this thread over very closely;

cut away the centres of the flowers. Buttonhole these

round, and fill them with Wheels and fine open stitches,

the same as are used in Modeen Point, or fill them

in with a Honeycomb net, and Daen in and out of this

Fig, MD. C A E EIC KM A C KOo S, OE IKISH GUIPURE LACE.

unpick them from their patterns by cutting the tacking

threads at the Ijack (.>f the pattern, and pulling out every

thread singly. Lay all the detached pieces face down-
wards upon the complete design, and tack them to it, then

connect them together with Corded or Buttonhole
Bars. If the Bars are only Corded, lay fine cream
coloured Brussels Net over the sprays, and attach this

to them by Overcasting into every other pinhole in

the outer edge of the sprays. Cut away the net, and Over-

cast the edges where the fancy fillings occur in the sprays,

and finish the outer edge with a line of Buttonhole orna-

mented with Picots. Irish Point can be worked entirely

as old Brussels needle point if the Reseau ground is

formed with the needle, and not made with machine net.
i

so as form aU open pattern. Connect the various detached

parts (jf the pattern together with a number of But-
tonhole Bars, which freely ornament with Picois.

Unpick the work from the Toile Cire, and with a very

fine and sharp pair of scissors cut the material away
close to the Overcast so as to leave an open ground.

This lace will not stand hard wear, and should be

cleaned, not washed, as the edges are only Overcast
and not Buttonholed, as its lightness and beauty would
lie impaired by the thick edge a Buttonhole line would
give. The patterns most worked are the Rose and
Shamrock.

Irish Crochet, Or Houiton Point, is an imitation of the
fine Needle points of Spain and Venice. Its reputation as
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an Iiisli Lace is universal. For its manner i>f ^Y(lrl^^ng.

ff? Ceochet. page luS.

Irish Linen.—This linen, being so much superior to

ttat manufactured elsewhere, is inquired for in the shops

by the name of Irish. The evenness of the threads, the

softness of the texture, and the glnss of the surface, are said

to be partly attributable to the quality of the flax grown

in Ireland, the principal seats .if the industry being at

Belfast, Carrictfcrgus. and Londonderry. Si-f LiXEX.

Irish Point Crochet.—This Croehet is wt.rked iu

imitation of the early Spanish Guipures, and is also ku. i«n

as Houiton Crochet. See Crochet, page los.

Irish Stitch.—See Berlin "Work.

Irish Work.—The beautiful white Emliroidery executed

in Ireland is illustrated in Fig. 5(ii 1. but it di k'S nt it differ

from the white Emliroideries manufactured in Saxnuy,

Madeira, and Scotland. The peasantry of Ireland have

obtained a weli deserved reputation for the excellence of

the work produced by them, which is as remarkable for the

delicacy of its execution as for the beauty of its designs.

handkerchief, and as the steam i-ises pass the Embroidery
over the iron, with the wrong side downwards. Streteh

it firmly wdiile drawing it across the iron, and be careful

not to make any erea-ses.

For Crevi'l WorJ: upon Cloth or Senje: Maki' an open
wooden frame with four pieces of wood, damp the material

and stretch it into the frame, and while damp, inm it

carefully upon the wr.ing side. If inuied over a solid

frame the work becomes flattened.

For Creirt'l Work upon Linen : Damp and pin out the

work until dry upon a drawing board.

Fur WiiiiJn-orJ; : Lamp the woolwork upon the wrong
side, stretch it, and firmly pin it down upon a drawing
board, with the wrong side uppermost. Pass a warm iron

c>ver the surfacje, and then rub a little Embeoideky
Paste into the baek .jf the work, and leave on the Ijoard

until quiti' dry.

Isle of Man Lace.—The lace really made in the Isle

of Man during the last century was a Pillow made edging
lace, resemliling Valenciennes in design and ground; but

much lace was conveyed from that island into England

Pin, .WKl. BOHDEE IX IRISH WORK.

Irish work is done upon fine cambric, linen, or muslin, and

the stitches used are Flat and Raised Satin, French Knots.

Overcast, and Dot. The work is piincipally made with

flat and i-aised Satin Stitches, relieved by the other stitches,

and with the open parts formed with Eyeletholes, but

the Eyeletholes are never large or numerous, thus dis-

tinguishing it from Broderie Anglaise, where they form

the chief part of the design. To «-ork Fig. ooij
: Trace the

design upon fine cambric, and back it with Toile Cire.

Work the round balls in Overcast, the leaves in Raised
Satin Stitch, the stems in Rope Stitch, the flowers in

Raised Satin Stitch, and French Knots for their centres
;

and Dots, surrounded with fine Overcast, for their outside

leaves.

Ironing.—Embroidery worked over the hand, and not

in a Frame, requires to be stretched when completed, if at

all puckered. The process of finishing dilfers, according

to the work,

Emhroidery upon S'dl' or Satin : It re<4uir.;'S two

people to stretch the material. Take a hot iron and hold

it with the flat end uppennost, cover it with a damp

under the name of Isle of Man lace, that was smuggled

over from the continent, as during the time that foreign

laces were forbidden imijortati.jn into England the Isle of

Man was one of the chief smuggling depots. The real

Isle of Man Lace was of no value, and is no Icmger made.

Isle of Wight Lace.—During the last century a

Pillow Lace was made in the island resembling the lace

made in "Wiltshire and ah.ng the South Coast, but that

description of lace has entirely disappeared, and the lac,>

now known as Isle of "Wight Lace is made upon machine

net. It is a Run lace, resembling s.mie of the Xorthampton

Run laces. The lace is of no particular value, but lieing a

native industry, some articles composed of it were woni by

the Princess Royal at her first presentation. To work ;

Run the chief part of the design with fine laee thread,

until quite thick, then foi-m the outline by doubling the

thread and running it round the close portions of the

pattern. Make Open Fillings by Darning the net in various

designs, so as to imitate lace fillings, and ornament the net

ground with single Dots or Diamonds, made with four Dots

together, and formed with Overcast and Rrx lines.
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The name of Isle of Wight Lace is sometimes given to

Tatting workeil in hirge pieces.

Italian Clotli.—Otherwise ealled Venetian Cloth. A
description of linen jean, satin woven, and dyed black. It

is employed tax women's petticoats, and as linings for

men's coats. It measures a yard in width.

Italian Darned Netting,—This kind of lace is known
as Pimto Maglia and Lacis by the Italians, and was one of

the first kinds of lace made. It was worked all over Italy

during the sixteeutli century, although some authorities

declare that it was for some time only worked at Sienna,

and was called Sienna Point for that reason. The lace is

made like other Darned Laces, upon a Netted Foundation,

and is revived in our modern Guipure d'Art. To work :

Net a foundation of plain square meshes, wdiich slightly

starch and stretch in a Frame, and work upcin that a

design formed by thickly Darnincj in and out of the

meshes, filling some in entirely, and others only partially.

The stitches used are the same as those illustrated in

GuiPUSE d'Akt, Ijut to imitate the old Italian Laces do
not work more than two or three dilferent stitclK.'s in one
design. See Guipure d'Aet.

Italian Terrets.—A kind of silk galloon, made in

white, black, )..lue, scarlet, crimson, and other colours, of
one width only. Four pieces, of 3o yards each, to the gross.

It is used for binding dressing gowns and flannels.

Italian Ground.—This Pillow Lace ground was
anciently used in old Italian coarse laces, and is composed
of hexagons, having all the sides equal. It is illustrated
in the Poppy and Briony design, as worked for Honiton
Lace, the real stitch being slightly different, the alteration

being made on account of the fine thread required for
Honiton. To work for Honiton Lace: Begin at the left

hand side of the place to be filled, and fasten on four pairs
of Bobbins and work a Plait right and left as far as the
two holes below

; stick a pin there temp(jrarily to hold the
Bobbins, fasten on four more at the tip of a, leaf, and Plait
right and left as before. The Plait first made will meet
the left hand one of the second set. The B.^bl^ns are now
dealt with in pairs, and not as single threads. Take out
the pin put in temporarily, pass the middle left hand pair
over the middle right hand pair, stick in the pin again
between them; twist each pair to a fine strand, and with
these four strands make a Plait down the straight side of
the hexagon, stick a pin in the hole at the b..ttom, untwist
the threads, and make a Plait right and left as before
Keturn to the b<jrder, fasten on four more pairs, and brin<'
a fresh line r,f Plaits down in the same manner; there will
be no difference in the si/,e of the Plaits if the strands
are firmly twisted. The stitch when made in coarse thread
is as follows

;
Put the middle left hand Boljbin over the

middle right hand one, give both pairs (me twist to the
left, and repeat. When the right and middle lines meet,
twist the strands, put the middle left strand over the
middle light, stick a pin to hold them, then work with the
twisted strands in the same stitch as before. This manner
of making Italian ground, when done with fine thread,
makes the hexagons small and close.

ItaUan Lace.— Italy is as celebrated for its lace

making as Belgium, and good lace was produced in the

former country at a much earlier period thiin in Flanders.

The Italian needle made laces, particularly those of Venice

and Milan, are of great value and of unrivalled beauty.

Italy asserts her claim to the invention of Needle Points,

although Greece and Spain also lay claim to its production,

but whichever nation first invented Needle Point must

remain a matter of conjecture ; however, there is no doubt

that Italy prcjduced good Needle laces in the fifteenth

eentuiy, and in the sixteenth the art was almost univer-

sally practised in her convents. The great luxury of the

Venetian and other republican states, and the pomp and

magnificence attending upon the Romish rituals, fcjstered

the production of the most costly Needle Points, until

they were sup)ei'seded by the newei' Belgian and French

manufactures, when the art of making them gradually died

out. The earliest laces made in Italy were the Outwork,

Darned Laces and Drawn Work, also the gold and silver

laces, and, beside the fine Needle Points and the Raised

Needle Points made at Venice, the Reseau grounded

Needle laces made at Milan aud Burano, and the Knotted

and Pillow Laces of Genoa. The making of Pillow Lace

sjjread all over Italy, and what are known as Guipure and
Tape Laces are all classed under the heading of Italian

Lace. This description of Italian Pillow Lace is illus-

trated in Fig. 501, in which the pattern is formed with a

thick Braid, ornamented with a Pearl Edge. The Braid

is lightened with a numl>er of devices formed upon it by
various shaped holes, made by working Pinholes, while

Orinkle Plaitings and Diamond Fillings fill in the

centre of the thick outlines. The Brides uniting the

various parts of the pattern together are formed with

thickly plaited plain Bars. For description of Genoese

Knotted Laces, see Macramb, and for Milan and Venetian

Laces, their several headings.

Italian Funto.—The Italian name for Italian lace.

Italian Punto ^ Groppo.—The modern Macrame,
(which see'].

J.

Jabots.—A French term, originally employed to signify

a description of frilling, or ruffles, decorating the front of

a shirt. It is now applied by dressmakers and milliners to

the full decorative frilling of lace worn on the front of a
lj(xli(X\ much in the same style as those originally so

named, aud first worn liy men.

Jacob's Ladder.—Sec Knitting.

Jacconet.—A thin, yet close, cotton textile, of a quality
Ijetween muslin and camljric, being thicker than the
foi-mer, and slighter than the latter. The name is derived
from Jaghernout, the district in India where the manu-
facture originated. It is the thickest of the soft niusKus
employed for making dresses and neck cloths, and other
articles of infants' clothing, &c. Nainsook is a variety of

Jacconet, of a thicker make. There are also glazed Jac-
conets, which are dyed in various colours, the thick glazed .

finish being on one side. Much of this description of cloth
is made in France. The width ranges from about 30
inches to a yard.
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Jamdauee. — The finest and mc.ist beautiful variety

auinngst the Indian loom figured muslins, produced in the

Decean. Their designs are so complicated, and their

texture so delicate, that they are more costly than any

others of Indian manufacture. See Indian Muslins.

Janus Cord.—The material so named is a description

of Rep, composed of wool and cotton, made for women's

dresses, and lieiug a black material, is peeuliai'ly well

suited for mourning. It is a speciality of a large house of

liusiness. The width is 30 inches ; and the fine cord run-

ning through shows equally on both sides, so that there is

no right or wrong side to the material.

Japanese Embroidery. — We are indelited to the

recent opening up of the islands (jf Japan to Europeans

for the introduction into this country of some of the most

cui'ious and elaborate achievements in the way of needle-

work ever produced. The cradle of Eniljroidery was in the

East, ami in the earliest times that wrought at Baliylon

excited the admiration of the Egyptians, Hebrews, and

Gi'eeks ; but there are few pei.iple who have realised that

during the centuries succeeding Alexander's Eastei'n con-

quests, in a remote and seemingly barbarous kingdom.

Embroidery was executed <.jf the highest class, while the

art in Europe was passing through the stage of its first

acquirement, its period of excellence, and its final decay,

for it is only within the last few years, and mainly from

the stimulus again given to it from the East, that the

craft has been rescued from oblivion. Because the work
executed in Japan is in general good, it does not follow

that all is: or that it should be copied by us, until we
understand the reason of its design. Like all Eastern
work, much of it is symljolical. and should lie reproduced
only in its spirit, as many pieces that seem to us grotesque

and unsightly are merely tiaithful enough representations

of some old religicius legend, quite out of place for English
home use. It is the spirit in which the work is done,

the originality and force of the designs, and the marvellous

power attained in the management of colour, i;ombiued with
the patience and care brought to the execution, that should

excite our emulation. Japanese workers are able to com-
pete with most nations in their figure, bird, and flower

designs, and in the marvellous manner they preKluce, wit li a

few lines, a distant landscape or foreground oVijeet, subiir-

dinatc to the centre figures ; Init their geometrical and
conventional designs are not scj gi.iod as those produced in

China and India, and their Embroidery, though better in

some respects, is on the average not s<-i tine when w(jrkcd

in silks as that of the Chinese.

Three descriptions of Embroidery arc made in Japan.

First, that upon silk and other grounds, worked with Flat

Satin Stitch in coloured silks and with gold and silver

thread; secimd, Raised Embroidery, similar to our Eni-
liroidery on the stamp ; and, thirdly, the raised work,
composed of various coli_iiu-ed c<jtti.ins and cloths. The
Japanese silk einljroidery commcjnly seen in England is

done for the English market, and is much inferior to the

work used in Japan to cover over wedding gifts when
passing from one h(jus(,' to another, or for screens or

dresses. These are all heirlooms, and their embellishm.'nt

is of the best description. Black is rarely used as a

ground in native Japanese woi-k ; pale blue, purple, scarlet,

and brown being preferred as giving a softer tone to the

design. The Stork is the sacred bird, and, as such, is

constantly depicted ; it is generally worked with white silk

shading to grey and lilaek silks, and with pink legs, luit it is

also made with gold thread. In a flight (.>f storks across a

screen, it will Ix" found that, however great their number,

no two are alike, and that all are in attitudes of easy

flight ; while their distance from each other, and the space

they arc flying into is admiraldy rendered by the fore-

shortening of the birds, and the few lines indicating the

horizon and the clouds. Besides the storks, eagles and gay

plumaged birds are constantly w<_irked, and with such

attention to plumage that almost every feather is indi-

cated. The cherry blossom. hawth<_irn, acacia, and labur-

num are the favourite small flowers, the double anemone,

iris, and chrysanthemum the large ones of the worker;

the c(_>lours they are w'jrked in are true to nature, and

they are all executed in Flat Satin Stitch, though occasion-

ally the stem of a tree, reeds, or other foreground objects,

are worked with g(_ild thread laid dtiwn. two strands to-

gether, but separately C(juchcd to the mateiral. The power

of the Japanese to work figures in silk is shown in Fig. 502

(page 277), which represents a female sweeper, and is

taken from a very ancient piiece of embr<.iidei'y. In this

is found many cTirious stitches, and also the peculiarity

of human hair being used for the hair of the figure, which

after being secured t(j the top eif the head, is alh.iwed to

flow freely down the face and back, being k>oped under the

head-di'ess, and the ends left free. To wcirk : Make the

face in flesh coloured silk, and all the wrinkles and lines

with slightly raised parts ; indicate the features by black

silk lines, the eyeballs white, and the hair white. Work
the face in Satin Stitch, arranging the lines, as the

shading indicates, across the face. Form the headdress

with lines t>f laid g(.dd thread, also the bow behind the

ear, and the piece hanging down the back. Make the

upper dress with lines of gold coloured floss silk laid down-

wai'ds, and then caught at stated intervals with three

lines of silk of the same cohjur, which arrange so as to

form the pattern : make the wavy lines <lown the garment

in the same <-(jh>ur, and work eoUar and sleeves with gold

thread
; make the under dress with pale l>lue floss silk with

gold thread stitched round it with scarlet silk. Silver

thread and small white silk Knots form the edging below

the sleeve. Work the hands and feet like the face, and
make the broom with gold threads. Couched down with

yellow silk.

The Embroidery upon the Stamp is chiefly used when
large animals, such as dragons, tigers, and lions, are repre-

sented, ami large fish and birds ; but it is a'so employed

when various Japanese deities, in all their grotesque

fierceness, are delineated. All the leading muscles and

contours of the object represented are padded to a great

height with raw cotton, and glass eyes are inserted into the

figure. All the padding is then covered with lines of gold

thread Couched down, and these lines are so aiTanged
that they follow the tiiie natural lines of the figures,

while the raised parts give the effect of light and shade.
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Flat parts are generally w.rkod iu l.rinlitlv e..l(.ure.l Hot;s
silk, but sumetiiues the -.vh.ile design is exeeute.l Nvith the
gold or silver thread.

Raised figures edvered with e..l,,ured eottou ,.r eashuiere
are a. peeuliarity of Japanese art, and lla^'e an extremely
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worked m Flat Satin Stiteh in eoloured silks. Thr raised
hgures are managed l>y filling „ut, until ,,uite prominent,
all the eontours of th,.. figure with waste eotton, and then
eovenng this over with el.,th..s made of white or eoloured
linen, or eoloured materials, sueh as would be worn by the

Flo. 502. JAPANESE EMBEOIDEEY.

cunous effeet. The subjects ehosen are illustrations of the
iJ.ythological fables of the country, or they are scenes from
Japanese everyday life

; a whole screen will be covered
with these raised figures engaged in all the varieties of
Japanese labour, and with the surrounding,, and landscapes

person in reality. The faces are painted and raised, and
have much the same look as those <if the best rag dolls

;

but the hair and moustaches are real, and are ornamented
for the women with raised hairpins and combs, while every
garment is distinct and s.>parate from the figure where it
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would be in real life, and any implements held in the hand

are almost detached from the surface. This kind of

Japanese work cannot well be copied by Europeans, as

it would lose all its quaintness in any other dress
;
but

much can be learnt from their Silk Work, and from the

spirited and elegant designs for which they are so justly

celebrated.

Japanese Native Cloth..—A very narrow, and rather

fine, plain made, and undressed cloth. 14 inches in width.

It was originally designed for the embroidery of curtain

borders, but is sold for articles of fancy work of various

kinds.

Japanese Silks.—These silk stuffs arc produced in three

descriptions of dress material, of more or less degrees of

thickness respectively. There is the "double warp gros

grain," which may be had in all colours, both dark and

very delicate light tints. These are all 22 inches iu width,

and arc softer in quality than those of a plain make. The

Damasse Japanese, which has apparently as much sub-

stance in them, but is not so soft, has a rather small floral

design which covers the groimd of the silk very closely.

It may be had in many varieties of colour, both dark and

light, and measures 19 inches iu width. The plain made

Japanese silks are slight in quality, but vary in thickness.

They are, for the most part, 20 inches in width ;
but one

kind, which is described as " leather made," is stouter than

the rest, is 4-5 inches in width, and is produced in a silvery-

grey colour, of which the black warp is soft, and the grey

woof is stifl:. The slighter kinds may lie had in a great

number of colours, both dark and light—the latter in very

delicate tints—and are almost transparent in quality. The

stiffness of the woof of all this description of silk is such,

that it has the great disadvantage of creasing.

Japanese Stitch..—See Embboideey Stitches.

Java Canvas.—A close make of canvas, having an

appearance of being plaited, and made m many sizes and

degrees of fineness. Some kinds are white, some yellow,

some like fine Berlin canvas. Java Canvas is employed in

the new Kreuzsticherie. See Canvas.

Java Canvas Work.—This Embroidery is named from

the material upon which it is worked, and is \ised for

mats, wijrk cases, music cases, and foi- any description of

article that requires a plial)le, yet moderately stiff, founda-

tion. The Emliroidery upon the Canvas is worked either

with wocds, silks, or filoselles, and the stitches used are Flat

Satin, French Knots, Point de Riz, Cross Stitch, and other

Embroidery Stitches. The patterns executed arc all siuipjle

geometrical designs, worked in large open stitches over the

canvas, which is left visible in most places, as, from its

stiff' nature, it would be great troulde to fill it up with

Embroidery, and being in itself oi'namental, it does not

require concealment. To work Fig. .503 : Select a. well and

evenly woven Java Canvas of as pale a colour as procur-

able, and have the design marked out upon Point Paper,

such as is used for Berlin patterns. Count the squares

used in the Point Paper for the design, and see that the

threads of the Java Canvas correspond, and then copy the

pattern upon it, using deep rose colour, dark green, (jrange,

and bright Idue silk. Make the Cross Stitches of one

figure of dark green, and the Satin Stitch rays of it of

orange, and work the next figure in blue and crimson.

Diversify the design by altering the colours. When the

t . i^Qafe
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diii'erent colouvs—as white and blue, white and pink, Ac.

These woven vests have also been adopted by women

—

usually by those who were youthful — woven entire at

first, and afterwards made of what is called Elastic

Cloth, or " Stockingette " (which see"], and in silk, cotton.

and woollen yarn ; of many degrees of fineness, and

varieties of price. H.R.H. the Princess of Wales intro

duced the fashion as a yachting costume. These Jerseys

were first manufactured by a firm in the Isle of Wight.

What is commonly known as Jersey Cloth (or Elastic

Cloth) is 3o inches in width.

Jetted Iiace.—This work makes a useful trimming,

and, though expensive to buy ready made, can be made
at a comparatively small cost. It is composed of Idack

machine laee, bugles of an equal size, and Ijlack sewing

silk, and can be worked in two ways, one entirely covering

the pattern and only leaving the ground visible, or with

lines of bugles marking out the principal lines of the lace.

To work thickly : Select a coarse lace with a thick, pi'omi-

nent pattern. Cover this pattern with Ijugles sctsti on
with the black silk, arrange these bugles s<i that they

follow the cui-ves and lines of the lace they cover up. To
work, leaving the lace visible : Select either a Cliantilly

Blonde or Maltese Silk Guipure Laee of a bold and flowing

design, and sew the bugles separately along the centre of

every part of the design, work a Back Stitch after every

fom-th bugle, so as to keep the bugles from getting out of

place. Cover entirely over with bugles any rosette, or

small flower parts of the pattern, and double the line of

bugles where the design will be improved by s<j doing.

Joining.—See Ceochet, Knitting, and Tatting.

Join Threads.—See Mackame.

Josephine Knot.—This kuot is used to join two pieces

of thread together, whei'e both the ends are aftei'wards

required for us..'. It is known to nautical men as a Carrick

Bend, and is illustrated under the heading of Knots
(which see).

Jours.—A term given by lace makers to denote the open

stitches that form the Fillings in Needle and Pillow Laces.

Jape.—A French term signifying the skirt of a dress, a

petticoat skirt being distinguished from it by the name of

Jupon.

Jute.—The silky fibres growing underneath the l.>ark of

the two plants, Chonch and Corchorus, which are exten-

sively cultivated in Bengal, but common, here and there,

all over India, Ceylon, and China. Coarse cloths have

been manufactured from it for centuries, as well as

sacking and cordage. The Indian Jute is first cleaned, and
then pressed into bales, containing 3001b. each, for exporta-

tion to Europe. It was only introduced into this country

rather more than forty years ago, the chief seat of our

home manufacture being at Dundee ; but it is also manu-
factured in London, Manchester, and Glasgow. It is like-

wise utilised in France and the United States. Our home
manufactures consist of Canvas, carpeting, cording. Ducks,

Hessians, sacking, sail cloth, and Sheetings. Besides the

manufacture of these cloths — to make some of which,

as in the carpet manufacture, it is used in conjimction

with cocoa fibres—it is likewise extensively employed in

the adulteration of silk stuft's, which, owing to its great

lustre, it gi'catly resembles. Many other uni<ms are

formed in connection with Jute by its inc<jrporation with

cotton, flax, tow, and wool. It is for the mi^st part used in

its natural state, but it is also l.ileached, dyed in various

colours, and finished.

K.

Kangaroo Fur.—The Kangaroo is a ruminating mar-

supial animal, of the genus Macropufi, a native of Austi'alia

and the neighbouring islands. Kangaroo skins vaiy in

size ; those of the so-called " Foresters " are of considerable

proportions, as they stand from 7 feet to 1\ feet in height.

The Fur is somewhat similar in colour and quality to that

of the Raccoon, though not so hands(jme nor valuable.

It is much employed in Australia for articles of dress, and

fetches a good price.

Kashgar Cloth. — Synonymous with Camels' Haie
Cloth (which .see).

Kerchief.—See Handkerchief. According to Martin,

the Highland women in ancient times wr.re nothing on

their heads until after marriage, when they invarialjly pjut

on a head-dress formed of a handkerchief of fine linen,

which was tied under the chin, and was called a Curtch.

Hir coverchiefa weren full fine of ground,

I dorse sware they weyden a jjound.

That on the Sondaj were upon hir hede.

Chaucer (1328—1400).

Kersey.—According to Booth, Kersey is double-twilled

Say ; the name being a compound of Danish and Swedish

Kemiticj, and the Scotch Kom—cross; because Tweeling is

woven so as have the appearance of lines of plaited

threads, running diagc^nally across the web. Kersey is a

kind of coarse nan-ow woollen cloth, woven from long wool,

and usually ribbed. Sometimes, however, it used to be

made of a finer quality. In Stafi:'r>rd's " Briefe Conceipte of

English Policye," 1518, he speaks of the vanity of seiwing

men, who would have their " hosen of the finest Kersey,

and that of some strange dye, as Flanders dye or French

puce." According to Planche, many descriptiijns of Kerseys

mentioned in the reigns of Henry VIII. and Edward VI.,

" varying according to the texture in leng'th, breadth, and

weight of the pjiece, which was sti'ictly regulated by

statutes." There were the "ordinary Kerseys, sorting

Kerseys, Devonshire Kerseys (called ' washers,' or ' wash-

whites '), Check Kerseys, Kerseys called ' dozens,' and

Kerseys called " straits.'
"

Kerseymere.—A twilled fine woollen cloth of a peculiar

texture, one-third of the warp being always al»ve, and two-

thirds below each shoot of weft. It is of two thicknesses,

single aud double milled, being reduced in width by the

process of milling from 31 inches or 36 inches to 27 inches.

It is thin, light, and pliable. The name is derived from

the locality of the original manufacture, on the "mere " or

brook which runs thi-ough the village oi Kersey in Suffolk.

We learn from Stow that " about the year 1505 began the
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making of Devonshire kersies and corall clotlies." Ker-

seymeres must be tested by their feeling in the hand, and

by a close inspection. If of good quality, they arc more

durable than plain cloths.

Kid Skin (Leather).—The best kid skins employed iu

the manufacture of gloves are collected from the south i>f

France. They are also imported from Ireland, Germany,

Switzerland, and Italy. Those exported from Ireland arr

much esteemed. As soon as the kid ceases to lie miurished

on milk only, the fineness and delicacj^if the skin becomes

deteriorated, and it is rendered unsuitabL' for the liest

gloves. The French dyers of kid gloves have produ<'('d

between ninety and one hundred diiferent shades of c-oloui-.

See Gloves.

Kilting.—A term employed iu dressmaking to denote

an arrangement of flat single plaits, or pleats, placed

closely side by side, so that the double edge of the plait

on the upper side, shall lie half over the pre(^ediug <me on

the inside, each showing about one inch and hiding one

inch. The arrangement is precisely that of the short

petticoat worn by Scotchmen as a part of their national

costume, and whence the term Kilting is derived. It must

always be made on the straight way of the material.

Kiucol) (or Kiucaub).—An Indian textile fabi'ie of

muslin, gauze, or silk, woven in various ways, anil some-

times embroidered with gold or silver. It is used foi' both

male and female dress, and is sometimes very costly. It is

chiefly manufactured at Ahmedabad, Benares, and Trich-

inopoly, and is produed in several varieties. In some the

silk predominates, and in others the silver or gold. Tunics

for men's wear are made of this material, and it is much

employed for women's skirts, for which latter purpr)se,

were the petticoat of moderate length, the pi'ici' would \'ary

from £3 to £5 sterling.

Kirriemnre Twill.—A fine twilled linen cloth, named
after the town where it is manufactured, in Forfarshire.

It is employed for purposes of Embroidery.

Knickerbocker. — A species of Linsey cLjth, manu-
factured for women's dresses, having a rough surface on

the right side, composed of what appear like small knots

in the yarn. They are of variegated coloui'S, speckled, yet

without any design ; and also to be had in grey, black, and
white.

Knitting. — The art of Knitting was unknown in

England until the sixteenth century. Ijut Ijcfore that time

it was practised both in Italy and Spain. The traditicin in

the Shetland Isles is that it was first introduced there

when the Spanish Armada was dispersed, the ship belong-

ing to the Duke of Medina Sidonia lieing wreckeil at Fair

Isle, and the rescued sailors teaching Knitting to the

inhabitants, and that from those islands it was imported

into Scotland and England. But before that date knitted

silk stockings had been presented to Edward VI., from
Spain, and some stockings had been made in England.
The Scots claim the invention of Knitting, because the

first Knitting Guild, founded in Paris, took for their

patron saint, St. Fiacre, the son of a Scotch King. Knit-

ting oljtained an unenviable notoriety in the time of the

great French Revolution, from the practice of tlje Parisian

women, when viewing the executions in the Place de la

Ccmcorde, of Knitting, and as each head fell from the

guillotine, of counting the number as if they wei'e

counting their Knitting stitches. The ))est Knitters on

the continent are undoubtedly the Germans, but the

art is universally practised, and even in Turkey the

scarlet fezes are knitted, and then blocked and dyed

and made to resi-mble cloth. The Pyrenean Knitting

executed in the Bas Pyrenees is justly celebrated for

its lightness, and also for the diversity of colours used

in it, lint no Knitting exceeds in beauty of texture that

madf iu Shetland, at Unst. The wool from which this

is made is obtained from sheep which resemble those

in thi» mountains of Thiliet, and is of three kinds,

that from the " Mcmrat " a brown coloured sheep, being

the most valued, that from the ''Shulah," a grey sheep,

ranking next, and the white and Idack varieties being the

h'ast t'steemed. The finest wool is taken from the neck of

the living animal, and it is spun and prepared by the

natives, and Knitted in warm shawls two yards square,

and yet so light and fine, that they are easily passed

through a wedding ring. The Knitting from Fair Isle is

closer in texture, and is dyed by the Islanders with dyes

procured from seaweeds or rag and madder wort, and the

eolijurs produced are delicate pinks, grey-blues, and soft

browns. These colours, with white, are knitted upon

patterns in the stockings and caps worn in Shetland, and

the designs in many eases of these patterns are extremely

good.

The word Knit is derived from the Anglo Saxon Cnitiaii,

and means threads woven by the hand. It is executed by

means of long needles <ir pins formed of l_ione, steel, or

wood ; one thread only is worked, which is formed into

loops and passed from one pin to amither. In Straight or

flat Knitting, two pins are used ; in Round fcnir or five.

The excellence of the work is judged by its evenness and

regula.i'ity. as when stitches arc carelessly dropped oft' the

pins, the effect of the Knitting is marred, as they cannot

be raised without spoiling its appearance.

The materials used are silk, wool, worsted, and cotton,

the silk used is generally Adam's or Faudall and Philhp's

Knitting silk, but silk should not be employed until

the worker is somewhat experienced, as the shiny look

of the silk is destroyed if unpicked or split ; a piece

of silver paper put over the knitted parts prevents their

getting spoilt by the hands wdiile working the rest of

the pattern. Pj'rencan or Shetland wool is used for fine

Knitting, such as light and warm shawls and baby's socks

;

Eidei' yarn, lamb's wool, four thread fleecy, and Anda-

lusian for medium sized Knitting ; Scotch Yarn, worsted,

and fleecy wool for strong and rough Knitting, and Strutt's

and Ardeu's cotton for ordinary Knitting for toilet ami

bread cloths, and the finest Crochet cotton for d'oyleys

and pincushion covers.

All Knitting should be worked loose enough for the pins

to pass easily through the stitches, but not too loose. If

really worked with intelligence there is much scope in

Knitting for individual art, as, after the preliminaries are

once underst(jod, new shapes and designs can be invented.

When the learner has thoi-oughly taken in that a Knit
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stitch will make a Chain stitch, a Pui-le<l ; a Raised vili,

an Over ; will Increase if Knitted, (ir, if Slipped the next

time will make a hole or open stiteh ; and that all open

spaces in Knittint;- are formed as to the size Ijy the numher

of Overs put niund the x>iu ; ;ind that open joarts can be

made in the work without inereasinfj the nuudjer of

stitches on the piins or spoiling the evenness of the work,

by Knitting two stitches together instead of one, a great

variety of forms and shapes will Ijc within the powtT of

the Knitter to attempt.

Terjis. — The various terms used in Knitting in-

structions are as follo^^

:

About.—Similar to a Eoinid (which .iff).

Bach Stitch.—Similar to Purl (which xee).

Binding.—See Joining Together.

Bring Forward, or Pass the Thread in Fi-ont.—Take

the working thread and pass it Ijetween the needles to the

front of the work.

C'a.s'f Off.—The manner of finishing. To work : Knit

two stitches and pass the first over the second, and drop it,

so that only one is left upon the needle, then Knit another

stitch and pass the second made stitch over that ami drop

it, and continue knitting in this mannei-, never keeping

more than one stitch upon the right hand needle, until the

whole of the stitches have liecn Knit and <lro2ipi/d. For

the last stitch draw the wool through it, and sew the end

down.

Cast On.—The manner of commeuciug the work,

and done with either one or two pins. To Cast On with

one pin, as shown in Fig. .501 : Hold the knitting pin in the

right hand, marked A, and allow a long end of cotton to

hang down, holding it in the right hand, twist that round

of about a yard, and make a loop on the pins, ImM them
in the left hand, put the end over the third and fourth

fingers, and thr thread from th(.' ball (.f cttou uudiu- the

thumb, pass Ixitli the threads mund the little finger of

the right hand, leaving three inches of thread betw(;en

the hands, and then put the thumb and first finger of the

right hanil, opened wide, in between the threads, twist

the thread from the ball round the right thumb, and
into the loop thus formed put the closed plus so as to

bring the loop on to the pins, twist the other round the

pins with a movement of the first finger of the right hand,

and draw the loop on the thumb) ovei' it and drop it ; a

stitch will thus be formed upon the pius with a ribbed

edge.

To Cast On with two pins, as shown in Fig. -505 :

Fig. 50.j. Kkitiing—Cast Os with Two Pins.

Fia. .50^. Knitting— Ca^.t On.

the thumb of the left hand, marked B, and put the pin

through the loop thus made, pass the end of the cotton

that is on the ball of cotton round the needle tightly, and

draw the needle back through the loop so as to make a

stitch,, and then slip the cotton off the left thumb, and

draw that end tight.

Another way : This second pilan is used chiefly in

Stocking Knitting, where a raised edge strengthens the

work. Put the two knitting pins together, leave an end

Make a loop at the end of the thread, and put it on the

left hand pin, marked C, hold the other pin, marked D, in

the right hand, and put it into the loop, pass the thread

between the pins, and bring the pjoint of the right hand

pin in front, pass the thread through the hn.p on the left

Fig. .mo. Knitting— Ca$t On with Two Pins.

pin, there will then be a loop upon each pin, finish T.)y

slipping the right hand loop on to the left hand pin.

Work in the rest of the stitches as shown in Fig. .Sufi, thus :

Put the right hand pin through the stitch last made.

Knit it, and Slip the stitch from the right pin on to the

left.

Cast Oi'cr.—Similar to Orer (which see).

O
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Cross;»«/.s.--Tliese are formed as follows :
When tlie

part where a Crossing is to be made is reached, take off

upon a spare pin three or four of the first stitches on the

left pin, and keep it to the front of the work, then Knit

the next three or four stitches loosely, or Fuel them
;

when

these are knitted. Knit or Purl the stitches upon the spare

needle, on the needle held in the right hand. By so doing,

the stitches first knitted are laid under the last stitches,

which are raised above the rest of the work.

Decreose.—There are several ways of Decreasing,

and the methods are also known as Narrowing, or Taking

iu, but when the word Decrease is used in the instructions

without other explanations it is understood to mean Knit

Fig. .Wr. Knittixc—Deche.ise,

two stitches together. To Decrease see Fig. 507; Put the

right hand needle thrcAigh two stitches on the left hand

needle, and Knit them as if they were a single stitch.

Decrease from the Bach.—Put the right hand needle

through the back (jf the two stitches instead of through

the fr(mt, and Knit them as one stitch ; the advantage of

this latter method is that the stitches lie more flatly upon

the work than when Knitted from the front. Decreasing

can bi' made by PtiKLlNCi two stitches together from the

back, if so mentioned in the instructions. (See Talce In.)

Douhle Stitch.—One of the methods of Increasing,

and consisting of making two stitches out of one. To work

as shown in Fig. 5o8 : Knit a stitch, but leave it on the left

Fig. 508. Knitting- Double Stitch.

hand needle, then bring the thread to the fi-ont of the

work between the pins, then Knit the same stitch again,

putting the right hand pin through the back part of the

stitch and the thread round it at the back ; return the

thread to the liack of the work when the stitch is finished.

The illustration shows the stitch Knitted once, and the

thread brought to the front ready for the second part.

Another way ; Put the right pin through a stitch,

and pass the thread once round the pin (see Fig. 509)^

then pass it again round the pin, as shown in Pig. 510,

Fig. 509. Kniiting—Double Stitch.

and Knit the stitch, bringing two threads

and on to the right hand pin instead of one.

through it

Fig. ,510. Knitting—Double Stitch.

Dropped Stiteli.—Stitches are Dropped iu Knitting

for the purpose of making open spaces, or when Decreasing;

but no stitch should be Dropped unless it has been caught,

and will not unravel the work. There are two ways of

Droppmg a stitch ; First way—When an Increase in the

Knitting has been made in one row. put the cotton

round the needle (termed an Over) in the next row, slip

that Over off the needle without lieing Knitted, and allow

it to amalgamate intt) the work without fear of unravelling.

Second way : Slip a stitch from left to right pin without

working it. Knit or Purl the next stitch, and pass the

Slipped Stitch over the last made, and allow it to drop on

to the work, it being secured liy being held up by the

second made stitch. Droppied Stitches that are slipped

ofi the pins without the Knitter being aware of the
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mistake must be picked up at ouee, or the work will be

spoilt; their loss is detected by the loop which i'ovuis the

stitch running down the work. The Knitting mvist be

either undone until the line where the loop is is reached,

or if simply Plain Knitting, the stitch must be picked

up thus : Put a crochet hook through the dropped loop,

stretch the Knitting out until every line run through is

-vdsible, and Chain Stitch the loop up these lines until

the last row of Knitting is reached, when slip it c_>n to its

pin.

'Edge Stiti-h.—The stitches in straight Knitting that

bcgm and end the work are known as the Edge Stitches.

They arc rarely menticmed in the instructions for Knitting

patterns, but they arc added as extra stitches in all cases,

as they serve to keep the Knitting straight and tu form a

compact edge. Edge Stitches are Knitted and Slipped

alternately.

Fasten On : When eommencuig the Knitting tie a

loop) of the thread upon one of the needles.

Fasten Two Threads together: Lay the two threads

together contrarywisc, and Knit a few stitches with them
both, or fasten them together with a Weaver's Knot,
and Knit the ends in, one upon each side.

Form a Bound.—Rounds are worked with either five

or four pins, and are required in Stocking and other Round

Fig. 511. FoitM A Rotjnu.

Knitting. The Germans use five pins, and the English
four pins in this kind of Knitting. To work, as shown in

Pig. 511, with four pins : Cast on the number of stitches

and Knit with it the first stitch upon the first pin, and
draw the thread tight, and with it the third pin, up to the

first. Work several Rounds, and then Slip some of the

stitches from one pin on to another, so that in no place is

the division of the stitches the same through all the work.

Gauge.—The instrument used for measuring the size

of the Knitting pins. These are usually either circular or

elongated in form, and made of steel. In the circular

Gauges the (juter edges have graduated circmlar cuts

through to the extreme rim, so as to invra what look like

the cogs of a wheel ; each h<jle has a number to distinguish

it from its fellows, and thei'e is a still larger cireu.lar hole

in the middle of the instrument. In the elongated gauges

the hijles are within the outer rim, and occupying the

central p(jrtion likewise. But as tliere are upwards of two

dozen varieties, two only, and those in very general use, ai'C

illustrated in Pigs. 512 and 513. These appliances arc

employed by wire-drawers, and are essential to the

Knitter as well as to the seller of Knitting Needles. They

can be obtained at cutlers, and at wholesale establish-

ments where other materials and articles necessary for the

work table are to be procured.

Hung on, another term for Cast on (which sec).

Hole.—These are formed in open fancy Knitting in

the fi.iUowing manner : Por a small hole—Make a stitch

with an Over in the previous row, and Deop that stitch

without Knitting in the place where the open space is

required. For a large hole : In the previous row piass the

wool round the pin either two, three, (.tr four tinus,

according to the size of the hole refjuired, and when these

Overs are reached in the next row. Knit the first. Purl
the second, and repeat the Knitting and Purling until

they are all formed into stitches.

Increase or Make a Stitch.—Terms used when the

numljcr of stitches upon the pin have to be augmented.

The ways of Increasing are as follows : The simplest is

the Over or Bring Ponvard, used f(jr open plain Knitting.

It is worked as follows ; Bring the wool from the Ijack of

the work to the front between the pins, and put it over the

right hand pin ready to Knit the next stitch ; form the

same Increase when Purling, bypassing the thread already

at the front of the work quite rouud the right hand

pin, and bring it back to where it started from, ready to

Purl the next stitch. Double Stitch is another form

O 0000000
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ClKCULAR GAUaE. Fkj. .510. Straight Gauge.

required upon one pin, and Knit or Purl them off on to

the three pins. Divide them so that the number of stitches

upon each pin are nearly the same. Take the fourth pin

of Increasing, and one chiefly used for close woi-k. When
stitches are to be Increased at the end (.if a row. Knit the

last stitch and leave it on the left hand pin, making the

O O 2
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new stitch on t'j the same pm. An Increase is als(j formed

by picking up or raising a stitcli tlius ; Hold the work

right side to the front, and put the pin into the work so as

to pick up the loop nearest the last one, Knit, pull this

up as a loop on the pin, and pass the working thread

round the piu and through the picked up loop, so as

to form a stitch, let the Ljop oft' the piu as iu ordinary

Knitting.

Join, Togetlwr or Blndlixj.—To work as shown in

Fig. 514 : Put the two pins containing the work together,

tlie one holding the longer piece at the back. Take a spare

Fig. 61i. Knitting—Join TuGETHi:it.

pin and put it througli the first stitch upon the front pin,

and the first stitch upon the back, and Knit the two

together ; continue t(j Knit the stitches together in this

manner luitil all arc absorbed.

Knit.—The first and chief stitch in Knitting, and

sometimes called Plain Knitting. There are two ways of

making the stitch, the one shown in Figs. 515 and 516,

Fig. .515. Knit—English Method.

being the English method. To work : Hold the pin with

the stitches on in the left hand, marked B, and the pin to

which they arc to Ijc transfcrrei.l in the right hand,

marked A, and ^\-ind the thread round the littL^ finger of

that hand, liring it under the third and second finger, and
over the first finger, and keep it tight

; put the right pin

iut.i the fiv.iit part of stitch, so that the fnmt of the

stitch lies across the pins, and slide the right pin behind

the left, then with a movement of the right forefinger

pass the thread between the pins [see Fig. 516) ; draw it

through the loop and up on to the i-ight piu as a stitch,

push the left pjin down with the right forefinger and slide

the Knit Stitch oft it, and let it drop.

Fig. 51ti. Knit—English Method,

To work in the trcrman methcjd : Hold the hands

over the pins and these between the first finger and thumb

Fig. 517. Knit—German Method.

of cacli baud, as shown in Fig. 517, with the thread over

the first, second, and third fingers of the left hand, and

held tight between the little finger and third finger. Put

the right pin through the stitch, but at the l^ack, not

front (.b-ee Fig. 518), open the stitch out, twist the piu

round the thread stretched (ju the left fingers, draw it

through the stitch, with a movement of the left wrist

bring the right pin to the front, push the left pin down, and

drop the stitch on it. The German manner of Knitting

is the quickest, and also from the stitch hieing Knit

from the liack it lies more smoothly upon the surface.

Fig. 518 also gives the appearance of a piece of work

with all the front part in the plain loops formed by

Knitting. In Round Knitting, this is accomplished by

Knitting every Round : In Straight Knitting, where the

work has to lie turned, the back row is Purled, so that
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the knots of the Knitting avc all at the back, and tho

loops in front.

,-^

Fie. 51S. Kkit.

Kiiitfro)!! the Bach.—A term used when in English

Knitting the Knit Stiteh is to be taken at the baek as in

German Knitting : it is done for the purpose of making

the work smoother in that place.

Knit three Stiteheg toijcther. — Put the right pin

through three stitches on the left hand pin at the liaek.

and Knit them as one, or ,Slip the first stitch of the

three, Knit the two next together, and Slip the first stitch

over them and drop it.

Knit tiro together.—One of the ways of diminish-

ing, and also known as Decrease or Nai'row ; it is illus-

trated in Fig. 510, and worked thus : Put the right pin.

Fig. 5Ui. Kmt two Toge'hu:!:.

marked A, through two stitches on the left pin, marked

B, and Knit them as one.

Loop.—A term used occasionally instead of .Stitch.

Meil-e a Stiteh.—To Increase in the various ways

described.

Mark.?.— These are used in Knitting patterns to

save the trouble of recapitulatiiin. When an asterisk (*)

is twice put, it indicates that the instructions for Knit-

ting between the two asterisks are to be repeated from

where the first asterisk is placed to the last, thus : Knit 3,

* Pm-1 1, Knit 6, Over, repeat from * twice, would, if

written out at full length be. Knit 3, Purl 1, Knit 6, Over,

Purl 1, Knit C Over, Purl 1. Knit (I, Over. When a row is

worked to a certain stitch, and is then rijpeated back-

wards, either the place is marked by tlie li.'tters A and B,

or ly a cross + for example ; A, Purl 1, Over, Knit 6, B,

means that after the stitches are once worked they are

repeated thus : knit (i, over, purl 4. Other marks Ijceide

the asterisk and the cross are occasionally used, )>ut they

are generally explained in the instructions given with the

woi'k.

Nai-rcne.— To Decrease cither by Knitting two

together or by a Take in.

Over.—To Increase : Pass the thread when in-

creasing in plain Knitting to the front of the work through

the pins and back again (jver the pins, or in Purl Knitting

when the thread is already at the fr(mt of w(jrk, pass it over

the neeille and right round it, so that it again comes otit

at the front. The Over makes a new stitch when Knitted

off on the next row, and the method uf Increasing by Overs

is the one commonly employed in open Knitting patterns.

l'a.i.-i a Stiteh.—See Slip Stiteh.

Fa^s the Thread Bael-.— When changing Purling

' to Knitting, pass the thread which is at the front of the

work f(.ir Purling through the stitches to the liack f(_)r

Knitting.

Pd.s.i- the Tliread Forward.— When changing Knit-

ting to Piu-liug, the thread that is at the back of the work

for Knitting is passed between the stitches t<j bring it to

the front for Purling. This na^ivement of the thread is

generally umlerstood, but n(jt expressed, although the

term is sometimes used in old fashioned books.

Fiel- iij) a Stiteh.—See Raised Stitelies.

Flain. Knitting.—See Knit.

Furl.—ALso kuo^\'n as Baek, Reversed, Ribbed, Seam,

and Turned. It is the stitch next in importance to Knit,

and pivduces the ril.is or knots in the front of the work

where they are rcjuired, or when worked as the )_>ack row,

Fig. 520. Knittikii—Pukl (English Method).

gives the appearance of Round Knitting to a straight piece

of work. To Purl as worked in England, and as shovm in

Fig. 520 : H(dd the thread in the right hand, marked A, and

lie careful that it is in the front i.f the work, put the right

pin througli the stitch in front of the left iiiu, marked B,
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lift the thread with the right forefinger, and pass it round

the pin, keeping it quite tight, bring the right pin out

behind the left, and draw the stiteh oft'.

To work in the German method as shown in Fig.

521 : Hold the hands over both pins, and the pins between

the thumb and forefinger of each hand. Bring the thread to

the front of the work, pass it over lioth pins, and hold it

tightly over the left hand. Put the right piu tlirough the

stitch and before the left pin, and with a. jerk of the left

hand bring the thread behind it, then draw the pin out

Fig. 521. Knitting—Pckl (Gee.man Method).

behind the left pin and with the stitch on it. The German
manner of Purling is the quickest and suk lothest, Pig. .521,

besides showing how to Purl, gives the appearance of a

piece of Knitting which has been Knitted at every back

row and Purled in every front row.

Turl Three SUtchcs Toyethei-.—FviiL the first stitch,

put it back on the h.'ft j'in, draw the next two stitches on

that pin over it and drop them, and put the first stitch ini

the right piu.

Purl Tiru Stitchet: T,.-/t'«(cr.—Take two stitches on

the pin at the same time, and Purl them as one stitch,

(jr Purl the first stitch and put it liack on the left pin, and

then draw over it the stitch next it on that jjiu wdiich

drop, then take the first stitch on to the right pin.

Quite BotniJ.—To make an Over in Purl Knitting,

see Over.

Raise Stitchea.—Hold the work iu tire right hand,

and with the right pin jjick up a loop, then pass the thread

through it, and so make a stitch.

Reversed.—To make an Over in Puid Knitting.

Rib.—Another name for Purl. Rows Rilibed the

length of the Knitting are made liy Knit 2 stitches,

Purl 2, and repeat to the end, ami in the next row Purl

the Knitted and Knit the Purled.

Roinifl.— When Knitting with four or five pins, each

time the stitches have once been Knitted is called a Round.
Roiv.—When Knitting in straight Knitting with

two pins, when all the stitches have lieen Knitted olf one

pin on to the other, it is called a R(.>w.

Seam.—A name given to Purl Knitting, Ijut usually

indicating the one Purled Stitch down the leg of a stocking

that forms the seam, and aids in the management of the

work.

Slqi. — T.^ Slip a stitcli. proceed thus ; Tak.' a

stitch oft' the left pin. and shp it on to the right piu

without securing it in any way. The Slipped Stitch in

Fig. 522 is shown upon the right pin. To Slip a stitch the

Fig. oHi. Ksittisg—.Slip.

reverse way ; Pass the stitch from one pin to the other,

taking that part of the loop that is towards you.

Take In.—One of the ways of Deceeasing. The

term either means Knit two or three stitches together, or

Fig. 5-0. Knitting—Take In.

as shown in Pig. 52:1. Slip the first stitch, Knit the

second,, and pass the Slip Stitch over the knitted.

Tulce III licversed.—Pukl the first stitch, put it

liack on the left pin, and draw the second stitch over it.

Turned Rote.—A Purled row, or a row at the back

of Straight Knitting.

Turn Stitcli.—Another name for PuBL, which see,

TFicZen.—To Increase.

Patterns and Stitches. — Knitting Stitches,

although so few iu number, are capable of forming a

great variety of patterns, of which the following are a

selection :

—
Bonle de Neiyc.—This forms a raised knob between

o])en parts. Cast On any number of stitches that

divide into six for the pattern and three extra stitches.

First row

—

Knit very loosely. Second row—Knit three,
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* Knit five together, make five stitches of one, thus :

Fuel and leave stitch on the needle, Over, Purl, Over,

Purl and then take off, repeat from *. Thirtl row

—

Knit. Foiirth row -Purl. Fifth row—Knit. Sixth row—
Purl. Seventh row—Knit loosely. Eighth r<jw—repeat

from second row. In every pattern row the five stitches

made in the previous pattern row must be the ones knitted

together, so that the raised knohs are formed at the side,

and not over the last made ones.

Brioche Patient.—This is also known as Patent

Knitting, and is used for warm petticoats, waistcoats, and
cou\Tepieds. The name Brioche originated in the stitch

being used first to make cushions, whose shape resembled

a French cake of that name, Ijut which are now obsolete.

To work : Cast on the numljer of stitches required, and

that will divide by three. First row—PuBL. Second row

—Slip 1, * Over, Slip 1, Knit 2 together. Repeat the

second row to the end of the work, always taking care

that the Over of the last row is the second of the two

stitches knitted together in the new row.

A variety of the stitch is made l:>y Knitting the

Over of the last row as the first of the two stitches Knitted

together ; this alteration turns the knitting from a close

piece of work, with perpendicular lines running up it. to

a stitch with raised knobs and open places.

Brioche Knitting in two colours is worked upon
needles without knobs at the ends, seeming the colours

one at each end, and alternately working them Ijaekwards

and forwards.

Cable Pattern.—This is also known as Chain Stitch.

It can be worked either with coarse or fine wool oi- thread,

and with any even number of stitches, and it forms a

raised cable in the centre of the work, surrounded with

Purled knitting. The raised cable is managed by slipping

upon a spare needle 3 or 4 of the centre 12 stitches

(according to the width of the strip), and Knitting the

remaining number of centre stitches, and then Knitting

the ones put on one side ; by this means a twist is given

to the cable. To work with No. 18 needles and fleecy

wool: Cast on 14 stitches, and Knit first and second

rows. Third row—Knit 3, PuRL 8, Knit 3 ; Fourth row

—

Knit. Repeat third and fourth rows six times each. Seven-

teenth row—Knit 3, take ofi:' 4 stitches upon a spare pin.

Knit the next 4, drawing the wool tight, and then Knit
the 4 on the spare pin and the 3 still upon the needle

;

Commence the next cable by Knitting 3, Purling 8, and

Knitting 3 stitches, as in tliird row, and repeat from

that row.

Close Pattern.—This simple stitch is useful for

making gloves, knitting heels to stockings, or for anything

that requires to be close and warm. Cast on any numlier

of stitches that divide into 2. First row

—

Knit 1, Slip

1, and repeat. Second row—Knit. Repeat these two rows
to the end of the work, being careful that the Slipped

Stitch of the new row should C(.)me always over the Slipped

Stitch of the last row^

Cross Pattern.—The stitch shown in Fig. .524 is

suitable for scarves, counterpanes, and antimacassars. It

is worked in strips, and when used for the last mentioned
ai-ticles the strips are made in contrasting colours and

sewn together. It r(.'quires fl.;eoy wiiol and Ijone needles.

To work: Cast on any nuuiber of stitclies that divide
into six, with foui- extra for EixiE Stitches. First

and secouil row—Knit and Purl. Tliird row—Knit two, *

Over three timi^s. Knit one, repeat from* until within two
stitches of the end, wliii;h simply Knit. Fourth row—Knit
two, * draw the next six stitches on to the right hand
needle as long loops, and then pass the left hand needle

Fig. 524, K^-itting—Cross P.\ttern.

through the first three loops taken on the right hand
needle, and draw them over the other three, keeping them
in regular ordei' : put all six lo(:ips liack on the left hand
needle, and Knit them one after the other. Repeat from *

to within two stitches at the end, which Knit. Fifth row—
Purl. Sixth row—Knit. Seventh row—as fourth. Repeat

fourth, fiftli, and sixtli rows to the end of the pattern.

Double Kiiittiiir/ Pattern.—There are two ways of

Knitting this stitch so that the faliric, although only

knitted with two needles and at one time, has the appear-

ance of two pieces of knitting laid together. Double
Knitting is suitalile for all warm articles, such as com-

forters and petticoats. It is worked with fleecy and fine

wools upon pins suitaljle to tlie thickness of the wool.

To work : Cast on an even number of stitches, and add

Edge Stitches, whicli always Knit. First row—Knit

one, putting the wool twice round the pin, bring the wool

to the front between the pins, Slip a stitch, and put

the wool back : repeat. Second row—Knit the Slipped

Stitch, pjassing the W(jol twice over the pin, and Slip the

Knitted Stitch, Ining the wocd tci the front before Slipping,
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and pass it back afterwards. Repeat these two rows to

the end of the work.

Another Way.—This is worked on the fl-roug

side, and turned inside out when finished. To wurk : Cast

ON an even number of stitches, and two extra fi;>r Edge
Stitches, whicli always Knit. First row—wool in front,

PuKL 1, Slip 1, continue to the end, always keeping the

wool in front of the needle. Second row—slip the Purled

Stitch and Purl the Slippe.l.

Dutch Corn Knittliiij Patten).—Hold the work in

the left hand, also the wool, and instead of making a

stitch in the ordiuai-y manner, wind the wool round the

little finger t(.^ keep it from slipping, insert the right hand

pin into the stitch, and let it draw th(^ wool from the back

of the work to the fnmt through the stitch. The stitch on

the left pin is then L.'t go, and the wool on the right pin

makes the new stitch. Repeat for every row.

Fancy Pattenif! (1).—The open pattern, shown in

Fig. .j2.'), is a useful one for working scarves and small

shawls in. It should be worked with fleecy wo;.il and
ivory needles. To work: Cast on an even number of

FlO. 52.5. KsiTTINd—F.VKCT Tati

stitches, and two extra as an Edge Stitch upon each
side, which Knit and Slip alternately. First row—*
OvEE, Knit 2 together; repeat from * to the end of the
row. Secon<l row—PuRL every stitch. Repeat the first

and second row for all the pattern.

(2).—The pattern given in Fig. .52(5 is useful f.jr

counterpanes, and is worked in strips witli No. 8 Strutt's

cotton and No. 17 needles, or with fieecy wools and
bone pins for cou^repieds. The stitches rerpiire careful

counting, and attention should be frequjntly given to the
direction of the slanting lines, that they diverge from and
join each other as drawn. The lines slanting from left to

right are formed by Knitting two stitches t.jgether, the
ones slanting from right to left by Slipping 1, Knittin"- 1,

and passing the Slipped Stitch over knitted; this is called

Take In, in the directions. When decreasing the diamonds
in the pattern, and Knitting stitch(?s together, always Knit
them from the back of the stitch, as, by so doing, the

stitches that are dropped lie flatter. To work ; Oast on
29 stitches and Pukl back. First row

—

Knit 1 *, Over,

Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2

together. Over, Knit 1, Over, Take in. Over, Tabe In.

Over, Take In, Over, Knit 1, repeat from *; thei 3 will

be thii'ty-three stitches now upon the needle. Second

and all even rows—Purl. Third I'ow—Knit 1 *, Knit 2

togeth i'. Over. Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 3, Over, Take In, Over, Take In, Over, Take

In, Knit 1, repeat from *. Fifth row—Knit 2 together.

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit

5, Over, Take In, Over, Take In, Over, Knit 3 together,

Over, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 5,

Over, Take In, Over, Take In, Over, Take In. Seventh row

—Knit 1, Knit 2 together. Over. Knit 2 together. Over,

Knit 7. Over, Take In, Over, Take In, Knit I, Knit 2

j
together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 7, Over, Take

In, Over, Take In, Knit 1. Ninth row—Knit 2 together.

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit I, Over, Knit 2, Knit 3

together. Knit 2, Over, Knit 1, Over, Take In, Over, Knit

3 together. Over, Take In, Over, Knit I, Over, Knit 2, Knit

3 together. Knit 2. Over, Knit I, Over, Take In, Over,

Take In. Eleventh row—Knit 1, Knit 2 together. Over,

Knit 3, Over. Knit 1. Knit 3 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit

3. Over, Take In. Knit 1, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 3,

Ovei', Knit 1, Knit 3 together. Knit I, Over, Knit 3, Over,

Take In. Knit 1. Thirteenth row—Knit 2 together. Over,

Knit 5, Over, Knit 3 together. Over, Knit 5, Over, Knit 3

together, Over, Knit 5, Over, Knit 3 together'. Over. Knit
5. Over, Knit 2 together. Fifteenth row—Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 1, Knit 3 together, Knit 1, Over, Knit 3, Over,

Knit 1, Knit 3 together. Knit I. Over. Knit 3 together,

Over, Knit I. Knit 3 together. Knit I, Over, Knit 3, Over,

Knit 1, Knit 3 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together.

Seventeenth row—Knit 1. Over, Take In, Over, Take In

the three stitches at the top of the diamond. Over, Knit 5,

Over, Knit 3 stitches together at top of diamond. Over,

Knit 1, Over, Knit 1. Over, Knit 1, Over, Take In three

stitches. Over, Knit .5, 0\-er, Knit 3 together. Over, Knit
2 together. Over. Knit 1. Nineteenth row—Knit 2 *. Over,

Take In, Over, Take In. Over, Knit 1, Knit 3 together.

Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together, Over,

Knit 3, repeat from * at end. Knit 2 instead of 3. Twenty-
first row—* Knit 1 . Over, Take In. Over. Take In, Over,
Taki;- In, over, Knit .3 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit
1, Over, repeat from *, end at Knit I. Twenty-third row
—Knit 2 together, * Over, Take In, Over, Take In, Over,

Take In, Knit 1, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 1, Over, Knit I, Over,
Knit 1, repeat frcmi * at the end. Knit 2 together instead

of the first Knit I. Twenty-fifth row—Knit 1. Over, Knit
1, Over, * Take In, Over, Take In. Over, Knit 3 together.

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, knit 2 together, Ovei', Knit
2 together. Slip 1, Knit 1. Slip 1. repeat from * at the end
instead of last. Knit 2 together. Knit I, Over, Knit I,

Twenty-seventh row—Knit 2, * Over, Take In, Over, Take
In, Over, Take In, Knit 1, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2

together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,
Over, knit 3, repeat from * at the end, knit 2 instead of 3.
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Twenty-ninth row—Knit 3, * Over. Take In, Over, Take

In, Over, Knit 3 t(.igether. Over, Knit '1 toi,'etlier. Over,

Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 5, repeat from * at the end.

Knit 3 instead of 5. Thirty-first niw—Knit \. * Over,

Take In, Over, Take In, Knit 1, Knit t to-ether, Ovei-,

Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 7, repeat from * at tlie end.

Knit \ instead of 7, Thirty-third row—Knit 1, Knit 2

together, Knit 1, Over, Knit 1, Over, Take In, Over, Knit

3 together, Over. Knit 1 . Over, Knit 2 ttigether. Over, Knit

2, Knit 3 together. Knit 2, t)ver. Knit 1, Over, Take In.

3 together, Knit ], Ovei-, repeat from * at the end, Knit
3. Forty-first row—Knit 4, * Over, Knit 3 together. Over,

Knit 3, Over. Take In with 3 stitches, Over. Knit 5, repeat

from * at the end. Knit \ instead of 5. Forty-third row

—Knit 1. Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together.

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 1, Over. Take In. Over,

Take In, Over, Knit 1, Knit 3 together. Knit 1. Over. Knit

2 together. Ov.n'. Knit 2 together. Over. Knit 1. Over.

Take In, Over. Take In, Over. Knit 1. Knit 2 together.

Knit 1, Forty-fifth row—Knit 3 together. Over, Knit 2

Fic KNI TTIXG--FAXC V

Over, Knit 3 together, Over, Knit 2 t.jgether. Over, Knit

1, Over, Knit I, Knit 2 together. Knit I. Thirty-fifth row

—Knit 2 together, Knit I, Over, Knit 3, Over, Take In,

Knit 1, Take In, Over, Knit 3, Over, Knit 1, Knit 3

together, Knit 1, Over, Knit 3, Over, Take In,

Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 3, Over, Knit 1,

together. Thirty-seventh row—Knit 2 t(jgether.

Knit 5, Over, Knit 3 together. Over, Knit 5, Over, Knit 3

together, repeat from * at the end. Knit 2 together instead

of 3, Thirty-ninth row—* Knit 3, Over, Knit 1, Knit 3

together, Knit 1, Over, Knit 3 together, Over, Knit 1, Knit

Knit 1,

Knit 2

* Over,

together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 1, Over. Knit

1. Over. Take In, Over. Take In, Over, Knit 3 together,

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together, Over. Knit

1, Over, Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2

together. Over, Knit 3 t.igether. F<jrty-seventh row—
* Knit 3 together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2

together, Over, Knit 1, Over, Knit 1. Over, Knit 1, Over,

Take In, Over, Take In. Over. Knit 5 together. Over,

Knit 2 together. Over, repeat from * at the end. Knit 3

together instead of 5. Forty-ninth row—* Knit 1, Knit

2 together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

V P
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Over, Knit 3, Over, Tuke In, Over, Take In, Over, Take

In, repeat from * at the end. Knit 1. Fifty-first row

—

like fiftli row.

1,3).—The pattern shown in Fig. ki'II is suitable for

open work Stocking Knitting when worked as Round
Knitting, or for breadeloths, i.*ic., when worked as Straight

Knitting, with No. 20 needles, and fine cotton. For

Straight Knitting : Cast on any number of stitches that

divide by 11, and 2 or 4 extra stitches for Edge Stitches,

these latter are not mentioned in the directions. Knit a

row and PuEl, a row, and then commence the pattern.

First row—* Ovee, Knit 3, Take in, Knit 2 together,

Knit 3, Over, Knit 1, repeat from *. Second row, and
every alternate row. Purl. Third and fifth rows the same
as the first row. Seventh row—Knit 1, * Over, Knit 2,

Take In, Knit 2 together. Knit 2, Over. Knit 3, repeat

from * at the end of the row, Knit 2 instead of 3. Ninth
row—Knit 2, * Over, Knit I, Take In, Knit 2 together,

Knit 1, Over, Knit .5, repeat from * at the end of the row.

Knit 3 instead of 5. Eleventh row—Knit 3, * Over, Take
In, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 7, repeat from * at the

i'lu. oii". Ksinisu—Faxcy (No. :J).

end of the row. Knit 4 instead of 7. Thirteenth row-
Knit 4, Over, Take In, Over, Knit 3, Take In, repeat.
Fifteenth row—Knit 2 together. Knit ?,, Over, Knit I,

Over, Knit 3, Take In, repeat. Work se\enteenth and
nineteenth rows like the fifteenth row. Twenty-first row-
Knit 2 togetlier, Knit 2, Over, Knit 3, Over, Knit 2, Take
In, repeat. Twenty-third row—Knit 2 together, Knit 1,

Over, Knit .5, Over, Knit 1, Take In, repeat. Twenty-fifth
row—Knit 2 tc.gether. Over, Knit 7, Over, Take In. repeat.
Twenty-seventh row—Knit 1, * 0\'er, Knit 3, Take In,
Knit 4, Over, Take In, repeat ivom * after the last Over,
Knit 1 instead of Take In. Commence again at the first

row for the twenty-ninth row.

To Knit Round for stockings: Cast on any
niimlier of stitche.9 that divide into 11, and use four
needles. Knit the alternate rows instead of Purlino-
them, and work the pattern as directed to the twenty"-
seventh row, there pass the first stitch without Knitting
it to the right hand needle, and leave it there, Knittin°

it at the end of the row in the Take In. Where Take
Ins occur at the end of a needle, be careful to put both

the stitches used on to one needle.

(4).—The pattern given in Fig. .j28 is suitable

either for the open work of stockings or for the tops of

stockings, worked upon four needles, or for breadeloths,

I
Sic, when worked as Straight Knitting. It looks well

either worked with fine or coarse cotton. To work for the

j
tops of stockings : Cast on any number of stitches that

divide by 12, and Fuel 3 rounds, and Knit I round. In

1
the directions the Take in will mean Slip 1, Knit 2

together, and pass the Slipped Stitch over the two Knitted

together. First round—Knit 4, Take In, Knit 4, Over,

Knit I, Over, repeat. Second round—Knit 3, Take In,

Knit 3, Over, Knit 3, Ovei', repeat. Third round—Knit 2,

Take In. Knit 2, Over, Knit .5, Over, repeat. Fourth round

I

—Knit I, Take In, Knit 1, Over, Knit 7, Over, repeat.

Fifth round—Take In, Over. Knit 9, Over, repeat. Sixth

roimd—In commencing the piattern again, the Knit I with

Over upon each side of it, comes on the first stitch of the

round formed Ijy the three stitches knitted together in the

last round, and as that I'ound also ends with an Over a

second one cannot be made; the Over of the last round is

Fiu. o-S. Knitting—Fancy (No. 4).

theref.ire put on to the right hand needle, then Knit I, *

Over. Knit 4, Take In, Knit 4, Over, Knit I, repeat from
*. Seventh round—Over, Knit 3, Over, Knit 3, Take In,
Knit 3, repeat. Eighth round—Over, Knit 5, Over, Knit 2,
Take In, Knit 2, repeat. Ninth round— Over, Knit 7,
Over, Knit 1, Take In, Knit I, repeat. Tenth roimd-
Over, Knit 1), Over, Take In, repeat; commence again at
the first round, which will now come rio-ht.

To work for Straight Knitting : Cast ON any
numl.er of stitches that divide into lO. and two extra
as Edge Stitches; these latter are not included in the
directions. First row—Knit 3 together, Knit 2, * Ovee,
Knit 3, Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 2, repeat from *.

Second row and all even rows-PuKL. Third row-Knit
2 together. Knit I, * Over, Knit 5, Over, Knit 1, Knit 3
together. Knit I, repeat from *. Fifth row—Knit 2
together. * Over, Knit 7, Over, Knit 3 together, repeat
from *. Seventh row—Knit 2, * Over, Knit 2, Knit 3
t..gether, Knit 2, Over, Knit 3, repeat from *. Ninth row-
Knit 3, * Over, Knit 1, Knit 3 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit
5, repeat from *. Eleventh row—Knit 4, * Over, Knit 3
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together. Ovei', Knit 7. repeat from ''. Thirteeuth I'ow

—

Knit 2 together. Knit 2, * 0\er, Knit o. Over. Knit 2

together. Knit 2. repeat fi-oui *. Fifteenth vow— lik.' third

row.
1-5 1.—The stiteh shown in Fig. ")2;l is usoJ as an

ornamental edging for the tups of stockings, and is wr.rkod

Flii. 529. ExilTiXG—Faxct (Xo. h).

as follows: Cast ox any numl>er of stitches that divi^lc by

foni-, and w.nk the iirsr six rows in Ribs witli Knit 2.

Fuel 2 stitches alternately. First r. iimd whic-h is the

pattern row i—OvEE, Knit 2 together. Knit 2. repeat to

the end. Second round—Purl the Over of th>- last riiw

and the stitch nest it. Knit 2. re]:ieat to the end. Third,

fourth, fifth, and sixth rounds—Purl 2. Knit 2. and
repeat. Seventh rotind—Knit 2. Over. Knit 2 tL'ffether-

i-epeat to the end. Eighth round—Knit 2. Purl the ( )ver

of the last row and the next .stitch, repeat to the end,

Kinth. tenth, eleventh, and twelfth rounds—Knit 2. Purl 2.

and repeat. Thirteenth round—same as the first round.

repeat all ihe rounds tc^ the thirteenth until the depth is

sufficient. This stitch is easily worked as a Straight Stitch

by Purling the Knitted stitches in the back r^^• and
Knitting the purled.

ti .—The design given in Fii". -Joo is ijarticularly

suitable fjr coarse Knittintr wheri' the v.ork is not required

Fig. Enitti>"G—F-\NrT fN<i

to be open. With coarse wo^il or cotton the branching

parts of the pattern stand out with much t fi'ect. It also

looks well worked with Strutt's cotton. Xo. 8. and Xo. 15

needles for counterpanes. Tc> work : Cast ox for each

pattern twenty stitches, and add one at each end for the

Edge Stitch, and Kxrr and Slip these at each alternate

ri">w; they are not again referred to in the tlirections. First

row—Purl •">. * Kxit 2 together. Kuit 3. Over. Knit 1.

Over. Knit o. Slip 1, Knit 1. pass Slippe.l Stitrh over.

Purl :l r.'p./at fr. mi '*. at the eml of the row- Purl 4 instead

of :i. Second row—Knit 1. -- Purl 11. Kuit ;i, repeat

from *. Knit .". instead of ;i at th.- end. Thu-d row-
Purl 4.

'' Kuit 2 together, Knit 3, Over. Knit 3, Ov,-r,

Knit 3, Slip 1, Knit 1, pass Slipped Stitch over. Purl 7.

repeiit from *', Pull 3 instead of 7 :it the eml. Fourth row
—Kuit 3, * Purl 1:!, Knit 7, repeat from -, Knit 4 instead

of 7 at the en.l. Fifth imw—Purl 3 *. Knit 2 toM-ether,

Knit 3, (JvM-. Knit o. ( iver. Knit 3. Slip 1. Knit 1. pass

Slipped Stiteh over. Purl ."<. repeat from *. Purl 2 instead

of .", at the ell 1. Sixth vow—Knit 2 *, Purl l-:.. Knit 5,

repeat from '•'. Knit 3 instead of o at the end. Seventh
row—Purl 2. * Knit 2 toe-ether. Knit 3. Ovev. Knit 7. Over,

Knit 3. Slip 1. Knit 1. pass Slipped Stitch over. Purl 3.

vepeat from *. Purl 1 instead of 3 at the end. Eighth
row—Knit 1, * Purl 17, Knit 3, repeat from *. Knit 2

instead of 3 at the end. Xinth row—Purl 1. * Knit 2

together. Knit 3. Over. Knit M. Over. Knit 3. Slip 1.

Knit 1. pass Slippe.l Stiteh over. Pm-l 1. repeat from *,

end with Slip 1. Knit 1. pas < Slipji 'd Stiteh (iver. Tenth
row—Purl l:.i *. Knit 1. vep;.-at fvoiu '"'. Commence again

at the hvst row.

7'.—The pattern .shown in Fig. -531 is more open

when v.-.ivked than it ajijiears in the engraving, and it is

Very light and elegant, looking well when worked in coarse

cotton for couvrepieds. and in fine ci^tt.m for toilet covers

and bread cL-ths. As much of the iustructicins consist

of various Take Ins. to avoid using unnecessary spiace in

the divec-tions the worker must understand them as fedlows:

For Take ix : Wovk. Slip 1. Kxit 1. pass Slipped Stitch

ovev Knittel and drcip it. F.jr Reveesed Take ix :

"W.u'k 1. Plkl. return it to left hand needle, pass the

Fr- "1. Knitting — F.\NCY iXo. 7),

next Stitch on that needle over it. drop it. and return the

Purled Stitch to the right hand needle. To w,.rk : Cast
ON any number of stitchi-s that divide into lo, with an

extra stitch at each end f:ir Edge Stitches—these will

not lie refeiTed to again—they are Knitted ami Slipped at

each alternate r.-.w. First r':iw
— '''' Ovek.Take ix. Knit 8.

repeat from *, Sec. aid row— "' Purl 7, Reversed Take In.

Over. Puil 1. repeat from *. Third row—* Over. Take

In, Over. Take In. Kuit li, repeat from-'. Fcuirth row

—

* Purl h. Reversed Take In. Over. Reversed Take In. Over.

p p 2
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Purl 1, repeat from *. Fiftli row—* Over, Take In, Over,

Take in. Over, Take In, Knit 4, repeat from *. Sixth

row—* Purl ?,, Reversed Take In, Over, Reversed Tak(^

In, Over, Reversed Take In, Over, Purl 1, repeat from *.

Seventh row—* Over, Take in, repeat from * three times,

then Knit 2, and repeat from Ijeginuing. Eighth row-

Purl 1, * Reverse Take In, Over, repeat from * three times

then Purl 1, and re-c<5nimence from the beginning of the

row. Ninth row—* Over, Take in, repeat from *. Tenth

row—Purl. Eleventh row—as first row.

^8|.—The pattern shown in Fig. 532 is a. useful and

easy stitch, and is Vxjth light and durable. Wlien worked

with coarse wool or cotton it is suitable for couvrepieds

and counterpanes, or with fine cotton and in Round

Knitting, it is suitable for open work s<>(;ks or stockings.

When used for R.iund Knitting, one stit(.'h is added t.>

the directions as a Seam Stitch, and the return, or

Purled rows, omitted. Tn work for Sti-aight Knitting:

Cast on any numVu/r of stitches that divide by !*,

and a stitch at each edge for an Ed.je Stitch. These

Edge Stitches are not mentioned in the directions

—

they are Knitted and Slipped ea.di alternate/ row. First

Fifi, 532. K.N'irTlsr:—FaX( V (No, s)

row—PuEL. Second row

—

Slip 1, Knit 1, * Take in

(or OvEB, Slip 1. Knit 1, passed Slipped Stitch over, this

Take In always includes an Over), Take In twice. Knit 3,

repeat from *, after the last repeat Take In twice. Third

and all alteniate rows—Purl. Fourth r(jw—Slip l,Knit 2,

* Take In 3 times, Knit 3, repeat from *, after last repeat.

Take In, Knit 1. Sixth row—Slip 1, Knit 3, * Take In

3 times, Knit 3, repeat from *, after last repeat, Take In,

Eighth row—Slip I, Knit 4, * Take In 3 times, Knit 3^

repeat from *, after last repeat. Knit 1. Tenth row

—

Slip I, Take In, Knit 3, * Take In 3 times, Knit 3. repeat

from *. Twelfth row—Slip 1, Knit 1, Take In, Knit 3,

* Take In 3 times, Knit 3, 1'cpeat from *, at the end. Knit

2 instead of Knit 3. Fourteenth I'ow—Knit 2 together,

Knit 3, * Knit 2 together. Take In :! tiuK-s, Knit 3, repeat

from *, after last repeat. Knit 1. Sixteenth row—Slip 1,

Knit 3, * Knit 2 together. Take In 3 times. Knit 3, repeat

from *, at the last, Knit 5 instead <if Knit 3. Eighteenth

row—Slip 1, Knit 2, Knit 2 together, Take In 3 times,

Knit 3, repeat from *, after last repeat. Knit 2 tiigether.

Over, Knit 1. Twentieth row—Slip 1, Knit 1, * Knit 2

t-igether. Take In three times, Knit 3, repeat from *. after

last repeat, Over, Knit 2. Twenty-second row—Slip I,

* Knit 2 together, Take In 3 times. Knit 3, repeat from *,

after last repeat. Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 1. Twenty-fourth row—Knit 2 together, Take

In 3 times. Knit 3, repeat from beginning, after last repeat,

Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 2.

Commence the pattern again.

(9).—The stitch illustrated in Fig. 533 is very suit-

able for counterpanes and couvrepieds, when worked with

the ordinary sized needles and cottons, and will also be

fjund efirective in very fine knitting. To work ; Cast on

any numlior of stitches that divide into 12, adding a stitch

at each end for an Edge Stitch, which is always worked

plain, ami is not referred to again in the instnictions.

First row—* Publ 1, thread back. Slip I, Knit I, pass

Slipped Stitch over. Knit 3, OvEiJ, Knit 1, Over, Knit 3,

Knit 2 together, repeat from *. Second row—* Purl II,

Knit 1. i-cpeat froui *. Third row to eighth row like the

Fiu. .jjo. Knittinij—F.\scT (No, 0),

first and second rows. Ninth row—* Purl I, Over, Knit 3,

Knit 2 together, Purl I, thread back, Slip I, Knit I, pass

Slipped Stitch over, Knit 3, Over, repeat from *. Tenth

row—* Purl 5, Knit I, repeat from *. Eleventh row—
* Purl 2, Over, Knit 2, Slip 1, Knit 1, pass Slipped Stitch

over. Purl 1, Knit 2 together. Knit 2, Over, Purl I, repeat

from *. Twelfth row—Knit 1, Purl 4, Knit I, Purl 4,

Kuit 2, repeat from *. Thirteenth row—Purl 3, Over,
Knit 1, Slip I, Knit 1, pass Slipped Stitch over. Purl I,

Over. Knit 2 together. Knit 1. Over, Purl 2, repeat from *.

Fourteenth row—* Knit 2, Purl 3, Knit 1, Purl 3, Knit 3,

repeat from * Fifteenth rcjw—* Purl 4, Over, Slip I,

Knit 1, pass Slipped over. Purl 1, Knit 2 together, Over,

Purl 3, repeat from *. Sixteenth row—* Knit 3, Purl 2,

Knit 1, Purl 2, Knit 4, repeat from *. Seventeenth row—
* Knit I, Over, Knit 3, Knit 2 together, Purl I, thread

back. Slip 1, Knit 1. pass Slipped Stitch over, Knit 3, Over,
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l-epeat from *. Eighteenth row—* Purl 5, Knit 1, Purl 6,

repeat from *. Nineteenth row to twenty-fourth as seven-

teenth anil eighteenth. Twenty-fifth row—* Purl 1, Knit 2

together, Knit 3, Over, Purl 1, Over, Knit 3, Slip 1, Knit 1.

pass Slipped Stitch over, repeat from *. Twenty-sixth row
•—* Purl 5, Knit 1, repeat from *. Twenty-seventh row

—

* Purl 1, Knit 2 together. Knit 2, Over, Purl 3, Over, Knit

2, Slip 1, Knit 1, pass Slipped Stitch over, repeat from *.

Twenty-eighth row—* Purl 4, Knit 3, Pui'l 4, Knit 1, repeat

from *. Twenty-ninth row—* Purl 1, Knit 2 together.

Knit 1, Over, Purl 5, Over, Knit 1, Slip 1, Knit 1, pass

SUpped Stitch over, repeat from *. Thirtieth row—

*

Pm'l 3, Knit 5, Purl 3, Knit 1, repeat from *. Thirty-first

row—* Purl 1, Knit 2 together, Over, Purl 7, Over, Slip 1,

Knit 1. piass Slipped Stitch over, repeat from *. Thirty-

second row—* Purl 2, Knit 7, Purl 2, Knit 1, repeat

from *. Commence to work from the first row.

1,101.—The stitch shown in Fig. 634 is usefid for

toilet covers and breadcloths if Knitted with Strutt's

cotton, needles No. 17 or 18, or with needles No. 20, and

crochet cotton for pincushions. To work : Cast on any

number of stitches that will divide into 12, adding 6

stitches at the beginning, four to be used in the pattern

and two for Edge Stitches, one upon eact side of the

l-'io. 554, Knitting—Fakct (No. 1'"').

work. These last are Slipped and Knitted alternately, and

are not again mentioned in the working. The stitches are

not increased or decreased, and every row takes the same

number. First row and every alternate row, Purl. Second

row—Knit 4, * Knit 2 together, Ovee, Knit 1, Over,

Take in (which means, Slip the first stitch. Knit the

second, pass the Slipped Stitch over the Knitted), Knit 7,

repeat from *. Fourth row—Knit 3, * Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 3, Over, Take In, Knit 5, repeat from * at th^

end, Knit 6 instead of o. Sixth row—Knit 2, * knit 2

together, Over, Knit 5, Over, Take In, Knit 3, repeat from

* at the end of the row. Knit 2 together, Over, after the

last, Knit 3, Eighth Row— * Knit 1, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 1, Over, Take In, Knit 1, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 1, Over, Take In, Knit I, repeat from * at

the end of the row. Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 1 after

the last, Knit 1. Tenth row—Knit 2 together, * Over,

Knit 3, Over, Slip I, Knit 2 together, pass Slipped Stitch

over. Over, Knit 3, Over, Slip 1, Knit 2 together, pass

Slipped Stitch over, repeat from * at the end of the row.

Over, Knit 2 after the last Take In. Twelfth row—* Knit

1, Over, Take In, Knit 7, Knit 2 together, Over, repeat

from * at the end. Knit 1, Over, Take In, Knit 1 after the

last Over. Fourteenth row—Knit 2, * Over, Take In, Knit
5, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 3, repeat from * at the end.

Over, Take In after the last, Knit 3. Sixteenth row—Knit
3, * Over, Take In, Knit 3, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit .5,

repeat from * at the end (jf the row. Over, Take In. using
an Edge Stitch in the Take In. Eighteenth row—Knit 4,

* Over, Take In, Knit 1, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 1,

Over, Take In, Knit 1, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 1,

repeat from *. Twentieth row—Knit 5, * Over, Slip 1,

Knit 2 together, pass Slipped Stitch over. Over, Knit 3,

Over, Slip I, Knit 2 together, pass Slipped Stitch over.

Over, Knit 3, repeat fri>m * at the end of the row, Knit 2

instead of 3. Twenty-sjcoul row—commence again at

the second row.

(11).—The stitch given in Fig. 535 is much reduced

in the illustration, and when worked is somewhat thicker,

but it is useful for Round Knitting, and as the bars cross

each other and form raised lines above the rest of the

Knitting, the effect is good. To work : Cast on with the

ordinary sized Knitting cotton any number of stitches

that divide into 13. First round—* Knit 3, Puel 7, Knit

Fig. 535, Knitting—Fancy (Ng, 11).

3, Over, repeat from *. Second r^juud—* Knit 3, Purl 7,

Knit 3, Purl 1, repeat from *. Third rovmd—Knit 2, Knit

2 together reversed. Purl 6, Knit 3, Over, Purl 1, Over,

repeat. Fourth round—Knit 3, Purl (i. Knit 3, Purl 3,

repeat. Fifth round—Knit 2, Knit 2 together from the

back, Purl 4, Knit 2 together. Knit 2, Over, Purl 3, Over,

repeat. Sixth round—Knit 3, Purl 4, Knit 3, Purl 5,

repeat. Seventh round—Knit 2, Knit 2 together from the

back. Purl 2, Knit 2 together, Knit 2, Over, Purl 5, Over,

repeat. Eighth round—Knit 3, Purl 2, Knit 3, Purl 7,

repeat. Ninth round—Knit 2, Knit 2 together from the

back. Knit 2 together. Knit 2, Over, Purl 1, Purl 2

together. Over, Purl I, Over, Purl 2 together. Purl 1, Over,

repeat. Tenth round—Put the first three stitches On a

separate needle and keep it to the front. Knit 3 rather

loosely, then Knit the 3 from the separate needle (these

six stitches make the crossing). Purl 9, repeat. Eleventh

round—Pass the first stitch of each needle on to the needle

b.^fore it. Knit 2, Over, Knit 2, Knit 2 together from

the back. Purl 3, Over, Purl 2 together, Purl 2, Knit 2
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together, repeat. Twelfth round—Take off the hist stitch

of the eleventh round, and use it without Knitting it as

the first of the twelfth round. Knit 3, Purl 1, Knit 3,

Purl 7, repeat, passing the last stitch upon each needle to

the next needle. Thirteenth round—Knit 3. Over, Purl 1,

Knit 2, Knit 2 together from the back. Purl 6. repeat.

Fom-teenth round—Knit 3, Purl 3, Knit 3, Purl 6, repeat-

Fifteenth round—Lift the first stitch from the left hand

needle on to the right needle, keeping the thread Ijehind it,

and leave it there. Do this with all the needles. Knit 2,

Over, Purl 3, Over, Knit 2, Knit 2 together from the l>ack.

Purl 4, knit 2 together, repeat. Sixteenth round—Take

off the last stitch of the fifteenth round as in the twelfth

round. Knit 3, Purl 5, Knit 3, Purl 4. Seventeenth round

—Pass the first stitch to the right hand needle as in the

fifteenth round. Knit 2, Over. Purl .5, Over, Knit 2, Knit 2

together from the back, purl 2, knit 2 together, repeal.

Eighteenth round—pass the first stitch of each needle as

in the twelfth round. Knit 3, Purl 7, Knit 3, Purl 2, repeat.

Nineteenth round—Pass the first stitch to the right hand

needle as in the fifteenth round. Knit 2, Over, Purl 1, Purl

2 together. Over, Purl 1. Over, Purl 2 together. Purl 1,

Over, Knit 2, Knit 2 together fr..m tlie back. Knit 2

together, repeat. Twentieth round —Slip the last stitch

off' the i-ight hand needle on to the left hand, then place

upon a separate needle the next 3 stitches, and work as in

the tenth round. Re-commence the pattern at the eleventh

rinmd.

(12).—The pattern shown in Pig. .53 1 forms a series

of raised scallops or leaves, and requires to Ije worked witli

very fine cotton and No. 20 needles, as, when worked with

coarse needles and cotton, the dropped Overs are too large

for beauty. The Purled side of the pattern is the most

raised, but either side can be used as the right side of the

work. To w<jrk : Cast on any number of stitches that

Fk;. 536. Knitting;—Fancy (No. 12).

divide into 20, and four more for two Edge Stitches
upon each side. Pukl and Knit the Edge Stitcdies every

other row ; they are not mentioned in the directions for

Knitting. The Take In here means Slip 1, Knit 1, pass

Slipped Stitch over the Take In reversed, Purl I, return it

to the left hand needle, pass the next stitch on that needle

over it, drop it and return the Purled stitch to the right

hand needle. First row—Purl. Second row

—

Over, *

Take In, Knit 8, Over, Knit 8, Knit 2 together, Over,

repeat from *. Third row—Over, drop the Over of the

last row (in future explanations the word " drop " will

indicate this movement), * Purl 2 together, Purl 7, Over,

then upon the over of the last row Purl I and Knit 1,

Over, Purl 7, Take In reversed, Over, drop, repeat from *.

Fourth row—Over, drop, * Take In, Knit 6, Over, Knit

4, Over, Knit 6, Knit 2 together. Over, drop, repeat from *.

Fifth row—Over, drop, * Purl 2 together. Purl 5, Over,

Purl 6, Over, Purl .5, Take In reversed, Over, drop, repeat

from *. Sixth row—Over, drop, * Take In, Knit 4, Over,

Knit 8, Over, Knit 4, Knit 2 together. Over, drop, repeat

frcmi *. Seventh row—Over, drojj, * Purl 2 together,

Purl 3, Over, Purl 10, Over, Purl 3, Take In reversed,

Ovei', drop, repeat from *. Eighth row—Over, drop, *

Take In, Knit 2, Over, Knit 12, Over, Knit 2, Knit 2

together, Over, diop, repeat from *. Ninth row—Over,

drop, * Purl 2 together. Purl 1, Over, Piud 14, Over, Pm-1

1, Take In reversed. Over, drop, repeat from *. Tenth row
—Over, drop, * Take in. Knit 8, Over, Knit 8, Knit 2

together. Over, drop, repeat from *. Eleventh row—Purl

the over of the last row. Over. * Purl 7, Take In reversed,

Over, drop. Purl 2 together, Purl 7, Purl and Knit the

Over of the last row. Over, repeat from * after the last.

Purl 7, Over; only Purl the Over of the last row. Twelfth

row—Knit 2, Over, * Knit 6, Knit 2 together. Over, drop,

Take In, Knit 6, Over. Knit 4, Over, repeat from *, end

with Knit 2 instead of Knit 4. Thirteenth row—Purl 3,

Over, * Purl .5, Take In reversed. Over, di'op. Purl 2

together, Purl .5, Over, Purl 6, Over, repeat from * after

the last Purl .5, work Over, Piu-1 3. Fourteenth row

—

Knit 4, Over, * Knit 4, Knit 2 together. Over, drop. Take

In, Knit 4, Over, Knit 8, Over, repeat from * after the

last Knit 4, work over, Knit 4. Fifteenth row—Purl 5,

Over. * Purl 3, Take In reversed. Over, drop. Purl 2

together. Purl 3, Over, Purl 10. Over, repeat from * after

last purl 3, work Over, purl 5. Sixteenth row—knit 6,

Over, * Knit 2, Knit 2 together. Over, drop. Take In, Knit
2, Over. Knit 12, Over, repeat from * after the last Knit

2. Over, work. Knit 6. Seventeenth row—Purl 7, Over, *

Purl 1, Take In reversed. Over, drop. Purl 2 together.

Purl 1, Over, Purl 14, Over, repeat from * after the last

Purl 1, work Over, Purl 7. Eighteenth row—Knit 8. *

Knit 2 together. Over, drop. Take In, Knit 16, repeat from
* after the last Take In. work. Knit 8. Nineteenth row-
Over. * Purl 2 together. Purl 7. Over. Purl and Knit the

Over of the last row, Over, Purl 7, Take In reversed.

Over, repeat from *. For the twentieth row commence
again at the fourth row.

(13).—Fig. .537 is a light pattern, either used for

Knitting square shawls, for open work socks, or for other

open knitting. To work for a shawl : Cast on 242 stitches,

use bone needles (No. 6), and Shetland wool. To work for

socks ; Calculate nine stitches for the making of each

diamond. For open work straight knitting : Cast On nine

stitches for each pattern and add a stitch at each end for

an Edge Stitch. To work: First row—Cast On number
of stitches and Knit a row. Second row—Knit 2, Slip 1,

* Over, Slip 1, Knit 2 together, draw the Shpped Stitch

over the last, Over, Knit 3, repeat from * to the end of the

row, Knit the last 2. Third row—Knit 2, Purl to the end
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of the row, where Knit Fourth -Kuit -1, Slip 1,

Fig. 5;r. Knjttixg—Fanlv [Xo. 13.)

Knit 3, * Over, Slip 1, Knit '2 together, draw the Slipped

ei,i;hteeu of whi.-h ;ire reipiired for thi' middle and twenty
for the stripes at th(.' side. In repeating the pattern,

repeat the middle' and then the strip, in order that the
latter should not tie of double width. The Take in in the

direetions stands for Slip 1, Knit 1, pass the Slipped

Stiteh over. In every round the Knitting that is required

for the midille pattern is euelosed within a eross, thus, X.

First r...uud—Kuit t t..s-ether fr..im the baek. Over,
Knit 1, Take lu, Over. Kuit 1, Take In, Over, Kuit 2,

X Over, Fuel 7, Purl 2 together. Purl 2 together. Purl 7,

Over, X Knit 2 together. Over, Kuit 1, Take In, Over,
Kuit I, Take In. Over. Knit 2. Seeond round—Knit 1

from the baek. Kuit 1. Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Ovei',

Kuit 2 together, Kuit 1. Over. Knit 2 together. X Knit 1,

Over, Kuit 6, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 2 together,

Jig. 5:38. E N I T T I N G — F A N C Y (Xu. li)

.

Stiteh over the last. Over, Knit 3, repeat from * to the end
of the row, Knit the last 2. Fifth row—Knit 2, Purl to

the end of the row, where Knit 2. Sixth row—as the

second row, repeat from the second row until the length

is sufficient. When working the top of a sock, leave out
the two end stitches.

(14).—The patteini shown in Fig. 538 is worked as

Round Knitting, and is repeated imtil the right width is

obtained. For the pattern, Cast on thii-ty-eight stitches.

Knit b. Over, Knit 1, X Knit 2, Over, Kuit 2 together,

Knit I, Over, Knit 2 together, Kuit 1, Over. Kuit 2

together. Third round—Knit 2 together from the liack.

Over, Knit I. Take In, Over, Knit 1, Take In. Over. Knit 2,

X Knit 2. Over, Knit 5, Knit 2 together. Over, let the Over

of last row drop, Knit 2 together. Kuit .5, Over, Kuit 2,

X Knit 2 together from the back. Over. Knit 1, Take In,

Over. Knit 1, Take In. Over. Kuit 2. Fourth round-

Knit I from the back. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together,
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Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together, Knit 1, Over, Knit 2

together, X Knit 3, Over, Knit 4, Knit 2 together. Over,

and let Over of last row drop. Knit 2 together, Knit 4,

Over, Knit 3, X Knit 2, Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1,

Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 tr>gether.

Fifth round—like the first round to the X, then Knit 4,

Over, Knit 3, Knit 2 together, Over, let drop the Over

of last round, Knit 2 together, Knit 3, Over, Knit 4, work

the end like the end of the first row. Sixth round—like

the second roxmd to the X, and for the middle Knit 5,

Over, Knit 2, Knit 2 together. Over, let drop the Over of

the last round. Knit 2 together. Knit 2, Over, Knit 5, X

work the end like the end (jf the second round. Seventh

round—like the first round to tlie X, then Knit ti. Over,

Knit 1, Knit 2 together. Over, let drop the Over of the

last round. Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 6, x end
like the end of the first round. Eighth round—like the

second round to the X, then Over, Knit 7, Knit 2 together.

Over, let drop the Over of the last round. Knit 2 together.

Knit 7, Over, X end like the second round. Ninth round
•—work the first and second part like the first round, the

middle part like th<! middle of the second row. Tenth
round—work the first and end part like the second round,
the middle part like the middle of the third rovmd.

Eleventh round—first and end like the first part of the first

round, and the middle part like the middle part of the

fourth round. Repeat from the first round.

Gixaset or Mitre.—See Mitre.

Honeycomb Pattern.—Cast ON any number of stitches

that divide l.>y six. First row—Knit. Second row—Purl.
Third row—Knit. Fourth row—Knit 4 and Slip 2 to the
end of the row. Fifth row—Purl the Knit stitches of
last row, but slip the stitches slipped in fourth row. Sixth
row—like fourth row. Seventh row—like fifth. Eii'hth

and ninth r(jws—like sixth and seventh. Tenth row—Purl
every stitch. Eleventh ixm—Knit. Twelfth row—Purl.
This completes one Honeycomb. Commence the next by
Purling a row, Slipping the fifth and sixth stitches, takin<'

Fig. 5U0. Honetcomb Stitch—Fancy.

care that these two stitches come in the centre of the
previous patteni. Continue alternately Knitting and Purl-
ing a row. Slipping 2 stitches until six rows are worked,
then for the seventh row Knit all the stitches, and for
the eighth Purl all the stitches.

HoneTjcomb Fancy Pattern (1).—The stitcli shown

in Fig. 539 is used for working mulfatees in with coloured

wools ; two colours are necessary, half an ounce of the

lightest and eight skeins of the darkest, and foui- needles,

No. 12. To work : Cast on with darkest wool 56 stitches,

put 20 on one needle, and 18 each on the other two

needles, and Puel 3 rounds. Pick up the light wool, and

commence the first pattern round. Knit 6, Slip 2, keeping

the wool behind them and repeat. Work to the seventh

round the same as the first round. Seventh round—Knit

all the stitches with the dark wool, including those

slipped in the previous rounds. Eighth and ninth rounds

—Purl with the dark wool. Tenth round—the same as the

first round, except that the Slipped Stitches must be the

centre ones of the six Knit before. Work the next five

roimds as the tenth round, and then repeat the seventh,

eighth, and ninth rounds. Twentieth round—work exactly

as the first round. Sixty rounds will complete the muf-

fatee ; end with one Knit and three Purl roimds.

(2).—The patteni shown in Fig. 540 is another variety

of Honeycomb, and is arranged for a couvrepied or baby's

counterpane. The directions are given for a square, but

they can be increased. To work : Two shades of four-

thread fleecy wool and two bone needles. No. 4, are re-

quired. Cast on, with the darkest wool, 29 stitches, and

Knit three rows. First pattern row—Take the lightest

wool and Knit 7, Slip 2, and repeat, at the end Knit 2

instead of 7. Second row

—

Purl 2, * Slip 2, these are the

same stitches that were slipped before, Piud 7, repeat

from *. Third and fifth rows—like the first. Fourth

and sixth rows—like the second. Seventh row—take the

darkest wool. Knit t'ae whole row, including Slipped

Stitches. Eighth and tenth rows—like the seventh. Ninth

row—Purl. Eleventh row—with the light wool. Knit 2, *

Slip 2, Knit 7, repeat from *. Twelfth row—* Purl 7,

Slip 2, repeat from *, at the end Purl 2 instead of 7.

Thirteenth and fifteenth rows—like the eleventh. Four-

teenth and sixteenth rows—like the twelfth. Seventeenth
row—Knit with dark wool. Eighteenth and twentieth

rows—Knit. Nineteenth row—Purl. Twentieth—com-
mence at the first row.

Hiidculiaclc Patteni.—Cast ON an uneven number of

stitches, and Knit and Purl alternately. Commence
each rijw with a Knit Stitch.

Rib.—For a straight rib Cast on any number of

stitches that may lie required. First row—Knit. Second
row—Purl. Third and fourth rows—Knit. Fifth row
—Purl

; Knit two rows and Purl one to the end.

To Ril) sideways. Cast on any number of stitches

that divide into four. First row—Over, Knit 2 together,
Purl 2, i-epcat. Second row—Knit 2, Over. Purl 2

t<jgether, repeat.

Slip Pattern.—A pretty and easy close pattern, form-
iug a raised knot, can be worked with coarse needle and
fleecy wool for couvrepieds, or with fine No. 17 needles and
Stmtt's cotton for close knitting. To work : Cast on an
uneven number of stitches and Knit a row. First row—
Knit 1, * bring the wool to the front of the work, take off

the next stitch as if about to Purl, but slip it on to right
hand needle, pass the wool back. Knit 1, repeat from *, end
with Knit 1. Second row—Pm-1 2, * pass the wool back,
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Slip tlio next stitch, pass the wool to the front. Purl 1,

repeat from *, finish the row with a Slipped Stitch. Repeat

the first and second rows.

Sliider rattern.— Ca.ST ON an}' minihiT of stitches

that divide by six. First row

—

Ovee, Slip 1, Knit 2

together, piass Slipped Stitch oi'cr. Over. Knit o. Sec(ind
]

row—Knit. Third row— Clver, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit

2 together. Knit 2. Fiairth row—Knit, Fifth row—Over,

Knit 3, Over, Slip 1, Knit 2 together, pass Slip Stitch over.

Sixth row—Knit, Seventh row—like the first row.

Another Way.—Cast On any nuinLer of stitches

that divide into four, PtEL 3 stitches together, then

row—Slip I, Knit 1, * Purl 3 ti.gethc'r <m tlie fourth stitch.

Knit 1, Purl ], Knit 1, and repeat fmui *, Sixth row—Like
fourth. Repeat from the third mw.

Knitted Articles.—Knitting is used for a great

varietj' of purposes, and the patterns previously givm can
lie turned to many uses. The following articles, ho\ve-i-er,

require distinct directions for working, and are described

in detail as follo"\\'S :

Bed ii'c.sf.—Use Strutt's Fo. -t. Knitting cotton, and
pins No. t^. Ca.st UN thirty .stitches, Knit seventy rows,

then IxcEEASE in the seventh stitch of the row until there

are 110 stitches. Knit 160 rows, and Decrease at the

Fig 340. HOKEYCUMB S T IT C H— F A N C Y,

KnitI, Purl 1, Knit 1. all m one stitch. Second row

—

Pm-1. Third row—Knit 1, Purl 1. Knit 1, all in one stitch.

Purl 3 together. Fourth row—Purl. Fifth row—as the

first,

Spoited Knitting.—A pretty open stitch, with a

raised solid knob as pattern, and useful for comforters and
shawls

: Should be worked with bone needles, Ko. 10, and
fleecy wool. To woi-k : Cast on any number of stitches

divisible by four and two over as Edge Stitches ; Knit
two rows. Third row

—

Slip 1, Knit 1, * make three loops

of the next stitch by Knitting 1, Fueling Land Knit tuig 1,

all on the third stitch, Purl 3 together, repeat from * at

the end, Knit 2, Fourth row—Slip 1, Knit 1, Purl the

Remainder, except the last two stitches, which Knit. Fifth

seventh stitch to thirty stitches. Knit scvi'Utj' rows, and

Cast off. Place the roimd or increased part over the

patient's shoulder, and sew strong loops, inches long, to

each end of the strip of knitting, and tie to the bottom

of the bed with unbleached tape.

Braces. — These should lie worked with twisted

crochet silk, in long skeins, and with Ko. 14 needles-

Two and a half ounces to three ounces of silk are retjuired

for a pair of braces. The Knitting should be loose, as

the stitch is troublesouie to work tight. To work as

shown in Fig. 541 on next page : Cast on twenty-one

stitches. First row

—

Slip one, Ijriug the threail to the

front of the work, and take the second stitch off as if abiout

to Purl, thread liaek, * insert the point of the needle from
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the Lack between the tliircl and fourth ttitches and put it

into the fourth stitch, draw this out to the side beliind and

beyond the third stitch and Knit it, then Knit the third

stitch and Slip l:>oth stitches off the left hand needle,

repeat from * to the end of the row, Knit the last stitch.

Second row—Shp the first and second stitch and then

bring the thread to the front of the work, * Purl the

fourth stitch, and then Purl the third and Shp lioth off

the needle, repeat from * to the end. Knit last stitch;

repeat these two rows to the end of the brace. A liutton-

hole requires to be made in the brace after the first twelve

rows, thus : Divide the stitches and begin on the rig-ht

side of the work, Knit eleven stitches according to the

first row, turn and work back like the directions for the

second row, and continue Knitting liackwards and forwards

in this way for twelve rows. Leave the silk hanging,

take up another piece, and work up the other half of the

stitches. To make these equal with the ones on the other

aide. Knit the first from the back and do not drop it,

bring the thread to the front of the work and take the

first off on to the right hand needle, then work the other

Fl(.i. 5U. Knittinc— Bi(.\Ci;y.

stitches in the usual way. Knitting the last plain. Woi-k

twelve rows to correspond "\\'ith th(.' other half (jf the button-

bole, then Slip all the stitches on to the first needle

and Knit the whole way across with the silk left at the

outside edge of the fii'st made side. To take in the exti'a

stitch when the first stitch of the Second made side is

reached, insert the needle l:ietweeu tlic second and third

stitches instead of the first and second, and liring out

the third stitch beyond the other.s. Knit it, and then Knit

the first and second stitches together. Fasten off securely

the silk used for the second half of biuttonhole. Crochet

the edge of the braces, when the Knitting is finished, as

follows : Begin at the buttonh(.iled end, raise a lc>op in the

three following Edge Stitches, keep them on the crochet

hook, then take the thread through them all at once, and

work four Chain and make a Picot on the first Chain. *

pass over an Edge Stitch, raise a loop in the second, so that

three loops are on the hook
;
pass the thread through all

three, work four Chain, and make a Picot on the first,

repeat from *, and "iN'ork all round the edge' of the lirace.

Work the narrow straps in plain Knitting. Casting on

twelve stitche.s; make buttonh(.d(.'R as );>efore ilescril>ed, and

line the work when finished with white sarcenet.

C/o »(?.-;.—These are Knitted either in Shetland or

Pyrenean wool, with two shades of colour, and with No. 4

wooden pins. Cast on 244 stitches very loosely, and

commence with the darkest shade, thus :
* Knit 1, OvEE,

Knit '1 together, repeat from * to end of row, making a

Knit stitch the last. Repeat for fifty rows, then fasten the

light colom- wool on, and work fifty rows with that. Three

strips of each colour or 300 rows are sufficient for an

(jrdinary length cloud. Cast off very loosely, draw the

ends together, and finish with a tassel. To make a thicker

cloud. Knit every stitch.

CoroZ.—Knitting t(i imitate coral is worked with

fine scarlet silk or woollen In-aid, and with needles No. 17.

It is used to ornament baby's sleeves. To work : Cast on

four stitches, Slip the first and Knit the other three;

repeat to the end of the work.

EdrjDiij (1).—The edging illustrated in Fig. 542 is

svutable for any of the purposes for which a Knitted Edging

Fic. 5i2. Ewiixi; (No. I).

is recpiired, as it looks well when worked either with the

finest cotton ami needles, for d'ojdeys, or with coarser

materials, for toilet covers and counterpanes. To woi'k :

Cast on eighteen stitches. First row

—

Slip 1, Knit 1,

* Over, Purl 2 together, repeat from * 3 times, then

Knit 10. Second row— Knit 2, Over twice. Knit 2 to-

gether. Over twice, Knit 2 together, Over 4 times, Knit

2 together. Knit 2 together. Knit 2 together, * Over,

Knit 2 together, repeat from * 3 times. Third row-
Slip 1, Knit 1, * Over, Pvu-1 2 together, repeat from * 3

times, Knit 1, Knit and Purl, Knit and Purl the Over
of last row, * Knit 1. Knit and Purl the Over of last

row, repeat from *, at the end Knit 2. Fourth row-
Knit 13. Knit 2 together, * Over, Knit 2 together, repeat

from * 3 times Fifth r(.iw— Slip 1, Knit 1, * Over,

Purl 2 together, repeat from * three times. Knit 12.

Sixth row — Knit 2, Cast off 5 stitches, Over twice,

Knit 2 together, Over 1 times. Knit 2 together, Knit 2

together. Knit 1, * over. Knit 2 together, repeat from * 3

times. Seventh row—Slip L, Knit 1, * Over, Purl 2 to-

gether, repeat from * 3 times. Knit 1, Knit and Purl,

Knit and Purl the Over of last row, Knit 1, Knit and Purl
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the Over of last row. Knit -. Eighth row—Knit 12.

Over, Knit 2 together, repeat from * :> times. Xintl

—like the first n.w.

(2i.—This e'lging'. when woi'ke'l witli vrry fine

croehet eotton. is snitabli' f^ir pineushirms or iVovley

edinngs and other fine work, and with enarser cotton for

ordinary edgings. Cast ox 13 stitehes. First r^'w

—

OvEK, KxiT "2 together. Knit 1. Over. Knit 7. 0\''-r. Knit

2 together. Knit 1. Second r.iw

—

Slip 1. Knit 2. Over.

Knit 2 together. Knit the rest, but Fuel the hist stiteli.

Tliird row—Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over. Knit 2

together. Over. Knit 2 togeth.n', Over. Knit 2 together,

Over. Knit 2 ti.g.'tlier. Knit 4. Ovi-r. Knit 2 together. Knit

1. Fifteenth rnw—Ovi'r. Knit 2 tow'ether, Knit 2 together,

Ovei. Knit 2 together. Cv.-r. Knit 2 togethei-. Knit o. Over,

Knit 2 toLi'e'ther. Knit 1. Seventeenth row—Over, Knit 2

togetlier. Knit 2 together. Over. Knit 2 together. Knit 0,

Over, Knit 2 t'igether, Knit 1. Xmeteenth r(jw—Over,

Knit 2 tou-ether. Knit 7, Over. Knit 2 together, Knit 1,

Twenty-first row— repi'at frf'm first row,

1
3 1.—To Work Fig. "1^:3. a pattern useful as an edging

to eotiuterpaues and antimacassars. Cast ox 23 stitches.

YK.-ye.. E>'ITTIN(j EDGIXG{Xo. :

together. Over, Knit 6, Over, Knit 2 together, Knit 1.

Foirrth row and all even rows like second. Fifth row

—

Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over. Knit 2 together. Over,

Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 5, Over. Knit 2 together.

Knit 1. Seventh row—Over. Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over,

Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 to-

gether. Over, Knit 4, Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1. Ninth

row—Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Over,

Knit 3, Over, Knit 2 together, Knit 1. Eleventh rciw

—

over. Knit 2 together. Knit 2 together, Over, Knit 2

together, Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together.

Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 3, Over, Knit 2 together.

Knit 1. Thirteenth row—Over. Knit 2 together. Knit 2

First row—thi'ead Over twdee, PrKL 2 together, Over,

KxiT 2 together. Over. Knit 2 together. Over. Knit 2

together. Over. Purl 4. Knit 1. Over, Knit 2 together. Knit

1, Over. Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together,

Knit 2 : twenty-four stitches will be on the needle at the

end of the first row. Seccuid row—Slip 1, Knit 3, Over,

Knit 2 together. Knit I, Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1,

Over, Purl 2 together. Purl 12. Third row—thread Over

twice, Pmd 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit

2 together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over. Purl 5, Knit 1,

Over. Knit 2 together. Knit 1. Over. Knit 2 together,

Knit 1. Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 2; there will be

twenty-five stitches on the needle at the end of this row.

Fourth row—Slip 1. Knit 3. Over. Knit 2 together. Knit 1,
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Over, Knit t togetlier, Kuit 1, Over. Purl 2 together, Purl

13. Fifth rr.w—tlii-eiul Over twice. Purl 2 together. Over,

Kuit 2 together. Ov.^r. Kuit 2 together. Over, Knit 2

together, Over, Purl C, Kuit 1. Over. Kuit 2 together,

Kuit 1. Over. Kuit 2 together. Kuit 1, Over. Kuit 2 to-

gether. Kuit 2; tweuty-sis stitches uow on the needle. Sixth

row—Slip 1, Knit 3, Over, Knit 2 together, Kuit 1, Over,

Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Ovi'r, Kuit 2 together, Kuit 2

Purl 14. Seventh row-thrca.l Over twi.-e. Purl 2 together,

Over, Knit 2 together. Over. Kuit 2 together. Over. Kuit

2 together. Over, Purl 7, Knit 1, Over. Knit 2 together.

Knit 1, Over, Kuit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Kuit 2

together, Knit 2; twenty-seven stitrhcs uow on the needle.

Eighth row—Slip 1. Kuit 3. Over. Knit 2 togethi'r, Kuit 1,

Over. Knit 2 together. Kuit 1. Over, Purl 2 together. Purl

2, thread Over three times, Pmd 13; twenty-eight stitches

now on the needle. Ninth row—thread Over twice. Purl 2

together. Over, Kuit 2 togetluu-. Over, Knit 2 together.

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Purl 5, Over, and Slip Over of

the last row on to the right hand needle without Knitting

it, Knit 1, pass Slipped Stitch Over, but hack on the left

hand needle, then Over twice. Purl 3, Kuit 1, Over, Knit 2

together, Kuit 1, Over. Knit 2 together, Kuit 1, Over, Knit

2 together, Kuit 2 : twenty-nine stitches uow upon needle.

Tenth row—Slip 1. Kuit 3, Over, Knit 2 together, Kuit 1,

Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1. 0\-er. Purl 2 together. Purl 2,

Over, Shp Over of last row ou to the right hand needle

without knitting it ; Purl 1, thread Over three times. Purl

13; thirty stitclK'S now on the U(X'dle. Eleventh row

—

thread Over twice. Purl 2 tog(;ther. Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Kuit 2 together, Over, Knit

1; put the needle in at the hack of the work, which turn,

and work the twelfth row, which forms the point, only as a
half row, thus : Slip 1. aud Purl to the (_-nd

; thirty-one

stitches on the needle. Thirteenth row — thread Over
twice. Purl 2 together. Slip the first stitch of the left

needle over the last made stitch on the right. Over. Knit 2

together. Over, Kuit 2 together, Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Purl 2 togc-ther. Purl 1, Purl 2 together," Over,
aud Slip Over of last row on to the needle without Knit-
ting it

; then Slip it over the last stitch on left needle.

Purl 1, Kuit 1, Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2

together, Kuit 1, over, Kuit 2 together. Knit 2; twenty-
nine stitches uow upon the needle. Fourteenth row-
Slip 1, Kuit 3. Over, Kuit 2 together, Kuit 1, Over,
Knit 2 togeth.-r, Knit 1, Over. Purl 2 togetln^r. Purl 2.

thread Over twice, Slip the next stitch over the second,
aud Purl that. Over, Slip the Over of last row ou to the
right needle without knitting it, Purl 11 ; twenty-nine
stitches upon the needle. Fifteenth row— thread Over
twice. Purl 2 t.igether, Slip the first stitch on the left

ucedlc over the last one on the right needle. Over, Knit 2

together. Over, Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

Ovei-, Purl 2 together, Purl 3, Over, Slip Over of last row-

on to the right needle without knitting it. Purl 3, Knit 1,

Over, Knit 2 together, Knit 1, Over, Kuit 2 together, Knit
1, Over, Kuit 2 together. Knit 2; twenty-eight stitches

now on the needle. Sixteenth row—Slip l.Knit 3. Over,
Kuit 2 togetlier, Kuit 1. Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Over,

Pari 2 together. Purl 4, Purl 2 together, Purl lO ; twenty-

seven stitches now on the needle. Seventeenth row

—

thread Over twice. Purl 2 together, Slip the first stitch on

the left needle <iver the last one on the right needle.

Over, Knit 2 together, Ovei'. Knit 2 together. Over. Knit 2

together. Over. Purl 2 together. Purl 5. Knit 1, Over,

Kuit 2 together. Knit 1. Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1,

Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 2 ; twenty-six stitches now on

the needle. Eighteenth row—Slip 1. Knit 3, Over, Knit
2 together, Kuit 1. Over. Kuit 2 together, Knit 1, Over,

Purl 2 together. Purl 14. Niu(.'tc'enth row— thread Over
twice. Purl 2 together, Slip the first stitch on the left

hand needle over those ou the right needle, Over, Knit 2

together. Over. Knit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Purl 2 together. Purl 4. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2

together, Kuit 1, Over, Kuit 2 together. Knit 1, Over,

Kuit 2; twenty-five stitches on the needle. Twentieth row

—Slip 1, Kuit 3, Over, Kuit 2 together, Kuit 1, Over,

Kuit 2 together, Kuit 1, Over, Purl 2 together. Purl 13.

Twenty-first row—thread Over twice. Purl 2 together. Slip

first stitch on left hand needle c^ver the last made on the

right hand, Ovi-r, Kuit 2 together. Over, Knit 2 together,

Over, Kuit 2 t.igether. Over. Purl 2 together. Purl 3, Knit

1, Over. Kuit 2 together. Knit 1, Over, Knit 2 together,

Kuit 1, Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 2. Twenty-second row
like twentieth row, only Purl 12 instead of 13 at the end.

Twenty-third row like twenty-first row^ only Purl 2

instead of 3. Twenty-fourth r(iw like twentieth row, only

Piu-1 11 insti/ad of 12. Recommence the pattern from the

first row,

(Ij.—The edging shown in Fig. 'Ai is extremely
siuiple, and is a, comljiuaiion of Knitting and crochet. It

is used for children's petticoats or knitted jackets. To
work

:
Pick up the stit<dics round the article and Knit sis

rows, then cast ott', aud with a crochet hook and two shades

of wool finish thus : Commence with the light shade of

wool; fasten on and work six Chain, miss the space of

Fic. 51-4. K.N-ITTINC, Edgixg (No. -t).

four stitches and loop the wocd through the fifth with
Single Crochet

; repeat to the end of the stitches.

Then take the dark wool, fasten it on, work six Chain,
and loop it into the uuiterial between the loops formed
with the light wool interlacing the dark chain with the
light, as shown iu the illustration. Repeat to the end of
the material.

Frini^c ill.—The Fringe shown in Fig. ,545, on follow-
ing page, is formed with h.ops, and is worked either with
f(jur-thread Heecy wool and bone Knitting needles for the
edging of wool mats, or for toilet covers, kc_., with the
same sized cotton and needles used that the centre is

worked in. Cast on the number of stitches that make
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the lengtli of the article. First row—KsiT. Second row

—

Slip 1. put the needle into the next stitch, and put the

cotton on the needle as if about to Knit, then place a

mesh an inch in width liehiud the riu'ht hand needle, and

pass the wool round it. beiug careful not to take it ott'

the needle, then put it again on the needle and Knit it

:

repeat to the end. Knit the last stitch without a lo.-)p.

Third row — leave the uu'sh in. turn the work, and Knit

the row and Knit the looped .stitch as ..lue stitch. Repeat

the first and second rciws three times,

Fic, .".1-5. EMITTING—Fringe.

i2\ The following fringe is useful as a strong, thick

ending for tcalet ec-)\'ers. To woik : Cut a numlier of

lengths of cotton Sin. in length, and double them twice.

Cast ox seven stitches. First row—KxiT 3. pick up a

dciuble length of c-otti..n, and Knit them in at the Ijack of

the work with the fourth stitch, and then bring them

through the needles to the front of the work. Knit 2. put

the loops through the needles to the back of the work

between the sixth and seventh stitches, and Knit the last

stitch. Second row—PrEL. Eepeat these two rows three

times. iSTinth row—like the first. Tenth row—Repeat the

ninth and tenth rows three times, and then commence

again at the first rc.w.

Gloves. Men's Size.
—"Work with Heather mixture or

single Berlin wool of a nnitral tint. Cast ox eighty-fcuir

stitches on three needles, and use needles Xo. 17. Knit
two rounds, then Rib with two Fuel and two Knit

stitches alternately for twenty-four rounds. Knit one

round and then commence the pattern. This takes four

rounds, and is as follows; First round—Purl 1. Knit 3. and

repeat. Second and Fourth rounds—Knit. Third round

—Knit 2, * Purl 1, KniL 3, repeat from * to end, but Knit

the last stitch. Eepeat the pattera until twenty-four

rounds are worked. Commence to Increase for the

thumb at the twenty-first roimd liy knitting twice into

the first stitch on the fir.st needle, and mark this stitch

with a bit of ecilc>ured_thi-ead. "Work the twenty-first round

as the fir.st pattern round. Twenty-second round—Knit.
[

Twenty-third round—Increase on both of the stitches by
|

working two stitches intij one, then continue the round i

as the third pattern round. Twenty-fourth roimd—Knit.

Continue to Increase two stitches in this manner in every

alternate rotmd, working the new stitches as pattern

stitches until there are thirty-six stitches or nine patterns

extra on the needle. Take off these thumb stitches on a

short spare needle for use after the hand part is finished,

and work liackward-s and forwards with the rest of the

stitches for twenty straight rows. Slipping the first stitch

of each row. Purl the Kuit mws, and reverse the pattern

in the alternate ro.vs tcj make the right side of the

work. Join l^y Kuittiug a round, and Increase one stitch

for the stitch hist at the thumb, and Knit twenty rounds

with the patti'in. Then conimenc'- the fingers. First

finger—Take off thirteen stitches on each side, and Cast on
six stitches between them on the side away from the

thumb, and Knit fifty-two rounds in the pattern with these

thirty-two stitches, then Deceease by Knitting 2 t^ 'gether

at the commencement of each needle in one round. Knit
three i-ounds without Decreasing. Decrease in the same
way in the next round. Knit a riuind without Decreasing,

and Decrease in every round until only eleven stitches are

left : continue the pattern through the Decreasing. Draw
these eleven stitches together with a needle, and fasten off.

Sec ind finger—Take oft' ten stitches upon each side, pick up
and Knit the six that were Cast on for the first finger, and
Cast on six more opposite to them. Knit sixty rounds, then

Decrease as before. Third finger—Take off' eight stitches

("n each side, take up and Knit the six Cast On before, and

Cast on six stitches opposite them. Knit fifty-two rounds

with these and Decrease as before, but t > seven stitches.

Fourth finger—Pick up and Knit the six stitches Cast on

before, add them to the remaining sixteen stitches, and

Knit for forty rounds, then Decrease as third finger. Now
return to the thumb. Pick up the thirty-six stitches on to

three needles, and juck up and Knit upon each side of them

the stitches Slipped in the straight rows. First round

—

Decrease by Knitting 2 together at the first stitch of the

first needle and last stitch of the last needle. Work a Knit

round, and Decrease at every alternate round until thirty-

six stitches are on the needles, working the pattern during

the Decreasings. Continue the pattern without any De-

creasings until there are seventy-six rounds, or nineteen

patterns from the first Increase of the thumb, then

Decrease as in first finger until eleven stitches are left,

which fasten off as directed above.

Glores. Woinen's Size.— Work in silk or fine wool in

plain Knitting, and with Xo. It! needles. Cast on sixty-

four stitches on to three needles and ElB with 2, PrEL

2, Knit for twenty-four rounds. Then Knit two rounds

in the last place upon one needle, and five stitches for the

thumb. Purl 1. Knit 3. Purl 1. Knit thirty rounds, and

where the thumb stitches are. Purl the first and last stitch

and Inceease the three Knit stitches gradually to fifteen

by Knitting twice into one stitch every alternate row. Take

these seventeen stitches, place them on two needles, and

Increase with six stitches where the inside of the thumb is ;

work lhree roimds with these twenty-three stitches, cm the

fourth Decrease by Knitting two together in the centre

of the six Cast On stitches. Work thirty-three rounds, nar-

rowing the thumb down to seven stitches by Decreasing in

every alternate round. Sew these seven stitches together.

Return to the hand. Work with the stitches left and pick

up twelve on the thumb', so as to connect it. Knit three
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rounds, and in the fourth Knit two together twice opposite

the thumb, Knit tliree munds, and in tlie fiiui'th Knit two

together opposite the thunih. Wm-k in all twenty-fijur

rounds ; then take eighteen stitelies on two needles im each

side of the tliumlj, and put the rest on spare needles

and work the first finger. Add six stitches on the side

away from the thumb and Knit thirty-sis rounds. Decreas-

ing by Knitting two together thrci' times at every fourth

round. Sew together when eight stiti'hes are' I'eached.

Second finger ; Pick up six stitches from the side of the first

finger and Knit them on to the needle, take fourteen

stitches from each side of the spare needle's (seven on each

side), and Cast on six stitelies on the side opposite the

picked up stitches ; narrow as on thi' first finger. Third

finger : Pick up and Knit six stitches as Iji'fnre, Increase as

before, and take foui'teen stitches cui eacdi side (seven from

each aide), and Knit thirty -nine rounds, Decreasing as in

the first finger. J^'ourth finger; Pii'k up and Knit six

stitches as before, and take all the stitches from the spare

needles. Knit thirty I'ounds. and only nari-ow aftei' the

joint of the fiuger is pass;'d, then narrow every alternate

round.

Marking.—The marking of the initials of the' wearer

should be done in the Knitting, as follows: PuUL <u' Rib
the first rounds of the work, then Knit six rounds and
in the seventh Purl those stitches that commence the

letters (jf the initial desired. Knit the next round and
Purl the stiti'hes forming the letters in the ninth round,

continue to work until the letters are formed like the

seventh and eighth rounds. A small Ijcad of a cemtrast-

ing colour tcj the Knitting is introduci'd when the

Marking is dime upon articles that are not often washed.

Mos.'!.—This is used to ornament the edges of mats,
and is made as follows: Join together pieces of green
single Berlin wool of any shade in one li mg skein. Cast
ON forty stitches upon No. 1.5 needles, and Knit l.ackwards
and fVu'wards until the wool is used up. Then damp the
work and bake it in a, slow oven for six hours, iron it over,

and then unravel it, and place the unravelled threads round
the mat so that they form a thick raised mass resemlding
moss. Sew to the mat here and there lo keep the threads
in their proper position.

Puic»,s/n'oH.—The following directions are for Knitting,
with No. 2() needles and the finest Knitting cott(.m, a round
pincushion cover. The Knitting is done with four needles,
ninety stitches are Cast on and worked plain fm- the under-
side of the cushion, and the pattern part is W(a-k(_'d from
eight to ten times according t.. tlc' sizi' ..f the cushion.
The plain Knitting is not alluded to in the direi-tious.

First round— Ga.ST on nine stitches for eac]i pattern and
three stitches between each pattern, Purl 1, Knit 1,

Purl 1 (these are for the three intermediat<' stitches

between the pattcnis), * Knit 1, Over, eight times, then
Purl l.Kuit l.Purl 1, and repeat from *. seventeen stitches

will now be em the needles instead of the nine original

pattern ones, not counting the intcrmi'diate stitches.

Second round—Purl 1, Knit 1. Purl 1, * Knit 17, Purl 1,

Knit 1, Purl 1 and repeat from*. Third round—* Purl 1,

Knit 1, Purl 1, Slip 1, Knit ], pass Slipped Stitch over
Knitted, Knit L'j, Knit 2 together and n'peat from *. Work

the third round over again, reducing the pattei'n stitches

by two each round until they have returned into their

original nine, not counting the thi'ce intei'mediate stitches,

and tlien commence again at first round. This pattern

can be worked with coai'se needles and cotton for open

woi'ked stockings.

Piii-ae.—To Knit a purse upon two needles, use needles

jSTe^. 17 and three skeins of fine purse silk : Cast on 48

stitches. First row

—

Over. Knit 2 together, repeat to the

end. Second row—Over, Purl 2 together, repeat. Repeat

the fir.st and second rows to the end.

To Knit a purse upion four needles, use needles No.

17 and three ski'ins of purse silk. Cast on fifty-frjur

stiti'lies, and Knit two rounds. Third round—Knit 2

together. Fonrtli round—pick up a stitch and Purl it,

Purl 1, repeat to the end of the round. Fifth and sixth

round—Knit. Seventh and eighth round—like third and

fourth round— Knit these eight rounds alternately for

three inches, then make the slit, thus : First I'ound—Knit,

and turn back. Second round— Purl and turn back.

Third round—Knit 2 together to end, then tui'n back.

Fourth round—Over, Knit 1, * pick up a stitch and Knit

it, Knit 1, repeat fnuii * to the end of the round. Work
these four rounds until the slit is three inches long, then

Knit all round the purse in the usual way, commencing
at the first I'ound and working to the eighth, repeat for

three inches. Purses should be made eleven inches long,

and when finished should be damped and stretched upon a

cylinder before l:>cing di'awn together at the ends.

ShdH-Is.— (1).—Use German fleecy wool and two

ueedles, size No. 19, ami one needle, size No. 13. Cast
ON 3(10 stitches fiir a shawl l-^yds. square, if made in one

coliiur, or sixty stitches if worked in stripes of contrasting

colours, six stripes being then required. First row—with

the small needles—OvEE, Knit 2 together, repeat to the

end. Si'coud row—Knit with the large needle. Third row
—Knit with the small needle. Fourth row—PuRL with

the small needle. Fifth row— As the first.

(2).—Work with fine Shetland wool and No. 14

needles. Cast on any number of stitches that divide

into six and two extra at each end for Edc^e Stitches,
wliich are not mentioned in the instructimis. First row
—OvEK, Knit 1, Over. Knit 1, Slip 1, Knit 2 together,

and pass Slipped Stitch over Knitted, Knit 1, and
repeat. Second row and all even rows

—

Purl. Third
row—Over, Knit 3, Over, Slip 1, Knit 2 together and pass

Slipped Stitch over Knitted, repeat. Fifth row—Knit 1,

Slipl. Knit 2 together, pass Slipped Stitch over Knitted,

Knit 1. Over, Knit 1, Over, repeat. Seventh row—Slip 1,

Knit 2 together, pass Slipped Stitch Over Knitted, Over,

Knit 3, Over, repeat. Eighth row—comnicuice again from
first row. The fancy stitches already given in the Knitting
instructions can be used for shawl Knitting if worked in

strips.

iS'oc/l.s (tiid Stocl-iiif/s.

Baly's Boot, Oj^ien Worh Shell Pattern Soch.~
White Berlin wool, white Shetland wocd, and Knitting
pins No. 10. Cast on thirty-six stitches with the Berlin
wool, and Knit four rows. Fifth row—Slip 1, Knit 2
together, Knit to within three stitches of the end and
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there Knit 2 ti)yetlier. Knit 1. Sixth row—Knit, vepeut

these two rows three times more; twenty-ei,i;'ht stitehes

on the needle. Thirteenth row— Slip 1. pick up tlie threiul

that lies under tlie second stitch and Knit it. Kuit to the

end of the row, pick up six stitches ah.mg the slantini;

side. Knitting them us picked uji. This is the heel-

Fourteenth row— Kuit. Fit'teeutli row—Slip 1. pick up the

thread that lies uuder the second stitch and Kuit it. Knit

all the rest. Sixteenth row—Knit, repeat these two rows

four more times ; forty stitches on the needle. Twenty-fifth

row—Knit 14. then, keeping the other stitehes still on the

needle, turn, and Knit these fourteen stitehes backwards

and forwards for twenty-three rows. Fortj--uiutli row

—

Knit 14. Cast on 'I'l^ \ forty stitches on the needle. Fiftieth

row—Kuit. Fifty-first row—Slip 1, Knit t together. Knit

all the rest. Fifty-second row—Knit, repeat these two rows

four more times. Sixtj'-first row—Slip 1, Knit 2 togethei',

Knit all the rest ; thirty-four stitches on the needle. Sixty-

second row

—

Cast off 6. Kuit the rest. Sixty-third row

—

Shp 1, pick upi the thread that lies under the second stitcli

and Knit, Knit all the rest, pick up one of the Cast off

stitches at the end of the row and Knit it. Sixty-fourth

row—Knit, repeat these two rows three times more (thirty-

six stitches on the needle). Knit two rows and Cast oft';

then, with the same needle on which there are twentj^-six

stitches, pick up twelve stitches across the instep, and

twenty-six where the other twentj'-six were Cast on. Knit-

ting each as picked up, Knit one row and Cast off all.

For a sock, with Shetland wool : Pick up twentj'-

two stitches over the instep, holding the boot the right

side towards you and Knitting the stitches as picked up.

First row

—

Purl. Second i-ow—Purl 2 together, taking

one stitch from the side with it. Purl 2 together again, make
1 andKnit 1 three times, make 2, Purl 2 together four times,

make 1, Knit 1 three times, make 2, Purl 2 together twice,

taking a stitch from the side with the last of these. Third

row—Purl. Fourth row—Knit, Knitting one stitch from
the side together with the first and last. Fifth row—Purl,

repeat from the second row fijur more times, and then Knit

the second and third rows once more. Twenty-fourth row

—Knit 22, and pick np twenty-two stitches along the

side, Knitting them as picked up. Twenty-fifth row

—

Pmi all along and pick up twenty-two stitehes on the other

side, Pm-ling them as picked up. Twenty-sixth row—Purl

2 together twice, * make and Knit 1 three times, make 2,

Pmd 2 together four times, repeat from *, end the row
with Purl 2 together twice. Twenty-seventh row—Purl.

Twenty-eighth row — Knit. Twenty-ninth row — Purl,

repeat from the twenty-sixth row eleven times. For ribbing

round the top of leg ; Knit 3 and Purl 3 alternately for

twelve rows, Cast off. Sew the boot up neatly, rounding
the toe off to shape, and finish off with a white rilibon

rosette in front and a white ribbon to tie round the ankle.

Child's Fancy Sod.—Work with Stintt's Knitting
cotton No, 14, needles No. 17. Cast on sixty stitches,

and work twenty-six Ribbed rounds, Knit 2, and Puel
2 alternately. After the Ribbing, work two strips of

the fancy pattern down the leg, with no Take Ins, thus :

First round— Over, Knit 2 together. Knit 1, Purl 3,

repeat. Second round—Knit 3, Purl 3, repeat. Third

roimd—Kuit 1, Over, Knit 2 togrthci-. Purl :!, repeat.
Fourth round -as s,.,'ond, repeat th.' four rounds twelve
times UK. re, then divide for the liecl. Take thirty-one

stitches on the heel ucedL', the raised stitch of a stripe,

make the centre of the heel, and tifte.m stitches on each
side. Knit and Purl alti^-ruatc rows, Si,ipping a .stitch

each row until fifteen loops are counted on each side

of the heel. Le;ive off' with a Purled row. Th(;n for

next row—Knit to the fourth stitch, past the Seam
Stitch, Slip 1, Knit 1. jiass SUpped Stitch over Knitted,

Knit 1 and turn, Shp the first stitch and Purl to the
fou.rth stitch, past the Seam Stitch, Slip the fourth stitch.

Purl the next and pass Shjiped Stitch over it. Purl 1

and turn, and repeat these. Take In on the fwirth stitch

en each side of the Scam Stitch, until all the stitches are

Kniited oft' on the sides. Then pick up the fifteen loops

on the left side of the heel, Knitting them as picked up,

and Knit to these the stitches on the next needle, con-

tinuing the fancy pattern round the front. Take a fresh

needle and Knit the stitches of the next needle, and pick
up and Knit the fifteen loops on the right side of the

heel. Knit one nnmd and Decrease on each side pin, by
knitting 2 together in the centre in every other round until

fifty .stitches are on the needles. Knit twenty rounds with

the fancy pattern as before, then discontinue the pattern

and Knit twelve rounds. For the toe—divide the stitches

in half on a line with the C-iussets, putting one half of the

stitches on one needle, and the rest between two needles.

Decrease. l)y Knitting together tlie second and third

stitch of one of the needles with the small quantity of

stitches, and the hist third and second stitch at the end of

the companion needle. Kuit 2 together at both ends for

the centre needle. Knitting one stitch at each end ; Knit a

round and repeat these two rounds four times. Put tlie

stitches i>n the back needles on to one needle, place the

needles tc>gether, and Knit together a stitch oft' each pin

twice, and then slip the first of these .stitches over the

second. Eejieat until all the stitches are Cast off.

C4i'itih'inuii's Stri/ied Sock. — Knitted wuth Scotch

fingering -n'ool. two skeins of a dark shade and fom- of a

light shade, and to be worked in striiies, seven rounds with

the dark shaded wool and nine rounds with the light wool.

Needles, No. 17. If Knitted with silk—Adams' Knitting

silk—the dimensions must lie enlarged and finer pins used.

With the darkest shade Cast on ninety-five stitches,

thirt3--two on each of the two needles, and thirty-one on

the other. Work in Ribbed Knitting. Knit two and Fuel
two alternately for 3 inches, keeping for a Seam Stitch
the last stitch on the third iieeillc with thirty-one stitehes.

Now Knit to the heel, commencing the stripes thus : Join

on the light shade of wool and work nine rounds, then

pass up the dark wO(d and work a stripe of the dark, doing

seven rounds, thus carrying on the two balls of light and
dark wo.jl without breaking oft'. Knit on for five stripies

of the dark and five stripes of the light. Take in nine

times for the calf of the leg, commencing from the thirty-

fifth roimd of the plain Knitting, and Take In on each

side of the Seam Stitch once in every stripe. For the

ankle. Knit twenty-eight rounds after the last Take In.

Then divide the stitches for the heel, placing twenty
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stitches on eacli side of the Seam Stitcli on one needle for

tlie beel, and leave the other stitches Ijehind equally

divided on two needles until the heel is done; or divide

the sock in half, and put one half on to one needle for the

heel, and leave the rest behind on two needles. Work the

forty-one stitches backwards and forwards, Knit a row

and Purl a row alternately, always Slipping the first

stitch in each r(jw until eighteen loops can ).)e counted up

each side of the heel, and leave (jff with a Purl row; these

form the stitches to lie lifted for the f(H:,t, In the next

row the Seam Stitch is to he discontinued. * Knit to

the fifth stitch past the Seam Stitch, Slip tlie fifth stitch,

Knit the next stitch and pass the Slipped Stitch over it.

Knit the next stitch, turn. Slip the first stitch and Purl to

the fifth stitch past the Seam Stitch, Slip that. Purl the

next stitch and pass the Slipped Stitch over it, Purl the

next stitch, and turn again. Repeat from *, always

Slipping the first stitch on the other side of the opening

now formed until all the stitches are Knitted off from each

side, leaving the heel finished. Pick up the eighteen

loops on the left side of the heel. Knit each as picked

up ; Knit t(j these the stitches on the next needle,

which is one of the needles left when the heel was

commenced. Take another needle and Knit the stitches

olf the next needle, and then pick up the eighteen

lc>ops (.>n the right side of the heel, also Knitting these.

This makes two Gusset or side needles, and the

needle with the heel still remaining on it makes the

third needle. There should be aliout foi'ty-two stit<;hes

on each Gusset needle. Knit round. Commence the left

hand side Gusset needle. Knit the eighteen stitches

which were picked up fnun the side, then Knit the

next two stitches together, and Knit the remainder.

Next needle. Knit 22, Knit 2 together, and Knit eighteen

stitches. * Knit the heel j.nn. Then a round of Knitting

to this same placi' again. Knit, and Take In as liefore,

keeping twenty-tw(.) stitches after the Take In. Next

needle. Knit twenty-two, then take in, and knit the rest.

Repeat from *. Take in eighteen times altogether. The

heel is to l)e all one colour to where the Gusset coniinences,

then continue the stripes again. Knit in stripes until

it is time to Decrease for the toe, which will lie 7 inches

from the heel. Divide the stitches exactly in half, putting

one iialf on one needle, and the <ither half on two needles,

taking care that the sock is divided in half on a line

with the Gussets. At the beginning of the first of the

two needles Knit 1, then Knit 2 together and at the

end of the second needle Knit 2 together. Knit 1. Take

in thus both at the l:>eginning and end of the third

needle (with the other half of tlie stitches cm). Knit

four rounds, then a round in which Take In as befiirc,

four r(.)unds, Take In again three rounds, Take In,

two rounds, then Take In for the next five consecutive

rounds. There will J^e fifteen stitches h^ft on the one

needle, and fifteen stitches on the two back needles
;
put

the latter all on one needle. Place the needles in a line

•with each other. Knit 1 stitcli off each needle together,

* another stitch off each needle together, then Slip the

first of these over the last. Repeat from * till all the

stitches are Cast off.

Sioc/iii((/.s.~The art of Knitting stockings came from

Spam, and the first mention of their introduction into

England is when Edward VI. had a pair of silk ones pre-

sented to him. Queen Elizabeth, in 1.5(31, had a pair

presented to her, which were the handiwork of her waiting

woman, liut until then had only worn cloth or woollen

materials shaped to the leg. The art once learnt in

England soon liecame universal, and for a very long time

was one of the chief industries and supports of the

peasantry in lioth England and Scotland, although as early

as 1589 William Lee invented a machine for weaving

stockings. At the present time stocking Knitting is chiefly

the work of the ladies of England and the peasants of the

Shetland Isles and Scotland, as machine made stockings,

though not wearing so well, are cheaper than handmade

ones. The lieauty of stocking knitting consists in the

evenness of the stitches, and the skill and regularity with

which the shaping of the leg, the putting in of the heel,

and the refunding oft' of the toe are managed.

The f)ins used should be short ones, and should have

already been Knitted with, as the ease with which they

move is important. Their size should be proportionate to

the thickness of the material used. The number of stitches

Cast on to commence with, depends so much upon the size

of the person that no certain number can be given, but the

f(.illowing scale will Ix' some guide : Gentleman's knicker-

l^ockers in four ply fingering worsted, needles No. 16,

stitches 156. Gentleman's socks, in the same wool, sixty-

nine stitches. In fine wool or silk for socks, 120 stitches

or more. Lady's st(.ickings, needles No. 18, merino wool

or silk, 148 stitches. Sock lor b'.iy of twelve, in worsted,

eighty-four stitches; in hi.mbs' wool, sixt3'-nine stitches.

Boy's sock of eight years of age, in fingering wool, seventy-

two stitches; in lambs' wool, fiftj^-two stitches. Stoekiag

for a child of five j^ears. in merim.i wool, needles No. 18, 118

stitches. For a child of eight years, same wocd and needles,

132 stitches. For a girl of fourteen, lambs' wool, and

needles No. 18, eight3'-four stitches.

To commence the work : Diviile the stitches, Cast these

on equally Ijctwceii three or four needles, and into the

stitch that is t(.) be Fueled all down the leg to form the

Seam put a coloured thread, so that it may be easily

detected. W(.)rk the top of the stocking, or Welt either

in ribs, l>y Purling three stitches, and Knitting three

alternately, or by working some of the open fancy stitches

illustrated on pages 2110 and 2t)l, and Knit the leg down

t(.) the heel, not drawing the stitches tightly, Taking In

at the ankle according to the directions, and holding the

work as shown in Fig. 51(i. The Take In, or Intakes in

the leg, are all made on the third and fourth stitches on

each side of the Seam Stitch, and the Rounds where this

decreasing is managed are separated from each other by

a fixed number of Rounds Knitted plainly. The number

of Intakes must be regulated li}^ the length of the stocking

and the size of the wearer round the ;iiikle ; twenty are

the usual number, with five Knit rounds between each

Decreasing. When the leg is finished, put half the stitches,

with the Seam Stitch as centre, upon one pin, and divide

the others on to the two pins, as shown in Fig. 547, leaving

the two iiins with the lesser number of stitches unworked
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imtil the heel is finished, which work as straight Knitting;
alternately Knit and Purl for forty rows for a man, and
thirty-eight for a woman, or more if the stocking is a

Fig. 546. SiocKiNa Knitting—Leo.

large one, as upon the ease with which the heel fits the

wearer mr.ch of the comfort of the stocking depends.

Fig, .547. Stoceii^g Kkitting—Heel.

To strengthen Keels, they are often Knitted with double

thread, or with a silk thread wound round the worsted one.

In Knitting the straight part of the heel always Slip the

first stitch of every row on to the new pin without

Knittmg it, as this is the stitch that is aftenvards picked

up. The narrowing or finishing off of the heel is worked
in various ways. For the Common heel only Knit and Purl

eight rows, and then Cast off and sew up ; for Dutch
and French Heels, every alternate row is narrowed at a

certain stitch from the Seam Stitch, thus: For a Dutch

Heel, Knit to within six stitches of the Seam, Slip 1,

Knit 1, pass Slipped Stitch over Knitted, Knit to Seam
Stitch, Purl that, Knit 4, then Knit 2 together, turn the

work, leaving the unknit stitches on the pin and Purl back,

when the fifth stitch is reached from the Seam, Purl it and
the sixth stitch together and turn back, work to the fifth

stitch on the other side of the Seam, and take one of the

unknit stitches to make the Take In. Proceed until all the

unknit stitches are absorbed, and only the plain stitches

left between the Take Ins on the needle. French Heel is

similar to Dutch Heel, except that the Take Ins are com-

menced on the third and fourth stitches from the Seam
Stitch.

The heel finished, pick up the Slipped Stitches on the

left side on the same pin, Knit them on and Knit round

the stitches left cm the spare needle ; on reaching the other
side of the heel pin. pick up the Slipped Stitches there,
and Kuit them and work them to the Seam. Count the
stitches and Inceease, if necessary, where the Slipped
Stitches are.

In dividing the stitches to form the Gusset or Mitre,
place double the number and f(jur extra on to the pin
that carries the front stitches than are on the side pins.

Increase six stitches at the back of the foot before be-

ginning the Gusset, if the foot is at all stout, and make
the Gusset by Knitting two stitches together from the
back where the pieces forming heel and instep meet.
Make an Intake upon each side every third round eight

times, and Knit two plain rounds between. There will be
four more stitches after the gusset is finished upon the
pins than there were when the heel commenced, and the
appearance of the work will be the same as Fig. 518.

Fig. 545. Stocking Knitting—Gusset,

Work up the foot in plain Knitting without any Seam
Stitch until the Toe is reached, the length of foot must be

measui'cd from wearer's stocking ; and when long enough,

commence to Take In for the toe. The decreasing of the

Fig. 549. Stocking Knitting—St.ik Toe.

toe is formed in several patterns, the one shown in Fig-

549 is called the Star Toe. and makes a four or three pointed

star according to the number of pins upon which the

stocking is worked
; it is obtained thus : Knit two stitches

R E
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together from the back at the l5e£;iiiniug (if every pin, and

Knit two phiin rounds between each pattern round, continue

until only four stitches are left. Knit 2 too-ether twice, and

Cast off. To form the plain toe, shown in Fig. 5.50: Knit

the first two stitches and Take lu at the third and fourth,

work to within foitr stitches of th:? cud of the second pin

^iiiiiiip
Fia, .S.'iO. Stocking KsiTXti^o—Plain Toe.

and Take In there, work the third piu, which should hold

the stitches belonging to the back of the foot without a

Decrease. Work three plain rounds and a Take In round,

three times, putting fresh stitches on to the pins from the

back pin, then two plain rounds and a Take In round twice,

and then an alternate Take In round, and Knit roimd,

until four stitches are left, which treat as before

mentioned.

i?c-i^oo?n(f/.—Unpick the foot until the bad places

are taken out, then r(-'-work from that place.

Rc-Heeluui or Gyaftinr/, as shown in Fig. 551. The
heel of a stocking wears out before the other parts, but
can be renewed as follows : Cut away the bad heel, and

Fio. .5.51, Stockixg Knitting- Ee-heel.

pick the .stitches up were the heel was first commenced,
upon fine short pins. Cut away the Edge Stitchi?s and
take up the Gusset Stitches upon two pins, re-KwiT the
heel and Cast ofi: the last stitch of every row with one
of the Gusset Stitches on the Knit side of the heel.

Cast oft' by Slipping and Knitting the two stitches on

the Purled side, by Fueling the two together; when all

but three of the Gusset Stitches are used, close the heel

so as to match the Knitting upon the other stocking, or

Knit back to the end of the pin, work the three Gusset

Stitches there, return and work the three upon the other

side. Now place together the pin holding the heel stitohea

and those holding the foot stitches, and Cast off on the

wrong side as in Joining Knitting, or thread a darning

needle and sew the stitches up.

Rs-Kn^eing.—Unpick the worn away Knitting by

unravelling, catting it down the centre of the bad part,

and leaving the ravelled ottt wool in lines upon each side.

Pick up the stitches at the top and bottom of the work, and

place them on needles, join on some fresh wool at the top

line, and Knit and Fuel rows alternately until the place

is filled in, taking care to work in with each row the

ravelled threads lying on each side of it. When the last

row is reached, lay the needle with the new stitches on it

and the needle with the old together, and Knit the two off

as shown in Joining Knitting, or sew together the two

opposite loops ujjon each part. Then sew neatly over the

sides of the work, so as to completely join the new piece to

the old.

Stocking, Lady's StrijjeJ.—That given is the size for

a foot that takes small threes in boots, and is knitted with

German fingering wool of two shades, three skeins of

light wool and four of dark, and worked in stripes, seven

rounds being Knitted with the dark shade and nine rotmds

with the light shade. Needles, No. 17. With the dark

wool Cast on 108 stitches, thirty-sis stitches on each

needle, and Knit forty rounds of Bibbing, two Knit

and two Fuel stitches alternately. Begin with the

lightest wool for the stripes, work nine roimds of

plain Knitting, and keep the last stitch on the third

needle for a Seam Stitch ; work seven rounds with the

dark viool, also plain Knitting, and carry on the two balls

of wool without breaking oft'. Continue Knitting nine

rounds with light wool and siwen I'ounds with dark wool

until there are six light stripes and six dark stripes. The

whole piece from the commencement should measttre about

9oin. in the centre of the sixth light stripe. Now commence
to Take In liy Knitting two together on each side of the

Seam Stitch. Take In in every eighth round, always doing

seven rounds between each Take In. The Taking In part
alone should measure Tiin. Now Knit Sin. for the ankle.

The whole length of the stocking should measure •20in., and
consist of seventeen light and sixteen dark stipes, besides
the Ribbing. For the heel, in dark wool, divide the stock-

ing in two, place half the stitches with the Seam Stitch in

the centre on one needle, and the other stitches equally
divided on two needles, which are to be left behind. Knit
the heel backwards and forwards, one Knit row and one
Furl row alternately, continue the Seam Stitch, and always
Slip the first stitch in every row. Knit until there are
eighteen loops up each side of the heel ; leave off with a
Purl row. Next row—* Knit to the fifth stitch past the
Seam Stitch (which now discontinue), slip the fifth stitch,
Knit the next stitch and pass the Slipped Stitch over it.

Knit the next stitch, turn, Slip the first stitch and Furl to
the fifth stitch past the Seam Stitch, Slip that, Furl the
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next stitcli and pass tUu Slipped Stitch over it.Puiithe

next stitch, and turn again, and repeat from *, always

Slipping the first stitch on the othei- side of the opening

formed, until all the stitches are Knitted oft' from each

side. Pick up the eighteen loops on the left side of the heel,

Knit each one as piicked up. Knit to these the stitches on

the next needle (which is one of the needles left behind

when the heel was commenced 1, take another needle, Knit

the stitches oif the next needle, and then pick up the

eighteen loops on the other side of the heel, also Knitting

these. These make the two Gusset or side needles, and

there should be about forty-two stitches on each, and the

needle with the heel still remaining on it makes the third

needle. Knit one round. The stripes now commence aguiu.

When the left hand side Gusset needle is reached Kuit the

eighteen stitches that were picked up from the side, then

Knit twu stitches together, and Knit the remainder, which

should be twenty-two. Next needle. Knit 22, Knit 2

together, and Knit 18 stitches, *Knit the heel pin. Then
a round of Knitting to this same place again. Kuit aud

Take In as before, keeping twenty-two stitches after the

Take In. Kext needle. Knit 22, then Take In, and Kuit

the rest. Repeat from *. Take In twelve times altogether.

Then Knit in stripes as before, until it is time to Decrease
for the toe, which will be about fiin. from the heel. Diviile

the stitches exactly in half, on a line with the Gussets,

putting one haK on one needle, and the other half, divided,

on two needles, Kuit 2 together at the beginning of the

first of the two needles, and again at the end of the second

needle, and Knit 2 together at both the beginning and end

of the third needle. Then Knit four rounds; thai a I'ound.

with a Take In as before, four rounds. Take In agaiu.

thi-ee rounds. Take In, three rounds. Then Take In for

the next five consecutive rounds. Put the stitches that

are on the two back needles on to one, aud place the

needles in a line with each other. Knit one stitch off

each needle together, * Knit two more stitches oif each

needle together, and then Slip the first of these over the

last
; repeat from * until all the stitches are Cast off.

Strengthening.—This is done by working doubled

threads into the heels or toes of stockings, or by twisting

a silk thread round the woollen one, and working that in.

Knitting Cotton, Silt, and Wool.—Knitting Cotton

is to be had in all sizes, according to the name of the

maker. Alexander's are in three and four threads, and

white or unbleached. Kingsbury's in all sizes, in the best

quality, and unbleached. Strutt's best marble, in blue

and white, brown and white, navy blue ; also Faudel's

and Phillips's, and Manlove's Knitting Cotton, Strutt's

and Evans's are very popular. The numbers run as follows,

viz,, 6, 8, 10, 12, 11, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30, in three and four

threads. Amongst the best Knitting Silks are Pearsall's

Imperial, which is warranted to bear washing. The

Peacock Knitting 'Wool of Faudel and Phillips may lie

had in all colours.

Knitting Hacliine.—With this machine, socks and

stockings of all sizes may be made from Scotch fingering

yams, whether i-ibbed, plain, or in fancy stitches. A sock

may be produced in twenty minutes, and a stocking in

half-an-h.iur. Pi,e-fo..itiug, or partial re-fjotiug cau be

etfected with it. A larg.jr sized machine can Ije had f .ir

knitting jackets, under vests, petticoats, ic. The size

of the cylinders required by any knitter depends on the

description of yarn to be employe 1. To make articles for

ordinary family use, for lioth summer and winter wear, not

more than two cylinders (with their u/edLs aud dials! are

requisite. The 72 or 81 cylin^ler will knit Scotch yams,

and the 108 anl 120 iiurmo, c.itton, eashui'.'re, silk. &c.

The other sizes of cyliulcrs ar.; used gen.'rally for special

makes of hosiery.

Knitting Needles.— Some of these are made of steel

of various degrees of fineness, and desigued for fine and

circular wc.rk. Formerly they wer.j longer than those now

in use. Knitting pins may bj ha 1 in gatta percha, iv(.jry,

bone, and wood, having a button on oue end. These are

much thicker than those of steel, and considerably

longer, being designed for shawl knitting, and for other

articles of large dimensicius and patterns. Sue Gauge for

Knittixg Keedles aud Knitting CJauge.

Knot.—When working Pillow Lace the Boljljius are apt

to twist and form knots upon the thread. These knots

must never be worked into the lace, au'l if they cannot be

undone must lie ix-move'd thus : If the- knot is on a Passive

Bobbin, lift the Bobbin, draw th" threat back over the

work, and either twine it in and out anung the pins until

the knot is passed, or stick a pin in the Pillow Ijehind the

work and carry the threa'l round it, m.'t pulling it very

F1.3

tight, and l:.riug it .lown straight to its proper place,

lengthen the thread, turn the Bobbin to the left, and

continue the work. If the kn^t is on a W.u-king Bobbin,

the Working Bobbin must lie changed into a Passive Bobbin

by giving it one twist with either of the Bobbins inside

the pins ; there the change will not show, but in the middle

of the work it would. The Bobbin thus made Passive

should be worked for three or four rows, and the thread

then taken out of the way as directed above. When a knot

K E 2
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occurs wliile working in Half Stitch, tie it up with its

pair, cut tlie knotted tliread off, fasten on a new thread

round a pin, bring it down to its pair, and tie it up with it.

The illustration (Fig. 552) shows how the threads that have

knots upon them are drawn up away from the work.

Knots.—A complication of threads, cords, or rope,

either secured by interlacing the ends together, or en-

tangled so as to render their separation difficult. Knots,

or what may resemble them, are employed in fringe

making and decorative needlewoi'k, and are simulated on
various textiles, such as a certain make of woollen cloth

for men's great coats, knickerbocker cloth, fringe, kd.

It is often necessary in Needlework to join two pieces of

thread together, and there are also knots which, when
made with thick braid or cord, are extremely useful for

ornamenting dresses and jackets.

Boiolins Knot. — Tliis knot, shown in Fig. 553, is

useful for joining threads or cords together, and is made
as follows : Make a loop with one cord, and hold it in the

Fig. 553. Eowlike.

right hand, pick up the other cord in the left hand, pass
one end of it through the Ljop, then over and under both
the ends held in the left hand, and over ita own end.

Carrich Bend.—The knot shown in Fig. 554 is also

called a Josephine knot, and is used as a trimming knot

;

the illustration shows it made with a double cord. To
make

:
Make an upward loop with one cord and fold the

right end under the left, Take the second cord, pass one

Fig, 55-1. Caeeick Bend.

end into the loi:)p over th.^ curve at the right side and out
at the left side still over the loop, put it under the end of
that first cord on the left side and over the end on the
right, then into the loop under it and over its other end
there, then under the loop and so out at the top i.f the knot.
Before drawing tight, run the double cord in, and then
draw up altogether,

Chinese Knot {see Figs. 555 and 556).—This is the knot

sailors use to ornament the lanyards they hang their knives

Fig. bZS. Chikese Exot.

from when they wear them round their necks, the loop

C being made of sufficient size to go round the neck,

1 IG. 5o6. Chinese Knot Complete.

and the knife tied at the ends, A B. The knot forms a
very handsome ornament to a lady's jacket, particularly
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when it is made with double lines of silk cord ; it is i,'iven

in the illustration, Fig. 555, of the making with a single

cord, in order to show the manipulation more elearly, but
in the complete knot. Fig. 556, the double cord is intro-

duced. To make : Lay the end of the cord A, on the table

and arrange it as in the drawing, thus—fonn the loop in

the centre, and the large loop marked C. and bring the cord

down underneath A and up to where the dotted line com-

mences, there interlace it o^-er and under the shaded lines,

and bring it out at B. The last part of the Knot is

not interlaced in the illustration, for fear of confusing

the laying down of the cord A. Draw the knot tight,

taking care not to pull it unevenly, and by so doing turn it

over. When made with a doulile cord, form the knot as

above described, and before drawing it tight run in the

second cord.

Common Bend.—Make a loop with one cord, and twist

the right end over the left. Pass one end of the second

cord into the loops over the curve, then out and over the

two ends, into the loop again under the right end, and

out again over the curve. Pull the ends of the two cords

simultaneously.

Figure of Eight Knot.—This knot is used to shorten a

piece of cord or thread by means of a Hat knot. Take a

piece of thread, make a loop with it, turning to the right.

and cross the upper thread of this loop over the under

thread, preventing the loop from slipping by holding it in

the left hand. Pick up the under end of the thread in

the right hand, and make a loop to the left with it, putting

it over the end of the upper piece of thread and into the

right hand loop, then draw up the two ends of the

thread.

Fisherman's Knot.—This knot is used in many kinds

of needlework |for fastening two ends tightly together,

and is illustrated in Fig. 557. To form: Make a downward
loop with one cord, passing the right end over the left.

Fig. 557. Fisherman's Knot.

Take the other cord, put one end through the loop, over it

and out again under it, then let it cross the first cord

where that crosses itself, and bring it round those ends,

then under and over itself outside of the loop, and draw
up tight.

Frencli A'»o^—A Knot made with a needle, and only
used in Embroidery. See Embroidery Stitches.

Josephine Knot.—Sec Cnrriek Bend.

Orn,:i)n?ntid Knots.—These are shown in Figs. 558
and o59, and are used to form ornamental knots down the
front of a jacket or dress. To be made with stout silk

cord. To make Fig. 5 JS: Form a loop by crossing the ends

Fig. .558. ORSAMEi-TAL ZXOT

and turn both ends upward, make the longer of the loops

the end that crosses to the right, and cross it over the left

hand cord. Hold the loop in the left hand between finger

and thunili, or press it down upon the table, take the right

hand end of the curd, round it, and liring it into the

middle of the loop, simply crossing over it : then put it

under the left hand cord outside the loop, and bring it

out to the right side, pass it there over itself and under

the right cord of the loop and into the loop, then over itself

and out of the loop under the round at the bottom.

Pull all the loops thus made e\'enly together, run in the

second cord, and then pull up tightly. By making this

knot at once with a piece of doubled cord, nith the loop

formed by doubling the cord used as the short left hand

end, a loop for a Buttonhole for a jacket, finished with an

Ornamental Knot, is formed.

550. Oksamextal Ekot.

To make Fig. 559.—This kuot^must be made on a

table. Take a piece of cord, divide it unequally, and make

the short end the one upon the right hand, lay it down on
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the talile, take the loug or left hand cud, round it to the

left and pass it over the right cord at the bottom of the

knot, round it t(j the right, and pass it across the centre

of the knot and over Ijoth cords, round it towards the

bottom, put it under the two middle cords and over the

right hand and last cord, round it upwards and under the

loop at the t(jp of the knot and mto it, then over and

under the two cords, crossing horizontally the centre, and

out at the bottom of the knot over the third horizontal

line. Draw the loops together very evenly, hold theoi

down on the table while so doing, then run in the second

cord following the first, and draw the knot up tight.

Overhand Knot.—Used for making a knot in one cord

where it requires shortening, or to connect two ends

together. To make : Hold the thread in both hands, take

the two ends, twist one over the other, and draw tight.

Reef Knot.—This knot is used to tie together when

both the ends are afterwards required for use. To make
as illustrated in Kg 560 : Make a loop with one cord, and
lay its ends parallel with each other ; take one end of the

Fig. 5G0. Eeef Knot.

second cord, put it through the loop at the rounded part,

then under both ends of the first cord, then into the upper

part of the loop, coming out underneath and parallel to

its other end.

Splice.—This knot, which is illustrated in Pig. .561, is

used to join the cords together without the join alteiing

Fig. 5IJ1. Splice.

the thickness of the line or a knot lacing made. Unravel
the two ends to be joined, and put the middle strand of one

end through the middle strand of the other, then under the

second strand and over a third strand, and put each

strand from the two cords in and out its pair cord of the

other end, and wind them in and out for some distance,

gradually reducing the number of strands, by pulling them

through to the outside of the cord and cutting them.

- Square Knot.—Used for tying bandages, and in all

cases where a flat and secure knot is require 3. To make:

Tie a tight Ovekhand Knot, then take the right hand em]

and pass it over and under the left hand end, and pull

both ends tight.

Weaver'.i Knot.—A knot much used in all kinds of

needlework for joining two ends together. To make : Take

the two ends to be joined, and cross the right end under the

left, holding both in the left hand, pass the long thread of

the right end as a loop over the left fore fiiiger, and put

it Ijetween the ends and under the left thumb, then cross the

ends again, holding them under the left thumb, and draw

the loop over the left thread again, and draw the right

hand long thread tight, which piuUs the loop down upon

the crossed threads, and makes the knot.

Knotted Bars.—See Macrame.

Knotted Laces.—These are Italian Laces, and known
in Italy as PuNTO A Geopfo. The word Groppo signifies

a tie or knot, and the laces were made of knotted threads.

The modern Macrame is worked like the knotted laces.

See Macrame.

Knotting.—This work is one of the varieties of the

Ragusa and Reticella Guipures, invented after those laces

became obsolete. The first notice of Knotting in England

occurs in the time of William III., when a poet, enume-

rating the dom_'stic virtujs (if Queen Mary, wrote

—

Who when she rides in coach abroad,

Is always knotting threads.

but it was probably known on the continent befoi'e that

date. The Knotting executed in Queen Mary's day, and

Fig. .562. Knotting.

for a century after, was worked upon a wooden support

or pillow, and was entirely composed of the stitch illus-

trated in Fig. 562, which is one of the stitches used as a

Filling in Macrame Lace. The work was used to make
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ornamental covers for handljags ami other articles that

were afterwards lined with coloured silks. The stitch

is illustrated in Fig. ;M;2, and is oui> well known to

workers of Mackame. It is a Double Macrame knot,

made with the fingers, witli equal spaces left between
each knot. In fact, Macranu' is in rcalitj' hut an im-

proved variety of the Knotting executed in Queen iVIary's

time worked on a cushion, and with better and moi'c

elaborate designs.

Another /.('/iJ.—A description of Knotting formed with

the needle and witli bobbin cord is shown in Figs. 503, 565,

and 566. These are patterns intended for dress trimmings
and for medallions with which to ornament pincushions,

and to use for antimacassars w^itli satin backgroiuids.

They are worked as follows. T11 work Fig. 5i;3: Procure

Fig. -56;], Exottisg,

white bobbin cord and good thread, or black or coloured

silk cord of the same thickness as bobbin cord, large pins,

and a soft large pincushion. Trace out the design upon a

piece of note paper, and pin it to the cushion. Run pins

through the pattern where the knots are to come, and put

pins in round the centre of the medallion, in the centre of

every loop, and also in the centre of the last round of

loops. Commence from the outside, and fasten on two

cords, which thread on large needles. Wind one cord round

the pin in the centre of the first loop, and bring the second

cord round the pin put in as a guide for the knot of the

second or centre row. Bring the cords together where the

pin indicates the big knot of the first row, and make an

Overha:n'd Knot here. Make a loop of one thread, curl

Fm. .5Gt. Knotting.

the other round and into thislooji, and then draw both ends

tight, taking care that the pin forms their centre. Work
m this way all round the outer circle of the medallion,

and then commence the second or inner circle. One thread
is suiEcieut for this. Work from right to left. Loop the

thread through the inner thread of the first circle, where
the pin marks its deepest part., and make a knot in that

place thus : Loop twice round the thread, as shown in

Fig. 56i, and draw it up tightly, then pass it round one of

the innermost pins, and loop it into the next inner thread

of the outside circle, and work in this manner to the

end. Fill in the centre with an eleven armed Wheel,
made with white thread or sewing silk, matching the

colour used for the medallion.

Fig. 565 represents a dress trimming, and is worked in

the same manner as the medallion. Trace out the design

upon paper, and pin it upon a flat cushion. Stick large

pins in wherever a knot is to be made, and at the outer

edges of the Knotting to keep the curves even. Work the

outside knots first with two threads, as before described,

and make the centre knots from a thread from each outer

Fig. 5G5. KNOTTiNa.

line. The knots are all made like the outside knots in the

medallion. When the knots are finished, keep the work
still on, the pins, and make the four-armed and eight-armed

Wheels with silk, and make the crosses in Genoa Three
Thread Stitch, as in Guipure d'Art. Commence these

crosses at « for the laid threads, but commence to cover

the threads at b, work to the centre of the cross, then

throw the side arms out and work them over, and finish

off at ((.

The pattern shown in Fig. 566 is intended to be

worked with the material it is to ornament as a founda-

tion, and it is worked as follows : Mai'k out with pins upon

Fig. 563. Hnottin3.

a cushion the exact distance required between the knots,

measuiing from the first two knots on the left hand of

the illustration, and work one long row of these knots

with the two threads. Calculate the length of this row

as doulile that of the length of the material to be
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ornamented, and work a little more than is required.

Then upon the material mark out faintly the pattern, and

arrange the line of knots just worked upon it. Take a

needle and thread, and sew this line down with strong

stitches to the foundation wherever the curves have to be

drawn together that form the design.

Knot Work.—This is an old work recently introduced

from the continent into England, where it was much

Fig. 567. Knot "VVokk—Grecian Pattern.

worked during the sixteenth century as Eagusa or Me-
diceval Guipure. The old Ragusa Guipure was executed

linen thread, crochet cotton, a fine netting needle, and a

crochet hook. Commence hy joining together two threads

of stout crochet cotton to form the foundation lines. Then

proceed to cover these lines with the linen threads, con-

necting the lines together, or working them over separately,

according to the design. The stitch is called a Whole
Loop when both foundation threads are covered, while

when only one foundation thread is covered the stitch is

called a Half Loop. To make a Half Loop on the right

thread, as shown in Fig. 5B8 : The netting thread being

between the foundation threads, bring it out to the right

under the right thread, and put the netting needle in

between the two foundation threads, and over the right

one. To make a Half Loop on the left thread, as shown

in Fig. 569 : The netting thread being in the centre,

between the foundation threads, bring it out to the left,

and put it over the left foundation thread and back into

the centre. The combination of these two stitches make
the Whole Loop which work thus : Lay the end of the

thread wound on the netting needle on the foundation,

hold it with the left hand thumb, pass the netting needle

between the two threads, over the left thread, then under

KNOT WORK— HALF LOOP BIGHT THREAD.

with gold and silver threads, silk or flax ; the modern Knot
Work is made with fine silk or thread knotted over crochet

cotton or cord, with its edgiug made with crochet. The

it, over the right thread, under it, and into the centre.

When pieces of Knot Work are joined together in the
working, the process is as follows, and is illustrated in

Fig. .?i;0. KNOT WORK-HALF LOOP ON LEFT THREAD.

old work was either done upon the Pillow, or worked with

a needle or hooked instrument ; the new is worked with a

netting needle and crochet hcok. To work : Select fine

Fig. 570 : Entirely work one foundation piece, then work
the second until the part is reached where it is to be
joined

;
here take a crochet hook and pull the working
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thread through a loop on the finished line as a loop, and

pass the netting needle through that loop, and draw it up

tightly.

The stitches having been learnt, prcioeed to work the

Grecian pattern, as showTi in Fig. 6ti7. Cover the founda-

tion thi-eads with Whole Loops for the straight lines of

the pattern, but where the turns are made woi'k in Half

Loops upon the outer foimdation line when the curve is

outwards, and upon the inner foimdation line when it is

inwards. Make a length of the pattern to correspond with

the length of the lace required, and then take the thread

off the netting needle, and proceed to Ceochet the

border. First row— Commence at an outer point of

pattern, fasten on, work 4 Chain, 1 Double Crochet,
twice, then 4 Chain, and fasten into the end of the

point, work 3 Chain to connect the next point, and
fasten in ; repeat to the end. Second row—1 Chain, 1

Teeble into every alternate chain of the last row. Third

Kolrosk Fur.—The Kolrosk is an animal of the Ermine
or Weasel tribe, a native of Russia and the northern lati-

tudes. Its fur is much used for lining cashmere cloaks,
and is of a Ijrowuish colour.

Kreuzstich Stickerei.— The work known by this

name is Cross Stitch upon thick materials. It has always
kept its place among needlework on the continent, parti-
cularly in Germany, Italy, and Spain, and is well known
in Morocco, though but little practised in England, and we
owe its present revival in this country to the exertions of
Mr. Julius Lessing. who has collected together and pub-
lished a selection of the quaint old-world patterns found
by him in German country houses. Kreuzstich Stickerei

presents no difficulty t.j the worker Ijeyoud the counting
of the stitches upon a pattern, and its quaiutness and
adaptability to the decorations of articles in daily use will

recommend itself to all. It is particularly useful for

decorating white articles, as when worked with ingrain

Fifi. .370. KNOT WORK— JOIN TWO PARTS TOGETHER.

row—2 Chain, 1 Double Crochet into every space of the

last row.

To work the Edging shown in Fig. .571 : Work a straight

foundation length entirely in Whole Loops, and join the

Vandyke edge to it. Knot two threads together and pin

to a lead cushion. Work twelve Whole Loops * and six

Fig. 571. Knot Woek—Edgixg.

Half Loops over the left thread, twelve Whole Loops.

and two half on the right thread, then join the foundation

hne to the vandyke line at the eighteenth Whole Loop
there, work two half loops on the right thread of vandyke.

twelve whole loops, and repeat from *.

Kolinsky Tur (Mustela Siherica).—This animal is the

Tartar sable, which has a fur of a blight yellow colour.

It may be had of the natural hue, or dyed to resemble
Sable. The whole of the fur, when in a natural condition,

IS of a remarkably uniform colour, having no difference

of shade in any part nor spot of any description, the tail

being included in this uniformity. This latter is much
used for artists' painting brushes.

cottons or silks it can be washed without detriment. The
materials best suited to it for washing purposes are the

various kinds of Genimn canvases, which are woven so

that each thread is distinct aud perfectly regular, and
Java and honeycomb canvas, coarse linens, and linens

divided into squares. For articles not intended to wash, silk

sheetings, plain cloths or serges, and fine white silk can-

vases are used. Strips of the work done upon satin sheet-

ing look well placed between velvet or plush, and form

handsome chau' backs or mantel borders, aud good dress

trimmings are made by working it in yellow or blue

floss silks upon black satin. When heavy materials are

used as the backgrounds, and not stuffs in which the

threads can be coimted, the work has to be done over

ordinary Wool Work canvas, the threads of which

are drawn away when the stitches are all made. The

mateiials used are either embroidery silks or cottijns.

The peasants of Spain and Italy use the coloured

cottons, but the Arabs use a kind of coarse knitting

silk. The cottons known as Brodera la Croix come

from abroad, and only three shades of blue, four of

red, one of amber, one brown, two chocolate, and one

green can be relied upon as really ingrain. The em-

broidery silks can be had in a much greater variety of

shades,

s s
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To work as slwwu in Fig. 57-2 : Work the dragons in

Cross Stitch in deep erimson silk or ingrain cotton for

their bodies, heads, and claws ;
their tails in two shades

of olive green, the hghter being indicated by the square

crosses in the stitclies in the illustration, the darker by

the black stitches. Work the ribbons hanging from the

L.

Lace.—The origin of lace making is lost in antiquity,

and no certain date can be ascribed to it, because of the

practice of ancient writers of mentioning fringed gai-ments,

cauls of network, veils of gold network, embroidery upon

fflgiifflje

Fig. 572. KBEUZSTICH STICKEEEI.

dragons' mouths in pale blue, the border lines in dark

olive green, with the centre stitches in alternate blue and

crimson colours. The pattern can be repeated, as the

tails of the animals ,i<.>in, and it is used either for a table

border, mantel border, or apron. If the design is used

for an apron, work one pattern on the bil), three on the

bottom of the skirt, and two on the large pocket.

flue linen, and woven networks together indifferently as

needlework. We know, however, that the art was un-

known to the Asiatics, but was practised in Egypt, and

that amongst the early frescoes upon the tombs of that

nation, plaited gold, silver, and coloured fringes are

depicted as adorning the edges of the robes of kings.

From the Egyptians, lace making became known to the
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Fi.i. 673. KEErZSTICH STICKEEEI.

The designs for this work are not all executed in three

colour's, and can be f(jniied of conventional flowers or from
geometrical patterns. The one illustrated in Fig. .573 is of

this class, and is easier to work out than those formed of

mythological animals. To work : Work in Ceoss Stitch
with lilack silk all the stitches filled in with black in the

illustration, in green silk all the stit-ches filled in with a

black cross, in crimson all filled in with a diamond, in

blue all those with a line across them, and in violet all that

are dotted.

Jews, Greeks, and Romans, but the art was quite in its

infancy, and no specimens of it before the time of the

early Christians have been handed down to us. Lace by
them was regarded as too valuable for anything but

church pm-poses or as trimmings to the grave clothes of

saints, and although a rude description of gold lace was
used by the Scandinavian kings for secular purposes, the

real lace was made entirely in convents, and devoted to

the adorning of churches, the patterns being either Scrip-

tural sul.ijects or emljlenis used in the church. It waa
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not vuitil the time of the Renaissance that lace became

part of the dress of the laity, and for some years was even

then too costly for any but kings, but gradually its adop-

tion became universal amongst the nobility, and it was \ised

with so much profusion and extravagance, that not only

eveiy article of underclothing became trimmed with it, but

it was let in between the seams of garments (hence the

origin of the term Seaming Lace), and all toilet accessories,

even to the coverings of baths and bed furniture, were

made with it. Noblemen frequently ruined themselves

with the enormous sums they gave for their lace collars,

ruflles, and knee and boot trimmings. The amount of

lace worn at the end of the sixteenth and during tlie

seventeenth and eighteeenth centuries caused its frequent

mention in the wardrobe accounts of great people, and

it is from these inventories that our knowledge of the

introduction of different laces, their decline, and the sulj-

Btitution of other descriptions, according to the dictates

of fashion, is derived, joined to the enactments forbidding

their exportation to foreign lands, and the sumptuary

laws, as little mention of any particulars about this costly

article of commerce is to be found in historj'. The fashion

of wearing large quantities of lace with every costume

gradually passed away, until finally it was no longer recog-

nised as an article of gentlemen's attire (only lingering

as ruffles upon court suits'), and ladies became content to

keep it for outward adornment. This decline in the demand

for so costly an article, added to the very small remu-

neration each lace worker could hope to receive fijr almost

unremitting toil, the loss of eyesight entailed, the troubles

in JFrance and Holland (the principal places of its pro-

duction), and the invention of the Bobbin net machine,

and finally, of the lace making machine, have all con-

tributed to the decay of this art, and now only such

laces as Brussels, Lille, Mechlin, Valenciennes, and

Honiton are made to any amoimt, these by their beauty,

intiinsic value, and merit, being still able to contend

against all disadvantages, and obtain high prices ; but for

how long they can stand against the cheap and good

machine imitations is a matter of doubt, and much fear is

entertained that the delicate art of lace making will

become extinct.

The word Lace is either derived from "Lacinia," the hem

or fringe of a garment, or from " Lacez," a braid, but it

was not used to distinguish this fabi-ic until the end of the

seventeenth century. The Italians used the general term

of Puntos, and the more universal appellation was Passe-

ment au fuseau, for PilLsw laces, and Passement a I'aiguille,

for the needle made, while lace makers were called Passe-

mentiers, deriving their own name and that of the lace

they made from the pattern upon which the lace was

worked being traced upon parchment. " Dentelle " is only

once applied to lace in the inventories belonging to Mary,

Queen of Scotland, and not before her time, and it is not

until 1660 that it is met with, or that it superseded

Passement in common usage.

Laces are divided into those made with the Needle, and

those made upon a Pillow with Pins and Bobbins, and from

these two great divisions spring the numerous varieties of

the handicraft. The earliest lace of any note (if we except

the fringed and knutteil edges of material and the few

rude gold and silver woven threads), are the Outworks,

or Pijint Coupe. Tliese are foundcfl upon open work
Embroidery, and are generally met with upon the same

piece of linen as white Embroidery ; coeval mth the

Outworks are the Di'awn thread work, from one branch

of which spring the Reticellas or earliest Needle laces,

in which the drawn thi'cads are placed in a fi'ame and

Buttonholed together in a pattern; next come the Lacis or

Darned Netting or Spider Work, and the Knotted Laces or

Punto Groppo. The Reticellas speedily gave way to the

beautiful Spanish and Venetian Points made entirely with

the needle and the early Tape Pillow laces of Flanders and

Italy. In the same century were produced the Thread

Pillow laces of Bisette and Mignonette in France, and the

celebrated laces of Brussels. Mechlin, and Valenciennes in

Flanders, while Colbert established in 1666, at Alencon, in

France, a lace manufactory, intending to rival the Points

of Spain and Flanders, and ended in producing a lace unlike

its prototypes, but one that ranks amongst the best Points.

Since the seventeenth century, with the exception of the

white and black silk lilondes of Spain and Chantilly, no en-

tirely new lace has been invented, but varieties of the above

kinds have been produced, and the industry has spread from

its parent countries over the whule continent. In England,

although the lace made has lieen pi'oduced from copies of

other laces, the manufaetui'c has been known from the

fifteenth century, edicts Iiaving been passed in 1483 to pro-

hiljit the importation of foi-eigu laces, and to protect the

home trade ; but, except old Devoushii'e and Honiton lace,

English laces have not ranked very highly. At present the

Hiiniton lace trade is good, but that of the fine thread laces

of Buckingham and Bedfordshire is nearly extinct. In

Scotland lace is rarely made, while in Ireland lace was

not introduced until the present century.

Needle made laces, claimed by the Italians and Spanish

equally as their inventions, are all made with the Button-

hole Stitch as a foundation. The lace pattern is cut into

segments, a ground thread is run on to one of these

sections, to which a row of open Buttonholes is attached,

and from this the pattern is built up, open fillings being

formed by working and missing the space occupied by

Buttonhole stitches at stated inteiwals, and close parts by

covering the places with thick lines of the same stitch.

These fillings are then surrounded with a raised Cordonnet

of Buttonhole worked over a pad, and the piece of lace is

transferred to its position in the jiattein, and connected

together either with Buttonhole Bars, Reseau Ground, or

another section worked in a similar manner. The first

Needle made laces were of thick pattern designs, surrounded

by thick'raised Cirdonnets, heavily ornamented with Picots,

and with grounds almost entirely omitted, the pattern

covering all the spaces, or a Bar ground. To this heavy

description of lace succeeded the lighter Caterpillar Points,

also made with the needle and with Bar grounds, but of so

delicate a design, and so ornamented with airy Picots, as

to resemble the finest fibres of seaweed. The net-patterned

grounds were invented after the Bar grounds, and were

made with light twisted threads, but still in Buttonhok

Stitch, As the ground S(:> made required to be formed with

s s 2
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the very finest thread, and took much longer to make than

the pattern, the value of the lace was determined hy the

fineness and amount of labour bestowed upon the ground,

and this standard remaining in force until the introduction

of machine net gi-ounds, in the place of hand made, is the

reason why old laces made before the time of machinery

are so much more valuable than modem. The chief Needle

laces are the Outwork, Drawn Work. Reticella, Spanish

and Venetian Points, Brussels, or Point d'Angleten-e,

Alencon, Argentan, Point de Dieppe, and Old Devonshire.

The word ' Point" should indicate a needle made lace, but

it is often erroneously applied to Pillow laces.

The materials and terms used for Needle made laces

are as follows : For Outwork (Punto Tagliato, Opus
Scissum), and Drawn Work (.Punto Tirato), and the Reti-

cellas (Punto d'Aere), are required the peculiar strong

linen that is almost indestructible, and that is known as

Quintain, very fine flax thread, and long narrow upright

frames, into which the threads are arranged. For Darned
Netting (Opus Pilatorium, Punto a Maglia, Ouvrage

Masches), the usual Netting materials, and either flax

thread or gold, silver, silk, or fibre, to dai'n the design

upon the netted meshes.

For the Needle made laces (Passement a raiguille,

Dentelle a I'aiguille), including Venetian and Spanish

Points, Alenfon, Brussels, and Honiton Points, parchment

patterns, and the very best flax thread, known as Lille,

Brabant, and Flanders threads, are used, and the different

parts of the lace are distinguished by the following terms :

The groundwork, worked after the various parts of the

pattern are made, is called Brides Claires when formed with

plain Buttonhole Bars, Brides Oraces when these Bara are

ornamented with Picots, or Beseau ground when made with

meshes of net work. The flat port of the pattern is known
as Flat Point, the raised as Raised Point ; the flat part is

either filled in with close lines of Buttonhole, or with Band
Work, Fillings, Jours, Lerd Works, or Modes, made with

fancy stitches. These are all enclosed in thick lines of

Buttonhole, known as the Oordonnet, which is ornamented
with Picots or Pearls, Crowns, Thorns, Spines, or Dentelles

Volants, which are little loops, knobs, or raised points that

trim round the Cordonuet in aU important parts of the

design, and give lightness to an otherwise heavy pattern.

Lastly, there is the Engrelure or footing to the straight edge
of the lace, which is made more coarsely than the rest, and
used to tack the lace to the dress ; this is sometimes made
with the lace, and sometimes attached to it afterwards.

Pillow lace is considered to have originated in Flanders,

although Italy also claims its invention. It is made upon
the principle of plaiting together or weaving various

threads. A perforated parchment pattern is pinned to a

hard I'ound or oval Pillow. The thread is wound on

Bobbins having gi-ooves at their upper ends to retain it,

and the lace is formed by pilacing pins into the perforated

pattern and working between them for the thick parts,

interweaving the Bobbins together, and for the lighter

parts twisting the Bobbins round the pins, and leaving open

spaces between them. Pillow lace is valued for its ground

when it is of delicate Rcaeau pattern, and as, since the

introduction of machine nets, this ground, by reason of its

extreme costliness, is rarely worked ; old Pillow laces made

before the time of machinery are more valuable than those

made at the present day. The chief Pillow laces are the

Flemish and Italian Guipiures, Genoa plaited laces,

Bnissels, Mechlin, Valenciennes, Lille, and Maltese, beside

the blonde silk laces of Caen, Ohantilly, and Calvados.

Knotted laces, the description of lace most answering to

the ancient Egyptian borders to garments, first produced

at Genoa for ecclesiastical purposes, and lately revived

under the name of Macrame, are not made with Bobbins

and parchment patterns, although they are regarded as

Pillow laces. These laces are made upon a Pillow with

twine cut into short lengths and farmed into designs by

being tied by the fingers into knots. After the width of

the lace is thus formed, the ends of the twine hang down

and fonn the fringe, and, as the length of the twine used

is limited for fear of entanglements, only edgings or

borders can be woi'ked.

For Pillow lace making (Passement an fuseau, Dentelle

au fuseau) the following materials are required : A large

dressed Pillow, Pattern, Bobbins, Thread, Pins, and Needle

Pin. The Bobbins are filled with thread, and half of them,

when attached to the Pillow, hang downwards, and are

called Hangers or Passive Bobbins, as they take no active

part in the making of the fabric. The other half are called

Workers or Active Bobbins, and these work from side to

side of the pattern, over and under the passive Bobbins,

and make the lace. The chief stitch is the Cloth Stitch,

resembling weaving, and answering to the close Button-

hole of Needle made lace, while the lighter stitches,

answering to the Band Works and Fillings, are formed

with Half Stitch and the varieties of plaitings and Braid

Works. The Gimp thi-eads woven in at the side of the

pattera form the raised portions, the Pearls make the open

edgings to the same, the False Pinholes adjust the lace

at curves and rounds, and the Sewings connect various

pieces of the design together. The groundwork is either

the Bar ground, formed by plaiting together four threads

from one part of the design to another, and ornamenting

it with Pearls, answering to the Brides Ornees of Needle
laces, or the Reseau or net patterned ground, made by
sticking pins in to form hexagons, and twisting and
plaiting the threads round them.

Lace, which has contributed so much to the beauty and
elegance of dress by its unrivalled lightness of make and
texture, is, from its very nature, a purely ornamental fabric,

and in its manufacture these characteristics should never

be forgotten. The border or edge of lace is the part where
the pattern should be most fully developed, and from it

should spring a light graceful design, thick at the bottom
and filling up the ground either with diapers of sprigs or

arabesque or conventional, not natural, flower sprays. All

straight lines about a pattern should be avoided, and the
distribution of the ornaments or heavy parts should be so

managed that they accentuate and draw attention to the
light ground and the thinner parts of the fabric, rather than
themselves, the pattern being so designed as not to pro-

minently bring forward the amount of labour bestowed upon
it, but rather to keep that in the background, and show an
appreciation of the right distribution of masses and of
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delicacy and refinement in its ornament. The earlier laces

did not come up to the proper standard of lace making

;

they were, by the material used, of a heavy description,

and being designed chiefly foi- church furniture or vest-

ments, partook of the solid nature of the articles they were

to adorn, but the light Venetian Points, known as Cater-

pillar and Venetian Points in Relief, answer all the require-

ments, of lace, as do the Alen^on, Argentan, Brussels,

Lille, Mechlin, and Valenciennes makes of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries ; but modem laces frequently are

made with too much ground and too weak a pattern.

Foreign laces have been superior to English makes, because

of the fine appreciation of the workers of the relative

proportions of ground and design, but since the Exhi-

bition of 1851, English Honiton lace has made great

advances in its design, and the workmanship and thread

used being excellent, it bids fair to equal, if not rival, its

foreign contemporaries.

iace Grounds.—Laces made either upon the Pillow or

with the Needle, however diversified their pattern, are

filled in with grounds of two kinds only. These are the

Bar or Bride ground, and the net pattern or Reseau

ground. The Bride grounds are formed with the needle

in Needle made laces by throwing strands of thread

from one part of a design to the other, and covering these

strands with a line of Buttonhole, either ornamented with

Picots or left plain. In the Pillow lace they are made by
plaiting together in Cloth Stitch four threads, and can-ying

this plait from one part of the pattern to another, and

securing it with a Sewing, cutting off the Bobbins there,

or using them in the formation of the lace at that part.

See Geotjnds.

The net-patterned or Reseau ground in Needle laces

are formed by loose Buttonholes arranged across the

space, in a net pattern, and their manner of working is

explained in Grounds, and their varieties. Dame Joan,

Stae, and Steand, under their own headings. The

Pillow Reseau grounds, although all of net patterns, are

made by various plaitings and crossings of the threads

round pins stuck into the pattern at the corners of the

meshes. They are known as Beussels, Devonia, Italian,

Mechlin, Point de Paris, Saxony, Torchon, Trolly,

and Valenciennes grounds, and are described with the

laces they are used with, and under their own headings.

To Chan Laces.—Valuable Laces should never be

washed, in the common acceptation of the term ; but if

worn with any regularity, they require to be occasionally

cleaned by experienced and patient hands, as the delicate

Needle and Pillow Laces lose their beauty if subject to

rough treatment. The following methods are employed :

To Clean Black Lace.—Take off upon a piece of stiff'

paper the most prominent outlines of the Lace, and be

careful that the exact width and length is obtained. Make
a mixture of a teaspoonful of Eau de Cologne to four of cold

water, and leave the Lace in this for thirty minutes ;
take

it out and rinse it in cold water. Make another mixture

of two teaspoonfuls of cold water, two of beer, and half a

teaspoonful of Eau de Cologne, and put the Lace into this

for five minutes ; take it out, and roll it evenly up in a

cloth, and keep it there until it is only damp, not wet
;

and when in this condition, lay it on the paper outline, and
stretch and pin it so that it is quite flat, and covering its

right parts on the paper. Let it remain on the paper

until perfectly dry, when unpin it and place it on an
ironing board, with stout tissue paper over it ; iron it

gently with a warm ii'on, and see that th(_' edges of the

Lace are quite smooth.

To Clean Inferiof White Lace.—Tack the Lace be-

tween two pieces of flannel, and make a lather of curd

soap and hot water, and pour this upon the Lace until

it is clean ; then rub it over with the palm of the hand,

rinse it with cold water until clean ; let it nearly dry,

pin it out upon a board, and iron it upon the wrong
side, with a piece of tissue paper between the iron and

the Lace.

To Clean White and Tinted Laces.—Take an outline of

the Lace on stiff" paper, as mentioned before. Procure either

a perfectly clean smooth sherry bottle or one of the white

earthenware slabs made for the purpose. These slabs

range from eight to fom-teen inches square, and are an inch

in depth, and are perforated with small holes for drainage
;

make a book muslin or strong white net cover to fit

either the bottle or slab perfectly. Take the Lace and roll

it evenly round the bottle or slab, tacking it at the end to

prevent its coming undone, and put the cover of muslin

over it. Measure out a gallon of cold water and three

ounces of Sapoline (or Hudson's Extract of Soap, if the

Lace is very soiled), and mix in an earthen vessel
;
put the

Lace into this, and leave it to soak for twelve hours. Rub
it with the paloi of the hand for five minutes before

taking it out ; then put it into a clean mixture, rah it

gently, and put it into some clean cold water. The number

of times that the mixture should be changed will depend

upon the look of the Lace ; it should be put in three

mixtures if very dirty. Put the Lace into a copper vessel,

into which mix a gallon of water with four ounces of soap,

and boil for two hours ; or, if the Lace is not very dirty,

let it simmer instead of boil. Return the Lace to the

earthen vessel, and pour over it a gallon of warm (not

boiling) water, and rub it with the hand to get the soap

out. Then take the muslin cover off, turn the Lace, replace

the cover, and put the Lace back into the mixture for five

minutes, rubbing it over ; then pour warm watei' over it,

put it into cold water, and rub it to get the soap out. Take

it out of the vessel, let the water drain away thoroughly,

and then stiffen the lace. Dissolve three lumps of sugar

in half a pint of warm water, and rinse the Lace in it, or

make a starch thus : Put one ounce of Glenfield's starch

into two taljlespoonfuls of cold water, and mix, and to that

add gradually one pint of boiling water, stirring with a

spoon the whole time. Put the Lace in a slanting position,

and dash this mixture over it ; leave it to drain off, and

then dry the Lace by rolling it up with a thick roll of

linen until the moisture is absorbed. Finish the Lace by

placing it upon a smooth board that has been covered with

Bath coating and a firmly nailed down piece of linen,

on to which the paper outline has been marked out, as to

its chief lines, with pins stuck thickly in. Take the lace

off the bottle or slab, lay it on this board right side
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downwai'ds, and pin it witli small pins down to the lines

indicated witli the rows of pins, wliieh remove, and let it

thoroughly dry. Then take out the small pins, and, if

necessary, ii-on it over with a warm iron, but leave out the

ironing if possible. When quite finished, raise up any

parts in relief by lifting them with a stiletto, and put the

point of the stiletto through any loops at the edge, or

other parts, that would be the better for it. When the

Lace is cleaned in the country and in summer time, it can

be exposed to the sun's rays, instead of boiling it. This

process will require several days, and the Lace will have to

be turned and re-wetted several times ; but it has the

advantage of not hurting the material and of making it a

good ooloui'. It must not be attempted near a town.

To Colour the Lace.—The right colour for old Lace

is that of pure unbleached thread ; and should that tint

be desired, after the Lace has been cleaned and stiffened,

throw some water over it, or lay it in, the water in which

coffee has been boiled. Take a quarter of a pound of the

very best coffee, grind it at home, and pour six pints of

boiling water upon it ; let it remain for thirty minutes,

and strain it through muslin.

To Mend and Restore Ltce.—Ascertain what lace it

is, and particularly what the gavjund is made of and with

before commencing any operations. Decide whether the

whole of the Lace is made Ijy hand or on the Pillow, or

whether the pattern is only so made, and the gi-ound of

machine net ; and also see if it is a Lace made on a pillow

as to pattern, and whether it is filled in with a needle made
gitound. Laces in which the design is laid upon machine

net are easily repaired by the substitution of a new groimd

for an old cine, and are not deteriorated by so doing ; but

Laces whose grounds are made by the needle or on the

Pillow lose the greater part of their value if that ground

is destroyed (unless it can be exactly imitated, which is

almost impossible, as the very fine thread of which old

Laces are composed is not procurable), and the ground
should bo mended to the very last. Of these are Old
Brussels, Alen^on, Argentan, Mechlin, Old Devonshire,

and Lille.

To Mend Cut Worl; neatly Darn the holes and
Buttonhole the edges over.

To Mend Darned Netting.—Cut out the broken meshes

and Net new ones in their place ; unpick the darned

design beyond the junction of new and old mesh, and then

Darn the pattern again in.

To Mend Drawn TFor/,-.—Pick up the old threads

and strengthen them by inserting new threads and work

over the pattern in Buttonhole Stitch, or Genoa
Three Thread Stitch.

To Mend Needle made Lacen ivith Bar Grounds.—
Mend the broken parts of the pattern with cutting out the

Fillings in the centre, and working in new Fillings that

match the old in design. Buttonhole round the CoR-
DONNET and out out the ragged Bar Ground where neces-

sary, and work new Bars in.

To Mead Needle made Laces with Machine Net
Grounds.—Clean the Lace, unpick the pattern from the

net, and mend the pattern with needle and thread, putting

in the Fillings, &c. Tack it on to blue paper right side

downwards, lay a new piece of net that matches the old

over the sprays, and tack it to the edge of the paper

;

then, with a fine needle and thread, sew it round each

spray, taking up the edge and not the centre of the work.

Remove the tacking threads and sew round it a Peael

edge, either made on the Pillow, or formed with a number

of PicoTS. Lay the Lace with the flowers upwards on a

board covered with flannel, which has been nailed to the

board, and with the round end of a crochet hook, or with

an Aficot or a lobster claw, i-ub each little leaf, spot, or

flower, and along each spray, so as to make all the Raised

work stand up.

To Mend Needle made Laces with lieseau on Net

Grounds.—Mend the pattern as above, and then make the

needle ground as shown in Grounds in the parts where

it is worn away, but join it to the old, and retain the

old whenever possible.

To MendPillow Lace Appliciue on a Machine Net Ground.

—Repair this in the same way as Needle Lace upon a

similar ground.

To Mend Pillow Laces.—These are repaired on the

Pillow, The Bobbins must be passed into the meshes

beyond the holes, and the new work will then resemble

the old part. Pin the lace on to the pillow in the old

Pinholes. Put up as many BOBBINS as were used for the

original pattern, and arrange them in pairs, wind all the

knots out of the way, draw the loop up through the Pin-

hole, pass one of the Bobbins through the loop, and then

draw up the loop and work in the vacant part of the Lace,

attaching the thread right and left when arriving at the

sides. When t3nng off at the bottom of the mended place,

fasten some of the Bobbins on one line, some on another,

so as not to make a straight ridge and so show the join.

More care is necessary when mending Pillow Lace than

when making Pillow Lace, as a great deal of the Lace is

very rotten, and has often been badly repaired with wrong
kinds of thread. When mending Tape G-uipure it is

often advisable to cut away the whole of the Bab
Grounds, and to Darn in the pattern before restoring

the Bars. A fine cord is then to be sewn round each

spray, and the whole arranged upon blue paper face

downwards, and the Bars worked in with the needle and

ornamented with Picots. If the Lace is not so very

bad, repair it entirely upon the Pillow, and make new
Bars by plaiting together in Cloth Stitch four strands

of threads, and secure these to the lace through the

Pinholes in the usual way.

Laces (Haberdashery).—A description of tape, or else

of cord, designed for the purpose of drawing together two
sides of a garment, boot, or shoe, or surgical appliance.
For boots and shoes there are seven varieties, viz.. Ordinary
black cotton, oval ditto, flat silk, and round ditto, whip-
cord and worsted, both flat and round. Of Stay Laces
there are six varieties, viz., the Bath Cotton, a fine kind,
made of unbleached cotton, sold by the gi-oss, the lengths
running from 8-4 to 12-4, inclusive

; the Bath Worsted,
likewise called Alpaca Laces, fine in quality, sold by the
gross, the lengths generally running 8-4, 10-4, and 12-4

;
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Corset or Stay Cord is made both in cotton and in linen,

and is sold by the gi-oss yards ; the Paris Silk Stay Laoes

consist of a Hat silk br;ud, the lengths ti-4, 8-4, 10-4-, 12-1',

l-t-4, 16-4, and 20-4, and the numbers are 1, 2, and 3; Round

Cotton Laces consist of a bleached cotton cord, and

are neatly tagged, the lengths are 8-4, 10-4, and 12-4, and

the numbers 0, 1. and 2 ; the Swiss Laces are made of

bleached cotton, and are of a finer quality than the Bath

Cotton, they are sold by the gross, and their ordinary

lengths are 8-4, 10-4, and 12-4. For dresses—more

Braids have generally a looped edge to them, and are used

to form edgings and narrow trimmings, being made into

patterns either with the help of Crochet or Tatting.

The broader Lacet braids are used fiir forming designs

in the manner illustrated iu Fig. 574, and these designs

are used either for church decorations or secular purposes,

according to the words selected. To work Fig. 574 : This

pattern is much reduced in size, and must be enlarged

by the following process ; The size of the illustration is a

square of 5 inches; to enlarge that to a 25 inch square.

Fia. 6-i. LACET WOEK.

especially for evening ones—the Laces consist of a narrow

Silk Braid. These may Ise had in every colour, and are

sold by the gross ; but, like every other description

of Lace before named, they may be purchased singly.

Silk dress Laces are generally made in lengths of 5-4

and 6-4.

Lace Stitch..—Another term for Half Stitch.

Lacet Work.—This work is made with a braid known
as Lacet Braid, which is either of silk or cotton, and woven
of various widths and descriptions. The narrow Lacet

take a piece of paper 2.d inches square, and draw upon it

five horizontal and five upright lines at a distance of

5 inches apart-. Draw the same number of lines upon the

pattern at a distance of 1 inch apart, and whatever part of

the design is inclosed within the small square draw upon

the con-esponding large square so as to fill it up.

To work : Transfer this outline on to red twill, cover the

lines made with Lacet Braid, and sew it securely down upon

the twill. Make the Baes that connect the letters together

and to the edging with white Bobbin cord, take the cord
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aci-oss once, and work the loops round the letters with

the same cord.

Iiacis.—One of the ancient names for Daened Netting

Laces.

Ladder Braid.—See Beaids.

Ladders.— See Dropped Stitch.

Ladder Stitch.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Lady Betty Wool.—This kind of yarn may be had in

white only, two and four fold, and is sold by the ounce and

the pound. It is employed for knitting shawls, scarves,

and fancy articles, being soft and even in quality, and is

described by Miss Lambert, in her " Handbook of Needle-

work" (p. 58), as a very fine description of Fleecy.

Lagetta.—There is a tree grown in Jamaica of this

name, the inner bark of which I'esembles lace thread, and

which is used to make a kind of lace. The bark is very

fibrous, and is first separated into a number of thin layers

of fibre, which are then arranged so as to resemble meshes.

The manufacture of this lace was known to the people of

Jamaica as far back as the time of Charles II., to whom
specimens of it were presented, as they have been in latter

times to Queen Victoria.

Laid Embroidery.—Another name for Guimped Em-
broidery, now better known as Church Embroidery.

Laiue.—A French term, signifying Woollen Fleece.

The several descriptions are indicated in commerce by the

addition of other terms in conjunction with the word
Laine.

Laine de Ternaux.—The French name for Merino
Wool of native growth. It is sometimes employed in

France for needlework, but is more expensive than the

genuine German Wool. See Merino.

Laine JBlastiqne.—This is an all-wool material, known
in France as Annure Victoria, and it is to be had in

several varieties of make and design. Amongst these,

one description has the appearance of a Crape cloth;

another has a corded check of an inch square, semi-trans-

parent, and of the character of a Grenadine ; a third is

woven with a very much smaller check, not larger than the
smallest size of Shepherd's Plaid, and as the material is

of a closer make than the corded check before-named—it

is scarcely perceptible, unless closely inspected. These
cloths are all of so dull a bUck, that they form admirable
dress materials for mourning, in the summer season, worn
over a slight bkck silk skirt. They measui-e 45 inches, or
double width.

LambsMn Pur.—This is made from the woolly coat
of lambs, and employed as a fur, and not sheared from the
skin, as is generally the custom, for the purpose of
spinning and weaving. As a fur it has long been known
as Budge. Those of foreign origin so employed in the
manufacture of articles of dress arc the grey Russian,
Ci-imean, black Ukraine, black Astrachan, Persian grey,
Persian black, and the Hungarian and the Spanish lambs,
Lamljskin furs measure 14 inches by 24 inches.

Lambskin Leather.—In France, Italy, and Spain
lambs are killed at an earlier age than in England, and as
the skin is fine and thin, it is used as a substitute for kid

;

but it is less strong and glossy than the latter. Those of

the highest value are brought from the Vale of the Arno,

and they are imported in other qualities from Turkey,

Austria, France, and Spain. They are largely manufac-

tuix'd into gloves in the counties of Somerset and

Worcester. Small English skins, taken from young

lambs that die shortly after their birth, are frequently

ch-essed with the wool, and used for lining gloves and

shoes, and also for coloured leather gloves.

LambswooL—The curly hair or fur of lambs is to be

had in two varieties—viz., the fleece, which is shorn from

the living animal, and the pelt, which is taken from the

skin by the fellmonger, after it has been slaughtered. The

former is superior to the latter—which is both harsher

and weaker, and incapable of taking as good a dye. It is

also very frequently too short to be worked without an

admixture of longer wool. Short skin wools are seldom

used for the manufacture of cloths, as the process of

separating it from the skin tends to harden it, and to

injure its felting or milling property. It is, therefore,

made into Flannels and Serges, and such textiles as require

but little milling. On this account, as well as others. Pelt

is less valuable than Fleece. The longer kinds of the

former are used for Hosiery yarns, or for hand yai'n, for

the warps of Serges and certain other cloths having a

warp of combed, and a woof of carded wool. Lamhswool

is softer than that of the Sheep, has the Felting

quality in a high degree, and is much used in the hat

manufacture. In the northern parts of Europe the lambs

of certain breeds of sheep have a fleece so delicate

and soft, that they are dressed on the skin, and used as

costly fur for articles of dress, and especially for morning

gowns by Russians of wealth.

Lambswool Yarn.—A woollen yam very little twisted,

dyed in every colour and shade, and employed in various

kinds of fancy work. The numbers rim from 04 to 4, and

are sold in 31b., 61b., and 121b. parcels, as well as by the

skein. A larger quantity of Lambswool Yarn is to be had
in drab, grey, and white than in other colours.

Lancashire Flannels.—The chief characteristic of

these Flannels is that the surface is slightly raised on one
side of the cloth. The selvedge is plain, and the colour is

of a bluish hue. See Flannel.

Lauc^ Stitch.—Also known as Point Lance. See

Embroidery Stitches.

Landscape Picture Embroidery.—A kind of Em-
broidery now obsolete, but much worked during the last

century, and revived in this, first in the Berlin Patterns,
and now in the Crewel designs. The work originated in

the desire to imitate Tapestry and Church Embroidery
without bestowing the labour requu-ed in those elabo-

rate needleworks. The patterns of Landscape Embroidery
were principally procured from abroad, and were chiefly

Scriptural
;
the landscapes contained figures whose flesh

parts, such as faces, hands and feet, were painted in
colours upon silk and laid on to the material, which was a
close well-woven canvas. Distant objects in the landscape
and the sky were also painted. The pattern thus pre-
pared was framed in an Embroidery Frame, and the
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work oommeuced. This was either worked in eoloured

silks, like ordinary Satiu Stiteh embroideries, or in English

wool in Satiu Stiteh, or in blaek silk like the Etching

Embroideries. To work : Draw upon close canvas a land-

scape with figures, paint upon silk in water colours, face,

hands, and feet of figures, aud Applique that to the

canvas. Work the drapery and chief parts of the landscape

in Satin" Stitch, the leaves of trees in French Knots,

and shrubs and bushes in Bullion Knots.

Lappa.—A silk lirocade manufactured in India.

Lappet, or Tab,—The lace pendants of a woman's

head-dr-ess. as worn in the eighteenth centurj-. The same

tenn is now used to denote the lace cap ends or strings of

elderly ladies' caps. In Walpole's "Anecdotes of Paint-

ing '' we find the following allusion to Lappets, viz. :

" The

habits of the times were shrunk into awkward coats and

waistcoats for the men, and for the women to tight -laced

Gowns, round Hoops, and half-a-dozen squeezed plaits of

Linen, to which dangle behind two unmeaning pendants,

called Lappets, not half covering their straight -drawn

hair."

Lasting.—This is one of those woollen cloths dis-

tinguished from others as " stuffs," such as Linseys and

Rateens. The name is a contraction of the word " Ever-

lasting," which was the original name of a woollen textile

made of ' Combing Wool." during last century. It was

a stout textile of double or treble wai'p and single weft,

made with a five-heald Nottinghamshire twill and the

best Lincolnshire wool. There are, however, varieties

in Lasting bearing different names ; those woven with

a satin twill are known as Denmakk Satins, others had

a double twill. Prunellas were worked with three healds,

and Serge de Berrj', a heavier article, with se^"en. Amens,
or Draft, is a comparatively very fine kind, and much
exported to the continent for church furniture. Another
description is figured. Lasting, as emplo3-ed for women's

shoes, is a strong material, and owing to its unyielding

consistency, being made of hard-twisted yarn, it is as

disagreeable in wear for shoes as satin is. As well as

Prunella and Amens. there are varieties known as Ploren-

tina and Deawbays. The w-idth of Lasting is 18 inches,

and, though usually dyed black, it may be obtained in

colours.

Lattice Braid.—See Braids.

Lattice Stitch.—See E.meroideey Stitches,

Lawn.—This name designates a delicate linen, originally

of French manufacture, which was first introduced into

England in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, when it was

employed for the making of shirts, handkerchiefs, ruffles,

and ruffs. Lawn closely resembles cambric, only thinner

and finer. The thread emphjyed in the weaving is made so

as to be as cylindrical as possible, and is not pressed so

much as the cotton-thread used for calicoes. The Irish

and French are the best. It is employed for certain portions

of a bishop's canonicals ; hence the allusion made by Pope :

A Eaint in crape is twice a saint in lawn.

It is used also for shirt fronts, There are various cloths

called Lawns, which are really muslins made of cotton.

such as French Lawn, above named, and Victoria Lawn,
which is a thick make cif l.o.ik musHu. in black and white,
used for dress linings. See MusLix.

Lawn Tennis Net,— &' c Netting.

Lead 'Works.— Also knonu as Lerd Works and Fill-

ings, Modes, and Jnurs. These ti.rms are applied by lace

makers as general names to denote the various fancy
stitches that are employed to fill in the centres of designs
both in Pillow and Needle made Laces. For a description

of various Pillow Lead Works .-tv Braids aud Flattings,
and for Needle Lead Works ste their ovu headings.
Fig. h'o illustrates one of the Lead Works used in Needle

made Lace, and Fig. •576, Detail A, gives the detail by which

it is worked. To work ; The flower upon the right hand

Fig. 57C>, Lead Wof.ks.—Detail A.

side of the stalk in Fig. 575 is worked separately and

attached to the stalk. Make the outor part of the seven

scallops, filled in with close lines of Buttonhole, thus :

in the centre three of the scallops, make an open diamond

by not working Buttonhole Stitches in the four open

t t
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apaces that furm the cUamund. For the fancy stitch

in the centre, iUustrated in Fig. -376, Detail A: First

row~"VVork 15 Buttonhule. Second niw—Wurk 3. miss 3,

work 6, miss 3, work Ij. Third row—Work ti, miss 3,

work 6, miss 3. work 15. Fourth row—Work 9, miss 3,

work 6, miss 3. W(jrk 3, miss 3, work 1:2. Fifth row—
Work 9, miss 3, work i>. miss 3), work it, miss 3, work 12.

Sixth row— Work ti, miss 3, woik 6, miss 3. work 6, miss 3,

work 6, miss 3, work '.). Seventh row—Work 6, miss 3,

work 6, miss 3, work (i, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 6_

miss 3, work ti. Eighth row—Woik 9. miss 3, work 6,

miss 8, work 6, miss 3, work ti, miss 3, work 6, miss 3,

work 3. Ninth row—Work 12, miss 3, work t>, miss 3,

woi-k 9, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 6. Tenth row

—

Woik V2., miss 3, woik 6, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 6,

miss 3, work 9. Ele-\-enth row—Work 3, miss 3, work 9,

miss 3, work t!, miss 3, work 9. Twelfth row—Work 3,

miss 3, work 9. miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 9. Thirteenth

row—Work ti, miss 3, •« o k 3, miss 3, work 6, miss 3,

work 12. Fourteenth row—Work 9, miss 3, work ti,miss 3,

work 15. Fifteenth row—Work 9, miss 3, work 3, miss 3,

work ti, miss 3, work 9. Sixteenth row—Work 15, miss 3,

work 9, miss 3, work H, miss 3, work ti. Seventeenth row

—

W^ork 18, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work ti, miss 3, work 6,

miss 3, work 3. Eighteenth row—Work 9, misa 3, work 6,

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 6. Nineteenth
row—Work 6, miss 3, work 6, miss 3, work 3, miss 3,

work 3, miss 3, work 9. Fill in the rest of the space with

rows of close Buttonhole, and work a thick well-raised

CoRDONNET rouud the Fillings which edge with Pen-
WORK.

In the centre of the roses shown in Fig. 577 is illus-

trated a Lead Work in Pillow Lace. The whole of the

lace is worked before the centre of the roses, and these are

filled with Long Plaitings. To v. ork these ; Hang on
two pairs of Bob'jins where the Plaiting touches the rose

Fig. 577. Lii.vD Wuhi.'S.

at the top (m the right hand side, and two more pairs of

Bol.>bins on the left side at the distance of two Pinholes

from the first set. Work these two sets of Bobbins
Separately in Cloth St'.tch to the cluster of holes; here

stick pins and make the holes, and work the rest as

described in pLAlIiyo,

Leaf Netting.—jStJ NeiiIiN-j-

Leather.—The skins of animals w^hich have been sub-

jected to certain pirocesses, so as to cleanse, dry, and
then render them supple as when in a living state, and

prepare them for dyeing to suit the purpose for which each

respectively is designed. The art of preparing Leather is

of the most remote antiquity, and is named by Homer.

It was known by the ancient Egyptians and the Greeks
;

and thongs of prepared hides were used for ropes and

harness hy all ancient nations. The famous Gordian

Knot was made of Leather thongs, B.C. 330. There are

three methods of producing Leather, Imt in this country

two only are usually followed, viz., by Tanning and by

Tawing : and both of these are sometimes comljined, as in

the case of sheep, goat, and deer skins. Those skins em-

ployed foi' the manufacture of Gloves are kid, sheep, beaver,

tan-leather, buck, doe, i-at. and dog skins. These are sub-

jected to the process of Tawing—or a combination of

tanning and aluming—and are thus rendered suitable for

gloves and bookbindings. Morocco Leather is prepared

from goat skin, and was originally imported from the north

of Africa, Init an inferioi' kind is made of sheep skin.

Russia Leathei' deiives its agreeable perfume from the

empy-reumatic oil of birch, which is rubbed over it, and

which preserves it from mould, and the attacks of insects.

Maroquin somewdiat resembles Russia Leather, and is

made at Astraehan and other parts of Asiatic Russia. Buff

Leather is made of the skin of the buffalo, dressed after

the manner of Chamois Leather. It is so strong that it wiU

turn the edge of a sword, and is sometimes pistol proof,

on which account it was employed in the time of Charles II.

in lieu of armour. But most of the so-called Buff Leather

of the present day is made of cow hides, and employed

for soldiers" belts. Chamois Leather, and an inferior imi-

tation called " wash leather," are dressed with oil, without

salt, alum, or tan. They are brought to a state of pelt by

liming and washing. The grain is rubbed off with pumice

stone, or scraped with a knife, soaked in water, the oil

forced through by beating in a fulling mill, then " stoved,"

scoured with Avater and alkali, dried, and smoothed with

rollers. Infeiior kinds of Chamois Leather are made
of sheepskin. As linings for dress and underclothing,

Chamois or Washed Leather is in much esteem. Oxhides

are employed for the soles of boots and shoes, and Calfskin

for the top leather. The latter is much employed for

bookbinding and upholstery, and Roan likewise, which
is an inferior description of leather made of sheepskin,

and prepared to look like Morocco, and tanned with

Sumach. It is much employed for making slippers and
women's shoes.

Leather Applique.—This is a variety of ordinary
Applique, and is used chiefly for ornamenting bannei'

screens, Ijrackets, and slippers. To work : Select some
arabesque pattern or conventional flower design, and trace
this upon a piece of dark cloth, which stretch in an Em-
broidery Frame. Then take pieces of coloured kid or thin
leather, and trace out on their under side the outline of

the various parts of the design they are to cover. Cut
these pieces out with a sharp pair of scissors, or lay the
thin leather up.m a piece of glass, and cut it out with a
knife and a glass ruler. All the pieces having been cut,

lay them on to the stretched cloth in their right positions,

and slightly gum them to the cloth. Finish the work
with diflV-reut shades of purse silk and silk cord. Lay a
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cord matching th.^ leatlit^i- round its edges, and catch the

cord down, as in C'cH'Chinii, securing it to the leather ami

the material with the same stiteh. and work all stems,

tendrils, sprays, in C'kewel Stitch, and all leaves too

saiall to be cut out in leather in Satin Stitch. Prepared

pieces of work, with the leather already attached, can be

bought. These onl}- require to be finished off as to their

tendrils and smaller parts, and do not require framing.

A great improvement i~> the api^earauce of the work is

given by painting the pieces of leather with water-colours

mixed with gum, so as to give the look of shading.

Leather Patchwork.—See Patchwork.

Leaves.—The making of single leaves, or sprays of the

same, fr.rms an important part in Honiton Lace making, or

of any Pillow Lac? where the designs are sprigs, either

attached to each other with Bar Grounds or laid upon
ly'et Foimdations. The leaves most frequently worked are

Fig Le.if Spr.iT IX Cloth .isd H.iif Stitch.

the ones shown iu Fig. o78. in which the leaf upon the

right side is formed with Cloth Stitch, and the others

in Half Stitch, and all surrounded with a Pearled
Edge. For the manner of working these leaves, see

Close Leap and Hale Stitch.

Leaves with centres filled with Branching Fibre.-, as

Fig. 579. Bp.axchisg Fieee. Fig. oSO, Cextee Fibeh.

shown in Fig. .579, are worked with No. 9 thread, thus:

Hang on eight pairs of Bobbins, and w-ork to the first fibre,

there leave two pair, and work the fibre with four pairs,

coming back with Return Rope, work the opposite fibre

the same, then contlnui' the main stem, taking up the

Bobbins left. At the top of th.' leaf hung ..n a pair of

Bobbins, tuni and work iL>wu over th'' fibres, eounectiug

to the tip of each as it is passed, and twice to the main

stem. Work the leaf in Cloth Stitch, and then hang on

a pair of Bobbins at every other row until there are sixteen

pairs, or work in Half Stitch, as shown in the illustra-

tion. r,nl add Bobliius more slowly up to fourteen j^airs.

Whi-n the narrow part of the leaf is reached make False

Pinholes at first, and then gradually cut off the Bobbins.

Leaf wdth centre fibre, as shown in Fig. oSo. is worked

thus : Hang on five pairs of Bobbins at the stem, work up

the middle of the first leaf. and. when the last pin is

stuck, work Turning Stitch and liack w-ith the pair of

B^il.ibins at the pin ; make a RopE Sewing at thr> baek

of the .stem. "Work the two next fibri/s in the same manner,

the middle one last, and then run a pin to its head in the

centre hoL:-, and take out the others. Carry Raised
Work to the tip of middle leaf, hang on two pairs of

Bobbins, work back in Cloth Stitch, and ivhen the fibre

is reached take out the pin. stick it in lower down, insert

the hook into the top hole, and make a Sewing with

the centre stitch of the work to the cross strand to secure

the fibre, and then work over it. Repeat for other leaves.

Leaves serrated and iu Relief are fully described and

shown in Honiton Lace iBri> n/ pattern i, and nee-d not

be recapitulated.

Hollow leaves are shown in Fig. 58L and worked as

follows ; Hang on ten pairs of Bobbins at the tip of the

hollow leaf and two gimps, and work in Cloth Stitch to

the filace where the opening begins, there work to the

centre, and stick a pin in the top Pinhole. Hang a pair

of gimps round it, twist the Wiu-ker BobVius twice, make

a stitch about the pin. and work first down one side of the

Fe:-, 5-1. Hollow Leaf,

opening, and then dowu the other, and make the INNER

Pearl. Hollow leaves, with open branching fibres, are

worked thus : Work the main fibre down the centre of the

leaf first with five pairs of Bobbins and in Stem Stitch
;

when the bottom of the leaf is reached haug on one

or two pairs of Bobbins, according t'j the size fif the leaf,

and work an outside band round the leaf in Cloth Stitch

with Pearl Edge, .joining the main fibre to the top of

the leaf. For the open fibres branching from the centre.

Sew a pair of Bobbins to the band roimd the outside of

the leaf, but on the inside of it and near the top, twist

the threads, slant them downw-ards. and sew to the centre

fibre ; slant upwards again with a twisted strand, and sew-

to the band on the opposite side, and fix there; and

T T 2
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repeat this, according to the size of the leaf, until four

or six side fibres are formed.

Leaves worked in Buckle Stitch and in Flemish

Stitch are described and illustrated under those headings.

Leaves in Raised Work, as shown in Fig. 582, are worked

as follows: Commence at the end of the stem, and when

the middle leaf is reached change the side for the pms

and continue the stem up the lower side of the leaf until

the last pm but one is stuck. Take the Passive pair of

Bobbins that lie next the pins, lay them back over the work,

and do a row of Stem without tliem. At the last pm hang

on four pairs of Bobbins, letting them lie by the side of

the pail- put up, make the stitch about the pin, and do a

row of Stem Stitch with the Bobbins worked with before ;

come back to the edge, turn the pillow qmte round, so

that the Bobbins lie down, the leaf facing the worker.

Take out all the pins but the last three, and w .rk straight

Edge. Work the two other dnible leaves in the same

way ; make a Rope Sewing on the circle to the place each

starts from, and finish by tying and cutting off the

Bobbins.

Fia, .5S2. EiiaED WOEK.

across in Cloth Stitch ; make the last stitch with the

pair put up. tie this pair once, and work back with it.

Work in Cloth Stitch with Plain Edge at one side, and

Settings to the cross strands of the stem at the other side

of the leaf, until the leaf narrows, where cut off four pairs

of Bobbins and make a Rope Sewing down the Stem.

When the leaf worked in Half Stitch is reached, work

Stem up the upper side, hang on three pairs of Bobbins at

the top, and work down in Half Stitch, making the Raised

work as descriljed in the previous leaf. Cut off three pairs

where the leaf narrows, cross the Stem, carry stem up the

lower side of the third leaf, hang on three pairs, and work

as in the second leaf ; at the end tie the Bobbins up in

the last Sewed pair, and cut oil'.

Leaves divided in the middle, and worked with a

different stitch upon each side, as illustrated in Fig. 683,

are worked as follows : Commence at the inner circle

in the centre of leaf, and work round it; carry Stem down

the middle of tne first leaf and return with Cloth Stitch

and Raised Work ; hang un four pairs of Bobbins at the

top of the leaf, and cut them off as it narrows
; make a

Rope Sewing down the leaf at the back of the Stem and

where the leaf divides work Stem, then hang on four pairs

of Bobbins and finish the leaf in Half Stitch with Pearl

Leaves Divided.

Leg._See Knitting Stockings.

Leno—A gauzedike textile of open thread work of

the nature of Muslin, much employed for curtains, blinds,

and as coverings for pictures. It is one of the varieties

of Muslin, but it is made of Linen, is much stiffened,

and produced in a great variety of patterns.

Lerd Works.—See Lead Works.

Levantine.—A very rich-faced, stout twilled black

silk material, exceedingly soft, and of excellent wear. Its

face and back show respectively different shades
;

if the

former be a bluedjlack, the latter will be a jet, and vice

versa. The name it bears refers to its origin, having been

imported from the Levant,

Leviathan Canvas.—A very coarse and open descrip-

tion of canvas employed for dec(.irative embroidery. It is

composed of cross bars of double strands, illustrations of

which are given under Berlin Work.

Leviathan Stitch.—See Berlin Work.

Leviathan Wool.—A full, many-stranded, soft wool, for

use on Leviathan canvas, for grounding or embroidery.

There are special stitches produced by it, and owing to

the great thickness of the wool, and the character of the

work for whicli it is employed, a piece of embroidery

executed by its use is very quickly accomplished. It may

be had in white and in all colours.

Lidge Lace.—A manufactory of Lace was carried on

at Liege from the seventeenth century to the end of the

eighteenth. The Lace resembled that made at Binohe, and

was known as Dentelle de Liege, and was made both in

fine and coarse thread.

Lille Lace.—The precise date of the introduction of

Lace making into Lille is unknown, but it was probably

during the first part of the sixteenth century, as in 1582

the makers of Lace in that city were distinguished by

their costume from other artisans, and their productions

were well-known in Flanders, and descriljed by contempo-

rary writers as a coarse Pillow Lace, with a clear ground.

After the Treaty of Aix la Chapelle, 1688, when Lille (or

Lisle, as it was then called) became the property of

France, many of the Lace makers went to Ghent and
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England, but enougli workers remained to ean-y on their

trade with great sueeess, notwithstanding all the troubles

that afflieted the country for tw.;. centuries, and some

Lace is still made at Lille, thcmgh since ISiS other and

more remimerative trades have gradually absorbed the

younger workers. The Lace made at Arras, Mirecourt,

Bedfordshire, and Buckruglianrshire are similar as to

pattern to that of Lille, but are inferior as to workman-

ship, no other town having attained t'l the beauty and

lightness of the Fond Clair, or single Reseau Groimd.

that distinguishes the Lille Lace, and to which it owes its

popularity. The design of the Laee is very simpln. It

consists of a thick run thread enclosing Cloth Stitch for

thick parts, and Plaitixo>.s for open pans. The old Lille

Laces, of which Fit;', "04 i* an illustration, is always mad-'

Fig, Si, LiLLZ Lace

with a thick straight edge, and with a stiif fVmnal small

pattern as a design, with square instead of the usual r^'und

dots worked over the grounil The (jround is made by

twisting two threads together for two sides of the mesh.

and crossing the tha-eads over each other for the other

sides, by which means the thicker look given by Plaiting

the threads together, as is the usual manner, is avoided.

The old conventional patterns have lately been superseded

by more open and scalloped edges and designs, similar to

those of Mechlin, but the square dots and the clear ground

are the same in new and old Lille.

Iiimerick Iiace.—The Lace made at Limerick is a kind

of Tambour "Work upion machine made net Cif a make
peculiar to Ireland. .See Irish Lace.

Linioge Lace.—A Guipur.- Lace similar to Flemish
Guipure. .SVe liuiprEp: Lace,

Line.—The hackled Flax prepared for spinning, before

which it is sorted, according to the various degrees of

fineness.

Linen.—Cloth made yd Flax, the manufacture of which
dates back to the remotest antiquity. Some produced in

ancient Egyptian loiims has been preserved, and is already

41 MM) years .ild. A piece of Lmen Chjth foimd at ilem-

phis is said to have bad ."4n thivads in 1 inch cf warp.

Linen was not made tu any :^-reat extent in England bef ..re

the reign of Charles II., yet, in ancient British Barr.jws,

Linen CLith has been found wrapped ruund th.' burnt and
charred b^nes of the natives. Befjre the end of the

seventh century the art of "Weaving seems to have

attained remarkable peii'ecti.:.n. for it is named by Bishop

Aldhelm. about tiSO. when speaking of the work executed

by ladies' of rank and piety in " "Webs, wr.ven with

shuttles, filled with threads of purple, and many other

colours flying from side to side." After the Conquest, a

new impinlse was given ti.i the weaving of Linen by the

importation of weavers by "\'\"illiam I. Flemish weavers

were established here under the protection of Henry III..

A.D. 1'2.".3. and a company of English weavers inaugurated

the industry in London in 13riS
: but the first Guild of the

craft Consisted of Flemings, estabbshed here by Richard III.,

lo^cb Linen was woven in Ireland in the eleventh ccntuiy.

and in the reign of Henry III.. 1272. Irish Linen is men-
tioned as being usedat "Winchester—where a Roman Linen

Factory was established—and it was expiorted to foreit;n

Countries also about the middle i.f the fifteenth century.

Mill Spinning began in Belfast in 1S30. In the United

Kingdom. Ireland long held the pire-eminence in her

Linens. Caiubriivs. and Damasks : Imt Dundee and C-Jlasgow

have latterly attained an almost equal celebrity. For a

long period Scotland produced only coarse kinds of Linen

Cloth, but the immigration of French refugee weavers, at

the beginning of the seventeenth century, gave a great

impetus to the manufacture, and improved its style: and

in 1822 Dundee supiplanted Lanarkshire as the chief seat

of the industry. The art of Staining Linen was known
in this country about the year 1579.

Amongst Europiean countries, Italy took the lead in its

manufacture ; but it had its origin in the East, whence

it was at first exported in several varieties. At the

beginning of the last century Linens were everywhere

made at home in Scotland : the spinning done by the

servants during the winter evenings, and the weaving by

the village ' Webster. ' Every woman made her welj and

bleached it herself : the price ne"s"er rose higher than 2s. a

yard, and with this cloth every one was clothed : but the

young men pirocured Linen from Holland for their shirts.

Our exports at the present time arc very great. The

varieties produced are very numerous, and all of them are

known under distinctive names, amongst which we may
enumerate Hollands ; Cambrics handkerchiefs' ; Crankey,

a kind of bed-tick, a compound of linen and cotton, with an

irregular pattern; Ci-nmb Cloths, a hea-^-v" sort of Damask

made in many sizes, and in grey and slate colour; Stair

Damask, to preserve the carpet, from 14 inches to 36 inches
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wide ; Diapers, with bird and fish-eye designs ; D.i^das

Towelling, a half-lileached material with round threads,

from 25 inches to 3<» inches in width ; Drabbetts, Drills,

and Dusters, a mixture of linen and cotton, of various pat-

tsrna and sizes, in pink and in blue, which can be bought

by the yard in squar(?s ; Forfars, a coarse heavy stuff of

unbleached flax, from 32 inches to 75 inches wide ;
Hessians

and Hop sacliiugs, a mixture of hemp and .-jute ;
Osna-

burghs, a narrow make of linen, used in mangling : French

Cambrics, a very fine make, bright and silky ; Glass

Cloths, made of superior flax, loose in texture and pliable,

from 27 inches to 30 inches in width ; Cheese Cloths, from

18 inches to 26 inches ; Tea Cloths, from 25 inches to

31 inches; Huckabacks; Irish Ducks; Lawns, Linen,

Damasks, and Linen sheetings ; Russia Crash, a very

durable cloth used for jack-towels, from 16 inches to 32

inches in width, the threads coarse and rough. Eccle-

siastical Liaen Cloths, for altar use, are generally manu-

factured in fine Double Damask, from 27 inches to two

some "Birds'-eye" Diaper ; they are made for children's

pinafores, articles of infants' clothing, and for towels.

Inferior kinds are made with cotton and linen, called

" Unions," and others of cotton only.

Linen Embroidery.—^This description of Embroidery

was well known on the Continent during the last century,

particularly in Germany, where it was used to decorate the

borders of towels, tablecloths, and counterpanes, it having

the merit of looking well upon both sides. It partakes

b(jth of the nature of Drawn Work and Embroidery, and

is in extremely good taste, besides wearing well, and being

of handsome appearance. It is made by tracing upon good

hand made Linen a bold conventional outline, drawing

away the Linen Threads at stated inteiwals, and Over-

casting those left, so as to form a ground composed of

open squares, while the plain Linen within the traced

outline is Buttonholed round and forms the design.

To work as shown in Fig. 585 : This pattern is taken

from an old German piece of work, and is executed upon

^^•^^•^^^^^^^^^-••"^^^BHBaHaHBHaHBHHBHaKBBHa
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Fig, 585, LINEN EMBEOIDEKY,

yards in width, or else they are made of a plain satiny

Linen, measuring 27 inches broad.

Linen Damask.—A fine-twilled textile made of flax, in

which every description of design is woven. Those made
at Belfast, Ardoyuc, ami Lisburu (Ireland) are remark-

ably fine ; and the manufacture at Dmifei'mline (Scotland)

is celebrated, and said to turn out upwards of 1(1,000 yards

daily. At Barnslcj', Yorkshire, there is alsi-> a Linen

Damask manufactorj'. There is a doul)le as well as single

Linen Damask, the former being the more expensive
; but

tlie price is likewise influenced by the design, the artist

providing the latter frequently oijtaining as much as £50

for an effective or elaboi-ate pattern. Those with ."prigs

or spots are comparatively cheap. Linen Damask may

be had unbleached.

Linen Diaper.—A description of Damask, but having

a simpler and smaller design—of a diamond pattern, or

somewhat similar. Some varieties are called '' Fish-eye,"

good, but not too fine Linen, with red washing silk, or

Turkey red ingrain cotton. Transfer the pattern to the

Linen by means of tracing paper and carbonised paper,

and back the Linen with parchment or toile cire. Then
Buttonhole all round the outline with the red silk

;

and make the Buttonhole lines very narrow. Draw out

the upright threads of the material in sections, puU out

six or eight threads, and leave two, and repeat to the end
of the linen, but cut the drawn threads where they touch

the thick parts of the pattern. Having finished the

upright lines, draw out the horizontal ones in the same
manner, so that a network of squares is formed upon the

ground. Thread a needle with silk, and Overcast over

all the left threads. The diflieulty in the work will be

in the even Ovcu'casting of these lines ; they should be

steadied by being held down by the left thumb, and the

silk used in the Overcasting should be selected without

blemishes or rough places.

An imitation of this Linen Embroidery is made upon
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Java canvas, and is used fur cushions, mats, and othfi-

articles; tlie threads of the Java canvas not being drawn

away, the ground of the Embroidery is sohd. To work :

Trace the ilesign as before mentioned, then take coarse

silk and Run it along the squares of the canvas, making
one stitch answer to one side of a square. Run all the

upright and horizontal lines in this manner, and so form

a gi'oundwork of squares. Then take tine silk of the same

cjlour as used on the ground, and Overcast all the lines

of the design.

Another variation is to cut out the pattern upon linen,

lay that upon the Java canvas, Ovekcast it down, and

then Run the lines upon the groundwork. Neither of

these imitation Linen Embroideries can be used upon the

wrong side like the real Linen Embroidery.

Linen Sheetings.—A heavy-made cloth of Has thread,

manufactiu'ed expressly for bed linen. Belfast, Armagh,

and Leeds are famous for the best cloths, and common
sheetings are chiefly made in Scotland, and moi'e especially

at Arbroath, Dundee, Torfar, and Kirkcaldy. They are

named the Scotch and the Barnsley bleached, the Loom
Dowlas, and Loom Scotch. They may be had unbleached.

Loom-Dowlas is a particular description of sheeting ysee

Dowlas). The widths of sheetings are known distinc-

tively by the number of inches.

Linen Thread.—The fibres of flax reduced to thin

threads of uniform size, employed Ijoth for the weaving

of cloths and for sewing. The latter consists of two or

more yams or spun threads, twisted firmly together. To
produce lined thread, first a spindle and distafl: were

employed, then a spinning wheel, and later the inventions

of Arkwright and Hargreaves. The English centre of

the manufacture is at Leeds. Thei'c are foreign ones in

Bohemia, Moravia, and Lombardy.

Linge.—The French term for Linen.

Lingerie.—A French term more especially employed to

denote Collars and Culi's of Linen, Muslin, Cambric, or

Lace.

Linings.—These are of various descriptions, depending

on the materials they are respectively designed to stifien

or strengthen. Glazed Cambrics are used for chintz.

Sarsenet for silks, and Persian silk, which is an inferior,

shghter, and cheaper kind. Yictoria lawn, starched Ijlack

Mull, and Alpaca are used for skirts, and either a thin silk,

Silesia, white, grey, or black Holland for men's clothing ; a

strong cotton coloured twill is often used, and several

other materials for the linings of coats and cloaks. For

bodices calico, black on one side, figured grey the other.

The French term for Lining is doublure.

Liusey.—A coarse mixed material of wool and flax,

named after the town of Linsey, in Suffolk, where first

manufactured. This is a strong and durable material,

comparatively inexpensive, and much employed for dresses

and skiifs by the labouring classes. The warp is of thread

and the woof of worsted, and are made of plain blue

colour, plain white, striped blue and white, and in other

colours.

Woolsey is a mixture of cotton and wool, and this,

like Linsey, is made in various colours to suit certain

localities. The two names are sometimes associated

t.igether when a combination of the two materials before

named is woven into a cloth.

To weve all in one loon

A web of Lylse walso.

— Seelton's WInj Colli- Ve X:jl to Court ?

Lisere.—A French term, signifj'iug a narrow edging or

binding. It also denotes a Selvedgk. Tuc coloured edge

which furnishes the selvedges of Silk, Satin, and Velvet

textiles is so named.

Lisle Thread.—A very fine description (..f Linen

Thread, made originally at the Flemish to\™ of that name,
but now imitated closely, if not even surpassed, by our own
manufacturers. Lisle Thread is employed for sewing

Cambric, and it is also used in the weaving of a superior

kind of stockings. See Thread.

Lisse.—A description of silk gauze, uncrimped, and
employed for dresses and frilHngs.

List.—The gi'ev, violet, or pink-coloured bordering of

flannel, or the strips of a darker colour that are woven
at the selvedge of cloth, which are used for various pur-

poses, such as tippets, mufl's, and petticoats for children.

List Work.—This work is used for charitable purposes,

as many children's warm garments can be made by its aid

at a nominal cost. To make babies' hoods ; Cut the shape

of the hood out of a piece of coloured calico, then take

the list and sew it on to the calico in rows tacking down
the edges of each row that it may overlap the one

before it. Ornament each row of list with Cross Stitch,

Herringbone, or Satin Stitch, worked in single Berlin

wool of a bright coloui', and use (jdds and ends of wool so

as to make each line diflierent in colour. Edge the hood

with two rows of ruching, made of list cut into narrow

strips, and make a rosette at the side of the same.

For petticoats, stays, and bodices : Cut out the size of

the articles upon unbleached calico, and sew the strips of

list to this lining, overlapping them as before. Bind

the edges of the garments with scarlet braid, and -n-ork

a row of Coral Stitch round the articles as an orna-

mental border in single scarlet Berlin wool.

Little Folks' Work.—The work shown in our illus-

FiG. SSii. Little Folks' Work.

tration i^Fig. 58G) is extremely easy, and is suitable fancy

,vork for children from eight to ten years of age. It is
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worked upun white cotton canvas, of tlie pattern shown

in the iUustration, with scarlet or blue Pyrenean, or

single Berlin wool. To work: Cat the canvas into a

square to form a mat, and Run a straight line round the

four sides of the square two inches from the edge. Run
the wool that forms this line underneath the top and raised

thi'ead that divides the cotton canvas into numerous small

squares, and return over this Run line with a line of

OvEECAST [see Fig. 586). Simply Overcast over the wool,

and do not secure it into the material. The outer line

finished, work the Vandyke line inside it in the same way.

Overcasting, as shown in Fig. 586, and work a second

Vandyke line, so as to form a series of diamonds beneath

Longcloth.—A kind of Calico of a fine texture, so

called on account of the length of the pieces in which it

is made, those intended for exportation being of shorter

lengths. The surface is smooth, all the short filaments

being removed, in the peculiar mode of dressing applied

to it, called " gassing," which obviates any necessity for

glazing, the cloth being passed rapidly through and singed

in a jet of gas. It is naturally more expensive than

ordinary calico, owing to this process of smoothing, and is

not so cjuietly soiled ; some are more dressed than others.

Shirting, skirts, infants' dress, and body linen are

generally made from it.

Long Plaitings.—Hee Plaiting.?.

Fi(i. 5B7. tOUIS QUiNZE LACE

the first one. Finish the work by ravelling out the edges
of the canvas to the depth of an inch to form a fringe, and
where fringe and solid material meet, place a line of wide
apart Buttonholes to prevent more of the canvas coming
unravelled than is required.

Llama Wool.—The Fleece of the goat of Peru and
Chili, otherwise known as the Vicuna or Guanaco. It is

superior in its silky quality to all the varieties produced
from the European breeds of sheep or goats, and is

employed in the weaving of very fine and warm textiles.

The Fleece of the animal, in its domesticated state, is

smoother and closer than that produced when it is wild.

The skin is made into leather.

Loghouse Quilting.—See Patchwork.

Long Stitch.— iS'ee Embroidery Stitches.

Long Stitch Embroidery.—Similar to Satin Em-
broidery,

Long Treble Stitch.—See Crochet, page 1l!7.

Loom Sheeting.— See Linen Sheetings.

Loonghie.—A mixed fabric composed of richly coloured
silk and cotton. It is manufactured in Scinde, and ia

about four yards in length by two feet in width.

Loop.—A term used instead of stitch in Crochet,
Knitting, Netting, and Tatting. In Lace-making the
word L<jop is sometimes employed instead of Picot.

It is also a term employed both in Dressmaking and
Plain Sewing. Loops may be composed of Ribbon as a
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trimming, after the manner of Flots, or they may be

luanufaetured by the seamstress liy means of three or four

threads, forming an attachment to hold a small button.

To produce a Loop of this description, secure the thread

to a spot a little within the edge of the side opposite to

that of the Button, then take up a stitch, far enough from

where the thread was drawn through to suit the size of

the Button, as if going to Stitch. Leave a loop of thread

long enough to be passed freely over the button, and take

up another stitch at the spot where the thread was first

drawn out. Continue to multiply the loops of thread, imtil

sufBcieutly strong for the puipose of a Loop, and then

proceed to form a covering over it, which will connect

an imitation that it is sometimes taken for the real article.

It is, however, easily detected by anyone who understands
the making of Pillow Laces, from the necessity there i.s,

when using the machine braid that forms the imitation,

of turning under and sewing down this braid when curves,

Vandykes, or rounds have to be formed. In the true

Lace made upon the pillow these carves and rounds
come in the natural formation of the design, and are

made by the contraction or expansion of the threads

forming the pattern at that particular part ; therefore

no sewing together and under is required in the real,

while it is impossible to dispense with them in the

imitation.

^,m^ 9

FiG. 588. LOUIS QUINZE LACE

all the strands together into one cord. This is done by

passing the needle round them, and through the thread

below it, in Buttonhole Stitch, secm-ing the thread well

at the other end of the Loop, on the wrong side of the

material on which it has been formed. Woven Loops may
he obtained for sewing upon Dresses, Mantles, household

Linen, Ac.

Loaisine.—A very thin plain silk material, suitable for

children's wear, and for slight summer costumes. It is a

kind of Surah silk, or Sicilienne, and is to be had in all

colours, and also woven in small checks and stripts.

Louis Quinze Lace.—This is an Imitation Lace, and

is a copy of Roman Tape Lace, of which it is so good

Louis Quinze Lace is fo:-med of a braid known as Louis

Treize. Tiiis is a coarse linen braid, made of various

widths, woven with a straight plain edge, but with great

exactness and regularity. The same braid is frequently

used in Modern Point. The Lace is made as follows :

Mark out the design upon pink calico, which Ijack with

brown paper. Tack the braid to the calico, putting the

the stitches down the centre of the braid; when this

is in position, Overcast the edges with fine lace cotton,

draw the straight parts a little together, sew down any

turned pieces, and draw in and round curves and sharp

points, so that every part of the Ijraid lies fiat upon

the pattern, Then take a lace cotton rather coarser than

U u
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the one lust used, and make the Bars that connect the

hi-aid together. These are CoEDED, and not Buttonhole

Bars. Take the lace oii the pattern lay cutting the tacking

threads at the back.

Fig. 587 (page 328) is an illustration of Louis Quinze

Lace, and is made as follows ; Prepare the pattern as before

desciilied, and then take two widths of Louis Treize Braid,

oue half an inch, and the other a quarter of an inch in width.

Tack the broad braid lightly on first, and then the narrow,

and Ijc carefid that where the braid has to be cut off that

the ends are well turned under and secured. Then take

fine lace cotton and sew down every curve or Vandyke

Avhere the Ijraid tunis over, and di'aw in with a i-unning

thi'cad all Rounds and other pai'ts where the edge of the

liraid is wider than the centre. Having by these means

well flattened the braid, connect it together by Cokded
Baks, which work in regular distances apart, as shown

in the illustration, and finish the pattern Ijy working

eight armed Wheels in the centre of the small ovals,

and Wheels with BUTTONHOLE centres in the large

ovals.

Fig. 588 (page 3211) is formed with but one braid, which is

half an inch in width, and is woven with a looped edge like

Mignardise Braid. To work ; Tack the braid upon the

pattern, and sew down and run curves and rounds as

described in Fig. 587. Then take the looped edges of the

braid and tie the opposite loops together so as to form the

Bars that connect the various parts of the braid. Tie these

loops together with a strong Knot, and make this Knot of

Lace Thread. Form the generality of the Bars by simply

tying the opposite loops together, l^ut vary this where

shown in the illustration by tying three or four loops to-

gether with one common knot. Fill in the grounded part

of the lace with Point de Sorrento, and form the edge

of the pattern with lace cotton, which arrange as a series

of loop)s, and connect these loops to the loops at the edge of

the braid, or run a narrow cord through the loops at the

edge, and Butonhole that cord closely over.

Love-E/ibTjon.—^A narrow gauze libbon, having satin

stripes varying in size, but always narrow. It may be had

both in black and white. It was employed to tie on Crape

Hat-bands when worn at funei'als, and is now occasionally

Worn by ladies in their caps.

Low Embroidery.—This term includes all the needle-

work formed with Satin (.ir other fancy stitches upon solid

foundations, whether worked upon both sides alike, or

slightly raised (not padded) by run lines from the founda-

tion. See Embroidery.

Luneville Lace.—In the department of Lorraine,

Lace making was commenced early in the seventeenth

century, and is still continued. The Lace at first was

coarse, but it speedily became good and fine, and was

made with a double ground. Mirecourt is the principal

place "where it is manufactured, but that produced at

Luneville is also well known. The Lace now made is

principally Brussels Application, and the thread used Ijeing

whiter and kept cleaner than that used in Belgium, the

Lace does not require to go thr<jugh the deleterious process

of bleaching with white lead, which is employed over some

of the Brussels Lace. Luneville is also celebrated for its

Embroidery upon Tulle, which is very fine, and consists of

Satin Stitch upon Tulle backgrounds, worked either with

coloured silks or white cotton.

Lustres.—A species of Poplin, composed of silk and

worsted, of a slight quality, but of which there are many

varieties, both in consistency and colour.

Lutestring.— A term coiTupted from "Lustring,"

derived from the Fi'enchword luatre—shining. According

to other authorities, the origin of the latter name was

derived from the cords ninning through the web forming

some resemblance to an instrument much in vogue in the

last century. It is the name given to a very fine corded

glossy silk fabric, much esteemed for ladies' dresses in the

last century. Of this material there are many varieties

in colours and quality. An act was passed Tewyj. Queen

Mary I., for the encouragement of the home manu-

facture of silk ; and another, Temj). William and Mary,

in reference to " Alamode and Lutestring silks." Lute-

string is made in various widths, with corded, pearled,

and four edges.

Lutestring Hibbon.—This is a kind of Gros de Naples

ribbon, made in a variety of widths, with corded, pearl, and

four edges, the pearl edge being formed by the projection

of some of the threads of the weft beyond the rest. It

has no design, and can be obtained in any colour.

Lynx Fur.—This is obtained from an animal of the

genus Felis, of which there are several species. Though

resembling the cat, the tail is shorter and the ears longer,

the tips of which hang over like tassels. The Fur is long

and soft, and generally of a greyish colour, and in Norway
is covered with brown spots. The belly of the lynx is

white, the fur silky, and not unfrequently spotted with

black. The skins are dyed, prepared, and exported in large

quantities for the American market, where it is much
admired and valued, and employed for cloaks, mvdis,

tippets, linings, and facings ; and, being soft, is very

suitable for such purposes. By the Greeks, Persians, and

Chinese, the fur is employed in its natural state, undyed.

The Canadian lynx is, perhaps, the finest specimen of the

Felis tribe. Lynx Fur when undyed is of a light reddish-

brown colour, variegated with dark long hair, tipped with

white.

Lyons Satin.—A fine quality of satin produced at

Lyons, having a silk back. Another description of Satin,

which is sold as " Satin de Lyons," has recently been

produced, having less lustre than ordinary fine Satins, and

is of a thinner quality. The back is twilled or woven with

a double warp. It is much used for trimmings, is suitable

for mourning, and may be regarded as a description of

Taffeta. No kind of silk textile was known in England of

the variety called Satin until about the fourteenth cen-

tury
;
but they did not become a common—though costly

—

article of trade until the fifteenth century. In the year

1685, the French refugees established the manufacture of

this textile at Spitalfields ; and by means of the Jaoquard
loom, our Satins, produced by naturalised French weavers,

became and have continued to be of a quality equal to that

produced in the manufactories of Lyons. See Satin.
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M.
Machine Work.—The several varieties of oniinary

Btitching whioli may be accomplished by means of small

machines, hiind worked 1iy the needlewoman, are those for

Buttonholing, Darning, Fringing, Gauging, and Knitting,

and the several kinds of ordinary Plain Sewing Machines,

for all of which see their various headings.

Macram^ Lace.—This useful and easily made lace is

a revival, under the name of Maorame, of the Italian

Knotted Points (Punto a Groppo). which were much used

in Spain and Italy for ecclesiastical linen, church vest-

ments, and other trimmings, from the end of the fifteenth

to the seventeenth century. This lace is first mentioned

in the Sporza Inventory (1493), and in a painting by Paul

Veronese of the Supper of Simon the Canaanite. now in

the Louvre, it adorns the table cloth there depicted. Tlie

word Macrame is Arabic, and is used in the East to denote

an ornamental fringe to any material ; while at Genoa,

where Macrame Lace is chiefly made, it was at first given

to the homespun huckaback towelling with plain fringed

edges, and only gradually became the designation of the

lace that was worked in likeness of these plain knotted

fringes. The making of Macrame has been taught during

the whole of the present century in the schools and con-

vents along the Riviera, but it was not until 1S43 that

any but the most simple designs were manufactured ; at

that date a piece of old Knotted Point coming into the

possession of one of the workers, she managed to unpick

it and learn from it the compilicated knots.

The basis of all Macrame Lace is Knots, which are made
by the fingers tying tightly together short ends of thread

either in horizontal or perpendicular lines, and inter-

weaving the knots so made so as to form a design, some-

times slightly raised, but generally flat. From the nature

of the work the patterns thus made are simple, and are

geometrical in form, it being almost impossible to form

figures or flowers from such a process. Macrame is cele-

brated for its durability and excellence; the finer kinds,

made with black and white silk threads, can be used as

insertions or edgings to ladies' garments, the coarser,

formed of ecru coloured or black Maltese thread and

twine, make mantel and table borders and other furnitui-e

trimmings.

The materials required are as follows : A cushion, large

black headed pins, a crochet hook or fine knitting needle,

and a pattern. Italian twine or Adams's silks, or Walter

and Evan's flax, and Maltese thread of three sizes, coarse,

medium, and fine. The coarse thread is used for large

furniture pieces of lace, the medium for that required

for ordinary uses, and the fine for dress trimniiiigs. Make
the Cushion as an oblong flat-shaped pDlow, 12in. long

by Sin. wide, and stufl: it with sand to render it heavy,

cover it with good Ticking, and arrange the lines woven

in the Ticking evenly along the length of the Cushion,

as they can then be used as guides for the horizontal

lines of the work. An ornamental cover of scarlet ingi-ain

twill, or blue silk can be arranged over the Ticking cover,

if the latter is not considered ornamental enough, Init it

not necessary. Prepare a pii^ce of fine linen m- silk, similar

in shape to the Covers used in ntlier Pillow T^ace making,
and use this to pin over the lace while in progress so as to

keep it clean. The pins should be strong and good ; they

are required to pin the lace to the cushion. The crochet

hook and knitting needle are very useful, especially to a

beginner, in forming the knots, as they can be insinuated

under the threads without disarranging them, in places

where the figures cannot go.

The patterns used in Macrami' are not, as in othei' laces,

traced upon parchment, and pinned on to the pillow beneath

the threads, as the lace is so simple that it is easily worked

from a paper pattern at the side of the worker or from

written directions. The difficulties to be mastered are: To
pin the coi'ds which run along the length of the lace at

even distances upon the Cushion, tu work eachKnotof th(.'

same tightness, to draw each Knot close up td the last, to

preseri'c the same distance apart, when repeating the

pattern as kept at first, and to keep every thread lying

straight do'mi the cushion in the order in which it was first

arranged.

Knots or Stitches.—The stitches are all formed

either of Knots or Loojjs. arranged either as Bars. Cords,

Fillings, or Km^ts. They should be mastered befoi'c any

design is attempted, as the whoh' beauty of the lace de-

pends upon tlieir being made close and tight and placed

apart at set intervals, and a liegiuner will have quite

enough to do to keep them even, while forming a pattern,

without having to trouljle over how they are made. The

stitches are known as Bars. Coi'ds. Diamonds, Fillings,

Knots. Open Knottings, Leaders, Rows, and Stars, and

are made as follows :

Burs.—The Bai' is used to form the lighter portions

of the design. It is uuide with two, three, or four threads,

according to the thickness requireil, anil in the followmg

varieties

:

To make a Chaiit BonJrc or Sinijle Bur: Pick up

two threads lying close together, hold one in each hand, and

keep the left hand thread tight, pass the right hand thread

round the left as a loop, in making which bring the end of

the thread out over the first part of the loop, push the

loop up to the top of the thread, then hoLl the right

hand thread tight in the right hand and loop the left hand

thread round it, and nin the loop up to the top of the

thread. Repeat these Uvo loops until the length required

for the Bar is obtained; the usual number of loops are

nine, but these are increased or decreased according to the

thickness of the thread used. The Chain Bar is illustrated

in the Macrame pattern, Fig. 597.

To make a Double or Knotted Bar: Take four

threads lying close together, hold two in the left hand

and two in the right, and loop the right over the left, and

then the left over the right, as in Chain Bar.

To make a Flat Solomon Bar: Take four threads

close together, and pin down to the lower part of the

cushion the two centre ones, then take the left hand thread

(see Fig. 589, on following page) and pass it over the two

pinned down threads and under the fourth or last thread

{see Fig. 590). take the fourth thread, twist it round the

one put underneath it. put it under the two secured
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threads and bring it out over the first

thread (see Fig. 590) ; then hold the fourth

and first thi-ead, one in each hand, and nin

them up the secured threads to the top.

Now reverse the movement, take the thread

now on the right hand and put it over the

two secured threads and mider the left hand

thread, which loop round it, and put under

the secured threads and out over the right

hand thread, draw the knot so made up

cliise to the firet knot. Repeat these two

hand

Pig. 590. M.icrame—FuT
Solomon Bar,

Fio. 591. Macrame—'Flat
Solomon Bar.

A finished Solo-movements fur the length of the Bar.

mon's Bar is shown in Fig. 59.5.

To make a Ridge or Twisted Bar : Take four

threads and work like the first part of a Solomon Bar.

and go on repeating, this movement until the right length

of Bar is made. The Bidge or Twist will come after two

knots have been made. This Bar is much used in the

Baised Macvame. The Twisted Bar is shown in Fig. 595.

Cord.—The cord is the horizijntal line that runs the

whi:)le length of the lace, and that is used in many patterns

two or three times. To work : Befijre commencing the

pattern, count the numlier of the straight horizontal lines

running the entire length that are required, and for each,

wind upon a separate flat card a doubled thread that is

rather longer than the length the lace is to be made.

Where the design requires a Cord, take one of these cards.

Knot the ends of the douljled thread and pin d<jwn to the

left hand side of the Cushion, laying the Cord as close as

possilile to the last Bow worked, and straight across the

Cushion from left to right; there stick a big pin into

the cushion, and wind the doubled thread tightly round

it, so as to make the line across the thread quite taut,

and then firmly pin the card to the Cushion. The Cord

being placed, cover it with the lace

threads. Take the first thread lying on

the left side of the work, and loop it

over the Cord, (see Fig. 592), and pull it

through again to the front with the help

of the Crochet hook, pull it up quite

tight and close to the last line of work,

and thi'U loop it over the Cord again in

the same manner. Take up the next thread and repeat,

and ciintinui.' to the (md of the lace, The beauty of the

Fin..592. Macrame-
CORI>.

Cord depends upon the evenness with which the loops are

made upon it and the perfect regularity of the line it

forms, and this depends upon the tightness of the laid

thread and the firmness of every loop made. Short slant-

ing lines in the lace, made without the introduction of the

double thr(.'ad, are forujed by using one of the lace threads

as a Cord, for which see Leaders,

Diamonds.—These are made with the short threads,

and of Macrame Knots ; they are formed in the working of

the lace by taking one thread, slanting it to the right or

left, and covering it with Knots made with the rest of the

threads looped over it. The slanted thread is known as

the Leader, and when a set number of Macrame Knots

have been made over it, it forms one side of a diamond,

which figure is completed by three other threads being

slanted and covered in the same manner. Diamonds are

made with 6, 8, 12, or 16 threads, and with Single, Double,

and Treble Leaders.

To make a Single Diamond : Take eight threads,

number them from left to right, and pick up thread No. 4

in the left hand and hold it tight, slanting it from right to

left, to form the Leadek on the top side of Diamond that

slopes from the centre outwards. Hold thread No. 3 in the

right hand, get it under the Leader, and make with it two

loops or the Maceame Knot on the Leader; push these

loops well up to the top of the Leader. Fick up No. 2 thread

and make a Macrame Knot, and do the same with No. 1

thread
;
push all the Knots up to the top of the Leader, and

then pin the Leader down to the Cushion. Now pick up

No. 5 thread, hold it in the right hand, and slant it to the

right to form the top of the Diamond on the right side,

and slant outwards, pass thread No. 6 under it, and make
the Macrame Knot on the Leader, and repeat to thread

No. 8. Form the other two angles of the Diamond by
reversing the slanting of the Leaders, sloping them in-

wards instead of outwards, and make the Macrame Knots
upon them as before, using thread 8 liefore thread 7, and
thread 1 before thread 2. Single Diamonds can be made
with any even number of threads, but 8 or 6 are the usual

number.

To make Double Diamonds : Take sixteen threads,

divide them in the middle, and wind the last eight out of

the way. Make thread 8 into the Leader, and cover it

with the other threads, as described in Single Diamond,
and pin it down ; then take thread 7 (the first one used
upon the Leader) and form that into a Leader by slanting

it, and covering it with Macramk Knots in the same
way; keep it close up to the first Leader, and when that
is reached, unpin it and f.jrm a MacranK' Knot with it

upon the second Leader; pin this Leader down to the
cushion, and take the eight threads numbered from 9 to

16 : Make No. 9 thread the Leader, and slant it outwards
and cover it as before; pin it down, and take thread No.
10, slant it and make it a Leader, and ccjver it as before, not
forgetting to work the first Leader on to it at the last with
a Macrame Knot. Finish the Diamond by reversing the
slant of the Leaders, using the same threads for Leaders,
and reversing the order of the Macrame Knots. Tie the
Leaders together where they meet in the centre of the
Diamond,
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To make Treble Diamonds : Take sixteen or move

threads, and work exactly like Double Diamonds, but make
three Leadees instead of two by usinf)' threads t! and

11 as Leaders, and reverse them in the same way as iu

Double Diamonds. In working Diamonds, the centre

threads, before being used to cover the reversed Leaders,

are frequently knotted together ; these are either made in

Open KnottiiKj or in Ornamental Knot.

Edyini). — The usual finish to Macrame is made

as follows: Having worked all the lace, comb out and

straighten the ends of the threads that hang down, and

cut them to an equal length, so as to form a Fringe.

Should a thick Edging and not a Fringe be required, bend

the threads to the right, and Buttonhole over them, so

as to form a thick cord that follows the outline of the lace.

Cut out after every second Buttonhole two ends of thread,

so as to absorb all gradually and yet keep the cord even

throughout its length. Ornament the edge thus made
with PicoTS.

Fillings.—These are made in the centres of Dia-

monds, either 'n'ith Macrame, Ornamental, or Solomon's

Knots, or with Open Knotting. See these headings.

Genoese Qroppo.—See Ornamental Knot.

Heading.—The part to which the lace threads are

first fixed is known as the Heading, and there are two ways

of attaching them. The one most used is formed with the

cord as follows : Prepare a doubled thread rather longer

than the length required for the lace, and wind it upon a

Card. Knot the ends together, and pin the Knot to the

upper part of the Cushion on the left side. Unwind the

doubled thread until it reaches the right side of the

Cushion, and stick a big pin iu there, on a line with the

first pin, wind the thread tightly round it, and then pin the

card to the Cushion. Take a skein of thread, cut it across

at each end, or only in one place, according to the width
of the lace required, draw out one of the threads, double
it m half, pnt the loop thus formed under

the stretched Cord or Doubled Thread

[see Pig. 593), draw it through with the

crochet hook, slip the two ends through

the loop, and draw up tight, so that a

Knot is formed upon the horizontal

Cord; pin this Knot down. Continue

to loop the threads on to the Cord until

there are sufficient for a pattern (it is a

mistake to put on a greater number), and

loop them on slightly apart, so that they lie flat upon
the Cushion, and can be worked without interfering with

each other. When the whole of the lace is made, the

doubled thread supporting the threads can be drawn out,

the loops then form an open Heading.

The second manner of fonning a Heading is as

follows : Fix a line of black headed pins along the upper

part of the Cushion from left to right, and a quarter of an

inch apart. On to each of these pins fasten two doubled

threads taken from the cut skein, and with tlieh- four

ends work a Solomon Knot. After the Solomon Knot
has fastened the threads together, lay a Coed and work
over it. This last Heading gives rather a better edging

than the first.

Fig. 593. Macrame—Heading,

Fi(5. 591. Macrame
—Knot.

Join Threads.—If a thread is to be inserted on a

Leader or Cord, fasten it on as for the heading ; if

a thread requires renewing make with a new thread a

MACRARfE Knot on a Leader, and absorlj the short

end of the thread iu the work. In other parts of the

lace, tie the thread on with an Ordinary Knot.

Knot.—These are of three kind.s—Macrame, Orna-

mental, and Solomon, and are described under those

headings.

Leaders.—These are the threads that are slanted,

either to form Diamonds or Star.s. Take these threads

from the ones forming the width of the lace, and when
they have been covered with Macbame Knots to the

length required, work them again into the pattern with-

out distinguishing them iu any way.

Macrani" Knot.—This is the Knot from which the

lace takes its name, and is worked with two, three, or four

threads. To make as shown in Fig. 59-1

:

Take three threads, and hold the third

one in the right hand, pass it over the

two behind the third thread and round

underneath them, and bring it out over

itself, I'epeat, and draw the Knot thus

made up to the top of the two threads.

When worked with two threads, only

one is enclosed; when worked with four

threads, three are enclosed, but the Knot
iu all cases is made with two loopings

of the last thread.

Varieties of the Knot ai-e formed by looping the

thread three or four times instead of twice, and by working

a whole row of these Knots and then commencing a second

row as follows : Leave the first threads hanging, and take

iu the left hand the thread that formed the loops iu the

last row, make a Macrame Knot with this round the two

threads in front of it, and draw up tight as before, con-

tinue to the end of the Row, always making the new

Knots with the thread that made the Knots on the first

row, but that enclosed the strands behind the ones now
looped together.

Open Knotting.—These stitches are used to fiU up

the centres of Diamonds, or are worked in Rows along the

lace. They are the Knots used in the Knotting that was

worked in the eighteenth century. To make as shown in

Fig. 596, on page 334 : Take four threads and number them

from the left to the right, take the first and pass it over the

second and third and under the fourth ; take the fourth,

loop it round the first, under the third and second, and

over the first and draw up, then take the first thread (which

is now on the right hand) and put it under the third and

second and over the fourth (now on the left hand), then take

the fourth thread, loop it round the first, and put it over

the second and third and under the loop made by the first

thread, and draw it up. While making the Knot keep the

centre threads tight, and rather loosen the outer ones.

Put a pin through this Knot, take the four next threads,

make a Knot with them on a line with the last, and pin

that down and continue to the end of the row. For the

second row—miss two threads, and make a Knot with

two threads from the first and two threads from the
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second Knot of the first row, pin down and repeat. For

the third row—take on the two threads left in the second

row and make the first Knot with them, and with two

threads from the first Knot on the second row. The

difBculty in making Open Knotting when working it in

Fia. 595. Macbame—Opes Knottiko.

rows consists in the trouble of making the Knots in

even lines, which is oliviated when one of the blue lines

on the Ticking can be used as a guide. In Kg. 595 the

Open Knotting is finished ofl with a RiDGE or Twisted

Bar and with two Solomon Bars.

To make Fig. 696 : This Open Knotting is made

like the i">ne shown in Fig. 595, Intt with two Knots instead

Fig. .5913. MiCBAML—Open Ksoitikg.

of one to each thick part. Work as in Fig. 505, and then

repeat the Knot there made.

Oni a mental Knot.—Used as a Filling in the centre

of Diamonds, or to join Stars together, and worked as

follows : Take four threads and numbm- them from the left

to the right, pin d(jwn two and three on to the Cushion at

some distance from where the Knot is being made ; then

take the fijur in the right liand, pass it over the two

and three, under and over the one, then slip it under

the two and three, and bring it out over itself, and draw

it up tight. Repeat this until seven to nine knots are

made, a'ccording to the thickness of the thread used.

Take a Knitting needle, No. 10, place it upon the Orna-

mental Knot, and turn the ends of the Knot over the pin,

so as to enclose the pin in the Knot, and bring them

out underneath the Knot in the place they started from,

and there tie two ends on to the thread nearest them

on the ritfht side, and two ends on the left side. Smooth

them down, and proceed to work the second half of

Diamond or Star with the threads used in the Knot.

This Ornamental Knot is shown in Figs. 597 and 598.

Jl^ou's. — These are made either with horizontal

Cords or with Macrame Knots, worked over two or

more perpendicular threads, or with Open Knotting.

Solomon Knot.—This Knot is much used in the lace

to form Bars or centre fillings ; the manner of working ia

fully described in Solomon Bars.

g^f„.s._Theae are used in the lace, and made with

the working threads covered with Macrame Knots like

Diamonds, but the first two Leaders instead of slanting

outwards slant inwards to the centre, in order to form

the right shape, and the two Leaders forming the bottom

part of the Star slant outwards from the centre. The

Stars are made as Single, Dovible, and Treble Stars.

To work a Single Stor: Take eight threads and

number them from the left to the light, and take the

first as a Leader, and slant it from left to right, and

cover it with Macrame Knots, made with two, three and

four threads, pin it down, and take thread No. 8, slant it

from right to left, and cover it with Knots made wdth

seven, six, and five threads, and bring it to the centre, and

tie the two Leaders together, then slant the right hand

Leader to the right, and the left hand Leader to the left,

and proceed to cover them in the same manner.

To work Donhle Stars: Take twelve threads, and

use the first and the twelfth for Leaders, work them to

the centre as before, here pin them down, and make the

second and the eleventh the next Leaders, and work them

to the centre, make the last Knots upon them with the first

Leaders. Make an Ornamental Knot with the four

centre threads and secure it, then divide the threads

again, and work the second half of the Star, slanting the

Leaders from the centre outwards. This Star is shown

in the pattern given in Fig. 599.

To work Treble Stars : Take twelve threads and

repeat the instructions given for Double Stars, but make

a Leader of third and tenth thread, as well as of first

and second, and eleventh and twelfth. Make the Orna.

MENTAL Knot in the centre, and then slant the Leaders

outwards. This star is shown in the pattern given in

Fig. 598.

Patterns.—The following designs, illustrating the

various stitches used in Macrame, will be within the scope

of the worker who has learnt the Knots. These designs

are intended for Furniture Lace, and should be worked

with either medium or coarse ccni thread ; they can be

altered into trimming laces by being worked with fine

black or white silk.
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To work Fig. 597 : lu tliis pattern the threads are
not Knotted on to a Cord as a Heading, but are arranged
upon large headed pins as follows. Place a row of pins

along a blue line of the Cushion a quarter of an inch
apart

;
cut a skein of threads at each end, take two threads

and double them over each pin. First row—work a Solo-
mon's Knot below each pin with the threads on it.

Second row—wind a double thread long enough to work
the length of the lace upon a card. Pin the end of this

the fourth thread foniimg them round the others as in
the first part of Mackame Knot; divide the threads
again into pairs, ami w.jrk the Chain Bar sis knots to
each Bar. Sixth r..w~iJiake a Si..lom..u'.y Knot on every
four threads, and pin it down. Seventh r.jw—work a Cord
as in the second row. Eighth r^.w—takc eight threads,
divide them, and make the top half of a Treble Stae!
Repeat to the end of the row. Kmth row—make an
Ornamental Knot in the centre of each Treble Star,

Fig. 597. MACEAMfi PATTERN (No. 1),

to the left side of the Cushion, and lay it close along

beneath the Solomon Knots as a Cobd, and pin the card

ind the Cord firmly down on the right hand of the

Cushion. Then work over the Cord with every thread,

IS explained in Cord. Third row—work a Solomon's Knot
with every four threads, and pin each down. Fourth row
—work a Chain Bae with every two threads, tying sis

mots in each Bar. Fifth row—Knot sis Knots on the

ivet Chain, then take the next two Chain Bars, and pass

using the two centre threads of each half Star, Draw the

Ornamental Knot over a knitting needle, bring the ends

between the two corners of the Star and turn them under,

tie them in a common knot to the other ends, divide the

threads again, and work the lower half of Treble Star;

repeat to the end of the row. Tenth row—take the

right hand bottom quarter of the first Treble Star, and

the left hand bottom of the second Star, and make au

Ornamental Knot between them, and work the lower half
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of Treble Star with these threads. Continue to make

Ornamental Knots and lower halves of Treble Stars to the

end of the row, then take the left hand bottom quarter of

the first Star, and make three slanting lines with it.

Eleventh row—make an Ornamental Knot between the two

first parts of the Star, and finish by working the lower

haK to it. Repeat to the end of the row. Twelfth row

—work a Cord like the seeond row. Thirteenth row—take

the first three threads and use the first as a Leadek, and

slope it from left to right. Cover it with a Macrame Knot

Fig. .598. Macrame Pattern (No. :^J.

from each of the other two threads. Repeat to the end

of the row. Fourteenth row—take the first thread as a

Leader, slope to the right, and cover with Macrame Knots

from four threads. Take the fifth thread, make it a

Leader, and cover it with Knots made with the one thread

left from the line above it, and two from the next. Repeat

this last slanting line to the end of the row, always taking

the Leader from one slanted line in the previous Knot,

and the covering threads from the slanted line before it.

Repeat this row from the commencement three times.

Eighteenth row—work a Cord like the second row. Nine-

teenth row—make Chain Bars with every two threads of

SIX Knots to each Chain Bar. Twentieth row—miss the

first thread and make Chain Bars of all the rest, six

Knots to each Bar. Twenty-first row like the nineteenth.

Twenty-second row like the twentieth, but work four

Knots instead of six to each Bar.

To work Fig. 598 : Wind a double thread, the

length of the lace, upon a card, and pin it to the Cushion

and fasten the threads to it, as described in Heading.

First row—fasten a second double thread down and work

the Cord. Second row—take four threads, number them

from left to right, and make a Maceame Knot with the

fourth thread over the other three. Work the Knot until

there are four loops upon the thread. Repeat to the end

of the row. Third row—take two threads from the first

Macrame Knot and two from the second, and make the

Macrame Knot with the fourth thread the same number

of times as in the previous row. Repeat to end. Fourth

row—work the Cord. Fifth row—work the upper part of

a Double Star, using sixteen threads. Sixth row—work

the Cord, but instead of making it a horizontal line aiTange

it as a diagonal one, and pin it firmly in this shape to

the Cushion before covering it with the double loops.

Make the first slant of the Cord right across the first Star

and upwards, the second into the centre of the second

Star and downwards, the third from the centre of the Star

upwards to the top, the fourth across the third Star down-

wards, and repeat from the commencement when carrjong

on the pattern. Seventh row—take the first eight threads,

and work with them the two upper halves of a Treble

Star, then take the next sixteen threads and work with

them the two upper halves of a Treble Star, work another

Treble Star with sixteen threads, and another Treble

Star with eight threads, and repeat from the commence-

ment of the row. Eighth row—work the second or Ijottom

half of a Treble Star with the first eight threads, then

take the four centre threads of the sixteen that worked

the large Star, and make with them an Ornamental

Knot ; divide these four threads, and work with the six-

teen the second or bottom half of the Treble Star, repeat

the Ornamental Knot and the lower halves of the large

Treble Stars with the next sixteen threads, wi.irk the small

eight thread Star without a Knot, and repeat the whole

pattern from the commencement. Ninth row—make an

Ornamental Knot with the threads 23, 24, 25, and 26, and

before commencing the pattern, then miss the first eight

threads, and with the next sixteen make the upper half of

a Treble Star and an Ornamental Knot with its four centre

threads, then take the next sixteen threads and repeat

the upper half of a Treble Star with them, miss the next

eight threads, and repeat from the commencement. Tenth

row—miss the first sixteen threads and make the lower

half of a Treble Star with the next sixteen, and an orna-

mental Knot on each side of them, miss the next twenty-

four threads, and repeat the lower half of the Treble Star.

Eleventh row—take a double thread and pin it down to

make a Cord, arrange it as follows: lay it horizontally

along the ends of the two small Stars and close to them,

then bring it down to the lowest point of the Ti'ehle

Star worked in the last i-ow, and up again to the com-

mencement of the small Star, and pin it down carefully

before covering it with the double loops.
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To work Fig. oJtO: Place along a line iu the Ticking

of the Cushion large pius a quarter of an inch apart; cut

a skein of thread in one place, ami hang two threads

doubled on to each of the plus. First row—work with

every four threads a Solorion Knot. Second ro\\'—lay

last thread of one group to loop over the first two threads

of the next group. Fifth i-ow—lay dciwn the doubled

thread and work thi' Cord. iSi.'ith r(.iw — take twelve

threads, diviile them, ami work with them the upper
luilves of a Treble Star, idnniug each Star firmly to the

down a double thread and work over it as in Coed. Thinl Cushion as worked; r^-peat to the end of the row, and

Fig. 590, MACEAME PATTERN (No.

row—take the first three threads, and make the Macrame
Knot over the first two with the third thread ; loop the

thread three times over the others ; repeat to the end of

the row. Foui'th row—leave the first two threads, and

take the one that was looped over the others, and with it

make the three loops over the fourth and fifth threads
;

repeat these loops to the end of the row, always using the

make sis Stars. Seventh row — take the four centre

threads of each group of twelve threads, and work an

Ornamental Knot with them, tie it tight, re-divide the

threads, and work the lower half of the Treble Star with

them. Eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh rows—as the

second, third, fourth, and fifth ro-\\'s. Twelfth row—make

a flat Solomon Knot with the fum- centre threads of

X X
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eaeli group of twelve threads, tlien commence witli tlie

first thread ami work the upper halves of a Double Stae

with the group of twelve threads sis times, and in the

centre of every Star work with the four centre threads

another Hat Solomon Knot Thirteenth row—work the

lower half of the Double Star, and then with the four

centre threads of each group of twelve work a flat Solo-

mon's Knot. Fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, and seven-

teenth rows—as the second, third, fcmrth, and fifth rows.

Eighteenth niw—take the first eight threads, divide them,

and wiirk witli them the upper halves of a Treble Star

;

repeat to the end of the row with eight threads to each

Star, and make nine Stars, and tlien take the f<.>ur centre

threads of each group of eight, and work a Solomon's

Knot with them, which pin dowm to the cushion as made.

Nineteenth row—leave the first four threads alone, and

then work exactly as the eighteenth row, leaving the last

four threads of the ninth Star alone. Twentieth to twenty-

sixth rows^repeat the nineteenth mw, always leaving the

first and last four threails imworked, so that the pattern

is reduced finally to the upper half of one Star, which

forms a point in the centre, as shown in the illustration.

Twenty-seventh row — take the first thread and slant it

down to the bottom of the last Star, pin it down there,

and work over it as a Cord ; then take the last thread of

the ninth Star and slant that to meet the first, pin it down,

and work over it as a Cord. Twenty-eighth row—make a

Solomon Knot with every f(.iur threads of the pattern.

Twenty-ninth row—repeat the twenty-seventh row, tying

the two laid threads together where they meet in the

centre of the pattern.

To work Hg. (M)
: Fasten a row of pins into the Cushion

a quarter of an inch apart, cut a skein oi thread twice, and
hang two douljled threads on to each of the pins. First

row — work a Mackame Knot on each four threads,

reversing the Knot at every other group of threads. Second

row—lay down a doidile thread as a CoED, and cover it

with two loops from each threatl. Third row—take the first

twelve threads, and with the centre four w"ork the Ol'EN

Knotting with two knots, illustrated in Fig. 59(> ; then

divide the threads in half, and with the first six work the

left hand top half of a DOUBLE Stae, and with the last

six work the right hand half of the same Star, but cross the

second Leadee of that half over the Leader of the first

half, and keep it pinned down in that position ready for

the next row ; repeat to the end. Foui-th I'ow—take the

threads Nos. 11. 1-, Vi. and 1 1. and make the Open Knotting

with two Knots, and pin down firmly; repeat to the end of

the row, using the last two threads of ime group of twelve

threads and the first two of another for th'' Knot, then

finish the lower half (jf the Star ; on the Leader crossed

over' from right hand to left work all the left hand threads

except thread No. ti, which make the first Leader on the

right hand side, putting it under the crossed Leader;

having completeil the Star, wtirk with the four centi'e

thre'ads of each group of twelve an Open Knotting Knot,

a5 wi.>rked in the third row. Fifth I'ow — lay down a

double thread and work a Cord. Sixth row— work an

Open Knotting Knot with every four threads. Seventh

row— work a Cord. Eighth row — take twenty threads

and make an Open Knotting Knot with the middle four,

then with the four on each side of the Knot work a short

Cord slanting towards the Knot, pin all down, take No. 1

thread, make it a Leader, and work the left hand top side

of a Teeble Stae, biinging in all the threads as far as

No. 10 ; then, with No. 20 as first Leader, work the right

hand top side of Treble Star, bringing in ;dl the threads

from No. 20 to No. 11; repeat to the end of the r.jw. Ninth

row—w(jrk ;i Chain Bae with six Knots with every two

threiids. Tenth row—knot two Chain Bars together, re-

divide them, and work two Chain Bais with eight Knots

Flii. mil). BlAriiAMi; Pattern (No. [).

each
; repeat to the eml of the row. Eleventh row—repeat

the tenth row, Ijut only work four Knots to the Chain
Bars.

The f(jllowing pattern, from a piece t)f Macrame Lace
worked in the eighteenth ceutTiry. can be worked from
instructions without a design. It is formed with Hat
Solomon and T\visted Solomon Bars, and with Open
Knotting, and is very easily worked, and extremely elegant.

To work ; Lay a double thread as a Heading, cut a skein
of thread once, and l(5op on any numlier of threads that
divide mt(.) four, and pin each doa'u just enough iipart to
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lie iiat. First row—lay do-mi a doubleil thiva'! ami work

it as a CoKD. Soc-^'inil i-ow—make with every four threads

flat SoLOJiON Bars, six knots to eaeh Bar. Third r.)w

—

leare the first two throads, and witli the four next make a

Solomon Bar with four knots; repeat to the end of the

row, always taking two threads from one Bar of thi' last

riiw and two threads frcim the next Bar. Fourth row—
with the fir,st four threads make a Solomon's Bar with

fom- knots, anil repeat to the end of the row. Fifth i-ow

—

leave the first two threads, and make with the next four

threads a Twisted Solomon Bar of eight knots; ri'peat

to the end of the row, always making the Twisted Bar with

two threails fr^mi one B;ir anrl two threads from ane>thi?r

Bar of the preeediug row. Sixth row—cfimmence witli the

first threads and make a Twisted Bar. as in the last row.

Seventh row— leave the first two threads, ami make
Solomon Bars of five knots each. Eighth row—take the

first threads and make Twisted Solomon Bars of twelve

knots. N"inth row—leave the first two threads, and with

the next four make the Single Open Knotting, illus-

trated in Fig. o!-1x Tenth row—take the first two thr.'ads,

and two from the first Knot. ;ind with them work the Open
Knotting, as in the ninth i-ow. Eleventh row—work like

the ninth. Twelfth row—Knot every foin- threads tog(.-tlier

and cut the ends of the threads straight, allotring two

inches for fringe.

Madagascar Lace.—A native production of the island

frtim which it takes its name, and of the neighboui-ing

coasts of Africa. The lace resemldes gimp more th;in

lace, and is made of a number id' loose threads twisted

together, si.i as to form scallops ;inil loops, and sccui-ed in

those positions. It possesses no value beyond the f;ict of

its being unlike any lace of European manufacture.

Madapolams.—A coarse description of c;ilico cloth, of

a stifl' heavy make, originally of Indian manufacture,

where it was emploj-ed for Quilts. It c:in be had either

dressed or undressed, for underclothing, ami measures frcim

29 to 33 inches in width, or in the douljle widths it is from

H yards to 33 inches wide. These latter varieties are much
employed for C'ui-tams, Quilts, servants' Aprons, &c.

Madeira Lace.—The lace made by the natives irf

Madeira is not a n;itive production, ;ind the manufaetory

has only c-xistcd fi.a- fifty ye.irs. The laces made are

Maltese, Torchon, an 1 a coarse description of Mechlin.

Madeira 'Work.—This is white Emliroidery upon fine

linen or cambric, not differing from Irish Work or Broderie

Anglaisc in any material degree, but made' by the nuns in

Madeira, and eagerly sought by all admirers of fine neeille-

work because of the excellence of its workmanship. To

make as shown in Fig, 601 : Trace the design upon fine

cambric, work the outliae in Buttonhole Stitch, Over-
cast the Eyeletholes, anil fill in their centres with

eight-armed Wheels, Make the dots in Point de Pois,

and the leaves in Point Lance, join the insertion to the

edging, and hide the seam thus made by working over it

in Double Coeal Stitch,

Madeira 'Work Trimmings.—These are hand-sewn

Emliroideries, executed l>.y nims in the Island which gives

its name to the industry. Edgings, Insertions, Flounces,
and chilrlren's Drcssi-s, of very excellent quality, are

worked im muslin, and imported to this country. It is to

l)e had both in close and open woi-k. Our own Scotch and
Irish White Emliroidery, espeei;illv the Litter, is equally

-ood.

Fill. 601. M.\iiEir:.\ ^YonE.

Madras Lace.—A school for lace making has lately

lieen founded in Madras. The lace made is the black and
white silk M;iltcsi' Guipure'.

Madras-net Muslin.—This is a handsome, but coarse

make of Muslin, produced in several varieties, some in

cream colour, others with coloured designs of a bold

charaetei', and others again in uni-colour. They are all

72 inches wide. Those with coloured designs rise, from

the price of the cream-coloured Muslins, to ]nore than

double their -valui'.

Madras 'Work.— This work is so called from its being

executed upion th_- lirightly coloured silk handkerchiefs

that are kni.iwn as Madras handkerchiefs. "When em-

broidered these handkerchiefs are used either for capS'

mats, or workbasket covers, or are made into Chair Backs,

by lace being sewn round them. To work; Select a

brightly coloured handkerchief, with ;i deep border,

composed of lines of various widths ;ind of contrasting

coloui's, and line it with calico. Work in Embroidery silks

over these lines in Double Coral Stitch, Point

Ceoise. Tete de Bceup, and Lattice Stitch, selecting

silks that contrast in colour \\\i\i the lines of the hand-

kerchief. Having filled in with these open stitches all the

lines that compose the liorder, select either a dark blue,

green, or brown silk, and Run it along both sides of each

line, so as to enclose the f;incy stitch decorating the centre.

Make One.—One of the ways in Knitting of enlarging

the pattern. Sec Knitting.

Making Crossings.— S.?e Cross Tracing.

Making up Lace Sprigs. — Sec Honiton Appli-

cation.

X s 2
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Malabars.—Cotton Hamlkerchiefs, printed in imita-

tion of Indian Handkeri'liiefs, tln' patterns of whieli are

of a peculiar and distinctive type, au:l tlic contrasts of

c jlour brilliant and striking. Sec Moxteiths.

Malins Laoe.—Another nam- for Mechlin Laoe.

Maltese Laoe.—La^'j niakini;' was carried on in Malta

daring tli_> sixteenth century, )nit the lace tlien produce 1

was of a coarse descriptiiui, and r.>seml:)Ied Mi.'chlin and

Valenciennes without their fine grounds. But during the

present century the manufacture of Greek Guipures was

commenced in the island, and the fir.st black silk plaited

laces made of these designs came fi-om Malta. The Lace

is a handsome and heavy lacl^ ma'le both in white silk and

thread, and also in the lilack silk known as Barcelona silk,

such as is used in Spain and France for the Spanish

Chantilly Blonde Laces. The patterns are all simple, and

either arabesque or geometric ; they are worked upon the

Pillow, are connected together with a Pearled Bae
ground made at the same time as the designs, and are

Manteau. — The Prench name for a cloak, or loose

external covering, worn out of doors.

Mantle.—An outer covering simewliat resembling a

short c'loak, from wliicli it diifers in being slightly fitted

t(i the figure, and having either a. Iriose frilling over the

elbows, where the arms protrude f I'om under it, or, some-

times, a veiy slioi't sL-eve commencing from the elbow.

The size, form, and material of mantles vary with the

season, the fashion, or the figure and taste of the wearer.

They may 1)0 had in silk, velvet, cashmere, lace, and fur.

After the Conquest, the cloaks so designated were intro-

duced l)y the Normans, who wore them—at all seasons of

tlie year—embroidered, lined with costly furs, fringed, and

jewelled. The Mantle presented to Henry I. by Robert

Bloet, Bishop of Ijinooln, was valued at a sum equal to

aliout £1,5()0 of our present currency. That of Cceur de

Lion was of much greater value, and the inventories of our

various sovereigns contain entries of their mantles. Those

represented in Anglo-Saxon MS3. as worn by the ladies of

MALTESE LACE

formed of Plaiting and Cloth Stitch. The best are
decorated with a, little raised work, l)ut the usual make is

shown in Pig. (302, which consists of a simple Pearled Bar
grcmud, with a pattern formed of Cloth Stitch, and Plait-
ings. The edge of the lace is distinguished liy its light-
ness. The manufacture ..f Maltese Lace is not cunirned
to Malta, )jut is largely carried on in Auvergne, Le Puy,
Ireland, Buckinghamshii-e, and Bedf.D-dshire, while the
lace made in Ceylon ami Madras resembles Maltesi.'. Hand-
some shawls and veils, worth f30, were at one time made
of this lace, but latterly the manufacture has been limit.^i

to narrow trimmings, c jsting from l.s. (id. to l(»s a vard

Manchette.—A French term denoting a cuff ; the word
il/fuic/fc meaning a sleeve, and tli.^ fragmentary character

\

of the sleeve represented l.>y the final diminutive' " eHf."
j

Manilla Hemp.—A fibrous material obtained fn.m
a plant allied to the Banana, and a native of the Philip-
pine Islands. Mats, cables, and rigging in general are
made of it. 8ec Hemp.

that time were of the Poncho order, being a square with a
hole in the centr.', sufficiently large to admit the head of
the wear.'r. Perhaps the earliest mention of them is to be
f.iund in the Bof,k of Ruth

; and, doubtless, such a form
of garment dates back to the perie.d immediately subse-
queut to the Pall. Amongst the Greeks it was called the
Falliiim. and the Romans the Tog,i. Our own old English
name '-pall" was a corruption of the Greek PalUwm.
To make a Crape Mantle needs especial care. "When

making a small cape, or rot.mde, with(.jut a lining, cut
the piece so that the straight way of the materiarshall
b:" preserved for thi- cimtre of the back. Fold the Crape
together in eijual halves, and then out out the Cape upon
the desired pattern, and thus avoid a seam down the
back. If, however, a join be unLiv.jidable, cut off the thick
part of th.' ,;.xtreme edge of the Grape at the selvedges,
and unite them down the back by means of a Mantua-
makers' Hem, which should be left unpressed. To make
a Seam on the shoulders a method is adopted that has no
name to distinguish it, as f.jllows : Make a Running on
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the right side of the Crape, leaving the two raw edges

standing up on the shouhlers. Then fohl back the two

aides, laying them together, and make a second Knmiing,

sufficiently deep from the first as to enclose the raw

edges (which may be seen perfectly well through S(i trans-

parent a material), and to enable thi' needlewoman to

take in the edges, and leave a joining free of loose ends of

thread when placed back into position. It is less liable tn

stretch, and lies flatter for that part than a Mantua

Makers" Hem. The extreme edge of the mantle is some-

times finished by a narrow sarsenet rilil:>on lieing run on,

and then turned up on the inside, so as to give a firm

foundation for a mourning fringe, and Crepe i-ouleau

Heading, as a trimming. If a doalile Crep:_' tuck be us.^d

instead of fringe, it is easiest to place the raw edge of the

Crape between the two of the Tuck, and Tack through all

three sufficiently far in, to allow of afterwards turning the

raw edge of the Tuck on the wrtmg side of the mantk,

and Slip Stitching it down to make all neat. A fancy

fold may then be laid over the cut edge of the Tuck on the

mantle's right side.

Mantle Cloths.—A term emploj'ed in trade to denote

every descrijition of cloth suitable for mantles, cloaks,

and all other purposes of exterior clothing for men, and.

in many cases, also adapted for women's wear.

Marabout Peatherg.—These are procured from a

species of Sturk, Adjutant, and Paddy or Rici' Bird, and
may be had in white, grey, or dyed. They are cinpluyed as

plumes for Head dressi'S. Bonnets, and Trimmings for

Dresses. Fans, Muffs, anil Tippets, and are used with goU,

sih-cr, and pearls. Whit;> Marabjout Feathers are more
expensive than tin? grey, and have sometimes been sold for

their weight in gold. The best Feathers are taken from
the tail and underneath tlie wings.

Maracaybo Lace.—Better kmjwn as Venezuelan Lace,

and consisting of Drawn Threads united with Darned
Stitches. Bee Venezuelan Lace.

Marbled Cloth.—A new material, manufactured in

two sh;ides. composed (if silk ;ind wool, an 1 interwoven

so that the surface is ni'ittle 1 or ' dappled." In the six-

teenth century " marble-silk " was manufactured, the weft

of which was of a variety of coloured threads, so woven as

to give the appearance of marble to the web, stained with

many hues. Many ecclesiastical vestments made of this

description of silk were in use in oil St. Paul's ; and we
read that the Lord Treasurer rode to meet " the old gwyne

of Schottes ' wdien she "roi thrught London." "with a

C. gret horsse. and their cotes of marbuU " on the Oth of

November. Liol.

Marcella, or Marsella. — A d.'s^riptiou of cotton

J:

y-
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Mantua Cushion Point.—A name sometimes given to

Genoese Braid Laces.

Mantua-makers' Hem.—This is a quick method of

Hemming, practised by dressmakers only, by whi(?h the

Running together of two pieces of material, previous to

their being Felled, is rendered unnecessary- The term

Mantua-maker owes its origin to the rich silks pniduc'ed

at Mantua, in black and in colours, which were imported

into this country in ItiS") Ijy the French immigrants, and

which appear to have borne the first reputation for

excellence. To work ; Place the two raw edges together,

fold both of them over, and Hem through the double fidd

of stuff, leaving the Hem so formed as a ridge, instead of

a flat one, as it would have been had it beim Fcdled. iS'ce

Felling.

Marabout.—A peculiar kind of "thrown" silk, fre-

quently made of three threads of raw silk, which, being

nearly white as it comes fi-oni the cocoon, is capalile of

receiving the most delicatL' shades of colour at iincc. with-

out the discharge of its natural gum. A thin textile, ^-ery

fine in quality, is produced from it, of which fancy scarves

are made, having a white centre and coloured borders.

The great delicacy of the strands of this tissue was the

origin of such a name being applied to it, as the

feathers of the bird so called are notable for their ex-

treme delicacy.

Qailting or coarse Pi'pie, having a pattern reseniljling that

of diaper in relief. Th^/ name is derived from the Marseilles

Quilts, of which it is a lighter and cheaper variety. Mar-

cella is sold fjy the yard for making toilet covers, dressing

tabli' mats, and other articles. The width measures from

30 inches tn 36 inches.

Marking.—The art oi Mai'king was carried to great

perfection before the invention of the numerous modern

marking inks, and during the years succeeding honii-

weaving of linen, when the name was woven into the mate-

i-ial as part of the design. To be alile to embroider the

name of the owner, and the numerals standing for the

numljer of articles possessed, was an accomplishment that

m lady of th'? eighteenth and earlier part of the nine-

teenth ("'entury was without, and the' work executed then

was frequently of a. very beautiful description, and always

i;'f)nspicuous for its neatnc'ss and finish. At the present

date Marking in England is almost exclusively confined to

poekethandkerchiefs, I>ed linen, and woollen materials
;

but upun the cuntineut, Initials lieautifuUy worked often

form the sole ornamentation of silk cushions, taUe civers,

and work-basket covers.

The marking of linen may be effected in a variety of

stitches . in Cross Stitch, Embroidery Stitches, and Chain

Stitch ; but the orthodox style is after the fir,5t-named

method. Fig. 6o3 is a sample of the easiest kind of
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Marking. Tn •n'ovk : Procure ingrain rcl cotton, and work

upon Linen of a coarse texture, so as to be guided by the

ttreails that are Tvoven in it. Form the letters with Ceoss

Stitch, and place the stitches at the distance apart shown

in the illustration, counting the linen threads as squares.

Fig. iiOl shows the numerals used in marking To work ;

Trace their outlines upon the material, cand RrN them

with fine Embroidery cotton, thim till the centres with a

padding of stift cotton, and work them entirely over in

R.\.iSED Satin Stitch.

of this species is of a pure wdiite, distinguishing it from

the Baum, which has a yellow hue. It is a superior

description of Fur, and is employed for women's dress.

There is also the English Marten.

Maskel Lace.—An old lace, now obsolete.

Mastic Cloth,—A new variety of canvas, designed for

embroidery purposes. It is woven in alternate stripes,

from four to five inches in width; consisting of Basket

woven Canvas, and a species of Satm Sheeting. Mastic

cloth measures 56 inches in width.

Fig. 601. MAEKING IN SATIN STITCH.

To work the letters shown in Fig. 605 : Trace the outline

upon the material, and plaCL' the letter across a corner and

not straight upon the article. Run the outlines round with

fine Embroidery cotton, and work the dark centres in

Raised Satin Stitch, Heeeingboning a light thread

over the Satin stitch when comph'te. Work all the dots

in Point de PoIS, and the tiower spray, the leaves, and

flower pi.'tals in Satin Stitch, the centre of each flower as

an Eyeluthole, and the stems in Ovekcast.

Mat.—A lace maker's term for the close part of a

design. In Pillow Laces this is worked in Cloth
Stitch, in Needle made laces with cLise and even rows

of Buttonhole.

Mat Braid.—A thick worsted Braid, woven after the

manner of plaiting, of fnmi half an inch to three inches

in width. It is to be had in other colours besides black,

and is employed as a trimming for coats, dresses, outdoor

cloaks, itc.

Fib. 60.5. MAEKING IN EMBEOIDEEY

Marking Cotton.—An ingrain coloured sewing cotton,

to Iji' had in 1'urkey-red and blue, and sold in small

balls and reels ; thi' numbers running from 10 to 1'2(),

by tens.

Marten Pur.—This animal is of the Weasid tribe.

Tliero arc two kinds ..f Marten, the Baum, or Pine Marten

{Miigfrhi iihi'liiiiD.nM tho Stone Ma,rten {Miistela sK.rn-

riiiii). This auiiual is a native of most Eui'opean countries,

and found in mountainous ilistricts, while the manu-
factured skin is sometimes known as the French Sable.

The Fur is of a dark brown at the extremity of the hair,

wliilo ueari'st tlir skin it is (d' a bluish wdjite. The throat

Matelasse.—A French term applied to a silk or woollen
textile, to denote the peculiar style of its manufacture.
Such materials have a raised figured or flowered design on
the svn-face, having a quilted or wadded appearance. This
is indicated liy the adaptation of the past participle of the

veidj MiifelKSKcr, to quilt < ir wad. Matelasse .silk is employed
for di-c'sses and mantles, very fiiir descriptions having been
recently produced. Thcise of wool arc employed for a
cheaper class of mantles and jackets, but not for dresses."

Those of silk are made in white and in colours, and are

much used for opera cloaks, as well as real hand-quilted
silk and satin,
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Mechlin Embroidery.—A term aiiplicil tn Meehliu

Lace, as the thivail that was iuscrtetl muuil the outlines

of that lace ga-\-e it si_iuiewliat the look e^f Emlji-oiJery.

Mechlin Grounds.—These are of two kinds, the Cir-

cular and the Hexagonal, Imt lioth are known as the " A'rai

Rcseau" by laceworkors, and nsed in Brussels and other

laces as well as in Mechlin. Tiie uuinuer of uiakinn' tliesi^

grounds is shown in Fin'S. t 0.1 ami COT, in which they are

purposely enlarj^'cd, to render them more easily understood.

Fia. 60). Mechlix Gbjuxd—Circclak Mesh.

To work the Clrriilur Mcs'i shown m Fig. tOH : For

each twist two Bobbins are required, so commence by

Fig, 607. Mechlin Ground—Hexagosal Mesh.

hanging on four Boljbins at each Pinhole at the top of

the pattern ; take the tw(.> Bobbins at the outside of

the left hiind Pinhole, twist these three times, and pin

them down straight so as to form the edge of the inser-

tion
; twist the other two three times, and pin theni

down in the Pinhole to the right ; take up the next fcuir

Bobbins, divide them, twist two three times, and pin them

down with the pin last stuck, twist the other two in the same

way and put up a fresh pin to the right of them ; repeat

with till' four Boldiiir^ until tho first line is fornio'd acr^iss

the lace. In working the next lim', twist and pin down
the Bobbins as befoiv, l,ut tako one of the B.dd.ins from
one twist and one from tlie othi^r to twist too-i.thi.M', instead

of using tlie same pair together alwiiys ; the w;iy to do this

is shown in the' illustration, as is -alut thi.' line across the

lace in which the meshes are made.

To wiu'k the Jlr.i:i(,ioiiiil Mr.-:]i, as shown in Fig. (illT.

This is both a phiitrd and a twisteil ground : Put up

two pairs of Bobbins (four) at each Pinhole at the top

of the lace, and woi-k the two side Bolibins as liefore

mentioned to form thi.' outside edge, and twist tijo others

<lowu to the lirst row of Pinholes, as in Circular Mesh.

Then with the four Bol)liins w(.)rk Cloth Stitch twice or

thri.'C times backwards and forwards without putting in

pins, and forming a close pdait. Work the wdiole row, and

then divide the Bobbins that have I'ccn plaited together,

putting up a pin l.'ctwcen each pair; twist each pair twice,

the right hand piair to the right, the h.-ft hand pair to the

left, then take a pair of Bol>bins from each side of the

mesh and form a plait as liefore with Cloth Stitch. We>rk

the ground entirely in this way, twi.stiug the threads to

form the sides, and pilaiting them in Cloth Stitcdi where

the pins are stuck. The manner of working the meshes

across the lace is shown in the illustration,

Mechlin Lace.—Before the middle of the seventeenth

century all Fhanish Pilh.'W Laces were indifferentl}' classed

as Mechlin nr Malins Laces, and it is only by distinguish-

ing the fabrics made at Antwerp, Mechlin, Liei're, and

Turnhout by the Hat shiny thread that surrounds their

outlines that we know these old Mechlin Laces from the

productions of Ypres, Bruges, Dunkirk, and Courtrai.

These old Mechlin Laces are shown m Fig. <X\8. and

generally have no grounds, and are fi-ccpiently cidlcd

Broderie de Malins liy old writers, m- " lace without

ground." Mechlin Lace was worn by Anne of Austria,

liut the period of its greatest popularity was during the

eighteenth century; it was then the imly Lace used for

ruffles and cravat ends, and for all purposes except full

dress occasions. It was the favourite Lace of Queen

Charlotte and Princess Ameli;i, and was exceedingly

popular in England imtil superseded by Spanish Blondes.

The Lace is made in one piece upon the Pillow, the

ground being formed with the pattern, and, as l)Oth are

made of the very finest thread, am.l require much skill

to execute, the fal.iric is extremely costly. It is an ex-

tremely delicate lace and very transparent, and retains

its original feature of a shiny plait thread surrounding the

outlines of the sprigs and dots that form the design. The

stitches are chiefly Cloth Stitch, but occasionally some of

the light open Fillings are introduced. Mechlin Lace is

always made with a Reseau ground, either of circular or

hexagonal-shaped meshes, the old Malines ;'i Bride oc-

casionally met with beiug productions of neighbouring

towns, and not true Mechlin.

Fig. <i(j;», c)n the following page, is a modern Mechlin

Lace design, showing the tr;iced parchment pattern upon

which it is worked. T(.i work ; Secure the pattern to

the Pillow in the ordinary manner, and hang on sixty

Bobbins filled with thread (No. 250), and six filled with
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double thread (No ((.II. Use these last to form the plait

outlines ti.i the flowers. Work the ground as the Circular

Mechlin Ground, the pattern in Cloth Stitch. Pin the

outline plait threads round the outside of the design, and
secure them by working over them the threads that form

the ground.

Mechlin Lace Wheel.—Used in ancient Needle Point

and in Modern Pniut, and formed «-ith a. nuniLjcr of Bars

design, such as pomegranates and their leaves and flowers,

passion flowers with their fruit, &c. For Russian canvas :

This material is sold, arranged fi.n- l.iorderings, with a

design already woven into it of a colour contrasting with

the ground, therefore it will be sufficient to work over that

as a pattern. To work the tiowei's : Pill them in with

shaded floss silk in Satin Stitch, make Fkenoh Knots

with purse silk for their centres, and secure round them

Fu;. 60S. MECHLIN LACE -OLD

crossing each other, with a circle (3r wheel ornamented
with Picots in the centre of the space. To work : Work
on a single thread in Buttonhole Stitch a number of

Horizontal Bars at equal distances apart. Work the

same Bars pei-pendicularly, but after having worked five

or six Buttonhole Stitches past where the horizontal and
perpendicular lines meet, commence to form a small circle

or wheel in the centre ; work half a quarter of the circle in

Buttonhole, make a small loop with a pin, and into this

three Buttonhole Stitches; then proceed as at the be-

ginning of the circle, and work each .piarter the same

as an outline a thread of pui-se silk, as in Couching. For

the fruit, Couch down in Basket Stitch or with plain

laid threads, the gold thread to till in their centres, and

secure purse silk round them as an outline. For the leaves

and stems, work in Emliroiderj'" silks of various shades in

Crewel Stitch, and edge them with a gold cord. Pieces

of silk velvet can be introduced into this Embroidery, and

Applique on to the ground instead of the elaborate

stitches, and the ground can be worked over in Tent
Stitch, or left plain, according to the fancy of the

worker.

Wi. MECHLIN LACE — MODE KN

as the first one. The loop or Picot is left out in some
patterns.

Mediaeval Embroidery.—This is a modern End..roidery

worked in the same stitches as arc used in Church Em-
broidery, and with Floss and Purse silks and Gold thread,

bat with less elaborate patterns and upon French or Rus-
sian canvas, with the mateiial left exposed as a grijund.

To work, fi.ir French canvas : Select a grey (.)r ccru cciloured

canva.s, and trace upon it a conventional flower and fruit

Mediaeval Guipure.—A name given to the Knotted
Laces now known as Maceame.
Melton Cloth.—A stout make of cloth suitable for

men's wear, which is "pared," but neither pressed nor
" finished.'' It is called after the name of the original

manufacturer.

Mending Cottons.—These cottons may be had both

\

white and unbleached, in small skeins (..f four, six, or eight
to the ounce; in bundles of lOlb. or .51b., or wound upon
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reels and carda. The numbers run from 8 to 40. Mending

cottons may be bad in a variety of colours.

Mendings.—These yarns are composed of a mixture

of cotton and wool, and designed for the darning of

Merino stockings. They are produced in a variety of

colours and medleys of colours, and are sold on small

cards or reels.

Menin Lace. — This is a Valenciennes Lace. The
variety made at Menin is considered both cheap and

good. See Yalenciennes.

Meraline E,ay6. — An all-wool material, designed

for women's dress, for spring and summer wear. It is of

about the thickness and weight of cashmere, is 42 inches

in width, has a right side with an armiire design and

narrow stripe, and will bear washing.

Merino.—A thin woollen twilled cloth, made of the

wool of the Spanish merino sheep, employed foi- lailies'

dresses, and for woven uuderehithiug for Ijoth sexes.

Merino is sometimes a mixture of silk and wool. French
Merinos are of superior make and wool, are equally good

on both sides, and may Ije obtained in all colours. This

description of cloth was first made iu England earl}' in

the present century. The seat of the luauufaeture is at

Bradford, Yorkshire; socks and vests of white and grey

Merino being chiefly produced in Leicestershire. The
stuffs made iu Saxony and at Rheims are superior to

ours.

Mermaids Lace.—A name sometimes given to fine

Yenetian Points, from the legend of a lace maker having

copied the seaweed known as Mermaid—making of it

one of the patterns in Yenetian Point.

Merveilleux Satin. — A very thick and superior

description of satin. See Satin.

Meshes.—A term used in Netting to denote the com-

pleted loops, and in Pillow Lace making the threads that

form a net pattern ground. Also implements made of

ivory, bone, or boxwood, and employed in Embroidery

and Netting, are known as Meshes. Those for raised

irork in Embroidery vary in width from a sixteenth of

an inch to 2 or 3 inches and upwards. They are to be had

with a groove on one side, as a guide for the scissors

when cutting the loops. They are emjjloyed for the regu-

lation of the looped stitches, and for the formation of

the Knots in Netting. There is also a Cutting Mesh,

used for highly finished kinds of Raised Work.

Metre.—The French name of a measure of length,

employed in commerce in France. It is equal to one

English yard and one quarter.

Mexican Embroidery.—This is a variety of Em-
broidery suitable for ornamenting washing materials,

auoh as linens, muslins, and cambrics. It is worked with

ingrain silks or cottons, or Pyi-enean wools, is easily and

quickly executed, and will withstand a good deal of rough

usage. It is used for children's dresses and undercloth-

ing, comers to d'oyleys, and borders for towels' and

tablecloths. To work as shown in Fig. 610 : Trace the

outline upon a cambric material with a very faint line,

and place under all the parts to be' embroidered a lining

cut out of the same material, which simply Tack down.
Then outline the design with a line of Buttonhole
Stitches, and work in the lining with every stitch. Use
liright coloured silks or Pyrenean wool for the Button-
hole. "VVork Point j>e Ceoix to fill up the outline design.

Frr;, GIO Mexican Embroidert.

and fill in the centre of the pattern with a thick close

r. lund of Buttonhole. Finish the design by working over

the two bottdm rows. These are intended for tucks, and
are made l^y folding the material and tacking the lining

between the folds. The stitch ornamenting the tucks

need not be traced, it is made thus : Work a line of loops

at even distances along the top of the tuck, and then a

line along the bottom, taking care that the stitches in

each line are between, and not opposite, each other. Then
take a fresh thread, and with it draw the two lines

together down the centre, and the stitch will be complete.

Finish the work by cutting away the lining round the

outline of the flower.

ssssagsss^^fSfssBHSB^s^^^^j^aBsa^^ssii^^siaa^^

Fig. Oil. Mexican Embroidery.

Fig. 611 represents Mexican Embroidery with a raised

instead of a Buttonhole outline, which is used for small

figures, grotesque animals, and geometrical designs. To

work : Trace the outline upon a thick material, such as

well woven linen or German can-\-as, which will not

y Y
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require lining, then cover it with a coloured cord. Over-

cast this cord down to the material with coloured cotton

of the same tint, and, to finish, fill in the centres of the

design with a number of Run lines, Work the border

enclosing the pattern with a line of Chain Stitch.

Mezzo Punto.—The Italian name for Beggaes' Lace
and Lacet.

Mignonette Iiace.—One of the first Pilluw Laces

made, and a flourishing manufacture during the sixteenth,

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. The lace was light

and fine, and often known as Point de Tulle, from the fine

texture and beauty of its ground. It was made of Lille

thread, and always of narrow widths. The chief places

of its manufacture were Lille, Normandy, Paris, and

Switzerland. It is mentioned in the celebrated poem
known as " La Revolte des Passemens,"

Mignonette Netting.—&ce Netting.

Milanese Lace.—This is made in the Philippine Isles,

with Manilla grass. The work is a combination of Drawn
Work and open Embroidery, and has not much the

appearance of laoe. A specimen of it can be seen in the

South Kensington collection.

Milan Point.—Lace was made at Milan as early as

1493, and in several varieties. The earliest kinds were the

gold and silver thread laces, and the Reticellas; to these

succeeded the Milan Points, which were fineh and made
laces similar to the Spanish and Venetian Points. The
lace made at the present time by the peasantry is Torchon
Laoe.

Mille-ray6.—A variety of Percale, so named as being

descriptive of the pattern, which consists of minute
threadlike stripes, alternately black and white. The width
of this light printed cotton cloth is .32 inches ; it is a

washing material, and is suitable for children's frocks,

pinafores, &c.

Millinery.—A term denoting the composition of any
description of head-dress, whether bonnet, cap, veil, or
other decorative or useful head covering. These articles,

notably the bonnet and cap, are genei-ally made up with a

foundation of a stiif character, such as Buckram, Straw,
and Ribbon wire

; but some consist entirely of lace,

ribbons, flowers, feathers, silk, velvet, fur, or a mixture
of two or three. Good taste, an eye for colour, and a
light hand are essential characteristics of a successful
milliner. In former times millinery was a term of much
wider scope than at present, as the worker had to make up
the foundations, or bonnet shapes, on which to arrano-e

the materials employed, as well as to work in straw,
and produce both Beaver and Pelt Bonnets and Hats. In
Paris this additional branch of Millinery is still carried
on in those great houses where fashions in this department
are originated. Old fashioned bonnets used to consist

of three parts— the front, or shape, the back, or crown,
and the curtain at the back. At present the whole is

usually comprised in one, or else in two parts—the crown,
and possibly a naiTOw brim attached to the foundation,
merely sufiicient to admit of some forms of trimming by
which that brim is concealed,

When a bonnet is formed of two parts—the Front and

the Crown—the method of making it is as follows : Cut a

paper pattern, and lay it on the Willow or Buckram,

cutting it by the outline supplied. Sew wired chip round

the outer edge of the Front, the wire being enclosed

between it and the Front ; and then Bind all with a strip

of soft silk or muslin, cut on the bias, to cover all uneven-

nesses. Proceed to wire the inside of the Fi'ont next to

the head—the chip inside, the wire outside, and the Willow

foundation between them. The Willow will project beyond

the chip and wire, and must then be snipped at regular

intervals to make it expand at the edge, and turned up to

fit better to the head or Crown, which will afterwards be

attached to it. Lay a piece of thin muslin smoothly over

the Willow Front, upon which place the silk or satin

material of the Bonnet, so as to lie the straight way of

the web, and pin it on carefully, that it may not be drawn

on the bias. Then Tack down the silk on the inside to the

chip ; in the same way line the Front, finishing the edge

by Slip Stitching, or else with a plain Binding or a

cord edge.

The Crown of the Bonnet must be made next, either

plain or full. Cut it out of the Willow or Buckram from

a paper pattern, and join the extreme ends, so as to fit the

front made for it. The upper edge (if a plain Crown) must
be stiilened with a wire chip. Crowns with plain round

tops may be procured ready-made from a manufacturer.

Cover the top with a flat piece of wadding or muslin,

then lay the silk covering over it, and Tack it down

to the sides. Then cover the sides, and take care so to

place the join as that it shall be concealed under some
trimming, otherwise finish it with a Cord, and let the

joining at the top, as well as of the side, be finished

precisely as the edge of the Front.

The next business is to Sew the Crown and Front
together, which constitutes one of the chief arts of the

trade, all depending on the degree of slant given—either
forwards or backwards—^to the Crown.

Full or fancy Crowns require to be made on a " dummy,"
having been first cut out of Buckram to a pattern, and
then plaited upon the " dummy" head.

The old fashioned drawn Bonnets are no longer seen,

excepting for children's wear, although the backs °of fancy
ones are sometimes Gauged. The Front when drawn was
made of a length of material cut the straight way, the
selvedge going round the outer rim of the Front. Then a
wide Hem was made, in which from three to five runnings
were made, to form casings for the wires or canes to be in-

troduced into them. A stiff wire was run into the outer-
most, the better to maintain the shape desired. Then
the wires, canes, or whalebones were secured at one end,
the Gatherings evenly drawn, and then the other ends
of the stift'eners were sewn down. The Crown was
drawn in the same way, and the circular form obtained
by fixing it to a wired chip. We give these details on
the chance of a return to such a style.

To make any description of light, transparent, summer
Bonnet, such as Crape, Gauze, MusUn, or Net, the
following rules may suffic,\ Employ a foundation of Pang
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net (this material is thin and brittle, and needs careful

handling), sew a narrow, white, wired chip round the edge

of the Front ; lay on the transpaivnt covering (cut on the

straight), Tack it in position, and Bind the edge with

satm, as likewise the chips and joinings of the Crown.

These may be equally well concealed by folds of satin

instead of bindings.

Bonnets worn iu mourning must be made of Crape, or

of silk trimmed with it. If of Crape only, cover the

Willow foundation with thin black silk to conceal it, as

black Willow is not to be recommended on account of its

hrittleness. Make a broad Hem on the Crape bow and

strings ; the double Hem being about an inch in width.

Caps of Lace must be made on a foundation of stiff,

coarse muslin, or of wired chip ; but all depends on its

shape and size, and the fashion changes so much, and so

frequently in such articles of dress, that it should be

studied in the show rooms and windows of the best houses

in the ti-ade, at the opening of each new season, as no rules

given at the present time might hold good for a year

hence in reference to Millinery.

Miltons.—Hard thick cloths, produced in scarlet, blue,

and brown, and originally introduced for use in hunting.

Miniver fothei-wise Minever, or, according to the old

Bpelling, Mineveer and Minevair).—The name is derived

from ineiiu vair, the latter word denoting the variety

shown by this fur in its coloui'ing. It was a valuable fur,

and was much worn as linings to robes and hoods by

nobles in the Middle Ages. It was composed of the skin

of a species of Squirrel of the genus Sciurvs, supposed to

have been a native of Hungary, grey on the back, and

white underneath and on the neck. The extreme end

of the tail was black, and it was sewn on the white por-

tion of the fur at equal distances apart, so as to produce

small spots all over it. In heraldi-y this Fur is called vair,

being one of the eight Furs used.

Mink (Mustela vison^.—This fui- resembles Sable in

colour, though considerably shorter and more glossy, as

well as dm-able. It is brought over in large quantities by
the Hudson's Bay Company, and also from the North
American States ; and is employed for tippets, muffs, and
cuffs.

Mirecourt Lace.—The lace made at Mirecourt is a

description of Lille Lace, but it is only within the last

twenty years that it has been in any way better than other

manufactures of Lille Lace, but since that period it has

steadily improved both in workmanship and design. The
lace is made upon the Pillow in detached sprigs, and
Applique upon a ground of fine machine net.

Mitorse Silk.—This is a lialf-twisted silk employed for

various descriptions of needlework. If skilfully handled

it proves superior to the floss silks, being less liable to

become rough and fluffy after a little wear. Thus, for the

embroidery of any article of dress it is the best for the

purpose, and is very suitable for the working of slippers,

stools, &c., in conjunction with wool. Mitorse reseml.iles

the silk employed by the Chinese for their double Em-
broidery.

Mitre.—A word sometimes used in old instruction books
upon Stocking Knitting, instead of Gusset, when describ-

ing the part of a stocking that is worked after the heel

and instep are made. To work : Divide the stitches on to

three needles, putting double the amount and four extra

on to the needle carrying the front stitches than on the

two side needles. Knit two stitches together upon each

side where the pieces forming heel and instep meet, and
Take in, in this manner, every third round eight times.

Mitring.—A term used by Stocking Knitters to denote
a gusset. See KNITTING, Socks and Stockings.

It is also a term, used in dressmaking, which is bor-

rowed from architecture, in which it denotes the form
given by following the line drawn by two sides of a square,

producing an angle of 45 degrees; for the ''striking" of

which masons employ what is called " a mitre square."

The border produced by cutting according to this pattern

is employed for flounces and fillings in dress materials and
underlinen.

Mittens. — Gloves without fingers, having either an

opening for the thumb, or else a partial sheath for it, the

rest of the glove ending with the palm of the hand. They
are made for Aix-tic regions, with a complete covering for

thumb and fingers, but the latter have no separate sheaths,

with which the thumbs are supplied. Mittens are to be

had in kid leather, Beaver, Chamois, woven Stockingette

cloth, also in silk, and knitted by hand. Some mittens in

kid leather or woven silk extend up the arm to the elbow,

when the sleeve of an evening dress is either short, or very

open.

Mixtures.—A term applied to any cloths of variegated

colouring, such as Knickerbockers and Tweeds.

Mocassin Grass Embroidery.— See Gbass EM-
BEOIDEKY.

Modern Point Lace.—This lace is an imitation of

the old Renaissance Lace, both Pillow and Needle madei

and was first attempted about the year 1855, It has been

brought to great perfection in France, where it is called

Dentelle Renaissance, and it is also known in that country

as Dentelle Irlandaise, from the beauty of Irish imitations

of real lace.

The materials for this beautiful and useful lace are

neither numerous nor expensive, and consist of a lace

pattern, tracing cloth on which to copy the design,

Toile Circ to give firmness to the lace while iu progress,

needles, linen braids, and linen thread. The braids, with

which the outlines of all the designs, and the thick parts

of the lace are made, are of various widths and thicknesses,

and have sometimes an open edge resembling the pearled

edge of Pillow Lace patterns, and at others a perfectly

plain edge in imitation of the Tape Guipure Laces. They

are sold in many varieties of design, or are made upon the

Pillow; when made on the PiUow the lace becomes a real,

and not an imitation lace. The linen thread used is fine,

and resembles the Mecklenburgh thread used in real lace
;

that known as Haythorne's is the thread most in use. The

stitches known as Modem Point Stitches are all copies

from the stitches used in making Point Lace, Spanish and

Venetian Points, Rose Points, Hollie Points, and other

yy2
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Needle made laces. They are all named and descriljed

under their own headings as not exclusively belonging to

this lace in particular. They are as follows : Antwerp
Edge, Alen^on Bab, Angleteree Bar, Barcelona
Stitch, Brabant Edge, Bruxelles Edge, Cadiz, Cor-

dova, Diamond, English and Escalier Lace, Fan
Lacb, Eleurette Stitch, Henrique Lace, Mechlin
Lace and Wheels, Open English Lace, Point d'Alen-

goN, Point d'Angleterre, Point d'Anvers. Point

DB Fillet, Point de Flandre, Point db Reprise,

Point de Valenciennes, Point de Venise, Point

d'Espagne, Point de Greque, Point de Turque,

Eayleigh Bars, Sorrento Lace, Bars, and Wheels.

To work Modern Point as shown in Fig. 612 ; Draw out

To work Fig. 613 ; Trace the outline as before, and

Overcast the edges, make the Bars that connect the

lace together, and fill in the thick parts with Point

DB Bruxelles Stitch, Point de Venise, Sorrento

Lace, Point d'Espagne, Point db Beaban(;on,

English Wheels, and varieties of the same. Then

work all round the braid forming the pattern, and at

its outer edge, as a finish, with Point de Venise.

Modes.—A term used in Lace making to denote the

open work Fillings between the thick parts of the design.

It is also the French term to signify fashions in dress.

Mohair.—Fabrics are so called which are composed of

the hair of the Angora goat, mixed with silk or cotton

Fni. 613. MODERN POINT LACE.

the outline of lace, and Tack the braid to the tracing

cloth rather loosely, and without any stretching. Form
the angles and curves, and turn over the Ijraid to prevent

any lumpiness, and sew down each edge firmly, without

taking the thread through to the tracing cloth. Then

Overcast the braid round all its edges, and draw in the

thread slightly at the inner edge where the corners or

curves arc formed. To make circles, form them first witli

the thumb without turning the braid over, and draw in

the inner edge with an. Overcast thread, and connect the

braid in diiferent parts where no stitches are worked

with a Bar. To make a Bar : Pass a thread across the

space three times, and Buttonhole to the middle, then

work a PiCOT, and finish with a Buttonhole as before.

Fill in the centre of the braid with Point de Bruxelles
Stitch.

warps. These fabrics have a peculiar lustre, equal to that

of silk, are remarkably regular in texture, and are both

soft and fine. Mohair cloth is of very ancient origin,

and was much worn in the Middle Ages. The yam is sold

in retail shops, and is chiefly spun and manufactured

at Bradford and Norwich. The French purchase it in

England for the purpose of lace making, and a species of

Utrecht velvet is made of it at Coventry. There are

many varieties of cloth made of Mohair, the dress

materials being watered, striped, and checked.

The Angora goat, according to Mr. Hayes, secretary of

the National Association of Wool Manufacturers, is the

most valuable wool-loearing animal, not even excepting the

Cashmere goat, which produces only two or three oimces of

the p!io7!»i used for making Indian shawls. Mohair, the

fleece of the Angora, is worth, on an average, 3s. a poimd
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—more than d.juble the price of the best Lincohi wool.

It is used for making Utrecht velvets, or "furniture

plush," the piles of imitation sealskin, the best carriage

and lap rolses, braids fr)r binding, black dress goods as

before stated, laces, and for many other purposes, the

number of which is only limited by the limited supply

—

the entire production of the world Ijeing only about

4,750,0001b. The English have obtained the highest

success in spinning mohair, and it is owing to the stiffness

of the fibre that it is rarely woven alone, either the warp

or woof being usually of cotton, silk, or wool. A pure

mohair fabric is considered nearly indestructible. The

whitest variety of hair is imported from Smyrna and

Constantinople, but quantities of an inferior description

are sent out from other parts of Asia Minor. See

Angoea Goats' Hair.

Mohair, or Russian Braids.—These braids consist

of two cords woven together. They are cut into short

lengths, and sold by the gross pieces. The wider braids

are in 33 yard lengths, four pieces to the gross, and the

numbers run from to 8. The various sizes may be had

both in black and in colours.

Mohair Poplin Yarn.—A beautifully even yam.

having a fine lustre, produced for the manufactui-e of

Poplin fabrics. The seat of this particular description of

yarn is near Bingley, in Yorkshire.

Moire Antique.—A description of silk of a superior

quality. It is of double width, and of ordinary make, but

stouter. To produce a " watered" effect, this silk is folded

in such a manner as that, when heavily pressed, the air

contained between the folds should not easily escape; and,

when forced out, it drives the moisture employed for the

watering before it, the pressure required to effect the

purpose amounting to from 60 to 100 tons. Some inferior

kinds of Moinj Antique are made having cotton backs.

(See Silks.

Moleskin.—A description of Fustian, its peculiarity,

a? compared with others, consisting in the cutting short of

the pile before the material is dyed. This matei'ial is very

sti-ong, and is, therefore, especially suited to the dress of

labouring men.

Moleskin Fur.—The Mole, or Mould-warp, is a small

insect-eating Mammal, Vjelonging to the genera Tidjja,

Scalops, and Comhjlura Crhtata. The Fur is exceedingly

soft, thick, and fine in quality ; and vei'y warm for wear.

Mouiie Cloth.—This has a cotton warp and woollen

weft, or else a silk warp and woollen weft, and has the

appearance of very fine Crape. It is made 44 inches

in width, and, being dyed black, is very suitable for

mourning.

Monteiths.—A description of Cotton Handkerchiefs,

which are dyed of one uniform colour, liut have a pattern

of white spots occurring at regular distances, produced

by the discharge of the colour effected by a partic.ular

process. These Goods are known by the name of the

manufacturers, at Glasgow. Cotton Bandanas are sub-

jected to the same process. A large quantity of Hand-

kerchiefs, dyed Tvnkey-red, are laid one on the other, and

pressed imder a perforated plate, when a liquid is poiu'cd

through the openings, which discharges the colour at

those places. This method is so rapid in its operation

that, by the hands of four workmen only, 1,600 pieces^

representing 19,200 yards—of cotton may be thus figured

with spots or other devices within a period of ten hours.

See Malabars.

Moorish Lace.—This lace is of very ancient origin, and

is frequently called " Dentelle de Moresse" in old inven-

tories when described by European writers, and under

that name it figures in the poem known as the " Revolte

des Passemens," published in 1661. The lace is really

Drawn Work, and the art was probably taught to the

Moors by the Italian or Greek peasants they captured

and made slaves of. The lace is still made in Morocco,

and forms an edging to the towels and dresses of the

ladies in the harems.

Moreen.—A coarse and stout description of Tammie,

only less stiffened, and watered or plain. It is employed

for women's petticoats and for upholstery, chiefly for

window curtains. There are some of very rich quality,

resembling silk damask. The width runs from 26 inches

to 27 inches.

Morees.—Manchester-made Muslins, much employed

for the African export trade.

Morocco Leather.—This leather is known ia Prance

as Maroquin, and is made of goat skins tanned with

sumach. There is an inferior sort called Roan, made

from sheep skins, which is much thinner, and neither

so handsome nor so durable.

Mosaic Art Embroidery.—A modem name given to

a species of Braiding combined with Embroidery stitches.

To work : Trace a geometrical or conventional design upon

black cloth, and stitch down ou to all the outlines silk

braids of various colours. Then take Embroidery silks

matching the braids in tints, and fill in parts of the design

with Crewel and Satin Stitch, and work over small

leaves or flowers in the design in Satin Stitch and in

shaded colours.

Mosaic Canvas.—The finest descriptions of canvas

employed for Embroidery, whether of silk, thread, or

cotton, have acquired the popular appellation of Mosaic.

Mosaic Woolwork.— This is a handwork made in

imitation of woven gi3ods and of Tapestry. The work is

chiefly done in Yorkshire for trade purposes, and with large

bold designs. To make ; Prepare a large piece of paper by

ruling upon it a number of perfect squares ; upon this draw

the design to be executed in its full size, and colour it.

Then, if the pattern is large, divide it into lengths ready

for use, and lay it Ijy the side of the worker. Have ready

two steel liars the length of the pattern, and fasten them

so that they run parallel to each other and are quite firm.

Then take coarse Berlin wool of the shades matching the

pattern, carefully match the colours on the pattem with

it, tying tw(3 colours together where required on one line,

and fasten it on to the bars. Stretch it tightly from one

bar to another, and aiTange it in the proper shades.

Having stretched the wool, cover its surface with a strong

coating of indiarubber solution, and cover a piece of stout
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canvas witli the same mixture ; lay tlie canvas upon the

wool while both are wet, and press the two together ; the

wool and the canvas when once glued together will never

come apart.

Moskowa Canvas.—This variety of canvas has the

appearance of straw. It is woven in fancy patterns, and
lines of gold and silver ; black and blue thread being

introduced in the ground wra-k. It is made for purposes

of embroidery, but is sufficiently handsome to obviate the

necessity of grounding.

Mosquito Net.—A coarse cotton net, enipLiyed for

bed curtains in warm countries where Mosquitoes abound.

It is likewise empL;>yed for purposes of embroitler^-. It

is made in double width.

Mossoul Embroidery.—This work is founded upon
Eastern Embroider)-, and is a pleasing variety to Crewel
TTOKK, as it possesses all the artistic attributes of that

work. It is useful for table and mantel borders, for

chair backs, toilet covers and tiiiwels, and is worked with

either crewels or silks upon Unen and woollen materials.

The patterns are the same as those so familiar to us in

Persian and Turkish needlework, and consist of ge<jme-

trical figui-es or much conventionalised flower and f'jliage

designs. Any Eastern design can be used, as the distinc-

tive featui'e of the work consists in its colouring and
manner of filling in, not upon its pattern. The colours

selected for the embroidery are all artistic, the greens

shaiiing to yellow, the reds to pink and yellow, and the

browns to red and cinnamon; while magenta, scarlet, and

bright blue are excluded, K"o shading is used, each

isolated spray, leaf, or flower being filled in with one

tint, and the variety of colour being produced bj' blending

together in harmony these variotis detached shades.

To work: Trace out upon the material a design, which

select as much as possible of small detached pieces, form-

ing conventionalised leaves and stems ; fill in all these

sprays with Heeeijjgboxe Stitch. Work the Herring-

bone Stitch so closely together that no part of the material

shows between the stitches, and commence working across

the part to be filled at its widest end, and work down to

its narrowest, carrying the stitches across from side to

side without a break. The stitch so worked will produce a

plait down the centre of the part tilled in, and this plait is

the chief feature of the work. Fill in all the design with

HeiTingbone Stitch, and then wijrk round the outlines

with Rope Stitch. This stitch is really Crewel Stitch

worked more closely together than is usual. The colour

used for all the outlines should be of one tmiform tint,

which should slightly contrast with the colours used in

the design. Thus, if yellow-greens and brown-reds form

the centres, dark peacock blue should be used for out-

lining them, or if the centres are formed of orange shades,

green or russet brown tints should outline them. Finish

oif the embroidery with a bordering of Deawn Work,
which work over with .silks matching in tint those used

in the design.

Motifs.—A French term, used to distinguish the pat-

tern of a piece of Embroidery from the groundwork or

material.

Mother-of-Pearl Work.—See Nacre Woek,
Mount Needlework.—See Embeoideey Feahe.
Mourning Stuffs.—These consist chi.'fly of Crape,

Crape Cloth, Widow-s' Silk, Barathea, Pai-amatta. black
Cashmere, Merino, Serge. Grenadine, Cotton, and any
lustreless woollen stufi^s. such as the new serge-like dress

material called '• Drap-Sanglier."

Mousseline de Laine.—A very fine light woollen
cloth, of a mu.sliu-like texture, introduced from France,
and subsequently manufactured here, and at a much
cheaper cost. An imitation of this fabric has been made,
which is a uni.ju of cotton with the \;^iiA. Mousseline
de Laiue may be had for dress materials iu every colour,

with all kinds of designs printed on it, as well as plain;

and it is frequently sold tmder some diii'ercnt name,

Mousseline de Soie.—Avery delicate soft silk textile,

of a make as open as that of muslin, and having a fringe.

It is employed for women's neckerchiefs. It may also be
had in the piece, which measures from 28 to 30 inches in

width.

Mousseline de Soie Crepee.—A silk muslin, crimped
after the manner of crape. At one time it was manu-
factured as a dress material and trimmings for the pur-

poses of dressmaking and millinery. It measures about
28 inches iu width, and is to be had in white and cream
colour.

Muffs. — A cb'cular oblong covering fur the hands,
hollow in the middle to admit both; and dating from
the time of Louis XIT., in France, whenc? it was intro-

duced into this country. According to Fairholt, two
examples are given in a piece of tapestry of that date,

formerly in the possession of Crofton Croker, Esq., one
being ijf yellow silk edged with black fur ; the other of

white fur, decorated with small black tails, probably

ermine, and with a blue bow iu front. The same author

states that they used to be worn by gentlemen as well as

women in the seventeenth century, and remained in

fashion as an article of men's clothing for nearly a

humdi-ed years. In the eighteenth century they were
covered with feathers, as many now are, and were also

richly decorated with embroidery. They may be worn of

every description of fur, ur twij strips of fur combined
with one iu the centre of velvet, and of grebe or other

feathers. Cheap kinds are to be had of wool in Crochet

"Work. Also there are varieties containing a pocket

outside. The size changes with the current fashion.

Mule Twist.—Cotton thread manufactured by steam

engines for the weaving of muslins, and the finest cotton

goods, and which is rather softer than " water twist." It

is so called because made by a machine called a " Mule-

jenny," or IMill-jenny
;
31"}ile being the Cierman for a Mill,

of which our word is a corruption.

Mull Muslin.—A very thin ami soft variety of MusUu
employed for morning dresses, and for trimuiings. It is

undressed, whereas the Swiss Mull is dressed. It rims

from 30 to 3ti inches in width, the best varieties being of

the latter dimensions. Mull Muslin is finer than Nain-

sook, is of a pure white colour, and has a perfectly soft

finish.
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Mummy Cloth.—An imitation of tlie ancient Egyptian

make of flaxen cloth, sncli as n'as employed for -n'rapping

rouml mummies. It is now manufactured for purposes of

emlirciidery ; and tlie same make is also used for waist-

coating. It is 30 inclics in width.

Mungo (otherwise called Shoddy).—Wool obtained

from disintegrated woollen cloths—old worn-out garments

or clippings left by tailors after cutting out. When thus

reduced, cleaned, and prepared, Mvmgo, or Shoddy, is

manufactured into cloth again.

Mushroo.—A costly satin cloth, manufactured in the

Dccan. and scut for sale to Madras. It has a silk surface

and a, cotton l)ack, and is decorated with loom-embroidered

flowers in white silk. They are priced at about £2 for a

piece of 5 yards, of about 30 inches in width, and weigh-

ing LUb. There are costlier examples extensively flowered

in gold, with stripes in silk. The productions from

Hyderaljad are remarkable for the brilliant tones and

arrangements of the colours, which are composed in wavy

stripes of rich yellow and gold, with pink and white

Mushroos ; and are superior to our English-made textiles

of this descripti'jn, as the fine kinds bear washing very

well, an advantage which they possess equally over French

satins. See Indian Silks.

Muslin.—A thin and more or less transparent cott(jn

textile (if Eastern origin, deriving its name from Mosul or

Moiisiil, a large town in Turkey in Asia. There are many
varieties of Muslin, such as Mull Muslin; a dressed and

stiffened variety called Swiss Mull; another. Foundation

Muslin, which is very c^pen in texture, and made bijth

in white and black, for the stiii'euing of dresses and

biiuuets ; Buke (commonly corrupted into " Book") Muslin,

which is sold in a plain, clear, soft, and unstilfened state,

or hard and dressed—this kind is used for Tambour Em-
liroideij. There are also Figured Muslins, wr(.)ught in the

loCiDi, (if \-ariuus widths. Cambric Muslin is an imitati(jn

(f linen (if that make; it is sold eokiured for linings,

glazed white and black, pdaiu and twilled, figured, striped,

and corded. Seerhand Musdin is a kind lietween Nainsook

and Mull, and valued for dresses ou account of its

retainiug its clearness after having been washed. Tam-

boured Muslins arc chiefly made in Scotland. Muslinet is

a thick descripition of Muslin. Leno is a clearer, thinner,

anl softer uiaterial than the Buke, slight and gauze-like

in cjuality, and is much employed for window ciu'tains ; the

hrc:ids of the warp and woof differ respectively in size,

and it cannot he as easily star(;'h(.'d as other muslins.

There are also Cord and Fancy Checks, having stripes and

cords crossing each other, f(jrming squares, thick threads

liC'ing intniduced into the warp or weft. Nainsook is a

tliick S(irr of jacci^net made plain in stripes, the latter

running the same way as the warp. India Muslins were

introducc'il into this countiy about the year Iti70, and the

manufacture of Muslin was commenced at Paisley in 1700.

It is udw extensively made at Bolton and Glasgow. At
Zurich and St. (J-all their manufacture preceded ours, and

there are now many fact(jries for it in Germany.

Mnslin Applique.—five AppLiorE upon Net.

Muslin Emljroidery.—Bee Embeoidery on Muslin.

Muslinette.—A thick variety of muslin, resembling a

Bi'illiant ; employed for infants' clothing, and for dressing

gowns. It measures from 30 to 36 inches in width.

Muslin Grounds.—This is a description of Gingham.
Muslin Trimmings. — These consist of Edgings,

Insertions, Scollops, and Flouncings of variegated needle-

work. They are made in short lengths, and in pieces of

from 21 to 36 yards.

Musquash, or Musk Rat (Tiber zibcthicus).—The fur

of this animal resemljles that of the Beaver, and used to

be employed for hats and bonnets. It is dyed for articles

of dress, and otluu- use, and is inexpensive. The animal

is found in great numbers in America, inhabiting swampa
and rivers. It has a peculiar odour, like that of musk.

The fur is used l:iy hat manufacturers, and is dyed by
furi'iers for a variety of articles, such as muffs and boas.

It it much used as an imitation Seal skin.

Mysore Silks.—These are fine, soft undressed silk

stuffs, both plain and printed, dyed and undyed. They

may be had in all colours of an Indian character, the

designs being chiefly a close running all-over floral ones,

although some pi'inted in gold or in silver are a little

Iiolder in pattern, and are printed in black, and the

natural C(5l(.iur of the silk. They all measure 34 inches

in width, and are sold at 35s. per piece of about

seven j'ards. The Mys(jre silks are of the class termed
" cultivated."

N.

Nacre.—The French word for mother-o'-pearl, employed

in a certain kind of embroidery.

Nacre Work.—A peculiar kind of work, and one that

is little practised in the present day. It was at one time

used f(jr embroidering liorders to ecclesiastical vestments,

and consisted in cutting out pieces of mother-of-pearl, and

sewing them on to velvet or silk. To work : Trace out a

flower and leaf design upon velvet, and back and frame

this in an Embeoidery Frame. Prepare a quantity of

small pieces of mother-of-pearl cut into petal and leaf

shapes, and bore hdles in these. Attach these to the

pattern with silk or gold thread, and lay them on flat, but

arrange th(uu so as to imitate the natural curves and lines

of th(.' objects they are intended to represent. Form the

centres of the flower stems and sprays that are too small

to lay the mother-of-pearl over with gold thread, and
Couch this to the velvet.

Nagpore Silks.—These are all soft, slight, and un-
dressed, and are to be had in every variety of essentially

Indian colours. The pieces vary but little from seven
yards in quantity, and run about 37 inches in width.
Tliey belong to that class of Indian silk called the
" cultivated."

Nail.—A measure of length employed for textiles,

describing a length of 2:1: inches ; four nails make 1 quarter,

and four quarters I yard.
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ITaiusook.—A description of Miislin made botli plain

and striped, tlie stripe running the way of the warp.

It is a deseriptiou of Jacconet or Bengal Muslin. iS'if

MUSLIX.

Nankeen.—A Chinese eotton cloth of a natm-al buii

colour, deriving its name from the city of Xankin, where

it is chiefij manufactured. An imitation is made in this

country; btit that English made, at Maueliester and else-

where, though more even in texture, and equalh' fine in

coL:mr. is fi.aind to he inferior when washed, as the colour

is ohtained hy dyeing ; whereas the original Chinese Xan-

keen is made of the natural cdour of the raw cr'tton

grown in China—which is buff—in other countries white

is common. The broad piieces. called the " Compianv's

Xaukeens," are of a superior cjuality to the nan-ow ones.

Yarieties of Xankeen dyed blue, white, and pink, have

been made, lait are nijt often to lie seen. On the Ijanks of

the Ganges, and in the Southern States of America a

Xankeen-coloured Cotton grows, something peouliar in the

soil being suppcised to jiroJuce the buff hue liy which it

is distinguished. Xankeen was formerly much enipiloyed

for both men's and women's dress, but is alunjst limited

to that of eliihlren now.

Nap.—The pile, woolly substance, or knots which are

produced in the process of weaving >in thi- stirface of

certain textiles. All cloths have an uneven roughness

unless they are shorn, Ijut all have not a piile, whic-h is

expressly made, 'STumeu empb:>yed for this pui'pijse are

called Xopsters,

Napery.—A term empih^yed ti> designate house-linen,

but more especially applied to tabde-linen ; the French

term is Xnjjjje, a tablecloth. HoUinshed, in his " Descrip-

tion of England" iloTTi savs :

Oor innes are a'tO verie we'd furaishod with Xjperie. bedding,

and tapisserie, es; ejiallie with naperie.

Narrow Cloths.—These cloths are so designated in

contradistinction to what are known as Broad-eloths^

Xarrow-eloths art- made in bi.'th single- ami doubile milled

Cassimere, and run from 27 inches to 2!:l inches in width;

also in double an^l treble milled Doeskins, measuring the

same number of inches wide as the Cassimere.

Narrowing.—In Crochet, Knitting, and Xetting. the

size of an article being worked can be Decreased by

working two or urjre of the stitches or loops as one. iSVe

Decrease.

Natte Silk. — A French material, having a check

pattern overlaid Ijy a jdait. which in the superior qualities

is coarse, and in the inferior fine. It is derived from the

French Xatter, to plait or twist.

Needle.—A piointed instrument, sharp at one end. and

perforated at the blunt extremity to receive the thread,

which it is designed to draw through any deseripition of tex-

tile, whether in Plain Sewing or Embroidery. In ancient

times needles were made of wood, bone, ivory, bronze,

and iron, and were of very coarse dimensions. Of these

there are a variety of examples in otir museums, some

dating back to pre-historic times. Some found in Her-

culaneum and Pompeii were of bironze. The Xeedles of

!
modern times appear to have had their origin in Spain, and
were thence introduced into this country in the r.-ign of

:
Queen Eliz;il>eth. England was f;imous for the w^.rk of

the Xeedle previous to the introduction or the manu-
facture of the applianci—such ;ls it now is^au'l tlie

emlu-oideries aeccmiplished, still preserved. comp;ir«- widl

with m(jderu art under better auspices. Rough a^ tlie

Xeedles were in the days of Edgitha. wife c.f Edward thi-

Confessor, she was pronounced by her historian to be
•• perfectly mistress of the XeoUe ;

" ;ind English w, .rk was
held in esteem above aU other in Eiu-ope. even in Ic-r d;iv.

In the reign of Mary I. steel wire Xeedles were first made
in England, and then by a Spanish negro, who k'-pt his

secret during his lifetmie ; they were afterw;irds ma !;

known in the reign of Elizabeth, by erne Elias Knaisc. a

German. The great secret was lost after his deatli,

and recovered ag;un aljout a himdred years sulisequentlv.

In the year Iti.ji! Cromwell incorporated the Conip:iny

'->i Xeedlem;ikers. and the Xeedles of English manu-
facture are now regarded as the liest in the w-orld ; tlio-e

of Gei-many coming next. The chief seat of cair iiiauii-

facture is at Redditch, "\'\'orcestcr.shire, Xeedles pass

through 126 hands before they are ready for sale

Those in general use for hand work are as follows:

Darners, Straws, Sharps, Long-eyed Sharps, Ground-downs,
Betweens, Blunts. Tapestry. Whitechapel, Chenille. Rug,
and Harness. Darners vary much in length and thick-

ness, to suit the quality of the material to bi' re2i;iired.

The ej-e is long, and is easily threaded by turning bark

the loose ends of the yarn to l^e employed, and ret;[iuii]g

them between the finger and thumli. passing them tlatlv

looped thrcaigli the long eye. Straws are used l\y milliners

for straw bi^nnets and braids. LonL;'-eyed Sharjis aro

employed for Embroidery in silk and wocd. the numbers
running from I to 10. Another variety of those is th^.-

"Whitechapel, which are preferable for that purpose to

the Long-eyed Sharps. Sharps are those that arc in

general use for picrsoual and h'Uiseh'.dd plain Si-winu'. and

may be had in a great variety of sizes, distinguished liy

numbers, and are sold in papers, either of mixed sizes, or

each paper containing one size only. Some of thes.;- ar^/

gold-eyed, and are considered tij be of supeuaor quality,

and warranted not to cut the thread. Ground-downs are

shorter than the ordinary Sharps. Betweens are short r-r

than Ground-downs, and Blunts than Betweens. Blunts

are thick and strong, and are employed Ijy staymLik.jrs,

tailors, glovers . shoe-binders, and others ^^"hc work in

leather; the sizes rtm from 1 to 15. Tapestry Xeedles ar./

blunt at the point, and have a long and rather oval e}"e.

The numbiers in common use run from 1-1 t'j 2o. lait th^y

may be had in other sizes. For use in hot and tr'ipic.il

climates they may be had in gold or silver. Rug X.'^'dlos

ai-e thick, with large eyes and blunt points. Chouillo

Xeedles differ from the Tapestry only in their having ;i

sharp point, as they are employed for w-orkiug on canvas,

cloth, or silk. Harness Xeedles are used liy Saddlers.

To this list others may be added, such as Ma^Iiiuo

Xeedles, made for the especial use of the Sewing Machines

of various makers, such as those respectively of Howe.

Grrover and Baker, "Wheeler and Wilson. Willrox and

z z
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Gibl>s, Thomas, Weir, the Wauzev, tbe SLngrr, ka. Besides

these. Netting, Knitting, and Croehet Needles should ho

included in the list: the Knitting Needle is sometimes

called a Pin.

Needle Etching. — The same as Etching Em-

BEOIDEEY.

Needle Point.—A title given indifferently to all kinds

of real lace that are worked with a Needle, and not with

Bobbins.

Needle-threader.—A small appliance, made for the

use of persons of imperfect sight. It is usually made of

ivory ; the top portion above the handle is flat, on which a

small metal plate is fixed, through which a hole is pierced.

A corresponding hole being in the ivory, of larger size,

the needle is passed through it, the eye fitting exactly over

that in the plate, so that the thread passes throvigh the

three holes at once. Other kimls may be had ; such for

FlQ. Git. NEEDLE-XmtEADEa.

instance as that of which an illustration is given, Kg. 614,

A is the hole tbrough which the thread is to be passed, and

so through the eye of the Needle, wliich is to be placed with

the eye exactly even with it ; B is the pointed end of the

Needle. The central hole is cup shaped, sloping towards

the middle, and so directing the thread into the small

opening, which would be unseen to failing sight.

Needlework.—A generic and comprehensive term,

including every species of work that can be executed by

means of the Needle, whether plain or decorative, and of

whatever description the Needle may be. I'rom the most

remote ages the employment of the Needle has formed a

source of recreation, of remunerative work, and no less

of economy, the useful occupation of time and charity,

amongst all classes of women, in all parts of the world.

The rise and progress of the ornamental part of the

art, and the different modifications it underwent, down to

the time of its final decay, have already been described in

the article upon Embroidery; it therefore now only remains

to enumerate some of the most celebrated Embroiderers

and their productions, which have become matters of

history. The high honour bestowed upon Needlework

in ancient days, when it was considered one of the chief

spoils of the conrjueror, and a fitting gift to be presented

to kings, is fully shown by its frequent mention by the

sacred writers, and by Homer, Pliny, Herodotus, and

others. The corselet presented by Amasis to Minerva, the

spoils of Sisera, the curtains of the Tabernacle, the

Peplus of Minerva at Athens, the Needlework sails of

Cleopatra's vessels, the web of Penelope, and the works of

Helen and Andromache,—by the very fact that they were

considered worthy of record by such writers—prove how
much they were valued. Coming nearer to our times, we
find Needlewoi'k of the most beautiful description worked

in England, and presented to Pope Adrian IV. ; while the

Banner of Strasbourg, the Stole of St. Cuthbert, the

Glastonbury Cope, the Syon Cope, and many other eccle-

siastical garments still in existence (with the exception of

the Strasbourg Banner, burnt in 1870), all testify to the

labour and art spent in their manufacture. The well-known

BayeuK Tapestry is another of these historical pieces, and

though its execution does not allow of its ranking with

the more elaborate articles first mentioned, it is a remark-

able production, both for its anticfuity and the number of

figures of great size that it contains. Following upon

these ancient specimens come the hand-made tapestries,

worked during the Middle Ages, as wall hangings, and

the numerous altar-cloths and church vestments that em-

bellished the gorgeous ritual of the Romish Church, of

which many fragments remain, in museums and private

collections, and which, but for the mistaken zeal of the

Reformers—who expended upon these inanimate objects

some of their religious fervour—would be still as perfect

as when they were first made.

The Anglo-Saxon ladies were celebrated not only in

their own country, but on the continent, for their skill

in Needlework, particularly in the Opus Anglicanum or

Opus Anglicuni—a stitch in Embroidery that they in-

vented. The four sisters of Athelstan, daughters of

Edward the Elder, and Edgitha, the Queen of Edward

the Confessor, were particularly famed. After them came

Matilda, the wife of William the Conqueror, and Adelais,

the wife of Henry the First ; but the most famous of all

English queens is Katherine of Aragon, who came from a

land celebrated for its Embroideries and Lace, and who

enlivened the many sad hours of her life by instructing

her maids of honour and the poor people living near her

palace in the art of making Lace and Embroidery. We
are told by Taylor, the Water Poet,who wrote a poem upon

the " Needle's Excellency," in reference to this queen

—

That her days did pasa

In workiDg with the needle curiously.

Her daughter, Mary, also excelled with her needle, and

her works are mentioned by the same poet, who also

devotes a couplet to the praise of the Embroidery pro-

duced by Queen Elizabeth ; but other chroniclers are more

inclined to consider that the shirt she presented to her

brother upon his sixth birthday, worked by herself, was

almost her only achievement. Mary II. was the next

queen who paid attention to Embroidery, and the beautiful

work executed under her supervision still remains at

Hampton Court. Queen Charlotte, too, devoted much time

to Needlework, frequently embroidering the court dresses

of her daughters, and constantly bestowing articles knitted

by herself upon the poor ; at Oatlands are still preserved

some of the woolwork executed by the Duchess of York.

Although not belonging to England, we cannot omit to

mention two celebrated Embroiderers, whose works are

to be found in almost every collection—Mary Queen of

Scots, and Marie Antoinette, the wife of Louis XVI. To

both these ill-fated ladies the Needle afforded a solace

both before and dining their misfortunes, as it has done

throughout all ages to women who, though of not so

exalted a rank, have yet had as many sorrows. And upon

both these queens' tombstones could have been written the
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epitaph that is inscribed upon a tablet in the Cloisters

of Westminster Abbey :
" She was excellent with her

needle."

Net.—This was at one time made \>y ladies with the

needle as a foundation to Lace ; it was then called Rcseau

Lace Ground, and will be found described under Grounds.
Besides this true lace ground, another was made from fine

Scotch gauze, which was drawn together by the needle

until it assumed a honeycomb shape. The Scotch gauze

necessary to this art is no longer manufactured; it con-

sisted of very fine silk threads woven as clear but minute

open squares. The thread was taken diagonally across

these squares with a kind of Back Stitch, and was

tmsted round each mesh as it was made.

Net may be had woven as well as hand-made. Machinery

for its production was introduced early in the present

century, the textile having been previously restricted to

piUow work. Regular meshes are formed l:iy the use of

four threads of flax or silk, twisted together so as to

fonn hexagonal, octagonal, or diamond - shaped forms.

It is usually rather more than a yard wide, or douljle

width. Of all the varieties produced, the Brussels is the

most highly esteemed, and may be obtained two j'ards in

width for dressmaking. Three threads are employed in

all descriptions of Net, one passing from right to left,

another from left to right, and a third twines round the

two former threads so as to form a honeycomb patterned

tissue. The French Net made by machinery consists of

single Press Points ; when not ornamented called Tulle,

and when ornamented called Dent ell e. It is made of silk,

and is pretty but inferior. There is also the Trico-Berlin,

in which the stitch is removed three needles from its place

of looping ; Fleur de Tulle, having a mesh of two descrip-

tions ; and Tulle Anglois, a double pressed point. The

English includes a Silk Net in imitation of Bh.'nde, 1 yard

3 inches wide, and machine made; Quilling Silk Net,

slightly stiffened with gum; Pillow-thread Net, hand

made ; and Piece Bobbin Net, machine made, of various

widths, from 3—8 and 8—4 ; the threads are so entwined

as to form regular six-sided meshes. The material known

as Italian Net is really not a Net in the style of its

manufacture, but is a strong gauze composed of silk and

worsted, and produced in various colours for women s

dresses. Cotton Net is the cheapest kind of woven Net,

and is employed for stiff linings and foundations.

Net Embroidery.—An effective way of ornamenting

riGS. 015 AND G1I3. Net Embkoilekt.

White or Black Net for dress trimmings, caps, and other

small articles of dress. To work as shown in Figs, fl-j,

Oll.i, and HIT : Trace the design upon calico, and strengthen

the calic(j with a brown paper backing. Tack the Net

Fig. G17. Net E^itEOiiKRT

down upon the patten: , and work the vaiious stars over

in Satin Stitch, and with filoselles of bright colours

and shades that bear candle light.

To work Fig. 618 : This design is for a Necktie end, and
is worked with silk cord and filoselle upon Brussels Net.

Fig. CIS. Net Embroii>ert.

Trace the design as before mentioned, and lay the Net

over it, and then loop the Cord over the lines so as to

follow the pattern outlines. Knot the cord together and

secure with a Buttonhole Stitch taken through the

Net where indicated, and make the centre Wheel and

the small Pyramuls with filoselle ; also work the small

Stars and the Buttonhole Edging with the same material.

Netted Lace.—See Network.

Netting.—This art is so ancient that no date can be

fixed for its invention. That it was practised for fishing

and bird catching purposes by the earliest inhabitants of

the earth is without doubt, and there are still to be seen,

in the museum at Berlin, Egyptian Nets and the im-

plements that made them, that are SMOO years old.

Besides these commoner specimens of the work belonging

to the Egyptians, it is evident from the accounts still

extant, and from ancient frescoes, that that nation from

the very earliest period produced Netting—or, as it was

then called. Caul Work and Network—of a much higher

kind than modem workers have ever attained to. The

figures painted upon Eg3'ptiau niomiments are frequently

z z 2
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cl'jtlied ill tunics made of Nettinf;, the loops being formed

with gaily coloured silks or gold and silver threads.

Auiasis, King of Egypt, presented a corselet to the Temple
of Minerva, in the island of Rhodes, composed of the

finest Netting, each thread containing 360 distinct threads,

and yet the texture was so light and fine that the whole

could easily pass through a man's ring. A netted corselet,

matching this one in delicacy, was given by the same
UKjuarch to Mutianus, the third Roman Consul, but this

was euiljroidered with animals and figures worked with

gold thread into the Netting. In the writings of Pliny and
Herodotus the fine flax used liy the Egyptians is spoken
of with admiration ; and Homer, in the Iliad, mentions
the Cauls and Networks of gold woni by the Trojan ladies.

In the Biljle there is frequent allusion to the art; some
of tile curtains adorning Solomon's Temple were made
of Checker Work or Netting ; and Isaiah enumerates the

Cauls of Network and veils worn Ijy the Jewish women
;

and when summing up the calamities that were to fall

upon Egypt includes in the general curse those who " weave
Networks." We have little mention of Netting during
the Roman Empire, and it is not until the thirteenth
century that the art was practised in Europe so as to
draw attention

; it was then worked for ecclesiastical pur-
poses and looked upon as lace. St. Paul's Cathedral, in

1±\)'), possessed a kneeling cushion of Network ; and Exeter
Cathedral, a few years later, several altar cloths. In the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries Netting was known as

Cpus Filatorium and Opus Araneum, or Spider Work,
t he ground only was Netted, the design being Darned or

Emliroidered upon it; but the plain unembroidered Netting
\\-as frequently made either in silk or flax, and used as

Curtains and Bed Hangings. At a later date Darned
Netting was known as Lacis, and was worked more with
flax than gold or silk threads, and in the sixteenth century
this Lacis is frequently mentioned in wardrobe accounts,
and finds a place in the articles enumerated in the will

made Ijy Mary Queen of Scots, before the birth of her son.

Lacis. when not Embroidered or Darned, was called Rcseau
or Rezeuil, and differed in no way from Plain Netting;
UL>r d.j Lacis in any way differ from the modern Guipure
d'Art, in which, upon a groundwork of Netting, a pattern
is Darned and Embroidered. After the universal adoption
of Pillyw and fine Needle-made Laces, the Netted and
Darned Lace was little used ; Ijut (;ccasionally a specimen
appears among the relics of palaces and old families,

and a coverlet used by Louis XIY. is still in existence
;

it is made of a Netted Foundation with Darned Eni-
bri.iidery.

In England, Netting has always licen practised for useful
purposes, and sixty years ago it was much worked for Cur-
tains, Window-blinds, and Drawing-room Covers, either
in Darned or Plain Netting. Crochet has lately super-
seded Netting, on account of its greater portaliility, but
there is no doubt that the ancient art will again revive,
and that its light and artistic productions are much
sup('rior to the work to which it has given place.

Netting is very easy to do, and it likewise possesses the
advantage of being extremely strong, each loop that is

uuide being independent, and if properly knotted remaining

firm, whatever accident happens ('ither to the ones before

or behind it ; for the same reason nothing is more diflficult

than to undo a piece of Netting when once made, every

loop requiring to be separately unpicked and undone with

a sharp pointed knitting needle or stiletto. The beauty of

Netting consists in the regular size of the loops made, and

the tightness of each individual knot, and this result

cannot be oljtained unless good materials are used and the

art has been well practised. Bad thread and silk are liable

to break when under the strain of lieing pulled into a

knot, and a break in the material necessitates the thread

being joined in the working of a row. which is to be

avoided, not only for the knot so produced always showing,

but also l:>y reason of the loop that ci.>ntains it rarely being

made the same size as the ones surrounding it. All joins

in the working thread should be made at the first loop in a

row, and with a Weaver's Knot, and the netting needle

should be filled, the worker keeping this fact in view.

Every loop or kn(jt in Netting counts as a stitch in other

work ; but it takes four knots to make what is called a

complete loop or nicsli in Netting. These meshes are

generally of a diamond shape, and are made with Plain

Netting ; but Round and Square Meshes are also woi'ked,

in order to give a certain variety and relief to the ordinary

loop, which, however, is not capable of very much alter-

ation ; and varieties in Netting are more often made by

working several loops into a loop, or l:iy missing loops

and crossing one over the other, than by changing the

form of the lotip worked. Netting is always made the

contrary way to what it will hang when in use, and in

some articles, such as cui'tains and purses, the loops

forming the length are all put on the Foundation Loop at

once
;
while in othei'S, such as lawn tennis nets, one loop

is only put upon the Foundation Loop, and the right

length made by Increasing in every row. When the

article is finished it should Ijc slightly damped, and then

well stretched, and pinned out upon a board, so that

every mesh may assume its right position,

The implements used in Netting are few ; they consist

of a Netting Needle, which is a long piece of ivory, wood,

Fig. OIS. Nettiku Ni-eulis.

or steel (»ce Pig. 619), split at each end to admit of the
thread lieing wound upon it; Mesh or Spool, of various
sizes, also made of ivory, steel, or wood (see Fig. 620), and

Fig, (Si]. EocNii Mesh,

numl)ered as to sizes in the same way as the needles
;

Twine, fine Knitting Cotton, or Silk, for making the
Netting; and a Stirrup or Lead Cushion to which to

attach the Netting while working, so as to resist the
pressure each Knot in making throws upon the work.
The manner of Netting is as follows : Wind upon the

Mesh sufficient cotton for one row of Netting, but be
careful that it will pass easily through the loops as they
are made; then attach it to the Foundation Loop on the
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Stirrup ;iii:l plac;_- the lattev round the left foot, so regu-

lated as to leugtli that the row to be Xetted is about on a

level with the waist of the worker. Take the Mesh iu the

left haud an 1 plaee the thuuili over it, Lind the fingers

underneath it, hold the needle in the right luiud with

about twiee its length in eottoii lietweeii it and the weirk ;

put the eotton o"\"er the iNIesli round the tirst two fingers

and baek on to the Mesh, so that it is held down with the

left thuiuli; then pass the threal round al'ove the work

fi-oiu left to right, and r .und the left hand, with the

little huger of that hand holding it. Push the needle

thr'.iugh the hrst loop where it is underneath the' Mesh

and into the Loop on the rt^w to be seeured; take the right

hand from L'ft the needle where it is uniler the Mesh, and

put it on the needle, so that it ean pull it through, and

draw the thread with the Loe)p t(j l:>e seeured on it and up

to the Mesh. Xow gradually drop the turns of thread

that are upon the left hand, let the one held down l.'y

the thumb oil iirst, then the one lietween the forefingers,

whieh absorb into the loop round the little huger, by

stretching out that finger, and finally let that Loiip oH the

httle finger, pulling all the time with the thread still

firmly held in the right haud. The knot that is made

with these mo^'ements should be close to the mesh, and so

firm and strong as not to reply to any attempts to alter its

position. Form caeh row of JS"etting with a sueeessiou of

these knots, and win'k them alwaj's from the left to

the right. "When the end of a row is reached turn the

Ketting over, and commence to make the next row liy

working on the Loop last made.

Teems and Materials. — The following Terms and

Materials are used in Xetting:

C!e</(/'o)i.—"When the Stirrup is not used to keep the

Xetting taut, it is necessary to pin the work to a Cushion

The Cushion that is reqirire 1 is shown with the Foundation

Loop iu Fig. 021. It is a large Cushion heavily weighted

with lead and covered with cloth, and made so as to resist

without yielding when each loop is pulled and knotted in

the progress of the we>rk.

D-xi-eafe.—This is managed by Xetting two or more

loops together of the preceding row. To Xet two loops

together : "Work the Loop as far as putting the netting

needle into the loop formed on the pireeeding row
;
pass it

through two loops in.stead of one on this ri.>w, and finish

the looji in the oi-dinary way,

Foinidutioii Loop.—All Xetting, whether worked upon

the Stirrup or the C'ushiou, requires a foundation on t(.i

whieh the fir.st row is Xetted. The Foimdation Loop,

when the work is finished, is carefull}' cut, and the first

row drawn out and straightened. To make a Foundation

Loop for work pinned to a Cusf ion, as illustrated in Fig.

621 : Take a piece of twine the size of the knitting cotton

to be used iu the Xetting, make a loop iu it, small or large,

according to the length of the work and the consequent

number of netted loops that will be required, and then

make a veiy small loop ; pin the Foundation Looj) down

by attaching the small loop to the cushion, and then fasten

an end of the knitting cotton to it, and work the firat row

of loops on to it. as shown in the illustration.

To make a Foundation Loop upon a Stirrup: Pass a

loop of strong, line twine through the iqijier end ai the

Stirrup, and work the first row i.if Xetting (jii to it iu the

same \\\\y as before descrilied. Some workers X'^et a

nuiuber of rows upon the Foundation l)ef'U'e they ci.un-

meuce their real pattern; these netted rows are retained

Fig, (j21. FclL^'I^^TI^JX LliOp -4Xd Ccsuion.

upon the Foundation Loop, and seiwe as a starting point

for many pieces of Xetting. It is not necessary to do this

but the loops of the first row are of a more equal size

when worked upon such a support.

Increase.—In Netting, this is accomplished liy making

tw(.) or more Loops into the one Loop of preceding row.

To wc>rk : Net a Loop into the Loop on the preceding

row iu the ordinary way. ami then Xet another Lciop into

the same Loop before proceeding to the next one.

K)iot.—The Knot made by twisting the cotton round

the Mesh and fingers is made with every Xetted Loop, and

is essential to its security. The manner of making it is

descrilied in Plain Xetting and Fisherman's Knot.

Loit;j Loop.—Loops in Plain Xetting are sometimes

made oi two ditferent sizes iu the same row. This is

managed as follows: Xet iu the ordinary way until the

place is reached where a Long Loop has to l:>e Xetted, then

put the cotton twice round the Mesh instead of once, and

make the Knot as in Plain Xetting.

L'-jop.—A loop in X""ettiug takes the place of a stitch,

it is formed over the Mesh, and is seeured Ijy a Knot, as

described in Plain Xetting, or in Fisherman's Knot.

Me.-iJi.—The instrument used in Xetting to work the

Loops upon, and is made of bone, steel, or wood of various

sizes, either round or flat, according to the size of the

loops to be made, A Mesh was at one time called a Spool,

on accoimt of the title Mesh being also given to the loops

of X'etting when quite completed as Sijuares, Rounds, or

Diamonds,

Needle.—Used t'.) hold the eotton, and made of sizes

matching the Meshes

Bound. —When Xetting is worked as a continuous

looping, without any tuniiug of the work, a Roimd has

been made w-hen each Loop upon a level has lieen worked.

To net a Round: Join the X'ettiug as iu Circle, and

indicate the last Loop liy marking it with a piece of

coloured wool, X"et until that loop has again to lie worked.
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Bow.—In Netting, this term indicates tlie Loops from

one side of tlie work to the other. To make a row : Com-

mence on the left hand side of the Foundation, and Net

every Loop into a new knot until the last upon the right

hand side is reached. In working curtains and other large

articles, a Row is frequently a yard in length. As the

loops forming this yard could not Ije contained upon one

Mesh, slide the first made ones off on the left side as the

new ones are formed on the right, but always leave enough

made Loops upon the Mesh to be a guide, as to size, to the

ones being made. Draw the Mesh entirely out when the

Row is completed, and commence a new Row. Tuni the

Netting over in the hand, place the Mesh close to the loop

last made, and make a new Loop upon it, and work from

the left to the right, the Loop last made in the last Row
make the first Loop into of the new Row.

82W0I.—See Mesh.

Stirru]}. — Netting which is really a succession of

Loops secured in position by knots requires to be kept

stretched while in progress, or the Loops made are unequal

in size, and the knots are not drawn up tight, This

stretching is accomplished by either pinning the Founda-

tion Loop of the Netting to a lead Cushion, or attaching

it to the foot with the help of a Stirrup, the last plan

being the one usually adopted, and the best. To make a

Stirrup : Take a piece of oak or elm, four to five inches in

length, and an inch and a half in width, and bore a hole

in the centre through each of its ends. Take two yards

of ribbon, an mch wide, of a strong make, pass each end

through a hole, and sew the two ends together, or tic

them undemeath the piece of wood ;
put the piece of

wood under the left foot, and bring the I'ibbon up as a

loop. Regulate the Long Loop thus formed by the height

of the worker, as it should always reach to the knee. If

the ends of the ribbon are only tied together the StiiTup

can bo shortened during the progress of the work, which

is often an advantage. A more ornamental Stirrup can

be made by Embroidei-ing a narrow band to pass over

the instep, and attaching that to the ends of wood, and

making the loop of ribbon rise from the centre of the

embroidery ; but for ordinary Netting the plain Stirrup

is the best, as the whole of the weight of the foot is

upon it.

Netting Patterns.—Although the Loop or rather

Knot in Netting appears not to admit of much variety ; it

can be worked in the various ways here given.

Caroline Netting.—This can either be worked in single

fleecy wool and round wooden Meshes, for scarves and

shawls, or with fine crochet cotton of a medium size, and

with a flat Mesh an inch in width, for curtains and window-

blinds. To work : First row—Net in Plain Netting
upon the Foundatian Loop enough Loops to make the

length of the article required. Second row—work as for

Plain Netting, but take up the second Loojj upon the needle,

and then push the first Loop over it, and net these two

Loops as one, Net another and a Plain Loop into the same

Loop, a Plain Loop upon the third Loop, and repeat from

the commencement for the rest of the row. Third row

—

Plain Netting. Fourth row—as the second row. Repeat

the second and third row three times ;
then take a rather

wider Mesh and Net a plain row with that, and repeat

from first row.

Circle.—A circle in Netting is formed upon the Foun-

dation Loop, which ma.kcs the centre of the circle. To

work as shown in Fig. 622 : Make a very small Foundation

Loop, and Net, in Plain Netting ten Loops into it, and,

instead of reversing the work and commencing a new row

as in ordinary Netting, Net the next Loop into the first Loop

.^^\

Fig. 622. NETTiNfi—Circle.

of the ten just made, and so draw these together as the

first round and commence the second round. After this

first drawing together, the Netting will form a Circle by

simply working every Loop as reached, but as each Circle is

larger in circumference than the preceding one, the Loops

must be increased. The Increase is shown in Fig. 622,

Fifi. 62!. Netting — Cir.ci.E (Detail A).

Detail A, and is thus worked. After the first round,

which in Fig. 623, Detail A, contains six Loops, work two

Loops into every Loop for the second round. Third round

—Work two Loops into the first Loop, one Loop into the

second, and repeat to the end of the round. Fourth roimd
—the Increase by the time that the fourth round is reached

will have assumed the shape shown in Fig. 623, Detail A ;

work into the Loop that is di-awn longways in the
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illustration two Loops wlierevor it ocexirs. ono Loop into

all the other Loops; continue to Increase six times in this

manner in every round until the Circle is complete.

Cros>< Netting.—This is used either for the centres of

scarves, shawls, or curtains, or as a border to plain netted

articles. Medium sized knitting cotton, and two tiat

Meshes, one half the size of the other, are required. To
work as shown in Fig. 624: First row—take the smallest

Mesh, and K"et in Plain Netting the length required.

Second row—Net in Plain Netting with the largest Mesh.
Third row—take the narrow Mesh, Net a Loop, taking the

Fig. 624. Citoss Nettixg.

second Loop of the last row, then Net the first Loop of

the last row, then the fourth, and then the third; continue

to the end of the row, always Netting the second Loop on
the last row before the one next the Mesh. F(3urth row
—use the largest Mesh and Net a plain row. Fifih row

—as the third row ; this row is not completed in the

illustration, so that the crossing of the two Loops in it

ahould be fully indicated.

Diamond Netting.—This is a term applied to Plain

Netting, and is worked as such when the loops are made
of an uniform size, and following each other in regular

succession. Fancy Diamond Netting is worked in three

different ways, as follows :

—

Single Diamond Netting.—
Work with fine silk or cotton, and Mesh and Needle

No. 10. Net the first Loop m ordinary Plain Netting,

and the second in the same way, but pass the cotton

twice round the Mesh, so as to make this Loop twice the

size of the other. Repeat these two Loops to the end of

the row. In the next row make the short Loop over the

Long Loop of the last a-ow, and work as in the first row.

Treble Diamond Netting.—Use the same cotton, Mesh,

and Needle, as for Single Diamond Netting. First row

—make a Plain Netting Loop, but put the cotton twice

round the Mesh. Then Net three Plain Netting Loops,

and repeat these four Loops to the end of the row. Second

row—a plain Loop over the Long Loop in the last row,

then a Long Loop and two plain Loops ; repeat to the end

of the row, and withdraw the Mesh before a long Loop is

Netted as a plain Loop. Third row—Net a plain and a

Long Loop alternately, commencing with two plain Loops
should the pattern require it. Fourth row—Net three

plain Loops and one Long Loop ; repeat to the end of the

row. Fifth row as the second row. Diamond Netting made

n'ith Five Lnopst.—Us(^ the same cotton. Mesh, ami Needle
as in Singl(> Diamond Netting, and work the Long and
the PLiin Loop in Plain Netting; take the Mesh out of the
work when a Long Loop has to be netted as a Plain Loop,
and, after this has been dune, the pattern forms a diamond
of small hjijps surrounded by an open space formed by
the Long Loops—comnijnce by Netting upon the Found-
ation Loop a number of loops that divide into six and one
ijver. First row— make a Long Loop with the cotton

twice round the mesh, and 5 Plain Loops; repeat to

the end of the row, finish with a Long Loop. Second
ri.iw—Plain Loop over the Long Loop, a Long Loop, 4

Plain Loop.s; repeat to the end of the row. Third row—

a

Plain Looj), a Long Loop, 4 Plain, the last over the Long
Loop ; repeat to the end of the row. Fourth row—a Plain

Loop, a Plain Loop over the Long Loop, a Long Loop, 3

Plain, the last over a Long Loop; repeat to the end of

the row. Fifth row—a Plain Loop, a Plain Loop over a

Long Loop,* a Long Loop, .5 Plain, the last over a Long
Loop ; repeat from * to the end of the row. Sixth row—

"2 Plain, 1 Plain over a Long Loop, a Long Loop, 2

Plain, the first over a Li:ing Loop ; repeat t(j the end of

the row. Seventh row—3 Plain, the last over a Long
Loop, a Long Loop, 2 Plain ; repeat to the end of the row.
Eighth row— 1 Plain, the last over a Long Loop, a Long
Loop, a Plain Loop; repeat to the end of the row.

Ninth row—3 Plain, the last over a Long Loop, 1 Plain

;

repeat to the eni of the row. Tenth row—3 Plain, the

last over a Long Loop, 2 Plain, the last over a Long
Loop, a Long Loop ; repeat to the end of the row.

Eleventh row—2 Plain, the last over a Long Loop, 3

Plain, the last over a Long Loop, a Long Loop; repeat

to the end of the row. Twelfth row—2 Plain, the last

over a Long Loop, 4 Plain, the last over a Long Loop;
repeat to the end of the row, but end with a Long Loop
instead of a plain one. Thirteenth row— work as the

first, and repeat from there.

English Netting, also called Honeycomb.—Work with
any sized Mesh and cotton according, to the article to be
made. First row—Plain Netting. Second row—also

Plain Netting, but Net the second Loop before the first,

the fourth before the third, and S(j on to the end of the

row. Third row—Plain Netting. Foui-th row—as the

second, but commence with a Plain Loop before beginning
the crossing. Fifth row—Plain Netting. Sixth row—as

the second row, and repeat from that row.

Fisherman's Knot.—This Knot differs from the one
ordinarily used in Plain Netting, and is considered to be

stronger. It is used by fishermen for their nets, hence its

name
; and is also used for hammocks, lawn tennis nets,

and other articles subject to wear. The process of making
is shown in Fig. 625, and the Knot when made is thicker

than other Knots. To work : Hold the Mesh and the

netting needle in the ordinary way, the thumb over the

Mesh and the fingers supporting it
;
pass the thread round

the Mesh but not over the fingers, and put the needle

upwards through the Loop that is to be worked, and then

draw the Loop up to the Mesh, and keep the thread tight

by holding it down with the thumb. Allow the loose
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thread to fall to tlie left of the -n-ork, and put the needle

upward behind, the Loop heing worked (see Fig. 625), so

as to enclose it with the thread, and draw the thread tight.

The illustration gives the Knot nearly completed, the

Fig. 62.J, Netting—Fisherman's Knot.

thread iu it is passed round the Mesh through the Loop,

and secured with the thumb, and the movement shown is

that of the needle being passed at the back of the Loop

before the final drawing tight of the Km it.

FlyNi-'ttlng.—A very pretty and easy kind of Netting,

suitable for scarves, shawls, and neckties, and made with

wool and silk, or wool and cotton. To work : Wind upon

the needle together a strand (.)f wool and silk, so that they

unwind as one. Net upon the Foundation Loop enough
Loops to form the width I'eqiiired.and work these Ljops,

and all others, iu Plain Netting. Continue to net rows

of this Plain Netting over an inch sized flat Mesh until

the width desired for the article is <jl)tained, then cut the

woollen threai.l round every Knot, and fluff it uj), so that it

conceals the Knot aud makes a little l>all ; but Ijc careful

to leave the silk oi' cotton straud untouched. Make a

Fringe or Eilgiug to the-' work with some of the patterns

given under Edging and Fringe.

Grecian Nettiiiij.—Used for purses when w<jrked with

fine silks, and for curtains and toilet cloths when worked
with knitting cotton. The Loop is troidjlesome at

first, and should not lie trieil by a Ijeginner. Two flat

Meshes, one half the size of the other, are required. To
work

; First row—Net in Plain Netting, and with the
largest Mesh. Second row—take the small Mesh, ami
make the usual Loop over the Mc'sli which commences a
Plain Netting Loop, then jiass thi> netting nc'cdle througli

the under part of the Loop, and bring it out clear of the

Mesh
;
put it thnjugh the first L(.)op ou the last row and

into the second, draw the cotton aud Needle Ijack through
the first Loop, and then twist the second Loop I'ound the
first, and Net the first Loop, finishing it as in the ordinary
Plain Netting. For tlie next L.iop, Net the little Loop

that is formed by twisting the first and the second Loop

together. Repeat these two movements to the end of the

row. Third row—as the first. Fourth row—as the second.

Repeat the first aud second rows to the end of the work.

Hollow Square Netting.—A sqTiare of Netting with

j

the centre left hollow is sometimes required as a ground-

work for a piece of Guipure d'Art Lace, or f(.ir a pincushion

cover or cheese cloth, in ordinary Netting. The hollow

sqTiare is formed in the Netting as it proceeds in the

fidlowing manner: Comm.'ue."' with one Loop upon the

Foundation Loop as iu Square Netting, and Net in

Plain Netting. Increase a Loop at the cud of every

row, as in Square Netting, until half the length of one

side of the outside sqTiare is obtained, then divide the

Loops, and leave those at the end of the row unworked,

aud Net the other half as if making Oblong Netting
on the inside of the square ; DECREASE liy Nettiug two

Loops together at the inside end, and Increase by Netting

two Loops into the end Loop in eveiy row upon the out-

side of the square. "Work in this way until the whole

length of one side of the outside square is made, ami turn

the corner as it were, and commence another side liy

Netting the tw(.) outside Loops together, and Inci'easiug

in the inside by making two Loops in the outer Loop
there in every row. Continue Tintil half the outside line

of the square is formed, and then drop the Loops, and pick

up those left when the oblong was commenced. Work
these in the same manner. Increasing at the outside.

Decreasing at the inside, until the length of that side of

the outside square is obtained, and then turn the corner,

and Decreasi;' on the outside and Increase on the inside

until these L(.Jops are brought down to the level of

the othei's. Work right across the wh(jle numlier, and
Decrease in every row until onl}' one Loop is left on the

row. Th(.' following example will make the W(U-king of

this Holli iw Square quite clear. To f >rm a Hollow Square

with fifteen Loops along the outer side : Commence with

one Loop, and Increase in eveiy row until there ai'C twelve

Loops in the row, drop the last six, and work six rows.

Increasing at the outside of the square, and Decreasing

at the in side, turn the cornei'. and work six rows. In-

creasing at the inside, and Decreasing at the outside of

the square, aud leave tln.ise Loops and pick up the ones

first dropped, which Net down to the others iu the same

way. For the thirteenth row work right across the twelve

Lo(.ps. aii'l Decri>ase until Only one Loop is left in the

row.

Hniieycoinh Nettiiif/.Sci} Eiujlisli Netting.

Leiif Netting. — Also known as Puff Netting, and

wcn-ked so as to raise some of the loops of a row aliove the

otlu.u-s. It is simply Plain Netting worked with different

sized meshes, and can be adapted to any of the purposes

for which Netting is emplijyed. It looks pa.rtieuhirly well

worked as a bcu'der to netted curtains, or when made for

window- blinds. To work; Use medium sized crochet

ccitton and two flat Meshes (one twice the width of the

other), a quarter of an inch and a half inch Mesh arc

good sizes, but all depends upon the destination of the

work. First, Second, and Third rows

—

Plain Netting.
With the small Mesh make iuto the Foundation Loop as
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the first row the number of Loops required for the length,

and Net a Loop into each of these for the second and third

rows. Fourth row—use the same Mesh, and work one

Loop in Phiin Netting in the first Loop, and six Loops in

the second Loop, the cotton to be put twice round the

Mesh before making any of these sis Loops ; repeat fr<5m

the commencement to the end of the row. Fifth and

Sixth rows—use the small Mesh and work a Loop into

every Loop on the pi'eyioiis row. Seventh row—use the

large Mesh, work a Loop into every Loop on the previous

row, work the first Loop in Plain Netting, the next six

with the cotton twice round the Mesh, and repeat to

the end of the row from the commencement. Eighth row

—work a Loop into the first Loop, still using the large

Mesh, take up the next six Loops, and work them as one

Loop into the second Loop, repeat these two Loops to the

end of the row. Ninth and Tenth rows—Plain Netting

with the large Mesh into every Loop. Eleventh row—use

the large Mesh, work two Loops in every Loop on the

row. Twelfth I'ow—use the large Mesh and take up two

Loops in every Loop upon the row. Thirteenth row

—

as the tenth. Fourteenth and Fifteenth rows —• as the

eleventh and twelfth. Sixteenth row—repeat from the

first row. The leaf, or raised part of this pattern, is con-

tained in the rows four to eight ; the rest can be altered

in any way so long as the number of Loo2:is when once

arranged are kept to, and that part of the Netting left flat.

JjOiwj Twisted Netting.—This requires working with

two Meshes of unequal widths, the larger one should be

exactly double the size of the smaller. To work : First

row—take the smaller Mesh and work with it a row of

Loops in Round Netting-. Second row—take the large

Mesh and work with it a row of Plain Netting loops.

Repeat these two rows alternately to the end of the pattern.

Looped Netting.—This is used for either edgings or

to form the whole of shawls, curtains, fire screens, window
blinds, and drawing-room covers. The design shown in

Fig. 6'26 is the "vvidth of work it is necessary to make for

a border, but any width can be made. To work : L^se a

half-inch or quarter-inch flat Mesh and knitting cotton

or wool, according to the article to be netted. First row

—

Fig. 626. Loopel- Netting.

Net in Plain Netting the length required. Second row

—make four Loops into every Loop of the preceding row.

Third row—itm the needle through the four Loops worked

together in the last vow, and work them together in Plain

Netting; the illustration shows this third row uncompleted

with the manner of passing the cotton through the four

loops. Fourth row—repeat from the first row.

Mignonette NeUing. — This is used for curtains

and window l>linds, it being extremely easy, and worked

with one Mesh. To work : Use medium-sized crochet

cotton, and a flat Mesh half an inch in width, or one

smaller. First, second, and third rows

—

Plain Net-

ting. Fourth row—net into the first Loop one Plain

Loop, then put the cotton twice round the Mesh and net

a Long Loop into the same Loop on the last row, and

finally net a Plain Loop into the same Loop, repieat to

the end of the row, netting three Loops into one Loop.

Fifth row—net in Plain Netting all the Long Loops,

but leave the Plain loops. Sixth row—repeat from the

second row.

Netting n-itli Bead.i.—When making ornamental

articles with Netting, beads are often worked in to the

Netting, and are used partictdarly in Purse Netting and

to ornament bags. The beads used are steel, gold, and

coloured, the last two kinds wearing the best, steel

being apt to tarnish. The beads should be German,

selected so as to match each other perfectly as to shape

and size, as any unevenness in the make of the Ijeads is

instantly detected when they are in position, and destroys

the look of the work. Unless perfectly secured, beads will

move upon the loop when netted. To work : Use a long

Darning needle instead of a Netting needle, threaded

with silk enough for the row that is to be beaded, thread

each bead as required, bring it up in front of the Mesh,

and keep it there with the left thumb upon it until the

knot of the Loop is made, then pass the needle through

the bead again from the underneath, and pull the bead

close up to the knot just made. Thread another bead,

and repeat until the number of beads required are secured.

Oblong Netting.—This shape is much used for making

lawn tennis nets, hammocks, and garden nets. It is

shown in Fig. 627, and is worked either with the Fisher-

man's Knot or Plain Netting, according to fancy. To

work ; Commence as for Square Netting with a single

Loop in the Foundation Loop ;
Inckease by working

Fig. 6-7. Oblong Netting.

two Loopis into the last Loop in every row until the depth

required for the article is obtained (in the illustration five

rows make the necessary depth); tie a piece of bright

coloured wool into the last Loop, and whenever the side

is reached where the wool is. Decrease by working two

Loops as one (see lower part of the illustration) ;
Increase

at the other end of the row, whenever it is reached, by

AAA
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workincf two Loops into the last Loop. If attention is jjaid

to keep the Increase and Decrease regular, a long straight

piece of Netting is made, and when that is sufficiently

long proceed to form the second short side of the oblong-

To do this : Deci-ease by Netting two Loops together at

the end of every row until only one LooiJ remains.

Oiieyi Neiting.—-A very simple manner of making an

alteration in Plain Netting. Work with crochet cotton

or silk and with two flat Meshes, the larger an inch in

width, the smaller half an inch in width. First, second,

and third rows—Plain Netting, with the small Mesh.
Fourth row—Plain Netting, with the lai'ge Mesh, Fifth

I'ow—repeat from the first row.

Plain, nr Diamond Nettiiuj.—This loop i.s the ele-

mentary one in Netting, and upon it all the more com-
plicated loops are formed. It is used in all Netting as a

foundation for Darning upon Net or for Guipure d'Art,

and its various stages are shown in Figs. 628, 629, and
630, m which the Netting is given without the hands that

hold it in order that the making of the loop may be fully

Fig. 62S Yia. 6:!0.

Figs, Ci!3, 62a, and 630. Details of Plain Netti.ng.

shown. To work
: Having secured the Foundation Loop

ttj the Stirrup, put the latter over the foot, fill the needle
with cotton, and attach the cotton to the Foundation Loop,
take the Mesh in the left hand and the needle in the right
hand, h(jld the Mc'sh with the thumb over it, and the
fingers beneath. Pass the cotton over the Mesh and round
the two forefingers, and hold the Mesh close to the
Foundation L.jr.p. Bring the C(jtton round from under

the Mesh, and put it under the left thumb and to the left

(shown in Fig. 628 by the letter c), then brmg it round to

the right, past the letter B in Fig. 628, and round the

hand as shown in Figs. 629 and 630, then by the letter a

(this last Loop is held by the little finger of the left hand).

The needle by this action is brought in front of the Mesh,

which is then passed under the first Loop, between the

Mesh and the fingers holding it, and into the Foundation

Loop (see Fig. 630, letter e), and over that piece of cotton,

which is turned back from the left thumb, and then forms

Loop (( of Figs. 629 and 630. Before pulling the Mesh out

of the Foundation Loop it is necessary to change the

position of the right hand, this, while pushing the needle

through the cotton and Foundation Loop, is at the lower

part of the needle, and must be transferred to the upper,

so that it can grasp the needle firmly ; make the change

and keep all the turns of the cotton on the left hand

steady while doing so, then draw the Foundation Loop up

to the Mesh, let go the Loop of cotton held down by the

left thumb, and pull it tight over the Foundation Loop
with a pull upon the needle, let go the Loop over the two

forefingers, and p)ull that tight by oiJening the third and
little finger of the left hand, and enlarging the Loop upon
them, and finally let this Loop go, and pull the cotton

firmly up with the right hand. The Knot that is formed

by these movements should be close up to the Mesh, but

not upon it, and should be made by a strand of cotton

firmly enclosing a piece of the Foundation Loop, and no

true knot is formed unless this is the I'esult. A repeti-

tion of these knots make a row in Netting, and the

beauty and value of the work depends upon their being

made with Loops of an equal size, which can only be

accomplished when every knot is made close to the Mesh.

It takes two rows to complete the diamond-shaped Loop
from which this knot derives its name, the first Loop being

shown by the letter B in Fig. 628, and the completed

diamond by the letter A in the same illustration.

Ptif Nettin//.—See Leaf Netting.

Hose Netting.—The meshes formed with this Netting
are shaped like honeycombs, and are surrounded with a

double lino of thread. This variety is generally used for

making fine silk veils, or mittens, but if worked with

crochet cotton it will make very lacey-looking curtains.

To work in silks, use flat Meshes, sizes No. 9 and 18

;

if with C(.jtton, a flat Mesh three quarters of an inch wide
and one half that size. First row—use the finer Mesh,
and make upon the Foundation Loop in Plain Net-
ting the number of Loops necessary for the length of

the article t(3 be work(_'d. Second row—with the larger

Mesh net into every L(jop in Plain Netting. Thu'd row

—

draw the first Loop of the last row through the second
Loop, and well up it, net the first Loop in Plain Netting
with the smaller Mesh, run the needle into the second
Loop where it cr(5sses the first Loop, and pull it out there

and net it as the first Loop. Continue to work in this way
for the whole row. The only difficulty is the taking up
correctly of the second Loop in the right place inside the
first Loop, and not outside it. Fourth row—Plain Netting
into every Loop, using the large Mesh. Fifth row—work
like the third row with the small Mesh, liut miss the first
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Loop and draw the second through the third, so as to

diversify the crossing of the Loops. Sixth row—Plain

Netting, with the hirgo Mesh. Seventh row—repeat from

the third row.

Bound Netting. — A Loop, also called Fisherman's

Knot, and considered stronger than the one pr(.iduced by

the ordinary Plain Netting Loop. It is therefore used for

purses, mittens, and other articles subject to hai'd wear.

Round Netting has the appearance of a four-sided honey-

comb. To work : Commence Ijy making the Loop over

the Mesh, as in the ordinary Plain Netting, then draw

the needle w ell out, turn it, and pass its point from above

the work into the Loop of the Netting that is to be com-

pleted, di-aw this up to the Mesh, and finish the stitch as

in ordinary Plain Netting. As the manner of working

Round Netting causes the work to contract, place (ine-

fifth more Loops upon the Foundation Loop than

would be required for the same length when made in

the ordinary way.

Square Netting.—The Loop in Square Netting is the

same as that used in Plain Netting, but the work, having

to form an exact square, is commenced with only one

Loop upon the Foundation Loop, instead of the number

of Loops coiTesponding to the length, it is then Increased

until two sides of the square are formed, and then De-

creased to the one Loop to form the two remaining sides.

To work : Work one Loop into the Foundation Loop in

Plain Netting or Fisherman's Knot. Into this Loop

work two Loops in the next row. In the third row work

two Loops into the last Loop, and continue to Inceease

by always working two Loops into the last Loop of each

row until the length required for the square is foi'med.

The Loops of the row across the square will be the same

in number as those upon the outside edges. As soon as

the length of the square is thus fonned, commence to

Decrease by netting two Loops together at the end

of every row. The squares required as foundations ti.i

Guipure d'Aet are netted in this manner.

Star Netting.—This Loop can be made either as a finish

to, or centre of, a cm-tain. It presents, when finished,

the appearance shown in the small stars of Fig. 632.

circumference, and a steel Netting needle. Net in Plain

Netting the first three i-ows. Fourth row—Net the first

Loop in Plain Netting, the second in the same, but pass

the cotton twice round the Mesh, so as t(_) make a Loop

twice the length of the first (this long and short loop

Fig. 6.31. Star Neitikg.

and its manner of working is considerably enlarged

in Fig. 631, so that the complicated part of the Loop

may be frxlly understood. To work as a border :
LTse

Strutt's cotton No. 8, a round Mesh half an inch in

Fi(i. 63-. Stak Nettini;.

is shown in Fig. 631, in row marked 4l ; repeat the two

Loops alternately to the end of the row. Fifth row—pass

the cotton round the Mesh, and the needle over and under

the long Loop on the preceding row, and Net a Loop, pass

the cotton again over the Mesh, and the needle over and

under the same long stitch on the preceding row, and Net

into the short Loop ; repeat throughout the row (the

letters «, b. and c iu Fig. 631 show the Loops formed in

this row I, Sixth row—nqieat the fourth row. make the

63:3. Star Nettixi.

£.~^~-"J.

. '>33- Star Netting
(Detail A).

short Loop lietwecn the letters a and b in Fig. 631, and the

long between the letters b and c in the same illustration,

therefore commence the vow with a long Loop. Seventh

i.Q.n._as the fifth row. Eighth row—as the fourth.

Figs. 632, 633, and 634 are Uluatrations of the various

devices this Star Netting, when worked for curtains, can

be ornamented with. The cotton to use for these decora-

tions should be linen thread. No. 80. Fig. 632 shows a

large Darned Star carried across four of the open spaces

left in the Star Netting. It is worked thus :
Thread a

needle with the cotton and carry it backwards and for-

wards across one of the large sp;\ccs four times, always

ending in one of the small stars; repeat this filling up so

that the four arms of the Star are formed. Fig. 633,

Detail A, shows how one of these large spaces can be

A A A 2
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filled witli a thick stitcli, whicli resembles Point de Toile

in Guipure d'Art. To work : Loop the needle into the four

comers of the square, and continue these Loops, Daening

each thread in and out, as shown in Detail A, until the

open space is quite filled up.

Fig. 634. Star Netting. Fig. 63t. Star Nettixg
(Detail A).

Fig. %2,^ and Detail A sh^jw the same stitch worked so as

to form a Maltese cross in a lighter way than in Fig. 633.

To work ; Loop the thread all round the outside line of the

Maltese cross, so as tu mark it well out, then repeat the

outside line, working the second line over the first, and

Darning the two together, as shown in Fig. 631, Detail

A. All these various stitches can Ise woi-ked, if required,

upon the same curtain.

Straiijht Nettinij.—In this Netting there is neither

Increasing nor Decreasing ; the number of loops that are

required for the width of the work are Netted on to the

Foundation Loop, and are then worked until the length

required is obtained. To work : On the Foundation Loop,

see Fig. 635, Net in Plain Netting, or Fisherman's

Knot, the number of loops required, and continue to Net

Fig. fj3.5. Straight Netting.

these, simply turning the work over in the hand, so as to

work the next row from left to right without breaking off

the thread, or Increasing or Decreasing a loop. Straight

Netting, if required to be very even, should have two rows

worked on the Foundation Loop before the real piece is

commenced, as then every loop made will be of equal size,

which is not always the case when the work is immediately

begun from the Foundation Loop.

Netted ABTiCLEfs.—The patterns previously given

can be used to work the following articles, but as distinct

directions as to number of loops and length of work is

necessary, the manner of working is described in detail :—

Antimacassar.—'the prettiest kind of Netted Anti-

macassar is formed with netted rosettes of two different

sizes ; these rosettes are worked separately, and are then

sewn together. One of the large rosettes forms the centre

of the Antimacassar, and is surrounded by six rosettes of

the same size, six small rosettes are placed so as to fill up

the space outside these, and twelve large rosettes are sewn

above, the six large ones forming the first circle, twelve

small rosettes fill in the spaces between these last, and

the Antimacassar is finished with twenty-four large

rosettes forming the third circle. Thirty-one large rosettes

and twelve surall ones are required. Boar's-head cotton,

No. 12 ; two flat Meshes, | and Jj of an inch ; and a round

Mesh, No. 12, are required. The Netting is easier worked

attached to a Lead Cushion than to a Stirrup. To work

the large rosette : First row—upon a small Foundation

Loop net in Plain Netting, on No. 12 Mesh, seven Loops,

and join these together as a Circle. Second and Third

rounds—as the first round. Fourth round—use the smaller

flat Mesh, and net f(jur loops into each loop upon the third

round. Fifth and Sixth roimds—use No. 12 Mesh, and Net

a Loop in every Loop upon the last round. Seventh round

—use the largest Mesh, and net two Loops into every Loop

of the last round. Eighth and Ninth rounds—as the fifth

round. For the small rosette make a very small Founda-

tion Loop over a pencil, and net five Loops into it, using

No. 12 Mesh, join these as a Circle, and net two more

rounds upon them with the same Mesh. Fourth round

—

use the same Mesh, and net two Loops intti every Loop in

the Last round. Fifth round—net with the smaller flat

Mesh two Loops into every Loop upon the last round,

Sixth and Seventh round—use No. 12 Mesh, and net a

Loop into every Loop. The centre of all the rosettes,

after they are joined together.

Ornamental Wheel, such

Point Lace.

i}«(/.—Use Mesh No. l(i, and

net sixty Lo(.)ps on to the Foundation Loop, work the

desired length, and draw one end up and finish with a

tassel, and run a riblion thr(jugh the other end.

Bdij, Peiicij.—Use fine crimson silk, and Meshes

Nos. 15 and 11. Net in Plain Netting nine Loops upon

the Foundation Loop, and join up. First and Second

rounds—net with the small Mesh in Plain Netting. Third

round—with the small Mesh net two Loops into every

Loop. F<jurth round—small Mesh, a Loop into every

Loop. Fifth round—small Mesh, net two Loopis into the

first Loop and one into the second Loop, repeat to the

end of the round. Sixth round—small Mesh, a Loop into

every Loop. Seventh round—small Mesh, Increase in

this round liy working two Loops into one eight times

;

these Increases should not lie placed above the ones in the

fifth rotind, but should l)e worked in the Loops before

those. Eighth round—small Mesh, a Loop into every

Loop. Ninth round—like the Seventh round. Repeat

should be finished with an

as are woi-ked in Modern

larse netting silk, and
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eighth and ninth louml seven times. AYork forty-six

rounds m Plain ISTettmg with tlie small Mesh. Work a

round with the larg'? Jlesh. For the next round use the

small Mesh, net the second Loop before the tirst, and the

fourth before the third : repeat to the end of the round.

Work four rounds with the small Mesh in Plain Netting

and finish oft' with a Scalloped Edging. Run a ribbon

through the round worked with the large Mesh.

Cloud.—For a Cloud, single Berlin or Fleeej' wool

of two eoloars is required, and three flat Meshes an inch,

half an ineh, and a quarter of an inch in width. To com-

menee : Work 400 loops upon the Foundation Loop
with the half-inch Mesh. First and Second rows

—

Plain
Netting into every Loop with the half-inch Mesh and the

darkest wool. Third rc>w—use the lightest wool and the

largest Mesh, and net three Loops into every Loop upon

the last row. Fourth and Fifth rows—use the smaller

Mesh and the darkest wool, and net into every Loop upon

the last row. Sixth row—use the widest Mesh and the

lightest wool, and work a Loop into every Loop upon the

last row. Seventh row—use the half-inch Mesh and the

darkest wool, net three Locips of the last row together.

Eighth row—use the half-inch Mesh and the darkest

wool, and work a Loop into every loop upon the last row.

Ninth row—as the third row. Tenth and Eleventh i-ows

—as the fourth and fifth rows.

Ctiiialiis.—These are generally netted in Plain

Netting, and then onaamented with a pattern Darned
upon them ; but they can also lie worked in any of the

fancy Loops given under their own headings, and in that

case will not require any Darned Pattern. The number

of Loops that form the length of the Curtain will have

to be put upon the Foundation Loop to start with ;

these, if netted with a No. 9 Mesh, will measure four

Loops to an inch, which will be a guide to the number

required. In Netting such large articles as Curtains,

the worker from time to time will have to tie up the

work out of her way, so as to allow of room to move

her hands when making the Knots. To do this without

interfeiing with the shape of the Loops, run a tape into

a row of the Netting, taking up e^'ery Loop, and being

very careful to keep in the one row. Tie this tape to

the foot as a Stirrup, and work imtil the length has

again to be altered.

Edgiiiij.—
(
1 1. The edging shown in Fig. 63 i is worked

with two Meshes, one a large flat Mesh, and the other a

Fig. Go3. Netting—Edging.

round Mesh; the flat Mesh should be an inch in width,

the round an inch in circumference. Two sizes of cotton

are also used, one a coarse knitting cotton, and the other

a fine crochet cotton. The edging is w. irked in Plain

Netting, and the pattern can lie repeated to anj- length,

and therefore used for the centre

blinds, as well as for Edgings. T.

in Plain Netting, with the fine

Mesh the length required for the

net in Plain Netting, with the

coarse cotton, into every Lijop in

and fourth rows —as the first row

the Edging be increased repeat fnim the first row.

1 2. ) This border is worked with a round Mesh of a

medium size, and with two dift'erent sizes of cotton, one

coarse and one fine, Walter and Evans' knitting cotton,

Nos. 12 and 30. being the required thicknesses. To

work as shown in Fig. H37 : First row—wcirk in Plain
Netting, and with the tine cotton, the length required

for the border. Sec(jud and third rows—as the first ron'.

of curtains or window

work : First row—net

cotton and the round

work. Second row—
Large Mesli and the

the last row. Third

Should the wi.lth of

Fourth row—take the coarse cotton, and work the first

Loop in Plain Netting ; for the nest Loop work it in Plain

Netting, but pass the thread twice round the Netting

needle ; repeat these two loops to the end of the row.

Fifth row—knot the fine cotton into the first Loop on the

last row (a small loopt, and work two Loops in Plain

Netting into the long Loop in the last row, then one Loop

into the small Loop on the last row, and two into the next

large Loop, Continue to the end (jf the row.

Fig. NkTTI.N'It— EliGING

(3.1 The edging shown in Fig. 03S is an extremelj'

light and pretty finish to curtains, or other articles that re-

quire borders. It is worked with a flat Mesh an inch and a
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quarter iu width, uud a romid Mesh an ineh iu eii'cum-

ferenee and with Strutt's knitting cotton, No. 12. To work:

Make a Foundation with single cotton the length required

for the edging. First row—fill the Netting Needle with

doubled cotton, and take the tiat Mesh and Net in Plain
Netting into every Loop of the foundation. Second row

—fill the Netting Needle witli single cotton, and use the

round Mesh ; Net the first two Loops together, and con-

tinue to Net two Loops t(.)gether to the end of the row.

Third row—use tlie round Mesh and the single cotton, and

Net m Plain Netting into every Loop. Fourth njw—take

the tiat Mesh and the doubled cotton, and Net tw(.> Liiops

into every Loop of the preceding row. Fifth r<jw—use

the I'ound Mesh and the single ceittou, and Net every Loopi

of the last row separately.

(4.) The edging given iu Fig. 63!.) is iiscd for cur-

tains and other articles that require liorders; but as it is a

pattern that cau ];ie i-epeated indefinitely, it can alscj be

Fig. G:iy. Netti2,'g—Kuuing.

used to make curtains centres, and other Netting patterns.

The edging should Ije worked with Strutt's knitting cotton,

No. 12, and with two Meshes of unequal size, a flat Mesh
an inch in width, and around Mesh half an inch in circum-

ference. To work : Net the Foundation in single cotton,

and with tlie round Mesh, and make Loops

enough to fomi the length requii'ed for the

edging. First row — take the flat Mesh
and fill the needle with douliled cotton,

work in Plain Netting, and make three'

Loops int(j the first Loop on the Fciunda-

tion row ; then miss the second and the

third Loop, and Net three Loops into the

fourth ; repeat to the end of the r(jw,

missing two Loops, and making three

Loops into every third Lnop. Second

i-()w—take the roimd Mesh, and a needle

filled with single cotton, Net in Plain

Netting every L(jop upon the preceding

row. Third and fourth rows— repeat the second row
Fifth row—commence again at the first row.

(.5) Scallo-peA.—A scalloped edging is a better

border to a shawl or curtain than one made of Vandykes,

as the half circles composing the scallops keep their stiff-

ness and shape better than the points of the Vandykes.

Scallops are all formed in Plain Netting, and can be

made either of silk, cotton, or wool, and with any size

Mesh or number of Loops to a scallop ; the usual number

of Loops to each scallop being eight, twelve, or sixteen.

The varieties in the scallops are formed by the size of the

Meshes used (all requiring two Meshes, and some three)i

and the number of rows worked. To work for a medium
sized scallop : Use the same cotton as the centre of the

curtain or shawl is woi'ked in, and three flat Meshes of

dift'erent sizes, the middle size being the same as used in

the centre part of the article. First row—with the largest

Mesh woi'k twelve or sixteen Loops into the first Loop

of the edge, then miss eight or twelve Loops on the

border, and work twelve or sixteen Loops into the ninth

or thirteenth Loop. Continue to the end of the row,

missing a fixed number of Loops between each worked

Loop. Second and thii'd rows—work into every Loop,

using the medium sized Mesh. Fourth and fifth rows

—

work into e\ cry Loop, using the smallest sized Mesh.

This scallop can be enlarged by a greater number of

rows worked upon the two last used Meshes, or made
smaller by one row being worked only upon each Mesh.

(6) Vandylve. — A pointed edging, as shown in

Fig. 640, is particularly useful for making ornamental
borders to d'oyleys, chairbacks, and toilet cloths. After the

plain Vandyke edging has been netted, a pattern should be

Darned upon it in Dabneu Netting. To work as shown
in Fig. 640

:
Make one loop upon the Foundation Loop,

Net in Plain Netting two Loops into this first loop and
Increase one Loop in each row until there are five Loops
in a row. Then Increase at the end of every alternate row
until there are nine Loops in the row, taking particular

care that the Increase is always made upon the same side

of the work. In the next row leave imworked four Loops
on the side which has not been Increased, and thus form
the Vandyke, work the other five (the dotted line in the
illustration shows this row), continue the work and In-

crease in every alternate row until there are nine Loops
again, and then miss the four upon the Vandyked edge as
before.

U-.

Fig. CIO. Netting—Vandyke Edgi

Ficlin.—This can be worked either in bright coloured
silks or fine wools, and with a flat Mesh half an inch in
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widtli. Tlie Loop used is Plain Netting, but this can

be varied and rendered more ornamental if worked as ex-

plained in Fly Netting. To work : Commence with one

loop upon the Foundation Loop, and Increase every

row by working two Loops into the last Loop. Continue

to do this until the widest part of the Netting is as long as

the widest part of the Fiehu, and then commence to work

a border. For this, two different sized Meshes are re-

quired, one round, iin. in diameter, and one flat, rUn. wide.

Net the first and second row i-ound the sides of the Fichu,

but not across the widest part, in Plain Netting. Third

row—take a dift'erent coloured wool or silk to that used in

the Fichu, and the large Mesh ; double the wool or silk,

and net it into every Loop of the second row. Fourth and
fifth rows, like the first row. Sixth row—use the large Mesh
and the doubled wool, and Net two Loops into every alter-

nate Loop upon the last row. Seventh and eighth row,

like the first row. Ninth row, like the sixth, but work

the first double Loop into the second Loop, and not into

the first on the row. Tenth and eleventh rows—as the

first row. Twelfth row— carry this row all roimd the

Fichu ; use the large fiat mesh and the coloured wool,

but single, not double. Net eight Loops into the first

Loop on the row, miss two Loops, Net eight Loops into

the next Loop, miss two Loops, and repeat to the end of the

row. Thirteenth and fourteenth I'ows—Plain Netting mt(5

every Loop with the wool or silk used in the body of Fichu.

Fifteenth row—use the round Mesh and the coloured wool,

but single, not double. Put the wool twice round the

Mesh, miss a loop, net six Loops into the corresiDonding

six on the row, put the wool again twice round the Mesh,

miss a Loop and Net six Loops as before into the corre-

sponding Loops upon the row. Sixteenth row—work as

in the fifteenth row, but Net the four centre Loops of that

and miss the outside ones, and pass the wool three times

round the Mesh. Seventeenth row, as the fifteenth row,

but Net the two centre Loops and miss the outside (jnes,

and pass the wool four times round the Mesh.

Fringe \1).—This fringe is all worked in Plain Net-

ting, and can be worked with single Berlin wool and flat

Meshes an inch and haK an inch in width, or with crochet

cotton of a medium size, and flat Meshes half an inch and
a quarter of an inch in width. First, second, and third

rows

—

Plain Netting with the small Mesh into every

Loop on the edge of the article. Fourth row—use the large

Mesh and work four Loops into the first Loop of the last

row, miss two Loops on the last row, and work four Loops

into the fourth Loop ; repeat to the end, working four

Loops into every third Loop, and miss the ones between.

Fifth row—use the small Mesh, and Net into eveiy Loop.

Sixth row—use the large Mesh, and work four Loops into

the second Loop on the last row, and miss the next two

Loops, repeat to the end, work four Loops into every third

Loop on the last row. Seventh row—as the fifth. Eighth

row—as the sixth.

(2). Work with two Meshes, one half the size of the

other, and use the same cotton that the body of the article

has been netted with. Fii-st row—Net in Plain Netting
with the small Mesh into every loop at the edge. Second,

third, and fourth rows— Plain Netting, with the small

Mesh. Fifth row—Plain N..'tting, with the large Mesh
Sixth row—draw the first Loop through thi; second. Net
the second Loop, first using the su}all Mesh, and then Net
the first ; draw the third Loop through the fourth, and Net
the fourth and then tlie third, repeat to the end of the row.

Seventh row—use th.> small Mesh, and Net in Plain Net-
ting. Eighth row—cut a number of four-inch lengths of

cotton, double them, and knot three into every Loop.

Hair Nf'tK.—Net with fine Netting silk and a small

round Mesh, work in Plain Netting, and place upon the

Foundation Loop twelve Loops, and Net iu Plain Net-

ting backwards and forwards for twelve rows, so as to

form a perfect square. Fasten off and pass a Loop
through the middle of the square so that all the edge

Loops can be easily worked into, and Net all round the

square. Increase at every corner liy woi-king two Loops
into the corner Loop. Work round and round. Increasing

in the corner Loops in every second round until the size

required for thi.' Hair Net is obtained; then woi'k a round

with a quarter-inch Mesh, and into this pass a piece of

elastic with which to draw the net together. A circular

hair net is netted after the instructions given in Circle.

HairimocliS.—These shovild be very strong, and should,

therefore, lie made with mattrass twine, and with a round

Mesh three inches in circumference, and a long thin wooden

needle, made for Netting up twine, and with notched, and

not scalloped, ends. Work with a Fisherman's Knot
upon the Foundation Loop, Net thirty Loops and then

work sixty rows. Run a stout cord through the Foundation

row antl through the last row, and attach hooks to these to

suspend the Hammock with, and draw the edges of each

side slightly togethei', by running a coloured cord up them,

and fasten them with that to the top and bottom of

the Hammock. Slip a notched bar. 27 inches long and

an inch in width, across the upper and lower ends of

the Hammock when it is in use. A more ornamental

Hammock can be formed by working with a double thread

in Fly Netting. To do this : Make one thread of twine

and the other of a bright coloured coarse worsted, and

when the Netting is finished cut the worsted thread, and

flufi: it up into a ball roimd the Knot.

Lawn Tennis Ball Bag.—This is useful for carrying

balls about in, and for keeping them tcjgether when not in

use. To make : Take some fine twine and a three-quarter

inch flat Mesh, and make a small Foundation Loop,

into which work six loops in Plain Netting ; unite them

together as in the directions for a Circle, and continue

to Increase as there directed for eight to twelve romids,

according to the size required for the liag; then woi'k round

after round without any Increase until a liag a foot and a

half in length is obtained, cut away the spare twine, and

run a p)iece of strong tape through the top round of the

meshes, with which to draw the mouth of the bag together.

Lawn Tennis Net.—The nets for this game are made

of various dimensions, but all on the same plan, the

alteration being in the width and length, which is done

by Increasing the number of loops on a row to augment

the width, and working a greater number of straight

rows to add to the length. Nets are mostly made 24 feet

in width, and 8 or 9 yards in length, and with a 2in.
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Loop. To make ; Procure good mattress twine, a flat Mesli

of an inch in width, and a wooden needle. Commence

with one loop on the Totindation Loop, and work as

directed in Oblong Netting, but as the loop made should

be square, and not diamond shaped, make the Loops with

Tishebman's Knots, and not in Plain Netting. In-

crease in each mw until thirty-two Loops (for a 3 feet

net) are in a row, and then Increase upon one end of the

row, and Decrease upon the other to form the straight

piece of the net. Measure the length fr..m time to time,

and wdien 8 or 9 yards can be measured from the first Loop

to the last Increase, commence to Decrease in every n)W

without auy Increase until only one Loop remains. Soak

the net when finished in Indiarubber solution, or in

boiled linseed oil, to render it waterproof.

Mittens.—Work with Meshes No. 3 and No. 6, and fine

black or coloured netting silk. Six to seven skeins of this

are required, according to the length of the Mitten. The

size given is for a mitten 12 inches long. Commence by

putting upon the Foundation Loop forty-eight Loops,

and work with No. 6 Mesh eight rows, cither in Plain

Netting or in Cross Netting ; then with the smaller

Mesh net twelve rows in Plain Netting. Continue this

Plain Netting with the same mesh for forty-eight rows,

or make the same number of rows with two coloured

silks in Ply Netting, cutting one of the silks when

the Mitten is finished and fluffing it as a ball round the

knots. Work six rows in Plain Netting with the large

Mesh, which completes the part of the Mitten up the arm.

Unite the ends of the netting, and Net y/M\ small Mesh

one round. Increase on the twelfth Loop and on the

foui-teenth, but not upon the other Loops (the Increase

on these Loops are for the thumb). Net sixteen rounds,

Increasing two Loops to form the thumb in the two Loops

already mentioned every other round ; finish off the thum):]

by Netting upon the Loops that have been formed by the

Increasing seven to nine rows, according to the length

required, Decreasing two Loops in every row and working

the last few rows like Edging No. 636 upon a very fine

Mesh. Continue to Net the hand of the Mitten for sixteen

plain rows with the small Mesh, and then finish with a

Scalloped Eoc^iiNCi. Ornament the back part of the

hand with tufts of silk matching the silk used in the

Fly Netting upon the arm of Mitten.

Nettert or Darned Insertioiiti.—These insertions look

very well as stripes between coloured satin for anti-

macassars or sofa covers. Pig. 641 is worked with

Evans's crochet cotton, No. 40, and a flat Mesh three-

quarters of an inch in width. To work : Net six rows of

Plain Netting of the lengtli required for the anti-

macassar and starch the Netting slightly. Crochet the

edges of the Netting as follows : One Double Crochet
into the first Loop, one Chain, one Double Crochet into

thi; next Loop, continue to the end, and work both edges in

this manner. Then Tack the Netting on to stiff paper and

Crochet along each side of each row of Knots, except the

middle row, with one Double Crochet into the first Loop,

one Chain and ou(.' Double Crochet into the next. Then

Darn with fine knitting cotton the pattern shown in

Fig. 641 upi.in the meshes. Darn in and out five threads

for the outside piece of the pattern, knot two threads

together for the next piece, knot four threads together for

the next piece, and for the middle, knot the two centre

Fig. 641. Netted .vxd Dae>-ed Isseetiox,

threads of four threads together, and then Darn them;

draw the ends together in the Darning and expand the

middle so as to form the cone shape in the pattern.

To work Fig. 642 : This insertion differs but little from

the one above, but is not so wide nor so much Darned.

Use a half-inch Mesh and Walter and Evans's crochet

cotton, No. 40, and Net five rows of Plain Netting the

Fig. 6-i2. Netted and Darned Insebtion.

length required. Crochet the edges of the insertion and

in rows upon each side of every row of knots in the same

way as described above. For the darned part of this

pattern Darn together six threads of the Foundation, and

draw these close so as to have a clear space between

the thick lines so formed. To Darn these six threads

together Danr over and under two threads at a time.

Purses. — Long netted purses for genclenien's and

ladies' use, are either made all of one colour of Netting
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silk, or with coutrasting shades. The purses are generally

netted in Plain Netting, but single aud treble Diamond

Netting or Cross Netting ean be used upon them if

wished.

To net a Geiith'iihdi't: Piii-.^c 1() iuehes in length:

Use Mesh No. 13, and li\"e skeins of eoarse Netting Silk.

Work eighty Loops into the Foi'NDATIon Loop, and net

rows of Plain Netting until the 10 inches required are

made. The same purse, if made with tine Netting Silk,

will require one hundred Loops to comnienee with. Sew

up the sides of the purse, lea\"ing a spiaee for the opening

;

BuTTONHe^LE r<nmd this opening with the Netting Silk,

then Tack it up, and pilaee the purse upLUr a piece of wolkI,

of a barrel shape, so as to stretch it, damp the Netting, and

leave it on the wood mitil di'_y, when take it otf, untaek the

opening, sew up the ends, aud add the tassels and the

rings. If a piece of wood of the piC)per size and shape is

not procurable, damp and stretch the Netting, and then

pass a warm iron over it.

To net a Lady\- Lomj Piivic. 9 inches in length : Use

Mesh No. 10. and tive skeins of tiue Netting Silk of two

different shades. Put ninety Loops upon the Founda-
tion Loop, aud Net in Plain Netting, with the twi.

colom's, seven rows of the colour of which there are three

skeins, and tive rows cf the colour of which there are

two skeins. Repeat until the length required is obtained.

Finish the purse in the same manner as described in

the Gentleman's Purse.

To net aPiir^e irith Biods: Use Mesh No. 3. aud

four to five skeins of fine Netting Silk, aud the snjallest

beads procurable. Put ninety Loops upon the Founda-
tion Loop, and close them up so as to have no seam.

Work three rounds in Plain Netting without any beads ;

in the foui-th round pmt a bead into e\'ery third Loop ; in

the fifth roimd. a bead upon the loopi upon each side ni

the bead m the last round ; and work the sixth round like

the first roimd. Repeat these three rounds for three and

a half iuehes, then make the opening of the purse, by

Working as rows, and not as rounds, for two inches, aud

continue to put the beads in as before ; then return to the

rounds, and work thi'ee and a half inches as before, aud

end with three plain unbeaded rows. Elaborate patterns

for beading purses can be made by using the small
j

diaper and sprig jjattorns that are printed fc^r Berlin wool

designs.

Stove OriKDitenf.^.— These netted ornaments are ex-
,

tremely light and piretty. and as they wash will remain

good for many j-ears. The centre part is Netted with

medium sized crochet cotton, the border with Strutt's

Knitting Cotton, No. 12, and the Meshes used are flat,

and half an inch and a quai-ter of an inch in width. To

work : Commence the work at the side, and Net in Plain
STetting seventy-four Loops upon the Foundation
Loop. First row— work a row of Plain Netting with

the small Mesh. Second and folhjwiug ten rows—Plain

Netting with the small Mesh. Thirteenth row—in Plain

Netting with the large Mesh. Fourteenth row—Net in

Plain Netting with the same Mesh, bat net the second

Loop before the first, the fourth before the third.

Fifteenth row—repeat the fourteenth row, but Net with

the small Mesh. Sixteenth to the twenty-seventh row
—wiii'k with the small Mesh in Plain Netting. Twenty-

eighth row—repeat from the thirteenth ro«-. Repeat the

pattern twelve times, aud at the end w.irk twelve plain

rows with the small Mesh, and then one plain row with

the large Mesh. Commence the border on the Foundation

side, and work roimd three sides of the Sto\"e Ornament
as follows : First row—use the small Mesh and the knit-

ting cotton, work a plain Loop into the first six Loops,

five Long Loops into the seventh Loop, five Long Loopis

into the eighth Loop, and repeat from the couimencement.

Second and third row—use the small Mesh, and Net into

every Loop, Fourth row—use the large Mesh, and Net a

Loop into every Loop, but Net the second Loop before

the first, and the fourth before the third. Fifth row—
use the small Mesh, Net twelve Loops int" the corre-

sponding twelve Loops on the last row. three Long Loops

into the thirteenth Loop, three Long Loops into the

fourteenth, and three Long Loops into the fifteenth Loop,

and repjeat from the commencement. Sixth and seventh

row—use the small Mesh, aud Net into every Loop.

Eighth row—Net into every Loop with the large Mesh,

Ninth row—Net into every Loop with the small Mesh.

Having completed the border, starch and pull out tha

netting, run a tape through the side that has no border,

aud tie the Ornauieut with the tape to the register, fill

the grate with muslin threads, arrange the netting over

them, and finish by laying a few fern leaves upon the

netting.

Netting Needles.—These Needles are emploj'ed in

conjunction with Meshes, and vary in length, accord-

ing to the coarseness and width of the work on which

they are used. They are divided at each end, the two

points converging together, and the yarn or silk is wound

round through these forks, from one end to the other,

lengthwise, along the Needle. There is a small hok

through the latter, below the fork at one end, through

which the yarn or silk is threaded to secure it. Netting

Needles may be had in steel, wood, ivorj', and bone.

Network.—In olden days. Netting, when ornamented

with Darning, or when worked quite plainlj', was known aa

Filatoriuui aud Network, aud ranked as a Lace. The Net-

work produced Ijy the Egyptians was worked with silk or

gold threads, or with extremely fine tiax thread, aud

farther ornamented with beautiful patterns darned upon

i
it with many colours, and was far superior to the pro-

I

ductions of modern times. From the twelfth to the

sixteenth century. Network was largely worked in Europe,

and was used for ecclesiastical purposes.

New Lace Applique.—A modern work intended to

give the appearance of lace laid upon satin. To work :

Trace out a biold design of leaves aud flowers upon a gaily

coloured piece of satin. Lay some open meshed Brussels

Net upon this foundation and attach it to the design

by lines of Buttonholes. Work these lines round the

design, and use various coloured filoselles so as to diversify

the colouring. When the outline is finished, cut away

the Brussels Net where not secured, and finish the leaves

aud flowers by -norking veins and centres to them with

EBB
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bright silks. Connect tlie pattern together with stems

and tendrils worked with dark filoselles.

Nceuds.^A French term, signifying bows of ribbon, or

other materials, employed in Millinery and Dressmaking.

ITormandy Lace.—The laces made in Normandy are

of various descriptions. Of the narrow thread Pillow

Laoes, the Petit Poussin, Ave Maria, Point de Dieppe and

Havre, and Dentelle a la Vierge are well known, as well as

the imitation Brussels and Valenciennes ; liut besides

these, there are the silk blondes, both black and white,

which are manufactui'ed at Caen and Bayeux, and which

are similar to the silk blondes made at Chantilly and in

Spain.

Norman Embroidery. ~ This is a modern work
founded upon Crewel Work, and consists of working a con-

ventional design in the Crewel Stitch, and then covering

over certain parts of that stitch with open and fancy

Embroidery Stitches. To work ; Select a Crewel Work
design of a stiff and regular pattern, and trace this upon
Oatmeal Cloth or a coloured material. Fill in all the
design with Ceewel Stitch, and work with Crewel wools
and with shades that are appropriate. Select various light

shades of filoselle silk that harmonise with the colours

used in the Crewels, and cover over the latter with light

Baes made with the filoselles and with Wheels, Dots.
Heeeinqbone, Teellis, and other Embroidery Stitches.

Fill in the centres of the flowers with stamens and knots
made with the filoselle, and cross all the stems and sprays
supporting the foliage and flowers with Bars, also made
with filoselle.

Northampton Lace.—Many description; of Pillow
Lace are made in Northamptonshire, but none of them are

of English invention, they all being copies of Brussels,

FlO. 643. NOBTUAMPTON LiCE.

Lille, and Valenciennes Laces. They aj'e all good imita-

tions, but the two best are the one shown in Fig. 643, of

Lille Lace, with a ground that vies as to its clearness and
regularity with that of foreign manufacture, and the nar-

row Valenciennes Lace. Much (jf the lace made in North-

amptonshire is called Baby Lace, as it at one time was

made in the narrow widths that were used for children's

caps. Baby Lace is now obsolete, but the lace shown in

Fig. 643 is still manufactured, and is frequently called

English Lille, as it possesses the beauty of Lille Lace, and

imitates its clear ground and small running pattern.

Norwegian Yarn.-—This yam is made of the undyed

hair of the Scandinavian lamb, which is very soft, and is

especially suitable for the knitting of shawls and other

wraps. It is to be had in both white and grey—the

natm-al—colours, and is sold by the skein.

Norwich Crape.—A textile composed of a silk warp and

a worsted woof, generally of two different colours, or at least

of two shades of one colour. It somewhat resembles Bom-

bazine, but is not twilled, and may be had in all colours.

Noud.—A French term to signify knotted, employed by

dressmakers with reference to certain styles of trimming.

Nuns' Cloth.—This material is otherwise called Toille

de Nonne, and by Americans, Bunting. It is a woollen

dress material, superior to Grenadine in appearance and

dm-ability, yet light ; is plainly woven, and to be had of

every colour, as well as in white, but is chiefly worn in

black. It is made in various widths, from 30 inches to a

yard; and is, with Beige, Carmelite, and the comparatively

new dress material, produced especially for mourning wear,

called Dkap Sangliee, a variety of the same descrip-

tion of cloth which is known as " Bunting " ; but the

latter is of so loose and coarse a texture, that its use is

almost entirely restricted to the making of Flags. The

name originated in Somersetshire, where the word Bunting

was used for Sifting; and this worsted cloth, being of very

open make, was employed for the sieves for sifting meal.

There are few makes of woollen stuif which can de had in

more extensive varieties of quality ; the fine and delicately

tinted light and white kinds being suitable for evening

dresses, ; the dark, thick, and rough sorts equally satis-

factory for ordinary wear, and being durable, and not

liable to creasing, are especially suited for travelling

costumes. The Monks of Mount Cai'mel, being dressed in

habits made of undyed wool, and woven after the manner
of Nuns' cloth. Beige, &e., originated the name of Car-

melite, in France, for the stuff so called.

Nuns' Work.—Crochet, Knitting, Netting, Cut Work,
Drawn Work, Pillow and Hand made Laces, Satin Em-
broidery, and Church Embroidery were at one time all

known by this name. From the eleventh to the fifteenth

century the best needlework of every kind was produced
by the Nuns, who imparted their knowledge to the high
born ladies who were educated in their convents, and from
this circumstance each variety, besides being distinguished

by a particular name, was classed imder the general one
of Nuns' Work.

Nutria, or Coypou Tur (Myopotamus Coypus).—An
animal of the genus rodent, somewhat resembling both
the Musquash and the Beaver ; is smaller than the latter,

and larger than the former, and inhabits the banks of

rivers in Buenos Ayres and Chili, being a kind of water
rat. Nutria skins are dressed and dyed as a substitute

for sealskin, and also in the manufacture of hats as a

substitute for beaver.
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Oatmeal Cloths.—Under tins descriptive name there

are Textiles of Cotton, Linen, and Wool, deriving their

designation from having a corrugated face, woven to

represent Bannock Cakes. These cloths are thick, soft.

and pliant, may be had in all colours, and are 54 inches in

n-idth. There are also Fancy Oatmeal Cotton Cloths,

woven in diamond designs and stripes, but uncoloured

;

and measure only IS inches wide. Some amongst these

varieties are employed as a foundation for Embroidery in

Crewels and Silks ; a thin quality being used for dress.

and a thicker one for upholstery.

Octagon Loop.—A name applied to the loop made in

Pillow Lace in BErssELS GEorxD.

(Eillet.—The French term for an Ej'elet-hole.

Oiled Leather.—This description of Leather is some-

times called Washed Leather, being only an imitation of

Chamois Leather. It is dressed with fish oil, and when
partially dried, is washed in a strong alkali, to render

it very soft and pliable. It is employed as a lining,

particularly for waistcoats and women's petticoats, per-

forated with small round holes, to obviate its air-tight

character. It is also used for riding breeches and trousers,

and for gloves.

Oiled Silk.—Silk so prepared by saturation in oil as to

be made waterproof. It is used for linings, and likewise

for medical and surgical covering of bandages, and com-

presses. It is semi-transparent, and may be had in green

and in gold colour.

Oiled Tracing Paper. — This substance is used in

Embroidery, and many kinds of variegated needlework,

for the purpose of obtaining a correct outline of the design

to be worked, without the trouble of drawing the same.

Old Lace.—A term indifierently used either for Pillow

or Needlepoint Laces that have been worked before the

introduction of machine made net grounds to Laces,

Ombre.—The French term for shaded. Braid Ombre
is so called because it is shaded with gi'aduated tints., from

light to dark, of one colour.

Onlaid Applique.—See Applique.

Open Braid,—One of the stitches used in Pillow Lace

making, and described under Beaid Woek,

Open Crochet Stitch.—See Crochet.

Open Cross Bar.—The Bars that connect the various

parts of Modem Point and Point Lace together are called

Open Cross Bars when they cross each other so as to form
that figui-e. To make : Throw two strands of thread from
one edge of lace to the opposite piece, and cover the lines

thus made with close Buttonhole until the centre of it

is reached. Throw from this place a thread so as to cross

the first at right angles, and cover this with Buttonholes

to the centre of the first line ; throw a thread from there

so as to be exactly opposite the last one, cover that with

Buttonholes to the centre of the first line, and then finish

by covering the unworked part of the first line with

Buttonholes,

Open Cross Braid.—One of the stitches used in Pillow
Lace making, autl descrilicd under Braid Work,

Open Cross Stitch.— ,SVf Crochet, pag..' 123.

Open Diamonds Stitch. — This is a general term
applied to .stitches used as Fillings in Modern Point and
Point Lace, that are worked with close rows of Buttonhole,
except where an open space is left which takes the shape
of a dice or diamond. Cadiz, Escalier, and Point d'Espagne
are all varieties of Open Diamonds, as are the patterns'' of
Fillings shown iu Figs. -102 and 403 (see p. 20fi). To work

Fig. 044. Open Di.^.mond^.

in the Open Diamond shown in Fig. 646 : Commence with
twenty-one close Buttonholes worked across the space to

be filled, and work thi'ee plain rows. Fourth row—work 9

Buttonhole, miss the space of three, work 9, miss 3, work
9, miss 3, work 1-5. Fifth row— work 18 Buttonhole, miss
3, work 3, miss 3. work 1.5, miss 3, w-ork 3, miss 3, work 12,

Sixth row—work 15 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 9, miss 3

work 9, miss 3, work 9, miss 3, work 9. Seventh row—work
12 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 15, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work
24. Eighth row—work 9 Buttonhole, miss 3, repeat three

times, and then work 15. Xinth row—work 18 Button-
hole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 15, miss 3, work 3, miss

3, work 12. Tenth row—work 15 Buttonhole *, miss 3,

work 9, repeat from * three times. Eleventh row—work
12 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 15, miss 3, work 3, miss 3>

work 24. Twelfth row—work 9 Buttonhole *, miss 3, work
9, repeat from * twice, miss 3, work 15. Thirteenth

row—work 12 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 15, miss 3, work 3,

miss 3, work 24. Fourteenth row—work 15 Buttonhole *,

miss 3, work 9, repeat from * three times. Fifteenth

row—work 13 Buttonhole, miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 15,

miss 3, work 3, miss 3, work 12. Repeat from the fourth

row until the space is filled in.

Open Dice Stitch, — Similar to Open Diamond
Stitch.

Open Dots,—These are holes made in Pillow Lace, in

oj'der to lighten any part of the design that might look

too thick and close. T>i work : Continue to work in Cloth
Stitch until the centre of the lace is reached, there make
a Turning Stitch, and return to the same edge ; take up

the Bobbins upon the other side, work to the opposite edge

and back again to the hole., the last stitch being a Turning
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Btitch ; now return to the first worked Bobbins, and worl^

right across the lace with them, and continue to work in

Cloth Stitch with the whole number of the Bobbins until

the place is reached where another open Dot has to be

made.

Open English Lace.—A stitch used in Point Lace

and Modern Point Lace, similar to Point d'Angleteree.

Open Fibre.^These are used in Honiton lace making

to form open centres to various parts of the pattern, and

are illustrated in the open work in the centre leaves of

Fig. 645. To work the leaves shown in centre spray : Com-

mence at the lowest leaf, hang on five pairs of Bobbins
at the top of the main fibre, and work Stem down it ; at

the bottom of the leaf hang on another pair of Bobbins,

Work the other small leaves in the same way and with

the same number of Bobbins, but hang on seven pairs

of Bobbins for the large leaf. To finish the spray : Work
the flower in Stem Stitch for the outside petals, and

in Raised Work for the inside. Work the Shamrock

edge in Cloth and Half Stitch, the rosettes in Stem

Stitch with Cucumber Plaitings, and the band with

Open Braid and Cross Plaitings. For the ground,

rule some blue pajoer in squares and stitch the various

pieces of lace on to this with their right side downwards,

then pin the paper on the Pillow and work along the lines.

Hang on four pair of Bobbins and work over these lines

in Stem Stitch and with a Pearl Edge and work in

squares. Make all the lines one way first, and at the cross

Fi«. i>i,5, OPEN FIBEB IN HON I TO X LACE

and work the band round the leaf in Cloth Stitch, joining
the middle fibre to this at the top. Carry the band in

Cloth Stitch round one of the adjoining leaves, cut off a
pair of Bobbins when the bottom of that leaf is reached,
work the fibre stem upon it, join to the band and cut off

the Bobbins. Work the open inside of the leaf thus ; Sew
a pair of Bobbins to the band near the top of the leaf,

twist the threads, slant them downwards and sew to the
middle, slant upwards again with the twisted threads and
sew to the opposite side and to the band there, and repeat
this twisting and sewing to the opposite sides and to

the middle until the right number of fibres are obtained.

lines make a Sewing, thus : Drop the loop underneath the
line to be sewn to, and pass the other through it. When
in the process of making the ground the lace is reached,
plait Beginners' Stem with the Bobbins, after sewing
to the lace, down to the next line, in preference to cuttino'

off the Bobbins and re-tying them.

Open Knotting.— See Macrame.
Open Lace.—A name sometimes applied to Netting

when ornamented with a Darned Pattern. See Darning
on Netting.

Open Ladder Stitch.—See Ladder Stitch in Em-
broidery Stitches.
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Open Stitches, Tricot.—See Crochet, page 123.

Open Work.—A term employed in Emhroidery, Luce-

making, and Fancy "Work of all kinds, such as Knitting,

Netting. Tatting. Cut "Work. Crochet, ic. It simply

means that the work is made with interstices between the

several portions of close work, or of cut or open material.

Much of the Irish White Muslin Emliroidery and Madeira

Work is called Open Work, and is fully described under

Beodeeie AnCtLAIse. Ikish Wokk. and Madeira

WOEK.

Open Work Stitches.—These are all Embroidery

Stitches, and will be found under that heading.

Opossum Fur.—The Opossum is of the genus Dijdel-

phiis. and is a marsupial quadruped, of which there are

several species. One of these abounds in the United

States, another in Texas, and others in California, South

America, and in Australia. The skins measure S inches

by 16 inches; some being of a reddish-brown colour on

the back, and of a buff colour on the stomach ; some grey,

but called "blue Opossum." the hair being rather short,

thick, and soft. That of Australia is of this description,

but of a particularly rich and warm shade of the red-

brown and buff. There is also a long haired species of

America, the skins of which look handsome when made

into capes, tippets, muffs, and trimmings. It is more

glossy than the other varieties, although dj-ed black; but

it is not so soft to the touch. The skins of all the

varieties of the Opossum are employed for articles of

dress, and for sofa and carriage rug.s.

Opus Anglicum, or Opus Anglicanuni.—A name
given to English needle work that was prriduced in the

time of the Anglo-Saxons, and that is celebrated for its

extreme beauty and delicacy of execution, and also for

the introduction of a peculiar stitch said to be invented

by the workers. This stitch resembles Chain Stitch.

but is Split Stitch, and was then and is now used to

work the faces and hands of figures in Chuech Em-
BEOIDEEY, and in the best kind of Embroidery.

Opus Araueum. — One of the ancient names for

Spideewoek or Daexed Netting.

Opus Consutum.—The ancient name for Applique.
Opus Filatorium.—The ancient name for Xeiting

and Daened Xetting.

Opus Fectineum.—This was a fabric woven in a hand-

loom so as to imitate Embroidery ; it was manufactured

with the help of an instrument that resembled a comb,

and from this received its name.

Opus Flumarium.—The old designation for Feather
Stitch and for Embroidery, chiefly executed in that

stitch, and upon thick, and not open foundations.

Opus Pulvinarium. — The ancient name for Em-
broidery worked upon open canvas materials with silks

and worsted and with Ceoss and Tent Stitch. This

kind of Embroidery was also called Cushion style, from

its being used for kneeling mats and cushions. Our

modem Berlin Work answers to the old Opus Pulvi-

naiium.

Opus Saracenicum.—The ancient name for Tapestry.

Opus Seissum.—One of the names given in the olden

times to Cutwoek. or lace of that description.

Opus Tiratum.— ,SVc Dravtn Work.

Organzine.—This is applied to the .silk of which the

warp of the best silk textiles is made, which has been

cleaned, spun, doubled, thrown, and considerably twisted,

so as to resemble the strand of a rope. It is com-

posed of from two to four strands of raw silk, each

thread being separately twisted in a mill; and then two

twisted together in an opposite direction to that of each

separate strand, which is accomplished by reversing the

motion of the machinery, thus forming a thread like a

rope. When finished. Organzine is wound on reels, instead

of Bobbins, from which it is made into skeins, and sorted

for sale. In former times we imported this article from

Italy, and the Italians kept the art of '' throwing .silk " a

profound secret ; hut Mr. John Lomlje lof the firm of

Thomas and Lombel privately took a plan of one of their

compilicated machines, at the risk of his life ; and. being a

wonderfully ingenious mechanic, he mastered all diffi-

culties, and so procarel th'^ desired model in the King of

Sardinia's dominions ; which, on his return home, resulted

in the establishment of a similar set of mills in D'?rby ; and
" throwing " was commenced in England in the year

1719. Since then, great improvements have been made in

the Mills, nn the cotton " throstle'' plan, driven by steam

engines ; hut the old original hand-turned small machines

continue to be employed on the Continent. Thus we

scarcely import any Organzine. but supply ourselves.

The name Ch-ganzine is French. It is also known as

Theown Silk.

Oriental Embroidery.—Imder this title is classed all

the various kinds of Embroidery produced in the East,

and which are described under their own headings. The

embroideries that are the most famous are Chinese,

Indian. .Japanese. Pei'sian. and Turkish. Oriental em-

broideries are all celebrated for the amount of labour

bestowed on their execution, the costliness of the materials

used about them, and the vigour and boldness of con-

ception and colouring displayed in their design. The

East has always been looked upon as the cradle of fine

needlework, and the Phrygians and Babylonians as the

fovmders of the art ; and for many centuries, during

which nothing of any impoi-tance in Embroidery was

produced in Europe, Africa and Asia continued to manu-

facture most beautiful articles ; but since the introduction

in the East of the bright-hned dyes of Europe, and the

o-reater demand for the work, that which has been pro-

duced has not displayed either the same good taste or

minuteness of execution that distinguishes the needle-

work of former days.

Orleans Cloth.—This cloth is composed of a mixture

of wool and cotton, and designed for a dress material. It

is plain-made; the warp being of thin cotton, and the weft

of worsted, which are alternately brought to the surface

in the weaving. There are some varieties which are made

with a silk warp ; others are figured, and they may be had

both with single and double warps. They are durable in

wear, are dyed in all colours, as well as in black, and
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measure a yard in width. The name is derived from the

town in France where it was first made. The only differ-

ence between this cloth and a Coburg is, that the latter is

twilled. The chief seats of their manufacture are at

Bradford and Keighloy. having been introduced there in

the year 1837.

Ornamental Knot.—See Knots and Macrame.

Orphrey.—The broad band, or clavi, that adorns the

priests' alb, and that was also used in olden days to border

the robes of knights. These were always made of the very

fine.st needlework, and the name given to them is con-

sidered to be derived from Auriijhrygium and Phrygium,

by which Embroidery worked with gold and silver thread

and wire was called by the Romans from the fact of the

Phrygians being celebrated makers of this kind of needle-

work, and most of it being imported from Phrygia

Authorities, however, differ as to the origin of the word,

and some consider that it is derived from a gold fringe.

The word Orphrey in some early chronicles is ftiund as

distinguishing this band of needlework when entirely

worked with gold and silver threads, and the word Orfrey

when silk threads only were used ; but in all later works

Orphrey stands for both descriptions of work when placed

m the particular position indicated. The bands placed

vertically on an altar cloth, reredos, ecclesiastical vest-

ment, or hangings are all called Orphreys. They may
be of gold lace, or cloth of gold, embroidery, lace, velvet,

satin, silk, or stuff, and sometimes are decorated with

jewels and enamels. They vary in width, as well as in

material, coloui-, and character of their adornment. The
term Orphrey is in common use with all engaged in Eccle-

siastical Needlework. In old times it used to be written

Orfrais.

For it full vvele,

With Orfrais laid, was everie dele,

And purtraid in the rebaninges,

Of dukes' storeis, and of kings.

— Chaucer's Romaunt of the Ruxe.

Orris.—A comprehensive term emj:>loyed in trade to

signify almost every kind of Galloon used in upholstery.

In the early part of the last century it had a more re-

stricted application, and denoted certain Laces woven in

fancy designs in gold and silver. The name is a corruption

of Arras. See Galloons.

Osnaburgs.—A coarse linen textile, made of flax and
tow, which originated in the German town in Hanover
after which it is called.

Ostrich Featliers.—The Ostrich has exceedingly long

and soft plumage, of which there are several varieties in

texture and quality, influenced by the climate and food

to which the bird has been habituated. Ostrich feathers

are imported from Mogador, Aleppo, Alexandria, and the

Cape of Good Hope. The feathers on the upper part and
extremities of the back, wings, and tails are valuable in

commerce, being superior in quality and colour to the

others ; those of the wings being employed for head-
dresses. The greyish feathers of the female are less

valuable than those of the male, which are better in

colour. They may be had dyed in every hue, the art

of so doing having been brought to great perfection

both in this country and in Prance. The feathers of

the Rhea, or American Ostrich, are imported from

Buenos Ayres. They are dyed by the natives, and em-

ployed for coverings of the body, as well as the head.

The flossy kinds are used in South America and in Europe

for military plumes ; and the long brown feathers of the

wings are made into brooms and dusting brushes.

Otter Fur.—Otters are natives of Em-ope and America.

The Pur is thick, soft, and glossy, of a grey colour at

the base, but tipped with brown. Those Otters found in

Europe are rather smaller animals than the natives of

America, which latter are of a dark reddish-brown in

winter, and nearly black in summer. The Indian species

has a Pur of a deep chesnut colour. About 500 skins are

annually collected for home use; those employed by the

Russians and the Chinese are derived from North America.

The Sea Otter is a larger and more valuable animal. Only

about -500 Pelts are collected annually in this country.

Ouate.—The French name for Wadding, and in common

use amongst French dressmakers.

Ourlet.—The French word signifying a Hem.

Outline Embroidery.—An adaptation of Indian and

Oriental quilting to modem uses, and a work particularly

suitable to the present desire to ornament with needle-

work articles in daily use. Outline Embroidery is worked

upon linen or other washing materials, either with ingrain

silks or cottons, or in crewels ; but upon cloth and silk

materials the work is executed in filoselles. The real

Outline Stitch is Ceevtel or Stem Stitch, which is

sometimes called Point de Cable and Rope Stitch,

when used for this Embroidery. To Crewel Stitch such

fancy Embroidery Stitches as Point de Biz, Point de

Marque, and Point Lances can be added at the pleasure

of the worker, but these are not real Outline Stitches,

and are only introduced with caution, the motive of the

work being to produce effect by the contour of an out-

lined, and not by a filled-in pattern.

Fig. 646 is intended for a square for counterpane or

chair back. To work : Trace a number of these squares

all over one large piece of linen, and then surround each

square with a border of Drawn Work, or work each

square on a separate piece of material, and join them

together with lace insertions. Draw out the design with

the help of tracing paper ami cloth, and work in all the

outlines with Crewel Stitch. Put the needle in across

the outline line in a slightly slanting direction, keep the

cotton to the I'ight and draw it up. Put in these slant-

ing stitches up the outline, and work them close together

so as to make a line closely covered with slanting

stitches.

The variety is given to the pattern by the number of

colours used, and by doubling the cotton, or by using

thicker cotton to mark out the bolder lines of the design,

but the stitch covering the outlines is the same through-

out. Three shades of red are used in Fig. 646, the darkest

shade being used to form the centre ornament, the four

outside circles, and the two lines at th(> outside of the
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square; the second shade to form the conventional

sprays that fill in the four circles, and the lightest shade

for the rest of the desii^n. The position of these colours

is shown in the illustration by the different shading of

the lines. Form the fancy stitch that fills in the curves

left by the rounds with a series of square lines covered

of preventing the ravelling-out of raw edges of material,

which have been either Stitched or Run together, such

as the seams of skirts, and the edges of the sleeves

and armholes of a bodice, when the four edges—two of

the dress material, and two of the lining—are stitched

together on the inside, leaving a projecting edge. The

Fig. 616. OUTLINE EMBEOIDEEY,

with Point de Marque, and work them in the darkest

shade of red.

Outline Stitch.— See Ejibeoideey Stitches.
Ouvrage.—The French term for work.

Ouvroir Musselmau.—See Arabian Ejibeoideey.
Ovals.—See Guipiire d'Aet.

Over-casting.—A method of plain sewing of as slight

a character as Tacking. It is employed for the purpose

darts of the bodice, and the seams of the sleeves, from the

shoulder to the wrist, are Overcast. Insert the Needle

about halfway betw-een the Running and the raw edge,

from the far side of the ridge, pointing inwards ; and

beginning from the left, work to the right, taking the

stitches rather widely apart.

Overcast Stitch.—See Ejibeoideey Stitches.

Overhand Knot.— See Knots.
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Over-sewing.—A method of Plain-sewing, otherwise

known as Seaming, or Top-sewing, and executed some-

what after the manner of Over-casting. But the

great difference between Over-sewing and Over-casting is

that the former is closely and finely executed for the

uniting of two selvedges or folds of material, and the

latter is very loosely done, and only for the purpose of

keeping raw edges from ravelling-out. Place the two

selvedges side by side, insert the needle at the far side of

the seam on the extreme right; and having drawn it

through, re-insert it close to the stitch already made,

working from right to left. Extreme regularity in the

length and disposition of the stitches should be carefully

maintained. If the two pieces to be united have not

selvedges, fold each inwards ; and when the Over-sewing

has been done, make a small double Hem on the wrong

side, to conceal and secure the raw edges. In olden times

this stitch was known by the name of Overhand.

Oyah Lace.—A lace made in the harems in Turkey,

Smyrna, and Rhodes, and sometimes called Point de

Turque. It is formed with a crochet hook and with

coloured silks, and is a description of Guipure Lace, but

as it is made liy ladies for their own use, it rarely becomes

an article of commerce.

P.

Pad.—A pad of soft cotton is used in making Raised

Needlepoints, such as Rose or Spanisli Point. To make :

Having outlined the part to be raised, fill in the space

between the outline with a number of stitches made with

soft Moravian thread. Be careful to carry these from

point to point of the outline at first, and then gradually

Increase them and lay them over each other at the part

where the Raised Work is to be the highest.

Padding.—Sheets of cotton wadding inserted between

other materials and their lining, sewed lightly, sometimes

after the manner of quilting, so as to keep it in its right

place. It is much employed in uniforms and in riding

habits, as likewise to supply deficiencies in the figure, in

eases of deformity, or extreme spareness.

Padlettes.—A French term, signifying spangles, or

small discs of metal, of gold, silver, or steel, pierced in their

centres, by which means they can be attached to dress

materials. The name refers to the thin plates or scales,

easily separated, in the case of some mineral substances,

such as mie'a.

Pads,—Watered Doubles or silk ribbons of extra thick-

ness, made in various colours, plain, or striped in mixed
colours, expressly manufactured for use instead of watch

chains. Narrow widths in black are made as guards for

eye-glasses.

Paduasoy.—Also known as Poddissoy, Pou-de-soie,

and Silk Farandine. A smooth, strong, rich silk, origin-

ally njanufactured at Padua, and much worn in the

eighteenth centuiy.

Paillons.—A French term for tinsel, or small copper

plates or leaves, beaten till very thin, and coloured. They

are employed in the ornamentation of embroidery and the

stuffs for fancy or theatrical cjstumes. They are also used

as foil by jewellers, to improve the colour and brightness

of precious stones.

Painters' Canvas.—This is a closely woven material,

also called Ticking, to be had both in grey and drab

colour.

Pall.—This term has two significations—viz.. the

covering cloth of a coffin, and the mantle or robe worn by

the Knights of the Garter when in full costume. It

originated in name and in construction, as a mantle, from

the Roman Pn??('»»!, which was shorter than the trailing

Tof/o ; and our Anglo-Saxon ancestors adopted it under

the name Pee/?, when it was made of costly materials

and work. The name Pall was subsequently adopted to

denote a particular description of cloth, of most valuable

character, and was worn by the nobles. It has become a

manufacture of the past, to which we find many references

made by distinguished authors ;

Sometime let gorgeous Tragedy

In sceptred Pall come sweeping by.

— Milton.

In an old Christmas carol, quoted by Hone, in his

' Ancient Mysteries," it is mentioned in reference to our

Saviour, in His infancy, viz.

:

Neither shall be clothed in purple or in Pill,

Bat in fine linen, as are babies' all.

Pan. — A French term employed in dressmaking,

synonymous with Lappet or Tab in English. A flat

ribbon-like end of material, or flap, which is sewn to the

dress at one end, but is otherwise detached from it, and

hangs as a decoration, like the end of a sash.

Panache;—An old French term still in use, signify-

ing a decoi'ative arrangement of feathers in a helmet, hat,

bonnet, or cap. The term is adapted fremi the French,

to the exclusion of any English word, and was sometimes

written Pennache.

Panama Canvas.—The old name for Java canvas. A
kind of straw material, woven coarsely, after the style of

ancient Egyptian cloth. It may be had in yellow, blacky

and drab, and is stiff' and thick in quality. Another kind

of this canvas is to be had in all colours of cotton, and a

third of linen thread in white only. All these will allow

of washing.

Panels.—A term cmpLiyed in Dressmaking to denote

certain side trimmings to a skirt, which extend do'^vn its

whole length, and are attached to it at the side next to the

train.

Panes or Slashings.—Straight vertical cuts made in

dresses, designed to open out, and show some under gar-

ment of contrasting colour ; or designed for the insertion

of a piece of rich material sewn into the Panes, to simulate

the exposure to view of an under-dress. When the Panes

were real, the material inside was drawn through these
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openings like puffings. This fashion was of very ancient

date. " Tissued Panes " are mentioned l>y Bisliop Hall in

his Satireit. a.d. 159S, as being then in vogue; and hose.

" paned with yellow, drami out with blue," are menti'.'ned

in Kind Hurt's Dreani. a.d. 1.5S2. The fashion had its

origin at the battle of Nancy, 1477, when the Swiss over-

threw the Dute of Bxirgundy, and recovered their liberty.

The Duke's tents were of silk of various colours, as well as

of curious Tapestry, and the Swiss soldiers tearing theui

to pieces, made themselves di:)ublets of one ccdour. and

caps, breeches, and hose of tithers in which gay apparel

they returned home. This signal and decisive victory

has been more or less extensively commenK.irated ever

since hj the wearing of parti-coloiu-ed dress. Henry
Peacham—who wrote in 163S—says, in his Truth of our

Times, that their dress then consisted of "doublets and
breeches. di-a^ATi out with huge puffs of taffatee or linen,

and then- stockings dike the knaves of our cards') parti-

ccdoured, of red yellow and other colours," These Panes,
or Slashings, were subsequently adopted by the Court
of France, and thence came over to ijur ciwn. Even
up to the present time the Swiss Guards of the Papal
Court at Rome niaj- be seen in this quaint style of

uniform.

Faunier.—A term used in dressmaking to signify a

description vi puifed over-skirt, which Avas the chief

featm-e in the "Watteau costumes. The large balloon-like

puffings at the back, and on each hip, sprang from the

waist, and were trimmed all round at the extremity' with a

flounce, or frill, or edging of lace. The petticoat-skirt

appearing beneath was always of a (""iiferent material or

c<-ilour.

Paper Patterns.— These Patterns are empLiyed in

Dressmaking, Millinery. Plain Sewing, and EmI.u-oidery :

and are all, with the exception of the latter, made of

tissue paper, in white and in coh.mrs. Whole costumes, of

which the several piarts and trimmings are gummed in

their respective places, may be procured, demonstrating

the current fashions, for the use of the dressmakers and
sempstresses, or for private individtuils who perform their

own Needlework, p.lain or decorated. Patteras for Berlin

woolwork, coloured for the assistance '.if the amateur
embroiderer, are exectited on thick paper, called Point

Paper, and in Germany have long formed an article of

extensive commerce with other countries. Not only

arabesques and floral designs, but copies of celebrated

pictures in landscape and figures are comprised in the

trade. Good artists are engaged in the designing, and
subseqtient engraving, or etching on copper plates, pre-

riously niled in parallel lines, crcjssing each other at right

angles, in imitation of the threads of an open canvas

webbing; the decorative design is executed over this.

Then one colotrr at a time is laid upon a number of these

patterns at once, with great rapidity—one sweep or touch

of the square-cut brush sufficing. Thus every separate

colour is laid on. These paper patterns are available for

Embroidery on satin, cloth, or any other material, in either

Cross or Tent Stitch, by attaching a piece of canvas securely

to them, and working on the canvas, withdrawing each

thread of the same singly, when the Embroidery is finished.

Designs are now very frequently executed in outline upon

tlie canvas, or other material t'.i be worked— at least, a

single " repeat " i>r ;i specimen of a portion of the same.

— some part l.ieing also completed in Needlework.

Paramatta.—A kind of Bombazine, the weft of which

is of worsted, and the warp of cotton. It is employed as

a dress material for the purp.ise of mi.ainiing I see

MouRNixci Materials 1. Being of a light quality, and

as crape is worn with it. a lining for it is indispensalile to

its preservation. For this, black Mull Mushn is to be

recommended as tlie most suitalde. Wer.' a lining dis-

pensed with. Paramatta would be found to split wherever

the Weight of the crape trimmings caused a strain upon

it. "When it was first introduced, it was cuuposed of a silk

warp au'l wi.irsted weft, on which account it resembled

Coburg. The cloth had its origin ;it Bradford, but the

name it liears was derived from a town in New South

"SVales. on account, in all probability, of the wool of

which it was composed, being imported thence. Paramatta

measures 42 inches in width.

Parament, Parement.—A cuff sewn upon the out-

side of a .sleeve, as in the coats of the eighteenth and

beginning eif the nineteenth centurj-. The literal mean-

ing of the term is ornament," and it is applied to de-

corative additirms to certain textiles, or ornamental

hangmgs and furniture of State apartments.

Parchment Iiace.—In old wardrobe accoimts tliio

term is often applied to Pillow Laces, irrespective of their

make, to distinguish them from the laces made with the

Needle. The name is derived from the pattern upcm

which Pillow Laces are worked.

Parchment, or 'Vellum.—The skin of the sheep, which

has been subjected to a process rendering it suitalde for

use as a -m-iting material, or for book-binding. The

deseripti(.in kne'wn as Vellum is made of the skin of

kids, calves. Lind stillboni lambs. It is much employed

for illuminated addresses and mottoes, being further

ijualified for the recepitie>n of water colours, and gilding

by means of a little prepared e^x-gall. The ancient and

beautifully illumiuated Missals were all of Yellum.

Drumheads are made of Parchment procured from the skin

of goats and wolves. The process by which skins are con-

verted into Parchment is simple, and consists of steeping

them in Hme and water, stretching them on a frame, and

working well with hot water ; then applying whiting,

drying each application—of which there should be several

—in the sun. All gi'ease will thus be removed from out

of the skin. By scraping with a round, sharp knife, which

needs skilful use, a fine surface is procured ; and when the

skin is dry it is ready for use. Should it be desired to

write upon Parchment or Vellum, rub it lightly with a

damp sponge, and when dry, the ink will hold.

Parfilage.—This work is also called RaveUings, and

consists in unpicking materials, into which gold and silver

threads or wire have been woven. It was an extremely

fashionable employment with ladies in England and France

during the latter end of the eighteenth century, and

was pursued to such an extent in the Court of Marie

c c c
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Antoinette as to have led to many comments upon it by

writers of tliat period. The original object of the work

was to obtain from old and tarnished articles the valuable

threads woven into them, and to sell such threads to the

gold Ijeaters ; but when the ladies who worked at it had

used np all the old materials they could obtain, they

scrupled not to demand from their gentleman friends the

sword-knots, gold braids, gold laces, and bands, that were

often worn as part of the fashionable dress of the day; and

it was said that a courtier who had a reputation to main-

tain for gallantry and courtesy, was likely to go to an

assembly fully dressed, and to return from it as if he

had fallen among thieves and by them deprived of all his

braveries. The work is now obsolete.

Paris Cord.—A rich thick silk, with small fine ribs

running across the width, from selvedge to selvedge, and
deriving its name from Paris, the place of its first manu-
facture. There are various close imitations of it made in

England, but adulterated with cotton to form the Cord,

which should be of silk. Paris Cord is chiefly employed
for scarves, men's neckties, and waistcoats.

Paris Embroidery,—This is a simple variety of Satin

Stitch worked upon Pique with fine white cord for washing

articles, and upon coloured rep silk, or fine cloth with

filoselles for other materials. The designs are the same as

those that are used for Crewel Work, but are selected with

small leaves shaped like those of the olive or jessamine,

flowers with distinct and pointed petals, and circular (ir

oval-shaped fruit or berries. To work ; Trace the outline

of the design upon silk or pique, use fine white cord for the

pique, and filoselle of various colours for the silk; split the

filoselle in half before using it. Thread a needle with the

silk, and commence the work at the extreme point of a

leaf or petal. Bring the needle up at the point of the leaf

and put it into the material in the middle of the outline at

the right side of the leaf, thus making a slanting Satin
Stitch

;
pass it underneath the leaf, and bring it out in

the outline on the left side, exactly opposite the spot it

went in at. To cross the Satin Stitch just formed, put the

needle in at the top of the leaf on the right side, close to

the point of the leaf, and bring it out on the left side of

the point. Make another slanting Satin Stitch by putting

the needle into the material directly underneath the first

made one on the right side of the leaf, bringing it out
on the left below the stitch there, and crossing it to the

top of the leaf next the stitch there on the right side

and out again at the left. Continue making these slant-

ing Satin Stitches and crossing them until the leaf is

filled in. Work the petals in the same manner, and make
Fkench Knots for the stamens of the flowers. Work
the berries and fruit in Overcast, and the connecting
stalks, stems, and sprays in Rope Stitch.

Paris Net.—A description of Net employed in

Millinery.

Paris Silt Stay Laces.—Thesc consist of a flat silk

Braid, the numbers running 1, 2, and 3. The lengths 6-4,

8-4, 10-4, 12-4, 14-4, 18-4, and 20-4.

Parure.—A French term denoting a B<jt of collar and
cuffs, a.9 well as one of ornaments.

Passant.—The French term denoting a piping without

a cord running through it.

Fass6.—The French term signifying the front of a

bonnet or cap. It is likewise applied to gold and silver

Passing.

Passemeut.—This term is one that lace was known

by until the seventeenth century in conjunction with

Braids or Gimps. The common use of the word is con-

sidered by some to have arisen from the fact that the first

Pillow Laces were little more than Open Braids, and by

others that the lace trade was much in the hands of the

makers of Braids and Gimps, who were called Passemen-

tiers. These men did not for many years distingnish the

one work from the other, and they then termed Needle

Laces, Passements a I'Aiguille and Pillow Laces, Passe-

ments au Fuseaux, and laces with indented edges, Paese-

ment a Dentelle. The present use of the word Passement

is to denote the pricked pjattern made either of Parchment

or Toile Cire, upon which both descriptions of lace are

worked.

Passement ^ I'Aiguille.—A term applied to laces

made with the Needle, and not with Bobbins.

Passement au Puseau.—A term applied to laces

made upon the Pillow, and not with the Needle.

Passementerie.—The old name for lace workers,

derived from Passement, the term used to denote lace,

whether made upon the Pillow or by the Needle. Also a

French term, employed in a collective manner to denote

all kinds of lace and ribbons, but especially to signify

the lace or gimp trimmings of dresses.

Passe-Passante.—This is merely au old term, signi-

fying the securing of laid gold or other thread with

Passing, employed in reference to embroidery.

Pass^ Stitch.—Bee Embeoideby Stitches.

Passing.—This is a smooth flattened thread, of either

gold or silver, of uniform size throughout, twisted spirally

round a thread of silk, and used in the same way as silk for

Flat Embroidery, by means of a needle, which should be

round and large in the eye. It can also be used in Knit-

ting, Netting, and Crochet Work. In the early and Middle

Ages Passing was much used in the gorgeous dresses then

worn.

Passing Braid.—A description of Braid employed in

Euibroidery, made with gold or silver thread, such as used

on military imiforms. It is a description of Bullion Braid.

In Ecclesiastical Emlji'oidery this Braid i.s often substi-

tuted for stitches to fill in certain parts of the pattern.

Pasting Lace.—A narrow kind of Coach Lace, used to

conceal rows of tacks.

Patching.^Repairing any garment or piece of stuff,

by means of replacing the portion worn out by the substi-

tution of another piece of material. To do this : Cut the

new portion exactly even, to a thread, and place it on the

worn spot, also to a thread, and upon the right side; taking

care to arrange the pattern, if there be any, so that the

patch and the original material shall exactly correspond.

Then Tack it on, to keep it in its place, and Hem all

along the four sides to the original stuff, havin'T turned
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in the raw eileges. Tlieu turn the work, cut out the

square, and tumiug iu the edges of the origiiiiil materiah

Hem them all vouud. snipping the patch at the comers,

to make the Hem lie tlat and sm.:.othly. The Patch

should he nearly an inch larger each way than the woni
part which it has to Cl">^er. If the material be calico or

linen. Sew— otherwise called Top Sewing— instead of

Hemming it. and well flatten the work afterwards; but

it should be Hemmed on the wrong side. Flannel Patches
must be Herkixgboned. Cloth should be finely Bcjtton-
HOLED at the raw edges. In Knitting, to re-hcel or re-toe

a stocking is sometimes called Patching, ^ee Ksitting
Stockings.

Patchwork.—This needlework, which consists in sew-

ing pieces of material together s.i as to furm a flat

unbroken surface, possesses many advantages, as it is

not only useful and ornamental, but it forms out of

odds and ends of silk, satin, or chintz, that would
otherwise be thrown away a handsome piece of needle-

work. Its manipulation requires both patience and neat-

ness and also calls into pla}' both the reasoning and
artistic faculties, as the designs chiefly depend for their

beauty upon the taste displayed in the an-angement and
selection of the shades of colour used to produce them.

Patchwork originally only aimed at joining together any
kiuds of materials in the shapes they happened to have

retained, so that when arranged a flat surface was pro-

duced ; but, at the present time much more is required

from the worker, and the pieces used are selected from the

game make of material, though of varied colours, and ai'C

cut into one or sei'eral set shapes and sizes, and put

together so as to make a design by fitting into each other,

both as to shape and shade, and this design is reproduced

over the whole area of the work. The designs so worked

out are necessarily geometrical, as it is essential that they

should reply to fixed and acciu'ate measurements, and the

figm-es selected are the angles formed by squares, diamonds,

and hexagons, in p)reference to the cuiwed lines formed l:iv

circles and ovals, as the joining together of ovals and
rotmds in pei-feetly correct patterns is much more difficult

to accomplish than when points are fitted into angles, as

is done with the first-named figures.

Patchwork when completed is used for many purposes,

and is made of velvet, satin, silk, leather, cloth, cretonne,

twill, and chintz, in fact, of any material sufficiently soft

to be cut into set shapes and to bear a needle through it.

Velvet and satin form the handsomest kin.l of work,

while brocaded silks mixed with plain silks the nest.

Satin and silk are not used together, but velvet can be

used with either. Cloth should be used by itself, cretonne,

twill, and chintz together, or alone. It is not judicious

to use a material that requires washing with one that will

keep clean, but this is often done. Satin, silk, and velvet

Patchwork is used for cushions, hand-screens, fire-screens,

glove and handkerchief cases, and pincushions; cloth

Patchwork for carriage rugs, couvrepieds, and pioor f>eoples"

quilts ; cretonne, twill, and chintz for couvi'cpieds, cur-

tains, qiults, and blinds. These larger articles require a

greater amount of material than can be collected from

private sources. Imt large silk-mercers and linendrapers

sell bundles of pieces by the pound. The working out of

the design and the numner of making up the patches is

the same, whatever the material or siz(.> of the article, the

diifereuee being made in the size of the patches used, they
being increased or decreased for the occasion. In the
work, the great essential is that every piece should be

cut with perfect uniformity, and the use of a thin plate

of tin cut to the size required is therefore recommended;
the other requisites are old envelopes and letters or other
stiff pieces of writing paper, the patches, and sewing silk

or cotton matching the patches in colour, with which to

sew them together.

The manner of working is as follows : Select the desig-n

to be copied and the shades of material, have a piece of

tin cut out to correspond with each shape to be used,

and lay this upon the silks or satins, and outline round
with a pencil. Cut out the shapes larger than the out-
line so as to allow of turning in the raw edges, divide off

the various pieces, keeping all of one shade together,

and all of one form. Then cut out upon the paper
the exact outline c^f the tin plate, leaving nothing for

turnings. Tack the paper and the silk piece together,

tm-ning the raw edge of the silk over the paper and Tacking
it down so as to keep it from fraying out while working.
Arrange the patches thus made on a table, according to

the design and the position each is to occupy as to colour,

take up two that are to be close together, turn the silk

sides inwards, so as to stitch them together on the wrong
side, and then carefully stitch them together so that they
accurately join point to point, angle to angle. Continue

to sew the pieces together until the size required is

obtained, then tear the paper away from the silk, and iron

the work upon the wrong side. Line it with twill or some
soft smooth material, and if it is required for a counterpane

or couvrepied, wad and quilt the lining ; if for a mat, hand-

kerchief case, ic. put a ball fringe roand it.

Patchwork Patterns can be made from geometrical

figures, and are chiefly copied from old Mosaic or Par-

qtietrie designs ; however the designs can be made as

elaborate as the worker likes, and have been carried to the

extent of working coats of arms in their natural colours,

and pictures containing large sized figures. One of these

works of art was exhibited lately and was remarkable

both for the patience and skill displa3-ed in its execution,

and the beaut}' of the colours employed. The following

Patchwork Patterns are amongst the best, and can be

enlarged or decreased in size as required.

American or CanaJian.—This particular pattern in

Patchwork is one that in Canada is known as Loghouse
Quilting. It is a variety made of several coloured ribbons

instead of pieces of silk or cretonne, and these ribbons

are arranged so as to give the ajipearance of different

kinds of wood formed into a succession of squares. To

work, as shown in Fig. 647 ; Cut out in lining a square of

12 inches, and Tack to it in its centre a small square of

a plain colom- IJ inches in size. Pr^icure ribbon three-

quarters of an inch wide, and of two shades of every

colour used, take the two shades of one colour and Tack
r c c 2
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the darkest shade right down one side of tlie small square

and over-lapping three-quarters of an inch beyond at both

ends; sew to this and to the square a dark piece at the

bottom and a light piece at the top, and allow both to

overlap beyond the square on the left side for three-

quarters of an inch; completely surround the square by

filling it in with the light colour for the side not already

filled up. Change the ribbons, and again surround the

square with two shades of the same C(^lour, putting the

darkest xmdemeath the dark part and the lightest against

the light part, and arrange their manner of overlapping

(always allowing three-quarters of an inch extra for the

same) according to the design. Seven rows of ribbon are

needed to fill the 12-inch square; diversify these as to

colour and design, but always make two shades of one

colour form a square, and place the darkest of such shades

underneath each other. Prepare a large 'number of these

Fig. 0^7. American or Canadhs Patchwork.

12-inch squares, and then sew them together as ordinary

fiatches, but so that the light side of one square is next

the light side of another, and the dark against the dark,

thus giving the look of alternate squares of light and dark

colours. Large pieces of work like counterpanes, make
with the 12-inch square and the three-quarter inch ribbon,

but small pieces, such as cushions, uuikc with narrow

ribbon and as o-inch squares.

BlocJc.—See Box.

Box.—This design is sometimes known as Block

Pattern. It is made by arranging diamonds so that three

of them form a solid raised block, of which two sides and
the top are shown ; and this look is given to the flat surface

entirely by the arrangement of the diamonds as to colour.

To form : Procure a number of pieces of silk of three

shades of one colour, such as yellow, deep gold, and
chestnut, or pale blue, peacock blue, and indigo blue, and

cut out from each shade an equal number of diamonds.

These must be made 3 inches in length, 2 inches in width,

and 2 inches from corner to corner. Join a chestnut colour

silk to a deep gold silk, so as to make a straight line

between them, the slant of the diamond in each going

upward; put the dark colour on the right hand, the lighter

upon the left hand. These two diamonds form the sides

of the Block. Take the light yellow diamond and make

with it the top of the Block, fit it into the angle formed

l)y the upward slant of the sides, so that it lies across

them, the points of its width being upwards, and those of

its length horizontal. Make a number of these blocks,

shading them all in the same way, and then join them

tot^ether, thus: On the left side, left unattached of the

light yellow top, join the under side of a chestnut piece,

and to the right side of the yellow top the under side of a

deep golden piece. This will produce the effect of a

number of successive blocks of wood arranged diagonally

across the work. The dark side of these blocks is often

made with velvet, and by this arrangement the sections

stand out with great boldness.

Canadian.—See American.

Chech.—This design is worked to imitate a chess

or draught board, and is one of the easiest of the patterns,

being formed of squares sewn together. To work : Cut out

a number of 2-inch squares in pale yellow, and a number

of the same size in brown. Sew the brown square to the

yellow square, and underneath and above the brown sew

a yellow, and underneath and above the yellow square sew

a brown one. Continue to join the pieces together in this

manner so that no squares of the same hue are next to

each other. Any two colours can be used, or varieties of

two colours, but it is advisable not to employ more.

C^oWi.—Cloth Patchwork is used for carriage rugs and

tablecL^ths, and can be made extremely effective, either as

a bordering to these articles or as entirely forming them.

As cloth is of too thick a substance to allow of turning

under the raw edges, each patch has to be boimd with

either a narrow rilibon or braid before it is sewn into its

right position in the work, and as the material is only

made plain or with patterns that would not look well if

inserted, bright self-coloured fcmndations are selected,

which are embroidered with designs worked out with silks

or narrow braids. To work : Select a large sized pattern

either of a Hexagon or Mosaic shape, and cut the pieces

out in the ordinary way and Embroider them in Satin

Stitch ; bind each round with a braid matching it in

colour, and then stitch it into its piroper position. No
lining is required.

Diamonds.—The Diamond (next to the Hexagon) is the

most used design in Patchwork, and looks well when made

of two materials, such as silk and velvet or silk and chintz.

It is the easiest of all the figures. To work : Cut out a

number of Diamonds 3 inches in length and 2j inches in

width. Make half of them in dark materials and half in

light, join them together so that they f(5rm alternate rows

of light and dark colours across the width of the article, or

join four pieces of one shade together so as to make a large

Diamond, and sew this to another large Diamond made of

four pieces of a contrasting colour to the one placed

next it.
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Embroidered.—This kind of work is only suitable for

small articles, such as cushions, handkerchief cases, and

glove cases. It is formed by sewing together squares of

different colours after they have been ornamented with

fancy stitches. To work : Cut a number of 3-inch squares

in dark velvet and silk or satin, and upon each satin or silk

square work a spray of flowers or a small wreath in Satin

Stitch and in filoselles matching the colours of the

flowers ; make each spray or wreath of a different kind of

flower and upon a different coloured satin, but care must

Y>e taken that the colours of the satins used will blend

together. Take the dark velvet squares ^these should be

all of one shade) and work a pattern upon each of their

sides in lines of CoRAL, Herringbone, or Chain Stitch,

and then join the velvet and satin squares together—

a

satin and a velvet patch alternately. A simpler pattern in

Embroidery is made as follows ; Cut out either in silk or

satin small "2-inch squares of various colours, sew these

together, and, when all are secured, work a Railway
Stitch in coloured filoselles from each corner of the square

to the centre, and a Satin Stitch on each side of it ; this,

when repeated in every square, will make a pretty design.

Another manner of embroidering squares is to make them

of Holland and Plush alternately, and to work a line of

Herringbone or Coral on two sides of the Holland square,

but leave the velvet plain.

Honeycomb or Hexagon.—(1). The pattern known by

this name is the one commonly used in Patchwork, as it is

easily executed, produces many varieties of devices, accord-

ing to the arrangement of the colours, and is a shape into

which most remnants of silk or cretonne may be cut. To
make as shown in Fig. 6-i8 : Cut out a number of hexagons.

Fig. 618. Honeycomb oe Hexagon Patchwork.

and make each of their six sides three-quarters of an inch

in length. Take a dark-coloured patch and sew round it

six light patches. These should agree in their- shade

of colour, but need not as to pattern. Into the angles

formed on the outside of these Light Hexagons sew dark-

coloured patches, and continue to work so as to give the

appearance of a dark patch surrounded with a set of light

patches.

(2). Another variety of the same pattern is made
with Hexagons, and arranged so as to form light-coloured

stars upon a dark velvet ground. It is useful when
only a few, but good, pieces of brocade or satin are avail-

able, and makes handsome sofa cushions or banner screens.

The Hexagons are all of the same size, and should be

three-quarters of an inch upon each side. To make: Cut
out a number of Hexagons in deep maroon velvet or dark

peacock-blue velvet to form the ground ; then take the

satin scraps, and from them cut out the same sized

Hexagons. Pick up one of these and surround it with six

other pieces, arranged as follows : Should the centre piece be

pale blue, surround it with old gold ; should it be crimson,

with yellow-pink ; should it lie lavender, with purple

;

should it be yellow, with chestnut. Make a set of these

stars, and then reverse the colours, putting the centre colour

as the outside colour. Arrange as follows : Sew on two
rows of the ground, and for the third row sew on the stars

already made and put one of the gnjund coloured Hexagons
between each star; for the next two rows only use the

ground coloured patches, and then recommence the stars.

Arrange these so as to contrast with the ones first placed,

and to come between them, and not directly under-

neath.

l3l. In this variety of the same pattern it is in-

tended to produce the appearance of Raised Work
without the stuffing. To work : All the pieces are made
of equal-sided Hexagons, three-quarters of an inch

to every side. Cut out a number of Hexagons all in

one light colour, and of the same material—these should

be either of French grey, maize, or sky blue—then cut

out a number of Hexagons in dark maroon velvet, and
a few in brocaded silks, either pale blue, green, chocolate,

flame colour, or peach. If brocade cannot be procured for

these last pieces, work each with a small flower in silks

and in Satin Stitch. Arrange as follows : Sm-round

each brocaded Hexagon with six dark velvet ones, and make
them all up in this way. Then stitch all round these a row

of the light silk patches, so that every dark section is

separated from its corresponding section with a border of

light silk. Finish this pattern with a straight border

worked with flowers and a ball fringe.

Jewel.—The pattern shown in Fig. 649 is intended to

give the appearance of large precious stones, set round
with smaller ones, and a plain setting. Each of the large

squares represent a cut stone with the light falling upon
it, and to produce this effect is made either of two shades

of blue satin brocade, two of ruby brocade, emerald, or

yellow brocade. The small squares are made of any
colours, and should be much varied ; the long lines of plain

brown gold satin. To work : Cut out in paper a perfect

square, measuring 2 inches each way, run a line across this

from the left hand top point to the right hand bottom point

and horizontally across its centre. Cut down the diagonal

line from the left hand top corner to the centre of the

square ; cut across to the right on the horizontal line. The
two pieces the square is thus divided into will be the two

sizes required for the centres of the pattern ; have them
copied in tin, and cut from the smallest piece half the light

shades of satin and haK the dark shades, and from the

larger half the dark shades of satin and half the light shades

required. For the straight pieces, cut out lengths of two

inches an inch wide ; and for the small squares an inch

every way. Join the light satin to the dark, so as to make
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a perfect sqTiave, and piit the light colour on the right

side of the dark colour for three patches on one line,

two patches on the nest line, and one patch on the third

line of the work, and reverse it for the next three rows

;

Fic. (^4ri. Jewel Patchwork.

sun'ound a square thus made with the l<;aig brown pieces,

and fill in the four corners with four little squares, then

join on another large square and suiT<iund that on the

three sides left open with the straight pieces of brown
satin and the small squares.

Kid.—This Patchwork is generally confined to the

making of such small articles as pincushions, slippers,

or mats, as the Kid generally used fur the purpose is

cut from old gloves, and therefore is not of a large

size; but if the pieces can be obtained of sufficient size

cushions, footstools, and other larger articles may be
attempted. T(j work : Select an easy geometric pattern,

and cut out from a tin plate a number of Kid patches with-

out allowing f.jr any turnings, sew these together upon the
wrong side without turning any of the Kid under, and iron

the work over when finished; then take a narrow cord of
gold thread or silk braid and Couch this down to the
Kid with a silk thread matching it in colour, so that it

follows and conceals all the lines of stitches. Where it is

not possible to turn the cord or braid, make a hole with a
stiletto, and push it through this hole to the back and
fasten it off there. If the Kid is stitched together with
great neatness, and a very fine needle used, the outline

cord will not be required; it is only used to hide the stitches

where their size <.r irregularity would spoil the look of the
work.

Leather.—Patchwork made with Leather scraps, differs

in one essential from true Patchwork, as the pieces have
to be glued to a foundation instead of stitched together, as
in the othur kinds, but the patterns used and the manner
of cutting out the sections are the same. The Leather used
is morocco, and is procured at bookbinders and leather
dressers, and the articles formed are chessboards, folding
screens, flower mats, note cases, &c. To work: Havin"
obtamed scraps of Leather, fix upon some easy geometrical
patteru that the scraps will most easily lend themselves to
make

;
draw this pattern quite correctly out upon a sheet

of millboard, and mark out what coloured scrap is to cover

each space. Arrange the scraps on a table in their proper

order, make hot some connnon glue (that is free from

impurities and of equal consistency), spread it upon the

backs of the Leather, and lay the Leather in its proper

place upon the millboard. Work with despatch, but be

careful that every point is glued down, and that they are

all accurately aiTanged; then lay the millboard into a

linen p)ress, and keep it there until the glue has quite

dried. The millboard can be covei-ed upon its wrong side

either with silk or watered paper pasted down upon it

;

the edges at the sides should either have narrow ribbon

pasted upon them before the Leather is put on, or they

should be gilded with shell-gold when the work is finished.

A fringe made of cutting strips of thin narrow Leather

into close one eighth of an inch lines should be used for

edging mats, and any flat articles that would be improved

by such a finish.

Loghouse Q.uiUinc/.—See American or Canadian.

Lozenge or Pointed Oblong.—A useful shape for using

up small scraps of material, and one that is easily made.

The Lozenge is a figure of six aides, and is an oblong with

pointed instead of straight ends, the points being in the

centre of the width and formed with two angles. To work :

Cut out a number of these figures, make them 3 inches

from point to point, lA inches across, and lA inches for the

side lines, and 1 inch for the lines from the point to the

side. Sew these together in rows, placing a light Lozenge
next a dark one. In the next row arrange the Lozenges in

the same way, so that when all the patches are arranged

diagonal lines of alternate shades will cross the material.

Mosaic.— (1). The pattern shown in Fig. 650 is formed
with squares and acute-angled triangles. It is a good

pattern to use for cretonne patches and for small pieces of

Fig. eSO. Mosaic Patchwork (No. 1).

silk and satin, the large square being made with pieces of

cretonne of flower designs, and the small triangles of

various coloured silks. Cut out the squares and make them
6 inches each way

; cut the triangles out, and make their
base 6 inches, their height 3 inches. Take a cretonne
square and sew to each of its sides the base of a dark
triangle, and fill in the triangle with three other triangles

;

turn all their points inwards, and make a perfect square
with their bases. Make this kind of square to the four
sides of the centre, and fill in the sides of the cross thus
made with four large cretonne squares. Join a number
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of pieces together in this mauner, and then sew them

to each other and make a variegated pattern by using

various patterned and coloured cretonnes and silks in

different sections.

(2 1. Another variety of Mosaic is composed of thi-ee

differently cut jiieces, ^iz., sijuari's. parallelograms, and

unequal sided hexagiins. To work : Out out the squares

in pale yellow silk, and make them \\ inches in length.

Make the parallelograms 2 inches long, and 1 inch wide.

The two side lines are upright and of equal lengths, but

the left hand line commences before the right hand one,

and ends before it. The top and bottom lines join these

slants together ; cut half the number required in dark

brown silk brocade, and half in old gold silk brocade,

and make the angles slopie different wa3's in the two

colom-3. Cut the unequal hexagons all from the same

silk or brocade, which should either be dark blue, crimson,

or black—their two sides are - inches long, their width

2 inches, and the four lines that form the angles, \\ inches

each; join foui' parallelograms together at their long sides,

the light C'dour to the left of the dark, and arrange their

shades alternately; let their short lines slope upwards

and form angles, join a number of these together in this

way before placing them. Take two squares and fit them

into the upper angles made by the parallelograms ; and,

into the angle made between the two squares, fix the

pointed end of the hexagons. To the left of the hexagons

sew the dark side of a set of four parallelograms, to

the right, the left side of another set, and to the top fit

in the angle made by the second and third pieces of

a set of four parallelograms. Repeat the pattern until

the size required is made, then ji.iin a piece of silk to

the top and bottom as a border, and make it straight

at one side, and vandyked at the other, so as to fit into

the angles of the pattern for the sides ;
cut some half

hexagons and fit them in, and finish with a plain straight

border.

\'o\. The pattern shown in Fig. ti.51 is intended t(j

be used in making counterpianes and other large articles,

and should be worked with cretonnes or gaily- coloured

chintzes. It is made with squares of two different sizes,

and of pointed oblongs. To work : Cut out in tin a

square of 6 inches, and form a face V\ inches in length

at each comer by cutting away the point of the square.

Choose a flower-patterned chintz with bimches of flowers,

and from this cut the large squares, so that each has

a bunch of flowers in the centre. Cut from various

coloured chintzes a number of small squares If inches

in size, and, from a coloured chintz of one shade, the

pointed oblongs which make 6 inches from point to

point, 2i inches -n-ide, and 83 inches upon each side ;

join five of the small squares together, place the lighest

colom-ed square in the centre, and sui-roimd it with four

of a darker shade, and fit into the four angles that are

thus made the points of four of the oblongs, and into

the four comers of the oirter squares the angles of four

of the large squares, which have been so cut as to join

on to the small squares, while their straight sides coiTe-

spond with the straight sides of the obh mg ; join the

pieces together so that every large square is surrounded

with the ornamental Ixirder made by the oblong and small

squares.

This pattern can be varied almost ind^'fiuitely by

altering the colouring, and the materi;il composnig the

patches ; thus all the large squares can Ije made of a ground

colour, and difi'erently coloured and shaped flowers

Fig. 651. Mosaic Paichwohk (No. S).

Applique on to them, and the nbLing,^ may lie fnrmed of

different shailes of one colour instead of one shade only,

while the small squares can be nuide of velvet or satin, in-

stead of chintz, with the centre square of plain material,

and the four, outer squares of variegated, or r\i:e nr.-.'.

ill. A pretty set pattern made with three different

sized patches, and forming u comluiiation of squares, crosses,

and hexagons. To work as shown in Fig •>J2
:

Cut

out in black satin a uumlier of perfect stjuares \\ mehes

Fiu. tiSi. Mosaic Patchwork (No. 4),

in width and length, and some of the same size m yellow

satin. Cut out in red silk Lozenge-shaped or pointed ob-

long patches, each measuring 3 inches from point to point,

U inches across, li inches for the long lines, and three-
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quarters of an inch for the short lines that form the right

angle. Take some violet silk and cut a number of larger

Lozenges 4 inches from point to point, 2 inches across,

3 inches for the long lines, and \\ inches for the short lines

that form the right angle. Join together five squares as

a square cross, one dark square being in the centre, and

four light ones round it; take a black square and join to it

four red Lozenges, and sew the points of the Lozenges to

each other. Sew the cube thus made to the outside of

one of the arms of the cross, so that the centre square is

on the same line as the centre of the cross, and fill in the

spaces on the sides of the cubes and cross with the violet

Lozenges. Continue the pattern by connecting a cross

to a cube, and a cube to a cross, always filling up with

the violet Lozenges. The pattern measures across one cube

and a cross 9 inches, and as each design takes four light

squares, two dark squares, four red Lozenges, and four

violet Lozenges, a brief calculation will give the number
of patches required for a given space, to which must be

added a few extra of all the sizes to fill in comers, io.

Fuzde.—The pattern shown in Kg. 653 is an extremely

useful one for using up odds and ends of material, but it

Fig. ti5:>. Puzzle Patchwork.

is a difficult one to adjust. Tc^ work : Prepare a number of

pieces of cretonne or silk 4 inches long and 3 inches wide,

and slope off one corner of some of these so as to form a

curve, and leave the rest perfectly square. Cut a few larger

pieces 5 inches long by 3 inches wide, and out of scraps

cut some odd-shaped pieces either of the right length or

width. Arrange these various pieces upon a lining so as

to form the design shown in the illustration ; but instead

of stitching two pieces together, as in ordinary patchwork,

lay one over the other and turn under the edges of the

top piece, and Run it t(j the b;_)ttom. When all are in

position and Run to each other and the lining ; work round

Stitchesthe edge of every patch with Hebeingbone
made with bright coloured filoselle. The whole beauty of

this design depends upon the judicious selection of the

colours and patterns of the patches used.

Raised.—This is also known as Swiss Patchwork, and

is made by stuffing the patches out with wadding so that

they are well puffed up. The shapes selected for the

patches should be either good sized hexagons or diamonds,

and only one shape should be used, as intricate patterns

made by combining various sized pieces render the work

troublesome. To work : Cut out the hexagons or dia-

monds, from a tin plate pattern, from pieces of silk or

brocade, size of diamonds 24 inches upon each side, of

hexagons 14 inches along each of the six sides ; cut the

same shapes out in old lining and make a small slit in

the centre of each, sew the lining patches to the silk

patches, and join each lined patch together in the pattern

selected. When finished, sew a piece of silk 5 inches

wide all round the work, and ornament it with Cobal,

Hbbbingbone, and other fancy Embroidery Stitches
;
this

border need not be lined. Take soft wadding and push it

into every slit made in the lined patches until they are

well puffed out and quite hard, fill them in thoroughly,

and be careful that the corners are not neglected. Tack
over the hole made in the lining to prevent the wadding

coming out, and then line the whole of the work, including

the straight border, with a piece of old silk, or red, or blue

twill, or cretonne. A more difficult plan, but one that

does not need the extra or second lining, is as follows : Cut

out the shapes from the tin plate in silk or brocade, and

cut out cretonne or good twill linings to fit them, join

these linings to the patches, but leave one side in all of

them unsecured. Join the patches together as a row,

leaving the open side of them exposed. Into this stuff

the wadding, taking care to make each section quite hard
and full. Sew the lining up, tack on another row of

patches and stuff them out as before, and continue to

sew on row after row and stuff them until the size required

is made.

Bight Angles.—Thv principle of the pattern shown in

Fig, 65-1. Eight Angles Patchwork.

Pig. 654 is much the same as that of the Box Pattem, but
in this case the diamonds forming the design are cut away
so as to form a number of right angles. To work

;
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Procure a minaber of pieces of silk three shades of one

colour, such as pink, crimson, and maroon, of which the

darker shade is brocaded. Cut out a diamond on paper,

length o inches, width -1 inches, from point to point ; out

of one side of this cut out a right angle, leaving 1 inch

upon each line, and cutting it to the depth of 1 inch,

thus making the shape required for the design. Have
this cut in tin, and from that cut out an equal nuniljer of

sections from each coloured silk, and then join them
together, according to the pattern ; sew together the

straight side of a ruby and crimson section with the

cut out edge to the right and left, and fit a pink section

into the angle at the top of these two. with its cut out edge

upright ; make up all the pieces in this manner, and then

join the tigm-es together. The cut out edge of the light

pink of one figure will fit into the to -torn angle of the

crimson and maroon colours, and the angl s at t'le sides nf

these sections will fit into the sides of a fresh row nf

figures. In making this pattern care must lie taken that

the position of the colours is never altered.

Tii-ist.—This pattern is form.'d oi eight-.~iled cubes

and squares, which are separated from each other liy long

naiTow patches cut so as to appear to twist or interlace

each other and twine round the squares and eul:>es. To
work, as shown in Fig, 655 : Cut a number of S'piares

Fig. 63.5. Twist Patlhivop.k.

measuring 1\ inches each way, and eight-sided cubes

measuring 1^ inches at top, bottom, and side lines, but

only three-quarters of an inch across the Knes that foiTu

the four comers. Make these cubes and squares of dark

coloured pieces of satin and brocade. Cut out in light

silk or satin the long naiTow stripes, make these half an
inch in width and 2 inches in length on one side, and i^

inches in length on the other. Cut them so that one side

of the width is quite straight and the other pointed. Take
one of the squares, stitch to it on the left a long narrow
piece, turn its short or 2 inch length to the square, make it

even on its straight width with the bottom line of square,

and let the overlap and the point come at the top ; to this

end, but not to the point, join another long piece in the

same way, fit it into the overlap where it is straight, and

join its short 2 inch length to the tcqj of the square, allow,

iug the overlap and the point to be to the right hand.

Come down the right side of the s.juare and put a piece

on at the bottom id' the square ; in the same manner join

the li.iug pieces to all the squares. Now arrange the

cul>es as to colour, and join them to the long pjieces.

The short comers of the cubes will fit into the points

of the long pieces, four different cubes will join the four

different points, and the straight parts will fit into the

straight lines of the long pieces.

Patent Flannels i Welsh and Saxony).—A very fine

quality of Flaunel, said not to shrink when washed, but

not durable. They are much used for infants' clothing.

Patent Knitting.—The old-fashioned name for

Brioche Knitting. See Knitting.

Patent Silk Sealskin.—This is a very beautiful

textile, in every respect as perfect an imitation of sealskin

as could be manufartured. The gloss is VL-ry fine, and the

Softness tqually great, and it has the advantage of light-

ness. Ijy comparison with the ri-al skin. The pile is raised

on a double warp of cotton. The material measures 52

inches in width, and the wear is said to be very satis-

factor_y, and the cost is estimated at about one-fourth of

that of the real skins. Silk Sealskin has been patented

by the inventors, and is produced at Xewtown, N. Wales.

Patterns.—These are required for every description of

Ornamental Xeedlework, and are as diversified as the

articles they help to form.

For Berlin Worl- and In nil Work irith Wools upon

Ojien Conros : Trace the pattern upon point or ruled paper,

with squares t' > repiresent each stitch, and colour the tracing,

as each .stitch should be coloiu'cd when worked. Place

this pattern upon the table and work from it, counting the

stitches upon it and working the same number on the

canvas.

For Cliiircli Enihroidenj : Draw out the pattern as a

whole upon a large piece of paper and in proper scale, and
colour' this ; then upon separate pieces of paper make
sections of the pattern of those pieces that are worked in

frames by themselves and afterwards joined together.

Trace these sections on linen stretched in Embroidery
Frames, and colour them from the large pattern.

For Creirel WorJi, Satin Embroidery, Tapestry, and
all Embroideries upon thich Materials : Make a small

coloured design, trace the outline of this in its full size

upon oiled tracing linen, and transfer this outline to the

material with the aid of blue or white carbonised linen,

and work out the colours from the small design. When
the materials are rough and dark it is extremely difficult

for an amateiu- to trace a design upon them, but the

following plan is the best : Trace the pattern upon oiled

tracing linen (not paper), and place underneath it a cream-

coloured piece of carbonised linen (not paper), lay the

material and pattern upon a piece of glass, and trace the

design through with a bone crochet hook. In some rough

materials the traced lines will rub off on contact, and for

these the best plan is, immediately after tracing, to Run
round all the chief outlines with a fine white thread, or

to paint them with Chinese white, with which water-

D D D
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€olour size has been mixed. The carbonised linen is sold at

Frances', in Hanway Street, in several shades of colour.

For Crochet, Knitting, Netting, and Tatting: Make

or obtain a small illustration of the article required, with

directions of how to work it from row to row ; the illus-

tration is not necessary, as long as the directions either

printed or written are obtained, but it facilitates the work

and shows the effect.

For Holbein and Kreuzsticli Sticherei Patterns : A want

that has been widely felt by many workers in these Em-
broideries has been met by a French invention of a

metal plate, which stamps small spots upon the material to

be worked, and so does away with the constant and weari-

some counting of thread, or the interpo-sition, on dark and

thick stuffs, of canvas, which has to be drawn away when
the work is completed. With the help of these stamps the

tracing of patterns upon velvet, plush, or silk, need no

longer present the difflcidties, nor take the time they have

hitherto done. The French stamp is formed of a piece of

thick wood, made of vari(5us sizes and prices, from which

a number of metal points protrude, these points being

placed at even distances from each other. The colour they

are to transport to the work is spread out upon a pad, and
the stamp put face downwards upon that, and immediately

afterwards on to the material, which it marks with even

I'ows of tiny spots, over which Cross Stitch, or Holbein

Stitch, is worked with ease. This stamp could be made
less cumbersome if formed of a thin sheet of copper, and
the holes punctured in it, and then the colour brushed

over them as in Stencilling, or as the small name and iigure

plates for marking ai'e manipulated. The colours for

stamping are i^owder colours, just diluted with water and
strengthened with a small quantity of gum—but water-

colours in cakes would do equally as well. For washing
materials, blue is the best, for dark stuffs Chinese white.

The density and stiffness of the colour used for a washing
material need not troulde the worker so much as that used
over a non-washing ; in the first case, the faint Mue spots

are removed at the fir.5t washing, l)ut in the latter they are

brushed away with a soft velvet brush, and must there-

fore only contain sufficient gum to allow of their adhering
temporarily. The mixture should be tried on a waste
piece of stuff before using, and care taken that it is not
very liquid.

For Pillow Lace Malcing : Prick the outlines of the
sprig or piece of lace upon thin parchment or Toile Cire,

so that each pricking shall represent one of the holes

required in the design, and into which a pin is stuck while
the lace is in process of making, in order that a stitcli can
be formed roimd the pin, and kept in position by it.

For Point or Needle Laces: Trace the design upon
parchment as a whole

; take copies of portions of it upon
small pieces of parchment, outline these with two prickings
close together and a small space between each group, and
work the portions of lace with the needle upon these
scraps, then join all together.

For Wliite Einhroidery, indmling WorJi upon Muslin
and Net and Imitation Laces made with Braids : Trace
out an outline of the pattern upon pink calico, back this

with brown paper, lay the white materials over it and

work, guided by the lines of the pattern seen through

them, or in the case of the lace, tack the braid straight

ujjon the pattern.

Pattes.—A term denoting the small straps securing

the loose cuffs of an out-door coat, jacket, or ulster ; or

designed to close the stand-up collar, by stretching across

the opening which, only just meeting, could not be

buttoned otherwise ; also for drawing-in an Ulster at the

back, when there is no belt round the waist. It may con-

sist of one piece with a button at each end, or of two short

straps, each sewed on the article of dress at one end^ and
buttoned across its fellow by a single button.

Peacock Pingeringf.—This is also known as Peacock
Knitting Wool.

Peacock Ice Silk.—This is a comparatively new
description of silk, for the purpose of knitting. It is made
in two sizes, twofold and fourfold. The former quality

can be employed in the knitting of fine stockings, and is

suitable also for Crochet Work. The fourfold quality is

very suitable for gloves, shawls, stockings, socks, and
scarves. Peacock Ice Silk bears the same relationship to

other silks so employed, that Eis, or Ice Wool, bears to

ordinary wools. It is prepared in a particular manner, and
is said not to become chafed in use. It can be had in half-

ounce balls, and in almost every hue and shade of the

same; and the dyes in which it is produced are very

beautiful.

Peacocks' Peathers.—The skin taken from the breast

of this bird, of which the pkmiage is blue, with a pecuhar
shot appearance, is employed for the crowns of women's
hats, as well as for collarets and cuff's. The tips also of

the beautiful tail feathers, some having an ej'c-like spot

at their several extremities, and others a shining green

fringe, extending just round the point on one side, and all

the way doivn on the other, are employed as trimmings for

dresses, as well as for hats, fans, screens, and mats. A
Peacock's Crest was in ancient times employed as one of

the decorations of our English Kings ; and, at the present

time, to lie awarded the distinction of wearing three

Peacocks' Feathers, is a point of ambition amongst all

Mandarins.

Pearl.—The loops that decorate the edges of Pillow
Lace are called Pearls or Purls, and are made to any parts
of the design that are disconnected in any way fi-om the
main body of the work, or upon the Bars forming the
ground. These lo.ips are called Right, Left, and Inner,

according to the side of the Lace they are made upon.
To Mahe a Left Pearl—Work as in Right Pearl until

the thread has t..i be placed on the pin. Place the pin
upon and not under the thread, and bring the Bobbin over

it with the left hand, run this loop up to the pinhole, stick

the pm, and bring the other Bobbin round the pin from
the lower side, moving first to the left. The difference is

slight, but unless attended to the edge of the left Pearl
untwists.

To MaTce an Inner Pearl.—This Pearl, instead of
being worked upon the outside edges of a lace desio-n

is made so as to decorate any hollows left in the centre
of lace patterns, such as a hole in the wings of a butterfly
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or hollow leaf. It is worked during the progress of tlie

lace as follows : Work to the inside edge and twist the

working pair of Bobbins six times, stiek a pin into aa

inside hole, put the twist round it, and work the laee baek

with the same pair of Bobbins.

To Make a Eight Pearl.—Continue working the Laee

until the Pinhole that is to form the loop is reached, then

turn the Pillow until the edge that was on the left is on

the right side. Bring the working pair of Bobbins across

the Lace, and twist once before the last stitch ; then

without sticking a pin, make a Cloth Stitch with the pair

lying outside, pull this up, twist the working pair seven

times to the left, lift one of these Bobbins in the left

hand, take a pin in the right hand, place the piin under the

thread, give a twist of the wrist to bring the thread round

the pin, run the pin up to the hole it is to be placed in,

stick it in, lay down the Bobbin that was held, and pass

the other one round from the lower side, twist once, make
a Cloth Stitch, again twist once, and work liack across

the lace.

Fearl-edge.—Othei-wise written Purl-edge. A narrow

kind of thread edging, made to be sewn \ipon lace, as a

finish to the edge ; or projecting loops of silk at the sides

of ribbons, formed by making some of the threads of the

weft protrude beyond the selvedge.

Fearlin.—This is the old name in Scotland, for lace,

and was there applied to all descriptions of it. During

the seventeenth century it was used in Enactments against

the importation of foreign Laces into that country, and

in all Scotch poems, legends, and histories written

during that period. Pearlin and Pearling have the same

meaning.

Pearling.—See Pearlin.

Pearl-purL—Pearl-purl is a gold cord of twisted wire,

resembling a small row of beads Strang closely together.

It is used for the edging of Bullion Embroidery, is sold by

the ounce, and is more costly than plain Bullion. It is

too delicate to be drawn through the material to be em-

broidered, and must be laid on the surface, and stitched

down with waxed yellow silk ; it requires careful hand-

ling.

Fekiu.—A French term employed to denote a silk stuff

made in alternate stripes of satin and velvet, which vary

in width in the different pieces manufactured. Pekin

Silk goods may be had in black, and all colours, and are

much used as portions of dresses and trimmings. There

are also Pekin Gauzes, the Gauze being substituted for

the satin stripe.

Feleriue.—This description of Cape or Tippet had its

origin in that wom by pilgrims, and which had the

addition of a hood—the French word pclerin meaning a

pilgrim or palmer. As worn by English women, they only

just reach the waist at the back, and have long straight-

cut ends in front, which are tied once, without a bow

at the waist in front. They are made in silk, muslin,

cashmere, and other materials.

Felisse.—An over-dress for outdoor wear by women,

formerly made of cloth, and often trimmed with fur, open

aU down the front, and fastened with closely-set buttons,

the sleeves tight like those (.)f a coat. The Pelisse of former

times resemliled in style the mudern "princesse polonaise."

The form is still used for infants' and children's dress, in

merino, cashmere. Nankeen, pique, A:c. The first mention

of the Pelisse dates back in English history to the year

lls.j, when, in the reign of Edward the Confessor, the

nobles wore dresses of fur, or skins called " Pelles," from

the Latin PelUs, a skin.

Pelisse Cloth.—A woollen textile, twilled, and made
soft, of about seven quarters in width.

Pelote.—A French term, denoting a kind of Moss-

fringe, cmpk>yed for the trimming of dresses.

Pelts, or Peltry.—These terms denote the raw, un-

prepared, but dried fur-covered skins, which, subsequent

to their " dressing," are called Furs.

Peluche.—The French name for Plush.

Penelope Canvas.—A description of cotton canvas

made for Berlin woolwork, in which the strands run in

couples, vertically and horizontally, thus forming squares

containing four threads each. It is less trying to the eyes

of the embroiderer than ordinary canvas, as there is little

counting to do ; and the squares are large compared with

the single threads of the latter.

Penguin Skin.—The skin of the Penguin is used for

purposes of women's out-of-door dress.

Peniche Lace.—On the little peninsula of Peuiche,

lying north of Lisbon, in the Estremadura Province, the

lace industry of Portugal is chiefly carried on. In that

place, the population being debarred from agricultural

pursuits, the men become fishermen and the women are all

engaged in the lace trade. They begin to acquire the art

at four years of age, work all their lives, and when too old

to make elaborate designs return to the first patterns they

made in youth. For the last forty years this lace has be-

come an article of commerce. The implements used are the

same as in other kiads of Pillow Lace making, except that

the lace, being made in very wide widths without joins,

necessitates a very long Pillow to work upon. The

Pillows are made in the form of a cylinder, the women

sit with this Pillow across their knees, and with its ends

resting upon low stools or in baskets. It is made with a

hole at each end to lift it by. The patterns are of card,

and dyed saffron, to make them yellow and look like

parchment ; they are designed and pricked liy a regular

class of women. The Bobbins are of pine wood, Brazil

wood, and ivory ; a great number are needed, a large piece

of lace often requiring eighty to a hundred dozen in use at

one time.

The lace is a coarse Pillow Lace, similar to the white

lace made near Lisbon, but at Peniche both black and

white lace are made, and a greater %-ariety of designs

worked than near Lisbon. Some of the patterns resemble

Maltese designs, and are geometrical, having no grounds
;

others are similar to the large flower patterns so well

known in Spanish Lace patterns, while another kind have

hardly any pattern at all, and are made of a variety of

grounds, with a few thick stitches intermixed with the

grounds and a gimp thread run in and out and forming a
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veiy simjjle design. In the thick Spanish Lace designs

the grounds are made of various kinds of Honeycomb

and Star, two or three varieties being introduced into one

pattern, the favourite varieties being either sis or eight

pointed Honeycomb of the usual size, or a number of large

Honeycombs, each surrounded with a second or double

line, filled in with a number of small holes. Pig. 6.5t! is a

lace veil of a large size, reduced so that the pattern may
be entirely shown. The ground is omitted, as the beauty

of the design would not be visible m its present size if

filled in. The flowers and leaves are worked thick in

Cloth Stitch, and are surrounded with a Fil de Tbace
or Gimp of a coarser and more shiny thread than they are

filled in with. No open lace stitches arc worked, the

muifs, tippets, cuffs, and linings. The skin measures

6 inches by 6 mches, being as broad as it is long.

Perforated Cardboard Work.—This fancy work is of

so simple a description that it is generally only made by

children, for whom it is peculiarly suitable, but it can be

and is used for making church book-markers, and when
the designs arc worked out in many col(Jured silks, and arc

shaded like Berlin wool patterns, they are rather more
difficult of execution. The materials reqviired are, per-

forated white cardljoard, skeins of sewing silk, and

patterns such as are used for samplers or small Berlin

woolwoi-k sprays of flowers. The silks when used by

children are selected of biright colours, but all of one

shade ; for more difficult "work they are chosen so as to

Fig. im. PENICHE LACE.

whole beauty of the design resting upon its bcddness and
the contrast between the fine filmy ground and the thick-

ness of the pattern.

Percaline. — A fine cotton material, employed in

Eltsee Work.
Percals.—A fine calico cloth, bearing a French name,

yet of Indian origin. It was manufactured in England in

KiTO, and in France in 1780. That home-made has a small

printed design, and measures 33 inches in width. It is

stiffer, and has more glaze than the original cloth made in

Bengal.

Perewiaska Fur.—The animal producing this fur is a

small rodent mammal, of the genus Mxis^ and is otherwise

known as the R.ussian Musquash. It is employed for

shade into each other. To work : Procure a sheet of card-

l;)oard and comit the lines of punctures upon it as rows, and
find out how many rows are required for the pattern, one
row counting for one stitch. Cut out the cardboard,
and in its centre work the selected spray or the letters of

a name. Work in Ceoss Stitch, and for the letters form
those illustrated in Marking. Line the cardljoard with
a ribbon matching it in width, so as to hide the wrong side

of the work, and secure this liy working a. Vandyke border
round the edge of the cardboard and through the ribbon

;

three Cross Stitches to every slant will make a good Van-
dyke. If the edge of the work is required to l.)e more highly
ornamented, after the centre is worked, lay the cardboard
upon a piece of glass, and with a sharp penknife cut it
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away so as to fomi open crosses round the edge, but leave

two rows of lioard between the real edge and the open

edge. Sew on the rilibou and make the ornamental border

inside the cutting, and secure the edge with a plain

straight line of Cross Stitches along the rows left at the

outside.

Perforated Cards.—These are cards stamped for the

purposes of Decorative Needlework, the designs being

punched through them liy machinery. At one time very

beautiful floral designs used to be pricked in card, so as

to stand out in relief. These cards were then bound with

silk ribbon binding, and se'mi together, to form small

articles, such as pin-trays, pincushions, &c.

Permanents.—These are cotton cloths, of a light

description, similar in textiire to Turkey Cambrics ; some

of them ha^e a slight glaze. They are dyed in a variety

of colours, and are much emploj'ed for the trimming of

dresses, especially Galatea stripes.

Persian,—An inferior description of silk stuff: thin,

and designed for linings of women's cloaks, hoods, and

articles of infants' dress. It is soft, fine, almost trans-

parent, and thiis not durable: it may be had in all coloui's

the width riuining to half a yard. It is extensively made
in Persia—whence its name—and is exported to Turkey

and Russia.

Persiana.—A silk stuff decorated with large flowers.

Persiau Cord.—A slighter kind of dress material than

Janus Cord. It is a mixture of cotton and wool, some-

what stiff, and unfinished on one side. It washes well, and

is 27 inches in width.

Persian Cross Stitch. — See Cross Stitch Berlin
Work, and Embboideby Stitches.

Persian Embroidery.—Persia has given to Europe a

large proportion of the art designs that are now so freely

employed, not only in our embroideries, but in our textiles,

gold, silver, and bronze works. That embroidery came

originally from the Bast is well known, but few are aware

that in the thirteenth century Marco Polo, when describing

Kerman or Cashmere, mentions that, " the ladies of that

country produce such excellent embroidery of silks and

stuffs with figures of beasts, birds, tree, and flowers, that

they are marvels to see." Persian Embroidery from that

date down to the present time has been employed to

decorate prayer and other carpets, curtains, shawls, quilts,

housings, veils, and fine linen ; and whatever has been

produced has combined beauty and intricacy of design,

variety in colour and workmanship, with skill in its execu-

tion. All the descriptions of Embroidery are executed in

Persia, as Embroidery with gold and silver threads Couched

upon the background, and answering to our Church Em-
broidery, Embroidery upon Silk or Cotton foundations in

Satin Stitch or in Crewel Stitch, Embroidery vipon Leather

and Velvet, Inlaid Applique with coloured cloths combined
with embroidery, Embroidery covering the entire back-

ground, and worked in Tent and Cross Stitch, Darned,

Netting, Drawn Work, and fine White Embroidery.

The materials used for the foundations to the Em-
broideries are various. Coarse cotton backgrounds are

frequently used, also fine cotton fabrics, the soft silk

kmjwn as Persian silk, velvet, leather, thin cloth, and wool

obtained from goats. The last material is that used in

the making of the celebrated Kerman shawls. These
shawls are woven liy hand, and are made from the under
wool of a particular kind of white goat, whose wool attains

a peculiar softness from the fine pasturage round Kerman.
The pattern known as the Pine, which has been so

extensively copied in our Paisley shawls, was used in

Persia before the seventeenth century.

Darnel Netting.—This is used for veils. The Netting

is made with black and white silk threads, and with

Diamond Treble Netting, and upon it is worked, with

Coloured silks, geometrical designs, stars, circles. A:c.

Driiivn Worli.—This is carried to an extent and beauty

in Persia that has rarely been attained by any Eur(_>pean

needlewoman. Not only are the borders to pieces i.if fine

linen or muslin drawn out in the familiar squares oi

European work, but complicated designs are attempted,

and the various parts of the material drawn away, so as to

form regular patterns. On a piece of muslin in the South
Kensington Museum a Vandyke iHjrder is formed by alter-

nately dr;iwing away a section and forming it into minute

squares, each square being Buttonholed over with coloured

silks, and leaving a section perfect, and covering that

with silk embroidery, while the centre of the muslin

is filled with a round of Drawn Work, edged with pots

containing flowers made with many coloured silks.

Embroidery in Tent and Cross Stitch was at one

time used for the wide trousers worn by the ladies of the

harems, and though no longer in request, many specimens

of it ax'e still to be met with. The foundation is a

moderately coarse cotton, which is entirely concealed with

patterns worked in Tent Stitch with fine wools and silks

of many colours ; one thread only of the f<jundation is

covered each time a stitch is made, and the result of such

work is so minute that unless closely inspected, it looks

like a finely woven material. The same background is

employed when the needlework is done with Cross Stitch,

but the appearance of this is slightly coarser, as coarser

silks arc used, and the stitch is not so minute.

Inlaid AppUqur, or Putchivorl- is a most remarkable

production. It is chiefly made at Resht, and is used

for covers, carpets, and housings. It is Patchwork com-

bined with Embroidery, the colours used are extremely

brilliant, and the patches (which are of cloth) are cut so

small and into such intricate patterns that it is maiwellous

how they can be joined together. Flowers, birds, and

animals are freely used, besides geometric and conven-

tional patterns ; the pieces are stitched together, and

every seam afterwards concealed with lines of Chain

Stitch worked over them with coloured silks. Not content

with a single line of Chain Stitch, two or three lines upon

each petal of a flower or feather of a bird are embroidered,

and each line is worked in a different coloured silk, while

in many places the entire patch is concealed with em-

broidery, either of gold thread or silk, worked so as to

make a shaded design. Sometimes instead of Chain

Stitches, lines are made with fine gold thread ;
these are

not laid on flat, but are twisted into very small circles,

laid so close together as to form a broad compact line.
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Gold and silver foil is used instead of gold or silk
;

it is

cut very narrow and folded over itself, so as to form

zigzag lines, which are then sewn to the foundation, either

as lines or to fill up certain spaces.

IwlaiA Aiypliqne Silk Embroideries.—These have been

in use hundreds of years for prayer and other carpets,

cui-tains, and for the covers thrown over State presents. The

prayer carpets are generally of a pale coloured silk founda-

tion, elaborately quilted in Vandykes, half circles, and

other designs, and then ornamented with wide borders of

and gold and silver thread, Couched down in patterns like

Basket, Wavy, Diamond, and Raised Couchings. The

bath carpets are made of cotton fabrics or of thin white

silk. They are also quilted and embroidered, but are less

ornamented than the prayer carpets. The covers used for

State presents are worked like the prayer carpets, but are

more thickly embroidered with gold and silver thread, after

the manner of our Church Embroidery, and being of a much

greater size, have large handsome borders of pomegranates,

their leaves and flowers, birds in full plumage, carnations,

\,L, i

fi«, 0.57. PEESlAN JEMBKOlDEE'?.

needlework, and with their centres covered with innumer-

able detached flower sprays. They are always known by the

centre being shaped like the thi-ee sides of a square and the

other a protruding curve. In the centre of this elongated

side a small round is formed with rich embroidery. This

spot marks the place where the holy earth of Kerbela

is placed, and which is touched by the forehead of the

person who kneels in the square marked out while per-

forming his devotions. No emljroidery is too elaborate for

these carpets, in which Satin, Crewel, Feather and Herring-

bone Stitches are worked in varied shades of many colours

and tulips the size of life, and other bold designs. The

pattei"n of one of the covers worked in the seventeenth

century is shown in Fig. 657, and is selected for illustra-

tion, as it is one that is handsome in itself and Is yet

capable of being copied without too much labour. It is

made as follows ; Trace out the design upon white Persian

Silk, stitch the quilted lines according to pattern with

salmon pink silk. Work the oval in the centre of the flower

with pink silk in alternate squares, and leave the other part

plain, the petals of the flowers in Satin Stitch, and in

crimson and orange silk. These two shades do not blend
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into each other, where one ends and the other comniencos

heing distinctly marked in the ilhistration. Use the same

crimson and orange silk for the flower buds, put the crim-

son round the outside and the orange in the centre, but

add some pale yellow for quite the centre. Work the

leaves in deep olive green and yellow silk, the olive green

work all rovmd the edges of the leaves, and the yellow in

the centre. Use the same colours for the calyx of the

flowers and buds. Edge every petal of the flowers with a

line formed with fine gold thread and crimson silk doubled

and run into one needle and stitched round as an out-

line, and make the stems and stalks with gold thread and

green silk threaded on one needle, and worked as close

Ceewel Stitches.

"nii'de Linen Embroidenj.—This is worked upon fine

Hnen, and in thick Satin Stitches, with a soft glazy thread;

the patterns are remarkable for their extreme delicacy

and finish.

Persian Lamb.—Of this animal there arc two varieties,

the black and the grey-furred. The skins are the most
valuable of all Lamb Skins, are beautifully curly and
glossy, and are employed for articles both of men's and
women's wear. They measure 14 inches by 20 inches, and
may be classed amongst the most costly of our furs.

Perwitzky.—The fur of this animal, which is short, is

chiefly employed for cloak linings, but it affords little

warmth to the weai'er.

Petersham Cloth.—This is a very thick, shaggy kind

of woollen cloth, of a dark navy blue colour, employed for

men's overcoats, and what are called "pilot coats," suit-

able for seafaring purposes, or for wear in very severe

weather.

Petershams tor Belt Ribbons).—A similar descrip-

tion of article to Pads, being of double thickness, watered,

of all colours, plain, and in patterns. Skirts of dresses

are sewn upon them ; and they are likewise attached to the

backs of bodices, on the raside, at the waist ; they are

supplied with hooks and eyes, for the purpose of securing

them in their right place upon the figure of the wearer.

The name Petersham likewise denotes a rough kind of

knotted woollen cloth, employed for men's great coats.

Petit Cote.—French term to signify the side piece of a

bodice.

Petit Point.—The French name for Tent Stitch, gee

Berlin "Woek.

Petit Fonssin.—See Poussin Lace.

Pheasant.—The plumage of this bird is sufficiently

handsome to make it popular for the purposes of millinery,

being employed for the crowns of hats, the skins being

used entire; also for muifs and collarettes. The wings are

likewise used as trimmings for hats.

Phrygian Needlework.—See Embroidery.

Picot.—The French term for a prick as with a needle,

bemg derived from the neuter verb Picoter. It is em-

ployed in lace making.

Picots.—These are little Loops or Bobs that ornament
Needle-made Laces of all kinds, and that are often intro-

duced into Embroidery. To work : Make a tiny Loop upon

the work, and cover it over with a number of Buttonhole
Stitches worked into it, or put the needle into the work,
and bring it out so as only to take up a very small piece of

the material ; wind the thread eight or nine times round
the needle, place the left thumb upon it, and draw it out of

the material, holding the thread down while doing so. The
Loops made upon the needle will be transferred to the end

of the thread, and will form a spiral raised Dot upon the

work. See Crochet, Guipure d'Art, and Embroidery
Stitches.

Piece Goods.—The articles classed under this name
include Grey Cotton, Mulls, Jaccouets, Shirtings, Mada-
polams, Printers' Cambrics, Longcloths, Sheetings, Drills,

Bobbin Net, &c.

Piecing.—Mending, joining two pieces of stuff together.

A method adopted for the repair of sheets when worn in

the middle, the thinnest portion being cut out, and the

outer sides turned inwards, and sewed together up the

middle.

Piercer, or Stiletto.—One of the useful appliances

of a workbox, consisting of a small sharply-pointed instru-

ment of steel, ivory, or mother-of-pearl. It is employed
for making holes for Embroidery, the shanks of buttons,

eyelet-holes for lacings, and, in a somewhat different form,

used by embroiderers in gold, who employ it for laying the

Bullion in place, guiding the fine cord round the edges of

the work, arranging the pattern, and making holes.

Pile.—-The thick, short nap on the right side of velvet,

cloth, 01' corduroy, formed in the first and last-named stuffs

by the placing of part of the warp-threads over a needle,

more or less thick, according to the desired richness of the

velvet. When the needle is withdrawn, it is replaced by a

sharp instrument, which cuts through the loops formed.

The pile always lies in one direction.

Pillow.—This is an article required by all lacemakers

who employ Bobbins, and from its use has given the

name of Pillow Lace to the work manufactured upon it.

To the Pillow the parchment pattern is secured, and

the Bobbins holding the numerous threads attached,

while the other articles required in lace making, such as

pincushion, scissors, crochet hook, and pins, are all arranged

upon it. The Pillows used are of several kinds, that known

as the Round is chiefly used for Devonshire and Honiton

Lace, the Flat for Brussels Lace making, the Oblong for

Macrame, and the Long for Peniche Lace and other laces

which are made in one piece, and whose width is great.

To Make a Flat Pillow : Take two circles of either

Holland or twill material, 18 inches across, join them

together, but leave a small opening through which stuff

the Pillow out with flock or horsehair, sew up the

opening, and then on the top where the work is to be

done, lay several folds of flannel ; cover the Pillow over

with a red twill or silk cover, made to take off and on as

described in Bound Pillow.

To Make a Long Pillow : Make this in the form of a

cylinder, half a yard long and 36 inches round. Make

a cover of this size, and stuff it out with horsehair ; but,

instead of filling the ends, make a hole like the entrance

to a muff, into which the implements used in the lace
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making can be put, sew the flock into the cover so that

these two cavities are kept from filling up, and then place

a piece of flannel over the top of the PiUow and finish

with a red twill cover made to take off and on. These

Long Pillows are kept in baskets or upon low stools,

in order that when transported from place to place, they

can be carried without disturbing the work.

To Make an Oblong PiUon' .- Make a stout Holland

bag, 12 inches long by 8 inches wide, and fill this with

bran, so that it is perfectly hard; cover it over with a piece

of strong blue ticking of a kind woven for the purpose,

with blue lines in it placed at even distances from each

other and lengthways across the cushion. An oblong

straw hassock will answer the purposes of this Cushion if

covered with the blue ticking.

To Make a Round Pillow : This is made round like a

ball, except on the top, where it is flat. Tie up into a

round a quantity of horsehair or flock, and bind this over

with list ; make the Pillow 36 inches to 38 inches in

this the lace is worked ; it is removed and washed whenever

it becomes dirty. The smaller cloths are made of fine

linen, in size 18 inches by 12 inches. These are detached

from the Pillow and removed at pleasure ; one is doubled

and laid over the pattern and under the Bobbins (see

Pig. 658), and the other folded in the same way upon

the opposite side of the Pillow, and so as to keep the

finished lace clean. When the Pillow is laid by, take off

the cover" under the Bobbins, and lay it over the whole

work. Pig. 658 shows a Round Pillow dressed with covers,

with pattei'n, Bobbins, and pincushion attached, and the

lace in the process of working. (See Dressed Pillow.)

When working the lace, rest the Pillow upon the knees,

arrange .the Passive Bobbins so that they hang down

straight in a fan shape, and keep them in this position,

particularly when making curves and turns, as the Passive

Bobbins are liable to run to the inner parts of the

pattera, and leave the edge of the design open and bare.

Keep the Working Bobbins at the side oi the Pillow, and

Fig. 658. BOUND PILLOW, DKESSED.

diameter ; over the part that is to form the top, lay a
piece of flannel or Bath coating, and then cover over the

whul(! with a Nankeen, or red twill, or silk covering. This

is generally made so as to take ofP and on, and the best

way to manage it is to cut a circle the size of the top

of the Pillow, run a straight piece of twill round the circle

of sufiicient depth to cover the sides and meet underneath
the Pillow, and finish this off with a broad hem, through
which pass a string. Put the cover on the Pillow and
draw the string up tightly so as to secure the folds of the
material and leave no rucks into which the lace threads

might become entangled.

All these Pillows before they are finished are covered

with three cloths known as Cover Cloths, which are used
to keep the lace clean while in progress ; the largest Cover
Cloth, made of fine linen the size of the Pillow, is laid

over the Pillow before the pattern is pinned on, and upon

pin them out of the way of the lace until they are re-

quired. The Pillow is turned while the lace is making, if

the pattern is more easily worked l)y so doing.

Fillow Bar.—This is used to connect various detached

parts of Pillow Lace together that are made with Bar

Grounds. The three kinds of Bar used is the Plain Bar

that forms a straight line from lace to lace ; the Guipure

Bar, that forms the same straight line, but is worked

with threads proceeding from the lace instead of attached

for the purpose ; and the Irregrdar or Crossbar, formed

by Bars meeting together and starting off at angles to

each other. All the Bars are ornamented with a Pearl

Edge upon one or both sides.

To Make a Ouipnre Bar.—Throw out when making the

lace four pairs of Bobbins from one piece of lace and work

those in Cloth Stitch without putting up pins until the

lace upon the opposite side is reached. Work in the
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Bobbins here as part oi the pattern. The Bars must be

worked from alternate sides, so that the Bobbins taken

away to form one Bar are retm-ned liy another and used if

required, il not, are secured liy a Liop and cut (iff.

To Make In-egidar or Croa^ liiir.—Haug on four

pairs of Boblnns and work as for Plaiu Bar with Cloth
Stitch until a plaee where the Bar is intersected is

reached. Here hang on another set of four pairs of Bol)l)ins

and leave them alone until the first line is completed.

Then work up these and carry the line thus made in a

different direction to the first Bar. Several sets of Bobbins

can be hung on to the first Bar, at intervals, and completed

and themselves intersected, if the ground to be filled in

will admit of so many Bars being worked.

To TT'or^' (I Piaiii Bar irifh Pfarl Edge upon One

Side : Take eight pairs of Bobbins and wind the Knots
out of the way. Attach them to the lace where the

Bar is to be made by drawing uj) a loop of one pair

and passing the rest of the Bol:ibins through it ; draw

up tightly and work across in Cloth Stitch, and back

again without setting up a pin ; twist six times, take

the last Bobbin on the right hand in the left hand,

raise it, take a pin in the right hand, twist it once

imder the threa .1, and make a loop round the pin

;

put it in the Pinhole, take up the Boljbin next it, and

twist it once round the pin, and work back in Cloth Stitch

^having made a Pearli. Return again to the right without

putting up a pin on the right, make another Pearl, and

repeat until the length of Bar is made and the lace is

reached. Draw up a loop with tlie hook, pass two of the

Bobbins through it, tail foremost, draw the loop tight and

cut off two pairs of Boldiins, but not those that made the

loop ; twist the remaining Bobbins tightly and caiTy them
to the next Bar ; make Sewings to keep them close where

requii-ed. Hang on two more pairs of Bobbins at the new
Bar, and work as before. A Pearl edge to both sides is

made with Eight and Left Pearl alternately.

Pillow Tustian. — The most common variety of

Fustian. The cord is narrow, and the texture stout. It

is chiefly made in Lancashire, and is manufactured in

cotton after the manner of velvet. See Fustian.

Pillow Lace Wheels.—These are used to fill in romid

spaces left in the centres of patterns in Houiton and other

Pillow Laces. They are described under Wheels.

Pillow Linens.—These cloths may be had in various

qualities. The best Irish are made in widths of 40, 42, 45,

and .54 inches. The medium sorts measure 40, 42, and 45

inches in width. See Linen.

Pillow-made Braid Lace.—See Braids.

Pilot Cloth.—An indigo blue woollen cloth, used for

great coats, and for mariners' clothing. It is thick and

twilled, having a nap on one side, and is very strong for

wear. Pilot cloth is sometimes incon-ectly called Dread-

nought, which should only be applied to the coat itself.

Bearskin is a description of Pilot Cloth having a longer

nap. It may be had of either 27 inches in width, or 54

inches, and of different descriptions, viz. : in wool-dyed

woaded colours, and in unwoaded colom-s ; also in piece-

dyed woaded, and piece-dyed unwoaded colours,

Fine Cloth.—An expensive textile, made of the fibres

of the pine-apple leaf, and manufactured into dress pieces,

shawls, scarves, and handkerchiefs, by the natives of the

Philippiues. It is very delicate and soft in texture, trans-

parent, and usually has a slight tinge of pale yellow.

Pine Marten lor Baum) iMastehi ahietuni).—Distin-

guished from the Stone Marten by some admixture of

yellow colour. The skin of this animal is dyed to imitate

sable.

Pine Wool.—A description of wool produced from the

fibres of the leaves of the Norwegian Pine, and employed

for the manufacture of a kind of Stockingette Cloth re-

sembling wool. It is of a light brown wood colour, with

an agreeable odour, and is considered invaluable for the

use of i^ersons suffering from rheumatism, especially when
a few drops of the essence of Pine Oil are applied, upon

tlie wool, to any part especially affected.

Pinking Iron.—A small appliance having a sharp edge,

shaped in after an oniamental outline. With this borders

of silk, cloth, or leather may be cut, or stamped out with

perfect regularitv. in a decorative way ; the material being

laid on a thick block of lead, and the opposite end of the

iron struck smartly with a hammer, so as to give a clear

sharp cutting at the first application of the instrument.

Pinking, or Pouncing.—A method of decorating

dresses, trimmiugs for furniture, i-ugs. and shrouds, by

means of a sharp stamping instrument. Pieces of the

material are cut out by it in scallops, at the edge, and

other designs within the border. The stamping is of semi-

circular, or angular form, and the extreme edge is evenly

jagged or notched. The use of the term Pouncing is now
nearly, if not quite, obsolete.

.Pink Tape, or Red Tape.—This Tape is made of

cotton, and numbers 16, 24, 32. It is to be had in very

lung lengths on reels, and is chiefly employed in Law
offices.

Pin-rib.—The very delicate lines, either printed or

woven, in Muslin Textiles.

Pin Work.—Also known as Crowns, Spines, Thorns,

and Pleur Volants. These are stitches used in most Needle-

points to lighten the effect of the Cordonnet edgings or

of any part in the design that is Raised from the suiTOund-

ing flat surface. The stitch is formed of Buttonhole, and

either shaped as half crescents or long points. To work ;

Make a small loop into the Buttonhole Edging, run the

needle back underneath the edging to where it started

from, and Buttonhole closely over the thread ; this

forms a plain crescent. To form one ornamented with

Spines or Thorns, lay the thread as before, and Buttonhole

it over as far as the centre, then loop a piece of fiue thread

into the working thi-ead, hold the two ends of this fine

cotton firmly under the left thumb, and continue to

Buttonhole with the working thread ; then take up the

thumb, draw out the fine thread, and leave the Buttonholes

that were upon it as a lump or Spine by themselves. Con-

tinue to fill up the loop with Buttonholes until another

Spine is desired, when make as before. Spines and Thorns

worked by themselves upon the Cordonnet make thus :

Make a little loop of thread, and stick a pin in it to keep

E E E
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it tight, and then run the working thread up to the pin

and cover the loop with Buttonholes until the Coedonnet

is again reached.

Piping.—A border formed on any material of dress or

furniture, by means of the introduction into it of a piece of

Bobbin, for the purpose of giving an appearance of greater

finish, or adding to its strength. To make :
Place a piece

of Bobbin, or Cotton Cord, along a strip of material—cut on

the bias—on the wi-ong side ; leaving a depth of two-thirds

of the width of the strip on the side which is to lie upper-

most, when placed on the article to be bound. Tack in the

Cord lightly, and then lay it on the raw edge of the di-ess

or other article to be thus finished ; the Cord side inwards,

that is, towards the working, and the raw edges all together

outwards, and parallel with each other. Stitch or Back

Stitch all together, keeping close to the Cord. Then turn

all the raw edges inwards, and turn in the one outside, over

the others, so as to form a Hem, which should then be

made.

Piqu6.—A French material, made of two cotton threads,

one thicker than the other, which are woven and united at

certain points, and there make an extra thickness. The

pattern is usually of a lozenge shape; the material is

strong and durable, and may be had with small printed

designs, in white only. It is suitable for children's

clothing, and for men's waistcoats. There are coloured

and figured varieties, which are made from 30 inches to a

yard wide. They are to be had in many qualities, both

thin and thick.

Placing.—The term commonly employed in reference

to Needlework, meaning the adjustment of the several

pieces of any article which have to be sewn together.

Plachet.—The opening at the back of a skirt or petti-

coat, extending from the waist downwards, designed to

enlarge the aperture made at the waistband, to allow for

passing the skirt over the head and shoulders. Hem the

overlapping side, double Stitch that underneath, and Face

the pleat at the extreme end of the Placket-hole, to

prevent its being torn downwards. In early times Placket

was synonymous with Petticoat, as we find exemplified by

a passage in Herrick's Poems :

If the maides a spinning goe,

Bam the flax, and fire the toe,

Scorch their Plackets.

Plaids, or Tartans.—By this name certain textiles

in silk, wool, and worsted are alike known. The designs

vary in colour, and in the breadths of the lines or bands,

which cross each other at i-ight angles, and form squares

more or less large. The colours are inserted in the warp,

and then a further introduction made in the weft, kept

respectively on separate shuttles, and thrown at regular

intervals ; the colours being woven into the material, and

not printed upon it. Tartan, correctly speaking, is the

name of the coloured pattern, and Plaid that of the stuff,

which is a coarse, strong worsted cloth, as made in

Scotland, and worn in the national costume. Plaids are

made of finer quality, suitable for ladies' wear, both in

dress-pieces and shawls, in England as well as in Scotland.

Shepherds' Plaid is a very small check, in black and white

only. Plaids can be had in both double and single widths.

Woollen and Worsted Tartans are very durable, and each

distinct pattern supplies the badge of some clan. Properly

speaking, we should call silk stuffs, and Ribbons so

checkered Tartan, not Plaid silks and Ribbons.

Plain Edge.—In Pillow Lace, when the outside edges

of the parts of a pattern are not decorated with the loops

that are known as Pearls, they are finished with what is

called a Plain Edge, which is made by working as the last

stitch a more open stitch than that used in the other part

of the lace. To work : Work across the lace to within one

pair of Bobbins at the end. Twist this pair three times to

the left with the left hand, take a pin in the right hand,

hold both Bobbins in the left hand, stick the pin in front

of the twisted threads into a Pinhole on the right, give a

pull to draw the twist up, make a stitch with the last pair of

Bobbins and the working pair, putting the second Bobbin

over the last but one, the last over the second, and then

the last but one over the first Bobbin, and the first over

the last Bobbin. Twist both pairs three times to the

left, using both hands, pull the twists gently up, and

then continue the thicker part of the pattern.

Plain Embroidery.—Also known as Low Embroidery.

This term includes all the Embroideries worked in Satin

and other stitches upon a flat foimdation, whether worked

alike upon both sides or in the usual manner, so long as no

Raised Work or padding is added.

Plain Plat Couching.—See Couching.

Plain Knitting.—See Knitting.

Plain ITetting.—See Netting.

Plain Sewing.—A term denoting any description of

Needlework which is of a merely useful character, in contra-

distinction to that which is purely decorative. It comprises

the following varieties : Hemming in two or three varieties.

Sewing (or Seaming), Stitching, Hem-stitching, Running,

Whipping, Tacking, Herringboning, Pinedrawing, Darn-

ing, Overcasting, Buttonholing, Marking, Gathering,

Gauging, Felling, Grafting, &c.. Slashing, Fringing, Reev-

ing, Quilling, Quilting, Ruching, Honeycombing, Slip-

stitching, &.C.

Plaited Laces.—These are of two descriptions, one

being made of silver or gold wire, and sometimes called

Wire Lace ; and the other being made of fine thread, and

called Pillow Guipure. The Plaited Laces made of gold,

silver, or silk threads, superseded the Knotted laces and the

Reticellas towards the close of the sixteenth century-

Italy claims the first invention of these, and, much being

made at Genoa, it was known as Genoese Lace, but as large

quantities were also worked in Spain, and were largely

exported thence to other countries, plaited laces also

received the name of Point d'Espagne. France, Germany,

and England made Plaited Laces, but never rivalled those

produced at Genoa and in Spain, in which latter country

the manufacture is still continued for ecclesiastical pur-

poses. Plaited Laces are made upon a pillow and with

Bobbins ; the patterns are geometrical, and open, and have
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no grounds ; for common purposes tinsel is used instead

of real gold, and the lace is then used for theatrical

purposes.

The thread Plaited Laces of the seventeenth century

were first made in the geometrical designs used for the

gold lace and for Reticellas, but soon became of much
more elaborate design ; they were largely employed to trim

ruffs and falling collars in the seventeenth century, and

only went out of fashion when flowing wigs came in, which

hid the collar, and would not allow of a ruff being worn.

At the present date the Plaited Laces have revived under

the names of Maltese, Tak, or Cluny Laces, and are made
at Auvergne, Malta, and in Bedfordshire and Buckingham-

shire. These are made with either black or white threads,

and with simple geometrical designs.

Flaited Ribbon Work.—A pretty work, of modem
origin, made by plaiting ribbons together so as to form

geometrical and open designs. It is used for sofa cushions.

-. '\

Fig. 659. Plaited Eibbon Wokk,

mantel borders, handkerchief cases, and for any purpose

that will admit of its being lined, as part of the effect

depends upon the open spaces left between the plaits being

filled with ailk or satin of a contrasting colour to that of

the ribbon. The materials required are wooden or mill-

board frames, fitting the work, a quantity of narrow silk

ribbon, rather less than half an inch wide, gold cord, gold

coloured filoselle, and some pins.

To work as shown in Fig. 659 : Procure a thin wooden

frame, or make one with millboard, of the size required,

and cut a good many lengths of ribbon an inch longer

than the length from side to side of the frame. Pin

two of these to the back of the frame close together

(see Fig. 660), and fasten them to the opposite side ; leave

an inch space, and pin on two more lengths of ribbon, and

continue until one side of the frame is thiis filled. Com-

mence to fill the other side of the frame in the same
manner, but interlace these second riljbons in and out the

first ones wherever they cross them, as shown in the

illustration. Finish the plait by interlacing into these

straight ribbons some ribbons carried diagonally across

Flo. 660. Plaitei) Eibbok Work.

the frame, as shown in Fig. 66L These cross ribbons

are of various lengths and should be cut as required
;

the shortest line will be across the comer of the frame,

the longest across the centre of the work. Pin them

to the back of the frame, and interlace them outside

the square formed by the meeting of the straight rib-

bons, so that they surround it with a diamond. Weave

Fiii. 661. PtiiTED EiBBOs Work.

them over and under the straight ribbons. Run a gold

cord down the centre of each plait between the two

straight ribbons and over the ribbons forming the dia-

mond, and under those forming the square. Tack the

ends of these cords to the ribbon ends, and secure

Xj Sj )u H
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these latter together with a few stitches. Then take the

work out of the frame and edge it with a straight

line of ribbon. Procure ribbon an inch in width,

double it, and sew into it every end of the ribbons

forming the plaits, so that a tidy and straight edge is

The materials required are, a wooden frame, which can

be of rough deal, size and shape depending upon the size

mats to be made. Pegs are inserted into the wooden

frame at the top and the bottom in the same manner as

those used in daisy mat frames, and as shown m Pig. 663.

Piu. 662. PLAITED STEINGWOEK.

formed. Hide the stitches made in securing the ribbons

by working a border of Feather Stitch along the edge,

upon the right side of the work, which is the side

undermost during the working. Make the work up on
a coloured satin background, which cut larger than
required, and pull up through the openings left by the

plaits. Prevent these puffs moving liy securing them to

their places with a few stitches.

Plaited Stitch.—iSVe Berlin Work.
Plaited String-work.—Amongst the numerous varie-

ties of art needlework now so ])revalent, all taxing t(j the
utmost the attention and ingenuity of the worker, it is

occasionally a I'elicf to turn to work reiiuiring little

thought, and yet when cimiplcted of some use. Plaited
string is a suitalile work for ladies with weak sight, or tV>r

anyone who, in the intervals of more engr(jssing employ-
ment, requires rest without being al>solutcly idle. The
work makes good table mats under hot dishes, and as
such is shown completed m Fig. 662; is also useful
to put under ornaments that would othenvise injure the
polish of the tables they were idaccd upon, and it is

so inoffensive in colour and make when not embroidered,
that the highest of high art ladies could not find fault
with it in its pristine condition.

Besides the frame, evenly made packing string, a packing
needle, millboard, and silk ribbon, or linen tape are

required.

Fi(,'. 6i;3. Plaited Steixgwoek.

To work : Double the string and wind it up and down
the frame on the pegs (Sec Fig. 663), until the pegs are
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full, then thread the needle with donble string and Darn
in and ont the upriglit strands, under two and over

two, as shown in Fig. Wi4. The Darning must lie done

very evenly, and each horizontal line put in at any

equal distance lictween the one al)ove and the one lielow

it; also the string picked up and the string gone over

must be varied iu every other Hue. so as to produce a

woven or plaited look in the work. Each line of string, as

Fia. 66-t. Plaited Stkingwork.

it is Darned across, is not fastened at the commencement

or the end, hut cut. The whole of the Plaiting being done,

paste the back side of the work while in the frame, and

leave it to dry. Cut out the shape, whether square or

round, in millboard, and cover imderneath with a piece of

bright silk so as to ornament that side. Then cut the

plaited strings from the frame and to the size of the

Fig. 6ti5. Plaited Stui.n'gwokk.

miUboard foundation. Tack the edges firmly to the

millboard and bind them over with silk j'ibbon or tape

matching the lining. The looped edge shown in Pig. 665

is now foimed with the double string and sewn to the

edge ; it is merely a fine edging, and is enlarged in the

design to clearly denote the method of twining the loops

one within the other. To finish the mat, plait together

in a three plait nine strands of string, and sew this on

so as to conceal the binding ribbon and the stitches

round the edge. The plait is shown in Fig. 66(1.

This mat may be rendered much more attractive l)y

being formed (.f different materials. Thus, ..'oloured

braids may be used instead of the string, and uiad(." to

form dice patterns, or one colour can be used fur the

upright threads, and the other fir the darned lines, wliich

will give the appearand' of Couching. Should th(j f(jimda-

FiG, lUii). Plaiteii Stking^ork.

tion be made without any colour, simple Dots, Stars, iir

Sprays can be embroidered upon it before it is pasted or

withdrawn from the frame. These devices can be worked
either with filoselle or with siugle Berlin wool, and the

same materials can 1)0 introduced with the string iu the

Plait round the mat. or may entirely take its place. The
looped edge unist always lie of some stiff' material like

string iir braid, otherwise it would not retain its shape
;

but the materials forming all the other parts of the mat
can be diversified according to the worker's fancy.

Plaiter and Kilter.—This is a small appliance by
which the operation of Plaiting and Kilting may be

accomplished with the greatest regularity and ease. The
original inventitm was patented under the name (jf the

Centennial Plaiter in 1876 ; and the little machine can lie

had in different sizes, so as to suit the finer as well as

coarser kinds of Plaiting and Kilting. It has the appear-

ance of a fiat box, consisting of two parts, and containing

a knife. The first part is a tray, having three compart-

ments, formed liy divisions like coarse wooden eombs
; the

second part is a frame of wood, fitted with a number of

very narrow fiat steel bands, placed aci'oss it in close

succession, but leaving spaces sufficient for the intro-

duction of the material to be plaited. This frame is fitted

into the tray when the work is to be executed. The knife

likewise consists of two parts, a fiat piece of wood, and a

similar piece of steel, which latter is laid upon it, and

aflfixed liy two screws or nuts. The holes in the steel lieiug

of some length, it can he nurde to project beyond the edge

of the wood to any extent desired ; and, as the knife has a

blunt edge, it cannot cut the material to be plaited. The
method of working is as follows : Lay the stuff across the

steel bands in the frame, and press it in with the knife

between them successively. This part of the work lieing

accomplished, lay the fiat piece of wood, which forms the

cover of the liox-like apiplianee, upon the material, as it

remains pressed into the spaces, and turn the whole romxd,

laying the side, on which you have been operating, down-

wards into the tray. Then press the folds, which protrude

between the steel bars, with a h<jt iron, passing the latter

lightly liaekwards and forwards, until the folds be rendered

sufficiently well defined and permanent. Lastly, turn the
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frame round into its normal place again in the tray,

removinf^ the board (or cover of the boxl, and now hold

the hot iron as near to the other side of the material as

may be safe, without touching it. After having been

thoroughly heated thus, the material may be removed from

its confinement, and the work of plaiting or kilting will

be found completed.

Plaitings.—These are Pillow Lace Stitches used as

open Fillings for the centres of flowers, the wings of

butterflies, or to finish off the centre of a geometrical

design. They are used in many descriptions of Guipure

Lace, particularly in Houiton and Maltese. Plaitings are

of various shapes and sizes, and are known as Cucumber,

Crinkle, Diamond or Long, and Square.

Criiilde Plaitings.—These plaitings are used in the

centre of flowers and make Raised Loops in imitation of

stamens. They are illustrated in Fig. 486 of Honiton Lace,

where theyform the centre of the fully opened poppies. To
work: Sew to the Pearl Edge 2 pairs of Bobbins and

Plait these together by laying Nos. 1 and 4 of the Bob-

bins on the outside and No. 3 in the centre, and working

backwards and forwards across them with No. 2, work
twelve rows thus, then fasten this Plait back to the Pearl

it started from or to the one next it with a Sewing.

Repeat these Loops until the number of stamens required

is complete.

Cucumber Plaitings: These are illustrated in the

upper wings of the Butterfly that forms Fig. 667. Having

Fig. 607. Cclt.mber PLAiTiNGy,

worked the body, head, and the close wings in Cloth
Stitch, and the outlines of the open wings in Cloth

Stitch with a Pearl Edge on the outside, and a Plain

Edge upon the inside, proceed to fill in the lower wings

and the Circles with Diamond Plaitings, and, finally,

work the Cucumber Plaitings in the upper wings.

These are attached to the Plain Edge im one side and

the Pearl Edge on the other. It is less difficult to make
Sewings to the Plain Edge than to the Pearl Edge ; they

are all attached to the cross strands in the Cloth Stitch,

and it is at first difficult to find out these strands. Pre-

pare nine pairs of Bol:>bins, stick a pin into each Pearl

upon the Pearled side, and hang on a Pair of Bobljins at

the second Pearl, and twist four times ; hang on two pairs

of Bobbins at the fifth Pearl, make a stitch with these

last, twist twice, stick a pin, make a stitch about the pin,

twist four times ; then make a Plaiting with the first pair

hung on and the pair nearest it, leaving the third pair idle.

Make the Plaiting thus : Lay down Nos. 1 and 4 Bobbins

on the outside of the plait and well apart, and put No. 3

Bobbia down the centre, then take No. 2 Bobbin in the

hand and pass it backwards and forwards, under and over

the other three, changing it from one hand to the other.

For the first row pass 2 over 3 and under 4; for the second

row, pass 2 over 4, under 3, and over 1 ; for the third row,

pass 2 under 1, over 3, and under 4. Repeat these last two

rows until the Plait is long enough, but after the first two

rows draw 2 quite up and pull out again with 1 and 4, so

as to tighten the twist first made ; do not repeat this

pulling, and when the Plait is long enough (it requires

about twelve rows), twist 2 and 1 together four times, so

as to make 1 the outside Bobbin. Sew 1 to the thick

wing side of the Butterfly, and pass 2 through it. Hang
on two more pairs of Bobbins opposite the next hole, make
a stitch, twist twice, stick a pin, make a stitch about it,

and twist four times. Then make another Plaiting with

the pair left idle in the first Plaiting and the pair nearest

it. For this and the succeeding Plaitings pass the Bobbin
that would be called 2 backwards and forwards, so as to

make sixteen rows, then twist four times. Twist the

Bobbins that made the last Plaiting four times, and take

the third and fourth of those Bobbins, and the first and
second of the one in working, and make a stitch with these

four, and give 3 and 4 a gentle pull while so doing, but

leave 1 and 2 as worked. Stick a pin, twist twice, make
a stitch, twist four times. Hang on a pair of Bobbins
upon the close wing side of Butterfly, and leave them.

Hang on two pairs of Bobbins at the next hole, and make
another Plaiting as described above. Hang on the two
remaining pairs of Bobbins, make a Plaiting with one,

twist the other four times, sew it to the Circle and the end
of the wing twist four times, and by this means bring

this pair down in readiness to make the securing stitch

of the last Plaiting. Two more Plaitings will be required

to finish the wing; when they are worked, and all the

threads sewn to the close wing side of Butterfly, tie up
the Bol)bius and cut them off. The other wing is worked
from its extreme end to the centre in the same way.
Great care is required when working Cucumber Plait-

ings, especially in handling Bobbin No. 2. A firm hand
may be kept upon the other three, but if No. 2 is much
pulled it will throw the Plaiting out of place. The Bob-
bins must also be handled with great nicety while the
securing stitch is made. After the pin is stuck and the
stitch made about it, the Plaiting is secure and may be
left. The making of the rest of the Butterfly is described
in Half Stitch.

Diamond or Long Plaitings.—These are illustrated

in the centre of the Daisy shown in Fig. 668, and they are
worked after the other parts of the spray have been made.
Make the centre circle of the flower in Stem Stitch round
the outside edge and in Cloth Stitch, and the outer
petals in Stem Stitch. When finished tie up the Bobbins
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and cut them ofE, and commence the Diamond Plaiting.

There are four holes in the centre of the four Plaits and

a hole at each oommeneement of a Plait in the Circle of

the Daisy. Stick a pin into one of these last holes and

hang on two pairs of Bobbins, winding the knots out of

the way. Connect to the flower by drawing a thread

through the nearest hole and pass one Bobbin from the

other pair through it, take out the pin, and stick it into

the sewed hole, make a Cloth Stitch, twist each pair

twice, stick a pin in the hole between them. Number the

Bobbins 1, 2, 3, -t. Lay down Nos. 1 and -t on the outside and

some distance apart, and No. 3 in the centre, and take No. 2

in the hand and pass it backwards and foi-wards and under

and over the other three in the same way as in Ctjcumbeb

Plaitinos. Lift 2 with the left hand, 4 with the right,

put 2 over 3 and under 4, pass it into the fingers of the right

hand, drop 4, bring 2 back over it, lift 3 with the left hand,

pass 2 under 3 and into the left hand, drop 3, take 2 over

Fig, Ot^S. Diamond Plaitings.

1, lay it down, and turn 1 over it with the left hand, bring

it over 3 and under 4. Every three turns pull 2 gently up

to tighten the Plait, and if it is at all drawn in, pull 1 and

4 simultaneously, and this will restore the shape. When
the Plait is long enough to reach nearly to the centre of

the flower, twist both pairs of Bobbins twice ; stick a

pin between them and leave them. Hang on two pairs of

Bobbins to the detached hole opposite the one first used,

and work to the centre with these as described above. Stick

a pin between the two pairs of Bobbins last worked with,

make a stitch with the two pairs that lie next one another

between the pins, twist each thiice, and carry the re-

spective twists in front of the pins, make a stitch with each

outside pair, twist thrice, make a stitch with the two inner

pairs, and thus complete the square of holes, twist, stick

two pins, and work the two Plaitings that finish the centre.

Bring the left hand Plaiting down to the detached hole

opposite it, and after sticking the pin and making the

stitch. Sew to the flower, tie up and cut off the Bobbins,

finish the other Plaiting in the same way. The spray is

finished by working the leaves in Cloth and Half
Stitch, with Peahl Edoe, and the stem in Stem Stitch,

with Plain and Pearl Edge.

S(j!(((re Plaiting.^.—The Square Plaiting or Pilling is

shown in the centre of the Camellia in Fig. 669. To work :

Having made the flower with the exception of the centre,

proceed to fill that in. Hang on at the top, and on the

right side, a pair of Bobbins into the first Pinhole ; miss

the nest Pinhole, and hang on another pair and continue to

hang on Bobbins in pairs, missing a Pinhole between each

until the space is filled up. Commence to work on the

right side, twist the first and second pair twice, and take

these fourBolibins and Plait them together until a square

dot is formed, then twist the two pairs separately twice.

Put away the first pair vi Bobbins on the right side of

Fig. C69. S^cahe Plaitisos.

the Pillow, and bring into the working the next pair on the

left ; work with the second pair as described, and con-

tinue to the end of the row. For the second row hang on

a fresh pair of Bobbins on the right side, and use them to

make the square with the first pair. Work as before,

adding another pair on the left side when reached. For the

third row hang on a fresh pair both at commencement and

finish, and work as before. In the next three rows Sew to

the side and gradually cut oft' the Bobbins as they were

added, so that they are finally reduced to two pairs, which

Sew to the bottom edge, tie up, and cut oft". Work the rest

of the pattern as described in Honiton Lace.

Plait, or Pleat.—A method of arranging frills, bor-

ders of lace or muslin, and trimmings of dresses. In

ordinary Plaits the folds all lie in one directi'in ; in Box-

plaiting they are alternately reversed, two folds facing each
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otlier in pairs. When plaits are sewn in a piece of Muslin

or Net, the material should be out on the straight.

Plaits are also made in Double Box, as well as in

Triple and Quadruple form.

Double Box Plaits.—These resemble two single ones of

diifcreut widths, the smaller set upon the widei', which

thus shows at the sides of the upper. First Plait the top

right-hand half, then the imder right-hand half, and

lastly, the under right-hand portion in the same way.

Place the edges of the upper Plait so as to meet at the back,

as for Single Box Plaits, but do not allow the lower one to

meet in the centre by as much as it projects beyond the

face of the upper one at the sides. Double Box Plaits are

necessarily somewhat heavy, and, although they make a

handsome trimming, it is not one suitable for all materials

alike ; nor does it look well for flounces of less than 7 inches

depth. For a skirt of i yards, take a strip of 16 yards

for Plaiting. According to the thickness of the material,

and width of the folds, place the under ones further

apart at the back, to economise the quantity. Nothing

under 1 inch for the top poi'tion is heavy enough f(_>r this

style.

Single Bo:e Plaits are rarely more than 1 inch wide,

and are never separated by more than their own width.

Make them like two Kilt Plaits, turn one to the right, the

other to the left, and let the heels of each half of the Plait

touc-li at the back, but not over-lap, or it would cause the

Plait itself to set sideways. Single Box Plaits take twice

the length to be trimmed, i.e.. for a skirt 4 yards round

take a strip of 8 yards.

Triple and Q,uadru2)le Plaits are only occasionally

empIoyed,'_but, when desired, make the top fold .3 inches

across, and the underlayers from half - an - inch to 1 inch

beyond. Place each group vei'y near together— almost,

or quite touching. Relieve the extreme heaviness of this

trimming (which should be fully 15 inches deep) by cutting

out large Vandykes at one edge of the strip, and then

Plait them ; that the point of each may be in the centre of

the flat surface fold, and the narrowest part end at the last

edge of that undermost. Arranged in this way, the deepen-

ing edge of the Vandyke of course hides the shallower part,

which rises upwards inside with every succeeding f.jld

;

consequently, a muslin lining, Run on the wrong side, and

then turned over before the> Plaiting is begun, will not

show ; liut, if it be desiraljle to Plait the Vandykes in the

reverse way, making the narrowest part of the floimce to

come in the middle of each singly, and the long point in a

line between each group ; it follows that the inside of the

material will be shown at every new bend of the folds ; in

that case make a facing of its i_>wu material, or some of a

diiferent colour.

Plastron.—A tei-m adapteil fr(.)m the Freneh (for a

breast-plate) to signify a trimming for the front of a dress,

of a different material from itself, usually sewn aljout half-

way down the seam on the shoulder, and nan-owing as it

descends across the chest to the waist. It may end at the

waist, or extend to the edge of the skirt, gradually increas-

ing again in width to its termination.

Plis.—The French for the term Folds, as applied to

textiles.

Fliss^S.—The French term for flat plaits, or folds, in

making up Crape. These are cut the selvedge-way of the

material, lined with muslin, plaited at the top edge, and

tacked at the botti>m ; that they may lie successively side

by side, in regular order, while being pressed flat with a

hot iron.

Plush..—A shaggy, hairy kind of silk, or cotton cloth,

used for dress or upholstery. It is sometimes made of

camels' or goats' hair. The pile, or nap, is softer and

longer than that of velvet, and resembles fur. It is fabri-

cated by means of a single weft of goats' or camels' hair,

and double warp ; one of the latter supplying the loose

pile of woollen thread. Woollen plush is made at Ban-

bury, is warm and serviceable for upholstery, and is known
as Banbury Plush. A mixture of Cotton and Silk Plush

for the trimmmgs of infants' clothing, such as dresses,

cloaks, and hoods, is made at Amiens and Lisle. Black

Silk Plush for hats is made of a superior quality at Lyons.

Plush is used for small frames and albums. There are

also Plush Rib) ions, satin backed; and others known as

Pomponette Plush Ritibons. Plush Velveteen may like-

wise be had. Plush is much employed for liveries, and its

manufacture dates back at least to the sixteenth century,

as we find records of its use up to that time, but how

much older it may be, we have no data to determine.

Countei'poiuts of Plush are named in the Wardrobe

Accounts of James I.

Plush Stitch.—See Beklin Work.
Plush Velvet.—This is a variety of Plush having a

shorter pile. It is made with both a silk and a cotton

back. See Plush.

Ply.—A term signifying a fold, twist, or plait of thread,

in any kind of material.

Poll de Chevre.—This material, otherwise known as

Vigogne, is made of the Angora Goat's hair, and measures

48 inches in width. See Vigogne.

Point.—The French word for a Stitch in every descrip-

tion of Needlewoi'k. and alsi> very largely used in the

names of laces, and to denote the varieties of stitches

employed in (juipure d'Art, Embroidery, and Needle

Laces. The word Point when prefixed to a lace should

mean that it is one made with the Needle, and not

upon the Pillow, but as it has been appilied to many laces

that are only made on the Pillow, and to laces that are

made eitlier l:iy the hand or on the Pillow, it cannot be

looked upon as a perfectly correct indication of the nature

of the lace.

Point a Carreaux.—One of the French names for lace

made upon tli(.> Pillow.

Point a rAiguille.—This name is given to Brussels

Lace sprigs that are made Ijy the Needle, and not upon the

Pillow; see also ENGLISH Wheel.
Point k la Minute.—See Embboideey Stitches.

Point Alen(;on.—See Alenv'on Point.

Point Anglaise.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Antwerp.—See Antwerp Lace.

Point Appliqu^.—A name sometimes applied to Ap-
l)lique, and sometimes used to denote lace, whether made
upon the Pillow or with the Needle, that is worked in
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sprays, and then laid upon Machine Net for a ground,

instead of the ground being made by the hand or on the

Pillow.

Foint Bisette.—See Bisette Lace.

Point Brod^.—A term applied to spi-igs of Pillow

Lace, in which the flowers are in relief and made of

Raised Work. Brussels, Honitou, and Duehesse Lace all

Contain this Raised Work.

Point Campan.—A narrow Pillow Lace, made in

France in the early part of the seventeenth century. It

was made with fine white thread, and as an edging, and
was chiefly used as a border to wider laces.

Point Cliemin de Per.—See Embroidery Stitches

Point Conte. — The French name for Darned
Netting.

Point Covip^.—The French name for Outwork Laces.

Point Crois^.— See Embroidery Stitches and
Guipure d'Akt.

Point d'Aiguille.—These are Needle made Laces, such

as Venetian and Spanish Point, Alencon and Argentan
Points and Old Brussels.

Point d'Angleterre.—See Brussels Lace,

Point d'Angleterre Edging. — Sec Angleterre
Edging.

Foint d'Argentan.—See Argentan Point.

Point d'Armes.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Foint d'Attache.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point de Biais.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Foint de Bruges.-Lace is made at Bruges of two
kinds : one being Valenciennes, and the other Point

Duehesse or Guipui-e de Bruges. The Valenciennes Lace

is made on the Pillow, and with a round Net Ground, but

as the Bobbins in making this ground are only twisted

twice at every Pinhole, instead of four or five times, the

lace does not possess the value of the best descriptions of

Valenciennes. Point Duehesse is a beautiful lace, similar

in workmanship to Honiton Lace, but made with bolder

designs and a greater amount of Raised Work. For a full

description of this lace see Duchesse Lace.

Point de Bruxelles.—The French name for Brussels
Lace. Also Guipure d'Art.

Point de Cable.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point de Chainette.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Foint de Champ.—A term applied to lace made with

a Net Pattern or Reseau Ground.

Foint de Chant.—A Pillow Lace Ground, also known
as Point de Paris. See Point de Paris.

Point de Chandieu.—The French term for Chain Bar,

used in Macrame. See Ohain Bar, Macrame.
Point d'Bchelle.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point de Cone.—See Gone, Guipure d'Art.

Foint de Cot^.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point de Croix.—The French term for Cross Stitch.

See Berlin Work and Embroidery Stitches.

Point d'Epine.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point d'Escalier.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Foint d'Espagne.—The French name for Spanish

Point.

Foint d'Esprit.—See Guipure d'Art.

Foint de Diable.— See Embroidery Stitches.

Foint de Dieppe.—See Dieppe Point.

Foint de Peston.—See Guipure d'Art.

Foint de Feuillage.—The French name for the Ridge

or Twisted Bar used in Macrame Lace. See Ridge Bar,

Macrame.
Foint de Flandre.—One of the names by which

Brussels Lace is known. See Brussels Lace.

Point de France.—One of the names given to Aleni;on

Point when made in the style of Venetian Point and with

the ground formed with Brides Ornees. See Alencon
Point.

Point de Genes.—See Genoa Lace.

Point de Gerbe.—See Guipure d'Art.

Foint de Gibeciere.—The French name for the

Double or Knotted Bar used in Macrame Lace. See

Double Bar, Macrame,

Foint de Gobelin.—See Gobelin Stitch, Berlin
Work.
Foint de Havre.—A narrow make of Valenciennes

Lace, much in request during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, and resembling the laces made at

Dieppe.

Foint de Jours.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Foint de Marli.—This was a species of tulle or gauze,

made upon the Pillow during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, and used as a ground for Pillow

Laces.

Foint de Marque.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Foint de Mechlin.—See Mechlin Lace.

Point de Medicis.—The name given in France to the

Italian Raised Points, because they were first rendered

popular in that country on the arrival there of Catherine

de Medicis.

Foint de Milan.—See Milan Point.

Point de Paris.—Also known as Point Double. It

is a narrow lace made upon the Pillow, and resembles

Brussels Lace. It flourished during the seventeenth

century and until the great Revolution, and was made in

Paris and the surrounding country, and in Normandy.

Foint de Paris Ground.—Also known as Point de
Chant. A Pillow Lace Ground, and one that is still used

when making Black Lace. The design of the ground is

that of a hexagon and a triangle alternately, and the effect

is extremely good, whether the stitch is used to fill up a

large surface, or whether it is only used as a Filling for the

centres of flowers and sprigs. To work the insertion shown

in Fig. 670 : Prick the pattern with two parallel rows of

Pinholes, placing the rows the distance apart that is re-

quired for the width of the insertion. Hang on twenty-four

Bobbins, numbering them from I to 24, in order to dis-

tinguish them while working. Separate fourteen from the

rest, numbered from 11 to 24, and lay them on the right

r F F
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side, and lay six BoLbins, numbered from 1 to 6 on tlie

left hand, and leave Bolibina marked 7, 8, 9, 10 hanging

down in tbe centre. Put up two pins close together at the

edge un the loft-hand side of the pattern, leave Bobbins 1

and 2 outside these pins, jjut up one pin at the top of the

next line of stitches on the left side, and leave Bobbin

No. 3 against it, put up a piu at the top of the next line of

stitches and underneath the last pin, and leave Bobbin

No. 4 against it. Put up a piu under the last and at the

top of next line, and leave Bobbin No. 5 against it. Five

pins are now in position, two stuck into the pattern close

together, and three stuck in as headings to three lines.

Make a Cloth Stitch with Bobbins numbered 1, 2, 3,

4. pass 9 over 11 to the left hand, pass 5 over 9 to the

left hand, pass 11 over 5 to the right hand, pass 9 over

11 to the left hand, 14 over 11 to left hand, 9 over 14 to the

left hand, 11 over 15 to the left hand, 15 over 9 to the right

hand, 14 over 15 to the left, 9 over 11 to the right hand,

3 over 9 to the left hand, 11 over 3 to the left hand, 9 over

fSSSSSSSi

IB
Fig. 67i1. Poi.n-t be T.veis Geou-vi).

11 to the left haul, 6 over 9 to the left hand, 11 over 6 to

the left hand, 9 over 13 to the left hand, 13 over 11 to the
right hand, C over 13 to the left hand, 11 over 9 to the left

hand, 4 over 11 to the right hand, 9 over 4 to the left hand,
11 over 9 to the right hand

; make Cloth Stitch with 1,

2, 9, 11 ; twist 1 and 2 twice to the left hand, and 9 and 11
twice to the left hand, set up a pin in the small hole at the
left hand edge, pass 4 over 2 to the left hand, pass 1 over 2
to the right hand, pass 1 over 2 to the left hand. Leave
the thirteen Bobbins on the left-hand side hanging, put up
three more pins at the head of the three next lines, and
place 12 and 17 at the first pin, 16, 18, and 19 at the next
pin, 22 and 25 on the next pin, and 21 and 23 at the outside
of the third pin : count these pins from the left hand of
the centre

; now pass 10 over 7 to the left hand, 8 over 10
t'> the right hand, 7 over 8 to the left hand, 8 over 17 to the
right hand, 12 over 8 to the left hand, 17 over 7 to the left

hand, 7 over 12 to the right hand, 8 over 7 to the left hand,
12 over 17 to the left hand, 2t over 8 to the left hand, 7
over 24 to the right hand, 8 over 7 t.j the left hand, 7 over
16 to the right hand, Ki over 8 to the left hand, 8 over 7

to the right hand, 8 over 16 to the right hand, 18 over 8 to

the left hand, 16 over 8 to the left hand, 8 over 16 to the

right hand, 7 over 8 to the left hand, 18 over 16 to the left

hand, 19 over 7 to the left hand, 8 over 19 to the right

hand, 7 over 8 to the left hand, pass 7 over 20 to the left

hand, pass 22 over 7 to the left hand, pass 20 over 8 to the

left hand, pass 8 over 22 to the right hand, pass 7 over 8

to the left hand, pass 20 over 22 to the left hand, pass 8

over 24 to the right hand, pass 24 over 8 to the left hand,

pass 7 over 8 to the right hand, make a Cloth Stitch

with 7, 8, 21, and 23. Twist 7 and 8 twice to the left

hand, 21 and 23 twice to the left hand ; set up a pin in the

border just imder the former one, leaving the four Bobbins

hanging on the right hand of the pin.

Pass 24 over 23 to the right hand, pass 21 over 24 to the

left hand, pass 21 over 23 to the left hand. Leave fourteen

Bobbins hanging on the right side, and pass 5 over 14 to

the left hand, pass 15 over 19 to the right hand, pass 18

over 15 to the left hand, pass 19 over 14 to the left hand,

p)ass 14 over 18 to the right hand, pass 15 over 14 to the left

hand, pass 14 over 18 to the left hand, pass 14 over 19 to

the right hand, pass 18 over 14 to the left hand, pass 19

over 14 to the left hand, pass 15 over 14 to the left hand,

pass 14 over 12 to the right hand, pass 17 over 14 to the

left hand, pass 12 over 15 to the left hand, pass 15 over 17

to the right hand, pass 14 over 15 to the left hand, pass 17

over 12 to the left hand, pass 24 over 15 to the left hand,

pass 14 over 24 to the i-ight hand, pass 15 over 14 to the

right hand, pass 14 over 19 to the i-ight hand, pass 16 over

14 to the left hand, pass 19 over 15 to the left hand, pass

15 over 16 to the right hand, pass 14 over 15 to the left

hand, pass 16 over 19 to the left hand.

Having worked once aci'oss the pattern, take the numbers
off the Bobbins and re-numlier them straight across from 1

to 24, and repeat the pattern as aliove. The stitch being

worked across the pattern and not straight down, it is a

difficidt one to acquire, but the nurnner of working it

renders it very suitable foi- a Filling if not required for a

Ground. The illustrati(jn shows how the Pins are stuck,

and how the Boliljins are placed that hang down from the

top of the woi'k and remain in that position throughout so

as to form the straight lines, while the others are working
across the lace and forming the triangles.

Point d'Or.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Point de Plume.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Point do Fois.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Point de Poste.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Point de Pyramid.—See Cone, Guipuee d'Aet.

Point de Bagusa.—See Ragusa Lace.

Point de BiSpasse.—See Guipuee d'Aet.

Point de Reprise.—Sec Embeoideey Stitches and
Guipure d'Aet.

Point de Riz.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Point de Rose.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point de Sable.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Point de Tigre.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Point de Toile.—See Guipure d'Aet.
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-See Crochet.
— A name sumotimos given t<

Point de Tricot.-

Point de Tulle.

Mignonette Laee.

Point de Valenciennes.—See Valenciennes Lace.
Point de Venise.—See Guipuee u'Aet and Venise

Point.

in Fig. 672 is a variety, a« the grouml and the pattern of

Hollie Point are worked together in elo.se Buttonhole
Stitehes; and the other the laces worked in detaehed

pieces and connected together with Bar (jr Bride Grounds.
This division includes the Spanish and Venetian Raised
and Flat Points, Caterpillar Point, and some of the early

• • -.
i
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Fig. b:1. ALENVON POINT— KBSEAU OR NET GROUND.

Point Bevise.—This term, which is now only em-

ployed to signify perfection in dress or manner, was
originally derived from stitches either in Embroidery or

Lace, that excelled either for their beauty of arrangement

or execution. Point is the French name for stitch, and
Devise means well arranged.

Point Double.—See Point de Paris.

Point Eventail.—See Goipure d'Art.

Point Faisceau.—See GriPURE d'Art.

Point Gaze.—A name sometimes given to modern
Brussels Lace when the pattern is Applique upon
Machine Net Ground, instead of the ground and pattern

made together.

Point Guipure a Bride.—A term applied generally

to Guipure Laces, whose grounds are made with Brides or

Bars.

Point Guipure a Keseau.—A term applied generally

to Guipure Laces, whose grounds are formed with the

Roseau or Net Pattern Ground.

Point Lace.—This name is applied generally to all

Needle-made Laces except Cut and Drawn Works, that are

made upon Parchment Patterns with varieties of Button-

hole Stitches. The Points are divided into two separate

classes, one being for those laces made with the Reseau

or Net Patterned Ground, as shown in Fig. 6T1 of

Alen?on Point, and including Alen^on, Argentan, Old

Brussels, and Burauo, and of which Hollie Point, shown

Point de France, and is shown in Fig. 673 of Venetian

Lace. These laces, though differing so essentially as to

design have in common, that all are worked with a needle

and fine thread, in small sections upon Parchment

Patterns, and that each part of the Pattern is surroimded

by a line of Buttonholes, either thick and raised, or of

Fi*;. 072. Hollie Point.

the finest make acccjrdiug to the lace, that the Fillings or

centres which these lines surroimd are made with Button-

holes, formed into devices by working some parts close

and others open, and that their grounds if Reseau are

made with loose Buttonholes formed into hexagons, and

if Bar, by thickly covering a line of thread with Button-

holes.

F F F 2
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The art of making Point Lace fell into decay in the

eighteenth century, mainly through the dictates of fashion

which preferred the light and fine laces produced upon the

PiUow to the heavier laces made by the Needle, but also

because the Pillow Laces, being worked much more quickly

than the Needle, were cheaper to buy ; as the fine Points,

such as Alenyon, Ai'gentan, and Brussels, from the time

they took to make, were most expensive and only withm

the means of the wealthy. For many years Needle made

Laces have not been worked for trade purposes, but

this in small sections upon separate pieces of parchment

Prick the outline of each separate piece of lace, with

two pinholes close together, and make the same number

of pinholes upon the inside of the lace as upon the

outside. With coarse Mecklenburgh thread. No. 12,

outline this pricked pattern with a FiL db Trace, thus

:

Begin from the back of the pattern, bring the needle up

in one of the pinholes that are close together, and put it

down in its companion hole. Go all round the outline

and then tie the two ends of the coarse thread together

Fig. 67:!. VENETIAN LACE WITH BAR OR BRIDE GROUND.

the art of making them has lately revived, and repro-

ductions of old designs and stitches are now worked by

ladies for their own adornment, although the peculiarly

fine lace thread used in making old Points cannot any

longer be procm-ed.

The manner of working Needle Laces with Roseau

Grounds is fully described in Alen^on Point and Hollie

Point, therefore it does not require recapitulation. For

working Points with Bride Grounds, proceed as follows

:

Make a design of the lace upon Toile Cire and then copy

at the back of the parchment; fill the needle with No. 7

Mecklenburgh thread and begin again underneath the

pattern, pass the needle up through the first hole of two

holes and go all round the outline, slipping the thread

underneath the little stitches made with the coarse thread.

These outline threads are required to keep the lace in

position while it is working and to prevent its slipping

abovit : when the piece is finished the coarse thread is out

stitch by stitch underneath the pattern and the work is

thus released without its being pulled or disarranged.
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Fig. 674 shon-s ;i piece of laee worked. Take No. 20

Mecklenburgh thread and couimenee by filling in one <.if

the leaves of the design. Fasten the thread fii-nily ti.i the

left side of the leaf, pass the needle through the Fil de

Trace, which use as a foundation, and work upon it a row

of Point Noub or Buttonhole Stitches not too close

together, and yet s<.) as to fill in well. When one row is

finished, fasten the last stitch firmly ti.i the right side

and pass the thread back again to the left side of the leaf

and make another row of Buttonhole ; work each stitch

over the laid thread and into the Buttonhole above it.

Continue to make rows of close Buttonhole until the

open row in the pattern is reached, which work as a row

Fi.j. eri. PuixT LAtf.

of Point d'Espagne. Work the second leaf as the first,

and the circle in the centre entirely in Point d'Espagne.

Having finished the filling in of the design, run round

the outside of the leaves and circle with a coarse thread,

and Buttonhole this over so as to form a fine Coedonnet
or Edge. Ornament the Cordonnet with PicoTS. All the

various sections of the design are worked as descriljed

above, except that the Fillings are varied, and instead

of close Buttonhole and Point d'Espagne, the stitches

described below are introduced to give a variety, but not

more than fom- or five diiferent stitches are worked upon

one pattern, and close Buttonhole Stitch is always used

for thick parts, and in a larger proportion than the

others.

The separate pieces of the lace having lieen taken oil.

FiLJ, 675. Oknamental Baks.

their patterns are connected together, as follows : Tack
the various pieces of lace on to the full sized pattern

and connect them together by working plain Button-
hole Bars from point to point, or l:>y working the Or-

namental Bars shown in Fig. 675, which are ornamented
with Picots. These Point Lace directions are given for

the Flat Points ; the Raised Points, which are a peculiarity

of Spanish and Venetian Points, are described where they

differ from Flat Points under their own headings. They

differ from other Points, liy 1 icing joined together with

Cordonncts raised considerably above the ri.'st of the lace,

and which are oraamented with Fleurs Volants. The
stitches used in their Fillings are the same as are used

in the Flat Points ; these are as folLjws :

Vlcoi or Dotted Bars.—To work : Prepare a foimdation

of loose threads as bars all over the space, work five close

Buttonhole Stitches on to the first Bar, then a loose

stitch, pass the needle under the loop and over the thread

and draw up quickh'. Work five Buttonhole Stitches, and
repeat the dot. Anijther way to work—make four close

Buttonhole Stitches, and one loose, put the needle through

the loose stitch, wind the thread several times round the

needle, hold tightly with the thumb, and draw the needle

and twisted thread quickly through to form the Dot.

Point d'AJenron.—Used to fill up narrow spaces. To
work: Make a number of Herringbone Stitches a

quarter of an inch apart, and from left to right. To vary

it, work a twisted thread <j\er thi.' plain Hen-ingbone

Stitches ; or, work a thick BUTTONHOLE Stitch on the

plain Point d'Aleni;on.

Point d'Anijleterre, or Open Enylish Luce.—To work,

as shown in Fig. 676 : Fill up the space with single threads

Fig. 676. Foist d'Akgleteeee.

at an equal and short distance apart, and in one direction.

Then cross the threads in the opposite direction, and pass

the needle over and imder the lines alternatel}'. Fasten

the last thread well to the edge, and twist over with the

needle to where the first lines cross. Work round the

cross about sis or eight times, and pass the needle over

and imder to make a spot. Twist again over the thread

to the next cross, and repeat as before. Continue this

until all the spots are made over the space.

Point d'Anrers.—This is not a real Point Lace Stitch,

but is often used to fill up small spaces. To work : Take

two single threads down the centre of the space, fasten to

the edge of the lace, and Darn a Close Stitch over and

under the two threads for a short distance ; then make a

loop into the lace on either side, Darn again to the same

distance, make a loop, and repeat to the end.

Point de Brahanron.—To work : Commence at the left

side. First row—work one long and one small BUTTON-

HOLE Stitch in succession to the end of the row, and

fasten to the lace. Second row—work seven close Button-
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hole Stitclies into the long and two loose stitches into the

small loops. Repeat the rows alternately. See Fig. 677.

Fiu Point de Brabanvon,

Point de Brvxelles.—This is formed with successive

rows of Buttonholes. To work : Ccjmmence on the right

hand of space in a corner, and make a loop across the

work. Return by making a loose Buttonhole into the

Fig. 678. Point de Buoxelles.

first loop, and so form two loops. For each row, fill every

loop of the previous row with a loose Buttonhole. Fig. 678

shows this stitch made as a row from left to right, and
Fig. 679, the same stitch worked back from right to left.

Fib. 679. Point de Bhuielles.

Point de Cordova.—There arc two ways of working
this Stitch, one like the Point de Reprise of Guipure d'Art

(which see), the other as follows : Commence by taking three

threads across the space, place them nearly close together

then twist the needle twice round the third line, and
Daen a spot on all three lines, twist the needle again over

the threads several times, and work a spot. Continue to

repeat the above to the end of the line, then fill in the rest

of the space with three threads and spots, putting the

latter opposite each other. When this is finished, work

the three threads the opposite way to form a square, pass-

ing the threads one way over, and the other way under

alternately, and between the spots already worked. Then
Dara or work a spot as previously described.

Point d'Espagne and Point de Brvxelles.—Fig. 680

shows the manner of forming a fancy filling by working

Fib. 680. Point d'Espaone and Point de Bruxelles.

these two stitches alternately. To work: Commence at

the extreme point of a space, and work three rows of

Point de Beuxelles, and then one of Point d'Espagne.
Continue these four rows until the space is filled up.

Point d'Espaf/iie, or Spanish Point. — To work:
Commence the first row from left to right, and keep the

Pi«. 681. Point d'Espagne.

thread turned to the right. Put the needle into the edge

Fig. 682. Trehle Point d'Espagne.

of the lace, and bring it out inside the loop made by the
thread. Draw it up rather loosely, and pass the needle
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again under the stitch, fasten to the kiee at the end of the

row. Second row—return by Overcasting into eacli

space, and put the needle once into every stitch to form a

tmst. Point d'Espagne is worked with tlie stitches close,

or a little way apart (see Fig. tiSl). To work Treble Point

d'Espagne : First row—work three close stitches and miss

a space alternately. Second row—work three close stitches

into the open space, and one long loop below the three

close stitches. Repeat as before. See Fig. 682.

Point de Fillet.—This stitch makes a good effect as a

groundwork. To work : Commence with a loose Button-
hole Stitch in one corner and fasten to the lace. Work
two stitches down the lace, and make another Buttonhole

Fia. 6S.3, Point de Fillet.

Stitch into the first one, and to make it firm, put the

needle first under the knot, over the thread, and under it

again. Then continue with the next stitch in the same
way. Repeat the rows, and take two stitches down the

lace each time. {See Fig. 683).

Foint de Grecque.—To work: Commence from left

Fig. 68-t. Point i>e Grecque.

to right, and work one loose loop, then three Point
d'Espagne near together ; continue the alternate stitches

to the end of the space. Repeat the rows in the same
way, and always work the three Point d'Espagne into

the loose loop. (See Fig. 684).

Point de Reprise.—To work : Fill the space with a

number of Vandyked lines, at an even distance from and

intersecting each other, then into every alternate space

formed by the single lines, work a Darning Stitch over

and under the opposite threads to form a triangle. See

Fig. 685. Figs. 686, 687, 688, and 689, show this stitch

made in various angles, the first threads being arranged

either as straight lines or double or single triangles, but

Fia. 6.S6. Fio.

FiQ. CSS. Fig. 689.

Point pe Eeprise.

the varieties are all finished in the manner described

above.

Point de Sorrento.—-Also known as Sorrento Lace. To
work ; Make a loose stitch from right to left across the

extreme point of a space, and in the return row work two

Buttonhole Stitches into it, and fasten the thread on

the right side of the space. Loop back again from left to

Fig. 690. Point de Sokkenio.

right with two loops, one before and one behind the two

Buttonholes, and fasten the thread to the left side. Work
two Buttonholes into the first space and four into the

nest, and fasten into the right side. Continue to work a

row of loops, and a return row of alternately two and four

Buttonholes (see Fig. 690) until the space is filled.
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Point cle TuUe.—A good stitch for the foundation of

very fine work. To work : Commence with an open Point

d'Espagne, which work all over the space, then go over a

second time, thus—put the needle under the twisted bar

in the first line, bring it out and go under the twisted

bar in the second line, and alternate this backwards and

forwards. When the two lines are finished, work the next

two in the same manner, and continue until all the lines

are completed.

Point de Valenciennes.—To work: First row—work

one long and one short Point de Beuxelles Stitch to

the end of the row. Second row—into the long stitch work

nine close Buttonhole Stitches, miss over the short

stitch and work nine close Buttonhole Stitches into the

next long stitch. Repeat to the end. Third row—work

five Buttonhole Stitches in the nine of the last row, and

two into the short Buttonhole Stitch. Continue to the

end. Fourth row—work one Buttonhole into the five

w^i^miLnrmismicmami'am*

Fig. 6fil. Point de Valenciennes.

stitches, and five Buttonholes over the two Buttonhole

Stitches, and repeat to the end of the row. Fifth row

—

work nine Buttonholes over the five stitches, miss over the

single Buttonhole Stitch, and work nine Buttonhole over

the next five stitches, and repeat. Sixth row—work five

Buttonhole into the nine stitches, to the end of the row,

two over the single stitch, and repeat. Seventh row—com-
mence like the fourth row, and continue the rows until the

space is filled in. See Fig. 691.

Point de Feiu.se.—Commence to work from the left to

the right, and work one loose Buttonhole Stitch.
Into this work four close Buttonhole Stitches, then make
a loose stitch and work four close stitches into it. Repeat

Fio. 692. Point de Venise.

to the end. Second row—work a Buttonhole Stitch into
each loop, and fasten at the end to the lace. Repeat these
two rows alternately to the end of the space. See
Fig. 692.

Point Feston.— This stitch is made with Point de
Bruxelles Loops secured by being knotted at every loop.

First row—make a Point de Beuxelles loop across the

extreme point of the space. Second row— fasten the

thread a little lower down than the first loop into the edge

of the laoe, and make a Point de Bruxelles loop into the

first made one, draw it up and then across the Buttonhole

that it forms (see Fig. 694—Detail A), make a tight Button-

FiG. 693. Point Feston.

hole. Work all the rows like the second row. Fig. 693

shows the needle put into the loop of previous row.

Fig. e9i. Point Feston—Detail A.

Fig. 694—Detail A, the Loop being secured with a
Buttonhole across it.

Point Ifee/i?(».—This stitch can only be used to fill in

small spaces that require an open stitch. To work as

Fig. 63.5. Point Mechlin.

shown in Fig. 69.5 : Heeeingbone across the space, twist
the thread up one of tie 'ines, and where the lines cross
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each otter. Work a small round with Buttonhole
Stitches over the two lines, twist the thread down the

next thread and make another round where it crosses the

Fig, 696. Poist Tnnmui:.

third thread. Contin\ie until rounds are formed over

every cross of the Herringbone Stitches.

Foint A^OHr. — This is the close Buttonhole Stitch,

which is chiefly used in Point Lace. To work : Fasten the

Point None is wni-ked with other stitches ,so as to foiTa

devices, the thread from right to left is mnittcd, and the

stitches arc worked across the i-ow a,nd hack aj^'ain without

any foundation to them, supported by connection with the

preceding row as described above.

Fuint Tiirqne or Turhish Stitcli.—An easy and useful

stitch. T(.i work: First row—make a loop on to the lace,

and take the needle through the twist, then through the
loop formed Ijy the twist, draw it close and repeat to the

end of the row. Second row—take a single thread across

from right to left, repeat the first and second row, and
always pass the needle under the straight thi'cad as well

as into the loops. See Fig. tiiJO.

Point Lache.—See Guipure d'Aet.

Point Lance.—See Embroidery Stitche.s,

Point Lauc^ Embroidery.—A modern Enibmidery,
deriving its name from the frequent use of a particular

stitch. It is an extremely easy work and one that is

useful for working Ijorders to taljle cloths and curtains.

It is made by onianienting the foundati(jn material with

a band of a contrasting colour, and finishing off with
Point Lance and other Emliroidery Stitches worked

Fill. 697. POINT LANCE EMBEOIDEEY.

thread to the left of the Filling and work a row of

Buttonhole Stitches to the other side of the work,

fasten the thread firmly to the right side, and then return

it to the left and work the second row of Buttonhole over

this thread and into every stitch on the last row. When

cither with filoselles or Berlin wools. T<> work, as shown

in Fig. 697 ; Select a pale blue or sea-green diagonal

cloth, serge, or fine cloth material for the foundation, and

a russet red for the band. This Ijand should be four

inches in width and can be made either of satin or cloth

GOG
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or braid (ribbon could be used, but is more difficult to

work tbrougli). Embroider the pattern shown in the

illustration upon this band before placing it upon the

foundation. Work the Star in the centre with a number

of long Railway Stitches in old gold coloured filoselles

or wool, and Couch this star down to the matei'ial with a

light yellow silk, and with stitches arranged so as to form

two circles. For the long lines upon each side of the star,

lay down double strands of filoselle or wool of the same

colour as used on the star. Couch them dowTi with yellow

silk and finish off with three small Railway Stitches at

each of their ends. Having worked all the band, lay it

down upon the foundation material four inches from

the edge and tack it round all the sides. Fasten by

Running it upon each side, but do not turn any edge

under. Take Filoselles or wool of two shades of russet

red, one darker and one lighter than the strip, and lay

these along the edge of the strip, the darker inside and

the lighter outside. Couch these down with silk matching

them in shade. Work the fan-shaped sprays upon the

foundation with a pale blue or sea-green colour, and in

Point Lance ; the little stars beyond them in Point

Lance and in the two shades of yellow, and the Vandyke
line in Double Feather Stitch.

Point Mexico.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Mignonette.—See Mignonette Lace.

Point Moscow.—See Russian Lace.

Point Natte.^See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Natt^ Embroidery.—This work is of modern

origin, and is a kind of inlaid Applique, being formed

with liright pieces of satin laid as a design upon a dark

foundation, and their edges surrounded with liraid while

their centres are covered over with Point Natte Stitches

Worked in filoselles of various colours. To work : Select

a conventionalised flower design, such as is used in high

art Orcwel Work as a border to curtains or table cloths,

trace this out vipon dark cloth or serge, cut out the various

sections of the pattern that form the petals of the flowers

and the leaves, buds, or seed vessels in satin, choosing satin

that matches the shade of the leaf or flower required, lay

these pieces of satin down upon the foundation in their

proper position, and Tack them on; then take a fine

gold-coloured biaid or cord and lay it on the edge of

the satin so as to conceal the tacking threads. Run or

Couch this to the foundation, thread a needle with filo-

selle slightly darker than the colour of the satin, and
work (jver all the various pieces with Point Natte
Stitches, or with Herringbone or Ladder Stitch
where the first would not look well, make all the stems

and tendrils with Crewel Stitch, and with single Satin
Stitches form rays upon the foundation where such

ornaments would improve the edges of the Satin Flowers.

Point Neige.—See Crochet, page 123.

Point ITon^.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Nou^, — See Embroidery Stitches, and
Point Lace,

Point Ondul6.—A French name for the Double Bar
used in Macrame Lace. See Macrame Double Bar.

Point Paper.—This kind of paper is employed for the

purpose of forming and colouring designs for Berlin or

Tapestry work. It is marked out in squares of minute

size, and artists engaged at high salaries sketch outlines

and fill them in with colours. From these paintings on

Point Paper, engravings and etchings on Copper are made.

See Paper Patterns.

Point Pass6.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Perl6.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Plat.—A term applied to lace sprigs and flowers

that are made upon a Pillow separately from their gr(junds.

Of these Brussels Application Lace, Duchesse Lace, and

Honiton Application are the best known.

Point Plumetis.—The French name for Feather

Stitch. See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Biuccroc.—See Raccroc Stitch.

Point Russe.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Point Serr6.—See Guipure d'Art.

Point Tiellage.—See Guipure d'Aet.

Point Tir6.—The French name for Drawn Work.

Point Tresse.—Up to the sixteenth century a lace

was occasionally made from human hair, and probably

originated in the custom during the barbarous ages of

forming the beards and hair of the vanquished into

fringes wherewith to adorn the mantles of the con-

querors. That worked in the sixteenth century was made

upon the Pillow and woven simply for ornament, and was

sometimes used to form a foundation or pad over which

a lady's real hair was carried. Lace made with grey

and white hair was valuable not only for its rarity, liut

on account (jf the silvery gloss produced by using that

coloured hair. A remnant of this lace making survived

until our own times as a fiumdation for wigs, the hair

which formed them being plaited together upon a Pillow,

after the manner of making a Lace Ground. For work of

a thicker description with hair see Hair Work.

Point Turc.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Polecat or Pitclx Fur {MustcUtt Puforiits). — This

animal is of the Ermine or Weasel tribe, and its Fur is

employed for general purposes of women's dress. The
groimd is of a rich yellow, while the upper portion of the

hair is of a jet Ijlack, and it has the advantage of lieing

very durable
;
but the odour is disagreeable and difficult of

discharge. It is a Fur more in request in America than in

this country. The skins measure 10 inches by 21 inches,

and vary much in quality and price.

Polish Rabbit Fur {Lejins Cunicniiis).—A v/hitt: Fur,
imported in large numbers to this country. The skin is

much empl.jyed for the lining of women's cloaks, being one
of the best and cheapest Furs for that purpose.

Pompadour Patterns.—The distinctive characteristic

of the small floral designs so named is the combination of

pink with blue in the colouring. All the tints were of

very delicate hues, and shades of the same. The style is

named after the famous Madame de Pompadour, who
appears to have been the first patroness of such a comljina-

tion of colours in her costumes,
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Fompon.— A Frencli term used to signify a fluffy

ball of silk or wool, worn in the front at tlie top cif a

soldier's sliako. and adopted as a trimming for lionnets

and hats.

Foplin.—A kind of Rep made of silk and wool, or silk

and worsted, having a fine cord on the surface, and pro-

duced in sevei'al varieties, brocaded, watered, and plain.

There are three classes of Poplin, the single, the double,

and the Tei'ry. The difference between the first two kinds

consists in the thickness respectively of their warps. The

last-named, or third class, is richly corded, and resemldes

a Terry velvet, excepting that it is alike on both siiles.

The single and double are alike figured, the design being

thrown up in the brocade. Tartans are likewise produced

in Poplins, of which the coloui-s are durable, being woven

of silks already dyed, and, like all other varieties of this

material, ai'e alike on both sides, rendering it a less

expensive dress material than the comparative costliness

would seem to promise. All these varieties are produced

in every Poplin manufactory in Dublin, the seat of the

industry; where ujjwards of six hundred looms are in con-

stant work, yet each firm is distinguished by the special

attention given to a particular characteristic of the stuff,

the design, colouring, or material itself. The loom

employed is the Jacquard. There are four large manu-
factories for producing Poplins in Dublin, two of whiidi

employ some 500 men and women. Magnificent Court

dresses and hangings are produced in Poplin, the patterns

being woven in gold and silver, on white, lilue, and pink

grounds, with flowers. Poplins of very good quality are

manufactured at Norwich; for the most part plain and

black. The French material known as such is inferior to

both the British manufactures, the weft employed being

of cotton, or partially so, instead of fine wool ; and the

silk of the warp very scanty by comparison. The material

is, therefore, very sensitive to moisture, and liable to

cockle, and receive stains ; and is greatly inferior in this

respect to the Irish ; which never draws up in puckers

from exposure to the rain or damp. The reason for this

is easily explained. The wool employed is that fine

kind of woollen thread known as " Jenappe," which is

carefully selected, and dyed previously to its use ; and

having thus shrunk to the utmost degree of which it is

capable, is rendered indifferent to moisture. Then the

silk warp, which is of exceedingly fine quality, is so woven

as to cover the woollen threads completely, both wrong

and right side of the textile. The original invention of

Poplin is claimed by Avignon, once a Papal See, on which

account it was called " Papeline," in compliment to the

reigning Pope, at which time (the loth Century) this rich

material was produced to supply the gorgeous Ecclesias-

tical Vestments and Hangings in use. The industry was

introduced in Dublin by French immigrants, refugees at

the time of the Edict of Nantes, who settled in that part

of the Irish capital called " The Liberties." The La
Touche family established the first organised manufactory

there, which commenced operations in 1693. The beauti-

ful Terry Poplins that compose the draperies of Dublin

Castle, Windsor Castle, Marlborough House, Osborne, and

Blenheim, were produced by Dublin firms, Tabinet is a

variety of the same description of textile as Poplin, and is

employed for upholstery.

Portuguese Lace.—The laces made in Portugal are,

with the excepti(jn of that made at Peuiche, similar to

those worked in Spain. In the olden days Point Lace
in no way differing from the Spanish Needle Points was

worked, and at the present time the same kinds of Pillow

Laces are made in both countries. iSee Spanish Lace.

Pouce.—A French term for a measure of length, em-

ployed in trade. It is equivalent to an inch, or the first

jijint of the thumb. The literal meaning is thumb.

Pouf.—The French term denoting a Puffing of any

material, as a style of trimming and ornamenting a dress,

or other article of wear. See Puffing.

Poult de Sole.—A description of corded silk dress

material, measuring 26 inches in width. It is of a rich

thick quality, and may be had in every colour.

Pounce.—This is the gum of the juniper tree when re-

duced to a finely pulverised state. Besides other uses it is

employed to prepare material for embroidery, when the

tracing of outlines is requisite. A substitute is obtained

in finely powdered pipe-clay, which may be slightly dark-

ened, if desired, by the addition of a little charcoal.

Pouncing.—The method of Pouncing is as follows

:

Rub the Pounce over a piece of paper on which the pattern

has been drawn, secui'e it firmly on the cloth, silk, or velvet

to be embroidered, and prick the pattern through to the

material beneath it, so as to deposit the Pounce upon it.

Paint the outline with drawing liquid, which may be had

in any colour. There ai e various preparations made

;

those of gum and whitelead should be avoided, on ac-

count of the rough character of the surface, and the

tendency to peel off, which injures the material employed

in working the design. When tracing designs for Em-
broidery upon dark and raised materials, outline the design

upon a piece of strong cartridge paper, then prick with a

pin, or No. 6 needle, along every line of the outline, which

for the purpose should be laid upon a roll of flannel, or

other soft cushion, and make a number of clear round holes

an eighth of an inch, or less apart. Lay the pricked pattern

upon the material, and flatten it well down, and keep it

in position with heavy weights. Fill a small bag made of

coarse muslin with white French chalk or pipeclay, and

rub the chalk through the pinholes until every one be

filled with it. Raise up the cartridge paper very carefully,

so as not to disturb the dots of chalk upon the material.

Take a paint brush, and fill it with white paint (water

colour) and gum or water size, and paint the lines upon

the material that are indicated by the dots of chalk.

When Pouncing through too light materials, use charcoal

instead of white chalk, and brush this on with a drawing

stump.

Poussin Lace.—Also known as Petit Poussin. This

is a narrow lace resembling Valenciennes, and is made at

Dieppe, Havre, and other towns in Normandy. It was used

to trim collars and caps, and being easily made, was sold

at a very cheap rate. The name Poussin, which means a

chicken, is given to this lace to denote its delicacy.

e G G 2
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Preserving Gold and Silver Lace.—This lace, when

laid l:>y for any length of time, will become dim and tar-

nished. If the gold be worn away the whole surface must be

re-gilt, but if not, restore in the following manner : Warm
a small quantity of spirits of wine and apply it to the lace

with the help <jf a fine saljle brush, be careful to omit no

part of the gold, and to rub the spirit well into all the

hollows and thick places.

Prickers.—These are used in Pillow Lace making to

prick the holes in the Parchment Pattern, that receive

the pins, aud keep the lace in position while in pi'Ogress.

The Prickers are siuq^ly fine needles, either put into a

handle, or held in thi? hand.

Princettas.—This is an all wool worsted material,

which comes under the denomination of a Stuff. It is

a description of Lasting, or Serge de Berry, and, like

these, can be had of an inferi'ir quality, wmpoaed of a

union of wool and cotton.

Printed Blinds.—Similar to glazed Chintz, usually

printed to look Hke Venetian Blinds, but also to lie had in

various designs and colours. The widths run from .33

to 38 inches, 40 inches, 42 inches, and so on, by 2 inches,

to 80 or 100 inches.

Prints.—Calico, Cambric, and Muslin stuffs, so-called

because printed with designs in colours. The art was

commenced in England in 1676, but is of very ancient

origin in India, and the Egyptians also practised it by the

use of mordants. Lancashire is the chief seat of the

manufacture in England. Lilac and pink are usually the

fastest colours, but good Washing Prints can now be

obtained in every colour. All the nap is singed off the

surface of the calico before printing ; it is then bleached

and smoothed, and the designs, engraved on copper

cylinders, are printed upon them. In cleansing them

chemical powders aud dry soaps should be avoided. Vast

Cfuautities of Piinted Cotton goods are exported yearly to

all parts of the world. Amongst these there is a large pro-

portion manufactured with colours, and designs, especially

adapted in suit the taste of the native populations of certain

parts of the African Continent, and also of India, which

never appear in the English market. The printing of

cotton or linen cloths is of very remote antiquity. Strabo

(B.C. 327) mentions that finely flowered Cottons, or Chintzes

were seen by the Greeks iu India on the occasion of an

expedition under Alexander. That the ancient Egyptians

practised the art of dyeing is recorded by Pliny; Homer
speaks of the variegated linen cloths of Sidon ; and
Herodotus of those produced in the Caucasus, which were

dyed in durable colours. This last historiiial statement

dates back beyond 400 B.C.

Pro Patria Tape.—A fine Linen Tape of a siuular

make ti.i Dutch Tape; the numbers nuining from 11

to 151.

Prunello (derived from the French Pr»rteZ?c).—A thin

woollen, i->r mixed Stuff, formerly used for scholastic l:)lack

gowns, and now for shoes for elderly women. It is a kind
of Lasting, a coarse variety of which is calle<l by the

French " Satin Laine."

Prussian Bindings.—These are designed for the

binding of mantles, dressing-gowns, and waterproofs, and

sometimes for flannels, in lieu of Italian Ferrets, and

Statute Galloons. They consist of a silk face and cotton

back, having a diagonal twill, and are sold by the gross of

four pieces, each containing 36 yards.

Ptarmigan [Tetrao mutns).—A bird of the Grouse

family. It is almost entii'cly white in the winter. The

skin is employed for the making of women's hats,

collarettes, and mviffs.

Puckering.—A tei'm used in reference to Needlework,

both plain and decorative. It signifies the drawing-in of

one side of two pieci.-s of material, tighter than the other,

in reference to plain sewing ; and in the execution of

embroidery, it denotes a drawing of the surface of the

material in and out, so as to make it uneven, l.)y the irregu-

larity with which the emljroidery threads are cb'awn

—

some loose, some tight. It may also arise from using too

coarse a thread for the closeness of the material to be

embroidered.

Puf9.ngs.—B;inds of any material, cut either straight

or on the bias, and gathered on both sides ; used as head-

ings to flounces, round the sleeves, or down them. In

olden times they were much in fashion for the di'css of

both men and women. The method of making these, like

everything else, depends on the current fashion. At one

time Putt's are made on the cross of materials, and at

another, even those that are transparent, are invariably cut

on the straight ; and this from the length, not width way of

the stuff. The proportion, however, is the same, for both Tar-

latan net, and Tulle require as much again, as the space

they are to cover, i.e., a skirt 4 j'ards, needs a strip of

8 yards for the Putt'. Grenadine and silk gauze, being

slightly more substantial, do not need quite as much ; and
for thick opaque fabrics, half as much again as the founda-

dation is sufficient. When skirts are much gored, it is

impossible to make a group of Puffs
; but you may divide

every two with a ruche, or other device, to admit of

cutting the Puffs asunder, so as to lessen the length for

the upper ones. If all were made at once, by a series of

Runnings on one width of stuft', the top Puffs on a gored
skirt—which is, of course, narrower as it goes upwards

—

would be by so much the fuller, than the Puff's nearer the

Hem
;
and the effect would be very clumsy ; as the trim-

ming should be lighter above than below. Run crossway
Puff's straight along a creased mark, and Tack the thread,
when drawn up, lightly down to the foundation. Fold
the skirt into four-, and put a pin at each quarter; fold
the strip into four, and do the same. Run a thread
from pin to pin, fixing one on the Puff, to one on the
skirt, at each division. Then, while spread over the
corner of a table, far enough in to distend a quarter at a
time, pull up the drawing thread, twist it round the pin,

equalise the fulness with a needle, and secure it with pins
every few inches. Every quarter Ijcing so arranged, turn
the skirt inside out, and Run along (m the inside, to sew
the Puff to the dress, which is seen through. This saves
mu(^h fingering

; as the left hand underneath need scarcely
touch the dress. A long straw needle is the best for all

trimmings made of clear tissues.
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Puffs tliat seem to hang over at the bottom are called

"falling houiUionees." Crease them down on the wrong

side, and make a Running a little way in, while still

creased, so as to take up the material double. Sew each

succeeding row, made on one piece, to the skirt by

Running the inside of the Puif, to the right side of the

dress, the creased edge lying upwards. The topmost Puff

may have the edge turned down. Make a Running so as

to gather it up into a little fiill heading. Putt's on the

straight, not meant to hang downwards, as above, may not

show the gathering thread ; Crease them on the inside,

and Whip them scantily over.

Stout woollens and silks may be gathered up better, and

are more durable, if a small cotton cord be run in the

crease.

Upright Puffs are never much in use as skirt trimmings

when gored dresses are in vogue, as the upper portions of

them would project more than the lower. They do not

look well unless fully as much again be gathered, as the

height they are to reach. Mark the portion of the skirt

to be covered into spaces, by placing a pin at each division.

Make the Runnings on the length of the material, secure

the top of each Running to one of the pins, and draw the

thread even with the skirt, twisting the loose end round a

pin, opposite that of the top. As every two or three are so

far aiTanged, distribute the fulness along the thread with

tolerable equality, but more towards the lower part. Make
a Running down the lines, and then continue the rest.

Close the openings of the Puff at the bottom, by using

the width in little plaits in the middle of the Puft' ; and

draw the tops upwards, chiefly in the centre, and sew

them there. Make a series of semicircles thus
;
presum-

ing that no other trimming surmount them. If tiny Puffs

be used for entire plastrons, from throat to feet, make
them on one piece of material, and that on the selvedge-

way; as widthway, or crossway would show so many joins.

When making them of such great length, cut off the

quantity, and Baste a line at every third or quarter, and

also on the lining, or dress to be covered ; then make the

Runnings, ending them at every Basting, and fix them,

division by division, beginning at the top one.

Puff N'ettiug'.—See Netting.

Pnnto i, Groppo.—The Italian name for Knotted
Laces.

Punto k Maglia.. — The Italian name for Darned
Netting.

Punto k Relievo.—The Italian name for Venice
Raised Point Lace.

Punto d'Aere. — The Italian name for Reticella
Laces.

Punto di Milano. — The Italian name for Milan
Point.

Punto di Venezia.— The Italian name for Venice.
Point.

Punto Gotico. — A lace made in Rome dm-ing the

sixteenth century, and resembling the Italian, Venetian,

and Spanish Points. The patterns are all geometrical, and
resemble the designs used in Gothic Architecture. But
few specimens of this lace are to be met with at the

present time, as though not the oldest description of lace,

Punto Gotic(j is nearly so. The specimens remaining are
all of a coarse make, and are worked entirely in close

Buttonhole over threads, and connected by Beides
Obn^bs.

Punto in Aria.—The Italian name for flat Venetian
Point.

Punto Serrato. — The Italian name for the Close
Stitch used in Needle Points, and known as Buttonhole
or Point None.

Punto Tagliato.—The Italian Name for Cutwobk.

Punto Tirato.—The Italian name for Dbawn Woek.
Purdah.—An Indian cotton cloth, having blue and

white stripes, used for curtains.

Purl.—For Pillow Lace making, see Peael. For
Knitting and Tatting, see Knitting and Tatting.

Purse Moulds.—There are two kinds of these moulds,

which are made of ivory and wood ; one is called a " Moule
Turc," and has small brass pins fixed round the edges
of the largest circumference ; the other is formed for

making a purse e» fesion, which is shaped like a thimble
perforated with a double row of h(jles, like a band, round
the open end; a little removed from the rim. Through
these perforations the needle is passed, to secure the
Purse to the Mould where the work is commenced.

Purse Sili or Twist.—A thick-twisted sewing silk,

used with a needle in Embroidery, or with a Crochet needle
in Purse making. It is also worked with an ordinary large

needle, when the Purse is a short one, made on a thimble-
shaped wooden fram(_>, to be fitted with a clasp.

Purse Stretcher.—This small appliance is useful for
drawing the several stitches made in Crochet, Knitting,
and Netting long Purses, into their exact relative positions,

and tightening each knot into a uniform rate of firmness.

The Stretcher could easily be home-made, consisting of two
small pieces of wood, round on the outside, and flat inside,

just like a split pencil. Long screws are introduced
through apertures at either end of these pieces of wood,
and the latter, being inserted into the Purse (before closed

at the ends), it is stretched by means of the screws.

Pushmina Cloth.— A beautiful material made of

Vicuna wool, produced in India. It is plain-made, ex-

ceedingly soft, and in grey and buff colours. It is to be

had by the yard, and likewise in the dress, ready prepared

for making up, and embroidered in silk.

Pushum.—The downy substance which grows only

close to the skin of the Thibetan goat, below the long hair,

of which the wool for shawls consists.

Putto.—The cloth made of camels' hair, which is inferior

in quality to that called Pushum, or Shawl Wool (which

see). It is employed by the natives for the making of

their long coats called Chogas, which are decorated with

braidings in silk. Puttoo is softer in quality than those

resembling our Kerseymere cloths.

Puy.—The department of Halite Loire, and particularly

the town of Le Puy, has been one of the most important

lace centres since the fifteenth century, and the industry is
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still can-ieJ on, though it does not iionrisli as in the

latter part of the eighteenth eentury, when the workers

in the department numbered TCKOOO. The first laces

made were a kind of coarse Darned Netting, to these

succeeded an imitation of most of the Flanders Laces,

which oLtained a large market both in England and Spain,

beside their own country. Latterly the manufacture has

included Blonde Laces, Silk Guipures and Brussels

Application.

Pyrenean Wool.—A very fine description of woollen

yarn, finer than the Shetland wool used for making crochet

shawls. It does not wash well, and is sold by the pound

weight.

Q-

Quadrille Paper.—This is paper marked out in squares,

for the purpose of painting Embroidery Designs. It is

also known as Point Paper.

Quality Binding, or Carpet Binding.—A kind of

tapi' madi' of worsted, used in S.Titland fur binding the

borders of carpets. This is the Iiest description of Bind-

ing for carpets, Ijut inferior kinds may be had of a union

of euttou with worsted. Hte Cakpet Bindings.

Queen Stitch.—See Embroidery Stitch.

Quille Work.—An Embroidery executed by the Nuns

m Canada, with split Porcupine quills, anil fully described

under Canadian Embroidery.

Quillings.—Small round plaits made in lace, tulle, or

ribbon, lightly sewn down, with an occasional back stitch,

the edge of the trimming remaining in open flute-like folds.

They are generally made for the frills at the neck and wrists

of bodices, and the frimts of caps and bonnets. Quillings

are distiuguisheil from Kiltings by their roundness at the

open or outer edge, the latter being irijnc.'d diiwn in flat

folds. Blond Quillings are sold highly si/^ed and finished.

There arc also Mechlins made of silk, which are soft and

unfinished; " Lisse Quillings" are also to be had. The

Bobbin Quillings are a description of plain net lace, made

of cottijn (jf vai'ious widths. Ruffs and Frills are best

ma'Ie of Brussels Quillings, which have an extra twist

round th(^ mesh.

The name was probably given tij this description of

plaiting because of its round Goft'er-like foi-m, just .suffi-

ciently large to admit a goose or turkey quill. Plain

Quilling is only used in the lightest materials, such as

net, tulle, blond, &c., and principally for tuckers. It is

made up either single or doulde, according to the thickness

required. Make small single Box Plaits at one edge, each

rather overlapping the next at the back, and wrapping

over the whole width of the plait, if th(_> Quilling be very

thick. Hold the right side towards you, and the Quilling

downwards, the plaiting being done at the upper edge.

Use a long straw needle, and work it in and out as every plait

is formed, but di;> not draw the needle and cotton out of

the Quilling ; as the needle tills, pass the plaits over the eye,

on to the cottf)n, imtil the cotton itself lie occupied l;iy the

plaits. It is bad Quilling which is done by withdrawing

the needle, and giving a Back Stitch to secure the

plaits.

There is another description of Quilling, called Shell

Quilling, which is one of the most effective of trim-

mings, when made of the same stuff as the dress ; and

which is specially useful in cases where a second colour

is introduced; as the stuff to be Quilled is then lined

with it, instead of being merely hemmed at the edges.

Shells are never pretty if made too large
; 2 inches is the

best width, but the make may be as narrow as desired.

Shell Quilling is available also for crepe or gauze, but the

strips must then be out double the width that is required,

and be folded over on each side, so that the edges may

overlap down the middle, where it is Tacked, while the

(then double) material is being plaited. Stitch three little

plaits in the middle of the strip, all one on the top of the

other, and the edge of each barely showing beyond the one

above it. Commence the next gi-oup of three, so that the

edge of its first plait shall be as far from the edge of the

last plait of the last group, as half the width is of the band

which is being plaited. When the length is plaited up, catch

the two corners of the top plait of each group together back-

wards, and sew them to the middle. Done thus, every shell

touches, but the shells may be spaced, which takes less

material, and marks the kind of trimming better than when

close, if a contrasting lining be used to it. The spacing,

however, Ijctween the edges of the top plait of the last

group, and the bottom plait of the new group, must never

exceed the width of the strip which is being worked upon.

Quillings, as sold in shops, may be had of two kinds,

"Blond Quillings" and "Bobbin Quillings." Both are

made up in a similar way. but the former are made of silk,

and highly sized and finished ; the Mechlins, however,

though of silk, arc perfectly soft and unfinished. They

are equally designed for ruffles and frills for dresses, and

may lie had of various widths. The Bobbin Quillings are

of a plain net lace made of cotton ; they may be had

in various widths, and are employed for caps, dresses,

and underclothing. Those of Brussels Net are of superior

quality, having an additional twist round the Mesh. They

are employed for ruff's and frills.

Quilting.—This term is employed to denote Runnings

made in any materials threefold in thickness, i.e., the outer

and right side textile, a soft one next under it, and a lining;

the Runnings being made diagonally, so as to form a

pattern of diamonds, squares, or octagons, while seiwing

to attach the three materials securely together. If a design

of any description be made in tissue paper, and temporarily

Tacked upon the right side of the coverlet, or other article

to 1)0 Quilted, the Runnings may vary the design from

the ordinary Plain Crossings. A piece of flannel is the

best middle layer between the satin, silk, or pique, and the

lining. Quilting is usually employed for coverlets, silk

slippers, linings of work boxes and baskets, and the hoods,

bonnets, and bibs of infants. It may also be effected by

sewing down, and covering with a button, the intersections

of the tacking threads, previously made with long stitches,

which form the connected points of the diamonds or

squares. The tackings should of course be very lightly
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taken, and in the silk or satin only, not all through, and

very carefully removed when the buttons are sewn on,

or stars worked in their stead.

The diamond-shaped checkers produced in Quilting

were anciently called " Gamboised." When Petticoats

are to be Quilted, the Runnings should be well indented

and the satin or silk set up puffily. To accomplish this,

use the best and thickest wadding, split it open, lay the

satin over the unglazed side, and stitch through the two,

without having any lining behind the cotton wool. Com-

mon slips are generally Quilted through the lining of

Silecia at the same time as the padding and outside ; but it

must be remembered that half the effect of thickness and

lifhtness is thereby lost. The shiny side of the wadding

is quite enough to protect the inner hairs from catching

the feeding teeth of any machine, and no hand-quilting

comes up to machine work. Mantles, opera cloaks, and

babies' cloaks that are wadded for warmth, should not be so

puffy as petticoats, or they would set clumsily ; therefore

thin musKn is put behind the wadding, and the sheets of

this may be of the poorer unbleached quality. When
Quilting is used more for appearance than warmth, as in

lining Paramatta, Cashmere mantles, &c., it is done on

Domett, without any cotton wool between it and the silken

fabric. Sewing machines have their own QuiltLug gauges

;

but in hand-working, fold the material directly on the cross

at its longest part, iron it down, and then fold and iron—
by the aid of a paper-strip cut the right width—each side

of the centre, until all oblique lines, from right to left,

and left to right of it, be defined. Then cross them in a

contrary direction with others made in the same way.

Pressed lines can be more qiiickly followed than a strip of

paper held under the thumb of the left hand, with one

edge of it on the i-unning last made, and the other serving

as a needle guide.

(2|. Ornamental Quilting, although practised in

Europe, has never attained to the minuteness and beauty

of design that distinguish Oriental Quilting. The patience

and skill of an Asiatic worker are fully displayed upon

the designs that are worked out with these stitched

lines, scenes of the chase, battles, and shipis in full sail

being executed by them with the most marvellous minute-

ness. These pictorial scenes are worked by the natives

of India, but the Persians are not liehind that nation

m this art, although they display it more by working

elaborate geometrical designs or conventionalised flowers

as backgrounds to their embroideries than as a separate

needlework. A large amount of Quilting was executed

in England and on the Continent during the seven-

teenth and following centiuies, some specimens of which

are still to be met with, and which are evidently copies of

Oriental Quilting, but the art at present is now only

practised for useful purposes, and has ceased to be con-

sidered an ornamental work, although anyone who is

acquainted with good quilting would set such an idea on

one side. The Run line backgrounds so frequently seen

in high art Crewel Work are intended to imitate Oriental

Quilting, and their designs are frequently taken from old

Persian prayer carpets and covers of ceremony.

Quilts or Counterpanes.—These arc made nf cotton

of various sizes, aecnrding ti.i the dimensions of the bed

to be covered, from '21, 2.1, 2j, to ;! yards in length. They
are always of threefold thickness. C"l(.ur(/d Quilts, and
Fancy Linen Bed C<jverlcts, are also to be had. Squares

of embroidered linen still exist in old country houses,

having emblems of the F(jur Evangelists W(jrked at the

corners, both lai'ge and small. In Dr. Daniel Rock's

Textile Fabrics, we read that " At Durham, in 141-(5, in the

dormitory of the Priory, was a Quilt ctu>i iilj. Or Evan-

(jeJides ill corncriis." " H'ispital " or " Scripture Quilts
"

are made of Patchwork on certain squares, in which texts

of Scripture are either i^'ritteu with mui'king ink or

emijroidered.

Quilts of Paper are much used for charitable purposes,

as the material they are made of is very insusceptible to

atmospheric influences, and promotes warmth Ijy retain-

ing heat. To make; Cut up a number of pieces of

chintz, old silk, or any remnants, into -1-inch squares,

and join two of these togcthei', as if making a bag.

Join up three sides of this bag, then stuff it thickly with

odds and ends of paper, shred into fine piicces, and sew

the fourth side up. Having made a number of squares,

sew them together as in Patchwork, joining them, if

possible, so as to form a design of contrasting colours

and materials.

Quoifure.—A French term denoting a head-dress. To

be " hien Coiff''e
" means that a woman's head is be-

comingly, and thoroughly well dressed. lu formei' times

a Quoif was a plain and clijsely fitting head-dress, worn

alike by l.ioth sexes. The modern spelling is " Coiff'urc."

R.

Rabbit Fur liyinx cuniciilitsj.—The Fur of the

common wild Rabbit is of a greyish-brown colour, and

the tail is brOTN-n al.iove, and white underneath. There

are also Fancy Rabbits, some of which are oi a pure white,

those having the handsomest skins being of a tortijise-

shell colour—white, brown, and yellow. The chief use to

which Rabbit Pur is applied is the making of felt hats,

but the skins with the fur are dressed in many ways, so

as to resemble various others of a more costly descrip-

tion. So-called Ermine, and Miniver, are made of the

white rabbit skins, the tails l.ieing those of the real

Ermine, and the spots of dark fiu- sewn upon the latter

being of the Weasel or " Gris." In the reign of

Henry VIII. Rabbit Fur was greatly esteemed, and worn

l.>y the nobility. Those dyed of a dark colour are " French

lustred," and look well when employed fi.ir articles of

women's dress, and for trimmings. They measure about

10 inches by 18 inches.

Raccoon Fur iProcyon tolor).—The fur of this animal

is grey, and diversified with gold colour and dark mark-

ings. The tails arc l^ushy and variegated. They are

employed both for dress and for rugs. The whole fur is

thick and deep, and there is an under-growth of a soft
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woolly cliaraotev, greyisli iu colour. In the year 1793

the fur was adopted as a distinctive decoration by the

Jacobins. Tlie skins measure about 10 inches liy 18

inches.

Kaccroc Stitch.—Also kno\\'n as Point de Raccroc

and as Rucroc. This is a stitch used by the lace makers of

Brussels and Calvados to join together Reseau lace

grounds made upon the pillow in narrow stripes. This

joining is made by using the very finest thread and

uniting the meshes together with it by Overcasting them

in such a manner that the loops of two pieces fit into

each other as if of one thread. It is done by experienced

lace makers so cleverly that the join cannot be detected

by the naked eye.

Radsimir, or Badzimir Silk.—This is a very rich

description of silk textile, espiecially designed for Mourn-

ing, and otherwise known as " Queen's "' Silk, her Majesty

having always patronised it. It is a kind of silk serge,

and the name is synonymous with the French " Has de

St. Maur," by which a silk dress material was designated

in the last century, when it was much iu fashion. Radsimir

Silk measures about 32 inches in width.

Bagusa Guipure.—Sec Roman Wobk.

Bagusa Lace.—The lace made at Ragusa formed an

important article of commerce diu-ing the earlier part of

the seventeenth and latter part of the sixteenth century.

It consisted of two kinds, one a Needle Point, and the

other a Gimp Lace. The Needle Point was extremely

costly, and was much appreciated both in Greece and

Italy. It resembled Venice Point, and was frequently

sold as Point de Venise. Its manufacture ceased when
heavy needle points gave place to the lighter Alen(;on and
Argentan makes and the cheaper Pillow Laces. Ragusa

Gimp Lace seems of very early origin, patterns of it

being published as far back as 1.5.57
; and the manufacture

of it has not entirely died out, the peasants still making
a Gimp Lace and using some of the sixteenth century

designs. The Gimp Lace is made either with gold, silver,

or silk threads ; these arc sewn together until they form

a flat braid about a quarter of an inch in width, with the

outer thread twisted into numerous loops to make an
ornamental edging. The braid thus made is sewn down
in designs and connected together with Corded Bars, but

is rarely filled in with lace stitches.

Rag Work.—An easy and suitable empLjyment for

invalids and children, who with little expense can make
rugs or bedroom strips Ijy this means at a nominal cost.

To work : Collect together all the pieces of cloth, sero-e

list, flannel, chintz, or cotton procurable, and sort the

pieces as to colour ; tt'ar all of them into strips half an
inch in width, and sew these together at their narrow

ends ; wind them into l^alls, and keep the different colours

or shades of one colour apart. Take the largest pair

of wooden knitting needles procuraljle, Cast on twenty-

four stitches, and Knit in Plain Knitting with

the rags a strip the length or width required for the

cai-pet or rug, using the shades of one colour upon the

same strip. Make a number c;>f these strips and jriin them
together so that the colours contrast, and then line them

with a strong sacking or canvas. The rags, instead of

being knitted together, can be woven; in that case the

thick materials are cut half an inch in width, the thin

three-quarters of an inch. Join, and make up into lib.

balls, which send to a weaver with instructions to weave as

strips of contrasting colours. Seven balls will make five

yards of carpet of narrow width, and the cost of weaving

will be fi'om lOcl. to Is. the yard. No iining will be re-

ijuired for the woven articles. Silk pieces make good rugs.

These are cut into half-inch strips, and ribbons and pieces

of brocade can be mixed with the plain silks. They

are Knitted together with coarse knitting needles, lined

with sacking, and bordered with imitation fm-, or stamped

leather. With attention to the selection and disposal of

the colours used, these silk rugs can be made very oma-

meutal. They can be woven like the thicker materials, it

taking three lib. balls to make a good rug.

Railway Stitch.^See Beblin Work, Embeoideey
Stitches, and Cbochet, page 124.

Raised Crewel Work.—This work in no way re-

semliles Crewel Work, except that the wools used in it

are Crewel wools. It consists iu making flowers raised

from the surface of the foundation with a number of loops,

and forming buds and leaves for the same with raised

Satin Stitches. As the work will not bear washing, it should

he made upon cloth, satin sheeting, or serge. To work :

Trace the design upon the material, and select one in

which the flowers are single petalled and round in shape.

Take crewel wools matching the shades of the flower, and

thread four strands of the same shade together. Work
from the centre of the flower to the outside. Bring the

needle up from the back of the work to the front, and

put it down again quite close to the place it emerged from

;

leave about a quarter of an inch of crewel wool upon the

front of the material, and fasten the woi'k securely at the

back to prevent the loop so formed from pulling out or

becoming abs<3rbed into the next stitcli. Work loops in

this manner until the design is filled in, altering the colour

of the wools to suit the light and dark parts of the flower.

For the stems, work them in ordinary Crewel Stitch
;

for the leaves and buds, lay down a foundation of lines

iu Satin Stitch until they are well raised from the back-

ground, and cover this padding with other Satin Stitches

arranged as to the colour of the leaf or the bud, and
folhjwing its shape.

Raised Cross Stitch.—Sec Crochet, page 124.

Raised Double Stitch.—See Crochet, page 124.

Raised Embroidery. — A handsome kind of Em-
broidery, but difficult to execute, consisting of working
raised flowers upon a flat foundation. Two diiferent

methods are emploj'cd. In the first, the one shown in

Fig. 698, the working is upon a thick material, such

as cloth or rep silk, with Satin Stitches laid over

wadding to make the pattern. In the second, upon Pene-
lope canvas, and the design formed with loops of Plush
Stitch, which are afterwards cut and fluffed up so as

to imitate velvet, while the canvas is covered over with
Cross or Tent Stitch and forms the background. To
work, as shown in Fig. 698 ; The materials required are
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Detail D.

Flo, CfiS, RAISED E M B E T D E E Y .

cotton wool, white embroidery cotton, filuselles, ZeiiLjr I
selected for Bi-rlin wool work. To work

: Trace tlie outline

wool, or Arrasene wool, the latter producing by far the 'if the design upon cLjth or rep silk, Ijack this with Ijrt.wn

best effect. The wools must be iu shades of the natural :
holland and frame it in an Embeoideey Fkame ; w.jrk

colours of the flowers and leaTes, and such as would be ,
the raised parts of the pattern first. Take a piece of cotton

H H H
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wool tlie size of the Rose without its outer leaves, and haK

an inch thick, and fasten this lump to the canvas by a

Ckoss Stitch of embroidery cotton, as shown in Fig. 698,

Detail A, then with the same embroidery cotton Over-

cast the whole with regular stitches, as shown in De-

tail B, where half the stitches are made, then re-cross the

lump as shown in Detail with long Cross Stitches also

made with embroidery cotton. Take the wool or Arrasene,

and with that make the Satin Stitches that are shown

in Detail D. In this Detail use the darkest coloured wool

and w(jrk the Satin Stitches so that they overlap and

culminate towards the centre ; then proceed to make the

petals that finish the centre of the Rose. Make them all

with Satin Stitch; work the inner ones first with wools

shading gradually from dark to light, and make the Satin

Stitchi's so that they take the shape of the petals. By
commencing from the centre the outer leaves will be the

parts most raised and a kind of hollow wiU be formed in

the centre. Work the turned back petals in Flat Satin

Stitches and mix light coloured filoselle with the wool useil

in making them. Having made the Rose, proceed to make
the Aster ; which is not so raised as the Rose : Take a

piece of wadding and fasten it down with a Cross Stitch to

the material, and then work a number of Satin Stitches in

embroidery cotton from the centre to the outside of the

wadding ; thim with the wool or Arrasene form the petals.

Make the outside ones first with the darkest shade ami
work to the centre, making three rows of petals, each in a

diffiu-cnt shade of wocd. Fill in the centre with a number
of Fkench Knots made with filoselle. To form the

Rosebud : Tack down and Overcast a small ball of wad-
ding ; work the centre of the bud first and the green

calyx last. Furm the rest of the flowers and all the

leaves with long Satin Stitches and with different shades

of colour, but do not wad them. When woi-king small

sprays of Raised Embroidery for pincushions, handker-

chief eases, Ac, in which the design is small, make a

padding with Satin Stitches of embroidery cotton, and
then cover this padding with filoselles instead of wools,

as wadding covered with wool would be too coarse for such

fine Embroidery.

B'xiiicd Embroidery v:itli Plash Stitch. — In this

description of the work a number of flat Meshes, gauo-e

18 in breadth and gauge 11 in thickness, or steel Meshes
with edg ?s that will cut are required ; also wool or filo-

selle and Berlin canvas, or white silk canvas. To work :

Select a coloured Berlin pattern and keep it by the side

of th(_' work for reference. Count the stitches on the

pattern and canvas, and outline these upon the canvas,

then place it in an Embroidery Frame. Work all the
leaves of the design in Tent Stitch shading them as in

Berlin Work should the canvas be fine ; if it is coarse,

work the leaves in Cross Stitch, and ground the work in

Ci-oss Stitch. When using silk canvas it is not necessary
to ground the work, but when the Embroidery is finished

this description of canvas must be lined with coloured
silk. The raisL'd flowers are first worked: A number of

Meshes are required for these, as when once covered with
stitches they are not withdrawn until the flower is com-
plete. Thread a number of wool needles with the colours

required in the flower, take a Mesh in the left hand

and lay it on the pattern at the bottom of a flower so that

its edge touches the line of canvas to be filled and its

length extends to the end of that line. Take up a needle

filled with the colour used for the first stitch at the bottom

of the flower, put it in at the back and bring it out in the

front of the work under the Mesh, cross it over the Mesh

and put it into the canvas two threads above and on the

right of where it came out as if making a Tent Stitch
;

then cross this stitch as if making a Cross Stitch, but not

over the Mesh this time, but slipped behind it. Work the

next stitch in the same way, but should it be of a different

shade of colour to the one last worked, do not fasten off

the first thread, but keep it at the back of the work out

of the way but ready to make another stitch when required.

Work a whole row of stitches over the Meshes, using the

shades of wool as wanted, and when these require fastening

off be careful that they are well secured. Take a fresh

Mesh for the next row, and work all the rows that make
the flower without removing any of tlie Meshes. Finish

by gumming the back of the raised flower with gwoci arable,

and remove the Meshes when this is perfectly dry. The
steel Meshes will cut the wool as they are withdrawn

;

when using the wooden ones, cut the loops with a sharp

pair of scissors. Shape these loops with the scissors so as

to form a hollow for the centre of the flower when such a

hollow is necessary, then comb out the wool with a fine

tooth comb, until it i-esembles velvet pile. The French

plan of working Raised Embroidery is to miss a thread

of canvas lietweeu each stitch and work over only one

thread instead of working over two threads of canvas

and leaving no threads between the stitches. Also, see

Embroidery on the Stamp.

Raised Loop Stitch.—Sre Crochet, page 121.

Raised Open Stitch.—See Crochet, page 124.

Raised Patchwork.—See Patchwork.

Raised Point.—These are Spanish and Venetian
Points, and arc described under those headings.

Raised Satin Stitch.—See Satin Stitch, Embeoideet
Stitches.

Raised Spot Stitch.—See Ceochet, page 12.5.

Raised Stitch.—iSce Berlin Work.
Raised Trehle Crochet.—See Ceochet, page 127.

Raised Work.—This is the distinguishing mark of
Honiton Lace and Point Dachesse, and consists of a
Raised Edge worked down one side of the leaves, flowers,
and stems, of a spray or Honiton sprig. It is illustrated
in Fig. 699, and worked as follows ; Commence at the end
of the stem, and wind the Knots out of the way ; when
the middle leaf is reached, change the side for the pins
and continue the Stem Stitch up the lower side of the
leaf until the last pin but one is stuck. Take the Passive
pair of Bobbins that lie next the pins, lay back over
the work, and do a row of Stem Stitch without them. At
the last pin hang on four pairs of Bcjbbins, letting them
lie by the side of the pair put up ; make the stitch about
the pin, and do a row of Stem Stitch with the Bobbins
worked with heiore

,;
come back to the edge, turn the Pillow
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quite round, so that the Bobhins lie down, the leaf facing

the worker. Take out all the pins but the last three, and
work straight across in Cloth Stitch. Do the last stitch

with the pair put \ip, tie this pair once, and work back

with it. Work in Cloth Stitch with Plain Edge at one

side, and Sewinc>s to the cross strands of the stem at the

other side of the leaf, until the leaf narrows, where cut

off four pairs of Bobbins in separate rows and make a

Rope Sewing down the stem. When the leaf worked

Fig E,iISED AVOKK.

in Half Stitch is reached, straighten the Boljlius, work

Stem Stitch up the upper side, hang on three pairs of

Bobbins at the top, and work down in Half Stitch, making

the Raised Work as described in previous leaf. Cut oft'

thi'ee pairs of Bobljins in separate rows where the leaf

nan-ows, cross the stalk of the lea^'cs, and carry Stem

Stitch up the lower side of the third leaf; hang on three

pairs, and work as in the second leaf; at the end tie the

Bobbins up in the last Sewed pair, and cut off.

Raleigli Bars.—These are used in Modem Point. To

work : Commence at the c<irner tjf the lace, and thniw

across a number of loose Loops, so as to till up the space

with irregular lines to make a foundation. Work four or

five close Buttonhole Stitches to the centre of the first

Loop. Make a Dot or Picot, and work the same number

of close Buttonhole Stitches to finish the Loop. Cover

eveiy Loop in the same way until all are worked.

Biampoor-Clrnddall. — This is the name of a fine

twilled Indian woollen cloth, used as a shawl, as well as a

dl'ess material. The name Chuddah signifies a Shawl,

being made of very fine wool, which is exceedingly warm
and soft. Rampoor-Chuddah may be had in different

shades of red and white, and in grey and dove colour.

Rampoor is the name of a large State and town in

Rohilkand, North Western Provinces of India.

Ras de St. Maur.—A kind of serge silk textile. In

the last century it was much used for mourning ; but it is

knovm in the present day as Radsimie.

Rash.—This is an inferior description of silk stufi, or a

combination of silk and cotton.

Ras Terre.—A French term in use auioug^t dress-

makers, signifying that the skirt of a dress .just touches

the ground at the back, when fastened on liy the wearer.

Rateen.—One of the class called Stuffs, chiefly employed

as a lining material. It is thick, quilled, and wo\en on a

loom with four treadles—like serges. Some Rateeus are

dressed and prepared like cLjths; others are left simply in

the hair, while a third description has the hair or nap

frizzed. Rateen may be described as bearing much re-

semblance to Baize, Drugget, and Frieze ; which ai'e kn(J^\ n

in commerce under the name of Rateens. It is chiefiy

employed for linings, and was originally of Spanish

manufacture.

Rattinet.—A description of woollen cloth, of a thinner

substance than Rateen. It is of French uianul'acture.

Ravel.—To draw, fray out, or untwist the weft threads

of ribbijn, silk, or linen, so as to produce a fiiuge from

the threads of the woof. This method is much euiplo3'ed

in trimmings, for the edges of d'oyleys, teiwcls, Ac, tiut

it necessitates the Overcasting of the ra-iv edge, where

the threads of the fringe commence. Fine thread, or

sewing silk should be used, and the stitches should lie

Duide veiy regularly, at a little distance from the edge,

as accidental ravelling would spoil the article. The
Ravelling of riljbou ends may be more or less pi'e-

vented by cutting them on the bias, or rounding them.

Flannels should be bound, and all woollen materials (jf a

loose make ; but Broadcloth may be cut, and left with a

raw edge. Buttonholes, in every description of textile—

•

the latter included—need to be secured from Ravelling liy

means of Buttonhole Stitching.

The term is emphjyed by Shakespere, wdiere Hamlet

speaks of

—

. . . Hleeii, that knits up the ravelled sleeve of care.

Milton likewise ad<.ipts it—

Till, by their own perplexities involved,

They ravel more, af.ill less resolved.

Ravellings.—Het Paefilaoe.

Raveusduck.—A description of canvas or sail-cloth.

Raw-edge.—The edge of any textile which is n(jt

finished by a selvedge ; and may, therefore, ravel 'jut, if

not either Bound, Hemmed, Overcast, or confined by

Buttonhole Stitching.

Raw Silk.—Reeled silk liefore it is spun or -n'tiven, of

which there are three kinds, the "Floss," -Organzine,''

and •' Tram."' The filaments of Floss are broken and com-

paratively short ; those of Organzine are fine and twisted

;

those of Tram are inferior in quality, and arc less twisted.

The character of Raw Silk may be tested by its weight,

although this appears to be a somewhat uncertain standard

of merit ; for as silk, when wound off the cocoons on

reels, has to be detached by immersion in warm water,

it absorbs a considerable quantity of moisture
;
and it

is quite possible that an inferior kind may sometimes

obtain a greater fictitious weight, than that of a Ijctter

quality. There is another method of deception in reference

H H H 2
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to Raw Silk—l.iy meaus of tlie use of certain veyetaWe

tleeoctions.

Rayure Bayadeur.—Tliis is a Freiich-named textile,

manufactureJ for a dress material; it is made of silk and

cotton, and striped horiz(jutally. The price varies accord-

ing tw) tke quality of tlie stuffs, and it measures -i mehes

in widtli.

Reaving or Reeving.—Tliis tennis syuouyuious witli

un-wcavinu', or dis-unitiug tlie tlireads of any textile, sncli

as unravelling knitting, or stockingctte clotli, or drawing

a^iart the threads of any kind of cloth.

Red Tape.—This Tape is also known as Pink Tape, and

is much employed in Law Offices for tying briefs and

papers, and in the Haberdashery department in trade, for

tying upj sets of cambric handkerchiefs, l*>:c. It is made of

cotton, and can be had in diifereiit uuiid.iers, viz., l(i, -i,

and ol; cut in any length desired, or s^dd in long lengths,

and on reels.

Reef Knot.— ticc .Knots.

shades. For Sewing machines a Reel has been recently

Ijrought out, which for shape and size is especially adapted

for them. The nuniliers run almost without exception

from 1 to lot); Imt it is unnecessary to keep Nos. 14, 18,

I'l, 2i.i, (.ir :iy. See Cottons for Sewing.

Re-foot.—See Knitting Stockings.

Regatta Stripes.—By this designation a calico cloth

is known, ^vhich is extensively employed by sailors and

ni.'chanies; and more recently for seaside costumes for

women, and for children's dresses, and shirts. When
employed for them it is more usually called Galatea, or

Marine Stripes. The material is of a more durable

cjua.lity than Prints, the pattern consisting of blue and

white stripes of equal width.

Regency Point.—This is one of the Bedfordshire

L;ices, aud was much made there dm'ing the first part of

ihr present eenturv, aud, therefore named after the

Regent. The lace ('fe Pig. 700), is made upon the Pillow

in nari'ow ^idih. and is of a more complicated pattern

Fi.i
,

7111-1. K E Gl E N C Y POINT

Reel.—Ai'idlerof wood, turning in a frame, for winding

thread; also one of the appliances of a workbox, made of

ivory or pearl, having metal stems, on which to wind silk
;

and, thirdly, the wooden article on which sewing cotton is

sold, when not made up in lialls. A ma.nufactui'ing C(.ittou or

linen Reel is 51 inches in circuit, a worsted Reel 30

inches. " Reeling Yarn " of any description, means to

make it into skeins by winding it round the appliance

used in manufactories for that purpose, or thence on to

"spools." In Ireland all Reels are called " Spocds," and

in tlie North of England they are \ery commonly desig-

nated " Bobbins."

Reel Cotton.—Sewing cotton which is not made up in

I^alls ((jtherwise called "sewing cotton "1, and sold in

leugths of from '!> to lOOO yards. In the best class, known
as " sis-cords," thcTC is an extensive variety of makes, the

most sal(.'al)le lengths containing respectively '-100, 300,

and 400 yards. Reel Cotton in colours may be had in many

than the ordin;iry Bedfordshire Laces, being made with

Cloth Stitch and a Gimp for the thick parts of the designs,

and with Cucumber Plaitings and other open stitches for

the Fillings, and with a Honeycomb or Net Pattern

ground similar to Brussels ground. It is no longer manu-

facture'! in Bedfordshire.

Re-Iieel.—Sec Knitting Stockings.

Re-knee.—Sec Knitting Stockings.

Relief Sating.—The French term for Raised Satin

Stitch. See Saiin Stitell, EMBROIDERY STITCHES.

Relief Work.—This is used in Honiton Lace, and is

fully described under that heading.

R^muauts.—A term applied in trade to odd lengths of

dress stuffs, ribbons, linen, cotton, and woollen cloths, left

unsold from the original pieces, and disposed of at a

cheaper rate, for children's clothing, patchwork, and other

purposes. The uses to which the needlewoman may apply
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almost tlie smalleat remains of material after making any

artiele, are very numerous. Strips of woollen stuff may
be eut suffieiently narrow to be knitted with large needles

(of wood, hone, or gutta-pereha) and made into eoarse rugs

suitable for the use of the poor.

Remnants of cloth may be used iu Applique Work;

cloth, flannel, and all woollen stuffs, every cotton, silk,

satin, and all descriptitms of veh'ct, aud of riblion can be

used iu Patchwork for cushions, nuilts,and window Idinds,

the latter being of silk (as being semi-transparent), and

the colours selected so as to repi'esent diamond-shaped

panes of stained glass. Remnants of any piece of material,

as well as those of I'ibbon, are always sold at some reduc-

tion of the ciriginal price.

Renaissance Braid Work.—This is also known as

Renaissance Lace aud is really only Modern Point Lace

worked with a very Open Braid, aud with only one stitch as

a Filling instead of several. To work as shown in Fig. "01
:

Trace out the design iipon pink calico and Tack the Braid

Fig. 701. Renaiss.\xce Braid Wlikk,

to it, placing the Braid that forms the Vandykes over the

one forming the curves ; Overcast round all the edges

of the Braid, and sew the curves and Vandyke points

(where the Braid has to be turned in) securely down.

Connect the two upper straight lines of Braid together,

Fig. 7li2. Kexaissance Braid Wouk—Detail A.

either with a thick strand of lace cotton passed alternately

backwards and forwards between the two Braids, or with

the stitch shown in Fig. 702, Detail A, which work thus

:

Take a line from one Braid to the other and Cord this

back to the Loop it started from on the outer edge of the

lowest line of Braid, work three lines on one side of the

first line and three on the other. Cord them all, and start

them all from the same Lcjop; first fasten them into the top

Braid and into separate Loops. Miss a space of a quarter

of an inch on the lower Braid, and work the stitch as

before. Work Buttonhole Bars ornamented with Picots
and eight-armed Wheels between the Braids upon the

lower part of the pattern, and in the thick parts of the lace

work the following stitch : Make two Buttonholes, miss

the space of two, and work two more. Repeat to the end
of the row. In the return row, work two Buttonholes

into every Loop and a Loop undei' the Buttonholes of

the previous row. Repeat tliese two rows to tlie end of

the space : finish the edge of the lace with a bought lace

edging,

Benaissance G-uipure.—Hue Glipure Renaissance.

Renaissance Iiace. — tice Renaissance Braid
Work.
Renaissance Work.—This work is formed with large

heavily-made braids arranged in geometrical forms, and
kept in those positions with plain or ornamental Button-

hole Bars. To work : Draw out upon pink calic(j a bold

lace design, and back this with brown paper ; take some of

Haythorne's coarsely woven linen braid three-quarters of

an inch in width made with a plain edge, and Tack this

down upon the calico with ordinary cotton. Turn in all

the edges and points of the braid where required to form

the design, and sew them down with lace cotton ; then

connect the various parts (.)f the braid together i\ith

Buttonhole Bars and Wheels. Make one or more
Picots upon each Bar, and use the Wheels to fill in the

centres of the design instead of working any lace stitches.

When the work is finished, cut the tacking threads at the

back of the pattern, and pull them out, which will release

the lace from the calico without sti'ctching it.

Rent.—A term synonymous with a tear, and applied to

any textile that is accidentally torn.

Renter.—A technical term employed by Tapestry

workers, derived from one of the French names apiplied to

this class of artists. To Benter is to work new warp in a

piece of damaged Tapestry, upon which to restore or supply

again the original design.

Rep, Repp, or Reps.—Of this textile there are three

descriptions, those composed of silk, those of silk aud

wool, and those of wool only, and measure from 30 inches

to 32 inches in width. It has a thick cord, and has much
resemblance to Poplin. Silk Rep is chiefly made at Lyons.

Its width is 27 inches ; but Curtain Rep averages li yards

in width. Silk Rep is used for dresses and waistcoats, and

also for ecclesiastical vestments and hangings. The quality

made for upholstery is composed of wool only ; the ribs of

all Reps run across the width. There are figured kinds,

measuring 53 inches wide.

Reprises Perdue.—The French term for Fine-draw-

ing, which is a description of Darning applied to Broad-

cloth, and other varieties of thick woollen stuffs. See

Fine Drawing.

Rep Stitch.—See Berlin Work.
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Reseau.—Identical -nith Rezcl, Rezeul. This is tlie

Net-patterned or Honeycomb ground of lace made either

with the needle or with Bobbins, and called Reseau,

to distinguish it from the Bar or Bride ground, made in

irregular lines across the lace, and so joined together.

The Reseau ground connects the lace pattern together

by filling in every space with tine meshes made with great

exactness, either with the needle, first making a Button-

hole and then by successive stitches forming that into a

hexagon, or l:)y the Bobliins being twisted round each

other and round a pin a certain number of times. These

grounds are extremely laborious to execute, and occupy so

Outworks, and are somewhat of the same appearance.

They flourished from the end of the fifteenth century to

the beginning of the seventeenth century, and were used

for altar cloths, Church vestments, and the starched

trimmings to ruli's, their stiff and geometrical patterns

being peculiarly adapted for the purposes they were

designed. This lace is produced by lines of thread being

throwai across a space, so as to form a pattern, and after-

wards connected either with Overcast, Buttonhole or

Genoa Stitch. In the first made Reticellas the patterns

are chiefly formed by these stiff lines, which are orna-

mented at set intervals with Picots, but later specimens

Fii;. 70J. KETICELLA U IC GREEK POINTS.

much time in making that the lace when finished can
only be sold at very high prices, and since machine nets
have been manufactured they have fallen into disuse,
except for especial orders, the lace being made and then
Applique on to machine net, instead of the ground being
also made. To make a Reseau Ground, see Ground.

Reseau Malins.—See Mechlin Ground.

Restore Lace.—Sec Lace, Merul and ifcs/ore.

Rotaper.—A French term, signifying to " make-up " a

bonnet or hat. It is chiefly employed by milliners.

Reticella.—The Reticellas or Greek Points are cim-

sidered the first Needlemade Laces; they succeeded the

of the Work slnjw more variety (jf execution and more
solid patterns. Fig. 7U3 is one of this description, and
IS a copy from a piece of lace found in a convent at Milan.
The making of Reticella has Ijcen revived, and is fully

described under Greek Point.

Return Rope.—Sec Sewinus,

Revers.—A French tei-ni, adopted Ijy dressmakers in

lieu of an English word, and signifying the tui-ncd back
corner of the basque, or lappel of a Ijodicc ; or the robing of

a dress skirt, so placed to show the lining, and producing
thercliy a decorative variety in colour and form. In such
cases, the linings are of some suitably contrasting colour,
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and may be of silk, satin, velvet, plush, brocade, l^;c. The
tails of uniform tunics and coats, and the facings, are

sometimes thus turned back ; and are, in these cases, of a

differently coloured cloth.

Reversed.—Sec Knittino.

Reversible Iiinings.—These Liuiugs are uf linen,

having a white or a grey side, and decorated with a small

pattern in black, the other side having a plain black face.

They are especiallj' made for lining black dresses, the

black side being laid on th.' wrong side of the dress mate-

rial, and the white, or gri'V figured side, outwai'ds. They
are made a yard wide.

Reversibles.—Cloths having the back of a different

colour from the face, and sometimes having a check

pattern, the right side or face being of some uni-culour.

They are trsed for men's coats.

Revolte des Passemens.—This poem is so frecjuently

quoted to fix the date of various lacus, that a sh'irt glance

at its theme will help om- readers to uudi-rstand wdiy it is

so universally referred to. When the minister C'idbert

uitroduced the manufacture of Alencon Lace iutn France,

he compelled the most skilful of the workers of other laccs

to labour at the royal manufactory, and thus produced a

revolt amongst them, which was terminated by a compro-

mise. Shortly afterwards, in IHiil, an Enactment against

the luxury of dress was passed, and this was seized upon

for the theme of a poem, in which the Laces, fearing that

they would become extinct if no longer used as an article

of dress, take example from their makers ami determine

to revolt. They assemble in battle array, and all make

speeches; but as soon as they are oppnsed they run awa_y.

Every lace that was of any importance in the yt'ar 1661 is

mentioned in this poem, and its value and Ijcauty

shadowed forth in the speech it makes, which thus enables

the lace collector to fix upon the date and worth of

various laces; and hence the value at the present time

of a poem that was merely written to amuse the circle

surrounding Madame de Sevigne.

Rezel.—See Reseatt.

Rhea Feathers.—The Rhea is the Ostrich of South

America; its plumage is imjjorted from Buenos Ayi'es,

and is not only valuable for women's head-dresses, but the

flossy kinds are used for military plumes in Euroi:ie, as well

as in South America ; while the long brown feathers of

the wings are made into brooms and dusting brushes.

The feathers of the Rhea made up fur wear by the

plumassiers are called by them "Vultures'" Feathers.

See OsTKiCH,

Ribbed.—A term signifying woven cir knitted, so as to

make the textile have a barred appearance, the sui-face

presenting alternate ridges and hollows. Stockings so

made have a double degree of elasticity, and fit more
closely than others. See Knitting.

Kibbed Stitch, — See Ceochet, page 1-5, and
Knitting.

Bribbed Velveteen.—See Velveteen.

Bibbon or Riband.—Strips of silk, satin, gauze, and
velvet, sometimes having a selvedge edge on both sides.

and designed as trimmings to dresses, caps, and bonnets,

for the use of recruiting sergeants, and other purposes.

They are to be had in a variety of widths and colours, and
with, or without patterns. Satin Riljbons may be obtained

of stout ((uality, having a dillVM-.mt colour on one side to

the other, and equilly perfect on both. Ribbons are woven
much after the method of weaving cloth; and in the
" engine looms " from eight to twenty-eight may be woven
simultaneously. TIh> French Ribbons, chiefly made at

Lyons, ar.' of the b 'st quality : but our own manufacturers

especially those at Coventry, have reached a high degree of

excellence. Rilibons are classed as the Satin, Sarcenet,

Lutestring, Gauze. A^elvct, fancy, Pads, and Chinas—the

latter a c.immon kind of Satin Ribbon, used for rosettes

and bookmarkers, an^l may be had in any colours. The
Clauze are but little worn at present. Lutestrings are a

kind of Gros de Naples, whidi may lie had in various

widths, with a corded pearl ;ind iViur edges. The Sarcenets

have plain edges. Velvet Rilibons of silk in the common
kinds are cut in strips from the piece, and have no

selvi^dge. the edges b{;'ing only gummed ; the superior

kinds ar.- woven in strips. Their widths run in even

nnmbei-s mo odd onesi up to oi). and then to 200, 250. and
300 ; the lengths ought to be IS j-ards, but, always proving

short in measure, they ha^e to be joined.

Rililjons are usually woven in pieces of 36 yards each,

the best kinds being those made of Italian silk, and the

inferiiu- of the Chinese, and Bengal. There is often a con-

siderable amount e>f cotton mixed with the silk used in the

making of Ribljuns. and a meretricious glaze is given to

them to produce a silky appearance. Fancy Ribbons may
be had in combinations of velvet, satin, and silk stripes,

and likewise brocaded, in all colours.

Pieces of Satin Ribbon contain 36 yards, those of Sarce-

net IS yards onl}-. French Rililjons generally have more

substance in them than those of our own manufacture.

Cotton-made Ribbon Velvets are cut in strips from piece

velvets, and the edges, having no selvedge, are sized, to

prevent ravelling. They are made in lengths of 12 yards,

the numbers running from 1 to 4(1. They are also produced

in a •s'ariet3' of colmirs besides lilack, and the widths run

from 1 inch, U inches, and 2 inches, up to 10 inches : then

in even numbers up to 20 inches ; and then to 24 inches,

30 inches, and 40 inches. The lengths (of 12 yards nomi-

nally) run short in Cotton Ribljon Velvets, as in the inferior

kinds of Silk Ribljon Velvets. Ribbons designed for waist-

belts are called Petershams ; and Watered Doubles, which

are made in various colours and patterns, are called Pads.

Some of the French lirocaded varieties, which are produced

in several colours, and in floral designs, are as rich looking

as hand embroideries. Coventry is the chief seat of the

industry in England, and the art has Ijeen brought to

such perfection that landscapes, portraits, and pictorial

representations are produced there, rivalliug those of

the Lyons Ribbon Weavers. By a peculiar style of

management in the process of dyeing, "clouding" is

produced in Ribbons.

Doubles, Ferrets, and Galloons are all varieties of Rib-

bons. Ferrets are coarse and narrow in width, and are

shot with cotton. According tij Planche, " it is not tratil
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the sixteenth century that Ribbons, in the present sense,

are seen and heard of ; and only in the seventeenth that

they acquired that hold on public favour, which has lasted

to the present day." As a trimming for a dress, Ribbon

is mentioned by Chaucer in his Romavnt of {he Base -.

Pull well

With Orfraiea laid everie dell,

And puttraied, in the Eibaninges,

Of dukes' Btorieg, and of kiigs.

Kibbon Wire.—A narrow cotton Ribbon, or Tape, into

which three or four wires are woven, sold in packets

containing twelve pieces of as many yards each ; eighteen

of 18 yards, or six of 24 yards. But, as in the case

of other varieties, Ribbon Wire is usually deficient in

measure. It is employed in the millinery trade.

Rice Embroidery.—This is a white Embroidery upon

washing materials, in which the piincipal stitch used is

Point de Riz or Rice Stitch. The work need not be con-

fined to washing materials or to embroidery cotton, Vjut

looks well when made upon silk, diagonal cloth, or serge

foundations, and with filoselles or coloured crewels. To
work as shown in Fig. 7(»4 ; Trace the outline upon the

Fig. 704. Rice Embeoipeet.

design and work the centre of the flower in Point de Riz
Stitch, which scatter carelessly over the surface ; fill in the

calyx of the flower with Au Passe or flat Satin Stitch,
and in the same stitch work the two upright petals.

Work round the flower in Point de Cable so as to
outline every part, and also work with it the stems
and tendrils; make the dots in the centre of the flower
in Overcast.

Rice Stitch. — This Stitch resembles Rice loosely

scattered over a flat sui-face. T<j make : Bring the needle
up from the back and put it down in a slant one-
eighth of au inc'h from where it came up. Scatter
these stitches over the surface to be covered. See Em-
broidery Stitches.

Richelieu Guipure.—This is work of a modern date,

and diffei's but little from Roman, Strasbourg, and

Venetian Embroiderjr. It is founded upon the ancient

Point Ci.)upe, or Cutwork, which was one of the first laces,

and was extensively used in conjunction with Linen

Embroideiy on the Continent and in England from the

fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries, when it was super-

seded by Reticella Lace. The modern Richelieu Guipure

differs from the old Cutwork in being worked in more open

patterns, and separated by Bars formed of threads Button-

holed over. In the old work the linen foundations were

cut and Buttonholed over wherever Bars were required, and

the jiatterns were closer and more solid, almost entirely

covered with needlework, and required greater patience and

skill in their execution.

For many varieties of trimmings and for washing

materials, Richelieu Guipure is well adapted, for, as long as

the foundation is selected of good strong stuff, there is no

reason why the Embroidery shijuld not be as lasting as the

old Point CoujJe, specimens of which, worked in the

fifteenth century, are still to be seen. To work, as shown

in Fig. 7(»5 : Select cream white, pure white, or ecru

coloured linen, or cotton foundation, upon which trace the

outline of the pattern and indicate the lines for the Bars.

Back this foundation with brown paper should it not be

stiff', but this is not generally necessary. Then Run all the

outlines with a double line of thread (ir silk, using a colour

matching the matei'ial ; R\in the second line of thread the

sixteenth of an inch above the first, and work the Bars

during the process of Running. These make thus : Throw
two threads across the space the Bar is to cover, catch

them well into the edges of the patteim, and then Button-
hole them thickly over, and make a PicoT in the centre

Bar. Then carefully Buttonhole over every outline with

the same coloured silk or thread ; always turn the edge

of the Buttonhole to the side of the material that is

to he afterwards cut away. Great nicety is required to

keep so many lines of Buttonhoh' all of the same width

and thickness, and the second Running of each line will

here prove very useful, as, if the needle be always put in

just beyond it, the width of each line will be the same. The
thickness will depend upon the perfect regularity of

distance with which each stitch is taken after the preceding

one. This Embi'oidery can be done with any coloured

washing silks or washing threads. The usual practice is to

match the colour of foundation, Ijut red, blue, and black
silks make pretty borders to ecni or drab-coloured linens.

If the wiu-k is intended for a trimming to a mantel
board, as shown in Fig. 705, one edge of it will Ije made
straight where it is sewn on, and the other scalloped. This
scalloped edge must be ornamented with Picots, like those

made upon the Bars. Having finished all the Buttonholing,

proceed to cut away the foundation material from under
the Bars. Use sharp and small scissors, and cut very

slowly from underneath the Bars and not over them. The
Bars are much stronger and neater when made during the

progress of Running than if worked when the material is

cut away (as is sometimes recommended), but the cutting

out of the superfluous stuff is rendered much more trouble-

some by their presence.
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This work requires a baekgroimd to throw it in relief,

although it can be worked as an edging to tableeloths,

and will then not require one. A eoloured eloth is the

most suitable one for numtel borders, but satin nr vehet
look rieh when Riehelieu Guipure is used ftir cushions

or banner screens,

Bidge.—A term employed to denote a raised line, like

that produced by Gathers, when drawn together by means
of a drawing thread. Also, the furrow produced by Over-

sewing selvedges, or seams in linen or calico. It is likewise

demonstrated in a certain style of knitting, and wea\ing,

by which the article is rendered very elastic ; and by the

raised nap on corduroy, which is produced in parallel lines

across the cloth. See also Knittinc?,

Ring Work.—An easy work used for forming mats

and baskets, and made with small brass curtain ring's.

For a liasket: Make the base as for a mat, and for the

sides turn the fir.st row of rings so tliat they stand upright

upon the last circle of the bas.', and do not increase in that

row, liut increase in all the sui'ceeding rows, and sew

together, so that they rise upwards in i.'ircles. Having
sewn the rings together, fill in their centres with AVheels
made with eoloured l;>eads. Thread enough beads to cross

one ring, and fasten it to the ring on the wrong side. Cross

it with a second line of lieails. and intc'rlaee with the

first in the centre; fill in the sides with diagonal lines

i-if beads taken across the centre from side to side. Rings
can be covered with Ckochet instead of Buttonhole
if preferred. The rest cif the work is executed in the same
way.

Kipou Lace.—A lace manufactory was at one time

eanied on in this town, and twenty years ago coarse lace

4 4I44 4 4444 4
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single Berlin wools, and beads. To work : Select five or

six shades of one coloured wool, and rings 1 inch in

diameter. Cover the rings with the wool thus : Cut the

skeins of wool, thread a wool needle, and Buttonhole
over a curtain ring with the w-ool until it is quite covered,

and a wool ring formed. Prepare a number of curtain

rings in this way; make them of the shades of wool, so

that each shade will make a circle of rings; but as the

circle will enlarge towards the outside, there must be more
rings Covered with the colours selected for the outside

shades than for those that form the centre. Sew the rings

together with silks for a mat. Commence with one i-ing,

round this sew six rings, which sew to the centre ring and
each other, and round the second circle sew twelve rings

for a third circle and eighteen rings for a fourth circle.

was still made there; but the trade has completely died

out, and only the tradition of it now remains.

Hipping.—A term used in needlework to signify the

cutting of the stitches made to connect two parts of a

garment or other article together; or the drawing out of

the Sewing Threads.

Holje.—The French term for a wcmian's gown or dress,

Rohe dc chambre signifies a dressing gown, but at times

the name Saut de lit is substituted for it,

Robing.—A description of flounce-like trimming which

is attached to the front of a dress, skirt, or infant's frock.

In infants" frocks the robings extend from the shoulders,

and in skirts from the waist to the lower edge of the

skirt, gradually diverging as they extend lower down, to

I I I
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represent a false outer skirt, like a polonaise over an inner

petticoat. Wlien Rollings are made of crape, they must

he taken from the selvedge : liecausc, when dresses have long

unbroken lines in length or circumference, the width across

from the two selvedges, would not be sufficient to enable

the dressmaker to dispense with joinings, which would be

unsightly, both in Plastrons and Robings. To make : Cut

the Crape Rolling, when it reaches its full length at the

lower end of the skirt, diagonally ; and cut the fresh piece

which is to be joined to it in the same way—first laying it

upon the part of the Robing already sewn on the skiii

—

to measure the slant in which the cuttings should be

made, so as the better to match them ; thus, a good mitred

corner will be produced. A Crajpe Robing should be

lined, turned in about half an inch in depth, and slightly

Herringboned to the muslin lining. Then lay the trimming

on the skirt, pin it in its place, and turn the skirt inside

out, laying the Robing on your hand. With the points of

the left-hand fingers you can feel the edge of the Crape,

and you can then RuiT the lining of the trimming and the

skirt of the dress together, so as t(j show no stitches taken

through the Crape.

Rococo Embroidery.—This is of two descriptions, one

formed with China ribbons sewn to satin or velvet founda-

tions, and which is fully described under China Ribbon
Embkoideey, and the other a variety of Roman Work,
and shown in Fig. TOti. This description of Rococo Em-
broidery is used for table borders, fire screens, and cushion

covers, and is made with ecru linen foundations, orna-

mented with filoselles. To work : Draw out the pattern

Fi.i Rococo E MBROIL'ERY.

upon ecru batiste or linen ; select a filoselle of a bright
and contrasting shade to the batiste, and spht a thread of

it into four threads. Thread a needle with one of these
and Buttonhole the outline of the pattern over with
even and rather wide rows (..f close Buttonholes, taking
care to turn all the outer edges of the rows so that they
are always to the outside of any section of the pattern.

When the whole design is thus worked, take a sharp
pointed pair of scissors and cut away the batiste not
enclosed by the lines of Buttonhole, and consequently not
required. The pattern, by this cutting away of the batiste,

will assume the appearance of Open Work. Line the

batiste with a coloured Persian Silk before using it.

Rolling.—Also known as Half Hitch. A peculiar

twist given to the thread when bound upon the Bobbins

used in Pillow Lace, by which the thread when the Bobbins

are hanging do-nniwards is prevented from unwinding. It

is done as follows : Wind the thread upon the Bobbins,

hold the latter in the left hand with the palm upwards,

and the thread in the right hand, the middle finger of

the left hand upon the tightened thread, with a tui-n

.jf the wrist bring the thread round the finger ; transfer

the loop formed by this twist to the Bobbin thus, gently

pull with the right hand, while the loop is put by the

left finger over the head of the Bol^bin. The thread can

Ije shortened at any time thus, lift up this loop, wind

up the thread, and then put the loop Ijack ; or it can be

lengthened by tightening the loop and turning the Bobbin

round to the left at the same time.

Roll Towellings.—These are described under LiNEN.

They may lie had in crash, crape, diaper, fancy stripe,

Forfar, grey twill, huckaback, and loom twill ; and vary

in width from 14 inches to 18 inches.

Roman Work.— Also known as Ragusa Guipure,

Strasliourg Embroidery, and Venetian Embroidery, and

differing but slightly from Richelieu Guipure. It is made

with washing materials, and is very durable, as, from the

nature of the materials used, it neither fades noi- comes to

v^m^y^m mm

Flo 707, Roman Work.

pieces liy wear. To work as shown in Fig, 707 : Draw out
the design upon ecru-coloured linen or batiste, and RuN
the outlines over with thread of ecru colour. Take machine
silk or Pearsall's washing silk, matching the ecru in colour,

and work over the outlines of the pattern with close and
even rows of Buttonhole. Turn the outside edge of

these Buttonhole rows so that they always outline the edge
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of the vavious parts of the pattern, whii'h in a complieated

one will require care. Connect too-,'tlier the various out-

lines of the pattern with Corded Bars or Buttonhole
Bars, and work Wheels in any larg-e spaces left be-

tween these parts. Having finished the work, take a

sharp piointed pair of scissors and cut away the ecru linen

wherever the outer edge of the Buttonhole lines are. so

that the pattern only is left, connected together l.iy the

Bars and Wheels, which must be carefully avoided in the

cutting away. These Bars and Wheels can be made after

the pattern is cut out, but thej' are made mure easily, and
fit their spaces bettei- when worked liefore that process.

Line the work with a liright coloured silk or velvet, and
use for cushions or lianner screens.

Bond Bosse.—A term applied in nld needlework

accounts to denote that the Embroidery is raised up from
the background it is upijn, either by a padding oi- bv a

number of stitches placed one ovei- the oth(_'i-.

Boud Point.—Sometimes applied to laces that are

made with work in relief, like Spanish and Venetian B(jse

Point, Point Duchesse, and some of the most elaborate of

Honiton Laces.

Bone.—See Guipure d'Aet.

Bope Sewing.—See Sewings.

Bope Stitch.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Bose Point.—See Spanish and Venetian Laces.

Bosette.—A collection of Ijows of narrow riblion, so

arranged as to form a circle, and to resemble in some
degree the form of a rose or dahlia. These little loops of

ribbon are attached to a foundation of stiif. coarse muslm,
or Buckram, cut in circular form, which can be sewn up(_m

a ch'ess, an infant's hat or cap; or used as wedding favours,

attached to the breast of a man's coat.

Boulean.—A French term denoting a large Piping, or

rolled trimming, sometimes used as a decorative covering

for the heading round a Flounce, or any such kind of Hem.
The common way of making one is thus : Take a strip of

material cut on the bias ipr diagonally), of 2 inches or

upwards, in width, lay a strip, or even mil of lambs-

wool, or wadding along it, fold the former over it, and
run it down at the back. To conceal the stitches, it

would be better still to adopt the following metlnjd : Tack
a piece of cord, and a length of wadding or Jamliswool, to

the end, of the strip of bias covering. Fold the latter

together, leaving the lambswool outside, and the cord

lying inside the fold of material. When the running is done,

puU the cord, and as it draws the lambswotd or wadding
inwards, it will turn the covering fold of material inside

out at the same time ; that is to say, the right side will be

turned out, ready for laying on the dress. The raw edges

and stitches will thus be neatly turned in.

Bound.—This term is applied in Crochet, Knitting,
and Netting to the stitches in those works which com-
plete one circle.

Bound Cotton Laces.— These laces are made of

bleached cotton cord, having metal tags at each end. The
numbers run 0, 1, 2, and the lengths 8-4, 10-4, and 12-4.

See Laces.

Bow.—A term applied in Crochet, Knitting, and
Netting to the stitches or loops that begin at one end of

a, straight piece of woi'k and end at tlie other.

Eoyal Cashmere.—A light cloth made for summer
c(jating

;
it is Iioth fine and narrow, and is composed

of Saxon wool in worsted weft. See Cashmere.

Buche.—A French term employed in needlework to

denote a particular style- of decorative ari-angement of

material, both in dressmaking and millinery—a kind of

quilling, a plaited, or goffered strip of riblj<..n, net, lace, or
other material, applied to a bodice, skirt, or head-dress. Of
these Euchings, there are four descriptions, viz. : the
Feather, Twisted, and (lathered Ruches, and that which
is known by two di'signations, the Fluted, or Rnelie a la

rielUe {see Fig. ToSi. This latter is used as a dress

trimming, and resembles a single Box-Plaited Flounce.
To produce the desired effect : Make a number of small

Box-plaits, leaving the respective distances between each
Plait and an equal amount of the Plaiting at the top

and bottom of the Ruching loose beyond the respective

stitchings, so as to form a sort of Frilling atioveand below

Flu. 7l|-(. ErrHK .V L.l ViEILLE.

bind both the edges of the material. A half inch is the

common width of each Plait, and this is the best size for

Tarlatan, muslin, and thin materials ; but for silk the Ruche
flutings should measure from half inch, to 1 inch. In

Tarlatan or Grenadine turn the edge dowm so as just to be

past where the stitches confining the plaits will he made
;

or snip out the raw edges in small points, Tack several

strips together, and cut through all at once. Silk needs

a book muslin lining as wide as the Ruche when made,

including the headings, but no wider, as the silk alone

folds over the edges of the musKn, to the depth required

for the headings, which should never be more or lees than

the width of the fluting employed at the same time. The
same proportion must be maintained as that, in length and
spacing, for Box-plaits.

A Twisted Ruche is sometimes made on the straight,

but, for a separate trimming, looks best when on the bias.

To make : Turn down the edges, and fold one of them in

Plaits of about three quarters of an inch in width, and let

all respectively touch each other. Then make up the

other edge in the same way, only turning the plaits in

the opposite direction. This will give them a twist in

the middle. Plissc Flounces may be stitched at abovit

III 2
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\\ inclies or 2 inches from the top, and the edge plaited

to the opposite side, thus giving a kind of heading to the

Flounces, and a spiral effect resembling a separate Twisted

Ruche.

A Feather Ruche is produced hy fringing-out silk
;

which must be unravelled tlie width way, or across the

stuff, but not along tlie selvedge line, as the fringe would

thus be to() poor. Snip the depth the fringe is to Ije apart

at every 2 inches, for if fm-ther than that, the threads are

not drawn nearly so fast, and when the feathering is wide,

the silk is liable to knot. These Ruches on the straight

need to be fuller than crossway ones, and ipiite treble its

own length must be allowed in cstimatiug the quantity

requii'ed for a given space.

A single Gathered Ruche is not often employed, as it is

confined to crossway sti'ips never more than 2 inches wide,

pinked out at both edges, and gathered (jver a cord down

the centre. Tlie amount of fulness is not great, and is

always the same ; and whatever material is \ised, when cut

on the cr.jss for the Ruche, will be gathered up into the

width of the material Ijefore it was cut. Cut an 18-inch

material on the cross, and gather this piece, and it will be

tlie correc't fulness to place ou an 18-iuch space.

Huck.—A veiy inelegant term as applied to the mate-

rials i:)f women's dress, or needlework in general. It

signifies the awkward, and iindesirable wrinkles, or un-

sightly fi)lds of a small size, by which any material ma)'

became creased. Wrinkles or Rucks are produ<'ed either

through bad cutting-out in the first instance, or through

equally bad sewing.

Eiucroc.—iSi'f Racroc.

BiUff.—An article of dress worn round the throat, and
in olden times equally liy men as l)y women. Some were

made of muslin of gi'eat width, either with a plainly

hemmed edge, or bordered with lace, and much stiffened

and goflerrd. These Ruffs maybe seen in portraits by the

Duti'h masters. In the present day very small Rutfs of

muslin. Tulle, or lace are worn, and by women only. Some
few years ago Ruff's of fur and of .Swausdowu were used

instead of Boas t)y children ; and were tied round the

throat ly rilibon stilugs. They wi.'re adopted for the sake

of economy.

Kuffle.—A frill woin round the wrist, made of silk,

muslin, Cambric, or lace, (U' a combination of any of

these materials. In the time of the Tudors they were

much worn both liy men and W(jmen, and were called Hand-
i-uffs. Sti-utt names them as being entered in an In-

ventory of Henry VIII's own wardrobe
; where they are

described as being made of cjuilted black silks, ruffed at

the haml, with strawberry leaves and flowers of gtild, em-
broidered with Wack silk." Some were turned liack over

the arm ; and in Elizabeth's time embroidered Ruffles

were worn, bordered with rich lace. They appear in the

portraits of Queen Katharine Parr, and in those of Mary
and Elizabeth by Holbein; and worn afterwards in com-
bination with armour, they looked exceedingly well, and
softened the hardness of the lines. In the last century

they were also in fashion, worn with velvet, red cloth, silk,

satin, and embroidered coats by men, and an arrangement

of lace round the neck and down the shirt front. Ruffles

ai'e still adopted by women for certain styles of evening

costumes.

Biumcliuiider Silks.—These are, as the name shows,

Indian silk stuffs ; they are maufactured in many varie-

ties, plain, twilled, satin-faoed, crape, and in double-warp

weaving. The prices of these several kinds vary very con-

siderably, and they measure from 32 inches, to 36 inches in

width. They are all very beautiful in quality and make,

and are of white and cream colour.

Bun and Fell.—This is a description of needlework

which comes under the denomination of Plain Sewing. It

is a method sometimes adopted in lieu of Over-sewing,

and employed in making seams, either in underlinen, or in

the skirts and sleeves of dresses. To make a Fell : Run
two pieces of material together, having placed the raw edge

I >f the piece nearest to the woi'ker, a little below that of the

outer piece. Then open ( .ut the two now united, turn over

the outer edge, and fold over both edges together. Then

Hem them down, making the Hem as flat as possible.

Bun Lace.—During the eighteenth century this de-

scription of lace was made in Northamptonshire, and

appears to have been copied from foreign designs, pro-

bably from those of Lille. The lace ground, which is a

Rcseau Honeycomb, like Brussels Ground, was made upon

the Pillow, and the design embroidered or run upon it

afterwards with the needle, the thick parts being darned

and outlined with a thick thread or gimp.

Bunuers.—The name by which the Bobbins that work

across a pattern in Pillow Lace making are known.

Running.—A term used in needlework to denote the

passing of a needle and thread in and out of the material

to be sewn, at regular intervals, taking much smaller

stitches than when Tacking l.s-ee Fig. T09) ; Runnings

being made for permanent, ami Tackings only for tem-

porary, use. Tucks in dresses and underclothing are

always made l)y Running, which is also the stitch em-

FlU. rO!1. EUNSING.

ployed for making Gathers, The breadths of skirts are

also Run together
; the needles employed should be long

and slender. When one breadth is gored, and the adjoining

one is not, the former should be held next to the worker.
If the Rimning were effected by means of a sewing
machine, the gored breadth must be placed on the machine,
and tlie straight one laid uppermost.

Bunning String. — This term may be employed
instead of " drawing string," as it denotes the ribbon, tape,
braid, or Bobbin which is passed through a Hem, or double
Running, by means of a bodkin, Running Strings are
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mucli employed for infants' and children's olotliing, and

for articles of women's underlinen ; also in infants' bnnds

and bonnets, wlien the Running threads are drawn tii

pucker the material.

Russell.—A woollen cloth first manufactured at Nor-

wich. It resembles baize, but with knots over the surface.

It was also once known as " Brighton nap." In the time

of Henry YIII. certain ^Acts were passed for the protec-

tion of the manufacture of what was called Russells,

which was a kind of worsted stuff, hot-pressed, or

calendered, to give it the lustrous appearance of satin.

Some mention of it was again made in the last centuvj',

and described as a sort of twilled Lasting, or a stout

variety of Calimancoes, and chiefly employed for petticnats

and waistcoats. Subsequently this textile was improved

in character, and numufactured with a design as a dress

material. It is unw merged in the cloth called Russell
Cord.

Russell Cord.—A kind of corded Rep, employed for

making summer coats, scholastic gowns, lawyers" bags, &e.

It is a mixture of cotton and wool, the cord being of

cotton ; and it washes well. There are several kinds

of Cords ; Janus Cord is entirely of wool, as also is

Persian Cord, b(ith of which are used for women's
dresses, the former Ijeing usually uuidi- in black, for

mourning wear.

Russet.—A coarse kind of woollen hr.mespun (doth,

formerly worn Ijy country people. It is i.therwise called

" Russeting," the colour being either grey, or of a reddish-

brown hue, such as would be produced by a mixture of

paint—two parts beuig red, and one part each of yellow

and blue. From the resemblance in colour between this

material, and a certain Devonshire apple, the latter derived

its name of Russet. Peacham alludes to the costume of

the peasantry in 1658 :

Most of them wear Easset, and have their shoes well nailed.

Grey Russet is mentiijned as

The ordinary garb of country folk?.

Shakespeare adopts the term when he speaks of ;

The morn in Eusaet mantle clad.

and Dryden likewise in the passage :

Our summer such a Russet livery wears.

Russia Braids.—These are made respectively in two

materials—Mohair and Silk. The former consists of two

cords woven together, cut into short lengths, and sold by
the gross pieces. The wide are in 36 yard lengths, and
four pieces go to the gross. The numl:>ers run fnjm to 8,

and they may be had in colours and black. The silk is a

Braid of similar make, and designed for Embroidery Work,
such as that on smoking caps. It is sold in skeins, six to

the gross, each skein being supposed to contain 24 yards

;

but, when silk is dear, the skeins^while priced equally

high—are reduced in quantity to 16 or 18 yards. It can

he bought by the yard. See Braid.

Russia Crash.—A coarse linen, or hempen textile,

derived from Russia, or made of Russian hemp. The

width varies from 1(1 to -It inches. It is very durable, the

threads l.ieing rough and coarse in quality. It is some-
tiuies employed as a foundation for crewel Embroidery,
and much for jack towels. It is sold unbleached, and is of

a grejdsh-bi'own colour.

Russia Suck.—This is a description of strong coarse

linen Jean, made for trouserings, and having its origin in

Russia ; see also Ravensduck, which seems to be very

similar, if not altogether identical, with it. Both cloths

so called have lieeu manufactured at Dundee, and the

adjoining districts, of superior workmanship, and equal in

material.

Russia Leather.—This Leather may be recognised at

once by its agreeald.' odour, if U'jt by its colour. It is

first steeped in an iilkaline lye, and tanned with the

cheapest bark in the country. It is then fulled, tanned a

second time with birch liark, and dyed red with the

aromatic sanders-wood, or else of a drab colour. After-

wards it is rubbed over with the empyreumatic oil of

the liirch, and stamped, as a rule, with a small cross-

barred pattern. A certain roughness is produced on the

face by pressure with an iron implement. This Leather

is valuable on account of its being proof against the

mijuld by which other kinds of Leather are injured, and
against all attacks of insects. It is euiployed by boot and

slioemakers, for travidling and other bags, for the binding

of 1« >oks, for straps, and many other articles ; and shavings

of it are valuable for use in the preservation of furs, and

any materials liable to destraction Ijy moths. Cxcnuine

Russia Leather may usually be knoT\'n by dark, blackish-

Icji.ikiug spots, which are not regarded as blemishes.

Russia Musquash (Filer zihethlcus).—This animal

is also known as the Perewiaska.

Russian Diaper.—This is a description of Diaper

having a double diamond pattern of a larger size than

that of the fine Irish kinds. See Diapee.

Russian Embroidery.—This Embroidery is worked

either upon hoUands and washing materials as trimming

to children's dresses, or upon cloth or other dark founda-

tions for taljle borders, mantel borders, and cushions.

When used for trimmings it is worked upon liands of

Fig. 7iO. Er.ssi.VN Embroipkry.

material in designs like that shown in Fig. 710, and the

stitches executed with ingrain cottons. Pearsall's washing

silks, or Pvrenean wools. If both sides of the Em-
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broidery are to be shown, work in Holbein Stitcli
;
if only-

one, in Point Russe. To work the Embroidery upon one

side. Trace out the design upon holland, batiste, or ecru-

coloured linen, and work over all the outlines with Point

Rtjsse Stitch, thus—Bring the needle up from the back

of the work at the end of a line, and put it down at the

other end of the line. Bring it out again at the end of

the next line farthest away from the first made one and

put it down again close to the end of the first stitch.

To work upon both sides, see HoLBEiN Embroideey.

The design shown in Pig. Til is made with a line oi

stitches resembling l^attlements f<jr the centre, and van-

dyke or diamonds as an edging. It is workt'd entirely as

described above, except that the three stitches that form

the ornament to the Imttlemcnts are made with Satin

Stitches.

To work Fig. 711: This is intended for a table liorder.

peacock lilue shades of w(jol. or a pale blue cloth with

maroon wools shading to red silk or cinnamon-coloured

silks.

Russian Lace.—This lace, although known on the

Continent for many years, has never been much imported

into England, and it was not until the International Exhi-

bition of 1874, and the present by the Duchess of Edin-

burgh to the South Kensington Museum of a collection of

Russian Laces, that attention was drawn to this produc-

tion. From these two sources we find that lace making is

of very ancient origin in Russia, and that many of the

designs still used are the same that were made in very

early times, while the peculiarity and quaintness displayed

in their execution is traceable not to European influence,

but to the ancient Oriental character of the Russian

nation.

In the Outworks and Prawn Wi>rks this influence is
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Fl.:. 711. RUSSIAN EMBKOIDEKT

and is worked upon cloth with canvas and with Berlin

wools and filoselle. Carefully frame sume enarse Pene-

lope canvas, and the cloth in an Embroidery Frame.
Take the darkest shade of wool and work the outside

line of the design in Point Russe over three squares

of the canvas, and in horizontal and upright lines alter-

nately. Repeat with the next shade of wool for the

second line, and with the lightest shade of wool fui'

the third line. Work the cross ra the centre with two

shades of fiLjselle, make the four small Cuoss Stitches with

the lightest shade, the outline and centre cross with the

darkest. When the work is finished, cut the canvas threads

near the work and pull them away singly, tlius leaving the

stitches upon the cloth. A brown cloth with the work

done with three shades of chestnut wool, and two of gold-

coloured filoselle looks well, also an olive green cloth with

particularly detected, the threads that are retained being

covered over like those of Persian, Turkish, and Algerian

Embroidery, with coloured silks, such as deep reds, bright

yellows, dull coloured blues and greens, and with gold

or silver threads interwrought with the design, and the

linen left between the patterns in the Drawn Work em-

broidered with Satin and other stitches, in flower and

geometrical designs, worked with coloured silks. Bands

of coloured silk Vjrocades are frequently let into the

lace, and are ornamented with eml:lroiderJ^ that produced

at Jeletz being of animals with parti-coloured legs, two

white, two blue, with red bodies in outline, .and spots

embroidered up(.)n the liody, in red, yellow, green, and

brrmze silks.

Dai'ued Netting is also made in Russia. In some

cases the meshes are made with silk or linen threads, and
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the darning executed in coloured silks ; in others tlie

meshes are made of fine gold or silvei' wire, aud the darn-

ing in silk.

Peter the Great protected the manufacture of Pillow

Lace at Novgorod, and the lace made there was also made

at Torjok ; it is a kind of Tape or Braid Lace, ami is still

manufactured in Russia. The pattern in it is outlined

with Plain Braid, made with Cloth Stitch and Plain Edge,

and the only ^•ariely to this outline consists in forming

Hole Braid, also with a plain edge; Imt the peculiarity (jf

the work consists of a Plaiting, or a single line (jf culoured

silk thread being wtirked in the centre <if the Ijraid, ami

following all the contours and turns. The Fillings are

simple crossed threads, Plaitings, or Wheels, wliile the

groimd is either of Plain Bars or Roseau of Valen-

ciennes pattern. The lace is executed with a small

number of Bobbins, and is worked loosely and care-

lessly.

With the exception of the Cut, Dra^oi, and Darned

Works, Russia has not produced any Needlepoints tmtil

the present century, wdien a lady founded a school at

Moscow, under the patronage of the Czarevna, for the

making of old Venice Point. This lace has been most

successfully cop)ied, and much of it is sold under the name
of Point de Moscow^ The stitches are all faithfully copied

from old laces, also the Picots or Brides Ornees and Pleurs

Volants. The thread used is fine, and of English make.

Russian Stitch,—See Ceuchet, page 12.3.

Russian Tapestry.—A material woven from hemp,

designed for window curtains, having a decorative design,

and a border of fringe. It is a durable article, and may
be procured in various widths. The hemp of which it is

made is said to be prepared with seal oil, aud has a certain

unpleasant odour in consequence, Ijut this soon passes

off on exposure to the air.

Russian Tapestry Work.—This is a strong and

effective work, particularly suitable for ladies who have

not much time to devote to fancy needlework. It is made
with Russian Tapestry woven as a border with two

coloui'ed threads, one forming a conventional design up(.)n

the other, which appears as a background to the pattern.

The work consists in either outlining this conventional

design or fUling it entirely in with coloured crewels. The
Embroideiy is done according to the design, and the

colour's chosen so as to contrast (without being too glaring)

with the material threads. Tlie best colours to use are

two shades of peacock blue, two of ruby reds, two of oli-ic

greens, and two of old gold colours. The manner of

working is as follows : Work the centre of the pattern on
the material in outline and in Ckewel Stitch, outline

each separate piece of it in that stitch with a line of dark
and light blue crewels, or fill it entirely in with the

light blue crewels in Cbewel Stitch, and outline it

with the dark shade. Work wdth the reds, greens, and
yellows over detached pieces of the pattern in the same
way. For the border upon each side of the pattern make
vandyked lines with Cboss Stitch of the darkest shades
of the colours, or work Stabs and Wheels with all the

colours used in the centre.

s.

Sable [Mustela zihe]}lii,i}.~The fur of the Sable, an
aniuuil of the Weasel tribe, is one of the most beautiful

and valual;)le of th(.)se iujported to this country. The
animal is a native of Silieria, although it is often called

the Russian Sable. The fur is very dark and lustrous, and
of great depth, and is in its highest perfection in winter.

When prepared ready for making up, the skins measure
f! inches liy 14 inches, and the best kinds are valued at

from -tt) to f2<) apiece, Alth.uigh al>out from 25,000 to

30,I.I0(.) are annually c^.illec-ted in the Russian territories,

only a small cpiantity, comjiaratively, are imported to this

country, CJther furs are known as " Sables " liesides the

real Siberian—viz., the Hudson's Bay, which is the

MiiMela L'untiilensU \ the Baum, or Pine Marten, M.
Abietinn; the Sable of North America, i)/. leucopus; that

of Tartary, M. Sibirica; of .Japan, M. iitelonoj/us ; the

Stone Marten, M. Sii.i-nndii. otherwise known as the French
dyed Marten. The Hudson's Bay species ranks next in

repute and \'alue to the real Siljcrian ; but all the varieties

enumerated are inferior to it. In the reign of Henry VIII.

no person uuder the rank oi an Earl was permitted to

wear the genuine Siberian Sable. Some lirushes used by
ai-tists for painting are made iixim the tail of this animal.

Sabrina 'Work.—This work, which is a variety of

Appliqui', first came into notice some fourteen years ago,

and though Crewel Work superseded it for some time, it

has again l>ecome popular, and is capable of much artistic

elfect It consists in cutting out either from coloured

\elvets, velveteen, satin, silk, cloth, serge, or washing

matei'ials, whole or single petals of flowers, leaves, or

eonventionalised flower patterns, and affixing these pieces

on to coloured cloths or white linen backgrounds with wide

apart Buttonhi>le Stitches, while such parts of the design

that are t(.)0 small to allow of being out out are worked

with Chain or Crewel Stitch upon the material used as the

background.

The work is used for quilts, table, mantel, and curtain

borders ; also tor cushions and slippers, lint looks better

tipon the first-menti(jned large articles than tipon the small

ones. The whole beauty of the work depends upon the

selection of suitable patterns and appropriate coloui-s, the

execution being of the simplest description ; l:)ut with a

judicious use of harmonies and slight contrasts together,

good effects can he obtained without much labour. Gold

coloured backgrounds, with brown and yellow flowers and

russet and green leaves ; soft coloured backgi'ounds, wdth

designs in the same colour, but of several shades all darker

than the backgrotind ; blues shading to yellow, upon dark

green l)ackgrounds
;
pale blue l)ackgr(jund, with creamy

white and pink designs ; deep l>lue twill, with designs in

shades of red cloth ; dark grey oatmeal background, with

either blue or red twill designs, will all be suitable com-

binations. To work: Select an outline crewel design com-

posed of small leaves, fruit, or flowers, with tendrils, and

if it is an ironing design and to be worked upon cloth,

iron it off upon the material, or trace it out upon linen or
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oatmeal clotl:. slionlJ it be required tii wash. Cut out the

various shapes of the pattern in cardboard and lay

these pieces down upon the colours tliat are to f(.)nn the

design. Cut these pieces out very carefully with sharp

scissors, as upon their accuracy the neatness of the work

depends. Prepare a number of pieces, and though retain-

ing the colijur originally assigned to each, vary the shade

of that colour where such a change would give more

diversity to the design. For the leaves choose dark yellow

greens in preference to very light, or blue gi'een shades,

but make them as varied in tint as possible. Tack the

1)6 employed instead of scissors, for preparing the pieces.

These punches are bought of the required shape, and are

used as follows : Obtain a piece of lead, and upon it lay

the material in four or six layers, according to its thick-

ness. Hold the punch in the left hand over the material,

strike it sharply down with a wooden mallet, and it will

cut through the folds with the blow.

The design shown in Fig. 712 is intended as a mantel-

piece or curtain border, and is a conventional flower pattern

taken from an Italian design of the seventeenth century.

It can be worked either with satin (jr velvet upOn cloth

Fiu. 712. SABEINA WORK.

pieces down upon the foundati(jn in their places, being
guided by the traced design, and then Buttonhole round
each piece with wide apart stitches, and with Pearsall's

washing silks or ingrain cotton, and in the colour that
matches the piece so secured. Work the stems and con-

necting stalks or tendrils of the design with the same
fiilks, and in Chain Stitch, and ornament the centres of

the flowers with French Knots or with Satin Stitch.
When working a table border or quilt, it is tedious to

cut out each flower and leaf separately, and many designs
will allow the punches used by artificial flower makers to

or satin sheeting, or with cloth upon grey oatmeal cloth.

It is shown worked out in silk upon cloth. The colours
should be varied according to the materials used, the ones
described being only a guide. Select a medium shade art
blue cloth as foundation, cut out the lighter scrolls in a
soft ..-innamon shade of red silk, the darker scrolls in a
deep rich red silk, the round flowers in light yellow pink
silk

;
make the carnation of a deep shade of the same

yellow pink, the leaves close to it in dark olive green, and
the three balls in the same colour as the carnation. Work
the connecting stems in Chain Stitch and the small
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rounds in Satin Stitch, and suiTOund each piece uf silk

witli wide apart Buttonhole lines of silk mateliing it in

shade.

Sac (Sack or Sacque).—An old term, still in use,

denoting a supertiuous, but decorative, piece of a dress

material fastened to the shoulders at the l.>ack of the

gown in wide, loose plaits, and descending to the gi'ound,

of such a length as to form a train. The gown itself is

always complete without this jippendage. Amongst
others. Pepys speaks of a Sac, writing on 2nd March.

1069 :
" My wife this day put on first her French gown.

called a Sac. which becomes her very well." It was intro-

duced from France in the time of Charles II., died out,

and revived again, iemj). George I. Sir Walter Scott like-

wise alludes to it in the Tapestried ChiDiiher: "An old

woman, whose dress was an old-fashioned gown, which

ladies call a Sacque—that is, a sort of robe, completely

loose iu the l>ody. Ijut gathered into broad plaits upou
the neck and shoulders."

Sackcloth.—Large C(iarse sheeting, employed for the

wrapping up of bales, and the making of bags or sacks. In

former times this term was used to denote a coarse hair-

cloth, which was worn in token of penitence, mourning. lU-

self-mortification.

Sacking.—A coarse description of flaxen or hempen
textile, employed for bagging, and likewise for the liottoms

of bedsteads. The manufacture is carried c^n chiefly in

Ireland and at Dundee. Sacking is also known as " Bur-
lap," and 'Coffee-baggmg." Cheap doormats and hearth-

rugs are made of Sacking or Burlap, by cmbroidei-mg

in Cross Stitch with coloured wool, as on Java Canvas.

Leave a border outside the embroidery of two or three

inches in depth, then ravel out a fringe, and make a second

fringe of the wool drawn through the Sacking, which is to

fall over that made of the Sacking. Lastly, sew the Rug
upon some firm foundatitm, such as a piece of old Brussels

carpet.

Saddle Cloth.—These are easily made, and are very

useful presents to people who keep carriages. To make :

Procure a piece of fine cloth, either dark blue, brown,

or maroon, according to the coloiir of the carriage. Cut

it 2 feet wide, and 7 to 8 inches h">ng, curve it slightly

inwards on the side that goes towards the horse's neck
and round it at the ends, so that it is a little larger at the

back than in the front. Round the outside of this cloth

half an inch fi'om the edge, and trace a braiding pattern

of an inch in width. Choose the pattern known as the

Greek key, or one of small running scrolls; stitch firmly

down to this the narrowest white or black silk braid pro-

curable. Trace the monogram of the owner ui letters not

more than 1^ inches long upon the right-hand comer, at

the back of the saddle cloth, above the braiding. Either

Couch down gold thread to cover their outlines, or work
them thickly over in Satin Stitch, and in silk, matching
the braid. Should two Saddle Cloths be necessary, arrange

one monogram on the right-hand side of the first one, and
the other monogram on the left-hand side of the second
one. Coronets or crests are sometimes worked instead of

9. monogram. The cloth must be lined with buckrani and

st(uit l)LLck linen before it is completed; but this is better

done at a. saddler's than at home.

St. Andrew's Stitch.—See Embroidery Stitches,

Sam Cloth.—The ancient term for Sampler,

Sammal.—A woollen material employed in Ecch'sias-

tical Embroidery.

Sampler. — Samplers, or, as they were first called,

Saui Cloths, first <:'ame intr> use daring thi.> sixteenth

centuiy, on account of the great scarcity .and high price

of Lace pattern Ijooks, therefore, all the earliest laces,

such as Cut Works, Drawn Threads, Reticellas, were copied

upou Sam Cloths by those who were not sufficiently rich

to buy the pattern books, with the combined purpose of

obtaining the design and exhiliiting the prijficiency of the

worker. At a later date, when lace was not so much made
and designs of all kinds were more abundant. Samplers

were still worked, no longer for the object of perpetuating

a pattern, liut to exhiljit the skill of the emliroiderer,

and no youug hidy's I'dueation duriug the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries was considered complete until she had

euibroidei-ed in silks and gold thi'cad a Samjjler with a

liordering of Drawn Work and a centre filled with repre-

sentations of animals, flowers, and trees, accomjoanied by

verses apjjropriate tfi the undertaking. These Samplers

were locked upon as such proofs of skill that they were

preserved with much care, and many of them worked in

the earlier piart of the si'venti'cuth c(mtur3' an- still iu a

good state of preservation. Auiongst the numbers exhi-

liited in 1881 at the Ancient Needlework Exhibition, the

verses upon one worked in 1780 are quaint, They run as

follows:

Elizabeth Hide is my name.

And with my needle I work the same,

That all the world may plainly see

How kind my parents have been to me.

To Mal-e a Sampler : Take some Mosaic Canvas of

the finest make, and woven so that each thread is at an

equal distance apart ; cut this 18 inches wide and 20

inches long, and measure off a, border all round of 4 inches.

For the border, half an inch from the edge, draw out

threads in a pattern t(3 the depth iif half an inch, and work

over these with coloured silk ; then work a conventional

scroll pattern in shades of sevei'al colours and in Tent

Stitch to fill up the three remaining inches of the border.

Divide the centre of the sampler into three secti(_)ns. In

the top section work a figure design, (In the old Samplers

this was generally a sacred subject—such as Adam and

Eve before the Tree of Knowledge.) In the centre section

work an Alphabict in capital letters, and in the bottom

an appropriate verse, the name of the worker, and the

dat.',

(2) An (jljlong square of canvas, more or less coarse,

upon which marking with a needle in Cross Stitch or

otherwise is learned. Common canvas usually measures

from 18 inches to 20 inches in width. In this case, cut off

a piece of about -t inches deep from one selvedge to the

other. Then cut the remainder along the selvedge into

three equal parts, so that each strip will be about 6 inches

E K ic
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in widtli These strips must each he cut aciviss into four

parts, and this will make a dozen samplers 8 inches long

and 6 inches wide, respectively. This size will contain all

the letters, large and small, besides numerals. As the raw

edges of the cauvas have to be turned in, and sewn down by

Hem Stitching, lay the fold down exactly to a thread
;

draw

a thread or two under the hem, on each side respectively,

and sew the end of the turn. To make the Hem Stitch,

pass the needle under two threads and draw it, the point

directed towards the worker. Then insert the needle back

again, across the same thread, and out through the edge of

the Hem. See Masking.

Samples.—Trade patterns of every description of tex-

tile, arranged in graduated shades of colour, and attached

to large cards, at one end of each little piece. They are all

cut in oblong parallelograms—that is to say, the length is

double that of the width of each. In this manner, ribljon

and men's cloths are frequently offered to the purchasers

for sale, as are likewise samples of lace and frilling, ready

plaited or quilled. Buttons, also, of a fancy description,

short lengths of trimmings in braids, gimps, and beads,

and fringes of all kinds, are arranged on cards, sirfficient

being supplied of the goods having large patterns to show

the whole design without any " repeat," Silks and woollen

cloths are more generally made up into packages, and

labelled with the name, price, and width of the material,

and the name of either the manufacturer, or of the firm

where the goods are to lae purchased. These samples are

sometimes disposed of for the making of Patchwork Quilts,

or given away in charity for the same, or a somewhat

similar purpose.

Sarcenet.—A name derived from Saracennet, given to

indicate the Oriental origin of a thin kind of silk stuff of

a character supei'ior, yet otherwise similar, to Persian, fii'st

used in this country in the thirteenth century. It can be

obtained either plain or twilled, and in several coloiu's, and

is used for linings, being fine and very soft. The silk stuff

known in the olden times as " sendall " was said by

Thynne, in his Animadversions on SpegliVs Chaucer, to be

" A thynne stuft'e lyke Sarcenett, and of a raw kynde of

sylke, or Saixenet ; but coarser and naiTower than the

Sarcenett now ys, as myselfe can I'emember." The

scholastic dress, or coslimie of the doctor of physic, was

described by Chaucer as being

. . . . lined with Taffata and Sendal.

Sarcenet Bibbons.—Ribbons of this description are

much like piece Sarcenet of a superior quality, with plain

edges. They are comparatively cheap, and suitable for

caps.

Saree.—A cotton stuff', of Indian manufactxire, worn

by the natives as a wrapping garment; also the name of

a long scarf (jf silk, or gauze, of the same ('ountry.

Sashes.—A woven silk scarf, of thick and heavy

quality, manufactured expressly for the use of officers, and

finished with long fringe. Broad silk ribljons, worn as

waist belts, by women and children of both sexes, are also

called Sashes. Those worn by officers in uniform are of a

very handsome and peculiar iiuikr. and ri^h quality, lieing

of thick woven silk, and having a deep fringe at each end.

These military scarves are worn over one shoulder, and

knotted at the waist under the other.

Satara.—A ribbed cloth, brightly dressed, lustred, and

hot p)ressed.

Sateen.—A cotton textile of satin make
;
glossy, thick,

and strong, resembling Jean. It is chiefly employed for

the making of stays, and sometimes for dresses and

boots, and can be procured in black and white, and in

various colours. It is twilled, and is superior to Jeans.

There are not only Sateens of uni-colour, but figured

varieties, in many combinations of colour, employed for

women's gowns. The width measures from 27 inches to

1 yard.

Satin.—A silk twill, of very glossy appearance on the

face, and dull at the back. Very usually seven out of

every eight threads of the warp are visiljle ;
whereas, in

other silk stuff's, each half of the warp is raised alternately.

Its brilliancy is further augmented by dressing, being

rolled on hot cylinders. Some Satins are figured and

brocaded, and amongst the Ijcst examples are those made in

Spitalfields. A good quality Satin wears exceedingly well;

the width runs from half a yard to 22 inches. The lustre of

Satin is produced by the irregular method in which the

respective threads of the warp and weft are taken in con-

nection with each other. Satin cannot be cleaned or dyed

satisfactorily, as it is liable to become frayed. Strutt

makes an allusion to it in an account of Bevels at Court,

temp. Henry VIII., when its usual colour was red. Dekker

likewise speaks of it in Gull's Hornbooh, 1609, as the

dress material of the higher classes :
" Though you find

much Satin there, yet you shall likewise find many citizens'

sons." Satinette is a thinner and cheaper description of

the same stuff, but equally duralde, and may be had in

black and colours as a dress material. Its brilliancy is

produced in the process of manufacture, without dress,

or other artificial means.

Satin is of Chinese origin, the flowoi'cd kinds—those

manufactured and imported into this country—being

celebrated. It is also made at Lyons and Plorencc.

Amongst other varieties may Ije mentioned the Indian

Cuttanee Satin, which is a fine thick cotton-backed

Satin, produced in stripes. There are three varieties of

mixtures in colour—two each, in each variety. It is 27

inches in width, and is chiefly employed for upholstery,

but is sometimes used l:>y ladies for tea-g(iwns. There are

also Satin Damasks, Satin de Lyons, Satin Foulards, Satin

Merveilleux, Satin Sheeting, Satin Beige, Satin Sultan,

and Satinette. These are all Silk textiles. There are

others of mixed materials—such as the Satin de Bruges,

which is a C(.imbination of silk and wool nuidc for up-

holstery ; Sateen, which is a cotton stuff' of Satin make;

Satin striped Canvas, the former being of silk, and the

canvas of thread ; Satin de Laine, composed of wool

;

Satin Sultan, which has a mixture of wool with the silk,

and is employed for mantles ; and Satinette, an American
cloth of Satin and wool.

Cyprus Satin is often mentioned in old inventories and
acc<junt books, as, for instance, those fjf the Churchwardens
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of Levertou, near Boston, Liucobisliiro. dated 1528—viz. :

" Fur a yard of green sattyn of Sypryse, viijd.," wbieb was

probably employed in tbe repair of tbe Vestments. Also

in an inventory of tbe goods lielonging to tbe Alil.>ey of

Peterborougb, in 1539. it is said, "On Vestment of red,

coarse Satten of Cyprus, witb barts and knots." Satin

proper was first introduced into tbis country from Cbina,

wbeuce its probable origin. It represents tbe ''Samite"

of ancient times, wbicb was frequently eud.iroidered or

interwoven witb gold or silver tb reads :

And in over-gilt Samite

Y-olad she was by great dclite.

Chaucer's Romavnt of the Sofc.

It is likewise spoken of by Tennyson:

An arm

Rose np from oat the bosom of the lake

Clothed in white Samite.

Satin Cloth.—A Frencb woollen material <jf Satin

make, baving a smooth face. It is employed for women's

dresses, is piroduced in most eoL^urs, of stout quality and

durable. Tbe widtb measures from about 27 incbes to 30

inobes. It is otbenvise known by its Frencb name of Satin

de Laine.

Satin Damask.—A very costly silk material, varying

in price according to tbe weigbt of silk, and tbe ricbness

and elaboration of tbe design. It is in some examples

cnricbed witb gold tbreads, and may be procured of an

exceedingly costly quality, baving velvet flowers, tbe widtb

varymg from 28 incbes to 32 incbes.

Satin de Bruges.—Tbis is a clotb of Satin make,

baving a smooth face, and is composed of a combination of

silk and wool, and designed for purposes of upholstery.

Satin de Laine.—A French textile of Satin make, but

composed entirely of wool, otherwise known as Satin

Cloth. It is manufactured at Roubaix.

Satin de Lyons.—This description of rich silk has a

gros grain back in lieu of a twill. See Satin.

Satin Embroidery.—iS'ee Embroidery in Satin

Stitch.

Satinet.—An American clotb of mixed materials, both

cheap and durable, and used Ijy tbe labouring class, as

fustian and velveteen corduroy are employed in England.

Tbe warp of Satinet is of cotton, and the " filling-in " is

composed mostly of the short waste threads of woollen

manufacture, combined with a sufficient quantity of long

wool to permit of its being spun. It is woven in a peculiar

way so as to bring up the wool to the surface of the stuff,

and then it is heavily felted, so that the cotton should

be entirely concealed.

Satin Foulards.—These are silk stuffs printed in

various designs and colours, and measure from 24 incbes

to 25 inches in widtb.

Satin Lisse.— A French dress material made of

cotton, but having a Satin-like lustre. It is lighter in

substance than an English sateen, and is twilled. For

slight mourning it is very suitable made up as a summer

costume, and the snuill designs, floral and <jthcrwise, with

which it is cc^vered are pretty and elegant. It is pro-

duced in varieties ni black, white, and violet or grey.

Satin Ifferveilleux.—This is a descripti(jn of twilled

Satin textile, of an exceedingly soft and pliable character,

and baving but little gloss. It is sold in different quali-

ties, all of wdiich measure 21 incbes in widtb.

Satin Sheeting.—One of the " waste silk " materials

of Satin make on tbe face, and twilled C(.itton at tbe back,

the chief substance of the material being of cotton. It

is made in different degrees of fineness, runs to 54 incbes

in widtb, and is employed for purposes of embroideiy,

fancy, dress, and upholstery. Satin Sheeting is thicker

in substance, coarser in the weaving, and less glossy than

be ordinary " cottton-backed Satin." It can be had in

most beautiful shades of every colour, both new and <jld,

and is made 22 inches in widtb. Tbe Diapered Satin

Sheeting is a comparatively new textile.

Satin Stitch.— >SVe Berlin Work and Embroidery
Stitches.

Satin-striped Canvas.—Tbis is a fancy variety of

eudjroidery Canvas, baving alternate stripes of Satin and

plain thick Canvas, somewhat resemliling the Java make.

The satin stripe has a horizontal cording, as tbe weft <jf

tiax runs through the silk stripe.

Satin Sultan.—A textile somewhat resemliling Ben-

galine in the method of its manufacture, but having a

satin face. It is designed for mantles, measures 24

inches iu widtb, and varies consideral:dy in quality and

rice.

Satin Turk.— A peculiar descripti(jn of silk textile

made at Amiens ; it is very durable, and is suitable as

a dress material, being soft, not' liable to much ci'easing,

and less thick and stiff than satin. It is also used for

evening shoes, and waistcoats, and is about 27 inches in

widtb.

Satin Vein^.—A French term, sometimes applied to

tbe veins of leaves, or the tendrils of sprays worked in

Embroidery and with Satin Stitch.

Saut de Lit.—One of the French terms employed to

denote a dressing-gown, tbe extra covering put on imme-

diately on rising from bed, and worn in tbe bed-room until

the costume suitable for the breakfast room be put on.

Saxon Embroidery.—The Anglo-Saxon ladies were

celebrated for their outline Embroidery upon fine linen or

silk before their Church needlework excited the envy of

Pope Adrian IV. This outline work was formed of the

richest material, and was remarkable as much for tbe

delicacy of its workmanship as for the pure and symbolical

character of its designs, which were chiefly taken from the

emblems used by tbe early Christians to represent Our

Saviour, the Trinity, and the Unity of the Godhead, Thus

tbe Gammadion, the Triangle, and tbe Circle occur

in tbis work, either combined or forming separate geo-

metrical patterns, and used for the wide borders upon

priests' vestments or upon altar linen. The outlines and

all the chief parts of tbe design are executed upon tbe

surface of the material, and are made by laying

K K K 2
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down gold or silver threads, or thick silk threads,

and Couching tliem to their places by a stitch brought

from the back of the work on one side of the thread

and put down into the material on the other, and

so securing it into its position. A few light stitches

are worked directly on to the material as a finish to the

chief lines, but they are always made subordinate to the

Couched lines, to which much variety and richness, by

the use of the Ijest and most varied materials, are given.

Kg. 713 is a specimen of Saxon Emljroidery, taken from a

quilt now in the South Kensington Museum. The subject

as 3^

Fig. IVi. SAXUN EMBROIDEKY.

is not ecclesiastical, as the quilt was Uot intended fur

church uses, but it gives a fair idea of the manner this

embroidery was worked, and is a pattern that can be easily

copied. T(j w< .rk
:
Trace the design upon fine linen (but

only the outline), or upon white Surah silk, which back with
hoUand. Put the material into an Emb«oiiieh.y Frame
and work the stitches that form the fillings to the leaves

and Mowers. These consist of lines crossing each other
diagonally and caught down with a stitch, and Cross
Stitch and double Stars. Work the diagonal lines in

green silk, lay them down on the material, and secure
them with a stitch made with red silk, Woi'b the Cross

Stitches in red silk and the double Stars with red and

green silk. Take a dark olive green silk cord and CoTJCH

this along every outline, sewing it to the material with a

silk matching it in colour.

Saxony.—Cloth or flannel made of wool of the merino

sheep pastured on the loamy soil of Saxony, which is pecu-

liarly favourable for the rearing of a fine animal. Wool
from the same breed pastured in Spain is much harsher

in (|uality. The cloth is made in the West of England,

and the flannel chiefly at Saddleworth, ueai' Halifax. See

Flannel.

Saxony Lace.—The making of Pillow Lace in Saxony

dates from the sixteenth centmy, the art having been im-

ported from Flanders. Old authorities consider that it

was inti'oduced into Germany by Barbara Uttermann, the

wife of a master miner at Annaljerg, and who founded a

school for lace making at that place in 1561 ; but modern

writei's look upon the religions emigrants as probable

sources of the industry, but all agree that during the life

of Barbara Uttermann (1514 to 1575), lace making became

kuo-mi in Germany, and continued to be a source of profit

to the nation until the eighteenth centm-y. Lace making

has much declined since that period, though it still forms

an article of manufacture. The best that is made re-

sembles old Brussels, and obtains a good price, but the

greatest sale is confined to a coarse Guipure Lace, known
as Eternelle and Plaited Lace ; it is one that any amateur

with a little patience can make, and the details of which

are therefoi'e given.

The materials required are a pillow and stand, lace

patterns, bobbins, pins, thread, scissors, and knitting

needle, and they dilfer slightly from those used in Honiton
lace making.

The pillow is (itiLmg, the cover or liag for which make
of twill 28 inches long and 8 inches wide. Run this

piece of material together, then make a wide hem at the
sides to hold tape as a drawer. Draw up one side, Ijut do
not pull the material up close together; leave a roimd of

se^•cn inches, into which Tack a piece of cardboard covered
with twill. Fill up the cover with horsehair, bran, or wool,

draw the second side together with the tape, and insert

the cardboard so as to match the side first made. The
white Cover Cloths for protecting the lace are made like

ordinary Cover Cloths. Cut a piece of strong linen \\
mchea wide, and long enough to go round the cushion, and
sew this round the Cover in the centre to seiwe as a
support to the lace and the pattern. The Cushion is not
held upon the knee, but is fixed into a stand, which is

from 28 inches to 30 inches high, so to be within reach of

a worker when sitting down. Make the stand either as

an ordinary table of f.^ur legs of a size just to hold
the cushion, and elongate the four legs or supports above
the taljle part so as to secure the Cushion between them,
or make a table with two legs or supports like crutches,
and secure these two upright pieces of wood into a strong
foundation, while the f(_>rk or cratch of the upper part
holds up the Cushion. The lace patterns are pricked
out either upon Toile Circ or Parchment, and do not
differ from other Pillow Lace patterns. The Bobbins are
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44 inches long, and after the thread is woimd upon them, a

thin metal shield is secured over the thread so as to

prevent its soiling when held in the hand, which is more

required in this lace than in some. Ordinary large B(jl:>liins

can be used, but the sort sold expressly are the Ijcst. A
great number are rc'iuired. The pins are of brass and

finer than ordinary plus. No. 30 thread is used to com-

mence upon; Nos. 50 and 00 licing the thread used for

making the laee ordinarily made, and No. 200 for fine lace.

A knitting needle is required to fasten the threads to

when commencing the lace instead of tying the threads

into a knot, and pinning this knot to the Cushion, as in

Honiton Lace.

Before commencing to make any pattern it is necessary

to learn how the Bobljins are secured, increased, and

decreased, and the manner of making the stitches. To

adjust the Bobbins: An-ange the Cushion on the stand,

and secure the pattern by pinning it down. Run the

knitting needle in across the Cushion where the patteiTi

commences, push it into the material on the right side of

the pattern, but leave it free on the L_'ft side. Take up

each Bobbin separately and fasten it to the knitting needle

thus : Hold the end of the thread in the right hand in

front of the needle, put the Bobbin with the left hand

under the needle, round it and under the thread in the

front, so as to form a secured loop ; draw this up and make

another loop in the same way with the same Bobbin. Put

on the requu-ed number of Bobbins in this manner.

To Cut off T/n-eiK?.^.—Threads that have broken and

have been superseded by new ones, or threads no longer

required in the pattern, are done away with as follows :

Where they occur in Cloth Stitch or other parts of

the lace, tie them in a Weaver's Knot, and pin them

out of the way on the cushion until sume inches of the

Fici. 711. Saxoxt L.icE—To Cct off Threads.

laoe beyond them have been made, then cut them away

close to the lace. Fig. 71-i shows threads arranged for

cutting away from Cloth Stitch. Where the threads are

no longer required in the border of a pattom they are

formed into a little bunch thus : Take one thread and bind

it well round the rest, then pull its end through the

binding, so as to secure it. Cut off the threads close, so

that only a small bunch is made not larger that an ordi-

nary PicoT. The bunches shown in Fig. 714 are pur-

posely enlarged in order that the manner uf making them
may be understood.

To Increase the Bobhiin'.^BiAihms are frequently

added while the lace is in progress, either for the purpose

of increasing the lace or wln-n threads have been broken;

they are adjusted as follows : Tie twci threads together

with a Weaver's Knot, and hang these threads (which are

Fiii. 71.5. Saxony Lace—To Increase the Bobbins.

coLjured l;)lack in Kg. Tl-i) over the pin which is placed in

the hole nearest the part to Ije increased. Work in these

new threads as they ai'e reached in the proper course of

the lace making. Sh'juld the threads be added at the

thick part of a pattena where Cloth Stitch is worked

after they haA'e been woven in with the others, the Knot
that joins their ends together maybe cutaway; but should

they be repiired in the ground or open piarts of the lace,

this Knot must be retained.

The chief Stitches are worked as follows :

Cloth Stitch or I'hilii Votihuj—This stitch is used

Flo. 716. Saxoxt Lace—Cloth Stitch or Plain Dotting.

for all the thick parts of the lace, and closely resembles

the ordinary Cloth Stitch of other laces. For the narrow
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piece, sliown iu Pig. 71(i, use ten Bobbins, of wliieli allow

eiglit to liang down tlie Pillow and use the other two to

interlace in and out of the stationary threads. Hold two

of the Hangers in the left hand, and take the Worker
Boljbins in the right hand, put up a pin at the end of the

lace, twist the two workers together twice (see Fig. TKil so

as to make an edge, leave one behind the pin, pass the

other over the first Hanger in the left hand and under the

second ; take up the next two Hangers and pass the Worker
over and under them, and so continue imtil the other edge

is reached. Then take th(.> second Working Bobbin and

reverse the passing over and under until it reaches the

other edge ; here twist it together with the first Bolibin,

stick in a pin at the edge, and then work them back. Keep
the Hanging Bolibins in the left hand, so that the long

lines down tlie lace are evenly stretched.

Crossing.—A movement frequently resorted to when
making this lace, and worked as follows: Take ujj two

Bobbins that lie cLise together and move the one on the

left hand over the right hand, and the one on the right

hand under the left hand. A Crossing is shown in the

Double Twist, Fig. 721.

Hiilf Stitch or Net Device—Thin open Lattice Stitch

is used for all the lighter parts of the design and is more
diflicult than Cloth Stitch, as the threads, while making
it, are crossed. To work as shown in Fig 717 : Fasten on

Fi.^, 717. Saxoky L.icE—H.iLf Stiti'Ii on Net Devke.

ten Bolibins, and use nine as Hanging or Passive Bobbins
and one as a Worker to form the lace. Cross the Hangers
one over tlie other, letting the left hand Bobbins cross
under the right hand Bobbins; the left hand in the

illustration shows how the crossing is managed. Keep all

the Hanging Bobbins in the hand. Stick a pin at the
edge of the lace and pass the Worker Bobbin under
and over each Bobbin, as in Cloth Stitch, until it

reaches the other end. Do not draw it up close, but
allow space for the Crossing to show. Stick a pin in at

the other edge, cross the Hanging Bobbins as before, and
work back.

Lozenge.—Threads twisted together so as to form a

thick and pointed diamond shape are much used in coarse

Guipure Saxony Lace, and are called Lozenges. They are

made generally with four Bobbins, as follows : Tie four

Bobbins together, then hold three in the left hand, but

apart, as shown in Fig 718, and take the fourth Bobbin in

the right hand and pass it over, under, and over the three

held down. This will bring it out upon the left side, and

Fig. 718. Saxoxt Lace—Lozenue.

to return it, pass it under, over, and under the three held
Bobbins, (as shown by the white arrow in the engraving).
Repeat these two lines until the length of the Lozenge is

made. A small Lozenge takes twelve rows, a large"one
twenty, but no certain number of lines can be given,
as all depends upon the thickness of the thread "used.
When the Lozenge is made, knot the threads together and
proceed to make another if required.

Pin Stiching.—This is a movement that is required in
all kinds of Pillow Lace making, and is used to form the
design and to keep the various parts that are worked even
and in their proper positions. The holes into which the
pins are put are all pricked upon the pattern. When one
of these is reached, hold the Bobljins firmly in the left
hand, take up a pin in the right hand and stick it firmly
into its hole, keeping the threads in their right places on
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each side of the pin. The manner of doing this is shown

in Fig, 719.

Flaitiags.—These are sometimes used to form the

ground of the lace. To make : Take four Bobljins and

plait them together until a pinhole is reached, divide them

yiG. 719. Saxony Lace—Fix Stickino.

at that place, and take two Bobbins from the plait upon

the other side of the pinhole. Cross the threads and

continue to plait to the next pinhole, here divide the

Fio. 720. Saxont Lace—Simple Twist.

Bobbins, leave two and take up two, and continue the plait

to another pinhole, where divide again ; work up the

threads left at the pinholes in the same way.

Twists.—The Twists are of two kinds, Simple and

Doubh', and are worked as follows ; To fonii a Stm/ile Tivist

as shown in Fig. 720. In tlie illustration the Bobbins
that make the twist arc numbered from 1 to 4. Hold 1

and 2 in the left hand, 3 and 1 in the right hand. Simul-

taneously pass 2 over 1 with the left hand, and 1 over

3 with the right hand. The arrows in the engraving point

in the direction of the Twist, which is not shown accom-
plished, but with the Boliljius ready to make it ; but the

Twist made is shown in Fig. 721 in the fir.st turn of the

Double Twist. To form a Double Twial, the movement
described in Simpli.' Twist is repeated in Double Twist, and
then the Bol)l(in markiMl 1 is moved over 2, and Bobbin

Fifi. 21. Saxony Lace—Double Twlst and Caossixo

marked 3 over Bobbin marked 4. Fig. 721 not only shows

the Doulile Twist, but the manner of making a Crossing,

the Bobbins being crossed after they are twisted.

Turn.—When the edge of the lace is reached or the

thread turned in a contrary direction ti;i what it started

from.

Wheels.—Form these liy taking two Bobljins from

the lace wdierever the upper lines of the Wheel are draivn.

Twist each couple together fom- times, then work the centre

roimd of the Wheel in Cloth Stitch, divide off the

Bobbins into pairs again, Twist them four times, and work

up into the lace where the lower lines of the Wlieel end.

Patterns.—To work the Pattern shown in Fig. 722

Prick the pinholes where shown in the upper part and hang

fourteen Bobbins on to the knitting needle. For the first

row (indicated l;y two pinholes), commenc-e on the left

hand side of the pattern. Double Twist four of the

eight left hand Boljbins, and stick a pin in the right

hand hole ; tie up two left hand Bobldns and take up in
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addition to tliem two right hand B(.)ljbins, Single Twist,

Cross, Single Twist, Cross, and stick a pin in the last hole

of the second row (the one with three holes), tie up two left

Yv, 722. Sasont Lal-e.

hand B(jljljins, take up the two last right hand Bohbins in

addition. Double Twist, Cross, Single Twist, Cross, tie up

the two right hand Bobbins, take up in addition two left

hand Bobbins. Single Twist underneath the last pin,

Cross, Single Twist, Cn.is.s. For the second row, commence
on the left hand side, take up ten Bobbins, Double Twist,

Cross, stick a pin in the middle hole of the second row,

Double Twist, Cross, tie up two left hand Bobliins, take up

Fk;. 72:"!. Sasont Lace.

two additional right hand Bobbins, and repeat the W(jrk as

before, stick a pin in the last h(de of the thii-d row.

Work the double liorder with six ciutside Boljbins and stick

a pin in the last hole of the fourth row. For the third row,

commence at the left hand side row, take twelve Bol:ibins,

work for three times as already described in the second row.

Stick a pin for the first pin in the first hole of the third

row, anci work the double border with six outside Bobbins.

For the fourth row, commence at the left hand side, take

up all the Bobbins, work with the four first left hand

Bobbins the single border; repeat the work of the first row

three times, and finish with the douljle border. Repeat for

the rest.

The Pattern shown in Fig. 723 is simply made with

Twists and Half Stitch. To work ; Prick the design so

that a pinhole is made in every open space. Work with

lace cotton No. 50, and hang on twenty-eight Bobbins.

Commence at the left hand, make the double border with

six Bobbins, and work the holes with Double Twists and

Crossings in the slant shown in the Pattern. For the

second row, commence again at the left hand side, and

work the border and the holes until the diamond is

reached, which work in the Half Stitch or Net Device.

The threads arranged for working the diamond are shown

at the bottom pai't of the engra\'ing.

To work Fig. 724, prick the Pattern with eight holes,

hang on twenty Bobliins, and use lace thread. No. 50,

For the first row, form the left-hand Ijorder with six

Bolibins, tie up four left-hand Bobbins, take the other

two. and with two right-hand Bobbins Turn, Cross, stick

a pin. Turn, Cross again, tie up two left-hand Bobbins,

take up two right-hand B(_ibljins. and repeat Turaing,

Crossing, and Pin Setting as before. Repeat alternately

until the first mesh of the first row is finished. For the
second mesh, tie up two left-hand Bobbins, after having
turned and crossed the last time in the first row, take up two
right-hand Bobliins, Turn, Cross, stick a pin, as in the
first row, tie up two right-hand Bobliins, take up two left-

hand Bobliins, and repeat Turning, Crossing, and stick a
pin, then tie up all these four Bobbins, and work with the
four adj.uning right-hand Bobliins, tie up two right-hand
Bobbins, tak<_> up two left-hand Bobbins and repeat. Turn
and Cross to commence the third mesh, work this like the
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first, and finally work the ri<;lit hand border line. The
second row contains the same meshes, only diii'ereutly

arranged, and is worked accordingly.

In the design given in Fig. 72.5, the pricked pattern of

which is shown in Fig. T'iC, Detail A, the stitches used are

Cloth Stitch, Half Stitch or Net Device, the diamond
shaped hole, explained in Fig. 723, and the mesh shuwn in

Fig. 724. Work with forty Boljbins and with No. 40
thread. In the pricked pattern the letter a shows where
the Bobbins divide, to work the slanting Cloth Stitch, the
letters d and c give the side points of the diamond, and
6 the bottom point. Inside the large diamond at h the

Scallop Edge.—A t.nu us.mI in Dressmaking and
Embroidery, to signify a. bnr.lcr ..f material <>r w(..rk cut
out after the pattern of a scallop shidl's e<lge. It is more
suitalile for washing matrrials than a Vandyk(; lioj-der,

the points of the latter being more easily frayed out.
Sometiuies a scallop rdgv is "jinked out," especially in
silk, or in glazed calico, but in white stuifs it should be
workeil closely in BUTTONHOLE Stitch.

Scarves.—These are more or k'ss long, straight, and
comparativoly nari-,;,w lengths of material designed for
wear round the throat or the waist, or across one or liotli

shoulders. They are generally made of a silk material or

FiLl S.vsuNT Lace.

square meshes shown in Fig. 72.5 are made; there are nine

of these, and they end at the letter f, and the points

where the threads commence to make each separate one

are indicated by the numerals 1, 2, 3, and 4. The
small diamond upon each side of the large one is worked
with HaK Stitch, and is marked as to its points l;iy the

letters ?, m, n, 0. The border to the insertion is formed
with six threads, like the borders already described.

When an edging is made to Saxony Lace, form it with

four threads, and plait together, carrjdng it along as a

scalloped line, ornament this plait with the ordinary

PicoTS or loops that adorn the edges of other Pillow

Laces.

Fli.;. 72'j. S.vx^i.w Lacl—Det.ul A,

else of lace ; Imt alsij sometimes of woollen stuff, either

woven or knitted. They may lie had in every shade of

ccdour, in Tartan patterns, with brc)caded. emliroidered. or

fringed ends. The Roman Silk Scarves, striped across

the width, in combinatii.ms of various colours, are "\'ery

handsome, and so are the embroidei'ed Indian and

Algerian.

Schleswig Pillow Lace.—Cutwork appears to have

been made in Denmark from a vci'y early period, and it

is still one of the occupations of Danish ladies. White

Pillow Lace making was iutroluced into that country in

the sixteenth century, when a mantifactcuy was founded at

Schleswig, and protected by heavy duties levied upon

L L Jj
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foreign laces. The early productions of Sclileswig are. a

mixture of Flemisli and Scandinavian designs, ornamented

with the Stitches or Fillings that are usually f<iund in

Italian Laces, and are distinguished from Flemish Laces,

to which they bear a great resemblance, by being worked

in a very solid manner, and containing none of the lighter

Plaitinga or light parts of Brussels Lace. Much of it

is still to be met with in English collecti<5ns, having

probably found its way there during the reign of C^ueeu

Anne, in the suite of her consort, Prince George of

Denmark. The modern laces made in Denmark are

copies from Lille and Saxony Laces, and are of a much

lighter design than those of an earlier date, Init the

industry since the commencement of the present century

has not flourished, except in the working of Tonder Lace,

which is described under its own heading.

Soisseau.—The French word for Scissors.

Scissors.—Of this most essential appliance of a work-

box, there are great varieties in shape, size, and ijuality.

They are classed respectively under the following de-

scription : The cast steel polished Shot Scissors, luu'ing

shanks and bows of iron ; Sheer Steel Scissors, comprising

those in ordinary use, of which the blades only arc

hardened ; and lined blades, which arc made in large

sizes, and almost entirely of iron, a strip of steel only

being welded along the edge of the blades. Besides

these, there are fancy varieties, the bjw and shanks

being leather-covered, or of gold or sih'er ; Nail Scissors,

having a file on each blade ; Grape Scissors, with a

groove on one blade, into which the other fits ; Lamp
Scissors, having a bend, bayonet-shaped, and other kinds,

one of which is an imp(jrtant article in the W(ji'kbox,

known as Buttonhole Scissors, and having a shai'ply

out gap in the blades, for the purpiose of accurately cut-

ting a hole of certain invariable dimensions. Scissors are

capable of much decoration l_iy means of blueing,

gilding, and studs of gold, as also by rich filigree work in

the shanks, and embossed figures. The handles are some-

times made of mother-o'-pearl ; Init this plan is never

satisfactory, as the cement hiosens very (juickly. The
seat of the cutlery industry is at Shefiicld.

Scotch Cambric.—A cotton textile, incorrectly called

Camlu-lc, fine in quality, rather starchy finished, and
unglazed. Cott(.in Cambric is to be had of two kinds, that

designed for dresses, either white or printed, and that to Ije

used as French Cambric ; the former made in Lancashire,

the latter at Glasgow. One variety is made of a mixture
of cotton and flax, designed for handkerchiefs. Scotch

cotton-made Cambric is employed for women's dresses.

See Cambric.

Scotch Fingering.—A loose worsted yarn, much used
for the knitting of stockings, culfs, scarves, gaiters, and
other articles. It is dyed in bright colours, and is sold by
the spindle of six pounds.

Scrim.—This is a description of canvas, manufactured
especially for the use of paper hangers, and used likewise

by gardeners for covering fruit trees. It measures 40
inches in width. Sfe CANVis,

Seal {Phoea).—Oi this animal there are many varieties
;

They are natives of the western coasts of Scotland and

Ireland, the shores of Labrador, Newfoundland, and

Greenland. Some kinds supply leather (tanned and

enamelled with black varnish) for women's shoes ; others a

Ijeautiful fur, thick, soft, and glossy. The coarse hairs are

removed, and the fur shaved and dyed, either a golden

colour, or more usually a dark Vandyke brown, when it

resembles a fine velvet. Medium sized skins measure about

2i) inches by 40 inches, and when made into jackets, or used

as trimmings, the fur should be turned in the cutting-out,

so as to lie upwards.

Sealskin Cloth.^The yarn used for this kind of cloth

is the finest kind of Mohair, and the shade given in the

dyeing is exactly similar to that of the real fur. It is

manufactured in Yorkshire, and employed for women's

outdoor jackets. This cloth must not be confounded with

that called Silk Sealskin.

Seam.—A term used to denote the line of Over-sewing,

\vhich connects the edges of two pieces of material

together. The term is (_>f Saxon derivation, and has

always been retained in the English language.

Seaming.—A certain method adopted in Plain Sewing

for uniting tw<.i pieces of material together, either by

Over-sewing the selvedges, or by turning down two raw

edges, the needle being passed through the folded edges

very straight. When there is no selvedge, make a Fell
on the wrong side ; and in the case of a gored skirt,

either of a dress or undergarment, hold the gored side

with the raw edge next to the left hand thumb, and
take great care that, being cut on the bias, it does not

become drawn or puckered.

In Over-sewing the seams of underclothing, place the

two edges of material very evenly together, and keep them
in position by means of pins inserted at regular distances.

Hold the work very straight between the forefinger and
thumb—not round the former, as in Hemming—and
beware of slanting the needle, or the seam will become
puckered. If one side of the material have a selvedge, and
the other be cut on the cross (or diagonally), or ha\'e a raw
edge, hold the latter nearest to you, under the thumli, as

it will thus run less chance of being stretched.

Seaming Lace.—This term, with that of Spacing Lace,
is continually mentioned in old wardrobe accoimts of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and does not intimate
a particular kind of lace, but lace used for a certain
purpose. It was the custom in those times to set apart
the I)cst and finest linen for such State occasions as
births, deaths, or marriages, and the table linen and bed
furniture so set apart were adorned with lace let in as
an insertion wherever a seam in the linen appeared, and
frequently where no seam was really needed. The lace
chiefly used for this purpose was Cut Work, as being made
of linen it accorded best with the rest of the article ; but in
England, Hollie Point was frequently substituted for Cut
Work

;
and upon the Continent the least costly of the

various native productions. There is still preserved a
sheet ornamented with Cut Work that was once in the
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possession of Shakespeare, anJ large quantities of linen

adorned with Cut Work are constantly met with in

Swedish or Danish families of consideration.

Seam Stitch.—Sec Knitting.

Seamstress.—A term employed to denote a woman
who seams or sews. A needlewoman whose department

in her particular art is to perform Plain Sewing, as dis-

tinguished from dress or mantle making, and from decora-

tive Embroidery.

Sea Otter Fur. {Enhydva Marina).—This animal is

a species of the genus Lutra. It yields the most costly

of all furs, the colour of which is a silver-grey, tipped

with black
;

it is splendidly thick, soft, and shining, and
exceedingly velvet-like to the touch. The sea otter is

larger than the species frequenting rivers, and is found in

the North Pacific, from Kamschatka to the Yellow Sea on

the Asiatic coasts, and from Alaska to California on the

Ameiican coasts. Only about a tenth part of the skins

taken are imported to this country. The Russians,

Japanese, and Chinese prize the fur greatly, and it is one

of the most costly in the English market. See Otter.

Seating.—A textile made of hair, of satin make, de-

signed for upholstering purposes, such as the seats and

backs of chairs, sofas, and cushions. See Hair Cloth.

Seed Embroidery.—A work practised in Germany liut

not much known in England. It is formed by making

flowers and buds with various seeds, and connecting these

together with stems and stalks of CheniUe, and working

the leaves in Chenille. The seeds used for the work
are those of the Indian corn, pumpkin and cucumljer

for large flowers, and canary and aster for the small.

These seeds are piei'ced at each end with a carpet needle

and attached by these holes to the material. To work

:

Select a Crewel Work design of single flowers, such as

daisies, sunflowers, or marigolds, and seeds that match
the size of the petals, also Chenilles of various shades of

green, and sewing and purse silk matching the flowers.

Trace the design upon white or pale coloured blue satin,

hack it with hoUand, and frame it in an Embroidery
Frame. Pierce the seeds at the top and bottom, and
sew them to their places, either as flat petals, when lay

them flat upon the satin and secure them with a stitch

made in sewing silk at each of their ends, or as raised

petals, when place them upright upon the satin, sew

them together, and then down to the material. Having
placed the seeds, work the centres of the flowers in French
Knots with the purse silk, and the stems, stalks, and

leaves in the green Chenille and in Satin Stitch. The
Embroidery is used for sachets, hand bags, and fire-

screens. Necklaces and bracelets are made of melon or

pumpkin seeds, by threading them upon fine silk and
forming them into balls, chains, tassels, and other

devices.

Seerliand Muslin.—This is a description of C(jtt(m

fabric somewhat resembling Nainsook and MuU, being a

kind of intermediate quality, as compared to them. It is

particularly adapted for a dress material, as it preserves

its clearness after being washed.

Self-Coloured.—A ti-rm employed m reference to tex-

til(».s tij signify that the dy(' is of one colour only, other-

wise indicated l:iy the term uni-coloured. It is sometunes

employed to signify either that the stuS is of its natural

colour, in the raw material, or that it has not been dyed

since it left the loom.

Selvedge.—The firmly finished edge of any textile, so

manufactured as to preclude the ravelling out of the weft.

It is sometimes spelt Selvage. The excellence of the

make of the cloth is shown by the even quality of the

Selvedge. In flannels it is grey, pink, or violet-coloured,

varying in depth. Black silks likewise have coloured

Selvedges. In " The Boke of Curtaaye," of the fourteenth

century, we find it mentioned :

The over nape sohall dowbuUe be layde

To the utter side the selvage brade.

Sem^.—A French term denoting "sewn," and has refer-

ence to the small dot-like patterns (as distinguished from

"Running" ones) that are embroidered on any textiles,

otheiTvise called Powderings,

Semes.—An ancient term applied to Embroidery that ia

worked as if it was throvm or cast upon the background

in detached sprays and bunches instead of being designed

in a connected patteni. The word is derived from the

French seiner, " to sow or sprinkle."

Serge.—A loosely woven, very durable twilled material,

of which there are several varieties, distinguished by
S('>me additional name ; the warp is worsted, and the woof
of wool. It is dyed in every colour, besides being sold in

white and black. Serges may be had in either silk or wool.

Some of those made of the latter material are smooth on

both sides of the ch-ith, others are only smooth on one side

and woolly on the other, while varieties are manufactirred

rough and woolly on both sides. All these kinds of Serge

are employed for women's dress, and the stoutest in quality

for purposes of upholstery. Amongst the most service,

able, as well as the warmest kind, is that manufactured

under Government auspices, solely for the use of the Royal
Navy, but this can only be obtained by favour for private

use. from the captain of some man-of-war, who may
chance to have more in st(jck than is required for imme-

diate use amongst his crew. It is dyed in a more per-

manent way than that sold in the shops, and is very much
warmer and heavier. Ordinary Serge is made like Sateen,

one side being woolly and the other smooth, the longest

wool being used for the warp, which is more twisted

than the woof. There are a great many varieties of cloth

known as Serge, viz., French Flannel Serge, composed of

long wool, and somewhat of the appearance of Indian

Cashmere ; the Serge de Berri, is a French-made woollen

stuff, produced in the province of which it bears the

name ; Serge Cloth, is smooth on one side and rough on

the other ; Witney Serges, are hairy throughout ; Silk

Serge is employed in the making of costly mantles ; Serge

Ribbon Sashes are soft, tie easily, do not crease, and may
be washed ; and Pompadour Flannel Serges, so designated

on account of the small floral designs with which they

are decorated ; they are 29 inches in width. Serge varies

L L L 2
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in widtli in its aoveral vavietios of make and material.

The coai'se and heavy kinda em2il(5y(^d fur upliolstei-y are

of double width, whether of woril or silk ; that of the

ordinary woollen dress Serges rims from ahout 30 inches to

R yanl; Silk Serges ai'e narmwer. Om.' variety <if the

last-named is used hy tailors for the lining of coats.

Though the twill is ^\\c, it is of stout make, aud it can Ijc

had both in black and C(jlonrs.

Serge de Berri.— This is a French woollen textile

cmplijyed as a dress material, and is produced in the

province of which it bears the name. iSt'c Serge.

Setting-in Gathers.—A phrase employed in reference

to Plain Sewing, to perform which proceed as f(dlows :

Halve ,and quartci' the band, and th(^ mati.u'ial to be

gathered, placing a small pin at ca(di spot where these

divisions are tci be indicated, which is at the same time

to secure the Ijand aud the full portion of material

together. Hold the wijrk so as io keep the left thumb on
the jxmotion of the Gathers and the band. As the latter

i.s doulile, insert th.« raw cdg(3 of the former between the

two sides of the band. Take up one ridge only of the

gathering with the needle at a tinu', and proceed with
great regularity, S(i as to f(jrm what will have the appear-
ance of a neat Hemming Stitch. When the back of the

band has to bo secured to the gathers, endeavour to work
as neatly as iM'fore, so as not to draw them awry, nor to

show through any stitches tak(?n at the Ijack (m tlK- front
or right side. Before comuKmciug to sew iu the (lathers,

they must be strok(.'d into their respecti\'e places iu very
even succession. See Steokinc).

Setting-up Lace.—This is only r.viuired when Raised
Pillow Lace Howers are made, ,and consists of sewing the
raised petals to their right positions, and then stiffening

them so as to stand upright. To work : Wasli the hand.s

in warm water, then shake the lace out upon a piece of
tissue paper; take the finest possible needle, and with lace

thread adjust the petals by sewing them down; make a
Bmall knot in the thread, fasten down lightly to the lace

any back petals, running the thread from one petal to the
other at the back of the lace, fasten inner petals by
curving them inwards, or irregularly accjrding to design,
and sew on to the lace any loose Ijuttertlies or other
portions that have been made separately. To fasten off

the thread, make ii, loop and pass the needle through it,

then draw it up and cut the- tliread chjse. To finish or
stiffen the fl'iwers : Boil a quarter of an ounce of rice in a
pint of water, and when cold strain it, and with a camel-
hair brush paint over with it the inside of the parts in

relief. When makiug a bold curve in the Raised Work,
dip an ivory knitting needle into the rice water, and apply
that to the lace

; .mly damp the lace with tlie mixture,
never make it wet.

Sew and Tell.—The process of Felling is effected by
Running .and Felling, and Sewing and Felling. To do the
latter, fold one of tlie raw e<lges of the cloth rui the wrong
side, over the other raw edge; an.l thus form a Hem, after
the nurnner of Runninc; and Felling.

Sewing.—A comprehensive term, signifying stltchery
of all plain kinds perfoi'med with a.m'cdle, by which means

garments, or articles of upholstery, are made and mended.

The word Woi'king is frequently employed to signify

Sewing, although one of general application to every kind

of manual and intellectual labour. The word Stitching

may be used like Sewing, as a generic term, to denote any

description of work with a needle.

In Pillow Lace making what are called Sewings are

frequently required either to join on fresh Bobbins to the

pattern at certain places, or to secure one part of the laoe

to another. Sewings are called Plain, Rope, and Return

Rope, and in Lace instructions the word " Sew " is

generally given as an abbreviation.

To make a Flain Sewing: Stick a pin into the pinhole

above the one where the Sewing is to be made, to keep

the work firm. Insert a crochet hook into the vacant

pinhole and under the twisted strand of the lace, draw

one of the working threads thnjugh in a loop, pass the

second working B(jbbiu through this loop, tail foremost,

and pull the looji down. Take out the pin put m to secure

the lace, and put it into the pinhole, and continue the

work. Sewing with a Needle Pin : This is done where

there are a long series of Sewings to be made, and when
the securing pin of the lace upon the cushion is likely to

interfere with their making. Stick a securing pin into

the hole below the pinhole to be sewn to, so that there
will be a vacant hole, lay one of the working threads

across this space and hold the Bobbin in the left hand.
In.sert the Needle Pin into the lowest strand and insinuate

the thread imderneath it, wdiich is done by bedding the

thread tightly down with the forefinger. Directly it is held,

slacken the thread, bring the Needle Pin over, keep the
thread under the point, then give a little sharp flick and
the thread will come through in a loop; draw this loop
farther through, and hold it with the Needle Pin, and put
the next B(jbliin through it. Take out the securing pin,

put it into the pinhole, and continue the lace.

Bet urn Rope.—The same as Rope Sewing.

Mope Sewinc/.—To make : Lift all the Bobbins but one
pair, pass this pair i-ound the others. Sew to the next hole,

pass the pair round again, sew to the next hole from the
last Sewing, and continue until the .spot is reached for
the work to re-commence.

Sewing Cotton.—Cotton thread, which may be had on
reels of 25 to loDO yards in measure. The latter are much
in requisition. The lictter class are knowni as " six cords,"
of which there is a large variety of makes, glazed and
unglazed, the most saleable lengths running from 200 to
300 and 400 yards. Reel as well as Ball Sewing-cotton can
be had in every variety of cohnir; and the ingrain marking
cotton in red and blue.

Sewing Machines.—Appliances by which needlework
may be executed more rapidly, and with greater regularity
than by hand. Th,^ first invented and introduced into
England was that by Elias Howe, a mechanic, of Massa-
chusetts, in 1811. It was then employed for stay-makin^
only

;
the needle imitated tlie action of the hand and

passed entirely through the material. The second kind of
Machine was of French invention, and made a Chain
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Stitch. Amongst those of the greatest repute, besides that

invented by Howe, the following should be nauied—viz.,

Wheeler and Wilson's Silent Automatic Tension Maehiue,

Wilcox and Gibbs" Automatic Machine, Grover and

Baker's, Singer's, Thomas's, the Plorcnce.and the Wanzer.

There are several varieties of these JIachiucs, iucluding

those producing Lock Stitch or Chain Stitch, and those

respectively worked \>j hand or lij- treadle, and Ijy one or

both feet. The hand-worked Machine is naturally more

portable than that which has a treadle.

Sewing Silks.—Of silk thread employed for Plain or

Fancy Needlework there are three classes—viz., that for

Plain Sewing, that fir Knitting, and the third for

Embroidery. Amongst those used for Plain Sewing there

are the following : The China Silk, which is very fine, and

of a pure white, and is much used by glove-makers ; a

coarser kind, of tw.) or three cord twist, employed in

stay-making ; the Light Dyes, or coloured Sewing Silks,

may be had in all shades, and fine in quality, and are

sold in skeins of from fifty to eighty in the ounce, and

also on small reels ; those sold in skeins are the cheapest.

Machine Silks are sold by 1 he gross, and liy their weight

on reels, the latti:-r containino- from 3o to '200 yards.

These are to be had l.^'th in black and in cr.lours. Floss

Snk, or Sole Platte, is to be had in raven-bho.'k, China, and

all colours ; is sold twisted into hanks, and used for

darning silk stockiuLjs. Filoselle, otherwise called Sptm

SUk, or Bourre de Soie, is the portion of ravelled silk

thrown aside in the filature of the cocorms, which is carded

and spun like cotton. This is employed l>oth fijr Plain

Sewing, in the darning of stockings and silk vests, and

likewise for Embroi'.lery. Tailors' Twist, a coarse silk

thread, of which a number together are wound on reels,

each bearing two ounces, the ntimliers rtmuing frcim 1 tij 8 ;

also to be had in small reels containing a single thread

of 12 yards. They are in many shades of cohjur. For

Knitting there are many varieties, amongst which is the

Ice Silk, which may be had of both two and four-fold

strands, and is produced in very beautiful shades of several

colours. Crochet Silk, or Soie Mi-seiTc', which is only

half tightened in the twisting, as its name denotes. It

is flexible, glossy, and peculiarly suited to Croc'het work.

Purse, or Netting Twist, which may be had of various sizes

and qualities, and designed especially for purse-making,

although likewise employed for the purposes of Em-
broidery. The principal kinds of Silk employed for Fancy
Work and Embroidery are the white Dacca Silk, or Soie

Ovale, and Mitorse Silk. The former is sold in large

skeins, vai'ying in degrees of fineness, and employed in flat

Embroideries, and likewise ia some kinds of Raised Work.
It is also used in working on fine canvas, and can be

had in a variety of colours. It will Ijear subdivision of

the strands when too coarse for the work required, and is

sold done up into knotted skeins. The latter, Mitorse

Silk, which is only half twisted, somewhat resembles Floss

Silk, but is of a superior qtiality, and is more suitalde for

purposes of Embroidery. Also what is called Three Cord,

is closely twisted silk, resembling Bullion, and likewise

used for Embroidery. Sewing Silks are sold on cards, reels,

and skeins, singly, or by the ounce. That for machine

use on larger reels than th.' other kinds, and in longer
lengths.

Shadow Stitch.—Hn- H,iLF Stitch.

Shalloons.—A loosely woven worsted St nil', thm, short-

napped, and twilled, used by tailors for coat linings, and
als(j for dresses. It is the staple manufacture of Halifax,
whence upwards of lO,O0() pieces are annually exported
to Turkey and the Levant. The width \-aries from 32
inches to 3tJ inches, and it is made in various colours.
This stiiif was originally manufactured at Chalons, whence
the name is derived, There is a very fin.;- variety called
" eubica."

In blue Shalloon shall Hannibal be clad.— Dean Swift,

Shantung Pongee Silk.—This is a soft, undyed, and
undressed Chinese washing silk, and much resembles the
Indian goods of the same character ; liut is somewhat
dulle-r in ceilour. The -\-arious quahti.:'s in\' uniformly of
10 inches in width, and ditfer respectively in price very
consideralily for the piece of 20 yards. Shantung is the
nami.' of the Province in which the silk is manufactured.
It is uiuch empli'.yed in this country as a dress material.

Shap-faced. — A term employed to d.-note that the
plush or velvet doth is faced with the short ends of waste
silk, the liack of the material being of cotton.

Sharps.—A description of needles, in common use
among sempstresses for ordinary Plain Sewing. See
Needles.

Shawl Materials.—These are a mixture of silk and
Wool, the silk being thrown to the top ; the patterns are

copied from the Oriental damasse designs. These mate-
rials are em'ployed for the partial making and trimming of

dresses, and they measure from 23 inches to 24 inches in

wilth, the prices varying very considerably. Real shawls

made (.>f goat's hair, thick and warm in make and quality,

arc also sold for cutting up into dresses and mantles.

Sheep's 'Wool.—The peculiar substance called wool is,

in a great degree, the product of cultivation. It is pro-

duced not only on sheep but on the Llama, and the Thibet

and Angora goat. The coat produced on all other animals

can only be described either as fur, or hair. All the

varieties of the sheep owe their origin to the Argali, which

has a coat of wool next to the skin, supplemented by

a longer growth of hair. In the States of Barbary,

the South of Italy, Sicily, and Portugal the wool of a

once remarkaljly fine fl-ool-bearing breed i;if sheep has

greatly deteriorated through neglect. In Spain it was

produced in high perfection, when the product was care-

fully cultivated. Sheep's wool takes a year in completing

its full growth, after which the animal changes its coat,

which, if not sheared, will fall off en masse, leaving a short

m'op of the new soft wool in its place. That which is

shorn from the living animal is called " fleece," and that

which is pulled off by the Fellmonger after death is called

" pelt," which is \'ery inferior to the former, and will not

take a good dye, being harsher and weaker, and is generally

toij shrirt to be wiirked withotit an admixture of longer

wools. It is also known as " skin wool," and is commonly

used for flannels, serges, and such kinds of stufi as need
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little, if any, milling. Tlie manufacturers classify sheep's

wool into two kinds—the long, or " combing '" wool, and

the short, or " clothing " wool. The former varies in length

from 3 to 8 or 10 inches ; the latter from 3 to 4 inches.

Of this description of wool all cloth is made, its shortness

rendering it fit for carding (effected with a comb of fine

short teeth) and spinning into yarn, and f<ir the subsequent

felting. The long, or " combing '" wool, is prepared on a

comb with long steel teeth ; it is combed nut straight,

opening the fibres like flax, either by hand or machinery.

This is made into crape, poplin, bombazines, carpets, and

the finer sorts of worsted goods. These two classes of

wool are likewise described as the long, or sliort " stapled
"

wool, and by this term the separate locks into which the

wool is naturally divided are designated, each of which

comprises a certain number of filires or curly hairs. The
longer kinds of the fleece (or superior) wool are employed

for hosiery yarns, or for hand-yarn for the warps of serges,

and other cloths, which have a warp of "cumbed" and a

woof of " carded " wool. In the fleece of a single English

sheep there are some eight or ten v,arieties in degrees of

fineness, known respectively )iy different names, and

applicable for the manufacture uf various textiles. Thus
the wool is sorted with much care. Its softness is of equal

importance to its fineness, and in this silky characteristic

that of the English sheep is inferior to the Indian, or to

the Peruvian and Chilian Llanui. No Merino sheep, however

fine, yields so soft a wool as the Indian, of which Casli-

meres are made. Nut only the l>reed of the sheep, but the

district in which th.'y are roared, influences the quality.

The counties of Leii'estershire and Lincolnshire, and the

districts of Teeswater and Dartmoor produce a greater

length of " combing " wool tlian elsewhere, the staple

being sometimes a foot in length. Dorsetshire, Hereford-

shire, and the South Downs produce our short-stapled

variety, and those grown on the Cheviot Hills give a wool

of considerable softness, though not otherwise of the first

quality.

Sheep's wool ia its natural state is of a white, grey, or

brownish-black coLnir. Of the latter coarse cloths are

made, undyed. The white is selected for dyeing in bright

colours. The soft wool of lambs is extensively employed in

the manufacture of hats, on account of its felting quality.

That of dead lamljs, having less of the felting properties,

is used for hosiery and soft flannels, and is called " skin-

lambswool." The lambs of certain breeds of sheep, natives

of the North of Europe, have such fine skins that they are

dressed as furs, are very costly, and held in much esteem

as articles of wear, or for trimmings of outdO(jr apparel

by wealthy Russians and others.

Our Australian wools are very fine, the Spanish Merino
sheep having Ijeen imported there. The staple is long and
the quality soft, and it is excellent for combing and
spinning. The Shetland Islands also produce a breed of

sheep bearing remarkalily fine and delicate wool. (Bee

Shetland Wool.) Saxon wool is much employed in

this country, and is of a very superi(jr quality, produced
by the Spanish Merino breed, introduced by the late King
of Saxony. This Spanish variety of wool is considered the

finest in Europe, and is of remote Eastern origin, intro-

duoed into Italy, and thence, by the Romans, into Spain.

Comparatively little of this wool is now employed in

England, the Australian and Saxon sufficiently supple-

menting om' own breeds. See Woollen Cloths.

Sheetings.—Stout cloths made of different widths for

bed linen—both plain and twilled, bleached and un-

bleached—and constituting one of those manufactures

classified mider the name ''piece goods." They are made

in Wigans, Croydons, and double warps, from 2 to 3 yarda

wide. Those of linen are named Scotch and Bamsley

bleached, loom Dowlas, and loom Scotch, the widths of

which are known distinctively by the number of inches

they measure. Also the Irish, union Irish, which is

mixed with cotton ; Lancashire linen, union Lancashire,

Russia, and imitation Russia. The respective widths of

these run from fths to \* ths. The strongest coarse

Sheeting is the Russia, which may be had of varioira

widths, from an ell. to t\ yards. Bolton Sheeting, other-

wise called Workhouse Sheeting, is of calico, and is sold

in pairs of sheets. They should each measure from 21

yards to 3 yards for ordinary beds. The width for a

single bed is about 6(5 inches, that for a double one from

78 inches to 3 yards.

Shell Couching.—See Couchino.

Shetland Point Lace.—A work known in Italy as

Triua de Lana, where it is used much more than in

England. It is a Needlemade laee, composed of Shetland

wool instead of fine lace cotton, and therefore of suffi-

ciently coarse texture to form babies' sliawls, quilts, or

scarves, and other objects that require to be both light

and warm yet ornamental. The lace is made either with

white or black Shetland wool, from designs selected from

old Flat Needlemade Points, which are enlarged, and then

worked out by being formed of some of the simplest of the

many Point Lace stitchi's. The cordonnet of Buttonholed

outline of fiat Points is replaced by a line of Chain Stitch,

which serves as a stay to the stitches that fill in the

design. To work as shown in Fig. 727 : Enlarge the

design to twice its size, then trace out outlines of the parts

that are to lie filled in upon blue wrapping paper, from which

remove any stiff'ness by crumpling it up and smoothing it

out flat. Take the Shetland wool, thread a darning needle

with it, and surround the pattern with a line of Chain
Stitch. Let this Chain Stitch be quite distinct from the

blue paper, and perfectly connected stitch to stitch. Then
connect these lines of stitches together for the ground of

the lace by filling in the open spaces between the design

with Corded Bae.s, which occasionally vary with Wheels.
Fill in the design with lines of plain Buttonholes, or

with Point de Bbuxelles, Lattice, or Point de
Grecqtje. Form the Footing of the lace with a line of

Chain Stitch, the outer edge with the same Chain Stitch

line, and enrich with Point de Venise edging and
Wheels, ornamented with PicoTS. Shetland Point Lace
looks particularly well when worked over a baby's shawl
and edged with the pattern shown in Fig. 727 ; the design
for the centre of the shawl should be detached sprigs,

joined by Coi-ded Bars.
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Shetland Wool.—As sold in the shops, this is a yarn

much employed for the knitting of shawls, and the weaving

of stockings of the finest quality. The yarn is exceediugly

soft, and has only two threads. It is t.i lie had in .ileander

(a new pinkl, white, black, slate, brown, azurine, scarlet,

i-iolet, buff, coral, purple, partridge, gas blues and greens,

and ingrain, and is sold by the pound or ounce. AVool of

this kind is not produced in England proper. It is thicker

than P-\Tenean wool, and softer than ):>oth it L\nd the

Andalusian, not being so tightly twisted. It is employed

for the knitting of shawls, hoods, jackets, and shoes for

infants. The sheep producing it are of small size, and iim

wild all the year over the hills until—the ground being

covered with snow—they descend to the sea shore and

feed on weed. The stapleof these sheep is linger than that

of the Merino, and their skins are much employed as Furs.

which pin down tn the Pillow out of the way of the

Bobbins. T(.i avuid constant shifting when working very

narrow lace, prick two pieces (^f Pas.sament at the same

time witli the same design, and fasten them on to the

Pillow so that no break int(>rvenes, or prick as long a

pattern as the Pillow will allow, taking care that the

ends will correspond and allow of the design being

C'lutinucd.

Ship Ladder Stitch,—Sec Ladder St itch, 'Embroidery

Stitche.s.

Shirred.—A word employed by Americans, derived by

them fivim the old German Schirren. and employed to

signify an iiTegular Gal'ginc;. Shirrmgs are close Rim-

nings, or cords inserted between two pieces of cloth, as

the lines of indiarublier in Shirred Braces or Garters, or

the drawing and p\ickeriug up any material. See French

Fli. ;i7. SHETLAND POINT LACE

The breed goes by the name of Beaver Sheep, and the

wool produced is of various colours, viz., black, brow-n,

grey, and white.

Shifting Pillow Lace.—The pattern upon which

Pillow Lace is w-orked rarely exceeds a few inches in

length, therefore, when working a lace edging or insertion

the lace while in progress has constantly to be taken off

the pillow and re-adjusted on to the pattern. To shift :

Work the lace to the edge of the pattern, take up all

the pins, but leave those in the last part of the work still

sticking into the lace, and then stick these into the top

part of the pattern so that the working can be continued

at the proper place. RoU up the finished lace on to a

piece of nan-ow cardboard and put it into a little bag,

term CunUss'-: als... Reeve, borrowed frcmi the nautical term

to "Reef" a sail, to gather up in small folds.

Shirt.—A man's linen or calico imder-garmcnt, the

name having reference to its being of a " short" length. It

was worn in Saxon times by both sexes, of the same form,

and by the same name. Under the Normans the nobility

wore them emliroidered. In the fourteenth centm-y Silk

Shirts were worn by some, and also those of fine Holland

and Cambric. Shirts decorated with either embroidery or

gold, silver or silk, were prohibited by a sumptuary law in

the reign of Henry VIII. t(j all persons under the rank of

knighthood. See Shirt under Cl'tting Out.

Shirtings.—These are otherwdse called Fancy Cotton

Shirtings, and consist of cotton cloths manufactured after
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the same manner as Gingliams, only that they boar some-

what of a resemblanee to flannel in the looseness and flufii-

ness of the threads. Shirtings are classified in the trade

as one of those manufactures denominated " piece goods,"

and are made in pieces of 36 yards in length, and from

36 inches to 45 inches iu width. Pretty and servicealjle

dresses are sometimes made of the same description of

cotton cloth, which has been sized and glazed. They may
Ijc had in stripes and fancy designs in various colours,

chiefly in pink, blue, and violet. Women's cuft's and

collars are made largely in tliese Shirting-cloths. There

are also Zephyr Shirtings.

Shoddy.—Cloth made either of the flue and fluif thrown

off from other woollen stufi:s in the process of weaving,

mixed with long hair from new wool ; or else of old garments

torn into fibres, or cut up into small pieces and re-spim.

employed for women's gowns. Shakespeare alludes to this

description of weaving in a Silk Stuff

:

The tailor make tty doublet of chargeable Taffeta, for thy miad

is a very opab

—

Tivelfth Night.

Shuttle.—An appliance made of wood, used in the

process of weaving for shooting the thread of the woof,

which is wound upon it, l^etween the threads of the warp.

Also see Tatting-.

Sicilian Embroidery.—An effective and easy work,

formed with muslin, thin cambric, and braid, and is

used for trimmings to washing dresses or for tea cloths

and ornamental linen. The work is sometimes called

Spanish Embroidery, and is intended to imitate Em-
broidery upon muslin, but as no stitches, with the

exception of Buttonhole, are worked, it is much more

Fiu. 728. SICILIAN EMBEOIDEKT.

It diifers from what is known as " Mungo," in Ijeing of au

inferior quality, and producing a coarse kind of cloth.

Shot Stuflfs.—Textiles of various materials, nuide to

change in colour according to the ditfei'ent positions in

which they are viewed, and theref<jre of the lights and
shades upon them. This is effected by a particular method
adopted in the weaving, and the intermixture of a weft

and warp respectively of different colours. In the sixteenth

century they were called " Chaiingeantries,'' and were

mixtures of silk, " sailtrie," or linen yarn. One of the

mantles of Queen Elizabeth is described by Paul Heutzner

(16021 as being of " Iduish silk, Shot with silver threads."

In the present day there are not only Sh(_)t Silk Stuff's but

Shot Alpacas, and mixtures of two diff'crent materials

quickly formed than true Emljroidery. It consists in

tracing out a modern Point Lace design and Tacking
muslin, and then thin eamljrie over the design, the outlines

of which are marked out with a thick braid known as

Spanish Braid. Both the materials are retained iu those

parts of the work that are intended as the pattern parts,

but the camljric is cut away beyond the braid from the
ground, and (>nly the muslin left, while the raw edges of

the eamljrie are concealed Ijy the liraid being sewn down
to the muslin foundation. Wheels, Eyeletholes, and
Ladder Stitch are worked when open spaces lighten the
design, and then both materials are cut from underneath
these stitches, and the raw edges Buttonholed round, while

the edge of the pattern is formed with scalloped or
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straiglit lines of Buttonhole. To work as shown in

Fig. 728 : This pattern is reduced in size, and ean lie

made larger if required. Two widths of braid are used in

it, either white or ecru coloured, and muslin and cambric

matching the braids in tint. Trace out the design upim

stiff paper, and till in the parts that form the pattern with

black ink, so that they may lie visible through the

materials that cover them, or Tack down the muslin and

cambric upon brown paper, and trace the design upon the

cambric when it is secured. Take the narrower braid,

Hud sew it along the top of the pattern, so as to form the

FoOTlNci. Stitch it down securely upon both sides, then

Tack the wider bi-aid on to the design with a tacking

thread, and when in position, Oveecast it to the material

upon the side where both cambric and muslin are to lie

retained. Cut the round holes for the Wheels and make

them, drawing the Braid round the circle thus formed,

and cut away both materials and make the Ladder
Stitch where indicated ; Buttonhole the edge of the

materials over in those pilaces. Cut away the cambric

underneath the other edge of the broad braid, and Over-

cast the braid to the muslin. The edge of the pattern is

made with both materials ; Buttonhole in small scallops

round the extreme edge, and ornament this place with

PicoTS ; then form the wide scallops with a line of Button-

hole, tm-n its outer edge to the interior of the design, and

cut the cambric away beyond these .scallops leaving only

the muslin.

Sicilienne.—A description of fine Poplin, made of silk

and wool, and especially employed for the making of

mantles. It varies in width, and may be had from 24 inches

to 56 inches in width.

Sieuna Point.—One of the names l>y which Dakned
Netting is known in Italy.

Silesia.—A fine brown Holland. <_'riginally made in the

German province of Silesia, and now prijduced in England.

It is glazed for roller window- blinds, and may be had iu

various widths, from 28 inches to 90 inches.

Silk.—The fine, glossy, soft thread spun by the Bomby.r

)Hori, or silkworms, so as to fonn a pale yellow or amber-

coloured receptacle, called a cocoon, within which the

caterpillar, in a chrysalis form, lies during its transforma-

tion into a butterfly. It is the strongest and most durable,

as well as the most beautiful of all fibres for the manu-

factm-e of textiles. Our chief supplies are derived from

China, India, Italy, and the Levant. An attempt has like-

wise been made to produce silk in Australia, and so far as

it has been procured, it is of a rich and superior kind

;

the breed of silkworms recently discovered in Switzerland

has been imported to that Colony, as it is free from the

disease so long contributing to deteriorate the cocoons.

The use of raw silk for spinning and weaving dates back

—so far as records of the Chinese Empire exist to demon-

strate—to some 2700 years before Christ, when the Empress

See-ling-Shee herself unravelled the fibres of the cocoons.

and was the first to weave it into a web. The derivation of

silk from the cocoons of the silkworm, and the manner in

which the material was produced, remained a secret with

the Chinese until the time of Justinian, a.d. 555, and it

was at this time that the two Persian monks—who were

Christian missionaries— liecamc acquainted with the use of

the silkworms, learned the art of working the fibres into

textiles, aud, at the desire of the Emperor, ojntrived to

secrete some of the eggs of the caterpillars in a hollow cane,

and brought them to Constantinople in safety. It is to

these two missionaries that we "we all the various Ijreeds

of the insect, which, iu course of time, became naturalised

in various parts of Europe. Alexander the Great was the

first to introduce both the silk and a kuowdedge ijf its use,

in the West. For 200 years after the age of Pliny, the

employment of silk stuffs as dress materials was confined

to women.

Silk Boot Laces.—These laces are to be had in both

fiat and round form. The former are produced in lengths,

respectively of 6-4 aud 8-4, and are sold in boxes con-

taining one gross each. The latter, otherwise called

" Aiguilette," are round, are not twisted, btit woven, and
have tags. They are also sold in boxes of one gross each

;

the lengths being the sauie as tho.se of the flat laces.

Silk Braid.—This Braid is also called Russia Silk

Braid. Silk Braid is euiployed f )r purposes "f Em-
broidery, and is used for men's smoking caps, slippers,

kc. It can be had in very bright colours, and consists

of two cords woven together; it is sold in skeius, six to the

gross. Each skein should uieasure 24 yards in length, but

they are rarely found to contain mcu-e than 16 or IS yards.

Silk Canvas or Berlin.—This description of canvas

is of a very even aud delicate make, and is especially

designed to obviate the necessity of grounding designs in

Embroidery. The silks usually employed for this Canvas

are Chenille and Floss. It is to be had iu most colours

the white, black, claret, aud primrose, being the nvst iu

vofue. Different qualities are sold. It is made in widths

varying from half an inch to 1
'. yards. The threads arc

formed of fine silk wound round a cotton fibre. Sec

Canvas.

Silk Cotton.—Silken fibres which envelope the seeds of

a tree of the genus Buinhax. It is a native of Asia, Africa,

and America. The fibres are smooth and elastic, but too

short to be eligible for spinning, and is especially employed

for the stuffing of cushions. It is imported into this

country, from the East Indies, under the name of " Mock-

main." The Silk Cotton is enclosed within the capsules

containing the seed, which is embedded in it.

Silk Damask.—A silk woven stuff manufactured after

the peculiar method originated at Damascus, whence the

name. The Flemings introduced the art of producing

desin-ns of every description in the process of weaving the

cloth, into this country in the sixteenth century. At

that time it was very costly, and dresses made of it were

only woni upon State occasions, by women of high posi-

tion. Silk Damask is now superseded as a dress material

by what is called Brochc Silk, having a design thrown

upon the face in satin. As a material for purposes of

upholstery, hangings, curtains, furniture coverings, ic,

Silk Damask is as much employed as ever. It is very

thick and rich in appearance, and is the costliest of all

stuffs used for these purposes. It can be had in every

M M M
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description of colour and shade of the same. The chief

seat of the industry is at Lyon;, where it is produced l^y

means of the " Jacquard Loom."

Silk Dress Laces.—These consist of a narrow silk

braid, dyed iu various colours, and chiefly employed for

evening dresses. They are made in lengths of 5-4 and 6-4,

and may be purchased singly or by the gross.

Silk Imperial Braid.—A very narrow woven fancy

Braid, having a kind of Pearl edge. It is made in all

varieties of colour, and also of mixed colours, such as

green and gold. It is sold by the skein, and is employed

for purposes of Embroidery.

Silk Mantle Cords.—These Cords may be had in

rarious colours and sizes, are heavy made in quality, and

very much in use. The numbers are 1, 14, 2, '11, 3, and 4 ;
the

numbers 1, 2, and 3, are those chiefly in request. There

are four pieces to the gross of 3'5 yards each, and they may

bo had in black and in colours.

Silk Sealskin.—This is a very beautiful patent textile,

composed of Tussar Silk, and made in imitation of Seal-

skin Fur ; and is designed for mantles, jackets, hats, waist-

coats, and trimmings, and sold at one-fourth the price of

the real fur. It measures 52 inches in width, and is a

costly material dyed brown or golden colour. In making it

up the nap should Ijc tm-ned so as to lie upwards to pro-

duce the lights and shades upon it, after the manner in

which the real skin of the seal is always worn.

Silk Serge.—A stout twilled silk textile of fine make,

and employed for the lining of men's coats. It is to be

had in various coloui-s as well as in black. The ordinary

width of this material measures 24 inches.

Silk Spray Embroidery.—A variety of Embroidery

with Satin Stitch, and (jne that is used to ornament dress

trimmings with, as it is capable of being transferred from

one background to another. The work consists in em-

broidering upon fine lawn (_ir hoUand a spray of flowers

in silk or filoselle in their natural tints, cutting away the

holland round the spray and an-anging that upon net,

silk, or velvet as it is required. To work ; Trace upon

holland or lawn, sprays of flowers from designs intended

for Embroidery with Satin Stitch, and frame in an

Embeoideey Frame. Work the leaves of the design in

Satin Stitch from the centre vein of the leaf to the edge,

and use a light and dark green on the two sides ; work the

centre vein of the leaf in a darker shade of green to that

used in the other part, and surround the leaf with an

outline worked in Buttonhole Stitch, so as to raise it

slightly above the Satin Stitch centre. Work the Button-

holes as short stitches and not too close t..)gether, make all

the leaves thus, only varying the shades of green used

in them. For the flowers, slightly pad them with

wool, and then work them in long Satin Stitches from

their centre to their edge with Floss silk in shades of

colour matching the natural hue of the flowers. Surround

the flowers like the leaves with a Buttonhole Edge, and

fill in their centres with French Knots. Work the

stalks that connect the flowers and leaves together with

double rows of Chain Stitch. Before removing the work

from the Frame, make some strong starch, and spread it

over the back, and when that is dry, cut out the sprays

from the holland, carefully cutting round the Button-

hole Edgings of leaves and flowers. Tack, with fine

stitches, these sprays on to the material they are intended

i) ornament. The sprays are also worked with crewels

instead of silks, or with crewels mixed with filoselles, and

when this is done the Embroidery is formed of large bold

flowers, such as sunflowers, pseonies, and carnations, and

is used fur curtain and table borders, or to scatter over a

quilt.

Silk Stuffs.—Silk yarn is woven into a great variety

of textiles in England and elsewhere, which may be

refen-ed to under their respective headings ; as well as in

thread more or less twisted, for the purpose of sewing and

of embroidery. Prior to the sixth century, all silk stuffs

were brought to Europe from Bokhara, by the former in-

habitants of those parts—the "Seres"—from which its

Latin name »erica was derived. The variety of textiles

made of the fibres of the silkworms' cocoons is very ex-

tensive, and varies with the several countries in which they

are produced, whether India, China, Japan, Turkey, Great

Britain, France, or Italy, in each of which nationalities

the varieties are also many and beautiful. Some are dyed

in ingrain colours, so that they may be washed with im-

punity. Some are watered, others brocaded, woven with a

pile, forming either velvet or plush, or produced with a

combination of velvet and plain silk, or velvet and Satin.

There are Watered Silks, Moires, Satins, Satinettes, Satin

Turks, Taffetas, Gauzes, Persians, Stockingette Silks,

Poplins, which are combined with wool; and corded Silk

Cloths, xmmixed with any other substance—as the Paris

Cords. Besides these there are ribbons of every variety and

quality, and Silk Canvas for purposes of Embroidery. In

the Middle Ages the manufacture of Silk Stuffs made

great progress in Europe. The trade spread from Italy to

France and Spain, where it was introduced at an early

period by the Moors ; and we read that some silk textiles

were purchased for our Henry II. The manufacture of

these stuff's in England dates from the time of the immi-

gration of the French refugees, at the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes, when a manufactory was established at

Spitalfields; and the introduction of the throwing machine,

by Sir Thomas Lombe, completely established the industry

in this country. The first silk manufactory at Derby

was opened by him in the year I7I7; but silk stockings

were first produced in England in the time of Queen

Elizabeth, for whose use they were specially made.

In the selection of a black silk, it should be tested by

holding it up to the light and looking through it, so that

the evenness of the rib may be seen. It should then be

crushed together in the hand, and suddenly released, when

it should spring out as quickly, leaving no crease. This

spring is called the verve, of which poor silk stuffs have

little or none, and those adulterated with jute are also

deficient in this characteristic. Pure silk does not stiffen

when wetted, and the black dye should have a slight tinge

of green when the light is seen through it. Stiff' silks do

not wear well, as they cannot be pure ; the softer the

texture, the purer the silk. Another mode of testing the

quality is to ravel out the weft.
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Silk Tassels.—These may be had in several varieties,

both of quality, make, colour, and size. Some are of

Chenille, others of twisted silk, the ujiper portion, where

the several strands are confined together, being made on a

foundation of wood turned for the purpose, round which

the silk is wound. There are also loosely-made Tassels

attached to a heading of knotted silk, or l.iand of gimp, and

Silk Tassels made for purses, some of pui-se, others (jf

plain sewing silks. See Tassels.

Silk Warp.—A mixed material of silk and wool com-

bined. It is exceedingly fine and delicate in texture, has

a grey ground, rayed with scarlet or black stripes, of eithei'

two or three threads in width, and is manufactured in

widths of 32 inches. Silk Warp is made for shirting of a

superior description, for use in hot climates.

Silk-woven Elastic Cloth.. — See Stockingette

Cloth and Elastic Cloth.

Silver Lace.—See Gold Lace.

Single Crochet.—See Crochet, page Xih.

Single Diamonds.—See Mackame.

Skein.—A tenn signifying a length of any kind of

yam, whether of silk, wool, linen, thread, or cotton, wound

off a hank, doubled and knotted. Skeins weigh either

an ounce, or half an ounce, with the exception of sewing

silk and Berlin lambswool, which are lighter. Braid

may also be purchased made up in skeins.

Skirt Braids.—These are made of Alpaca and Mohair,

and are cut into lengths of sufficient quantity for a dress,

and tied up for sale in knots. The numbers so cut are

29, 41, and 53, in the " super " and " extra " heavy sorts.

The lengths vary from 4 to yards, but gross pieces

may also be procured.

Skirting.—Strong thick woollen, worsted, cotton, or

mixed fabrics, woven of certain dimensions, so as to be

suitable in length and width for women's underskirts, and

to preclude the necessity of making gores and seams.

Amongst the several varieties there are the Felt Skirtings

in dark grey and heather, at 72 inches in width ; Prairie

Skirtings is a comparatively new material, as is Striped

Skii-tings, made of silk and wool combined, with cross-over

stripes, and in wide widths. Besides these, other varieties

might be enumerated, the number of which is always

augmenting with each successive season.

Skirt Linings.—These are of various materials, selected

to suit the dress for which they are designed. Instead of

following the usual plan adopted in reference to the lining

of a bodice, cut out the skirt first and Tack it upon the

hnhig. For black velveteen silecia, striped or checked, is

the best suited ; for a pale-coloured silk the sUecia should

be of plain white ; for dark stuffs and quilted petticoats

figured Silecias are preferable. In this case make a facing

of alpaca to cover the lining at the lower part of the skirt

of half a foot or rather more in depth. Owing to a spring,

as well as the stiffness in alpaca, it is to be recommended

for use in the same way round the extreme edge of long

dresses and trains, ID inches in depth, more especially,

because the dress is less likely to roll the wrong side

upwards when the wearer turns mund ; besides that, a

light-coloured lining becomes so quickly soiled when
sweeping the ground. The lining of a heavy poplin or

woollen clrcss should be restricted to a mere facing of about

10 or 12 inches in depth. When there are trimmings or

flounces extend tlie lining upwards as high as the top of

the trimming, but so that all the stitches shall be con-

cealed underneath them. If the skirt be gored, cut the

lining to fit the gores exactly, as otherwise the skirt will

set stiffly over the triangulai' plaits that will have to be

made. As a rule, alpaca and silecia are the principal

materials in use for Skirt Linings, and more especially the

former. When the breadths of a dress have been cut out,

pin the raw sides of each flatly together at the bottom,

and fold the skirt in half on a table, so as to expose lialf of

the front, and half of the back breadth, the hem being

towards you. Then lay the lining muslin with one sel-

vedge up the folded edge of the skirt front, the torn part of

the muslin being at the hem ; and slope off the right-hand

comer of the muslin even with the dress. Measure the

depth of the facing, placing pins at the upper part to mark
it ; and cut off by them. Next lay the piece so cut on the

top of the remainder of the muslin, in exactly the same

position, and it will be found that the hollowed-out upper

part of the first gives very nearly the proper curve for the

lower part of the second. The two pieces, when joined by
the selvedges in front, will extend nearly half round the

skirt. The rest is taken piece by piece in the same way; the

selvedges are always joined together, although they lie very

slantingly after the first, where the skirt front was straight.

When the middle of the back width is reached, allow about

1 inch for joinings, and cut off' what is not wanted in a line

with the folded skirt, so that the centre join there will set

upright, like the front. But, owing to the increase of slope

as the muslin nears the back, the join will neithei I e

exactly on the straight, nor on the cross of the muslin. If

alpaca be used, the joins must be opened and pressed flat

before the lining is sewn into the skirt. The material em-

ployed for mourning called Paramatta should have a lining

of black mull muslin.

Skunk Tur (Mephitis Americana).—This animal is a

native of British America, and the fur, which is imported

by the Hudson Bay Company, is of a dark brown colour,

rather long in the hair, and rough ; and two yellowish

white stripes run from the head to the tail. The animal is

allied to the polecat, and the odour is strong and disagree-

able, forming an almost insuperable objection to a very

warm and handsome fur. Those who wear it should ex-

pose it as much as possible to the outer air.

Slanting Gobelin.—See Berlin Work.

Slanting Hole Braid.—See Braids.

Slanting Stitch.— See Crochet, page 125.

Slashes or Fanes.—A term used by tailors and dress-

makers, to signify a vertical cutting in any article of dress.

intended to expose to view some other garment worn

beneath it, of a contrasting colour. Sometimes the latter

is only an artificially-produced effect, pieces of stuff of

a different material licing sewn under the Slashings.

M M M 2
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Bir Walter Scott speaks of "a gray jerkin, witli scarlet

cuffs and slashed sleeves." These Slashes are otherwise

called " Panes "
; Coryat, author of Crudities, writing in the

year 1611, observes: " The Switzers wear no ooates, but

Doublets, and hose of Panes, intemiingled with red and

yellow, and some with blew, trimmed with long pufles to

yellow and blew Sarcenet rising up between the Panes."

Sleeves.—The portion of any garment which covers the

arms, in whole or in part. In Sleeves, as in shoes, boots,

and head-dresses, the most ridiculous freaks of Fashion

have been exhibited. We read that William the Con-

queror brought over extravagant styles in dress, as exem-

plified more especially in the Sleeves of the dresses, which

increased to absurdity in the reign of William Rufus.

They were then widened at the wrists, and hung down

beyond the hands, as far as to the knees, like those of

the Chinese. These were succeeded, under the Plauta-

genets, by some of more natural proportions ;
but " Bag

Sleeves." large and ungainly, were introduced imder

Henry VI., and Slashed and Laced ones followed these.

In the reign of Heni-y VII. they were separate articles

of dress, worn as ornaments by the knights and others,

and could be put on, and taken off at pleasure. They were

of enormous dimensions, opening almost up to the shoulder

on the inside, and cut and embroidered, in deep tongue-

like scallops, of nearly a foot in length. The fact that

Sleeves were often separate from the rest of the dress

explains the facility afforded for the giving and receiving

of a Sleeve, as a love token between a Knight and his

Mistress, which was worn thenceforth in his helmet.

Puffed and Tied Sleeves, called the " Virago Sleeve," and

those tight in the arm, and increasing in width to the

shoulder, there rising high above it, were in vogue in tenqy.

Queen Elizabeth, and afterwards of James I. and of

Charles II. Under Cromwell large turned-up square cuffs,

to close straightly cut sleeves, were universal. Within our

own times the varieties worn have l>een considerable,

including those filled out at the top of the arm with

wadded circular cushions ; and the Jigot. They are

nowadays sometimes so short as to extend only 2 inches

or 3 inches in depth, from the junction with them of

the bodice armhole ; others are long and confined to the

wrist with a band. There are some that are opened as

far as from the inner bend of the elbow, and depend

widely from the joint on the outside. Some are cut

closely to fit the arm, others are puffed at the shoulder

and elbows, or at the shoulder only. They are plain-cut,

or gauged, and trimmed according to the cuiTent fashion

of the time. But whatever that fashion may be, more
length must be allowed in the sleeve at the shoulder

—

above the arm—by 2 inches than underneath the arm ; the

upper or outer part of the sleeve must be cut in a convex

circular form, and the inside concave, and an inch allowed

everywhere for turning-in the raw edges. When the sleeve

is to be sewn into the armhole high up on the shoulder,

make the rounding at the top large. Many of those now
in fashion are cut on the bias, and to make them thus, fold

the material over to the necessary dimensions indicated by

the pattern, and lay the latter with the straight part of

the outside seam on the straight fold, and so cut out the

sleeve. Then join the sides on the inside of the arm, and

extend the outer seam from the elbow to the wrist only.

Should the Sleeves be tightly fitting, make three very

small plaits at the point of the elbow, on the outer side,

before regulating the cutting and adjustment of the wrist.

Cut the inner (or under) part of the sleeve a little narrower

from the top to just below the elbow. Stitch the sleeves

all the way down the outer and inner seams. A method

much adopted by dressmakers is, to place the right sides of

the material together, and the right sides of the lining to-

gether also, then to stitch them all at once, and turn them

rio-ht side out, which is the means of concealing the stitches

and raw edges. When the sleeve is to be sewn into the

armhole, place the point at the extreme length of the

sleeve, about 1>, inches below the shoulder seam of the

bodice.

Slip Stitcli.—See Crochet (page lio), Guipure

d'Art, and Knitting.

Slot.—An inelegant term, employed in the eastern

counties of England to denote a casing formed either by

a double Running, or by a Hem, for the reception of a

ribbon or tape, to be used as a Running-string, for drawing

the article into small gathers ; or to close the opening of a

bag.

Small Sots.—In Needlemade Laces small dots are

often made over a net-patterned ground to enrich it, or to

edge parts of the design. The Dots made in Alen(;on

Grounds are distinguished by being formed of Buttonhole

centres and surrounded by a tiny raised cord edged with

horsehair, but form ordinary dots either with rounds of

Buttonhole or with Overcast, or twist the thread five

times round the needle and then pull the needle through

;

the twists will remain upon the work as a small raised

knob.

Smock.—An old English name for shift or chemise.

The tci'm is now obsolete in refined society, excepting in

the use of quotations from old writers, by whom it was
.

employed. The word shift, used in the sense of a woman's

inner garment, has also fallen into disuse, and the French

term cliemise adopted in its place.

Smock Linen.—The linen of which our peasants'

Smockfrocks are made, which is a strong even green linen,

employed also for articles designed for embroidery.

Snowflake.—A term employed to denote a particular

method of weaving woollen cloths, by which process small

knots are thrown upon the face, as in Knickerbocker

Cloths, which have the appearance, when white or light in

colour, of a sprinkling of snow. See Knickerbockers.

Socks.—These woven or knitted articles of wear belong

to the class of goods called " Hosiery." They are short

stockings, such as worn by men, instead of stockings

In Mediaeval times they were made of Fustian ; and such

we find were worn by Edward IV. And it would seem
that in those early times they were employed as extras,

to be worn over long stockings. Elizabeth of York (1502)

was charged " For ij yerdes of white fustyan, for Queen,

xiij''." Also " To Thomas Humberston, hosyer, far the
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vij. payre sokkes for the Queene's
'."

—

Privij Piirae Expenses of Elizabeth

cloth & making of

grace.at vj. the payer

of Yorh.

Amongst our uioJeni varieties of Soeks tliere are those

of silk—including the description known as spun silk

—

produced in a great variety of colours besides white and
black. In cotton, white unbleached, and in colours ; with

fancy patterns stripes, "Heather," and combinations of two
colours ;

in Worsted, white, black, and coloured ; in lambs-

wool, white, black, and coloured ; in Shetland, lambswool

and yarn, mixed ; in Angola and Vigonia, white, black,

and colom-ed ; in Fleecy, having a smooth face and a thick

warm nap inside ; in Gauze, remarkably thin, and suitable

for wear under silk : made of cotton and worsted. Men's

Hose are to be had in various sizes, known respectively as

Boys', Toiiths', Men's, Slender-men's, Men's Out-size,

Gouty Hose, and Fishermen's Hose. The best sorts have

a double thickness of woven material at the heels and toes,

and while in both knitting and weaving many varieties of

make are to lie had. Socks are always knit or woven after

a more elastic pattern at the top, for about 2 inches in

depth, to render them more tightly-fitting round th? leg.

See also KsiTTiNa Stockings.

Sole Mi-serr^. — This kind of sewing silk is also

known as crochet silk, and its French name denotes that

the twist is but haK tightened, mi' being a contraction of

'' nioitie serre, or '' half tightened or drawn." It is a coarse

kind of the silk twist known as Cordonnet, diifering in the

method of twisting. It is more glossy than the sorts

employed for netting and for purse making on account of

the comparative looseness of its make, and is, on the same

account, more suitaljle for Crochet work, being very soft

and flexible.

Sole Platte.—The French name for floss silk. It is

thicker than the Dacca silk, or Soio Ovale, and is employed

for all descriptions of tapestry work, for adding lustre to

certain portions, such as designs of gems. It is also used

in grounding embroideries on canvas. English floss silk

is superior to the French, and is made in several degrees of

fineness, so that it can be adapted to the canvas selected,

whether coarse or fine ; it may be had in any i?olour and
shade desired.

Solomon's Bar.—See Maceame.

Solomon's Knot.—See Macrame.

Sorrento Edging.—Used in modern Point Lace. To
work : Make a Buttonhole Stitch the eighth of an inch

long, and secure it with a tight Buttonhole Stitch upon it.

Then make another Buttonhole half the length of the

first, and secure that. Continue alternately to the end of

the row.

Sorrento Lace.—Used in modern Point Lace. To
make: Work successive rows of Soeeento Edging, and
make the short Buttonhole Stitches fall always above

the longer ones. To vary the stitch as shown in Fig. 729 :

First row—Commence at a comer and work from right to

left, and make a loose Buttonhole Stitch. Second row

—

Work two loose Buttonhole Stitches, then one into the

braid, and fasten ofl'. Third row—Twist the needle in and
out every loose stitch, and draw the thread tight, fasten

to the braid. Foarth row^Work two loose Battonhole

Stitches into the first loop, but ni>t over the straight

thread. Then one Battonhole Stitch into then?xt loop,

and alternate these stitches to the end of the row. Fifth

Fni SORKENTO Lacr.

row—Work a single loose Buttonhole into every other

stitch. Sixth row—Commence as in the second row, and

continue all the njws until the space i^ full.

Another way, and as shown in Fig. 730 : Commence at

Flu. 700. SoRRE.xTO Lace.

the point of the lace, and take a single thread across from
right to left. Second row—Work one Buttonhole Stitch
over the straight thread, and fasten to the braid. Third

row—Twist the needle in and out every loop, di-aw tight,

and fasten to the braid. Fourth row—Work a Buttonhole

Stitch into every loop, and take up the single thread

with it. Fifth row—Twist the thread back and fasten to

the braid. Then commence again and work the same as

the second row, and continue the rows until the space is

filled.

Soutache Braids.—These are very narrow silk braids,

varying a little in their several widths, and having an open-

work centre. They are produced in many colours, and

employed for embroidery and the braiding of mantles,

di'esses, kc, and are likewise known as Russian Braids,
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Spaced Braid.—This braid is made in various patterns

in imitation of lace stitches. The spaces or diWsions into

which the two patterns are severally woven are alternately

thick, or close and narrow, and comparatively wide and

open. The form consists merely of a little plain band

connecting the open pearl-edged and lace-liko braid. This

latter space measures about half an inch in length, and the

connecting and very narrow band about a third of an inch.

Spaced Braid is made of cotton, and employed for the

embroidery of white articles of wear, or other use.

Spaced Braid Work.—A variety of Modern Point

Lace, but made without fancy stitches and with braids

outlined with cord. The peculiarity of the work consists

in the braids that are used being woven not as a plain and

straight surface, or one continually repeated design, but in

an irregular manner imitating various lace stitches. Thus

in one space the threads will be closely woven and give

the look of Buttonhole worked closely together, while in

another the braid will appear like a number of loose and

open loops such as are used in Sorrento Lace Stitch. The

effect of the work depends upon the judicious adjustment

of these thick and open parts of the braid, so that they

carry out the idea of the pattern. T(;i work : Select a

design such as is used in Modeen Point when worked

with fancy stitches. Trace this out upon pink calico, and

back the calico with brown paper ; Tack the braid to the

design, so that its thick and close parts should principally

form the connecting stems or parts of the design, and its

light and more open braid the flowers and more orna-

mental parts ;
Overcast the braid securely down with

fine lace thread, as in Modern Point, and work Bars to con-

nect the vai-ious parts. Make the Bars of Buttonhole
lines ornamented with PicoTS. Pill in any centre spaces

in the pattern that the braid leaves exposed with Wheels.
Then take a fine lace cord and Overcast it on the braid so

that it follows every cui-ve made, and place it on the outer

edge of the braid, not the inner edge. Put the cord on care-

fully ami rather tight, but not so as to draw the braid up.

Finish the work with a line of plain braid to form a Foot-

ing by which to sew the lace on to material, and for the

other edge sew on the looped edging used as a finish to

Modern Point Lace.

Spacing Iiace.—See Seaming Lace.

Spangles (called in French Pailettes).— These are

usually small tin plates, silvered or gilded, having a per-

foration in the centre. Some are flat, and others concave

in form, and vary much in price. Flat Spangles are ex-

tensively used in theatrical and fancy costumes.

Spanish. Embroidery.—A modern work, and closely

resembling Darning on Muslin. The Embroidery is exe-

cuted for washing purposes upon mull muslin with darning

cotton, and for dress trimmings upon black or coloured net

mth filoselles. It is easily executed, and merely consists

of filling in the pattera with lines of Herringbone Stitches,

but it looks well for children's aprons when worked upon
white materials, and for ball trimmings when made upon

coloured nets. To work : Select or draw a pattern com-

posed of leaves and tendrils arranged as continuous sprays,

and one in which the leaves are narrow and with pointed

terminations, such as flags and carnations, or where the

leaves used are grape or ivy leaves. Trace this upon pink

calico, back it with brown paper, and Tack the muslin to

the pattern. Commence to work from the extreme point

of a leaf, and carry a line of close and even Hereingbone

Stitches from the point to the base of the leaf. Work

from every point to the base in this manner until that leaf

is filled in, and work all the rest in the same way.

Then, to form the veins of the leaves, Hem Stitch down

the centre of each over the Hen-ingboning to the point or

points, giving a separate line of stitches for each point.

Work the stems, stalks, and tendrils that complete the

pattern by doubling the filoselle or darning cotton, and

going over them with a EuN line. Unpick the material

from the work, and make the right side that which is

not worked on, the stitches showing through the thin

foundation. See Sicilian Embeoidert for another kind

of Spanish Embroidery.

Spanish Guipure.—One of the names given to Spanish

Lace, also to Honiton, Irish, or Point Crochet.

Spanish Lace.—Lace was made in Spain from the

fifteenth century, the earlier kinds of it, such as Cut

Works, Lacis, and gold aud silver lace, being all manu-

factured there ; but the Spanish Laces that have become

the most celebrated are the gold and silver laces known as

Point d'Espagne, the Blonde Laces, and the Spanish or

Rose Points. The laces of Spain, with the exception of

Point d'Espagne, were not so widely known on the Con-

tinent as those made in Italy, Flanders, and France, until

the dissolution of the Spanish religious houses in 1830, as

the finer laces were not used in that country as articles of

daily wear, and all the magnificent Needlemade fine laces

were absorbed for the adornment of the churches. When
the vast hoards possessed by each religious establishment

were brought to light, it was perceived that Venetian and

Italian Points were rivalled, by those made in Spain, from

the earliest part of the seventeenth century down to the

eighteenth. Point d'Espagne was made as far back as the

middle of the fifteenth century, and the best and earliest

workers are believed to have been .lews, as, after their

expulsion from Spain, in 1492, the lace piroduced was not

so good. However, in the seventeenth century it enjoyed

a very high reputation, and was extensively used, not only

in its own country, but in I'rance and Italy. The earliest

banner of the Inquisition, still in existence at Valla-

dolid, is trimmed with Point d'Espagne, and that lace is

still made in small quantities. Point d'Espagne is made
with gold and silver threads, upon which a pattern is

embroidered in coloured silks.

Silk Blonde Laces are made in Catalonia, and par-

ticularly in Barcelona. They are either white or black

blondes, and the patterns are of thick heavy work, upon

light Beseau Grounds. The mantillas worn by the Spanish

ladies are the chief articles of manufacture, the black

blonde mantilla being used for afternoon wear, and the

white blonde for evening or State occasions.

Spanish Point, or Spanish Guipure a Bride, or Rose
Point, is a Needle Lace, in the making of which infinite

variety and patience is displayed. In design and execution
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it is so similar to the Venetian Points that the best judt^es

cannot always distinguish between the two. although there

are some slight diti'erenees. This resenildanee eau be

accounted for by the laee being made in lioth countries

almost exclusively by the members of religious houses,

who were transferred at the will of their siipei'ior from one

is joined together with a fine Bride Ground. These were

worked just when the lace was declining, and only differ

in design from other Point Laces, the stitches and manner

of workmanship Iseing the same. The Raised Spanish

Points with those of Yenice are distinguished by the thick

Cordonnet that surrounds the outline of the design and

FKi. 7J1, SPANISH OK ROSE POINT.

countiy to the other. The Spaniards and Italians both

believe themselves to be the original inventors of Needle

Point. The Italians claim it as coming to them through

the Greeks who took refuge in Italy from religious

Fig. 7.>2. Spanish Pui.vt—Detail.

persecutions in their own land. The Spaniards assert that

they leamt it from the Moors of Granada and Seville.

Some of the Spanish Points are not raised, but are formed

with a pattern worked out in Buttonhole Stitches, which

the principal parts of the interior, and also by the Brides

connecting the parts being ornamented with C' uronncs

rather than Picots. and more elaborate than thf sc used

in the Venetian Points.

The piece of lace shown in Fig. 731 is a piece of Rose

Raised Point that belonged to Queen Elizabeth. ;iud one

Sfa.nish PuI-\t—Detail.

which exhibits the beauty of this lace, and is also capable

of being copied. To make : Trace the pattern with white

paint upon dark green linen or Toile Cire, which Tack to

stiff paper and keep in the hand to stitch the pieces of lace

to as worked. Then trace upon separate pieces of Toile

Cire portions of the design of a size such as are shown

in Figs. 732 and 733. Trace the outlines only of these, and
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prick with pinholes placed at stated intenals, as shown in

Fig. 734 (which is the crescent shaped flower), as follows :

Tack the Toile Cire on to a double fold of green linen, take

a needle and prick out the outline with two holes close to-

gether, then a space, and then two holes. Follow the out-

Fit;. 7;U. ypANiwH PdiNT

—

Outline.

line of the thick raised part of the pattern in this manner'
and make as many holes upon the inside line as upon
the outside. Rub a little white paint into the holes to

see them better. Make the Fil de Trace (see Fig. 735,

which is of the stalk connecting the flower shown in

Fig. 735. Spanish Point—Fil de teacz.

Fig. 732, and the crescent) round these holes with Meck-
lenburgh thread. No. 12. Secure it to the back, and
bring it up to the front of the pattern in the first of

the small holes, and put it down again to the back in the

second, so that it makes a small stitch upon the right

side of the pattern. Tie the cotton together at the back,

and then take No. 7 Mecklenburgh thread and run it round
the outline and through the small stitches made with the

coarse thread. The pattern is now prepared for the stitches

to fill in between the raised Cordonnet These are made
of Buttonhole and in the varieties of that stitch already

described in Point Lace. The ones shown in Fig. 731 can
be copied from that pattern or any others inserted that the

worker may prefer, as long as not more than six or seven
different stitches are used over one piece of lace, and
that the chief part of the filling in is done with close

and even rows of Buttonhole. Having worked the inside

of the detached piece of lace, proceed to surround it with

a flat or raised Cordonnet, or sew it to another piece of

lace, and join them together by working the Cordonnet

over them. In the pattern of lace given in Fig. 731,

the inside pieces are all worked separately, and joined

to the outside by the heavy Cordonnets that appear

suiTOunding the centres : thus, work the two wings and

small circle outside the pine-shaped crescent, on the right

Fig. Tin. Spanish Point—Detail.

side of the lace, on one piece of Toilc Circ, and the

crescent centre on another, take them both off the Toilc

Circ and lay them upon the large pattern, i-un in the filling

for the raised part, and join the two together with the
Buttonhole that covers it. Work the large Rose at the
top of the pattern, and shown in Fig, 73H, in pieces,

and put together. Commence with the five centre leaves,

Fig. 737. Spanish Poim—Detail.

work in plain Buttonhole with a row of open stitches
down the centre of each leaf, which make by missing three
stitches in the centre of every row. Sew these pieces
together, and make a small padded crescent to fit their
centre. Work the two small leaves of the five forming the
outside with Buttonhole, leaving three stitches in every
row, as shown in the pattern, so that an open Diamond
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is formed; repeat this stitch in the half of the leaves on

each side of the smallest leaves, and then work the other

entirely in thick Buttonhole, except for the open square

in the centre. "Work the middle leaf in oni;' piece, but alter

the stitches whore shown in the illustration. Join these

vaiious parts together with a raised Cordonnet, which trim

with Fletes Yolaxts. In the spray, shown in Fig. 737,

use the same fillings as those used in the outer leaves of the

Rose ; work the narrow raised Cordonnet l.iefore taking the

lace off the Toile Cire. "Work the thick raised Cordonnet

when the piece is attached to the one nearest it in the design.

For the crescent in the centre : Wind soft Mora^-ian cotton

round a pencil, and wlien the pad thus made is thick enough

shp it off, and catch it lightly together ; lay it down in its

place, and Buttonhole it thickly over, and then trim it with

Spines. "Work two Buttonhole Bars in the centre of

it, and trim with Spines ; work these at the back of the

crescent after it is taken oif the Toile Cire, and before it is

placed in its right position. The other separate parts of

the pattern are worked in a similar manner to those already

described. For the raised Cordonuets surrounding each

flat part proceed as follows . For the narrow and only

ahghtly raised lines, run soft Moravian thread along their

outlines and in their centre, and then Buttonhole this

thread carefully over; for the highly raised parts, make a

pad of Mora-i-ian thread, as shown in Fig, 73S. Take the

Fig. 7.58, SpAyioH PoixT—E.iised CoEDO^yri,

stitches from point to point of the outline until there are

sufficient to raise it well above the surface, and then

increase the pad at the inside of the Cordonnet, and at the

centre, so that these parts are well raised above the outside

and the ends. Then cover the whole pad with an even

row of Buttonhole Stitches, as shown partly worked in

Fig. 738, Work now the lace-like edge that trims the Cor-

donnet, These are made of loops resembling Couronnes

and Spines, and are known as Fleurs Volants or Pin-

works. Much of the beauty of the lace depends upon

these lace-like edges, and no labour should be spared to

bring them to pjerfection. For the Couronnes : Make a

loop upon the edge of the lace, return the thread from the

spot it started from, and work Buttonholes over these two

threads with Picots to trim the outer edge of the Button-

hole line, For the Spines : Make a tiny loop, and pin it

tiut upon the Toile Ciri', iu a straight line from the edge of

the lace, take the thread up to thep^in and cover it and the

loop with a line of Buttonholes until the edge is again

reached, Mak.' Bar.-^ nniamented with Picots where

required, and where slll^\Vl iu Fig. 738, to keepi the lace

together, and when the lace is quite finished, rub over

every raised part with a small ivory Aficot, so as to

polish and smooth the threads.

Spanish Lace—Imitation.—A lace made in imitation

of the hand-made and raised .Spanish P'lints. It is formed

of fine linen, fine linen cord, and lace cotton, and is worked

asf'llriws: Trace init the design shown in Fig. 739 upon

Fio Sr.SXISH L-VCE—I.MITATIOX,

white or ecru-coloured linen, and back this with brown

paper for a foundation. Commence the work by forming

the ground. Wru'k this over the linen, but be careful that

no stitch of the ground takes up tlie linen beneath it.

Make the ground with om- of the lace stitches used iu hand-

made Point Lace, and described under that heading. The

one shown in the illu.stratiou is Point de Venise, but

Point de Fillet or Point de Tulle can be used equally

well. The gi-ound finished, lay along the stems of the

pattern and round every outline of leaf or fl.jwer a fine white

cord. Tack the cord down sc> as to keep it in position, and

Buttonhole it doviTi upon the linen with fine lace thread

either of white or ecru ccdour. Every stitch of the Button-

hole must take in the linen material as well as the lace

crround. Finally impick the work from the brown paper,

turn it, ,and cut away the linen from the back of the ground

aL>no- the lines of Buttuuholes, and only retain the material

where it is surrounded with Buttonhole and forms the thick

parts of the pattern.

Spider Couching.— .S'c^ Couching.

Spider Stitch.— .'^ef Guipuee d'Aet.

Spider Wheel.— iSt"? Catherine Wheel.

Spindle.—One of the attachments or appliances belong-

iuc to a sewing machine. It is also an apparatus used

for making thread ami yarn. It consists of a round stick

of tm-ned wood like a bro^.mstick, tapering at the ends.

The distafi: was stuck into the spinster's waist-belt, and

at the other end the flax, cotton, or wool was wound,

N N N
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and friim tliis slie drew a few strands at a time, and

attached them to the spindle, which was set revolving

by striking it frequently, and so both twisting the thread

and winding it into a ball. The spindle in modern

machine • spinning forms a part of a complicated ap-

paratus. The spindle and distaff were for many ages

the only appliances used for the making of thread. The

eimple method of turning the spindle by striking it was

superseded by the adoption of a wheel and band, which

appliance was called a " one-thread wheel." This has long

been employed in India, and in Europe also for making
Cotton, flax, and wool ; but various kinds of wheels are

found to be necessary for the spinning of different sorts

of yam. See Spinning Wheels.

Spines.—These are also called Pinworks, and are used

ti 1 trim the raised Cordonnets that surround Spanish and

Venetian Priint Lace, and also other kinds of Point Lace.

The Spines are long straight points that stick out from

the edge of the Oordonnet. To work : Secure the thread

into the Oordonnet, then make a tiny loop one-sixteenth

of an inch and pin this out from the lace by sticking a pin

Into it and drawing it out with the pin straight from the

lace. Run the thread up to the pin and put it round it,

then Buttonhole over the loop and the last thread

nntil the lace is again reached. Another way ; Secure the

thread into the Oordonnet, then twist it six or eight times

round the needle, and draw the needle through
;
push the

loops thus made on the thread up to the lace edge, and
secure them.

Spinning.—A method by which the fibres of plants and
the hair of animals were formed from short and entangled

filaments into long and secure threads strong enough not

to break when woven together, and of a continuous thick-

ness. This art dates from the first eilorts of civilisation,

but no record of its invention is preserved. Reference is

made to it in the Divine writings by Moses, proving, at

the smallest computation, that it existed some 1500 years

before Christ. Amongst the Ancient Greeks the inven-

tion was ascribed to Minerva. Prom the very earliest

ages it was the duty of women to prepare these threads,

and either weave them into garments or sell them for

the same purpose ; and it is curious to notice that the same
spindle and distaff that is represented upon Egyptian
monuments, in use, is still as met with in some of the

remotest parts of Scotland, although these ancient imple-

ments were much modified and improved before hand
Spinning succumbed to modern machinery. The art of

Spinning consists in drawing out from a liundlc of wet

yarn, hemji, or wcjol, a number of small threads and twist-

ing them together, so that they form an unliroken and
continuous line of firmly-twisted material. This was first

effected only by the spindle, which was twirled round in

the hand and even thrown in the air, while the threads

were pulled out of it Ijy the hand, and twisted together by
the action of the spindle. An improvement was made to

this by winding the thread as spun 'upon the distaff, a

long thin piece of wood.

The spinning wheel succeeded to the spindle and distaff,

which was driven by the foot, and left the hands of the

spinner at liberty to guide the flax, which she drew towards

her, having previously wetted from the spindle, which

was mounted on the wheel, and which twisted the thread

by a treadle.

The distaff was introduced into England in the fifteenth

century, by an Italian. It was superseded by a spinning

wheel, invented at Nuremburg, in 15.30 ; then by the spin-

ning-jenny, invented by Hargreaves, a Lancashii-e cotton

spinner, in 1764, and by means of which the spinster could

make eight threads at once. Fifteen years later, the mule

jenny replaced it, by which no less than eighty threads

could be simultaneously produced, instead of one only, as

in the primitive use of the distaff. In the process of

Spinning by means of the mule jenny the several threads

are opened, cleansed, twisted, and then wound off upon

reels.

Spinning Wheels.—These appliances have long been

adopted for the purpose of turning the spindle, round

which the 3'arn is wound, instead of the ancient method

of striking it perpetually, to keep it in motion. What
was designated a " one thi-ead wheel," was first invented

;

and has long been employed in India, as well as for

cotton, flax, and wool spinning in Europe. Various de-

scriptions of yam require different kinds of wheels for

their respective spinning. That for flax is turned by a

treadle, moved by the foot ; a catgut cording passes round

in a groove in the rim of the wheel, over the pulley of

the spindle on which the thread is wound. The wheel

for cotton and wool spinning is of a different kind from
that for flax. The spindle is made of iron, placed

horizontally upon the extremity of a wooden frame, sup-

ported on legs. Upon this there stands a wheel, round
which, and the spindle likewise, a band passes. Worsted
is spun more after the manner of Flax. Spinning wheels
were universally employed on the Continent of Europe
and in this country until the year 1764-, when a wonderful
series of mechanical inventions were adopted by all the

weaving manufactories, and left the pretty spinning wheels
of the olden times to decorate the cottages of the pea-

santry, and supply the artists with a charming object,

to break the hard straight lines in his sketch. See
Spinning, &c.

Spinster.—One who spins, an occupation followed by
women from times of the remotest antiquity, and in all

civilised nations. Thus the work so designated became a
sort of characteristic of the sex ; and as unman-ied women
used in some parts to spin the yarn of all the linen required
for their trovfiseaii.r.. and for their household—when they
should commence their own housekeeping—they were given
the name of Spinster, which came in course of time to

denote a single woman.

Split Stitch.—See Embroideey Stitches.

Spools.—A word employed to signify reels, but more
in use in Ireland than in England. They are made in

wood stained black, brown, or red, of many different
sizes

;
and some may now be had of gigantic dimensions,

respectively containing, it is said, cotton, which unwound,
would reach a mile in length. There is a hole—the Spool
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running lengthwise through the centre—to allow of their

being fixed on a pin, upon which they can turn round.

so as to give out the thread as required. Spools, or

Reels are to be had of bone, Ivor}', and mother-o'-pearl, 1

as well as of wood; and some are made like a succession

of Spools made iu one piece, the divisions being of use
\

for the purpose of keeping the different colours of sewing \

silk respectively apart.

Spot Stitch.—Stv Ceochet, page Ylh.

Spotted Knitting'.—See Kxittinc;.

Spotted Lace or Net.—A cotton textile, chietly used

for veils, or women's caps. Formerly the spots "ft'crc

worked upon the Net with a needle and thread, but now biy

machine. Some kinds are spotted with chenille, and others

with beads, but these being heavy are apt to tear the

Net. It is an inexpensive material.

Sprigs.—A term employed by Pillow Lace makers to

denote detached pieces of lace, which are afterwards

applique on to net foundations, or joined together so as

to make a compact material. Sprigs are made in Honiton

Lace, Biiissels Lace, and Duchesse Lace, and need not be

formed of flower sprays, but of some detached and small

design.

Spun Silk.—This silk is very commonly called by two

French names, i.e., Filoselle and Bourre de Sole. It con-

sists of that part of ravelled silk thrown on one side in

the filature of the cocoons, which is subsequently carded,

and then spun. The yam has rather a rough and cotton-

Hke appearance, but is very suitable for socks and stock-

ings, being warm and durable. Handkerchiefs, shawls,

and scarves, as well as a great variety of dress silks, are

made of it, especially of Indian manufacture ; and the

peasants of Lombardy also employ it extensively for their

home-made articles of dress. Spun Silk, or Filoselle may
be had in white and black, in common, and in ingrain

colom-s ; and can be purchased retail, by the skein, or the

pound. It may also be had in 1 ounce lialls. for knitting

and mending.

Square Crochet.— See Crochet, page 126.

Square Netting.—See Kettinci.

Square Plaitings.— See Plaitings.

Squirrel Tur IScuicm vulgaris).—There arc seven

varieties of this Fiir, which are prepared for the making
of muffs, tippets, cuff's, linings, and trimmings, and

consist respectively of the Black Russian, the Blue

Siberian, the Razan-Siberian, Indian striped, English,

American, and Flying Squirrels. These are all employed

in their natui-al colours, which, according to the several

varieties of the animal, are respectively grey, white, black,

red, and of a bluish hue ; the latter is the most highly

valued, and is known as the Petit Grin. This description

is obtained from Siberia. Inferior kinds are often dyed.

Our- chief supply of these skins is deri'sed from Russia.

They are light, warm, and durable. The tails of the

animals are made into boas, and the hair is also exten-

sively employed for artists' painting brushes. The fui' on

the common squirrel's stomach is of a yellowish white,

while that on the back is gvey, the latter being the most
in esteem. The skins, when prepared for making up into

articles of wear, measure 4 inches by 8 inches in size.

Squirrel Lock.—The fur known liy this name is that

portion of the grey squirrels' fur that grows under the

animal's body on the lielly. It is of a yellowish white

colour, and, being cut out with a bordering of the gn?y fur

of the back, it has a prettj' variegated appearance when
made up. It is lighter in weight than the grey fur on the

l:)ack, which should be remembered when purchasing a

cloak lined with it. It measures It) inches by 3 inches in

size.

Stamped Plush.—This variety of Plush is manu-

factured in strips of about 4 or .5 inches in width, for

borders to curtains and other articles of upiholstery. It is

also emploj'ed for purposes of Embroidery, and is to be

had in various colours. See Plush.

Stamped Utrecht 'Velvet.—A textile similar to the

plain kinds of this name, excepting in the designs stamped

upiim it. It is employed for furniture decorations, and

also for purposes of Embroidery. See Velvet.

Stamped 'Velvet.—There are two kinds of Velvet which

have the effect of being stamped, although only ime of them

has a pattern produced by stamping. This latter, or real

Stamped Velvet, which is of comparatively inferior quality,

has a silk face and a cotton back. It is wo\'en with a silk

pile, and, by means of heated stamping irons, formed into

various designs: it is so pressed as to make the portions

between those that are raised appear as if of satin make.

The superior Velvet, kno'mi as Velvet Broche, has a design

in sUk pile, woven into the web, and not stamped.

Stamped Velvet is employed for the making of dress

bodices and trimmings.

Stamped Velveteen.—A material used for Emlnoi-

dery. and likewise empjloyed for women's dress. It is

27 inches in width. See Velveteen.

Stamped Velvet 'Work.—A modern Embroidery that

is both effective and easy, and which has arisen from the

use in the present day of stampied velvet for furniture

trimmings. The Embroidery consists of giving a certain

prominence to the pattern stamped upon the veh'et by

outlining its edges with gold or silver thread or filoselle,

and filling in some of the chief parts with Satin Stitch

worked with filoselle. To work : Select a velvet of a deep

ruby, olive green, peacock blue, or salmon shade, with a

pattern stamped upon it that is bold and geometrical.

Take some Japanese gold thread and lay it down along the

outer lines of the pattern. Couch this thread to the

material with silk matching it in colour, bring the silk up

from the back of the work, put it over the gold thread and

back into the velvet, so that it makes a short stitch over

the thread, and thus secures it. Work roimd all the prin>

cipal outHnes with the gold thread, but fill in minor

lines with filoselle of a contrasting shade to the velvet,

and with Crewel Stitch. Having finished the outline,

take two light-coloured filoselles, one a shade lighter than

N N N 2
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the velvet, and tlie other a shade darker, and with these

cover -with Satin Stitch the extreme centre of a stamped

flower or geometrical design, using the filoselles alter-

nately. The stamped pattern should not be too much
filled in with stitches, as if they are overdone the work
will look heavy. Stamped Velvet Work is used for

cushions, handkerchief and glove cases.

Stamping.—This is a method adopted for producing a

pattern on cotton, silk, or woollen stuffs, having a stiff

raised pile on the face. It is effected by hot irons pressed

on the material by a machine. There are stamped velvets

used for dresses and trimmings made of a combination of

silk and cotton, and there are stamped woollen stuffs,

having a pile—such as the Utrecht velvets, employed for

purposes of upholstery.

Star. — See Berlin Work, Guipure d'Aei, and

Mackame.

Star Braid.—A kind of Braid designed for Fancy Em-
broidery, made in blue and red, and having a white star.

It is I3 inches in width, and these stars are woven at

successive intervals of an inch apart. It is very smoothly

Woven, and ig much employed for covers of chair backs,

strips being united together in suitable lengths in Crochet

Work. An aiTangemeut of narrow white cotton Braid is

also made so as to form an openwork trimming. It is

folded into the form of conventional stars, which are

sewn in position in their centres ; sometimes a smaller

Star is worked in embroidery cotton, white or coloured.

It is sold by the yard in shops, for the trimming of

children's dresses ; and a narrower make of the same sort

of trimming is produced for edgings.

Star G-round.— This is a luce ground, made with a

needle, and one that is often used to connect sprays of

lace made on the Pillow. To work, as shown in Fig. 740:

Fig, 740. .Siak Geound.

Taok the sprays to be connected on to coloured paper,

right side uppermost, which back with brown paper, use
Lace thread No. 9, and a fine, long, and pointless needle.

Commence on the left hand, at the space of one pinhole
down the side of the work. Make a Buttonhole Stitch

at the distance of one-eighth of an inch from the com-

mencement, and fasten it into the lace ; then make a

second Buttonhole Stitch, close to the first, thus : Put the

needle up through the lace from behind, and bring it down

under the thread. Repeat these two stitches one-eighth

of an inch apart, and so on to the end of the row. Work
down the side to the next pinhole, carry the thread from

that pinhole across to the pinhole on the opposite side,

fasten it there, work down to the next pinhole, and then

repeat two stitches in each loop of the last row, working

over the stretched thread, and so securing it.

Star ITetting.—See Netting.

Statute Galloons.—These are narrow cotton or silk

ribbons, employed for the binding of flannels. They are

made in five widths, known respectively as the twopenny,

fourpenny, sixpenny, eightpenny, and tenpenny, the first

named three being those most in request. They are sold in

four pieces of 3lJ yards each to the gross.

Stay Bindings.—These Bindings are of twilled cotton,

and may be had in white, grey, dra)->, black, blue, red, and

buff colour. They are sold by the gross in lengths of

12-12, 8-18, or t)-24 ; and the widths run -J, \, and f inch
;

or from No. 10 up to 30.

Stay Cord.—This Cord is to be had made of cotton and

of linen, for the purpose of lacing stays, and it is sold

either by the gross yards, or sufficient for a single pair.

Stay Hooks.—-These Hooks are more or less employed

for the purpose of keeping the petticoats or the skirt of

a gown in its proper place, the band or yoke of any or all

of these being passed under the Hook, and so held down
securely, or else a hole is worked in them through which

the Hook passes. They are sewn on the busk of the stays,

the point turned downwards, and may be had plated, of

white metal, brass, or japanned, measuring about an inch

in length. Stay Hooks should only be employed to keep

the skirt of the gown in its right place, as all the under-

skirts should be worn beneath, that is, inside the Stays.

Stay Laoes.—These are otherwise called Stay-cord,

and are made of both cotton and linen ; and silk Stay-

laces, made of a flat braid, are also to be had. The first

are sold by the gross yards, and also in small lengths, and
are always supplied with the Stays in the shops, and by
the makers. The latter, known as Paris Silk Stay Laces,

are likewise sold with the best kinds of Stays. The
numbers are 1, 2, and 3 ; the lengths 6-4, 8-4, 10-4, 12-4,

14-4, 16-4, and 20-4.

Stays.—These are otherwise known as Corsets, which
latter name has been adopted from the French. They con-

sists of a low bodice, without sleeves or shoulder-straps,

made of cither jean, satin, or coutille, which latter is a

French material of slighter make than jean. They are more
or less suppHed with casings, to contain either strips of

whalebone or steel, which are placed in various directions,

according to the discretion of the several makers, the better

to keep the garment from wrinkles, so as to form both a
support to the wearer, and a firm foundation on which to

fit the bodice of a gown. Some Stays are made to open
not only at the back and front, Init at the hips and bosom.
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They may be bad in wbite, black, red, bbie. and grey

colours ; and sometimes cousistmg of one colour, are

stitched and embroidered with another. They are laced at

the back and fastened in front hy means of two steel liusks,

one provided with metal buttons and the other with metal

loops. Some of these busks, which have ijuite superseded

the old whalebone and wooden ones, formerly in use when
Stays were only open at the l^ack, are of equal width

throughout ; but others are widened below the waist into

what is called a Spoonhill. Steel busks are to be had for

sewing under the narrow double busks of the Stays to pre-

serve them from being broken when the wearer may stoopi,

which is of frequent occurrence w-hen she is a stoutly-built

person. There are no less than 300 different makes (.>f

Stays, which are given out to private bouses to be made by

the great manufacturers. French Corsets are largely im-

ported into this country.

Stay Tape.— This is more properly called Stay
Binding.

Stem Stitch.—This stitch is largely used to form
the stems, tendrils, curves, and raised parts in Honiton

and other Pillow Lace making. There are three kinds of

Stem Stitch—Beginner's Stem, Buckle Stem, and Stem
Stitch proper.

To work Beginner's Stem .- This stitch is used to form

the stalks of leaves, or to carry the Bobbins at the back of

the lace from one part to another. Divide the Bobbins

into thi-ee and plait them together in a three plait, until

the length required is made.

To work Buckle Ste}ii : Buckle Stem differs from Stem

Stitch by being worked with a Plain Edge upon both sides,

and a row of open work down its centre, instead of being

quite thick and solid ; it is used for working the main stem

of a spray of flowers, where that stem is to be rather

broad. Hang on eight pairs of Bobbins where the main

stem commences, four pairs for Hangers and four pairs for

Workers. For the first row : Work from left to right into

the middle, that is, across two Hanging pairs of Bobbins
;

Twist the Workers once, and also the next pair i^whieh will

now become the fourth Working pair, make a stitch. Twist

both pairs once again—the T\vists make the centre holes\

Continue to work across to the other side with the first

pair, make a Plain Edge with them, bring them back into

the middle, Twist once, and leave them. Take up the fourth

working pair, work to the left edge, back into the middle,

and Twist once, There are now two pairs of Workers in

the middle and both twisted, make a stitch with these

pairs. Twist once, then again work to the edges and back

into the middle.

Stem Stitch.—This stitch is not only used for Stem.

but it forms the circles inside flowers, and frequently the

Raised Work at the side of leaves, and in other jiarts of the

pattern. The little trefoil shown in Fig, 741 is formed en-

tirely of Stem Stitch, and will, therefore, if made, enal:>le

the worker to thoroughly master this stitch. To work ;

Hang on six pairs of Bobbins at the end of the stem (four

or five pairs are used if the stem is to be very fine, but

ordinary stems are made with sis pairs). Prick the pinholes

that form the Plain Edge upon one side of the Stem ; it

is on the stitch at the other edge that the variation is

made, the rest of the work being simply Cloth Stitch
and Plain Edgk, (live three Twists to tjjc outside pair,

and put them on one side; witli tbi' next pair work
across in Cloth Stitch until the last pair is reached,

then make a stitch and a half or Turning Stitch, as

follows: Work a. Cloth Stitch, give ea^.-h pair one twist

to the left, put the middle left hand Bolibiu over the

middle right hand Bobbin, lift the two pairs i\ith each
hand, and give them a little pull to make the inner edge

firm ; put aside the inner pair and work l.iaek with the

other to the pins, where make the Plain Edge with the pair

which have been first put aside. Stem Stitch must always
be more or less of a curve, and the pinholes on the out-

side, so that it is sometimes necessary to turn the Plain

Edge from the right to the left hand in the course of the

work, but the Turning Stitch ne^'er varies. The innermost

Bobbin works backwards and forwards, but the second one
of the pair at this 2:iart remains stationary. In working
roimil sharp curves slant the pins outwards and run one

Fig. 7il, Tezjoii ix Stem Stitch.

down to its head here and there ; three or four upright

pins will hold the lace steady except where the Stem is

almost straight, then a greater number of upright pins

are required. Knots are passed away in Stem Stitch, and

extra threads cut away six rows after they are discontinued.

When the circle round the inside of the ticiwer shown in

Fie, 741 is worked, the work will come across the Stem, and

there a Sewing must be made before the Plain Edge ; then

make the Plain Edge Stitch, and continue the work as

before round the first petal, there make another Sewing,

but slightly different to the one first made. In the

first place it was made with the inner pair of Bobbins, but

on this occasion the Turning Stitch is dispensed with

work straight across, sew to the nearest pinhole but to

the outside edge instead of the strand across, work

straight back, and continue Stem Stitch roimd the middle

petal. At the end of the middle petal make a Sewing like

the last, but at the end of the third where the work is

finished off, make two Sewings, Then tie the threads

inside the last pair, tie up two or three more pairs, and

cut off quite close. Also see Embkoideby Stitches,
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Stephanie Lace.—A modern lace, worked by hand, in

imitation of Venetian Point. It was exhibited at the Lace

Exhibition at Brussels in 1880, and called by that name

after the Princess Stephanie. It is worked as detailed in

Spanish and Venetian Points.

Stiletto.—A small sharply-pointed instrument, other-

wise called a Pieecee forming one i.'f the necessary appli-

ances of a workbox. It is like a very small dagger or

Stylus, only round instead of flat in the blade, and gra-

duated to a point. Stilettoes may be had entirely of sih'er,

steel, bone, mother-o'-pearl, or ivory, or else monnted in

silver if of mother-o'-pearl, or mounted in the latter if of

steel. The best are of steel. It is employed for making

eyeletholes in dressmaking, staymaking. Embroidery, and

for other purposes, and with the advantage of the pre-

servation from teai'ing of the material, to which a cutting

of the tissue would render it liable.

Stirrup.—See Netting.

Stitchery.—The art of Needlework, for which Stitchery

is a synonymous term ; it is of Anglo-Saxon origin.

Stitches.—Under this term all the various ways of

putting a needle into a matei'ial, or forming a solid fabric

out of thm threads of linen, silk, or wool, are described
;

and the woi'd is used not only to denote the manner hy

A\hich one fabric is connected to another, or embellished

by another, but by which thin threads are joined together,

so as to make a material more or less scilid. The oraa-

mental stitches formed by the sewing needle for the

purposes of Embi'oidery comprise all kinds of Embroidery

with wools, silks, or crewels, upon solid foundations, Berlin

Work upon open canvas, ami all Needlemade laces. The
same term is used to designate the various modes by which

articles of clothing or upholstery are made and mended,

by means of needles of various descriptions, and silk,

woollen, flax, cotton, hair, gold or silver thread, either

worked by hand or in a machine. The various stitches,

together with the modes of their application, are fully

described under their several heads.

Stitching.—This is one of the varieties in Plain Sewing,

and is a method l.iy which two pieces of material are very

tirmly sewn together. To work in this style : Run two
pieces of cloth together, and turn them so as to leave the

raw edges inside, and out id sight. Then commence to

Fill. 7i2. Stitcuin<.;.

make a kind of douljlc Running, but only taking one stitch

at a time. When one has been taken, and the needle

drawn out, replace it in the spot where it was previously

inserted, bringing it out beyond the spot where it was last

drawn out. Thus there will be a line of stitches respectively

touching one another (Fig. 742), and no spaces left between

them as in Running. The Stitching should be made at a

little distance, within the edge formed, at the union of

the two pieces of cloth ; and they should be of uniform

length, and the horizontal Hne of perfect evenness. This

description of work may be executed with a Sewing

Machine.

Stockingette Cloth.—This textile is otherwise kno-mi

as Jersey, or Elastic Cloth, varying respectively in their

widths, though differing little otherwise. Elastic Cloth

measures H inches in width, Jersey Cloth 3U inches, and

Stockingette may be had up to 2 yards in width.

Stockings.—Elastic coverings for the feet and legs, ex-

tending upwards above the knee, and woven in a loom,

knitted by hand, or made in a stocking machine. In

the early Anglo-Saxon and Medieval times they were not

elastic, but simply cut out of some woven textile which

was embroidered or plain, of costly silk, woollen, fustian,

or cotton cloth, according to the condition in life of the

wearer. Previously to the time of Henry VIII. knitted

silk stockings were unknown in England. According to

Stowe, the King himself " did wear only eloath hose, or

hose cut out of cU Ijroatl talfaty ; or that by great chance

there came a pair of Spanish silke-stoekings from Spainc."

The same writer notes that Sir Thomas Gresham gave the

King " a great present " in a " payre of long Spanish silk

stockings," fi'om which coimtry they were originally intro-

duced. According to the same authority. Queen Eliza-

beth's " silk Ti'oman, Mistress Mountague," presented her

with " a pjayre of blacke knit silk stockings for a new

year's gift." It appeal's that these so well pleased the

Queen that she told her "silk woman " she would " hence-

forth wear no more Cloth Stockings." Stocking knitting

was thenceforth pii'actised in this country and elsewhere

;

but the stocking loom was invented by William Lee, of

Woodborough, near Nottingham, in L589, when the Queen

was in her decline. Her successor. King James, did not

patronise the art, and thus Lee established his manufac-

tory at Rouen, under the patronage of Henri IV. and his

Minister Sully. But he was prosci-il.ied under the excuse

of his being a Protestant, through the means taken by the

jealous inhabitants of that manufacturing city, and had to

conceal himself in Paris. Some of his workmen, how-

ever, escaped to England, and planted the first stocking

manufactories in the counties of Leicester, Nottingham,

and Derby.

For the production of '' riblied stockings " we are in-

debted to Jedidiah Strutt, 1758; and to Arkwright for

the spinning machine for the manufacture of cotton Stock-

ings. The method of stocking-weaving is an art distinctly

difiering from that of cloth-weaving. In the former,

instead of two threads, viz., the warp and the woof, the

whole fabric consists of one continuous thread, formed into

a series of loops in successive rows, those of each row being
drawn respectively through their several predecessors.

The yarn of which this peculiar cloth is woven is also spun
after a different method from that of other yam, as two
rows are united to form one thread, which is called " double-

spun twist." Very numerous varieties are manufactured,
both in make, patterns, combinations of material and of
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colour, quality in every description of material, and of siz(\

both in knitted and in woven Stockings. Of silk hose tliero

are the fine silk and spun silk, plain, emliroidered, open-

worked, and with clocks (or clos) in white, black, colours,

and mixtures of colours, and also silk with cotton feet,

or cotton tops from half way up the calf of the leg. In

those of spim silk, partially cotton feet and tops may like-

wise be had. There are Shetland Stockings, which are

peculiarly soft and fine; others of Angola and Yigonia, in

colours white and black ; of lambswool, also, in colours,

white and black; of merino ; in ditto of gauze (a combina-
tion of cotton and worsted) which are exceedingly thin

and worn under silk ; of Lisle thread, iu white, black, and
all colours, and likewise of (X^mmoner thread ; of worsted,

grey, black, and speckled ; and of unljleaehed cotton, of

various degrees i^f fineness, some being veiy fine ami

having silk clocks, the best descriptions being known as

' Balbriggan "
; and nf fieecy, having a smooth face and a

thick nap inside, very warm, and suitable for invalids.

They are all made iu a variety of sizes, viz., infants',

children's, girls', maids', slender women's (a size which

may be worn by persons of tall stature and full propor-

tions, who have small feet), women's full size, and women's

large or " out-size." Stocking-knitting frames for hand-

work are much employed ; and there are likewise small

Stocking - knitting machines for home iise, if required.

Sep Socks, and also K^fITTINa Stockings.

Stocking Yarn.—This is Cotton thread, and is spun

softer and looser than either Mule or Watei' Twist. Two
threads are afterwards doubled together, ami then slightly

twisted round each othci'.

Stone Marten \Mii.-iteIa fa.roriiin].—This fur is much
esteemed throughout Europe. The fur underneath the

body is of a bluish white, the top hairs lieing of a dai-k

brown. The throat is usually of a pure white, by which

it is distinguished. The French excel in dyeing this fur,

on which account it is called French Sable. It is also dyed

in this country, the excellent equalities of the skin adapt-

ing it to a great variety of purposes. See Sable.

Straight Holes.—These are made in Pillow Lace,

and are described in Beaids under the heading of Hole

Braid.

Strand Ground.—This ground is used to connect

sprays of Honiton Lace, and is formed of irregular

Bars made on the Pillow and with two Bobbins.

To work ; Tack the spi'ays right side downwards on to

blue paper, and commence the gromid. Sew a pair of

Bobbins on to one edge of a spray, Twist these Bobbins
until they form a ri">pe, and carry them across to a piece of

lace opposite to the one they started from. Sew them to

this lace, Twist the threads, carry them down to where
a new bar is to be made, Sew them to the lace,

Twist them until they form a bar of the necessary

length, and attach them to a piece of lac(^ on the opposite

side. Make the Bars irregular, and when they cross one
another in the grounding Sew them together, and when
starting them from the lace edges always twist them down
to a fresh point of departure, instead of cutting them off.

as being at the back of th.' work the twist.-d threads will

not show,

Strasbourg 'Work.—(SVc Roman Work.

Straw Braids or Plaits.—These are made after

various methods, and of many qualities of straw, according
to the country or soil in which the wheat or grass is grown,
and the national fancy of the several countries where the
industry is carried on. Its chief seat in England is Bed-
fordshire. There ar./ two sorts of straw, known respectively

as the Red Lammas, and the White Chittein, which are

grown in the Midland and Southern counties, and are

produced best in a light but rich soil. There are Plaits

also, made at Luton, and elsewhere, of Rye-straw, grown
in the Orkney Islands, and fabricated in imitatiun of the

Tuscan.

The principal plait made in this country is called the
Dunstable, which is made uf two split straws, of which the
insides are placed together so as only to show the outside

of each in the plaiting. Straw-plaiting is an industry
carried (.)n by women and children in theii- own private

homes, after the manner of the Devonshire Lace-making.
The edges of the several plaits are laid successively over
that of the next in order, and coiled round and round, thus
fiu-miug a ridge, and as our straw is strong and thick

in quality, the hats, bonnets, and other articles, such as

baskets and chair-seats, are of a heavier description than
any made f)f foreign straw.

Straw Braids are made in very li.mg lengths, and are

sewn together l)y means of long thin Needles, called

Straws. The straw is split when used iu Embroidery
on silk (ir velvet, the latter is found most suitable ; when
for introduction into worsted work for cai'riage bags or

baskets. Rushes are likewise used for men's and women's
hats and bonnets, and also for baskets. There are several

kinds of straw in use tor such purposes. Of our own
straw manufactures immense C'argoes are exported to all

parts of the world, some of the whole straw, some split,

and (jf both superim- and oi inferior quality, the plaits or

1 made-up articles of the latter being of very trifling cost.

There are large importations of articles made of Straw

Plaits, and interlaeings from Swiss manufactories, and

much, also, from Japan, and the south of France,

of a very delicate character, Ajed in a variety of

colours. Very pretty cabinets, boxes, and cardcases, as

well as many other articles of use, are decorated with a

covering of coloured Straw-work, much resembling Mosaic

work. In the Cantons oi Argau, Fribourg, and Appenzell,

the manufactm-e of Straw Plaits for hat making, and

fancy kinds of Plaits, sume round as well as flat, together

with tassels and flowers and other trimmings, have been

brought to great perfection. In Appenzell the embroidered

straw bonnets are very handsome. The industiy is of a

peculiar and creditable description in Fribourg ; but,

perhaps, that of Argau may still rank as the first in

Switzerland, as it did at the time of our English Exhibition

in 1851. Taking a comprehensive view of the industry of

all nations in Straw Plaiting, that of Leghorn and the

various districts of Tuscany may be regarded as holding the

first place in order of merit in the manufacture of bonnets.
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Those of Leghorn are plaited in one piece; the Tuscan are

made flat—without any twist forming a I'idge, after the

EngHsh method—and sewn together successively. These

two Italian kinds escel all others both In beauty and

durability, and in the variety of designs executed. The

straw is of a beautiful buff colour, being the stalks of a

very fine and peculiar description of wheat. There is a

delicate Straw Plait produced in Brazil for hat and bonnet

making, formed of a species of grass, which is very light

in weight, and all made in one piece, like that of Leghorn.

The origin of Straw Plaiting is of somewhat recent date

in England, only going back about one hxmdred and thirty,

or forty years, but it has now reached a high state of

perfection. The indxistry is also carried on with consider-

able success in Germany and Lombardy.

Straw Cotton.—This is a wiry kind of thread, starched

and stiff, produced chiefly in the neighbourhoods of Dun-
stable and Luton. The numljers run from 10 to 100, and
the cotton is exclusively made for use in the manufacture

of straw goods. It is but little sold in tlie retail trade.

Straw Embroidery.—This work is used for ball dress

trimmings, or to ornament an entire net dress. It con-

sists in tacking upon black Brussels silk net, or yellow

coloured net, leaves, flowers, corn, butterflies, &c., that are

stamped out of straw, and connecting these with thick

lines made of yellow filoselle. Tlie leaves are stamped in

eight different shapes, of which three are shown in Pig. 743,

Fin. 7t-j. Straw EMBR'i'iDERY.

and the flowers and butterflies can also he bought in

different sizes. These straw leaves, &c., are bought at

Messrs. Barnards, or C^atts. To wcjrk : Trace oiit upon
white linen a Running pattern of leaves, flowers, Ac,

back this with brown jjaper, and Tack on to it a strip of

black or coloured net. Take some filoselle, matching the

sti-aw leaves in colour, divide it in half, and Run with it,

or work m Rope Stitch, all the stems and tendrils in the

pattern. Then slightly gum the .straw leaves and flowers

to their places, and afterwards stitch them into their

positions with a few stitches down tlieir centres, made
with fine silk.

Straws.—These are needles of a particular description,

employed in hat and bonnet making. They are long and
slight, as compared with those commonly used in Plain

Sewing and Embroidery. See Needles.

Streak Stitch.—In hand-made laces the veins of leaves

or flowers are made with an open line, that is sometimes

designated Streak Stitch. It is formed thus ; Trace the

shape of the leaf or flower, and draw a line down its

centre with a pencil, fill in the leaf with close Buttonhole
Stitches, but when the pencil line is reached in eacL line

of Buttonhole, miss over three stitches before working the

next Buttonhole. This will leave an open line down the

leaf, and give the appearance of a vein. It is also another

name for the Cloth Stitch used in Pillow Laces.

Strengthening.—See Knitting.

Stretch Needlework.—See Embeoideet.

String N'etting.—This particular kind of work is made
to cover glass bottles or other perishable articles that are

often used, the network formed by the string protecting

the more fragile object that it covers. To work, as shown
in Pig. 744 ; Procure some fine but good twine, and a

Fia. T-W. String Netting.

carpet needle, through which the twine can be threaded.

Take the bottle and tie a piece of twine tightly round its

neck, close to the stopper ; carry it down the side of the

bottle, and tie it round the bottom of the bottle, then up
the opposite side, and round the neck again, and down to

the bottom. Thread tlie twine, and work from the bottom
of the bottle to the neck. Make a row of close Button-
hole Stitches over the loop to commence with, and then
work i-ows of loose Buttonholes, with a return thread, back
to where each row commenced, round and round the bottle,

so that they enclose it in a tightly-fitting case, until the
neck is reached. Oveeoast the loops of string round the
neck, and plait up a piece of string to hold the bottle by.

String Rugs.—Th(;se are made from odds and ends of

coarse Berlin or fleecy wool, which are either knitted up
with string or worked into coarse canvas in loops. To
Work with String -. Take the largest pair of bone knitting
needles, balls of strong twine, and balls made of the various
lengths of wool, tied together so as to make a long length.

Oast on thirty-six stitches of twine, and Knit a row in

Plain Knitting. In the next row put the needle through
the stitch to be knitted, then wind the wool (having first

secured its end) three times round two fingers of the left
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hand, pass tlie needle round these threads, and Knit them

with the stitch. Repeat for every stitch. Knit the next

row plain, and repeat the plain and looped row until

the length required for the nag is obtained. Work as

many strips as will make the width of the rug, sew them

together, and line with coarse sacking.

To mahe upon Canvas: Select strong and firmly woven

sacking, and cover the whole of it with a number of tufts

of wool. Cut the wool up into lengths of 4 inches ; take

three of these lengths, double them, and fold them together.

Make a hole in the canvas with a large stiletto, push the

ends of the wool through this hole, and tie them all

together in a knot at the back of the canvas. Continue to

insert these loops, and secure them until the canvas is

quite filled up, then line it with a piece of sacking.

StroMng.^A term of Saxon origin, used in reference

to Needlework to denote the disposing of small gathers

formed in linen or calico, in regular order and close succes-

sion respectively. It is efileeted by drawing the point of

a blunt needle from the top of each gather, where it is

Fio. 715. SiROKiNrr.

attached to a band or yoke downwards, after the manner
indicated in Fig. 74.1, which shows the process as adopted

in the case of a Running. To make : Draw up the fulness

on the Running thread, and secure it round a pin to the

left, and with the needle or a pin stroke down the several

gathers, placing the thumb of the left hand upon each

successively, and proceeding from left to right. See

Setting-in Gathers.

Stuffs. •—
• This term is one of general significance,

and may be applied to any woven textile, whether of

gold, silver, cotton, hair, thread, silk, or wool, but it

more especially denotes those of worsted, made of long or

"combing wool," such as Callimancoes, Camlets, Floren-

teens, Lutestrings, Merinoes, Moreens, Plaids, Shal-

loons, Tammies, &o. Stuffs are distinguished from other

woollen cloths by the absence of any nap or pile, and
having little or no tendency to shrink nor curl when
damp, nor to felt in the process of weaving. They are

woven either plain or twilled, with spots or designs of

various kinds, but in all the thread is laid bare, the super-

fluous fibres of hair being singed off by means of a red-hot

iron. After the process of weaving and singeing, they are

tightly rolled, soaked in hot water, and boiled, then

scoured, stocked, or milled, and the moisture pressed out

between rollers. They are then passed through a mordant
and dyed. To dry them, they are rolled roimd iron

cylinders filled with steam, and, lastly, placed in Bramah's
hydi'aulic presses.

Style Casliuiere.— A name which originated from

Cross and Tent Stitch, being largely used in Persia in

Embroideries upon open canvas materials. It is some-

times applied to Berlin woolwork.

Stum.—The fibre of the CrotaJaria juncea, grown in

various parts of Hindostan. The strongest, whitest, and

most durable species of Sunn is produced at ComercoUy.

Although called the " Indian Hemp," it is a perfectly

different plant from the Cannahia sativa, from which

Hemp is obtained. Under the name of " Sane" it is named
in many Sanscrit books, )jut by that of " Sunn" it is known

in most parts of India. It is pirobably the earliest of the

distinctly mentioned fibres of that counti-y, and in the

Hindoo Institutes of Menu it is stated that the sacrificial

thread of the Rajpoot is ordered to be made of Sunn,

cotton being reserved for the Brahmins. It is much
cultivated throughout the whole of India, and is employed

for sacking, cordage, i^^e. It is also largely imported to

this eoimtry.

Surah Silk.—A fine soft twilled silk stuff, employed

for dresses, and especially for those of brides and young

ladies. It is distinguished from a foulard by its greater

softness and flexibility, which preserves it from creasing
;

and it has no dressing or glaze, like the former. It is

to be had in silver-grey and white, and in various light

colours of a delicate tint, and measures 2fj inches in

width. It bears an Indian name, and is proljably of

Indian origin, but is imported from Prance, where it is

manufactured.

Swansdown.—The breast of the Wild Swan, composed

of exceedingly fint' soft fluffy white feathers, like down.

The bird abounds in Iceland, Lapland, and in the eastern

parts of Europe and Asia. The Swanskins imported to

this country are employed for tippets, boas, ruff's, muffs,

and trimmings for opera cloaks and infants' dress. The

skins measure 10 inches, by 24 inches, and are imported

into England from Dantzic and the Baltic.

Swauskiu, or Swansdown Calico.—A description of

calico stuff, one side of which is fluffy, the fibres being

pulled to the surface and forming a nap, and somewhat

resembling Swansdown feathers. It is much used for

underclothing, especially by labourers and persons suffer-

ing from rheumatism, for which latter, as cotton holds

moisture, it is not as suitable as any woollen textile. It

is tightly and closely woven, similar to " Cricketing," but

of a commoner description of quality, and may be had

biith white and unbleached. In America it is sometimes

employed in lieu of flannel. There is also a cloth called

Swanskin, a very thick and closely-woven textile made

of wool, and much employed by sailors and labourers ; it

is likewise used by laundresses for ironing cloths.
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Swedisli Drawn Work.—Sec Tondee Lace.

Swedish Pillow Lace.—Tlio nuus at Wadstena are

believed to liave been the founders of lace-niaking in

Sweden, and claim ti> have Jjeon taugbt tbe art by their

founderess, St. Bridget, who died in 1335, but they uiore

probably learnt it from Spanish and Italian nuus during

the first part of the sixteenth century. The Wadstena

Lace has attained great celebrity in Sweden, and until

the suppression of the monasteries, the nuus retained the

secret of making it. It was made with gold and silver

threads netted or knitted together at first, and finally

plaited together. Outwork and Darned Netting were also

made in Sweden from a very early date, and the first, under

the title of Hilesom, is still W(U'ked liy Swedish ladies,

who adorn their linen and their houses with it ; liut the

gold-plaited laces have quite disappeared, and the only

Pillow Lace now made in Sweden consists of a coarse

Torchon Lace I'esemUiug the Torchon makes of lace in

Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire, and Germany, made by

peasants in the ueighljnurhuod of the convent of Wad-
stena, and l>i'ing iif uo value is only used in Sweden for

common purposes.

Swedish. Wort.—A kind of weaving much practised

in Swed(m, and useful f(jr making braids of various colours,

string straps, and narrow rililjon l:>orders. It is worked in

Fiu. rtC. Swedish Work.

a small frame, shaped like a comb, and with two sets of

threads to form the woof, while the warp is made by a

thread wound upon a very thin shuttle, passed backwards
and forwards, and in and (;>ut of the stationary threads.

To work as shown in Fig. 74G : Choose two colours of silk

thread ; for the upper threads let it be red, for the lower

white. Wind eight red threads separately up into balls,

and pass their ends through the holes made for them in the

upper part of the frame. Wind up seven white threads

sejjarately in balls, and piass their ends through the gaps in

the comb at the lowest part. Tie the red and white threads

together in the front of the frame, and pnll them out long

enough to use. Arrange a lead cushion at the back of the

frame, and to this attach the red and white threads

securely, pin them down exactly one thread over the other,

and at a distance of a foot from the frame, with all the

threads perfectly stretchcl. To keep the red thi'eads

divided from the white, put a wooden knitting needle

between them on the cushiijn ;ind a small wedge of wood,

a little nearer the comli. Upou a very thin Shuttle wind

the warjj thread, which make either of Ijlack silk or of a

deep Ijlue, or colour according to fancy. Attach this to the

knot that j(jins all the threads together, and hold in the

left hand
;
pass it for the first row underneath the red

threads between them and the white, and for the second

row bring it to the front ijf the work over a red thread,

under a white, (.iver a r(.'d thread, under a white, and by so

doing bring the white threads forward ; for the third row

pass the Shuttle thi-ougli the threads, dividing the red from

the white, and so again 1 iringiug the red uppermost. Repeat

the first and second I'ow to the end of the work. As the

threads become used up, alter the frame, push it as far back

as it will go first, and afterwards uuwiud more threads

from the balls at the back, lieing careful always to secure

these tightly. First fasten the liraid as it is made to the

waist, to prevent the trouble of holding it, and then

wind it up out of thi; way. The edge of the braid will

be made rimte secure, as tliere being more threads in the

upper than the hjwcr Hue, tb.' warp thread will always
twine round a red one at each side.

Fig. 747 is woven in the same manner as Fig. 746, but
the threads arranged for the upper and under threads

Fig. "(S. Swedisu Wokk.

of the woof are the sanu-- as to colour. When the work is

finished, Daen the long lines into the braid, passing over
five rows and under two. Make these Darned lines of
various shades of contrasting colours.
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In Fig. 748 tlie upper linlt's in iVv frami.' are used, as

well as the set tliroii;4li which the thi-eads are passed, as

in Fig. 746, aud these duuljle lines ef upper threads are

worked up in the wea\"iug as follows : In the return, tir

second row, pass the Shuttle over two threads, one from

Fig. 7i9. Swri-iss "Wuek.

the upper line and one f r^ iUi t he doul de line, then Iji'ing up

one thread froru the Liwest line, and put the Shuttle under

that, and then over two threads of the upper Imes. as

before. Darn in the long dark lines when the hraid is

made.

Swiss Cambric.—This is a eotton material, manufac-

tured at Zurich and St. Gall feu- a long period Ix'fore

muslins lof wdiich Swiss Caml'ric is one of the varieties
i,

was produced in England ; Imt, when made in tuxr loe>nis,

we obtained a great advantage over the weavers in Switzer-

land, owing to onr inventions in the ai't. which were sub-

sequently adopted by them. Sw-iss Cambric is only to be

had in white ; it is a description of Tictoria Lawn, and

is chiefly empjloyed f'jr frillings. tlounces of petticoats

and dresses, and also for infants' wear. It mea.sm-es about

1 yard in width. See MuSLiN.

Swiss Darning.—The method of reproducing Stocking-

web by means of a darning needle and a thread of yam
worked double. See Daex.

Swiss Embroidery,—This Embroidery is the same as

is knoAvn as Broderie Anglaise, Irish Work, and Madeira

Work. It consists of working iip'.in fine linen or thin

muslin patterns in Satin Stitch and other Embroidery

Stitches with white Emljroidery cotton. During the first

half of the present century the p)easants of Switzerland

were celebrated for the beauty and delicacy of the work

they produced, but since white Embroidery has Ijeen made

by machinery, the Swiss Embroidery has obtained but

little sale, and the work is dying out as a trade manirfac-

ture. For a description of the woi'k see Broderie

Anglaise.

Swiss Lace.—Lace was manufactured in Switzerland

during the sixteenth century, and some curious pattern

books, piinted dm-ing that time for the use of Swiss lace-

makers, are stUl in the possession of the Antiquarian

Society at Zurich. These patterns are only of narrow

Plaited Pillow Laces or (jf Knotte.l Thread Laces, and,

although Outworks aud Darned Kettmg were also made,

Swiss Laces oljtained no celelirity until the revocation of

the Edict of Nantes tilled Switzerland with Protestant

refugees, many of whom were lacemakcrs, and who esta-

blished at Nuremberg a lace manufactory, and smuggled

the lace there made into FraiU''.'. The lace was an imita-

tion of Brussels Pilhiw Lace, wliicb was considered quite

equal to the real; also of P'lint d'Espiagne Wire Lace,

made witli g(dd or silver threads, and Lille Lace. The

manufactciry continued to flourish until the end of the last

century, but since then the laceiiiakers have not been

able to compete with cheaper manufactures, and the trade

has disappeared.

Swiss Lace—Imitation.— This is a machine-made

textile, emplov-ed in upliolstei-y for -Han^low curtains, wall

paper preservers, behind washstands, and for shcjrt

blinds. The chief seat of the industry is Neufchatel. but

imitations of it an; pividuccd at Nottingham, made of

coarse cotton. Some new kiuds have been produced in

broad stripes, alternately coloured with designs, and white

of the <jrdinary cq^eii-work description. The Swiss Lace

produced at Nottingham is ^ery inexpiensive, and varies

in width
;
it may be had to suit the largest windows.

Swiss Muslin.—Muslin was manufactured at St. Gall

and Zurich long prior to the iiroduction of the textile in

England. It is a coLirse descriptic^n of laike or book

muslin, much used for curtains, made with raised loose

work in "\'arious patterns, and also plain. It measurea

from aljout 3t> inches tci a yard in width.

Swiss Patchwork.—See Raiseu PAicHWuiiK:.

T.

Tabaret.—A stout satin-striped silk, employed for

furniture hangings, and much resembling Tabljinet, but

is superior to it in quality. It has broad alternate stripes

of satin and watered material, differing from each other

respectively in colour; blue, erimsim, or green satin

stripes are often successively divided liy cream-coloured

Tabby ones. See Tabby.

Tabbinet.—A name for poplin of rich character, the

w-ai-p being of silk, the weft of W(_mj1. and so called because

the surface is ' tabbied
"'
or watered. Sometimes a pattern

is introduced into it. It is chiefly used for window cui--

tains and other upholstery purp(jses. It is a mcu'c delicate

description of textile than what is called Tabby, and was

at one time very extensively manufactured in Ireland.

One variety is woven in diaper patterns.

Tabby.—A coarse kind of Taffeta, thick, glossy, and

watered Iiy pressure lietween the rolhu-s of a cylinder, and

the application of heat aud an aciduLjus lirpior. It is

manufactured after tlie manner of Taffeta, liut is thicker

o o o 2
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and stronger. The name is derived from the verb " to

Tabby," or to wave or water. The beautiful description of

silk called Moire is a Tabby; and worsted stuffs, such, as

moreen, are likewise Tabbies.

Table Linen.—Tablecloths, table napkins, tray ditto,

damask slips, damask d'oylcys, and five o'clock teacloths

are all included under this denomination. Tablecloths

may be had of various dimensions, and either in single

or double damask. They may be had from 2 yards square,

or 2 yards by 25 yards, or else of 2^ yards by 3, 3^,

i, ih, .5, .53, up to S yards in length, so as to dine from six

to twenty persons ; also, in due proportions, up to 10 yards

in length. Tablecloths may also be had of 3 yards square

in double damask, advancing half a yard up to 10 yards

;

also the same, in a finer quality, may be had of 3J yards

square, or manufactured espiressly in any dimensions

required. There are also altar cloths, and other linen,

made expressly for ecclesiastical purposes. Damask slips

to match any of the Taljlecloths named may be had of

22 inches in width, up to 27 inches. Five-o'-clock tea-

cloths, with d'oylcys to match them, are made in white

damask with coloured borders, and checked in crossbars

of ingrain colours ; also in di'ab, and in coffee colour.

Dinner napkins are to be had in single and double damask,
of three-quarters of a yard square, also of three-quarters

of a yard by seven-eighths, also of seven-eighths by 1 yard.

Damask d'oylcys are manufactured in a round, oval, or

square form. Tray cloths, of I5 yards square, and 1 yard

^y li yards. Servants" hall and kitchen Tablecloths may
be had both in diaper and damask, of either IJ yards in

width, or of 2 yards. Men servants' thumb waiting

napkins may be had 18 inches square
;
pastry napkins,

22 inches square; fi.sh napkins, 22 inches square; and
breakfast napkins, of damask, double damask, and with a

small spot pattern, of several dimensions. All these are

produced in the best Irish linen manufactories, and the

sizes are generally about the same as those produced in

England. There are also bleached Bamsley and Scotch

diaper chjths.

Tablier.—The French term to signify an apron, or pro-

tective covering for the front of a dress ; it is tied or

buttoned roimd the waist, and sometimes extends upwards
over the front of the bodice.. See En Tablier.

Tabs.—A term denoting the square-cut loosely hanging

border-trimming of a bodice or skirt, and consisting of a

succession of regularly recurrmg cuts of an inch, or 2 or 3

inches in depth, the thi'ee raw edges of each pendant square

of material being bound roiuid, usually with a piece of the

same material, cut on the bias. Tabs are sometimes made
on flounces. In making a Battlemented trimming, Tabs

are first made, and then every second Tab is cut out,

leaving the appearance of architectural liattlements. Also

loops of riblion, or of strong twilled and striped tape

attached to the fronts and backs of boots at the top, with

which they are pulled on the foot are called Tabs. They
arc likewise made of leather, and nailed on carriage

window sashes, for the purpose of raising, or letting them

down, and to the lids of desks for the same purpose.

Tacking.—A term synonymous with Basting, and

employed n needlework to designate small stitches taken

through two pieces of material, at wide and regular inter-

vals. It is most securely effected liy working from left to

right, and designed to keep the two portions of stuff in

place, preparatory to their being permanently sewn to-

gether. Paper patterns directing the cutting out of a gar-

ment, or for embroidery, are thus Tacked or " Basted " on

;

but simple Running from right to left suits best for this

purpose. An inferior kind of thread is sufficiently good

for the purpose of Tacking, as the use made of it is

only temporary. To Tack an article of wear or other

use : Lay the dress (for instance) on the table, and the

lining upon it, and take up a small piece, through both

materials, with the needle, of about one-eighth of

an inch at a time, each stitch at about an inch

apart, successively, and work from left to right, as above

directed.

Taffeta, or TafFety.—A thin glossy silk, of a wavy

lustre, the watering process being of the same nature as

that for Tabby. It is to be had in all colours, some plain

others striped with silk, gold, and silver, and likewise

chequered and flowered, the different kinds being dis-

tinguished by the names of the localities where they are

made, such as the English, Lyons, Tours, Florence, and

China Taft'otas. The latter is made in various descriptions,

and used for apparel, amongst which there is one that is

so pliant, as well as thick, that it shows no creases after

pressure, and will also bear washing. Our own Taffeta was

used in the sixteenth cent\iry for costly articles of dress,

and in the next century for pages, and for doublets. In

Stubbes's Anatomy of Abuses, published in 1583, he speaks

of all persons dressing alike, indiscriminately, in " silks,

velvets, satens, damaskes, taffeties, and suche like, notwith-

standing that they be both base by birthe, meane by estate,

and servile by calling ; and this I count a greate confusion,

and a general disorder; God be mcrcifvd irnto us 1 " He
adds that the ladies wore " taffatie of ten, twenty, or forty

shillynges a yard." These were of silk, and those worn by

pages early in the seventeenth century were also of a thin

description. Our modern home-made Taffeta is of a stout

thick make, and usually black. Long silk gloves, extend-

ing up towards the elbow, are of this description of

material. Taft'eta was first imported into England in

the fourteenth century. There were also several English

made varieties produced, such as the Armesin-Taffeta,

the Ell-broad Tatt'eta, and the Tuft-Taft'cties, having a

raised pile, and of different widths. Besides these, foreign

varieties were imported, such as the Alamode and Lustring

black Lyons Taft'etas, and others from Avignon, Florence,

and Spain, each respectively known by the places where

they were manufactured. According to Chambers's Cyclo-

lia?dia (1741). these stuff's wei'e to be had in every colour,

and every kind of design, some being striped with gold or

silver. The sort described liy Ben Jonson (1610) was very

delicate in texture :

.... My ehirt3

I'll have of Taffeta-Sarsnet, soft and light

Aa cobwebs. — The Alchemist,
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We also find an allusion to this stuff made

speare

;

by Shake

Beauties no ricter than rich Taffata
;

and again-

Taffata phrases, silken terms precise,

Three-pil'd hyperboles.

—Lore's iatoiir Lost.

An imitation of Taii'eta was made in the sixteenth

century, composed of linen. According to Planche, silk

Taffeta was called Tafta in Brittany.

Taille.—A French term denoting the waist or figure.

Tailors' Buttonholes.—These Buttonholes are made
after the ordinai-y method adopted in Plain Sewing, but

precede the usual work by laying a piece of fine black

cord all round the hole, exactly' at its raw edge, and there

Baste or Overcast, to keep it in the right position while

the Buttonhole Stitch is performed over it. See Button-
hole Stitch and the accompanjdng illustration, Big. Ttr'J.

thread, Imt leaving a loop at every stitch, instead of

drawing it tight. Continue su doing through every loop,

roimd and round, till the hole lie filled.

Another -i-ariety of this stitch will be seen in Fig. 751,

Fig. 751, Decu1!ative Bcttoshole SxiTrH.

as applied to decorative trimmings. The chain, or

linked portion of the stitch is made round the outer

Fig. 7i9. TAILOKS' COAT BUTTONHOLES.

There are two other varieties of Buttonhole Stitch

besides Tailors' ButtonhoHng ; one is the Open Button-

hole Stitch, which is employed to fill in a hole in a

Fig. 750. OrEU Bcttoshole Stitch.

tight glove, when there is no piece of kid of the same

colour which can be used as a patch. See Fig. 750.

To produce this kind of Network, which resembles in

appearance a piece of chain armour, insert the needle at

the edge of the hole, passing it in downwards, and point-

ing towards yoiu-self, thi-ough the loop formed by the

edge of any article of wear, or other use, so as to form

a secure border outside the raw edge, whether of cambric

muslin or of flannel. It is also employed to produce

small designs on the material, in'espective of any use

but that of decoration.

To work the decorative Buttonhole Stitch : Make several

iTinnings within the outer and inner outlines, to be covered,

as indicated in the illustration, so as to make a thickness

ovei' which to work, and then insert the needle at the outer

edge of the inner outlhie (traced in Embroidery cotton)

and passing it straight down at the back, bring it out agaia

outside the outer outline through the loop formed by the

thread. If it be intended to fomi an edging for the border

of any article, finish the Embroidery Work before the

cutting away of the straight raw edge of the material,

but not very close to the work.

Tailors' Twist.—A coarse silk thread, made of several

threads twisted together, wound on reels, of 2 ounces in

weight each. The numbers used by tailors lam from 1 to

8. There are also small reels containing a single thread

of 12 yards, equivalent to 1 yard of twelve threads. By

this arrangement dealers can keep a larger supply of

shades at a smaller cost.

Take in.—See Knitting.
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Tamljour Cotton.—This is a description of sewing

cotton, suitable—as the name indicates—for embroidering

tlie Tambour muslins, and is likewise employed l:>y tadors

for the purpose of Basting. It is to l:>e had in skeins,

sold in half bandies of 5 pound each. The numbers are

12, 14, It;, 18, 20, 21, 30, 36, and 40. It is also sold in balls

of a variety of sizes.

Tambour Lace.—This Lace, chiefly worked in Ireland,

where it is known as Limerick Lace, but also at Islington,

Coggleshall, and Nottingham. The lace known as Tam-

bour only diifers from Tamljour Work liy the ground that

it is made upon, which in the lace is either of Ijlack or

white Nottingham Net. Since machinery has produced

Tambour Lace, the making of the real lace has declined.

Tamljour Muslin.—This is a muslin eml>roidered by

hand on a small frame, called a Tambour—a name adopted

for it in consequence of the resemblance formed to a Tam-

bourine, when the muslin is stretched over it. Tambour

Muslins are of open make, and clear and semi-transparent

in texture. The designs produced on them are various,

some being in spots, some in small sprigs, and others in

long iTinning patterns like delicate wreaths. It may bo

executed by means of a sewing machine, the work being

composed of Chain Stitch. In former times, evening

dresses were made of this muslin, but now curtains only.

The widths run from 27 inches, to 3<J inches, and the muslin

is sold in lengths (jf 12 yards.

Tambour Needles.—These Needles resemble those em-

ployed for Crochet Work, and kuijwn also as Shepherds'

Hooks. They are. however, smaller, and invarialily of

steel, and are vei'y commonly made of the length of a

medium-sized sewing needle. A small handle of suitable

size is sold with it, into which it is securely fixed by means

of a small thumb screw, and can be released at pleasure,

should it be broken. This handle, which is made of ivory,

bone, or wood, is hollow, and the opposite end can be vm-

screwcd to supply a receptacle for a small stock of needles.

Tambour Stitch.—See Ckoohet, page 126.

Tambour Work.—This Embroidery is of Eastern

origin, and was worked in China, Persia, India, and

Turkey, long before it became known in England, and up

to the present date it is still largely employed in the East,

and the work there executed is much appreciated fi'om the

beautiful colours employed and the labour expended upon

it. Until the middle of the last century. Tambour Work,

except in Turkey and the Levant, was not known in

Europe, but at that time it was introduced into Saxony

and Switzerland, where it was worked f>nly upon white

muslin and cambric with white thread, and used to orna-

ment dresses, curtains, caps, borders, and all varieties of

white trimmings. The peasants of these countries soon

excelled in the Emljroidery, and their Tambour Work was

not only eagerly bought on the continent but large quan-

tities of it were shipped to the East, whence the work

originally came. In England, Tamboui' Work (the name of

which is derived from the French, and means a drum, in

allusirjn to the shape of the frame used), or Tambouring,

upon white materials with white thread, became an article

of manufacture sixty years ago, and gave employment to

the poorer classes in Middlesex, Nottingham, and Ireland,

but since the introduction of machinery, and the facility

with which the stitch is executed 1jy its means, to make it

by hand is no longer profitable. r(jr many years English

and Continental workers only emljroidered in this work

upon crepe, muslin, and fine cambric, it being considered

indispensable that the left hand manipulating under the

material to form the Tambour Stitch must be visible to

con-ectly form the design, but when th's was found un-

necessary, the embrijidcries with gold thread and many

coloured silks upon fine cloth, and other thick materials,

were jiroduced, and were successful. Since Chain Stitch

has taken the place <jf Tambour Stitch, the left hand is

released, and the material if solid, does not require

framing, which is a great saving of time, as the Embroidery

is done much more quickly when held in the hand than

when stretched in a Frame.

The materials required arc Frames, netting silks of all

colours, gold thread, known as Passing, white Embroidery

cotton, and muslin, cauibric, crepe, cloth, satin or serge.

The old Tambour Frames consist of two hoops shaped

like the top of a drum, and made either of iron or wood.

These hoops are covered with velvet, and fit closely one into

the other. The material is stretched upon the smaller

hoop, which is then fitted into the larger, and the work

thus held cannot liccome slack. The round hoops are no

longer used, except for fine muslin or crepe, which would

tear if lashed to the tapes of an ordinary square Embroidery

Frame. For all other materials the ordinary Embroidery

Frame is used, and the material attached to it in the usual

method.

The real Tambour Stitch, which is now superseded by

Chain Stitch, is made as follows : A Tamljour needle,

which resembles a Crochet needle liut not quite so hooked

at the tip, is used. Frame the material, and attach

the thread to the under side. Put the Tambour needle

with the right hand through to the back of the frame

at the commencement of one cjf the traced lines. Hold

the thread in the left hand under the line, catch hold

of the thi'cad with the hook, and Ijring it through to the

front of the work as a loop. Only allow enough thread

to come through t(i make the loop, which retain on the

hook. Put the hook again through the material to the

back of the frame, one-tenth of an inch beyond the first

puncture. Let it take up the thread there, and pull it up

as a loop to the front, and let the first made loop slide

over the second and down upon the traced line. With a little

practice the stitches can be made with marvellous rapidity.

The only things to ol.iserve is that the loops follow the out-

line of the design, arc the same distance apiart, and that

the thread making them is always evenly stretched.

Chain Stitch, used at present in Taml.iour Work, is

the ordinary Chain Stitch described in Embeoideky
Stitches.

To Worh upoii, Crrpe : Trace the design, frame it in a

Tambour Frame, outline the pattern with Chain Stitch
worked in gold thread, and then mark out this with an
inner Cham Stitch line, made -nith coloured netting silk.
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To Wov'k upon iDtfi'liii, Camln-if. ami Net : Trace the

design upon tlie material, frame it in a Tamliour Frame,

aad then work iii OhAIN SxITCH witU Emjiroid^y cottou,

Fig. 7.52. TAMBOUE WOEK.

Select this cotton so that it is coarser than the threads

of the material, as if of the same texture it becomes

absorbed and does not stand out sufficiently.

To Work upon Tliich Materiah : Trace the design

upon the material, which cither frame in an Eiiiljroidery

Frame or hold in the hand. Work over in Chain Stitch
every outline of leaf, tiowcr, or petal with netting silk of a

colour matching its shade, and to fill in, work a straight

line of Chain Stitch down the centre of the leaf or petal,

and then lines of Chain Stitch from the outline to the

centre. For the stalks, work two or three rows of Chain

Stitch, according to their thickness, (jeometi'ical patterns

will only require their outlines, indicated by two lines of

Chain Stitch worked close together. Thesi? lines should be

of two shades of one colour, the darkest outside, or the

outside line of gold or silver thread, and the inside of a

bright silk.

To work Fig. 7.52 : Tliis is worked upon dark navy blue

cloth, with three shades of ruliy coloured netting silk and

one of pale blue. Trace the design, and outline all the

chief parts of it, such as the rosette and the flowers, with

Chain Stitch in the darkest shade of ruby. For the

scri.dls and tendrils, outline them in the second shade of

ruby, and in Chain Stitch. Then w(jrk a second Chain

Stitch line inside the first in the lightest shade of ruby.

W(jrk the Point Lance Stitches in the darkest shade

of ruby, also the filled-in Satin Stitch, and make the

French Knots and the little edging stitches with the

pale blue silk.

Tamis.—A worsted cloth, manufactured expressly for

straining saui'Cs. It is sold at oil shops.

Tammies.—These stuffs are comjjosed of a union of

cotton and worsted, the warp being like Buntings, made
of worsted; yet, unlike the latter, they are plain, highly

glazed, and chiefly used for upholsteiy. They are a kind

of Scotch Camlet, and are otherwise called " Durants."

They are t-n-illed, with single warps, and are usually

coarser than twilled Bombazets, and may be had in most

colours. Their width varies from 32 inches, to 72 inches,

and are mostly used for women's petticoats, curtains, and

for window blinds.

Tape Lace.—Tlie Braid and Tape Laces, or Guipures

(jf the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries comprise most

of the coarse PilLjw Laces made in Italy, Spain, and

Flanders, and are endless in variety of design and ground,

although all retain the leading characteristics of the design,

appearing to consist of plain or ornamental braids or tapes

arranged so as to form patterns, and connected together

with either Bride or Reseau Grounds. The earliest Tape

Laces are made with Bride Ground and simple Cloth

Stitch, but gradually these were superseded by very

elaborate designs worked as part of the braiddike

patterns, and connected by open meshed grounds. The

stitches used in Tape Laces are given in Beaid Woek,

and the manner of working the lace in Guipuee Lace.

Tape Measures.—These Tapes are employed in trade,

as well as for home use, for the measurement of dress and

upholstery materials of all kinds. They are painted, and

marked with figures and lines to indicate measurements

from a quarter of an inch to 36 inches in length. Those

in general use are wound up in small circular brass
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or boxwood boxes, by means of a little projecting handle or

nut. They may also be had in coloured riljljon, with a

case made in ivory, mother-o'-pearl, bone, or of some shell,

having like those before named a pin running through the

centre, on which it is wound.

Tapes.—Narrow bands of linen or cotton, employed as

strings. They are of various makes, and are known as

Star ; India (or Chinese), which is of superior strength,

and may be had either soft or sized, and cut in any lengths,

and sold in large quantities, the numbers running from

00 to 12 ; the Imperial, a firmly made superior article, in

numbers from II to 151 ; Dutch, of good, fine quality of

linen, numbered as the Imperial ; Frame, a stout half-

bleached linen, and also made with a mixture of cotton
;

Filletings, a very heavy unbleached Holland, Nos. 3^ to 10,

and sold in various lengths ; Stay, which is striped and

narrow, employed liy tailors to bind buttonholes and

selvedges ; Pink, made of cotton, numbers 16, 24, and .32,

Greece it was introduced into the Roman Empire. By
Latin writers it is called Tapes or Tapete—a word derived

from the Greek, and signifying an outer covering of any

kind ; fi'om this its present name comes. After the break-

up of the power of Rome, the making of Tapestry seems

to have been discontinued in Europe until the time of the

Holy Wars, when the Crusaders found it stiU practised

and used by the Saracens. The manufacture was re.

established by them in Europe, and the work for some

time was known as Opus Saracenium, or Saracenic, and

the maker called Saracens. Up to the sixteenth century

Tapestiy was worked either by the hand upon close cord-

like canvas, and was really embroidery with coloured

worsteds, silks, and gold thread, or was made in a loom

in a manner that was neither true, weaving, nor em-

broidery, liut a combination of both, it being formed with

a warp of cords stretched in a frame and worked over

with short threads of coloured worsteds, threaded upon
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Fic. 753. TAPESTET.

cut in any length, or to be had very long on reels, it is

used in law offices, and known as Red Tape ; Pro Patria,

a fine linen of similar make to Dutch, and of the same

nvimbers. Bobbin Tape is made in cotton and linen,

either round or flat, the sizes running in uneven numbers
from 6 to 21, inclusive. The Indian Tape is twilled, and

rather stiff. The Dutch plain, and does not easily knot

;

but it is less duraljle than the former. Tapes are loom-

woven, after the manner of riljbons ; many improvements

having in recent years been invented in the machinery

employed. Tapes are named by Chaucer

:

The Tapes of hire white Volnpere,

Were or the same suit of hire colere.

The Miller's Tale.

Tapestry.—The making of Tapestry originated in the

East, whence it spread to Egypt, and was there largely

practised, and by the Egyptians taught to the Israelites.

The art was known to the Greeks in the time of Homer,

who makes frequent mention of it in his Iliad, and from

needles which filled in the design, without the cross

threads or weft of true weaving. This manner of working

Tapestry is alluded to in the Old Testament, in the verse,

"I have woven my bed with cords."

From the time of its introduction into Europe until its

final decay. Tapestry formed a very important item in the

expenditure of the wealthy, it being used to hang round
the walls of palaces and churches, and to lay down as

coverings to the floors upon State occasions, when it took

the place of the ordinary rush-strewn floor. Every
monastery possessed a loom, and the work was reckoned

among the accomplishments of the monks, who decorated

the sanctuary with hangings, and worked altar-cloths

and coverings. The first manufactories of any size

established on the Continent were at Arras, in Flanders,

Antwerp, Bmssels, Liege, and other cities ; but the work
produced at Arras soon liecame so famous that the
name of that town superseded the name of the work it

executed, and for many years Tapestry, wherever made,
was known as Arras. Thus, Canon Rock mentions that
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the Tapestry hangings gi\'en to the choir of Canterbury
Cathedral by Prior Goldston (15951, thoiigh probably made
by the monks of that establishment, are spoken of in the

description of them as Arras Work. France soon entered
the field in rivalry of Flanders, Henry IV. founding in

1606, the celebrated manufactory of Gobelin, which was re-

modelled by the Minister Colbert, in the timeof Louis XIV.,
and then became celebrated as a royal manufactory,
and one that exists in the present day. The name Gobelin
comes from the first artist who set up his looms in Paris,

and who was a nati\e of Flanders. His property known as
the Hotel de Gobelins, was purchased by the Crown. The
first Tapestry manufactory was established in this country
in 1509, by one William Sheldon. This he did, with the
co-operation of a master Tapestry maker, Robert Hicks
at Barcheston, in Warwickshire. The second attempt to

A species of the same description of manufacture is

called Moquette Tapestry, and is of recent date. It is

of wool, designed to imitate the genuine Tapestry, and
much resembling Utrecht Velvet. The fine kinds are em-
ployed for table-cloths, and the thick for carpets. It has
a long close pile, and is chiefly woven in floral devices.

Tapestry worked by the needle, as illustrated in Fig. 753,
differs but slightly from Embroidery. The stitches are
made to lie close together, so that no portion of the
foundation is visible, and each stitch is worked over
only one cord of the foundation. The Stitches are Tent
and Satin Stitch, with the outlines of the design followed
by a gold thread. Couched to the surface. The labour
of working large pieces for hangings by this method is

great, particularly as every design is shaded and worked
with colours matching the natural tints of the objects

Fig. 754. TAPESTEY.

establish the industry on a large scale in England was

made at Mortlake, Sun-ey, about a hundred years later,

by Francis Crane, at whose death the manufactory was

closed, after having enjoyed the warm patronage of

James I., Charles I., and Charles II. The work was

assisted by foreign artists and workmen, and a small

manufactory was instituted at Soho, London, as also

at Fulham and Exeter. The manufacture then ceased in

this country, until re-established by Her Majesty the

Queen, at Windsor, where it is carried on with great

success from designs executed by good artists, and par-

ticularly from those of the late E. M. Ward, R.A., under

the pati'onage of H.R.H. the Duke of Albany and H.E.H.

the Princess Louise, Marchioness of Lome.

represented. The designs are drawn upon the canvas,

but the colouring of them is left to the taste of the

worker.

Fig. 754 represents Tapestry made upon a loom. The
work that is generally recognised as true Tapestry was

made either with an upright or with a horizontal frame.

When using the latter, the pattern was placed beneath the

cords, and the worker executed it upon the wrong side

This make is the one revived at Windsoi-, and is executed

as follows : A double warp of strong white thread is

stretched and worked with treadles. Upon a roller beneath

the warp, but close to it is the coloured pattern. The

worker takes a reel of coarse crewel wool, depresses one

of the warp line of threads, runs the wool into the space

F P P
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where the colour is required, and brings it out again. He
then by a movement of the treadle, brings the depressed

warp line above the one first uppermost, and returns his

colour through the intermediate space. The threads as

worked, are pushed tightly together with a carding instru-

ment, and all the ends of wool are left upon the surface

of the work. In this process the worker never sees the

right side of the Tapestry until it is taken out of the

frame. With the high frame, although the worker cannot

see what he is doing while manipulating the threads, he

can pass to the back of the frame and there inspect it if

required.

Tapestry Cloth.—This material is a description of

Rep made in linen, and imbleached ; it measures 'J8 inches

in width, and is employed as a foundation for painting in

the style of Tapestry.

Tapestry Stitch.—tiee Embkoideky Stitches.

Tape Work.—A modern wurk, and one that is generally

combined with Crochet or Tatting. It consists of forming
rosettes with broad or binding tape, and uniting these

I'osettes with Crochet or Tatting as antimacassars, mats,

or (.>ther drawing-room ornaments. The materials required

arc soft unt«'illed Tape, known as Chinese or Binding

Fig. -.55. Tape Wokk.

Tape, the widtli depenJmg upon the size of the rosette to

be made; the widths most used are half an inch to an inch :

Crochet cotton, and Tatting cotton of medium sizes.

To work the rosette shown in Pig. 755 : Take a piece of

Chinese Tape 1 inch in width; cut it to a length of 13
inches, fold it in half-quarters, eighths, and sixteenths, so

that sixteen lines are formed down its width. Crease
these well to render them visible ; sew the two ends

together neatly with Running and Felling, and take

a thread and run it in as a "Vandyke line, as shown in

Fig. 756, Detail A, from the bottom to the top of the

tape, so that each point is upon one of the sixteen lines.

Draw the tape together by means of this line, but not

quite close, and fasten off the thread secui'ely. Take a

Crochet hook and Arden's Crochet cotton (No. 16), and

finish off the rosette with Crochet. For the outside, pull

out the points, and commence to work at the bottom of

one of them. Make 4 Chain, f, a Picot (made with 5

Chain drawn together by putting the hook back into the

Fia. "53. Tape Work—Detail A.

first made of the five), 1 Chain, 1 Treble, into the place

where, the Crochet commenced, 3 Chain, 1 Treble into the

top part of the point. *, 1 Chain, a Picot, 1 Chain ; repeat

from * twice
; 1 Treble into the top of the Treble first

worked on the point to make the crossbar ; 1 Treble into

the point side by side with the first Treble, 3 Chain, I

Treble into the hollow or lower part of the point, 1 Chain,

and repeat from f until the circle is complete ; then fasten

the first 3 Chain to the last, and tie and cut off the

cotton. For the centre : "Work 1 Double Crochet and
1 Chain between every centre point, catching the Double
Crochet into the top of the point.

To make an Antimacassar : Work thirty-sis of these

rosettes and join them by the following small Crochet

rosette
:
Make a Chain of lo stitches, which join up,

and work 16 Double Crochet into it. Second round
—1 Chain and 1 Treble into every second stitch on
the first round. Third roimd—1 Treble *, 1 Chain,

1 Picot ; repeat twice from *, 1 Trehle into the same
stitch as the first Treble, 6 Chain; repeat from the
commencement, and work this over every Treble in the
second round.

Rosettes can be made entirely of tape. They are cut
and sewn up, and run with a Vandyke line as previously
described, but are drawn together quite in the centre.
Unite them by sewing together at the points, and use
the following small Tatted Circle to fill in spaces left
between the uniting points. To work the Tatted Circle :

Make a loop, work 4. Double, 1 Purl, *, 1 Double,
1 Purl; repeat from * four times, 5 Double'; draw the
loop up as an oval and work a second, but in this omit
the first Purl and join the work to the last Purl on the
first row instead; repeat until eight ovals arc made. The
numljer of ovals will depend upon the size of the cotton
used and can be varied. Join the Rosettes to the Tatted
Circles at their Purls.

Another Description of Tape Work is made by simply
joining Vandyke braid to form insertions, like the
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one shown in Fig. T57. To work : Take Vandyke braid

of a narrow width, and sew three of the points close

together upon one side of it, and sew together the next

three points" upon the opposite side. Continue to sew

these points together alternately at each side until the

length of the insertion is obtained. Make three lengths of

tape in this way, and then join them. Tor the edge,

Fig. T57. T.4PE "Wokk,

work in Crochet 3 Chain, 1 Single, join to the point

nearest to the one commenced at ; then 4 Chain over the

hollow, 1 Single, join to the points ; repeat from the com-

mencement, and work both sides alike. This last kind of

Tape Work when executed with nan-ow braid, instead of

tape, is known as Mignardise Crochet, and is described

under that heading in Crochet, page 111.

Ta^c Lace Worl-.—In this work the solid parts are

made with narrow tape, drawn up into scallops or points,

as pre-riously described, and the open parts with Lace

Stitches. To work : Take fine braid, a quarter of an inch

in width, either white or coloured ; cut oif 12 inches,

which sew up and run as described before, and make

twelve points upon both sides. Draw these only slightly

together and sufficient to form an open rosette. Take Lace

cotton and fill in the centre of this rosette with a series of

rounds in Point de Beuxelles. Connect each Point de

Bruxelles in the first row to a point of the rosette ;
work

into the loops of the first row for the second, and work

three to four rows, gradually lessening the size of the

loops, so as to draw to a centre. Enclose this rosette with

straight lines of tape. Make these by Running the Yan-

dyke lines upon the tape as before, and drawing them

up, but leave as long straight lines. Sew these to the

rosettes at the top and bottom, and the rosettes together

in the centre of the work ; fill in all spaces left between

the tapes with English Wheels and Ornamental
Baes.

Tapisserie.—The French term for Tapestry, and for

any description of hangings, the word Tapis denoting a

carpet. See Tapestey.

Tapisserie d' Auxerre.—This Embroidery consists of

working with Berlin single wool in Satin Stitches upon

net. It is used to form antimacassars, or to stretch upon

a frame in front of fire grates. The designs are chiefly of

stars, circles, diamonds, and other geometrical figures.

To work: Select a rather open and stiff hexagonal net,

either of black or white, divide this off into squares before

commencing the work, so that the designs may be evenly

embroidered, Take a black or white thread, so as to

contrast with the net, and run it into one I'ow of the net.

Miss thirt}' meshes and ran in another line, and repeat

until the net is marked out with horizontal lines of thread,

then run lines across the horizontal ones to form perfect

squares upon the net. Mark out upon paper the outline

of the diamond or cross to be worked, and see that it fits

into one or several squares, hold this under the net, and

make Satin Stitches upon the net with single Berlin

wool, so as to fill in the figure; move the paper pattern and
work in the design until all the squares are full, varying

the coliiurs of the wool. Finish off by drawing out the

threads from the net that made the squares.

Tarlatan.—A thin gauz?-like muslin, much stiffened.

and so called from the chief centre of the manufacture,

Tarare, in France. It may be had in various colours, and

is much used for evening dresses. It was originally an

Indian manufacture, which was copied in Europe. The
width of Tarlatan is very considei-able, measuring from

1 2 yards to 2 yards in width.

Tartan. — A term denoting the chequered pattern

peculiar to the Scotch national costume, the varieties in

the colours, combinations of the same, and the dimensions

of the squares in each pattern, distinguishing one Clan

from another. There are also Fancy Tartans, which,

together with those of Scotch origin, are produced in silk

and stuff dress materials, woollen shawds, handkerchiefs,

riblions, stockings, and socks. Tartan woollen stuffs

were introduced from Normandy in the eleventh century,

and are commonly called Plaids, the material and

the chequered patterns and combinations of colours,

being usually confounded together under the name Plaid.

Before the sixteenth century there is no record of

the Tartan being the distinctive costume of the

Scottish Clans, as it was common to many nations

besides. Its use in Scotland, as such, was prohibited by

Act of Parliament in 1747, and the Grey Shepherds'

Mauds were manufactured instead; the Act was repealed

in 1782.

Tassel.—Tassels are used as a finish to embroidered

cushions. To make : Take some of the silks or wools used

in the embroidery, selecting the greatest number from the

shade chiefly used in the work. Wind these round a piece

of cardboard 3 or 4 inches wide, and when enough has

been wound to make a thick Tassel, push the whole off

the card. Thread a wool needle with some silk, twist this

round the wound wool half an inch from the top, secure

it with a stitch; push the needle up through the top of

the Tassel, and fasten the Tassel on to the material with

it, and then cut the ends of wool apart that are at the

bottom. There are also Tassels which are machine-made,

pendant tufts of silk, wool, cotton, thread, or gold and

silver cord, sometimes attached to the end of cords, or to a

gimp or braid heading, following one another in a row.

They are sold separately, or as a trimming by the yard

;

they may be had in every colour and combination of

colours, to suit any article of dress or upholstery, and

are made in Chenille, fine silk thread, and silk twist. The

worsted sorts are chiefly used for furniture decorations,

but are also manufactured in fine qualities for dress.

p F P 3
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Blind Tassels are made of unbleached thread, as well as

of -worsted in white, scarlet, green, and other colours.

Tassel Stitcli.—See Embboideey Stitches.

Tatted Lace.—See Tattino.

Tatting.—The precise date of the first introduction of

Tatting cannot be determined, as, for many years, it did

not take any prominent position in the arts of the day, but

it has been practised for more than a hundred years, and

is a reproduction of the Ragusa Gimp Laces and Knotted

Laces of the sixteenth century, of which Knot Work was

the first imitation. Knot Work is made over a cord,

with the cotton forming it wound upon a netting needle,

but in Tatting the stitches are made over a thread, and

the thread wound upon a Shuttle small enough to allow of

its being passed easily backwards and forwards over and

under the thread it is forming the stitches upon.

The English name of Tatting, taken from the word

Tatters, indicates the fragile piece-meal nature of the

work, as does the French name of Frivolite ;
but how-

ever fragile and lace-like in appearance, it is exceedingly

strong, and capable o'f bearing much rough usage. Unlike

Crochet and Knitting, where each stitch is slightly de-

pendent on its neighbour, and one becoming imfastened

endangers the rest, the stitches of Tatting are isolated

as far as their strength goes, being composed of knots

and remaining separate knots, and are very difficult to

undo when once formed. The work consists of so few

stitches that it is extremely simple, and requires neither

thought nor fixed attention when once the nature of the

stitch has been mastered, a glance, or the feel of it

passing through the fingers, being sufficient for an ex-

perienced Tatter. It also has the advantage of being

very portable, and can be worked at for a few minutes

and put down again without becoming disarranged,

which is an impossibility with many descriptions of

lace.

For many years Tatting was made as a succession of

Knots over a loop of its own thread, which was then

drawn up and the stitches on it formed into an oval by

being drawn together. These ovals had the appearance of

Buttonholes, and were only connected by the little piece

of plain thread that was missed after one oval was made
and before the nest loop was formed. To connect them

at all tightly a needle and thread were used, and they

were sewn together at their widest part. Two great im-

provements to Tatting have been made within the last

fifteen years ; first, the introduction of the lace loops

known as Picots, and called Purls in Tatting, which trim

the edges of real lace and add much to its lightness

;

and secondly, the use of a second thread or Shuttle,

which enables straight lines and scallops to be worked, as

well as the original ovals. The Purls worked round the

edge of the ovals and straight lines serve to soften their

thick look, and they also are used to connect the various

parts, the thread being drawn through a Purl and

secured with a knot (where a join is to be made), while

the lace is in progress, instead of having recourse to a

needle and thread. The second thread or Shuttle enables

the Tatter to execute elaborate designs that were quite

impossible when only one thread was used. The two

threads are tied together, and the first is used to form

a loop and make an oval, while on the second the

first thread forms the stitches, and leaves them

upon it without drawing it up ; it is then in a position to

make a loop and work an oval if required, and to con-

tinue forming stitches upon the second thread whenever

the pattern so directs, thus making the work twice as

ornamental, and enabling large and wide designs to be

formed.

There are two ways of working with the double threads,

the one most used is made by winding the first thread upon

the Shuttle and securing it to that, while the second

thread is either left attached to the skein or wound upon

the second Shuttle and remains passive, all the stitches

being formed upon it with the first thread, which forms

loops of itself and covers them, so as to make ovals where

required. In the second plan, invented by Mrs. Mee, the

working thread is not detached from the skein, and so

joins in it are obviated—and these must be frequent when

it is wound upon a small Shuttle and detached from the

skein. In this second plan, the second thread attached to

the skein is placed above the one wound upon the Shuttle,

when both are held in the left hand, and is put round the

fingers of that hand so as to fonn a loop upon which

the knots are fomied by the Shuttle thread. As the knots

are really made from the loop, the waste all comes from

that thread. When an oval has to be made, as the

loop will not draw up, a crochet needle is used to draw the

foundation thread up as a loop close to the last piece

of completed lace, and the Shuttle being put through

this loop, as in an ordinary join, forms the stitches into

an oval.

The Stitch or Knot of Tatting is formed with two move-

ments—sometimes only one of these movements is made

—

and the stitch so made is known as Half Stitch, but the

Whole or Double Stitch is the one almost universally used.

It is very simple, but depends upon the position of the

hands. Hold the shuttle horizontally in the right hand,

between the first finger and thumb, and rather backwards,

and let the thread fall from it from the inner part of the

right side
;
pass the other end of the thread, after making

the loop (when only one thread is used) over the left

hand. Slip the Shuttle under the loop thread, which let

pass between it and the first finger of the right hand and

back between it and the thumb, and bring it quickly out

Isetween the first and second fingers of the left hand.

Drop the loop from the last fingers of the left hand, but

retain that finger and thumb upon it, give a slight jerk, so

as to make the twist just formed transfer itself from the

Shuttle thread to the loop, which it should be a part of; put

back the left fingers into the loop and stretch it out, and

draw the knot up close to the thumb while the Shuttle

thread is tightened with the right hand. Bring the

Shuttle back over the left hand with its thread hanging

downwards, and pass the loop under the Shuttle between

the thumb and Shuttle, and back between the first finger

and Shuttle, drop the loop, jerk, and draw up as before

;

when enough stitches have been formed, draw the loop up

so that they form an oval. The diificulties of the beginner
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consists in keeping the thread falling from the Shuttle in

its right place, making the knot upon the right thread,

giving the proper jerk, turning the stitches to the outside

of the oval, and leaving too much or too little space

between the drawn up ovals. The fingers at first also seem

to be always in the way. and the Purls made too small;

but, after a little practice, all these difficulties disappear,

and there are no others to contend with.

The Stitches and Teems used in Tatting are as

follows ;

—

Double Stitch.—This stitch is the one most used in

Tatting. It is made with two loops or knots, and requires

two movements of the Shuttle. The first part of the

stitch, when used without the second part, is called Half,

or Single Stitch. To work : Make a loop uf the thread

as shown in Fig 758, letter a, hold its join between the

first finger and thumb of the left hand and the loop over

all the fingers ; let the unattached end of the thread fall

Fia. 7-5S. Tattixg, Double Stitch—First P.vrt.

downwards, and the end attached to the Shtittle arrange

upwards {see Fig. 758, letter b), and let it pass over the

knuckles of the left hand, sii as to be out of the way
of the loop and not interfere with the Shuttle while

making the knot. Hold the Shuttle flat between the

thiunb and first finger of the right hand, and let the end

of the thread come from the inner part of the side that is

towards the fingers of the right hand ; let it pass under

the first two, but over and caught by the little finger.

Put the Shuttle into the loop (as shown by the arrow

in Fig. 758), between the first and second fingers of the

left hand, and while pushing the Shuttle out towards the

Fig. 759. Tatti.ng, Double Stitch—First Knot.

left hand; let the loop thread pass over the Shuttle and

between it and the first finger of the right hand ; then

bring the Shuttle back towards the right hand, and let the

loop thread pass back under the Shuttle, between it and

the thumb. Do not take the right thumb and the first

finger off the Shuttle during this movement, only raise

them to allow of the passage of the loop thread. Draw
the last three fingers of the left hand out of the loop, but
keep the first finger and thumb still on the join

;
pull the

thread attached to the Shuttle tight with a jerk, and by so

doing let the Half Stitch or Knot just made be formed of

the loop and held by the Shuttle thread (see Fig. 759,

where a is the Shuttle thread, b the stitch made but not

tightened, cthe loop, and d a completed stitchl. Draw the

stitch tight by putting the left hand fingers back into the
loop and extending them. Keep the knot thus made close to

the thumb of the left hand, and compl..-te the Double thus :

The thread attached to the Shuttle will now be hanging
downwards, and not over the left hand. Keep the thumb
and the first finger on the loop and the other fingers in the

loop as before. Hold the Shuttle as before, but rather

forward [see Fig. 7(1(1], Imt put it over the left hand and

Fig. 7C0. Tattisg, Double Stitch— Secojid Part.

beyond the loop
;
push it backwards into the loop a (as

sh(")wn Ijy the aiTow }i in Fig. 760l between the first and
second finger of the left hand, and let the loop thread pass

under the Shuttle between it and the right hand thumb,

and then back to the left over the Shuttle, between it and

the first finger. Never lose hold of the Shuttle during this

movement, only raise the fingers to allow of the loop passing

under them. Take the left hand fingers out of the loop as

before, retaining hold with the thumb and first finger; pull

the Shuttle thread with a jerk, so that the knot formed is

Fig. 761. Tatting, Double Stitch—Second Knot.

made of the loop thread and runs upon the Shuttle

thread (.see Fig. 761, in which a is the Shuttle thread,

c is the new knot not tightened, d the loop, b the first

half of the knot tightened, and e a completed stitch).

Put the fingers of the left hand into the loop again, and

draw the knot tight by extending them; hold the stitches

down as made, and keep them close together. The error

likely to be made in the stitch is that the knot is formed

of the Shuttle thread, and not of the loop. This is

detected in two ways—first from the look of the stitch

made, and secondly, the loop will not pull up or open out,
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but remains firm. The loop thread wlien the stitches are

properly made can be drawn up quite close by being

pulled, or can be enlarged to any size. A Double Stitch

can bo made upon a straight piece of thread, instead of a

loop, if the thread is held in the left hand between

the thumb and forefinger, and caught round the third

finger.

EngJi.'ih Stiich.—A name sometimes given to the

second half of Dotihlc Stitch

Frerieli Stitfli.—A name sometimes given to H((lt

Stitch.

Half Stitcli.—This stitch is also known as Single. It

is not so much used in Tatting as the Double, but it is

occasionally required. It is the first part of the Double,

and is worked thus : Make a loop with the thread, which

hold at its join between the thumb and first finger of the

left hand, and let the loop pass round all the fingers. Pass

the end of the thread attached to the Shuttle over the left

hand out of the way of the lof.ip. Hold the Shuttle flat

between the thumb and first finger of the right hand, and

let the thread proceed from it from the inner part of the

outside of the Shuttle, that is, towards the fingers of the

right hand. Let the thread pass underneath the hand

until it reaches the little finger ; bring it out here, and let

that finger tighten, or loo,?en it at pleasure. Put the

Shuttle into the loop between the first and second fingers

of the left hand, and while pushing the Shuttle towards

that hand, lot the loop thread pass over the Shttttle and

between it and the first finger of the right hand. Then

bring the Shuttle back towards the right hand, and let the

loop thread pass back between the Shuttle and the right

thumb. Keep hold of the Shuttle, and only raise the

thuml) and finger so that the thread may pass beneath

them. Draw the left hand fingers out of the loop, but

keep hold of it with the thumb and first finger. Pull the

thread attached to the Shuttle tight with a .jerk, and by

so doing, let tlie knot formed by the movements be made

of the loop thread, and see that it runs upon the Shtittle

thread. Tighten this by putting the left hand fingers

again into the loop, and extending them. The loop that

is formed is shown in Fig. 758, a being the tight Shuttle

thread, c the loose loop, h the knot made and not drawn

tight. The position of the hands to commence the stitch

is shown in Pig. 7o9.

Join.—Th(?re are two ways oi joining Tatting, both rif

which are frequently required in the same pattern. In

one, the Purls are used to attach circles and ovals, and in

the other, straight lines of Tatting are made with the aid

of a second thread between the ovals and circles formed

with the first thread.

To .loin with the Purls : Make a loop, and upon it

form stitches tmtil the Purl upon an already finished

piece of Tatting is reached, to which the piece in progress

is to be attached. Take the Tatting pin, or an ordinary

pin or Crochet hook, pass it through the Pttrl, and with

it pull the loop through the Purl, where it is beyond the

stitches, taking care that the loop thread is not twisted as

it passes through. Draw it through until it will admit of

the Shuttle, and pass the Shuttle through it and then

straighten out the loop thread again. If the loop thread

has been twisted when put through the Purl, the stitches

will not run upon it and cannot be drawn up. If it has

been correctly di-awii through, the stitches will run upon

the loop in the ordinary manner.

To Join with Two Threads : When two threads are

used, sometimes both are wound upon Shuttles, at others

only the first, or working thread, is attached to a Shuttle,

and the second left attached to the reel. It is immaterial

which course is pursued, but, in the explanation, the

" first thread" indicates the one that does the work, and is

wound upon a Shuttle ; and the " second thread" the one

used to make the lines that join the pattern made with

ovals and circles, without the necessity of breaking the

thread. To work : Knot the two threads together, make a

loop with the first thread, and work tipon it with the first

thread. Draw it up, and (^ontinue to work ovals or circles

with the first thread, until the desired number is finished.

Draw this up tight, pick up the second thread, hold it

lietween the thumb and first finger of the left hand with

the work already made, and keep it as a straight line by

catching it down with the third finger. Open the first

and second fingers with the thread extended between

them, wide enough for the Shuttle to pass, and work a

stitch with the first thread in the usual way. Drop the

second thread, as the loop is dropped while making the

stitch, and give the first thread the customary jerk, so

that the knot is formed of the straight thread. Work
stitches until the length of the line required is completed;

then drop the second thread, and continue the pattern

with the first.

.To.<<ephinp Knot.—This Knot is used in Tatting as an

ornament to break the line of a straight piece of thread

when the work is done with one thread only. It is made

as follows : Make a loop, and upon it work five to seven

Half Stitches, according to the thickness of the thread

used ; commence to draw the loop up, but before it is quite

drawn up, pint the Shuttle through it, then draw it quite

close, and a lump or thick knot will be formed.

Loop.—All the Tatting that is made with the help of

one thread only is formed upon a loop. After the required

number of stitches are made tte loop is drawn together,

and an oval or circle thus formed. To work: Make a loop

over the left hand, hold the join between the first finger

and thitmb, and let the end of the thread attached to the

Shuttle be upwards, and pass it over the left hand out of

the way of the loop. Make the required number of

stitches, then drop the loop, and hold the stitches lightly

and firmly in the left hand, and gradually draw the loop

together liy pulling the thread attached to the Shuttle.

Pull this until the first and last stitch upon the loop

meet.

I'icot.—A name sometimes applied to denote a Purl.

Pin and Biny.—The instrument shown in Fig. 762

is used in Tatting for two purposes, one to draw loops

of cotton up with so as to connect various parts of

the design, and the other to work the Purl with. The
ring is put round the little finger of the right hand, so

that the pin can be used without moving the ring. This
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instrument is not a necessity to Tatting, an ordinary

black-headed pin ansTvering as well.

FIl; Tatting Pi c and King.

Pid'/.—The Purls in Tatting are sometimes called

loops, Tvhich rather confuses the worker between them and

the loop upon which the circles and ovals in Tatting are

made. Purls are the small loops that stand out from the

edge of any pai-t of the design and trim it, giving to it the

appearance of the Picots made in Needle Laces ; they are

also used to pass the thread through when two parts of

a pattern have to be joined. They are made in two ways,

of which the following is the easier : Make a stitch, and

allow one-eighth of an inch of thread on l.ioth the loop

and the Shuttle thread before commencing the next stitch,

when the stitches are drawn close by the loop being pulled

up, the piece of Shuttle thread between them will stand out

beyond them as a small loop. When making a number of

Purls, always divide them with a stitch, and be careful to

leave the same length of thread for each Purl.

Another way: Take a knitting needle or big pin.

according to the size requ-ved foi the Purl, make a

stitch, then pass the thread round the needle and make
another stitch close up to the needle. When the knitting

needle is withdrawn, the thread that went round it forms

the Pari. This plan is more tedious than the one first

given, but the Purls made by it are sure to Ije of the same

size.

Shuttle.—The Shuttle is the instrument used in

Tatting to wind the cotton upon. It is shown in Fig. 763,

and is made of three pieces of bone, ivory, and mother-o'-

pearl or tortoiseshell. Of the three pieces two are oval,

flat on the inside, and convex on the outer, and these are

Fig. 763, Tatting Shuttle.

joined together with a small short thick piece of ivory,

thi-ough which a hole is bored. The Shuttle can be ob-

tained of three sizes : No. 1 is used for very fine Tatting,
No. 2 for the ordinary description of work, and No. 3 for

coarse.

In selecting a Shuttle, see that the two brass pins that

keep it together do not protrude upon the outside, as

they are then apt t(j entangle the thread while working,
and prevent the stitches lieing easily made. Also take
care that the points are close. To fill the Shuttle : Pass
the end of the-tlircad through the hole bored in the

centrepiece of the Shuttle, and theu secure it by a knot

;

wind the cotton upon the Shuttle by passing it alternately

through the two (jiids, but do not put too much cotton

on at once, or the points will gape open at the ends.

Single Tattlmj.—See Half Stitch.

Stitches.—The number of Stitches in Tatting are very

limited. They comprise Double Stitch, Half Stitch or

Single Tatting, Josephine Knot, and Purl.

Tutting with Tiro 67u(H?es.—Tatting with Two Threads
or Shuttles is a modern invention, and one that has done
much to render the work like real lace. Before it was
invented all the Tatting that could be done had to be
made upon a loop of the only thread used, and then drawn
up. This produced any amount of circles and ovals,

but as these were only connected with a line of plain

thread, the designs they formed ivere poor, and mainly
consisted of Stars, Trefoils, and Rosettes, worked sepa-

rately, and joined together at the Purls. By the intro-

duction of a second thread, scalh.ipcd and straight lines

Fig. 7fii. Tatting with Two Shuttles,

can be worked between the ovals and circles, and this

is an immense improvement to the work, as the designs

are intricate and much more serviceable, and the weari-

some joining of separate pieces is greatly avoided. To
work -with two Shuttles : Wind thread upon both Shuttles,

which latter should be of diii'erent colours, to distinguish

between them. Knot the two threads together, and

hold both between the finger and thumb of the left

hand. Make a loop, and work with the first Shuttle,

as in ordinary Tatting for ovals and circles, but when

a straight line betv.'een these is shown in the pattern
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take up the second thread and eatcli it ro^md the little

finger of the left-hand to keep it out in a straight line

from the thumb (see Tig. 761) . Then with the first Shuttle

or thread make the usual stitches, using the second thread

instead of a loop, and dropping it, so that the knot is

formed of it, and stretching it out again over the hand, so

that the knot is tightened. Work upon the straight

thread the number of stitches required, and leave them

without drawing them up as a loop, but draw them

together by pulling the shuttle thread. Then to make

ovals, drop th; second thread, and work only with the

first, but be careful to commence the oval close to the

stitches upon the second thread, so that no space is left

between the stitcdes. Continue to work upon the second

thread when any straight parts of the pattern are required,

and tie it up and fasten it oli when no longer wanted. It

is not necessary to attach this thread t(j a second Shuttle,

as it makes no stitches ; it is quite sufficient to leave it

fastened to the reel. Fig. "til shows a straight line, orna-

mented with Purls made with the two threads as follows :

Tie the two threads together, and hold both in the left

hand between the thumb and first finger ; wind the thread

from the second Shuttle round the little finger, and open

the hand out ; then make 1 Double, 1 Purl, alternately,

upon the straight thread. The illustration shijws a Purl

just made, and the first Half of the Double.

An(jther Way to work with two Shuttles : Tie the

two threads together, and wind up upon the Shuttles, but

let one of the Shuttle threads be still attached to the skein.

In working, always use this as the foundation thread, and

keep it stretched across the fingers of the left hand, or as

a loop, so that as the km.its are really formed upon the

foundation thread the thread used most is from the skein.

As the foundation thread will not allow of lieing drawn

up like an ordinary loop when making an oval, draw the

stitches together with the help of the pin, and form a

small loop, as in Join, through which pass the Shuttle.

By using this plan of working, the knots formed by
joining lengths of thread are avoided.

The following selection of Tatting Patterns will be

found useful :

Diamond.—The Diamond shown in Fig. T65 is used,

when worked with coarse cotton, to make pincushion

covers, or parts of an antimacassar, and when worked with

fine cotton, for caps or trimmings. For coarse work, use

Walter and Evans" Crochet cotton. No. 1 ; for fine Tatting,

cotton No. 40. Use two Shuttles, and work the four

corners of the diamond singly. First comer—Make a

loop, work upon it V Double, 1 Purl, 1 Double, 1 Purl

1 Double, 1 Purl, 1 Double, H Doul.ile, draw the loop up,

and make another close to it, on which work 6 Double,

fastened to the last Purl of first loop ; 1 Doulile, 1 Purl,

2 Double, I Purl, 2 Double, ti Double, draw the loop up,

and make another loop close to it, and upon that work

6 Double, fastened on the last Purl of preceding loop ; 4

Double, 1 Purl, 1 Double, 1 Purl, 8 Double. Take up the

second Shuttle, fasten the thread to the end of the thread

at the first loop, throw the thread of the first Shuttle over

the fingers of the left hand, and work with the first thread

upon the second thread. Work 5 Double, and then a circle

made with the first thread only, make a loop, upon which

work 8 Double, fastened on the last Purl of the last of

the loops worked close together ; 5 Double, 1 Purl, 5

Double, 1 Purl, 4 Double, 1 Purl, 6 Double, draw the loop

up, and so make the circle, then work over the thread of

the second Shuttle 5 D.^uble, 1 Purl, 1 Double, 1 Purl, 3

Double, 1 Purl, 1 Double, I Purl, 5 Double ; make a loop

with the first thread, and upon it work with the first

thread a circle thus, 6 Double, 1 Purl, 4 Double, I Purl, 5

Double, 1 Purl, 5 Double, fasten to the first Purl made on

the loop made first of the three together ; 8 Double, draw

the circle up and work upon the second thread with the

first, 5 Double, fasten the thread so as to form a circle with

the stitches worked on the second thread, and then cut off.

The engraving shows the three little loops made first at

the extreme point of the comer, and the two circles

fastened to these, and up)on each side of the large loop

which is made gradually upon the second thread. Work
the four comers as described, and then the centre of the

Flu. 765. DUMOKD Taitinu.

design. This consists of four leaves, which touch each
other at their base. To work a leaf: Make a loop, 3
Double, I Purl, 2 Double, 1 Purl, I Double, I Purl, 1

Double, 1 Purl, 2 Doulde, 1 Purl, 3 Double, and draw up.

Work all the leaves thus, and join them as worked to

the first Purl made upon the preceding leaf, omitting
that Purl in the newdy made leaf. Work the oval circles

which connect the corners to the centre as follows : Fasten
the thread to the Purl of a corner, make a loop, work 7

Double, 1 Purl, s Double, fasten the thread into a Purl of

another C(jrner opposite to the one on the first corner, work
8 Double, 1 Purl, 7 Double, and draw up the loop, fasten

the thread through the same Purl of the first comer that
it was first fastened to, carry it on to the next Purl of the

same corner, and fasten it to that, then work an oval

circle as before, and continue until the 4 oval circles on
that side are made, then fasten the thread on the two cross

Purls of the centre pattern, and work 4 oval circles ou
the other side of the comer, connecting a new or third

comer with them to the design. Work the 8 oval circles
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still remaining as describeci, connecting the last or fourtli

corner into tbe design with them. When the diamond is

completed, draw two threads on each side of each comer
pattern, along the lines made at the top and bottom of the

oval circles, to strengtlien the lines there made, and so

that they stand out boldly.

D'Oiilei/.—The pattern shown m Fig. 'JUtj can be used
for a D'Oyley if worked with fine Tatting cotton (No. CO)

and the smallest Shuttle ; or for an antimacassar when

the work thus : Pui- tlie twelfth and f.jurtecnth ovals-
Make a loop, work 1 Double, 1 Purl, !» Double, 1 Purl, 9

Double, 1 Purl, 1 Double. For the sixteenth and eighteenth
ovals—Make a- loop, work :! Double, ] Purl, * 1 D..iublc, 1

Purl, repeat from * thirteen times, I! Double. Work the
twentieth and twenty-s.'coud ovals like the twelfth and
fourteenth, and in the twenty-fii'st '.i\al joiu in the middle
Purl to the thirteenth, fifteenth, seventeenth, and nine-

teenth ovals, and repeat from the first oval. Repeat until

^f^;
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inside ovals : C(5ntinue until sixteen small ovals are made,

join tlie sixteontli oval to the fourteenth, twelfth, tenth,

and eighth ovals, and when working the eighteenth and

twentieth ovals join them in the centre. Purl to the sixth

and fourth ovals respectively. Join the twenty - second

and twenty-fourth ovals together at the middle Purl, and

join the twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth ovals with a long

Purl to the middle Purl of the two highest of the large

Purls in the centre of an outside oval on the last round

(see Pig. 766). Join the thirtieth oval to the last four

inside ovals, and repeat the pattern until all the scallops

are made, and then fasten off. The third round is com-

p(jsed of Stars ; these are worked separately and joined to

the last Round and to each other as the Purls that touch

are mad(_'. Make each Star with twenty-four ovals
;
work

these alternately for the outside oval. Make a loop, work

.1 Double, 1 Purl, 8 Double, 1 Purl, 8 Double, 1 Purl, 1

Double, draw the looji up. Pcjr the inside oval : Make a

loop, work 1 Double, 1 Purl, 7 Double, 1 Purl, 7 D(nible, 1

Pui-1, 1 Dciulde. Join every alternate oval in the first

and last Purl, omitting that Purl at the join on the

new oval; when the twelve inside ovals are made, draw

the centre Purls on them together into a Circle, and make
an Ornamental Wheel with a needle and thread inside the

Circl(.\ Work the last round of the Tatting as a double

scallop, and like the second round, except that in each

oval make 8 Double instead of 6 Double, so as to make
the i">vals larger.

a%i)i(/.—(Block Pattern.) Work iu Arden's No. 18

Cr(jchet cotton for a three-cpiarter inch border. The

pattern is done with two threads, and it is important that

when the first or shuttle one is used, its first stitch is made
quite up to the last stitch formed with the under thread,

and, when the latter is taken over the fingers for working

the first stitch is made close to the root of the loop made
with the shuttle cotton. Commence on the second, or

uudei' thread
;
put this round the fingers, and on it make 5

Double, 1 Puel, 5 Double. 1 Purl, 4 Double. Drop the

under thread, f, make a loop with the shuttle thread, and
on it work ~> Double, join to the first Purl upon the under

thread, 5 Double, 1 Purl, r, Double, 1 Purl, .5 Double, draw
up the loop, take up the under thread, and work 4 Double
on it. Drop it, make a loop with the shuttle thread, and
work 5 Double: join to the last Purl of first loop, *, 2

Double, 1 Purl, repeat from * seven times, work .5 Double.

Draw the loop up, make a third loop like the second one,

and close to it, and join it to the last Purl on the second

loop. Take up the \mder thread, work 4 Double, droji it,

and with the shuttle thread make the fourth loop, thus : 5

Double, j(jin to the last Purl on the third loop, 5 Double, 1

Purl, 5 Double, 1 Purl, .5 Double, dr.aw the loop up. Put
the under thread round the fingers, work 4 Double, join to

the Purl last made on the under thread before the first

loop was commenced, and, still using the same thread
work 5 Double, join to the last Purl on the fourth loop,

work 5 Double, 1 Purl, 5 DoubL^ 1 Purl, 4 Double. Drop
the under cotton, and comuieuce with the shuttle thread
to repeat the pattern from f; but after the second group
of ', D.:.uble, .join to the Purl in the middle of fourth
instead of making a Purl.

[i). Work the edging illustrated in Fig. 767 with

Walter and Evans's Tatting cotton No. 40, or Crochet

cotton. No. 20. Tw(j threads are required, and the work is

made in two pieces, the first consisting of the ovals and

connecting line, the second of the single oval and line

forming the Tjorder. To work the Ovals : Tie the two

oopi.

Fw. 767. T-iTiisfi— Ei'GiN-ii (No. 2),

threa<ls together, *, make a loop upon the shuttle thread,

and upon it work 8 Double, 1 Purl, 4 D(iuble, 1 Purl, 4

D(.)uble. Draw this \ip, and close to it make another loop,

upon which work 4 Doiible
;
join to the last Purl on the

first oval, 4 Doubde, 1 Purl, 2 Double, 1 Purl, 4 Double, 1

Purl, 4 Double. Draw up, and work close to the 2 ovals a

third. Make a loop, work 4 Double, join to the last Purl

on the second oval, 4 Double, 1 Purl, 8 Double. Draw this

oval up, and tighten all the ovals
;
then pick up the under

or second thread, and upon it work 10 Double. Drop> the

second thread, and work the three lower ovals with the

first thread. In the first oval make a loop, work 8

Double, 1 Purl, 1 Double, 1 Purl, 3 Double, 1 Purl, 4

D(juble ; draw up. Work the second oval, make a loop,

work 4 Double, join to the last Purl on the preceding oval,

5 Double, 1 Purl, 5 Double, 1 Purl, 4 Doulile. Draw up, and
work the third oval. Make a loop, work 4 Double, join to

the last Purl on the second oval, 3 Double, 1 Purl, 1

Double, 1 Purl, 8 Double. Draw up all the ovals close

together, and work on the second thread lO Doubles,

Then repeat the pattern from *, but, instead of the first

Purl upon the first oval, join the work to the last Purl upon
the third oval. Do this also when the first oval of the

bottom set of ovals is reached. For the biorder ; Tie two
threads together, and work the single oval with the first

thread, the connecting line with the two threads. For the

oval make a loop, and on it work 6 Double, join the oval

to the Purl left upon the last oval of the three bottom
ovals, work 4 Double, jcnn the oval to the Purl left upon
the first oval of the next group of three, work 6 Double.
Draw up and pick up the under thread, upon which work
8 Double, and connect to the top Purl on the second oval

of the group of three, work 8 Double, drop the second

thread, and work the single oval with the shuttle thread.

Repeat the border from the commencement. Sew the

edging to the material by attaching the border line to it.

(3) Work the Edging shown in Fig. 768 with Walter
and Evans' Tatting cotton. No. 40, or Crochet cotton,

No 20. It is made with two threads, the three ovals being
formed on the first thread, and the line connecting them
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with both the threads. To work : Tie the two threads to-

gether, and for the first Oval make a loop with the thread

on the Shuttle and work on it 4 Double, 1 Fuel, 4 Double,

1 Purl, 4 Double. 1 Purl, 4 Double ;
draw up tight, and

work the next oval quite close to the first. Make a loop,

work 4 Doul.de, join to the last Purl upon the first oval,

work i-l Double, 1 Purl. 4 Double ; draw up. Work the

the third oval like the first, but ouiit the first Purl, and

join to the second oval instead. Draw the three ovals well

totjether. and tie the two threads together ; turn the ovals

doNvnwards, and ujion the under or second thread w(jrk t

76S, T.\TTING— Ell (Jy'o, .3).

Double, .join to the last Purl on the third oval; work 1

Purl. 4 Double, 1 Purl, S Doulile. Turn the work, and

repeat the three ovals made with the shuttle thread, join

the first to the straight line by passing the thread round

the straight line after the first 4 Douljle is worked, and

omit the Purl there. Then work 4 Double and join to the
!

third loop of the first group of ovals, W(U-k the rest nf the

first oval and the others as ali'eady deseiibed, and I'epeat

the ovals and the connecting line to the end of the Edging.

Sew the Edging on to the material with the help of the

Purls upon the connecting line.

(4) Pointed.—This Edging is useful for trimming

ladies" underclothing. It is worked with twi.i threads,

and is made by working five ovals divided from each other
1

with curved lines, which are joined in the centre, while

the ovals are arranged in a pyi-amidal form, two upon

each side and one as a point. Each gr(nip of five ovals

is connected by a straight line of stitches. To work :

|

Use Walter and Evans' Crochet cotton, No. lo, an.l

the medium-sized Shuttle. Knot the two threads to-

gether, and work upon the second thread, *. 12 Double,

1 PuEL, 3 Double, *, then make a loop with the first

thread and work an oval of 4 Double, 1 Purl, 2 Double,

then 1 Purl and 1 Doulile five times, 6 Double I make the

Purls of a good size) ; draw the loop up, pick up the second

thread, and work on it 3 Double, 1 Purl, Douljle ; drop

the second thread, and make an oval like the last, but

join it to the last Purl upon the first oval, instead of

making the first Purl ; draw the oval up and take up the

second thread, upon this work 3 D<;iuble, drop the second

thread and make the third oval like the second, liut work

1 Double, 1 Purl, seven instead of five times ; draw it

up, and work 3 Double upon the second thread. Work the

fourth oval like the second, then 3 Double upon the

second thread, join to the Purl last made upon the second

thread and work 3 Double. Make the fifth oval like the

second oval, work 3 Double upon the second thread, and

join to the first oval made on it ; then work 9 Double,

1 Purl, 3 Double ; repeat the pattern from *, but in making
the second point join the fourth and fifth ovals of the

last point to the centre Purl of the first and second new
ovals, and omit those Purls in them.

(5) Scall(iped.—1he Scalloped Edging in Fig. TCil is

represented with only one Scallop formed, and without

the Crochet line that completes the Edging, and that is

worked to sew the Edging to a fnundation. The work is

so represented, as it shows the Tatting mcire clearly, and

as the Scallop is frequently joined to an insertion, the

Crochet line would then be superfluous. To work: Use

Walter and Evans' Boar's Head cotton, Ni.'. 11. Com-

mence with the ring in the centre; make a Loor, work 1

Fk;. 76'K T.vTTiN.i—Scalloped Ei'i.axc {No. .j).

Double, 1 Purl, * 2 Double, 1 Purl, repeat fri.>ni * ten times,

1 Doulile, draw the loop up, and Twist the thread into the

first Purl on the ring. To make the outside edge : Leave

half an inch of cotton, iind then work the ovnl; make a

loop, work .J Double, 1 Purl, * 1 Double. 1 Purl, repeat

from * four times, 5 Double, draw the loop up, leave the

same length of cotton as before, and join it t(.) the next

Purl on the centre ring and repeat the oval. Make six

ovals, joining each to the one preceding it, and to the

Purl on the centre ring.

Ill) Siiiqjlc Double Tlireud. — Wnyk with Arden's

Crochet cotton, No. IS, and with two threads. Tie the

two threads together, make a loop with the first or

shuttle thread, work •!. DouUe. 1 Furl, 6 Double, 1 Furl,

5 Double, draw the loo]) up. and turn it upside down under

the left finger and thumb, then upon the under or second

thread close to the Ljop, work -5 Double, 1 Furl. Douljle.

y turn the work u]n-iglit and with the shuttle thread

make a loop, work o Dotdjle, join to the last Purl on the

first loop, *, work 2 Double. 1 Purl, repeat from '' se\en

times, work 5 D(juble, draw the loop up, and close to it,

upon the under threail w..rk -3 Double, 1 Purl, D.juble
;

make a loop with the shuttle threail and work 5 Double,

join to the last Furl of the last loop, work 6 Doulile,

1 Purl, draw the loop up, and on the under thread work

.5 Doulde, 1 Fmd, 5 Double. Repeat the pattern from x
.

Work a Ceochet Chain as a foundation to this Edging.

(7) Simj^Ie Single Thread. — Work with Arden's

cotton No. 18, or with Walter and Evans' N(j. "(O, and with

one thread, x Make a loop, upon it work 5 Double,

1 Purl, *, 2 Double, 1 Purl, repeat from * five times, work

5 Double. Draw the loop up ;
x turn the Lxjp upside

down and place it under the finger and thumb, make a

loop one-eighth of an inch beyoml the first one, and on it

work 5 Double, 1 Purl, 5 Doulde, and draw up. Reverse

the work, make a loop one-eighth of an inch from the last

made, and repeat the first loop, joining it to the last

Purl on the second loop after the first 5 Doulde instead

of working the Purl. Repeat the pattern from x
. Con-

neot the smaller row of loops with a Crochet Chain,

Q <i 0, 2
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wliioli take from Purl to Purl, and keep these at eqxial

distances apart. Use tliis Chain as the foundation to

the Edging.

(8) See Lapi^et.

Ground TToi'A-.—The design shown in Fig. T70 is in-

tended to be used when Tatting in large pieces, such as veils,

caps, scarves, and other articles where a ground resemliling

net is required. The design, if used for a veil, should be

worked either in cotton No. liJO, or in the finest lilack

machine silk
; if f.jr large articles, in stouter silk or thread.

To work : Cut (jut upon a sheet of paper, the shape of the

article to be made, and Tat backwards and forwards in

rows, regulating the length of the rows by the paper
pattern. Commence at the widest part of the material.

Fig. 770. Tattinci—Gbounu Woiik.

First row, first oval—Make a loop, work .3 Double, 1 Purl,
3 Double, 1 Purl, 3 Double, 1 Purl, 3 D.juble, draw up, leave
half an inch of cotton, then repi-at the oval; work to the
end of the row in this manner, being careful always to

leave the same length of thread between each oval. Second
row—Make a loop and commence an oval, join the second
Purl of the oval in progress to the centre of the half inch
of cotton left between the ovals in the first row, and finish

the oval. Continue these rows of ovals until the article is

finished, and where any extra breadth is required, make the
threads between the ovals longer ; where a slight contract-
ing is needed, make the threads between them shorter.

In.'^ertions. — The patterns given for these Tatting
.Insertions are chiefly used for trimming underclothing.
They can either be sewn to a Tatted Edging when finished,

or can be turned into an Edging by a line of Crochet in

Chain Stitch lieing worked along one of their edges, to

which it is attaclied by the Purls at the edge of the
design.

ll) To work Fig. 771 : In this pattern, only one
thread is used. For a coarse Insertion, such as is shown.

Fig 771. T.^TTIK.i—IxSEETION (No. 1).

use Walter and Evans' Crochet cotton, No. 1(1 ; for a finer

make, Tatting cotton, No. 30. To work the first oval-

Make a loop, work upon it 5 Doublb, 1 Fuel, *, 1

Doiible, 1 Purl, repeat from * four times, 5 Double, draw

the loop up, leave a quarter of an inch of cotton, reverse

the work, and make the second oval as the first. For the

third oval—Repeat the directions, but join the new oval to

the first one after the first 5 Double. For the fourth oval

—

Repeat the directions, but join it to the second oval after

the first 5 Doulde of the new oval is made. Repeat for

the whole length.

(2) The pattern shown in Fig. 772 is in two pieces,

and worked with Walter and Evans" Crochet cotton,

No. 10 ; two threads are rec^uired. To work ; Fill the

Shuttle with the first thread, make a loop with it, and

on it work for the first circle 10 Double, 1 Purl, 10

Double. Draw the loop up, put the second thread round

the left hand, and work upon it with the first thread, 8

Dijuble, 1 Purl, 8 Double. Second oval : Make a loop,

work 10 Double, join to the Purl of the first oval, 10

Double : draw the loop up, repeat from the commence-

ment until the length required is made, then re-commence

to make the other side of the Insertion, First oval—Make

Fig. 772. T.ittinc—Isseetion (No. 2).

a loop with the first thread, 10 Doulile, join to the Purl

which connects the first and second ovals of the first

piece, work 10 Double, draw the loop up. Take up the

second thread, and upon it work with the first thread

8 Double, 1 Purl, 8 Double. Second oval—Make a loop,

work 10 Double, join to the same Purl as the first oval was

joined to, work 10 Double, and draw the loop up. Repeat

the work from the commencement, and join the next two

ovals to the Purl which connects the third and fourth ovals

w .)rked on the first piece. Repeat until the right length is

made, and then make the outside lines. Crochet 7 Chain,

1 Double Crochet, into the Purl upon the second thread,

7 Chain, 1 Double Crochet into the next Purl upon the

second thread, and repeat for both lines,

(3) To work Fig, 773: Use Walter and Evans'

Crochet cotton No, 50, and use two threads. Work the

insertion in two pieces. C<jmmence by tying the two

threads together, and work with the cotton in the right

hand over that in the left hand. Commence with the

first thread, working upon the second and without a loop,

1 Plain, 1 Purl, (turn the Purl downwards), 1 Plain, 6

Double, 1 Purl, *, 6 Double, 1 Purl, 1 Plain. Turn these

stitches all downwards from the first, 6 Double, then

turn the work so as to bring the upper edge downwards,
and work G Double, which fasten on to the last Purl
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turned downwards with the right hand thread, thus

forming an upward loop. Turn the work downwards,

Fig. 773. T.i,tting -Insertion (No. 3}.

draw the thread in the right hand underneath the one

in the left hand, and work 6 Double, 1 Pari, G Double,

turned upwards. Fasten these stitches to the first down-

Lappet.—In working the designs shown in Fig. 774'

where is given the size of the Lappet, use Tatting cotton
No. .)0 and tw(] Shuttles or threads. The Lappet is

worked in four pieces and joined. The pieces consist

of the large and small Rosette that make the centre,

the inserti'Ui surrounding them, and the edging round
the insertion. To work : Comim'Uce with the largest

Rosette. Wind the cotton upon t\v(j Shuttles and knot
the tw(j ends together with the first thread. Make a
loop, and work upon it 10 Double, 1 long Fuel, 10

Double; draw up the loop and turn it downwards, *;

close to it work upon the second thread with the first

thread the scallop that connects the six centre Lxjps of

the Rosette together, make the scallop with 8 Double,

1 Purl, 8 Double. Turn the work, and close to the

scallop work a loop as already described, but join this

Fig. 77i. T AT TlNG-L APP E T (No. 1).

ward Purl. Tlie first part of border is now completed
;

turn it downwards, and work 8 Doulile, 1 Purl, 8 Double,

1 Purl, 1 Plain. Turn the work downwards, and work
6 Double, which fasten on to the last Purl, turned up.

Repeat the work from *, and continue until the first

piece is made the length required. Then work the second

piece, and fasten it to the first at the Purls between the

8 Doubles, which are repeated twice in every pattern.

(4} See Lappets Nos. 1 and 2.

loop to the first one made, instead of making a Purl in

it. Repeat from * four times, so as to make five with

the first loop, six loops and five scallops. Then work

another scallop and fasten both the ends of the thread on

to the second thread over which the first scallop was

worked, where the scallop joins the first loop. The inner

round of the rosette completed, work the outside round.

Commence where the first round left off and work upon

the second thread with the first thread, * 6 Double, 1
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Purl, 5 Double ; fasten to the Purl of the seallop on the

first round, and then continue with 5 Double, 1 Purl, 6

Double ; fasten to the thread Ix'tween two scallops of the

preceding round. Repeat from * five times. For the small

Rosette, work like the first round of the large Rosette.

The Inseition. — This is worked iu two pieces; the

half which touches the edging is worked first, and as

fidlows: Unite the two Shuttles Ijy knotting the threads.

*, work with the first thread, make a loop, and upon it

work 8 Double, 1 long Purl, 8 Double, draw the loop up,

turn it downwards, and close to it ami upon the second

thread with the first, make a scallop with 6 Double, 1 Pui-1,

6 Double. Turn the work, and close to the scallop work a

loop, liut fasten this second loop to the first one instead

of making a Purl upon it. Turn the woi'k, make another

scallop, and repeat fnjni * fiftetn times, but make the

two scallops at the lowest part of the Lappet (where

shown in the illustration) Linger tlian the others with 8

Double instead of 6. After woiking the last seallop,

fasten the threads to the first loop of the Insertion, and

cut them off. Work the second half of the Insertion

like the first part, but join the loops to those made in the

first half and omit the Purls. Work the scallops with

5 Double, I Purl, .5 Double, as they arc smaller than the

ones first made.

For the Ed-iug.—Tie the two threads together, nnike a

loop with the first thread and work upon it 8 Double,
I PuEL, 1 Doulde, draw the loop up ; turn tlie work, make
another loop, work upon it 2 Doul)le, *, 1 Puid, 1 Double ;

repeat from * eight times; work 2 double, draw up;

fasten this loop to the preceding one, S(_> that l.Hjth loops

meet. Turn the work, ami work o\'er the second thread

with the first thi-ead i) Douljle to form the scallop l^etween

the li.>ops ; repeat from * to the emi of the Eilgiug.

Make up the Lappet as follows: Tack the different

pieces in their right positi<jns on to a piece of stiff paper,

j<jin the Rosettes together, and to the Purls upon the

inner scallops by passing a tliread alternately through a

Purl upon the Rosette and upon the scallop, and CoBD
this thread, so as to make it strong enough. Tack the

outer Purls of the Inserti(,in to the part of the Lappet,

where it is connected with (he muslin, and then Button-

hole the edge of the muslrn oviu', taking up the Purls

in their positions with the Buttonholes. Work the long

line that connects the Insertion with the Edging with two

threads, make Doubles upon the second thread with the

first, and connect the Purls upon the outer edge of the

Insertion, and the Purls of the inner loop of the Edging

to the straight line of Doubles. Work 7 Double between

each Purl, and connect thi' Purls of Edging and Insertion,

except at the extreme point of the Lappet, there work

6 Doul)le, and cijnncct a Puid fr(jm the Edging, *, (i

Double, and connect the two Purls, 6 D(jul)le, and eijuneet

a Purl fr'.)m the Edging; rejieat from * twice, and then

continue to connect the two Purls as at first.

(2) Work the Lappet illustrated in Fig. 7T5 with

Tatting cotton. No. 100 for tine trimmings, No. 50 for

caps or cravat ends, .-ind No. 20 for coarse work. It is

worked with two threads or Shuttles, and in three pieces —

the graduated ovals inclosing the centre of the design,

the edging, and the centre. To work the Ovals : Commence

with the smallest, which is at the top of the Lappet. Make
a loop, and on it work 3 Double, 1 Publ, 7 Double, 1

Purl, 7 Doul.ile, I Purl, 3 Double. Draw the loop up, and

then close to it work a second oval with 3 Double, join

the oval on to the last Purl of the one preceding it, work

8 D.juble, 1 Purl, 8 Double, I Purl, 3 Double. Draw the

loop up, miss one-fifth of an inch on the thi-cad, and work

a third oval, thus : Make a loop, work 4 Double, fasten to

the preceding oval, work 9 Double, I Purl, i) Double, 1

Purl, 4 Double. Repeat this third oval four times, but in

the fourth oval work 10 Double instead of 9 ;
in the fifth,

II Double instead of 9 ; and in the sixth, 12 Double instead

Fi,i Tattixc-;—Lam-et (No. 2)

of !l. Work the seventh oval like the sixth. Slightly

increase the distan(_'e between each oval as they become
larger. Eighth oval—Work .5 Doulde, join to the pre-

ceding oval, work 13 Double, 1 Purl, 13 Double, 1 Purl, 5

Doulile. Ninth oval—As eighth, l>ut work 14 Double
instead of 13 Double-. Tenth oval—Work 6 Double, jom
to the preceding oval, work Li Doulile, 1 Purl, 15 Double,
1 Purl, (3 Double. Eleventh and twelfth ovals—As tenth,

but work 16 Double in them, mstead of 15 Double. Thir-

teenth oval—Work (i Double, join to the preceding circle,

work 17 Doulde, 1 Purl, 17 Double, 1 Purl, 6 Double.
Repeat these ovals backwards fr(nn the twelfth to the

second, and then join the first and the twenty-fifth oval.

Form the Edging with a row of small graduated
circles joined to the outer Putl of the ovals. Fasten
the thread to the first oval, make a looj^, and work
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on it 3 Double, 1 Purl, * 1! Double, 1 Pui-l, repeat

from * five times, W(irk 1 Purl, :! Double (make tUe Piu-ls

rather long), draw the li^oji up, anJ fasten ou tbe thread to

the top Purl of next oval. Work the second circle like

the first, but omit the first Purl, and fasten the circle to

the last Purl on the first circle. Third circle—Wi)rk like

the second. Fourth and Fifth circles—Like the second,

but work the fourth with 4 Doul)lc instead of o Double,

and the fifth with 5 Double instead of 3 Douljle. Sixth

to ninth circle—Work 5 Double, join to the ])recedino-

circle, *, work 2 Double, 1 Purl', repeat fr(]ui * six

times, work o Double. Tenth to fourteenth circle— .5

Double, join to the preceding circle, ', work Ll Double, 1

Purl, repeat from * seven times, work -J Doul>le. Fif-

teenth circle—Work 5 Double, join to the preceding circle,

*,work - Double, 1 Purl, repeat from * eight times, work

5 Double. Work the circles Ijackwards from the four-

teenth to the second for the other side of the Lappjet, and

fasten the twenty-ninth circle to the first, and thi/ Purls of

the scallojjs to the circles during the working, as shown

in the illustration.

The Centre is composed of six pieces, each jaece con-

taining five circles of three different sizes. For the

first and smallest set of circles—lyiake a, loop, work .")

Double, 1 Pukl, *, 3 Doulde, 1 Purl, repeat from * five

times, work 5 Double. Draw up this circle, and make two

others like it, omitting the first Purl in them, and joining

them at that place to the preceding circde. Fasten the

tki-ead to the first circle, so as to join the three circles

close together, and work two little circles close to this join.

Make these of 6 Double, 1 Purl, (3 Douljle. Leavi- an

interval of thread, and commence the second set of five

circles. Work this like the first. For the third set work

as before, but enlarge the three liiggest circles composing-

it with an extra Pmd and 2 Double, and enlarge the two

small circles with an extra 2 Douljle upon each side of the

Purl. For the fourth, fifth, and sixth sets of circles

work as before, but enlarge each of tliem every time with

an extra Purl and 2 Double, worked t<"i the three largest

cncles, and an extra 2 Double worked upon each side

of the Pmd in the two smallest circles. Arrange these

pieces so that they overlap each other, as shown in

Fig. 775. Buttonhole over the thread upon which

they were worked, so as to make it firm, and give a

stitch here and there to keep the circles in their right

places. Then Cord a thread over the thread upon which

the ovals are made, and connect this to the outer Purls

upon the centre pattern and to the Purl made in every

one of the small circles.

Medallion.— (1) The round shown in Fig. 776 is one

much used in Tatting, as with it several articles can be

formed ; thus, il worked with coarse Crochet cotton No. 12

and a large Shuttle, it will make medallions for Antimacas-

sars, while if worked with fine cotton it forms pincushion

covers and mats. To work for a pincushion ; Use Walter

and Evans' Boar's Head cotton. No. li, and a small

Shuttle. Make the eighteen outside ovals and the small

dots before the six ovals forming the centre. First dot

—Make a loop, work 2 Double, * 1 Purl, 2 Double,

repeat fi-om * twlcv?; draw the loiip up and turn this dot

down under the left thumli. Fir.st oval—Maki/ a loop, work
1 Doul>lc,*, Purl, 2 Double; repeat from * f(jur times, work

2 Doulde, ami draw close. Reverse the work. Second

dot—Make a loop, work 2 Double, join to the last Purl of

the previous dot, work 2 D(.)uble, *, 1 Purl, 2 Double;

repeat from * once and draw close. Second oval—Make a

>,<S^ QH^

Vir. 77'j. TATTi.\("i— IV^f:D.^T.T.I^J^• (Xo. 1).

L.op, work 4. Doulde, join to the last Purl of the oval,

work 2 Double, *, 1 Purl, 2 D.juble; repeat from * three

times, work 2 Doidjle, draw close and ri;vers^' the work.

Repeat the second dot and the second oval until eighteen

dots and ovals are formed, then break off, but leave an

end of cotton. To work the centre. First oval—Make a

loop, work 8 Double, join to the Purl of the first dot,

work 8 Double, and draw up. Work six ovals like the

instructions, and join an oval to every third dot. When
they are made, fasten oif , and then attach the two threads

together, so as to join the medallion. An ordinary sized

pincushion will refjuire nine of these medallions.

When making a pincushion of the Tatted medallions,

the centre, as a variety, can be a Cr(jchet instead of

a Tatted medallion. The Crochet medalHon shown in

Fig. 777 is suitable. To work : Use the same cotton that

Fie, CrO:H!1T MeDALLIO.X to I.S-SE.tT IN'TO T.lTTINIi.

is employed in the Tatting. First round—BegLi in the

centre and make an 8 Chain, which join as a round;

into this round work 16 Double Ceochet. Seoonl

round—Work 1 Double Crochet, 10 Chain, turn, work
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a Slip Stitch in eacla of the 10 Cliain. Work round the

the stem thus made in Double Crochet, working three

stitches in one to turn the point, miss one stitch ujotu

the preceding row, work 2 Double Crochet, and repeat

from * seven times, so as to form the eiglit raised petals.

Third round—Work at the back of the last roimd behind

the petals, make a petal between each of those on the

last row, 1 Double Crochet at the back of each, and cut

oii the cotton when the round is finished. Fourth round

—

Work 2 Double Crochet at the point of each petal, and

5 Chain between each point. Piftli round—*, Work 2

Tkeble over the first 2 Double Crochet, 5 Chain, 2

Double Crochet in the centre of the last 5 Chain, and

5 Chain ; repeat from * to the end of the round. Sixth

round—1 Double Crochet in the centre of the last 5

Chain, *, 5 Chain, 1 Treble in the centre of the next 5

Chain, 5 Chain, 1 Slip Stitch in the top of the Treble

Stitch, 6 Chain, 1 Slip Stitch in the same place, 5 Cliain,

another Slip Stitch in the same place, 5 Chain, 1 Double

Crochet in the centre of the next 5 Chain, repeat from
* 15 times so as to make 16 points.

(2) The small medallion shown in Pig. 778 can be

enlarged by using coarse cotton, or worked with fine

cotton of the size given in the previous one. It is used

to fill up spaces left by larger medallions when making
pincushions and antimacassars. Two threads or Shuttles

are required to make the design. To work : Commence
with the thread from the first Shuttle and make !> Double

Fia. 778. Tatting—Meiiallion (No. 2).

with it upon the thri_'ad from the second Shuttle
; then take

the first thread and work three ovals with it close together

for each oval ; make a loop, work 7 Double, 1 Purl, 7

Double, and draw up. Pick up the second thread and
work over it with the first thread, !) Douljle, join to the
thread before the first !) Double, and repeat from the
commencement. Work eight points and join the first oval
of each point to the last oval of the preceding point.

(3| The small medallion shown in Fig. 779 is

particularly useful for jijining large pieces of work or

Fii;. 779. Tattixg—Medaliiun {No. 3).

medallions. It is worked with Walter and Evans'
Boar's Head cotton, No. II, and with one Shuttle. To

work : Commence with the single oval on the right side of

the figure, make a loop, *, work 2 Double, 1 Puel, and
repeat from * eight times ; draw up the loop, and work
another oval in the same way ; leave very little cotton

between the two ovals and join them in the first and
last Purl Stitches. Leave a cjuarter of an inch of cotton

and work another oval, join it to the last made in

the fourth Purl Stitch of each oval, work a fourth oval,

and join it to the jjreceding oval ; in the first Purl Stitch

work a fifth oval as the last, knot the cotton into the middle

of the thread left between the second and third ovals,

and leave the cotton so that the next oval will be exactly

opposite the second oval ; work the last oval, and join it

to the preceding one in the fourth Purl, and to the first

oval in the last Purl ; then fasten off.

(I) The design shown in Pig. 780 is a simple double

oval, and is used for the same purpose as the last pattern.

It should be worked in the same cotton as the other part of

the article it is intended to join. First oval—Make a

Fig. 780. Tattisc—Medallion (No. 4).

loop, work 4 Double. 1 Purl, * 2, Double, 1 Purl

;

repeat from * nine times, work 4 Double, draw up the

loop close, and commence the second oval, which com-

pletes the figure. Join to the rest of the work at the

centre Purl of both ovals.

Tutting and TapeworJc Mat.—Small mats are very

useful for drawing room purposes. They can be made
entirely of medallions, such as are shown in Fig. 77(i,

joined, or with Rosettes of Tatting and Rosettes of

Tapework. To form the Tatting Rosette : Use shuttle

No. 3, and fine Tatting cotton. No. 60 or 80. The Rosette

is made of large and small ovals, the large ones form
the outside of the Rosette, and the small are turned

towards the centre part. Make a loop and work 5

Double, 1 Purl, 5 Double for the small oval ; draw up
and turn the oval down under the left thumb. For the

lai-ge oval miss one-eighth of an inch of thread, make a
loop, work 5 Double, I Purl, *, I Double, 1 Purl; repeat
from * six times, work 6 Double, join the oval up, and
reverse the work. Miss one-eighth of an inch of thread
and work the small oval as before ; then repeat the large

oval, but instead of working the first Purl, join to the
last Purl of the first made large oval. Work twelve large

and twelve small ovals, then fasten off and make the

centre, thus : Make a loop, work 1 Double, join on to the
Purl in the first small oval, 1 Double, join to the Purl in

the second oval, and continue to work a Double and join

until all the small ovals are joined on ; then draw the loop
up and tie the thread firmly before cutting it off. Make
ten Rosettes for a small mat, twelve or fourteen for laro-er

mats. To make up the small mat, join nine Rosettes,
leave seven of the large ovals in a Rosette free, join
the eighth to the eighth of another Rosette, and the
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twelfth to a Rosette upon the opposite side. T;ike t;ipe

thi'ee-quarters of an ineh wide and make a Rosette with it,

as shown in Tapewoek, make 8 Tape Rosettes, join them

together and to the Tatted Rosettes between Purls S and

rj. Then take the Tatted Rosette that is left and put it

into the cirele left inside the Tape Work and juin it

to it.

Tattiiifi CoDlbhicd iritlt i'l-oehel dud Luce i^fitvliet^.—
The description of Tatting- shown in Fig. "Wl is used for

trimmings, and is worked with a Crochet Edging, and

with Tatted Circles joined with Lace Stitches, worked

upon the thread left between the Tatted Circles. Work
with Tatting cotton No. 50. Commence the ^^ork with the

circles. Make a loop, upon which work 13 Double ; draw

the loop up, miss two-thu'ds of an inch nf thread and

make a second circle like the first, and repeat for the

length required for the row, always leaving the same sized

piece of thread between the circles. Fasten a second row

Fig. 781. Tatting—Crochet anu Lace.

of circles to the first row, thus : W(jrk a circle as before

on the thread one-third of an inch fnjui the first row, miss

the same distance after the circle is worked, and fasten

the thread to the second circle on the preceding row and

repeat to the end. To fasten the thread to the already

made circles, draw it through them so as to form a loop,

and put it through the loop thus made. Make the third

row of circles like the second, one-third of an inch of

thread between the new circles and the ones on the second

row. Finish the centre part of the Tatting with a line of

thread without circles, fasten this to each circle, leaving

two-thirds of an inch between each.

To work the Edging : Fasten the thread to the first

row of the circles in the centre of the thread, miss a

tiny bit of thread, and work the small Josephine Knot
thus : Make a loop, work 5 Single upon it, and draw the

loop up quite tight, putting the thread downwards between

the loop. Leave a tiny bit of thread and work a circle,

make a loop, work 3 Double, 1 Pxjel, 2 Double, and 5 Purl,

divided by 2 Double, 2 Double, 1 Pari, 3 Double, draw up

;

mias a tiny bit of thread and work another Josephine Knot,

then uiiss tbc same amount of .bread
; make a small loop

and upim it work S Double, then tuni, and make a loop,

up.m which work 3 Double, !) Purl, divided by 2 Double, 3
Double; draw up this loop, and join it to the last made
small loop. Break olf the cutton, connect it with the
iithcr side .d' the small loop to thi' centre part of the

thread left iu the fir^^t row, and repeat the edging from *,

only omitting the second Purl of the first circle, and
joining it to the last Purl on the preceding circle, as shown
in the illustration. Make the upper edging of Ceochet.
First row—Connect the cott(Dn to the centre part of the

thread left in the third row of the centre with a Double
Crochet, *, work o Chain and 1 Double Crochet into the

centre part of the thread between the next two circles

;

repeat to the end of the row. Second row—1 TREBLE
into every other Chain in the first row.

To work the Lace Stitches : Tack the work upon a piece

of stiff paper, and upon each side of the thread left

between the circles work Point de Geecque, each stitch

an equ^il distance apart. Woi-k the same stitch along the

two edging lines.

To Waslt Coar.-ic Tuttiiiij.—Put it iu a saucepan with a

lather of soap and cold water, and leave it until the water

boils ; then rinse it, and, if it looks yellow, pass it through

lilue water ; when nearly dry, pull it out and iron it,

placing a handkerchief between it and the iron.

To Wash Fine Tatting.—Take an ordinary wine bottle

and sew several folds of flannel upon it. To this flannel

Tack the Tatting, taking care to stretch out the design so

as to keep it in its right positions. Make a lather with

curd soap and thoroughly rub this into the Tatting; then

put the bottle into a saucepan and boil it. Rinse the soap

well away from it, an'l when it is nearly dry, untack it

from the flannel, sti-etch it out, and lay a handkerchief

over it, and then iron it. Open out all the Purls with a

Pin.

Tatting.—A description of stout matting of Indian

manufacttu'e, is emploj'cd for doorways, and kept wet.

The native name for this textile is Tattie, whence our

word Tatting is derived.

Tatting Shuttle.—Thi,5 kind of appliance resembles

somewhat a Netting Needle in the mode of its employ-

ment, and reception of the cotton or cord; but instead of

a long narrow and pointed form, it is of a flatfish, and of

rather an oval shape, a little pointed at the ends. It con-

sists of two sides, united in the centre by a piece of the

same material, whether of ivory, bone, or wood. The

thread is wound round this central part of the Shuttle.

Taunton.—A description of broadcloth, so called from

the town in Somersetshire where it was originally manu-

factured.

Tent Stitch.—A stitch employed m Tapestry Work

and in fine Embroideries. It is produced by crossing over

one strand of canvas in a diagc>nal direction, sloped from

right to left, and resembles the first half taken in Cross

Stitch. When beads are sewn upon canvas this stitch

is employed. See Berlin Work and Embeoideey

Stitches.

ERE
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Terry Velvet.—A textile made entirely of silk, and

liaving fine ribs or cords on the best side. Inferior kinds

are made with a cotton back. Chiefly used for trimmings,

particularly for childi'en's garments ; and can be had in

most colours. It is not to be recommended in black.

Although called velvet, it has not the nap or jaile, that

is a distinguishing characteristic of such a textile. When
employed as a trimming, it is cat on the bias. The width

of the mateiial is about 27 inches.

Tete de Boeuf.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Tdte de Mores.—A very narrow Guipure Lace made in

the sixteenth century, but now obsolete.

Textile.—A generic term, signifying any stuff manu-

factured in a loom, of whatever material, produced by

weaving the products of the animal, or vegetable worlds,

into cloth, webs, or any other make of fabric, for clothing,

upholstery, or other use. Textiles may be produced in

wool, hair, fur, silk, cotton, flax, hemp, mallow, the fila-

ments of leaves and barks, and the coating of pods and

tree-wool ; also a fine silk thread, the chief manufacture

of which is carried on at Palermo, spvm by, and procured

from, the Pinna marina, a large mussel, found on the

coast of Italy. The Textile made of this silk was known
by the name of Bygsus by the ancients. A. kind of vege-

table silk is procured from the Paper-Mulberry tree of

Japan, and a strong cloth from Hop-stalks in Sweden

;

Nets and Fringes from mulberry fibres in Louisiana, as

also fine cloth from the same tree in Otaheiti. In France

a cloth is made from the fibres of the pine-apple, and one

from the stalks of nettles. In Yorkshire, as elsewhere in

England, a fine firm msset-coloured cloth is produced from

the cotton-gi'asses. Textiles are also made of very fine

gold and silver wire.

Thibet Cloth.—A stufi: made of coarse goat's hair.

Also a fine description of woollen cloth, used for making-

women's dresses ; it is a kind of Camlet.

Thickset.—This is a description of fustian, employed

for men's di-ess, of the working class. Like veh'cret, it is

a kind of cotton velvet.

Thimble.—An appliance fitted as a guard to the top

of the right-hand middle finger, and for the purpose of

pressing a needle through any material to be sewn. The
name is derived from the Scotch Thuinmel, from Thiiinb-

hell, a bell-shaped shield, originally woi-n on the thumb
;

the practice is still maintained among sailors. The
Dutch have the credit of the invention ; and in 1(39.5

one John Lofting came over from Holland, and estab-

Hshed a manufactory of Thimbles at Islington. They
are of two forms, the closed, or ordinary bell-shaped,

and the open, such as employed by tailors and up-
holsterers. They are made in gold, silver, plated steel,

brass, celluloid, bone, ebony, ivory, steel, brass-topped, &c.,

and are pitted with little cells to receive the lilunt end
of the needle. Thimbles are made in various sizes; and
all common sorts are sold by the gross, but may be pur-
chased singly. Gold thimbles are sometimes set round with

turquoises and other gems. Those made of ebony, ivory,

and celluloid are very suitable for embroidery and lace

work. The former are known by the name of " Funs'

Thimbles." Those of brass and steel are used by tailors

and upholsterers, and by the working class in general-

In England Thimbles are made by means of moulds, and

then of a stamping and punching machine. In the four-

teenth century our Thimbles were made of leather, and in

the present day a leather band woi-n round the hand, and

having a thicker part for the hollow of the palm, is

employed by shoemakers. Thimbles wei-e called Finger-

lings so long as they were made of leather; and when,

in the fourteenth century, they were superseded by metal,

the name Thimble was adopted. There are two allusions

made to Thimbles by Shakespear—one in King John

and another in the Taming of the Shrew. In the former

we read

—

Your ladies and pale visag'd maids.

Like amazonB, come tripping after drums
;

Their thimbles into armed gauntlets change.

Their needles into lances.
•

—

King John.

And that I'll prove upon theo.

Though thy little finger be armed in a Thimble.

—Taming of the Shrew.

Thorns.—Used in Needlepoints to decorate the Cor-

donnets and raised parts of the lace. See Spines.

Thread.—This is a comprehensive term denoting the

finest description of mtoiufactured fibre, or filaments, of

whatever material it may be composed, for the purpose of

needlework. In the manufacture of it several strands are

doubled and twisted in a frame, the yai-n being moistened

with a paste of starch, which has been passed over flannel,

to absorb the superfluous moisture. The yai-ns are then

brought together by rollers, slightly compressed, and
twisted together; and the thread is made up in hanks,

skeins, balls, or wound on reels. Silk twist is made up in

hard round bars, of about 5 or (i inches in length. Thread
is, however, a term which is distinctively applied to Flax

;

thus. Thread or Lisle thread stockings, or gloves, are only

made of fine Linen Thread. Fine gold and silver wire,

flattened, or cotton, silk, wool, and worsted yarns pre-

pared for needlework are all called Thread in trade. A
yard measure of cotton Sewing Thread contains 54 inches;

of the real Linen Thread, 90 inches ; of Worsted, 35
inches. Silk Sewing Thread is usually twisted in lengths

of from 50 to 100 feet, with hand reels, somewhat similar to

those employed in rope making. The manufacture of white
Sewing Thread, known as Ounce Thread—to distinguish it

from diflierent kinds of coloured and white Thread then
made in Aberdeen and Dimdee—was begun about 1750,

having been introduced into this country from Holland in

1725, and carried on for a long time privately in the family
of a lady, who first learned the secret, and began the trade.

This Ounce Thread had been originally called Nuns' Thread
or Sisters' Thread, so designated because it was spun by
the Nuns of Flanders and Italy. The earliest mention
of Thread is in connection with Paris, CoLigue, Bruo-es'
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and Lisle, in the? fifteenth century, and subsequently in the

seventeenth century at Coventry. At the pi'esent day the

largest quantity is made in Scotland.

When flax is spun for weaving, it is termed Yarn, ami

when two of these strands are twisted together for sewing,

it is called Sewing Thread or Twist. Amongst the various

makes are the strong Stitching Thread: the mueh-twisted

Wire Thread, used by bonnet-makers; the Shrewsbuiy, in

various colours, and sold in pound papers, for strong coarse

work ; the Scotch, in all colours and thicknesses, and the

Lace Thread. Ordinary Linen Thread, is to be had un-

bleached, black, and drab, and in soft satin finish. It is

sold by the dozen pounds, done up in half-ounce knots,

and also in small skeins; when sold in small quantities, it

should be by the number of skeins. Carpet Thread is a

heavy-made three-cord, and may be had in unbleached,

black, drab, yellow, red, brown, and green ; in soft and

satin finish. Flourishing Thread is used for repairing

table linen, and for this purpose the most useful sizes are

4, 5, and 6. It is also used for Embroidery on linen and

flannel, not only on account of its flossy appearance, but

as it does not shi-ink when washed.

Thread Canvas.—This textile is manufactured from

hemp, and is woven in the usual sizes and widths. A fine

description made of flax is also to be procured.

Threader.—See Needle-Theeader.

Thread Lace.—Also known as Dentelle de Fil. The

term is applied indifferently to all laces made with flax

thread to distinguish them from laces made with gold

and silver or cotton threads, whether of the Pillow or

IJeedle. Laces made with flax are much superior to

those of cotton, as the latter stiffens and becomes thick

when cleaned, while the former always retains its flexi-

bility and clearness. Much of the beauty of the lace

depends upon the fineness of the thread employed in its

make, and the supremacy of the laces of Flanders over those

of France was partly owing to the flax grown in Brabant

being of superior quality. This was steeped in the River

Lya, whose waters were unusually clear, and then spun in

a dart and damp cellar, the thread breaking if exposed

either to warmth or light. Mechlin, Lille, and Brussels

Lace are all made of this flax thread, and frequently

costs £240 a pound, while the thread used for Honiton

Lace, until a recent period, was obtained from Antwerp
at a high price.

Three Cord.—See Beaid or Twist.

Thrown Silk.—Raw hanks of silk, consisting of two

or more strands, tossed and swung to and fro in the process

of being doubled, twisted, and reeled ; and so transformed

from roughly assorted hanks, as imported into this

country, into a suitable condition for the use of the

weaver. Thrown Silk is othei-wise known as Organzine.

Those employed in throwing the raw silk arc called

Throwsters. When thrown, the strands are twisted in a

contrary direction to that in which the strands, or singles,

are twisted.

Thrums.—The waste fringe-like ends of thread, cut off

by weavers from the cloth in process of weaving, or the

fringed edge of the material. It also signifies a thick

nap on a woven textile. A description of hat was worn
in th(.' time of Queen Elizabeth having a long pile-like

shaggy fur, which was called a "silk thrummed hat,"

and to it allusion is made by Quarles

:

Are we born to thrum caps or pick straw ?

Likewise we find the word and its signification employed
in connection with it in Midsu muter Nighfa Dream :

Come, sisters, come ;

Cat thread, and thrum.

Ticking.—A strong material made both in linen and
cotton, for the purpose of making mattresses, feather beds,

pillows, and bolsters ; and is usually woven in stripes of

blue and white, or pink and white. It is also used for

window and door blinds, and for this purpose can be pro-

cured in other stripes of fancy colour. Ticking is of

Jean make, or basket-woven. It measures from about

32 inches to a yard wide. When employed in making
feather or down p)illows the cloth sack should he well

rubbed with beeswax on the wrong side, after the sewing

up of one end and the two sides, Ijefore being filled with

the feathers. Ticking is much used as a foundation for

Silk Embroidery, as the lines or stripes in the cloth I'cnder

the work easj', and contriliute to the formation of the

various designs. See Ticking Woek.

Ticking Work.—A modern Embroidery worked in

imitation of the bright and elaborate embroideries executed

in Arabia, Persia, and Turkey, and one which reproduces

the goi'geous colouring for which they are celebrated,

without the same amount of labour being expended. The
work is intended to be bright and therefore is formed of

bright colours, but these are selected with a due regard

to their contrasts, and care is taken that they are such

as would be found in Eastern embroideries, and not

those obtained from aniline dyes, .such as gas green,

mauve, magenta, and startling blues. The work is used

for summer carriage rugs, garden chairs, banner screens,

couvrepieds, parasol covers, and such small articles as

mats, bags, and cushions, and it is made with ordinary

blue and white Ticking, or white and grey Ticking, or with

French Ticking, which is woven with bright lines of red

and orange colours, instead of being only of subdued

tints. Besides the Ticking, which is used as a foundation,

bright coloured ribbons, braids, and ribbon velvet, varying

from half an inch t(5 an inch in width, are required ; also

narrow gold braids ami purse silk of many colours. For

verv narrow work, such as is required for needlecases and

other small articles, what is known as Breton ribbon and

China ribbon are used, as these are woven in quarter inch

widths. The braids or ribbons are sewn down at intervals

upon the Ticking, following the lines woven in it, so as

to allow of the foundation appearing between them; they

are then secured either with narrow gold braid stitched

down to each edge, or they are edged with lines of stitches

worked in the purse silks, and finished off in the centre

with Embroidery Stitches. The Ticking left exposed is

also embellished with Embroidery Stitches, and there is no

R E R 2
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limit to the variety of stitches or colour that can be

Ijlended t(jgethev in one piece of work. Black velvet and

dark velvets add considerably to the effect by their use, as

do the cjold braids and y-old twist, Viut odd lenn-ths of

(1) To work rig. 782, Select a grey and white

Ticking, and to cover up the grey lines sew on a dark blue

Fki, 78e. Tiriiiso Wf.iiK (No. II,

ribbon and Ijraid will make very good patterns of Ticking P,e ^g-j tickik,- Wobk (No «)

Work.

Fig. T82 shows the genei'al effect of a number of lines of velvet strip, then a maro.jn or riiljy velvet strip, a dark

Ticking covered with fancy stitch(;s, and Figs. 783 and 784 ' green ribbon or braid, a scarlet braid, a bronze braid, a

Fi^i. 7^1. TICKING WOEE (No.

give some of the combinations of stitches that can be I blue

worked upon one or several pieces of silk or braid.
|

both

ilue braid and a scarlet braid, edge each of these upon
sides with a narrow silk braid of an old gold colour
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(not yellow). Wovk upon tbi^ vrlvet strips in old gold silk

with French Knots, iiiid work Satin Stitch made as a

cross. Work a line of Hekringbone Stitch in pale Line

silk npon tire white lines of Ticking hetween the velvets,

which repeat between the green and scarlet liraid and

the blue and scarlet liraid; work the eight pointed stars

in scarlet black silk, and make the lilack silk stars upon

the scarlet and braid.

(2) To work Fig. 783 : This piattern is worked upon
Ticking woven in narrow lines ; the centre part made
upon a coloui-ed braid an inch and a half in width, and the

side lines over the Ticking lines. "Work the side lines in

scarlet silk and in HerkiN(3bone Stitch, and fur the

centre commence at the line marked « in the illustration.

Make two long Buttonhole Stitches, one-eighth uf an

inch apart, and then two moi-e of the same length, with a

loose loop between, at the distance of half an inch fmui

the first two. Repeat these two Battouholc^s dcnvn one

side, and then upiou the other side, and make the long

loops always opposite each other. Fasten the thread off

securely, and commence again at the spot marki';l /).

Overcast the two Buttonholes at that place togethi-r,

and then run the needle under the work to r, wliL^re Ovcr-

(41 To woi'k Fig. 78")
: This is a variety of Ticking

W(jrk into which Chain Stitch is introduced, and is worked
with three shades of one eolour. Make the dark narmw
lines of gold or bla.ek br.iid ,.f the narrowest width
Work Vandyke lines brtwc'cu them, which unite in the
centre with a Cr(.)Ss Stit.jh with the darkest coloui-

;

work the scroll in Chain Stitch in the lightest colour,
and the outer line of the pine-shaped patterns in the
darkest colour. Fill their centres with French Knots,
and make in the medium colour, the three stitches
together with Satin Stitch, in a colour matching the
Chain Stitch.

(oi The design shown in Fig. 78S is intended t> be
Worked over Ticking woven with the ordinaiy sized

Fie, rSil, TieKIXfi WoLK (Xn, :,.)

narrow lines. To work : Lay down upon the blue lines

Fir,. rS.i. TICK IN Cl WOKE (No. t)

cast the two long loops (r>ne from each side! together.

Then make the two lines upon each side of this centre

spot with Satin Stitch, and work the two Buttonholes

together above the c. Repeat to the end of the row.

Take a different coloured silk or thread, and work in

the centre of the pattern a line of Tete de Bieuf
Stitches, putting one stitch intii each vacant spot, as

shown by the letter c/. With the same eolotired silk.

Run the otiter lines of the pattern marked e, and secure

these lines by passing them through the two Button-
hole Stitches. Use three-coloured silks for this design,

two in the centre pattern and one for the Hei-ring-

hone.

(,3) To work Fig. 78i ; This is worked either upon
bright French ticking or upon broad ribbon of a bright

eolom-. The scroll designs upon each side of the centi-e

match each other in colour; work them in Point Russe
and French Knots. AVork the scroll in bronze silk, and
the wreath in gold coloured silk. For the centre, which
is upon the white part of the Ticking, make the Vandyke
lines edging it in blue, red, and green, the sprays in red,

and the rosette, and diamond, in deep ruby, with pale blue

lines as centres

in the Ticking, black, scarlet, green, blue, and golden

l:ii'(5wn braids alternately, and over these work Stars and

French Knots with yellow filoselle. Work a double

Vandyke line in filoselle of shades matching the braids

over the white lines in the Ticking ; make each line of

Vandyke with one Chain Stitch, as shown in the illus-

tration.

1 6) The design given in Fig. 787 is an Embroidery

pattern that is used to work (.ver the brightly woven lines

of French Ticking. To work : Trace the outline upon

fm 7^7. Tienixe, Work (lN'o. 0).

a band of orange or red ccdour, and work with brown

filoselle and with Point Russe. Use only one coloured

filoselle for each strip of Embroidery, but change that

eolom- in every strip.
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(7) Pig. TS8 ia an Embroidery pattern worked out

with fine braid and Embroidery Stitches, and is used to

cover the broad lines of the brightly woven French

Ticking. To work : Trace the design and Stitch over

the c-hief outlines the very narrowest black braid, between

the lines of braid in the long ovals. Make Feench
Knots in filoselle, and between the lines of braid sur

rounding the circle, make a double curved line of Chain
Stitches in filoselle. Work the centre flower in Satin

Stitch and French Knots, and in natural colours. Work
the wreath passing over the long ovals and the lines

forming diamonds in their centres in filoselle contrasting

in shade to the Ticking, and fasten down each point of

the diamond with a Ceoss Stitch of black filoselle.

Tied Work.—A work not much practised iu England,

and introduced from the Continent, where it is used to

make fringes to Crochet and Knitting, or for white and

dark materials, according trj the fringe being made with

white cotton, or Ijlack or coloured worsteds and silks. The

implements required for the work are long narrow frames

made with broad pieces of wood placed from 3 to 6 inches

apart, a Netting Mesh and needle, and skeins of silk

worsted, or cotton. The frames used fcir Tied Work
require a row of brass hooks fastened along the inner

edge of the upper piece, and the outer edge of the lower

piece of wood ; these hooks are placed half an inch apart

and ai-ranged upon the upper and lower wood so as to be

opposite to each other. To work : Net with a half inch

Mesh five rows of Netting the length required for the

fringe. In the fifth row wind the tliread twice round the

Mesh to make those loops double the length of the other

rows. Sew the knots of the first row of Netting on to a

piece of narrow black or white braid, opening them out

so that the loops are properly stretched. Fasten this piece

of braid with drawing pins tcj the top of the frame cjuite

at the edge, and see that each knot is aljove and between

the row of hooks upon the lower edge of the top part of

the frame, and fasten the row of hooks into the second

row of knots, and fasten the last row of knots (those

belonging to the long loops) over the hooks on the bottom

part of the frame, thus leaving the Netting rows well

stretched and tight between the two parts of the frame

Take a skein of silk or worsted, cut it once across, divide

the strands so as to obtain a toleralile thickness (too many
will make the fringe heavy, too few poor, so that no exact

number of strands can be given, as the numlier depi/uds

upon the material used). Fasten one end of these strands

tightly to the first top hook, carry the skein down to th.

hook on the lower part of the franie, bej'ond the one

underneath the top hook, twist it backwards round this,

and take it up to the top again, miss a, hook, and jiass it

over the next one; bring it down to the bottom again,

miss a hook, and twist it backwards round the next hook.

Repeat for the length of tlie frame and there si.'caire the

skein to prevent that part of it wfiund round the hordes

from slipping, and so that the work i;an be continued

Take a second skein and repeat the winding, using up the

hooks not covered the first time. Thread a darning needle

wtih a piece of worsted or silk, and make with it a good

knot under the first hook on the top line. Draw together

both sides of the skein that went over the hook with this
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knot, and wind tlic tbread severiil times ruuud so as tu

make a good knot, and secure it into the Nettiug Knot.

Run the needle and thread to the Kettiug Knot on the

second netting row, and make a knot tliere of the skeins

that cross at that phiee, run the thre;id diagonally dnwu

to the Netting Knot on the third ixnv, beyond the one tirst

secured on the second row, and make a knot there with the

two skeins that cross at that place. Repeat these kn^its,

always working up and down the netting rows diag\'Ually,

and carefullj' securing each knot made with the threaded

needle to the knot beneath it belonging to the Xetting.

"When the work is finished, cut the worsted knots made on

the second, third, and fourth rows, Imt be careful imt to

cut the netted foundation. Cut the tirst. second, and third

rows of knots both above and below them, and tiuti up the

little balls of wool thus left in the same way as in Daisy
Mats ; for the fourth re^w lea^"e only the alrea'ly cut |iiece

above the fourth knot ; cut the worsted secured tn the

hooks on the lower part of the frame, so as to make ta»sels

as a finish. Any length of this Tied ^Vork can l^c made
as long as the new stiiinds or skeins are always ;utded at

the lower liooks, where as that part forms the tassels,

the join will not interfere with the strength of the fringe.

Tiffany.—A thin description of semi-transpareut .,ilk

textile, resembling gauze. It is of Rrencb manirfacture.

Tiffeny.—A description of muslin, of open make, and a

pale ecru colour. It is of double width, and is employed

for IS'eedle Embroidery.

Tinsel.—A term used to signify a thm and loosely-woveu

material, formed partly ^u' entirely of gold aud >ih"er

threads, and introduced into embixudcry ; tjut ehietly em-

ployed for theatrical purpo-es. The dress of the harle^piin

is composed entirely of tinsel. "We find allusion^ tu this

bright and sparkling mateiial in some of our elas^ical

authors. Tinsel can be purchased in thin sheets for appli-

cation to Xet, Gauze, and Velvet ; or for the wrajipei's of

bonbons and crackers. The use of Tinsel vras limited in

the reign of Henry Till, to certain ranks amongst the

nobility, and according to a sumptuary law, " Xo man
under the State of an erle were in his apipLirel of his

body or horse, any cloth of gold oi' sih'ei'. oi tmceld

satin.''

Tinsel Embroidery.—This is worked itp<:iu net tulle,

and thin muslin materials, and is an imitation of the

Turkish Embroideries with gold thread upon crepe. The

patterns are in outline, and consist of geometrical or

arabesque designs, which should be simple, and with lines

rather wide apart. To work : Trace the design ujion jiink

calico, which back with brown piapier, aud tipion this Tack
the net. Take the very narrowest tinsel, thread it on fij a

wool needle, and work it backwards and forwards Lih.mg

the outlines. Put it in below a line, and bring it i.uit abo\"e

it in a slanting direction to the right, slant it again,

and put it in below the line, and press it down with tlie

thumb, so that it rather overlays itself, and forms the line

as a series of Yandyke Stitches. Work in floss silk and

in Satin Stitch such parts of the pattern that are too

small for the tinsel lines. Tinsel can be used instead of

gidd thread in emliroideries upon ^"el\et, brocade, and silk,

but as It soon tarnishes, the latter is the best to employ

for gnod work.

Tippet or Cape.—Au article of dress, worn alike by

men and women. It is circular in form, and covers the

shoulders, extending from around the throat to below the

shoulders, and sometimes to the waist, and even longer.

Tippets arc usually made of the same material as the coat

or dress, or else of fur. Those of Fur are much worn by

women, especially of the upper classes, and by coachmen

and footmen over their out-of-door livery great-coats.

Sometimes several cloth capes are worn with ulsters,

especially by' coachmen.

Tissues.—A comprehensive term, including all textiles

composed of threads interlaced by means of a shuttle.

But there is also one piarticular fabiic espiecially so

designated. It is a species of cloth, woven either with

gold and silver strands, or else with some of varied

cobuirs. It may be made of silk, and shot with gold and

siher. We find entries in the household bills of Henry
VIII. I if both descriptions of this material—"broad and

narrow silver Tissue. " and " crimson Tis.sue ;

" for in olden

times it was the distinctive name of a particular textile.

Ben Jonson speaks of a

—

Cloth of bodkin, or Tissue :

and earlier still, Chaucer makes allusion to it in Troilns

and Cresaida '

His helm to hewen was in twenty places

That by a tissue hong, his back behind.

Milton and Dryden both mention it. The latter describes

its character as

—

A robe of tissue, stiff with golden wire.

Tobines.—A stout twdled silk textile, much resembling

Florentine, employed for women's dresses. It is to be had

in all colours, and is very durable.

Toe.—See ENiTiiNa Stockings.

Toile. — A French term, signifying linen cloth. It

is alsL) the name given in France to distinguish the

pattern in lace from the ground. The pattern is so called

from its flat linen-like appearance.

Toile Ciree.—The French name for oil-cloth, or oU-

silk.

Toile Colbert. — This is a loosely woven canvas

material, identical with that employed in the Turkish and

Algerian Embroideries imported to this country, and sold

in the fancy-work shops. It is au inferior description of

material.

Toile d'Alsace.—This is a description of linen cloth

made for a dress material, and closely resembling tha*

known as Toile de Vichy. It is imported from France.

Toile Damascene.—The French name for Embroidery

executed upon damask, or honeycomb) canvas, similar to

towelling emljroidery.

Toile de Religeuse.—This cloth is otherwise known

as Toile de Xonne. or Nuns' Cloth.
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Toile de Vichy.—A linen clotli, usually produced in

stripes of two colours—blue and white or pink and white

—

like striped grass. It is employed as a summer dress

material, and is to lie had in ready-made costumes, as well

as by the yard. It is a French material, and measures a

yard in width.

Toile Satinee.—This material n of a cotton-like

foulard. It is soft, aud is produced in all colours, and

printed in a great variety of pattei'us. It measures about

30 inches in width. Toile Satinee may also be had in plain

colours.

Toilet Covers.—These small cloths, made for the

covering of dressing-tables, are usually manufactured of

marcella or picque. They are also to be had in damask,

of various dimensions, finished with common fringe, and

also by the better kinds of fringe, which are knotted (.fee

Toilet Feinc;es.) These Covers may be bought by the

yard also if desired.

Toilet Fringes.—These are of various descriptions—
the " bullion," "scarlet and white loop," " bobbin-loop,"

"open," "plain," "black and white head," and "star ;" all

made of white cotton, aud sold in pieces containing

36 yards each. As indicated by their name, they are used

to trim toilet covers. The widths of tliese fringes vary

from three-quarters of an inch, to :.! inches.

Toiliuette. — A cloth composed of silk, cotton, and

woollen yarn, the warp being of the former two combined

and the weft of the lattei'. It is employed for making

waistcoats for men, and is a kind of German quiltiug.

Tender Iiace.—This is lace worked in Tonder and in

North Schleswig. and is of two kinds, one being made
\ipon the Pillow and of native design, although freely

copied from Italian, Flemish, and Scandinavian patterns.

These Tonder Laces are heavy and solid in appearance,

and require a close inspection before the Ijeauty of their

workmanship can lie discovered, and they are almost

entirely free from the plaited and braided parts that add

so much to the effect of other laces. The second descrip-

tion of lace made at Tonder, and known as Tonder Muslin,

is Drawn Work, similar to Broderic dc Nancy. In this

lace, Needlepoints and Pillow Laces are imitated with the

greatest accuracy by the threads of the material being

drawn out, re-united, and divided so as to follow all the

intricacies of a tlower or arabesque design. No lace

stitches, such as are known as Fillings, are added, and

no Embroidery Stitches, as are foimd in Indian Work aud

Dresden Point, but a raised or thin Cordonnet frequently

marks out the outline of the chief parts of the patterns.

Tongue Shaped.—A term used liy dressmakers, in

reference to the decoration of border trimming liy means

of cutting out in that form.

Torchon Ground.—This stitch is used either for a Pillow

Lace Ground, or to fill in the centres of fiowers instead of

the Plaitings in many varieties of lace. Being rather

large, it requires a certam amount of space, and the real

beauty of the design consists in its regularity. Therefore

gi'eat attention .should be paid tc' the pricking of the parch-

ment pattern. To work Fig. 7.^11: Obtain some Point

paper, such as is used for tracing out Berlin patterns

upon, put a piece of parchment underneath it and

fi.ilds of flannel. Sketch out the groundwork of the

design with a fine tracing pen upon the Point paper,

guided by the lines in making the points of the dia-

monds, and pric-k the five holes each diamond requires

through to the parchment with <i large pin. Put the

parchment pattern on to the Pillow, and hang on two pairs

of Bobbins at a, two pairs at h, make a Cloth Stitch

with the two pairs at a. Twist each pair three times, and

put up a pin between them. Leave them and take up the

two pairs at h ; make a Cloth Stitch with them, and TwisT

each pair three times : put up a pair of Bobbins between

them, make a Cloth Stitch with the four centre Bobbins,

Twist each pair three times, put in a pin between the two

pairs, and make a Cloth Stitch close up to the pin to

enclose it. Take the centre pair to the right and make a

Cloth Stitch with the pair next to them on the right.

Twist each pair three times, put up a pin, and leave them.

Take the pair of centre Bobljins to the left and make a

Cloth Stitch with the pair to the left, Twist each pair

three times, and put up a pin lietween them. Take the

Fli.i. 7S0. Tui;CHOX Gkound.

four centre Bobbins and make a Cloth Stitch.* Put up twi7

pairs of Bobbins at c, make a Cloth Stitch, Twist each

pair three times, put up a pm between them, take the

nearest pair of Bobbins from the last diamond marked b,

make a Cloth Stitch with one of tlie pairs from c. Twist

each pair three tiujcs, and set up a pin between them.

Repeat from * for the point not marked with a letter in

the illustration. Take up the four centre Bobbins of c,

make a Cloth Stitch, and Twist each pair thrice, and put

up a pin iDetween them ; enclose the pin with a Cloth

Stitch, take up the pair of c Bobbins nearest the pair of h

Bobbins, and work a Cloth Stitch. Twist each pair three

times, and put up a pin between them, and enclose the pin

with a Cloth Stitch. Take the other pair of c Bobbins

nearest to the unmarked Bolibins, make a Cloth Stitch,

Twist each pair three times, and put up a pin between

them, which enclose with a Cloth Stitch. Repeat for

(f. e. /', and </ points. This ground can be worked either

with fine or coarse thread, and the three Twists given to

the Bobbins can be altered to one or two Twists, according

to the thread used. The rest of the pattern is not

altered.
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Torchon Lace.—A simple Ihrcud lact' that was at nuv

time kno-n-n us Beggars' Lace, aud at auntber as (iueusc

Lace. It is -nxirked upuu a PiUnw and rcscDiMcs b'axuuy

Lace, the patterns being vi the siiiijilest, and t'nniM'd with

a loose tliick thread, while the ground is a coarse Ki'seaii

ground. This lace was made in the se\i'nteenth eeutury,

and from that time has been largely used un the Cuntiueut

for common purpioses. It is still worked on the Continent

and in England, but much i.'f the cheap Turch.m Lace

now sold is made by machinery.

Torjok Lace.— iS'cc Russian Lace.

Tour^ure.—The French term employed to denote the

general outline and appearance of a person or costume.

It is also used to sicrnifv a Bustle, or arrangement of

lengths; linen diaper and damask, to supply a thinner

and softer kind of lowd
; linen liavjng Ijorders in blue <ir

red, and decorated with de.^gns and fringes; Turkish

Bath Towelling, with or with(jut a long nap; cotton

towels in honeycomb jiatti/ru, with coloured striped

liorders, cotton di;ipers, Kussian, and other kinds. For

kitchen use there is the Linen Crash f(jr roller towels;

and Russia Crash, coarse and very durable, the widths

running fronij Iti inches to 22 inches ; and the White

Loom Towelling for best kitchen use. Forfar Towels are

coarse, heavy, and of unbleached Mas, of 32 inches to 75

inches in width, and stiitable for rough kitchen service.

Dowlas Towelling, half Ideached, with round threads like

Russia Crash, but not so coarse, runs from 25 inches to

-^
1—
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r- <ic^
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Fl.i. 790. TOWELLING EMBEOIDEEY.

pufied out crinoline, or wire, worn for the purpcise of dis-

tending the back of a skirt, from the waist, and extending

more or less downwards, according to the curi'ent fashion.

Tow.—This is a preparation of the fibires of ttax. After

the latter have been "hackled." they are divided into two

sorts ; the short and coarse are called Tow, and the long

and fine make, Line Tow ; which latter is prepared and

spun on machines like cotton.

Towelling.—Every description of clotli designed for

towels, whether of linen or cotton, sold singly or by the

yard, is called by this name. For bed-room use there is

Huckaback—the medium quality to be had at one shilling

a yard—manufactured in linen, cotton, or a mixture of

both, and may be cut from the piece c'r sold in towel

oO inches m width. In the accoimts of Henry VIII. 's

wardr(jbe expenses there is a mention made oi " certeyiie

pieces of diaper for table cloths and towelles," as also

stiU earlier in those of Edward IT. Ailesham, in Lincoln-

shire, was celebrated fijr tine linen uapery as far back

as the fourteenth century. Both Towelling, Glass and

Tea Cloths, as well as Linen Damask, are employed for

the purposes of Embroidery. Glass Cloths hiiving red

and blue stripes are especially so used.

Towelling Embroidery.—A modern work so named

from the foimdatiou Ijciug cif thick materials, such as Java

Canvas, Honeycomb, and white or stone coloured linens,

such as could be used for Towels. The work consists of

making handsome l.iorders of Drawn "Work, and ornament-

s s s
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ing the plain squares left between the drawn threads and

the centre of the material with Stars made with Satin

Stitch and lines of Herringbone, Chain, or Feather Stitches

worked either in filoselle, single Berlin wool, double crewels,

or ingrain cottons. The embroidery is used for table-

cloths, antimacassars, toilet cloths, bed pockets, mats, and

for the ornamental towel so frequently suspended in front

of the useful towels in a Ix'droom. To work, as shown in

Fig. 790 : Select a rather strong and coarse Unen material,

cut it to the size required, including a space of two inches

for the fringe. At the end of this space make a line of

wide apart Buttonhole Stitches, Leave an inch of

material, and draw out threads beyond it to the depth of

half an inch, leave a quarter of an inch of material, and

draw out another half inch of threads, leave a quarter of

an inch of material and draw out anothei' half inch of

threads. Draw out the threads in this manner along the

four sides of the material ; at each comer the only threads

left will be those belonging to the undrawn parts of the

material. Great care must be taken in cutting the threads,

particularly at the corners, as a wrong cut of the scissors

will spoil the whole work. Protect the corners at their

edges with a close and narrow line of Buttonhole, worked

with fine cotton, so as not to show in the design. Take

a bright coloured filoselle or wool, and work a line of

Cross Stitch with it round the outer edge of the drawn

threads, and fill in the spaces left between them with the

same lines of Cross Stitches. Take a piece of fine Crochet

cotton and make with it the pattern formed of the threads

left in the material where the rest have l;ieen drawn away.

Fasten the Crochet cotton secui-ely at one of the corners,

carry it across the first open space, divide in half the

few threads between this and the next open space, take

the last half upon the needle, and twist them over the

first half, draw up the needle and cotton, and repeat to

the end of that corner. When the threads are reached

that are close together, divide them off into sets of eight

threads, and take the last four first upon the needle, and

twist them over the first four. Repeat until every space of

drawn thi-eads is worked over. Work small Wheels over

the open squares left at the comers. Fill in the centre

of the design with stars made with coloured filoselle.

Finish by drawing out the threads to form a fringe.

Fig. 791 is a pattern in Holbein Stitch used to cm-

FlG. 791. TOWELLISr, EHBKOIIiERV.

broider the centres of Towelling Embroidery. To work

:

Trace out the design upon fine linen, or count the

threads during the progress of the work in coarse mate-

rials. Use fine purse silk or Pearsall's washing silk, and
work entirely in Holelin Stitch.

When working Towelling Embroidery for nightgown

cases omit the Drawn thread border and the fringe, and

work a border with single Cross Stitches close together

before commencing a pattern. The simplest design is to

cover the centre with six pointed stars, made in a wool of

a bright shade, and to connect these together with

long lines of Satin Stitch worked in a darker shade of

wool

.

Tracery. — Honiton Pillow Lace making is often

enriched with Tracery, which is a kind of raised work,

formed over a liackgrouud of Cloth and Half Stitch.

Its use gives to the patterns a very handsome effect, but,

of course, increases the difficulty of the work. In Fig. 792

IPHMPPS
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two Vandyke Traceries, that rross each other, or with Long
Plaitings. Having finished tlie wings, work the back-

ground. Hang on eight pairs of Bi.hbins to the upper end
of the large wing of the ImtterHy, and work in Half
Stitch

;
sew to each side, and add a pair of Boljhins to

each Sewing for six turns. As tliere will be most holes

on the lower side of the wing, occasionally sew twice into

the same hoh^ on the upper side. Cut off tlirec or four

pairs of Bobbins as the narrowing d(jwn the body proceeds,

then tiu-n and fill in the lower wing, adding Bobbins as

required, and sew securely before cutting off. Hang on
fire pairs of Bobbins near the head, and work the open

edge with Pearls,

Cross Tracery.—The two arms of the Cross are com-
menced at the same time from ditt'erent sides, are brought
down to meet in (he middle and are carried once more to

the side. Two Twists have, therefore, to be attended to.

In doing a cross it is always best to put a pin into the

middle hole so as to mark it, and when working over a

large space to Twist thrice instead of twice. The number
of Bobbins used is altered to the space t<i Ije filled. To
work a Cross Tracing over ten passive pairs of Bobbins

without counting those that fLirm the outside edge : First

row
—
"Work 1 Cloth Stitch, Twist i which means Twist

the Workers twice, the Passive pairs on each side oneei,

work S, Twist, w..>rk 1. Second n.w—Work 2, Twist, work

6, Twist, work 2. Third row—W..rk 3, Twist, work 4,

Twist, work ?,. Fourth row—Work 4, Twist, w.rk 2,

Twist, work 4. Fifth row—Work o. Twist, sti<'k a pin,

work 5. Sixth r..w—W.:.rk 4, Twi.sf , w.:irk 2, Twist, work

4. Seventh row—Woik 3, Twist, w..rk 4, Twist, work 3.

Eighth row—W.irk 2, Twist, w,..rk li. Twist, work 2.

Ninth row—Work 1, Twist, woi'k 8, Twist, w,u-k 1.

Vartchjl Tracery.—This Tracery is worked much in

the same way as Cross Tracer}', and forms a zig-zag device

on the open parts of leaves and otlier spaces. Tt is illus-

trated in the lower wings of the Butterfly iFig. 7!'2i. It is

not marked out with pins, biut fi.irmed with Twists, and

unless great attention is paid to it, will not work out satis-

factorily. The Working Bobbins in it are Twisted twice

as they pass to and fro, and the Passive Bobljins on each

side of the strand thus formed, once. The pattern is made
by varying the place of the Twist. To make a Vandyke
Tracery across ten Passive Pairs of Bobbins without

counting those that form the outside edge which are

worked as usual. First row—Begin from the inner side,

work 2 Cloth Stitches, Twist (which means Twist the

workers twice, the passive pair on each side of the

workers once), work 8. Second row—Work 7, Twist, work

3. Third row—Work 4, Twist, -work 6. Fourth row

—

Work 6, Twist, work 5. Fifth row—Work <i. Twist,

work 4. Sixth row—Work 3, Twist, work ". Seventh

row—Work 8, Twist, work 2. The point of the Vandyke
is now reached. Eighth row—Work 3, Twist, work 7.

Ninth row—Work 6, Twist, work 4, Tenth row—Work
5, Twist, work 5. Eleventh row—Work 4, Twist, work 6,

Twelfth row—Work 7, Twist, work 3. Another point

having thus been made, repeat the Tracery from the first

row,

Tram.—A kind of douWed silk yarn of inferior raw
silk, in which two or more thicl-uess.'S have been slightly
twisted together. It is wound, cleaned, doubled, and
thrown so as to twist in oiio din-rtion only. Tram is em-
ployed for the weft or cross-threads of Gros de Naples
\'clvets, floweri'd silk stufi:'s, and the Ijest varieties of silk

goods in general. Tram is also known by the nauie of

Shute.

Transfer Embroidery.—lu old needlework it fre-

quently happens that the material upon which the
embroidery is placed, and whii-h forms its ground,
becomes soiled and worn out, while the embroidery itself

IS still fresh and good. To transfer Embroidery : Trace
the outline of the pattern upon the new material, which
frame in an E.iibeoideet Frame, Procure narrow silk

cords, dyed exactly to match the colours used in the em-
broidery, or use gold cord, edge the Embroidery by stitch-

ing a line of cord down to it, then paste tissue paper at

the back of the old material, and when that is perfectly

dry, cut out the embroidery, leaving but the sixteenth of

an inch of material beyond it. Lay the Embroidery upon
th(> ti-aced outlini'S in the Frame and pin it well down, and
stitch it down in its proper lines with fine waxed silk,

securing the little edging of old material to the new.

Take a second cord like the first, and Couch this upon
the outline, so as to hide the small edg-iug of old material.

Work upon the new material tendrils, sprays, rays, and
other pieces of the embroidery that could not he trans-

ferred. Some people prefer to put the two cords on after

the Embroidery is laid upon the new material, but the first

mi'thod is the best.

Transfer Lace.—Laces made with detached sprays,

such as Brussels, Honiton, and Point Duchesse, and laid

upon net foundation?, are easily ti-ansferred trj new
grounds. To transfer : Carefully unpick thi.' ta^'king

stitches that secure the lace to the net, make a design of

the lace upon calico, and back this with bn.iwn paper, lay

the sjii'igs of lace face downwards upon the pattern, and

keep them in place with a few light tacking stitches.

Then lay over them some of the finest and best Brussels

cream coloured net, and tack this to the mai-gin of the

pattern. Thread a needle with the finest cream lace

thread, and Overcast round the outline of every part of

the lace, and thus secure it to the net. Unpick the lacQ

very carefully from the pattern.

Travail an Metier.—See Frame Work.

Treble Crochet.—See Crochet, page 127.

Treble Diamonds.—See Mackame Lace.

Treble Star.—See Maceame Lace.

Treble Stitch.—See Crochet, page 127.

Trefoils.—These are much used as edgings in Honiton

Lace, and are made in various ways. To work the Close

Trefoil shown in Fig. 793 : Prick the pattern and hang on

six pairs of Bobbins. Commence at the upper part of the

left hand lower leaf of the first Trefoil, and work down it

in Hale Stitch, make a, Pearl Edge to the point of

s s s 8
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contact with the next pattern of Trefoil, turn tlie Pillow,

and work the other half of the leaf in Cloth Stitch,

Sewing every row in the midille except the first, which is

secured hy taking np the Runners or Working pair of

Bobbms, that lie idle at the pin=;. Work the middle leaf

Fl.i, 793. Trekoii.s-Ci.mse.

of the pattern like the first leaf, but nuke the Cloth Stitch

before the Half Stitch and put a Pearl Edge to both sides,

and lastly, work the third leaf; work the lower side first

in Cloth Stitch, and put a Pearl Edge to the upper part.

The numljer of Pinhoh.'s in the centre of the leaves is not

so great as those tipon the outside, a false Pinhole is,

therefore, made at the top. Work Stem Stitch with an

open edge upon one side to the next pattern, and then

repeat the three leaves.

To work the open Trefoil shown in Fig. 791: P.ick the

the bottom of each petal on the outside elge, where the

work turns. Work round the centre petal entirely with

Pearl Edge on one side and Plain upon the other, and Sew
twice to the inner circle. Fur the third petal work until

seven Pearls have lieen made on W\f outer edge, and then

work both edges Plain, and where the Pearls leave off

Twist the oatside pair of Bobbins three times before

making the first stitch. As the leaf narrows, cut off a

pair of Bobbins and connect to the leaf at the nearest

place, and when the inner circle is reached. Sew to it, and
then make a Rope Sewing down it to the next leaf

;

here disentangle the Bidibins and commence on the leaf.

Kang on two pairs of Bobljins in addition if the leaf is

worked in Half Stitch; three pairs if in Cloth Stitch.

Work down the leaf, connect to the nearest petal of the

Trefoil at the point of contact, and at the bottom of the

leaf cut off two or three pairs of Bobbins. Make Stem
Stitch for two pinholes, and repeat from the beginning

;

the only difference being that in the following Trefoils, at

the third petal. Sew twice to the Trefoil preceding it. If

the Trcf. ill Edge is to be repeated beyond the four

Tr(>foils given, move the Bobbins thus : Turn the flap of

the CovEE Cloth over them, pin the doubled cloth

tightly tipon each side and to the pillow, so that the

threads are a little slack, take out all the pins from the

finished lace, but leave those at the last part still in the

lace. Detach the cloth containing the Bobbins from the

lower end of the pattern and fasten it doivn again at the

Fid. 791. TEEFOILS-OPEN.

Pattern and hang on ten pairs of Bolibins at the end of the
first leaf, work it in Cloth Stitch with an open edge
upon each side; when it is ..-omplete ctit off four pairs of
Bolibins and commence tlu' Trefoil at the inner circle.

Work this in Stem Stitch, Sew as the eir.de is crossed,
and commence the first petal of tlie Trefoil

; work this in
Cloth Stitch, hang on two pairs of Boljbins in successive
rows, and make false Pinb.les wlieiv required. The edge
will be an opeu oi' Plain Eixje tiutil the point where the I

fii-st Trefoil t..uehes llie next is passed, at wliich place
work the outer edge as a rightdiand Peael. Work a
Peael Edge on one side ami a plain upon the other to
the end of the first petal, when Sew twice to the inner
circle. Make pl.iin and not pearl the lowest hcd.e at

tipper end, pin the last made Trefoil and leaf cdo-rni on the

first one i..f the pattern, ptitting the pins in half way

;

undo the Biibbins and contintt(> the work.

Another des<:'ripticin of Oiimt Trefoil, and one used for

the sprigs in Lace, and not for the edging, is illustrated

in Stem Stitch.

Treille.—One of the names by which the Reseau
Crounds of Pillow and Needle Laces are distinguished
from the Toile or pattern they surround. The value of

many laces is decided by the thickness or fineness of the
thread used in the Treille, and the numljer of Twists given
to the Bobl)ins when making it.

Trellis Work.—An Embroidery of recent date, resem-
bling Strasbourg Embroidery or Roman Work, by beino-
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cut away from its background, but made with coloured

instead of plain materials. It is intended to represent a

climbing plant trailing over trellis work, and for this

reason only plants that climb can be used, such as

honeysuckles, passion tlowers, roses. The uuiterials re-

quired are American g(dd cloth. Sateens of green shades

and whole cohuirs, and coloured cretonnes of Hower

patterns, and filoselles. The Trellis is made with the gold

cloth, the leaves and sprays of the d(>sigu with the green

sateen, aud the fiowers and buds with the cretonne, while

the whole is finished with Emlu'oidery worked with the

filoselles. The work is used for summei' fire screens or for

mantel lioards or cushions. To work : Frame two pieces

of stroug linen one over the other in an Embeoideky
Fkame. Tiaee the design through upon this, and I'rtain

the design to cut the leaves and flowers from. Cut out

long strips of gold cloth half an inch wide and lay these

over the linen in diagonal Hues, so as to fcuan an open

diamond-pattern Trellis Work. Baste the cloth to the

linen to keep it in position, but take th(> basting stitches

right over the cloth from side to side, so as not to prick it

with a needle. Cut out the leaves and stems from the

sateen cloth, varjdng their shades of colour as much as

the material will allow. Place the leaves, L^tc, upon the

linen, and keep them in their right positions by pasting

them down, as in Cretonne Work (Applique, Beodekie
PekseI. Cut the flowers and the buds from the chintz

and paste th(.>m to the linen. Bring the leaves and

flowers over the Trellis Work, and give them the

appearance of twining about it. Leave the work stretched

in the frame until the paste is dry, then take it

out, and with filoselle silk, matching the tints of the

leaves and flowers. Buttonhole round their edges, so as

to secure them to the linen foundation. Mark out the

veins of the leaves with Ceewel Stitch, and the centres

of the flowers with Feench Knots, and heighten the

colouring of the flowers by adding in Satin Stitch some
lines of light filoselle. Buttonhole round the edges of the

Trellis Work with Butt.jnhole Stitch in two shades of old

gold, so that one side of the lines is darker than the

other. When the Embroidery is finished, cut away the

linen from the back where it has not been ecmnected to

the pattern by being caught by the Buttonholes.

Tresse.—A French term for Braid.

Tricotage.—A French term f(5r Knitting.

Tricot Stitch.—See Ckochet, page 128.

Triellis d'AUemagne.—One of the names given to

Netting, but generally meaning the head nets made in

Germany in tliis work.

Trimmings. — A term of general application to

ready-made decorations, varjdng in material, form, and
method of manufacture. Those in Muslin are made in

Edgings, Flounces, Insertions, and Scollops. They are

made in pieces of from 24 yards, to 36 yards, and in shoi-t

lengths ; but may be bought by the yard. Quillings and

Ruches of ribljon, net, and tarlatan, Plaitings of any

material for dresses, fringes, spangles, beads, gimps,

and braids of every colour, or mixture of colours, in

cotton, silk, and worsted, and every description of lace,

.are all to lie included umh'r the' term Trimmings. They
may also be had in sti'ips of fur of all kinds, and in

arrang.-mmts of flowci's aud b'athers.

Trina de Lana.— iS'cc Shetland Point Lace.

TroUe Kant.—An old Flemish hue no longer manu-
factured, but of great l>eauty. The flower or Toile of the

lace was usually made with Clotli Stitch, which was com-
pletely surrounded with a raised thread, while the grounds
us(hI were Trolly, Plaited, and Net, all being frequently

employed upon the same piece of lace. The name of

tliis lac'e lias Im-cu corrupted into Trolly aud given to a

coarse English lace.

Trolly Laces.—These are Pillow Laies, made in Xor-
iiiandy, in Flanders, and in Buckinghamshire, and Devim-

shire. The distiuguishing feature of these laci-s is their

ground, which is an imitation of the Antwerp Trolly

Net or Point ile Paris Cround, and is made with twists,

while tlie pattern is outlined with a thick thread like

that used iu the old Flemish Laees, and known as

Trolle Kant. The lace is still made in Buckingham-

shire, Northampton, and Devonshire, but like other jiillow

laces has declined since the intrfiduction of machine made
imitatiijus.

Trouserings.—This is a term of general significance,

denoting a great variet_y of cloths, spce-ially made for the

use which the name indie'ates, such as varieties of broad-

chith, tartans, drills, kv.

Tucks.—These are parallel folds of material, lying either

horizontally, or perpendicailarly on any article of dress, of

whatever material, either for shcjrtening a garment, or for

the purpose of ovuameutation. These folds, or Tucks, are

sometimes graduated, when several of them follow each

other succ-cssively ; and at othi'r times thej' arc made of

respectively difl'eriug sizes. When about to make them,

first measure the cloth a<"'(Uirately, to ascertain how many
Tucks of a given size may be made. Fold it from selvedge

to selvedge, and press the fold sufficiently firmly sij as to

f(jrm a crease, following a single thread t.) ensure perfect

straightness. Turn down the folded portion to the depth

desired, and then make a very close and delicate Running
along the double inner fold. Do not take more than three

stitches at a time on the needle, when Rmming. When
many Tucks are to lie made parallel mth each other,

as in the case of infants' clothing, shiits, and under-

linen in general, make the measurements by means of a

piece of cardboard, cut exactly of the right width, and

correct auj' uueveiiness in the folding before making the

Runnings.

When Tucks are to be made in crape, the diificulty of the

needlewoman is increased, and the method of making them

is somewdiat more complicated, as they rer|uire to be lined,

and the material itself proves troublesome of management.

The size of Tucks in crape varies from 2 inches in width

to the depth of what are worn on a widow's skirt. Formerly

they were made, like those of other materials, simply

doubled in an ordinary fold of itself only ; now they are

lined. Employ mull-muslin for a good and new crape, btit
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if the latter be of poor quality, or a piece that has been

re -calendered, use book-muslin. For wear on a gored

skirt, cut the crape from the straight way, across from
selvedge to selvedge, not on the bias, as for an old-

fashioned "all round" skirt. Then proceed to join the front

and side gores of the skirt together. Lay it on the table

with the hem towards you, and the roll of crape across it,

with the selvedge to the hem. Then pin it down flat, cut

off the pieces that come lower than the skirt, at the edge of

the last gores, so that the crape may be the same distance

from the hem at the sides, as in the middle of the front

gore, and allow half an inch for the Running and Turning

up with the muslin ; and when coaipleted, let the Tuck be
quite 1 inch above the hem, as it so quickly frays out, if per-

mitted to touch the ground. When the extreme edge is

cut into the right shape, take the yard measure and place

pins as far up the crape, measuring from the edge first cut,

as the trimming is to be, allowing an additional quarter of

an inch for Running it on the dress ; then cut off by this pin

guide. After this, treat the train in the same way, using
tlie curvature just left by hollowing the top of the front

Tuck for the middle of the back breadth, to economise the

slope, if it be a long train. By laying on the trimming in

this way, there will be a join at each side of the train, but it

does not sh.ra- at that point in gored or demi-trains, and it

is a very great improvement to avoid making conspicuous
joins, (jr triangular overlapping plaits, so as to make a
straight flounce follow a liend.

Crape is sold in 23 inches, 42 inches, and 00 inches
widths, therefore it is very easy to judge which will be
most advantageous for dividing into one, two, or three
Tucks, according to the degree of mourning demanded.
When crape trimmings are taken from the straight way
of the stuff, so are the muslm linings ; and if the crape be
cut crosswise, so must be the muslin. Proper unglazed
cotton, called crape cotton, must be used in the making of

mourning, as glace thread would be perceptible on dull

black stuft's. In Running the crape and muslin edges
t(jgether on the wrong side, a quarter of an inch in, hold
the former towards you, and do not pull against the
muslin. Neither should project beyond the other. Draw
the cotton fairly, but not tightly; and set the stitches

tolerably closely. Then, when the two are turned right
side out, for the seam to be between them, draw the muslin
up about a quarter of an inch beyond the crape, so that
the extreme edge of the Tuck shall be really double crape
for a quarter of an inch. This, and the inner turning,

uses up the half inch which was mentioned in reference to

the cutting. Tack the upper edge of the crape a quarter
of an inch in on the muslin with white cotton, in stitches

of the same length in front as behind
; as those at the back

will serve as a mark for running the Tuck upon the skirt

afterwards. A white Basting ought to be previously Run
on the foundation, at the height the trimming should
reach ; the least irregularity in the arrangement of these
Tucks is apparent, when devoid of any heading, and to

attempt it while working on the inside of a Tuck, on a

gored skirt, without an accurate white cotton line on both,

would prove a great mistake. This plain moimting is

most suitable for deep mourning, but othenvise cording, or

one-eighth of an inch fold standing upwards may head the

Tucks ; and then this cord or fold can be put on the skirt

first, and be used as the guide line for sewing on the Tuck,

instead of a Running of white cotton.

Taney folds and rouleaux may sometimes serve as a suit-

able finish to Tucks, and by some are made in one with

them. But it is better to make them separately, and to lay

them on the raw edge of the flounce. Take care in this

case to match the rouleau, and the flounce or Tuck, in the

diagonal slope of the crape and the grain of the two

pieces. If that of the Tuck slope from right to left, and

that of the trimming the contrary way, the effect will be

very bad.

Tulle.—A fine Silk Net, maniifactured in the Jacquard

looms, and which is a wide description of the material

called blonde, which is employed for quillings. It is a

silk bobbin-net, the manufacture of which in this country

commenced at Nottingham. It originated in France, where

it was called after the town in which it was first produced,

Point de Tulle. A variety of the same delicate textile is

known as Tulle Bruxelles. Tulle may be had in black and

white, and in every colour, and is about a yard wide. It

is employed for veils, bonnets, and dress trimmings, and is

made both with spots of different dimensions, and varying

in closeness one to the other; and also plain.

Tulle Embroidery.—This is a very simple kind of

Embroidery, worked with floss silks upon fine black or

white Tulle, and used for trimmings to ball dresses and

other light fabrics. To work : Select an easy outline

Crewel Work or Embroidery pattern, trace this out upon
pink calico and Tack the Tulle iju to the calico. Thread
a fine darning needle with floss silk and Run this along

so as to trace the pattern out with a run line. Darn the

floss silk into the Tulle t<j fill in any parts of the design

that are thick, and work two to three Run lines close

together to make stalks or any prominent lines. To work

as shown in Fig. T9.^> : Work upon black tulle, and with

Fig. 795. Tulle Embkoideby.

crimson floss silk. Run the floss silk diagonally across

the tulle to form the chief lines of the pattern, and work
the rest with short Satin Stitches.

To work Fig. 796 : Use white tulle and blue filoselle.

Twist the filoselle several times in and out the tulle to
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form the diamonds, and work the centre of the device

hy darning the filoselle into the tulle.

Fig. 79o. Ttlle Ejibeoii'ekt.

To work Fig. 797 ; Trace the design upon a piece of pink

caUco, lay the black tulle material upon it, and work

Fig. ~^~, TcLLE Embkoidert.

over the traced lines with Satin Stitch, using a bright

floss silk of a yellow shade.

Tunisian Crochet. — One of the names given to

Tricot. See Ceochet, page 1-S.

Turganx,—The French term for fluted plaitiugs. Tur-

gaux cVOrgue signify wide flutings, resembling the pipes

of an organ, whence its name.

Turkey Red.—A cotton cambric", of a bright scarlet

colour of indelible dye, made both twilled and plain. It

was originally imported from Turkey, whence its name.

The art of dyeing this red was practised in the Middle

Ages in the East; in the course of the last century it was

introduced into France by Greek dyers, and imported

thence by Frenchmen, who founded the first manufactory

in this country. It is now made in Glasgow and in Lanca-

shire, and is much employed for trimmings and linings,

the colom- being proof against any amount of washing.

The method of dyeing this cloth is as follows ; The

bleached yam is soaked in oil, then dipped in carbonate

of soda, and exposed to the action of the air and of steam

in a hot room. It is then passed through a solution of

nut-galls and a red mordant successively, and is thus

ready for dyeing. To effect this it is boiled for two or

three hours in a vessel containing madder-root, or munjeet,

and, lastly, it is boiled in a solution of soap.

Turkey Red Handkerchiefs.—These can be had

already hemmed, in sizes measuring from 18 inches by

18 inches to 28 inches by 28 inches ; the price varying to a

considerable extent, according to their quality.

Turkish Embroidery.—The Turks, although not so

celebrated as the Persians, East Indians, and Japanese

for their needlework, have the same true appreciation of

design, and fondness for brilliant colouring harmoniously

blended, as other Asiatic nations. Their braiding with

gold thread up(.iu cloth is as "well-known as the Indian

Braiding, as is also their Patchwork or Applique Work
done with cloth or silk ; and besides these they arc known
for their embroideries with silk and gold thread upion

thin gauze-like materials. At the present time attention

has been peculiarly directed to this particular class of their

work, vast quantities of it having been exported to England
and France. This work is done upon Toile Colbert, a thin

open canvas material far inferior in value to the elaborate

Embroidery of which it forms the background, but in

Turkey labour is cheap, and the price of materials con-

siderable, so the workers who earn a scanty living have

to obtain the least expen.sive. The j^atterns for Turkish

Work are all arabesque oi' of conventionalised flower

designs, the silks used are known as raw silks dyed with

vegetable dyes, and gold thread or tinsel. The stitches

diifer from those employed in ordinary European em-
broideries by being w(.irked ^cry much at the fancy of the

worker as to place and uniformity. The stitches m jst used

are Rope Stitch most elaborately twisted. Satin Stitch

made with short stitches, Point de Riz, Cross Stitch, Tent

Stitch, Herringbone worked so closely that no ground

appears between the stitches ; also lines of thread thrown

across the space and covered with Tent Stitch, while threads

are drawn out in a design and Overcast over so as to form

small open squares as the centre to a ilower or pine-shaped

arabesque. The silks used in the two stitches that make a

Cross Stitch are frequently of different colours, and the

stitches themselves are rarely worked iu straight rows, but

oblique or following the curves of the pattern, sometimes

half of them will start from one side of the piece of the

design being worked, and slant to the centre, to be met by

others slanting iu an opposite direction, these latter being

executed in a different kind of stitch to those first made
;

in fact, there is no ride to the fiUing in of any of the

designs, beyond the employment iu the colouring of large

quantities of dull yellow and a kind of cinnamon red, with

smaller proportions of Idue, green, and orange. The border-

ings to most of the Embroidery upon Canvas are made with

Drawn Wcu-k, whose threads are 0\-ercast or Buttonholed

over with silks of different shades, and are never left visible.

The best way to make up this Embroidery for use (.the

ground being generally dirty and coarsei is to cut out the

design from the background, arrange it upon Stajifed

plush or brocaded silk, slightly Overcast the edges to

those materials, and cover the Overcasting and the raw

edge with a line of gold thread Couched down. Yery

handsome table covers, mantel-boards, and cushions can

thus be obtained without much additional labour.

Turkish Embroidery upon, Cloth.—This is executed in

a variety of colours, and with gold thread and floss or

raw silk. To work as shown iu Fig. 7!:>8, which is the half

of a tablecloth or coverlet : Cut out the centre of the

pattern shown by the horizontal lines out of a fine carmine

red cloth, embroider with Satin Stitch the arabesque

design upon it with pale green silk and black silk ar-

ranged, as shown in the illustration, and then outline

every part of the Embroidery with two lines of gold

thread, which Couch down upon the material with gold

silk. Make the background of the outer part of the table-
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clotli uf fiue bluck elnth, and conceal the join bv working

it over with pale green silk, and outlining that with gold

thread. Embroider the scroll upon the black cloth with

bright red, blue, and green, outlining every part with gold

Flu. "9S. Turkish Eimbroidert.

thread. For the Ijorder either cut out the ovals from
light red cloth and Couch them un to the liaukground with

gold thread, or work them in Rc)PK Stitch and outline

them with yellow silk cord; make the lines enclosing them
like those in the centre.

The Turks also embroider with guld thread upon gauze
and crape, and also with gold threads upon morocco, and in

this latter work they fretjuently insert gold coins, and
execute the minutest designs without spoiling the delicate

thread they use.

Turkish Lace.—The lace made in Turkey is limited to

one description, and is not made for the market, but in

the harems, for the use of the ladies of the harem. It is

a species of Tambour and Crochet Work, made with a

needle and with silk of various colours. It is called C)yah
Lac..'.

Turkish Towels.—These are cotton cloths, luiving a
long nap, cut (u- uncut. Some are all whitr, some un-
bleached, and others are bordered with ingrain red
stripes, with stripes aci'oss from selv(_'dge to sehedu-e, or
cross-bars thrcnightiut. They have fringes at (;ach end.

Turkish Towelling may also be had Ijy the yard, a,nd has
latterly been employed for women's bathing dresses, ic.

iS'ee Towellings.

Turned Kow.—Hee Knittinc^.

Turn Heel.—See Knittinci Stockings.

Turnhout Lace.—The lace made in this place is

Mechlin Lace.

Turning Scallops.—In Pillow Laces it frequently

happens that the pattern is formed of open petals or

scallops that ai'c wider upon their outside curve than upon

their inner. This form of the pattern necessitates more
pinholes being pricked upon the outer curve than upon

the inner, and in order to keep the threads working back-

wards and forwards across the lace, and thus forming it,

secured at each curve, it is necessary that false pinholes

shall be aiTanged upon the inner curve so as to keep the

outer and inner edges level with each other.

To Turn a Scallop : Work across to the inside, TwiST
thrice and stick a pin, but instead of completing the edge,

work back with the same pair of Bobbins, and when the

inside is again reached take out the pin and re-stick it in

the same hole, then finish the plain inside edge with the

idle pair. Repeat until the scallop has been rounded.

To Tarn a Scallop In Stein. Stitch : TJae six pair of

Bobbins. In making these scallop)s the last two holes of

the scallop) belong equally to the scallop upon each side.

Work round the first scallop until these holes are reached,

stick a pin in the first and complete the i^lain edge, then

lay back by the pins the outside pair. Work across, and

as the pins are again reached twist the Hanging or Passive

pair of Bobbins lying next them thrice, and make the

Plain Edge with these, but do not twist the Worker or

Runner pair which is left at the pins, work across. Sew to

the inner part of the design, turn the pillow, work liack to

the pins where the untwisted pair is lying, do not touch

the pins, but work across and Ijack with this pair, and

when the pins are again reached take otit the second one.

Sew to the hole, re-stick the pin, and work another row of

Stem Stitch. All this is done without Twisting, the

work having arrived at the second scallop, here twist the

outside pair, and stick a pin, and finish the Plain Edge
with the pair piut away.

Turning Stitch.—See Tuen Stitch.

Turn Stitch.—Also known as Turning Stitch, and
used in Honiton and other Pillow Laces at the end of a

row. It is made with a Cloth Stitch and a half Cloth Stitch

as follows ; Work a Cloth Stitch, give each pair of

Bolibins one Twist to the left, put the middle left hand
Bobbin over the middle right ; lift the two pairs with each

hand, and give them a. little pull.

Turn Stitch.—See Knitting.

Turquoise Silk.—This silk is likewise known as Gros

de Suez. It is a desciiption of material nuide for bonnets

and trimmings, which measures from 18 inches to 22 inches

in width.

Tuscan Straw Work.—Finely plaited straw of wheat,

having a delicate and slender stalk, and golden hue; grow-

ing in Tuscany, and manufactured into circular "flats,"

for hat and bonnet, mat and basket making, in the neigh-

bourhoods of Florence, Pisa, and Sienna. The "tress" is

sometimes formed of seven or nine straws, but generally

of thirteen
;
and, being tied at one end, it is plaited by

hand, till a length of about 20 yards is made. The hat
when completed is made of but one piece.

Tussore Silks.—These are of Indian manufactiu-e and
are all " wild " and raw silks, plain made, and without any
cord or woven patterns, although some are stamped or
printed in England from Indian blocks. They are sold bv
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the piece of 9A yards, are oi inches iu width, and ravy

much in price. They arc produced by the krva of tlic

Antherica iiiijUHa of Liunani?, whih' tW cultivad'd sdk

fibres come frcmi the Boiiihii.r mori. These sillis iu tlieir un-

bleached state are of a darkish sliade of fawn cohnir, unlike

the golden and white hues of that produced by the niul-

beny-fed worms. The particular characteristic of tlie

Tussar silk fibre is that it is flat, while that spun b}' the

Bomhy.r tnori is round. The silk textile nurde fnun the

former is strong, yet liglit iu wear, soft to the touch, and

very suitable for summer ciistumes, ami will l>ear lioth

cleaning and washing. The silks of this description are

respectively known by a variety of names ; that previously

given is the French ajiiplieation, but the native names are

Tussar, Tussah. and Tasar : it is thi> uinst important of

the wild silks of India.

Tweed.—A woollen cloth woven of shcirt lengths of

wool, and lightly felted and milled, the yarn lieing dyed

before woven. It is soft, flexilile, and duraljle, lieing un-

mixed with either shoddy or cotton. Tweed of the finest

quality is made of Saxony and Australian wools, while

the common sorts are of the Danish anil South American

sheep. It is manufactured at Selkirk, Hawick, and Jed-

burgh, in the neighbourhood of the Tweed—whence its

name. There is also a variety produc-ed by a very peculiar

method of manufacture, called the Han-is Tweed, having

its origin, in the island after which it is called. It is

a homespun material in diagonal weaving, undyed, and

of a kind of warm sand eohjur. Others of older date are

distinguished by the names Cheviot, Glengany 1 which is

mottled), Scotch, and Waterpr.jof Tweeds ; they may be

had either checked or plain, and their average widths run

to about 48 inches. In former times they were kno^Mi

as Tweel. See Twill.

Twill, or Tweed.—A term descriptive of a certain

process in weaving, i.e., p.assing the weft thread across

diagonally, so forming small ribs, the weft going over

one, and under two warp threads alternately, or else over

one, and lender three or more, which method is revei'sed

on its return. The threads are generally doubled one

way. In plain weaving it would pass over one and

under the next in succession. All stuff's, whether of silk,

woollen, or cotton, are stronger when of this make.

Twist.—This term is used when one Bobbin has to he

turned over another, and a twist together thus given to the

thi'eads. In Pillow Lace directions the worker is con-

etantly told to Twist once, twice, or three times, as the

case may be. To make a Twist ; Lift the pair of Bobbins

in the hand and hold them loosely. Twist them over each

other with a rapid moticin of the forefinger and thumb, and

then give them a pmll.

A description of cotton yarn made in several varieties,

and also of sewing silk, is known as Twist, such as

Purse Twist and Tailors' Twist, also Gold and Silver

Twist, employed for pui-poses of Embroidery. The Silk

Sewing Twist is sold in balls, hanks, and reels, iu all

colours. Of the cotton-yarn Twist there are three kinds,

viz., the Green, Mule, and Water, of which the niimbers

run from 20 to 100.

Twisted Bar.—Sre M,\cramk Lace.

Twisted Chain.—A naiiu.' )iy whieli the Ridge or

Twistcil Bar iu Marraun'' is soun'tiiues called, it is also

used instead of Rope Stitidi, .vet' Embeoideky Stitches,

and Ridge Bar, Macrame.

Twisted Net.—The ordinary kind 13 of cotton, which

was machine made early in the present century, and before

that by hand. It is composed of three threads ; one pass-

ing from right to li>ft, and the other proceeding the opposite

way, while the third winds alMjut them luith, in a serpentine

course, intertwisting so as to form regular openings, which

iu the best qualities appear rather elongated iu the direc-

tion of the selvedge. The common kinds are used as linings

ami foundations. The Brussels is the best, and may be

had iu widths of '2 yards, for dresses. The meshes in

this quality are extra twisti'd. Fancy sprigs and spotted

patterns maj- bi' had in net, frun IS inche'S to 3 .< inches

wide.

Twist Stitch.—Sfe Embroidery Stitches.

Tying Bobbins.—When making Pillow Lace the

Biililiins used ar.- first tied together in pairs, ani then

knotted together in greater or smaller numbers, according

to the width of the lace and the Bobbiins required to make
it. When any part of the lace is finished and the Bobbins

have to be cut oft", the Boljl.iins are first secured together

liy a movemeut known as Tying-up. Take the two out-

side Bobbins, turn their tails to one another, and tie them

by passing one over, one under, the opposite thi-ead and

draw thrjugh. Dei this twice ; take two other Bobbins

and repeat, and then cut away the Bobbins that are not

recjuired.

u.

Ulster.—A loose overcoat, worn by men and women,

the lireadths of which are cut straight, and confined at the

waist b}' a belt of the same material. Sometimes Ulsters

are made of thick tweed ; a double-faced cloth of imi-

colour, and a plaid inside ; or of other warm woollen

cloth ; and also of alpaca of dift'erent colours, for summer
wear. L'lsters are well furnished with pockets, and some-

times have either a hood or cape of the same stuff.

Umbrella.—An appliance made to give shelter to the

person when exposed to the rain, and for which a variety

of textiles are expressly made, and rendered waterproof.

Amongst these are certain twilled, or plainly-woven silk

stuff's, to be had iu several colours ; also in alpaca, gingham,

Orleans cloth, and dyed calico. There are many varieties

in the construction of umbrella frames, as also in the sticks

and handles ; and the ribs may lie either of whalel.ione or

metal. L"''mbrellas were employed by the Anglo-Saxons,

of which an illustration may be seen in Harleian MSS.,

in which a figure wearing some descrii^tion of hat, a cloak,

tight-sleeved tunic, and boots to the ankle, is followed by a

bare-headed attendant, who holds over him an I'mbrella,

i;ir Sunshade, having a handle with a joint, the stick

TXT
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slanting obliqurly from tlie centre. But the use of this ap-

pliance is of far more remote antiquity. The Chinese have

employed it from time immemorial, and there, as in vari(jus

Oriental countries, it is used asi an article of State, rather

than a mere shelter from the sun. Illustrations of those

in use in the ancient metropolis of Persia (Persepolis)

may be seen on the ruined walls. Umbrellas are also

represented on the ruins of Nineveh (1,200 years before

Christ). Dr. Layard states that "on the later bas-reliefs

a long piece of embroidered linen or silk, falling from

one side like a curtain, appears to screen the King com-

pletely from the snn." He also observes, in reference to

the Ninevitish illustrations, that "the Parasol was reserved

exclusively for the Monarch, and is never represented as

borne over any other person." In Eastern lands they were

and are very handsome; composed of silk, and decorati'd

with an openwork border, with tassels, and a flower on the

top of the stick. In ancient Greece and Rome they were

also employed as a mark of distinction, as well as a shelter

from the sun ; but they were not of so decorati\'e a

character, being made of leather or skin.

On occasions, however, when the Veil could not Ije spread

over the roof of the Amphitheatre, women, and effeminate

men used to shield themselves from the sun by these rude

Umbrellas, or Umhyacidurn of the period. Amongst the

ancient Greeks the Dayshade, or Sliiadeioii was emplo3'ed

at a certain Festival (the Panathenia) by the Athenian
maidens, held over them by the daughters of the aliens.

In later times, they have been in use all over Europe, and
much employed in ecclesiastical processions, and in the

Regalia of the Pope. The State Umbrella of the native

Princes of India continues to be employed, the handle of

which is of gold or silver, and the silk cover sph.'ndidly

decorated and embroidered with gold and silver thread.

Only in the last century was its use adapted to shield the

person from the inclemency of the weather. The first man
who made a practice of carrying one was Jonas Hanway,
and in the Siatistieal Account of Glasgow, by Dr. Cleland,

it is said that about the year 1781-2 Mr. John .Tamieson,

surgeon, brought with liim an Umbrella, on his return
from Paris, which was the first seen in the city, and
attracted universal attention. When first introduced
as a protection from the rain in England, their use by
men was regarded as very effeminate.

Those first made in England were exceedingly coarse
and heavy, and Ijy no means a decorative article of use.

They were covered with oilsilks, and were not easily opened
when wet

;
the frames were made of rattan canes, split

and dried. Afterwards whalebone replaced them, and a
ring attach (}d to a narrow ri)jl>on was employed to draw the
folds together. We find a mention of the article in one
of Ben ,Jonson"s comedies, in KilO, and in Beaumont and
Fletcher's Rule a Wife and have a Wife (1640) ;

Are you at ease ? Now ig your heart at rest ?

Now you have got a shadow—an umbrella,

To keep the scorching world's opinion
From your fair credit. . , .

When selecting a Silk Umbrella, it is as well to hold

it up to the light and look through it, to judge of

the evenness of the grain and the shade of the black

dye, wliicli in the best black silks will have a greenish hue

when the light is seen through them. When wet, they

should not be placed near the fire, and neither shut up nor

stretched open, but left to hang in lo jse folds in some dry

place. A silk case drawn over them when travelling is a

good protection against injury, but the continual drawing

on and off of a case will rub and wear out the folds.

Large oiled cotton yellow Umbrellas are still in use

amongst the Italian peasantry, and enormous specimens of

a bright red colour are employed as tents to cover fruit,

flower stalls, &c., in the streets of Continental towns, and
have a very picture.sque effect.

Umritzur Cashmere.— A peculiar manufacture of

Cashmere, having a kind of zigzag chevron pattern, pro-

duced in the weaving, instead of a twill. It is made in

every variety of Indian colour, and is exceedingly soft and

warm. The width measures 26 inches, and it is sold in

pieces of about yards each.

Unbleached Thread Tassels.—These are employed,

amongst others, for Window Blind Tas-els. See Tassels.

Underlineu.—This is a comprehensive term, applied

aluKist to (_'very article worn Ijeneath the external

garments, or at night, both of men and women. Under-

linen is made of a variety of materials, although the

several ai'ticles of wear come under the general denomina-

tion of Underlinen. These may be made of silk, stock-

ingette, spun silk, lawn, cambric, merino, flannel, longcloth,

N(->rwegian pine wool, elastic cotton cloth, ic. The several

articles of Underclothing, such as shirts, chemises, drawers,

nightdresses for men and women, " combination " garments,

square-cut and high petticoat bodices, knickerbockers,

white pietticoats, and infants' clothing, comprising the

barrow, p.-tticoat, shirt, and stays, are all described under
Cutting Out; as also Fkills and Linings, for all

measurements and placing. In the great ready-made
Underlinen manufactories, where the several articles

are all hand-made, the cloth, of whatever quality, is

folded in immense Ijlocks, in appropriate lengths and
widths, of whicli a cert.ain thickness is laid on a long table

to be cut out en masse. In the centre of this talile there is a
hollow space, occupied by a steam-propelled circular tape
saw, without teeth, like the blade of a knife, which turns
rapidly round, and the folded cloth—sufficient for some
three hundred or up-n-;irds of shirts, or other articles—is

pressed against it, iind turned according to the outline

pencilled on the top layer of cloth, when the whole is

cut sharply through; the pieces taken out of the neck
and other places are cut into cuffs ;xnd collars. The plain

sewing is then executed liy hand, and with such extreme
cleanliness, that it is not washed, but passes at once into

the hands of the ironers. The several smoothing irons

are heated liy gas, introduced into the hollow of each
through a tube and lighted. Thus greater expedition in

the work is obtained.

There is a new description of Underlinen, made on the
system of Professor Gustav Jaeger, M.D., of Stuttgart
and patented by the Messrs. Benger, in this country
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America, aiul most of the kingd(.>ins of Europe. Tlio

material is pure w,j,,l, tvoven after the metlioa of

stockingetto cloth, arnl is acsjgncJ to clothe the hoily from
the throat to the extremities, including the feet. The
shirts and chemises can he had separately from the
drawers; but "comhiuatii)ns " are alsn pr.iduccd. This
description of Underliucu is called the '•Normal" w,hj1

Underclothing. In suhstauce it is light, tine, and smooth,
and is made both for summer and -winter wear.

The Undcrliuen of the institution, called the "Rational
Dress Society," forms a portion of A\'hat is call<;d the
" Hygienic Wearing Apparel," and tlie new improve-
ments which this Society is endeavouring to introduce,

in lieu of the ever-changing fashions, are patronised hj
the National Health Society. Amongst other changes in

the style of outward apparel, this Rati(jnal Dress Society

advocates, and produces stays without whalebones, under-
petticoats and skirts divided in the f.jrm of leggings,

called dual, or divided skirts; and stockings, manufactured
like gloves, or digitated, which is very clumsy, and not
likely to meet with favour. See Cutting Out.

Undyed Cloths.—These woollen cloths are produced
both for trouserings and suitings, in greys, draljs, and
buffs, of various shades.

Undyed Stockingette Cloth.—This description of

clastic cloth may be had in single, double, and treble

width. See Stockinqettb Cloth.

Union Cord.—A round white cord, made for stay-Iacca,

of firm qualitv'. being composed of botli linen and cotton

thread. The combination of the two substances is sup-

posed to improve the quality of the ci.>rd. the cotton sup-

plying a degree of pliability and softness, and the linen

thread the requisite firmness and strength.

Union Cord Braid.—This kind of Braid consists of

two or more cords woven together of iVIijhair or worsted,

also called Russia Braid. It may lie had in lilack, or in

colours; the numbers run to S. It is cut into short

lengths, and sold by the gross pieces, each gross containing

fom' pieces. The wider lengths measure 3H yards.

Union Diaper.—This cloth is made of a comliination

of linen and cotton thi-ead ; but in the method of weaving,

and the small diamond-shaped designs, of two or three

varieties, it in all respects resembles linen diaper.

Unions.^Stout materials composed of a mixture of

linen and cotton, much dressed and stiffened, and

chiefly used for linings, and window blinds. There are

imitations made of cotton. The width is regulated by

inches, and the sizes required to fit the various widths of

window frames are always to be had. In procuring Union

Cloths for window blinds, it is advisable to purchase

inferior kinds, well glazed, as they do not bear washing

satisfactorily, and when soiled should be replaced by new

ones.

Unwinding Bobbins.—All workers of Pillow Lace,

until they become thoroughly acquainted with the art,

will experience great trouble with their Bobbins, either in

keeping them disentangled and straight down the Pillow,

or iu keeping them the same length, which requires con-
tinual unwinding and settling.

Til Uirirliid II Biihhiii so that the thiv.'ad hanging from
't is to l)c hjnger: Tighten it, and slowly turn the Bobbin
t(_> tile left

;
if the thread will then unwind, nothing more

is needed, but sliould it not do so, raise the Half Hutch
of thread that keeps the Bobljin thread si'cure. lift this

oif over the head of the Bobbin, unwind the L.iigth

required, and then make the Half Hitch again.

Tn Shurfeii or Wind up ihe Thread: Lift the Bobbin
with the left hand, h.ild it horizontally, raise the Half
Hitch with a pin, and kci'p it raised until sufficient

thread is wound up, when drop it over again into its old

position.

Upholstery.—A term, by which every description of

textile emploj'ed iu the making and co^-criug of furniture

is designated. Varieties of silk, velvet, horse-hair, reps,

chintz, leather, cloth, moreen, Utrecht velvet, cretonnes,

muslin, dimity, and cotton, are all included under the

n;imc of Upholstery Cloths or Stuffs.

Upholstery Cotton.—A coarse description of sewing

cott(jii, made in scarlet, crimson, blue, green, yellow, drab,

and lirown, to suit the colours of furniture coverings and

curtains.

Utrecht Velvet.—A very strong and thick material

composed of worsted, but of velvet make, having a raised

deep pile, and sometimes a cotton liack. It may be had in

all colours, and is used by upholsterers and coach-lmilders.

It derives its name from the town in Holland to which it

I iwes its origin. There is an imitation made, which is woven

in wool, and is called Banbury Plush.

V.

Valenciennes Lace.—The beauty of this Pillow Lace

and its solidity has earned for it the name of "belles et

eternelle Yalenciennes," and a fame extending from Ui.jO

to the present time. The first manufacture of Valenciennes

was in the city of that name, which, though originally

one of the towns of Hainault had been transferred by

treaty to France. When first the lace was made it had

to contend for public favour with the beautiful Needle-

points of Italy, and those of Alen(;on and Brussels ; but

Louis XIV. encouraged its growth and it soon attained

celebrity as a lace useful for ordinary occasions and for

all descriptions of trimmings, being especially used for

the ruffles then so much worn. It attained its greatest

celebrity between the years 1720 and 17S0, and in

Valenciennes alone I4,00t) workers were employed in its

manufacture, while in the sun-ounding villages it was

also made. The number of these workers, however, de-

clined, and during the French Revolution the ones that

remained were dispersed, iieeing to Belgium from their

persecutors, and giving a trade to that nation, which it has

made most flourishing. In Belgium there are six centres

for Valenciennes lace making, Alost, Tpres, Bruges,

Ghent, Menin, and Courtrai, and the work they produce
m rn m O
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has iiidividual marks by wliicla it can l)c separately known.

The distinguishing characteristics of this kice are tliat

it is a flat lace, with ground and pattern worked simul-

taneously with the same thread, and no different kind of

threail is introduced to outline the pattern or to work any
part of it. It is worked in one piece and by one person,

unlike Brussels Lace, which passes through many hands-

So much depends in the lace ujiou the whole faliiic

being made by the sauie person, that it always commands
a higher price when this can be certified ; and in the old

days, when the manufactory was carried on in Valen-

ciennes, the difference could be detected between lace

worked in the town and lace worked ont of the town,

although made by the same person. This difference arose

from the peculiarly damp climate of Valenciennes, which
was favourable to the smooth passing liackwards and

it resembles the finest cambric, upon grounds varied in

several ways in one piece ; sometimes these grounds

resemljle minute circles, surrounded by another circle,

and pierced with numerous pinholes ; at others they are

formed of small squares, each containing five pinholes,

while some patterns have twisted and plaited grounds

of great beauty. Fig. Tl*!.! represents an old Renaissance

pattern. These Flemish designs were gradually changed,

and the patterns became much simpler, wdiile the groimds,

instead of being close, were formed of hexagon and

octagon meshes, ami what is known as the Dotted style

introduced, in which the design is small, and is thrown as

powderings over the ground, instead of taking up the

greater part of the work. This style has been some-

what altered in the laces lately made at Ypres through

the exertions of Felix Bruufaut, who has designed con-

i'lf/. 799. VALENCIENNES-OLD.

forwards of the Bobbins, and the lace being there formed
in underground rooms. From these circumstances the lace
made in the ti^wn was known as Vraie Valenciennes, and
commanded a much higher price than that made in the
surrounding viUages and in Flanders, which was kno^ra as
Fausse Valenciennes and Batardc, The flax employed was
of the finest quality, but in the oldest specimens it has a
slightly reddish tinge, whilf the number of Bobl.ins used
(300 being required for a piece 2 inches in ^vidth, and
12,000 being often in use together,) and the hibour required
m forming the lace made it uK.st expfnsi\-c, a, yard of a
flounce or a pair of broad ruffles frcpiently taking a year
to execute, although the work was continued for fourteen
hours of the day.

The earliest patterns of Valenciennes are of great
beauty; they consist of conventionalised scrolls ''and
flower designs, made in thick Cloth Stitch so that

nected patterns and bouquets of flowers far superior to

those worked dujing the Dotted period ; but Valenciennes
Lace of the present day cannot compete in its graceful
arrangements of pattern, evenness of work, and variety of

ground, with the old Vraie Valenciennes. In each town
where it is worked the ground is made diff'erently ; in

Alost the ground is square-meshed, and is made by the
Bobljins being twisted five times, which adds to the
solidity of the lace, although the patterns from this town
are inferior. In Ypres the ground is sipiare-meshed ; the
Bobbins twisted four times, and the lace made of the
widest and most expensive kind. In Ghent the ground is

square-meshed, and the Bobbins only twisted two and a
half times

;
the lace is there made (jnly in narrow widths,

Init is of good quality. In Courtrai and Menin the
grounds are square, and twisted three and a half times •

the lace produced is among the cheapest manufactured-
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In Bruffes the grounds are circular, and tlie Boljbin

twisted three times ; this lace is the one most imported to

England.

The Valenciennes Lace which is now mauufaetured

is not nearly so elaljorate as that of earlier date, and

the narrow widths are quite •\\'ithin the power of an

amateur to make. To work as shown in Fig. 800 : In this

design the manner of pricking the pattern is shown as a

continuation of the lace. The pattern requires 130 Bobliins,

fire of which form the Eugrelure, and the rest the ground

and the thick part or pattern. The groimd is formed of

Twists, and is the same as is used in some of the Mechlin

pinhole, Twist them three tiuu'S, di\lde

up a pin, lea\-e oue right hand and (Oie

them, cross, set

cfL-haud Bobbin

FiLi. E02. VaLEKCIE.N-XE^ L,iLE EuijlNG.

at the pinhole. * Twist one riglit and oue left-hand Bobbin
together thrice to the nest pinhole, here stick a pin. Twist

Fiti. £00. VALEN CIEXNES LACE E B G I ^' G—M D E E N.

Laces. To work the ground which is shown enlarged in

Fig. 801 ; For each mesh four Bobbins are required. Hang
on two Bobbins at each pinhole at the top of the pattern,

and seven at the Footing. "Work the Footing by twistiug

four of the Bobbins together, leave two, which carry

Fig. 801. Valencienkes Twisted Gkou-N'D.

through the three other Bobbins belonging to the Footing,

and which remain hanging straight down through the

length of the work. Twist the two Bobljius taken from the

Footing three times, take the two Bobbins from the next

the two Bobbins from the right hand down to this pin,

diWde them. Cross, and repeat from". The illustration

shows the mannei' of working the ground in diagonal lines.

Work in Cloth Stitch for the thick parts of the design,

and hang on extra Bobbins, which cut off when no longer

required, and rim through as shcnvu, where possible. To

work Fig. 802: This naiTuw edging is very simple; it is

worked with the grcamd already explained, and with Cloth

Stitch aud a Peakl Edge. The pricked pattern is shown

Valenciennes Lace Edciinl;—Deiaie A.

in Fig. S03, Detail A. Use flue Lace thread, Ko. 300, and

fort.y-four Bobbins, six of which are recjuired for the

double Footing. To work : Make the ground with three

Twists to each pair of Bobliins, cross, and set up a pin

;

work the thick part in Cloth Stitcli, Twist two Bobl.ins

for the edge to it on the inner side, and use four Bobljins

for the outside Twist.

To Worh a Wdeiiciriiiie.f Plaited (Jminid : The ground

shown in Fig. 801 is one of the original Valenciennes

Ground, and is m(jre difficult to execute than the simple

Twist; it is, however, much umre dur;ible. To work:

Eight Bobbins are recpured for each nic'sh
;

plait four of
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these together down on the L.-ft side to a Pinhole, and foui'

on the right, set np a pin, and cross a pair of threads as

W^fetiii^i
Fig. sot. Valexcieknes Plaited Grottkd,

shown in the illustration, take two of the original Bobbins,

and two from the other side, and plait them together.

Valentia.—A mixed material, having a cotton warpi, or

a cotton and silk warp, for the silk pattern, and a worsted

weft of British wool. Valeutias are produced at Spital-

fields, and many ai'c showy in appearance. They are

manufactured for waistcoats, and are very similar to

TOILINBTTES.

Vandyke Albisola Point.—An Italian Lacc worked

in the sixteenth century, but now obsolete.

Vandyke Couching.—Stt Couching.

Vandykes.—This term is descriptive of a particular

pointed form cut as a decorati"\'e Ivorder t<.) collars and other

portions of wearing apparel, and to the trimmings of dress

skirts and bodices. It may be described as the form called

chevron. The style owes its name to the great painter,

who immortalised it in his portraits, and it may be seen in

those of Charles 1. and men of his time.

Vandyke Stitch.—See Embkoiueky Stitches.

Vandyke Tracing.—See Teaceky.

Veils. — These articles, chiefly worn with hats and

bonnets for the protection of the face, may be had eif lace,

net, spotted net, gauze, tulle, and crape. They may Vje

purchased ready made, cut, weiven, or Pillow - made in

shapes, or purchased by the yard. The gauze material

sold for Veils, for i_'Ountry, ti'avelling, or sea-side wear,

may be had in blue, brown, grey, green, and black. Large

white muslin and coloured cotton Yells may still be seen

at Genoa. In Spain they are made of lace in large

squares, covering the head, and Ijang (.)ver the shoulders.

In Lima the Veils eo\"er one i/ye. Brides wear th(^m of

great size, made of white lace, and co^'ering them from

the crown of the head to the knees. The widths of gauze

for Veiling measures from half a yard to three-quarters

in width ; some being worn so long, especially in very

cold C'umtries, as tei take 2 yards of material. The ordi-

nary size would take three-quarters of a yard. Spotted

net is al.jout half a yard in width, and for an ordinary

Veil three-quarters of a yard would be sufficient. Eastern

Veils arc worn very large, covering the forehead and

bound round the mouth.

Vellum.—The skins of calves, kids, and lamlis pre-

pared for the purpi_)ses of engrossing, book binding, and

illumination. Vellum is a superior kind of parchment.

For the method of preparing Vellum, .vcc Parchment,

which, as well as VeUum, is employed in the process of

making certain Laces and Embroideries.

Velours.—The French term signifying Velvet. It also

denotes a special description of furniture, carpet velvet,

or plush, partly of linen and partly of double cotton warps

and mohair yam wefts, manufactured in Prussia.

Veloute.—The French name for a description of Velvet

Lace, employed as a trimming.

Velveret.—An inferior sort of Velvet, employed for

trimmings, the web of which is of cotton, and the pile of

silk. The cotton makes it stifi ; and when black, its

inferiority to velvet, as in Thickset, is especially remark-

able, as it does not keep its colour equally well. It is not

to be recommended for a dress or jacket material, owing to

its stiffness, and tendency to crease; besides which, the

cotton Avhich forms a part of its substance does not retain

the blackness of the dye.

Velvet.—A closely-woven silk stuff, having a very thick,

short pile or nap on the right side, formed by putting a

portion of the warp threads over a needle, more or less

thick, so as to regidate the quality of the Veh'et ; and,

when the needle is removed, liy passing a shai-p steel in-

strument through the long opening it has left, to cut all

the loops that had been formed. This nap always lies in

one direction, and thus it must only be brushed that way,

and that with either a piece of Velvet or cloth. The finest

qualities eif this nuiterial are made at Genoa and Lyons.

When required for the purpose e>f trimmings, it should be

cut diage)nally. There are inferior sorts made with

a cotton back. Others consist of a mixture throughout

of silk and cotton, called velveteen, of which there are

many qualities, and which may be had m all colour's,

and also brocaded. There are also Cotton Velvets, pro-

duced in various C(.)lours, and having small chintz patterns.

According to Planchc, in his History of British Costume,

Velvet, rmder the Latin name of Villosa, or the French

ViUiise, is stuff mentioned during the thirteenth century.

Shakespeare, in the Taming of the Shreiv, and a propos of

a saddle, speaks of

One girt, six times pieced, and a woman's cruppe of Velure,

And in Henry IV.,

1 have removed Falataff's horse, and he frets like a

gummed velvet.

Also in Pleasure for Measure, the First Gentleman replies

to Lucio,

An thou the velvet ; thou arb good velvet,

Thou'rt a three piled piece, I warrant thee.

I had as lief be a list of an English Kersey,

As be piled, as thou art piled, of a French velvet.
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The large northern cities of Italy (especially Genoal

were the first to excel in the manufacture of Yelvet. Th<"

French followed in accjuiring a great proficiency in this

branch of silk-weaving, and at the Revocation of tlie Edict

of Nantes, the French silk weavers introduced the art into

this country, and established it at Spitalfields.

Velvet Cloth.—A plain cloth with a gloss, emploj-ed in

Ecclesiastical Embroidery,

Velvet Cloths.—These are lieautifully soft and warm
descriptions of cloth, suitable for ladies' jackets. They
may be had both checked and striped, as well as in plain

nnifomi colours.

Velveteen.—A description of fustian, made of twilleil

cotton, and having a raised piile, and of finer cotton, and

better finish than the latter. It is made in claret, blue,

green, and violet colour. Rain drops do mit spot it, Ijut the

heat of a fire is injurious to the dye. It is a thick, heavy

material, useful for winter dresses, children's cluthiug,

women's outdoor jackets, and men's coats.

Velvet riowers.—These, as well as the leaves, are cut

by means of a punch for purposes of Applique EQibmidery,

when the stems can be worked in gold bullion. When to

be thus employed, paste a piece of thin paper at thi.' back

of the velvet before it is cut oxit into the desired forms, and

cut through both, otherwise the edges will become frayed.

Flower making, including those of Velvet for wear on

bonnets and the trimmings of evening dresses, is an art

which has latterly Ijcen brought to great perfection.

Velvet Ribbons.—Of these there are many varieties,

the plain, black, and coloured, plain Terry, figured, and

embossed plush, and Tartan, both fanc_y and original

checks. See Ribboxs.

Velvet Work.—From the nature of this material but

few Embroidery Stitches can be executed upon it. It is,

however, largely used in Church Emljroiderics as a back-

ground for altar cloths and hangings. The chief parts of

the Embroidery are then worked upon linen stretched in a

frame and transferred to the velvet when finished, and only

tendrils, small scrolls, and tiny rounds worked as a finish

to the Embroidery upon the velvet. For this description

of work see Chueoh Embroidery.

Another Way : The second kind of Velvet Work is made

with embossed velvet, and is very effective and easy. It

consists of outlining with gold thread the embossed flowers

and arabescjues, and tilling in the centre of such parts with

Satin Stitch worked in coloured filoselles. To work ; Select

a deep and rich toned piece of embossed velvet, and Couch
along every outline of the embossing two threads of

Japanese gold thread. Then take two shades of green

filoselle, and vein any of the leaves of the design with

Crewel Stitch and a pale shade of filoselle of the same

Colour as the velvet, and fill in the centres of any flowers or

geometrical figures with long Satin Stitches.

Another Way : Frame the velvet and back it with

holland. Trace out the design to be worked on the velvet

with the help of white chalk, and work it over with floss

silk. Bring the floss silk up from the back of the nuiterial,

and put it down again to the back, making a long Satin

Stitch. Make as few stitches as the pattern will allow of,

as from the nature of the material they are difficult to

work; ornament parts of the work with gold or silver

thread or silk cords Couched down M-ith silks matching
them in shade.

Another Way ; This is really Velvet Applique, and con-
sists in cutting out of various coloured pieces of velvet,

leaves, flowers, and scroll wc)rk, and attaching them to silk

or satin backgrounds. To work ; Back the pieces of velvet

with brown holland, which paste evenly on them;
lay a paper design of the right size over these pieces

and carefully out them to the right shajies. Frame
the satin or silk background after having backed it with

linen, and arrange the pieces of velvet upon it as they

should be laid. First Tack them slightly down to the

foundation with tacking threads, to judge of their' effect,

and, when th.at is decided, Overcast each piece carefully

to the foundation. To conceal these Overcast Stitches,

Couch down upon them either two lines of gold

thread, or one of silk cord and one of gold thread, and

work stalks and tendrils upon the background in Satin
Stitch; finish off the ceuti'cs of the flowers with French
KXOTS.

Venetian Bar.—This is useil in uKHlern Point Lace.

To work Fig. Sir,; Work th.' first ru« from right to left

Fig. 805. YExriiAS B.iK,

in Sorrento Bar. Second row—Work a number of

close Buttonhole Stitches on the lines thrown across

the space. Third r.iw—Work fmm right to left like the

first row, and return with Buttonhole Stitch as before.

Continue these two lines to the end of the space. For
Fig. Sii): Take the thread from h-ft to right across the

space, and work over it in Buttonhole Stitches. Work a

number of these bars, a little distance apart, until the

space is filled.
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Venetian Carpets.—These are manufactured both in

England and Scotland, They are composed of a worsted

warp, traversed by a woollen weft, and arranged in

stripes of different colours, the shoot being invisible,

in consequence of its very dark colour. By a peculiar

interchange of the two threads the production of the

design on both sides of the stuff is accomplished. The

pattern is necessarily a simple "diced" one, and the

carpets are durable as well as thick, and suitable for bed-

rooms and nxu'series.

Venetian Embroidery.—This is work resembling

Roman Work and Strasbourg Emljroiilery, but is lighter

than either in effect, on account of the introduction of

Lace Stitches in some of the parts where the material is cut

Betjxblles, Hebringbone, Point de Gbbcqtje, and

other Point Lace Stitches, and vein the heavier

leaves with lines of EoPE Stitch. Having finished the

whole of the Embroidery, carefully cut away the linen

that is not secured Ijy the Buttonhole lines from under-

neath the Buttonhole Bars, and the Lace Stitches. Use

a very sharp and small pair of scissors, and cut with the

utmost care.

Another Way : In this second description of Yenetian

Embroidery the work is formed upon Brussels net, and is

an imitation of lace. To work : Trace a lace design of

some arabesque and i-unning pattern upon pink calico,

which back with brown paper. Then Tack net over it, and

with a needle and fine thread Run the outlines of the

Fia. 807. VENETIAN EMBKOIDEEY.

away. The work is done upon strong linens, hoUands, and

batiste, and is used for famiture trimmings, such as mantel

and tal)le liorders, loanner screens, and curtain borders.

To work as shown in Pig. 807 ; Trace the outlines of the

pattern upon ecru-coloured linen, and Run these out-

lines with thread both on their scalloped and plain side.

Work them over with Buttonhole lines, made of silk

matching the linen in colour, and -ivhile doing so connect

the various parts with plain Buttonhole Bars. Be care-

ful that the lines of Buttonhcde always turn their edges

as shown in the illustration, as shouhl they be made
otherwise they will not secure the design when the material

is cut away. Take some fine ecru silk and fill in the

parts of the design that are intended to imitate light

and open flowers and leaves with Wheels, Point de

design on the net. Work these over with lines of Button-

holes, made with various coloured floss silks or filoselles,

and work a scalloped Buttonhole edging. Cut the net away
from the outside of the edging, and work in the centres of

flowers or other centres to the outlines with a few long

Satin Stitches. LTse more than one shade of colour on

each piece of lace, but let them blend together, and only

use the soft shades of yellow, pink, blue, salmon, and green,

and no dark or vivid colours.

Venetian Guipure.—One of the names given to

Venetian Point, the word Guipure originally meaning lace

made either of silk or thread upon parchment. iSte

Venetian Lace.

Venetian Lace.—The Venetians dispute with the

Spaniards the invention of Needlemade laces, considering
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that they ubtiiined the rudiments of the art from the

Saraeens settled in Sieily before the Spaniards beeame

acquainted with it. It is difficult to decide which nation

has the superior claim, particulai'ly as lace "as in earl}'

times almost exclusively made in conviuts. and the nnus
were not always uf the same nationality as the people

amongst whom they lived; but there seems to be no doubd
that both Needle and Pillow Laces were made in Italy

in the fifteenth century, although they attained their

greatest renown during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, being then used at most of the Continental
Courts, and rivalling for many years the productions of
Flanders,

The laces made m Venice during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries included Reticellas (Punto a Picti-

eellai, Cutwork iPunto Tagliatol, Flat Venetian Point

iPimto in Ariai
, Eaised Venetian Point i Punto a Fogliami )

,

Maerame 'Punto a Groppoi, Darned Xetting iPimto a

Magliai, Drawn "Work iPunto Timto', and Burano or

Argentella Point, a grounded Venetian Lace. Of these

numerous kinds the fiat and raised Venetian Points were
not worked before 1600, but they gradually superseded the

others, and though very costly, became the universal

decoration for all occasions of dress, besides being largely

used for ecclesiastical purposes
; and it was not until the

middle of the seventeenth century that their fame at all

declined. In 10-J4 Colbert prohibited the exportation of

the Venetian Laces into France in order that the lace

manufactories he had founded in Alcnc-ou and Argentan
might be protected, and these same laces, although at first

only intended to imitate Venetian Points, developed into

something lighter and finer and soon became the fashion :

the fine Needlepoints made at Brussels also shared in this

change of taste, and were worn by the nobles of the Italian

and French Courts, in preference to the heavier Venice

Points. Under these adverse circumstances, the making of

Venetian Points was disconlinued, and at present the

manufacture is quite extinct.

The Venetian fiat Needlepnints. made when the lace was
declining, are diflicidt to distinguish fruiu the Spanish
fiat Points, but their patterns are generally lighter and
finer. They are connected with Brides that do not run
straight from one part of the pattern to another, but are

irregular and broken up mt.j several short Bars, each of

which are trimmed with two plain Picots and ni.it with

Couronnes. The Venice Raised Points are extremely rich

and varied as to their designs, which ai'C either arabesque

or conventionalised scrolls and fiowers. They are some-

times worked in coLjured silks, such as purple, yellow, and

cream. They are distinguished by their Bride grounds,

highly raised Cordonnets. solid stalks, and chief parts being
i

worked ia high relief, surrounded by Fleurs Volants, some-
|

times three rows deeji ; while many lace stitches known

as Fillings are introduced into the various parts of the

pattern, so that the effect of the lace is less solid and

heavy and more running than the Raised Spanish Points.

To work these Needlepoints : Draw the pattern upon

detached pieces of parchment, outline with a FiL DE

Teace, and Oveecast with Bi'ttonhole Stitches, either

padded or fiat; to make the raised or fiat Cordonnet,
trim this with PicOTS, and fill with fancy stitclies the

I spaces surrounded by the Cordonnets: Tack each sepa-
rate piece when finished to a tracing of the whole
design and secure liy Brides (Jknkes, make thr raised

work separately and then attach to the fiat parts. For
the detailed manner of making the lace see Spanish
Laces,

The grounded Venetian Lace known ;is Burano or

Argentella Point was made long after the disappearance of

the Venetian Raised and fiat Points. It resembled both
Brussels and Alencon Laces, but was distinguished from
them by its extreme flatness and absence of all raised

parts, the lines of Buttonhole that surrounded the Fillings

being as fiat as those stitches, and the designs, consistint;

chiefiy of powderings. cither shaped as circles, ovals,

or small sj'iays thrown upon the net-patterned ground.
By many critics, Burano Point is considered superior to

Needlemade Brussels Lace, from the whiteness of its

thread and the great delicacy of its designs. It was
made in Burano at the beginning of the present cen-

tury, but is now obsolete.

Iinitu.tion Venice Points.—An imitation of the cele-

brated Venice raised and flat Points has lately been

worked by ladies with much success. The design is all

drawn upon one piece of linen, and the raised 'outlines made
l>y working over a linen cord. The rest of the lace follows

the old manner of making. To work as shown in Fig. S'JS :

Trace the design upon Toile Cire or thin Parchment,

obtain some of Catt's fine linen cord and slightly Tack
this to the Toile Cii'c, marking out with it all the outlines

of the thick parts of the lace. Take fine Mecklenburgh

thread, No i^U, and fill in the parts surrounded with the

cord chiefiy in rows of thick Buttonhole Stitches,

but also with Point Js Brobanron and Point de Orecqne

(..£(; Point Lace' Make in the process of the work the

Baes that connect the detached parts of the pattern;

make these with Buitoxhole Bars, ornamented with

Picots, Spines, and Coukonnes. Cover the cord over

with e\"en rows of Buttonholes with the same fine

thread, and ornament the raised Coedoxnet thtis made

with Pii:ots. Make the edge of the lace with a cord

covered with Buttonhole.^, and with loops covered over

with Buttonholes and trimmed with Picots.

Venetian Long Stitch Embroidery. — This is an

cdd-fashioned ilescription of "Worsted "Work, m which the

design is worked with coloured worsteds or crewels upon

open canvas, such as Toile Colljert, or tipon net, or white

silk canvas, the ground being left exposed. To work :

Select an araliesqtte or geometrical "Worsted Work pattern

contammg several colom'S but with little shading. Frame

the canvas or net in an Embeoideey Feame, so as to

keep it well stretched, and work the design tipon it hi

LoNCi Stitch. Let each Long Stitch pass over four, five,

six, eight, or ten si.juares of the material one way. but only

cover one square the other way la square being two warp

and two woof threads) ; aiTange the length of these

stitches according to the space one shade of colour has

to cover, and make their greatest length either across

u u r
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tie wiJtli of tlie material or perpendicular, according to

tlie shading required. lu shading the designs use the old-

fashioned colours and not those obtained from aniline

dyes.

Venetians.—A heavy kind of tape or braid, resemblmg

double Londons. They are employed more especially for

Venetian l>linds, whence the name. The colours are

ingrained, and the widths run half an inch, Ij inches,

and 11 iuelies. Another kind of braid or tape is made

for Venetian blinds—thread webs, in white, unbleached

blue, and green; sold in lengths of from IS, 24, to 3ti

yards; the widths running from 1 inch to \\ inches.

shown in Drawn Work, but instead of l^eing Overcast or

Buttonholed over with plain linen thread, fine purse silks

of various shades of colour are nsed, as in the Oriental

Embroideries. Hee Dkawn Wobk.

Venice Point.—H'x Venetian Laces.

Vest.—A generic term, signifying a garment, but

adopted to denote a special article of wear, as in the case

of the word vestment. A Vest now means a waistcoat, or

a closely-fitting elastic article of underclothing, wom by

both sexes, with or without long sleeves, and with either a

hiij-h or low neck. It is W(jrn inside a shirt or chemise,

Fig. SOS, VENETIAN POINT-IMITATION.

Venetian Stitch. — A term sometmies applied to

close rows of Buttonholes as Fillings in Needlepoint

Laces, as this jsarticular stitch is the one most used in

Venetian Points. To work : Fasten the thread to the

right side of the place to be filled in, and take it across to

the left, cover it with a line of close and even Button-
holes and secure to the right side; fasten the thread

again to the left side and work it over with Buttonholes,

working each new stitch into the rib of the stitch above it

in the first line. Repeat the second line until the space is

filled.

Venezuelan Drawn Work.—The lace that is made at

Venezuela is remarkable for its Ijcauty. It resembles the
Oriental Drawn Thread Work and the Italian and Swedish
Drawn Works. The work is executed upon cambric or

linen, and the threads are drawn away and divided, as

and is to lie had in spun silk, merino, lamliswool, cotton,

or gauze, the latter of silk, or a union of silk and cotton,

or silk and wool. These latter m;iy be worn all the year
round, and do not shrink when washed. Cotton vests are

to be had )joth l^leached and imbdeached ; are strong and
thick. Vests may be had Ijoth hand-made, and machine-
made

; the trade in the former is extensively carried on
by Scotchwomen, who knit them at a reasonable charge.

Vests, as well as other under-garments, may be had
woven of the Norwegian Pine Wool in its natural colour.

This material is strongly tcj Ijc recommended for persons

exposed to a damp or very changealjle climate, as it con-

tains very curative properties in cases of rheumatism, a
strong essential oil being procured from the bark of this

pine for application to affected parts.

Vdtement.—The French term, signifying a garment.
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Victoria Crape.—A comparatively new description of

crape, couipiiseil cnlirelj' of cotton. It is made in different

widtlis. from 1 t.i 2 yards, like ordinary crape. In

appearance it is like silk crape, and is very inexpensive,

but it is not ecouoinical to the purchaser, as it does not

wear at all well.

Victoria Frilling.—This is a description of cotton

camhric Frilling, produced at Coventry, for the purpose

of trimmiuo- lied, and underliuen. Its distinctive charac-

teristic consists in the fact that the drawing cord is woven
into the fal>iac, whi.di is an advantage in every respect

Victoria Frilling may lie had in three different widths for

bed linen, viz., of - indies, -V. inches, and o inches. It is

also made for the trimming of uud.'rliuen as narr(jw as

half an inch. It is a patent manufacture.

Victoria Lawn.—This is a description of nmslin, semi-

transparent, and employed as a lining f.ir skirts of dresses.

It is rather stiif, and may lie had in black and white, and

is also used for frillings, and for pcttii'oats worn under

clear muslin dresses. It was at one time employed for

evening dresses.

Vicuna Cloth.—This beautiful cloth is made from the

wool of the victtna, which is a species of the llama of

Peru and Chili. It is employed as a dress material, and is

very soft in texture ; and is produced in neutral colours,

measuring 29 inches in width.

Vienna Cross Stitch.—See Po-.s'/kh Cro>^!^ Stitch.

Embroidery Stitches.

Vigogne.—A delicate all wool textile, twilled, and pro-

duced in neutral eolotirs—greys, lavenders, and steel—as

well as black. The widths run from 4."> inches to 4s

inches, according to the quality; the rommoner kinds

have a small Aniunr piattern woven in them. Vigogui-

is the French name for the wool of the Peruvian shi'cp,

or fjr a woollen stuff of tho finest Spanish wool. It is

very suitaljle as a summer dress matorial, for which it is

designed.

Volant.—The French term denoting either a flounce,

or a frill; both of -\vhicli are descriptions of dress

trimmings.

Vraie Reseau.—This term indicates that the Network

ground to either ISTeedlepoint or Pillow Laces has been

either worked with a Needle or with Bobbins. Before the

introduction of machine-made net, all the grounds of lace

were worked in this way, but since then the lace flowers or

pattern has been Applique i:in to the machine net, except

when especial orders for the Vraie Bcseau or real ground is

given, as the costliness of the thread used and the time the

real ground takes to manufacture more than trebles the

price of the lace. Two of the Vraie Roseau Grounds are

shown enlarged in Valenciennes Lace, but there are a

great many varieties lnjth of the plaited and twisted net

patterns, besides the Dame Joan, Trolly, Torchon,

Star, Point de Paris, and Italian, all of which are

descriljed under their own headings. The term Vraie

ilcseau is often given exclusively to the ground used in

Biiissels Lace, btit in reality all the lace grounds made

without the assistance of machinery are Vraie Reseau.

w.

Wadding.—Wadding, as sold in the shops, is carded

cotton wool; lileached, raibleachi-d, slate-coloured, and
black, cut into sheets of various sizes, and sold by the

gross, but it is also manufactured in lengths of 12 yards

for ijuilting. It is placed betwcn the outer material and

the lining of an}' garment; if mA quilted, it is neces-

sary to attai/li it to till' linings, or it is apt to form into

lumps. It li;is lattrrly lieen I'cgardcd as preferable to

flannel or dom,-tt for slirouds, f.r wlii.-h tlie bh.'ached

"Wadding is emjjloyed. The French nauu' for W;idding is

Onatf, which was that originally given to the downy tufts

found in the pods of thi' pdant railed Apncijinnn. imported

from Egy|jt and Asia Minor. To make Wadding, a lap

or fleece, pr.'p:iivd by the carding machiue, is applied to

tissue paper by means of a co;it of sizi'. which is made by

boiling the cuttings of harrskins, and adding alum t'j the

gelatinous solutions. When two laps of cotton are glued

with their faces together, they form the most downy kind

of Wadding.

Waistcoatings.—These are fancy textiles made of

worst I'd and c-otton, or worsted imly, or of silk in which

there is a pattern, worked in the loom ; differently (/oloured

yarns ludng empLjyeil. The name by which these cloths

are known (xplains tin? use to which they are applied.

Hudilcrsfield is the chief seat of the industry.

Wanisutta Calicoes.—Various descriptions of cloth

made at New Bedford, Massachusetts, and known as

Wamsuttas. dne of them is a double w;irp cotton sheet-

ing, which uuiy be had in M;inchester, where there is a

depiit. The Wamsutta Mills produce some 12,OU0 miles

of sheeting and shirting, or 20.t)00,0(H) square j-Ards of

Cotton cloth every year. They were opimed in the year

ISiii, and the annual consumption of cotton is aliout

lil.OliO bales. The cotton chiefly employed is what is

called in the markets " lienders." liccause raised within the

bends of the Mississiid river, where the rich soil pro-

duces a peculiarly strongly-fibred variety. The strength

of these yams is tested by a machine, eighty threads

together lieing steadily stret./hed liy means of a screw, t(5

prove their emlurance, until they part, and the fireaking

weight is indicated cm a dial. Thus, according to the

results of this daily test, the yarn produced in these mills

is cdaimed to be 2ti per cent, stronger than the standard

for ''super extra" wearing yarn, according to the tables

laid down in English liooks ; and every piece of (doth is

examined by ;i I'omndttee of inspi:'Ctors l.iefore it is allowed

to leave the mills. Not only are blea.died and l.irown

sheetings and shirtings, both heavy and fine, produced

at Wamsutta, but also muslin and cambric muslin, for

underclothing.

Warp.—This term is employed by weavers to denote

the threads that run longitudinally from end to end of a

textile, and are crossed by the weft, othenvise called the

woof. The Warp passes through the treadles and reed,

TJ V V 2
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and til.-' AVeft, otherwise (--ulled the "Woof, which is wound

round the shuttle, crosses it.

Warp Stitch.—See Embeoideey Stitches.

Washing Lace.—See Lace.

Wash-leather.—Aji imitation of chamois leather, made

of split sheeps' skins, from which gloves and linings for

waistcoats, bodices, and petticoats are produced. The

skins go through a process of oiling and aluming, and

when thoroughly prepared for iise, may be washed until

worn out, without losing their buff colour-. Washdcather

is formed into regimental belts, and into gloves for both

sexes; it is employed for household pirrposes, such as the

cleaning of plate and of brasses. It also goes liy the

name of Buff Leather.

Watered.—This term, as applied to any kind of textile,

signifi'-s that a wavy pattern lias been impressed upon it,

which has not lieen woven into its texture. The method

of producing it is, to place two pieces of material together

lengthwise, and to pass them between two cylindrical

metal rollers, into the hollow within one of the latter a

heated iron is introduced. Thus, as the two pieces of stuff

will not exactly coincide iu their respective positions with

the rollers, one portion will be subjected to a greater

degree of pressure than another, resulting in the wave-like

pattiTii desired.

Watered Iiinings.—These cloths may be had both in

linen or cotton, in cream, slate, and dove colour, and are

chiefly employed for the lining of men's coats. The width

is 38 inches. See Linings.

Watered Twist.—Cotton thread, manufactured for

the weaving of calicoes by means of water mills. It is

spun hard, and is much twisted. Arkwright's water mill

was the first ever erected. He set up the works at C'rom-

ford, Derbyshire, employing the Derwent as the water

power. This kind of machine employed used to be called

"water-spinning" machines, and thus the name of the

cloth produced was Water Twist, but had nc) reference to

the process called "watering."

Watered Woollen Cloths.—These are new materials,

produced at Bradford, for women's dresses. They are soft

and undressed, and are to be had in black. For the method
of watering .see Watered.

Waterproofed Pabrics. — An extensive variety of

textiles rendered imperi'ious to moisture, without thereby

being injured in their texture or colour. They may be

had in thick and thin woollen cloths; in silk, alpaca, and

in what is called "Macintosh;" but the latter, being air

tight, as well as waterproof, is a very unwholesome article

for wear, and is only suitable for hot water liottles, air

cushions, water beds, Ac.

Waterproofed Zephyr Tweed.—This is a very light

material, employed for summer ^vear, and rendered water-

proof. It measures 5-5 inches in width, and is suit;rble for

wear as a dust cloak, as well as in rain. It can be had in

diff'ei'ent shades of drab and grey.

Wavy Couching.—See Couching.

Weaver's Knot.—See Knots.

Weaving.—The method by which the web of every

kind of textile is produced, and <if which there are many

varieties. Plain Weaving signifies that the warp and

weft intersect each other in regular order, crossing

at right angles, and producing a simple web of uniform

face and constmction. Twceling, that every thread of

the weft passes under one, and over two or more threads

of the weft. Twilled silk yarn is called Satin, twilled

cotton is fustian or jean, and twilled wool is Kerseymere

or serge. This tweeling may l>e executed on both sides of

the material, as in shalloon ; and this method of weaving

may lie so diversified, by various dispositions of the loom,

as to produce stripes and decorative designs, such as those

exhibited in damask, diaper, and dimity. Pile Weaving is

the method by which velvets are produced, a third series

of short threads being employed, besides those of the warp

and weft, and introduced between the two latter, being

doubled under the weft, so as to form loops. These are

afterwards cut to form the " pile," and, when uncut, they

present an appearanc dike Terry Velvet. When pile

weaving is adopted in the production of cotton cloth, the

result may be seen in fustians, corduroys, Ac. Figure

Weaving is ;inother and lieautiful method of Weaving,

by which designs—either of different materials, or colours

—are introduced in the warp or weft. To effect this,

the threads are so disposed as that certain colours shall

be concealed, whilst others arc drawn to the front, and

they must change places from time to time, according

to the necessity for their re-introduction, in carrying out

and completing the design. In producing stripes, a variety

of dissimilar threads may be arranged iu the warping, and

so left without change ; or the threads of the warp and

those of the weft may be of different colours respectively,

which will produce that changealde hue on the cloth

which is known by the term "shot." The Jacquard loom

is the most perfect kind of " draw-loom " j'et produced, to

caiTy (jut Figure Weaving in its most beautiful and

intricate varieties ; and damasks in silk, linen, cotton, and

wool are now wholly manufactured by it. Stockingette

or Elastic Cloth Weaving is another form of the art,

which is very distinct from those branches already named.

Instead of a foundation consisting of two threads—the

warp and weft—there is liut one continuous thread

employeil foi' the whole well. This single thread is

formed into a perpetually successive series of loopis, and

the loops of one row arc drawn through those of its pre-

decessor. Stockingette Cloth is produced in imitation of

knitting; and, besides the large looms in which it is

manufactured wholesale, there are hand-worked machines,

in which small articles maj' be woven—such as stockings,

scarves, and vests. Eililions are woven in the same way
as ordinary cloth.

The power-loom, which succeeded the hand-loom, was

invented liy the Eev. Dr. Edmund Cartwright in 1757.

Horrocks' loom was afterwards produced, and Monteith's

in I7!I8
; and the " Jaoc|uard," invented in 1752, has Iieen

greatly improved in England since the time it was first

introduced. Hand Weaving is now confined to cloth pro-

duced in gaols bj' the felons. Weaving is an art of the

most remote antiquity, and of Eastern origin. In this
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country it can be traced back t.i tlie Auo-ln-Saxons

and early Britons. lu L..nd..n tlie weavers formed one

of the most aueieut cf the Guilds, and were called the

TehirH, The domestic title, ' wife," is derived from the

verb "to weave," as she was distinguished so much in

olden times by her labours with the distaff. The Saxon

for weave was ircffiu. and the German is wcbcn, whence,

in the same way, ircilt—a woman, one who works at the

distaff and makes a web—is derived. King Alfrcl, when

speaking in his will of his descendants, distinguishes the

sexes as those respect ivel}' of the "spindle side," and

the "spear side;" and this idea nuiy be seen exemplified

on many gi'aves in (5-ermany, which are severally dis-

tinguished by the effigies C)f spears and spindles. In

reference to Queen Anne, Dryden speaks of " a distaff on

the throne." This adoption of the name " wife," fri)m

the art of weaving, is a natural secpieuce to that of giving

the name " spinster " to an ttumarried woman—the girl is

supposed to spin the yarn fm- her future clothing, whirh

she is to wear woven into webs for garments, as a wifo.

Webbinaf.—Tliis is a strcmg thick tape wov.-n in a

peculiar way; usually striped in lilue and white, or pink

and white, and may be had from 2 to o inches in widtii. It

is made of hemp thread, and designed for tlic sup^pcu't oi

sofa squabs, and liedding, being nailed to the wooden

framework at Ijoth ends and sidles, and interlaced suc-

cessively in and cmt, at regular distances apart. It is also

employed for the stands of bntlers' trays and tr\iuks, for

trunk-lid supports and trunk trays ; and also for girths,

&c. The various kinds are known as Manchester, and

Holland, black or red, and stay t;ipes. The term " Web-

bing" is alsc) used to signify "Warp as prepared for the

weaver.

Webbing (Elastic 1.—A preparation of indiarubber

inclosed in silk, mohair, or cotton. Their respective

widths are given according to the number of cords, from

one to sixteen, or upwards. The narrow single cords are tc>

be had in two lengths of 72 3-ards tcj the gross; the wider

makes are in four pieces, containing 00 yards each, and are

generally sold by the gross. These goods should not be

kept in air-tight p;ircels, or they will lose their elasticity.

Webbings are produced of appropriate dimensions for

belts, the sides of boots, known as "spring sides," and

narrow frilled cottc.ui ones, employetl for underlinc^n.

Weft.—The yarns or threads running across the length

of the cloth, that is, from selvedge to selvedge, in a web.

The Weft is also known by the name of Woof, and is

wound round the shuttles during the process of weaving,

while the Warp is extended in many successive threads,

and piasses through the treadles and reed,

Weldbores. — This is a description of woollen cloth

manufactured at Bradford, Yorkshire.

Welsh riannels. — Welsh-made flannels are of a

bluish shade, and have a broad grey selvedge on lioth

sides. They somewhat resemble the Lancashire Flannels,

and measure from oO to nearly 36 inches in width.

There are also Patent Welsh Flannels, which are very fine

and of superior texture, l.nit are not very durabh? and

I

are m:ide for inf;ints' clothing, AV:ili's is the country

where Flannel was origin;dly maile. Much is still pro-

duced by hand labour fr<nn the fl[eec(.'s of the tlocks on the

nativi^ mountains, and is of pcculi;ii' ipiality ;ind fiuisli ;

j

but the most cxteusivi' manufacture of Flannels, not only

in Enghmd, but in the whole world, is in L;incashire,

especially' in the neighbourhood and town of Rochdale,

where the greatest variet)' of widths, finish, and substance

is produced, in the thin gattzc, medium, thick, double

raised, and Swanskin,

Welted. — This terui signifies thi' laliliing of any

material, b_v thi- inserti^m cif wadding lietween it ;ind the

lining, and Run in jKiralf.d lines. It is of the sam^.' u;iture

as Quilting, only that the Piunniugs ilo not ci-oss each

other so as to make ii diamond piatteru. Stays are Welted

to stiffen them, in places where wdialeliones would be

olijectionaljle ; lihick pietticoats are sometimes Welted, to

make them stand out, after the style of hoops.

Welting. —Si/c Ililihiin/ in Kxittino.

Welts.—These arc the rounds ..f Bibbing worked in

Stocking Knitting as the commencement to a stiicking,

and ;ire intended to keep the top .jf that article from

rcdling uji.

Whalebone.—This bijne is taken from the upper jaw

of the whale, anil is utilised for umbrella frames ; it

is als'j very extensively employed by staymakers and

dressuuikers. Fcu- the use of the former it is cut into

suitable lengths, the widths varying between three-

sixteenths and Ij inches. It is soil liy the pound. For

the use of dressmakers it is also prepared, neatly cut

into lengths, and sold l.y the gross sids, or in small

j

quantities. The price of Whalebone fluctuates much,

Ix'inc- dependent on the success of the whalers. Steels,

cut in lengths, and sold in calico covers, have greatly

supers.'ded the use of Whalelionc both for the stay and

dressmaking trades. About H tons ..f the boue are

produced in the mouth of one whale, of li-i f.-et long,

I
the ordinary value of which is about £'160 per ton. This

1 bone forms a kind of fringe or str;iiner, in the mouth of

the Baleen whale, acting as a net to retain tlu^ sm;ill

fish, on which the creature preys, which, w-hen his ,i;iws

are open, are w-ashed in and out. This boue takes

the place of teeth, and consists of numerous parallel

hiiiiinii'. descending perpendicularly from the palate.

In a whale of Gtl feet long the largest piece of Baleen

would be l-l feet m length. To prepare Whaleljone

for use, immerse it ior twelve hours m boiling water,

before which it will hr found too hard for the purposes of

nmnufacture.

Wheatear Stitch.— N-'c Embroideey Stitches.

Wheeling.—A description of yarn used for charitalde

purpciscs. It may l.)e had in all col'iurs.

Wheels. — These are required m all descriptions of

ornamental needlework, and in Pillow and Needle Laces.

They are made in a variety of forms, from the simple

Wheel formed of Corded Bars, to the most elaborate

device. To work AVhecls used m XcH-dlemade Laecs and
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Embroidery, and as sliown in Fig. 800 : Tliis design

illustrates a. Wlieel wlirrein tlie centre of the material is

retained. Trace a eii-(de upon tlie material, and Run
threads round the tracing to the thickness of a quarter of

Fig, 81)9. Wueel,

an inch. Buttonhole over these threads with a close

and even line of Buttnnholcs, as shown in Fig. 810,

Detail, and turn the Buttonhole edge to the outside.

Work a line of Point de Yenise as an edging to the

Buttonholes.

Fm. ."HIO. Wiitn,—Petah.,

To work the Whe.d shown in Fig. 811 : This Wheel is

chiefly used in Eudu'didevics and in Point Lace. Outline

the circle, Run a thr<Ni(l i-ound it, and Buttonhole over

the thread with close Buttonholes, turning tlie edge of the

Buttonholes to the inside. Woid^ upon that edge a row of

Fn; ^n. Wheel,

loose Point de Bruxetj.es into every other Buttonhole.

Run a thread into these loops, so as to draw them together

into a circle, and make Baes across the open space left in

the centre of Wheel. C'omuK.'nce at 1 in Fig. 812, Detail,

and cross to 2, Cokd the line to the centre of the

Wheel, then take the thread to 3, and Cord liack, and so

follow all the numerals, always Cording the thread back to

the centre. When the lines are all made, fill the centre of

the Wheel up bypassing the thread over and under the

Fl(^,. 812. Wheel—Det.vil.

threads fiir five rounds, and then finish by Cording the

thread up 1, which has been left uncorded in order to

bring it back.

To Worii an Open Wheel: This Wheel is formed with

Corded Bars, wdiich are many or few, according to the size

of the space to be filled.

Fig. 813 shows a Wheel worked with four Bars ; Fig. 814,

a wheel worked with eight Bars; and Fig. 815, one worked

Fifi. SU. Wheel.

with thirteen Bars. They are all worked alike. Fasten

the thread to the cornei' of the space, and take it across

to the opposite corner. Conn it back to the centre, and

carry it to the angle on the other side. Cord it back to

the centre, and take it to the last angle. Cord back and fill

Fir;. S1.5, Wheel.

up the rest of the space with the same kind of lines,

always returning to the centre ; fill that in with rounds of

thread worked over and under the lines, and where these

are sufficient. Cord the thi-ead up the first line that was

made.
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To work Pig. 81(J : This open Wheel is much more

elaborate thau the others, aud is ehietiy used in fine

Embroidery or Lace Work. Ruu a line of thread round

the space, and cover it with a close row of Buttonholes.
Turn the edges to the inside, make a tiny loop in the

centre of the AVheel, which co\'cr with a round of ButtLin-

holes, and Tack this down with tacking threads to keep it

...Ags-iSE^lir

Fig. S1i-\ Wheel.

steady ; work a round of open Buttonholes with sis loops,

and continue to work in rounds with close Buttonholes

where the spokes of the Wheel come, and loose Button-

holes to divide them. Finish the spaces between the spokes

with a Vandyked Coeded Bae, but take the spokes in

lessening rows of close Butti.>nhiilc down to the edge of the

Wheel. Finish by taking the tacking thread out of the

centre, and cutting the materiLil away rmderucath if there

is any.

To work Fig. 817 : This "Wheel is of the same kind as

1^

*^aL3j>"

Fig. Sir. Wheel.

the last. Enclose the circle with a round of BUTTONHOLE'
and then make PoiXT DE Beuxelles loops round ; work

a second round of Point de Bruxelles, and gradually

thicken with closer stitches where the spokes come ; then

work three rows of close Bnttonhole, and finish with a

circle of six Buttonhole Stitches.

To Malie a PiUov: Lace Wheel :—P]ick a pattern with

holes, eighteen holes to the inch and a quarter of an inch

wide. Hang on twelve pairs of Bobbins, work in the pins

right and left six times, take the four centre Bobbins and

Twist the pair to the left three times. Take the pair to

the left and work it to the left-hand pin, and Twist the

pair now nearest the centre pair three times, put up a pin

in the centre between the two pairs of twisted Bobbins,

make a Cloth Stitch to enclose the pin, and Twist the

two pairs three times, leave them, take up the pair of

Bobbins behind the left-hand pin, work in the pin, and

work across to the pair of centre Bobbins nearest the

left hand. Twist the working pair three times, make
a Cloth Stitch, Twist

V- th times, and
carryback the pair u.Mn.'st lln' left Iiaud to the left-hand
pin, putting a pin b,'t«ven t\v two piiirs to the left. Take
up the right-hand Bobliius beliiud the right-hand pin and
work in the pin

;
bring the AVnrkcr Bobbins to the pair

of centre Bolibins nearest the right-hand pin. Twist the
workers three times, :md make a Cloth Stitch with the
right-hand centre pair, Twist I'aeh pair three times, and
take back the pair nearest the right hand to the rio-ht-

hand pin; having put a pin between the twisted Bobbins
in the centre, tak^' up the four cmtre Bobbins, make a
Cloth Stitch and Twist each pair three times, put up
a pm lietween tlu' twisted pairs. The pins will be in

the form of a small diamond and the design will form a
Star with an open hole in the centre and si-i small ones
round it.

Wheel Stitch.— ,s'fe Ejibeoiueey Stitche.s.

Whipcord Couching.— Similar to Wa^y Couching.
See CoucHiNe;.

Whipping.—A term u.,ed in needlework, denoting a

method of drawing up a piece eif frilling of any fine

material into gathers, by means of sewing loosely over

a delicately rolled edge of the same. To work: Hold
the camliric witli the wrong side towards you, and
insert the needle at the back iA the propo.sed roll, not

through, but just I.clow- it. Secure firmly the end of the

thread there, at the extreme right. Then heild the

camliric in the left hand, close to where the roll should

begin; and damping the thumb, roll the material over

towards you, very closely and finely, first passiag the

thumb upwards, and then dowiiw;irds. As soon as space

is made for the setting of two i.ir three stitches, make
them, inserting the needle ;it the back as before, and
at ver}- regular distances ap;irt ; the thread should be

drawn a little at first, to test its c;ipaliility for running

easily, when required as a dra\\ing stiiug, and then cirawn

a little from time to time. Thi' scc^uid part of the work is

to adjust the frilling in equal propiutions to the article for

which it is intended. To do this, it is essential that the

cambric frill I.hj "halved and ijuartered," and even

divided into smaller spaces; pins are inserted to mark the

several measurements. The article to lie trimmed must

be marked with pins in the same way, and wdien ready

for the drawing of the string, phice each centre, and each

quarter, one against the other, thi.' Frilling next to you;

secure them to each other by means of pins, one being

now sutficient at each division cd' the material, the corre-

sponding pin may be removed. The article ;ind its trim-

ming will thus be equally divided, and there will be no

greater fulness in cme quarter than in another. This

done, adjust the "Whijqjiug evenly in each compartment,

and secure the needle end of the loose driiwing thread

temporarily, by twisting it round the top and end of a

pin several times. Then hold the two pieces of pinned

material between the thumb and forefinger of the left

hand; keeping the wiu'k very fiat, lying along the finger.

Take up every Whip, or pi.uiiou of the roll, lietween the

stitches, in sewmg the two parts together and insert the
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ueei.lle in ;i skintiiig direction, that the thread may exactly

lie m the IVdds uf the Whipping.

White Embroidery.—Hee Ebibroideey.

White Wolf Skins \(I,uih u.videataUgj.—lhij fur of

wolf skins is very thick, warm, and durable, the tail bushy

ami handsome, but the skin of the white wolf of northern

latitudes IS the most valuable, and rarest of any of the

varieties known. The hair is long, and tipped with a

darker colour. Wolf skins are made into carriage and

sofa rugs, and mats for the hearths, ic.

Whole Stitch.—A name sometimes applied to the

Cloth Stitch of Pillow Lace. Ste Cloth Stitch.

Widen.—See Knitting.

Widow's Lawn.—This material can only be procured

in certain shops, and for Widows' Weeds. It is a linen

muslin, ^ery clear, and even in make, 52 inches in width.

Widows' Weeds.—This is a comprehensive term,

denoting the whole mourning apparel of a widow ; of which

the broad fiat fold of crape, extending backwards over the

top of the bonnet, and falling straight down the back

;

the peculiarly shaped muslin cap, with ^'ery long broad

muslin strings, which are never tied; and the bi'oad muslin

cuffs, thinner in the centre than at the two borders, form

the most remarkaLde features. The custi^m for widows to

wear a peculiar style of cap is of Roman origin, ancf the

wearing of their " weeds " was compulsory for a period of

ten months. See the Epistles of Seneai, ti5. The term
' AVeeds " was used in the Middle Ages to signify an

entire dress. lu such a sense it is employed in Bitsou's

Ancient Pojndar Poetry, in which the cloak, or complete

suit is denoted by it. viz. ;

He cast on him his Royal weed ;

and, again, in reference to Ecclesiastical vestments :

His cope, and soapclary.

And all hi^ other weed.

The pc)et Spenser speaks of "lowly shepherds' Weeds";
and Milton of "Palmers' Weeds." Also, as a badge of

sorrow, he says :

lu a mourning weed, with

Ashes upoa her head, and tears

Abundantly flowic*^, &o.

Width.—A term employed m dressmaking, syuony-

mously with that of Breadth ; meaning the several lengths

of material employed in making a skirt, which—according

to the fashion of the diiy—is composed of a certain

number, gored or otherwise'. The term Breadth is more
generally in use.

Wigans.—These consist of a description of calico, so

named after the jdace of its manufacture. In quality

they are soft. warm, and finished; but are stout and
heavy, and are employed for many purposes. They are

made for sheetings, amongst other purposes, and measure
from l' to 3 y:irds in width.

Wild Rose Border.—The design shown in Fig. 818 is

oni' made in Houiton Lace. To work : Commence at the

flower, and work the centre round of that in Stem Stitch,

with five pair of Bobbins, Sewing each row to the edge of

the round. Make the petals alternately in Cloth and

Half Stitch, with eight pair of Bobbins and a Gimp.

Work down the flower stem to the knot of the next pattern

with six ptair of Bobbins and in Stem Stitch, make the

knot and work in Stem Stitch to the leaves. Make the

small leaf touching the flower first, carry Stem up the side

and I'eturn, making Cloth Stitch vs'ith eight pair of Bobbins,

connect to the flower with a Sewinc;. Work the large leaf

on the opposite side in the same way, and with ten piur of

Bobbins. Cut off four pair when they reach the leaf stem,

and work in Stem Stitch to the last leaf, cut off a pair, and

take the Stem Stitch down the middle of that leaf ; here

hang on two pair of Bobbins, turn the pillow, and work

clown one side in Cloth Stitch, Ralsed Wokk and Peakl
Edc;e. At the bottom of the leaf cross the leaf stem, cut

oft' a pair of Bobbins, turn the Pillow, and work the other

half of the leaf in Half Stitch and Plain Edc;e. Cut off

a pair of Bobbins at the tij], and work the centre fibre of

the leaf touching the last made one, and when the bottom

of it is reached, turn the Pillow, work down one side in

Half Stitch and Plain Edge, turn the pillow and work the

other in Cloth Stitch and Pearl Edge. AVhen finished,

work the stalk in Stem Stitch to the next flower with six

Fiu, 61.S, Wild Eo.se Border.

pair of Bobbins, the recut oft the Bobbins. In working the

stalks, make the Pearls to the inner side, and not to the

outer, as shown in the illustration, as they would be lost

when the lace is sewn to a foundation. Fasten on six pair

of Bobbins, and work the two lower leaves in Cloth Stitch,

with Pearls upon the edge towards the flowers, and connect

them at the tips; and, lastly, work the four middle

leaves with Raised Work, and join each to the main stalk,

and work them in pairs. Work the centre of the Rose
in Cucumber Plaitings.

Wilton Carpets.—Carpets of this description are

rather expensive, in consequence of the large amount of

material demanded, and the slow process of the weaving.

Nearly 80iJ0 threads of yarn arc employed on a web of

linen, only 27 inches wide. Wilton Carpets much resemble

Brussels in the manner of manufacture ; the surface

yarn being vorked on a linen web, the designs raised

entirely from the warp, and the yarn is carried over wires,

more or less fine, which, when withdrawn, leave a series of

loops. These wires are sharp, and cut through them in

their removal, leaving a velvet pile. In the manufacture
of Brussels carpets the wires are round, and are not
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designed to cut the pile, but to leave the loops intact, after

the style of Terry velvet. The original seat of the

industry was at Axuiinster, Devonshire, but is now at

"Wilton, near Salisbury. Inferior imitations are nuide in

Yorkshire, and in Scotland.

Wimple.—An article of Mediaeval dress, now only

retained in conventual houses by the Nuns. It is a neck-

cloth, which sometimes is di'awn across the chin, as well as

up the sides of the face and temples, meeting the band

which tightly covers the forehead, passing straight across

it just above the eyebrows. It is made of linen, but

formerly it was sometimes made of silk. Wimples may
be seen on monumental effigies of many of our early

Queens, abbesses, nuns, and great ladies.

In Chaucer's Eomaunt of the iJose, this ancient, and still

existing article of di'ess is mentioned, viz.

:

Wering a vaile instead of wimple,

As nonnes don in their

Winseys.—These are made of two descriptions—all

wool, and of wool and calico. They are very diu-able, and

are used by the poorer class of people. There is a quantity

of oil in the common qualities, accompanied by a dis-

agreeable odoui'.

Wire Ground.—This grovmd is sometimes used in

Brussels Lace ; it is made of silk, with its net-pattemed

meshes partly raised and arched, and is worked separately

from the design, which is sewn on to it when completed.

Wire Biibljon.—A narrow cotton ribbon or tape, used

for the pui-poses of millinery, into which three or four

fine wires are woven, It is sold in packets, which respec-

tively contain twelve pieces, of 12 yards each, eight of 18,

or six of 24 yards.

Witch Stitch.—See Embroidery Stitches.

Wool.—This is the soft curled or crisped species of hair

or fur, of which the coat or fleece of the sheep consists.

It is also to be found on other animals. There are two

classes of wool, the short and the long stapled ; the short,

not exceeding 4 inches, keeps the name of wool ; the long,

which measures from 6 to 10 inches, is prepared for

wea"idng in a different manner, and is combed and made
into worsted stuffs. The longest length of staple ob-

tained has been 20 inches. The long-stapled wool sheep

of England are of four breeds : those of Dishley, in

Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, of Teeswater, and Dart-

moor, those of Lincolnshire sometimes growing wool a

foot in length. The average weight of these fleeces is

reckoned from 8 to 10 pound. Our short-stapled sheep

are those of Dorsetshire, Herefordshire, and the South-

downs. The manufacture of woollen cloth is commenced

by cleaning the wool, which is a long process of boiling,

&c. It is then dyed, sprinkled over with olive oil, and

beaten with rods. It then passes through a scribbling

engine, to separate the fibres into light flakes, called

" laps," thence through the carding engine ; after that

thi-ough the slubbing or roving machine, to make the

wool into the soft loose thread, which is subsequently spun

into yarn and made into cloth. Milling and fulling then

foUow, by which a length of 40 yards, and 100 inches in

width, would be reduced to the proper thickness of

ordinary superfine cloth, by shrinking it to some .30 yards

liing and 60 inches wide.

The manufacture of woollen cloth l:>y the ancient Britons

is demonstrated by tln'ir presence in the Tumuli or Bar-

rows already opened; and it is a matter of historical

record that not its use alone, but its manufacture, is con-

nected with the names of the highest ladies in the land.

In the spinning of wool King Alfred's mother was distin-

guished for her skill, and Edward I., while he wisely

arranged to "settle his sons at schole," set his daughters

to " woUwerke." In the reign of Edward III. the export

of wool from England was made a felony, and the exporta-

tion of the woollen yarn forbidden under a penalty of

forfeiture.

Woollen-hacied Satin.—A very serviceable make of

Satin, chiefly emplo3'ed for jackets and mantles, and

which, owing to the mixture of wool with the silk, does

not form creases in its wear. It is 24 inches in width.

Woollen Cord.—This is one of the varieties of corduroy.

It has a warp of cotton and a weft of wocd, and is cut after

the same manner as cotton cord—another descripti(in of

the same class of textile—but the face is wholly woollen,

whence its name. It is suitable for men's riding breeches or

trousers, and is both warm and strong.

Woollen Matelasse.—This description of cloth is

manufactured exactly after the manner of silk Matelasse,

and is chiefly employed for the making of mantles, being a

thick material, of handsome appearance, and satisfactory m
wear. It has much the appearance of being quilted in the

form of leaves, flowers, and other devices. The width

measures from aljout !'< yards to 2 yards.

Woollen Textiles.—These are spun from the soft,

curly, short-stapled woollen yarn, which varies in length

from 3 inches, to 4 inches, and is the only kind employed

for making cloth. The term cloth, like stuff, has a general

significance, and is applied to textiles composed of every

kind of material, but is of more particular application to

goods made from short stapled wool. Amongst those

made from it are broad cloth, kerseymere, pelisse cloths,

frieze bearskin, bath coating, duffil, tweed, hodden grey,

plush, flannel (of many descriptions), domett, baize, and

blanketing.

Woollen Yarn. — All wool is distinguished by this

name which has not passed through the process of comb-

ing, whether by hand or machinery, Lambswool fingering

is sent out by the manufacturers in i pounds, consisting of

eight skeins, of 1 ounce weight each ; but the correctness of

the weight cannot be relied upon. They are from two to

ten fold, are supplied in 3 pound, 6 pound, and 12 pound

packages. The fleecy wools are produced in a great variety

of colours. Lambswool yarn of a superior (quality may

be had in white, grey, drab, and other colours, in 3 pound,

6 pound, and 12 pound parcels, the nmnbers running

from Or, to 4. Smaller quantities may be pirrchased.

Beriin lambswools are dyed in every description of colour;

the numbers run from Oi to 4. They are supplied in

parcels of 3 pound, 6 pound, and 12 pound, may be had of
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single and double thickness, and by Tveigtt or skein, ac-

cording to the recfuirements of the purchaser. There is

also the Leviathan wool, which is composed of many
strands, and is full and soft, and designed for Embroidery

on canvas of considerable coarseness ; the Lady Betty

wool, in black, white, and scarlet, sold by weight or skein

;

the Eider Yarn, which is peculiarly delicate and glossy,

and employed for hand-made shawls and scarves ; the

Andalusian, a tightly twisted wool, about the thickness

of single Berlin ; the Shetland wool, which is finer than

the latter; the Pyrenean, which is of a still finer descrip-

tion ; and Zephyr wool, which is remarkably thin and

fine. Wool mendings, sometimes incorrectly called

Angola, consist of a mixture of wool and cotton, and may
be had in small skeins, or on cards, or reels, in many
shades of colour. See Wool.

Wool Needles.—These are short and thick, with blunt

points, and long eyes, like those of darning needles. They

are sometimes called tapestry needles. See Needles.

Wool Velours.— A description of very soft, thick,

and close-grained flannel, having much nap, and is em-

ployed for making dressing jackets, and French peignoirs,

and peasants' or maid servants' short loose square cut

jackets, having pockets on each side. It is made in many
colours and patterns, and chiefly striped like Ribbon-

grass.

Woolwork riowers.— Thc^sc arc flowers made by

winding wool round wire foundations so that they stand

erect and can be used as detached bouquets, or placed

simply round the borders of mats. The flowers that arc

evutable are convolvulus, poppy. Marguerite daisy, gera-

nium, and Hly of the valley. The materials required are

netting Meshes from half an inch to \\ inches in width,

pieces of thin wood, round in shape, 2 inches in diameter,

with a small hole in the centre and with scalloped edges,

the same thin pieces of wood shaped as squares of

i\ inches, very tiny cap wire, and single Berlin wool

matching the colouring of the flowers.

To Worh a Convolvulus : Take a round shaped piece

of wood and in every scallop roimd its edge lay down
a line of fine wire, bringing all the ends of the wire to

the back of tlic wood through the centre hole, where
twist them together and cut ofl:'. Thread a wool needle

with white wool, fasten the wool in the hole in the centre

of the wood, and pass it round and round in circles between
the wires and the wood, as each wire is reached make a

stitch over it so as to enclose it, then carry the wool along

to the next wire and make a stitch over that, and so

continue to work round after round, each one slightly

larger than the other, until half the rosette is covered.

Fasten off the white wool, and continue the work with

pale blue wool instead, which carry up nearly to the edge
of the rosette ; cut the wires at the back, close to the

edge and turn these pieces so as to secure them into the

edge of the flower, which will assume a trumpet shape as

soon as released, Cm-ve the edge of the convolvulus over,

make very short stamens, by covering wire with yellow

wool, which insert into the flower centre, and then wind

green wool ronnd the ends of wire left in the centre of the

flower to form the stalk.

To Worlc a Daisy : Take a netting Mesh three-quarter

oi an inch wide, some white wool and fine wire, wind the

wool round the Mesh and secure it with the wire (as de-

scribed for making the poppy) forty-eight times, then take

the wool off the Mesh, the wii-e this time will form the

bottom of the petals. To form the top, tie together with a

little knot every loop in sets of three. Take a round piece

of brown velvet the size of the centre of a Marguerite, which

line with buckram, and work a number of Feench Knots
upon it with yeHow filoselle, sew round this the bottom
or wired part of the petals, and arrange so that it is twice

encircled with the wire and so that the petals from each

round come alternately.

To Worlt, a Geranium : The petals of this flower

are so small that it does not requii'e a wooden foundation.

Take a piece of fine wire, and bend it into a heart shape

without the indent in the centre, haK an inch in length.

Fasten a doubled piece of wool up the centre of this, and
work over this foundation with soft shades of rose colour

wool. Thread a wool needle, fasten it to the top of the

petal, pass it in between the doubled wool and over the

wire on the right side, in and out through the doubled

wool and over the wire on the left side ; continue this form

of plaiting until the wire is entirely concealed with a

close and thick line of stitches. Make five petals in this

manner, join them by twisting the ends of the wire

together, and cover that by winding green wool round

the end. A primrose is made in the same manner as a

geranium, but with the petals more indented in the centre,

and with pale lemon coloured wool.

To Worh a Lily of the Valley : Make the petals with

a wire outline, pointed in the centre and wide in the

middle, work them over with white wool, as described in

the geranium, turn their edges over, and make up four

of them as a flower. An-ange them along a stalk to form

a lily spray, and make small round buds of twisted white

wool for the tojj pai-t of the spray.

To Malie the Leaves ; These are all made upon wire

like the geranium, the only alteration being in the shape

the wire is bent into.

To Make the Sta}iieHs: Cover straight pieces of wire

with yellow wool, and turn the end of the wire round

so as to thicken the top part.

To Worlc a Poppy .- Take a netting Mesh 1?^ inches

in width, some deep scarlet wool, also some fine wire,

and cover with red silk. Wind the wire upon two small

pieces of wood or cardboard to keep it from getting

entangled, and leave a piece of it in the centre, double

it, and leave 2 inches of it hanging, and also 2 inches

of the scarlet wool, which wind once loosely round the

Mesh over one of the wires (which open out again) at

the edge of the Mesh ; lay the other wire over the wool

where it has gone over the first wire, and thus seciu'e

it. Wind the wool loosely roimd the Mesh again, this

time over the second wire, and lay the first wire over the

wool. Wind the wool twenty times round the Mesh,

each time securing it with the wires alternately over
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and under it; then take it off the Mesh. The part

where the twisted wires are will be the top of the petal

;

run a wii-e through the other end of the petal, and draw

the loops there up quite tightly with it, then bring the

piece of doubled wire down to the bottom of the petal and

the piece beyond the loops on the other side, and twist

them both in to the bottom part. Make four of these

petals, and either put into the centre of them the dried

head of a small poppy, or make a knob of green wool on

the top of a piece of wire and put that in.

To Worl: a Eose : Take a piece of thin wood 2\ inches

square and make a hole in it in the centre, and one at

each edge, through these pass fine wires, which lay

across the centre, and make quite tight. Take wool

of the right shade of rose coloiu-. and romniencing

at the centre, wind it carefully roimd and round

under the crossed wires, but never attached to them

;

keep them flat and evenly laid by holding them down
with the left thumb. When sufficient rounds have

been made, thread the wool on to a fine darning needle

and draw it through the centre of the petal, from the

outside edge at one part to the opposite outside edge, so

as to secm-e the rounds of wool, and to make the cleft in

the centre of the rose leaf ; then take the petal oif the

woodwork by imdoing the wires. A iinished petal is shown

in Fig. 819. Make a dozen petals in this way, si^ of which

Fig. 819. Woolwoek Floweks—Eose Petal,

should be large, and the others rather small. Make the

centre of the rose with loops of yellow thread, run a wire

through them, tie them up tight a quarter of an inch

from the wii-e ; cut them off a little beyoud the tie, and

comb the wool out beyond the tie so as to make it fluffy.

Sew the petals to the centre, and wind green wool round

as a stalk.

The best way of making up Woolwork Flowers is to

Knit a quantity of moss with various shades of green

wool, put it round a centre of black velvet, and insert

the flowers into the moss. When an urn stand has to be

made, by Buttonholing with dark wool over rounds of

window cord, a thicker centre to the mat is made than by

knitting.

Worcesters.—These are woollen cloths, named after

the place where they had their origin, as far back, at least,

as the fourteenth century. It appears that Worcester

cloth was considered so excellent that its use was pro-

hibited to the Monks by a Chapter of the Benedictine

Order, held in 1422. Bath was equally famous f(jr the

cloth manufactured then- l:>y the Monks of the Bath Abljcy

from the middle of the fourteenth century.

Work.—A generic and very C(5mprehensive ti'rm. often

applied to the accomplishments uf th(.' needle, whi'ther of

Pliiin Sewing, or of Emliroidery.

Taylor thus speaks of Queen Katharine of Ai-ragon :

—

Although a Queen, jet she her days did pass

In working with the needle ourioualy.

The Xeedle's Etcelhiicij.

* * * My soul grows tad with troubles
;

Sing, and disperse 'em, if thou can'st ; leave working.

Hennj VIII., Act .3.

* * * I'll have the work ta'en out,

And give 't lago. OHif'lo.

Work Tibet, work Annot, work Margerie,

Sew Tibet, knit Annot, spin Margerie.

Let u3 see who will win the victory.

Nicholas Udalis, "Work Girls' Song '' in Royster Boijsier.

Workhouse Sheeting.—This is a coarse twilled and

unbleached cloth, employed for sheeting and likewise

for bedroom cm-tains, embroidered with Turkey red and

worked in crewels. It is very much utilised for purposes

of embroidery, and is of the ordinary width for sheeting.

Work over Cord.—A term sometimes used in Church

Embroidery to denote basket, whipcord, and other Couch-

ings that are made over laid threads.

Worsted.—A class of yara, well twisted and spun, of

long staple wool, varying in length from 3 inches to

10 inches, which, after being cleansed, is combed, to lay

the fibres parallel before it is spun, and afterwards

wound on reels, and twisted into hanks. The wool was

originally thus treated and prepared at Worsted, in Nor-

folk, whence its name, the manufacture having received

a great impetus through Edward III., and his Queen

Philippa of Hainault, who introduced a great number of

woollen manufacturers from the iSTetherlands, who settled

at Norwich, York, Kendal, Manchester, and Halifax

;

although it was first established in England in the reign

of Henry I., when some Dutchmen, escaping from an

inundation, came over and settled at Norwich. In the

reign of Queen Elizabeth, a fresh immigration of Flemings

took place, who likewise settled at Norwich, and also

at Colchester and Sandwich, bringing with them great

improvements. Textiles called "stuffs" are, properly

speaking, those composed of Worsted, although frequently

used as a comprehensive term applied to all fabrics alike.

The principal stuffs made of this fine long-fibred wool

include moreen, lasting, Denmark satins, rateen, merino,

damask, bombazet, tammies, callimanco, shalloon, cubica,

serge, plaid, camlet, mousseline de laine, challis, shawls,

carpets, crapes, poplins, and hosiery. These are stiffer

X s s 2
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and more rougli than woollen-made fabrics. Cotton

warpa are often introduced into them, which impair their

durability ; but, when combined with silk, as in poplins

and Bombazines, it is otherwise. The term Worsted

Stuffs applies equally to those made of combed wool,

combining cotton or silk, which are not "fulled" (like

woollen cloth), as to those entirely of Worsted. The manu-

facture of Worsted stuffs, although very ancient, has only

reached its present state of excellence within the last fifty

years. According to tradition, we owe the invention of

the wool-comb to St. Blaise, and the anniversary of his

canonisation (3rd rdi.") used for centuries to be kept as a

gala day at Bradford. The Flemish refugees who escaped

from the tyranny of the Duke of Alva (1570), settling in

Yorkshire, made Halifax for many years the seat of the

Worsted industry, which became famoiis for its damasks,

lastings, and other such goods. The first spinning

machinery was set up at Bradford in 1790, in a private

house, and, five years later, the first manufactory was

built. In the year 1831, the union of a cotton warp with

Worsted was made, and in 1836 the wool of the Peruvian

alpaca was introduced, and, at about the same time, that of

mohair of goats' hair of Asia Minor. See Wool.

Worsted Bindings.—These are employed by uphols-

terers and saddlers, produced in a variety of colours, and

can be procured in various lengths to the gross : 6-18, 9-16,

or 6-21. The several widths have been designated "double

London," " shoe," " double shoe," " extra quality."

Worsted Braids.— These Braids vary in width and

make, are employed as dress trimmings, and produced in

various oolom-s, though chiefly in black. The numbers

run .53, 57, 61, 65, 69, 73, 77, 81, 85, 89, 93, 97, 101.

They are sold in 36 yard lengths, four pieces to the gross,

or a shorter piece if desired. Many Braids that are

called mohair or alpaca, are really of Worsted. There

are also Waved Worsted Braids, sold in knots, contain-

ing from 4 to 5 yards each. The numbers run 13, 17,

and 21, and the Braid is by the gross pieces. It is em-

ployed for the trimming of children's dresses. Skirt

Braids, said to be of mohair and alpaca, and called

Russia Braids, are many of them made of Worsted.

They consist of two cords woven together, cut into

short lengths, and sold by the gross pieces. The wider

ones are in 36 yard lengths, four pieces to the gross.

The numbers run fi'om to 8, and the Braid may be had
in black or colours.

Worsted Damasks.—These are thick cloths, to be

had in many varieties of excellence for the purposes of

vipholstery. They are produced in all colours, and the

widths are suitable for curtains, ic. The chief seat of

the industry is at Halifax.

Worsted Fringes. — These are made in very exten-

sive varieties of length and pattern. They run gene-

rally frijui 25 inches to 4 inches in depth, and the several

varieties are classified under three descriptions— viz.,

Plain- head, Plain -head and Bullion, and Gymp-head.
They may be had in all colours and degrees of richness.

There are also Wor.sted Fringes designed for dress,

which are called fancy fringes, and are made of worsted

or silk, from half an inch in width to 2 or 3 inches.

Worsted tassels, if required for dress or furniture, may be

had to match any of these fringes.

Worsted Work.—This needlework, once known as

Opus Pulvinarium, then as Cushion Style, and Worsted

Work is now generally entitled Berlin Work, a name given

to it when coloured patterns and Berlin Wools were first

used in its manufacture. The origin of Worsted Work is

very ancient, it being undoubtedly known and practised in

the East before it was introduced into Europe from Egypt,

but it is difficult to trace an account of it, from the practice

of ancient writers classing all descriptions of needlework

under one heading, until the latter end of the thirteenth

century, when the various methods of Embroidery were
distinguished and classed with great accuracy, and what
was then known as Cushion Style, was especially mentioned
as being used for kneeling mats, cushions, and curtains in

cathedrals, and occasionally upon sacred vestments, as can
still be seen on the narrow hem of the Sion Cope (date

1225), now in the South Kensington Museum. Like all

other works of art during the Middle Ages, it was chiefly

practised in convents and nunneries, and used for the

adornment of sacred objects, but as the nuns were the

only instructors in those days, noble ladies were sent to

them to leai-n to work as well as to read, and beguiled

many tedious hours by adorning their homes with speci-

mens of their skill. Worsted Work, distinguished from
Embroidery by being made upon a foundation of loosely

woven canvas that requires to be thoroughly covered
instead of being worked upon materials that can be
left visible, was in favour after the Reformation, and
much of it worked by Anne Boleyn, Mary Queen of Scots

and her ladies, is still in existence. In the time of

Queen Anne, and Queen Mary, silk Embroideries and

Crewel Work were more fashionable, but in the reign of

George III. much Worsted Work was done, that executed

by the Duchess of York for Oatlands Park being particu-

larly noticeable, from the designs, colouring, and work-

manship, being her own. The Linwood Exhibition of

Worsted Work during the earlier part of the present

century, consisting of sixty-four full length pieces, deserves

notice, as these were all executed by one lady (Miss

Linwood), who copied the designs from oil paintings,

upon a canvas, known as Tammy, and worked them out

in Worsteds that were especially dyed to suit the required

shades,

When it is remembered that before the year 1801 all

designs for Worsted Work had to be drawn by hand and
coloured according to the taste of the worker, and that the

Worsteds used were harsher and coarser than those now
employed, some idea of the labour of the work then, as

compared with what it is at present, can be gathered. It

was to remedy this, that a printer at Berlin produced a

series of designs copied from pictures and printed upon

Point paper, so that each stitch was plainly visible ; these

were coloured by hand with due regard to the real

colouring of the pictures they represented, and afterwards

worked out in Tent Stitch upon very fine canvas with
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fine Worsteds and Silks. Shortly afterwards, a large and
coarser canvas began to be substituted for the fine, and
Cross Stitch instead of Tent Stitch ; and finally, the

Worsteds were superseded by Berlin Wool, and the good

patterns by large xmwieldly flower, or impossible animal

designs, which, coupled with their execution in the

brightest colours produoable, was the death blow to

Worsted Work from an artistic point of view. For the

last twenty years, and since the public mind has become

more alive to the beauty and fitness of needlework for

decorative purpiises, these abominations have bei'U .justly

discarded; but they must not be crmfounded with the

work itself, which, when executed in flue stitches upon

fine canvas, in soft and harmonious colouring ami correr't

designs, is as capable of embodying an artist's idea as

other needlework mediums, The design shown in Pig. 820
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Fig. &LiO. "VVoRSTrD Woee,

is an arabesque pattern, worked with three shades of

Berlin wool, the darkest of which is shown by the dark

squares, the next by the squares filled with crosses, and

the lightest by the check pattern squares. To work :

Pill in the dark squares with Cross Stitch and with

deep ruby - coloured wool, the check squares with pale

olive green wool, and the squares filled with crosses

with pale blue filoselle. For manner of working, .see

Berlin Work.

Worsted Yarns.—There are many varieties in these

yams, such as Worsted, for carpet mending, which is

very coarse, and may be had in many Ijright colours^

and sold in paper bags, wound in balls ;
the bags con-

taining from 3 to 6 pounds each. Also Hank Worsted

for knitting stockings, dyed in various colours—white,

black, speckled, grey, scarlet, S.o., and sold by the half

dozen or dozen pounds, made up in i pound skeins. Also

Fingering Worsted, sent out in i pounds by the manu-

facturers, comprising eight skeins, of 1 ounce weight

each. It may be bought in small quantities in retail

shops. Also Scotch Fingering, which is a loosely spun

yarn, produced in very bright colours, and sold liy the

spindle of 6 pounds. Scotch Fingering is much employed

for the knitting of children's gaiters, stockings, scarves.

and mittens. Ordinary Fingering Worsted is sent out

by the manufacturers in ! pounds, or eight skeins, each

skein being considered an ounce in weight. There are

also Worsted balls, sold for the purpose of mending.

TJiese I'an be had in black and white, speckled and grey,

made up in balls of )_i, 4, or (i " drams " each, and sold

in bags containing o pounds, ti pounds, or 12 pounds

weight of yarn.

Wristbands. — These form an important part of a

shirt, and the method of miking them shoubl, therefore,

be known. Although some portion of the garment may
be of i;alico the breast, cdlar, and cuffs or wristbands

must always be of linen. They must consist of three

pieces of material, two of linen, and one of thin calico.

To work ; Cut the wristbands by a thread, the selvedge

way of the linen, lay all the triple thickness together,

and as tlie calico must be placed between the other

two, lay it outside them, and the two pieces of linen

together, when commencing to work. Run all neatly

together on the wrong side, and then turn <jver one

of the linen sides, so that the running and raw edges

shall be turned in. Press the edge to make it lie flat, and
then draw a thread in the linen, on the side farthest

from the ridge made by the portions folded over on the

inside. Compare the band with that of another shirt, to

regulate the measurement for the drawing of the thread,

as the Hemstitching should always be made at a certain

depth from the edge. Tack the opposite side and the

two ends, to secure them in their right positions, and then
stitch the band where the thread has been drawn. The
ends of the band will have to be treated in the same way
•—a thread drawn and a stitching made. The shape of

these wristbands, as well as of collars, changes continually,

thus a pattern should be obtained, and if the corners have
to be rounded, or any new slopings be required, they must
be so cut before the first Tacking is made. Great care

will Ije needed where any curve has to be made, as no
tliread can be drawn in such a case. The method of

making a shirt collar is precisely the same as of making
a cuif ; and while the exact form must depend on the

current fashion, these general directions apply to all.

Y.

Yak Crochet.— iSce Crochet, page 118.

Yak Iiace.—This is a coarse Pillow Lace, made in

Buckinghamshire and Northampton, in imitation of

Maltese Silk (juipure. The material used is obtained

from the fine wool of the Yak. The patterns are all

simple, and are copied fi'om the geometric designs of

real Maltese Lace. They are connected with plaited

Guipure Bars, ornamented with Purls, that form part

of the pattern, being worked with the same threads

and at the same time. The thick parts of the design

are worked in Cloth Stitch and Plaitings.
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Yak Lace has been most successfully imitated in

Crochet (sue Fig. 821) ; it is there worked in Maltese

thread, and in black, white, or ecru colours, according

to taste. To work the pattern given, see Cbochet direc-

tions, page 119.

Besides the Yak Lace made with Crochet, an imitation

of it is formed with the needle upon a foundation of

coarse grenadine, which is afterwards cut away, the

work closely resembles the lace made upon the Pillow.

It can be used for dress and furniture trimmings,

though it will not wash. The materials required are

strong and rather coarse black, coloured, or white

grenadine, or tarlatan. Mohair yarn matching the grena-

dine in colour, strips of cartridge paper, and prepared

linen, such as is known as carbonised linen, as shown

in Fig. 822. Trace the design, which can be taken

from the finished scallop on the left hand side of the

dine between each stitch, until the space is filled in ; then

return over the lines with a second thread, and Cord
every one. This Run foundation is shown in the right

hand leaves of the illustration. Take a good long thread

and work in the long lines. For the leaves there will be

five long lines required, for the scallop four, and for the

Footing two. Dabn each of these lines in and out of

the short threads, taking up one and leaving the next,

as in ordinary Darning, and where a Bae has to be made

to connect the leaves to each other or to the Footing,

or the scallops to the centre star, make it as a Corded
Bae with the thread as it is working, as joins of all

kinds must be avoided wherever possible, and fresh

threads taken in in the darning. Cord the long lines in

the Footing, like the Bars, but the other long lines will

not require this unless the thread used is very thin.

Work the stars in the centre of the pattern so that they

Fig. 821. YAK LACE-IMITATED IN CBOCHET.

illustration upon the carbonised linen, back the pattern

with calico, and lay the grenadine over it, which Tack
down quite evenly upon it. Take the cartridge paper,

and from it cut fjut the straight line that forms
the Footing, the leaves surmounting the scallop, and
the scallop. Lay these bits of paper down upon the

grenadine, and stitch them down to it by a securing line

in their centres. (They are used to keep the stitches

worked over them from taking up the grenadine, where it

has to be cut away.j Now commence to work. Take an
Embroidery needle with a blunt point, thread the Mohair
upon it, and work in all the short up and down lines

in the lace first, and which form the foundation for the

long lines. Run a thread across a space and let it take

up two strands of the grenadine beyond the cartridge

paper, bring it to the other side and let it take up
two strands of the grenadine there, work backwards and

forwards iu this way, leaving only one strand of grcna-

are connected to the leaves and the scallops. Make them
in Genoa Stitch thus : Carry along their length four lines

of thread, and then Daen over them thickly, drawing the
stitches in tight at the points of the star and loosening
them in the centre. Make a loop of thread, for the scal-

loped edge, which secure into one of the short lines on
the scallop, miss the next short line, and make a second
loop into the third ; continue to the end of the pattern,

and make the loops larger at the broad part of the scallop

than at the naiTOw. Cord this line of loops, and run
a plain thread through them, which also Cord. Having
finished the work, cut away the tacking threads, and so

release the lace from the pattern ; then carefully cut

away the grenadine from the back of the stitches, and
leave them without any support.

Yard. — A measure of length employed for every

description of textile or material for personal wear, uphols-

tery, &c., or for needlework. One yard equals 3 feet or 36
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inches, and is the standard of British and American
measurement. The cloth yard in old English times was of

the length of the arr.jws employed both in battle, and for

the chase.

Yarn.—This term signifies thread spun from fibres of

any description, whether of flax, hemp, cotton, silk, or

wool.

Yarn Measure.—A hank of worsted yarn is generally

estimated in England at -560 yards, or seven " leas " of 80

yards each. Linen yarn is estimated by the number of

" leas" or "cuts," each of 3 yai-ds, contained in 1 pound

weight. In Scotland it is estimated by the number of

romids in the spindle, or 48 "leas." Thus, No. 48 in

England, is called 1 pound yam in Scotland. One hank

of cotton yarn is 840 yards, and a spindle of 18 hanks is

15,1-20 yards.

Yaws.—A vulgar term denoting the thin places in

cloth.

cotton, and at very low prices, for petticoat skirts.

Yokes, such as employed iu dress, are copied from those

made of wood, and worn on the shoulders by those who

carry pails of either water or milk.

Yokohama Crape. — This is a very fine, close make
of Crape, otherwise known as Canton Crape, employed

especially for mantle -making, but also for the trim-

ming of dresses. It is made in two widths, measuring

respectively 2-5 inches and 2 yards. There is much
more substance in it than in ordinary Crape, and it is

not transparent, like the latter. The Yokohama is the

costliest of all descriptions of Crape, and the most

durable in wear.

Yorkshire Flannels.—These Flannels have a plain

selvedge, and are superior to those made in Lancashire.

They are made in the natural colour of the wool, so that

they are improved in appearance liy washing, contrary to

the ordinary rule.

Fjs. 8i2. YAE LACE-IMITATION.

Yokes.—These are headings, or shaped bands, into which

plaitings or gatherings of garments arc sewn, and which

arc so cut as to fit either the shoulders or the hips, and

from which the rest of the bodice, nightdress, dressing

gown, or the skirt is to depend. The Yoke of a shirt

or nightdress is sometimes called a neckpiece, and is

always made of double material, like that of a skirt.

Of whatever the cloth may consist, one rule applies to

all Yokes, viz., that the straight way of the stuff should

be placed at the centre of the Yoke, whether that centre

be at the back of the shoulders or forming a sort of

stomacher at the front of the skirt. This rule holds

good for those made of crape likewise, which must be so

folded as that there shall be no seam made. Woven

Yokes may now be purchased in all colouj-s, made of

Ypres Lace.—The lace made at Ypres is Valenciennes

Lace. Sec Valenciennes Lace.

z.

Zante Lace. — This lace is similar to the Greek

EeticeUas. It is still to be purchased in the Ionian Isles,

but the manufacture of it has long been discontinued.

Zephyr Cloth.—A fine, thin, finely spun woollen cloth,

made in Belgium, thinner than tweed, and employed for

women's gowns. Shawls also are made of this material,

the wool being fine, and loosely woven, and very light in
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its weight. It can be dyed in very brilliant colours, and

resembiles a Kerseymere.

Zephyr Ginghams or Prints.—Tliese are pretty

delicate textiles, resembling a cotton batiste, designed

for summer wear, and produced in jjale Ijut fast

colom-s, whicli bear wasliing. They are to l>e bad in

pink and blue, and measure from 32 inches to a yard

in width.

Zephyr UXeriuo Yarn.—The term employed by the

wool staplers of Germany to signify what is usually

Cilled German or Berlin.

Zephyr Shirting.—This is a kind of gauze flannel,

having a silk warp. It is manufactured for use in hot

climates, and is a superiiir description of cloth. The

ground-work is grey, shewing the threads of white silk,

and there is a pattern formed of narrow stripes, either of

black or of pink, running the lengthway of the stuff.

Zephyr Shirting measures 32 inches in width.

Zulu Cloth. — A closely woven cloth, twill-made,

designed for Crewel Eniljroidery or Outline Work, the

closeness of the weaving facilitating the drawing of the

designs.
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